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1. Introduction

Welcome to the 2021 USENIX Annual Technical Conference (ATC).

Running a conference of any size is a significant challenge, one that comes with many opportunities to build upon and perhaps improve what has gone before—and the challenge is all the greater for a conference of the scale and caliber of ATC.

We are fortunate that ATC is sponsored by USENIX, an organization with extensive experience in conference planning. Working with USENIX means joining a well-oiled machine that magically takes care of an almost endless list of tasks that must be completed for a conference to be successful. We are humbled and honored by their trust in asking us to take the helm of USENIX ATC ’21 and we are grateful for their invaluable guidance and support throughout the process.

We hope that everyone is as thrilled as we are with the ensuing program. In the rest of this document, we describe the process for USENIX ATC ’21, with an emphasis on how we created and managed the program committee.

For USENIX ATC ’21, we had to deal with two unusual challenges: first, the ongoing pandemic, and second, the collocation with OSDI ’21. The former turned out to be more of a nuisance than a challenge, thanks to the help we received from the USENIX ATC ’20 co-chairs, Erez Zadok and Ada Gavrilovska. Ada and Erez had been forced to adapt to the pandemic as it unspooled, switching both their program committee meeting and the conference itself from in-person to virtual. They extensively documented their experience in their own conference message, which we referred to repeatedly, and also offered additional answers to specific questions we had. As a result, we were able to plan a smooth PC meeting (which managed to finish on time!) and are confident that the conference itself will be equally successful.

2. Running a Combined Conference

Navigating the decision to collocate OSDI and ATC was more difficult. In response to requests from the systems research community, USENIX concluded that OSDI needs to be held more often, changing from strict alternation with SOSP to an annual conference. However, for a number of years both SOSP and OSDI have taken place in October; USENIX felt that it would be inappropriate to hold OSDI close to the time when SOSP was scheduled. Instead, after carefully considering the options, the USENIX board decided to experiment with holding OSDI and ATC together.

That presented its own dilemma: since OSDI and ATC are both systems conferences, would they find themselves in competition? How would the the conferences themselves be run? Would either conference experience a significant drop—or a rise—in submissions? Fortunately for us, we had an ace in the hole: the OSDI ’21 co-chairs, Angela Demke Brown and Jay Lorch, are two of the nicest and most generous people in systems research. From the beginning, we were able to work closely to ensure a smooth experience.

The first question we had to address, almost immediately after the co-chairs for both conferences were chosen, was submission deadlines. Should the deadlines be the same for both conferences? If not, which conference should “get” to go first? We concluded that OSDI should have an earlier deadline, almost exactly a month before our own. That would allow authors who were unable to make the OSDI deadline to have a significant period of time for completing their papers before they submitted to ATC. It also reduced the burden on the USENIX staff by preventing two simultaneous crunch times.

We then turned to the challenge of selecting program committees for both conferences. OSDI ’20 received 400 submissions; USENIX ATC ’20 received 350. If those levels continued, we would need a record number of PC members across both conferences. That raised the risk that we would find ourselves competing for PC candidates.

To avoid that possibility, the four co-chairs of the two conferences met several times to discuss PC invitations and create a comprehensive list of candidates. Working from a shared spreadsheet, we created one list for each conference, balancing both lists on a number of axes to ensure that we would have diverse committees that covered a range of viewpoints, areas of expertise, and levels of experience. We gave special attention to including less established researchers, both to advance their careers and to develop new possibilities for future program committees.

Our cooperation in identifying PC members was successful; both conferences were able to assemble strong committees. In the end we wound up with a PC of 120 members: 69 heavy (16-20 reviews expected), 39 light (8-10 reviews), and 12 extended (3-5 reviews).
After considering previous submission levels and growth, we decided not to assume that either conference would experience a drop in submissions; instead we built a program committee that would be able to handle an increase. That proved to be a wise decision.

3. Program Committee

The most important task that we did as USENIX ATC ’21 program chairs was selecting and inviting the program committee. The PC had 120 members, with expertise in a wide range of topics. The areas with the highest expertise among the PC members were Distributed Systems, Storage, Cloud, Architecture, OS, Analytics and Machine Learning. Those fields allowed us to cover most of the submissions well, but we could have used more expertise in Quantum Computing. We also were surprised to discover that we had multiple submissions in the area of Low-Earth-Orbit Satellite Networks; we had to seek additional help on that topic.

In addition to covering a wide range of research topics, we also wanted to ensure diverse representation in the PC across several dimensions:

- Junior vs. Senior members of the community. We believe it is important to invite new community members to take part in the review process. Our PC had 34% junior members.
- Academia vs. Industry. USENIX ATC has broad industry impact, so we wanted to have this duality reflected in our PC membership as well. Industry and Industrial Research Labs members constituted 34% of the PC.
- Women and Under-represented Minorities. The PC representation was 22%.
- Geography. 63% of the PC members are located in North America, 24% in Europe, 8% in Asia, and the remaining 5% in other areas.

The PC was split into three categories, depending on the number of reviews the PC members were able to provide, as well as whether they could attend the PC meeting or not: heavy (up to 17 reviews), light (up to 9 reviews), and extended (up to 5 reviews). The heavy PC consisted of 68 members, the light PC 39 members, and the extended PC 12 members.

We found it important for each PC member to provide us information before the reviewing process started. In particular, it simplified the conflict verification process if each PC member updated their own lists of collaborators and other conflicts. Doing this before the submission deadline is ideal, as it provides the authors the opportunity to double-check the identified conflicts through HotCRP. In addition, the PC members rank their topics of interest from the conference topics. While this step is optional for PC members who spent the time to go through the submissions after the deadline and submit their paper preferences, we asked the PC members who did not to make sure they at least had their topics preference filled in. It would have been impossible for us to assign papers to PC members who had expressed neither a paper nor a topic preference. In retrospect, the PC members who actually took the time to bid on (a larger number of) papers also got a better assignment. In addition, it was easier for us to assign papers when extra reviews were needed.

3.1. Submissions Chairs

Following the prior two editions of USENIX ATC, we adopted the practice of having two submissions chairs. Alex Conway (VMware Research) and Chris Stone (Harvey Mudd College) provided invaluable support during the USENIX ATC evaluation period. In particular, the submissions chairs helped with the pre-review checks, verified the authors’ reported conflicts, helped with checking the quality of the reviews and took notes during the PC meeting. We would not have been able to put the conference together without their able and tireless assistance.

4. Review Process

Perhaps the most important part of putting a conference program together is the lengthy period of peer review. As is common for most large conferences, we divided the review into several steps.

4.1. Pre-Review Quick Checks

After the deadline passed, we had a total of 341 completed submissions, excluding spurious ones. We divided the papers into four equal groups assigned to the co-chairs and submissions co-chairs for a quick validity check. Each person scanned their pile for several flaws:

- Anonymity violations, both obvious (authors on the title page) and more subtle (self-citation, mention of authors’ institutions, etc.).
• Formatting problems not caught by the automated format checker (e.g. unreadable figures).
• Violations of the Call for Papers, such as appendices following the bibliography.
• Other random submission errors, such as accidentally submitting a version of the paper as supplemental material.

During the quick checks, we also identified an oversight in the Call for Papers. A number of authors had included links to online copies of their source code in their papers. Such links had not been prohibited by the CFP, but they created the risk of an anonymity violations. In addition, since online resources can be modified at any time, there was no way to ensure that they were representative of work done before the deadline. For those reasons, we decided to ask authors to remove those links.

In the end, we rejected one submission immediately because it was too flawed to be rescued and because it violated the anonymity requirement by including the authors’ names. We gave the authors of 67 (!) others a brief window in which to correct the problems; all accepted the offer. Although the CFP clearly stated that format violations would result in instant rejection, we chose to be gentle because the violations appeared to be unintentional mistakes rather than an attempt to evade the rules.

Finally, we also reviewed the papers for undeclared conflicts with PC members. That task was eased because the submission form had included a request for DBLP links for all co-authors. Nevertheless, that task was a major one, and we hugely appreciate Alex and Chris for carrying it out. We added a number of new conflicts into HotCRP, and notified the authors so that they would be more careful in the future.

4.2. Review Timeline

The review process was scheduled over two rounds, with ample discussion time after each round. The discussions were very useful not only because PC members had time to read each other’s reviews and reach a common decision, but also because it gave us time to supplement reviews where necessary by asking other PC members or external reviewers. For example, it was necessary to supplement reviews when a paper had lower reviewer expertise, or when the reviews were late or missing. We advise future co-chairs to allow for these buffer periods as well, while still enforcing the round deadlines.

4.3. Review Sequence

Once we had 340 conforming submissions, we assigned reviews to the members of the program committee. In the first round, heavy PC members were assigned 10-12 papers, with proportionally fewer going to light and extended members. Each paper received three first-round reviews. An unexpected issue arose when one member was forced to withdraw from the PC due to serious health issues. We are hugely grateful to Reto Achermann, David Cock, Dave Dice, and Scott Stoller, who were willing to accept an additional assignment on insufficient notice to help out.

After the round-1 reviews arrived, we held brief online discussions to decide which papers would advance to round 2. We took a cautious approach, leaning toward advancement for papers that had received at least one weak accept and papers where no reviewer had rated themselves as having high expertise in the area. At the same time, though, we were cognizant of the fact that we were planning to send round-1 reject notices right away (rather than waiting until after the PC meeting), since rejected authors generally prefer to receive the news early so that they can begin work on a revision. In the end, 178 papers advanced to the second round.1

Papers rejected in round 1 did not have the option to provide an author response, due to the early notification. We found that a small number of the authors of the papers rejected in round 1 would have preferred to take the option of a later notification, so that they could have the chance to submit a response to the reviews. Thus, future chairs might consider incorporating an option to choose between early notification and response at submission time, or adding a response period to round-1 rejected papers.

For the papers that advanced, we solicited brief (500-word) responses to the reviews from the authors. Unfortunately HotCRP does not enforce the word limit, and some authors went far over. Nevertheless, the program committee found the responses useful in a number of cases, and some papers were accepted at least partly based on the clarifications given in the responses.

Each round-2 paper received at least two additional reviews, so that in the end every paper had at least five.2 After those reviews were in, we again held online discussions to divide the papers into three categories: clear accepts, clear rejects, and those that needed in-person discussion at the online PC meeting. In several cases we asked for additional reviews from experts in the area, either on the PC or external.

1 A few were advanced despite low ratings because some reviews were still missing at the deadline.
2 The papers that would have been rejected in R1 but for their late reviews were an exception, having only 3 or 4 total reviews.
4.4. PC Meeting

In the end, we wound up with 52 papers that needed discussion by the program committee. We had planned from the first to hold the PC meeting online over a period of two days. Inspired by USENIX’s conference-scheduling practices, we decided to limit the meeting to five-hour slots, running from 7:00 am to noon Pacific Time; those times are acceptable on the West Coast of the U.S., pleasant on the East Coast, and not horrible in Europe. Unfortunately they work less well in some other locales (e.g., 7:30 pm to past midnight in India, midnight to 5:00 am in Korea, and 1:00 am–6:00 am in Eastern Australia).

To deal with the time-zone problem, we polled the PC members to ask where they would be on the days of the meeting. We then hand-scheduled the papers for discussion on a rolling basis, beginning with those that had reviewers with the most challenging time zones so that those people could leave the meeting as soon as possible. The approach worked effectively, but only because of the heroic efforts of our distant PC members to stay up far beyond what most of us would consider a reasonable time.

In past face-to-face PC meetings, a significant amount of time was lost moving conflicted members in and out of the meeting room; HotCRP offers an option to automatically generate a schedule that minimizes such motion. We discarded that option in favor of accommodating time zones; we created a single Zoom breakout room named “Hallway” and used it for conflicts. That worked well; we were usually able to move people into and out of the room in 10–30 seconds so little time was lost.

Given necessary overheads such as introductions and breaks, we wound up with about 10 minutes to discuss each paper. As is common in PC meetings, discussions of the early papers often ran over, but the committee gradually developed a sense of timing so that we finished the first day’s work on schedule. As is also common, the reviewers of a few papers came to an accept/reject decision overnight, and in the end we were able to finish slightly early.

5. Statistics

It has become traditional to offer a number of statistics about the submissions and the review process. Some of the numbers are impressive:

- 341 submitted papers (25 short)
- 64 accepted (1 short), 277 rejected (23.1% acceptance rate)
- 119 PC members wrote 1357 reviews
- 750,218 total words in reviews

As has been common in recent years (and not just in ATC), short papers faced something of an uphill battle, with only a 4% acceptance rate. We encourage future chairs to consider whether the short-paper category is a good idea.

6. Conference Plans

Although we are writing this message well in advance of the conference, we are looking forward to a few changes that we hope will make it run smoothly and improve the virtual conference experience for attendees:

- Before the pandemic, several conferences had run successful experiments with “preview sessions” aimed at new attendees. The goal of these sessions was to provide enough background for the uninitiated to understand a group of papers being presented during the conference. This year, we have asked some PC members to create similar previews that will be posted in advance of the conference itself. The preview session will cover common topics from both USENIX ATC and OSDI.
- One of the most important things that was lost in the shift to virtual conferences was the so-called “hallway track”—the break times during which attendees mingled, met new people, and discussed research ideas. There have been several attempts to find substitutes, including extended Zoom sessions, Zoom breakout rooms, and Slack channels; however, none of these options have been entirely satisfactory. At USENIX ATC and OSDI, we will be experimenting with a new option, ohyay.co, which we hope will provide an attractive and fun alternative where small groups can interact with each other in a productive fashion. We want to provide a more interactive environment for attendees to replicate the informal discussions that would normally happen at the conference, as well as provide additional time for authors to answer questions and discuss their work in a smaller group setting.
- Several editions of OSDI have implemented a successful mentoring program—matching students with senior researchers and facilitating 1-1 discussions outside the conference program. A few USENIX ATC ’21 PC members are collaborating with OSDI ’21 PC members to create a common mentoring program for both conferences.
7. Final Thoughts

Co-chairing USENIX ATC ’21 has been a challenging, instructive, and rewarding experience. In the end, we are pleased to have been able to create a strong program featuring many new insights and creative ideas. We are grateful to everyone who contributed to creating the program and to all who are still working behind the scenes to ensure that USENIX ATC ’21 runs smoothly and provides value to all attendees; to the authors who worked hard on their submissions and final papers; to the program committee and external reviewers, who spent countless hours reading, discussing and selecting the best papers; to the shepherds, who ensured that each paper appears in the program in its best shape; and to the volunteers who are organizing mentoring, networking, and preview sessions jointly with OSDI ’21. At last, but most importantly, we are grateful to our submissions chairs, who jumped in at a moment’s notice to help out with all the tasks where we felt overwhelmed, and to the wonderful USENIX staff, who directed us and cleared any roadblocks.

We thank everyone for their hard work and dedication. We are humbled by your willingness to go above and beyond to make USENIX ATC ’21 a success!

We hope that you enjoy the conference!

USENIX ATC ’21 Program Co-Chairs
Irina Calciu, VMware Research
Geoff Kuenning, Harvey Mudd College
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Abstract

Managed languages such as Java and Scala do not allow developers to directly access heap objects. As a result, to send on-heap data over the network, it has to be explicitly converted to byte streams before sending and converted back to objects after receiving. The technique, also known as object serialization/deserialization, is an expensive procedure limiting the performance of JVM-based distributed systems as it induces additional memory copies and requires data transformation resulting in high CPU and memory bandwidth consumption. This paper presents Naos, a JVM-based technique bypassing heap serialization boundaries that allows objects to be directly sent from a local heap to a remote one with minimal CPU involvement and over RDMA networks. As Naos eliminates the need to copy and transform objects, and enables asynchronous communication, it offers significant speedups compared to state-of-the-art serialization libraries. Naos exposes a simple high level API hiding the complexity of the RDMA protocol that transparently allows JVM-based systems to take advantage of offloaded RDMA networking.

1 Introduction

Managed programming languages, such as Java and Scala, are a common vehicle for developing distributed platforms such as Spark [36], Flink [6], or Zookeeper [11]. However, the high level abstractions available in managed languages often cause significant performance overheads. In particular, to exchange data over the network, Java applications are currently forced to transform structured data via serialization, causing a high CPU overhead and requiring copying the data multiple times. While less of an issue in single-node applications, the overhead is substantial in distributed settings, especially in big data applications. Serialization already accounts for 6% of total CPU cycles at Google datacenters [15].

Data transfer with object serialization/deserialization (OSD) is a complex process involving five steps: graph traversal to identify all objects that should be serialized; data transformation to convert the objects into a byte stream (network-friendly format); transmission to send the serialized data over the network; data traversal at the receiver to decode the received data; and object construction that involves allocating memory and object re-initialization.

To illustrate the CPU overhead caused by OSD, we benchmarked the Kryo [26] serializer and measured its CPU utilization while sending objects over different networks. Figure 1 shows the fraction of time spent on each OSD step for the transfer of an array of 1.28M objects, all of the same exact type. Each object has two fields, each encapsulating a primitive type. Results show that the time spent in OSD increases as networks get faster. For a 10 Gbit/s network, it takes less than 3% of the time to send data over the network, but it takes more than 31%/35% of the time in data transformation/object construction. This discrepancy is even more evident in 100 Gbit/s networks in which the network time drops to less than 0.01% and the time spent on the CPU performing OSD accounts for almost 100% of the transfer time. While networks are getting faster, the pressure is moving away from the network and into the CPU (and memory bandwidth), further aggravating the already well-known CPU-bottleneck problems encountered in distributed applications [22,32]. Furthermore, existing distributed platforms that heavily rely on OSD are not able to take advantage of faster networks such as RDMA.

With the widespread use of Java in large scale data processing and the increased availability of RDMA, it is time to rethink current OSD techniques so that part of the load of object shifts from the CPU back to the network. In this paper, we aim to develop native runtime support for serialization-free

†This author was at ETH Zurich during this project.
networking that avoids superfluous memory copies and data transformation by sending objects directly from the source heap into the remote heap. Sending and receiving data without data marshaling enables the use of zero-copy RDMA networking, bypassing not only serialization but the need to copy data. Such a design significantly reduces the pressure on the CPU at the cost of higher data volumes to be transferred, since objects are sent in their uncompressed memory format.

To test and evaluate these ideas, we have developed Naos (Naos stands for Not Another Object Serializer), a library and runtime plugin for OpenJDK 11 HotSpot JVM that allows users to send objects in the source heap to be directly written into a remote heap, avoiding data transformations and excessive data copies.

Naos is designed to accelerate object transfers in distributed applications by taking advantage of RDMA communication (although it also supports conventional TCP sockets).

Naos allows applications to directly send objects without employing serialization libraries. Its API requires no type registration nor serialization snippets, guaranteeing developers a close to zero effort when building systems using Naos. Finally, Naos is the first (to the best of our knowledge) library integrating RDMA into JVM allowing the user to communicate on-heap objects transparently, thereby easing the adoption of RDMA networking by JVM-based distributed applications. Our evaluation shows that Naos provides a 2x throughput speedup over serialization approaches for transferring contiguous objects and for moderately sparse object graphs. Naos improves latency-sensitive applications such as RPCs by providing a 2.2x reduction in latency.

**Contributions.** Naos is the first serialization-free communication library for JVM that allows applications to send objects directly through RDMA or TCP connections. Naos unlocks efficient asynchronous RDMA networking to JVM users hiding all the burden of low-level RDMA programming from the users, thereby facilitating the adoption of RDMA. For that, Naos solves several complex design issues such as sending unmodified memory segments across Java heaps without employing intermediate buffers, and interacting with concurrent garbage collection without compromising JVM’s memory safety. For the first issue, Naos proposes a novel algorithm that writes objects directly to the remote heap and makes them valid on the receiver’s address space (§3.3). For the second one, Naos proposes techniques preventing a concurrent JVM garbage collector from moving unset objects that may be accessed by RNIC and from accessing unrecovered received objects (§3.2). Finally, Naos enables pipelining communication and serialization, which was previously impossible with the OSD approach (§3.4).

## 2 Object Serialization

**Overview.** Many third-party libraries [12, 16, 26] have been developed to perform OSD in Java. Some of them provide Java bindings for popular cross-language OSD approaches (e.g., Protobuf [12]), allowing serializing arbitrary data structures into well-defined messages that can then be exchanged using any network protocol. While remaining independent of programming languages or operating systems, such libraries suffer from low performance [21]. Therefore, JVM-based big-data applications (e.g., Spark, Flink) rely on specialized libraries such as Kryo [26], designed specifically for JVMs.

Figure 2 presents a serialization example of a Java object and its data formats: memory layout (JVM heap), and serialization formats (Java, Kryo). All Java objects start with a JVM-specific header (red) followed by a number of primitive (gray) or reference fields (blue). The object of type Person has one primitive int field followed by a reference field to a character array char[]. The character array starts with the length of the array followed by all characters.

Serializing an object involves traversing the object graph starting from that object and, upon visiting each reachable object, copying all primitive fields into the pre-allocated byte buffer. During native Java serialization, headers are replaced by class descriptors in textual format (app.Person) and field references are replaced by the contents of the pointed object. Deserialization follows a similar logic; upon visiting a serialized object, a new object must be allocated, and all primitive fields are copied out of the buffer into the allocated object.

**Kryo.** Kryo [26], one of the most widely used OSD libraries, addresses some limitations of native Java serialization by requiring manual registration of classes to achieve a more compact representation of the serialized data. Figure 2 shows a serialized data format in Kryo with class registration (Kryo+register). Kryo can represent all primitive types and classes using integer identifiers, thereby reducing the amount of space needed for storing type names. Although the class registration is trivial in this example, this task is cumbersome.

---

![Serialization Example](image-url)
for applications with hundreds of data types. Compared to Kryo, Naos provides a cleaner interface (see Figure 2) with no need for developer involvement. To send a Java object, one can directly write it (writeObject) to the network. The receiver can directly read the object with readObject.

**Accelerated OSD.** To address the overhead of having to transform the data, Cereal [13] and Optimus Prime [24] resort to dedicated hardware accelerators for OSD. These accelerators are co-designed with the serialization format to parallelize the OSD process. Even though their data formats are not portable across different JVMs, their simulation results promise 15x speedup in serialization throughput on average over Kryo at the expense of requiring specialized hardware.

**Zero-transformation OSD.** The trade-off portability vs. performance is also exploited by the serialization library Skyway [21]. By dropping portability, Skyway manages to partially avoid data transformations and object construction by serializing Java objects in their JVM formats, i.e., the objects are written to communication buffers in the same binary format they are stored in the heap. Like Skyway, Naos sends objects in the JVM heap format, assuming that communicating parties run on the same JVM software. Unlike Naos, however, Skyway is a serialization library requiring to copy objects to and from communication buffers. Naos, on the other hand, completely removes the need to explicitly serialize and deserialze objects to send objects between Java heaps even with RDMA. What is more, Skyway’s memory management prevents the use of RDMA networking (§4).

**Naos integration and applicability.** Naos is not a serialization library. Naos only covers end-to-end transfers (see Table 1) and cannot replace OSD in systems that do not use it for communication (e.g., for writing objects to disks). Naos has been primarily designed for future systems that want to take advantage of serialization-free zero-copy RDMA networking.

In several existing Java frameworks the main obstacle to using Naos is that some of these systems do not consider the possibility to send objects without serialization. For example, Spark and Hadoop completely decouple serialization from communication: their serialization modules are designed to serialize objects only to files, and their shuffle modules are designed to communicate only files. Such file-centric design simplifies inter-node communication, as processes can share file descriptors instead of sending data, and helps to reduce memory usage by dumping data to disks. However, it makes integrating Naos very difficult. For such use-cases, conventional OSD libraries are a better fit than Naos if a redesign for true zero-copy is infeasible.

### 3 System Overview

Naos allows Java applications to send/receive objects directly through RDMA or TCP connections. Naos uses a collection of algorithms and data structures to efficiently transmit large complex data structures. Figure 3 presents a graphical overview of Naos’ workflow, including the main algorithms and data structures. An object transfer starts with a writeObject (1) triggering a DFS graph traversal (2) (§3.1). During the traversal, pointers to already visited objects are detected using an interval tree. After the traversal, both the objects (3) and metadata (4) are sent over the network using RDMA (5) (§3.2). Naos uses a circular message buffer to send metadata (6) and writes objects directly to the remote heap (6). Upon reception of the data and metadata, the receiver starts recovering (§3.3) the object graph by fixing class pointers (7) and field pointers (8). Once pointers are fixed, the head of the object graph is returned (9) to the caller of readObject (9). The writeObject call in Naos is blocking, that is, the call returns once the object transmission is completed. It ensures that the object is received by the destination. In contrast to the classical TCP/IP semantics, all RDMA operations are executed asynchronously by design, allowing overlapping computation with communication. Naos also provides a nonblocking writeObjectAsync call enabling asynchronous communication for RDMA connections (§3.2). The nonblocking call initiates the send operation but does not fully complete it.

### Table 1: APIs of Naos RDMA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>API</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>void writeObject(Object)</td>
<td>Blocking send of a single object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object readObject()</td>
<td>Blocking read of an object from heap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boolean isReadable()</td>
<td>Check whether an object can be read</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>long writeObjectAsync(Object)</td>
<td>Nonblocking send of a single object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>int writeHandle:long</td>
<td>Wait for a send request to complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>int testHandle:long</td>
<td>Tests completion of a send request</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Instead, it returns a request handle, that is used by a user to wait for the completion using \texttt{waitHandle} call or to verify whether the request is completed using \texttt{testHandle} call.

Table 2: Graph traversal of the object array.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>BFS</th>
<th>DFS</th>
<th>BFS</th>
<th>DFS</th>
<th>BFS</th>
<th>DFS</th>
<th>BFS</th>
<th>DFS</th>
<th>BFS</th>
<th>DFS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-0-0</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3072</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3072</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-1-0</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>42</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-2-0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-1-1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1 Object Graph Traversal

Java objects can contain reference fields pointing to other Java objects and therefore, when an object is passed as an argument to \texttt{writeObject}, all objects reachable from it need to be sent. To find all objects reachable from a particular object, Naos traverses the object graph in Depth-First-Search (DFS) order. Figure 4 illustrates a simple example of an object graph’s (Logical View), sender memory layout, format sent over the network, and receiver memory layout. The \textit{sender memory} starts at address \texttt{0x5F00} and all objects occupy 16 bytes. Edges are numbered according to DFS order.

When an object is visited for the first time, it is included in the \textit{Send list} \texttt{3}, a list of memory blocks that will be sent over the network. Each memory block has two elements: the starting virtual address, and the length. The send list contains objects ordered according to DFS order, and the objects are sent in this order over the network. Naos also merges the memory blocks that are adjacent in the send list to reduce its length. For that, during traversal Naos checks whether a new visited memory block is a continuation of the last block of the send list: if yes, then Naos increases the length of the last block, otherwise, Naos adds a new block to the list. The resulting send list is presented in Table 2, which contains three elements: for object \texttt{A}, for objects \texttt{B} and \texttt{C} as they are adjacent in memory and in DFS order, and for object \texttt{D}.

\textbf{DFS vs BFS traversal.} Even though Skyway \cite{21} uses BFS traversal for serialization, Naos exploits DFS due to the fact that Java objects are constructed in DFS order (i.e., a JVM first allocates memory for an object and then recursively for all its fields). Thus, DFS traversal has better memory locality that can be illustrated by traversing an object \textit{array} from the following code snippet. Let us consider a class \texttt{Person} that has different graph structures denoted as (L0-L1-L2), where \textit{Li} is the number of objects on the level \textit{i} of the object graph (e.g., the object in Figure 4 has structure 1-2-1).

\begin{verbatim}
1: Person[] array = new Person[1024];
2: for(int i=0; i<1024; i++)
3:   array[i] = new Person();
\end{verbatim}

\begin{algorithm}[H]
\caption{Was object $o$ already visited?}
\begin{algorithmic}[1]
1: if $o$.addr = $curr$.addr + $curr$.len \&\& $next$.addr $\neq$ next.addr then 
2:   $curr$.len $\leftarrow$ $curr$.len + $o$.size \hfill \textcolor{gray}{\text{hot-path}}
3:   return false 
4: if $o$.addr $>$ $curr$.addr + $curr$.len $\land$ $next$.addr then 
5:   $curr$ $\leftarrow$ tree.insert_before($next$.addr) \hfill \textcolor{gray}{\text{warm-path}}
6:   return false 
7:   node.success $\leftarrow$ tree.insert($o$) \hfill \textcolor{gray}{\text{cold-path}}
8: if success then 
9:   $curr$ $\leftarrow$ node 
10: $next$ $\leftarrow$ curr.next() 
11: return false 
12: return true \hfill \textcolor{gray}{\text{is a back-pointer}}
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}

Table 2 reports the length of the send list after BFS and DFS traversals and corresponding traversal time for several object graphs. The data shows that for complex graph structures DFS provides much shorter send lists and faster traversal time.

\textbf{Back-pointers.} Naos sends objects directly from one heap to another. As a result, objects are sent containing pointers that are valid only in the sender address space, but not in the receiver’s. Naos addresses this problem by sending extra metadata along with data objects, which is used by the receiver to efficiently recover the pointers (§3.3).

Naos is designed to send as little metadata as possible. The metadata contains a 24-byte header with object and metadata sizes and, if present, pointers to already visited objects. These pointers are redundant edges after building a spanning tree over the object graph using DFS. We call them \textit{back-pointers} since they always point to already visited objects in the send list (see Figure 4). For each back-pointer, a reference identifier representing the order by which the reference was visited in DFS order, and an offset within the send list where this reference should point to are sent to the receiver as metadata. In our example in Figure 4, only references 4 ($D \rightarrow C$) and 5 ($C \rightarrow A$) are sent.

All edges of the spanning tree (we call them \textit{trivial-pointers} for simplicity) can be automatically inferred during a DFS traversal in the receiver (§3.3). This allows Naos to send no information about \textit{trivial-pointers} resulting in a massive reduction of metadata sent over the network. Note the graphs without cycles do not contain back-pointers, which covers the vast majority of the most popular Java data structures.

\textbf{Back-pointer/Cycle detection.} To detect pointers to already visited objects (i.e., back-pointers), Naos uses a memory interval tree that keeps tracks of all visited memory intervals during DFS traversal. The interval tree is implemented using a red-black tree, which is selected over a hashtable (as Java and Kryo do) for two reasons. First, for large data structures, the hashtable grows (one entry per visited object) to large sizes and will lead to expensive lookups due to hash collision. Second, references to already visited objects are very rare and references pointing to objects in nearby memory positions are common in most Java popular data structures. Therefore, an interval tree, in most cases, contains a few large memory intervals, thereby ensuring fast lookups. We further optimize our interval tree by providing different fast paths.

Algorithm 1 presents how Naos decides whether a particular object $o$ has been already visited. Two helper variables are used: $curr$ points to the last node inserted into the tree; $next$ points to the tree node that follows $curr$ in the tree. All
The metadata is sent separately for RDMA messaging [8, 23].

The core idea of Naos RDMA is that the receiver pre-registers the data via the circular message buffer while it has enough free remote memory. Once the request completes, Naos unpins the regions associated with the request. Shenandoah allows pinning a region multiple times, and each region needs to be unpin as many times as it has been pinned, thereby successfully preventing Naos from accidentally unlocking the GC for unsent objects.

Modern RNICs support implicit on-demand paging (ODP) [17] that removes the need to register buffers. In our preliminary experiments, however, ODP performed worse than conventional explicit memory registration.

3.2 Network exchange of on-Heap Objects

Naos adds native RDMA communication to JVM without compromising JVM’s memory safety. Naos’ interface does not expose explicit RDMA access to the remote or local heap memory. Instead, its API allows only sending and receiving Java objects, hiding all the burden of low-level RDMA programming from the user. Internally, though, Naos fully relies on efficient one-sided RDMA communication to completely avoid redundant data copies. Naos also supports TCP for sending objects directly from its heap, but the use of RDMA requires overcoming peculiarities of managed languages such as concurrent garbage collection.

**Blocking RDMA protocol.** This section describes the blocking RDMA protocol for a single connection. All connections are handled independently and do not share resources. The core idea of Naos RDMA is that the receiver pre-registers buffers of fixed size in its heap and registers them for RDMA Write access. The sender uses RDMA Writes to write the objects from its local heap directly to the known reserved buffers in the remote heap. The metadata is sent separately using a circular buffer for RDMA messaging [8, 23].

The protocol allows the sender to start writing memory to the remote heap even if the receiver did not call readObject, as illustrated in Figure 5(a). The sender can continue writing the data while it has enough free remote memory. Once the sender completes writing all objects to the remote heap using RDMA, it sends a separate completion message with metadata via the circular message buffer. The remote circular buffer is filled using RDMA Write with immediate data, which generates a completion event on the receiver after the write completes. The sender can unblock from sending once it receives an acknowledgment from the network indicating that all data has been written to the receiver. The acknowledgment is generated by the network and does not require the receiver’s interaction. The receiver fetches the received object when it calls readObject, after all pointers are recovered (§3.3).

**Sender’s heap management.** Naos utilizes object pinning to prevent a JVM garbage collector (GC) from moving objects until they are fully transmitted by the RNIC. Object pinning is already offered by some garbage collectors, such as Shenandoah [9]. Shenandoah is a high-performance GC that is supported by upstream OpenJDK. Besides object pinning, Naos also utilizes Shenandoah’s memory allocator, that maintains the heap as the collection of fixed size Shenandoah regions. To pin and unpin objects efficiently, Naos pins whole Shenandoah regions containing the affected objects instead of pinning individual objects. During a send request, Naos pins and remembers all affected Shenandoah memory regions. Once the request completes, Naos unpins the regions associated with the request. Shenandoah allows pinning a region multiple times, and each region needs to be unpin as many times as it has been pinned, thereby successfully preventing Naos from accidentally unlocking the GC for unsent objects.

RNICs cannot simply send data from any buffer and communication buffers must be registered at the RNIC*. Thus, the sender must register the memory addresses of all objects it needs to send. However, RDMA memory registration is an expensive process that may take hundreds of microseconds for a single buffer [14, 20, 30]. Therefore, naive registration of all objects from the send list may completely cancel all performance advantages of RDMA. Naos addresses this issue by registering large fixed-size memory regions (i.e., Shenandoah regions) where the objects are allocated. It enables reusing a single memory registration for all objects stored in it, exploiting spatial locality. Naos also caches memory registrations to reuse them later for future sends, exploiting temporal locality.

**Receiver’s heap management.** When the sender runs out of the remote buffers for writing, it sends a request to the receiver to register more on-heap memory, as illustrated in Figure 5(b,c). Thus, the sender can block until the receiver
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*Modern RNICs support implicit on-demand paging (ODP) [17] that removes the need to register buffers. In our preliminary experiments, however, ODP performed worse than conventional explicit memory registration.
replies with new heap buffers, as in Figure 5(b). However, when the receiver is ready to receive data it can immediately reply to the heap request and do not obstruct the sender as in Figure 5(c). The receiver can reply to heap requests when it calls `readObject` or `isReadable`. During these calls, Naos checks for received requests by polling completion events from the RNIC. The process of handling requests is invisible to the caller, which hides the complexity of the underlying protocol from the user.

Upon receiving a heap request, the receiver allocates a new Java byte array buffer of fixed size inside the Java heap and registers its payload for RDMA Write access and replies with the RDMA address of the registered buffer. To prevent the GC from moving the reserved on-heap buffers, Naos utilizes object pinning offered by Shenandoah [9]. Importantly, the sender writes data to the payload of the pre-allocated byte array as it prevents the GC from reading invalid data. The main reason for that is that the unrecovered received objects have invalid class and object pointers (§3.3). Thanks to this enclosure, the GC observes only the array and skips reading objects stored in the payload.

The sender fills the remote buffers in the order it received them from the receiver, constituting a queue of remote heap buffers. Since pre-registered RDMA heap buffers are of fixed size, the sender is not always capable of fully utilizing them. To address this issue, the sender informs the receiver about how many bytes were unused in each finalized heap buffer by sending `heap truncate request`. A buffer becomes finalized when the sender jumps to the next buffer in the queue. After receiving the data, the receiver revokes RDMA access to finalized buffers and then unpins them to enable the GC for received objects. It also deallocates unused memory of the finalized buffer and removes the array header to make all received objects visible to the GC.

**Nonblocking object sending.** The main difference between the blocking `writeObject` and the nonblocking `writeObjectAsync` is that the later returns right after the dispatching `metadata write` request to the device. The nonblocking call submits all communication requests to the RNIC but does not wait for a network acknowledgment. Instead, Naos returns a request handle that can be used by an application to confirm the delivery of the object using `testHandle` call. Compared to the blocking call, Naos prevents the GC from moving affected objects even after the call returns. Naos pins the affected objects before exiting the JVM, and unpins them later once the corresponding acknowledgment is received.

**Naos TCP.** Naos supports sending objects directly from the heap using TCP as well. Unlike RDMA connections, a traditional TCP socket connection has a single datapath. Thus, to send the objects to the remote heap, the TCP sender first writes the metadata to the socket and then all elements of the send list. The receiver first reads metadata to a temporal buffer from its socket, then, to avoid redundant data copies, it directly reads the data from the socket to the heap. For that, it allocates a byte array buffer of the required size inside the Java heap, and then reads the data from the socket to the payload of the allocated buffer.

**Network buffering.** Naos is designed to send data directly from the heap without intermediate buffering. However, the size of a JVM object can be as small as 24 bytes. Thus, a highly sparse object graph can result in a lot of small writes to the network, which can significantly reduce the network performance. To address this issue, Naos may buffer small objects before sending them to the remote heap. Large objects are still sent directly from the heap. Naos sends buffered objects once it batches enough bytes to utilize the network, or when a large object needs to be flushed to preserve DFS object order (§3.1).

An alternative approach is to use scatter-gather capability of RNICs [18] for RDMA networking and scatter-gather I/O for TCP sockets. The scatter-gather networking enables building a network message from multiple buffers without intermediate buffering. The current version of Naos does not implement it, but it is an interesting direction for future research.

**Memory safety of Naos.** Naos uses reliable transport to ensure the delivery of transmitted data. Naos materializes only fully received objects, which prevents returning partially received objects from a faulty sender. Faulty sends can be detected during graph recovery from the network errors provided by the reliable transport. If an error is detected, the receiver revokes RDMA access to pre-allocated buffers and deallocates the unused memory.

Naos’ implementation follows all security advice related to RDMA networking [25, 31], therefore, we believe that Naos does not open security breaches. In particular, the pre-allocated heap buffers are not shared between connections preventing remote JVMs to access buffers of each other. In addition, each sender registers its heap only for local read access preventing other remote JVMs to access it. Finally, remote read access is always disabled, and Naos only temporarily enables write access to pre-allocated in-heap buffers, which are private for each sender. Once the in-heap buffer is full, the write access is revoked.

For compatibility between communicating applications, Naos requires that communicating JVMs have the same memory layout of in-heap objects. This can be achieved by running the same JVM with the same settings including GC.

### 3.3 Object Graph Recovery

Naos sends unmodified memory segments from one heap to another. As a result, objects are sent containing pointers that are valid only on the sender address space, but not on the receiver’s. Naos’ graph recovery algorithm overwrites these pointers making them valid on the receiver’s address space. Java objects have two types of pointers: **class pointers** and **object pointers**. Class pointers point to JVM-internal data structures that describe Java types. Object pointers are
reference fields that point to other on-heap Java objects.

Naos uses a recovery approach different from the one used in Skyway [21]. Since Skyway copies objects to communication buffers, it can afford modifying data before sending. Thus, Skyway simply replaces class pointers with integers (as Kryo does) and object pointers with their relative offsets within the communication buffer. Such design allows the receiver to simply replace class integers with corresponding class pointers and relative object offsets with corresponding absolute addresses. Unlike Skyway, Naos sends objects directly from the heap using RDMA requiring more sophisticated algorithm for pointer fixing in return for not requiring data copying.

Algorithm 2 describes the Naos’ graph recovery approach that starts with a DFS traversal of the object fields (lines 5–8). The traversal is initialized by pushing a dummy field pointing to the first received object. The graph recovery terminates when the DFS stack is empty. At that point, all pointers are valid in the receiver’s heap and the first object can be safely returned to the user.

Fixing Field References. For every object field, the algorithm applies FIX_FIELD_POINTER procedure, which investigates whether the tested reference is a back-pointer or a trivial-pointer by checking whether the received metadata contains the current reference ID (line 10). For back-pointers, the offset associated with the current pointer is used to fix the reference. If the reference is a trivial-pointer, the new memory address can be determined by just using the current offset in the receive buffer (line 14). For a trivial-pointer, the next step is to fix the class field of the pointed unvisited object (line 16). Note that Naos sends no metadata for trivial pointers, since the sender and the receiver traverse the graph in the same DFS order, providing a significant reduction in metadata size.

Fixing Class References. Updating class pointers is a particularly expensive operation if not designed carefully, since the class pointer needs to be fixed for every object. To achieve high performance, Naos proposes a 3-way approach:

Class Service (cold-path) is an RPC service that is started upon creation of a Naos connection. Once a receiver needs to determine the class of a particular sender’s class pointer, it issues an RPC request to the sender to translate the pointer to the full class name. The full class name can be used locally to query JVM’s internal data structures.

Class Map (warm-path) is a per-connection table that caches all class translations. However, accessing a table for every object reference still produces a large overhead, especially in large graphs. To overcome this limitation, Naos proposes the use of Speculative Type Graphs (STG), a type of polymorphic cache inspired by [10].

STG (hot-path) is a data structure that dynamically captures type relations in the object graph, providing a translation hint for each class pointer. Each STG hint caches: i) a translation between a local and remote class pointer; ii) class description including object fields; iii) pointers to other hints for each field allowing to build hints recursively (lines 32–33). Using STG, Naos can speculate on the type of a particular object using a hint. If the hint is correct the class translation and retrieval of a class descriptor takes $O(1)$ time (line 20). Speculation might fail due to type polymorphism in Java (line 22) and, in that case, the cache is used for resolving the class pointer and the STG is updated (line 25) with the new translation hint. In practice, however, most data structures have very regular type graphs allowing the STG to guess correctly most of the times.

After the class pointer of an object is fixed, Naos iterates all its reference fields (line 17). Naos utilizes object’s class pointer translation hint to create translation hints for its reference fields (lines 32–33), which are then pushed into the stack together with the corresponding object reference.

### 3.4 Overlapping network and graph traversal

An important disadvantage of conventional serialization approach is that it does not support overlapping serialization and communication: an object must be fully serialized before sending it over a network. Similarly, the receiver cannot start
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**Algorithm 2 Object Graph Recovery**

1. `buffer`  \(\triangleright\) the buffer with received objects
2. `refid ← 0`  \(\triangleright\) the number of traversed references
3. `offset ← 0`  \(\triangleright\) current offset in the receive buffer
4. `stack.push(new field(), new hint())`  \(\triangleright\) push dummy field and hint
5. `while stack.is_not_empty() do`
6. `field, hint ← stack.pop()`
7. `FIX_FIELD_POINTER(field, hint)`
8. `refid ← refid + 1`

**Phase 1 – Fix Field Reference**

9. `procedure FIX_FIELD_POINTER(field, hint)`
10. `if refid = cur_back_pointer.id then`  \(\triangleright\) a back-pointer
11. `field.ptr ← buffer + cur_back_pointer.offset`
12. `cur_back_pointer ← get_next_back_pointer()`
13. `else`  \(\triangleright\) a trivial-pointer
14. `obj ≡ (obj)(buffer + offset)`
15. `field.ptr ← obj`
16. `FIX_CLASS_POINTER(obj, hint)`
17. `ITERATE_FIELDS(obj, hint)`
18. `offset ← offset + obj.size`

**Phase 2 – Fix Class**

19. `procedure FIX_CLASS_POINTER(obj, hint)`
20. `if hint.rem_class = obj.class then`  \(\triangleright\) hot-path
21. `if hint.rem_class contains (obj.class) then`  \(\triangleright\) warm-path
22. `else`  \(\triangleright\) cold-path
23. `new_hint ← class_cache.get(obj.class)`
24. `new_hint ← new_hint.update(new_hint)`
25. `obj.class ← new_blob.class`
26. `obj.class ← hint.loc.class`

**Phase 3 – Iterate Fields**

27. `procedure ITERATE_FIELDS(obj, hint)`
28. `for field, field_hint in hint.fields do`
29. `stack.push((obj + field.ofset, field_hint))`
deserialization unless it receives all the data (see Figure 6). As a result, applications can suffer from high end-to-end latency for large object graphs.

Naos supports pipelining graph traversal with communication on the sender and pointer fixing with object receiving on the receiver. Both Naos TCP and Naos RDMA benefit from pipelining as it allows the receiver to start pointer fixing of partially received object graphs, thereby reducing end-to-end latency. Using offloaded RDMA communication, Naos RDMA can continue traversing the graph after submitting write requests to the RNIC, thereby overlapping communication and graph traversal on both the sender and the receiver.

Pipelining in Naos is implemented by pausing the object traversal and sending partial graphs to the remote heap. A partial graph contains only objects and back-pointers found at a given traversal stage. The receiver can read the partial graph and start pointer fixing. Once all received objects are traversed, the receiver reads the next fragment of the graph.

Figure 6 illustrates how Naos with pipelining improves communication latency of large object graphs compared to the OSD approach. The OSD approach cannot break serialization of a single graph, which results in 9 ms latency. Naos TCP can send partially traversed graphs reducing the latency by 2 ms, but cannot overlap computation with communication. Naos RDMA enables overlapping communication and graph traversal, which reduces the latency by another 2 ms.

4 Evaluation

We evaluate the performance of Naos and compare it with Java, Kryo, and Skyway serialization engines using four different classes of workloads. First, the performance of Naos is studied by transferring data structures that are commonly used in distributed applications. The goal is to measure the performance benefits of the different techniques proposed in Naos and the trade-offs involved depending on the shape of object graph. In addition, it also shows the impact of using RDMA instead of TCP. Second, we study the role of data streaming and pipelining in OSD performance. Then, we show results for integrating the Naos library into Apache Dubbo [2], a high-performance RPC framework developed in Java, to show the impact of Naos on RPC workloads. Lastly, we use a map-reduce implementation of PageRank to measure the performance of Naos for data processing workloads.

Experimental setup. All experiments were performed on a cluster of 4 nodes interconnected by 100 Gbit/s Mellanox ConnectX-5 NICs. Each node is equipped with an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU 6154 @ 3.00 GHz and 384 GB of RAM.

Implementation details. Naos is implemented and tested for OpenJDK HotSpot 11.0.6 [1], a widely-used production JVM. Naos does not require changes to the internals of the JVM and is implemented as a JNI plugin and a Java-level library that allows users to write objects directly to TCP and RDMA connections. Naos TCP provides constructors to create a Naos connection from TCP connections of various network libraries (e.g., java.net.Socket). Naos RDMA does not rely on existing JVM RDMA libraries and fully implements a specialized RDMA network library including an API to create and connect RDMA endpoints. Our plugin is implemented in Java and C++ and depends on: libibverbs, an implementation of the RDMA verbs, and librdmacm, an implementation of the RDMA connection manager.

RDMA communicators for Java and Kryo serializers have been implemented using Disni [27] RDMA library, a high-performance Java RDMA library that encapsulates native C RDMA verbs API. The Disni library is used by Java applications such as Spark [19], Crail [29], and DaRPC [28]. Note that Skyway cannot be used with existing RDMA libraries, including Disni, as these libraries can only work with specialized off-heap memory residing outside of the Java heap memory, whereas Skyway requires the memory buffers reside inside the heap memory to deserialize objects. These limitations stem from the fact that garbage collection can move on-heap buffers while they are being accessed by the RNIC.

In all experiments, the JVM was configured with default parameters and enabled Shenandoah garbage collector as it is the only collector that is currently supported by Naos. Shenandoah was configured with 32 MiB memory regions. Naos was configured with 20 MiB receive buffers. If not stated differently, Naos and all serialization algorithms were deployed without graph cycle detection and with no pipelining (§3.4).

4.1 Serializing Java Data Structures

The performance of OSD approaches is measured using three data structures that are among the most common serialized data structures in real-world workloads deployed in platforms such as Spark, Hadoop, and Flink: a) an array of float primitive types, which is common for machine learning workloads;
Table 3 shows the time breakdown of transferring various data types. A shortcoming of Skyway’s and Naos’ data format is that they do not compress arrays with references and are forced to send long arrays with (invalid) references, whereas Kryo can encode this information in few bytes. To address this issue, we designed a specialized send call for Naos, namely NaosIt, that sends only objects stored in an array. The receiver of such compressed message creates a new array and then fills it with received objects. NaosIt reduces the size of communicated data, but requires extra memory allocation on the receiver. Overall, NaosIt provides a small improvement over Naos, as the experiments are performed on 100 Gb/s network. Such compression would be more beneficial for slower networks.

**CPU and network costs.** To show the key differences between Naos networking and the traditional OSD approaches, Table 3 shows the time breakdown of transferring various data structures and their network cost. Naos as a serialization-free approach always has zero cost for serialization and deserialization. Naos’ graph traversal time is included in the send time. The OSD approaches with RDMA have zero receive cost as the data delivered directly to pre-allocated receive buffers by the RNIC. Naos, on the other hand, has non-zero cost as the receive time includes the graph recovery.
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Figure 7 shows the average latency of transferring the aforementioned data types with increasing their size. Naos performs excellently for contiguous data structures such as the array of float, as it can send them from the heap without making extra copies and using fewer RDMA requests. For comparison, Kryo, Java, and Skyway must first serialize objects to a dedicated send buffer. RDMA-Naos’ latency can be as small as 8 ms, which is at least a 2x and a 2.4x improvement over Kryo and Java serializers, respectively, for small arrays, and at least a 4.5x for large arrays. For example, Naos RDMA needs only 42 ms to send 2^{16} floats, whereas serialization approaches need at least 190 ms.

Naos RDMA has lower latency than Skyway, however, Skyway performs better than TCP-Naos for small arrays because of two reasons. First, Naos buffers small objects (less than 256B) to better utilize the network (§3.2). Second, Naos TCP allocates on-heap memory after data arrives, whereas Skyway has all buffers preallocated in our experiments. Both reasons give an advantage to Skyway over Naos TCP for small arrays. For large arrays, Naos TCP provides a 9.1% reduction in latency over Skyway as it incurs fewer data copies.

An array of float is the simplest object graph for graph traversal as it contains a single contiguous object. An array of Point, however, is non-contiguous in memory as this array contains references to objects of class Point, which are 32 bytes each. Nonetheless, Naos provides a 2x and a 4x improvements on average over Java and Kryo for RDMA networks, even with cycle detection enabled (+cycles). Naos+cycles benefits from our hot-paths of Algorithm 1 as the JVM tends to collocate objects in memory even for the potentially sparse object graphs. The experiment shows that moderately sparse graphs with small objects are not an issue for Naos.

An array of Pair is even sparser graph than the array of Point, as the class Pair has more references than the class Point. Naos RDMA still achieves the lowest latencies for all sizes. However, with cycle detection, Naos’ traversal is slower for long arrays is slower compared to Kryo. The main problem is that Naos sends more data than conventional serializers since it needs to send a JVM header of 16 bytes for each Java object. We conclude that Naos does not always provide lower latency compared to conventional OSD approaches and that its performance depends on sparsity and the number of traversed objects.

---

Figure 7: Latency in us for a) an array of floats b) an array of Points c) an array of Pairs. The y-axis is in log scale.

b) an array of class Point containing only two primitive types, which represents a 2D Euclidean point; c) an array of class Pair containing an integer and a char array, which represents a key-value pair, in many algorithms such as Word Count. In our experiments the char array had length 5, the average word length in the English language.

Benchmarks are carefully designed to guarantee the optimal configuration of all serializers. In particular, for Java, Kryo, and Skyway, all buffers are pre-allocated with the correct size to avoid re-allocation and memory copies during the serialization process. Besides, all types were pre-registered in Kryo to guarantee maximum data format compression. Measurements are taken after a JVM warmup (of at least 100 ms) until convergence of the JIT compiler to achieve maximum performance. All experiments run in complete isolation for several seconds and the aggregated statistics are reported.

**Latency.** Figure 7 shows the average latency of transferring the aforementioned data types with increasing their size.
Object serialization in TCP experiments takes longer than for RDMA. The difference comes from the fact that in TCP experiments the data is serialized to on-hop buffers, which can be affected by the GC, whereas RDMA requires data to be serialized to off-hop buffers, that is invisible to the GC.

Java and Kryo for RDMA have the same send cost which is the cost of submitting offloaded RDMA request to RNIC. Blocking Naos RDMA has higher cost to send as it needs to wait for a network acknowledgment to finish sending.

For all data types, Naos RDMA shows at least a 2x reduction in CPU time for receiver over Kryo and Java. The main reason is that conventional serialization libraries need to allocate and initialize memory for each received object. Naos does not construct objects and only fixes pointers in the received data. For senders, however, Naos is better at reducing CPU cost for simple graphs such as arrays of floats and points. Note that Naos TCP has a longer receive time than Skyway as it needs to allocate receive memory, whereas Skyway worked with pre-allocated buffers in our experiments.

The network cost of Naos and Skyway increases with the number of transmitted Java objects. For an array of floats, therefore, the size of the transmitted data is approximately the same for all approaches. On the other hand, for an array of Points or Pairs, the network cost of Naos is about 2x higher in comparison with Java and about 3.5x over Kryo. Kryo has the lowest network costs as it replaces the class descriptors with integer identifiers significantly compressing object graphs.

Naos and Skyway have the same network cost as they have the same data format, but our NaosIt provides a reduction in the network size for array containers.

**Throughput.** In this experiment, senders continuously send objects to the receiver. For RDMA approaches with serializers, we provide at the sender and the receiver a large number of send and receive buffers to enable asynchronous communication so that the sender can start serializing and sending the next object without the need to wait for the completion of the previous requests.

Figure 8(a) shows that Naos TCP was not able to significantly outperform Skyway for small arrays, as the throughput of Naos was mostly limited by the receive buffer allocation, whereas Skyway, with pre-allocated memory, achieved 750K req/sec. For arrays larger than 2^{12} elements, however, Naos TCP outperforms Skyway as the cost of data copies at the sender overwhelms the cost of memory allocation at the receiver, showing the advantage of our zero-copy design.

The performance of blocking Naos RDMA is bound by the network latency, which prevented the application to send requests at a higher rate. The NaosAsync RDMA, which avoids waiting for an acknowledgment, achieves the highest performance showing the importance of asynchronous communication. For the array of 512 floats, Naos achieves 1600 Kreq/sec, which is a 2x speedup over existing serialization approaches.

Figures 8(b,c) show that the throughput of Naos RDMA was limited by the network bandwidth since NaosIt, that communicates less data, outperforms NaosAsync RDMA. This observation indicates the benefit of our data compression.

The cycle detection decreases the throughput of Naos by less than 3% for moderately sparse graphs. For sparser graphs such as an array of Pairs the slowdown increases to 19%, which is explained by the growth of the Naos’ interval tree for cycle detection. Therefore, Naos has lower performance than Kryo, but still outperforms the Java serializer. We think that, in real systems, Naos can be used together with traditional OSD libraries depending on the sparsity of the object graph.

**Streaming data transfers.** Data processing frameworks such as Spark and Flink rely on data streaming to enable processing of continuous streams of data. The continuous data stream is generated by sending small chunks of data to the
processing nodes. To represent this use-case we implemented the streaming of long data arrays over RDMA networks. Figure 9 shows the streaming time of an array of Points and Pairs with increasing the chunk size.

For the array of Points, Naos RDMA outperforms all serializers for all chunk sizes, and decreases the streaming time of Kryo by 2.1x. For the array of Pairs, Kryo has the highest performance, by sending 256 elements at a time, due to its ability to compress the objects efficiently. For larger chunks, Naos and Skyway take less time than Kryo, since Kryo starts suffering from longer object construction for larger chunks, whereas Skyway and Naos do not need to construct objects.

Even though Skyway and Naos have the same data format, Skyway streamed the array of Pairs faster than Naos. The difference comes from the complexity of Naos’ communication algorithm, leading to the higher CPU cost at the sender (see Table 3). Skyway’s serialization code only copies traversed objects to send buffers, whereas Naos as a communication library needs to take more factors into account: building send lists, RDMA memory registration, and triggering multiple RDMA requests. Naos could employ various modern RDMA techniques for optimized memory accesses [18], which are interesting directions for future research.

**Pipelining data transfers.** Naos supports pipelining graph traversal with communication on the sender, and pointer fixing with communication on the receiver. Unlike Naos, conventional OSD approaches require an object to be fully serialized before sending it over the network. In this experiment, we show the effect of pipelining for large object graphs by measuring the time of transferring arrays with $2^{20}$ elements.

The latencies of Java, Kryo, Skyway, and Naos with no pipelining are depicted as straight lines in Figure 10 as they are independent of the pipeline size. Naos with pipelining provides a 20% reduction in latency in comparison with a non-pipelined variant, since the receiver can start pointer recovery earlier. Note that in the previous experiments with streaming large sparse object graphs, Kryo outperformed Naos as it could split the graph into chunks. For inseparable large graphs, however, Naos takes less time even for highly sparse graphs.

![Figure 10: Pipelining an array of $2^{20}$ elements.](image)

Table 4: Throughput under YCSB workloads with various (read:write) ratios. Percentiles 5 and 95 are reported.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workload</th>
<th>(50:50)</th>
<th>(95:5)</th>
<th>(100:0)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TCP-Kryo</td>
<td>14-24 Kreq/sec</td>
<td>16-24 Kreq/sec</td>
<td>23-25 Kreq/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDMA-Naos</td>
<td>194-266 Kreq/sec</td>
<td>196-266 Kreq/sec</td>
<td>219-281 Kreq/sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Accelerating applications with Naos

Naos provides a simple programming interface (see Table 1) hiding all the burden of low-level RDMA communication. In particular, RDMA benchmarks from the previous experiments take only 10 lines for Naos and over 300 lines for the Disni RDMA library. Thus, we believe that it is simple to build systems using Naos. As proof, we have extended Apache Dubbo with Naos communicator, and implemented a Naos-enabled map-reduce framework.

**Zero-copy RPC messages with Dubbo.** To show that Naos is easy to use, we extended an RPC library Apache Dubbo with the Naos communicator. For that we added a new Naos-enabled communication module that has no serialization module.

In the first experiment we measure the latency of an RPC function that echoes back a Java String. Naos’ performance was compared with the default TCP network library, Mina [3], with Kryo serializer. Naos was deployed with cycle detection. Note that Dubbo Besides an RPC arguments also sends an RPC metadata resulting in sending several Java objects. Figure 11 shows that employing Naos RDMA decreases the latency by at least 55% for all tested sizes.

To understand the performance of Naos under a realistic throughput workload, we built a key-value store (KVS) using a Java concurrent hashtable and Dubbo library for communication. We populated the KVS with one million entries of 1 KiB each. We benchmark it under different YCSB [7] workloads. Table 4 shows that Naos RDMA achieves an average speedup of 11x over TCP-Kryo. The speedup comes from the fact that TCP-Kryo was bottlenecked by the CPU, whereas Naos consumes less CPU time to send a KVS request. The experiment shows that Naos can be utilized for KVS workloads as KVS requests and responses have low sparsity.

In comparison with microbenchmarks (§4.1), the performance difference between Naos and Kryo is much higher for the current workload than for the microbenchmarks, where Kryo’s performance was measured after JIT compilation that...
Table 5: Total and per stage processing times in seconds for 100 iterations of PageRank algorithm. Percentiles 5 and 95 are reported for PageRank iterations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total Stage</td>
<td>Stage</td>
<td>Total Stage</td>
<td>Stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Java</td>
<td>411.34</td>
<td>3.67-4.04</td>
<td>406.87</td>
<td>3.33-3.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kryo</td>
<td>410.94</td>
<td>3.62-4.06</td>
<td>411.33</td>
<td>3.63-3.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skyway</td>
<td>354.32</td>
<td>3.52-3.77</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>3.63-3.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naos</td>
<td>339.03</td>
<td>3.54-3.76</td>
<td>395.05</td>
<td>3.59-3.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaosLt</td>
<td>394.49</td>
<td>3.56-3.77</td>
<td>386.01</td>
<td>3.48-3.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skyway</td>
<td>386.11</td>
<td>3.54-3.78</td>
<td>369.10</td>
<td>3.16-3.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naos†</td>
<td>373.04</td>
<td>3.27-3.72</td>
<td>369.10</td>
<td>3.16-3.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† PageRank with sparsity-aware implementation.

We could not integrate Naos into Spark as its shuffle module is designed to communicate files with serialized objects. Integration of Naos would require a substantial redesign of Spark’s code base. Therefore, we implemented our own map-reduce framework that takes advantage of Naos. Our framework supports all discussed serializers including Skyway and also offers RDMA networking with Disni. It was designed to resemble Spark but perform shuffle completely in-memory.

We evaluate the OSD approaches by running PageRank on real-world graphs as input: LiveJournal [4] and Orkut [35]. The LiveJournal dataset was processed with two shuffle workers and Orkut with three shuffle workers. Naos was deployed with 256 KiB pipelining and without cycle detection. We report total runtime including data loading and 5 and 95 percentiles for processing a single Pagerank iteration. We also provide two implementations of PageRank: the first one follows conventional design where each score update is a class of 32 bytes; the second implementation was designed to communicate dense contiguous score updates, thereby reducing sparsity of communicated shuffle blocks.

Table 5 shows the lowest runtime was achieved by Naos and Skyway for the first implementation. A side effect of Naos and Skyway is that, after receiving, objects are always contiguous in memory, thereby improving data locality. As a result, an application can process such contiguous objects faster as fewer memory pages need to be fetched. Overall, Naos TCP performs approximately as Skyway, but NaosLt RDMA provides 2.1% and 4.8% improvement over Skyway for LiveJournal and Orkut, respectively. The experiment shows that zero-transformation approaches for OSD can reduce processing time for data-processing workloads.

The sparsity-aware implementation provides an additional 4% reduction in runtimes, showing that applications need to take Naos’ limitations into consideration to achieve the highest performance. Thus, Naos could be used in combination with works on data sparsity reduction for JVMs [5, 33, 34].

5 Discussion and Future work

The role of RDMA. RDMA helps Naos to remove potential copies induced by the TCP stack. Application-wise, Naos is zero-copy for both TCP and RDMA networks, unlike Skyway. On the other hand, for trivial graphs, Skyway and Naos TCP use almost identical algorithms for the receiver, as they both receive objects with zero-copy and only fix the class reference. However, since Naos TCP does not pre-allocate memory for receiving, its performance could be bound by memory allocation. It is possible to modify Naos TCP to pre-allocated buffers as Skyway and RDMA Naos do, removing the bottleneck. In this work, however, we focus on the RDMA implementation of Naos.

SmartNICs. In Naos, a sender cannot modify its on-hep memory before sending. Therefore, a receiver has to employ a complex pointer recovery algorithm, whereas Skyway can pre-process buffers before sending them to help the receiver to recover objects faster. We believe that such a feature is better implemented at the SmartNIC level that would fix the pointers on the fly before writing the data to DRAM. For example, since a Naos’ RDMA sender already knows the destination addresses of the objects, either the SmartNIC at the sender or at the receiver could fix the object pointers. The class pointers could be fixed by storing class translation tables in the SmartNIC.

6 Conclusions

We have presented Naos, a JVM communication library that enables transferring objects directly from one heap to another over the network with minimal CPU involvement and zero-copy. We demonstrated that existing OSD techniques are bound to CPU and that, as networks get faster, they will become the bottleneck of distributed systems. Naos completely avoids the need to serialize and deserialize objects for data transfers, with the corresponding performance advantages. Naos provides a simple API that simplifies the use of RDMA from JVM-based applications. Our evaluation shows that Naos outperforms all existing OSD approaches for moderately sparse object graphs.
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Abstract

Memory disaggregation is a promising technique in datacenters with the benefit of improving resource utilization, failure isolation, and elasticity. Hashing indexes have been widely used to provide fast lookup services in distributed memory systems. However, traditional hashing indexes become inefficient for disaggregated memory since the computing power in the memory pool is too weak to execute complex index requests. To provide efficient indexing services in disaggregated memory scenarios, this paper proposes RACE hashing, a one-sided RDMA-Conscious Extendible hashing index with lock-free remote concurrency control and efficient remote resizing. RACE hashing enables all index operations to be efficiently executed by using only one-sided RDMA verbs without involving any compute resource in the memory pool. To support remote concurrent access with high performance, RACE hashing leverages a lock-free remote concurrency control scheme to enable different clients to concurrently operate the same hashing index in the memory pool in a lock-free manner. To resize the hash table with low overheads, RACE hashing leverages an extendible remote resizing scheme to reduce extra RDMA accesses caused by extendible resizing and allow concurrent request execution during resizing. Extensive experimental results demonstrate that RACE hashing outperforms state-of-the-art distributed in-memory hashing indexes by 1.4 – 13.7× in YCSB hybrid workloads.

1 Introduction

Memory disaggregation, which has attracted extensive attentions from both industry, e.g., HP’s The Machine [20] and Intel RSD [21], and academia [6,16,18,28,29,38], decouples the traditional monolithic compute and memory resources in datacenters and forms independent compute and memory resource pools. Due to resource pooling and independent hardware deployments, disaggregated memory enjoys the benefits of improvements on resource utilization, failure isolation, and elasticity [5,42]. In the disaggregated memory architecture, compute blades run applications with only a small amount of memory as cache. In contrast, the memory pool stores application data with weak computing power. Due to not involving the compute resources in the memory pool, fast one-sided RDMA networks generally serve for data accesses from the compute blades to the memory pool.

Distributed in-memory hashing indexes have become one of the fundamental building blocks in many datacenter applications, such as databases [23,27,45] and key-value stores [2,3,25]. With the increasing popularity of RDMA in modern datacenters, RDMA-search-friendly (RSF) hashing indexes have been intensively studied, e.g., FaRM hopscotch hashing [13], Pilaf cuckoo hashing [31], and DrTM cluster hashing [44]. These RSF indexes execute search requests by using one-sided RDMA READs to fetch data from remote memory without involving remote CPUs. In contrast, insertion, deletion, and update (IDU) requests are sent to the remote CPUs, which locally execute them. However, this mechanism fails to work in the new disaggregated memory architecture, since the computing power in the memory pool is too weak to execute the aforesaid complex IDU requests. In fact, in these RSF hashing indexes, IDU requests can be executed in the compute blades by using one-sided RDMA WRITE and ATOMIC verbs to operate on remote data. However, we observe that executing IDU requests using one-sided RDMA verbs in existing RSF hashing indexes incurs significant performance degradation, due to a large number of network round-trips and concurrent access conflicts. In a nutshell, it is non-trivial to design an efficient hashing index for disaggregated memory due to the following challenges:

- Many remote reads&writes for handling hash collisions. In order to handle hash collisions, existing hashing schemes incur significant data movement overheads to make room for newly inserted items, e.g., hopscotch hashing [19] and cuckoo hashing [36]. These data movements are executed by many remote reads and writes in the disaggregated memory, which significantly decrease the performance of hashing indexes, since each remote read or write produces one RDMA network round-trip.

- Concurrency control for remote access. To handle conflicts of concurrent accesses, lock-based techniques have been widely used in hashing indexes [15,26]. Locks have low overhead for local hashing indexes, due to nanosecond-level latency for local execution. However, when using locks for hashing indexes in disaggregated memory scenarios, remote locking has to be implemented using RDMA ATOMIC verbs.
with microsecond-level latency, thus incurring high overheads and increasing the waiting delay when lock contention occurs. Especially for the hashing indexes with excessive data movement, multiple locks are acquired before moving data, which exacerbates the lock contention.

- **Tricky remote resizing of hash tables.** When a hash table is full, resizing is inevitable for increasing its size. Conventional full-table resizing needs to move all key-value items from an old hash table to a new one. Extendible resizing [14,33] reduces the number of moved items during resizing, at the cost of one extra RDMA READ due to the need of first accessing the directory of the hash table. Moreover, during resizing, it is challenging to concurrently access the hash table.

To address the above challenges, we propose RACE hashing, to the best of our knowledge, the first hashing index designed for disaggregated memory which fully relies on one-sided RDMA verbs to efficiently execute all index requests. To reduce the performance influence of resizing, RACE hashing leverages the extendible resizing, and hence a RACE hash table consists of multiple subtables and a directory which is used to index subtables. The subtable structure is designed to be one-sided RDMA-conscious (RAC), achieving that all index requests (including search, insertion, deletion, and update) can be executed using only one-sided RDMA verbs while having a constant-scale time complexity in the worst case, and therefore delivering high performance. To improve the performance of remote concurrency, RACE hashing leverages a lock-free remote concurrency control scheme for the RAC hash subtable, which achieves that all index requests except failed insertions are concurrently executed in a lock-free manner. Moreover, to reduce the performance penalty from extendible resizing, RACE hashing caches the directory at the client side (a client is a CPU blade), and therefore eliminates the RDMA access to the directory. Nevertheless, since the directory in the client cache becomes stale when the hash table is resized, accessing the hash table via a stale directory cache may obtain incorrect or inconsistent results. RACE hashing presents a simple yet efficient stale-read scheme to guarantee the correctness of accessed data and allow current request execution during resizing.

Specifically, this paper makes the following contributions:

- **One-sided RDMA-conscious table structure.** We present a RAC subtable structure that is both RDMA-search-friendly and RDMA-IDU-friendly. All index requests are executed by using only one-sided RDMA verbs with constant worst-case time complexity. IDU requests do not cause any extra data movement.

- **Lock-free remote concurrency control.** We design lock-free remote concurrent algorithms for RACE hashing to enable all requests except failed insertions to be concurrently executed without locking.

- **Extendible remote resizing.** We present a stale-read client directory cache scheme to reduce one extra RDMA READ for remote directory lookups and guarantee request execution correctness when using the stale directory cache. We also achieve concurrent access to the subtable that is being resized.

- **Implementation and evaluation.** We have implemented the RACE hashing and evaluated its performance. Extensive experimental results demonstrate that RACE hashing outperforms state-of-the-art distributed in-memory hashing indexes by up to 13.7× in YCSB [11] hybrid workloads.

## 2 Background and Motivation

### 2.1 Disaggregated Memory

In a general disaggregated memory architecture in datacenters [6, 18, 28, 29, 42], different types of resources are separated into pools, e.g., a compute pool and a memory pool, as shown in Figure 1. Each pool is managed and scaled independently as well as failure-isolated. The compute pool consists of many CPU blades, each of which retains a small amount of memory as the local cache for the memory pool. The memory pool includes many memory blades that can be DRAM or persistent memory DIMMs, RNICs, and controllers (the RNIC and controller can be the same entity). The RNIC and controller have low-power processing units used only for interconnection. The communication between compute and memory pools leverages fast remote-access interconnection techniques, such as one-sided RDMA, Omni-path [8], or Gen-Z [1]. The interfaces that the memory pool provides for the compute pool include READ, WRITE, ALLOC, and FREE for variable-size memory blocks, as well as ATOMIC operations, e.g., compare-and-swap (CAS) and fetch-and-add (FAA). We assume ALLOC and FREE interfaces are implemented in the RNICs or controllers of the memory pool [1,42]. Without loss of generality, the rest of this paper considers using one-sided RDMA for the interconnect in the disaggregated memory architecture, i.e., compute blades access the memory pool using RDMA READ, WRITE, and ATOMIC verbs.

### 2.2 RDMA-search-friendly Hashing Index

In this subsection, we first present existing RDMA-search-friendly (RSF) hashing indexes and then analyze their performance on disaggregated memory.

#### 2.2.1 Existing Hashing Schemes

With the wide use of RDMA in modern datacenters, RSF hashing indexes have been intensively studied [13,31,44]. All
these RSF hashing indexes are designed for the datacenter architecture with monolithic servers. Clients execute search requests by using RDMA reads to fetch data from remote memory without involving remote CPUs. In contrast, IDU requests are sent to the remote servers and executed using the remote CPUs. We review each of these hashing indexes in detail as follows.

**Pilaf Cuckoo Hashing:** Pilaf [31] proposes a 3-way cuckoo hashing that uses 3 orthogonal hash functions to compute 3 different hash buckets for each key. When executing a key search, the client first reads one of its 3 corresponding hash buckets using an RDMA read. If the key does not exist in the first bucket, the client then reads the second hash bucket. Upon not finding the key in the second bucket, the client reads the third hash bucket. For insertion requests, the client sends them to the server and the server CPUs handle them locally. An insertion may iteratively evict existing key-value items in the cuckoo hash table to their alternate locations. This mechanism incurs an inconsistency problem in which a search request executed by the client may miss the key when the server is handling its eviction. To address this problem, the server first calculates all affected buckets (called a cuckoo path [26]) before moving keys. The server then moves each key to its alternate location starting from the last affected bucket in the cuckoo path.

**FaRM Hopscotch Hashing:** FaRM [13] proposes a chained associative hopscotch hashing in which each bucket has a neighborhood that includes the bucket itself and its following bucket. Each bucket has multiple slots and each key is stored in the neighborhood of the bucket that the key is hashed to. For an insertion that is also handled at the server side, the hopscotch hashing tries to find an empty slot in the neighborhood of the key’s hash bucket. If found, the empty slot stores the item. Otherwise, the hopscotch hashing continues to find an empty slot forward by executing a linear probe. If finding an empty slot, the hopscotch hashing tries to iteratively displace items to move the empty slot towards the neighborhood. If there is no empty slot or the movement fails, the hopscotch hashing stores the item in the bucket list linked to the key’s hash bucket. When executing a search, the client reads the neighborhood of the key’s hash bucket, i.e., two adjacent buckets, using an RDMA read. Upon not finding the key, the client further traverses the linked buckets. Note that traversing each bucket needs an RDMA read.

**DrTM Cluster Hashing:** Cluster hashing proposed in DrTM [44] is a chained hashing with associativity, in which reading and writing key-value items use RDMA reads and writes and insertions and deletions to the hash table are shipped to the server for local execution. To insert a new key, the cluster hashing tries to find an empty slot in the key’s hash bucket and the bucket list linked to the key’s hash bucket. If there is no empty slot, the cluster hashing adds a new bucket in the bucket list to store the inserted key-value item. For a search request, the client reads the key’s hash bucket using an RDMA read. Upon not finding the key, the client further traverses the linked buckets one by one.

### 2.2.2 Performance on Disaggregated Memory

To the best of our knowledge, there is no existing hashing index specifically designed for disaggregated memory. As a first step, we analyze the performance of using the above RSF hashing indexes in disaggregated memory. Due to the absence of computing power in the memory pool to execute their IDU requests, we consider implementing the IDU requests with one-sided RDMA verbs.

For Pilaf cuckoo hashing [31], to insert a key-value item, the client needs to execute eviction operations when the hash table is in a high load factor. Specifically, based on the state-of-the-art concurrent cuckoo hashing algorithm [26], the client first calculates a cuckoo path and locks all buckets in the path using RDMA CASes. The client then uses RDMA writes to iteratively evict key-value items in the cuckoo path. A cuckoo path may include tens or hundreds of buckets [15]. Thus an insertion is executed by using a large number of RDMA CASes and writes, delivering poor insertion performance and also decreasing the performance of other search requests due to the use of a large number of locks.

For FaRM hopscotch hashing [13], to insert a key-value item, the client needs to linearly probe buckets in the hash table using RDMA reads until finding an empty slot. When the hash table is in a high load factor, inserting a key may need to read the entire hash table to the client until finding an empty slot. After finding an empty slot, moving the empty slot toward the neighborhood of the inserted key is also complex and expensive, due to locking multiple buckets in the movement path and using multiple RDMA writes to move items. Moreover, if there is no empty slot or the movement fails, the operation of adding linked buckets is also expensive.

For DrTM cluster hashing [44], to insert a key-value item, the client needs to traverse buckets in its corresponding bucket list one by one until finding an empty slot. Traversing each bucket needs an RDMA read. If there is an empty slot in these buckets, the client inserts the item using an RDMA write. Otherwise, the client adds a new overflow bucket to the bucket list. Before modifying the bucket list, the client needs to lock the bucket list to prevent other clients from inserting duplicate keys or freeing buckets. Thus an insertion executes operations including traversing the bucket list, locking/unlocking, allocating memory for a new bucket and the new item, linking the new bucket, and writing the new item, resulting in many RDMA reads, writes, and cases. The operations of allocating overflow buckets in the cluster hashing are more frequent than in FaRM hopscotch hashing, since the cluster hashing has a weaker ability to deal with hash collisions in the main hash table. Moreover, the deletion requests are also complex in the structure of linked bucket list-s, due to the need of moving items from buckets at the list tail towards ones at the list head to fill empty slots and recycling.
When a subtable is full, we split the subtable into two by the directory is called \( GD \) (GD ≤ M). Thus the directory has \( 2^{GD} \) entries that correspond to at most \( 2^{GD} \) subtables. Each subtable has a local depth (LD) (LD ≤ GD) that indicates the number of suffix bits used by the subtable. When a subtable is full, we split the subtable into two by adding a new subtable. As shown in Figures 2a and 2b, when the subtable with the suffix “1” is full, it is split into Subtables “01” and “11”. The resizing mechanism moves the key with suffix “11” from Subtable “01” to Subtable “11” and changes their LDs to 2. When a subtable is full and its LD is equal to the GD, we grow the directory by doubling its size, as shown in Figures 2b and 2c. The full subtable is split into two ones. Except for the directory entry that the added new subtable corresponds to, other new directory entries point to their corresponding original subtables. After resizing the directory, search requests use the new GD to locate their corresponding subtables. In summary, by performing extendible resizing, when a subtable is full, we only need to resize this single subtable without affecting key-value items in other subtables. Therefore, RACE hashing uses the extendible resizing.

Nevertheless, there are two challenges when using extendible resizing in disaggregated memory. First, compared with the full-table resizing, the extendible resizing incurs one extra memory access for each search request, due to the need of first querying the directory to obtain the address of the target bucket for higher performance and space utilization [13].

In summary, these RDMA-search-friendly hashing indexes become RDMA-IDU-unfriendly for disaggregated memory since IDU requests incur a large number of RDMA operations to deal with hash collisions and concurrency control. Our paper proposes RACE hashing which is both RDMA-search-friendly and RDMA-IDU-friendly while efficiently dealing with hash collisions and concurrency control as presented in Section 3. The performance is also verified in Section 4.

### 2.3 Resizing Hash Tables

When a hash table is full, i.e., an insertion failure occurs or its load factor reaches a threshold, the hash table needs to be resized by expanding its capacity. In general, there are two kinds of resizing mechanisms including full-table resizing and extendible resizing [14, 33].

To expand a hash table, the full-table resizing mechanism allocates a new hash table whose size is larger than the old one, e.g., double the size, and then iteratively moves each key-value item from the old hash table to the new one. The full-table resizing is expensive due to moving all items.

In the extendible resizing, a resizing operation only needs to move partial items. Specifically, the hash table using extendible resizing includes multiple subtables and there is a directory to index these subtables as shown in Figure 2a. For a 64-bit hash value, \( M \) bits are used by the directory to locate a subtable (we use the last \( M \) bits as an example, i.e., suffix) and the remaining \((64 - M)\) bits are used to locate target buckets within the subtable. The number of suffix bits currently used by the directory is called global depth (GD) (GD ≤ M). Thus the directory has \( 2^{GD} \) entries that correspond to at most \( 2^{GD} \) subtables. Each subtable has a local depth (LD) (LD ≤ GD) which indicates the number of suffix bits used by the subtable.

When a subtable is full, we split the subtable into two by adding a new subtable. As shown in Figures 2a and 2b, when the subtable with the suffix “1” is full, it is split into Subtables “01” and “11”. The resizing mechanism moves the key with suffix “11” from Subtable “01” to Subtable “11” and changes their LDs to 2. When a subtable is full and its LD is equal to the GD, we grow the directory by doubling its size, as shown in Figures 2b and 2c. The full subtable is split into two ones. Except for the directory entry that the added new subtable corresponds to, other new directory entries point to their corresponding original subtables. After resizing the directory, search requests use the new GD to locate their corresponding subtables. In summary, by performing extendible resizing, when a subtable is full, we only need to resize this single subtable without affecting key-value items in other subtables. Therefore, RACE hashing uses the extendible resizing.

Nevertheless, there are two challenges when using extendible resizing in disaggregated memory. First, compared with the full-table resizing, the extendible resizing incurs one extra memory access for each search request, due to the need of first querying the directory to obtain the address of the target bucket for higher performance and space utilization [13].

In summary, these RDMA-search-friendly hashing indexes become RDMA-IDU-unfriendly for disaggregated memory since IDU requests incur a large number of RDMA operations to deal with hash collisions and concurrency control. Our paper proposes RACE hashing which is both RDMA-search-friendly and RDMA-IDU-friendly while efficiently dealing with hash collisions and concurrency control as presented in Section 3. The performance is also verified in Section 4.

### 3 RACE Hashing

#### 3.1 Overview

Figure 3 shows the overall architecture of RACE hashing for disaggregated memory. The RACE hash table is stored in the memory pool. Clients in the compute pool operate the hash table using one-sided RDMA verbs. To alleviate the performance influence of resizing, RACE hashing leverages the extendible resizing and hence the hash table consists of multiple subtables and a directory. In order to reduce the extra RDMA round-trip for accessing the remote directory, RACE hashing leverages a directory cache1 in the client. Each client maintains a local cache to store only the directory of the RACE hash table. Thus a client can access the directory using a local memory access rather than a remote RDMA READ, and use RDMA verbs to access only the subtable. We present the design of an RDMA-conscious (RAC) hash subtable structure in Section 3.2, i.e., the RAC hash subtable, in which all index requests are executed by using only one-sided RDMA verbs while having constant worst-case time complexity. We then present a lock-free remote concurrency control scheme in Section 3.3 for the RAC hash subtable, achieving that index requests including search, insertion, deletion, and update are concurrently executed in a lock-free way. Moreover, caching the directory in clients causes data inconsistency issues between the directories in the memory pool and client caches.

---

1The memory overhead of the cache is small since the directory generally has at most hundreds of entries and each entry has only several bytes.
Therefore, we finally present a client directory cache with stale reads scheme in Section 3.4 to address the inconsistency issue at low overhead.

### 3.2 The RAC Hash Subtable Structure

In disaggregated memory scenarios, the challenge of designing a RAC hash subtable structure stems from minimizing the number of remote RDMA operations for IDU requests while keeping high memory efficiency and Search performance. To achieve this goal, we design the RAC hash subtable that does not allow any movement operations, evictions, or bucket chaining to handle hash collisions, since these operations incur a large number of remote writes as presented in Section 2.2. Instead, the RAC hash subtable uses three major design choices, including associativity, two choices, and overflow colocation, for addressing hash collisions and thus achieves a constant worst-case time complexity for all index requests.

1) **Associativity.** With associativity, each bucket has multiple slots, being capable of storing multiple key-value items. *K*-way associativity means that each bucket has *K* slots. Associativity is friendly for one-sided RDMA operations since multiple items within one bucket can be read together in one RDMA READ. Figure 4 shows a RAC hash subtable with 4-way associativity.

2) **Two Choices.** Based on the theory of “the power of two choices” [32], enabling each key to have two choices for its storage location can achieve a good load balance among buckets, effectively handling hash collisions. Hence, the RAC subtable uses two independent hash functions, \( h_1() \) and \( h_2() \), to compute two hash locations for each key, as shown in Figure 4. By efficiently combining associativity with two choices, the RAC subtable inserts a new item into the less-loaded bucket between its two hash locations. Note that, according to Mitzenmacher’s observations [32], two choices achieve exponential improvements over one choice for the efficiency of load balancing, while three choices only have a constant factor improvement than two choices. In disaggregated memory, three choices incur one more bucket access (i.e., one more
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Figure 3: The overall architecture of RACE hashing in disaggregated memory. (The entire RACE hash table is stored in the memory pool. Clients in the compute pool store the directory of the hash table in their local caches and access subtables only using one-sided RDMA verbs.)

**RDMA READ** than two choices. Therefore, unlike Pilaf [31], which uses three choices, we use two choices in our design.

3) **Overflow Colocation.** The overflow sharing technique [46] enables an overflow bucket (or called standby bucket) to be shared by the other two main buckets to store conflicting items for better load balancing. However, overflow buckets are discrete from their main buckets [46], incurring extra bucket accesses, which performs worse for disaggregated memory, due to extra RDMA READs. To address this problem, we propose an overflow colocation scheme to store the overflow buckets adjoining with their main buckets. As shown in Figure 4, three continuous buckets are considered as a group, in which the first and last buckets are main buckets that can be addressable by the hash functions. The middle bucket is an overflow bucket that cannot be addressable by the hash functions and is shared by the first and last buckets to store their conflicting items. By doing so, one RDMA READ can fetch one main bucket and its overflow bucket together, thus reducing the number of RDMA READs.

Putting it all together, the structure of a RAC hash table is shown in Figure 4. A RAC hash subtable is a one-dimensional bucket array stored in a continuous memory space. Each bucket is *K*-way associative and a bucket group includes three continuous buckets, i.e., two main buckets and a shared overflow bucket. The combination of a main bucket and its overflow bucket is called a combined bucket. For each key, we compute two hash locations that are respectively in two different bucket groups. The structure of the RAC hash subtable is simple yet efficient for disaggregated memory, having the following strengths:

- **RDMA-IDU friendly:** As each key only involves two combined buckets, IDU requests only need to operate within the two combined buckets without moving/evicting items from/to other buckets or linking new buckets, having constant worst-case time complexity while being RDMA-friendly.
- **RDMA-search friendly:** A search request only issues two RDMA READs, each of which fetches one combined bucket. More importantly, the two RDMA READs can be issued in parallel to reduce the request latency, unlike cluster hashing [44] in which issuing the next RDMA READ has to wait for the return of the previous one to traverse the linked buckets.
Moreover, by using doorbell batching [22] that is an RDMA-optimized technique to read multiple disjoint memory regions within one RDMA round-trip time (RTT), we package the two RDMA READ operations into one. Therefore, the search latency in the RAC subtable is one RTT rather than two ones.

- **High memory efficiency:** By combining associativity, two choices, and overflow colocation, the RAC hash subtable enables items to be more evenly distributed among buckets and thus efficiently handles hash collisions to achieve a good load balance. It hence achieves a high load factor of up to 90% (with 7-way associativity) as evaluated in Section 4.2.1.

### 3.3 Lock-free Remote Concurrency Control

Lock-based techniques have been widely used in existing hashing indexes within a single machine for concurrency control [15, 26]. Nevertheless, for disaggregated memory, all requests are executed by using one-sided RDMA verbs, which results in non-trivial challenges for handling concurrent access conflicts. This is because remote locking implemented by using microsecond-level-latency RDMA CAS incurs much higher overheads, compared with nanosecond-level-latency local locking, and each locking or unlocking operation requires an RDMA round-trip. In order to deliver high concurrent performance, we propose a lock-free remote concurrency control scheme for RACE hashing which achieves that all index requests, except failed insertions, become lock-free. A failed insertion triggers a suitable resizing and needs to acquire the resizing lock as presented in Section 3.4.2.

**Bucket Structure.** In RACE hashing, to support variable-length keys and values, full key-value items are stored outside the hash table like existing hashing indexes [10, 31, 44]. The pointers to full key-value items are stored inside the hash table. The structure of each bucket in the RAC hash subtable is shown in Figure 5. A bucket consists of a header and multiple slots. The header is used for hash table resizing and will be introduced in Section 3.4.1. Each slot corresponds to a key-value item. To support lock-free remote concurrent access, a slot is 8B, i.e., the maximum size of an RDMA CAS, and composed of a fingerprint (8 bits), a key-value length (8 bits), and a pointer (48 bits). A fingerprint (Fp) is the 8-bit hash of a key. Based on the analysis of existing work [15], an 8-bit fingerprint is enough to achieve a very low false positive (a false positive means that different keys in a bucket have the same fingerprint). Moreover, before reading a full key-value item using an RDMA READ, we need to know the size of the item. Therefore, we store the length (Len) of the key-value block in the slot. The length is 8-bit and the length unit is 64B\(^2\). Thus the length of a key-value block is always multiple of 64B and the maximum length of a key-value block is \(2^8 \times 64B = 16KB\), which covers most application scenarios for current key-value stores since small key-values dominate in them [7]. When a key-value item is larger than 16KB, which in fact rarely occurs, we store the remaining item content beyond 16KB in the second key-value block and link the second block to the first one. The respective lengths of the key and value (i.e., K\(\text{len}\) and V\(\text{len}\)) are stored in the head of the key-value block. The pointer in a slot consumes 48 bits like the x86_64 system [10, 34, 43]. A null pointer means the slot is empty. Based on the bucket structure, we present lock-free search/insertion/deletion/update operations below.

**Lock-free Insertion.** To insert a key-value item, the client uses doorbell batching to read two combined buckets that the key corresponds to. At the same time, the client writes the key-value block\(^3\) in the memory pool. Therefore, reading buckets and writing the key-value block are executed in parallel, as shown in Figure 6b. Once receiving the combined buckets, the client looks for an empty slot in the order of main buckets first and overflow buckets second, as presented in Section 3.2. If an empty slot is found, the client uses an RDMA CAS to write the pointer of the key-value block into it. Otherwise, the hash table resizing is triggered, as presented in Section 3.4.

In rare cases, clients may concurrently insert duplicate keys into the hash table, since RDMA ATOMIC verbs only ensure the 8B atomicity. For example, Client 1 and Client 2 try to insert the same key \(K\). As each key corresponds to two combined buckets in RACE hashing, it may occur that Client 1 selects one empty slot in Combined Bucket 0 to insert \(K\) and Client 2 selects one empty slot in Combined Bucket 1 to insert \(K\). In this case, two duplicate keys \(K\) exist in the hash table. To address the issue of duplicate keys, after writing the pointer in

---

\(^2\)The length unit can be changed as needed.

\(^3\)The memory of the key-value block can be pre-allocated to reduce the latency of memory allocation in the critical path of insertion.
a bucket for an insertion, the client re-reads the two combined buckets to check duplicate keys, as shown in Figure 6b. On finding duplicate keys, the client only keeps one valid key and removes the remaining duplicate keys. Different clients have to determine the same key-value item as the valid key when finding duplicate keys in order to guarantee the consistency of a concurrent access. To guarantee this, we hence make an agreement in the algorithm to determine the only valid key for different clients. For example, within the two combined buckets, the agreement considers the key stored in the slot with the minimal bucket number and the minimal slot number to be the only valid one.

**Lock-free Deletion.** To delete a key-value item, the client first executes a search to find the target key. If the target key is found, the client sets its corresponding slot to be null by using an RDMA CAS, as shown in Figure 6c. Once the RDMA CAS is done successfully, the deletion request is returned. The client then sets the key-value block to full-zero and frees the key-value block in background. The zero-setting operation can be avoided if the RNIC can automatically set the freed memory to full-zero for data security, i.e., avoiding the old data to be observed by other clients.

**Lock-free Update.** To update a key-value item, the client searches the target key. At the same time, the client writes the new key-value item into the memory pool, as shown in Figure 6d. Once finding the target key exists, the client uses an RDMA CAS to change the content of the slot to point to the new key-value item. If the RDMA CAS is executed successfully, the update request is returned. The client finally frees the old key-value block in background.

**Lock-free Search.** As shown in Figure 6a, to search a key, the client reads its corresponding two combined buckets. If the fingerprint matches one of the slots, the client reads the key-value block that the slot points to. The client then compares the full key. If the full key matches, the value is returned. Since all modifications on buckets are atomic and update requests do not modify the old key-value item in place, the only inconsistency case for a search is that the key-value block is freed or re-allocated before a search request reads the key-value block (after obtaining the pointer of the key-value). However, this inconsistency case can be easily observed by comparing the length and content of the key stored in the block with those of the search key. This is because once the key-value block is freed/re-allocated, its content is full-zero/changed, rendering the comparison mismatched. Nevertheless, there still exists a special case that another client re-allocates the key-value block and issues an RDMA WRITE to write the same key, key length, and value length as those of the old key-value block. As an RDMA WRITE is not atomic, it may write the key and key length completely but be writing the value. At this time, if reading the key-value block, a client can find the key is matched. But the value is broken, which cannot be observed by the client. To address this problem, we add a 64-bit checksum in each key-value block to enhance the self-verification and check the integrity of a key-value block like Pilaf [31], as shown in Figure 5. Pilaf also shows that a 64-bit checksum is sufficient for verification.

Moreover, for insertion, deletion, and update requests, the operation of CASing a slot may fail, which means the slot is changed by another client before the CAS. In this case, RACE hashing re-searches the target key and then re-executes the failed insertion, deletion, or update request.

### 3.4 Extendible Remote Resizing

Using extendible resizing for disaggregated memory incurs two challenges, i.e., one extra remote access to read the directory for each index request and concurrent access during resizing, as presented in Section 2.3. In this subsection, we present a stale-read client directory cache scheme and a concurrent access scheme during resizing to address the two challenges respectively.

#### 3.4.1 Client Directory Cache with Stale Reads

In order to reduce the extra RDMA READ for accessing the directory, we use a client directory cache for RACE hashing. However, caching the directory in clients incurs the data inconsistency issue between the directories in the memory pool and client caches. For example, when a client triggers a subtable resizing or directory resizing, the content of the directory in the memory pool is modified and thus the directories in the caches of other clients become stale. If other clients still query the hash table using their stale directories, they may locate an incorrect subtable and obtain incorrect data.

To address the inconsistency problem between client caches and the memory pool, in a baseline solution [17], and upon a client triggers a resizing operation, the client broadcasts a notification message to all other clients to invalidate their respective directory caches and does not start modifying the directory in the memory pool until receiving acks of all other clients. Obviously, the baseline solution incurs high performance overhead for resizing due to broadcasting messages and waiting for all acks. The second solution proposed by Pilaf [31] is to close the RDMA connections of all other clients to prevent these clients from performing RDMA reads once a resizing is triggered. Clients then re-connects the memory server to obtain the new table root after the resizing is completed. Pilaf addresses the problem of incorrect access but incurs high performance penalty due to blocking RDMA reads of clients. Therefore, both the solutions incur significant performance overheads.

In order to efficiently address this inconsistency problem, we propose a stale-read client directory (SRCD) cache scheme that does not need to broadcast messages or close the connections of other clients to the memory pool when triggering a resizing. Instead, by using the SRCD cache scheme, clients query the hash table still using the stale directories in their caches, but can verify whether the obtained data is correct. To achieve this, we add a header in each bucket of the RAC...
hash suitable, as shown in Figure 5. The bucket header stores the local depth (LD) and suffix bits (Suffix) of the subtable that the bucket belongs to. The bucket header is not modified in IDU requests and is modified only when the subtable is created and resized. The local depth and suffix bits in the bucket header are used to verify whether the bucket is correct when executing search/insertion/deletion/update.

Figure 7 shows an illustration of using the SRCD cache scheme to verify the correctness of buckets. The client currently caches the directory of the hash table shown in Figure 2a, in which the directory entries “01” and “11” point to the same subtable. In the memory pool, the hash table is resized to be a new subtable shown in Figure 2b, in which a new subtable is created and the directory entries “01” and “11” point to different subtables. To search a key, the client first locates a suitable using the SRCD cache with stale reads and then fetches the buckets in this subtable via RDMA READs. After receiving a bucket, the client respectively compares the local depth and suffix bits stored in the bucket header with the local depth of the directory entry in the SRCD cache and the suffix bits of the key. The client can observe three cases as follows.

1) Both local depth and suffix bits match. If the local depth and suffix bits in the bucket header are respectively the same as the local depth of the directory entry in the cache and suffix bits of the key, the client can verify that the subtable is not resized and the fetched bucket is correct. For example, the key is “XX00” that corresponds to the directory entry “00”, i.e., Case ① in Figure 7.

2) Local depth mismatches and suffix bits matches. If the local depth in the bucket header is the same as that of the directory entry in the cache, the client knows the accessed subtable was resized in the memory pool. The client further computes the suffix bits of the key using the local depth stored in the bucket header and finds that the suffix bits of the key and those stored in the bucket header are matched. In this case, the client can verify the bucket is also correct although the subtable was resized. For example, the key is “XX01” but Subtable “01” was resized in the memory pool, i.e., Case ② in Figure 7. During the resizing, the keys with “11” are moved out Subtable “01” while the keys with “01” still remain in Subtable “01”. Therefore, when locating Subtable “01” to search the key with “01”, the client can obtain the correct key-value item.

3) Both local depth and suffix bits mismatch. If the local depth and suffix bits in the bucket header mismatch, the client can verify the subtable is resized and the searched key should be stored in the new subtable. For example, the key is “XX11” that corresponds to the directory entry “01” in the cache but Subtable “01” is resized in the memory pool and the key “XX11” is moved to the new Subtable “11”, i.e., Case ③ in Figure 7. In this case, the client fetches the new directory entries from the memory pool and re-executes the search.

In summary, only in Case “3) Both local depth and suffix bits mismatch”, the client needs to fetch new directory entries and update the local directory cache. In other cases, the client can locate correct buckets via stale reads.

3.4.2 Concurrent Access during Resizing

When an insertion failure occurs, a subtable resizing is triggered. During a resizing, we need to move slots from the resized subtable to the new one. Due to the slot movement, it is challenging to guarantee the correct execution of concurrent search, insertion, deletion, and update requests upon the subtable that is being resized. To address this challenge, we design the workflow of concurrent resizing as below.

To support concurrent access during resizing, the starting address of the directory in the memory pool cannot be changed. Otherwise, clients fail to find the new hash table after resizing. Therefore, we reserve a large enough contiguous memory space4 used for the future resizing of the directory. As shown in Figure 8, the directory includes a used area and an unused area. Clients only cache the used area. To resize the directory, e.g., increasing the GD from 1 to 2, the used area is not changed and the new directory entries are written into the unused area.

To resize a subtable, the client first locks the directory entry of the subtable in the memory pool. The lock only prevents other clients from resizing the same subtable but does not prevent other clients from executing search and IDU requests in the subtable. The client creates a new subtable and initializes the header of each bucket in the new subtable.

Figure 8: The resizing of the directory. (The gobal depth (GD) increases. The used area is not changed and new directory entries are written into the unused area.)
The client further writes the pointer of the new subtable to the directory and locks the directory entry at the same time. The client then starts to move items. Figure 8b shows an example. The client moves items with Suffix “11” from Subtable “01” to Subtable “11”. The movement includes three steps for each bucket in Subtable “01”:

- **Concurrent search**: When executing a search, if finding that both local depth and suffix bits mismatch, the client can perceive the occurrence of the resizing in Subtable “01”. In this case, the movement may be before Step 1 or after Step 3. If the target key is found in the read bucket, it means the movement is before Step 3. Otherwise, the movement is after Step 3 or the key does not exist. The client further reads the bucket in Subtable “11” to lookup the target key.

- **Concurrent insertion**: During an insertion, the client re-reads the buckets to check duplicate keys, as shown in Figure 8b. To support concurrent insertion during resizing, we also check the bucket header after re-reading the bucket that the key is inserted to. If the bucket header is not changed, the insertion is successful. Otherwise, the client knows that a resizing occurs in the bucket. The client then compares suffix bits in the new bucket header with those of the inserted key. If the suffix bits match, the insertion is also successful. Otherwise, the client removes the pointer from Subtable “01” and re-inserts the key into Subtable “11”. Moreover, during a subtable resizing, an insertion may fail, i.e., not finding an empty slot in the subtable. In this case, the failed insertion triggers the next resizing. The next resizing will be blocked until the previous resizing releases the directory entry lock.

- **Concurrent deletion/update**: When executing a deletion/update, if finding that both local depth and suffix bits mismatch, the client waits for the completion of the movement and then deletes/updates the keys from the new subtable. If the suffix bits match and Step 1 occurs before the RDMA CAS operation of the deletion/update, there are two corner cases. First, if the RDMA CAS of the deletion/update fails, it means the item has been moved into the new subtable. The client will redo the deletion/update request in the new subtable. Second, the RDMA CAS of the deletion/update succeeds. But the client performing resizing operation fails to delete one item in Step 3, which means that another client deleted/updated the item. The client performing resizing further cleans the pointer of the item in the new subtable and re-executes the item movement.

In summary, during a subtable resizing, all search/update/deletion and most insertion requests to the subtable are concurrently executed in a lock-free way. Only the failed insertions to the subtable are blocked due to triggering the next resizing.

4 Performance Evaluation

4.1 Experimental Setup

**Testbed.** We run all experiments on 5 machines, each with two 26-core Intel Xeon Gold 6278C CPUs, 384 GiB DRAM, and one 100Gbps Mellanox ConnectX-5 IB RNIC. Each RNIC is connected to a 100Gbps Mellanox IB switch. One machine is used for emulating the memory pool. To emulate the weak compute power, CPUs in the memory pool are only used for registering memory to RNICs during the initialization stage and do not involve in any requests of hashing indexes. The memory is registered with huge pages to reduce the page translation cache misses of RNICs [13]. The other machine is used for building the compute pool in which each CPU core serves as a client. Since current RNIC hardware does not support remote memory allocation in real time, we enable clients to pre-allocate all memory that future insertion and update requests require, which can also reduce the memory allocation latency in the critical path of request execution.

**Workloads.** We use YCSB [11] to evaluate the performance of different hashing indexes. We use the default Zipfian request distribution (θ = 0.99) for all YCSB workloads. For most experiments, we use 16-byte keys and 32-byte values that are representative in real workloads of key-value stores [7, 15, 35]. We also evaluate the impact of different key-value sizes on the performance.

**Comparisons.** We compare RACE hashing with three state-of-the-art RDMA-search-friendly hashing indexes, i.e., Pilaf cuckoo hashing [31], FaRM hopscotch hashing [13], and DrTM cluster hashing [44]. Based on the optimal configurations presented in their papers, we use 3-way hashing and one slot per bucket in Pilaf cuckoo hashing, 4 slots per main bucket, 2 neighborhood, and 2 slots per overflow bucket in FaRM hopscotch hashing, and 8 slots per main or overflow bucket in DrTM cluster hashing. Moreover, since the disaggregated memory pool without CPUs cannot execute two-sided RDMA verbs, we implement these hashing indexes using only one-sided RDMA verbs as presented in Section 2.3 to facilitate a fair comparison. All key-value items are stored outside of the hash table to support variable-length keys and values. Each hash table is sized to store 100 million items.

4.2 Experimental Results and Analysis

4.2.1 Maximum Load Factor

The maximum load factor is defined as the ratio of the maximum number of stored items to the total number of slots in a hash table (including slots in main and overflow buckets), which is an important metric that affects the memory efficiency of a hash table. We insert unique keys into RACE, Pilaf cuckoo, FaRM hopscotch, DrTM cluster hash tables until an insertion failure occurs to evaluate their maximum load factors. Specifically, Pilaf cuckoo hashing reaches the maximum
load factor when an insertion fails to lookup an empty slot after $X$ cuckoo evictions. $X$ means the maximum number of cuckoo evictions for an insertion and we evaluate maximum load factors of Pilaf cuckoo hashing under different $X$ values. FaRM hopscotch hashing and DrTM cluster hashing reach their maximum load factors when running out of overflow buckets. As the ratio of the number of overflow buckets to that of main buckets (called overflow-to-main-bucket ratio) affects their maximum load factors, we evaluate their maximum load factors under different overflow-to-main-bucket ratios. For RACE hashing, since associativity (i.e., the number of slots per bucket) affects its maximum load factor, we evaluate its maximum load factors under different associativities.

As shown in Figure 9, the maximum load factor of RACE hashing increases with the increase of associativity. The maximum load factor of Pilaf cuckoo hashing increases with the increase of $X$. The maximum load factors of FaRM hopscotch hashing and DrTM cluster hashing increase with the increase of their overflow-to-main-bucket ratios.

To facilitate a fair comparison, we configure these hash tables to approach the same maximum load factor of 90% for the following experiments. RACE hashing reaches 90% when the associativity is 7. With 7 slots and one header, each bucket in RACE hashing is a cache-line size, i.e., 64B. Pilaf cuckoo hashing approaches 90% when $X = 1000$. FaRM hopscotch hashing and DrTM cluster hashing approach 90% when their overflow-to-main-bucket ratios are 1/4 and 3 respectively.

4.2.2 Execution Latency

To investigate request latencies of different hashing indexes, we respectively execute 1 million search, update, deletion, and insertion requests using one thread when these hash tables are in different load factors and evaluate average latencies of different requests, as shown in Figure 10. The items for search, update, and deletion are recently inserted [11].

Figure 10a shows the average insertion latencies of different hash tables. With the increase of load factors, the insertion latency of Pilaf cuckoo hashing exponentially increases due to causing more and more eviction operations and thus producing a large number of RDMA WRITEs and locks; the insertion latency of FaRM hopscotch hashing dramatically increases due to linearly probing more buckets to find empty slots and linking overflow buckets; the insertion latency of DrTM cluster hashing increases due to traversing longer bucket lists and linking new overflow buckets. The insertion latency of RACE hashing does not increase with the increase of load factors due to not causing any extra RDMA operations in which an insertion has 3 round-trip times (RTTs). When the hash tables are at the load factor of 90%, RACE hashing reduces the insertion latency by 1.9×, 8.8×, and 57.4× with DrTM cluster hashing, FaRM hopscotch hashing, and Pilaf cuckoo hashing respectively.

Figure 10b shows the average search latencies of different hash tables and all search requests are lock-free. A search in Pilaf cuckoo hashing needs 1.6 RTTs on average to serially read buckets and 1 RTT to read key-value block. A search in FaRM hopscotch hashing needs only 2 RTTs (one reads the neighborhood and the other reads the key-value block) at a low load factor and its latency increases in a high load factor due to traversing linked buckets. The search latency of DrTM cluster hashing sharply increases with the increase of the load factor since the bucket list becomes longer. When the hash tables are at the load factor of 90%, RACE hashing reduces the search latency by 2.3×, 1.2×, and 1.4× with DrTM cluster hashing, FaRM hopscotch hashing, and Pilaf cuckoo hashing respectively.

Figures 10c and 10d show the average deletion and update latencies of different hash tables, which deliver similar characteristics to those of search latencies. But deletion and update latencies of DrTM cluster hashing, FaRM hopscotch hashing, and Pilaf cuckoo hashing are much higher than their search latencies due to the needs of locking, unlocking, modifying slots, and unlinking buckets. The deletion and update latencies of RACE hashing are only higher than its search latency by 1-RTT latency. When the hash tables are at the load factor of 90%, RACE hashing reduces the deletion and update latencies by 1.8 – 2.3× and 1.6 – 2.2× respectively.

4.2.3 Concurrent Throughput

To investigate the concurrent request throughput of different hashing indexes, we first load 100 million items into a hash table and then successively execute 10 million searches, updates, deletions, and insertions to evaluate the concurrent throughput of different requests. We also vary the numbers of
client processes to investigate the change of the throughput with the increase of clients, as shown in Figure 11. When the number of clients is not larger than 32, they are run in one client machine. When the number of clients is 64 and 128, they are run in 2 and 4 client machines respectively.

Figure 11a shows the concurrent throughput of insertion requests. The insertion throughputs of Pilaf cuckoo hashing and FaRM hopscotch hashing are much less than that of RACE hashing, of which reasons are the same as those of their high execution latencies. The insertion throughput of RACE hashing is 16.9 × , 5.3 × , and 1.4 × on average higher than those of Pilaf cuckoo hashing, FaRM hopscotch hashing, and DrTM cluster hashing respectively.

Figure 11b shows the concurrent throughput of search requests. Pilaf cuckoo hashing, FaRM hopscotch hashing, and RACE hashing have a similar search throughput which is higher than that of DrTM cluster hashing. This is because DrTM cluster hashing needs to traverse linked bucket lists. The search throughput of RACE hashing is 1.7 × on average higher than that of DrTM cluster hashing.

Figures 11c and 11d show the concurrent throughput of deletion and update requests respectively. The deletion and update throughput of RACE hashing is 1.7 – 2.1 × and 1.5 – 1.9 × higher than other hashing schemes due to the benefits of locking-free concurrency and RAC index structure.

4.2.4 YCSB Hybrid Workloads

To evaluate the throughput of different hashing indexes under YCSB hybrid workloads, we first load 90 million items into a hash table and then respectively run hybrid search/insertion workloads with different ratios. All tests use 128 client processes. The experimental results are shown in Figure 12. We observe that the throughput of all hashing indexes increases with the increase of search/insertion ratios, and RACE hashing performs the best for all search/insertion ratios due to having both high search and insertion performance. Compared with DrTM cluster hashing, FaRM hopscotch hashing, and Pilaf cuckoo hashing, RACE hashing improves the performance of hybrid workloads by 1.4 × , 4.9 × , and 13.7 × respectively when the search/insertion ratio is 10% / 90%.

4.2.5 Variable-length Values

We increase the size of the key-value (KV) block from 64B to 8KB to evaluate the impact of variable-length KV sizes on the performance of RACE hashing, as shown in Figure 13. With the increase of the KV size, the latencies of insertion, deletion, update, and search requests increase due to reading and writing larger data. When the KV size is no larger than 512B, the increase of latencies is slight.

4.2.6 Extendible Remote Resizing

To support extendible remote resizing, we propose two techniques, i.e., the SRCD cache and concurrent access during resizing as presented in Section 3.4. We investigate the impact of the two techniques on the performance of RACE hashing.

Figure 14 shows the performance of RACE hashing with and without the SRCD cache. We observe that using the SRCD cache reduces 23%, 32%, 24%, and 23% of insertion, search, deletion, and update latencies respectively. This is because using the SRCD cache reduces one extra RDMA READ for accessing the directory.

To investigate concurrent access during resizing, we run two clients of which one executes insertions to trigger multiple resizings (the GD increases from 2 to 5) and the other executes random searches at the same time. We evaluate the average search latencies of RACE hashing with and without concurrent access during resizing as shown in Figure 15.
Without the concurrent access, the average search latency during the resizing significantly increases since the searches stall until a resizing is completed. With the concurrent access, the average search latency during the resizing does not significantly increase and thus is about two orders lower than that without concurrent access.

5 Discussion

Concurrency Correctness. RACE hashing follows the concurrency correctness condition of no lost keys [30]: “a get(K) operation must return a correct value for K, regardless of concurrent writers”. Specifically, when a search and an update run concurrently, the search can return either the new or the old value, while both of them should be unbroken and atomic. When a search and a deletion run concurrently, the search can return no key or the value that will be deleted.

Resizing Execution. In our current implementation, the client triggering the resizing itself performs the resizing. To improve the implementation, the client can create a background client/thread to perform the resizing.

Hardware Failure. Handling hardware failures including network failure, memory failure, and client CPU failure in the disaggregated memory architecture is complicated and tough. For example, after locking a directory entry, the client fails. To handle this failure, we need to enable other clients to perceive the failed client and release the lock directory entry or use the lease-based lock [44]. Our paper mainly focuses on the design of hashing index for disaggregated memory and plan to extend RACE hashing to support the handle of hardware failures in the future work.

6 Related Work

Memory Disaggregation. Memory disaggregation has recently received widespread attentions due to providing significant benefits for datacenters on resource utilization and scaling. Existing work studies various components in datacenters to support memory disaggregation including operating systems [38], hardware architectures [28, 29], memory managements [4, 37, 40–42], networks [1, 9, 12, 39], and new requirements [5, 18]. RACE hashing focuses on the design of index structures in the disaggregated memory which is orthogonal to these works.

Hashing Indexes on RDMA. With the wide use of RDMA in modern datacenters, RDMA-search-friendly hashing indexes have been intensively studied [13, 31, 44]. These hashing indexes are designed for traditional monolithic servers, which however fails to efficiently work on the new disaggregated memory architecture, due to producing a large number of RDMA operations when executing IDU requests. RACE hashing is the first hashing index designed for disaggregated memory, in which all index requests can be efficiently executed by using only one-sided RDMA operations. Moreover, KV-direct [24] leverages programmable NICs with FPGA to offload hashing index operations, which is orthogonal to our paper that does not reply on FPGA.

7 Conclusion

This paper proposes RACE hashing, a one-sided RDMA-conscious extendible hashing index for disaggregated memory with lock-free remote concurrency control and efficient remote resizing. The hash table structure is designed to be one-sided RDMA-conscious, achieving that all index requests can be executed using only one-sided RDMA verbs while delivering high performance with constant-scale worst-case time complexity. Moreover, RACE hashing leverages a lock-free remote concurrency control scheme to enable index requests to be concurrently executed in a lock-free manner, and a stale-read client directory cache scheme to reduce one extra RDMA read for accessing the directory while guaranteeing the correctness of stale cache reads. We also achieve concurrent access to the subtable that is being resized. Experimental results show that RACE hashing outperforms state-of-the-art distributed in-memory hashing indexes by up to 13.7× in YCSB hybrid workloads.
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Abstract

The appealing properties of NVM including high performance, persistence, and byte-addressability, and a recent active thread of building remote memory systems with RDMA, have produced considerable interest in combining them for fast and persistent remote memory systems. However, many prior systems are either based on emulated NVM or have failed to fully exploit NVM characteristics, leading to sub-optimal performance.

This paper conducts a systematic study to summarize optimization hints that the system designer can use to exploit NVM with RDMA better. Specifically, we demonstrate how system configurations, NVM access patterns, and RDMA-aware optimizations affect the efficacy of RDMA-NVM systems. Based on the summarized hints, we empirically study the design of two existing RDMA-NVM systems, namely a distributed database (DrTM+H) and a distributed file system (Octopus). Both systems are designed when no production NVM is available, and neither of them achieves good performance on it. Our optimized systems achieve up to 2.4X (from 1.2X) better performance.

1 Introduction

People have been studying systems with emerging hardware technologies like Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) and Non-Volatile Memory (NVM) for many years, including but not limited to databases [8, 11, 25, 37, 39, 53], file systems [31, 32, 58], key-value stores [2, 10], and distributed shared memory systems [33, 38, 61]. These RDMA-NVM systems can either leverage NVM to persistently store the data or use it as DRAM to extend DRAM capacity.

Unfortunately, few systematic studies examined how to best leverage NVM with RDMA, since production NVM is only publicly available via Intel Optane DC persistent memory [36] (Optane PM1) until recently. Except for a few systems [22, 33], prior work either uses emulated NVM [58, 61] or simply treats DRAM as NVM [8, 11, 32, 53]. Without such a study, system developers are unclear whether existing RDMA-NVM designs are efficient for Optane PM due to the following three reasons. First, emulating NVM with RDMA is particularly challenging because, to the best of our knowledge, most NVM emulators use CPU for the emulation [49]. However, RDMA may access NVM in a CPU-bypassing manner. Second, a recent study revealed that even the emulator could not faithfully simulate many Optane PM features [59]. Finally, a few systems evaluated with Optane PM do not consider its unique performance characteristics [33].

Our initial experiments further demonstrate that RDMA-NVM systems suffer from inferior performance when they treat NVM as DRAM. For example, the performance of remote write is far from the limits of NVM (§3) after switching the memory used in a remote write benchmark from DRAM to NVM: 16B one-sided RDMA WRITE only achieves 29% of NVM’s ideal write throughput. Hence, it is imperative to conduct a thorough study of the inferior performance and provide optimizations to mitigate the inefficiency.

There have been valuable studies on how to efficiently use NVM [59] with CPU and how CPU cache may affect the efficiency of RDMA with NVM [22]. Yang et al. [59] provide optimizations for the CPU to best utilize Optane PM. We study their findings on RDMA-NVM systems and confirm the importance of their optimizations. Nevertheless, we found some of the optimizations are suboptimal when considering RDMA. We further present optimizations that are best suited for RDMA on NVM. Kalia et al. [22] is the most relevant work: we share the same goal of improving RDMA’s performance with NVM. Specifically, they identify how CPU cache could hinder RDMA from fully utilizing NVM write bandwidth. We made a similar observation during our study. Besides, we also study other RDMA-NVM related factors, including inappropriate system configurations (§4.1) and application access patterns (§4.2).

Finally, existing systems use two network roundtrips to implement persistent write atop RDMA and NVM [20] because existing RDMA hardware is unaware of NVM. We ar-

---

1Since we exclusively study Optane PM in this paper, we use the terms NVM and Optane PM interchangeably throughout the paper.
gue that RDMA-NVM systems should consider broadly explored RDMA-aware optimizations [23, 24] to improve the persistent write performance with RDMA. With the help of known RDMA-aware optimizations, RDMA only needs one roundtrip for remote persistent write on the current hardware platforms (§4.3).

In this paper, we conduct a thorough systematic study on how to best utilize NVM with RDMA. Note that our focus is on remote write, i.e., the client issues write to the server NVM, either using one-sided or two-sided RDMA. The remote NVM read performance is close to that of DRAM (§3).

To summarize, the contributions of this paper are:

A summary of optimization hints (H1–H9) to best utilize NVM with RDMA (§4). We study and collect various RDMA-NVM related optimizations—scattered from different sources—into one systematic study. We also propose new optimizations (H6–H8) that address the limitations of the existing study. The summarized hints are categorized into system configuration advice (§4.1), access pattern advice (§4.2) and RDMA-aware advice (§4.3). We empirically demonstrate how these hints help to fully utilize NVM for different RDMA primitives, i.e., RDMA can attain close to NVM write bandwidth and processing power.

An end-to-end study of improved RDMA-NVM system designs (§6). We use the summarized hints to analyze and improve the design of existing RDMA-NVM systems, namely a distributed database (DrTM+H [53]) and a distributed file system (Octopus [32]). We find that there is still significant room for improvement because both of them are designed when no production NVM is available. Our study helps to improve the throughput of DrTM+H by 1.5X and 2.2X for TPC-C [46] new-order transaction and SmallBank [45], respectively. It also improves the I/O throughput of file data operations in Octopus by up to 2.4X (from 1.2X). These results strongly suggest we need further revisiting the design and implementations of existing RDMA-NVM systems, especially those not designed for Optane PM.

Our tools and benchmarks are available at https://github.com/SJTU-IPADS/librdpma.

2 Background

Figure 1 presents typical hardware components of a node with NVM in an RDMA-capable cluster. RDMA-capable NIC (RNIC) and NVM are attached to the processor, and they communicate with each other via the PCI Express (PCIe) bus.

2.1 Optane PM (NVM)

Intel Optane DC persistent memory [36] (Optane PM) is the first commercially available NVM. Besides a huge performance gain compared to traditional persistent storage (e.g., SSD), Optane PM also provides a DRAM-like memory interface. Thus, CPU can use load and store/non-temporal store\(^2\) (ntstore) to read and write it, and RNIC can access it through PCIe read/write transactions.

Our study relies on an in-depth look at how Optane PM handles reads/writes. The right half of Figure 1 presents an overview of its components. Data is stored in NVM DIMMs (3D Xpoint), while XController (XCtrl) transforms the read/write requests from the processor/PCIe into read/write requests to 3D Xpoint. XCtrl has two important features. First, it receives requests in cacheline (CLine) granularity (64B), while 3D Xpoint stores data in XLine granularity (256B). Such a difference in granularity may incur read/write amplification. Second, in order to reduce write amplification, XCtrl has a small write-combining buffer (XBuffer) that merges adjacent cacheline writes into one XLine write. Note that read requests also compete for XBuffer with write requests [59].

Persistent domain. Data is persistent once it reaches the node’s persistent domain. On the current hardware platform, the persistent domain comprises the Optane PM and the processor’s memory controller, as shown in Figure 1. Future hardware will further extend the persistent domain to the processor cache [4]. Nevertheless, the scope of the persistent domain is orthogonal to the results of this paper. We describe its impact in §5 in more detail.

Asymmetric performance feature. Optane PM is known for two asymmetric performance features. First, its read is much faster than write (320Gbps vs. 100Gbps). Second, sequential write has a higher bandwidth than random write due to the involvement of XBuffer.

Optane PM counters. Optane PM provides various useful counters\(^3\) that we use to analyze its behavior: NReadReq

\(^2\)non-temporal store has the same semantic as store except that it bypasses the CPU cache.

\(^3\)Measured via ipmct1 [5].
RDMA is a fast networking feature with high throughput (e.g., 100Gbps bandwidth), low latency (e.g., 2µs), and low CPU overhead. Representative implementations of RDMA include InfiniBand (IB) and RDMA over Converged Ethernet (RoCE). RDMA is well-known for its one-sided primitives (READ/WRITE\(^6\)): RDMA-capable NIC (RNIC) can directly read/write the server memory bypassing the server CPU. RDMA also provides two-sided primitives (SEND/RECV) that are similar to message passing.

QP and the programming model of RDMA. RDMA hosts use queue pair (QP) to issue RDMA requests. The QP contains one send queue and one completion queue. To issue an RDMA request (e.g., one-sided RDMA READ), the host calls post_send, which uses memory-mapped IO (MMIO) to post the request to the send queue. If the host marks the request as signaled, then it can further obtain the completion event of the sent request, e.g., whether the payload of the READ has been fetched to the host, by polling the completion queue via poll_comp.

2.3 RDMA with NVM

Figure 2 shows how various RDMA primitives interact with Optane PM. One-sided RDMA primitives communicate with Optane PM through PCIe read/write transactions, while two-sided RDMA uses server CPU to read/write Optane PM\(^5\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>One-sided Primitive</th>
<th>Two-sided Primitive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CLIENT</strong></td>
<td><strong>SERVER</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>post_send</td>
<td>poll_comp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCIe</td>
<td>MMIO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NVM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 2](image-url)

Figure 2. An overview of the interaction between RDMA and NVM.

NWriteReq record how many 64B read and write requests are received by XCtrl, while NMediaRead and NMediaWrite record how many bytes are read/written by 3D-XPoint Media. Based on these counters, we calculate the counter rates and use the counter rates to compute the read/write amplification of NVM: e.g., \(\frac{\text{NMediaWrite rate}}{\text{NWriteReq rate} \times 64}\) measures the write amplification of Optane PM.

When different RDMA primitives access NVM, several factors may impact their efficacy:

**Access granularity.** RNIC, CPU and NVM (including XController and 3D XPoint) have different access granularities. Requests that do not match the device granularity cause extra read/write requests to the NVM. Hence, systems should carefully tune their NVM access patterns for different RDMA primitives (§4.2). Table 1 summarizes the access granularities of different devices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Access granularities of different hardware components.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Granularity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payload</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DDIO.** Data Direct I/O (DDIO) [16] aims to improve the server cache locality of the DMA-ed data, which allows the last level cache (i.e., L3 Cache) as the primary destination of the RNIC’s DMA-ed data (e.g., one-sided RDMA WRITE and two-sided RDMA). However, it is not friendly to Optane PM (§4.1).

**Persistence.** Two-sided primitives can use extended CPU instructions (e.g., clwb) to ensure that the write to NVM is persistent. However, one-sided RDMA has no such instruction. Thus, one-sided RDMA-NVM WRITE is not persistent.

Figure 3 depicts three possible execution flows of one-sided RDMA-NVM WRITE on the current hardware platforms, only in the second case that the data is persistent (2). In the first case (1), the data is not persistent because it still resides in the volatile processor cache when the client receives the response. In the third case (3), the data is cached at the RNIC’s internal buffer when the client believes the write has finished. RNIC is not in the persistent domain (see Figure 1).
Implementing persistent one-sided RDMA WRITE over current hardware (i.e., guarantee to achieve \( \text{in Figure 3} \)) requires specific configurations and extra one-sided requests: we should first disable DDIO to bypass the processor cache and then send an extra one-sided RDMA READ to the same QP issued the WRITE [19] to flush the previously cached WRITEs. These two steps guarantee the WRITE is executed as the second case in Figure 3. However, a strawman implementation of this strategy uses two network roundtrips for a single write [20]. We describe optimizations for persistent WRITE in §4.3.

3 Testbed and Methodology

**Testbed.** Table 2 lists the hardware descriptions of our testbed. The server machine that equips Optane PM has two 10-core Intel Xeon Gold 5215M processors, 384GB DRAM, and two ConnectX-5 MT27800 100Gbps Infiniband NIC. We attach six NVM DIMMs to each server’s processor, allowing them to achieve the maximum (ideal) bandwidth of Optane PM (320Gbps for read and 100Gbps for write). Each client machine has two 12-core Intel Xeon E5-2650 v4 processors, 128GB of DRAM, and two ConnectX-4 MCX455A 100Gbps Infiniband NIC. All machines are connected to a Mellanox SB7890 100Gbps InfiniBand Switch.

**Target systems and evaluation methodology.** The focus of this paper is on remote write, i.e., the client issues write requests to the server NVM using either one-sided or two-sided RDMA. For remote read, we find it has close performance to that of DRAM due to the asymmetric read/write performance feature (§2.1) of NVM.

To empirically analyze the read/write features of RDMA with NVM, we conduct a microbenchmark to evaluate the performance of remote read and remote write implemented by different RDMA primitives. In this benchmark, each client sends read/write requests with different payloads to the server’s NVM via RDMA, similar to prior work [10, 23, 40, 53]. The request addresses are chosen randomly. For one-sided RDMA, the client directly uses its primitives to implement remote read and remote write. For two-sided RDMA, the client sends messages to the server, and the server reads/writes NVM with memcpy after receiving the messages. We implement the benchmark on a state-of-the-art distributed execution framework designed for RDMA [53]. Unless otherwise mentioned, we report the per-socket peak throughput or bandwidth of reading/writing NVM through RDMA.

Figure 4 and Figure 5 present the performance of remote read on DRAM and NVM for one-sided and two-sided RDMA, respectively. For large payloads (e.g., 2,048B), the read performance of NVM is close to that of DRAM for both one-sided and two-sided primitives (99% and 90%). Reading NVM can hardly become a bottleneck in RDMA-NVM systems since NVM has a much higher read bandwidth than RNIC (320Gbps vs. 100Gbps). Note that for small reads (e.g., 16B), two-sided RDMA READ still suffers from obvious throughput degradation: it only achieves 59% of the DRAM read throughput. This is because CPU has much a higher read latency when reading NVM compared to DRAM (271ns vs. 82ns)\(^6\). In contrast, increased NVM read latency has negligible impact on one-sided RDMA READ since the PCIe latency is the dominant factor (~1000ns [35]).

Unlike remote read, the performance of remote write is much slower than that of DRAM, as shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7. More importantly, these results are not optimal because the measured performance is far from the theoretical limit of NVM or RDMA. For example, one-sided RDMA WRITE can achieve only 29% of the NVM peak write throughput (15M vs. 52M reqs/sec)\(^7\) for small 16B writes.

\(\text{Table 2: } The \text{ configurations of machines in our testbed.}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th># Hardware</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Server 1</td>
<td>2x Intel Xeon Gold 5215M (10 cores), 384GB DRAM (16x Optane DIMM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2x ConnectX-5 IB RNIC (160Gbps)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1x 1.5T NVM (12x Optane DIMM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Client 5</td>
<td>2x Intel Xeon E5-2650 v4 (12 cores), 128GB DRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2x ConnectX-4 IB RNIC (160Gbps)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(\text{Figure 4. A comparison of one-sided RDMA READ performance on DRAM and NVM, (a) throughput and (b) aggregated bandwidth.}\)

\(\text{Figure 5. A comparison of two-sided RDMA READ performance on DRAM and NVM, (a) throughput and (b) aggregated bandwidth. LIMIT is measured when the server directly returns to the client without reading the payload.}\)

\(^6\)Measured by Intel Memory Latency Checker (MLC) [17].

\(^7\)We estimate the NVM peak write throughput by dividing its peak write
Table 3: A summary of design advice, optimization hints, and whether the hints can apply to a specific RDMA primitive. ✓ indicates a positive optimization effect, and “–” means the hint does not target the case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design advice</th>
<th>Optimization hints</th>
<th>One-sided</th>
<th>Two-sided</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1. Configuration</td>
<td>H1. Avoid cross-socket NVM accesses</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H2. Limit concurrent access to a single NVM DIMM for two-sided RDMA</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H3. Disable DDIO; if DDIO must be enabled, use two-sided RDMA</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2. Access pattern</td>
<td>H4. Use ntstore instead of store for large writes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H5. Use XPLine granularity for writes</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H6. Use PCIe DW granularity (64B) for small writes (i.e., less than XPLine)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H7. Use cacheline granularity (64B) with ntstore for small writes (i.e., less than XPLine)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H8. Use less atomic operations on NVM</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3. RDMA-aware</td>
<td>H9. Enable outstanding request with doorbell batching for one-sided persistent WRITE</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Further, one-sided and two-sided RDMA saturate only 38% and 12.5% of the NVM's peak write bandwidth for large 2.048B writes, respectively. Therefore, there is significant room for improvement.

Our approach. To understand why remote write has inferior performance, we conduct a systematic study to summarize various performance-relevant factors for RDMA to write NVM. Inspired by a recent CPU-specific NVM study [59], we mainly follow two directions. First, we investigate what system configurations can affect RDMA's efficiency with NVM (§4.1). Second, we study which access patterns from RDMA are friendly to NVM (§4.2). For each direction, we empirically study whether known NVM optimizations are necessary or optimal for RDMA. The results show that some setups are not necessary, while some optimizations are suboptimal for RDMA. To this end, we present new optimizations by fully considering NVM characteristics with RDMA. Finally, we use existing RDMA optimizations to improve the persistent write of one-sided RDMA atop of NVM (§4.3).

Figure 6. A comparison of one-sided RDMA WRITE performance on DRAM and NVM, (a) throughput and (b) aggregated bandwidth. NVM-OPT applies the optimizations from §4.

Figure 7. A comparison of two-sided RDMA WRITE performance on DRAM and NVM, (a) throughput and (b) aggregated bandwidth. LIMIT is measured when the server directly returns to the client without writing the payload. NVM-OPT applies the optimizations from §4.

A preview of the optimization results. Figure 6 and Figure 7 present our optimized version of one-sided and two-sided RDMA NVM write (NVM-opt). After applying all the optimizations, they have significantly better performance and achieve close to the NVM limit. For example, one-sided 16B RDMA NVM WRITE achieves 45M reqs/sec, 87% of the ideal peak throughput of NVM write.

4 Design Advice

This section summarizes design advice and optimization hints for high-performance RDMA-NVM systems, as shown in Table 3. We present both new optimizations (e.g., Hint 6, H6) and brief descriptions of known optimizations. Further, we show that some known optimizations that only consider CPU accessing NVM are sub-optimal for RDMA (e.g., H5). Among these optimizations, H1–H8 applies to systems that use Optane PM as volatile storage and persistent storage, while H9 only targets systems that use Optane PM as per-
and Fig. 4 illustrate this: removing cross-socket access improves consistent storage.

We make two assumptions about the hardware components. First, the RNIC is a PCIe-based device, which holds for most existing RNICs. Second, the NVM is Optane PM, the first (and only) commercially available NVM device. Unless otherwise stated, we use the same remote write microbenchmark in §3 for the study.

4.1 Configuration advice

A prior CPU-specific NVM study has provided valuable configuration setups (e.g., NUMA setup) for the CPU to better utilize NVM. We summarize these setups in H1 and H2. A natural question to answer is: do RDMA-NVM systems require the same setups? Our study reveals that first, RDMA-NVM systems should also consider H1. Meanwhile, one-sided RDMA does not necessarily require H2 as the CPU. Finally, RDMA introduces a new configuration option, H3. Succinctly, the configuration advice for RDMA-NVM systems is the following three optimization hints:

**H1.** Avoid cross-socket NVM accesses;

**H2.** Limit concurrent access to a single NVM DIMM for two-sided RDMA;

**H3.** Disable DDIO; If DDIO must be enabled, use two-sided RDMA for large NVM writes;

**Hint H1.** Yang *et al.* found that the NVM write bandwidth of a socket could be halved from other sockets. Since an RNIC leverages its attached socket to access NVM from another socket (see Figure 1), slow cross-socket NVM accesses also impact RDMA-NVM systems. Figure 2 and Figure 4 illustrate this: removing cross-socket access improves the baseline two-sided and one-sided RDMA write performance by up to 2.4X (8Gbps vs. 19Gbps) and 2X (15M vs. 30M reqs/sec), respectively. Thus, RDMA-NVM systems should also avoid cross-socket NVM accesses.

**Apply H1.** Readers may wonder whether H1 is feasible in real systems. One strategy to apply H1 is first attaching one RNIC for each socket, and then treating each socket as a logical node in a cluster. Such a setup is common in RDMA-capable systems, and it naturally avoids cross-socket NVM access. Furthermore, even if there are insufficient RNICs for each socket to have a dedicated RNIC, one can adopt the techniques in IOctopus to apply H1. Using IOctopus, one RNIC can simultaneously communicate with multiple sockets. Hence, RDMA can directly access the NVM bypassing the attached socket.

**Hint H2.** Another observation from Yang *et al.* is that the CPU fails to scale up when writing to a single NVM DIMM. This phenomenon also affects two-sided RDMA because it uses CPU to write to the NVM. As shown in Figure 5(a), compared to using four threads at the server to handle writes, two-sided RDMA-NVM write bandwidth drops 37% when using 20 threads. Note that to avoid interference from other factors, we have enabled all other optimizations hints in this experiment. Therefore, system designers should also reduce concurrent access to a single NVM DIMM for two-sided RDMA. In practice, designers can control which DIMM to access by selecting the appropriate NVM addresses. For example, assuming the starting address of the NVM is 4KB-aligned, and the NVM is interleaved on 6 DIMMS, the first and seventh 4KB is on the first DIMM, and the second 4KB is on the second DIMM, etc.

**Apply H2.** Does one-sided RDMA suffer from the same issue? To quantify this, we further conduct an experiment to measure the concurrent write performance of one-sided RDMA-NVM WRITE. In this benchmark, we increase the number of clients that send concurrent one-sided RDMA WRITE to a single NVM DIMM, and measure their aggregated bandwidth. Figure 5(b) presents the results: one-sided RDMA WRITE scales well with the increased number of concurrent requests. This implies that one-sided RDMA is more robust when concurrently accessing a single NVM DIMM.
To the best of our knowledge, it remains unknown why the CPU cannot scale up when accessing a single NVM DIMM. Yang et al. [59] suspected that the high NVM access latency may cause head-of-line blocking effects at the processor. Similarly, we suspect that the RNIC can scale well for one-sided RDMA because the increased latency of NVM access is not that significant compared to PCIe latency.

**Hint H3.** One important RDMA-specific configuration is whether to enable DDIO, which controls the destination of one-sided RDMA WRITE (§2.3). A prior study has revealed that DDIO has a huge performance impact on one-sided RDMA-NVM WRITE for large payloads [22]; we also made a similar observation during our study. Consequently, **H3** is an important configuration setup for RDMA-NVM systems.

**Impact of DDIO.** Figure 11(a) shows the effects of DDIO on one-sided RDMA-NVM WRITE. Since large RDMA-NVM WRITE is more sensitive to DDIO, we use a bulk write benchmark where a single client issues a sufficient large payload to measure the peak bandwidth of WRITE. With DDIO enabled, we observe that WRITE can only reach half of the NVM peak bandwidth (42Gbps vs. 100Gbps). On the other hand, the WRITE can achieve close to NVM peak bandwidth with DDIO disabled.

Ideally, the client should saturate the RNIC(NVM) bandwidth in this benchmark. However, it fails because DDIO changes the sequential writes from RNIC to random writes to NVM. Figure 12(a) illustrates this: the RNIC first sequentially writes the data into the cache, after that the cache randomly evicts the data to the NVM. Random writes cannot saturate NVM bandwidth because NVM has less chance to merge adjacent writes to avoid write amplification (see §2.1).

**Measuring the write amplification of DDIO.** To quantify the effect of DDIO, Figure 11(b) analyzes the write amplification of NVM\(^8\) with different configurations. We can see that enabling DDIO incurs a roughly 2X write amplification to NVM WRITE, which explains why the bandwidth is halved for a large payload (e.g., more than 64KB).

**Implications for RDMA-NVM systems.** If the systems must use one-sided RDMA WRITE to saturate the NVM bandwidth, we recommend considering **H3** to turn off the DDIO first. The system can statically enable/disable DDIO via the BIOS setups [58] or dynamically adjust the bits in Integrated I/O (IIO) Configuration Registers [1, 13, 18] at runtime. We follow prior work [13] to use configuration registers to configure DDIO at runtime.

**Limitations of disabling DDIO.** On the current hardware platform, the DDIO configuration affects all the devices on a processor. Thus, server CPU will have a poorer cache locality for DMA-ed data (e.g., messages in two-sided primitives) with DDIO disabled, resulting in degraded two-sided RDMA performance. For example, we measured a 57% peak throughput drop (54M vs. 23M reqs/sec) of two-sided RDMA primitives after disabling DDIO. Therefore, the current RDMA-NVM systems will make a trade-off between the bandwidth of one-sided RDMA-NVM WRITE and the performance of two-sided RDMA. Considering the limitations of disabling DDIO, we extend **H3** as follows:

**H3 (extended).** If DDIO must be enabled, use two-sided RDMA for large NVM writes;

Two-sided RDMA can leverage the CPU at the server to fully utilize NVM [59]. Hence, RDMA-NVM systems can adopt a hybrid approach for implementing NVM write based on the request payload size.

### 4.2 Access pattern advice

Tuning systems NVM access pattern according to the Optane PM’s features is critical to NVM-aware systems. Known optimizations for CPU include choosing the appropriate CPU instructions and using the proper access granularity [59]. We summarize these hints in **H4–H5**: 

---

\(^8\)We measure the write amplification of DDIO via NVM counters. §2.1 describes the measurements in more detail.
Both hints can also benefit RDMA-NVM systems. However, we found H5 is not optimal when considering RDMA, especially for small writes, because it incurs huge network amplification. For example, applying H5 only improves the performance of 16B one-sided RDMA NVM WRITE by 1.1X (31M vs. 34M reqs/sec), which remains far from NVM’s ideal processing rate (52M reqs/sec). In this case, H5 will incur 16X (256B vs. 16B) network amplification to one-sided RDMA WRITE. Since moving 256B data to DRAM over RDMA is even slower than NVM ideal processing rate (37M vs. 52M reqs/sec, as shown in Figure 6), the network would first become the bottleneck for small writes.

To this end, we found the key for small writes to fully utilize NVM is to avoid sending unnecessary read requests to the NVM. As we have mentioned in §2.1, NVM read requests compete for XCtrl processing power with NVM write requests. Hence, unnecessary read requests would drastically reduce the NVM write throughput. This fact allows using a smaller access granularity to saturate NVM’s processing rate with RDMA.

CPU and RNIC generate an extra read request to NVM if the payload of the write request does not fit their access granularities (i.e., cacheline and PCIe DW). They execute such a write request in a read-modify-write pattern to avoid overwriting the original content. Thus, using the CPU/RNIC access granularity is sufficient to prevent sending unnecessary reads from the device to NVM. Based on this observation, we first propose H6–H7 to complement H5 for small writes. Further, since the read-modify-write pattern is not friendly to NVM, we also propose H8 to suggest systems use fewer such operations. Specifically, we propose the following hints to complement H4–H5:

H6. For one-sided RDMA, use PCIe data word (64B) granularity when the payload is smaller than XPLine;

H7. For two-sided RDMA, use cacheline granularity (64B) with ntstore when the payload is smaller than XPLine;

H8. Use less atomic operations on NVM;

Hint H6. PCIe issues write in a read-modify-write pattern with PCIe partial-write. Figure 12(b) shows a concrete example where the RNIC uses PCIe to write 8B at 0x40. It will first send a read request to the NVM to read the data word at 0x40(⃝). Then, it overwrites the entire data word according to the write request(⃝). Figure 8(a) presents the optimized performance of H6 to one-sided RDMA WRITE: it improves the performance of 16B WRITE to 87% of the NVM’s peak write throughput (45M vs. 52M reqs/sec). The result is 1.3X faster than applying H5 thanks to the reduced network amplification. Figure 13(a) further examines how eliminating PCIe partial write helps to prevent sending read requests to the NVM. We apply H6 by first aligning the written address to PCIe DW (+1. Align to PCIe DW), and then padding the payload size (+2. Pad to PCIe DW) to a multiple of PCIe DW. As we can see, after applying both steps, one-sided RDMA WRITE does not issue a read request to the NVM. Consequently, small WRITEs (e.g., no larger than 64B) can reach close to the NVM processing limit.

We should mention that reducing the PCIe partial write may also benefit one-sided RDMA-DRAM WRITE. However, our experiments show that it may even have a negative effect on DRAM WRITE. For example, the 16B DRAM WRITE has a 25% performance degradation on our testbed after applying H6.

Hint H7. Similar with H6, H7 suggests how to prevent read-modify-write for two-sided RDMA. As shown in Figure 8, it improves the 16B two-sided RDMA-NVM WRITE performance by 1.8X (19M vs. 35M reqs/sec). To apply H7, two-sided RDMA should use ntstore together with use cacheline granularity (+1. Align to Cacheline and +3. Pad to Cacheline, as shown in Figure 13(b)). This is because, the CPU would pre-fetch the cacheline using NVM read with...
store. As shown in Figure 13(b), two-sided RDMA-NVM WRITE always achieves a 100% read/write ratio even after using the proper access granularity.

**Hint H8.** A lesson learned from H7–H8 is that the read-modify-write access pattern is not friendly to NVM. Atomic operations (e.g., one-sided RDMA ATOMIC compare and swap) naturally follow a read-modify-write pattern. Worse, the designer cannot apply prior hints to optimize atomic operations. For instance, one-sided RDMA ATOMICs cannot apply H6 since they use a fixed 8B granularity. Consequently, we suggest using fewer atomic on NVM for RDMA. Note that we are not suggesting disabling atomic, but moving the data for atomic operations (e.g., spinlock) from NVM to DRAM whenever possible.

**Discussion of H6–H8.** Although applying H6 and H7 may waste NVM storage for storing the padding, while adopting H8 could change the persistent semantic of atomic data, we believe H6–H8 is actionable in real systems. This is because there are many scenarios in RDMA-NVM systems that can use H6-H8 without wasting storage or changing the application semantics. For instance, existing RDMA-NVM enabled databases [10, 11, 25, 53, 54] do not require the lock to be persistent. Thus, we can safely move their lock metadata from NVM to DRAM. Furthermore, distributed logging [10, 11] naturally uses padding to accommodate future logs. Thus, applying H6 to logging does not introduce additional storage overhead. Finally, as we will present in §6, H6–H8 can have huge performance improvements for existing systems. For example, H6–H8 can improve the performance of DrTM+H on the SmallBank [45] benchmark by 1.79X (3.9M vs. 7.0M txns/sec, see Figure 16).

### 4.3 RDMA-aware advice

Finally, we discuss how known RDMA-aware optimizations can mitigate the inefficiency of implementing persistent write atop of existing hardware platforms. As we have mentioned in the introduction, a strawman approach to implementing persistent write using one-sided RDMA requires two network roundtrips: the first WRITE attempts to store the data to NVM, while the second READ ensures that the written data is flushed to the persistent domain (e.g., Optane PM). Fortunately, it is possible to leverage well-known RDMA-aware optimizations to avoid the additional network roundtrip of READ. H9 summarizes this fact:

**H9.** Enable outstanding request with doorbell batching for one-sided persistent RDMA WRITE.

Specifically, outstanding request [23] allows us using the completion of READ as the completion of the WRITE, as long as the two requests are sent to the same QP. Since the READ to persist the WRITE must be post to the same QP as the WRITE (§2.3), we no longer need to wait for the first WRITE to complete. Thus, this optimization reduces the wait time of the first network roundtrip. Applying outstanding request to persistent WRITE is correct because first, later READ flushes previously WRITE [19], and RNIC processes requests from the same QP in a FIFO order [6].

Based on outstanding request, doorbell batching [24] further allows us to send the READ and WRITE in one request using the more CPU and bandwidth efficient DMA, reducing the latency of posting RDMA requests.

On our testbed, a single one-sided RDMA request takes 2µs. Thus, a strawman implementation of remote persistent write uses 4µs. After applying H9, one-sided remote persistent write takes 3µs latency to finish.

### 5 Discussion of Future Trends

**Generality of the study.** Our study focuses on specific RNIC (Mellanox ConnectX-5) and NVM (Intel Optane DC Persistent Memory), while other hardware devices may yield different results. Nevertheless, we believe ConnectX-5 is a representative RNIC, as recent generations of Mellanox RNICs (e.g., Connect-IB, ConnectX-4) all share the same architecture. Moreover, Optane PM is the only commercially available NVM. Finally, we also provide open-source tools that the developers can use to examine their design choices under different hardware configurations.

**Next-generation NVM.** The next-generation of NVM not only has a better performance but also provides a larger scope of persistent domain. First, it will have a 25% higher bandwidth [21]. Second, it will include the processor cache in its persistent domain [4]. This feature is desirable for one-sided RDMA since one-sided RDMA no longer depends on DDIO for WRITE to be persistent (§2.3). Consequently, the designer does not need to make a trade-off between one-sided persistence and two-sided RDMA performance (§4.1).

On the other hand, the new features of next-generation NVM are unlikely to change the advice of our study. First, the primary focus of our study is how to avoid NVM write becoming the bottleneck in RDMA-NVM systems (§3), even when NVM write has a comparable performance with RDMA (see Figure 1). Thus, the 25% bandwidth improvement of the next-generation NVM is insufficient to twist the performance comparisons between RDMA and NVM, since future generations of RDMA will have much higher bandwidth. For example, RNIC with 200Gbps bandwidth has already been commercially available [3], which is 2X higher than our evaluated RNIC. Besides performance, the enhanced functionality of next-generation NVM, i.e., putting cache in the persistent domain, is also unlikely to address the current performance issue caused by the cache. This is because the random cache eviction is still not suitable for
NVM. Meanwhile, an extra one-sided RDMA READ is still required to ensure persistence as long as the RNIC is not redesigned.

**Suggestions to hardware designers.** There are proposals to extend RDMA to cooperate with NVM, e.g., Talpey et al. [44] proposed to add a one-sided commit primitive to support one-side persistent RDMA WRITE. Nevertheless, our study reveals that existing proposals are insufficient: the hardware designers not only need to consider hardware extensions to support more functionality, but also should consider extensions for better performance. For instance, adding an RDMA-version of ntstore, e.g., one-sided non-temporal RDMA WRITE that allows the WRITE to bypass the cache—can greatly improve the flexibility in configuring DDIO for RDMA-NVM systems (§4.1).

6 Improved System Designs

Existing or future RDMA-NVM systems can benefit from the summarized optimization hints in our study (§4). In this section, we present how we use these hints to improve the performance of two open-source RDMA-NVM systems, a distributed database (DrTM+H [53]), and a distributed file system (Octopus [32]). Both systems are designed when no production NVM is available.

6.1 Distributed database

DrTM+H [53] is a distributed transactional system designed for RDMA and NVM. It fully leverages the power of one-sided and two-sided RDMA to boost transaction execution. We choose it for optimization for two reasons. First, its distributed databases adopt a similar protocol and NVM heavily. Therefore, there may exist a huge space for improvements. Second, most existing RDMA-NVM distributed databases adopt a similar protocol [8, 10, 11, 25, 37] as DrTM+H. Thus, our improved DrTM+H design can potentially benefit these systems.

**Overview.** DrTM+H uses optimistic concurrency control [28] (OCC) to ensure strict serializability and primary-backup replication to achieve high availability [8, 11]. It organizes NVM as a distributed shared memory pool similar to prior work [10, 32, 54], which stores the database records and transaction logs. DrTM+H uses four phases to execute a transaction, each interacts with NVM using RDMA as follows: **Execution** uses one-sided RDMA READ to read records stored in NVM; **Validation** uses one-sided RDMA Compare and swap (CAS) to acquire the lock co-located with the record; **Logging** uses one-sided RDMA WRITE to replicate the transaction updates to backups; **Commit** uses two-sided RDMA to update and unlock the records.

---

![Figure 14. The performance of DrTM+H on (a) TPC-C/no and (b) SmallBank.](image)

6.1.1 Optimizations

The original DrTM+H neither considers the performance features of NVM (§2.1), nor the persistence issue of one-sided RDMA WRITE. In this section, we first apply optimizations that are beneficial to DrTM+H both when using NVM to extend DRAM capacity and to support durability (i.e., H1–H8):

- Separate the memory pool from different sockets to avoid cross-socket NVM access (H1).
- Configure DrTM+H with DDIO disabled (H3).
- Use ntstore to optimize the commit phase (H4).
- Align and pad logs/records larger than 256B to XPLine granularity (H5).
- Align and pad logs/records smaller than 256B to 64B granularity (H6 + H7).
- Implement a DRAM-based lock service for the validation phase (H8). Note that it is safe not persisting the locks in NVM because DrTM+H does not require the locks to be persistent even when durability is enabled.

Second, we use H9 to optimize DrTM+H when use NVM to support durability. When following existing approach [20] to support durable transactions, DrTM+H has to use two network roundtrips to persist a single transaction log at the logging phase. With the help of H9, the logging phase only use one roundtrip:

- Implement remote persistent log with H9 in one roundtrip.

6.1.2 Evaluation

**Setup.** By default, DrTM+H executes transactions in a symmetric setting [10]: each machine both stores database partition and executes transactions. Nevertheless, we evaluate it in an asymmetric setting due to the lack of NVM-capable machines (Table 2): the NVM server stores the
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database while other machines execute transactions. We use two representative OLTP benchmarks to evaluate its performance:

TPC-C/no [46] simulates the workload of an ordering system that contains complex read/write workloads. We configure the NVM server to store ten warehouses and other machines to execute the new-order (no) transaction, the dominant transaction of TPC-C [46].

SmallBank [45] models a simple banking application where each transaction issues one or two read/write requests. We store 20,000,000 bank accounts at the NVM server and run the standard-mix transactions at clients.

Comparing targets. In Figure 14, DRAM is the vanilla DrTM+H running on DRAM. NVM runs DrTM+H on Optane PM, and OPT(H1-H8) further applies optimizations (§6.1.1). Persist adopts an existing approach [20] to support durability atop of OPT(H1-H8). Finally, OPT(H9) optimizes Persist with H9.

Performance without Persistence. Figure 14 presents the throughput-latency results of both workloads. We plot the graph by increasing the number of clients until the throughput is saturated. OPT(H1-H8) improves the DrTM+H’s performance under TPC-C/no and SmallBank by 1.45X and 2.20X, respectively.

To analyze the contributions of each optimization, Figure 15 and Figure 16 further present factor analyses of evaluation results on TPC-C/no and SmallBank, respectively. First, we can see that several hints are beneficial to both workloads. For example, H8 (use atomic operations less on NVM) speedups TPC-C/no and SmallBank by 1.17X and 1.19X, respectively. On the other hand, some hints have negative effects for certain workloads: SmallBank drops 15% throughput when adding H3, this is because H3 is only beneficial when the application is bottlenecked by NVM’s bandwidth. Finally, some hints have more contributions to SmallBank than TPC-C/no. For example, H7 has a 1.4X speedup on SmallBank but does not affect TPC-C/no. H7 only improves transaction utilizations of NVM write throughput, while SmallBank is more sensitive to the NVM write throughput utilization due to its simpler workloads.

Performance with persistence. As shown in Figure 14, supporting persistent transaction (+Persist) adds 5% and 15% performance overhead to OPT(H1-H8) on TPC-C/no and SmallBank, respectively. The overhead is from the additional one-sided RDMA READ at the logging phase. Hence, reducing this network roundtrip with H9 improves TPC-C/no and SmallBank’s performance by 1.01X and 1.17X, respectively.

6.2 Distributed file system

Octopus [32] is a distributed file system designed for RDMA and NVM. Due to space limitations, we only give a brief overview of it and our applied optimizations.

Overview. Octopus uses a distributed NVM pool to store the file system metadata and its file data blocks. It achieves high throughput and bandwidth for reading/write file data through Client-Active Data I/O: the client directly read/write a file’s data block using one-sided RDMA READ/WRITE. Besides Client-Active Data I/O, Octopus also leverages RDMA-enabled distributed transactions to update the filesystem metadata. Similar to DrTM+H (§6.1), its transactional protocol uses one-sided RDMA ATOMICs to coordinate conflicting metadata operations.

Optimizations. We focus on improving Octopus’s Client-Active Data I/O because the distributed transaction is not supported in its current public available codebase. Nevertheless, we believe our findings can also improve distributed transaction performance in Octopus, e.g., using H8 to improve its lock performance.

6.2.1 Evaluation

We use the same Data I/O benchmark in the Octopus paper [32] for the evaluation. In this benchmark, each client writes a fixed payload to a random location in a randomly chosen file. The client first uses two-sided RDMA to query
the file metadata (e.g., data block addresses). Then, it writes the data payload with one-sided RDMA WRITE.

Comparing targets. In Figure 17, DRAM is the vanilla Octopus using DRAM to emulate the NVM pool. +NVM uses Optane PM as NVM pool, and +OPT(H1-H8) applies our optimizations to +NVM. +Persist further adopts an existing approach [20] to support synchronous durable file write atop pf +OPT(H1-H8). Finally, +OPT(H9) leverages H9 to reduce network roundtrips for persistence of +Persist.

Performance. As shown in Figure 17, +OPT(H1-H8) improve +NVM by up to 2.4X (from 1.2X), mainly due to applying H3. Without H3, Octopus’s client-active I/O cannot fully saturate NVM’s write bandwidth because it uses one-sided RDMA WRITE with DDIO enabled to write to the NVM. Further, +OPT(H9) outperforms +Persist by 1.06X (from 1.02X), thanks to the reduced RDMA roundtrips for persistent write.

7 Related Work

RDMA-NVM systems. We continue the line of research of using RDMA and NVM to improve the performance and reliability of distributed systems [8, 11, 32, 33, 38, 39, 43, 58, 61]. Kashyap et al. [27] explores the trade-offs of using different methods to ensure NVM write persistence with RDMA. They conduct their experiments on emulated NVM. Our study instead focuses on Optane PM. Orion [58] is a distributed file system designed for RDMA and NVM. It does not consider RDMA-aware optimizations (i.e., H9) and chooses two-sided RDMA for the persistent write. Our study provides another design decision for them. Hotpot [38] uses RDMA and NVM to build a distributed persistent shared memory. AsymNVM [33] proposes an asymmetric architecture to use NVM with RDMA. Though AsymNVM is evaluated with Optane PM, it does not consider the performance features of Optane PM. Hence, we believe our study can further improve its performance on Optane PM.

RDMA-aware optimizations. Our work is built upon broadly explored RDMA-aware optimizations [7, 10, 24, 25, 47, 52, 53]. The evaluating execution framework [53] has integrated most of these optimizations. FaRM [10] proposes various techniques to utilize RNIC’s cache better, e.g., using huge pages. Kalia et al. [24] present the importance of understanding the low-level factors of how RNIC works. Based on this, they propose various RDMA-aware optimizations such as doorbell batching. FaSST [25] presents an efficient and scalable RPC framework atop two-sided RDMA datagram primitive. LITE [47] uses kernel indirection to improve the scalability of one-sided RDMA. Wukong [40, 56, 60] leverages RDMA to improve the performance of distributed graph store and further considers the interaction between RDMA and GPU [51].

NVM-aware systems. Except for RDMA-NVM systems, researchers are building NVM-aware systems for decades, including but not limited to file systems [9, 12, 57], NVM-aware data structures [48, 63], key-value stores [26], NVM-aware JVM [41, 55], and transactions on NVM [14, 15, 30, 34, 50]. Like RDMA-NVM systems, most of them use emulated NVM since there is no commercially available NVM at that time. We hope our study can further inspire future research on revisiting previous NVM-aware systems on Optane PM.

8 Conclusion

Designing high-performance RDMA-NVM systems requires a clear understanding of the interaction between RDMA and NVM. This paper provides a systematic study on how to best utilize NVM with RDMA, which summarizes nine optimization hints. By examining existing RDMA-NVM systems with these hints, we found room for improvements, especially for those not targeting production NVM: our optimized DrTM+H is up to 2.2X faster on Optane PM, while our optimized Octopus file system is up to 2.4X faster. We believe our summarized hints as well as experiences in applying them to existing systems can benefit future system developers when designing systems with RDMA and NVM.
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Abstract

RDMA networks offload packet processing onto specialised circuitry of the network interface controllers (NICs) and bypass the OS to improve network latency and bandwidth. As a consequence, the OS forfeits control over active RDMA connections and loses the possibility to migrate RDMA applications transparently. This paper presents MigrOS, an OS-level architecture for transparent live migration of containerised RDMA applications. MigrOS shows that a set of minimal changes to the RDMA communication protocol reenables live migration without interposing the critical path operations. Our approach requires no changes to the user applications and maintains backwards compatibility at all levels of the network stack. Overall, MigrOS can achieve up to 33% lower network latency in comparison to software-only techniques.

1 Introduction

Major cloud providers increasingly offer RDMA network connectivity [1, 55] and high-performance network stacks [8, 18, 37, 53, 69, 85, 89] to the end-users. RDMA networks lower communication latency and increase network bandwidth by offloading packet processing to the RDMA NICs and by removing the OS from the communication critical path. To remove the OS, user applications employ specialised RDMA APIs, which access RDMA NICs directly, when sending and receiving messages [54]. These performance benefits made RDMA networks ubiquitous both in the HPC [15, 30, 43, 50, 77] and in the cloud settings [22, 59, 72].

At the same time, containers have become a popular tool for lightweight virtualisation. Containerised applications, being independent of the host’s user space (libraries, applications, configuration files), greatly simplify distributed application deployment and administration. However, RDMA networks and containers follow contradicting architectural principles: Containerisation enforces stricter isolation between applications and the host, whereas RDMA networks try to bring applications and underlying hardware “closer” to each other.

Container orchestration systems, like Kubernetes, stop containers and restart them on other hosts for the purpose of load balancing, resiliency, and administration. To maintain efficiency, containerised applications are expected to restart quickly [9]. Unfortunately, fast application restart requires in-application support and can be very costly, as RDMA applications tend to have large state. In contrast, live migration moves application state transparently and imposes no additional requirements for the application.

In the context of live migration, much of the container state resides in the host OS kernel. It can be extracted and recovered elsewhere later on. This recoverable state includes open TCP connections, shell sessions, file locks [13, 40]. However, as we elaborate in Section 3, the state of RDMA communication channels is not recoverable by existing systems, and hence RDMA applications cannot be checkpointed or migrated.

To outline the conceptual difficulties involved in saving the state of RDMA communication channels, we compare a traditional TCP/IP-based network stack and the IB verbs API\(^1\) (see Figure 1). First, with a traditional network stack, the kernel fully controls when the communication happens:

\(^1\)IB verbs is the most common low-level API for RDMA networks.
applications need to perform system calls to send or receive messages. In IB verbs, because of the direct communication between the NIC and the application, the OS cannot alter the connection state, except for tearing the connection down. Although the OS can stop a process from sending further messages, the NIC may still silently change the application state. Second, part of the connection state resides at the NIC and is inaccessible for the OS. Creating a consistent checkpoint transparently is impossible in this situation.

The contribution of our paper is a way to overcome the described limitations of current RDMA networks and the supporting operating systems with a novel architecture. The root of the problem to be solved is the impossibility for the OS to intercept packets to manipulate and repair disrupted connections, as it happens in transparent live application migration. The core point of the architecture is a small change in the RDMA protocol, that is usually implemented in RDMA NICs: we propose to add two new states and two new message types to RoCEv2, a popular RDMA communication protocol, while paying careful attention to backwards compatibility.

To make the proposed changes credible, we show that they are 1. sufficient for migrations, as an example for disrupted connections, and 2. indeed small. To prove the first point, we design and implement a transparent end-to-end live migration architecture for containerised RDMA applications. To prove the second point, and to enable the software architecture, we implement the new protocol by modifying SoftRoCE [48], a software implementation of the RoCEv2 protocol.

Providing a credible evaluation is hard for us, since we cannot modify the state machine of an RDMA NIC. Instead, we substantiate our claims by comparing the latency and bandwidth of the original and our modified protocol using SoftRoCE implementations and show that outside of the migration phase network performance is not affected. To justify the proposed protocol changes and the container-based software architecture, we evaluate software-level support for transparent live migration [2, 44]. We show that these approaches add significant overhead to the normal operation.

2 Background

This section gives a short introduction to containerisation and RDMA networking. We further outline live migration and how RDMA networking obstructs this process.

2.1 Containers

In Linux, processes can be logically separated from the rest of the system using namespaces. This way processes can have an isolated view on the file system, network devices, users, etc. Container runtimes leverage namespaces and other low-level kernel mechanisms [17, 47] to create a complete system view inside a container with one or multiple processes. Migration of a container moves all processes running inside a given container. A distributed application may comprise multiple containers across a network: a Spark application, for example, can isolate each worker in a container and an MPI [21] application can containerise each rank.

2.2 Infiniband verbs

The IB verbs API is a de-facto standard for high-performance RDMA communication today. RDMA applications achieve high throughput and low latency by accessing the NIC directly (OS-bypass), reducing memory movement (zero-copy), and delegating packet processing to the NIC (offloading).

Figure 2 shows the following IB verbs objects involved in communication. Memory regions (MRs) represent pinned memory shared between the application and the NIC. Queue pairs (QPs), comprising a send queue (SQ) and a receive queue (RQ), represent connections. To reduce the memory footprint, the individual RQs of multiple QPs can be replaced with a single shared receive queue (SRQ). Completion queues (CQs) inform the application about completed communication requests. A protection domain (PD) groups all these objects together and represents the process address space to the NIC.

To establish a connection, the IB verbs specification [54] requires the applications to exchange the following addressing information: Memory protection keys to enable access to remote MRs, the global vendor-assigned address (GUID), the routable address (GID), the non-routable address (LID), and the node-specific QP number (QPN). One way to perform this exchange is over an out-of-band network, e.g. Ethernet. During the connection setup, each QP is configured for a specific type of service. MigrOS supports only Reliable Connections (RC), which provide reliable in-order message delivery between two communication partners. Another popular type of service is Unreliable Datagram (UD), which does not provide these guarantees.

The application sends or receives messages by posting send requests (SR) or receive requests (RR) to a QP as work queue entries (WQE). These requests describe the message and refer to the memory buffers within previously created MRs. The application checks for the completion of outstanding work
requests by polling the CQ for work completions (WC).

There are various implementations of the IB verbs API for different hardware, including Infiniband [37], iWarp [23], and RoCE [35, 36]. InfiniBand is generally the fastest among these networks but requires specialised NICs and switches. RoCE and iWarp are easier to deploy, because they provide RDMA capabilities in Ethernet networks. They still require hardware support in the NIC, but do not depend on specialised switches. This work focuses on RoCEv2, an increasingly more popular version of the RoCE protocol [15, 60, 88]. At the same time, we change only parts of RoCEv2 that are defined in the same way for Infiniband [37] and RoCEv1 [35], hence MigrOS is also compatible with other RDMA protocols.

To enable RDMA-application migration, it is important to consider the following challenges:

1. User applications have to use physical network addresses (QPN, LID, GID, GUID) but the IB verbs API does not specify a way for virtualising these.
2. The NIC can write to any memory it shares with the application without the OS noticing.
3. The OS cannot instruct the NIC to pause communication, except for abruptly terminating it.
4. User applications do not handle changes in a connection destination address and will go into an erroneous state. As a result, the application will terminate abruptly.
5. Although the OS resides on the control path and is therefore aware of all IB verbs objects created by the application, the OS does not control the whole state of these objects, as the state partially resides on the NIC.

We address all of these challenges in Section 3.

2.3 CRIU

CRIU is a software framework for transparent checkpointing and restoring of Linux processes [13]. It enables live migration, snapshots, or accelerated start-up of processes and containers. To extract the user-space application state, CRIU uses conventional debugging mechanisms, like ptrace [73, 74]. However, to extract the state of process-specific kernel objects, CRIU depends on special Linux kernel interfaces.

During recovery, CRIU runs inside the target process and recreates all OS objects on behalf of the target. This way, CRIU utilises the available OS mechanisms to run most of the recovery without the need for significant kernel modifications. Finally, CRIU removes any traces of itself from the process.

CRIU can also restore the state of TCP connections, a crucial feature for live migration of distributed applications [40]. The Linux kernel introduced a new TCP connection state, TCP_REPAIR, for that purpose. In this state, a user-level process can modify the send and receive message queues, get and set the message sequence numbers and timestamps, or open and close a connection without notifying the other side.

As of now, CRIU does not support saving and restoring IB verbs objects. Discarding IB verbs objects during migration in the naive hope that the application will be able to recover is failure-prone: once an application runs into an erroneous IB verbs object, in most cases, the application will hang or crash. Thus, MigrOS provides explicit support for IB verbs objects in CRIU (see Section 3).

3 Design

MigrOS is based on modern container runtimes and reuses much of the existing infrastructure with minimal changes (see Section 3.1). Most importantly, we require no modification of the software running inside the container. Instead, MigrOS includes the following changes concerning RoCEv2: two new QP states to enable the creation of consistent checkpoints (see Section 3.2), a connection migration protocol (Section 3.3), and modifications to the packet-level RoCEv2 protocol (Section 3.4). Finally, Section 3.5 describes our modifications to the IB verbs API and how CRIU uses them. It is sufficient to only extend CRIU with IB verbs support, existing container runtimes use CRIU for their checkpoint/restore functionality [17, 47, 71, 76].

3.1 Software Stack

Typically, access to the RDMA network is hidden deep inside the software stack. Figure 3 gives an example of a containerised RDMA application. The container image comes with all library dependencies, like the libc, but not the kernel-level drivers. In this example, the application uses a stack of communication libraries, comprising Open MPI [21], Open UCX [77] (not shown), and IB verbs. Normally, to migrate, a container runtime would require the application inside the container to terminate and later recover all IB verbs objects. This removes transparency from live migration.

MigrOS runs alongside the container comprising a container runtime (e.g., Docker [17]), CRIU, and the IB verbs library. We modified CRIU to make it aware of IB verbs, so it can save IB verbs objects when traversing the kernel objects that belong to the container. We extend the IB verbs library (m-ibv-user and m-ibv-kern) to enable serialisation and deserialisation of the IB verbs objects. Importantly, the
API extension is backwards compatible with the IB verbs library running inside the container. Thus, both m-ibv-user and ibv-user use the same kernel version of IB verbs. All of the IB verbs components (ibv-user, m-ibv-user, m-ibv-kern) comprise a generic and a device-specific part. MigrOS relies on modified kernel and user parts (m-ibv-user and m-ibv-kern), but requires no modifications of the software inside the container.

3.2 Queue Pair States

Before explaining QP migration, we first recapitulate how a QP functions in general. Communication can start, when an application establishes a connection by taking a QP through a sequence of states (depicted in Figure 4). Each newly-created QP is in the Reset (R) state. To send and receive messages, a QP must reach its final Ready-to-Send (RTS) state. Before reaching RTS, the QP traverses the Init and Ready-to-Receive (RTR) states. In case of an error, the QP goes into one of the error states: Error (E) or Send Queue Error (SQE). In the Send Queue Drain (SQD) state, a QP does not accept new send requests. Apart from that, SQD is equivalent to the RTS state and we do not describe it further in this paper.

To migrate connections safely, we add two new states invisible to the user application (see Figure 4): Stopped (S) and Paused (P). When the kernel checkpoints a process, all of its QPs go into the Stopped state. A stopped QP does not send or receive any messages. The QPs remain stopped until they are resumed. On the other hand, MigrOS must prevent concurrent resume messages. Resume messages are sent unconditionally, even if the partner QP was not paused before. Any recipient of a resume message updates its QP’s destination address to the source address of the resume message, i.e., to the new location of the migrated QP.

A QP becomes Paused when it learns that its destination QP has transitioned to the Stopped state. A paused QP does not send messages, but also has no other QP to receive messages from. A QP remains paused, until the migrated destination QP restores at a new location and sends a message with the new location address. The paused QP retains the new location of the destination QP and returns to the RTS state. After that, the communication can continue.

3.3 Connection Migration

There are two considerations when migrating a connection. First, the communication partner of the migrating container must not confuse migration with a network failure. Second, once the migration is complete, all partners of the migrated container need to learn its new address.

We address the first issue by extending RoCEv2 with a connection migration protocol. The connection migration protocol is active during and after migration (see Figure 5). This protocol is part of the low-level packet transmission protocol and is typically implemented entirely within the NIC. Also, we add a new negative acknowledgement type NAK_STOPPED. If a stopped QP receives a packet, it replies with NAK_STOPPED and drops the packet. When the partner QP receives this negative acknowledgement, it transitions to the Paused (P) state and refrains from sending further packets until receiving a message of the new resume type. If N0 destroys the QP before N2 sends the resume message, packets coming from N1 will be dropped and no negative acknowledgement will be sent. It is possible to synchronise the destruction of old QPs and the transfer of resume messages, but we did not implement this feature in our prototype, because such packet loss does not impair correctness.

After migration completes, the new host of the migrated process restores all QPs to their original state and sends resume messages. Resume messages are sent unconditionally, even if the partner QP was not paused before. Any recipient of a resume message updates its QP’s destination address to the source address of the resume message, i.e., to the new location of the migrated QP.

Each pause and resume message carries source and destination information. Thus, if multiple QPs migrate at the same time, there can be no confusion which QPs must be paused or resumed. On the other hand, MigrOS must prevent concurrent migration of QPs at both ends of the same connection, because the senders of resume messages may be aware only of old, outdated locations. If at any point the migration process fails, the paused QPs will remain stuck and will not resume communication. This scenario is completely analogous to a failure during a TCP-connection migration. In both cases, MigrOS will be responsible for cleaning up the resources.

3.4 Protocol Changes

Our protocol changes must be reflected in an RDMA NIC, because most packet-level RoCEv2 protocol implementations...
Figure 6: MigROS changes processing of incoming packets (PKT and ACK) and outgoing request (SR) by introducing new QP states (P and S), new messages (PAUSE and RESUME), new operations (Ⅰ and ▼), and new transitions (→). Solid arrows (→) represent previously existing transitions, “*” represents the “else” branch, Ⅰ Type checks the SR or packet type.

The NIC through a doorbell register, when a message arrives, or by a timeout. Unless a QP is paused or stopped, the NIC will try to send or complete multiple messages at once (Figure 6a and Figure 6c). As part of resume (▼), the NIC also triggers these workflows.

Figure 6 does not include, for example, additional timeout reaction logic for the sake of brevity. Overall, the changes in logic are simple and mostly reuse existing functionality. Because we change only the AETH and BTH headers, our changes are equally applicable to other RDMA protocols (e.g. Infiniband or RoCEv1) that use these headers in the same way. We believe neither new logic nor new states incur prohibitive design or implementation cost.

A real RDMA NIC would need hardware support for the new QP states and follow the corresponding protocol. Full migration support would also require the NIC to extract the state of Infiniband objects and handle the new message types. We believe all of this can be implemented in the NIC’s firmware. Section 4 presents a proof-of-concept software implementation of the proposed changes.

3.5 Checkpoint/Restore API

To enable checkpoint/restore for processes and containers, we extend the IB verbs API with two new calls (see Listing 1): ibv_dump_context and ibv_restore_object. CRIU relies on the normal IB verbs API supplemented by the two new calls to save and restore the IB verbs state of applications.

The ibv_dump_context call returns a dump of all IB verbs objects within a specific IB verbs context, an object representing the connection between a process and an RDMA NIC. The creation of a dump runs almost entirely inside the kernel for two reasons: First, some links between the objects are

2 The hardware/firmware-boundary will differ for FPGA and ASIC.
int ibv_dump_context(struct ibv_context *ctx, 
    int *count, void *dump, size_t length);
int ibv_restore_object(struct ibv_context *ctx, 
    void **object, int object_type, int cmd, 
    void *args, size_t length);

Listing 1: Checkpoint/Restore extension for the IB verbs API.

int ibv_dump_context creates an image of the IB verbs context
ctx with count objects and stores it in the caller-provided
memory region dump of size length. ibv_restore_object ex-
cutes the restore command cmd for an individual object (QP,
CQ, etc.) of type object_type. The call expects a list of argu-
ments specific to the object type and recovery command. args
is an opaque pointer to the argument buffer of size length. A
pointer to the restored object is returned via object.

only visible at the kernel level. Second, to get a consistent
checkpoint it is crucial to ensure the dump is atomic.

Although the existing IB verbs API allows to create new
objects, it is not expressive enough for restoring them. For
example, when restoring a completion queue (CQ), the current
API does not allow to specify the address of the shared mem-
ory region for this queue, instead this address is assigned by
the kernel. It is also not possible to recreate a queue pair (QP)
directly in its original state, like Ready-to-Send (RTS). In
stead, the QP has to traverse all intermediate states to reach
the desired state.

We introduce the fine-grained ibv_restore_object call to
restore IB verbs objects one by one, for situations when the
existing API is not sufficient. During recovery, CRIU reads
the object dump and applies a specific recovery procedure for
each object type. For example, to recover a QP, CRIU calls
ibv_restore_object with the command CREATE and transi-
tions the QP through the Init, RTR, and RTS states using
ibv_modify_qp. The memory regions or QP buffers are recov-
ered using the standard file and memory operations. Finally,
when a QP reaches the RTS state (representing an active
connection), the new host executes the REFILL command us-
ing the ibv_restore_object call. This command restores the
driver-specific internal QP state and sends a resume message
to the partner QP.

4 Implementation

To provide transparent live migration, MigrOS makes changes
to CRIU, the IB verbs library, the RDMA-device driver (Soft-
RoCE), and the packet-level RoCEv2-protocol. To migrate
an application, the container runtime invokes CRIU which
checkpoints the target container. CRIU stops active RDMA
connections and saves the state of IB verbs objects (see Sec-
tion 4.1). SoftRoCE then pauses communication using our
extensions to the packet-level protocol. After transferring the
checkpoint to the destination node, the container runtime at
that node invokes CRIU to recover the IB verbs objects and
restores the application. SoftRoCE then resumes all paused
communication to complete the migration process.

SoftRoCE is a Linux kernel-level software implementation
(not an emulation [48]) of the RoCEv2 protocol [36]. RoCEv2
runs RDMA communication by tunnelling Infiniband packets
through a well-known UDP port. In contrast to other RDMA-
device drivers, SoftRoCE allows the OS to inspect, modify,
and control the state of IB verbs objects completely.

As a performance-critical component of RDMA com-
unication, RoCEv2 usually runs inside the hardware and
firmware of a NIC. We focus on minimising these protocol
changes. The key part of MigrOS is the addition of connec-
tion migration capabilities to the existing RoCEv2 protocol
(see Section 4.2).

4.1 State Extraction and Recovery

State extraction begins when CRIU discovers that its target
process has opened an IB verbs device. We modified CRIU
to use the API presented in Section 3.5 to extract the state of
all available IB verbs objects. CRIU stores this state together
with other process data in an image. Later, CRIU recovers the
image on another node using the new API.

When CRIU recovers MRs and QPs of the migrated ap-
lication, the recovered objects must maintain their original
unique identifiers. These identifiers are system-global and
assigned by the NIC (in our case the SoftRoCE driver) in a
sequential manner. We augmented the SoftRoCE driver to
expose the IDs of the last assigned MR and QP to MigrOS in
userspace. These IDs are memory region number (MRN) and
queue pair number (QPN) correspondingly. Before recreating
an MR or QP, CRIU configures the last ID appropriately. If
no other MR or QP occupies this ID, the newly created object
will maintain its original ID. This approach is analogous to
the way CRIU maintains the process ID of a restored process
using the ns_last_pid mechanism of Linux, which exposes the
last process ID assigned by the kernel.

It is possible for some other process to occupy an MRN or
QPN, which CRIU wants to restore. Two processes cannot
use the same MRN or QPN on the same node, resulting in
a conflict. In the current scheme, we avoid these conflicts
by partitioning QP and MR addresses globally among all
nodes in the system before application startup. CRIU faces the
very same problem with process ID collisions. This problem
has only been solved with the introduction of process ID
namespaces. To remedy the collision problem for IB verbs
objects, a similar namespace-based mechanism, together with
a virtual RDMA network [29], would be required. We leave
this issue for future work.

Additionally, recovered MRs have to maintain their origi-
nal memory protection keys. The protection keys are pseudo-
random numbers [75] provided by the NIC and are used by
a remote communication partner when sending a packet. An
RDMA operation succeeds only if the provided key matches
the expected key of a given MR. Other than that, the key’s value does not carry any additional semantics. Thus, no collision problems exist for protection keys.

CRIU sets all protection keys to their original values before communication restarts by making an `ibv_restore_object` call with the `IBV_RESTORE_MR_KEYS` command.

### 4.2 Resuming Connections

The connection migration protocol ensures that connections are terminated gracefully and recovered to a consistent state. The implementation of this protocol is device- and driver-specific. In this work, we modify the SoftRoCE driver to make it compliant with the connection migration protocol (Section 3.3) by providing an implementation of the checkpoint/restore API (Section 3.5).

Figure 7 outlines the basic operation of the SoftRoCE driver, which creates three concurrent tasks for each QP: requester, responder, and completer. When an application posts send (SR) and receive (RR) work requests to a QP, they are processed by requester and responder correspondingly. A work request may be split into multiple packets, depending on the MTU size. When the whole work request is complete, responder or completer notify the application by posting a work completion to the completion queue.

The tasks process all requests packet by packet. Each task maintains the packet sequence number (PSN) of the next packet. A requester sends packets for processing at the responder of its partner QP. The responder replies with an acknowledgement sent to the completer. The completer generates a work completion (WC) after receiving an acknowledgement for the last packet in an SR. Similarly, the responder generates a WC after receiving all packets of an RR.

After migration, when the recovered QP_a is ready to communicate again, it sends a resume message to QP_b with the new address. Upon receiving the resume message, the responder of QP_b learns the new location of QP_a. Then, the responder replies with an acknowledgement of the last successfully received packet. If some packets were lost during the migration, the next PSN at the responder of QP_b is smaller than the next PSN at the requester of QP_a. The difference corresponds to the lost packets. Simultaneously, the requester of QP_b can already start sending messages. At this point, the connection between QP_a and QP_b is fully recovered.

The presented protocol ensures that both QPs recover the connection without losing packets irrecoverably. If packets were lost during migration, the QPs can determine which packets were lost and retransmit them, as part of the normal RoCEv2 protocol. The whole connection migration protocol runs transparently for the user applications.

### 5 Evaluation

We evaluate MigrOS from three main aspects. First, we analyse the implementation effort, with a specific focus on the magnitude of changes to the RoCEv2 protocol. Second, we study the overhead of adding migration capability, outside the migration phase. Third, we estimate the fine-grained cost of migration for individual IB verbs objects, as well as the full latency of migration in realistic RDMA applications.

For most experiments, we use a system with two machines: Each machine is equipped with an Intel i7-4790 CPU, 16 GiB RAM, an on-board Intel 1 Gb Ethernet adapter, a Mellanox ConnectX-3 VPI adapter, and a Mellanox Connect-IB 56 Gb adapter. The Mellanox VPI adapters are set to 40 Gb Ethernet mode. The SoftRoCE driver communicates over this adapter. The machines run Debian 11 with a custom Linux 5.7-based kernel. We refer to this setup as `local`. When comparing against DMTCP and FreeFlow, we use Ubuntu 14.04.

We conduct further measurements on a cluster comprising two-socket Intel E5-2680 v3 CPUs nodes with Connect-IB 56 Gb NICs deployed by Bull. We refer to this setup as `cluster`. Two nodes similar to those in the cluster were used in a local setup and equipped with Mellanox ConnectX-3 VPI NICs configured to 56 Gb InfiniBand mode.

#### 5.1 Size of Changes

To quantify the changes MigrOS requires, we count the newly added or modified source lines of code (SLOC) in different components of the software stack. Out of around 4 kSLOC only around 10% apply to the kernel-level SoftRoCE driver. These changes mostly focus on saving and restoring the state of IB verbs objects. We separately counted changes to the requester, responder, and completer QP tasks responsible for the active phase of communication (see Figure 7). These tasks would be implemented in the NICs, for hardware-based RDMA implementations. Therefore, we keep the changes to QP tasks simple and small, as these changes must be reflected
in firmware or hardware. In our implementation, changes to QP tasks accounted only for around 6% of overall changes.

Using gcov [20], we verified that most of the changes to the QP tasks do not affect the critical path of communication. During the active phase of communication, 1213 lines were touched out of 4808 lines of the SoftRoCE driver identified by gcov as executable. Among the touched lines only 28 lines correspond to code we added for migration, with 3 lines corresponding to variable assignments and the rest being jumps related to checking for the Paused or Stopped state. The remaining code changes to the QP tasks run only during the connection migration phase.

Besides additional logic in the QP tasks, saving and restoring IB verbs objects requires the manipulation of implementation-specific attributes. Some of these attributes cannot be set through the original IB verbs API. For example, recovering an MR requires the additional ability to restore the original values of memory keys and the MRN. Some other attributes are not visible in the original IB verbs API at all. The queues (CQ, SRQ, QP) implemented in SoftRoCE require the ability to save and restore metadata of ring buffers backing up the queues. If a QP uses a shared receive queue (SRQ), the dump of the QP additionally includes the full state of the current work queue entry (WQE). We identified all required attributes for SoftRoCE, calculated their memory footprint (see Table 1), and implemented all features required by these attributes.

The changes to RoCEv2 implemented in SoftRoCE are small and affect the critical path of communication only marginally outside of the migration phase. We believe that for RDMA NICs the same changes to RoCEv2 will remain equally small.

### 5.2 Overhead of Migratability

Just adding the capability for transparent container migration already may incur overhead even when no migration occurs. For example, DMTCP (see Section 6) intercepts all IB verbs library calls and rewrites both work requests and completions before forwarding them to the NIC. Both with DMTCP and FreeFlow, this interception happens persistently, even if the process never migrates. In contrast to this, MigrOS does not intercept communication operations on the critical path, thereby introducing no measurable overhead. This subsection explores the overhead added for normal communication operations without migrations.

DMTCP [2] and FreeFlow [44] do not offer live migration. Nevertheless, they could be extended to provide it. Therefore, we start by estimating the cost of adding migration capability at the user level. We use the latency and bandwidth benchmarks from the perftest benchmark suite [68]. We ran each experiment 30 times with 10000 iterations each at the local setup, with CX3/40 NICs.

Both frameworks do additional processing for each IB verbs work request, which results into near-constant overhead to latency (see Table 2). Each work request corresponds to a single message, not a single packet, therefore the overhead diminishes for larger message sizes. Table 2 demonstrates that bandwidth is directly affected by the increased latency and thus is lower only for small messages. We expect such bandwidth reduction to be a minor disadvantage for realistic applications, whereas a near 50% increase in latency may be critical for many latency-sensitive applications [30, 78].

It is possible, that despite our best effort to minimise the changes to the NIC, changes proposed by MigrOS introduce measurable overhead. Therefore, we need to show that Mi-

---

### Table 1: Additional features implemented in the kernel-level SoftRoCE driver to enable recovery of IB verbs objects. We provide the size that each object occupies in the dump.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Features required</th>
<th>State (bytes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PD</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR</td>
<td>Set memory keys and MRN</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CQ</td>
<td>Restore ring buffer metadata</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRQ</td>
<td>Restore ring buffer metadata</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QP</td>
<td>+ QP tasks state, set QPN</td>
<td>271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QP w/ SRQ</td>
<td>+ Current WQE state</td>
<td>823</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2: Performance of CX3/40. Comparing execution without modifications against DMTCP and FreeFlow. The variation over 30 runs was small, except, when 0.05 < σ/µ < 0.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size, B</th>
<th>Latency, µs</th>
<th>Bandwidth, Gb/s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unmod. FF DMTCP</td>
<td>Unmod. FF DMTCP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2^62</td>
<td>0.8* 1.2* 1.4*</td>
<td>0.09 0.02 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2^24</td>
<td>0.8* 1.2* 1.4*</td>
<td>1.41 0.24 0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2^12</td>
<td>1.1* 1.6* 1.8*</td>
<td>22.31 3.95 3.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2^6</td>
<td>2.3 2.7 2.9</td>
<td>36.50 36.57 36.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2^4</td>
<td>15.8 16.2 16.5</td>
<td>36.59 36.59 36.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2^2</td>
<td>230.8 231.2 231.4</td>
<td>36.59 36.59 36.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3: Communication latency with SoftRoCE. Comparison of migratable and plain (non-migratable) SoftRoCE against DMTCP using plain SoftRoCE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size, B</th>
<th>Latency, µ ± σ µs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plain Migratable DMTCP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2^62</td>
<td>25.3 ± 0.2 25.0 ± 0.2 26.2 ± 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2^24</td>
<td>25.3 ± 0.3 24.9 ± 0.4 25.5 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2^12</td>
<td>26.9 ± 0.6 25.7 ± 0.7 28.0 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2^6</td>
<td>35.7 ± 0.4 36.8 ± 0.7 35.5 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2^4</td>
<td>93.2 ± 1.9 93.8 ± 1.9 94.4 ± 1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2^2</td>
<td>793.9 ± 12.8 802.0 ± 11.3 802.1 ± 13.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We created one CQ, one PD, 64 QPs, and 641 MiB-sized MRs. With added support for migrating IB verbs objects, the con-ib_send_bw ib_send_bw we modified ib_send_bw with hardware-based IB verbs implementations. We expect the overhead to be, even an FPGA-implementation of ib_send_bw may not be a precise reflection of a commercial RDMA NIC, because of the significant differences between an FPGA and an actual hardware implementation. We are convinced, due to the arguments given in Section 3, that MigrOS does not introduce even microsecond-scale overhead.

### 5.3 Migration Costs

With added support for migrating IB verbs objects, the container migration time will increase proportionally to the time required to recreate these objects. Our goal is to estimate the additional latency for migrating RDMA-enabled applications. This subsection shows the cost for migrating connections created by SoftRoCE, as well as the cost for connection creation with hardware-based IB verbs implementations.

Several IB verbs objects are required before a reliable connection (RC) can be established, see Section 2.2. Usually, an application creates a single PD, one or two CQs, multiple memory regions, and one QP per communication partner.

To measure the cost of creating individual IB verbs objects, we modified ib_send_bw to create additional MR objects. We created one CQ, one PD, 64 QPs, and 64 1 MiB-sized MRs per run. Figure 8 shows the average time required to create each object across 50 runs. Each tested NIC is represented by a bar. We draw two conclusions from this experiment. First, there is substantial variation for all operations across different NICs. Second, the time required for most operations is in the range of milliseconds.

The exact time required for migrating RDMA connections depends on two factors: the number of QPs and the total amount of memory assigned to MRs. Both of these factors are application-specific and can vary greatly. Therefore, next, we show how the migration time is influenced by the application’s usage of MRs and QPs.

Figure 9 shows the MR registration time, depending on the region’s size. MR registration costs are split between the OS and the NIC: The OS pins the memory and the NIC learns about the virtual memory mapping of the registered region. SoftRoCE does not incur the “NIC-part” of the cost, so MR registration with SoftRoCE is faster than for RDMA-enabled NICs. For this experiment, we do not consider the cost of transferring the contents of the MRs during migration.

The number of QPs is the second variable influencing the migration time. Figure 10 shows the time for migrating a container running the ib_send_bw benchmark. This benchmark consists of two single-process containers running on two different nodes. Three seconds after communication starts, the container runtime migrates one of the containers to another node. The migration time is measured as the maximum message latency as seen by the container that did not move. The checkpoint is transferred over the same network link used by each object across 50 runs. Each tested NIC is represented by a bar. We draw two conclusions from this experiment. First, there is substantial variation for all operations across different NICs. Second, the time required for most operations is in the range of milliseconds.

The exact time required for migrating RDMA connections depends on two factors: the number of QPs and the total amount of memory assigned to MRs. Both of these factors are application-specific and can vary greatly. Therefore, next, we show how the migration time is influenced by the application’s usage of MRs and QPs.

Figure 9 shows the MR registration time, depending on the region’s size. MR registration costs are split between the OS and the NIC: The OS pins the memory and the NIC learns about the virtual memory mapping of the registered region. SoftRoCE does not incur the “NIC-part” of the cost, so MR registration with SoftRoCE is faster than for RDMA-enabled NICs. For this experiment, we do not consider the cost of transferring the contents of the MRs during migration.

The number of QPs is the second variable influencing the migration time. Figure 10 shows the time for migrating a container running the ib_send_bw benchmark. This benchmark consists of two single-process containers running on two different nodes. Three seconds after communication starts, the container runtime migrates one of the containers to another node. The migration time is measured as the maximum message latency as seen by the container that did not move. The checkpoint is transferred over the same network link used by each object across 50 runs. Each tested NIC is represented by a bar. We draw two conclusions from this experiment. First, there is substantial variation for all operations across different NICs. Second, the time required for most operations is in the range of milliseconds.

The exact time required for migrating RDMA connections depends on two factors: the number of QPs and the total amount of memory assigned to MRs. Both of these factors are application-specific and can vary greatly. Therefore, next, we show how the migration time is influenced by the application’s usage of MRs and QPs.

Figure 9 shows the MR registration time, depending on the region’s size. MR registration costs are split between the OS and the NIC: The OS pins the memory and the NIC learns about the virtual memory mapping of the registered region. SoftRoCE does not incur the “NIC-part” of the cost, so MR registration with SoftRoCE is faster than for RDMA-enabled NICs. For this experiment, we do not consider the cost of transferring the contents of the MRs during migration.

The number of QPs is the second variable influencing the migration time. Figure 10 shows the time for migrating a container running the ib_send_bw benchmark. This benchmark consists of two single-process containers running on two different nodes. Three seconds after communication starts, the container runtime migrates one of the containers to another node. The migration time is measured as the maximum message latency as seen by the container that did not move. The checkpoint is transferred over the same network link used by each object across 50 runs. Each tested NIC is represented by a bar. We draw two conclusions from this experiment. First, there is substantial variation for all operations across different NICs. Second, the time required for most operations is in the range of milliseconds.

The exact time required for migrating RDMA connections depends on two factors: the number of QPs and the total amount of memory assigned to MRs. Both of these factors are application-specific and can vary greatly. Therefore, next, we show how the migration time is influenced by the application’s usage of MRs and QPs.

Figure 9 shows the MR registration time, depending on the region’s size. MR registration costs are split between the OS and the NIC: The OS pins the memory and the NIC learns about the virtual memory mapping of the registered region. SoftRoCE does not incur the “NIC-part” of the cost, so MR registration with SoftRoCE is faster than for RDMA-enabled NICs. For this experiment, we do not consider the cost of transferring the contents of the MRs during migration.

The number of QPs is the second variable influencing the migration time. Figure 10 shows the time for migrating a container running the ib_send_bw benchmark. This benchmark consists of two single-process containers running on two different nodes. Three seconds after communication starts, the container runtime migrates one of the containers to another node. The migration time is measured as the maximum message latency as seen by the container that did not move. The checkpoint is transferred over the same network link used by
the benchmarks for communication. With a growing number of QPs, the benchmark consumes more memory, ranging from 8 MiB to 20 MiB. To put things into perspective, we estimated the migration time for real devices by calculating the time to recreate IB verbs objects with SoftRoCE from the measured migration time and added the time needed to create IB verbs objects with RDMA NICs (from Figure 8). We show our estimations with the dashed lines.

5.4 MPI Application Migration

For evaluating transparent live-migration of real-world applications, we chose to migrate NPB 3.4.1 [3], an MPI benchmark suite. The MPI applications run on top of Open MPI 4.0 [21], which in turn uses Open UCX 1.6.1 [77] for point-to-point communication. We configured UCX to use IB verbs communication over reliable connections (RC).

This setup corresponds to Figure 3. We containerised the applications using our self-developed runtime konyk, based on libcontainer [76]. Unlike Docker, our runtime facilitates faster live migration by sending the image directly to the destination node, instead of the local storage, during the checkpoint process. Additionally, konyk stores checkpoints in RAM, reducing migration latency even more. As any other container runtime, konyk internally uses CRIU for checkpointing and restoring containers. Further description of our container runtime is out of scope of this paper.

To measure the application migration latency, we start each MPI application with four processes (ranks). Approximately in the middle of the application progress, one of the ranks migrates to another node. Each benchmark has a size (A to F) parameter. We chose the size such that all benchmarks run between 10 and 300 seconds. We excluded the “dt” benchmark, because it runs only for around a second. Figure 12 shows container migration latency and standard deviation around the mean, averaged over 20 runs of each benchmark.

We break down the migration latency into three parts: checkpoint, transfer, and restore. MigrOS first stops the target container and prepares the checkpoint. Almost immediately, and in parallel with checkpointing, MigrOS starts to transfer checkpoint data to the destination node. The transfer happens over the network link used by the benchmarks for communication. This overlap of checkpointing and data transfer minimises the time of exclusive data transfer. After the transfer is complete, MigrOS recovers the container at the destination node. Overall, the benchmarks experience a runtime delay proportional to the migration latency, which is proportional to the checkpoint size.

MPI applications (Figure 12) migrate slower than microbenchmarks (Figure 10), even after accounting for the checkpoint size, because of the difference in measurement methodology. For the microbenchmark, we calculate the migration time based on the maximum message latency observed by the non-migrating process. For the MPI benchmarks, we calculate the migration time from the increase in total execution time of the whole benchmark. This discrepancy indicates that the migration of parallel applications may cause a larger disruption to the application performance than the simple state transfer time can explain.

To show the interoperability of MigrOS with other container runtimes, we measured the migration costs when using Docker 19.03 (see Figure 11). We had to provide the end-to-

Figure 9: MR registration time depending on the region size.

Figure 10: Migration speed with different numbers of QPs.

Figure 11: Migration speed of Docker and konyk with optimisations (konyk) and without (konyk).

Figure 12: MPI application migration.
end migration flow ourselves, because Docker features only checkpoint and restore. To our disappointment, Docker does not employ some important optimisations and requires much time to complete migration. To understand the performance difference better, we disabled some optimisations in konyk: saving checkpoints to main memory (instead of hard disk), sending checkpoints during dumping, and using an optimised way to transfer the checkpoint. All of this was not enough to match the performance of Docker. Further investigation revealed Docker unnecessarily moving checkpoint images across the file system, proving the importance of explicit live migration support within a container runtime. Nevertheless, we demonstrate the principle possibility of containerised RDMA-application migration using Docker.

6 Related Work

VMs Live migration of virtual machines (VMs) has a long usage history in cloud computing [11, 16, 31, 63, 67]. We expect live migration to become even more popular with the growth of new computing paradigms, like disaggregated and fog computing [12, 25, 65, 86]. Nevertheless, past techniques for live VM migration with RDMA NICs relied on migration-aware, paravirtualised drivers inside the VMs [32, 70].

Checkpoint/Restore Techniques Transparent live migration of processes [4, 57, 81], containers [51, 58, 62], or virtual machines [11, 16, 31, 63, 67] has long been a topic of active research. The key challenge of this technique lies in the checkpoint/restore operation. For processes and containers, this operation can be implemented at three levels: application runtime, user-level system, or kernel-level system. Table 5 compares a selection of existing checkpoint/restore systems. Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Legion</th>
<th>Nomad</th>
<th>FS MPI</th>
<th>DMTCP</th>
<th>MOSIX-4</th>
<th>MOSIX-3</th>
<th>Ours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overhead</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Runtime</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User-OS</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIC</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Units</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>VM</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Selected checkpoint/restore systems handle either VMs, processes (P), containers (C), or application objects (O). Runtime-based systems naturally introduce no additional communication overhead for migration support.

Almost all attempts to provide transparent live migration together with RDMA networks rely on modifications of the runtime system [2, 24, 26, 32, 41, 70]. Some runtimes operate on application-defined objects (tasks, agents, lightweight threads) for even more efficient state serialisation and deserialisation [7, 43, 87]. All runtime-based approaches bind the application to a particular runtime system.

Finally, user OS-level systems interpose the user-kernel API, providing the same transparency and generality as kernel-based implementations. Such systems use the LD_PRELOAD mechanism to intercept system calls from applications and virtualise system resources, like file descriptors, process IDs, and sockets. In version 4, MOSIX has been redesigned to work entirely at the user level [5]. DMTCP [2] is a transparent fault-tolerance tool for distributed applications with support for IB verbs. To be able to extract the state of IB verbs objects, DMTCP maintains shadow objects, which act as proxies between a user process and the NIC [10]. In Section 5.2, we show that maintaining these shadow objects has non-negligible runtime overhead for RDMA networks.

Furthermore, live migration may employ RDMA networks to improve the speed of the checkpoint transfer [33, 39]. These techniques allow to reduce the downtime from migration and could be combined with our technique to improve the migration time of RDMA applications.

Network Virtualisation TCP/IP network virtualisation is an essential tool for isolating distributed applications from the underlying physical network topology. Even though network virtualisation enables live migration, it introduces overhead due to additional encapsulation of network packets [64, 89]. Several new approaches try to address these performance problems [8, 64, 69, 89]. However, these approaches do not consider RDMA networks.

RDMA-network virtualisation approaches focus on implementing connection control policies in software, but do not support live container migration [29, 44, 84]. As an exception, Nomad [32] uses InfiniBand address virtualisation for VM
migration, but implements the connection migration protocol inside an application-level runtime.

MigrOS uses traditional network virtualisation for TCP/IP networks, which is not on the performance-critical path for RDMA applications. However, MigrOS avoids unnecessary interception of RDMA communication. Instead, MigrOS silently replaces addressing information during migration.

**RDMA Implementations** SoftRoCE [48] and Softi-Warp [83] are open-source software implementations of RoCEv2 [36] and iWarp [23] respectively. Both provide no performance advantage over socket-based communication but are compatible with the hardware counterparts and facilitate the development and testing of RDMA-based applications. We chose to base our work on SoftRoCE because RoCEv2 found wider adoption than iWarp.

There are also open-source FPGA-based implementations of network stacks. NetFPGA [90] does not support RDMA communication. StRoM [79] provides a proof-of-concept RoCEv2 implementation. However, we found it unfit to run real-world applications (for example, MPI) without further significant implementation efforts.

7 Discussion and Conclusion

MigrOS is an OS-level architecture enabling transparent live container migration without sacrificing RDMA network performance. We are convinced the architecture of MigrOS can be useful for dynamic load balancing, efficient prepared failover, and live software updates in cloud or HPC settings.

**Hardware Modifications and Software Implementation**

We believe that limited hardware changes are worthy of consideration and have already been proven feasible [14, 27, 45, 46, 61], even for RDMA protocols [34, 46, 49]. Nevertheless, propositions to modify hardware often meet criticism because they are hard to validate and evaluate for an OS designer. To overcome this difficulty, we have modified SoftRoCE. It turned out that adding only few states to the state machine and two new message types were necessary. As result, we enabled transparent live migration of containerised RDMA applications without affecting the critical path of the communication. Lesokhin et al. [46] have demonstrated that RDMA protocol changes can be achieved just through firmware updates, barring the need to replace NICs. Furthermore, our design maintains full backwards-compatibility with the existing RDMA network infrastructure at every level and can be adopted by other RDMA protocols (e.g. Infiniband and RoCEv1) verbatim.

**Unreliable Datagram Communication** MigrOS provides live migration for reliable communication (RC), but not for unreliable datagram (UD), because, first, every message received over UD exposes the address of its sender. When this sender migrates, its address will change and, currently, MigrOS cannot conceal the change from the receiver. Second, a UD QP does not know where to send resume messages after migration, because it can receive messages from anywhere. Consequently, to support UD, a NIC would need to maintain an additional simple table to translate between user-visible and actual addresses. We leave this issue for future work.

**Security** As of today, lack of authentication and integrity control is a general problem in RDMA networks [52, 75, 80, 82]. Therefore, modern RDMA networks rely on trusted NICs and hosts. In the context of this paper, we require the host OS to ensure that pause and resume messages may only be sent by authorised hosts. If either NICs or hosts cannot be trusted, additional protocols must prevent the sending of unauthorised (e.g. by spoofing) pause and resume messages. In this regard, we do not degrade security of the RDMA network.

**White-box migration** Previous live migration techniques require cooperation on the application’s behalf, because they see RDMA NICs as *black boxes*. To our knowledge, our work is first to consider an RDMA NIC as a *white box* for the purpose of live migration. We categorise the device state as 1. *public state*, observable through the IB verbs API, 2. *device-driver-visible state*, visible by kernel- and user-level drivers, 3. *internal state*, invisible outside the device. The device must expose its internal state to the OS at the time of migration. We hope, these findings can be useful, when implementing live migration for other devices, e.g. GPUs.

**Beyond migration** We believe that the pause/resume protocol can find other uses, like efficient fail-over, congestion control, or load balancing. As an example, consider MasQ [29], a virtual RDMA network with firewall capabilities. MasQ can shut down RDMA connections, but unlike TCP/IP firewalls, cannot block them temporarily. Our protocol could return control over RDMA connections to the OS and replicate TCP/IP-like behaviour to RDMA firewalls as well.

**Availability** github.com/TUD-OS/migros-atc-2021.
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Abstract

Prior work has used power capping to shave rare power peaks and add more servers to a datacenter, thereby oversubscribing its resources and lowering capital costs. This works well when the workloads and their server placements are known. Unfortunately, these factors are unknown in public clouds, forcing providers to limit the oversubscription and thus the potential performance loss from power capping. In this paper, we argue that providers can use predictions of workload performance criticality and virtual machine (VM) resource utilization to increase oversubscription. This poses many challenges, such as identifying the performance-critical workloads from opaque VMs, creating support for criticality-aware power management, and increasing oversubscription while limiting the impact of capping. We address these challenges for the hardware and software of Microsoft Azure. The results show that we enable a 2× increase in oversubscription with minimum impact to critical workloads. We describe lessons from deploying our work in production.

1 Introduction

Motivation. Large Internet companies continue building datacenters to meet the increasing demand for their services. Each datacenter costs hundreds of millions of dollars to build. Power plays a key role in datacenter design, build out, IT capacity deployment, and physical infrastructure cost.

The power delivery infrastructure forms a hierarchy of devices that supply power to different subsets of the deployed IT capacity at the bottom level. Each device includes a circuit breaker to prevent damage to the IT infrastructure in the event of a power overload. When a breaker trips, the hardware downstream loses power, causing a partial blackout.

To avoid tripping breakers, designers conservatively provision power for each server based on either its maximum nameplate power or its peak draw while running a power-hungry benchmark, such as SPEC Power [25]. The maximum number of servers is then the available power (or breaker limit) divided by the per-server provisioned value. This provisioning leads to massive power under-utilization. As the IT demand increases, it also requires building new datacenters even when there are available resources (space, cooling, networking) in existing ones, thus incurring huge unnecessary capital costs.

To improve efficiency and avoid these costs, prior work has proposed combining power capping and oversubscription [12,43]. The idea is to leverage actual server utilization and statistical multiplexing across workloads to oversubscribe the delivery infrastructure by adding more servers to the datacenter, while ensuring that the power draw remains below the breakers’ limits. This is achieved by continuously monitoring the power draw at each level and using power capping (via CPU voltage/frequency and memory bandwidth throttling), when necessary. As throttling impacts performance, these approaches carefully define which workloads can be throttled and by how much. For example, Facebook’s Dynamo relies on predefined workload priority groups, and throttles each server based on the priority of the workload it runs [43].

This oversubscription approach works well when workloads and their server placements are known. However, public cloud platforms violate these assumptions. First, each server runs many VMs, each with its workload, performance, and power characteristics. Hence, throttling the entire server would impact performance-critical (e.g., interactive services) and non-critical (e.g., batch) workloads alike. Second, VMs dynamically arrive and depart from each server, producing varying mixes of characteristics and preventing predefined server groupings or priorities. Third, each VM must be treated as a black box, as customers are often reluctant to accept deep inspection of their VMs. Thus, the platform does not know which VMs are performance-critical and which ones are not. For these reasons, oversubscription in public clouds has been limited so that performance is never impacted.

Our work. In this paper, we argue that cloud providers can increase oversubscription substantially by carefully scheduling VMs and managing power, based on predictions of workload performance criticality and VM CPU utilization. Our insight is that there are many non-critical workloads (e.g., batch jobs) that can tolerate a slightly higher rate of capping events and/or deeper throttling; the capping of performance-critical workloads must be controlled more tightly. Using predictions to identify these workloads and place them carefully across the datacenter provides the power slack and criticality-awareness needed to increase oversubscription.

Accurately predicting workload criticality from outside opaque VMs is itself a challenge. Prior work [9] associated a diurnal utilization pattern with user interactivity and the critical need for high performance. Here, we present an accurate and robust pattern-matching algorithm to infer criticality, and a machine learning (ML) model that uses the algorithm’s output during training. We also propose a model for predicting the 95th-percentile CPU utilization over a VM’s lifetime.
With these predictions, we increase the power slack in the datacenter by balancing the expected power draw and our ability to lower it via throttling when a power budget is exceeded (causing a capping event). We accomplish this with a criticality- and utilization-aware VM placement policy. When events occur, we must cap power intelligently as well. So, we propose a system that protects performance-critical VMs from throttling when capping a server’s power draw.

Using the above contributions and the history of power draws, we devise a new strategy for selecting the amount of oversubscription. The strategy limits the impact of capping on the two VM types to predefined acceptable values, thereby enabling significant but controlled increases in oversubscription. Providers that prefer to treat all external (i.e., third-party) VMs the same can simply assume them all to be critical, and classify only the internal (i.e., first-party) VMs into the two types at the cost of a lower increase in oversubscription.

We implement our work for the infrastructure of Microsoft Azure. The evaluation shows that our criticality algorithm and ML models are very accurate. We also show that our system and policy lower the performance impact of a capping event, while our policy produces fewer events. Overall, we can increase oversubscription by 2 x (from 6 to 12%), compared to the state-of-the-art approach. This increase would save $75.5M in capital costs from each datacenter site (128MW). Assuming that all external VMs are performance-critical would lower the savings to a still significant $28.1M. We have also started deploying our work in production in Azure and mention some lessons in Section 5.

**Related work.** The prior work on power capping [16, 19, 26, 27, 29–31, 34, 36, 45] and oversubscription [12, 14, 18, 28, 38, 39, 42, 43] produced major advances in server and datacenter power management. Unfortunately, it falls short for real public clouds. For example, it has capped server power using inputs that are typically not available in the public cloud, such as application-level metrics or operator annotations. Moreover, it has employed reactive and expensive VM migration in clusters, instead of leveraging predictions for capping and capping-aware scheduling. Prior oversubscription works have focused on non-cloud datacenters and full-server capping when workloads and their priorities are known.

**Summary.** We make the following main contributions:

1. An algorithm and ML model for predicting performance criticality, and a model for predicting VM utilization.
2. A VM placement policy that uses these predictions to minimize the number of capping events and their impact.
3. A per-VM power capping system that uses predictions of criticality to protect certain VMs.
4. A strategy that leverages the contributions above to increase the amount of oversubscription.
5. Implementation and results for Azure’s infrastructure, showing large potential cost savings.
6. Lessons from production deployment of our work.

Though we build upon Azure’s infrastructure, our conceptual contributions (e.g., predicting criticality; using predictions in VM placement, power budget enforcement, and oversubscription) apply directly to any cloud platform. Similarly, although we focus on VMs, our contributions also apply to containers running on bare-metal servers. As providers want to maximize the use of their servers via multi-tenancy, each container typically runs on a lightweight VM for security isolation [3, 32]. We can treat these VMs like any other. For scenarios where isolation between containers is not required, we can treat the whole server as a single workload or adapt our software to treat containers as we treat VMs.

## 2 Background and context

### 2.1 Typical power delivery, server deployment

At the top of the power delivery hierarchy, the electrical grid provides power to a sub-station that is backed up by a generator. An Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) unit provides battery backup while the generator is starting up. The UPS feeds one power distribution unit (PDU) per row of servers. Each row PDU supplies power to several rack PDUs, each of which feeds a few server chassis. Each chassis contains a few power supplies (PSUs) and dozens of blade servers. A PDU trips its circuit breaker when the power draw exceeds the rated value (budget) for the unit, causing a power outage.

Designers deploy servers so that breakers never trip, leading to wasted resources (chiefly space, cooling, and networking). Combining hierarchical power capping and oversubscription enables more capacity to be deployed and better utilizes resources [12, 43].

For clarity and ease of experimentation, in this paper we explore power budget enforcement at the chassis level. Azure sets power budgets for each chassis, where each blade in the chassis is allocated its even share of the chassis budget; uneven blade budgets are infeasible due to the overhead of dynamically reapportioning and reinstalling budgets. No capping takes place under normal operation, i.e. each blade is free to draw more power than its even share, as long as the total chassis draw is below the budget. The PSUs alert the board management chip (BMC) on blades directly when the chassis budget is about to be exceeded. Upon an alert, the blade power must be brought below its even-share cap. The BMC splits the cap evenly across its sockets and uses Intel’s Running Average Power Limit (RAPL) [10] to lower

---

1. We refer to “blades” and “servers” interchangeably throughout the paper.
the blade power. RAPL throttles the entire socket (slowing down all cores equally) and memory using a feedback loop until the cap is respected. Typically, RAPL brings the power below the cap in less than 2 seconds. This reaction time is sufficient for power safety because leaf-level PDUs have a high (e.g., 7x) overdraw tolerance over 2 seconds, according to their breaker-trip curves [40]. Such overdraws are impractical even with aggressive oversubscription.

2.3 Azure’s existing VM scheduler
A cloud platform first routes an arriving VM to a server cluster. Within each cluster, a VM scheduler is responsible for placing the VM on a server. The scheduler uses heuristics to tightly pack VMs, considering the incoming VM’s multiple resource requirements and each server’s available resources.

Azure’s scheduler [17] implements its heuristics as two sets of rules. It first applies constraint rules (e.g., does the server have enough resources for the VM?) to filter invalid servers, and then applies preference rules, each of which orders the candidate servers based on a preferred metric (e.g., a packing score derived from available resources). It then weights each candidate based on its order on the preference list for each rule and the rule’s pre-defined weight. Finally, it picks a server with the highest aggregate weight for allocation. No rules currently consider power draws or capping.

2.4 Azure’s existing ML system
To integrate predictions into VM scheduling in practice, we use Resource Central [6], the existing ML and prediction-serving system in Azure. The system provides a REST service for clients (e.g., the VM scheduler) to query for predictions. It can receive input features (e.g., user, VM size, guest OS) that are known at deployment time from the scheduler, execute one of our ML models (criticality or CPU utilization), and respond with the prediction and a confidence score. Model training is done in the background, e.g., once a day.

3 Prediction-based oversubscription
Cloud providers provision servers conservatively, and have full-server capping mechanisms and capping-oblivious VM schedulers. We propose to provision servers more aggressively by making the infrastructure smarter and finer-grained via VM behavior predictions. Key challenges include having to create or adapt certain components (e.g., scheduler, chassis manager) to the predictions, while controlling the tradeoff between oversubscription and performance tightly.

Next, we overview our design and detail its main components. Then, we describe our strategy for provisioning servers to balance cost savings and performance impact.

3.1 Overview
Figure 1 overviews our system and its operation, showing the existing and new/modified components in different colors. We modify the VM scheduler to use predictions of VM performance criticality and resource utilization. We implement our ML models so they can be managed and served by Resource Central. We modify the chassis manager to query the chassis power draw and interact with our new per-VM power controller. The controller manages its server’s power draw during a capping event.

A request to deploy a set of VMs arrives at our VM scheduler (arrow #1). The scheduler then queries the ML system for predictions of workload performance criticality and resource utilization (#2). Using these predictions, it decides on which servers to place the VMs (#3). After selecting each VM’s placement, the scheduler tags the VM with its predicted workload type and instructs the destination server to create it. Each chassis manager polls its local PSUs to determine whether the power draw for the chassis crosses a threshold just below the chassis budget. (This threshold enables the controller to perform per-VM capping and hopefully avoid needing full-server RAPL.) When this is the case, the manager alerts the controller of each server in the chassis (#4).

Upon receiving the alert, our controller at each server manages the server’s (even) share of the chassis budget across the local VMs based on their workload types. It does this by first throttling the CPU cores used by non-performance-critical VMs (#5). Throttling these VMs may be enough to keep the power below the chassis budget, and protect the performance-critical VMs. If it is not enough, the PSUs alert the servers’ BMCs (#6), which will then use RAPL as a last resort to lower the chassis power below the budget (#7).

3.2 Limiting impact on non-critical VMs. Though we protect critical VMs from throttling, we also limit the performance impact on non-critical VMs in three ways. First, for long-term server provisioning, our oversubscription strategy carefully selects chassis budgets to limit the number of capping events and their severity to predefined acceptable values (e.g., no more than 1% events for non-critical VMs, each lowering the core frequency to no less than 75% of the maximum). Second, for medium-term management, our scheduler places VMs seeking to minimize the number of events and their severity. Finally, in the shortest term, our per-VM controller increases the core frequency of non-critical VMs as soon as possible, to keep a server’s power close to (but below) the limit during a capping event (Section 3.4).

3.3 Treating external VMs as performance-critical. Providers
who prefer to treat all paying customers the same can easily do so by assuming that all external VMs are performance-critical; only internal VMs (e.g., running the provider’s own managed services) would be classified into the two criticality types. We explore this assumption in Section 4.6.

### 3.2 Predicting VM criticality and utilization

Our approach depends on predicting VM performance criticality and utilization at arrival time, i.e. just before the VMs are deployed. We train supervised ML models to produce these predictions based on historical VM arrival data and telemetry that was collected after those VMs were deployed. Since VMs are black boxes, our telemetry consists of CPU utilization data only; as deep inspection is not an option.

**Inferring criticality.** Predicting criticality requires a method to determine the VM *labels*, i.e. whether the workload of each VM is performance-critical or not, before we can train a model. As in prior work [9], we consider a workload critical if it is user-facing, i.e. a human is interacting with the workload (e.g., front-end web servers, backend databases), and less critical otherwise (e.g., batch, development and testing workloads). As user-facing workloads exhibit utilization patterns that repeat daily (e.g., high during the day, low at night), the problem reduces to identifying VMs whose time series of CPU utilizations exhibit 24-hour periods [9].

Although some background VMs may exhibit 24-hour periods, this is not a problem as we seek to be conservative (i.e., it is fine to classify a non-user-facing workload as user-facing, but not vice-versa). Moreover, some daily batch jobs have strict deadlines, so classifying them as user-facing correctly reflects their needs. Importantly, focusing on the CPU utilization signal works well even when the CPU is not the dominant resource, as the CPU is always a good proxy for periodicity (e.g., network-bound interactive workloads exhibit more CPU activity during the day than at night). This is true even for workloads that use load-based auto-scaling [2, 33], as auto-scaling impacts VM utilization but does not create or destroy periodicity, e.g. a VM deployment that receives diurnal load will show periodicity whether auto-scaling is enabled or not.

We considered but discarded other approaches for inferring whether a VM’s workload is user-facing. For example, observing whether a VM exchanges messages does not work because many non-user-facing workloads communicate externally (e.g., to bring data in for batch processing).

**Identifying periodicity.** There are statistical methods for identifying periods in time series, such as FFT or the autocorrelation function (ACF). For example, [9] assumes a workload is user-facing if the FFT indicates a 24-hour period. We evaluated ACF and FFT methods on 840 workloads. Surprisingly, we find that both methods lead to frequent misclassifications. We identify three culprits:

1. The diurnal patterns in user-facing workloads often have significant noise and interruptions. For example, we observe user-facing workloads with clear 24-hour periods for many days, interrupted by a period of constant or random load, causing them to be mis-classified as non-user-facing.
2. The diurnal patterns often exhibit increasing/decreasing trends (e.g., the workload becomes more popular over time), and varying magnitudes of peaks/valleys across days. These effects cause some user-facing workloads to be mis-classified.
3. There are many machine-generated workloads with periods of 1 hour, 4 hours or other divisors of 24 hours, which therefore also have 24-hour periods, leading to machine-generated workloads that are mis-classified as user-facing.

Part of the problem is that ACF and FFT are very general tools with different goals, e.g. decomposing a signal for compact representation and capturing general correlations, not solutions for our specific problem of 24-hour periods.

**Criticality algorithm.** Thus, we devise a new algorithm that is more robust and targeted at our specific problem. Our idea is to extract from a VM’s utilization time series a *template* for a typical 24-hour period and then check how well this template captures most days in the series. We design the template extraction and comparison to be robust to noise and interruptions to deal with issue #1 above. We pre-process the data using methods from time series analysis to address #2. To deal with #3, we extract templates for shorter periods (8 and 12 hours) and ensure that the 24-hour template is the best fit. These periods subsume the other short periods.

More precisely, the input to our pattern-matching algorithm is the average CPU utilization for each 30-minute interval over 5 weekdays; this duration is long enough to unearth any periodicity in a VM’s CPU utilization signal. (Shorter workloads cannot be classified and should be conservatively assumed user-facing.) For each utilization time series, the algorithm does the following:

1. It de-trends and normalizes the time series, so that all days exhibit utilizations within the same rough range. De-trending scales each utilization based on the mean of the previous 24 hours, whereas normalization divides each utilization by the standard deviation of the whole time series.
2. It extracts the 24-hour template by identifying, for each time of the day (in 30-minute chunks), its “typical” utilization computed as the median of all utilizations in the pre-processed series that were reported at this time of the day.
3. It overlays the template over the pre-processed series for each day and computes the average deviation for each utilization, after excluding the 20% largest deviations.
4. It repeats steps 2 and 3 to compute average deviations for 8-hour and 12-hour templates, and then computes two scores: 24-hour average deviation divided by 8-hour average deviation (called Compare8), and 24-hour average deviation divided by 12-hour average deviation (called Compare12). If the scores are close to 0, the workload is likely to be user-facing. Ultimately, it classifies a time series as user-facing, if its Compare8 value is lower than a threshold (Section 4.2).

**Criticality prediction.** The algorithm above produces labels that we use to train an ML model to classify arriving VMs as
user-facing or non-user-facing. Specifically, we train a Random Forest using the labels and many features (pertaining to the arriving VM and its cloud subscription) available at arrival time: the percentage of user-facing VMs in the subscription, the percentage of VMs that lived at least 7 days in the subscription, the total number of VMs in the subscription, the percentage of VMs in each CPU utilization bucket, the averages of the VMs’ average and 95th-percentile CPU utilizations in the subscription, the arriving VM’s number of cores and memory size, and the arriving VM’s type.

**Utilization prediction.** For utilization predictions, we train a two-stage model to predict 95th-percentile VM CPU utilization based on labels produced by previous VM executions (actual 95th-percentile utilizations over the VMs’ lifetimes) and the same VM features we use in the criticality model. Since predicting utilization exactly is hard, our model predicts it into 4 buckets: 0%-25%, 26%-50%, and so on. The first stage is a Random Forest that predicts whether or not the 95th-percentile utilization is above 50%. In the second stage, we have a Random Forest for buckets 1-2 and another for buckets 3-4. We train these latter forests with just the VMs we can predict with high-confidence (≥60%) in the first stage.

We experimented with single-stage models, but they did not produce accurate predictions with enough confidence.

**Model training and inference.** Resource Central trains our prediction models in the background once a day. It also monitors prediction accuracy; we do not find significant improvements from more frequent training. The models exhibit submillisecond prediction latency, which is a small fraction of VM creation times [1].

### 3.3 Modified VM scheduler

Our ability to increase oversubscription and the efficacy of the per-VM power controller depend on the placement of VMs in each cluster. Better placements have a balanced distribution of power draws across the different chassis to reduce the number of capping events (Goal #1); and a balanced distribution of cap-able power (drawn by non-user-facing VM cores) across servers, so the controller can lower the power during an event without affecting critical VMs (Goal #2). The scheduler must remain effective at packing VMs while minimizing the number of deployment failures (Goal #3).

Given these goals, we modify Azure’s VM scheduler to become criticality- and utilization-aware, using predictions at VM arrival time. Our policy is a preference rule that sorts the feasible servers based on a “score”. Each server’s score considers the predicted 95th-percentile CPU utilization of the VMs already placed in the same chassis (targets Goal #1), and the predicted criticality and 95th-percentile CPU utilization of the VMs already placed on the same server (targets Goal #2). The policy only considers CPU utilization because the CPUs are the dominant source of dynamic power in Azure’s servers. Moreover, throttling the CPUs typically reduces the power of other resources (e.g., memory, storage) because of the reduced number of accesses per second coming from the CPUs. As Section 4.5 shows, our policy does not degrade the packing of VMs onto servers, nor does it increase the percentage of VM deployment failures (achieves Goal #3).

Algorithm 1 shows our rule (SortCandidates) and two supporting routines. We show the predictions with the PredictedWorkloadType and PredictedP95Util superscripts. The rule ultimately computes the score for each candidate server (line #6). The higher the score, the more preferable the server. The score is a function of how preferable the server (line #5) and its chassis (line #4) are for the VM to be placed. Both server and chassis intermediate scores range from 0 to 1. We weight the intermediate scores to give them differentiated importance. We select the best value for the α weight in Section 4.5.

**Function ScoreChassis** computes the chassis score for a candidate server by conservatively estimating its aggregate chassis CPU utilization, i.e. assuming all VMs scheduled to the chassis are at their individual 95th-percentile utilization at the same time. This value is the sum of the predicted 95th-percentile utilizations for the VMs scheduled to the chassis, divided by the maximum core utilization (#cores in chassis×100%). This ratio is proportional to utilization. We subtract it from 1, so that chassis with low utilization get higher values and are preferred (line #13).

**Function ScoreServer** scores a candidate server differently depending on the type of VM that is being deployed. First, it sums up the predicted 95th-percentile utilizations of the user-facing VMs (lines #15-16) and non-user-facing VMs (lines #17-18) independently. When a user-facing VM is being deployed, we compute how much more utilized the non-user-facing
facing VMs on the server are than the user-facing ones. We do the reverse for a non-user-facing VM. The reversal is the key to balancing the cap-able power on servers. Adding 1 and dividing by 2 ensures that the score will be positive between 0 and 1 (lines #20 and #22), while higher values are better.

Each run of the algorithm is for a single cluster with a few thousand homogeneous servers (heterogeneity across clusters). Overall, the algorithm takes only 7 milliseconds to run, which is negligible as VM creation takes many seconds [1].

3.4 Per-VM power capping controller
To protect performance-critical VMs without losing power safety, we augment Azure’s out-of-band (i.e., independently of software on the server) full-server capping mechanism with an in-band (i.e., software-only) controller to cap only non-user-facing VMs when necessary. In our modified system, the chassis manager polls the PSUs every 200ms and alerts the in-band controller on each server when the chassis power draw is close to the chassis budget. Upon an alert, each controller uses per-core DVFS to power-cap the cores running non-user-facing VMs. To account for (1) high power draws between polls or (2) the inability of the controller to bring power below the budget, we keep the out-of-band mechanism that uses RAPL to throttle all cores equally as a backup.

To manage power per VM, we use the hypervisor’s core-grouping feature (e.g., cpupools in Xen, cpugroups in Hyper-V) to split the cores into high- and low-priority classes. We assign the user-facing VMs and the I/O VM (e.g., Domain0 in Xen, Root VM in Hyper-V) to run on cores in the high-priority class, and the non-user-facing VMs on the low-priority one.

Upon receiving an alert from the chassis manager, the per-VM power controller compares the server’s power draw to its budget. If the current draw is higher than the budget, the controller immediately lowers the frequency of the low-priority cores to the minimum p-state, i.e. half of the maximum frequency; the lowering of the frequency may entail a lower voltage as well. The goal is to quickly bring the server’s power draw below the limit and thereby avoid having to engage RAPL, which throttles all cores and impacts performance of all the VMs on the server. However, this large frequency reduction may overshoot the needed power reduction. To reduce the impact on the non-user-facing VMs, the controller then enters a feedback loop where each iteration involves (1) checking the server power meter and (2) increasing the frequency of \( N \) low-priority cores to the next higher p-state (100 MHz step), until the power is close to the budget. It selects the highest frequency that keeps the power below this threshold. \( N = 4 \) works well in our experiments. The feedback loop also adapts to changes in workload behavior on the VMs, which ends up impacting the server power draw.

It is possible that cutting the frequency of the low-priority cores in half is not enough to bring the power below the server’s budget. For example, a VM placement where there are not enough non-user-facing VMs in the workload mix, non-user-facing VMs exhibiting lower utilization than predicted, or a controller bug can cause this problem. In this case, the out-of-band mechanism will kick in as backup. More aggressive mechanisms to reduce power, such as core sleep states (c-states) or shutting down the non-user-facing VMs, can also be leveraged before resorting to using RAPL. We will add such capability to our production system (Section 5).

The controller lifts the cap after some time (30 secs by default), allowing all cores to return to maximum performance.

3.5 Oversubscription strategy
We now describe our oversubscription strategy, which uses our per-VM capping system and placement policy, historical VM arrivals, and historical power draws, to increase server density. We considered using the placement policy along with Azure’s existing full-server capping system for oversubscription. However, without per-VM throttling, the only way to protect performance-critical VMs is to avoid capping events on servers/chassis running these VMs. This drawback severely limits the level of oversubscription.

Our strategy uses the algorithm below for computing an aggressive power budget for all the chassis of each hardware generation. Adapting it to find budgets for larger aggregations (e.g., rack, row) is straightforward. We refer to the uncapped, nominal core frequency as the “maximum” frequency.

To configure the algorithm, we need to select the maximum acceptable rate of capping events (e.g., #events per week) for user-facing \( (emax_{UF}) \) and non-user-facing \( (emax_{NUF}) \) VMs, and the minimum acceptable core frequency (e.g., half the maximum frequency) for user-facing \( (f_{min_{UF}}) \) and non-user-facing \( (f_{min_{NUF}}) \) VMs. If we want no performance impact for user-facing VMs, we set \( emax_{UF} = 0 \) and \( f_{min_{UF}} \) = maximum frequency. As we describe next, our 5-step algorithm finds the lowest chassis power budget that satisfies \( emax_{UF}, emax_{NUF}, f_{min_{UF}}, f_{min_{NUF}} \).

Estimate future behaviors based on history:
1. Estimate the historical average ratio of user-facing virtual cores in the allocated cores (\( \beta \)). Estimate the historical average P95 utilization of virtual cores in user-facing \( (util_{UF}) \) and non-user-facing \( (util_{NUF}) \) VMs.

Profile the hardware:
2. Estimate how much server power can be reduced by lowering core frequency at \( util_{UF} \) and \( util_{NUF} \), given \( f_{min_{UF}} \) and \( f_{min_{NUF}} \), respectively. This step produces two curves for power draw (one curve for each average utilization), as a function of frequency.

Compute power budgets based on historical draws:
3. Sort the historical chassis-level power draws (one reading per chassis per unit of time) in descending order.
4. Start from the highest power draw as the first candidate budget and progressively consider lower draws until we find \( P_{min} \). For each candidate power budget, we check that the rate of capping events would not exceed \( f_{max_{UF}} \) or \( f_{max_{NUF}} \) (considering the higher draws already checked), and the at-
tainable power reduction from capping is sufficient (given \(\beta\) and the curves from step 2).

5. To compute the final budget, add a buffer (e.g., 10%) to the budget from step 4 to account for future variability of \(\beta\) or substantial increases in chassis utilization.

We can use the difference between the overall budget computed in step 5 and the provisioned power to add more servers to the datacenter. Because we protect user-facing VMs and use our VM scheduling policy, this difference is substantially larger than in prior approaches, as we show in Section 4.6.

Example. Suppose (1) we are willing to accept rates of 0.1% and 1% capping events for user-facing and non-user-facing VMs, respectively; (2) upon a capping event, we are willing to lower the core frequencies to 75% and 50% of the maximum, respectively; (3) we have 10000 historical chassis power draws (collected from every chassis); and (4) the highest draws have been 2900W, 2850W, and 2850W. We first consider 2900W. If we were to set the chassis budget to just below that value to say 2890W, there would be 1 capping event out of 10000 observations, i.e. a rate of 0.01%, and we would have to shave 10W during the event. Given the acceptable capping rates and minimum frequencies, we can operate with the data from step 1 and the curves from step 2 to determine (a) whether we could reduce power by 10W, and (b) whether there would be an impact on user-facing VMs. If we can achieve the reduction, we count 1 event out of 10000 that would affect non-user-facing VMs. If the user-facing VMs would also have to be throttled, we would count 1 event out of 10000 that would affect those VMs. Since both rates are lower than 0.1% and 1%, we can now check a budget just below 2850W, say 2840W. We repeat the process for this budget, then the next lower budget and so on, until we violate the desired capping rates and minimum frequencies.

4 Evaluation

4.1 Methodology

Data analysis. We evaluate our criticality algorithm and ML models (Section 4.2) using standard metrics, such as precision and recall from predictions. We compute the metrics based on Azure’s entire VM workload in April 2019.

Real experiments. We run experiments on the same hardware that Azure uses in production. We use a chassis with 12 servers, each containing 40 cores split into two sockets. At their nominal frequency, each server draws between 112W (idle) and 310W (100% CPU utilization). At half this frequency, each server draws from 111W to 169W.

Our single-server experiments (Section 4.3) explore our per-VM capping controller and resulting VM workload performance for a combination of user-facing and non-user-facing VMs and various power budgets. For comparison, we use the existing full-server capping controller (RAPL) in Azure. Our chassis-level experiments (Section 4.4) explore our system on 12 servers, including PSU alerts. For comparison, we use Azure’s existing chassis-level mechanisms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cluster configuration</td>
<td>20 racks \times 3 chassis \times 12 blades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blade configuration</td>
<td>2x20 cores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM size dist. (cores)</td>
<td>1 (33%), 2 (27%), 4 (21%), 8 (10%), 16 (5%), 24 (3%), \ldots 32 (1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deployment size dist. (#VMs)</td>
<td>1 (39%), 2 (33%), 3-5 (16%), 6-10 (9%), 11-15 (8%), 16-25 (5%), \ldots 25(09%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM lifetime dist. (hours)</td>
<td>1 (52%), 2 (5%), 3-5 (10%), 6-10 (9%), 10-25 (7%), 26-720 (8%), \ldots 720 (9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workload type buckets</td>
<td>user-facing (UF), non-user-facing (NUF)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95 utilization buckets</td>
<td>0-25%, 26-50%, 51-75%, 76-100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg UF-NUF core ratio</td>
<td>4:6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg UF and NUF P95 util</td>
<td>65% (bucket #3), 44% (bucket #2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># simulation days</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Simulation parameters.

Figure 2: Algorithm compared to manual classification.

For both sets of experiments, we use instances of a latency-critical transaction processing application (similar to TPC-E) for the user-facing workload, and instances of a batch Hadoop computation (Terasort) for the non-user-facing workload. For the user-facing workload, we use real inputs from the team responsible for it, whereas we use synthetic input data for the non-user-facing computation.

Simulation. We evaluate our modified VM scheduler in simulation (Section 4.5), leveraging the same simulator that Azure uses to evaluate changes to the VM scheduler before putting them in production; our only extension is to simulate calls to Resource Central. An event generator drives the simulation with a sequence of VM arrivals. For each arrival, it invokes the production scheduling algorithm (or the scheduling algorithm with the addition of our policy) for server placement decisions. Running the actual scheduler code in the simulator ensures that simulations are faithful to reality.

We simulate a cluster of 60 chassis in 20 racks. The simulator produces VM arrivals based on distributions matching Azure’s load in April 2019. Table 1 lists the main statistics.

4.2 Criticality algorithm and ML models

Criticality algorithm. To evaluate our algorithm (Section 3.2), we first compare its classifications to our own manual labeling of 840 workloads. Figure 2 shows one dot for each workload with coordinates corresponding to its Compare8 and Compare12 values. The colors indicate whether we deem the workload clearly user-facing, possibly user-facing,
Table 2: Pattern-matching vs ACF vs FFT.

clearly machine-generated, or clearly non-user-facing. The figure shows that Compare8 can separate the first two groups, which the algorithm should conservatively classify as user-facing, from the last two. A vertical bar at Compare8=0.72 gets all important workloads to the left of the bar, and the vast majority of unimportant ones to the right. Compare12 does not separate the classes well.

Thus, the algorithm accurately classifies workloads based on their Compare8 value. For a quantitative assessment, we compare it to two well-known approaches for finding periodicity in a time series, ACFs and FFTs, for the same set of workloads. For both approaches, we do the same pre-processing and disambiguate between user-facing and machine-generated workloads using the same methods as in our algorithm.

As we want to protect user-facing VMs, we must achieve high recall for this class as the recall indicates the probability of correctly identifying these VMs. Table 2 shows the precision and recall, for two high recall targets (0.99 and 0.98) for whether a workload is user-facing. Our algorithm achieves the target recall with much higher precision, i.e. it classifies many more non-user-facing VMs correctly. This reduces performance degradation during capping events, as more of those VMs can be throttled to lower power.

ML models. We now evaluate our models for **Azure’s entire VM workload**. Table 3 lists the percentage of predictions with confidence score higher than 60% (3rd column), and the per-bucket recalls and precisions (4th-7th columns) and the accuracy (rightmost column) for those high-confidence predictions. The VM scheduler disregards predictions with lower confidence and conservatively assumes the VM being deployed will be user-facing and will exhibit 100% 95th-percentile utilization. For comparison, we show results for the equivalent Gradient Boosting (GB) models.

The table shows that our criticality model achieves 99% recall for user-facing VMs (Bucket 2), which is critical for protecting these VMs. The most important features for our model are the percentage of user-facing VMs observed in the cloud subscription, the percentage of VMs that live longer than 7 days in the subscription, and the total number of VMs in the subscription. The GB model achieves similar results.

Our utilization model also does well with good recall and precision (83-93%) for the most popular buckets (1 and 4), and good accuracy (84%) for the 73% of high-confidence predictions. Here, the most important features are the average of the VMs’ 95-percentile CPU utilizations in the subscription, the average of the VMs’ average CPU utilizations in the subscription, and the percentages of VMs in each CPU utilization bucket in the subscription. The GB model achieves similar accuracy, but with fewer high-confidence predictions and lower recall for the two middle (least popular) buckets.

### 4.3 Per-VM capping controller experiments

We run experiments on a server with our user-facing application running on a VM with 20 virtual cores and our non-user-facing application running simultaneously on another VM with 20 virtual cores. Each execution takes 10 minutes.

Figure 3 plots the dynamic power behaviors and core frequencies of full-server and per-VM capping with caps at 230W. In the bottom graph, we plot the lowest frequency of any non-user-facing core. The experiments have capping enabled throughout their executions. For comparison, we show the power profile of an experiment without any cap.

When unconstrained (no cap), the power significantly exceeds 250W. In contrast, full-server and per-VM capping keep the power draw below 230W. Because of the lower target of our controller (225W for the 230W cap), its draws are slightly below those of full-server capping most of the time. The frequency curve depicts the adjustments that our controller makes to the performance of the non-user-facing VM. The steep drop to the lowest frequency occurs when the controller abruptly lowers the frequency to the minimum value when the power first exceeds the target. After that, its feedback component smoothly increases and decreases the frequency.

Figure 4 shows the impact of capping in these experiments on the 95th-percentile latency of the user-facing application (10 leftmost bars) and the running time of the non-user-facing application (10 rightmost bars). Results are normalized to the unconstrained performance of each application. We also include bars for capping at 250W, 240W, 220W, and 210W.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Recall target</th>
<th>Recall achieved</th>
<th>Precision achieved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pattern-matching</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACF</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFT</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>87%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prediction Model</th>
<th>% High Conf.</th>
<th>Bucket 1 R &amp; P</th>
<th>Bucket 2 R &amp; P</th>
<th>Bucket 3 R &amp; P</th>
<th>Bucket 4 R &amp; P</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Criticality GB</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>67% 17%</td>
<td>99% 19%</td>
<td>NA  NA</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>69% 17%</td>
<td>99% 19%</td>
<td>NA  NA</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95 util GB</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>95% 18%</td>
<td>99% 17%</td>
<td>51% 17%</td>
<td>94% 18%</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>93% 18%</td>
<td>61% 17%</td>
<td>65% 18%</td>
<td>92% 18%</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Random Forest (RF) and Gradient Boosting (GB) models recall (R), precision (P), and accuracy for high-confidence predictions.

Figure 3: Server power dynamics.
The results show that full-server capping imposes a large tail latency degradation, especially for the lower caps. When the cap is 230W, the degradation is already 18%, which is often unacceptable for user-facing applications. For lower caps, full-server capping provides even worse tail latency (35% degradation for 210W). In contrast, our controller keeps tail latency very close to the unconstrained case, until the cap is so low (210W) that it becomes impossible to protect the user-facing application and RAPL needs to engage. This positive result comes at the cost of performance loss for the non-user-facing application. While full-server capping keeps running time fairly close to the unconstrained case, our controller degrades it by 28% for the 230W cap. This is the right tradeoff, as non-user-facing workloads have looser performance needs.

4.4 Chassis-level capping experiments

We now study the power draw at the chassis level, and the impact of different capping granularities (full-server vs per-VM) and VM placements. We experiment with a 12-server chassis running 36 copies of our user-facing application (each on a VM with 4 virtual cores), and 36 copies of our non-user-facing application (each running on a VM with 6 virtual cores). In terms of VM placement, we explore two extremes: (1) balanced placement, where we place the user-facing and non-user-facing VMs in round-robin fashion across the servers, i.e. 3 VMs of each type on each server; and (2) imbalanced, where we segregate user-facing and non-user-facing VMs on different sets of servers. Each experiment runs for 26 minutes.

Figure 5(left) plots the dynamic behavior of the chassis for an overall budget of 2450W for the two capping approaches. For comparison, we also plot the no-cap case. In these experiments, we use the balanced placement as an example.

As expected, both capping granularities are able to limit the power draw to the chassis budget, whereas the no-cap experiment substantially exceeds this value. We observe the same trends under the imbalanced placement approach. The placement does not matter in terms of the power profiles because the capping enforcement ensures no budget violations.

However, VM placement has a large impact on application performance. Figure 5(right) plots the impact of VM placement and capping granularity on the average 95th-percentile latency of the user-facing applications (4 leftmost bars) and on the average running time of the non-user-facing applications (4 rightmost bars). We normalize to the no-cap results.

Figure 4: Performance impact of power capping.

Per-VM capping under balanced placement keeps the average tail latency the same as the no-cap experiment, despite the tight 2450W budget. In contrast, per-VM capping degrades performance as much as full-server capping when the placement is imbalanced. These results show that our controller protects user-facing VMs when the placement allows it.

Full-server capping provides slightly better performance than per-VM capping for the non-user-facing applications. More interestingly, the results for balanced placement are slightly worse than for imbalanced placement, regardless of the capping granularity. For per-VM capping, the reason is that servers with only non-user-facing VMs need to reduce the frequency of fewer cores. For full-server capping, the reason is that servers with only non-user-facing VMs tend to have higher utilization, so a smaller reduction in frequency is enough for a large power reduction. Comparing the two rightmost bars, we see that full-server capping hurts performance slightly less than per-VM capping in the imbalanced case, as RAPL lowers frequency more slowly than our controller.

4.5 Cluster VM scheduler simulation

In the previous section, we explored extreme and manually-produced VM placements in controlled experiments. However, in practice, placements are determined by the VM scheduler. Consequently, we implement our placement policy (Algorithm 1) as a preference rule in Azure’s VM scheduler, and simulate a cluster using 30 days of VM arrivals (Section 4.1). The simulator runs the same rules as in production, along with our added preference rule. It reports four main metrics:

- Deployment failure rate: percent of VM deployment requests rejected due to resource unavailability or fragmentation. This rate impacts users, so our policy should not increase it;
- Average empty server ratio: percent of servers without any VMs averaged over time. Empty servers can host the largest VM sizes, so our policy should not decrease this ratio;
- Standard deviation of the average chassis score, i.e. $1 - (\rho_{\text{Peak}}/\rho_{\text{Max}})$ (Algorithm 1, line 13), for each chassis. This metric reflects how balanced the chassis are with respect to their power loads. Lower values are better and mean better balance and fewer power capping events;
- Standard deviation of the average server score, i.e. $(1/2) \times (1 + (\gamma_{\text{UF}} - \gamma_{\text{EF}})/N_{\text{core}})$ (Algorithm 1, line 20), for each server. This metric reflects how balanced the servers are in terms of UF and NUF core 95th-percentile utilizations. Lower values mean better balance and that we are more likely to only need to cap NUF VMs.
Results. Figure 6 shows the results for these metrics, as a function of the $\alpha$ weight in our policy (Algorithm 1, line 6). $\alpha = 1$ means that the server score is irrelevant, whereas $\alpha = 0$ means that the chassis score is irrelevant. From left to right in each graph, the “NoRule” (black) bar represents the existing scheduler; the leftmost (blue) bar in each group represents our modified scheduler using our policy and ML predictions; the next (green) bar shows the modified scheduler using oracle predictions; and the rightmost (orange) the modified scheduler using criticality predictions, but no utilization predictions.

Comparing the black and blue bars illustrates the benefit of our policy and predictions. Figures 6(a) and (b) show that our modified scheduler impacts the failure rate slightly for low values of $\alpha$ (not at all for high values), while slightly decreasing the percentage of empty servers regardless of $\alpha$. The reason is that our policy may use a few more servers in the interest of better balancing the load. In fact, Figures 6(c) and (d) confirm that the load is more balanced using our policy and predictions. These latter graphs also show that the value of $\alpha$ is important. $\alpha = 0$ produces much worse utilization balancing across chassis than other values. At the same time, $\alpha = 1$ produces as poor server utilization balancing as the existing scheduler, whereas other values produce much better server balancing. These observations confirm that it is key to balance both across chassis and servers, as in our policy. $\alpha = 0.8$ strikes a good compromise between the importance of these types of balancing.

Impact of prediction accuracy. Comparing the blue and green bars illustrates the impact of mispredictions and predictions with low confidence. Figures 6(c) and (d) show that oracle predictions produce only slightly better balancing than our real predictions for certain values of $\alpha$.

Impact of criticality and utilization predictions. Comparing the orange and blue bars with the black bar illustrates the impact of having criticality only, and both criticality and utilization predictions, respectively. Clearly, it is critical to predict the workload type of each VM, as we want to protect the performance of user-facing VMs during capping events (black vs orange bars). The results demonstrate that having utilization predictions is also important (orange vs blue bars). The lack of such predictions degrades the balancing substantially for most values of $\alpha$, and thus increases the capping rate and limits the power reduction during an event (thereby decreasing the potential for oversubscription).

4.6 Oversubscription increases

We now estimate the amount of oversubscription and dollar savings that result from our lower chassis power budgets. To do so, we translate the amount of budget we can reduce in each 60-chassis cluster into the infrastructure cost we would avoid. Oversubscription allows servers to be added to an existing datacenter (assuming space, cooling, and networking are available, as it is often the case), avoiding the cost of building a corresponding fraction of a new datacenter.

We instantiate our 5-step oversubscription strategy (Section 3.5) with power telemetry from 1440 of Azure’s chassis over 3 months in 2018. We also use VM statistics from April 2019. Specifically, the 95th-percentile core utilizations for non-user-facing ($util_{NUF}$) and user-facing ($util_{UF}$) VMs were 44% and 65%, respectively, and the ratio of user-facing cores in the allocated cores ($\beta$) was 40%. Although user-facing VMs dominate in absolute count over the month, a majority of such VMs are short-lived – 52% of VMs last for less than 1 hour (Table 1). In contrast, all non-user-facing VMs last for at least 5 weekdays (Section 3.2). Consequently, a snapshot at various points in time in the month indicates an average value of 40% for $\beta$. We add a buffer of 10% to the chassis budget (step 5). For the results where providers treat external (i.e., third-party) VMs differently than internal (i.e., first-party) VMs, we adjust these parameters accordingly, while keeping the same amount of buffer.

Table 4 lists results for several types of provisioning:

1. “Traditional” provisioning (no oversubscription);
3. Predictions-based per-VM capping and scheduling, without impact on user-facing VMs. We use $emax_{UF} = 0$, $fmin_{UF} = 100\%$, $emax_{NUF} = 1\%$ and $fmin_{NUF} = 50\%$;
4. Predictions-based per-VM capping and scheduling, with minimal impact on user-facing VMs. To make this approach comparable to the others, we set the overall rate of capping events at 1%. Specifically, we use $emax_{UF} = 0.1\%$, $fmin_{UF} = 75\%$, $emax_{NUF} = 0.9\%$ and $fmin_{NUF} = 50\%$;
Table 4: Comparison between provisioning approaches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Chassis budget delta (%)</th>
<th>Savings ($10/W)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State of the art</td>
<td>6.2%</td>
<td>$79.4M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predictions for all VMs, no UF impact</td>
<td>11.0%</td>
<td>$140.8M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predictions for all VMs, minimal UF impact</td>
<td>12.1%</td>
<td>$154.9M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predictions for internal VMs, no UF impact</td>
<td>8.4%</td>
<td>$107.5M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predictions for internal VMs, minimal UF impact</td>
<td>10.3%</td>
<td>$131.8M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predictions for internal and non-premium external VMs, no UF impact</td>
<td>10.6%</td>
<td>$135.7M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predictions for internal and non-premium external VMs, minimal UF impact</td>
<td>12.1%</td>
<td>$154.9M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Predictions-based per-VM capping and scheduling for internal VMs only (all external VMs considered user-facing), without impact on user-facing VMs;
6. Predictions-based per-VM capping and scheduling for internal VMs only, with minimal impact on user-facing VMs;
7. Predictions-based per-VM capping and scheduling for internal and non-premium external VMs, without impact on user-facing VMs; and
8. Predictions-based per-VM capping and scheduling for internal and non-premium external VMs, with minimal impact on user-facing VMs.

The state-of-the-art approach achieves 6.2% oversubscription. This amount is comparable to that (8%) achieved by Facebook [43], which knows the (single) workload that runs on each server. Public cloud platforms do not have this luxury.

In contrast, our approach (#3 and #4) can almost double the oversubscription and savings. We achieve more than 12% oversubscription with minimal impact on user-facing VMs. Assuming a datacenter campus of 128MW and an infrastructure cost of $10/W [4], 12.1% oversubscription translates into $154.9M in savings; an increase in savings of $75.5M over the state of the art. As providers can oversubscribe many campuses, the savings would be much higher in practice.

When providers prefer to treat external and internal VMs differently (approaches #5-#8), they can do so at the cost of a lower increase in oversubscription. For example, when treating all external VMs as user-facing and protecting the performance of user-facing VMs (#5), the increase in savings becomes $28.1M. At the other extreme, where we treat the premium external VMs as user-facing and allow minimal impact on user-facing VMs (#8), the increase in savings returns to $75.5M. The reason is that this provisioning approach has enough non-critical VMs, and oversubscription is limited only by the rate of capping events.

As our results show, the amount of oversubscription and savings depends upon the user-facing vs non-user-facing core ratio (β) and the amount of power that can be recovered from each type through frequency reduction (∆fmin), while satisfying the constraints (∆emax). Generally, a higher (lower) value of β results in less (more) oversubscription. This analysis for oversubscription has to be done on a per-cluster basis.

5 Lessons from production deployment

We have deployed our per-VM capping controller and ML models on thousands of servers in multiple datacenters. Next, we discuss some of the lessons from these deployments.

Hypervisor support for per-VM power capping. Our prototype controller (Section 3.4) leveraged the hypervisor’s core-grouping feature to manage the frequency of each VM’s physical cores. In production, Azure typically prefers not to restrict a VM to a subset of cores, so we could not rely on this feature. Instead, we had to extend the hypervisor to (1) add the capability to dynamically specify the frequency for a VM, and (2) carry the frequency to whichever cores it schedules the VM on during the context switch (changing the frequency takes tens of microseconds, whereas a scheduling quantum lasts 10 milliseconds). As most VMs are small (Table 1), there was no need to manage frequency on a per-virtual-core basis.

Refresh VM criticality prediction on servers. Misclassification of a VM’s criticality can result in unintended performance degradation (Section 4.2). To address this problem, we added the capability to periodically (e.g., daily) refresh a VM’s criticality tag on a server. We change the tag after Resource Central has observed the VM long enough to classify the criticality of the VM’s workload. As the prediction models already provide good placements (Section 4.5), we do not migrate VMs when their criticality changes.

Expanded workload criticality definition. Some first-party customers were concerned about the impact of per-VM capping on their non-user-facing VMs. To alleviate their concerns, we added a configurable prioritized throttling list to our system. Using the list, we first consider all low-priority and internal non-production VMs for throttling and throttle production non-user-facing VMs as a last resort, i.e. when throttling the other types is insufficient. Furthermore, our system has a “do-not-throttle” list of highly-sensitive internal workloads (e.g., gaming, repair) that are always considered critical. Finally, the criticality of VMs can also be dynamically updated on servers based on changes to the static lists.

Metrics to measure capping impact. Since VMs are black boxes, we cannot use any workload-specific metric in production. Instead, our deployed system measures how long and how hard VMs are being capped. The data shows that our system is successful at protecting production user-facing VMs, while prioritizing the VMs that do get throttled.

Increasing rack density with per-VM capping. While deploying our system, we learned that Azure was installing fewer servers per rack when deploying a new generation of power hungry servers. Having fewer servers per rack reduces the probability that the rack power draw will hit the provisioned limit and cause capping using RAPL. With our
per-VM capping system in place, Azure can increase the number of servers per rack. This is another type of power oversubscription that per-VM capping enables.

Shutting down VMs. Some first-party customers indicated that they would prefer their VMs to be shut down rather than throttled, as their services can handle losing VMs but an unpredictable impact due to throttling is not acceptable. Under extreme power draws, shutting down these customers’ VMs can help protect production user-facing VMs and throttle fewer non-user-facing ones. We will soon add this capability to our system.

Server support for per-VM management. Our production experience has highlighted the drawbacks of managing VM power per-component (e.g., core, uncore, memory). We expect that cloud providers would prefer to raise the level of abstraction from individual components to entire VMs, even if VM power would have to be approximated. This would enable advances that have been too complex for production use, such as power-aware VM placement, enforcing per-VM power limits, and making throttling and shutting down decisions based on VM power. We are working with silicon vendors towards this end.

6 Related work

Our paper is the first to use ML predictions for increasing power oversubscription in public cloud platforms. Next, we discuss some of the most closely related works.

Leveraging predictions. Some works predict resource demand, resource utilization, or job/task length for provisioning or scheduling purposes, e.g., [7, 9, 13, 20, 23, 37]. In contrast, we introduce a new algorithm and ML models for predicting workload type and high-percentile utilization, seeking to protect critical workloads from capping and place VMs in a criticality- and capping-aware manner.

Server power capping. Most efforts have focused on selecting the DVFS setting required to meet a tight power budget as applications execute, e.g., [16, 19, 21, 22, 26, 29–31, 34, 36, 45]. Both modeling/optimization and feedback techniques have been used. The inputs to the selection have been either application-level metrics (e.g., request latency), low-level performance counters, or operator annotations (e.g., high priority application). Our capping controller uses per-core DVFS and feedback, so it adds to this body of work. However, it also uses predictions about the VMs’ performance-criticality as its inputs. Our approach seems to be the best for a cloud platform, since criticality information and application-level metrics are typically not available, and collecting and tracking low-level counters at scale involves undesirable overhead.

Controlling CPU bandwidth (or utilization) to cap server power has also been studied [8, 27]. Reducing CPU bandwidth allows cores to go into sleep states. This approach is complementary and can be used in conjunction with per-core DVFS in our server power capping system.

Cluster-wide workload placement/scheduling. Many works select workload placements to reduce performance interference or energy usage, e.g., [5, 6, 11, 35, 41, 44]. Unfortunately, they are often impractical for a cloud provider, relying on extensive profiling, application-level metrics, short-term load predictions, and/or aggressive resource reallocation (e.g., via live migration). Live migration is particularly problematic, as it retains contended resources, may produce traffic bursts, and may impact VM availability; it is better to place VMs where they can stay. Our scheduler uses predictions in VM placement. Unlike prior work, it reduces the number of capping events, and increases power oversubscription.

Datacenter oversubscription. Researchers have proposed to use statistical oversubscription, where one profiles the aggregate power draw of multiple services and deploy them to prevent correlated peaks [12, 14, 18, 38, 42]. Our work extends these works by using predictions to place the workload, inform capping, and increase oversubscription. Our oversubscription strategy is also the first to carefully control the extent and impact of capping on important cloud workloads. Also, unlike [38], it does not affect workload availability.

Others have studied hierarchical capping in production datacenters [12, 18, 43]. Our paper focuses on chassis-level power budget enforcement to make our experimentation easier. However, our techniques extrapolate directly. For example, for row-level budget enforcement, we can place VMs across rows trying to balance rows and servers.

Finally, researchers have proposed using energy storage to shave power peaks in oversubscribed datacenters [15, 24]. When peaks last long, this may require large amounts of storage, which our work does not require. Nevertheless, the two approaches are orthogonal and can be combined.

7 Conclusions

We proposed prediction-based techniques for increasing power oversubscription in cloud platforms, while protecting important workloads. Our techniques can increase oversubscription by 2×. We discussed lessons from deploying our techniques in production. We conclude that recent advances in ML and prediction-serving systems can unleash further innovations in cloud resource provisioning and management.
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Abstract

Energy-aware app adaptation enables mobile apps to dynamically adjust data fidelity such as streaming video quality to meet a user-specified goal for battery duration. Traditional energy-aware app adaptation is reactive in nature where the operating system monitors the app energy drain and signals the app to adapt upon detecting energy drain deviation from the pre-specified energy budget which can cause high oscillation and poor quality-of-experience (QoE).

In this paper, we observe that modern power-hungry apps such as video streaming and offloading-based apps already come with sophisticated app adaptation to deal with resource changes such as network dynamics and propose proactive energy-aware adaptation where the user-specified energy budget is integrated with the app adaptation logic. The potential benefit of such an approach is that app energy drain adaptation is no longer an "after-effect", and hence the approach is likely to reduce the oscillation in app adaptation and improve the app QoE.

In this paper, we study the design, implementation and performance tradeoffs of reactive and proactive energy-aware app adaptation in the context of one of the most power-hungry classes of mobile apps, ABR-based video streaming. Our study shows that proactive energy-aware ABR video streaming is easy to implement by leveraging the built-in adaptation of modern apps and can improve the QoE of reactive approach by 44.8% and 19.2% in streaming 360° videos to Pixel 2 and Moto Z3 phones under low power budget.

1 Introduction

For enriched user experience, modern mobile apps utilize a large number of power-hungry hardware components such as the CPU, GPU, WiFi and 4G, and hardware decoder and as a result draw significant amount of power. As a result, the user experience of such feature-rich apps is often limited by the shortened battery life from increased power draw [7, 8].

Energy-aware app adaptation [31, 88] exploits a key observation that many apps can reduce their power draw by reducing their data fidelity such as the size and quality of a video in video streaming apps or the filtering level of a map in navigation apps, and enables apps to dynamically adjust their data fidelity to meet a user-specified goal for battery duration, e.g., a four-hour plane ride.

There are two components in building an energy-aware app adaptation system: energy accounting and control. First, an energy accounting subsystem is needed to monitor the energy drain during the app execution and detect any significant deviation, e.g., exceeding a threshold, from the user-specified energy budget. Second, the app needs to implement some adaptation logic to stay within the energy drain budget or correct energy drain deviation.

Traditional energy-aware app adaptation schemes such as PowerScope [31], ECOSystem [88], Cinder [68], and Nemesis [62] have mainly focused on system-level energy accounting and control, treating the app as a "black-box". In particular, in such systems, the operating system (OS) monitors the app energy drain during app execution, and upon detecting energy drain deviation from the pre-specified budget either throttles the execution of the app process or threads or issues an upcall to the app to trigger app reactive adaptation. The benefit of such a black-box approach is simplified app implementation, as real-time energy accounting is provided as an OS service. The downside of such an approach is that the energy drain deviation as an after-effect can lead to app fidelity oscillation and negatively affect the QoE.

In this paper, we make a key observation that compared to the mobile apps studied two decades ago [31], mobile apps today not only are more power hungry, but also often come with sophisticated adaptation built in to optimize the user-perceived QoE in reaction to network dynamics or other system constraints. For example, fidelity adaptation such as adaptive bitrate (ABR) is now widely adopted in video streaming systems [15, 38, 45–47, 54, 59, 61, 65, 69, 72–74, 76, 83, 85], and adaptive offloading of computation to edge servers has been proposed for deep learning enhanced tasks such as video analytics [21, 37, 51, 57, 66].

We argue that the built-in QoE optimization frameworks in such modern mobile apps naturally lend themselves to integrated, proactive energy-aware app adaptation where the energy drain budget is seamlessly integrated into the pre-existing QoE adaptation as a constraint. The key benefit of such an integrated, proactive approach is that app energy drain adaptation is no longer an after-effect and hence likely to reduce the oscillation in app adaptation and improve the app QoE. Compared to the reactive approach, the integrated approach faces two design challenges: (1) the app needs to predict the power consumption for each adaptation candidate beforehand, and (2) the app needs to incorporate the energy budget into its QoE optimization logic.

In this paper, we study the design, implementation, and performance tradeoffs of reactive and proactive energy-aware...
app adaptation in the context of one of the most power-hungry classes of mobile apps, ABR-based video streaming [41, 79, 87, 89]. We focus on a state-of-the-art ABR scheme, Robust MPC [85], that employs receding horizon control [19] to maximize the QoE for the next few video chunks based on the predicted network throughput in the moving horizon of video chunk downloading intervals.

We design Energy-aware ABR, an energy-aware ABR video streaming system to demonstrate how to address the two challenges in designing proactive energy-aware app adaptation. First, proactive energy-aware app adaptation requires a power predictor that can predict the average power draw of the streaming app in the next time interval in fetching a chunk of any candidate chunk quality. Traditional mobile device power models [22, 23, 26, 70, 87, 91] cannot be used as they take component utilization logged as input which are not available before app execution. We propose a novel function-level power modeling methodology that accurately predicts the app energy drain in the next interval.

Second, integrating an energy budget into the app adaptation logic, in particular, the model predictive control (MPC)-based QoE optimizer for MPC-based ABR, faces a unique challenge. Unlike other constraints such as network throughput in the QoE optimization problem, app energy drain is cumulative and hence elastic over time. At any time interval during a streaming session, the app may have accumulated energy drain surplus or deficit from past time intervals, e.g., from selecting low chunk formats limited by transient low network bandwidth. We explore several design options on how to integrate such energy surplus/deficit with the QoE optimization framework of MPC-based ABR controllers.

Since MPC-based controllers are notoriously hard to analyze [17, 34, 67], we evaluate the end-to-end performance of reactive and proactive energy-aware ABR video streaming designs using testbed experiments. We have implemented both designs on top of Puffer [11], an open-sourced video streaming platform, and evaluated different design options by streaming 360° videos from a media server to a mobile client, while varying the network condition using network traces from two large datasets, YTrace and FCC [4].

Our evaluation results show that (1) Our function-wise power predictor achieves low mean per-interval (2-second) energy prediction error of 4.87% (Pixel 2) and 5.86% (Moto Z3), (2) Under dummy power budget, i.e., using the average power draw of the energy-oblivious ABR as the power budget, both proactive and reactive Energy-aware ABR achieve only slightly lower QoE than that of the energy-oblivious ABR, with proactive Energy-aware ABR achieving slightly higher QoE than reactive Energy-aware ABR. (3) Under low power budget, proactive Energy-aware ABR improves the QoE by 44.8% (Pixel 2) and 19.2% (Moto Z3) over reactive Energy-aware ABR. (4) The majority of the improvement comes from significantly reduced video quality variation component of the QoE, of 85.2% (Pixel 2) and 87.4% (Moto Z3), showing that proactive Energy-aware ABR can effectively mitigate the oscillation drawback of reactive energy-aware adaptation.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

- We show prior reactive energy-aware app adaptation can lead to app fidelity oscillation which can negatively affect user-perceived QoE.
- We propose to our knowledge the first proactive energy-aware app adaptation and show that it can be easily implemented by integrating user-specified energy budget with the built-in app adaptation logic of modern apps such as MPC-based ABR systems for video streaming.
- We present a novel function-wise power predictor that can be used for what-if power draw analysis needed in proactive energy-aware app adaptation, e.g., Energy-aware ABR.
- We experimentally compare the end-to-end performance of reactive and proactive energy-aware adaptive streaming of 360° videos on Pixel 2 and Moto Z3 phones.
- Our results show proactive energy-aware video streaming improves the QoE by 44.8% (Pixel 2) and 19.2% (Moto Z3) over the reactive approach under low power budget.

To further the research on energy-aware app adaptation, we have open-sourced Energy-aware ABR implementation.¹

2 Motivation

To motivate how energy-aware adaptation can help to reduce app power draw and elongate battery duration, we performed a measurement study of one of the most power-hungry classes of apps, video streaming, with example apps such as Youtube and Netflix consistently ranked among the top 10 battery draining apps [8, 12, 13].

Experimental Setup. We streamed 6 popular panoramic videos in full screen mode in the Youtube app on a Pixel 2 phone, which was connected to a Monsoon power monitor to measure the total phone power draw during video streaming. The videos were categorized into 3 groups, slow, medium and high, based on the moving speed of the camera. Each video was encoded into different resolutions and frame rates, including (4K, 60FPS), (1440p, 60FPS), (1080p, 60FPS), (720p, 60FPS), (480p, 30FPS) and (360p, 30FPS). Table 1 shows the bitrates of the videos at different quality settings.

We streamed each video in Youtube at different qualities with and without screen on, respectively. When the screen was on, the brightness level was set at 60%. To prevent the app from directly retrieving video frames from the cache rather than through the Internet, we cleared the cache of Youtube app on the phone before each experiment.

To understand the power breakdown of 360° video streaming, we built component-wise power models [22, 26, 44, 75, ¹https://github.com/meng72/Proactive-Energy-Aware-Adaptive-Video-Streaming]
Table 1: Average bitrate (Mbps) of 6 panoramic videos at different resolutions and frame rates from Youtube.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Videos</th>
<th>4K/60</th>
<th>1140p/60</th>
<th>1080p/60</th>
<th>720p/60</th>
<th>480p/30</th>
<th>360p/30</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slow</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planets [1]</td>
<td>18.10</td>
<td>6.20</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar [6]</td>
<td>22.10</td>
<td>5.38</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orleans [5]</td>
<td>25.78</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>3.72</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago [9]</td>
<td>25.60</td>
<td>10.60</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monster [2]</td>
<td>26.20</td>
<td>12.60</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>2.49</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical [10]</td>
<td>24.40</td>
<td>12.60</td>
<td>4.16</td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

81, 87] for major hardware components in the Pixel 2 phone, profiled hardware component usage while streaming 360° videos at (4K, 60FPS) in Youtube on Pixel 2, and finally estimated the corresponding power draw for each hardware component using the power models.

**Findings.** Figure 1 shows the average power consumption of streaming the 6 panoramic videos at different quality settings over the Internet in Youtube. We derived the screen power by subtracting the total power of video streaming when the screen was off from that when the screen was on. We see that (1) 360° video streaming is power-intensive on modern mobile devices. Streaming videos at (4K, 60FPS) consumes the highest total power of 579.73mA. At this rate, a fully charged Pixel 2 phone (with a 2700 mAh battery) will drop to 15% in 3 hours and 40 minutes when the Battery Saver mode will turn on. (2) Thanks to the OLED technology, the power consumption of the display is relatively small, only 41.66−50.36mA, or 7.0%−12.0% of the total power across different settings. (3) Reducing the data fidelity, i.e., the video resolution and frame rate, can significantly lower the total app power draw. For example, the total power draw decreases by 33.1% from 579.73mA to 387.79mA when the video quality changes from (4K, 60FPS) to (360p, 30FPS).

Figure 2 shows the power breakdown of streaming 360° videos at (4K, 60FPS). We see that (1) the CPU, GPU and screen consume relatively low power, of 82.11mA (14.0%), 74.49mA (12.7%) and 46.92mA (8.0%), respectively; (2) in contrast, the NIC (network interface card) and hardware decoder, two primary hardware components involved in video streaming, dominate the total power draw of streaming, i.e., 220.53mA (37.6%) and 162.47mA (27.7%), respectively. These results suggest that adapting the data fidelity of video chunks to control the power draw of networking and decoding will be effective in controlling the total power draw of the app.

3 Prior Work on Energy-aware App Adaptation

The large body of research on managing the energy drain of applications on mobile systems has mainly focused on system-level energy accounting and control, treating the app as a “black-box”.

Since managing the energy drain of apps requires accurately monitoring the energy drain during application execution, a large body of work proposed solutions to the resource container-level, process-level, or thread-level energy accounting problem in the OS, such as PowerScope [32], ECOSystem [88], Cinder [68], and Nemesis [62]. In a nutshell, energy accounting in these systems is achieved via either aligning external power measurement with interrupt-triggered program sampling as in early systems such as PowerScope [32] and Quanto [33], or using a pre-trained power model that captures the correlation between utilization of each hardware component in each of its power states and the resulting power draw and feeding the power model with hardware component usage logged during app execution to estimate the app energy drain, e.g., in ECOSystem [88] and Cinder [68].

Upon detecting that an app’s energy drain has exceeded a predetermined budget, the system needs a way to throttle the app’s energy drain. In ECOSystem [88], Currentcy [88], and Cinder [68], the kernel would enforce energy budget by halting or throttling app threads, processes, or resource containers from execution. The Odyssey extension [31] and Nemesis [62] do not throttle applications, but issue upcalls or provide feedbacks to the applications to trigger fidelity adaptation to adjust their energy drain rate.

4 Reactive vs. Proactive Energy-aware App Adaptation

We discuss the drawbacks of prior reactive energy-aware app adaptation and propose proactive energy-aware app adaptation.
adaptation.

**Reactive energy-aware app adaptation.** The prior system-level app energy control solutions are reactive and dis-integrated. They are reactive because they treat applications as black-boxes and passively monitor their energy drain, and inform apps of the need to perform adaptation reactively upon detecting any deviation of the app energy drain from the pre-specified budget. They are disintegrated because the two tasks are performed in isolation: the OS monitors the app energy drain while the app performs adaptation.

The benefit of such a reactive approach is simplified app implementation, as real-time energy accounting can be provided as an OS service and the apps can focus on reactive adaptation, although fine-grained model-based energy monitoring relies on collecting fine-grained hardware component usage which can incur high runtime overhead.

The downside of a reactive approach is that the disintegrated and reactive nature deprives the opportunity of jointly optimizing the app QoE and meeting the energy drain budget at each time interval. In particular, the app not only performs adaptation after deviating from the energy drain target, but also typically does not have specific guidance on how much app fidelity to adapt in the next time interval, which can result in power draw and app fidelity oscillation.

Figure 3 shows an example of how the power draw of a disintegrated, reactive app adaptation scheme can cause oscillation in app power draw. Assume an app has three fidelities, high, medium, and low, drawing correspondingly high, medium, and low power. An energy-aware OS like Odyssey [31] tries to steer the app towards a target power budget specified in the dashed line to ensure a target battery duration. The app starts running in high fidelity, drawing high power. At \( t_1 \), the OS performs an upcall informing the app of an energy drain deficit, and the app lowers the fidelity to medium. At \( t_2 \), the OS informs the app of energy drain deficit again as the average power is still above the budget, and the app lowers the fidelity to low. The trend reverses in the next three intervals, and the oscillation would continue as a result of the reactive correction without concrete guidance on app adaptation due to the disintegrated approach.

**Proactive energy-aware app adaptation.** Our proposal of proactive energy-aware app adaptation is motivated by the above drawbacks of the reactive approach and an observation about modern mobile apps. Compared to the mobile apps studied two decades ago (e.g., [31]), mobile apps today are more power hungry, but also often come with sophisticated proactive adaptation built in to optimize the user-perceived QoE under network dynamics or other system constraints. For example, proactive fidelity adaptation such as adaptive bitrate (ABR) (e.g., DASH) is now a standard feature in regular video streaming systems [15,45,46,54,59,61,72,73,76,83,85] as well as 360° video streaming systems [38,47,65,69,74]. Similarly, adaptive offloading of computation to an edge server according to the network dynamics has been proposed in many systems [21,37,51,57,66]. More recently, adaptive offloading of machine learning inference has been proposed to adaptively offload a subset of DNN layers from the mobile device to the edge server [30,49,52,92].

Motivated by the above two observations, we argue that the built-in QoE optimization frameworks in many modern mobile apps lend themselves to integrated, proactive energy-aware app adaptation that potentially overcomes the oscillation drawback of reactive approaches. In such an approach, at every step of the QoE optimization for selecting the quality of the chunk to be fetched in the next time interval, the power budget is explicitly taken into consideration so that the QoE optimization will directly output the optimal chunk format that maximizes the QoE for the next chunk and satisfies the energy budget in the next interval.

The key benefit of such an integrated, proactive approach is that app energy drain adaptation is no longer an after-effect correction and hence likely to reduce the oscillation in app adaptation. The challenge of such an approach is that each app needs to (1) predict the power consumption for each adaptation candidate beforehand, and (2) incorporate the energy budget in its QoE optimization logic.

In this paper, we investigate the design and performance tradeoffs of reactive and proactive energy-aware app adaptation in the context of one of the most power-hungry classes of mobile apps – ABR-based video streaming.

## 5 Energy-aware ABR

We briefly review state-of-the-art ABR algorithms and state the energy-aware QoE maximization problem.

**Background on ABR.** Adaptive bitrate (ABR) algorithms embody a primary technique of streaming videos over the Internet [71], where each video is encoded into multiple “tracks” with different quality bitrates and each track is segmented into “chunks” (e.g., 2-second each). These algorithms aim at optimizing the video QoE by dynamically selecting which chunk to fetch based on network conditions. Earlier ABR schemes were either “buffer-based” [45, 73], or “rate-based” which pivot on estimating available network throughput and finding a matching video bitrate [46, 76]. MPC [85] unifies the QoE objective of chunk \( k \) as a weighted sum of three key elements, (1) video quality, (2) video quality variation, and (3) stall time:

\[
QoE_k = Q_k - \lambda |Q_k - Q_{k-1}| - \mu T_k
\]  

(1)
where $Q_k$ represents the quality of video chunk $k$, $T_k$ represents the stall time experienced by fetching chunk $k$ and $\lambda$ and $\mu$ are weighting parameters for quality variation and rebuffering, respectively. Some papers (e.g., [85]) quantify $Q_k$ as the bitrate of chunk $k$, while others (e.g., [83]) use perceptual quality metrics, e.g., SSIM [77]. The ABR problem is then formulated as maximizing the QoE of all the chunks of a video downloaded in a streaming session:

$$\text{maximize} \sum_k QoE_i, \text{ subject to buffer and network dynamics}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)$$

Since future throughput is unknown, practical algorithms like Robust MPC [85] employ receding horizon control [19] to maximize the QoE for the next few chunks (e.g., 5 future chunks). Such algorithms take estimated network throughput for the next few intervals and client playback buffer occupancy as input and output the quality format for the next video chunk to be downloaded from the server while maximizing the QoE of the next few chunks.

Energy-aware QoE maximization problem. We consider the canonical energy-aware app adaptation scenario in previous work [31, 68, 88], where the phone user specifies the total energy budget $E_b$ (e.g., 50% of batter level drop) over a fixed amount of time $T_b$ (e.g., duration of a train ride) and hence an average power target $P_b = E_b/T_b$. The energy-aware ABR problem is then formulated as maximizing the QoE of all the chunks of a video downloaded in a streaming session:

$$\text{maximize} \sum_k QoE_i, \text{ subject to buffer and network dynamics}$$

and total energy constraint  \hspace{1cm} (3)

**Energy drain is elastic.** We note that in the above problem statement, the energy constraint is different from other constraints like network throughput in that *app energy drain is cumulative and elastic over time*. Since the user-specified energy budget is the total energy drain over a streaming duration, the streaming app may accumulate some surplus or deficit based on the energy drain so far during the streaming session. For example, due to network bandwidth fluctuation, there can be intervals during which the network bandwidth is low and the ABR algorithm is forced to pick low video quality formats which result in low power draw and hence low energy drain during those intervals. In such intervals, the app effectively accumulates an energy surplus, which can be spent in later intervals, i.e., when the network bandwidth is high and high quality video chunks can be downloaded and played, to improve the total QoE.

### 6 Reactive Energy-Aware ABR Design

A reactive energy-aware ABR can be easily implemented by adding an energy profiler and adding reactive adjustment to the QoE optimizer output of the ABR controller, as shown in Figure 4. The energy profiler monitors the app energy drain and is decoupled from the ABR controller, either implemented in the OS as in [36, 63, 86] or in an app-agnostic library linked with the app. It sends an upcall to the ABR player either reactively upon detecting significant deviation of the predetermined energy budget or periodically to inform the app of its energy drain so far which is used by the ABR controller to monitor the energy surplus or deficit and to decide when and how to adapt. We assume the later approach which gives the ABR controller more flexibility.

In particular, the ABR controller accumulates a running energy drain balance as the difference between the expected energy drain so far $P_b \cdot T$ and the actual energy drain $E_{\text{actual}}$ so far which is monitored by the energy profiler.

The goal of the reactive adjustment is to adjust the chunk format selected by the ABR QoE optimizer to try to correct the energy drain deviation from that according to the pre-specified average power budget. To achieve this, the final chunk quality format is adjusted as no higher than the previous chunk format if there is an energy deficit greater than a threshold, as shown in Algorithm 1. We experimentally found a threshold of 10% of the energy budget to work well.

### 7 Proactive Energy-aware ABR Design

#### 7.1 Integrated Energy-aware MPC Algorithm

Since an MPC-based ABR algorithm is proactive by nature, i.e., it calculates the video chunk quality to be fetched next based on the predicted network throughput in the next time interval, a proactive energy-aware ABR can be naturally realized by integrating the energy constraint with a practical
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MPC algorithm such as Robust MPC [85]. In particular, the new energy-aware MPC algorithm optimizes the worst-case QoE assuming that the throughput in the future can take any value in range $[\hat{C}_t, \hat{C}_t']$, by solving the following optimization problem at time $t_k$ to derive the quality format for fetching the next chunk $F_k = f_{\text{empc}}(F_{k-1}, B_{k-1}, \hat{C}_t)$:

$$\max_{F_k, \ldots, F_{k+N-1}} \min_{\hat{C}_t, \hat{C}_t'} \sum_{k} QoE_i$$

subject to buffer and throughput dynamics and

$$E_k + \ldots + E_{k+N-1} \leq N \cdot P_b \cdot \delta t$$  (4)

where $\hat{C}_t$ is the low bound in the predicted throughput range $[\hat{C}_t, \hat{C}_t']$, $B_{k-1}$ is the buffer occupancy after downloading chunk $k-1$ and $\delta t$ is the interval duration, e.g., 2 seconds.

We note that since app energy drain is cumulative, converting the total energy constraint into a constant energy constraint per time interval can be conservative. As with MPC [85], we do not claim this energy-constrained MPC is necessarily the optimal control algorithm for the energy-constrained bitrate adaptation problem, but one that is practical and can leverage accurate network throughput prediction and power draw prediction in the near horizon.

### 7.2 Architecture Overview

Figure 4 (adding the power predictor) shows the architecture of our proposed integrated, proactive ENERGY-AWARE ABR. As with the original ABR, ENERGY-AWARE ABR derives the client-side playback buffer status and estimated network throughput from two generic modules of ABR, the playback buffer module and throughput predictor module, respectively. The energy profiler module estimates the energy drain in past intervals which is used to maintain the energy surplus/deficit.

To select the video format for the next video chunk, ENERGY-AWARE ABR uses a new power predictor to predict the average power draw of the next video chunk of each candidate format. Its controller then filters out the formats whose predicted energy drain exceeds the energy budget adjusted for energy surplus or deficit so far and chooses the one that maximizes the QoE stated in Equation 1.

The proactive ENERGY-AWARE ABR system design faces two challenges: (1) how to predict the power consumption in fetching future video chunks of different candidate formats in the power predictor? (2) how to incorporate the energy constraint into the MPC algorithm in the ENERGY-AWARE ABR controller to facilitate maximizing the QoE for the future chunks? We start with discussing our solution to (2).

### 7.3 Energy-aware QoE Maximization

The basic design for incorporating the expected energy drain for the $N$ future intervals in Eqn. 4 is straight-forward. To exploit dynamic energy surplus/deficit, the ENERGY-AWARE ABR controller accumulates the energy surplus/deficit as in the reactive approach, which is then exploited by the QoE maximization module to maximize the QoE of future video chunks. We explore three design options for incorporating energy surplus/deficit into the QoE maximization.

(1) **Look ahead 1 (LA(1)).** The strawman design is to ignore energy surplus/deficit, and choose among all the candidate chunk formats with which the predicted app power draw in the next interval will not exceed the average power budget $P_b$, the one that maximizes the total QoE for the horizon (e.g., 5 intervals). Such a design can be conservative in terms of QoE from not exploiting potential energy drain surplus accumulated in the past intervals when the network bandwidth fluctuates up and down.

(2) **Look ahead 1 and look back (LA(1)+LB).** Design option 2 extends LA(1) by exploiting the amount of energy surplus/deficit during past intervals. In selecting the video format for the new video chunk to fetch, the controller increases the energy budget for the next interval to $P_b \cdot \delta t + E_s$ (energy surplus/deficit). However, such a design may sacrifice video smoothness, as the energy surplus from past intervals may be large and allow some high quality chunk to be fetched in the next interval, followed by video chunks that go back to some low format.

(3) **Look ahead $N$ and look back (LA(N)+LB).** To overcome the potential smoothness problem of LA(1)+LB, we extend it by allowing the energy surplus/deficit and the $N$-chunk energy budget to be spread over the next $N$ chunks. Since the basic MPC already looks ahead $N$ chunks in pick-
ing the next chunk $k$ to optimize the total QoE for them, allowing spreading the energy surplus over the $N$ chunks can be easily incorporated in the modified MPC. In particular, Algorithm 2 adds the total energy $N \cdot P_k \cdot \delta t + E_s$ as the total energy constraint to the dynamic programming which will search among all possible ways to spread the energy surplus among the $N$ intervals to find the one that gives the maximal total QoE for the $N$ intervals. As in the basic MPC, optimizing the total QoE for the next $N$ intervals will take smoothness in the next $N$ chunks into consideration.

7.4 Function-wise Power Prediction

We next describe a practical and accurate function-wise power prediction methodology for use with any proactive energy-aware ABR adaptation such as Energy-aware ABR.

7.4.1 Why Function-wise Power Prediction?

The obvious choice of using traditional component-wise power models for mobile devices which have been well studied [22, 23, 26, 29, 44, 64, 70, 75, 81, 87, 91] does not work. Such a model derives the correlation between the utilization of each phone component in each of its power states, e.g., utilization and operating frequency, and the resulting power draw using carefully designed microbenchmarks. To use such a model, the hardware component usage is logged during app execution and afterwards fed into the power model as input to estimate the component-wise power draw that happened during the app execution. Thus such traditional power models are postmortem; they are suitable for post-processing, e.g., monitoring the actual energy drain of a past interval (or calculating the energy surplus/deficit) in reactive or proactive energy-aware app adaptation, but not for predicting the app energy drain in future intervals.

The other design choice is to treat the video streaming app as a black-box and measure and tabulate its average power draw offline when streaming all possible video bitrates under all possible network bandwidth. However, this is not practical as there are potentially infinite number of such combinations. More importantly, such an approach cannot easily model the power draw of asynchronous component behavior discussed below where different phone components, e.g., the decoder and the network interface, can be processing different video chunks (of different bitrates) in a time interval, due to the playback buffer delay effect explained below.

Asynchronous Component Behavior. To illustrate the asynchronous component power behavior in video streaming, we profile the component power draw in an 360° video streaming session.

Our experimental setup is the same as in §2 except two differences for enabling power profiling of phone components. First, we build our own ABR server for 360° video streaming with Robust MPC [85] as the default ABR algorithm, and implement our own mobile client using ExoPlayer [3]. Second, we derive the traditional component-wise power model for our experimental phone, Pixel 2, by running microbenchmarks and measuring the phone power draw using an external high-resolution Monsoon power monitor.

Figure 5 shows the profiling result. We see that the network bandwidth went through five stages: high (the H stage), high transitioning to low (the H-L stage), low (the L stage), low transitioning to high (the L-H stage), and finally high again. Figure 5a shows that the network bandwidth change causes the chunk format selected to change almost immediately, e.g., from format 5 during the H stage dropping to format 1 during the H-L stage. However, Figure 5b shows that there is a lag of the total power draw change in following the network bandwidth change, mostly notably at 25-40s and 130-150s. To understand this lag, we zoom into the per-component power draw timeline.

The lag cannot be explained by the CPU and GPU power, both staying almost constant during the session (not shown due to page limit) regardless of the chunk format because of their constant load. The lag also cannot be explained by the network interface (NIC) power which, as shown in Figure 5c, is directly affected by the chunk format and closely follows the format change, e.g., during the H stage and the L stage. In the L-H stage, the NIC power first goes up due to chunk size increase but then goes down as it spends an increasing fraction of the 2-second interval in the idle state as the network bandwidth goes up sharply.

Finally, Figure 5d shows that although in general the hardware decoder power in the H stage is higher than in the L stage because the chunk format and hence decoding load are higher in the H stage, the change of the decoder power
shows a prominent delay behind the network bandwidth change, e.g., when the network bandwidth drops sharply around 24-40s and increases sharply around 130-150s. This explains the lag of the total power draw curve behind the network bandwidth curve. This happens due to the buffer delay effect which results in asynchronous power behavior of phone components: while the NIC is downloading the next chunk (e.g., in a low format), the decoder decodes the video chunk at the head of the playback buffer (e.g., in a high format) which was downloaded several intervals ago. The extent of the delay depends on the occupancy of the client buffer as well as network throughput.

### 7.4.2 Function-wise Power Prediction

The above asynchronous hardware component power behavior suggests that if we cluster the hardware components according to the common video chunk they process at each time interval, the components within each cluster will have synchronous power behavior, i.e., which only depends on the properties of the chunk they process, and such power behavior can be modeled using a power predictor that only uses chunk properties as input. Semantically, each cluster typically corresponds to a high-level app function. We thus propose function-wise power prediction that models the power draw of each high-level app function.

In 360° video streaming, there are two primary tasks: (1) video decoding and displaying which employs the CPU, GPU, hardware decoder, screen and game rotation vector sensor to process the same chunk in each time interval; (2) network transmission for fetching video chunks which involves the CPU and the network interface to process the same chunk (which is different from in task 1) in each interval. In function-wise power prediction, we build the power predictors for these two functions separately.

For the video decoding and displaying function, we make a key observation that the primary hardware components involved are the GPU and hardware decoder, and their power only depend on video properties such as resolution and frame rate but barely depend on video content (based on our measurements). Thus we should be able to develop a power prediction model using these video properties as input. We model the display power separately as a function of the brightness. In particular, we measure the total power draw in playing pre-downloaded 360° videos with the same six quality settings as in §2 using the Monsoon power monitor. In offline processing, the video decoding and displaying function power draw is modeled as a piecewise linear function,

$$ P_{\text{id}}(b, res, f ps) = \begin{cases} P(b, res, f ps) & \text{if } \gamma < \text{base} \\ P_{\text{base}} + \gamma \times P_{\text{net}} & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} $$

where $P_{\text{net}}$ is the throughput of fetching the video chunk and $P_{\text{base}}$ and $P_{\text{net}}$ are derived from linear regression.

### 8 Adaptation Smoothing

The baseline reactive adaptation Algorithm 1 can result in significant oscillation in selecting the next chunk format, e.g., under high network bandwidth which allows some high format that exceeds the power budget, followed by switching to some low format to compensate for temporary energy deficit (see Figure 3). A proactive adaptation algorithm like Algorithm 2 will not pick arbitrarily high format due to the fixed per-interval energy budget, but exploiting energy surplus from past low-bandwidth intervals can also result in the controller picking some high format transiently since it can only look ahead $N$ chunks. In both cases, the sudden change in format can reduce the smoothness component of the QoE over time (e.g., beyond the $N$ chunk horizon).

To mitigate this potential effect, we propose a smoothing step that can be applied to both reactive and proactive algorithms: it imposes an incremental increase when the chosen format for the next chunk is much higher than the previous one, as shown in Algorithm 3. Note we cannot impose an incremental decrease when newly chosen format is much lower than the previous one, since such a choice is limited by the network bandwidth.

---

*We did not use possibly more accurate, content-aware OLED power models [25, 28] as OLED display only draws a small amount of energy (§2).

*The hardware decoder power draw behaves as a step function of the resolution and FPS.

---

**Algorithm 3: Smoothing in Energy-aware ABR**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Selected format $FS_{k-1}$ for interval $k - 1$; Format $F_k$ for next interval $k$ selected by reactive or proactive energy-aware ABR;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Output</td>
<td>Final format $FS_k$ for next interval $k$ if $F_k &gt; FS_{k-1}$ then $FS_k = FS_{k-1} + 1$; else $FS_k = F_k$;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the network transmission function, we develop a linear model that models the power draw as a function of the downlink throughput and chunk size. We experimentally found that running network microbenchmarks does not capture well the share of CPU usage due to downloading when the whole streaming app is running. Instead, we directly stream 360° videos over the Internet, while logging the inputs to both function-wise prediction models, i.e., application events for each 2-second video chunk, including three video properties (resolution, frame rate, and size), start and end time of network transmission, and start and end time of decoding and displaying. We measure the total phone power draw using the power monitor, and then subtract from it the power consumed by the video decoding and displaying function (estimated using its power prediction model built above) as the power for the network transmission function. Finally, the network transmission function power draw is modeled as $P_{\text{net}} = P_{\text{net, base}} \times \gamma + P_{\text{net, base}}$, where $\gamma$ is the throughput of fetching the video chunk and $P_{\text{net, base}}$ and $P_{\text{net, base}}$ are derived from linear regression.
9 Implementation

We implemented the energy-aware ABR server on top of Puffer, an open-sourced platform for video streaming [11] in about 1800 lines of C++ code, and built a simple energy-aware ABR client that enables 360° video streaming on top of Exoplayer [3] by adding 1.2 KLOC in Java. To save energy on mobile client devices, we implemented both reactive and proactive energy-aware ABR on the server side (following [11]). For convenience, we used function-wise power prediction to implement the energy profiler module (using actual throughput) in both types of adaptation schemes and the power predictor module (using predicted throughput) in proactive schemes.

In proactive schemes, the energy-aware ABR client checks its buffer occupancy every 0.25 seconds. If it is below the buffer threshold, it reports the current buffer occupancy back to the server. The server then runs the energy-aware ABR algorithm to predict the format for the next video chunk, and transmits the video chunk with the selected format to the client. We choose the buffer threshold of 7 seconds based on the observation (using the Youtube built-in tool stats-for-ners [14]) that the Youtube mobile app on the Pixel 2 phone, when streaming 4K 360° videos, requests for the next video chunk when the client-side buffer size is below 7 seconds.

10 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the end-to-end performance of reactive and proactive energy-aware ABR streaming players for 360° videos. Our evaluation seeks to answer the following questions: (1) How effective is incorporating energy surplus/deficit in proactive app adaptation? (2) How much does proactive energy-aware adaptation mitigate oscillation and improve QoE compared to reactive approaches? (3) How effective is adaptation smoothing?

10.1 Experimental Setup

We evaluate energy-aware ABR performance by streaming videos from a media server to a mobile client, while varying the network condition using network traces from two datasets, YTrace and FCC. We collected YTrace by logging the 2-second average throughput of real users watching 360° videos on YouTube on mobile devices over around 43200 seconds. FCC [4] is a broadband dataset that has been used in many recent ABR work [15, 59]. Figure 6 shows the distribution of the network throughput of the traces in the two datasets; the average throughput across the traces in the two datasets are 22.89 Mbps and 3.24 Mbps, respectively.

To compare the performance of different energy-aware ABR designs under the same network condition, we use the Linux tc tool to throttle the throughput along with an 80ms RTT between the server and the client. The video hosting server runs on an Intel i5 2.5GHz processor and runs Ubuntu 18.04. The mobile client streams videos over 802.11n on the Pixel 2/Moto Z3 phones which are connected to a Monsoon power monitor to measure the total phone power draw as the ground truth. Each streaming session lasts for 5 minutes.

The 360° videos chosen from YouTube are characterized into the same three groups as in §2. Each video is segmented into 2-second chunks and encoded into the same six quality settings as in §2. We calculate each encoded video chunk’s SSIM [77] relative to the canonical source as the quality Qk of the chunk used in the QoE function (Eqn. 1). As the default QoE function, we use the weights λ = 5, μ = 20. We also run sensitivity experiments that vary the QoE weights.

We evaluate various streaming approaches under two average power budgets selected as follows. We first stream the 360° videos with the default ABR algorithm without any power constraint, and measure the average power draw of each streaming session and the per-interval average power draw within the same streaming session. Then, for each network trace, we select the 20th-percentile per-interval average power draw as its low power budget and the average power draw over the streaming session as its high power budget in all our experiments. Figure 7 shows the distribution of the...
two power budgets chosen this way; they vary across the traces of the two data sets. We choose the high power budget in this way to assess the potential penalty of being energy-aware by calculating the performance difference between ENERGY-AWARE ABR and the default ABR.

10.2 Accuracy of Function-wise Power Modeling
We first evaluate the training accuracy of function-wise power modeling for the two functions separately. To train the model for the video decoding and displaying function, we randomly select one video from every video group and play it locally on the Pixel 2 and Moto Z3 phones, respectively. To train the model for the network transmission function, we randomly select 10% network traces from each network dataset and we stream one 360° video for 1.2 hours in total. Figure 8 shows that the average error rate of per-interval power draw in training for the two functions are 4.21% and 1.16% on Pixel 2 and 6.11% and 1.65% on Moto Z3, respectively.

We next validate our power model by comparing the estimated average per-interval power consumption of 360° video streaming against the power monitor readings over 50% of the remaining network traces. Figure 9 shows that function-wise power predictor achieves mean estimation accuracy of 4.87% and 5.86% in estimating the per-interval average power consumption on Pixel 2 and Moto Z3 phones, respectively.

10.3 Proactive Energy-aware ABR
We first evaluate the three designs of proactive ENERGY-AWARE ABR. We focus on Pixel 2; the results for Moto Z3 are very similar and are omitted due to page limit.

Power consumption. Figure 10a shows that for the low power budget, all three proactive designs consume less power than the power budget. The average power consumption for LA(1)+LB and LA(N)+LB are only 4.09% and 4.80% below the given power budget, respectively, suggesting both designs efficiently exploit the energy saved during past intervals in downloading future video chunks; the small gap to the given power budget comes from discretized chunk formats. In contrast, LA(1) significantly under-utilizes the power budget by 12.20% on average, from not exploiting energy surplus accumulated from low network bandwidth intervals.

Figure 10b shows that for the high power budget, the trend is similar; LA(1)+LB and LA(N)+LB only under-utilize the power budget by 5.65% and 6.58%, while LA(1) under-utilizes by 15.39%. The larger gaps compared to the low power budget scenario are because all schemes are juggling among higher chunk formats due to the high power budget, which have larger discretization effects of video encoding.

User experience. We next compare the user experience of the three designs under the two power budgets. Figure 11a shows that for the low power budget, LA(N)+LB achieves the highest average QoE of 6.61, compared with 4.75 for LA(1) and 4.83 for LA(1)+LB.

To understand how different designs affect the QoE for the low power budget, we break down QoE into its three components: video quality, smoothness and rebuffering (Eqn. 1). (1)
We next evaluate the benefits of proactive energy-aware app adaptation by comparing reactive and proactive ENERGY-AWARE ABR, with and without adaptation smoothing, under the low power budget, on Pixel 2 and Moto Z3 phones.

**Power consumption.** Table 2 shows that all four designs satisfy the power budget with a small gap of 4.80%—3.40% below it on Pixel 2 and 1.73%—0.42% on Moto Z3. The small gap can be explained by the small discretization effects among the low chunk formats selected in the low budget scenario.

**User experience.** Table 2 shows when the power budget is lower than the default app energy power draw, proactive energy-aware app adaptation shows significant benefits over reactive adaptation on both phones. We next elaborate on the results on Pixel 2. (1) Without smoothing, LA(N)+B achieves much higher (67.7%) mean QoE than RA, 6.74 over 4.02. As expected, the improvement mainly comes from significantly improved smoothness, 0.96 dB for LA(N)+B and 1.43 dB for RA. (2) Smoothing improves QoE for both reactive and proactive design, by 0.89 and 0.37, respectively, primarily from improved smoothness of 0.16 dB for RA and 0.06 dB for LA(N)+B. (3) With smoothing, LA(N)+B+Smoothing achieves 44.8% higher mean QoE than RA+Smoothing, 7.11 over 4.91. The improvement mainly comes from significantly reduced quality switching (0.37 dB reduction) and significantly lower rebuffering ratio (0.12% reduction) and to a small extent the 0.26 dB higher quality. Table 2 also shows LA(N)+B+Smoothing achieves 19.2% higher mean QoE than RA+Smoothing, 6.39 over 5.36, on Moto Z3.

**Case study.** Figure 13 shows a case study on Pixel 2 to explain how proactive designs reduce format oscillation compared to reactive designs. The streaming session was under the low power budget, and the network bandwidth went through 3 stages: high (H), high-to-low (H-L), and low (L).

The comparison at the H stage shows that proactive designs can reduce the oscillation when the network bandwidth is high. RA adjusts the format without knowing how much to adapt, which leads to frequent format oscillation to correct energy drain deviation as seen around 20-30s, 50-70s, 80-100s. Instead of aggressively increasing the format when there is no energy deficit, RA+Smoothing increases the format by 1 at each step at around 30-50s and 70-90s. In contrast, LA(N)+B with and without smoothing do not rapidly go up and down all formats and stay in each format longer, from incorporating the power budget in selecting chunk formats. While LA(N)+LB occasionally jumps formats, e.g., to format 5 from format 3 around 60-70s and 105-115s, LA(N)+LB+Smoothing
further improves smoothness by gradually increasing the format when there is energy surplus, e.g., from format 3 to format 4 around 60-70s and 90-100s.

10.5 Sensitivity Analysis

Throughput prediction accuracy. To study the impact of network throughput prediction error on QoE, we evaluate reactive and proactive designs with smoothing under the low power budget by modeling the throughput prediction as a combination of the ground truth throughput with random noise according to the given average error level. Figure 14a shows that the throughput prediction error influences both reactive and proactive approaches, but the gaps remain similar. In particular, LA(N)+LB+S performs better than RA+S by 41.0%–96.6% for the low power budget on Pixel 2.

User QoE preference. We compare QoE of RA+S and LA(N)+LB+S under 5 different QoE weights for smoothness, {1, 3, 5, 7, 9}, while keeping the weights for quality and rebuffering at 1 and 20, respectively. Figure 14b shows that as users put more penalty weight of smoothness, the difference between QoE of LA(N)+LB+S and RA+S increases from 0.68 (1.07X) to 3.69 (19.4X) for the low power budget on Pixel 2.

11 Discussion

Multiple apps competing for the energy budget. In this paper, we focused on energy-aware adaptation of a single app, e.g., one that dominates the phone energy drain in a four-hour plane ride. In practice, the user may be switching among multiple apps, and there could be unexpected background apps that also drain energy from the total energy budget. In the first case, the integrated proactive app adaptation can be applied to each app while it is running, e.g., constrained by the average power budget for the plane ride. If several apps run concurrently, e.g., some in background and some in foreground, the user can potentially provide input on how the total energy/power budget should be split among the apps. Alternatively, a global energy-aware controller could be developed, e.g., in the OS, to jointly optimize the QoE of concurrently running apps while satisfying the total energy/power budget.

Leveraging hysteresis in proactive adaptation. Reactive adaptation (e.g., [31]) mitigates the oscillation problem by leveraging hysteresis, i.e., imposing a threshold that the energy surplus/deficit must exceed in order to trigger fidelity adaptation (§6). In contrast, our proactive adaptation design, LA(N)+LB, already alleviates oscillation by allowing the energy surplus/deficit and the N-chunk energy budget to be spread over the next N chunks in maximizing the QoE. Incorporating hysteresis into proactive adaptation designs, e.g., leveraging the energy surplus/deficit (while looking ahead N chunks) only when exceeding some threshold, may result in further smoothness but also lower video quality because of its conservativeness.

12 Related Work

We already discussed previous work on reactive energy-aware app adaptation in §3. Below, we discuss related work on normal and 360° video streaming.

Energy measurements and optimization of video streaming. Many works [41, 79, 89] measure the energy consumption of commercial regular video streaming services in WiFi and LTE networks. Recent studies focus on power measurement of 360° video streaming [48, 87]. Many works [16, 20, 24, 27, 35, 40, 43, 53, 55, 56, 58, 60, 78, 90] propose techniques to minimize energy drain for video streaming via bandwidth control, packet scheduling, screen brightness scaling, etc. RnB [84] studies the problem of jointly adapting video bitrate and display brightness to reduce energy consumption while maintaining a quality goal. These works are orthogonal to our work; they focus on energy drain measurement or optimization, while our work focuses on energy-aware adaptation, i.e., how to maximize QoE while satisfying user-configurable power constraint.

360° video streaming. Many works study supporting 360° video streaming on head-mounted displays or commodity phones. Several works [18, 50] propose to pre-cache panoramic frames to provide the clients the freedom of changing orientation during playback. Other works [39, 42, 65, 69, 80, 93] exploit different projection and tile-based or viewport-based video encoding schemes to save network bandwidth. They perform network-aware adaptation rather than energy-aware adaptation. We did not evaluate viewport-based 360° video streaming because commercial video streaming like Youtube does not use it and viewport prediction in the 2-second scale has been shown to be inaccurate; the median longitude error is about 20 degrees [82].

13 Conclusion

In this paper, using 360° video streaming as a case study, we showed that proactive energy-aware app adaptation that integrates the user-specified energy drain budget into the QoE optimizer of modern apps can significantly reduce app fidelity oscillation and improve the app QoE over traditional reactive energy-aware app adaptation. We believe that proactive energy-aware app adaptation is rather general and as future work, we will validate its applicability and effectiveness for other power-hungry modern apps with built-in adaptation logic such as the class of mobile apps that adaptively offload computation to edge servers.
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Abstract

Low-cost cameras enable powerful analytics. An unexploited opportunity is that most captured videos remain “cold” without being queried. For efficiency, we advocate for these cameras to be \textit{zero streaming}: capturing videos to local storage and communicating with the cloud only when analytics is requested.

How to query zero-streaming cameras efficiently? Our response is a camera/cloud runtime system called DIVA. It addresses two key challenges: to best use limited camera resource during video capture; to rapidly explore massive videos during query execution. DIVA contributes two unconventional techniques. (1) When capturing videos, a camera builds sparse yet accurate landmark frames, from which it learns reliable knowledge for accelerating future queries. (2) When executing a query, a camera processes frames in multiple passes with increasingly more expensive operators. As such, DIVA presents and keeps refining inexact query results throughout the query’s execution. On diverse queries over 15 videos lasting 720 hours in total, DIVA runs at more than \(100 \times\) video realtime and outperforms competitive alternative designs. To our knowledge, DIVA is the first system for querying large videos stored on low-cost remote cameras.

1 Introduction

Cameras are pervasive: a survey of 61 organizations shows that from 2015 to 2018 their average number of cameras has increased by almost 70%, from 2,900 to 4,900 [6]. Insights of videos can be extracted by queries such as “get the daily peak pedestrian count in the past week” [36,67,82,101]. Four recent trends motivate our work.

\*Mengwei Xu and Tiantu Xu contributed equally to the paper.  
\*Work done during Mengwei Xu’s visit to Purdue University.

Figure 1: The design space of video analytics systems, showing this work and prior systems.

(1) Low-cost, wireless cameras grow fast As key complements to high-end cameras, low-cost cameras (<$40) are increasingly pervasive [17,18,34]. These cameras often have limited compute resources yet spacious storage. Being wireless, these cameras are meant to be installed by individuals or small businesses with ease just as other wireless sensors.

(2) Most videos are cold Users deploy cameras to knowingly capture excessive videos, expecting that most videos will never be queried [72]. This is because interesting events are often unforeseeable, e.g., car accidents; the need for examining such events emerges well after the fact. §2.1 presents a 6-month study of real-world camera deployment, where only <0.005% of captured videos are eventually queried.

(3) Transmitting cold videos wastes wireless bandwidth Cold videos should not compete with human users for network bandwidth. If streaming video in real-time, a single camera generates traffic at 0.2 MB/s–0.4 MB/s (720P@1–30 FPS); with multiple cameras on one network, their always-on streams easily consume most, if not all, bandwidth of consumer WiFi, which is 0.2 MB/s–3 MB/s (median: 0.99) in a recent global survey [9] and less than 1.5 MB/s in an academic study [47]. A dedicated network for cameras is expensive, as the network monetary cost will exceed the camera cost in several months [14].

(4) Camera storage can retain videos long enough A cheap
camera can already store videos for weeks or months. Such retention periods already satisfy many video scenarios [2, 10]. In fact, legal regulations often prevent retention longer than a few months, mandating video deletion for privacy [1, 7]. Existing measures can assure data security of on-camera videos. §2.3 will provide evidence in detail.

Zero streaming & its use cases How to analyze cold videos produced by numerous low-cost cameras? We advocate for a system model dubbed “zero streaming”. (1) Cameras continuously capture videos to their local storage without uploading any. (2) Only in response to a retrospective query, the cloud reaches out to the queried camera and coordinates with it to process the queried video. (3) While the video is being processed, the system presents users with inexact yet useful results; it continuously refines the results until query completion [50]. In this way, a user may explore videos through interactive queries, e.g., aborting an ongoing query based on inexact results and issuing a new query with revised parameters [45, 46]. Zero streaming has rich use cases, for example:

- To trace the cause of recent frequent congestion on a highway, a city planner queries cameras on nearby local roads, requesting car counts seen on these local roads.
- To understand how recent visitors impact bobcat activities, a ranger queries all the park’s cameras, requesting time ranges where the cameras capture bobcats.

Advantages Zero streaming suits resource-frugal cameras in large deployment. When capturing videos, cameras require no network or external compute resources. Only to process a query, the cameras require networks such as long-range wireless [35] and cloud resources such as GPU. Zero streaming adds a new point to the design space of video analytics shown in Figure 1. It facilitates retrospective, exploratory analytics, a key complement to real-time event detection and low-delay video retrieval [51, 55, 65, 99]. The latter demands higher compute or network resources per camera and hence suits fewer cameras around hot locations such as building entrances.

DIVA To support querying zero-streaming cameras, we present a camera/cloud runtime called DIVA. As shown in Figure 2, a camera captures video to local storage; it deletes videos after their maximum retention period. In response to a query, the camera works in conjunction with the cloud: the camera runs operators, implemented as lightweight neural nets (NNs), to rank or filter frames; the cloud runs full-fledged object detection to validate results uploaded from the camera. DIVA thus does not sacrifice query accuracy, ensuring it as high as that of object detection by the cloud.

The major challenges to DIVA are two. (1) During video capture: how should cameras best use limited resources for future queries? (2) To execute a query: how should the cloud and the camera orchestrate to deliver useful results rapidly? Existing techniques are inadequate. Recent systems pre-process (“index”) video frames as capturing them [51] and answer queries based on indexes only. Yet, as we will show in §8, low-cost cameras can hardly build quality indexes in real-time. Many systems process video frames in a streaming fashion [40, 42, 92, 97, 100], which however miss key opportunities in retrospective queries. To this end, DIVA has two unconventional designs.

- During video capture: building sparse but sure landmarks to distill long-term knowledge (Figure 2(a)) To optimize future queries, our key insight is that accurate knowledge on a sparse sample of frames is much more useful than inaccurate knowledge on all frames. This is opposite to existing designs that detect objects with low accuracy on all/most frames as capturing them [40, 51]. On a small sample of captured video frames dubbed landmarks, the camera runs generic, expensive object detection, e.g., YOLOv3 [77]. Constrained by camera hardware, landmarks are sparse in time, e.g., 1 in every 30 seconds; yet, with high-accuracy object labels, they provide reliable spatial distributions of various objects over long videos. High accuracy is crucial, as we will validate through evaluation (§8.3). DIVA optimizes queries with landmarks: it prioritizes processing of frame regions with object skewness learned from landmarks; it bootsraps operators with landmarks as training samples. Landmarks only capture a small fraction of object instances; those uncaptured do not affect correctness/accuracy (§4).

- To execute queries: multipass processing with online operator upgrade (Figure 2(b)) To process large videos, our key insight is to refine query results in multiple passes, each pass with a more expensive/accurate operator. Unlike prior systems processing all frames in one pass and delivering results in one shot [40, 58, 59], multipass processing produces useful results during query execution, enabling users to explore videos effectively. To do so, DIVA’s cloud trains operators with a wide spectrum of accuracies/costs. Throughout query execution, the cloud keeps pushing new operators to the camera, picking the next operator based on query progress, network conditions, and operator accuracy. The early operators quickly explore the frames for inexact answers while later operators slowly exploit for more exact answers.

On 720-hour videos in total from 15 different scenes, DIVA runs queries at more than 100× video realtime on average, with typical wireless conditions and low-cost hardware. DIVA returns results quickly: compared to executing a query to...
completion, DIVA takes one order of magnitude shorter time to return half of the result frames. Compared to competitive alternatives, DIVA speeds up queries by at least $4 \times$.

**Contributions** We have made the following contributions.

- Zero streaming, a new model for low-cost cameras to operate on frugal networks while answering video queries.
- Two novel techniques for querying zero-streaming cameras: optimizing queries with accurate knowledge from sparse frames; processing frames in multiple passes with operators continuously picked during a query.
- DIVA, a concrete implementation that runs queries at more than $100 \times$ realtime with uncompromised query accuracy. To our knowledge, DIVA is the first system designed for querying large videos stored on low-cost remote cameras.

**Ethical considerations** In this study: all visual data used is from the public domain; no information traceable to human individuals is collected or analyzed.

## 2 Motivations

### 2.1 Cold videos are already pervasive

**Case study: Cold videos in real-world deployment** We conduct an IRB-approved study examining existing camera deployment on PKU campus. Spanning 1 mi$^2$, the campus hosts tens of thousands of employees and operates more than 1,000 cameras. All captured videos are stored for a few months for retrospective queries before deletion. The camera deployment supports AI-based queries, e.g., object detection, not traceable to unique persons, and reviews by human analysts. We analyzed system logs spanning six continuous months: in over 3,000,000 hours of videos (5.4 PB) have been captured, only <0.005% video data from <2% cameras are queried.

**Why are most videos cold?** (1) Interesting video events are both unpredictable (thus the need for capturing excessive videos) and sparse (thus low chances for footage being queried). For example, severe traffic breakdown contributes to less than 5% of the time per day [89]; Foreign intelligence surveillance court only reviewed a tiny fraction of video for terrorism events [93]. (2) Analyzing videos is expensive: it still requires a GPU of a few thousand dollars for high-accuracy object detection over a video stream [59]. (3) In years to come, cheap cameras will produce more videos.

### 2.2 Target queries and their execution

We target ad-hoc queries [51, 59, 96, 100]. The query parameters, including object classes, video timespans, and expected accuracies, are specified at query time rather than video capture time. Such queries are known for flexibility.

**High-accuracy object detection is essential** Object detection is the core of ad-hoc queries [58]. Minor accuracy loss in object detection may result in substantial loss in query performance, as we will demonstrate in §8. While NNs significantly advance object detection, new models with higher accuracy demand much more compute. For instance, compared to YOLOv3 (2018) [77], CornerNet (2019) [64] improves Average Precision by 28% while being $5 \times$ more expensive.

**Low-cost cameras cannot answer queries without cloud** Cameras in real-world deployment are reported to be resource-constrained [65]. Low-cost cameras (<$40) have wimpy cores, e.g., Cortex-A9 cores for YI Home Camera [18] and MIPS32 cores for WyzeCam [17]; their DRAM is no more than a few GBs [15, 16]. In recent benchmarks, they run state-of-the-art object detection at 0.1 FPS [8, 66], incapable of keeping up with video capture at 1–30 FPS [51, 59]. NN accelerators still cannot run high-accuracy object detection fast enough at low enough monetary cost, e.g., Intel’s Movidius ($70) runs YOLOv3 at no faster than 0.5 FPS. In the foreseeable future, we expect that the resource gap between high-accuracy object detection and low-cost camera continues to exist.

### 2.3 A case for zero streaming

**Streaming cold videos wastes bandwidth** As discussed in §1, cameras are cheap while wireless spectrum is precious. Deploying streaming cameras on a shared network incurs poor experience [3, 11] and draws researcher attention [40, 100]. Dedicated networks are costly [14] and thus only suit a small number of cameras in critical locations. While wireless bandwidth grows, consumer demand grows even faster, e.g., 20× for VR/AR and 10× for gaming [5]. Cold video traffic should not contend with consumers for network bandwidth.

**Streaming optimizations cannot offset the waste** One may reduce FPS or resolution of streamed videos. Even if users tolerate the resultant lower query accuracy, the saved bandwidth is incomparable to the waste on overwhelmingly streamed cold videos, as we will experimentally show (§8). On-camera “early filters” [40, 42, 65] are still suboptimal when querying massive cold videos. (1) Without knowing query objects/parameters at video capture time, a camera may run a generic filter, e.g., discarding no-motion frames; it still streams substantial survival frames (e.g., consider a street-view camera). As stated above, most of these frames will remain cold and hence wasted. (2) The camera may run a large set of specific filters covering all possible query objects/parameters. Even if possible, this incurs a much higher compute cost to camera.

**Edge processing does not justify streaming** Cameras may stream to edge servers. Yet, streaming hundreds if not thousands of always-on, cold video streams, even if possible on certain wireless infrastructures, still wastes precious wireless spectrum at the edge [69]. Furthermore, deploying and managing video edge servers can be challenging and costly in
Cameras can retain videos long enough Table 1 shows the price of μSD cards has been dropped by \(2.6 \times 5.4\) \(\times\) in the past few years. Cameras can retain videos for several weeks and for several months soon. Such a retention period is already adequate for most retrospective query scenarios, where videos are retained from a few weeks to a few months based on best practice and legal regulations [1, 2, 7, 10]. For privacy, many regulations prohibit video retention longer than a few months and mandate deletion afterwards [1, 7].

Our model & design scope To harness cold videos, we advocate for zero streaming. We focus on cold videos being queried for the first time and querying individual cameras. We intend our design to form the basis of future enhancement and extension, e.g., resource scheduling for multiple queries/users/tenants [40], caching for repetitive queries [95], exploiting past queries for refinement [41], and exploiting cross-camera topology [54]. We address limited compute resource on cameras [15] and limited network bandwidth [47]. We do not consider the cloud as a limiting factor, assuming it runs fast enough to process frames uploaded from cameras.

3 The DIVA Overview

Query types Concerning a specific camera, an ad-hoc query \((T, C)\) covers a video timespan \(T\), typically hours or days, and an object class \(C\) as detectable by modern NNs, e.g., any of the 80 classes of YOLOv3 [77]. As summarized in Table 2, DIVA supports three query types: Retrieval, e.g., “retrieve all images that contain buses from yesterday”; Tagging, e.g., “return all time ranges when any deer shows up in the past week”, in which the time ranges are returned as metadata but not images; Counting, e.g., “return the maximum number of cars that ever appear in any frame today”.

System components DIVA spans a camera and the cloud. Between them, the network connection is only provisioned at query time. To execute a query, a camera runs lightweight NNs, or operators, to filter or rank the queried frames for upload. On the uploaded frames, the cloud runs generic, high-accuracy object detection and materializes query results. Table 2 summarizes executions for different queries:

- The camera executes rankers for Retrieval and max Count queries. A ranker scores frames; a higher score suggests that a frame is more likely to contain any object of interest (for Retrieval) or a large count of such objects (for max Count).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Yr. 2017</th>
<th>Yr. 2020</th>
<th>720p@30FPS</th>
<th>720p@1FPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>128GB</td>
<td>$45</td>
<td>$17</td>
<td>~11 days</td>
<td>~3 weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256GB</td>
<td>$150</td>
<td>$28</td>
<td>~3 weeks</td>
<td>~6 weeks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Cheap μSD cards on cameras retain long videos for humans to review [4] or for machines to analyze [51].

- The camera executes filters for Tagging queries. A filter scores frames; it resolves any frame scored below/above two pre-defined thresholds as negative/positive, and deems other frames as unresolved. For each resolved frame, the camera uploads a positive/negative tag: the camera either uploads unresolved frames for the cloud to decide or defer them to more accurate filters on camera in subsequent passes.

Query execution Upon receiving a query, the cloud retrieves all landmarks in queried video as low-resolution thumbnails, e.g., 100×100, with object labels and bounding boxes (Figure 3). The cloud uses landmarks: (1) to estimate object spatial distribution, e.g., “90% queried objects appear in a 100×100 region on the top-right”, which is crucial to query optimization (§4); (2) as the initial training samples for bootstrapping a family of camera operators (2). The camera filters/ranks frames and uploads the ranked or surviving frames (3). The cloud processes the uploaded frames and emits results, e.g., positive frames. It trains operators for higher accuracy (4). Observing resource conditions and positive ratios in uploaded frames, the cloud upgrades the operator on camera (5). With the upgraded operator, the camera continues to process remaining frames (6). Step (4)–(6) repeat until query abort or completion. Throughout the query, the cloud keeps refining the results presented to the user (7).

Notable designs (1) The camera processes frames in multiple passes, one operator in each pass. (2) The camera processes and uploads frames asynchronously. For instance, when the camera finishes ranking 100 out of total 1,000 frames, it may have uploaded the top 50 of the 100 ranked frames. This is opposed to common ranking which holds off frame upload until all the frames are ranked [38, 53, 61]. (3) The processing/upload asynchrony facilitates video exploration: it amortizes query delay over many installments of results; it pipelines query execution with user thinking [45]. Table 2 summarizes a user’s view of query results and the performance metrics. While such online query processing has been known [43, 71], we are the first applying it to visual data.

Limitations DIVA is not designed for several cases and may underperform: querying very short video ranges, e.g., minutes, for which simply uploading all queried frames may suffice without operators; querying non-stationary cameras for which landmarks may not yield accurate object distribution. DIVA is vulnerable to loss of video data in case of camera stor-
Table 2: A summary of supported queries. \( T \) is the queried video timespan; \( C \) is the queried object class

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type &amp; Semantics</th>
<th>Execution</th>
<th>User’s view of query results</th>
<th>Performance Metrics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Retrieval. Get positive video frames (i.e., containing ( C )) within ( T )</td>
<td>Camera: multipass ranking of frames; Cloud: object detection for identifying true positives</td>
<td>• Positive frames being uploaded; • Estimated % of positives retrieved</td>
<td>The rate of the user receiving positive frames</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tagging. Get time ranges from ( T ) that contain ( C )</td>
<td>Camera: multipass filtering of frames; Uploaded: unresolved frames; Tags of resolved frames; Cloud: object detection to tag unresolved frames</td>
<td>• A video timeline with pos/neg ranges; • Tagging resolution, i.e., 1 in every ( N ) adjacent frames tagged</td>
<td>The refining rate of tagging resolution seen by the user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counting. Get max/mean/median count of ( C ) across all frames in ( T )</td>
<td>Camera: multipass ranking (max) or random sampling (mean/median) of frames; Uploaded: ranked or sampled frames; Cloud: object detection to count objects</td>
<td>• Running counts that converge to ground truth; • % of frames processed; • Estimated time to complete the query</td>
<td>The rate of running counts converging to ground truth</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Class spatial skews in videos. In (a) Banff: 80% and 100% of cars appear in regions that are only 19% and 57% of the whole frame, respectively.

Figure 5: Class spatial distribution can be estimated from sparse frames sampled over long video footage. Among the three heatmaps: while sparse sampling over short footage (left) significantly differs from dense sampling of long footage (right), sparse sampling of long footage (middle) is almost equivalent to the right. Video: Tucson (see Table 4).

4 Landmark Design

Surveillance cameras have a unique opportunity: to learn object class distribution from weeks of videos. We focus on spatial skews: objects of a given class are likely to concentrate on certain small regions on video frames. In examples of Figure 4(a)-(b), most cars appear near a stop sign; most persons appear in a shop’s aisle. Such long-term skews are rarely tapped in prior computer vision work, which mostly focused on minute-long videos \([52, 54, 78, 81, 102]\). Compared to recent work that improved classifier performance by cropping video frames \([40]\), DIVA takes a step further by automatically learning spatial skews from sparse frames with resource efficiency.

The design is backed up by three key observations. (1) One object class may exhibit different skews in different videos (Figure 4(a)-(c)); different classes may exhibit different skews in the same video (Figure 4(c)). (2) The skews are pervasive: surveillance cameras cover long time spans and a wide field of view, where objects are small; in the view, objects are subject to social constraints, e.g., buses stop at traffic lights, or physical constraints, e.g., humans appear on the floor. (3) The skews can be learned through sparse frame samples, as exemplified by Figure 5.

To exploit such an opportunity, DIVA makes the following design choices. High-accuracy object detection: at capture time, the camera runs an object detector with the highest accuracy as allowed by the camera’s hardware, mostly memory capacity. This is because camera operators crucially depend on the correctness of landmarks, i.e., the object labels and bounding boxes. We will validate this experimentally (§8.3). Sparse sampling at regular intervals: to accommodate slow object detection on cameras, the camera creates landmarks at long intervals, e.g., 1 in every 30 seconds in our prototype (§8). Sparse sampling is proven valid for estimating statistics of low-frequency signals \([37]\), e.g., object occurrence in videos in our case. We will validate this (§8.3); without assuming a priori of object distribution, regular sampling ensures unbiased estimation of the distribution \([79]\). Given a priori, cameras may sample at corresponding random intervals for unbiased estimation.

Key idea: exploiting spatial skews for performance The cloud learns the object class distribution from landmarks of the queried video timespan. It generates a heatmap for spatial distribution (Figure 4). Based on the heatmap, the cloud produces camera operators consuming frame regions of different locations and sizes. Take Figure 4(a) as an example: a filter may consume bottom halves of all frames and accordingly filter frames with no cars; for Figure 4(b), a ranker may consume a smaller bounding box where 80% persons appear and rank frames based on their likelihood of containing more persons. Figure 6 shows that, by zooming into smaller regions, operators run faster and deliver higher accuracy. By varying input region locations/sizes, DIVA produces a set of operators with diverse costs/accuracies. By controlling the execution order of operators, DIVA processes “popular” frame regions prior to “unpopular” regions. DIVA never omits any region when it executes a query to completion to guarantee correctness.

What happens to instances uncaptured by landmarks?
The three factors interplay as follows.

1. **Pending workloads**: the difficulty of the frames to be processed, i.e., how likely will the frame be mis-filtered or mis-ranked on camera.
2. **Camera operators**: cheaper operators spend less time on each frame but are more likely to mis-filter/mis-rank frames, especially difficult frames. This is shown in Figure 6.
3. **Network condition**: the available uplink bandwidth.

The three factors interplay as follows.

- **Queries executed with on-camera rankers**: A camera ranks and uploads frames asynchronously (§3). The key is to maximize the rate of true positive frames arriving at the cloud, for which the system must balance ranking speed/accuracy with uplink bandwidth. (1) When the camera runs a cheaper ranker, it ranks frames at a much higher rate than uploading the frames; as a result, the cloud receives frames hastily selected from a wide video timespan. (2) When the camera runs an expensive ranker, the cloud receives frames selected deliberately from a narrow timespan. (3) The camera should never run rankers slower than upload, which is as bad as uploading unranked frames.

As an example, $E_{\text{CHEAP}}$ and $E_{\text{EXP}}$ on the top of Figure 7 compare two possible executions of the same query, running cheap/expensive rankers respectively. Shortly after the query starts (1), $E_{\text{CHEAP}}$ swiftly explores more frames on camera; it outperforms $E_{\text{EXP}}$ by discovering and returning more true positive frames. As both executions proceed to harder frames (2), $E_{\text{CHEAP}}$ makes more mistakes in ranking; it uploads an increasingly large ratio of negatives which wastes the execution time. By contrast, $E_{\text{EXP}}$ ranks frames slower yet with much fewer mistakes, hence uploading fewer negatives. It eventually returns all positives earlier than $E_{\text{CHEAP}}$ (3).

The microbenchmark in Figure 8(a) offers quantitative evidence. $E_1$ spends less time (0.7×) in returning the first 90% positives, but more time (1.7×) in returning 99% positives. Furthermore, lower upload bandwidth favors a more expensive ranker, as the uploaded frames would contain a higher ratio of positives, better utilizing the precious bandwidth.

- **Queries executed with on-camera filters**: The key is to maximize the rate of resolving frames on camera. Cheap filters excel on easy frames, resolving these frames fast with confidence. They are incapable on difficult frames, wasting time on attempting frames without much success in resolving. They would underperform expensive filters that spend more time per frame yet being able to resolve more frames.

The benchmark in Figure 8(b) shows two executions with cheap/expensive filters. Early in the query, $E_1$ makes faster progress as the camera quickly resolves 50% of the frames (4× less time than $E_2$). Later in the execution, $E_1$ lags behind as the camera cannot resolve the remaining frames and must
upload them. By contrast, E2 resolves 82% of frames on camera and only uploads the remaining 18%. As a result, E2 takes $1.3 \times$ less time in completing 90% and 99% of the query.

**Summary & implications** It is crucial for DIVA to pick operators with optimal cost/accuracy at query time. The choice not only varies across queries but also varies throughout a query’s execution: easy frames are processed early, leaving increasingly difficult frames that call for more expensive operators. DIVA should monitor pending frame difficulty and network bandwidth and upgrade operators accordingly.

### 5.2 Multipass, multi-operator execution

DIVA manages operators with the following techniques. (1) A camera processes frames iteratively with multiple operators. (2) The cloud progressively updates operators on camera, from cheaper ones to more expensive ones, as the direction shown in Figure 6. In picking operators, the cloud dynamically adapts operator speed to frame upload speed. (3) The cloud uses frames received in early execution stages to train operators for later stages; as the latter operators are more expensive, they require more training samples.

- **Multipass ranking** This is exemplified by the bottom execution in Figure 7. The camera first runs a cheap ranker, moving positives towards the front of the upload queue (4). Subsequently, the camera runs an expensive ranker, continuously reordering unsent frames in a smaller scope (5). Throughout the query, the camera first quickly uploads easy frames that are quickly ranked and slows down to vet difficult frames with expensive/accurate ranking. Notably, the cheaper ranker roughly prioritizes the frames as input for the expensive ranker, ensuring the efficacy of the expensive ranker. In actual query executions, a camera switches among 4–8 operators (§8).

- **Multipass filtering** The camera sifts undecided, unsent frames in multiple passes, each with a more expensive filter over a sample of the remaining frames. Throughout one query, early, cheaper filters quickly filter easier frames, leaving more difficult frames for subsequent filters to resolve.

### 6 Query Execution Planning

DIVA plans a concrete query execution by (1) the camera’s policy for selecting frames to process; (2) the cloud’s policy for upgrading on-camera operators. We now discuss them.

#### 6.1 Executing Retrieval queries

**Policy for selecting frames** To execute the initial operator, the camera prioritizes fixed-length video spans (e.g., 1 hour) likely rich in positive frames, estimated based on landmark frames. In executing subsequent operators, the camera processes frames in their existing ranking as decided by earlier operators, as described in §5. The camera gives opportunities to frames never ranked by prior operators, interleaving their processing with ranked frames with mediocre scores (0.5).

**Policy for operator upgrade** As discussed in §3, DIVA switches from cheap operators to expensive ones, and matches operator speed to frame upload rate. To capture an operator $op$’s relative speed to upload, it uses one simple metric: the ratio between the two speeds, i.e., $f_{op} = \frac{FPS_{up}}{FPS_{net}}$. Operators with higher $f_{op}$ tend to rapidly explore frames while others tend to exploit slowly. The operator speed $FPS_{up}$ is profiled offline. (1) **Selecting the initial operator** In general, DIVA should fully utilize the upload bandwidth with positive frames. As positive frames are scattered in the queried video initially, the camera should explore all frames sufficiently fast. Otherwise, it would either starve the uplink or knowingly upload negative frames. Based on this idea, the cloud picks the most accurate operator from the ones that are fast enough, i.e., $f_{op} > R_{pos}$, where $R_{pos}$ is the ratio of positives in the queried video, estimated from landmarks. (2) **When to upgrade: current operator losing its vigor** The cloud upgrades operators either when the current operator finishes processing all frames, or the cloud observes a continuous quality decline in recently uploaded frames, an indicator of the current operator’s incapability. To decide the latter, DIVA employs a rule: the positive ratio in recently uploaded frames is $k \times$ (default: 5) lower than the frames uploaded at the beginning; (3) **Selecting the next operator: slow down exponentially** Since the initial operator promotes many positives towards the front of the upload queue, subsequent operators, scanning from the queue front, likely operate on a larger fraction of positives. Accordingly, the cloud picks the most accurate operator among much slower ones, s.t. $f_{op(i+1)} > \alpha \times f_{op(i)}$, where $\alpha$ controls speed decay in subsequent operators. A larger $\alpha$ leads to more aggressive upgrade: losing more speed for higher accuracy. In the current prototype, we empirically choose $\alpha = 0.5$. Since $f$ is relative to $FPS_{net}$ measured at every upgrade, the upgrade adapts to network bandwidth change during a query.

#### 6.2 Executing Tagging queries

Recall that for **Tagging**, a camera runs multipass filtering; the objective of each pass is to tag, as positive ($P$) or negative ($N$), at least one frame from every $K$ adjacent frames. We call $K$ the group size; DIVA pre-defines a sequence of group sizes as refinement levels, e.g., $K = 30, 10, ..., 1$. As in prior work [51, 58, 59], the user specifies tolerable error as part of her query, e.g., 1% false negative and 1% false positive; DIVA trains filters with thresholds to meet the accuracy.

**Policy for selecting frames** The goal is to quickly tag easy frames in individual groups while balancing the workloads of on-camera processing and frame upload. An operator $op$ works in two stages of each pass. i) **Rapid attempting**. $op$ scans all the groups; it attempts one frame per group; if it succeeds, it moves to the next group; it adds undecidable
frames ($U$) to the upload queue. ii) Work stealing. $op$ steals work from the end of upload queue. For an undecidable frame $f$ belonging to a group $g$, $op$ attempts other untagged frames in $g$; once it succeeds, it removes $f$ from the upload queue as $f$ no longer needs tagging in the current pass. After one pass, the camera switches to the next refinement level (e.g., $10 \rightarrow 5$). It keeps all the tagging results ($P, N, U$) while cancels all pending uploads. It re-runs the frame scheduling algorithm until it meets the finest refinement level or query terminated.

**Policy for operator upgrade** Given an operator $op$ and $γ_{op}$, the ratio of frames it can successfully tag, DIVA measures $op$’s efficiency by its effective tagging rate, $FPS_{op} \times γ_{op} + FPS_{net}$, as a sum of $op$’s successful tagging rate and the uploading rate. As part of operator training, the cloud estimates $γ_{op}$ for all the candidate operators by testing them on all landmarks (early in query) and uploaded frames (later in query). To select every operator, initial or subsequent, the cloud picks the candidate with the highest effective tagging rate. The cloud upgrades operators either when the current operator has attempted all remaining frames or another candidate having an effective tagging rate $β \times$ or higher (default value 2).

### 6.3 Executing Counting queries

**Max Count: Policy for selecting frames** To execute the initial operator, the camera randomly selects frames to process, avoiding the worst cases that the max resides at the end of the query range. For subsequent operators, the camera processes frames in existing ranking decided by earlier operators.

**Max Count: Policy for operator upgrade** As the camera runs rankers, the policy is similar to that for Retrieval with a subtle yet essential difference. To determine whether the current operator shall be replaced, the cloud must assess the quality of recently uploaded frames. While for Retrieval, DIVA conveniently measures the quality as the ratio of positive frames, the metric does not apply to max Count, which seeks to discover higher scored frames. Hence, DIVA adopts the Manhattan distance as a quality metric among the permutations from the ranking of the uploaded frames (as produced by the on-camera operator) and the ranking that is re-computed by the cloud object detector. A higher metric indicates worse quality hence more urgency for the upgrade.

**Average/Median Count: no on-camera operators** After the initial upload of landmarks, the camera randomly samples frames in queried videos and uploads them for the cloud to refine the average/median statistics. To avoid any sampling bias, the camera does not prioritize frames; it instead relies on the Law of Large Numbers (LLN) [48] to approach the average/median ground truth through continuous sampling.

### 7 Implementation and Methodology

**Operators** We architect on-camera operators as variants of AlexNet [63]. We vary the number of convolutional layers (2–5), convolution kernel sizes (8/16/32), the last dense layer’s size (16/32/64); and the input image size ($25 \times 25/50 \times 50/100 \times 100$). We empirically select 40 operators to be trained by DIVA online; we have attempted more operators but see diminishing returns. These operators require small training samples (e.g., 10K images) and run fast on camera.

**Background subtraction** filters static frames at low overhead [51]. DIVA employs a standard technique [12]: during video capture, a camera detects frames that have little motion (< 1% foreground mask) and omits them in query execution. On our camera hardware (Table 3), background subtraction is affordable in real time during capture. For fair comparisons, we augment all baselines with background subtraction.

**Videos & Queries** We test DIVA on 15 videos captured from 15 live camera feeds (Table 4). Each video lasts continuous 48 hours including daytime and nighttime, collected between Oct. 2018 to Mar. 2019. We preprocess all videos to be 720P at 1 FPS, consistent with prior work [51]. We test Retrieval/Tagging/Counting queries on 66/63 videos. We intentionally choose videos with disparate characteristics and hence different degrees of difficulty. For instance, Whitebay

### 7.1 Hardware Platforms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CloudServer</th>
<th>Cam:Query</th>
<th>Cam:Landmarks</th>
<th>Cloud:Query</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2x Intel Xeon E5-2690v4, 128GB DRAM GPU: Nvidia Titan V</td>
<td>Only upload frames</td>
<td>Yv3 on all uploaded frames</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 7.2 Cloud Indexer

- **CloudOnly**
  - OptOp: Yv3 every 30 secs
  - PrenIndexAll: YTiny every sec
  - DIVA: Yv3 every 30 secs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Object Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jackson</td>
<td>A busy intersection in Jackson Hole, WY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson</td>
<td>A night street in Jackson Hole, WY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merite</td>
<td>A cross-road in Habit, Australia, Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miami</td>
<td>A cross-road in Miami Beach, FL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashland</td>
<td>A street beside Oxford Martin School, UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shihaya</td>
<td>An intersection in Shihaya (京都市) Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chaweng</td>
<td>Bicycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L’Auberge</td>
<td>A pedestrian plaza in L’Auberge, Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice</td>
<td>A waterfront walkway in Venice, Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxford</td>
<td>A street beside Oxford Martin School, UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitebay</td>
<td>A beach in Virgin Islands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoralReef</td>
<td>An aquarium video from CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BoatHouse</td>
<td>A retail store from Jackson Hole, WY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eagle</td>
<td>A tree with an eagle nest in FL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4: 15 videos used for test.** Each video: 720P at 1FPS lasting 48 hours. Column 1: video type. T – traffic; O/I – outdoor/indoor surveillance; W – wildlife.
is captured from a close-up camera, containing clear and large persons; Venice is captured from a high camera view and hence contains blurry and small persons. For each video, we pick a representative object class to query; across videos, these classes are diverse. For Tagging, we set query error to be < 1% FN/FP as prior work did [59].

A query’s accuracy is reflected by its execution progress. For retrieval/counting, we report accuracy as the fraction of positive frames returned. There is no false positive because the cloud always runs the high-accuracy object detector as a “safety net”, of which the output is regarded as the ground truth. For tagging, we report accuracy as query errors, meaning the percentage of frames mistakenly tagged. To issue a query, the user sets the target error, which by default is 1% as in prior work. Table 2 and §6 provide more details.

Test platform & parameters As summarized in Table 3(a), we test on embedded hardware similar to low-cost cameras [15, 16]. We use Rpi3 as the default camera hardware and report its measurement unless stated otherwise. During query execution, both devices set up a network connection with 1MB/s default bandwidth to emulate typical WiFi condition [47]. Note that this network bandwidth is not meant for streaming; it is only for a camera while the camera is being queried. We run YOLOv3 as the high-accuracy object detector on camera and cloud (Table 3(b)). In calculating accuracy, we use the output of YOLOv3 as the ground truth as in prior work [51, 59]. On Rpi3, we partition YOLOv3 into three stages, each fitting into DRAM separately. We will study alternative models, landmarks, and resources in §8.3.

Baselines As summarized in Table 3(b), we compare DIVA with three alternative designs augmented with background subtraction and only process/transmit non-static video frames.

• CloudOnly: a naive design that uploads all queried frames at query time for the cloud to process.

• OptOp: in the spirit of NoScope [59], the camera runs only one ranker/filter specialized for a given query, selected by a cost model for minimizing full-query delay. To make OptOp competitive, we augment it with landmark frames to reduce the operator training cost. Compared to DIVA, OptOp's key differences are the lack of operator upgrade and the lack of operator optimization by long-term video knowledge.

• PreIndexAll: in the spirit of Focus [51], the camera runs a cheap yet generic object detector on all frames. We pick YOLOv3-tiny (much cheaper than YOLOv3) as the detector affordable by Rpi3 in real time (1 FPS). The detector plays the same role as an operator in DIVA, except that it runs at capture time: for Retrieval and Counting, the detector’s output scores are used to prioritize frames to upload at query time; for Tagging, the output is used to filter the frames that have enough confidence. PreIndexAll implements all runtime features of Focus except feature clustering. We left out clustering because we find it performs poorly on counting queries. Compared to DIVA, PreIndexAll’s key differences are: it answers queries solely based on the indexes built at capture time; it requires no operator training or processing actual images at query time.

8 Evaluation

8.1 End-to-end performance

Full query delay is measured as: (Retrieval) the time to receive 99% positive frames as in prior work [51]; (Tagging) the time taken to tag every frame; (Counting) the time to reach the ground truth (max) or converge within 1% error of the ground truth (avg/median). Overall, DIVA delivers good performance and outperforms the baselines significantly.

• Retrieval (Figure 9(a)). On videos each lasting 48 hours, DIVA spends ~1,900 seconds on average, i.e., 89× of video realtime. On average, DIVA’s delay is 3.8×, 3.1×, and 2.0× shorter than CloudOnly, PreIndexAll, and OptOp, respectively.

• Tagging (Figure 9(b)). DIVA spends ~581 seconds on average (297× realtime). This delay is 16.0×, 2.1×, and 4.3× shorter than CloudOnly, PreIndexAll, and OptOp, respectively.

• Counting (Figure 10). DIVA’s average/median take several seconds to converge. For average Count, DIVA’s delay is 65.1× and up to three orders of magnitude shorter than CloudOnly and PreIndexAll. For median Count, DIVA’s delay is 68.3× shorter than the others. For max Count, DIVA spends 34 seconds on average (635× realtime), which is 5.8×, 5.0×, and 1.3× shorter than CloudOnly, PreIndexAll, and OptOp.

Query progress DIVA makes much faster progress in most time of query execution. It always outperforms CloudOnly and OptOp during Retrieval/Tagging (Figure 9). It always outperforms alternatives in median/average count (Figure 10).

Why DIVA outperforms the alternatives? The alternatives suffer from the following. (1) Inaccurate indexes. PreIndexAll resorts to inaccurate indexes (YOLOv3-tiny) built at capture time. Misled by them, Retrieval and Tagging upload too much garbage; Counting includes significant errors in the initial estimation, slowing down convergence. (2) Lack of long-term knowledge. OptOp’s operators are either slower or less accurate than DIVA, as illustrated in Figure 6. (3) One operator does not fit an entire query. Optimal at some point (e.g., 99% Retrieval), the operator runs too slow on easy frames which could have been done by cheaper operators.

Why DIVA underperforms (occasionally)? On short occasions, DIVA may underperform PreIndexAll at early query stages, e.g., BoatHouse in Figure 9. Reasons: (1) PreIndexAll’s inaccurate indexes may be correct on easy frames; (2) PreIndexAll does not pay for operator bootstrapping as DIVA. Nevertheless, PreIndexAll’s advantage is transient. As easy frames are exhausted, indexes make more mistakes on the remaining frames and hence slow down the query.
Can DIVA outperform under different network bandwidths at query time? Table 5 summarizes DIVA’s query delays at 9 bandwidths evenly spaced in [0.1 MB/s, 10 MB/s] which cover typical WiFi bandwidths [9]. We have observed that: on lower bandwidths, DIVA’s advantages over baselines are more significant; at high bandwidths, DIVA’s advantages are still substantial (>2 in most cases) yet less pronounced. The limitation is not in DIVA’s design but rather its current NNs: we find it difficult to train operators that are both fast enough to keep up with higher upload bandwidth and accurate enough to increase the uploaded positive ratio proportionally.

Table 5: DIVA’s performance (speedup) with various bandwidths. Numbers: min/median/max of times (×) of query delay reduction compared to baselines (rows). Averaged on all videos and 9 bandwidths in 0.1MB/s–10MB/s.

vs. “all streaming”: network bandwidth saving Compared to streaming all videos (720P 1FPS) at capture time, DIVA saves traffic significantly, as shown in Figure 11. When only as few as 0.005% of video is queried as in our case study (§2), the saving is over three orders of magnitude. Even if all captured videos are queried, DIVA saves more than 10×, as its on-camera operators skip uploading many frames. Among the bandwidth reduction brought by DIVA, only less than 30% attributes to the background subtraction technique. It shows that the disadvantage of “all streaming” is fundamental: streaming optimizations may help save the bandwidth (upmost several times [96]) but cannot offset the waste, as discussed in §2.3.

Training & shipping operators For each query, DIVA trains ~40 operators, of which ~10 are on the Pareto frontier. The camera switches among 4–8 operators, which run at diverse speeds (27×–1,000× realtime) and accuracies. DIVA chooses very different operators for different queries. Training one operator typically takes 5–45 seconds on our test platform and requires 5k frames (for bootstrapping) to 15k frames (for stable accuracy). Operators’ sizes range from 0.2–15 MB. Sending an operator takes less than ten seconds. Only the delay in training and sending the first operator (~40 seconds) adds to the query delay which is included in Figure 9/10.

Figure 11: DIVA significantly reduces network traffic compared to “all streaming”. Results averaged over all videos.
Subsequent operators are trained and transmitted in parallel to query execution. Their delays are hidden from users.

**DIVA elasticity** Due to DIVA’s design, the computing resources available on low-cost cameras are used efficiently at both capture and query time. Thanks to its elastic execution, it can avoid interference with a camera’s surveillance task, notably video encoding and storage. For instance, DIVA can produce denser/sparser landmarks per its CPU time allocated by the camera OS. According to our experiments on Raspberry Pi 3B+, recording video at 720P and 30 FPS only uses less than 2% of CPU time, which is negligible as compared to NN execution. We reserve a small fraction of CPU time to surveillance using cgroup and observe no frame drop in the surveillance task and negligible slowdown in NN execution.

### 8.2 Validation of query execution design

The experiments above show DIVA’s substantial advantage over Opt-Op, coming from a combination of two techniques — optimizing queries with long-term video knowledge (“Long-term opt”, §4) and operator upgrade (“Upgrade”, §5). We next break down the advantage by incrementally disabling the two techniques in DIVA. Figure 12 shows the results.

**Both techniques contribute to significant performance.** For instance, disabling Upgrade increases the delay of retrieving 90% instances by 2× and that of tagging 1/1 frames by 2×-3×. Further disabling Long-term Opt increases the delay of Retrieval by 1.3×-2.1× and that of tagging by 1.6×-3.1×. Both techniques disabled, DIVA still outperforms CloudOnly with its single non-optimized operator.

**Upgrade’s benefit is universal; Long-term opt’s benefit is more dependent on queries, i.e., the skews of the queried object class in videos.** For instance, DIVA’s benefit is more pronounced on Chaweng, where small bicycles only appear in a region in 1/8 size of the entire frame, than Ashland, where large trains take 4/5 of the frame. With stronger skews in Chaweng, DIVA trains operators that are more accurate

---

**Figure 12:** DIVA’s both key techniques – optimization with long-term video knowledge (opt) and operator upgrade (upgrade), contribute to performance significantly.

---

**Figure 13:** Validation of landmark design. In (a)/(b)/(c): Left – Retrieval on Chaweng; Right – Tagging on JacksonH. and run faster. This also accounts for DIVA’s varying (yet substantial) advantages over the alternatives (Figure 9).

---

### 8.3 Validation of landmark design

Next, we deviate from the default landmark parameters (Table 3) to validate the choice of sparse-but-sure landmarks.

**DIVA hinges on accurate landmarks.** As shown in Figure 13(a), modestly inaccurate landmarks (as produced by YOLOv2; 48.1 mAP) increase delays for Q1/Q2 by 45% and 17%. Even less accurate landmarks (by YOLOv3-tiny; 33.1 mAP) increase the delays significantly by 5.3× and 4.3×. Perhaps surprisingly, such inaccurate landmarks can be worse than no landmarks at all (“w/o LM”). “Why inaccurate landmarks hurt so much? They (1) provide wrong training samples; (2) lead to incorrect observation of spatial skews which further mislead frame cropping; and (3) introduce large errors into initial statistics, making convergence harder.

**DIVA tolerates longer landmark intervals.** As shown in Figure 13(b), DIVA’s Retrieval and Tagging performance slowly degrade with longer intervals. Even with an infinite
interval, i.e., “w/o LM” in Figure 13(a), the slowdown is no more than 3×. On Counting, the performance degradation is more pronounced: 5× longer intervals for around 15× slowdown. Yet, such degradation is still much smaller than one from inaccurate landmarks (two orders of magnitude). The reason is that, with longer LM intervals DIVA has to upload additional frames in full resolution (∼10× larger than LMs) when a query starts for bootstrapping operators; such a one-time cost, however, is amortized over the full query.

Create the most accurate landmarks possible Should a camera build denser yet less accurate landmarks or sparser yet more accurate ones? Figure 13(c) suggests the latter is always preferred, because of DIVA’s high sensitivity to landmark accuracy and low sensitivity to long landmark intervals.

DIVA on wimpy/brawny cameras DIVA suits wimpy cameras that can only generate sparse landmarks. Some cameras may have DRAM smaller than a high-accuracy NN (e.g., ∼1 GB for YOLOv3); fortunately, recent orthogonal efforts reduce NN sizes [56]. Wimpy cameras will further disadvantage the alternatives, e.g., PreIndexAll will produce even less accurate indexes. On higher-end cameras (a few hundred dollars each [13]) that DIVA is not designed for, DIVA still shows benefits, albeit not as pronounced. High-end cameras can afford more computation at capture time. i) They may run PreIndexAll with improved index accuracy. In Figure 13(a), running YOLOv2 on all captured frames (PreIndexAll+Yv2), DIVA’s performance gain is 1.9× (left) or even 0.6× (right). ii) These cameras may generate denser landmarks and rely on the cloud for the remaining frames. Figure 13(b) shows, with one landmark every 5 seconds, DIVA’s advantage is 1.5×.

9 Related Work

Optimizing video analytics The CV community has studied video analytics for decades, e.g., for online training [83, 84] and active learning [57]. They mostly focus on improving analytics accuracy on short videos [44, 60, 68, 78, 81, 102] while missing opportunities in exploiting long-term knowledge [84]. These techniques alone cannot address the systems challenges we face, e.g., network limit or frame scheduling. A common theme of recent work is to trade accuracy for lower cost: VStore [96] does so for video storage; Pakha et al. [70] do so for network transport; Chameleon [55] and VideoStorm [52, 99] do so with video formats. DIVA’s operators as well exploit accuracy/cost tradeoffs. Multiple systems analyze archival videos on remote cameras and embraces new techniques. ML model cascade is commonly used for processing a stream of frames [39, 59, 85]: in processing a frame, it keeps invoking a more expensive operator if the current operator has insufficient confidence. This technique, however, mismatches exploratory analytics, for which DIVA uses one operator to process many frames in one pass and produces inexact yet useful results for all of them.

Edge video analytics To reduce cloud/edge traffic, computation is partitioned, e.g., between cloud/edge [40, 76, 97], edgel/ drone [91], and edge/camera [100]. Elf [94] executes counting queries completely on cameras. Most work targets live analytics, processes frames in a streaming fashion and trains NNs ahead of time. DIVA trades computation between cloud/cameras but takes a disparate design point (zero streaming) that are inadequate in prior systems. CloudSeg [92] reduces network traffic by uploading low-resolution frames and recovering them via super resolution. DIVA eliminates network traffic at capture time at all.

Online Query Processing Dated back in the 90s, online query processing allows users to see early results and control query execution [49, 50]. It is proven effective in large data analytics, such as MapReduce [43]. DIVA reimagines the idea for video queries and accordingly contributes new techniques, e.g., operator upgrade, to support the online fashion. DIVA could borrow UI designs from existing online query engines.

WAN Analytics To query ge-distributed data, recent proposals range from query placement to data placement [74, 86–88, 90]. JetStream [75] adjusts data quality to meet network bandwidth; AWSStream [98] facilitates apps to systematically trade-off analytics accuracy for network bandwidth. Like them, DIVA adapts to network; unlike them, DIVA does so by changing operator upgrade plan, a unique aspect in video analytics. DIVA targets resource-constrained cameras, which are unaddressed in WAN analytics.

10 Conclusions

Zero streaming shifts most compute from capture time to query time. We build DIVA, an analytics engine for querying cold videos on remote, low-cost cameras. At capture time, DIVA builds sparse but sure landmarks; at query time, it refines query results by continuously updating on-camera operators. Our evaluation of three types of queries shows that DIVA can run at more than 100× video realtime under typical wireless network and camera hardware.
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Abstract
With mobile applications’ ever-increasing demands for memory capacity, along with a steady increase in the number of applications running concurrently, memory capacity is becoming a scarce resource on mobile devices. When the memory pressure is high, current mobile OSes often kill application processes that have not been used recently to reclaim memory space. This leads to a long delay when a user relaunches the killed application, which degrades the user experience. Even if this mechanism is disabled to utilize a compression-based in-memory swap mechanism, relaunching the application still incurs a substantial latency penalty as it requires the decompression of compressed anonymous pages and a stream of I/O accesses to retrieve file-backed pages into memory. This paper identifies conventional demand paging as the primary source of this inefficiency and proposes ASAP, a mechanism for fast application switch via adaptive prepaging on mobile devices. ASAP performs prepaging by combining i) high-precision switch footprint estimators for both file-backed and anonymous pages, and ii) efficient implementation of the prepaging mechanism to minimize resource waste for CPU cycles and disk bandwidth during an application switch. Our evaluation using eight real-world applications on Google Pixel 4 and Pixel 3a demonstrates that ASAP can reduce the switch time by 22.2% and 28.3% on average, respectively (with a maximum of 33.3% and 35.7%, respectively), over the vanilla Android 10.

1 Introduction
With the broad capabilities and flexibility of mobile computing, mobile applications continue to tout rich features to meet users’ diverse demands. This entails a continuous increase in both codes and data footprint [4, 31]. This trend has resulted in a constant demand for larger memory capacity on mobile devices to address memory pressure issues. However, the cost of the device and the power/area budget often limit its size.

Modern mobile OSes support virtual memory with compression-based swap [3, 13]. The virtual memory provides an illusion of physical memory space larger than the actual memory capacity, enabling multiple applications to run concurrently even under high memory pressure. However, the benefits come with additional overhead, degrading performance. Slow I/O accesses increase the latency of fetching non-resident file-backed pages from storage. To fetch anonymous pages in the compressed swap space, they first need to be decompressed by CPUs at a page fault. Allocating free pages also consumes system resources. Fetching pages on-demand via demand paging may not efficiently utilize available resources such as CPU cycles and I/O bandwidth.

Our empirical analysis shows that the application switch time can increase by a factor of 4× (in the order of hundreds of milliseconds) when the system is experiencing memory pressure, possibly when running many background applications. This slowdown is mainly attributed to the long blocking time introduced by demand paging for both file-backed and anonymous pages during the application switch rather than freeing allocated pages.

A recent study shows that today’s smartphone users often run more than 10 applications [25], and thus it is likely that the system is often operating under memory pressure unless the phone has a large main memory capacity. It is also known that users switch between applications more than 100 times per day [9]. We speculate that such frequent, long-latency events can potentially affect smartphone user experience negatively. In this paper, we aim to reduce the latency of the application switch by minimizing the demand-paging related slowdown. To achieve this goal, we propose ASAP, a mechanism for fast application switch via adaptive prepaging. ASAP builds on the following key observations:

- Hardware resources for fetching non-resident pages are underutilized during the application switch when the system is under memory pressure. For eight popular Android applications, CPU utilization is 34.2% during the switch. Also, only 19.4% of the maximum disk bandwidth is used on average.

- File-backed pages and anonymous pages have differ-
ent characteristics in their switch footprint, a set of accessed pages during the application switch. In particular, the switch footprint for file-backed pages is much more invariant—about 75% of all accessed file-backed pages are invariant across switches, while only 44% of anonymous pages are invariant. This motivates us to use different prediction strategies for prepaging them.

We capitalize on these empirical observations to develop an effective prepaging approach. The first observation suggests that it is promising to utilize available resources to prepage pages likely to be accessed at the beginning of an application switch. The prepaging is helpful to maximize the effective CPU and disk bandwidth utilization, which can translate to performance gains (i.e., reduced switch time). The second observation suggests that the target pages to fetch need to be adapted at runtime to capture the applications’ dynamically changing page access patterns. This improves the prediction accuracy for the switch footprint, hence making ASAP more effective.

At an application switch, ASAP wakes up multiple prepaging threads to start fetching both file-backed pages and anonymous pages. These threads run in parallel with application threads to overlap prepaging with application computation. To accurately predict switch footprint pages, ASAP employs an adaptive prediction mechanism. Specifically, a single predictor maintains two tables: a candidate table and a target table. The predictor promotes or demotes pages between the two tables based on the runtime information of their access patterns. The prepaging threads issue fetch requests only for the pages in the target table, while pages having a smaller chance of being accessed are maintained in the candidate table.

We have implemented ASAP in Android OS and evaluated it using a set of eight popular mobile applications on Google Pixel 4 and Pixel 3a. The evaluation results show that ASAP considerably reduces the application switch time under memory pressure. ASAP reduces the switching time by 22.2% and 28.3% on average, respectively, on Pixel 4 and Pixel 3a, respectively, over the vanilla Android 10. This improvement is attributed to an average of 39.8% and 25.2% increase in CPU and disk bandwidth utilization, respectively, as well as 79.3% and 68.4% prediction accuracy for file-backed and anonymous pages, respectively.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

- We empirically analyze the performance bottleneck of the application switch to identify opportunities for prepaging as a solution to the problem.
- We propose ASAP, an adaptive prepaging technique to reduce the switch time, which is a key user interaction on the mobile device. ASAP is application-agnostic without requiring any change to application codes.
- We integrate ASAP into Android OS and evaluate its performance by using eight popular mobile applications on high-end and mid-end devices (Google Pixel 4 and Pixel 3a). The results demonstrate the effectiveness of ASAP for reducing the application switch time by 22.2% and 28.3% on average, respectively, over the vanilla Android 10.

2 Background and Motivation

2.1 Android Application Memory Management

Application Lifecycle and Memory Management. In Android OS, an application (specifically the application activity) is either in the foreground (i.e., having focus) or in the background (e.g., not visible). In other words, the application that a user is actively using is considered to be in the foreground, while the applications that have been launched but are not currently being used are considered to be in the background. When the system has sufficient DRAM, all application data are kept in memory. However, a user often utilizes many different applications over time, and eventually, application data exceed the DRAM capacity. In such a case, the Android low memory killer daemon (lmkd) identifies the least essential application (e.g., one in the background) and kills it so that the memory space that it occupied is freed [21,26]. Note that this does not necessarily result in the complete loss of the application state since Android applications often store a minimal set of its states when the application is moved to the background.

With this mechanism, Android OS only stores a small set of essential application data in memory. For this reason, when a user starts an application that was moved to the background a long time ago and hence killed by lmkd, the application data is not resident in memory. Instead, the application needs to recreate all of its activities from scratch utilizing the saved state information. On the other hand, when a user starts an application that was moved to the background very recently, it is much more likely that this application’s data still resides in memory, and the application will be ready-to-use in a much shorter period. The time Android OS requires for the former case is called launch time and the latter is called switch time (sometimes also called hot launch time).

Compression-based Swap. An alternative approach to secure the free memory space is the compression-based swap, which compresses the least essential memory pages and stores them in a separate memory region. Later, when the application accesses the compressed pages, they are decompressed back to memory. Compared to the traditional disk-based swap mechanism, the compression-based in-memory swap is faster since it can avoid long-latency disk accesses. This approach’s drawback is that i) compressed memory pages still consume memory capacity, and ii) compression/decompression spends CPU cycles. This mechanism is enabled by
resources will be discarded. In this case, relaunching an application involves an application starting from scratch. Refer to Section 6.1 for the detailed methodology.

Launch Time and Switch Time

2.2 Launch Time and Switch Time

When a user relaunches an application after a while since its last usage, the latency to reload may differ depending on the system’s memory pressure. For example, if the system’s memory pressure is low (e.g., the system has not used much memory since the application’s last launch), the application’s data will still reside in memory. Thus the application could reload quite quickly (i.e., ideal switch time). On the other hand, if the system’s memory pressure is high (e.g., the user utilized many different apps during the time window), the application will be killed by `lmkd`. The relaunch is highly likely to require recreating the application’s activities, incurring a much longer delay (i.e., launch time). Finally, if `lmkd` is disabled, the compression-based swap mechanism will come into play. The application’s anonymous pages will be stored in memory in a compressed form, and the file-backed pages will be discarded. In this case, relaunching an application requires decompressing some of the application’s anonymous pages and reloading file-backed pages from the disk.

Unfortunately, the real-world switch time is often closer to the switch time (most pages not in memory) than the ideal switch time when we consider recent trends: i) an increase in the number of apps that a user runs concurrently, ii) an increase in an application’s memory capacity requirements, and iii) an increase in the number of apps that a user runs concurrently. Therefore, it is critical to lower the switch time over a wide variety of usage scenarios.

Limitations of Demand-Paging. Figure 1 shows that the switch time under memory pressure is substantially worse than the ideal switch time. We find that such a huge overhead results from i) decompressing anonymous pages and ii) retrieving file-backed pages from the disk. The inefficiencies of demand paging are attributable to the above factors.

Opportunities for Prepaging

2.3 Opportunities for Prepaging

Figure 1 presents the application launch/switch time of eight real-world applications (AB: Angry Bird, CC: Candy Crush Saga, NY: New York Times, YT: YouTube, FB: Facebook, TW: Twitter, CH: Google Chrome, QR: Quora) on Google Pixel 4. The figure shows that the switch time is lower than the launch time in all applications. This indicates that reconstructing activities of an application from scratch requires more time than retrieving the relevant anonymous pages and file-backed pages from memory and disks, respectively. This implies that an aggressive setting of `lmkd` increases the time to relaunch the application, which confirms the findings of the previous literature [18, 20, 21]. To avoid this unnecessary delay in relaunching the application, it is better to lower the `lmkd` threshold (or even disable it) so that the system can utilize compression-based swap more actively.

This figure also shows a significant gap between the ideal switch time and the switch times under memory pressure. The gap between the ideal switch time and the switch time (file-backed pages in disk) quantifies the overhead of retrieving file-backed pages from the disk. The gap between the switch time (file-backed pages in disk) and the switch time (most pages not in memory) indicates the overhead of decompressing anonymous pages from the compressed memory pool. In fact, this overhead increases the application switch time by a factor of 4× relative to the ideal switch time on average. Unfortunately, the real-world switch time is often closer to the switch time (most pages not in memory) than the ideal switch time when we consider recent trends: i) an increase in an application’s memory capacity requirements and ii) an increase in the number of apps that a user runs concurrently.

To the best of our knowledge, there are no concrete studies on the threshold of user perception of the application switch. However, previous studies [7, 27] on related contexts imply that the delay of hundreds of milliseconds in the application switch may degrade the user experience. According to Card [7], users feel that a system is reacting instantaneously only when the response time is shorter than 100 ms. Olsen ski [27] reports that a 100 ms delay in web page loading can degrade the user experience, resulting in a 1% drop in a company’s revenue. Thus, we are convinced that maintaining a lower switch time over a wide variety of usage scenarios is critical for user experience.
remains relatively low (i.e., less than 50%) for all applications except AB. Similarly, disk bandwidth utilization is also much lower than the sustainable peak bandwidth most of the time. As shown in Figure 3 for Google Pixel 3a, its disk bandwidth utilization is higher than that of the high-end device (Pixel 4) because the disk bandwidth is relatively low. However, the empirical results show that the resources are not still fully utilized in both cases.

Ideally, the CPU should have been fully utilized to decompress compressed memory pages, and disk bandwidth should have been saturated to retrieve file-backed pages from the disk. However, since the default demand paging mechanism initiates the decompression of memory pages and I/O accesses only at a page fault, the system wastes available resources and spends more application switch time than necessary.

**Opportunities and Challenges of Preparing.** The key idea behind ASAP is that we can significantly improve the switch time by letting prepaging threads aggressively decompress memory pages and perform I/O accesses before the application codes demand them. By doing so, ASAP can fully exploit the available system resources (i.e., CPU cycles and disk bandwidth), making the switch time under memory pressure much closer to the ideal switch time. There are two main challenges in this approach. First, the system should effectively identify the switch footprint, a set of pages that are likely to be accessed during an application’s switch time (i.e., switch footprint). Second, the prepaging threads should be efficiently implemented to fully exploit available resources while minimizing their interference with application threads. The following sections describe how ASAP addresses these two challenges.

### 3 ASAP Design Overview

The empirical observations in the previous section suggest that it is promising to design an adaptive prepping. We first set two key requirements to design a practical prepping mechanism:

1. The proposed design should be able to accurately predict a set of pages that are likely to be accessed during an application’s switch time (i.e., switch footprint).
2. The proposed design should be able to maximize the efficiency of prepping by achieving high system resource utilization (i.e., CPU cycles and disk bandwidth) without interfering with the execution of application threads.

ASAP satisfies these requirements with **Switch Footprint Estimator (SFE)** and **Prepping Manager**. We have integrated them into the application switching process in Linux kernel. Thus, ASAP is application-agnostic without requiring any changes to application codes.

Figure 4 illustrates the overall structure of ASAP with key components shaded in gray. SFE consists of two estimators: one for anonymous pages and the other for file-backed pages. Based on the analysis on the switch footprint, SFE for file-backed pages utilizes offline profiling results as well as a lightweight runtime module to estimate the mostly invariant switch footprint of file-backed pages. On the other hand, SFE for anonymous pages is designed to track a dynamic switch footprint of anonymous pages by gradually promoting pages that are likely to be fetched again during the next switch.

These estimators generate a set of target pages for prepping, which are retrieved at the beginning of an application
switch. It is possible that page information in the prepaging target table becomes obsolete due to inconsistent memory reuse patterns of applications (e.g., application update, post-installation optimization with dexopt). Based on the hit/miss history of prepaging, the information is updated over time to ensure high prediction accuracy.

Prepaging Manager is responsible for prepaging threads that are used to fetch target pages from a prepaging target table. It monitors a timing signal that notifies the start and the end of the application switch event from the Android framework. Prepaging Manager promptly wakes up inactive prepaging threads for the switched application when it receives a start signal for application switch, and then it initiates prepaging. Multiple prepaging threads are created according to the number of available CPU cores and run in parallel with application threads to fully utilize the available system resources such as CPU cycles and disk bandwidth. Once they finish issuing fetch requests for all the pages from the prepaging target table, the prepaging manager makes them sleep again until the next switch.

4 Switch Footprint Estimator

4.1 Switch Footprint Analysis

To effectively estimate the targets for prepaging, it is important to understand the characteristics of the switch footprint: a set of pages that are accessed during the switch time. For this purpose, we perform an experiment that exhaustively records all pages accessed across 10 switches for each application (experimental details are available in Section 6.1). For this we cleared the access bit of all present PTE in the address space just before the switch and then checked them right after the switch is completed.

File-backed Pages. Figure 5 shows the switch footprint composition for file-backed pages. The stacked bar shows how many times pages are accessed over the 10 application switches. The switch footprint is largely invariant in this case. On average, about 75% of pages are accessed 9 or 10 times and only 10% are accessed fewer than five times. This highly invariant access pattern of the file-backed pages is due to the fact that a large part of codes and shared library files keep being loaded for the execution of an application.

Anonymous Pages. Figure 6 shows the switch footprint composition for anonymous pages. The access pattern is not as invariant as file-backed pages. About 44% of the anonymous pages are accessed 9 or 10 times across 10 switches. The portion of the invariant (i.e., always accessed) pages is much smaller as the set of accessed anonymous pages easily changes when the application context changes.

Implications. As the characteristics of the switch footprint for anonymous pages and file-backed pages differ, so should their switch footprint estimators. Estimation for file-backed pages can exploit the fact that file-backed pages are highly invariant to minimize the runtime overhead. On the other hand, estimation for anonymous pages needs to rely more on the runtime information so that it can correctly track dynamically changing switch footprints across switch events. Still, the runtime overhead of tracking the switch footprint for anonymous pages is relatively low as the number of anonymous pages in the switch footprint is much smaller than that of the file-backed pages, as shown in Figure 7. The rest of this section discusses the SFE design for both file-backed pages (Section 4.2) and anonymous pages (Section 4.3).
4.2 Estimator for File-Backed Pages

As shown in Figure 5, a major portion of file-backed pages accessed during the application switch are invariant across switches. To exploit this characteristic, SFE for file-backed pages first performs offline profiling to identify the set of potential candidates for prepaging, and then later utilizes minimal runtime information to maintain a concise set of prepaging targets, as shown in Figure 8.

**Offline Profiling.** The estimator performs offline profiling to obtain a set of prepaging candidates. For this purpose, we measure the file-backed pages that are accessed during ten switch events for each app, as in Figure 5. Then, pages accessed more than eight times (out of ten trials) are considered to be frequently accessed. The resulting set of pages is stored as a file (Offline Candidate Table). Specifically, as shown in Figure 8, the profiled result is stored as a map, where a filename is a key and a list of pairs (offset, len) is a value. Each pair represents [offset, offset + len) pages within a file that are accessed during an application switch (we call it an extent in the rest of this paper). Later, the profiled result is reloaded at the launch time of this application.

**Fault Logging.** Fault logging happens at every switch event. Specifically, SFE logs the inode and page indices of all faulted extents received from the kernel until the end of the switch time. This is stored in a fault buffer, which is later utilized by the estimator after the end of the switch time to update its prepaging targets.

**Prepping Target Management - Insertion.** Once the switch finishes, a background thread performs prepaging target management, exploiting the information from the offline profiling and the fault logging. Prepping Target Table stores information for extents that are to be fetched by the prepaging threads. Ideally, we should insert only those extents that are likely to be fetched in the near future. To identify such an extent, the estimator first inspects an extent in the fault buffer and checks if the extent is also found in the Offline Candidate Table. If so, the estimator inserts the corresponding entries into the Prepping Target Table.

**Prepping Target Management - Extent Merging.** The Prepping Target Table may have multiple extents on the same file. In such a case, if two extents are close to each other (e.g., the end of one extent is less than 16 pages apart from the start of the other extent), we merge those two extents and create a larger extent that covers both. This is to avoid issuing multiple fragmented I/O requests and instead issue a single, sequential large I/O request, which is often handled more efficiently.

**Prepping Target Management - Eviction.** Eviction from a Prepping Target Table happens when the fetched page turns out to be not utilized during a switch time. Specifically, the estimator checks the mapcount of each fetched page after the switch, and removes the page from the Prepping Target Table if the mapcount is zero. When a page is part of an extent, the extent is divided into two smaller extents.

4.3 Estimator for Anonymous Pages

As shown in Figure 6, the set of anonymous pages accessed during the application switch changes much more frequently than files. Moreover, anonymous pages are allocated whenever the application is launched, and thus offline profiling is not helpful for identifying prepaging candidates. To effectively track the switch footprint for anonymous pages, we focus on runtime analysis, unlike the case of file-backed pages (Section 4.2). Policies of the estimator are depicted in Figure 9.

**Fault Logging.** During the application switch time, like the estimator for file-backed pages, the Switch Footprint estimator for anonymous pages logs all anonymous page faults. Fault information is logged at a fault buffer for later usage.

**Access Logging.** To track access information during switch time, this estimator clears the access bit of every PTE represented by each page identifier in both the Prepping Target Table and the Online Candidate Table before every application switch time. Then, right before the end of the switch time, the access bits of all pages in both tables are again checked to identify a set of pages that are accessed during switch time.

**Prepping Target Management - Check & Insertion.** After the application switch time, this estimator first checks if each page in the fault buffer is not already present in the Online Candidate Table nor the Prepping Target Table. If there are pages that are not already present in the tables, they are inserted into the Online Candidate Table.

**Prepping Target Management - Promotion.** Also, the estimator checks if each page in Online Candidate Table has been accessed during the switch time by inspecting the access log. If a page has been accessed during the last switch time, the page in the Online Candidate Table is then promoted to the Prepping Target Table.

**Prepping Target Management - Eviction.** Every page in both the Online Candidate Table and the Prepping Target Table has its own timeout counter, which is the number of switch events a page can experience before getting evicted from a table. The timeout counter (e.g., 5) of a page is decremented after every switch time. If a specific page is not accessed until the timeout counter reaches zero, it is evicted from the
table that it belongs to. But, whenever a page is accessed, the timeout counter of an identifier is reset to the default timeout counter value (e.g., 5).

5 Prepaging Manager

Whenever an application switch event occurs, ASAP’s Prepaging Manager wakes up threads. They prefetch pages in the Preparing Target Table, which eventually constructs corresponding PTEs. We apply different prepage policies to anonymous pages and file-backed pages as follows.

5.1 Prepaging Anonymous Pages

Prepage of anonymous pages requires decompressing swapped out pages in the compressed in-memory swap space. Hence, the task is compute-intensive, and the task should be carefully scheduled to not incur CPU contention between application threads and prepage threads. Although the CPU utilization is low, as we reported in Section 2.3, the application threads can demand more CPU resources due to reduced page fault events by prepage operations.

To this end, the prepage manager maintains a set of threads for anonymous page prepage. We pinned a thread on each core, and we assigned the lowest priority (i.e., SCHED_IDLE [17]) to them. This allows us to opportunistically utilize the surplus CPU resources for the prepage of anonymous pages while not incurring any CPU contention with the application threads.

The distribution of prepage work is done in a work-sharing manner. Each thread retrieves a batch (16 pages) from the Preparing Target Table, and then conducts the prepage operations for pages in the batch. Specifically, for each virtual page in the batch, each thread checks whether the virtual page is present in the process’s address space. If nonexistent, it issues a swap-in operation for the virtual page to the swap subsystem (i.e., the swap cache). The swap-in operation eventually becomes the decompression operation in the in-memory compressed swap device. After the target page is decompressed, the thread finally makes the corresponding PTE point to the swapped-in page.
5.2 Prepping File-backed Pages

The prepaging manager maintains another set of threads for prepaging file-backed pages. However, file-backed pages impose a higher miss penalty than anonymous pages due to long disk I/O time. Therefore, we take a different prepaging policy for file-backed pages as follows.

First, a file is a unit of prepaging work distribution. Each thread is assigned a file from the Prepaging Target Table, and then prefetches pages of the file. For the prepaging operation, each thread issues asynchronous page cache read operations for the corresponding extents in the Prepaging Target Table. Note that the Prepaging Target Table estimates pages are not only accessed through page faults but are also accessed via read/write system calls. Hence, not all prefetched pages need to be mapped in the process’s virtual address space. Prepping the pages in the Prepaging Target Table places fetched pages into the page cache, and thus page faults can still occur for those prefetched pages. However, their fault handling cost is light when the corresponding pages are in the page cache (i.e., minor faults in Linux). When a page fault occurs for a file-backed page, the page fault handler retrieves pages surrounding the missing page from the page cache and maps them all together in the virtual memory to reduce page fault frequency; hence performing prepaging.

Second, we dedicate at least one thread to continuously perform prepaging of large file-backed pages. Figure 10 shows the cumulative distribution of accessed pages of files in the switch footprint of the applications. As shown in the figure, about 90% of the total number of accessed pages is part of the top 15% of large files. Thus, we can expect spatial locality of such accesses to large files. This indicates that if those files are assigned to the prefetching threads with the SCHED_IDLE priority, pages of the files are not likely to be prefetched on time due to the lowest CPU scheduling priority. To avoid this problem, we designate one thread with SCHED_NORMAL priority running on the big core to be in charge of prefetching pages of large files. Considering the big-LITTLE heterogeneity of the CPU cores in mobile systems, the thread is assigned to run on a big core to maximize the prefetching performance. We have empirically found that this configuration is effective in reducing the miss ratio as well as the CPU contention with application threads.

Lastly, during the prefetching of file-backed pages, file metadata should be carefully handled. Unless file metadata (e.g., logical block addresses of file pages) is in memory, the metadata retrieval incurs additional delay, which in turn degrades the effectiveness of prefetching [23]. This problem exacerbates because of our extent-based prefetching. The metadata read I/O can stay behind a large prefetching I/O request, thereby blocking the prefetching threads as well as the application threads. To avoid this problem, our scheme attempts to read metadata blocks before prefetching pages of a corresponding file. The metadata block reads are done by accessing file pages with a large stride in file offset, 512 pages in our case, because a direct block contains LBAs of 512 data blocks in F2FS [22].

6 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of ASAP. Section 6.1 describes the evaluation methodology and workloads. Then, we evaluate the latency benefits of our proposal in Section 6.2. Section 6.3 analyzes the accuracy of the switch footprint estimator. We evaluate the efficacy of the prepaging manager by considering improvement of the effective disk bandwidth and CPU utilization.

6.1 Methodology

Switching Latency Measurement. To measure the application switching latency, we used the am command in the Android debug bridge (adb) [2]. This command starts a selected application and reports two types of switching latency. One is latency from a user’s touch to the first rendering, and the other one is latency from a user’s touch to the full rendering [5]. The latter is reported only when the application developer implements the debug callback. The information is reported only by the YT application among eight benchmark applications. Thus, we use the time to the initial rendering as a metric. For the YT application, we observe that the additional latency overhead of the full rendering is less than 5% of the switch latency (10-20 ms). Users could also start to interact with applications in the middle of the rendering [16]. The actual latency overhead is expected to be insignificant when the performance benefits of ASAP are considered. This justifies our usage of the time to the initial rendering as the metric for evaluation.

System Configuration. For our evaluation, we use Google Pixel 4 and Pixel 3a, which represent high-end and mid-end devices, respectively. Table 1 describes their specifications. We implement ASAP in Android 10. When measuring the application switch overhead under memory pressure, we consider two aspects for our experimental methodology.
Table 1: Device Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Google Pixel 4</th>
<th>Google Pixel 3a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>Octa-core Qualcomm Snapdragon 855</td>
<td>Octa-core Qualcomm Snapdragon 670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAM</td>
<td>6GB LPDDR4x (eff. 4GB)</td>
<td>4GB LPDDR4x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage</td>
<td>64GB UFS 2.1</td>
<td>64GB eMMC 5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS</td>
<td>Android 10.0.0 (r41) with Linux kernel 4.14</td>
<td>Android 10.0.0 (r41) with Linux kernel 4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zram</td>
<td>2GB (default)</td>
<td>2GB (default)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 11: Normalized speedup of application switching latency on (a) Pixel 4 and (b) Pixel 3a. Numbers in parentheses indicate absolute switching latency of the baseline system in ms. Error bar shows standard deviation over different sequences.

Table 2: Applications and automated interactions to change contexts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Automated Usage Patterns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Angry Bird (AB)</td>
<td>Play a stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candy Crush (CC)</td>
<td>Play a stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Times (NY)</td>
<td>Browse and read articles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youtube (YT)</td>
<td>Watch videos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook (FB)</td>
<td>Browse and read posts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter (TW)</td>
<td>Browse and read posts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrome (CH)</td>
<td>Browse keywords</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quora (QR)</td>
<td>Browse questions and answers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Chosen 3 application test sequences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>YT-CH-CC-AB-NY-QR-FB-TW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>QR-NY-CH-CC-YT-TW-FB-AB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>AB-FB-QR-TW-CC-CH-YT-NY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First, we favor the compression based swap approach over the `lmkd`, which often acts first to secure free memory and prevents the system from being under memory pressure. Note that Android currently enables both features by default. We disable the `lmkd` for our evaluation to solely analyze the performance impact on application switch under memory pressure.

Second, users show different application usage patterns such as a spectrum of day-to-day use applications and the use of multitasking features. These lead to different memory usage patterns even among smartphone users who have the same devices.

In this work, thus, we focus on evaluating the memory pressure impact of the application switch for a fixed set of a wide spectrum of top rated applications (refer to Table 2). We enable memory ballooning by considering the entire footprint of the target applications instead of enabling numerous applications to cause memory pressure for the target devices. The effective memory size of both Pixel 4 and Pixel 3a is 4GB. Throughout our evaluation, we refer to the switch time measured on this configuration as the baseline switch time.

**Workloads and Automation of Tests.** In order to reduce the run-to-run variation in the experimental results, we carefully devise an automation program that closely mimics a set of pre-determined user interactions with `adb`. For example, the Facebook (FB) usage pattern contains scrolling down the main news feed, searching for user profiles, and watching their timelines. Another example would be YouTube (YT), where our program searches and watches different video clips. The details of the usage patterns are listed in Table 2.

After execution of a certain application, e.g., Candy Crush (CC), we switch to the next application, e.g., TW, by following a pre-determined sequence of applications. As there are 8! available application sequences for eight applications, we chose three random sequences to evaluate ASAP (Table 3). The start and end time of the application switching operation is informed by the Android activity manager [1, 12]. We iterate the selected sequence 10 times and measure the application switch time. With this user interaction automation program, we repetitively conduct the same evaluation process.
6.2 Application Switch Latency

Figure 11 presents the speedup of ASAP based on Pixel 4 and Pixel 3a, respectively, for 8 applications. We also evaluate the speedup by selectively enabling prepaing for either anonymous pages or file-backed pages. Compared to the baseline, ASAP shows an average of 22.2% and 28.3% performance improvement, and a maximum of 33.3% (YT) and 35.7% (TW) on Pixel 4 and Pixel 3a, respectively. We observe 6.8% and 14.6% performance improvement on each device on average when ASAP performs prepaing only for anonymous pages (Anon-only). Among the eight applications, YT and TW show the most noticeable latency reduction on Pixel 4 and Pixel 3a, respectively. With prepaing for file-backed page only (File-only), the latency is reduced by 18.3% and 14.4% on average. Here, YT and CH show a substantial latency reduction on each device.

When both SFEs are enabled (ASAP), we observe additional performance benefits for most cases as expected. However, in NY and QR on Pixel 4, integrating both SFEs does not further reduce their switch latency.

6.3 Estimator Efficiency

Figure 12 presents the efficiency of the proposed switch footprint estimators for both Anonymous SFE and File-backed SFE. Since we observe similar performance trends on both devices, we will only present the results on Pixel 4 in the rest of this section. Precision is defined as a fraction of correctly prepaed pages among entire prepaed pages. Recall is defined as a fraction of correctly prepaed pages among all faulting pages during the switch time when the baseline system is considered. Anonymous SFE shows an average of 68.4% precision and 60.4% recall. File-backed SFE shows an average of 79.3% precision and 52.2% recall. The Switch Footprint Estimator for file-backed pages shows better precision relative to that of the Switch Footprint Estimator for anonymous pages. The difference comes from the fact that the switch footprint of file-backed pages is more static, as described in Figure 5.

The gap between precision and recall comes from the coverage of the prepaing target tables. Note that both precision and recall have the same numerator value while the denominator of recall can cover more pages that have not been fetched by the proposed prepaing scheme. We see a larger gap between the precision and the recall of file-backed page prepaing relative to the gap of anonymous page prepaing. This could result from the limited coverage of the candidate pages that is based on the static profiling. The static profiling approach may not capture the entire set of pages that are likely to cause faults at runtime.

6.4 Resource Utilization

To show the efficacy of ASAP on prepaing, we evaluated the changes in CPU and memory bandwidth utilization on Pixel 4. The bandwidth utilization is computed as the ratio of achieved file read throughput to the maximum sequential throughput measured in fio [10]. As depicted in Figure 13, ASAP eagerly allocates threads for decompression, which increases the CPU utilization to 1.18× on average over the total switch time, compared to the baseline switch. We also notice the maximum of 1.35× utilization increase. The CPU has been under utilized at the beginning of the application switch. In most cases, the anonymous prepaing threads have a large window of opportunity to fully exploit the available CPU resources. Therefore, when ASAP is enabled, the CPU utilization improves at the early stages of switching. Because the throughput of zram actually scales depending on the number of CPU cores, the anonymous prepaing threads can prepage anonymous pages at great speed. For most applications, prepaing threads finish at around the first 30% of normalized switching time. After that, the CPU utilization follows the CPU utilization pattern of the baseline. On the same page as the CPU, ASAP also improves the I/O bandwidth by 25.2% on average, as shown in Figure 14. In most cases, we observe a noticeable increase in the I/O bandwidth at the early stages of switching and the maximum achieved bandwidth is also higher than that of the baseline. ASAP does not induce significant improvement over the baseline in the case of AB. This is because AB is a highly parallel application with high I/O utilization. Therefore, the I/O bandwidth improvement from our asynchronous I/O threads is limited. The empirical analysis substantiates that ASAP efficaciously exploits the resources at the beginning of the switch to considerably reduce
Figure 13: CPU utilization. X-axis is a timeline normalized to baseline’s switch time.

Figure 14: Disk bandwidth utilization. X-axis is a timeline normalized to baseline’s switch time.

Figure 15: Switching latency changes depending on different core scheduling policy compared to ASAP’s core scheduling policies. Positive latency change means that the static policy is worse than ASAP’s policy.

the application switch latency.

6.5 Efficiency of Core Scheduling

To quantify the effect of core scheduling of the file prepaging threads (Section 5.2), we compare our policy on Pixel 4 with four other static policies: big 1-core, big 4-core, LITTLE 1-core, and LITTLE 4-core. For example, in LITTLE 4-core, four file prepaging threads are scheduled on the four LITTLE cores, and the threads are assigned the SCHED_NORMAL priority. And we enabled only file prepaging to reduce performance deviation. Figure 15 shows the delta of application switch latency (the latency of the four naive policies minus the latency of our scheme). Each naive policy shows 1.06 ×, 1.05 ×, 1.02 ×, 1.04 × times slower than ours on average. Hence, our performance advantage comes from the fact that our policy is versatile to different situations. For example, the big 4-core policy showed 14% and 13% better performance than our policy on YT and QR, however its performance falls dramatically on AB since AB utilizes both CPU and disk bandwidth intensively, so file prepaging threads contended a lot with AB’s application threads. On the other hand, the LITTLE 4-core policy is better than ours in QR and AB, but it is vulnerable to applications requiring heavy file I/O because of the slow prepaging speed.

6.6 Overhead

Anonymous SFE maintains an Online Candidate Table, Preparing Target Table, and anonymous fault buffer. Their peak size for 8 applications is 1MB, 2.5MB, and 0.5MB, respectively. The size of the Offline Candidate Table, Preparing Target Table and file fault buffer used by File-backed SFE is 1.5MB, 0.2MB, and 0.5MB, respectively, at their peak respec-
Access bit logging (clearing access bits at the beginning and inspecting them at the end of the switch time) extends the switch time by up to 14ms. Also, prepaging target management operations which opportunistically runs between the switch events takes 40ms CPU time in the worst case.

Finally, mis-prediction events result in extra fetch overhead, which could increase the energy consumption. On average, ASAP fetches an extra 10MB for anonymous pages and file-backed pages, respectively. Also the peak throughput of decompression and the disk bandwidth are 2GB/s and 600MB/s on Pixel 4, respectively. Therefore, each extra fetch takes tens of milliseconds. When the peak power of UFS 2.1 [33] and TDP of Snapdragon 855 [32] are considered, these extra fetches require negligible overhead. Actually, we expect ASAP to save the energy consumption of the entire device including other components (e.g., display) because ASAP reduces the total switch latency. Thus, this marginal energy overhead can be easily offset.

7 Related Work

Efficient Memory Management in Mobile Systems. Modern mobile systems reclaim free pages by killing the least essential applications (e.g., low memory killer in Android [26]). The traditional low memory killer selects a victim process by considering the priority and the number of pages of application only. SmartLMK [19] proposes to kill an application to minimize the expected user-perceived application performance by carefully considering application usage statistics and application launch times. However, killing an application process is the most aggressive policy in memory reclamation [6], and whenever a killed application is launched again, it takes a large amount of computation and I/O operations, which can increase the user-perceived launch latency and the energy consumption of mobile devices [21,24]


Accelerating Application Launch. Numerous studies have been conducted to shorten the application launch time, and most have tried to prefetch data effectively [12,15,28,30,34]. FAST [15] profiles I/O sequences during application launches and uses the profiled sequences for data prefetching. FALCON [34] adopts machine learning to predict the users’ application usage pattern. It predicts the next application a user is going to use and preloads the contents of the predicted applications. Nagarajan et al. [28] uses collaborative filtering to predict the impending applications while PREPP [30] uses prediction by the partial matching technique. IORap [12] in Android 11 profiles the required I/O during several cold-runs of an application and predicts which I/O will be required and does it in advance. These works only focus on predicting applications or I/O patterns during application launch events. However, our work predicts I/O patterns or memory access footprint during application switch events.

Efficiently Utilizing Disk I/O Bandwidth. The disk I/O performance is important to the user-perceived application performance. Accordingly, the efficient use of disk I/O is important. SmartIO [29] discovers that read I/O operations are penalized by write I/O operations and proposes to prioritize read I/O operations over write ones. Joo et al. [14] finds that swap I/O patterns for page faults are not efficient due to their small and random I/O request patterns. To overcome these inefficiencies, they insert pads to build large sequential I/O requests, which is more efficient in flash-based disks. FastTrack [11] prioritizes I/O requests from foreground applications over those from background ones throughout the entire I/O stack. These approaches are complementary to our work in terms of improving the I/O efficiency during disk access.

8 Conclusion

The goal of this paper is to improve user experience on mobile devices, focusing on the application switch, which is one of the most important user interactions. We proposed (ASAP), an adaptive prepaging scheme that accurately retrieves pages ahead of time that are expected to be accessed during application switch by fully exploiting the available system resources. Our experimental results based on real-world Android OS applications show that ASAP can reduce the application switch latency under memory pressure by 22.2% and 28.3% on representative high-end and mid-end smartphones, respectively. While ASAP was evaluated in the context of the application switch, we believe that it can easily be extended to reducing application launch time as well.

We open sourced Linux kernel we modified for ASAP. The code is available at https://github.com/SNU-ARC/atc21-asap-kernel.
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Abstract

Python is becoming a popular language for building online web services in many companies. To improve online service robustness, this paper presents a new framework, called PyLIVE, to enable on-the-fly code change. PyLIVE leverages the unique language features of Python, meta-object protocol and dynamic typing, to support dynamic logging, profiling and bug-fixing without restarting online services. PyLIVE requires no modification to the underlying runtime systems (i.e., Python interpreters), making it easy to be adopted by online services with little portability concern.

We evaluated PyLIVE with seven Python-based web applications that are widely used for online services. From these applications, we collected 20 existing real-world cases, including bugs, performance issues and patches for evaluation. PyLIVE can help resolve all the cases by providing dynamic logging, profiling and patching with little overhead. Additionally, PyLIVE also helped diagnose two new performance issues in two widely-used open-source applications.

1 Introduction

Python has gained wide adoption on developing online services. Many companies use Python to build their main online platforms. For example, Google’s Youtube front-end server is built using Python [37, 51, 96]. Instagram’s web services and Quora’s main web services are also built with Python [36, 81, 94]. In addition to commercial companies, many open-source projects also use Python to build various frameworks for online services. Table 1 shows six categories of them, including web frameworks, e-commerce and message queues, etc.

These online services have critical requirements on high availability. A recent survey shows that 99.99% of uptime (i.e., 5.26 minutes per year) has become the minimum availability standard for most services [57]. A report from Statista shows that in 2020 one hour server downtime can cause more than $301K cost for 88% of companies and more than $5 million for 17% of companies [87].

However, high availability becomes challenging when there are code changes to apply to systems of running services. Such changes include adding logs to gain more diagnostic information, instrumenting programs to profile performance bottlenecks and applying patches to fix bugs.

Motivated by Python’s popularity and the demand of applying code changes while keeping high availability, this paper presents a new idea that leverages the unique language features of Python to perform dynamic code changes. Specifically, we design and implement a framework, called PyLIVE, that enables dynamically changing Python programs for on-the-fly logging, profiling, and bug-fixing on production systems without restarting them.

PyLIVE’s capability to change code during production runs can be used by online services for various purposes including:

(1) On-the-fly logging for diagnosing production-run errors. When an online service exhibits some abnormal behaviors, engineers can use PyLIVE to dynamically add logs at certain locations to collect debugging information from production-run. The logs can be enabled only during certain time (e.g. when the load is light) to minimize the performance impact. Production-run information is useful for diagnosing challenging issues (e.g., resource leaking) that are hard to reproduce in a testing environment and only manifest after a long-time (e.g., weeks) running.

(2) On-the-fly profiling for diagnosing production-run performance issues. When an online service has performance issues observed for certain types of requests, engineers can use PyLIVE to dynamically profile a set of functions for a short period of time to collect production-run timing information to troubleshoot the issues. The capability to (1) dynamically start and stop profiling during production runs and (2) only profile a small set of specified functions allows engineers to troubleshoot elusive performance issues without introducing much performance overhead. These performance issues may only emerge in production-run but are hard to reproduce during offline testing, making it necessary to perform in-production profiling.

(3) Urgent dynamic patching (bug-fixing or security

Table 1: Popular Python-based frameworks for online services.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Server Frameworks (Github stars)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E-commerce</td>
<td>Odoo (17.5k), Saleor (7.8k), Oscar (4.3k)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web framework</td>
<td>Django (45k), Flask (48k), Pyramid (3.3k)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web Server</td>
<td>Gunicorn (6.8k), Tornado (19.1k)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Message queue</td>
<td>Celery (14k), huey (2.7k), rq (6.6k)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cache backend</td>
<td>Django-cacheops (1.1k), Beaker (429)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTP server</td>
<td>pyftpdlib (1k), ftplib (325), pyrexecd (202)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

∗Co-first authors.
PYLIVE makes two main contributions: (1) PYLIVE realizes safe and portable dynamic code change by leveraging Python’s language features. PYLIVE is safe as it requires no low-level transformations of machine code or memory layout. PYLIVE is portable as it relies only on the interfaces provided by standard Python interpreters and thus can be easily adopted by existing Python-based systems. (2) Besides patching, PYLIVE also enables instrumentation-based code changes for dynamic logging and profiling. PYLIVE provides convenient interfaces to flexibly instrument customized code to a selected set of functions at runtime. This is useful for collecting diagnostic information in production-run systems without causing significant performance degradation.

We evaluate PYLIVE with 20 real-world cases from seven widely-used Python-based applications (including the popular Django framework and Gunicorn used by Instagram [35]). All these applications have been deployed in various companies to serve millions of customers [5, 13, 23, 26, 27, 34]. PYLIVE successfully helps resolve the cases with on-the-fly logging, profiling and patching with little overhead. Additionally, PYLIVE has helped two widely-used open source e-commerce applications diagnose two new performance issues. We also measure the performance benefit of PYLIVE by comparing it with restarting services to apply code changes. During normal time (no code change), PYLIVE’s overhead is negligible. Upon a code change, PYLIVE causes no downtime and has little performance degradation (<0.1%). In comparison, restarting the applications to apply changes can cause 2-17 seconds downtime and take up to 4.5 minutes to warm up (up to 90% performance downgrade during warmup).

2 Background

This section briefly describes the unique language features of Python that enables PYLIVE’s dynamic code change.

Meta-object protocol. Python is designed with a full support of the meta-object protocol [22, 58]. A meta-object is an object that contains a program’s metadata, including types, interfaces, classes and methods, etc. The meta-object protocol provides programming interfaces for programs to manipulate these metadata at runtime. For example, a new method named A can be dynamically added to class C simply with C.A = D (D is A’s definition). Similarly, an existing function’s code body can also be changed at runtime with A.__code__ = D.__code__. Once it is changed, the new D is called when A is invoked. Other supported changes include changing a function’s interface, adding a new field to a class, changing a variable’s type, etc. All the above changes are supported by the standard Python interpreter [32].

Dynamic typing. Python defines and checks variable types at running time, which makes it easy to dynamically change them. For instance, a Python variable a can be changed from
a string to a bool. And at running time each time before a
is used, a type checking is performed. A wrong typed call
compare(a,b) is detected by the Python interpreter, which
will throw a runtime exception. In comparison, for Java, it is
impossible to dynamically change a variable’s type without
changing the underlying JVM. For C/C++, this is also almost
impossible as a string is passed by pointer while a bool is
passed by value.

Python bytecode. A Python interpreter stores and inter-
prets programs in bytecode, providing an opportunity for
dynamically instrumenting code. Compared to machine code,
bytecode is much easier to analyze and change with automatic
tools. First, it is architecture-independent. Although Python
can run on X86-64, ARMv7 and other architecture, it has the
same bytecode for all architectures. So the same tool can
be used for Python on all platforms. Second, bytecode also
has fewer instructions than machine instructions. Python 3.8
bytecode only has 112 instructions, while X86 alone has 1503
instructions, let alone various architectures. Third, Python
bytecode retains more type information than machine code.

3 PYLIVE Framework

PYLIVE is a runtime framework that accepts dynamic change
requests from engineers and applies them dynamically into
production-run systems without a restart. PYLIVE can be
used for on-the-fly logging, profiling and bug-fixing.

In this section, we begin with the design objectives (§3.1)
and interfaces (§3.2) of PYLIVE. We then discuss the three
challenges faced by PYLIVE: (1) How to support dynamic
changes for function interface, function body and data struc-
ture? (§3.3) (2) How to identify safe change points to apply
a change without causing inconsistency problems? (§3.4)
(3) How to update programs with multi-threads and multi-
processes? (§3.5)

3.1 Design Objectives

PYLIVE is designed with the following objectives:

(1) General. PYLIVE’s generality comes from three aspects:
(a) it requires no change to the standard Python interpreter.
Therefore, engineers need not to download a modified inter-
preter, which may not be compatible with their systems. (b)
PYLIVE is also general on the types of changes supported. It
supports not only changes to function body, but also changes
to function interfaces (e.g. add one more parameter) and data
structures (e.g. add one more field). (c) Since most online ser-

vices have multiple threads/processes, PYLIVE also provides
support for multi-threads and multi-processes.

(2) Flexible. PYLIVE is flexible from two perspectives. First,
PYLIVE is flexible in terms of when to apply a change and
when to revert a change, all based on engineers’ requirements.

This can help engineers collect logs for a short amount of time
to minimize the performance impact. For example, they can
perform on-the-fly logging or profiling only during light-load
time. Second, PYLIVE is also flexible with where to profile
or log. PYLIVE allows engineers to specify which modules
or functions to instrument logging/profiling code.

(3) Consistent and Safe. Dynamic changes to a running pro-
gram need to be performed at a carefully selected execution
point (aka, a safe point) to avoid inconsistency problems. For
instance, changing an unlock function to its new implement-
tation after an old lock function is already executed may
cause inconsistency, leading to incorrect states. Unfortunately,
choosing a safe point for general changes has proved to be
undecidable [53]. So PYLIVE relies on engineers’ knowledge
to decide when a change is safe to happen: either when the
changed functions are not executing, or a user-specified check
function (e.g., specifying a lock is not held) returns true.

(4) Low Overhead. PYLIVE is designed to impose as little
overhead as possible. At normal time when no change needs to
be applied, the PYLIVE thread is sleeping and simply waiting
for engineers’ inputs. Once engineers instruct it to make code
changes, PYLIVE’s thread is woken up to perform the change.
Once a change is already applied in this target program’s meta-
data, PYLIVE gets to sleep again and is no longer involved in
the execution of the target program.

(5) Little Human effort. PYLIVE aims to minimize engineers’
efforts in using it. PYLIVE itself is downloaded as a small
Python library that can be easily installed. Only two lines of
Python code are needed to set up PYLIVE at the initialization
of the target program. To insert a dynamic change, PYLIVE
only needs engineers to write a small Python snippet to spec-
ify what needs to be changed. As shown in our evaluation of
20 real-world cases from seven widely-used Python software
systems (cf. Table 3), each change specification needs only
7-13 lines of code.

3.2 PYLIVE’s Interfaces

To make it easy to use, PYLIVE allows engineers to write
the specification for dynamic code change in Python code.
To enable dynamic changes for various purposes, PYLIVE
supports two change interfaces: instrument and redefine.

Instrument. The instrument interface can instrument
code to specified locations in certain functions or modules. It
is useful for instrumenting log statements or profiling code to
diagnose bugs or performance issues. The interface is:

instrument(scope, jointpoint_callback, time).

scope is a list of function/module names that need to instru-
ment. When only the module name is given, all functions
in it are instrumented. jointpoint_callback is key-value
dictionary of jointpoints (instrument location) and callback
code to instrument. PYLIVE supports different granularity of jointpoints: coarse-grained, such as function begin/end, and fine-grained, such as before/after a line and before/after a variable’s definition. This allows engineers to flexibly customize the instrument locations. time allows engineers to specify when to perform an instrumentation and when to revert the instrumentation. time can be either a specific time or a function that decides if an instrumentation should be performed. Engineers may want to profile an online service only when it is lightly-loaded and only for a period of time.

Redefine. The redefine interface is for code changes that replace the definitions of existing functions and classes (data structures) with new ones. To perform such code changes, engineers use the following Python interface:

```python
redefine(prepFunc, old_new_map, safepoint).
```

prepFunc is a user-defined Python function that engineers need to provide to execute before making the specified change. Inside prepFunc, engineers can import new modules and perform various initialization tasks. old_new_map is a key-value dictionary that specifies the changes. Each pair

```python
{'old_func/old_class': new_func/new_class}
```

specifies an old function or class needs to be replaced by a new function or class. Engineers also need to provide the new function or class definition. To add a field to a class, just specify the field name and its initialization code with:

```python
{'class.new_field': field_init}
```

safepoint defines at what execution point it is safe to apply the specified change. It can be either "FUNCQUIESCENCE" or a user-specified consistency check function (cf.§3.4).

### 3.3 Support Dynamic Changes

#### Change function interface and body. PYLIVE supports changes on both function interfaces and code bodies. Changing function interfaces includes altering the number of parameters, parameter types, and function names. To make these changes, PYLIVE utilizes Python’s meta-object protocol and dynamic typing. For parameter number changes, Python functions’ parameters are defined in a list (i.e. co_varnames), and PYLIVE directly edits the list to add or remove parameters. For parameter type changes, Python uses dynamic typing, and so PYLIVE needs not explicitly change anything. For function name changes, PYLIVE defines a new function and modifies the callers to call the new function.

For function body changes, PYLIVE supports two types of changes: redefine a function body with a new one and instrument the old function body with extra statements (e.g., for logging or profiling). For both types, PYLIVE replaces functions’ code object (__code__) as a whole, as code objects are immutable and can only be replaced by reference change.

For instrument changes, PYLIVE first copies the function’s code object, builds an instrumented version by modifying its bytecode [10], and then sets the function’s __code__ to point to the instrumented code object.

PYLIVE may also need to change caller functions when changing the callee functions. For changes that modify callees’ interfaces, PYLIVE needs to change all the callers’ function body to call the new interface. PYLIVE expects that engineers include all changes to callers in the same patch as normal patching practice. For changes that only modify callees’ function bodies, PYLIVE needs not to change the callers. This is because Python function calls are made by function names instead of addresses. Every time a function call happens, Python interpreters translate its name into address by looking up its metadata. Therefore, as long as the function metadata is updated (e.g. modify the __code__ as discussed before), function calls can always be directed to the newest code objects. Note this differs from dynamic code changes in C/C++—they may need to update callers’ function body as the function calls are made by address directly.

#### Change data structure. Data structure changes include changes to class attributes, object attributes and methods.

Class attributes are data fields defined in classes and shared by all the object instances. PYLIVE changes class attributes by modifying the namespace tables of the target classes. In order to hook class attributes access for profiling or debugging, PYLIVE adds getter and setter functions for attributes need to be changed. In Python, getter and setter are automatically called if an attribute is annotated as property.

Object attributes are more difficult to change since they are individually stored in different objects even though they are instantiated from the same class. In order to change an object attribute, it is necessary to go through all objects of the class and change each individually. Previous works typically need to refactor a system ahead of time so they can have Factory objects to keep track of all live objects at runtime [41]. PYLIVE utilizes Python’s garbage collector (GC) to track live objects and modify each one when a change is requested. Specifically, PYLIVE calls gc.get_objects() to obtain a list of all live objects tracked by GC [14]. As Python uses reference counting to decide objects’ liveness, this does not trigger a heap walk but returns a list immediately instead.

Methods are just functions defined in classes and so can be changed in the same way as global functions as described above. Methods’ code is only stored in their classes instead of all instantiated objects, and so simply updating the classes’ methods is sufficient to apply a change.

#### 3.4 Identify Safe Change Point

Changing code at run time is not always safe. For instance, changing a function when it is executing may cause inconsistency problems. Therefore, dynamic code change systems
need to carefully choose a safe execution point to apply a change. Unfortunately, choosing a safe point for general changes has proved to be undecidable [53]. As a result, it is necessary to have engineers’ knowledge to choose a safe change point. PyLIVE categorizes safe points into different types and lets engineers select one based on the changes they want to make. Note that choosing the safe update point is only necessary when applying patches. PyLIVE can always apply code changes for logging and profiling as they only add code but do not change the existing code. PyLIVE supports two kinds of safe points:

**Quiescence of the changed functions.** This requirement means a change is only applied when the changed functions are not under execution. This is also the update point used by many previous dynamic code change systems [38, 38, 39, 86, 91]. It ensures that no function is executed with a mixture of old and new code during changes. PyLIVE provides automatic support for this safe point. To specify it, engineers only need to specify `safepoint='FUNC QUIESCENCE'`.

PyLIVE supports function quiescence for both changing one function and multiple functions. When changing one function, PyLIVE directly takes advantage of Python meta-object protocol to guarantee the quiescence. In Python, when a function’s code is changed, the change only takes effect the next time it is called. When changing multiple functions, PyLIVE checks every thread’s stack for any changed function. If any changed function is on a stack, PyLIVE defers the change, retries the checks later and applies the change when no changed function is on any stack.

**Consistent state check.** When the changed functions modify shared states between them, function quiescence may not be enough for safety. Consider an example shown in Figure 1, two functions `lock` and `unlock` need to be changed, and both of them modify the lock state. Applying the change when the program is executing between the calls to `lock` and `unlock` is not safe, even though the functions themselves are not executed. The new `unlock` may be called with an old lock state and the behavior is undefined.

To address this, PyLIVE allows engineers to provide a customized boolean function to decide when it is safe to apply a change. This is also noted as state quiescence in previous work [48]. Engineers can easily write such boolean functions in normal Python code. Figure 2 shows the state check function for changing `lock` and `unlock`. It checks if no lock is held before applying the change. PyLIVE periodically evaluates it and only applies the change when it returns true.

Note for most code changes, it does not require any customized consistency check. In our evaluation with 20 real-world cases from seven widely-used Python programs, only a few cases require a simple consistency check.

**Guidance for engineers.** We provide guidance to help engineers identify and specify safe change points for their needs:

First, if the changed functions have no side effects or negligible side effects on execution state, engineers can specify function quiescence as the safe change point. For example, if the changed functions modify no non-local variables, perform no database write and only write a few logs, it is safe to update them as long as they are not under execution.

Second, if the changed functions have some non-negligible side effects on execution states, engineers need to identify the states that the side effects of the old and new functions will not affect each other. Specifically, the variables `Vold` defined and propagated from old functions `f_{old}` will not be used by new functions `f_{new}`, and vice versa. To ensure this, the target consistent states are either no variable in `V_{old}` is defined or all of them are dead. An example of this is shown in Figure 2 that no lock is held at the point of change. Such states may not exist or may not be easy to express in state check functions, and in such cases it may be better to perform a restart than to use PyLIVE.

### 3.5 Support for Multi-threads and Multi-processes

**Multi-threads.** A server program may have multiple threads to serve different user requests. Different threads have different program counters while sharing the same code and global variables. Therefore, it is not straightforward to apply a change at a given safe change point for multiple threads.

To change multiple threads correctly, PyLIVE applies a given change synchronously. The synchronous change is ensured by Python global interpreter lock (GIL). At any execution point, only one thread can hold GIL and so can get
executed [15]. Therefore, when PYLIVE is actively applying a dynamic change, all other threads to be changed are blocked. When applying changes, PYLIVE also explicitly holds GIL lock to make sure no other threads can preempt it [17].

Based on the type of safe point, PYLIVE applies changes differently. If the safe point is function quiescence, PYLIVE either immediately applies the change when only one function needs to change or check program stacks to make sure no target function on stacks when multiple functions need to change. Applying one function change is simpler because Python’s meta-object protocol ensures the change to not take effect during its execution. If the safe point is a consistent state check, PYLIVE first executes the check function provided by engineers. If the consistent check succeeds, PYLIVE then applies the change. If it fails, PYLIVE sets a timer $t$ and goes to sleep to let other threads execute. The timer will wake up PYLIVE later to perform a state check again. The timer $t$ is configurable by engineers. After several attempts, if it still fails, PYLIVE will give up and report an error to engineers.

**Multi-processes.** Online services may use multiple processes, and dynamic code change needs to be applied to all of them. Different Python processes reside in different address spaces and share code through copy-on-write. When code is changed in a process, a copy-on-write happens and other processes will continue to use the old code. As such, dynamic code change needs to be performed explicitly in all processes. PYLIVE adopts a controller-stub architecture to communicate changes to all processes. A stub is a change thread residing in a target process. PYLIVE starts one stub thread for each target process at its starting time. A stub thread listens to a controller for patches and applies the received patches at a safe change point. A PYLIVE controller is a standalone process that accepts engineers’ change input and sends the specified code change to the stub thread in each process.

### 4 Use Cases

PYLIVE enables three types of use cases that require a running system to be dynamically changed.

#### 4.1 On-the-fly Logging for diagnosis

Systems may exhibit abnormal behavior during running. To collect run time info for diagnosis, engineers may want to add new log messages dynamically without restarting services.

An example of this is the diagnosis of a bug [28] from the Shuup [24] e-commerce system. This bug is related to its shopping cart: when some users click “add to cart”, the product is not added to the cart. This prevents users from purchasing products and causes direct revenue loss to businesses. Since the bug has no error logs, it is quite challenging for engineers to diagnose it off-line.

Figure 3 shows how engineers can use PYLIVE to add log messages to diagnose the issue. Engineers direct PYLIVE to add line-by-line logs in two functions `add_product` and `_find_product_line_data`. Engineers also specify to only collect logs during light-load time (24:00-2:00).

#### 4.2 On-the-fly Profiling

Performance issues often occur in production as systems have more and more features and scale up to a larger size. When such an issue emerges, engineers may want to enable profiling to certain parts of a system during production run.

An example [21] of such issues is from the Oscar e-commerce system. This issue happens when there are a lot of product categories in Oscar. The issue causes a performance downgrade in many pages displayed to customers in Oscar, preventing customers from buying products.

Figure 4 shows how to use PYLIVE to dynamically instrument code to profile the system. Engineers instruct PYLIVE to instrument customized profiling code into the methods in two classes, `AbstractCatagory` and `CatalogueView`, that are speculated to be related to the issue.

#### 4.3 Dynamic Patching

Online services frequently have urgent bugs (e.g., security bugs) that need to be patched as quickly as possible to minimize damages since they may cause information leakage/system compromise and prevent customers using online services.

An example [1] of such patches is from Django. It fixes a severe cross-site scripting (XSS) [8] issue, CVE-2019-12308 [9]. The issue is scored as “6.1” since it can expose malicious URLs as clickable links to victim users and direct them to vulnerable sites. Django developers quickly post a security release [12] to fix the vulnerability and encourage all online services that use Django to apply it as soon as possible.
Figure 4: On-the-fly profiling using PYLIVE to diagnose a critical performance issue occurred in Oscar ecommerce system [21]. This example requires PYLIVE to instrument code to profile the execution of every method in two classes AbstractCategory and CatalogueView for a period of time.

Figure 5 shows part of the patch and the change spec that engineers need to provide for PYLIVE to dynamically apply it. This patch is non-trivial to be dynamically applied, as it changes both function interfaces and data structures. It adds a new parameter validator_class to the __init__ function and adds a new attribute self.validator to AdminURLFieldWidget. The change spec calls the redefine interface with three arguments: preupdate specifies that PYLIVE needs to import a new class URLValidator before applying the change; old_new_map indicates that the original __init__ will be replaced with the new code. safepoint='FUNC_QUIESCENCE' tells PYLIVE to apply the change when the changed functions are quiescent. This requirement is safe enough in the case as there is no inter-dependency between the changed functions.

5 Evaluation

5.1 Methodology

We evaluate PYLIVE with 20 cases from seven Python-based real-world applications, as shown in Table 2. These applications are deployed in many companies, serving millions of customers [5, 13, 23, 34, 35]. Django is a popular web framework that powered over 94,319 websites, of which many are for e-commerce [85]. Gunicorn is a production web server used by many big companies for their main services, such as Instagram [35]. All the online services need to be almost non-stop since any downtime can result in revenue loss.

To evaluate PYLIVE’s benefit, we compare PYLIVE with a typical restart approach: modify code for logging/profil ing/patching offline, stop the services and restart the services immediately. To precisely measure the restart impact, we only restart the Python part of a service, which does not restart other parts (e.g., database) to avoid the impact of warming up their cache. For profiling, we also compare PYLIVE with cProfile [47], which is Python’s official profiling tool for collecting comprehensive profiling information in test environments.

Table 2: 20 real-world cases evaluated in our experiments. They are from seven widely used Python-based server applications that have powered many commercial e-commerce and ad-based web services including Instagram, serving millions of customers.

Note PYLIVE is not a substitute for cProfile as it collects less information than cProfile. However, as we will present in the results, some cases only need little dynamic information to diagnose. We conduct this comparison to study the benefit that PYLIVE can bring for such cases.

Each application is set up on a machine with a 2.30GHz CPU (6 core), 16GB Memory and 256GB SSD. Each application runs with 2 processes and 4 threads/process. Each application is initialized with ~2000 web pages. To mimic real-world workloads, JMeter [4] is used to generate random web page accesses. The JMeter client is started with 8 threads and can generate up to 15K requests/second.

We use throughput as the performance metric and normalize it to the max throughput of normal service run (41-752 requests/second). All the experiments are conducted within a LAN, which ensures that network is not the bottleneck.

```python
# profiling code to instrument
def call_b(start):
    start = time.time()
def call_a(start):
    logging.info(time.time()-start)

# instrument code to all functions of two classes
instrument(
    # instrument code to profile the
    def call_b(start):
        start = time.time()
    call_a(start):
        logging.info(time.time()-start)
)

# patch: add a parameter validator_class
# add an object attribute validator
class AdminURLFieldWidget(AdminURLFieldWidget, URLValidator):
    self.validator = validator_class()

# change specs.
def preupdate_call():
    from django.core.validators import URLValidator
    redefine(
        preupdate = preupdate_call,
        old_new_map={
            '...AdminURLFieldWidget.__init__':__init__},
            safepoint='FUNC_QUIESCENCE')

Figure 5: A real world security patch to Django [1] and PYLIVE’s dynamic change spec for it. This patch adds a parameter to function __init__ and adds an object attribute validator to class AdminURLFieldWidget. Other part of the patch is omitted due to space limit. The change spec indicates: preupdate — import URLValidator before the change; old_new_map — replace AdminURLFieldWidget.__init__ with a new one; safepoint — apply the change when the changed function is quiescent.

Table 2: 20 real-world cases evaluated in our experiments. They are from seven widely used Python-based server applications that have powered many commercial e-commerce and ad-based web services including Instagram, serving millions of customers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Applications</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Logging</th>
<th>Profiling</th>
<th>Patching</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Django</td>
<td>Web framework</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gunicorn</td>
<td>Web server</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oscar</td>
<td>E-commerce</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odoo</td>
<td>E-commerce</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shuup</td>
<td>E-commerce</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prettix</td>
<td>E-commerce</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saleor</td>
<td>E-commerce</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```
5.2 Overall Performance Results

Overall, PYLIVE avoids 2-17 seconds downtime and avoid up to 4.5 minutes warmup time, during which the performance downgrade can be 55%-90%. PYLIVE causes negligible (<0.1%) overhead during normal run as well as applying changes. PYLIVE causes 0.1%-1.4% overhead during profiling. Compared with cProfile, PYLIVE’s selective instrumentation avoids 10.5%-33.6% overhead.

Figure 6 shows the results of eight representative cases. Two newly identified performance issues and the other twelve existing real-world cases have similar results and due to space limit are put online [3].

For logging cases, PYLIVE’s benefits mainly come from avoiding the time to restart and warm up. The service restart is relatively fast (2-17 seconds), but the warmup takes much longer time. Our experiments set up applications with only ~2000 web pages, but the warmup still takes 2.3-3 minutes.

For profiling cases, PYLIVE makes the performance impact caused by profiling affordable in production-run systems. The benefit comes from two aspects. First, PYLIVE allows engineers to perform customized profiling, so they need not profile applications in a whole as with cProfile. The customized profiling is not a substitute for comprehensive profiling with cProfile because it collects less information. However, it’s sufficient to diagnose many cases that only needs limited timing information, as shown later in our case studies (cf. §5.3). Second, PYLIVE avoids restart and warmup time (up to 4.5 minutes), which is needed by cProfile. With PYLIVE, the performance downgrade during profiling is 0.1%-1.4%. While with cProfile, the performance downgrade can be 11%-39%.

For patching cases, PYLIVE can apply them dynamically with almost no performance downgrades. This benefits urgent security patches, for which waiting for the next rollout can be dangerous. Our evaluation includes 5 security patches and PYLIVE successfully applied them on-the-fly.

5.3 Case Studies

This section dives into the details of eight representative cases. The remaining twelve cases evaluated are similar and due to space limit we put them online [3].

Case 1: Diagnose a purchase bug in Shuup [28]. This case is about diagnosing a bug related to the shopping carts of Shuup [24], a widely-deployed e-commerce website. As mentioned in §4.1, the bug causes an error in production and prevents customers from adding new items to shopping carts. To help diagnose it, PYLIVE dynamically instruments logging statements on the running application. Figure 6a shows that PYLIVE avoids 3 seconds downtime and 2.3 minutes warmup time. It imposes only < 0.1% performance overhead.

Case 2: Diagnose a payment bug in Odoo [74]. Odoo [25] is an e-commerce website and this bug prevents customers from paying an order. It is an “urgent” bug as it results in business loss. Odoo engineers diagnosed it by adding two logging statements and restarting the service. With PYLIVE, the logging statement can be added on-the-fly with 11 LOC. As shown in Figure 6b, PYLIVE avoids 4 seconds service downtime with < 0.1% overhead. Differing from other applications, Odoo does not have much cache and so requires little warmup time.

Case 3: Diagnose a purchase bug in Pretix [20]. Pretix [27] is an ticket-booking website that allows event organizers to sell event tickets online. In this case, when customers request a PayPal refund, it fails silently with no error messages. PYLIVE can dynamically instrument logging code to diagnose the reason. Figure 6c shows that PYLIVE successfully avoids 17 seconds downtime and 3 minutes warmup (by restarting Pretix) with < 0.1% performance overhead.

Case 4: Profile a main web page in Saleor [83]. This case is about diagnosing a slowly-loaded web page. This case is difficult to reproduce in testing as it only emerges when the product category grows to large. Currently, engineers use cProfile to profile the whole application [83]. Enabling cProfile needs an application restart, causing downtime and warmup time as shown in Figure 6d. Also, cProfile profiles every function, so after warmup it still imposes 35% performance downgrade.

PYLIVE can benefit the diagnosis in two ways. First, it can dynamically instrument profiling code into a running application. Figure 6d shows this can avoid 3 seconds downtime and 4.5 minutes warmup of Saleor services. Second, it can be customized to only profile the relevant functions suspected by engineers and thus reduces profiling overhead to only 1.4%.

Case 5: Profile a slowly-loaded web page in Oscar [21]. This case is about diagnosing a slowly-loaded product-listing page. It happens when the number of products grows to large. PYLIVE enables dynamic profiling to Oscar with 9 LOC to specify the change. As shown in Figure 6e, PYLIVE causes only 0.5% performance overhead during profiling and nearly no overhead during normal run. In contrast, cProfile causes as much as 11% performance downgrades as well as 2 seconds of downtime and 3 minutes warmup time.

Case 6: Profile a slow action in Odoo [75]. This case is about diagnosing a slow receipt-validating action. It is hard to reproduce in testing as it only emerges when the database contains a large number of products and orders. PYLIVE enables dynamic profiling with 9 LOC. Figure 6f shows PYLIVE’s performance benefit. PYLIVE causes only 0.1% performance overhead during profiling and nearly no overhead during normal run. In contrast, cProfile causes as much as 38.5% performance downgrades as well as 9 seconds of service downtime.

Case 7: Patch CVE-2019-12308 security vulnerability in Django [1]. This patch fixes a severe XSS security issue CVE-2019-12308 [9]. As discussed in §4.3, it may lead users to click into malicious websites and can possibly affect
(a) **Shuup**: on-the-fly logging to diagnose a payment bug [28]. **PyLIVE** causes < 0.1% overhead only when adding logs. In comparison, restarting causes 3 seconds of downtime and needs 2.3 minutes to warmup.

(b) **Odoo**: on-the-fly logging to diagnose a shopping-cart bug [74]. **PyLIVE** causes < 0.1% overhead only when adding logs. In comparison, restarting causes 4 seconds of downtime. Odoo does not have much cache so has a short warmup time.

(c) **Pretix**: on-the-fly logging to diagnose a payment bug [20]. **PyLIVE** causes < 0.1% overhead only when adding logs. In comparison, restarting causes 17 seconds of downtime and needs 3 minutes to warmup.

(d) **Saleor**: on-the-fly profiling a long-loaded web page [83]. **PyLIVE** causes 1.4% overhead only during profiling. In comparison, restarting causes 3 seconds of downtime and needs 4.5 minutes to warmup. Using **cProfile** causes 35% overhead.

(e) **Oscar**: on-the-fly profiling a long-loaded web page [21]. **PyLIVE** causes 0.5% overhead only during profiling. In comparison, restarting causes 2 seconds of downtime and needs 3 minutes to warmup. Using **cProfile** causes 11% overhead.

(f) **Odoo**: on-the-fly profiling a long-loaded web page [75]. **PyLIVE** causes 0.1% overhead only during profiling. In comparison, restarting causes 9 seconds of downtime. Using **cProfile** to profile causes 38.5% overhead.

Figure 6: Throughput comparison of three on-the-fly logging cases and three on-the-fly profiling cases with **PyLIVE** in comparison with today’s practices—stop and restart with logging added and profiling enabled.

many users. This patch is non-trivial to be dynamically applied, as it involves adding a parameter to a method interface and adding a new class attribute [1]. With **PyLIVE**, this patch is allowed to be applied safely with 8 additional LOC. Figure 7a shows the performance benefit of **PyLIVE** and **PyLIVE** avoids 2 seconds of downtime and 2.8 minutes warmup time. **PyLIVE** dynamically applies the patch with < 0.1% overhead.

Case 8: Patch CVE-2018-1000164 in Gunicorn [52]. This patch fixes a HTTP Response Splitting Vulnerability [73]. It has a severity score of “7.5 High” in the CVE system [72]. It can be exploited by various attacks, such as Cross-site Scripting (XSS), Cross-User Defacement, Hijacking [73]. The patch requires a modification to a function body. It can be dynamically applied with **PyLIVE** with only 13 additional LOC. As shown in Figure 7b, **PyLIVE** avoids 4 seconds of downtime, when a non-cached service runs on Gunicorn. **PyLIVE** introduces < 0.1% overhead while applying the patch.
(a) Django: urgent security patching for CVE-2019-12308 [1]. Compared with restarting, PyLIVE avoids 2 seconds of downtime and 2.8 minutes warmup time, with < 0.1% performance overhead during patching.

(b) Gunicorn: security patching for CVE-2018-1000164 [72]. Compared with restarting, PyLIVE avoids 4 seconds of service downtime, with negligible overhead during patching. Gunicorn’s workload is Odoo, which has little cache, so it takes a short time to warmup.

Table 3: Lines of code (LOC) of change specification for PyLIVE. For patches, this only count extra code for PyLIVE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Use Case</th>
<th>Software</th>
<th>LOC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case1</td>
<td>Shuup</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case2</td>
<td>Odoo</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case3</td>
<td>Pretix</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case4</td>
<td>Saleor</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case5</td>
<td>Oscar</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case6</td>
<td>Odoo</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case7</td>
<td>Django</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case8</td>
<td>Gunicorn</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4 Human Effort

PyLIVE requires only a little human effort to adopt it in real-world applications. To enable PyLIVE in a Python-based application, it only needs to add two lines of code in the application’s initialization stage. To apply dynamic change for different purposes, PyLIVE allows engineers to write Python code to specify the intended changes. Table 3 shows the lines of code (LOC) to specify the changes in the eight representative cases. For all cases, it requires only 7-13 lines of code to specify each change.

6 Limitations and Discussion

There are many kinds of code changes that PyLIVE cannot apply. First, PyLIVE cannot apply changes to long-running functions because dynamic changes only take effect next time when the functions are called. Fortunately, online services are usually request based and the major part is the request handling functions, which finish running in a short amount of time. Second, PyLIVE cannot apply patches that assume an initial program state. Patches for memory-leak bugs may need to reinitialize the program state to free the leaked memory, which needs a restart of the target program. Third, PyLIVE is not suitable for applying major changes to a target program. Such changes include adding new features, updating library versions, and refactoring the program structure. These changes may involve major changes to program states and code logic of many functions. Therefore, it is hard for engineers to write code to initialize the states and to specify a safe update point that considers all the dependencies between the changed functions.

PyLIVE relies on engineers to specify the safe update points for dynamic patching. PyLIVE targets on simple bug-fixing and security patches that only update a few functions and data structures. For these patches, the safe update points can be specified as when the targeted functions are not executing or when a customized state check passes (e.g. a lock is not held as in Figure 1). However, for more complex patches that change many interdependent functions and data structures, the safe update point may not be easy to specify. For such cases, it is safer to restart the target program than to use PyLIVE. Note the safe update point is only necessary for applying patches but not for logging or profiling. Code changes for profiling and logging can always be safely applied as they only add code but do not change the existing code.

PyLIVE cannot prevent errors introduced by buggy patches. PyLIVE expects that engineers thoroughly test their patches in a testing environment before dynamically applying them to production-run systems. For logging and profiling cases, PyLIVE wraps the instrumented code in try-catch blocks so that buggy logging or profiling code does not affect the normal program execution.

PyLIVE has two security implications. First, in terms of the type of code changes that can be made dynamically, PyLIVE does not expand the attack surface of Python’s own meta-object protocol. PyLIVE does not modify the Python interpreter to enable more types of code changes but just provides convenient interfaces purely based on Python’s meta-object protocol. Second, the introduction of a change controller (cf. §3.5) expands the attack surface from one single process to two processes. The change controller is an additional process that commands a target program process to apply a change dynamically. Therefore, it would be dangerous if attackers gain access to the change controller. It can be mitigated by...
setting the change controller’s permission to make it only executable by a privileged user. We also plan to implement PYLIVE’s own access control for the change controller in future work.

PYLIVE’s design and implementation are generally applicable to Python variants and other interpreted languages as long as they support three language features:

- Meta-object protocol—PYLIVE uses this to modify a program’s code at running time (cf. §2);
- Dynamic typing—PYLIVE relies on this to modify variable types at running time (cf. §2);
- Interpreter interfaces to freeze non-current threads—PYLIVE uses them to pause the execution of any other threads to safely apply changes (cf. §3.5).

All three features are supported by popular python variants including Pypy [29] and Pyston [2], and so PYLIVE can be easily ported to them. PYLIVE can also potentially be ported to two other popular interpreted languages: JavaScript [19] and Ruby [30]. The first two features are directly supported by JavaScript and Ruby. The third feature can also be implemented in JavaScript and Ruby in different ways. JavaScript uses a single-threaded event loop model—at any time only one event handler is running and it cannot be preempted before its completion. Therefore, when PYLIVE is running in JavaScript, any other thread is ensured not running at the same time. Ruby’s official interpreter YARV [31] has a similar GIL lock as Python’s GIL, which allows PYLIVE to hold GIL in Ruby to prevent preemption as in Python (cf. §3.5).

7 Related Work

Dynamic Code Change for C/C++ and Java. Many works have been done for dynamic changing C/C++-based operating systems [39–41, 45, 49, 64, 86] and applications [38, 46, 54, 56, 63, 69, 82, 89]. While simple dynamic change (e.g. patch only function bodies) to OS kernels has been used in production, more general change to applications has not been widely adopted. General dynamic change usually requires many unsafe transformations to target programs including modifying both machine code and memory layout. This may introduce safety concerns in production. Contrarily, PYLIVE realizes general changes by utilizing Python’s standard language features—meta-object protocol and dynamic typing, making it safer to be adopted in production.

Works on dynamic changing Java either need to modify JVM [71, 90] or rely on some unsafe operations of JVM [78], introducing portability and safety concerns in production. When running a Java program, JVM maintains many metadata such as method signatures and class attributes as internal data but provides no safe operations to modify them. However, it is necessary to modify these metadata in order to support general dynamic change. In comparison, PYLIVE makes use of Python’s meta-object protocol to safely modify related metadata when dynamically changing Python programs. This imposes no modification to a standard Python interpreter and so can be easily adopted in existing production systems.

Dynamic Code Change for Python. Pymoult [66] made a preliminary exploration on the feasibility of dynamically changing Python programs. As a preliminary proposal, it has no experimental result. More importantly, Pymoult relies on a special Python interpreter, Pypy, which is not fully compatible with the standard Python interpreter (i.e. CPython [32]). In order to use Pymoult, engineers need to port their systems to Pypy interpreter, which requires considerable human efforts. Contrarily, PYLIVE is based on the standard Python interpreter and so can be easily adopted in the field.

PyReload [93] is a dynamic code change tool based on the standard Python interpreter. However, it has two key limitations that prevent it to be practical. First, PyReload needs engineers to refactor a target program into modules, which requires huge human efforts. Second, PyReload only supports single-threaded programs. Considering that servers usually have multiple threads, PyReload is not suitable for server systems. In contrast, PYLIVE requires no refactor to the target program and supports updating multi-thread server programs.

Language level support for dynamic code change. Language level support for dynamic code change is not new. Besides Python, many other dynamically-typed programming languages, such as Common Lisp [88], Smalltalk [50], JavaScript [19] and Ruby [30], have provided support for meta-object protocol. Meta-object protocol can be directly used to update a single function/class; however, there are still many challenges in using meta-object protocol to practically update server programs, which usually needs to update multiple functions/classes and threads/processes. Very few works have been done on these challenges. Rivet [67] proposes interesting ideas to leverage JavaScript’s reflection capabilities to debug single-threaded browser-side programs. But the ideas cannot be directly borrowed to update server programs, which usually have multiple threads/processes.

Focusing on Python, PYLIVE addresses three challenges of leveraging meta-object protocol to update server programs. First, to make it easy to update multiple functions and classes, PYLIVE provides two APIs: Redefine and Instrument (§3.2) and adopts the meta-object protocol and bytecode instrumentation to implement them (§3.3). Second, to make it safe to update multiple functions and classes, PYLIVE borrows ideas from previous works [38, 39, 48] and provides two different safe points (§3.4). Third, to support updating programs with multiple-threads and multiple-processes, PYLIVE proposes new synchronous update mechanisms based on Python GIL and a controller-stub architecture (§3.5).

Aspect-oriented programming. PYLIVE’s Instrument interface is a type of aspect-oriented programming (AOP) [60]. AOP is a programming paradigm to break down independent program logic into different modules. A common usage of
AOP is to allow developers to write a function’s main logic and its logging code separately. The AOP framework then “weaves” the code together at compile time or load time. Several works also aim to enable dynamic weaving at run time for AOP [79, 80, 92]. PYLIVE's Instrument interface is an AOP support for Python and is inspired by previous work on AOP interfaces for Java [59, 65]. However, AOP’s main target is to insert additional code without modifying the existing code. PYLIVE also provides a Redefine interface to modify the existing code of a running program, which is challenging especially when the target program has multiple threads/processes. To realize Redefine, PYLIVE further considered the challenge of supporting safe update points and multiple-threads/processes programs.

Dynamic Instrumentation. PYLIVE's Instrument interface is related to previous works on dynamic binary instrumentation (DBI), including Pin [62], Valgrind [70], and DynamoRIO [43]. DBI enables modifying a running binary program at the machine instruction level and is usually used for logging and profiling a compiled program. However, DBI cannot be directly adopted for profiling a Python program in production. When DBI is used for a Python program, DBI is instrumenting the Python interpreter instead of the Python program. This can cause two folds of problems. First, the logging and profiling results are verbose and hard to understand by Python developers as they are mostly about the execution of the Python interpreter but not about the Python program. Second, this can introduce an unacceptable performance downgrade to the Python program as interpreting one line of Python code may need to run multiple lines of interpreter code. PYLIVE addresses these problems by instrumenting code at the granularity of Python bytecode. Therefore, the logging and profiling results can be directly mapped back to the Python program and so are easy to understand by Python developers. In addition, much less code is instrumented and so much less performance downgrade.

PYLIVE complements DTrace [44] on dynamic instrumentation. DTrace is a dynamic instrumentation framework for production systems. To enable DTrace for Python, it needs to embed “markers” in Python interpreters. This introduces additional compatibility requirements for Python interpreters to use DTrace. As noted by the official Python document [18], “DTrace scripts can stop working or work incorrectly without warning when changing CPython versions.” PYLIVE takes a complementary approach to instrument Python application code without modifying Python interpreters, avoiding the compatibility concerns.

Rollout Update. An alternative way to avoid whole system downtime is rollout update [7, 42, 84]. In rollout update, a cluster of servers are restarted one by one or batches by batches so that during an update there are still servers alive to serve users’ requests. However, for just collecting logging/profiling information, rolling out patches to a whole cluster at the next deployment is heavyweight and an overkill. It would be handy to quickly apply a simple patch that temporarily logs extra information or collects extra metrics to some servers on-the-fly. Furthermore, rollout update is less effective for collecting diagnostic or profiling information for certain types of issues because rollout update still requires restarting every service instance. As a result, errors that appear only after a long running time, such as resource leaks and concurrency issues, may not reappear quickly after restarting to provide diagnostic information [95]. Finally, rollout update can still result in a subset of servers restarting and warming up before providing service at their full capacity. This means during the rollout update, the entire system will suffer from certain levels of throughput degradation.

8 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a framework called PYLIVE that leverages Python’s unique language features, meta-object protocol and dynamic typing, to support dynamic code change for on-the-fly logging, profiling and patching in production-run systems. PYLIVE only relies on standard Python interpreters and can be easily adopted by existing systems. We evaluated PYLIVE with seven widely-deployed Python-based systems for online services. PYLIVE successfully helped resolve 20 existing real-world cases from these systems with dynamically logging, profiling and patching. PYLIVE also helped two of the systems diagnose two new performance issues. In comparison to restart, PYLIVE avoids service downtime and warmup. PYLIVE imposes no overhead during normal run and negligible overhead during the change. For profiling, PYLIVE adds only 0.1%-1.4% overhead.
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Abstract

Coverage-guided fuzzers use program coverage measurements to explore different program paths efficiently. The coverage pipeline consists of runtime collection and post-execution processing procedures. First, the target program executes instrumentation code to collect coverage information. Then the fuzzer performs an expensive analysis on the collected data, yet most program executions lead to no increases in coverage. Inefficient implementations of these steps significantly reduce the fuzzer’s overall throughput.

In this paper, we propose RIFF, a highly efficient program coverage measurement mechanism to reduce fuzzing overhead. For the target program, RIFF moves computations originally done at runtime to instrumentation-time through static program analysis, thus reducing instrumentation code to a bare minimum. For the fuzzer, RIFF processes coverage with different levels of granularity and utilizes vector instructions to improve throughput.

We implement RIFF in state-of-the-art fuzzers such as AFL and MOpt and evaluate its performance on real-world programs in Google’s FuzzBench and fuzzer-test-suite. The results show that RIFF improves coverage measurement efficiency of fuzzers by $23 \times$ and $6 \times$ during runtime collection and post-execution processing, respectively. As a result, the fuzzers complete $147\%$ more executions, and use only 6.53 hours to reach the 24-hour coverage of baseline fuzzers on average.

1 Introduction

Fuzzing is an automated testing technique that attempts to detect bugs and vulnerabilities in programs [1, 3, 9, 13, 14, 24, 27, 31, 35, 36]. Coverage-guided fuzzing improves bug-detection ability of fuzzers by leveraging program coverage measurements to guide fuzzing towards exploring new program states [4, 8, 20, 29, 40]. These fuzzers perform the following steps: (1) the fuzzer selects an input from the corpus and performs mutation operations to generate new inputs; (2) the fuzzer executes the target program with mutated inputs and collects coverage statistics of these runs; (3) the fuzzer saves the input to the corpus if it can trigger bugs or find new program states. With proper coverage guidance, fuzzers can improve their efficiency by prioritizing mutation on interesting inputs in the corpus and discarding inputs that do not reach any new program states.

Generally speaking, the coverage pipeline of fuzzers consists of two stages: runtime coverage information collection and post-execution processing: first, the target program is instrumented with coverage collection code, which updates an array of counters to record the runtime execution trace; after the completion of an execution, the fuzzer processes the values in the array to check whether each execution reaches any new program states.

An instrumented program executes many more instructions compared to a non-instrumented binary. Since fuzzers continuously execute random inputs, a slight slow-down can significantly impact overall fuzzing performance. We analyze the source of overhead using many microarchitectural performance counters.

For the target program, fuzzers insert instrumentation code for coverage collection at each basic block. The collection code saves the current register context, loads the base address for the counter region, computes the counter index, updates the corresponding counter value, restores the context, and transfers control back to the program logic (see Figure 2). The code is executed frequently, and can contain dozens of instructions encoded in around a hundred bytes. Furthermore, modern processors use a multi-tier cache subsystem to reduce memory latency. Because the collection code updates the counter array, it adds many loads or stores to the instruction stream. These memory accesses stress the memory subsystem by competing with the program logic for instruction cache. The extra memory latency reduces the overall execution speed of programs.

For the fuzzer itself, the instructions which process coverage do not uncover new states in most cases. While new program states are extremely rare, fuzzers need to perform the
following operations: convert the raw coverage information into features, then check the database of known features, and update the database to add the newly discovered features [42]. This algorithm is implemented using memory write-, integer comparison- and conditional branching instructions. The complex nature of the code prevents the compiler from optimizing it. Consequently, the instructions emitted by the compiler cannot fully utilize instruction-level parallelism supported by the processor’s execution engine.

In this paper, we propose RIFF to reduce instruction footprints of coverage pipelines and improve fuzzing throughput. RIFF utilizes compiler analyses and leverages low-level features directly exposed by the processor’s instruction set architecture. Specifically, ① RIFF reduces the amount of instructions executed for runtime coverage collection in the target program. First, RIFF removes edge index computations at runtime by pre-computing the edge transfers at instrumentation-time. Next, RIFF eliminates the instructions for loading the base of the counter region by assigning the region a link-time determined static address. Thus, RIFF can use only one instruction encoded in 6 bytes per instrumentation site. ② RIFF removes unnecessary instructions when processing coverage in fuzzers by dividing processing granularity into three stages, where the first stage handles simple scenarios fast, while the last stage is suited for more sophisticated scenarios. For the most common case, RIFF scans the coverage region and skips zero-valued chunks using vector instructions, analyzing 16, 32, or 64 counters per iteration on modern processors.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach, we implement RIFF by augmenting state-of-the-art fuzzers such as AFL [40] and MOpt [29] and evaluate its performance on real-world programs from Google’s fuzzer-test-suite [21] and FuzzBench [30]. On the coverage collection side, RIFF reduces the average runtime overhead of instrumentation from 207% to 8%. On the post-execution processing side, RIFF reduces coverage processing time from 217 seconds to 42 seconds with AVX2 instructions [10] and 31 seconds with AVX512 instructions [34]. As a result, the enhanced fuzzers can complete 147% more executions during the 24-hour experiments, covering 13.13% more paths and 5.60% more edges. Alternatively, the improved fuzzers need only 6.53 hours to reach the 24-hour coverage of baseline fuzzers.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

- We observe that the collection and processing of program coverage measurements significantly affect the speed of fuzzing. We break down the cost of instrumentation and analysis code.
- We eliminate much of the runtime cost by using precomputing information statically, and we accelerate post-execution processing using vectorization.
- We adapt RIFF to popular fuzzers and achieve significant speedup on real-world programs. The coverage analysis algorithm of our work has been integrated into production-level fuzzer AFL++ [23].

2 Background

2.1 Stages of a Coverage Pipeline

To guide fuzzing using coverage, fuzzers use a multi-stage pipeline. Figure 1 takes AFL as an example to demonstrate how fuzzers handle coverage:

![Coverage Pipeline Diagram](image)

Figure 1: The coverage pipeline of the standard fuzzing tool AFL. After collecting the coverage from the target program (arrows labeled “instrument” and “update”), the fuzzer determines whether the input triggers new program behavior (“classify” and “detect”).

① Instrument. At compile time, afl-clang allocates an array of 65,536 counters to store coverage as 8-bit counters. For each basic block of the target program, afl-as generates a random number ID as its identifier, then inserts a call to afl_maybe_log(ID) at the beginning.

After instrumentation, the fuzzer generates random inputs and executes the program on each input. For each input the fuzzer detects whether the input triggers new program states by using a database, as follows:

② Update. At run time, afl_maybe_log updates the coverage counters to collect edge coverage. The logging function hashes the identifier of the previously executed and the current block, then uses the hash as an index into the counter array to increment the pointed counter by one.

③ Classify. After the target program completes execution, AFL reads the coverage counters to classify them into a bitmap of features. Each 8-bit counter with nonzero value is mapped to 8 possible features. The features are represented...
as a bitmap, where each feature corresponds to one of the 8 bits inside the 8-bit counter. The classified result is written back to the coverage region.

Detect. With the edge transfer counts classified as a bitmap, AFL scans the database of unknown program states to detect new program behaviors: if a previously-unknown edge transfer is triggered, then the input will be labeled as "new coverage"; if a known edge transfer has different features, then it will be marked as a "new path"; otherwise, the current input is discarded. After the scan, AFL removes the newly discovered features by updating the database.

2.2 Variants of Coverage Pipeline

While the implementation varies for different fuzzers, the design mostly follows the classic coverage pipeline first introduced by AFL. Table 1 presents the instrumentation mechanism for popular fuzzers. Despite different tool chains and compiler infrastructures, all the collection methods insert code or callbacks to collect coverage. For example, although SanitizerCoverage contains a set of instrumentation options and is implemented in both Clang [7] and GCC [6], it uses callbacks and array updates to report coverage. Note that FuzzBench implements its own instrumentation for AFL [15], we only list it for completeness.

Table 1: Methods for Collecting Coverage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Infrastructure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>afl-[clang,gcc]</td>
<td>Assembler</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>afl-clang-fast</td>
<td>Clang</td>
<td>LLVM Pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>afl-fuzzbench</td>
<td>Clang</td>
<td>SanitizerCoverage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libFuzzer</td>
<td>Clang</td>
<td>SanitizerCoverage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>honggfuzz</td>
<td>Clang/GCC</td>
<td>SanitizerCoverage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angora</td>
<td>Clang</td>
<td>LLVM Pass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 summarizes post-processing methods of coverage counters at fuzzers’ side. honggfuzz is a special case because it processes coverage in real-time. Other fuzzers first classify the counter array to a bitmap of features, then scan the bitmap to detect the presence of new features.

Table 2: Methods for Processing Coverage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Classify</th>
<th>Scan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AFL</td>
<td>Batch</td>
<td>Bit twiddling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libFuzzer</td>
<td>Per Counter</td>
<td>Statistics update</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>honggfuzz</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angora</td>
<td>Distill</td>
<td>Queued</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For example, AFL implements a two-pass design. In the first pass, it performs bitmap conversion in batch; in the second pass, it applies bit twiddling hacks for acceleration. libFuzzer employs a one-pass design: for each non-zero byte, libFuzzer converts it to a feature index, then updates the local and global statistics with complex operations such as binary search. Angora takes the queued approach: in the first pass, it distills a small collection of counter index and feature mask out of the original array; in the second pass, it scans the collection to detect new coverage and pushes the modifications to the write-back queue; in the third pass, it locks the global database and applies the queued modifications.

3 Measuring Coverage Pipeline Overheads

To measure the overhead of the coverage pipeline, we select the classic fuzzer AFL as an example: as the forerunner of coverage-guided fuzzing, most coverage-guided fuzzers partially or completely inherit its design. As for the target program and workload, we use libxml2 from FuzzBench.

3.1 Cost of Instrumentation

To evaluate the overhead of coverage collection, we select all instrumentation methods provided by AFL, which cover all compiler infrastructures listed in Table 1. To have a fair comparison, we select afl-clang, afl-fuzzbench, and afl-clang-fast, because they have the same coverage update method and base compiler. We further decrease the optimization level of afl-fuzzbench to -O2 to match with the other instrumentation methods.

We collect performance metrics by running the target program using perf tools. To remove the one-time cost of program startup, we do a warm-up run of the program with 1 input, then use 11 more inputs separately, then calculate the average of per-execution cost. The Intel Intrinsics Guide [12] is used as the XML input.

Table 3 lists the overhead of each collection method by normalizing each metric to the non-instrumented baseline program. Looking at the “duration” column, we can see that the instrumentation significantly slows down program execution. For example, as soon as the fastest method, afl-clang-fast, finishes executing its first input, the non-instrumented program has executed more than half of the second input.

Table 3: Overheads of Instrumented Programs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Instructions</th>
<th>L1-I</th>
<th>L1-D</th>
<th>µops</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>afl-clang</td>
<td>3.50x</td>
<td>4.26x</td>
<td>102.36x</td>
<td>5.16x</td>
<td>4.72x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>afl-fuzzbench</td>
<td>2.45x</td>
<td>2.83x</td>
<td>19.88x</td>
<td>2.53x</td>
<td>2.14x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>afl-clang-fast</td>
<td>1.69x</td>
<td>1.79x</td>
<td>33.58x</td>
<td>2.88x</td>
<td>2.11x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The “instruction count” column explains the slowdown. Figure 2 lists the instructions of afl-clang (the slowest method), and afl-clang-fast (the fastest method). Take afl-clang for example, for each basic block, it inserts 10 instructions encoded in 56 bytes. These instructions save the context, invoke __afl_maybe_log, and restore the context.
of its time on the coverage pipeline. To detect new program states, AFL spends 84.48% of its valuable CPU time on the coverage pipeline. The overwhelmingly high percent of CPU usage implies significant problems behind the overall system design, which inevitably leads to redundency in executed instructions.

Table 4 shows that most executions do not improve coverage. We call a counter “useless” if its value is zero, since a zero-valued counter never maps to a feature. We call a program execution “useless” if its bitmap does not contain any new feature with respect to previous executions. After AFL terminates, we collected the coverage of the first discovered 2,000 paths, and calculated useless counters (see the first row). We also compute useless executions during a 5-second time interval (see the second row). During the period, AFL had executed 67,696 inputs, where each execution required processing 64 KiB of coverage. Although it had processed over 4,231 MiB of coverage, it only discovered 2 new paths, and none of the paths covered new counters.

As the first row in Table 4 shows, for the coverage of the first 2,000 discovered paths, 98.67% of the processed counters were zero. In other words, executing an input only covers 871.69 counters, yet the total number of counters allocated by AFL was 65,536. Angora’s instrumentation technique suffers even more, because it allocates 1 MiB of memory to store coverage. The sparsity of the coverage array implies that skipping zero counters quickly during coverage analysis can be a major performance boost.

As the second row in Table 4 shows, although 99.997% of the inputs did not trigger any new program behavior, AFL still performed many computations: the first pass converted the coverage to a bitmap, and the second pass re-read it to compare with the database of unknown program states. The same applies to libFuzzer, which maintains even more statistics, including the minimum input size, the trigger frequency of each feature, the list of the rarest features, and the list of unique features covered by the current input. The analysis requires complex computations involving table lookups, linear searches, and floating-point logarithms.

The analysis logic cannot be efficiently optimized by compilers. The high-level algorithm is scattered with side effects, control-flow transfers, and data dependencies. Due to the complexity of the analysis logic, the compiler cannot perform important optimizations such as hardware-assisted loop vectorization. Only shallow optimizations, such as loop unrolling, are performed.

Figure 3: Breakdown of execution costs for afl-fuzz: AFL first mutates the input; after the execution completes, it classifies the coverage to bitmap, scans the bitmap for new coverage, and resets the memory for the next run.

From the figure we can see that afl-fuzz spends the majority of its time on the coverage pipeline.
4 Design of RIFF

Figure 4 presents the overall design of RIFF. Similar to conventional coverage pipelines, it consists of compile-time instrumentation, runtime execution trace collection, and coverage processing.

![System Overview](image)

**Figure 4:** System overview. RIFF first instruments the program to log the execution trace at runtime. After the completion of execution, the fuzzier processes the coverage in three stages, using vectorization on the hot-path.

At compile-time, RIFF performs control-flow analysis and interprocedural analysis to pre-compute all possible control-flow edges; each edge is statically allocated a fixed counter index. The compile-time computation avoids performing the address computation at runtime. Next, RIFF inserts code to log the edge execution by incrementing the counter at the corresponding address. Finally, RIFF generates machine code with the help of the compiler’s backend, without requiring runtime context saving or restoring. When the target program starts, RIFF’s runtime maps the coverage counters at the fixed address specified by the compiler. The simplified instrumentation and aggregated coverage layout reduces the overhead of coverage collection. We describe the optimized instrumentation in detail in Section 4.1.

After the target program completes the execution of an input, the fuzzier enhanced with RIFF processes the coverage in three stages, where the first stage handles simple cases quickly, and the last stage handles infrequent complex cases. According to the simulation of collected coverage in Section 3.2, the first stage vectorized scan can eliminate 95.08% of the analysis cases, leaving only 4.92% of the processing job to the second stage, i.e., the masked comparison. The slowest stage only processes 0.003% of all cases.

### 4.1 Single-Instruction Instrumentation

As shown in Figure 2, the instrumentation code that collects coverage is expensive. Not only does it need to update the counter for each basic block, but the instrumentation code saves and restores registers around each counter update to preserve program logic. Moreover, the code loads the counter base address dynamically and computes the counter index by hashing the block index. RIFF reduces this code to a single instruction by performing much of this computation at compile time.

**Pre-Compute Counter Index**  AFL uses hashing-based control-flow edge coverage. While edge-level coverage can distinguish between execution traces where block-based coverage cannot, maintaining the previous block’s identifier dynamically and computing hashes at runtime is expensive. Using the compiler infrastructure RIFF performs edge-coverage computation at compile-time, and falls back to runtime computation only if static information is insufficient.

![Problems behind raw block coverage](image)

**Figure 5:** Problems behind raw block coverage: (a) incompleteness: multiple edge counts can map to the same block count; (b) complexity: obtaining the hit count of edge AC requires extra computation at fuzzler’s side.

Figure 5 illustrates the imprecision of block-level coverage. Figure (a) shows two control-flow graphs that have different edge counts but identical block counts. In theory, for a digraph with |V| vertices, there can be \(|V(V-1)|/2\) edges. Therefore, block count alone cannot determine the exact edge counts. However, in practice, the graph is very sparse, and in some cases, the edge counts can be uniquely determined by the block counts. However, calculating edge counts requires an expensive computation to solve a system of equations. As Figure (b) shows, there are three basic blocks (A, B, and C) and three edges (AB, BC, and AC). Suppose that the instrumentation scheme collects the count for basic block A, B, and C as a, b, and c respectively. While the hit count for edge AB and BC can be directly represented as a and c, the hit count of edge AC must be computed (such as a – b). Solving the system of equations will significantly slow down the processing at fuzzler’s side.

RIFF leverages static analysis to allocate one counter for each edge. It does this by creating additional empty basic blocks when needed. As Algorithm 1 shows, if the hit count of an edge can be uniquely determined by its source or sink
Algorithm 1: Control-Flow Edge Instrumentation

Data: A control-flow graph $G = (V, E)$
Result: A new control-flow graph $G' = (V', E')$ and a set of target blocks to instrument $T \subseteq 2^\nu$

$T \leftarrow \emptyset$, $V' \leftarrow V$, $E' \leftarrow E$

for $(x, y) \in E$

if $\delta^+(x) = 1$

The source vertex has only one outgoing edge $(x, y)$,

then the hit count of $(x, y)$ equals to $x$

$T \leftarrow T \cup x$

else if $\delta^-(y) = 1$

The sink vertex has only one incoming edge $(x, y)$,

then the hit count of $(x, y)$ equals to $y$

$T \leftarrow T \cup y$

else

No direct representation is available

Introduce a temporary vertex $t_{(x,y)}$ to represent the hit count of $(x, y)$

$V' \leftarrow V' \cup t_{(x,y)}$

$E' \leftarrow E' \cup \{(x, y), (x, t_{(x,y)})\}$

$T \leftarrow T \cup t_{(x,y)}$

end

end

vertex, then the block count is used for the edge. Otherwise, an empty block is allocated to represent the edge. For function calls, RIFF uses the hit count of the caller block to represent the hit count for the edge between the caller block and the callee’s entry block because the counts are equal. After collecting the blocks to instrument, RIFF assigns identifiers sequentially for each block and removes instrumentation sites whose hit counts can be represented by other counters. These identifiers are used as runtime indexes for the counters in the coverage array.

Fix Counter Base AFL uses a block of shared memory for the counters. When the target program starts, the runtime library maps the shared memory into its address space and stores the base address as a global variable. While indirect addressing is flexible, computing the counter address dynamically for every basic block is inefficient. To remove extra accesses to the counter base, the address must be compile-time constants for each instrumentation site. Counter allocation with fixed addresses is done in two steps.

At the beginning of each basic block, the instrumentation code should increment its associated counter. If the base address is fixed, and the index of the array is already allocated at compile time (see Section 4.1), the address of the counter can be also computed at compile time. We can then directly increment the counter pointed by the address, using e.g., \texttt{incb SADDR}. However, as Table 5 shows, directly encoding the target address inside the instruction requires a 7-byte instruction (scale-index-base). RIFF uses a RIP-based addressing mode \textsuperscript{1}, requiring a 6-byte instruction. Moreover, the expensive register save/restore code is no longer needed.

### Table 5: Instruction Encoding of Addressing Modes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assembly</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Opcode</th>
<th>ModRm</th>
<th>SIB</th>
<th>Disp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>incb $ADDR$</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0xfe</td>
<td>0x04</td>
<td>0x29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>incb $OFFSET(Srip)$</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0xfe</td>
<td>0x05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Before the target program runs, the memory shared by the fuzzer should be correctly mapped to the address space of the target program. To prevent the static and dynamic linker from reusing the address for other symbols, RIFF fixes the binary’s image base to the address 0x800000 (8 MiB), and reserves the address range of 0x400000 to 0x800000 for the coverage.

**Indirect Control Transfers** While single-instruction instrumentation is efficient, this solution cannot be used for indirect control transfers. These occur in the following instances: GNU C extensions that allow taking the address of switch labels \cite{18}, \texttt{setjmp} and \texttt{longjmp} \cite{26}, function pointers, and unwinds on C++ exceptions.

RIFF uses interprocedural control-flow analysis to discover such cases and falls back to dynamic computation. If the start of an edge representing indirect control transfer is found (e.g. \texttt{setjmp}), RIFF stores the source block ID in thread-local storage before performing the transfer. At the target of an indirect control transfer (e.g. \texttt{longjmp}), RIFF loads the source block ID and computes the counter index by hashing.

### 4.2 Hot-Path Vectorized Analysis

As Table 4 shows, among all coverage counters, only a small number of counters are updated by the target program; among all executions, inputs which demonstrate new program behavior are extremely rare. This observation implies that many computations performed by the fuzzer do not produce useful results. If the redundant computation is removed, the simplified logic can be accelerated using SIMD instructions (Advanced Vector Extensions on x86-64 and NEON on ARMv8).

Figure 6 demonstrates how this multi-stage processing design simplifies the logic. Stage 0 is the simplest one, which just fetches 64 bytes chunks and discards all-zero chunks. Stage 1 is invoked with the nonzero positions encoded as a mask. In Stage 1 the counters are classified as a bitmap in registers then directly compared with the database for unknown program states. The counters are discarded if no new features are discovered. Only when it is determined that the current input triggers new program behaviors is the original analysis performed by AFL invoked, in Stage 2. While this stage requires complex computations, it is rarely invoked.

\textsuperscript{1}RIP is the instruction pointer.
**Vectorized Scan** Although coverage-guided fuzzing can discover lots of code during the whole fuzz session, the covered code for a single input is lower. Because most counters are not accessed by the target program, their values stay zero after execution. Filtering out these zero counters can remove further processing stages, but the filtering operation itself requires extra computation.

To filter the zero counters efficiently, we use instructions that scan counters in parallel. Modern processors have vector processing abilities. AVX512 is a typical single-instruction-multiple-data design proposed by Intel in 2013, and it is widely supported in modern server processors. Operating on 512-bit vectors, it can compare 64 lanes of 8-bit integers in parallel (vptestnmb). For example, on Skylake-X based processors, it completes such a scan in 4 clock cycles. By comparison, the scalar-based processing requires 64 testb instructions with a latency of 1 cycle each.

The vectorized comparison encodes the comparison results inside a mask register. Each bit inside the mask register represents whether a lane inside the vector is zero. For example, if we treat 64 bytes of data chunk as 8 lanes of u64, then the result mask register contains 8 bits. If the least significant bit (0x1) is set in the mask, then the first (#0) lane is zero. Similarly, if the most significant bit (0x80) is set in the mask, then the last (#7) lane is zero. Consequently, we can skip the following tiers if all the 8 bits are set (0xff), indicating that all the lanes are zero.

**Masked Compare** If a chunk contains non-zero bytes, it may represent a new program behavior. Therefore, vectorized scan cannot discard the chunk and should delegate the computation to the next stage, masked compare. In this stage, the coverage is classified then compared with the database to detect new program behavior.

However, even for a non-zero chunk, it is very likely that most of the lanes are zero because of the sparsity of coverage. To remove unnecessary computation, the mask obtained from vectorized scan is used to sift the nonzero lanes: only when the mask indicates that a lane is non-zero, then the following classification is used. Otherwise, the zero lanes are discarded immediately.

For each nonzero lane, the corresponding counters are read into a register. After classifying the raw counters into bitmap using table lookups and bitwise operations, they are directly compared with the database. In most cases, the comparison will not find a difference and the bitmap is discarded. We optimize for the scenario where the bitmap is discarded to avoid updates to both the bitmap and the database.

**Infrequent Update** For inputs triggering interesting behavior, the processing of its coverage will reach stage 2. This stage is seldom invoked.

This stage performs the original analysis performed by standard fuzzers: first, it classifies the original counters and writes the bitmap back to memory; second, it reads the bitmap, compares it with the database, and updates the database if needed. While scanning the bitmap, it checks for changed counters and declares the run to be a “new coverage” if any are found. Otherwise, the run has discovered a “new path”.

**5 Implementation**

Because single-instruction instrumentation requires the precise counter address for each instrumentation point, instrumentation must be performed on the whole program, at link-time. The compiler part of RIFF is implemented on LLVM. Specifically, when compiling source files, RIFF instructs the compiler to produce LLVM bitcode instead of object files. These bitcode files are linked to the whole-program bitcode for analysis use. Next, RIFF performs instrumentation on the whole program leveraging the DominatorTreeAnalysis and BasicBlockUtils analyses, then generates machine code as a single object file. During code generation, LLVM prefers to generate 7-byte addb instructions over the 6-byte incb instructions, because the default configuration of LLVM is optimized for old or mobile-first processors, where incb is slower than addb. To force instruction selection to generate incb instructions, we fine-tune the LLVM target attribute by disabling the slow-incdec target feature.

As in conventional linking, the single object file is linked with system libraries. After this step the compiler maps the
symbol denoting the start of coverage counters at a fixed address (SHN_ABS in st_shndx). As Listing 1 shows, the generated machine code only requires 6 bytes for most cases. Only on indirect transfers does RIFF fall back to the runtime hashing.

```assembly

# Single-instruction instrumentation
incb $INDEX(%rip) # fe 05 ?? ?? ?? ??

# Rare case: indirect transfer (source)
mov $PREV(%rip),%rcx # 48 8b 0d ?? ?? ?? ??
movl $BBID,%fs:(%rcx) # 64 c7 01 ?? ?? ?? ??

# Rare case: indirect transfer (destination)
mov $PREV(%rip),%rcx # 48 8b 0d ?? ?? ?? ??
movslq %fs:(%rcx),%rax # 64 48 63 01 ?? ?? ?? ??
xor $BBID,%rax # 48 35 ?? ?? ?? ??
incb $BASE(%rax) # fe 80 ?? ?? ?? ??

Listing 1: Assembly and machine code generated by RIFF.
```

Because vectorized coverage processing relies on the hardware support of SIMD instructions, currently we implement two variants on x86-64. If AVX512 Doubleword and Quadword Instructions (AVX512DQ) are supported, then 8 lanes of 64-bit integers are processed as a chunk. If AVX2 is supported, then the 4 lanes of 64-bit integers are processed as a chunk. Otherwise, Stage 0 is skipped entirely, and Stage 1 is executed. We implement the algorithms via intrinsic functions to take advantage of the compiler-based register allocation optimization.

6 Evaluation

To demonstrate how the reduced instruction footprint accelerates fuzzing, we evaluate the performance of RIFF on real-world settings.

For target programs, we select every program included in both Google fuzzer-test-suite and FuzzBench. Carefully picked by Google, they encompass a comprehensive set of widely-used real-world programs. For fuzzers, we select the classic industrial fuzzer AFL and the recently published MOpt.

We compile the programs with afl-clang using the default settings and compile RIFF’s version with our instrumentation pipeline. For both cases we use Clang 11.0 with the same configuration (e.g., optimization level). As for the fuzzers, the baseline versions are built from the git repositories without modification. We further apply RIFF’s hot-path acceleration patch to the baseline fuzzers. Note that RIFF and AFL use different instrumentation, we calibrate the raw metrics with fuzzer-test-suite’s coverage binary for fairness. All the coverage used in the following analysis is based on the calibrated data.

We perform the experiments on Linux 5.8.10 with 128 GiB of RAM. The processor used is Intel Xeon Gold 6148. Its Skylake-Server microarchitecture allows acceleration with AVX2 and AVX512.

6.1 Overall Results

Figure 7 compares the time required by RIFF to reach the same coverage as AFL and MOpt respectively running for 3h, 6h, 12h, and 24h. A bar below the red line indicates a speed-up for RIFF.

The purple bars show the speedup of the long experiments run for 24 hours, where fuzzing tends to saturate (discovering few new paths). On average, to reach the final coverage of AFL and MOpt running for 24 hours, RIFF’s improved versions only require 6.23 and 6.82 hours respectively. For individual programs, the improvements are consistent: even for the worst programs (freetype2 for AFL and libjpeg for MOpt), RIFF still reached the final coverage 2.1 and 0.8 hours before the baseline versions. On average, RIFF accelerates

![Figure 7: Normalized execution time required by RIFF to reach the same coverage as AFL and MOpt. The X axis is programs, the Y axis is the ratio between the execution times required for reaching the same coverage. A bar below the red line indicates a speed-up.](image-url)
the 24-hour fuzzing by 268.74%.

The bars of 3h, 6h, and 12h show the speedup for shorter experiments. In such scenarios, saturation is less likely, and the randomness can lead to slowdowns (causing a different set of inputs to be explored). Here we can see that RIFF is still frequently performing best. For example, when fuzzing freetype2 with AFL, RIFF-based version requires 1.22 hours more to catch up with the baseline version, but its performance gradually improves as we extend the experiment, and it leads by 0.85, 1.56, and 2.10 hours at 6, 12, and 24h respectively.

Figure 8 presents the overall results after 24-hour experiments. Inside the figure, the baseline metrics from AFL and MOpt are normalized to the red horizontal line 1.0, while the corresponding metrics from RIFF’s optimizations are drawn as bars. Higher bars indicate better performance.

The “covered edges” graph from Figure 8 demonstrates the overall improvement brought by RIFF. On average, RIFF improves the coverage of AFL and MOpt by 4.96% and 6.25% respectively. The improvement is consistent for individual programs: among all the 28 experiments, RIFF is best for 27. Because RIFF accelerates both the fuzzer and the target program, more executions can be completed in less time. Despite the trend of saturation for the long 24-hour trials, RIFF still managed to cover rare edges requiring a large number of executions.

The “total paths” graph from Figure 8 demonstrates that RIFF has comparably good feedback signal as the baseline versions. For most programs, RIFF improves the total number of discovered paths since it performs more execution: on average, RIFF improves the number of discovered paths by 10.79% and 15.48% over AFL and MOpt respectively. Although RIFF simplifies the computation of edge coverage, its ability in providing fuzzing signal is not reduced because of the compile-time analysis. Take re2 for example, both the baseline versions seem to discover more paths; however, paths only provide fuzz signals, thus more paths do not necessarily lead to more coverage. When the fuzz-oriented coverage is calibrated to fuzzer-test-suite’s canonical coverage, RIFF-based fuzzers discover more edges.

The advantage of RIFF can be seen in the “total executions” graph. RIFF increases the number of fuzzing executions in the same amount of time to values ranging between 1.03% to 541.38%. While the randomness introduced by fuzzing algorithms can cause diminished coverage, the overall result confirms that RIFF improves the execution in general. The vastly increased number of executions can be attributed to the reduced overhead, in both the target program and the fuzzer’s side.

### 6.2 Simplified Coverage Collection

Single-instruction instrumentation reduces the overhead of the instrumentation. To evaluate it fairly, we first fix a set of inputs, and we reuse the same inputs for all measurements for all fuzzers. For each program, we mix 1000 inputs discovered by all fuzzers; while executing the programs, we measure the time and normalize it against the non-instrumented version.

Figure 10 shows the instrumentation overhead for both afl-clang and RIFF. The figure demonstrates that the widely used instrumentation scheme afl-clang imposes heavy overhead on all the programs. Compared to the non-instrumented programs, programs instrumented by afl-clang the average execution time increases by 206.83%. The reasons can be explained by Figure 9: it executes 340.63% more instructions, which translate to 338.47% more uops and require 242.97% more L1 instruction cache refills.

RIFF reduces the footprint of instructions down to one instruction per site. On average, the coverage collection of RIFF only requires 8.40% more time to execute, while afl-clang requires 206.83% more time. In other words, RIFF reduces the overheads by 23 times. The improvement can be explained by the reduced instruction footprint: RIFF eliminates loads to counter base, shifts computation of counter index to compile-time, and removes the context saving or restoring code.

![Figure 8](image-url)

Figure 8: Normalized performance metrics for RIFF-based fuzzers after 24 hours of fuzzing. X axis is programs, Y axis is the normalized performance metric (ratio between RIFF and standard fuzzer). Bars higher than 1 (red line) indicate better performance.
6.3 Accelerated Coverage Processing

Hot-path vectorization accelerates the coverage processing at fuzzer’s side. To cancel randomness from fuzzing loops and irrelevant speedups from the target programs, we extract the coverage processing routine as a library and evaluate it in isolation.

As in Section 6.2, we fix a set of inputs, then run experiments with these inputs to collect the raw coverage counter arrays. However, because all the saved inputs are rare cases which lead to new coverage, just running coverage processing routine on the saved inputs one by one exaggerates the rate of discovery. Instead, we calculate the average number of executions to discover a new input during the whole fuzz session, and run coverage processing routine on the raw coverage repeatedly this many times on the first 50 inputs. We further calculate the total processing time required to discover the first 50 inputs; we present the normalized values in Figure 11.

Figure 11 shows the benefits of hot-path vectorization. The processing time of AFL and MOpt is normalized to 1.0, shown as the red horizontal line. The bars show the processing time of RIFF.

The bars for AVX2 and AVX512 of Figure 11 demonstrate RIFF’s improved efficiency in coverage processing. Leveraging AVX2, RIFF uses one instruction to compare 32 coverage counters in parallel; AVX512 further extends the parallelism to 64 counters per comparison. With hardware-assisted processing, the vectorized versions improve the efficiency of the original scalar-based pipeline by 4.64x and 6.01x respectively.

7 Discussion

Currently, we only evaluated our work on x86-64 due to insufficient fuzzer support on other platforms. For example, AFL only provides experimental ARM support via QEMU. While the implementation is target-dependent, the general idea applies to all platforms: the minimal instrumentation logic can be implemented with just 4 instructions on ARMv8 or RISC-V systems; the vectorized coverage processing can use ARMv8 NEON ISA instead of AVX2 or AVX512.

As for the applicability of our improvement, we only applied our work to the industrial fuzzer AFL and the academic work MOpt due to limited resources. While they use different fuzzing algorithms, the improvements brought by RIFF are similar (see Figure 7 and 8). Our work can be easily adapted
to more fuzzers. For example, developers of AFL++ [17] have adapted our work to their code base and conducted independent third-party evaluations with Google FuzzBench [30]. According to the result [5], our modification (labeled as “skim”) was the best-performing one among all the 10 variants.

8 Related Work

8.1 Vectorized Emulation

Snapshot fuzzing [2, 16] tests the target program from partially executed system states. The program is broken into small pieces of code, and the execution of the code is emulated by the hypervisor. Because the emulation simplifies the logic to execute, multiple system states can be emulated simultaneously with vectorization.

Rather than accelerating the emulation, RIFF is focused on coverage pipeline: first, RIFF’s single-instruction instrumentation combined with vectorization-based emulation and checkpointing accelerates the execution of target programs; RIFF’s hot-path optimization also accelerates fuzzer’s coverage analysis.

8.2 Enriching Semantics of Coverage

Since the coverage quality is crucial for input prioritization, numerous approaches have been proposed by academia which bring more semantics to coverage. For example, VUzzer [33] stores call stack information to coverage, and Angora enhances coverage with search targets [11]. Sometimes, researchers introduce data-flow features to conventional control-flow-oriented coverage. For example, Steelix [28] stores branch comparison operators, Dowser [22] records branch constraints, GreyOne [19] imports constraint conformance to tune the evolution direction of fuzzing, and [37] traces memory accesses. While these techniques can help a fuzzer to choose better inputs, the complexity introduces heavy overhead and severely limits the execution speed.

8.3 Reducing Overhead of Coverage

Not instrumenting the program eliminates overhead altogether. Researchers utilize debugger breakpoints to detect the first time a block has been covered with hardware support [32, 43]; in this scheme, only the first occurrence of a block has extra cost. However, the information of the number of times that a block has been covered is lost without any instrumentation; on the contrary, RIFF does not reduce the quality of feedback.

Another idea is to reduce the number of instrumentation points [25]. However, the cost of each instrumentation point is still high because it still needs to maintain the edge information by hashing. RIFF simplifies instrumentation points to single instructions; it is not focused on reducing the amount of instrumentation points.

8.4 Reducing Overhead of Operating System

Traditionally, fuzzing is targeted at utility programs where each execution requires fork a new process and then execve to the new binary. To remove the costly execve, AFL implements fork server mode [39]. To reduce the cost of fork, Xu et al. [38] designs a new system call snapshot to restore the execution state in-place. To further reduce the number of invocations of fork, AFL implements persistent mode [41], where a program runs continuously without restart. libFuzzer further eliminates other expensive system calls with in-process fuzzing: if the fuzz target is library, then the fuzzing is performed in-memory.

With these operating system works, the major overhead introduced by context switches of system calls has been greatly reduced. Consequently, the cost of execution has become another prominent problem. RIFF reduces the cost by reducing the instruction footprint of the coverage pipeline.

9 Conclusion

In this paper, we present RIFF to reduce the instruction footprint for fuzzing. We first observe that the coverage pipeline in fuzzing slows down the overall execution speed. We find that the heavy instruction footprint is the root cause: for target programs, the expensive instructions collect coverage inefficiently; for fuzzers, the unnecessary instructions cannot fully exploit the processor’s ability. We implement RIFF to reduce the instruction footprint and achieve a 268.74% speedup for the 24-hour experiments. RIFF is being integrated by popular fuzzers such as AFL and AFL++ for use in industry and has shown significant improvements over the state of the art.
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Abstract
TCP stacks provide reliable data transmission in network, and thus they should be correctly implemented and well tested to ensure reliability and security. However, testing TCP stacks is difficult. First, a TCP stack accepts packets and system calls that have dependencies between each other, and thus generating effective test cases is challenging. Second, a TCP stack has various complex state transitions, but existing testing approaches target covering states instead of covering state transitions, and thus their testing coverage is limited. Finally, our study of TCP stack commits shows that 87% of bug-fixing commits are related to semantic bugs (such as RFC violations), but existing bug sanitizers can detect only memory bugs not semantic bugs.

In this paper, we design a novel fuzzing framework named TCP-Fuzz, to effectively test TCP stacks and detect bugs. TCP-Fuzz consists of three key techniques: (1) a dependency-based strategy that considers dependencies between packets and system calls, to generate effective test cases; (2) a transition-guided fuzzing approach that uses a new coverage metric named branch transition as program feedback, to improve the coverage of state transitions; (3) a differential checker that compares the outputs of multiple TCP stacks for the same inputs, to detect semantic bugs. We have evaluated TCP-Fuzz on five widely-used TCP stacks (TLDK, F-Stack, mTCP, FreeBSD TCP and Linux TCP), and find 56 real bugs (including 8 memory bugs and 48 semantic bugs). 40 of these bugs have been confirmed by related developers.

1 Introduction
The TCP protocol is a transport-layer network protocol that receives system calls and packets to provide reliable data transmission. It carries over 85% of network traffic nowadays [44, 63]. In practice, the TCP protocol has different implementations, forming different TCP stacks. Each modern operating system (such as Linux and FreeBSD) has its own kernel-level TCP stack to provide fundamental network support for user-level applications. Besides, to achieve better performance and reduce impact on OS kernels, many user-level TCP stacks (such as mTCP [26], TLDK [59] and F-Stack [19]) have been developed and widely-used in telecom systems and network nodes, to transfer data without OS involvement.

Though TCP stacks are critical, correctly implementing them is difficult [4, 16], as a TCP stack has rich functionalities (such as reliable transmission and congestion control), complex state model and various kinds of possible exceptions to handle. Thus, developers may unintentionally make mistakes when implementing TCP stacks, introducing bugs that can cause serious problems. Memory bugs (such as null-pointer dereferences and use-after-free issues) are common in TCP stacks, and they can cause crashes, data corruption and so on. Moreover, according to our study of TCP stack commits, 87% of bug-fixing commits are related to semantic bugs (such as RFC violations), which are related to code logics and RFC documents, instead of memory accesses. For example, CVE-2019-11478 [15] reports that the TCP retransmission queue in the Linux TCP stack can be fragmented when handling certain TCP Selective Acknowledgment (SACK) sequences, and attackers can exploit this bug to cause a denial of service. Thus, it is important to test TCP stacks to detect bugs.

To detect bugs in TCP stacks, some approaches [34, 40, 41, 53] use model checking or formal verification to check the correctness of TCP implementation. But they require much manual effort and TCP-specific knowledge to provide a complete and correct TCP state model, and they are often time-consuming due to high complexity of TCP state transitions. To reduce manual effort and time usage, some approaches [9, 30] perform static analysis of TCP stack source code. But they often introduce false positives, due to lacking exact runtime information. To reduce false positives, some approaches [3–5, 66] analyze the runtime traces of TCP stacks to infer RFC violations. However, they require substantial and effective test cases to achieve high testing coverage.

To generate effective test cases, many recent approaches perform fuzz testing for the implementations of application-layer network protocols, such as DTLS/TLS [17, 52, 54, 60],
FTP [6, 21, 43] and Modbus [37, 38]. But these approaches are limited in testing TCP stacks for three critical reasons: (1) These approaches generate just packets as input test cases, without considering dependencies between inputs; but TCP stacks receive both system calls (syscalls) and packets, which have dependencies between each other. Thus, these approaches are limited in generating effective test cases for TCP stacks. (2) These approaches use code coverage as program feedback to cover different protocol states; but besides states, TCP stacks also have various state transitions that heavily affect TCP execution and can trigger semantic bugs. Thus, these approaches fail to cover many state transitions and thus may miss many real bugs. (3) Many of these approaches use common bug sanitizers (such as ASan [2] and MSan [39]) to detect memory bugs; but many bugs in TCP stacks are semantic bugs that are unrelated to memory accesses, and thus common bug sanitizers cannot find these semantic bugs.

In this paper, we propose a novel TCP-stack fuzzing framework named TCP-Fuzz, which consists of three key techniques. First, to generate effective test cases, TCP-Fuzz uses a dependency-based strategy that can generate the sequences of syscalls and packets by considering dependencies between them. Specifically, this strategy considers three kinds of dependencies to generate effective test cases, including syscall-syscall, packet-packet and syscall-packet dependencies. For example, a typical packet-packet dependency is that the sequence number of a new packet should be equal to the sum of the sequence number and data length of the previous packet. Second, to effectively cover state transitions, TCP-Fuzz uses a transition-guided fuzzing approach that exploits a new coverage metric named branch transition as program feedback to replace code coverage. Branch transition is represented as a vector that stores both branch coverage for the current input item (packet or syscall) and the change of branch coverage between the current and previous input items. In this way, branch transition can describe not only states but also state transitions of two adjacent input items. Finally, to detect semantic bugs, TCP-Fuzz uses a differential checker that compares the outputs of multiple TCP stacks for the same inputs. Indeed, different TCP stacks should obey many identical semantic rules (most of these rules are defined in RFC documents), and thus they should produce similar or identical outputs for the same inputs. Otherwise, these TCP stacks have implementation inconsistencies, indicating some of them possibly have semantic bugs. This checker is scalable and does not introduce runtime overhead for TCP stacks.

We have implemented TCP-Fuzz with Clang [33] and Packetrull [8]. TCP-Fuzz can detect both memory bugs with existing bug sanitizers and semantic bugs with our differential checker. Overall, we make four main contributions:

- To improve fuzzing in testing TCP stacks, we propose three key techniques: (1) a dependency-based strategy that considers dependencies between packets and system calls, to generate effective test cases; (2) a transition-guided fuzzing approach that uses a new coverage metric named branch transition as fuzzing feedback, to improve the coverage of state transitions; (3) a differential checker that compares the outputs of multiple TCP stacks for the same inputs, to detect semantic bugs.
- Based on the three key techniques, we design a novel fuzzing framework named TCP-Fuzz, to effectively test TCP stacks. To our knowledge, TCP-Fuzz is the first systematic TCP-stack fuzzing framework to detect both memory and semantic bugs.
- We evaluate TCP-Fuzz on five widely-used user-level and kernel-level TCP stacks (TLDK, F-Stack, mTCP, FreeBSD TCP and Linux TCP), and find 56 real bugs (including 8 memory bugs and 48 semantic bugs). 40 of these bugs have been confirmed by related developers, and 23 bugs have been fixed. Moreover, we also compare TCP-Fuzz to existing fuzzing approaches (AFL-like, Syzkaller-like, Boofuzz, Fuzzotron and AFLNet), and it finds many real bugs missed by these approaches.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the background and motivation. Section 3 introduces our key techniques of fuzzing TCP stacks. Section 4 introduces TCP-Fuzz. Section 5 shows our evaluation and compares TCP-Fuzz to existing fuzzing tools. Section 6 makes a discussion about fuzzing TCP stacks. Section 7 presents related work, and Section 8 concludes this paper.

2 Background and Motivation

We first introduce TCP stacks, and then we motivate our work by studying TCP stack commits and revealing the limitations of existing protocol fuzzing in testing TCP stacks.

2.1 TCP Stack

The TCP protocol is a classical transport-layer protocol to provide reliable, ordered and error-checked delivery of byte streams via an IP network. In practice, the TCP protocol has different implementations, forming different TCP stacks. Besides classical kernel-level TCP stacks (such as Linux TCP and FreeBSD TCP), many new user-level TCP stacks (such mTCP, TLDK and F-Stack) have been developed and widely-used to achieve better performance. However, all these TCP stacks have three common features:

**F1: Two-dimensional inputs with dependencies.** As presented in Figure 1, a TCP stack receives both packets from network drivers and syscalls from applications as inputs, and it outputs the syscalls’ results to applications and response packets to network drivers. TCP-related system calls are used...
to perform fixed network functionalities. For example, the syscall `socket` is used to create an endpoint for communication and it returns a file descriptor of the socket; the syscall `accept` is used to accept a connection on a socket and it returns a new file descriptor of the socket. A TCP packet has a fixed format shown in Figure 2, including a header and data. The TCP header consists of different fields to store the parameters and state of an end-to-end TCP socket.

Packets and syscalls accepted by the TCP stack should have dependencies between each other, otherwise they will be simply neglected by the TCP stack without deep processing. Specifically, there are three kinds of dependencies:

- **Syscall-syscall dependency.** For example, when a connection is passive open, the application must call a series of syscalls including `socket`, `bind`, `listen` and `accept` in order. Otherwise, the application cannot successfully establish the TCP connection.
- **Packet-packet dependency.** For example, after a connection is established, the source port and destination port of each packet should be fixed. Otherwise, the TCP stack identifies the packets to be invalid and thus directly drops them without further processing.
- **Syscall-accept dependency.** For example, the syscall `accept` returns only after the TCP stack receives the last one of the three-way handshake packets.

According to this feature, two requirements should be satisfied when testing TCP stacks. First, it is necessary to generate the sequences of both system calls and packets as input test cases. Second, to make test cases more effective, it is important to consider dependencies between packets and syscalls when generating test cases.

**F2: State model.** A TCP stack works according to a basic state model defined in the RFC 793 [50] document. Figure 3 shows this basic state model, which has 11 states and 20 state transitions. For a real-world TCP stack, there are often more states and state transitions specific to the TCP stack’s implementation.

According to this feature, when testing TCP stacks, it is important to cover both states and state transitions as many as possible. As a state can be reached from different states (for example in Figure 3, `TIME_WAIT` can be reached from `FIN_WAIT1`, `FIN_WAIT2` and `CLOSING`) and there are often more state transitions than states, covering state transitions is actually more important than covering states in testing.

**F3: Semantic rules.** Each TCP stack works based on some regular semantic rules that stipulate how syscalls and packets should be handled. Most of these semantic rules are explicitly described in RFC documents. For example, the RFC 7323 [49] document describes how to handle the timestamp option in the TCP packet header. An important semantic rule in this RFC document is that once the timestamp option has been successfully negotiated during TCP connection, the TCP stack should accept only packets with non-decreasing timestamps; otherwise the TCP stack should simply drop the packets. However, some semantic rules are not explicitly described in RFC documents. For example, RFC documents define 32 possible options in the TCP packet header and describes how these options should be handled [58]. But for unknown options, RFC documents do not describe how to handle them. In practice, most TCP stacks ignore these options.

According to this feature, when testing TCP stacks, it is important to check these semantic rules and detect related violations. Indeed, these violations are unrelated to problematic memory accesses, and thus we refer them to semantic bugs.

### 2.2 Study of TCP Stack Commits

To understand the proportion of memory bugs and semantic bugs in existing TCP stacks, we select three open-sourced and widely-used TCP stacks, including FreeBSD TCP, mTCP [26] and TLDK [59], to study their commits. Among these TCP stacks, FreeBSD TCP is a classical kernel-level TCP stack; mTCP is a well-known user-level TCP stack in academic community; TLDK is a recent user-level TCP stack in industry.

---

1FreeBSD commits: https://gitlab.com/FreeBSD/freebsd-src
mTCP commits: https://github.com/mtcp-stack/mtcp
TLDK commits: https://git.fd.io/tldk/commit/?h=dev-next-socket
community and it has been deployed in many telecom systems and network nodes. In our study, we first select the bug-fixing commits from January 2017 to December 2019, resulting in 201 commits; and then we manually read each commit to identify whether it fixes memory bugs or semantic bugs.

Table 1 shows the study results. 87% of bug-fixing commits are related to semantic bugs, namely most of the reported bugs in TCP stacks are semantic bugs. Figure 4 shows an example commit [14] of fixing a semantic bug in FreeBSD TCP stack. The annotation of this commit describes that it fixes a RFC 7323 [49] violation. Specifically, the TCP stack mistakenly accepted the packets with decreasing timestamp values. To fix the bug, this commit adds several checks about the timestamp value to drop invalid packets.

![Figure 4: Example commit of fixing a semantic bug.](image)

In fact, these semantic bugs are introduced for three main reasons. First, because a TCP stack has rich functionalities and complex state model, developers may unintentionally make mistakes about semantic rules when implemented the TCP stack. Second, many semantic rules are used to handle exceptions that infrequently occur in normal execution, and thus the code related to these rules receives insufficient attention in development and testing. Finally, some semantic rules are not explicitly described in RFC documents, and thus developers cannot ensure whether their implemented code obeys these rules. For these reasons, it is important to find semantic bugs in TCP stacks.

### 2.3 Limitations of Existing Protocol Fuzzing

Fuzzing is an effective technique of runtime testing, and it has shown excellent ability of bug detection in practice. Encouraged by the promising results, many recent approaches perform fuzz testing for the implementations of application-layer network protocols, such as DTLS/TLS [17, 52, 54, 60], FTP [6, 21, 22, 43] and Modbus [37, 38]. However, we believe that these approaches are limited in testing TCP stacks for three critical reasons:

1. **Fail to generate two-dimensional inputs with dependencies.** Existing fuzzing approaches only generate packets as input test cases, without considering dependencies between inputs. However, as described in F1 in Section 2.1, TCP stacks receive both syscalls and packets, which have dependencies between each other. If we only generate packets as input test cases, much code about handling syscalls cannot be covered; if we ignore dependencies between system calls and packets, many generated test cases will be meaningless and neglected by TCP stacks without deep processing, which seriously damages fuzzing efficiency. Thus, we need to design a new strategy to generate effective test cases for TCP stacks.

2. **Neglect the coverage of state transitions.** Existing protocol fuzzing approaches use code coverage as program feedback to cover different protocol states. However, as described in F2 in Section 2.1, besides states, TCP stacks also have many state transitions that heavily affect TCP execution. Moreover, two test cases covering the same states may cover different state transitions. For example in Figure 5, the test case T1 covers the states S1, S2 and S3 in order, and then the test case T2 covers the states S1, S3 and S2 in order. T1 and T2 both cover the states S1, S2 and S3, and thus existing fuzzing approaches identifies T2 to be useless, as it fails to cover new states. But T1 and T2 cover different state transitions, namely T1 covers S1->S2 and S2->S3 while T2 covers S1->S3 and S3->S2. Thus, T2 is useful in covering new state transitions.

![Figure 5: Example of covering states and state transitions.](image)

3. **Lack effective detection of semantic bugs.** Most existing fuzzing approaches use common bug sanitizers (such as ASan [2] and MSan [39]) to detect memory bugs, such as null-pointer dereferences and use-after-free issues. However, as described in Section 2.2, most of the reported bugs in TCP stacks are semantic bugs, which are not caused by problematic memory accesses. Thus, these bug sanitizers cannot detect semantic bugs in TCP stacks.

### 3 Key Techniques

To solve the limitations of existing fuzzing in testing TCP stacks, we propose three key techniques: a dependency-based strategy to generate effective test cases, a transition-guided fuzzing approach to improve the coverage of state transitions and a differential checker to detect semantic bugs. We introduce these techniques as follows.
3.1 Dependency-Based Strategy

Inspired by existing two-dimensional fuzzing approaches [29, 64] for file systems, we generate input sequences containing syscalls and packets as test cases for TCP stacks. Considering that packets and syscalls accepted by TCP stacks have many dependencies with each other, we design a dependency-based strategy to generate more effective test cases for TCP stacks. Given an original input sequence that improves testing coverage, our strategy mutates it to generate new input sequences. As shown in Figure 6, for each item in the original input sequence, our strategy first selects a mutation type and then mutates this item by considering dependencies with the previously handled items.

![Figure 6: Input sequence mutation.](image)

**Mutation-type selection.** According to possible operations on a syscall or packet, our strategy provides five available types of mutation (including deletion, addition, replacement and two kinds of changes), as listed in Table 2. Our strategy randomly selects a mutation type to handle each item in the input sequence in order. As a result, different items in the input sequence can be handled with different mutation types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item type</th>
<th>Mutation type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Syscall</td>
<td>Deletion: delete this syscall.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Addition: add a new syscall or packet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Change1: change the parameter of this syscall.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Change2: change the syscall type with the same parameter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet</td>
<td>Deletion: delete this packet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Addition: add a new syscall or packet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Replacement: replace this syscall with a new packet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Change1: change the TCP header fields of this packet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Change2: change the TCP data length of this packet.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Available mutation type.

**Dependency-based generation.** In Table 2, all of the mutation types except deletion generate a new syscall or packet in the input sequence. As described in F1 in Section 2.1, there are three kinds of dependencies between packets and syscalls. If an input sequence violates these dependencies, it is considered to be invalid and can be simply neglected by TCP stacks. Thus, to generate more effective test cases, our strategy considers these dependencies to generate each item in the input sequence. Specifically, when handling an item, our strategy considers the dependencies between this item and the previously handled items. At present, we have implemented 15 dependency rules in Table 3, by referring to RFC documents (packet-packet and syscall-packet dependencies) and syscall-usage conventions (syscall-syscall dependencies).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kind</th>
<th>Dependency rule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SS1:</td>
<td>socket, bind, listen and accept are called in order when a connection is passive open.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS2:</td>
<td>socket and connect are called in order when a connection is active open.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS3:</td>
<td>The file descriptor that socket or accept returns is used by fcntl, ioctl, read, write and other syscalls.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS4:</td>
<td>read and write can be called only after accept or connect is called and returns a success.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS5:</td>
<td>read and write are never called after close is called.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP1:</td>
<td>After a connection is established, the source port and destination port of each packet are fixed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP2:</td>
<td>The order and control flags of three-way handshake packets and four-way handshake are never changed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP3:</td>
<td>The sequence number of a packet is equal to the sum of sequence number and data length of the previous packet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP4:</td>
<td>The timestamps of packets are non-decreasing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP1:</td>
<td>accept can be called only after the three-way handshake when a connection is passive open.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP2:</td>
<td>connect can be called only after the three-way handshake when a connection is active open.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP3:</td>
<td>Packets can be sent only after accept or connect is called and returns a success.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP4:</td>
<td>The relative acknowledge number of a packet sent to the stack is no more than total length of data sent by write.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP5:</td>
<td>After close is called, a packet with the FIN flag should be sent.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Implemented dependency rules.

Considering that each TCP stack is implemented according to RFC documents and syscall-usage conventions, we believe that these dependency rules are general to all TCP stacks.

Note that to test whether TCP stacks correctly obey these dependency rules, our strategy also generates some exceptional input sequences by deliberately violating packet-packet and syscall-packet dependency rules, with a small probability. Indeed, such input sequences are useful in detecting RFC violations about exception handling.

3.2 Transition-Guided Fuzzing Approach

As described in Section 2.3, code coverage cannot describe state transitions, and thus our fuzzing approach requires a new coverage metric that can effectively describe both states and state transitions.

For a given input sequence, the TCP stack’s state is always changed when handling each item (a syscall or packet) in this sequence. Namely, each such item affects the execution situation of the TCP stack. Thus, after handling each item, the TCP stack can be considered to reach a new state. This state can be described with branch coverage (namely the coverage of code branches), as existing fuzzing approaches do. Accordingly, a state transition can be described as the transition between two covered states due to two adjacent input items, namely the change of branch coverage between these input items. Inspired by this idea, we propose a new coverage metric named branch transition to describe both states and state transitions.

For a given input sequence, a branch transition is represented as a vector that stores both branch coverage for the current input item and the change of branch coverage between the current and previous input items.
Figure 7 illustrates branch transition using an example. Each state is described using a branch coverage vector, which contains the executed situation (covered or not covered) of each branch in TCP stack code. Then, the state change between the current and previous input items is represented as the subtraction of their branch coverage vectors (current - previous). Finally, the branch transition of the current input item is obtained as a two-dimensional vector containing its branch coverage vector and the calculated subtraction vector. In Figure 7(a), an input sequence contains four input items which cover the states S1, S2, S3 and S1 in order, and thus it covers three different state transitions S1->S2, S2->S3 and S3->S1. These state transitions are described as three different branch transitions in Figure 7(b). If code coverage is used, input item3 is identified to be useless, as it covers an old state S1 that is already covered by input item0. However, input item3 actually covers a new state transition S3->S1, which can be successfully described using branch transition.

Our fuzzing approach uses branch transition as program feedback, to effectively cover both states and state transitions. For a given input sequence, if it covers new branch transitions, our fuzzing approach identifies it to be interesting and puts it into the seed corpus for future mutation. Then, our fuzzing approach selects a seed input sequence from the seed corpus and mutates it to generate new input sequences using our dependency-based strategy. We implement most of the fuzzing process by referring to AFL [1].

In fact, besides branch transition, state transition can be also represented as higher-level state change learned by several recent approaches of fuzzing DTLS/TLS protocol implementations [17,52]. However, the state models learned by these approaches can have mistakes, and thus they still require much manual guidance and validation to ensure correctness. By contrast, branch transition can be automatically and conveniently obtained by collecting runtime information of TCP stacks. Thus, our approach uses branch transition instead of higher-level state change learned by these approaches.

3.3 Differential Checker

To detect semantic bugs, an intuitive solution is to implement semantic checkers by referring to semantic rules in RFC documents. But there are many RFC documents and some semantic rules are even implicit, and thus it is hard to manually implement these checkers. Indeed, different TCP stacks should obey identical semantic rules (many of these rules are defined in RFC documents), and thus they should produce identical or similar outputs for the same inputs. Otherwise, these TCP stacks have implementation inconsistencies, indicating that some of them possibly have semantic bugs.

Based on this idea and inspired by recent approaches of differential testing [11,12,65], we design a differential checker for TCP stacks to detect semantic bugs that cause output inconsistencies. As shown in Figure 8, our differential checker provides the same input sequences to multiple TCP stacks, then records their outputs (including return values and parameters of syscalls as well as response packets from TCP stacks), and finally compares these outputs to identify and report inconsistencies. The user can check these inconsistencies to find related semantic bugs.

To improve the efficiency of finding semantic bugs, we suggest using at least one classical and well-tested kernel-level TCP stack (such as Linux TCP or FreeBSD TCP) as a reference stack in our differential checker, to test relatively newer TCP stacks. In this case, if our checker reports inconsistencies, it is very likely that one newer TCP stack has semantic bugs.

Our differential checker has three main advantages. First, because different TCP stacks should obey identical semantic rules, the possibility of producing inconsistencies for the same inputs is not large. Thus, the manual work of checking the differences reported by our checker should be much less than that of implementing well-verified checkers of semantic rules. Second, we believe that our checker is also helpful to extracting implicit semantic rules, through identifying and analyzing implementation inconsistencies of multiple TCP stacks. Finally, our checker is scalable and does not introduce runtime overhead for TCP stacks.

At present, our checker records and compares final outputs of TCP stacks, without recording and checking intermediate information (such as window size and packet time) of TCP stacks during packet transmission. Thus, it cannot detect semantic bugs about congestion control and performance. Moreover, our checker detects output inconsistencies between multiple TCP stacks, instead of checking specific RFC doc-
4 Framework

Based on the three key techniques in Section 3, we propose a novel fuzzing framework named TCP-Fuzz, to effectively test TCP stacks and detect bugs. We have implemented TCP-Fuzz using Clang 9.0 [13] and Packetdrill [8]. Specifically, we use Clang to perform code instrumentation on TCP stack code, in order to collect covered branches during TCP-stack execution; and we use Packetdrill to send the generated input sequences of syscalls and packets to TCP stacks, and to receive return values and parameters of syscalls as well as response packets from TCP stacks. Overall, TCP-Fuzz consists of four parts:

- **Code analyzer.** It first uses Clang to compile the source code of TCP stacks into LLVM bytecode. Then, it instruments each code branch in the LLVM bytecode. Finally, it compiles the modified LLVM bytecode to generate executable TCP stacks.

- **Test-case generator.** It uses our transition-based fuzzing approach and dependency-based strategy to generate input sequences of syscalls and packets. Each such input sequence is presented as a Packetdrill script, and it is provided to the TCP stacks via Packetdrill. Note that Packetdrill does not support sending some exceptional input sequences that violate dependency rules in Table 3. Thus, we modify Packetdrill by dropping some related checks in its code, to make it support sending such exceptional input sequences.

- **Runtime monitor.** It collects two kinds of runtime information. First, it collects covered branches and calculates branch transitions to provide feedback to our fuzzing approach. Second, it calls Packetdrill interfaces to receive the outputs of each TCP stack, and provides them to our differential checker.

- **Bug checkers.** TCP-Fuzz has three kinds of bug checkers to detect both memory bugs and semantic bugs:
  - *Third-party sanitizers.* Existing bug sanitizers (such as ASan [2] and MSan [39]) are used to detect memory bugs by monitoring memory accesses at runtime.
  - *Data validator.* We implement this checker to detect semantic bugs leading to incorrect data transfer of TCP stacks, because ensuring data-transfer correctness is a basic property of TCP stacks. Specifically, this checker performs two kinds of validation: (1) whether the data received by the TCP stack via calling `read` is identical to the data stored in packets sent to the TCP stack; (2) whether the data sent from the TCP stack via calling `write` is identical to the data stored in packets received by the remote end.
  - *Differential checker.* This checker is used to compare the outputs of multiple TCP stacks for the same inputs, in order to detect semantic bugs.

**Deployment.** As shown in Figure 10, TCP-Fuzz is deployed in a server-client mode. In this way, TCP-Fuzz can not only use third-party bug sanitizers and data validator in each TCP stack to detect memory bugs and data-correctness-related bugs, but also use the differential checker in multiple TCP stacks to detect their semantic bugs. The TCP-Fuzz server and clients can be deployed in the same machine and communicate with each other via virtual network controllers; or they can be deployed in different machines and communicate with each other via physical network controllers.

5 Evaluation

5.1 Experimental Setup

To validate the effectiveness of TCP-Fuzz, we use it to actually test five open-sourced and widely-used TCP stacks, including three user-level ones (TLDK, F-Stack and mTCP) and two kernel-level ones (FreeBSD TCP and Linux TCP). For the three user-level TCP stacks, we test them with the complete fuzzing process of TCP-Fuzz. For the two kernel-level TCP stacks, because they are classical and well-tested, we use them as reference stacks in the differential checker. Moreover, because TCP-Fuzz can only instrument user-level programs at present, we only test the two kernel-level TCP stacks using test cases generated from the user-level TCP stacks, without feedback-driven fuzzing. In the future, we will implement kernel-code instrumentation to support complete fuzzing of kernel-level TCP stacks.
Table 4 shows the basic information about the five tested TCP stacks. Among them, FreeBSD TCP and Linux TCP are two classical kernel-level TCP stacks used in lots of machines; mTCP is a well-known user-level TCP stack in academic community; TLDK and F-Stack are two recent user-level TCP stacks in industry community, and they have been widely deployed in telecom systems and network nodes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>TCP stack</th>
<th>Version</th>
<th>LOC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User-level</td>
<td>TLDK [59]</td>
<td>v2.0</td>
<td>15K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F-Stack [19]</td>
<td>Commit 8d21adc</td>
<td>25K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mTCP [36]</td>
<td>Commit 0463aad</td>
<td>18K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kernel-level</td>
<td>FreeBSD</td>
<td>v12.1</td>
<td>171K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>v3.6</td>
<td>169K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Basic information about tested TCP stacks.

We deploy TCP-Fuzz clients on five regular personal computers, each of which runs a TCP stack to be tested. We deploy TCP-Fuzz server on another personal computer to generate test cases and compare the outputs of these TCP stacks. For each user-level TCP stack, we test it for 48 hours; for each kernel-level TCP stack, we test it by inputting the test cases generated from the three user-level TCP stacks. Besides, we run a third-party sanitizer ASan [2] to detect memory bugs in the user-level TCP stacks.

5.2 Runtime Testing

Table 5 shows the fuzzing results, including covered branches and branch transitions as well as found memory bugs and semantic bugs. Note that TCP-Fuzz does not instrument the two kernel-level TCP stacks, and thus their covered branches and branch transitions are not obtained.

**Testing coverage.** TCP-Fuzz covers many more branch transitions than branches, indicating that TCP stacks have more state transitions than states during execution. Figure 11 shows the growth of covered branches and branch transitions for the three user-level TCP stacks during fuzzing. Similar to existing fuzzing approaches based on code coverage, TCP-Fuzz covers fewer new branches during the later tests, but it still covers many new branch transitions during these tests.

**Found bugs.** TCP-Fuzz finds 56 real bugs in the five tested TCP stacks, including 8 memory bugs and 48 semantic bugs. We reported these bugs to related developers, and 40 of them have been confirmed. We are still waiting for responses for the remaining bugs (for example, the mTCP code in github has not been updated for a long time, and thus we have not received any response to our reported bugs in mTCP). Besides, 23 of the confirmed bugs have been fixed.

**Output inconsistencies.** TCP-Fuzz reports 15.1K inconsistencies between the five tested TCP stacks, and we analyze their root causes to identify semantic bugs, through our manual review of RFC documents and observation of TCP stack execution. Similar to SQLancer [51] and libFuzzer [32], for inconsistencies that we identify as semantic bugs, we manually fix them using the developers’ patches or by ourselves, to reduce related inconsistencies. We iteratively repeat this process until inconsistencies never occur, to count unique semantic bugs, resulting in 48 semantic bugs. We observe that many output inconsistencies are repeated, as they are triggered by the same root cause. Only one output inconsistency is considered to be benign. Specifically, when normal packets come after a FIN packet and their sequence numbers are larger than that of the FIN packet, FreeBSD, F-Stack and mTCP drop the FIN packet, while Linux TCP and TLDK reset the connection. As RFC documents do not stipulate how to handle this case, we are not sure which strategies are correct.

**Bug-finding process.** We also analyze how TCP-Fuzz finds these 56 bugs, and show the results in Table 6. The 8 memory bugs are all found by ASan, 2 semantic bugs are found by the data validator and 46 semantic bugs are found by the differential checker. The results indicate that our differential checker is effective in finding semantic bugs. Besides, we also highlight that 2 semantic bugs found by the data validator are quite dangerous, because they directly cause TCP stacks to send or receive incorrect data, badly damaging data-transfer correctness. Moreover, 28 bugs are found via exceptional input sequences generated by deliberately violating the dependency rules listed in Table 3, while 28 bugs are found via normal input sequences generated by obeying these rules. The results indicate that the TCP stack code about handling exceptional inputs is error-prone in practice. Thus, exception handling in TCP stacks should receive more attention in testing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stack</th>
<th>Testing coverage</th>
<th>Found bugs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Branch</td>
<td>Transition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLDK</td>
<td>1.3K</td>
<td>329.4K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-Stack</td>
<td>7.5K</td>
<td>46.8K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mTCP</td>
<td>1.2K</td>
<td>47.9K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FreeBSD</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>10.0K</td>
<td>424.1K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Results of fuzzing TCP stacks.

![Figure 11: Covered branches and branch transitions.](image)

Table 6: Statistics of bug-finding process.
4 memory bugs and 4 semantic bugs) can cause crashes or denial of services; 21 semantic bugs can cause functional errors of data communication; and 12 semantic bugs can reduce the efficiency of data communication.

Table 7: Root causes of semantic bugs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semantic bug</th>
<th>TLDK</th>
<th>mTCP</th>
<th>F-Stack</th>
<th>FreeBSD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Use-after-free</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Null-pointer dereference</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Distribution of RFC violations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RFC document</th>
<th>791</th>
<th>793</th>
<th>1122</th>
<th>5961</th>
<th>6093</th>
<th>6691</th>
<th>7232</th>
<th>7413</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TLDK</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mTCP</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-Stack</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FreeBSD</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: Reliability and security influence of the found bugs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stack</th>
<th>MIMT attack</th>
<th>Corruption</th>
<th>Crash/DoS</th>
<th>Functional error</th>
<th>Inefficiency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TLDK</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mTCP</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-Stack</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FreeBSD</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3 Influences of the Found Bugs

We manually review the 56 found bugs to estimate their influences on the reliability and security of TCP stacks. The results are shown in Table 9. We find that 6 semantic bugs about RFC 5961 violations are vulnerable to the MIMT (Man-in-the-middle) attacks; 9 bugs (including 4 memory bugs and 5 semantic bugs) can cause data corruption; 8 bugs (including

5.4 Comparison to Existing Fuzzing Tools

We perform the comparison in two ways. First, we compare TCP-Fuzz to two classical and widely-used fuzzing approaches, namely AFL [1] and Syzkaller [57]. Considering
that AFL and Syzkaller cannot directly test TCP stacks, we implement a AFL-like and a Syzkaller-like fuzzing tool for comparison. Specifically, the AFL-like tool only generates packet sequences according to code coverage, by considering dependencies between packets; the Syzkaller-like tool only generates syscall sequences according to code coverage, by considering dependencies between syscalls. The two fuzzing tools use the three bugs checkers used by TCP-Fuzz. Second, we compare TCP-Fuzz to three state-of-the-art and open-sourced protocol fuzzing approaches, namely Boofuzz [6], Fuzzotron [20] and AFLNet [43]. The three fuzzing tools use ASan to detect memory bugs. In the experiments, we select TLDK as the target. Indeed, TLDK contains a half of all bugs found by TCP-Fuzz, and thus the compared approaches are more likely to find bugs in TLDK than the other TCP stacks.

### AFL-like and Syzkaller-like tools.

Figure 13 plots the covered branch transitions of the two fuzzing tools and TCP-Fuzz. We find that TCP-Fuzz covers many more branch transitions than the two fuzzing tools. It indicates that generating two-dimensional test cases (syscalls and packets) is more effective in improving testing coverage than generating only one-dimensional test cases (syscalls or packets). Besides, we also find that the AFL-like tool covers more branch transitions than Syzkaller-like tool, indicating that the state transitions of TCP stacks are more sensitive to packets than to syscalls. Moreover, as shown in Figure 14, the AFL-like and Syzkaller-like tools find 7 and 4 bugs, respectively. TCP-Fuzz finds all these bugs, and it also finds 17 bugs missed by the two fuzzing tools, due to covering more branch transitions.

### Existing fuzzing tools of network protocols.

As shown in Figure 14, Boofuzz finds 1 null-pointer dereference, and Fuzzotron and AFLNet do not find any bug. Indeed, the three fuzzing tools only generate packets according to code coverage, without considering the dependencies between packets.

---

Figure 12: Example bugs found by TCP-Fuzz.
the root causes of these inconsistencies requires TCP-specific knowledge that is hard to extract as fixed patterns.

**Testing congestion control.** Congestion control is an important functionality for TCP stacks, but TCP-Fuzz cannot test it at present, due to ignoring congestion-control-related packet information (such as the length of accepted data for each packet) and code information (such as the variables about congestion window size). In the future, we will collect and check such information by referring to related work [27, 56], to test congestion control implementations of TCP stacks.

**Limitations and future works.** TCP-Fuzz can be strengthened in some aspects. First, as described in Section 5.1, TCP-Fuzz cannot instrument kernel code in the current implementation, and thus it fails to completely test kernel-level TCP stacks. To solve this limitation, we plan to perform kernel-code instrumentation or tune existing VM-based approaches [25, 55] in TCP-Fuzz. Second, TCP-Fuzz fails to record intermediate information (such as window size and packet time) of TCP stacks during packet transmission, and thus it cannot detect semantic bugs about congestion control and performance. To solve this limitation, we plan to record such intermediate information and implement related checkers to detect these semantic bugs. Third, TCP-Fuzz fails to check concurrent memory accesses, and thus it cannot find concurrency bugs in TCP stacks. To solve this limitation, we plan to introduce existing concurrency-analysis approaches [18, 31] to detect concurrency bugs in TCP stacks. Finally, QUIC [46] is a new and promising transport-layer network protocol proposed, and it is expected to replace TCP in the future. Thus, we also plan to extend TCP-Fuzz to testing QUIC implementations.

7 Related Work

7.1 Network Protocol Fuzzing

Fuzzing is a popular testing technique to detect bugs in software systems. Many fuzzing approaches have been proposed to test the implementations of network protocols.

Some approaches [6, 37, 38, 54, 60] use grammar-based fuzzing. They utilize hard-coded or user-defined grammar specifications to guide test-case generation. These specifications define data structure or field types of packets to be generated. For example, TLS-Attacker [54] is a flexible TLS testing framework for developers to test their TLS implementations by writing Java code or XML-based specifications.

Several recent approaches [17, 43, 52] perform stateful protocol fuzzing. AFLNet [43] can learn basic state models of network protocols to improve seed selection and mutation. Fiterau-Brostean et al. [17] propose a practical tool by extending TLS-Attacker [54], to learn comprehensive state models of multiple DTLS implementations. By comparing these learned state models, the user can infer vulnerabilities in DTLS implementations.

However, these approaches are limited in testing TCP stacks. First, these approaches only generate packets as test cases, but TCP stacks receive both packets and syscalls as inputs, and thus these approaches may miss much code for handling syscalls. Second, these approaches use code coverage as program feedback to cover states, but code coverage cannot effectively describe state transitions in TCP state model. Finally, many of these approaches only use existing bug sanitizers to detect memory bugs, but fail to detect semantic bugs. To solve these limitations, TCP-Fuzz uses a dependency-based strategy to generate effective test cases of packets and syscalls, a transition-guided fuzzing approach to improve the coverage of state transitions, and a differential checker to detect semantic bugs of TCP stacks.

7.2 TCP Stack Checking

Packetdrill [8] is a scripting tool to test the correctness and performance of network stacks. The user can write tcpdump-like scripts to generate and maintain test cases for new feature development and regression testing of network stacks. But writing effective test cases in form of Packetdrill scripts requires a deep understanding of TCP stacks and much manual effort. To solve this problem, TCP-Fuzz automatically generates Packetdrill scripts as test cases according to program feedback and dependencies between packets and syscalls.

Some approaches [24, 34, 40, 41, 53] perform model checking or formal verification of TCP stacks. For example, Lockefeer et al. [34] use μCRL and LTSmin [35] toolsets to generate state spaces and perform formal verification of TCP extended with the Window Scale Option. Hoque et al. [24] use symbolic execution to precisely simulate program execution with symbolic inputs and explore all possible execution paths, and also use an off-the-shelf model checker to check temporal properties of TCP stacks. But these approaches require much manual effort and TCP-specific knowledge to provide a complete and correct TCP state model, and they are often time-consuming due to high complexity of TCP state transitions.

Some approaches [9, 30] perform static analysis of TCP stack source code. For example, PacketGuardian [9] uses static taint analysis to check the packet handling logic of various network protocol implementations, to detect packet-injection vulnerabilities. However, these approaches often introduce false positives in practice, due to lacking exact runtime information for analysis.

Some approaches [3–5, 66] analyze execution traces of TCP stacks to infer RFC violations. For example, Bishop et al. [4] analyze the execution traces with higher-order logic specifications, to identify differences between multiple network protocols stacks and thus to detect possible RFC violations. However, these approaches require substantial and effective test cases to achieve high testing coverage. To solve this problem, TCP-Fuzz automatically generates effective test cases with fuzzing.
Some approaches [27, 28] perform runtime testing for automated attack discovery of TCP stacks. These approaches strategically generate packets to cover different TCP states, which are tracked according to packet information and predefined protocol state machines, without modifying TCP stack code. Different from these approaches, TCP-Fuzz generates both packets and syscalls as test cases, with the guidance of branch transition; TCP-Fuzz does not require pre-defined protocol state machines, but it performs code instrumentation on TCP stacks to collect branch transition.

7.3 Differential Testing

To find semantic bugs, many approaches [11, 12, 23, 42, 47, 61, 65] perform differential testing to identify implementation inconsistencies between multiple programs of the same functionalities. Classfuzz [12] and Classming [11] syntactically mutate Java bytecode files and execute them on different JVM implementations, to identify their inconsistencies. The two approaches both use Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling to guide mutator selection to improve test-case generation. C2V [65] uses randomized differential testing to detect bugs in code coverage tools (such as gcov and llvm-cov). It randomly generates program code files and compares coverage reports of code coverage tools to identify inconsistencies. Inspired by these approaches, we design a useful differential checker to detect semantic bugs in TCP-stack fuzzing.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we develop a novel fuzzing framework named TCP-Fuzz, to effectively test TCP stacks and detect bugs. It uses three key techniques: (1) a dependency-based strategy that considers dependencies between packets and system calls, to generate effective test cases; (2) a transition-guided fuzzing approach that uses branch transition as program feedback, to improve the coverage of state transitions; (3) a differential checker that compares the outputs of multiple TCP stacks for the same inputs, to detect semantic bugs. We have evaluated TCP-Fuzz on five widely-used TCP stacks, and find 56 real bugs (including 8 memory bugs and 48 semantic bugs). We also compare TCP-Fuzz to existing fuzzing approaches, and it finds many real bugs missed by these approaches.

In the future, we plan to improve TCP-Fuzz to detect congestion control issues and performance problems, and to apply TCP-Fuzz to other TCP stacks and QUIC implementations.
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Abstract

Memory leaks in operating system (OS) kernels can cause critical performance and security issues. However, it is quite challenging to detect memory leaks due to the inherent complexity and large-scale code base of real-world OS kernels. In this work, inspired by the observation that software bugs are often hidden in rarely-tested program paths, we focus on detecting memory leaks on early-exit (E-E) paths in OS kernels. To this end, we conduct a systematic study of memory management operations involved on E-E paths in OS kernels. Based on the findings, we design a novel leak detector for OS kernels: MLEE, which intelligently discovers memory leaks on E-E paths by cross-checking the presence of memory deallocations on different E-E paths and normal paths. MLEE successfully reports 120 new memory leak bugs in the Linux kernel. It is the first time these memory leaks are uncovered by a leak detector for OS kernels.

1 Introduction

Memory leaks are a common class of memory management bugs and wide spread in many critical software systems. The accumulation of leaked memory objects can eventually exhaust the limited memory resource, leading to a significant influence on system response time and throughput [6, 18, 37], as well as shortened battery life on mobile devices [43]. Besides, memory leaks have been exploited to launch security attacks, e.g., CVE-2019-12379 [39] and CVE-2019-8980 [40].

Over the past decades, significant efforts have been devoted to detecting memory leaks [4, 7, 14, 16, 22, 27, 31, 32, 44–46]. However, most of them are designed based on the structures and features of user-level applications and thus cannot be applied directly to operating system (OS) kernels. Compared to user applications, OS kernels are much more complicated in terms of program logic and semantic [33], as they need to handle various exceptional statuses, respond to arbitrary interrupts from peripheral devices, perform security checks on untrusted data sources, and etc. Besides, given the gigantic code base of a typical OS kernel, e.g., 25 million source code lines of the Linux kernel with hundreds of new lines added per hour, it is extremely challenging to complete the leak detection for the entire kernel within an acceptable time.

In this paper, we focus on detecting memory leaks on early-exit paths (or E-E paths for short) in OS kernels. This is inspired by the observation that software bugs often lurk in rarely-tested program paths [7, 44]. In general, an E-E path is designed to exit from a kernel routine as early as possible. But, before the routine is exited from the E-E path, some extra work usually needs to be completed, e.g., deallocating a memory object, as shown by the example in Figure 1. Hence, if a memory deallocation is required but missed on the E-E path, it constitutes a memory leak. Though recent work also attempts to find software bugs related to E-E paths [19, 21, 35], their schemes are limited to a specific type of E-E paths, i.e., error handlers, and thus cannot cover a broad range of buggy E-E paths. Our study reveals that, besides error handlers, E-E paths in OS kernels are used in many previously-unknown scenarios, which inherently render existing approaches ineffective to detect memory leaks on general E-E paths.

There are two typical reasons why memory leaks are particularly common on E-E paths. First, the major purpose of an E-E path is to exit from a kernel routine as soon as possible when a special system status is encountered. With this in
mind, it is fairly easy for a developer to compose an E-E path with some required work missed on the path, especially when the developer does not have a comprehensive knowledge of the required work. Second, in practice, many E-E paths are added to the kernel code base not during the development but after the deployment due to various reasons, e.g., correcting the processing logic, achieving better performance/reliability, or enhancing the security. This inevitably leads the E-E paths to the lack of complete and thorough testing, which has been demonstrated by previous work [17].

To understand how E-E paths are used in OS kernels and how memory management operations are involved on E-E paths, we systematically investigate a substantially large portion, i.e., around 1 million lines, of the source code of two popular OS kernels, Linux [2] and FreeBSD [1]. The study uncovers some interesting findings on common usage scenarios of E-E paths and general principles of memory deallocations on E-E paths. In particular, we observe that the presence inconsistencies of memory deallocations on different E-E paths and normal paths usually indicate potential memory leaks. Inspired by this observation, we design MLEE to intelligently detect memory leaks on E-E paths through cross-checking the presence of memory deallocations on different paths. MLEE also employs several novel static analysis techniques to balance the analysis efficiency and detection accuracy.

We have implemented MLEE based on LLVM [24], which is a popular compiler infrastructure. We evaluate MLEE by applying it to the Linux kernel. MLEE is able to complete the analysis for the entire Linux kernel in around half an hour. This shows the analysis efficiency and scalability of MLEE. By manually analyzing the report produced by MLEE, we finally confirm 120 new leaks. It is the first time these bugs are uncovered by a leak detector. Most of them have been acknowledged by Linux developers and fixed using our patches. For the others, we are working closely with the kernel developers to finalize the patches.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

- We conduct a comprehensive study of E-E paths in OS kernels and involved memory management operations. The study discovers some interesting and inspiring findings. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first systematic study of memory management operations on E-E paths.
- We design MLEE, which employs effective and scalable static program analysis techniques to identify E-E paths and analyze memory deallocations for memory leak detection. We believe the proposed analysis techniques will also benefit similar bug-detection systems.
- We find 120 new memory leak bugs in the Linux kernel with the help of MLEE. It is the first time that these bugs are reported by a leak detector. Most of these bugs have been acknowledged by Linux maintainers and fixed by our patches. This demonstrates the capability of MLEE to detect memory leaks in a real-world OS kernel.

2 Background and Motivation

This section gives a formal definition of E-E paths and elaborates common usage scenarios of E-E paths in OS kernels.

2.1 What is E-E Path?

Intuitively, an E-E path intends to exit from a kernel routine earlier than normal program paths, by skipping some of the program code in the routine without execution. Hence, an E-E path generally has less program statements than a normal program path. We next give a definition of E-E paths.

A Formal Definition. We use a two-tuple to denote a kernel routine $R = <S,O>$, where $S$ is a set of statements: $S_0, ..., S_n$, and $O$ is a set of program orders between two statements: $S_i \rightarrow S_j, 0 \leq i, j \leq n$. Each statement represents a basic and concrete operation, e.g., assigning a value to a kernel variable or invoking a callee routine. The program orders specify how the statements can be executed according to the orders in which they show up in the source code. For example, $S_i \rightarrow S_j$ means that $S_j$ can be executed after the execution of $S_i$ because, for example, $S_j$ shows up in the source code immediately after $S_i$. In this paper, we call $S_j$ a successor statement of $S_i$. It is worth noting that a return statement may also have a successor statement under $O$, as it may show up in the middle of a routine. This is the key point of E-E paths.

Given $R = <S,O>$, a program path of $R$ is an ordered list of statements: $P = S_0 \rightarrow S_1 \rightarrow \ldots \rightarrow S_m$, where

(i) $S_i \in S, 0 \leq i \leq m$;

(ii) $S_i \rightarrow S_{i+1} \in O, 0 \leq i \leq m - 1$;

(iii) $S_m$ is a return statement.

We enforce a return statement at the end of a program path to facilitate the following definition of E-E path. In case there

Figure 2: An example of the definition of E-E paths.
with two if branches: S will not be executed, leading to an exit.

Though E-E paths are often used to handle unexpected errors/exceptions. For example, when a permission check fails, the kernel should not continue to perform the following privileged and safety-critical operations. Otherwise, potential security risks will be raised. Therefore, E-E paths are extensively used in OS kernels to terminate unsafe and invalid execution when an error/exception happens.

Typically, an E-E path in this usage scenario returns an error code to indicate that an error is triggered. This is also the reason why existing approaches leverage error codes to detect error handlers [12, 19]. However, our study shows that this is not always true. Specifically, we find that 52% (out of 5910) and 25% (out of 1700) E-E paths in Linux and FreeBSD respectively do not return any error code even if they handle errors/exceptions. In fact, whether an E-E path returns an error code primarily depends on what error/exception is handled by the E-E path. Thus, it is insufficient to detect E-E paths merely relying on whether an error code is returned.

Irrelevant Kernel State Bypassing. In this scenario, the E-E paths are used to bypass specific kernel states, as it is not necessary for the following program code to process these states. The specific kernel states are often represented in the form of flags, modes, sizes, capacities, properties, etc. Figure 3 shows such an example. Here, if inode indicates not a regular file but a directory, it is unnecessary to evict it from the message queue. Thus, an E-E path is created to skip such inodes.

It is worth pointing out that this usage scenario is not the same as the previous scenario. The major difference is that the E-E paths in this scenario handle legal and valid kernel states, while the E-E paths in the previous scenario tackle unexpected kernel errors/exceptions. That is, the E-E paths in this scenario may show up in a routine even if no error/exception needs to be handled. Besides, if an E-E path in this scenario returns a value, it usually returns the same value as normal paths. In contrast, an E-E path in the previous scenario typically returns a value (if any) different from those of normal paths.

Kernel Functionality Extending. An E-E path in this usage scenario extends existing program logic in a kernel routine to incorporate additional functionalities. Figure 4 shows an example. Here, the routine converts a UNIX date to a (time, date) pair in the FAT file system. However, FAT only supports years between 1980 and 2107. Hence, two E-E paths in this scenario are created for years outside of this range. E-E paths in this scenario often contain extra statements to extend the functionalities. A representative example of E-E paths in this scenario is fast paths, which aim to accelerate the processing of some special cases. Previous research shows that fast paths are very likely to introduce bugs [17], which aligns with our observations.
2.3 Memory Management on E-E Paths

On the surface, memory management has no relationship with E-E paths. However, our experience shows that more than 60% kernel routines that have memory management operations contain at least one E-E path. So a further study is necessary to understand how memory management operations are involved on E-E paths. We next report our observations.

Observation 1. If a memory object is allocated in a kernel routine, it usually needs to be deallocated on the following E-E paths in this routine. In principle, after a memory object is allocated, it should be used in the following computations. However, in reality, it is possible that an E-E path is reached before the object is actually used. Hence, the object has to be cleaned up on the E-E path, otherwise a memory leak may be introduced. This observation implies that memory deallocation is an important component of the cleanup work on E-E paths. In fact, 58% and 41% E-E paths investigated by our study in Linux and FreeBSD respectively contain at least one memory deallocation. On the other side, if an allocated memory object is used before an E-E path is taken, it is probably not required to deallocate this object on the E-E path. But, we indeed witness some cases where memory objects are deallocated on the following E-E paths even if they are used before. This demonstrates the close correlation between memory deallocations and E-E paths.

Observation 2. If a memory object is deallocated on the normal paths of a kernel routine, it usually also needs to be deallocated on the E-E paths in this routine. This observation shows the consistency between normal paths and E-E paths on deallocating memory objects. If an object is deallocated on normal paths, it implies that the live range of this memory object is limited to the current kernel routine, so it should be deallocated on E-E paths as well. We find that 50% and 48% of kernel routines in Linux and FreeBSD respectively have similar deallocations on E-E paths and normal paths. This provides a strong evidence for the analyses in MLEE, as we will see in Section 4. In particular, MLEE pays special attention to memory deallocations on normal paths and employs effective and scalable static analyses to check whether these deallocations are also required on E-E paths. This allows MLEE to detect required but missed deallocations on E-E paths.

Observation 3. If a memory object is deallocated on an E-E path in a kernel routine, it usually needs to be deallocated on the following E-E paths with same/similar return values (if any) in the routine. If two E-E paths in a routine return same/similar values, it usually indicates that these two paths are constructed for same/similar purposes, e.g., in the same usage scenario. Particularly, if a memory object is deallocated on an E-E path, it means the caller routine is irresponsible to deallocate this object under the return value of the E-E path, and thus, this object should be deallocated on the following E-E paths with same/similar return values. Therefore, MLEE creates scalable and precise static analyses to detect memory deallocations present on some E-E paths but missed on others.

Observation 4. If multiple memory objects are allocated in a kernel routine, all objects allocated before an allocation failure usually need to be deallocated on the E-E path corresponding to this allocation failure. One of the common reasons for multiple memory allocations in the same routine is to allocate semantically-correlated memory objects. For example, the allocation of a memory object with a subfield pointing to a child object is often realized by firstly allocating the object itself and then allocating the child object. Thus, if the allocation for the child object fails, the previously-allocated object has to be deallocated. This observation drives MLEE to thoroughly inspect kernel routines with multiple memory allocations to detect memory leaks. If one of the memory objects is deallocated on an E-E path but not on a following E-E path, it probably indicates a memory leak.

3 Issues and Challenges of MLEE

The design of MLEE is inspired by the key insight that an inconsistency between the presence of a memory deallcocation on an E-E path and its presence on a normal path or another E-E path in the same kernel routine very likely indicates a potential memory leak. Therefore, it is possible to detect memory leaks by cross-checking memory deallocations on different E-E paths and normal paths in the same routine. Though the idea is intuitive, there are several technical challenges.

How to identify early-exit paths? Given the vast amount and the complicated logic of the source code in an OS kernel, e.g., more than 25 million lines in Linux, it is quite challenging to precisely identify E-E paths in a wide range of kernel modules with significant semantic diversities. Besides, the various usage scenarios of E-E paths, as described in Section 2.2, may lead E-E paths to exhibit different characteristics at the source code level. A simple solution for this issue is to enumerate all possible program paths of a kernel routine and exhaustively examine each of them to see whether it satisfies the definition of E-E paths in Section 2.1. However, this solution is obviously impractical due to the poor scalability caused by the well-known path explosion problem.

To address this challenge, we further investigate the structures and semantics of numerous E-E paths, in particular, with detecting memory leaks in mind. We find that the key for MLEE to detect memory leaks on an E-E path is to find out the crucial features of this E-E path that distinguish it from normal paths and other E-E paths in the same routine. Furthermore, such features are often reflected in a specific portion of the E-E path, i.e., the last several statements at the end of the E-E path. Recall the example in Figure 2. Compared to $S_0$, $S_1$, and $S_2$, the statement $S_3$ is more representative of the first E-E path, because $S_3$ is manifested uniquely on this E-E path. In a similar way, $S_4$ and $S_5$ are more unique for the second
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Figure 5: E-E branch and E-E target of an E-E path.

E-E path, as they only show up on this E-E path and thus can be used to distinguish this E-E path from other paths.

In addition, we find out that such statements often follow a conditional branch statement, e.g., an if statement. In this paper, we call such a conditional branch as an E-E branch, which is essential to differentiate an E-E path from normal paths and other E-E paths. Similarly, we call the target of the E-E branch that is included by the E-E path an E-E target, which initiates the following statements after the E-E branch on the E-E path. Figure 5 shows the basic structure of an E-E path. It is worth noting that an E-E branch typically show up on both E-E paths and normal paths. Also, it is possible that an E-E path encompasses more than one E-E branch. Here, we primarily consider the last E-E branch on the E-E path because it is this one that leads to the unique statements.

In summary, to detect memory leaks on E-E paths, MLEE first collects E-E branches in a kernel routine and then utilizes them as anchor points of following analyses. This allows MLEE to compose precise and scalable static analyses to identify E-E paths and avoid the path explosion issue.

How to analyze memory deallocations? After the E-E branches in a kernel routine are recognized, MLEE moves forward to analyze memory deallocations in this routine to identify the inconsistencies between their presence on different E-E and normal paths. A simple analysis scheme is to examine each deallocation in the routine and check whether it shows up on an E-E path, in particular, after the E-E branch. If not, MLEE then reports a memory leak on this E-E path. Though this scheme sounds reasonable, it may produce plenty of false positive cases and require significant manual efforts to screen them. The major cause of false positives is that the deallocation may not be required on a specific E-E path. For instance, the memory object to be deallocated may be used, e.g., as the return value, on the E-E path and thus should not be deallocated.

To address this issue, MLEE firstly checks whether a missed memory deallocation is required to show up on an E-E path. This is realized in three steps. First, MLEE ensures that the deallocated object is live on the E-E path via a classical context-sensitive and flow-sensitive liveness analysis. Second, MLEE guarantees the validity of the deallocated object on the E-E path, i.e., the object is successfully allocated and remains allocated. Finally, MLEE confirms that the deallocated object is not used on the E-E path, particularly after the E-E branch (see Section 4 for more details). This way, MLEE can infer whether the deallocation is required on the E-E path or not.

4 MLEE System Design

In this section, we firstly present an overview of how MLEE works and then describe the technical details of MLEE.

Figure 6 illustrates the high-level work flow of MLEE. Essentially, MLEE takes as the input the LLVM IR of the target OS kernel and reports potential memory leaks on E-E paths in each kernel routine. We choose to start from LLVM IR because LLVM has plenty of static analysis passes in place, such as control/data-flow and alias analysis. Besides, LLVM IR has quite comprehensive debugging information (generated with the "--g" option), which can map the IR back to the corresponding source code. This allows MLEE to report the source code locations of the detected memory leaks to facilitate further manual inspection and bug fixing. Even though the implementation of MLEE leverages the LLVM infrastructure to reduce engineering effort, it is worth pointing out that the static analyses used by MLEE are not provided by LLVM. These analyses are a primary contribution of our work.

For each kernel routine, MLEE firstly analyzes all conditional branches in this routine to identify E-E branches. Next, MLEE gathers memory deallocations in this routine. For each pair of an E-E branch and a memory deallocation, MLEE then checks whether the memory deallocation is missed on the E-E paths associated with the E-E branch, i.e., the memory object freed by the deallocation operation is not deallocated after the E-E branch. MLEE focuses the analysis particularly on the statements after the E-E branch, including the E-E target and its following statements, because they are unique and thus more representative of the E-E paths. This also allows MLEE to delimit the analysis scope and scale up the analysis. Besides, it is possible that a memory object is deallocated implicitly after the E-E branch, e.g., in a callee routine. Hence, MLEE creates an inter-procedural analysis to cover all statements in callee routines invoked after the E-E branch.

If the result of the above step is yes, it means the memory deallocation is not present on the associated E-E paths. MLEE then further infers whether the missed deallocation should show up on the E-E path, i.e., whether the correspond-
ing memory object should be deallocated after the E-E branch. To this end, MLEE gathers the liveness, validity, and usage information of the memory object after the E-E branch to guide the analysis. Also, MLEE leverages additional information, e.g., the relative locations of the memory deallocation and the E-E branch in the source code of the kernel routine, to assist the necessity inference, according to the observations in Section 2.3. If the analysis concludes that the memory object needs to be deallocated after the E-E branch, MLEE will report a memory leak bug along with the source code locations of the E-E branch and the missed memory deallocation.

### 4.1 Identifying E-E Branches

Typically, a conditional branch comes with two branch targets, which are taken when the specified condition is satisfied or not, respectively. The major difference of an E-E branch, compared to a regular conditional branch, is that one of the branch targets is an E-E target, which only shows up on E-E paths, and thus leads to the last several statements on an E-E path. Hence, MLEE determines whether a conditional branch is an E-E branch based on the following two conditions:

- **Condition-1**: The program paths starting from one target always reach to a return statement that has a successor statement under the program orders of the routine.

- **Condition-2**: The program paths starting from another target always have a possibility to reach to a return statement that has no successor statement under the program orders of the routine.

A conditional branch is identified as an E-E branch if its two branch targets satisfy the above two conditions. Here, it is not hard to understand **Condition-1**, because one branch target of an E-E branch should always lead to E-E paths. In fact, the branch target that satisfies **Condition-1** is the E-E target of the E-E branch. The purpose of **Condition-2** is to emphasize the possibility of an E-E branch to show up on normal paths. In essence, an E-E branch divides the following execution space of the current routine into two disjoint sets. One of the sets comprises executions only ending with early exits, while another set includes at least one execution ending with normal exit. Therefore, **Condition-2** is crucial to distinguish an E-E branch from a conditional branch both of whose branch targets merely lead to E-E paths.

According to these two conditions, MLEE creates an effective static analysis to identify E-E branches by carefully checking branch targets of each conditional branch. Algorithm 1 shows the details of the static analysis. Overall, for each conditional branch in the kernel routine, MLEE firstly collects its two branch targets, i.e., the two first statements executed immediately after the conditional branch is taken and not taken, respectively, and then checks whether they satisfy the two conditions. If yes, MLEE then identifies this conditional branch as an E-E branch and places it into the set of identified E-E branches. Otherwise, MLEE continues to check next conditional branch.

To determine if a branch target satisfies one of the two conditions, MLEE traverses the control-flow graph (CFG) of the kernel routine to gather all return statements that are reachable from the branch target. A potential issue in this traversing process is how to handle loop structures. Since MLEE mainly intends to visit all reachable nodes starting from the branch target on the CFG, MLEE iterates a loop as many times as necessary until all of its nodes are visited. This allows MLEE to exhaustively capture all return statements in a loop, which actually are quite common in OS kernels. Once the reachable return statements are collected for the branch target, MLEE next checks each of them to confirm whether it has a successor statement under the program orders of the routine. Given that the static analysis works at the LLVM IR level, MLEE needs to resolve the source location of a return statement. To this end, MLEE leverages the debugging information embedded into the LLVM IR to establish the mapping between the LLVM IR and the corresponding source code [41]. This way, MLEE can determine whether the branch target satisfies one of the two conditions mentioned above.
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**Algorithm 1**: Identification of Early-Exit Branches

**Input**: \( R \) - a kernel routine

**Output**: \( EEB\text{Set} \) - the set of early-exit branches in \( R \)

1. \( EEB\text{Set} ← \emptyset; \)
2. \( CBSet ← \text{Collect\_Conditional\_Branches}(R); \)
3. for \( CB ∈ CBSet \) do
4. \( BTSet ← \text{Collect\_Branch\_Targets}(CB); \)
5. for \( T_1 ∈ BTSet \) do
6. \( RetSet_1 ← \text{Collect\_Reachable\_Returns}(T_1); \)
7. \( Flag ← \text{TRUE}; \)
8. for \( Ret ∈ RetSet_1 \) do
9. \( \text{if Ret has no successor statement then} \)
10. \( Flag ← \text{FALSE}; \)
11. \( \text{break; } \)
12. \( \text{end} \)
13. \( \text{if Flag ≠ TRUE then} \)
14. \( \text{continue; } \)
15. \( \text{end} \)
16. for \( T_2 ∈ BTSet \setminus \{T_1\} \) do
17. \( RetSet_2 ← \text{Collect\_Reachable\_Returns}(T_2); \)
18. for \( Ret ∈ RetSet_2 \) do
19. \( \text{if Ret has no successor statement then} \)
20. \( EEB\text{Set} ← EEB\text{Set} \cup \{CB\}; \)
21. \( \text{break; } \)
22. \( \text{end} \)
23. \( \text{end} \)
24. \( \text{end} \)
25. \( \text{end} \)
26. \( \text{end} \)
27. \( \text{return } EEB\text{Set; } \)
Figure 7: Conditional branch analysis for E-E path detection.

Now, let us use the example in Figure 7 to understand how MLEE identifies E-E branches. The left side of the figure presents the source code and the right side shows the corresponding CFG. From the figure, we can see that there are five conditional branches and four return statements in this example. Besides, each return statement has a successor statement under the program orders except the one at line 12.

MLEE consecutively analyzes each conditional branch to determine whether it is an E-E branch. Take the conditional branch of cond-1 at line 1 as an example. The true target of this conditional branch can only reach to the return statement at line 2, i.e., ①→③ in the CFG. On the other hand, the false target of this conditional branch may reach to the return statement at line 12, e.g., through the program path ①→②→⑨→⑫ in the CFG. As a result, MLEE identifies this conditional branch as an E-E branch. In a similar way, the conditional branch of cond-2 is also identified as an E-E branch by MLEE. However, the conditional branches of cond-3, cond-4, and cond-5 are not recognized as E-E branches. This is because MLEE figures out that their branch targets do not satisfy the above two conditions after the analysis. For example, the branch targets of the conditional branch of cond-3 reach to two different return statements at line 5 and line 8, respectively. But both of these two return statements have a successor statement under the program orders. Hence, the conditional branch of cond-3 is not considered as an E-E branch by MLEE.

4.2 Detecting Missed Memory Deallocations

Given an identified E-E branch EEB, the next task of MLEE is to detect memory deallocations that are potentially missed on E-E paths associated with EEB.

To this end, MLEE first collects memory deallocations in the same kernel routine as EEB. Next, for each deallocation D, which is supposed to deallocate a memory object M, MLEE checks whether M is always deallocated before EEB. MLEE achieves this by traversing the CFG to search for another deallocation D' that also deallocates M. More importantly, D' dominates EEB in the CFG, which means D' is on all program paths from the entry of the routine to EEB and executed before EEB. In other words, if there exists such a D', it implies that M has already been deallocated before EEB and therefore, D should not be considered as a missed deallocation on the E-E paths of EEB. Otherwise, MLEE continues to check whether M is deallocated by the program statements after the E-E target on the E-E paths. If not, MLEE treats D as a missed deallocation of EEB and further checks whether it is necessary on the E-E paths of EEB.

It is possible that M is deallocated in a callee routine of the current kernel routine. Thus, MLEE devises a path-sensitive and context-sensitive inter-procedural analysis to achieve the above goal. Specifically, MLEE analyzes every backward reachable statement starting from the return statement on the E-E paths corresponding to EEB. In case the statement is a call statement, MLEE further includes the statements in the callee routine into the analysis.

MLEE pays special attention to each memory deallocation statement during the analysis, because MLEE needs to validate whether it is used to deallocate M. A memory object is often accessed through pointers, which hold the address of the object. Given that an object can be accessed through different pointers, it is incomplete to determine whether two objects freed by two memory deallocations are same or not by simply checking whether the two deallocations use the same pointer. To solve this issue, MLEE leverages the alias analysis in LLVM to discover the potential alias relationship between two pointers. This allows MLEE to differentiate memory deallocations for different objects.

4.3 Analyzing Missed Memory Deallocations

Once a missed memory deallocation D^M is identified for an E-E branch EEB, the final step of MLEE is to check whether D^M is necessary on the E-E paths corresponding to EEB, i.e., the memory object M deallocated by D^M should also be deallocated on the E-E paths.

MLEE firstly composes an effective static analysis to validate the liveness and validity of M at the point of EEB, as it may cause unexpected program errors to deallocate an out-of-scope memory object. Specifically, MLEE relies on the analyses in LLVM to determine whether EEB is covered by the liveness range of M. Regarding the validity, MLEE needs to verify the possibility for M to be in an "allocated" state when EEB is reached. This is because EEB may be on a program path that does not allocate M. Hence, MLEE firstly conducts a backward slicing on M starting from D^M to find out the statement that successfully allocates M. Then MLEE performs a reachability analysis from the allocation statement.
to $EEB$ by traversing the CFG.

MLEE needs to take care of two special cases during the above analysis process: 1) No allocation statement is found for $M$ because, for example, $M$ is allocated in another kernel routine. To solve this issue, MLEE treats the entry point of the current routine as a nominal allocation point of $M$. 2) Multiple allocations are found for $M$, due to, for example, different allocation mechanisms adopted by the kernel to allocate $M$. MLEE deals with this case soundly by collecting all allocation statements that can reach $EEB$.

In addition to checking the liveness and validity of $M$, MLEE also needs to ensure that $M$ is not used by the statements after $EEB$ on the related E-E paths. To this end, MLEE employs a forward slicing on $M$ starting from the E-E target of the E-E branch to confirm that $M$ is not used by the following statements. The analysis stops when the return statement on the E-E paths of $EEB$ is reached. Some common usage examples include but not limited to passing $M$ to a callee routine as an argument, accessing a memory location inside of $M$, calculating effective memory addresses based on the start address of $M$, and etc. If $M$ is indeed used, MLEE will skip the following analysis on $D^M$ and $EEB$.

Finally, MLEE infers the necessity of $D^M$ for $EEB$. To achieve this, MLEE creates a set of checking rules mainly based on the observations described in Section 2.3. The rules check various factors of $EEB$ and $D^M$ to heuristically determine whether $D^M$ is required on E-E paths corresponding to $EEB$. To give an example, one of the rules checks the order of $D^M$ and $EEB$ in which they appear in the source code. This is inspired by the observation that if $D^M$ shows up earlier than $EEB$ in the source code, it typically implies that $D^M$ is executed before $EEB$ and therefore, it is very likely that $D^M$ is not necessary on the corresponding E-E paths. In contrast, if the order is reversed, it is probably essential for the corresponding E-E paths to deallocate $M$. The output of each rule is either 1 or 0, meaning the deallocation is required or not on the E-E paths, respectively. MLEE assigns an empirical weight in $(0, 1)$ for each rule and calculates the final result using the following formula:

$$f(EEB, D^M) = \sum_i w_i R_i(EEB, D^M)$$

(2)

where $w_i$ is the weight of the $i$th rule: \(\sum_i w_i = 1\), and $R_i(EEB, D^M)$ is the output of the $i$th rule for $EEB$ and $D^M$. If the final result exceeds a predefined threshold 0.5, MLEE determines that $D^M$ is required for $EEB$ and reports a memory leak with the detailed information of $EEB$ and $D^M$.

5 Implementation

We have implemented MLEE as an LLVM (version 8.0.0) tool composing of multiple analysis passes. This section reports the issues we encountered during the implementation of MLEE as well as the solutions we adopted to address them.

Compiling Linux to LLVM IR. Currently, LLVM is not fully compatible with the Linux kernel. To solve this issue, we compose a Python script to automatically extract and adapt the compilation commands to compile the kernel source code to LLVM IR. We simply skip a source file if LLVM cannot compile it. To include as many kernel modules as possible, we use the “allyes” option to configure the kernel. At last, our compilation covers around 11K kernel modules.

Global Call Graph. MLEE conducts the path-sensitive and context-sensitive inter-procedural analyses on a global call graph. To build the graph, MLEE incrementally compose a child call graph for each kernel module when it is loaded and parsed by LLVM [42], and eventually combines them together to obtain the global call graph. Note that MLEE does not need to link all kernel modules together to produce a single LLVM IR file and thus avoids potential linking errors in this process. MLEE also employs a type-based analysis to identify all possible call targets for an indirect call [29, 36].

Alias Analysis. MLEE relies on the alias analysis in LLVM to analyze the alias relationship between two memory pointers. This is achieved by querying the LLVM alias analysis framework with the two memory pointers along with the size of the memory locations. There are four possible relationship outcomes for such a query: MustAlias, PartialAlias, MayAlias, and NoAlias. For accuracy consideration, MLEE considers two pointers are alias pointers only when MustAlias or PartialAlias is returned by the alias analysis framework.

Handling Goto Statements. Some Linux routines use goto statements to realize sophisticated control logic. This entails difficulties for MLEE to detect E-E paths, as the return statement of an E-E path implemented using a goto statement may be placed at the end of a kernel routine. To deal with this issue, MLEE creates a source transformation tool to remove goto statements by replacing them with the target statements they jump to. Note that MLEE only replaces forward goto statements because backward goto statements are mostly used to implement loops. Fortunately, the Linux kernel does not use indirect goto statements [11], which take as input label variables and can complicate the transformation.

6 Experimental Study

This section evaluates MLEE by applying it to the Linux kernel (version 5.0, which was the most recent version when we finished the implementation of MLEE). Due to time limitations, MLEE is not evaluated with other OS kernels, e.g., FreeBSD, and non-kernel applications. This is a direction for future work. The evaluation presented in this section would like to answer two research questions about MLEE: i) Effectiveness: can MLEE discover new memory leaks in a real-
We find that 74% missed deallocations are also found on other E-E paths. Given the developers’ heavy maintenance workload, this once again shows the high priority and severity of fixing memory leaks in OS kernels. In summary, at the time of the paper submission, 89 bugs (74.2%) have been fixed in the latest version of the Linux kernel using our patches; 16 bugs (13.3%) have been fixed in the latest version of the Linux kernel using others’ patches; 15 bugs (12.5%) have been confirmed and we are working with the kernel developers to finalize the patches.

Table 2 also shows that a vast majority of memory leaks are detected in the driver (60%), sound (17.5%), and file system (16.7%) directories. This means memory leaks are a general type of software bugs across various kernel modules. We find that 74% missed deallocations are also found on other E-E paths. This shows that E-E paths in the same kernel routine often exhibit similar behaviors in memory management operations. On the other side, this implies memory deallocations on normal paths may also be required on E-E paths.

An interesting observation on the E-E paths of the E-E branches in Table 2 is that these buggy E-E paths are used in not only the scenario of error/exception handling, but also two other scenarios described in Section 2.2. Figure 8 shows the detailed distribution of the scenarios. This demonstrates that MLEE can detect buggy E-E paths in different usage scenarios. However, existing bug-detection schemes that focus only on error handlers may fail to detect these memory leaks.

To understand when and how the found memory leaks are introduced into the kernel code base, we further investigate the code revision histories of the kernel routines in which the memory leaks are found. We find that many memory leaks were actually brought in at the first time when the corresponding E-E paths were added into the kernel source code. This was also acknowledged by some Linux maintainers. Taking the Bug#100 in Table 2 as an example, when we submitted it to the Linux patch mailing list, a kernel maintainer quickly took it to the Linux patch mailing list, a kernel maintainer quickly commented our bug report and said that “this bug exists till its first commit for v2.6.39.” One possible reason behind this phenomenon is that the author of an E-E path may have a partial and incomplete understanding of the work that are necessary on the E-E path. In addition, this also reveals that many E-E paths in OS kernels are error-prone due to the lack of extensive testing when they are committed to the kernels.

Table 1: Detection statistics of MLEE. “KEE”: kernel routines that have E-E paths. “KMD”: kernel routines that have memory deallocations. “KEM”: kernel routines that have both E-E paths and memory deallocations. “MMD”: E-E branches that are reported by MLEE to have missed memory deallocations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kernel Routine</th>
<th>Mem Dealloc</th>
<th>E-E Branch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>887877</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEE</td>
<td>121829</td>
<td>13.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KMD</td>
<td>14540</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEM</td>
<td>7685</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMD</td>
<td>297451</td>
<td>4.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total MMD</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>0.04%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8: The usage-scenario distribution of the E-E paths on which the memory leaks are detected by MLEE.

```
1 /* drivers/net/ethernet/mellanox/mlx4/en_rx.c */
2 int mlx4_en_config_rss_steer(struct mlx4_en_priv *priv)
3 {
4    ...  
5    err = mlx4_qp_alloc(mdev->dev, priv->base_qpn, ...);
6    if (err) {
7        en_err(priv, "Failed to allocate RSS ...");
8        goto rss_err; // rss_map->indir_qp is leaked
9    } // on this early-exit path.
10    ...  
11    kfree(rss_map->indir_qp);
12    rss_map->indir_qp = NULL;
13    rss_err:
14    ...  
15    return err;
16 }
```

Figure 9: A real memory leak in Linux detected by MLEE.
Table 2: New memory leaks in the Linux kernel discovered by MLEE. “O”: the bug has been fixed in the latest version using our patch. “L”: the bug has been fixed in the latest version using others’ patch. “C”: the bug has been confirmed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kernel Routine</th>
<th>E-E Branch</th>
<th>Missed Deallocation</th>
<th>Kernel Routine</th>
<th>E-E Branch</th>
<th>Missed Deallocation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 block/...bio...prep</td>
<td>if (ret...)</td>
<td>kfree(buf) O</td>
<td>61 drivers/...i24...it</td>
<td>if (res...)</td>
<td>kfree(opt) O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 drivers/...cm...</td>
<td>if (&quot;ppos...&quot;)</td>
<td>kfree(buf) O</td>
<td>62 drivers/...e...am</td>
<td>if (e1...)</td>
<td>kfree(tx_old) O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 drivers/...acpi...ble</td>
<td>if (&quot;ac...&quot;)</td>
<td>kfree(entry) O</td>
<td>63 drivers/...e...am</td>
<td>if (e1...)</td>
<td>kfree(rx_old) O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 drivers/...fs_open</td>
<td>if (!to)</td>
<td>kfree(vcc) O</td>
<td>64 drivers/...ath...te</td>
<td>if (!sta...)</td>
<td>kfree(arsta) O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 drivers/...f...en</td>
<td>if (DO...)</td>
<td>kfree(vcc) O</td>
<td>65 drivers/...pr...en</td>
<td>if (ai-&gt;...)</td>
<td>kfree(file) O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 drivers/...f...en</td>
<td>if (tc)</td>
<td>kfree(vcc) O</td>
<td>66 drivers/...pr...en</td>
<td>if (down...)</td>
<td>kfree(file) O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 drivers/...read...refs</td>
<td>if (xen...)</td>
<td>kfree(req) O</td>
<td>67 drivers/...l...bs...ate</td>
<td>if (lbs...)</td>
<td>kfree(cmd) C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 drivers/...read...refs</td>
<td>if (xen...)</td>
<td>kfree(ind) O</td>
<td>68 drivers/...m...w...d</td>
<td>if (mw...)</td>
<td>kfree(hos) L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 drivers/...read...refs</td>
<td>if (xen...)</td>
<td>kfree(seg) O</td>
<td>69 drivers/...m...w...d</td>
<td>if (!skb)</td>
<td>kfree(hos) L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 drivers/...devfreq...</td>
<td>if (err...)</td>
<td>kfree(dev) L</td>
<td>70 drivers/...m...w...d</td>
<td>if (err)</td>
<td>kfree(hos) L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 drivers/...ti...</td>
<td>if (of...)</td>
<td>kfree(res) O</td>
<td>71 drivers/...fr...pvc</td>
<td>if (*get...)</td>
<td>kfree(pvc) C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 drivers/...omap...</td>
<td>if (de...)</td>
<td>kfree(c) O</td>
<td>72 drivers/...ya...tl</td>
<td>if (ym...)</td>
<td>kfree(ym) C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 drivers/...dr...</td>
<td>if (WA...)</td>
<td>kfree(pl) C</td>
<td>73 fs/...btrfs...mod</td>
<td>if (IS...)</td>
<td>kfree(ref) O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 drivers/...md...</td>
<td>if (p_v...)</td>
<td>kfree(ds) C</td>
<td>74 fs/...btrfs...mod</td>
<td>if (be...)</td>
<td>kfree(ref) O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 drivers/...md...</td>
<td>if (ds...)</td>
<td>kfree(ds) C</td>
<td>75 fs/...btrfs...mod</td>
<td>if (be...)</td>
<td>kfree(ref) O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 drivers/...md...</td>
<td>if (md...)</td>
<td>kfree(ds) C</td>
<td>76 fs/...btrfs...mod</td>
<td>if (exi...)</td>
<td>kfree(ref) O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 drivers/...c...it</td>
<td>if (pl...)</td>
<td>kfree(pk) O</td>
<td>77 fs/...btrfs...mod</td>
<td>if (act...)</td>
<td>kfree(ref) O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 drivers/...i...ed</td>
<td>if (de...)</td>
<td>kfree(de) O</td>
<td>78 fs/...parse...ket</td>
<td>if (*new...)</td>
<td>kmem(...) O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 drivers/...fault...te</td>
<td>if (co...)</td>
<td>kfree(data) O</td>
<td>79 fs/...ecrp...ging</td>
<td>if (*ecr...)</td>
<td>kfree(ecr) O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 drivers/...fa...ult...te</td>
<td>if (un...)</td>
<td>kfree(data) O</td>
<td>80 fs/...ker...file</td>
<td>if (byt...)</td>
<td>vfree(*buf) L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 drivers/...fa...ult...d</td>
<td>if (un...)</td>
<td>kfree(data) O</td>
<td>81 fs/...jffs2...block</td>
<td>if (jffs2...)</td>
<td>kfree(su) O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 drivers/...mik4...fs</td>
<td>if (lu...)</td>
<td>kfree(tun) O</td>
<td>82 fs/..._br...se</td>
<td>if (tctx)</td>
<td>kmem(...) O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 drivers/...mik4...fs</td>
<td>if (ib...)</td>
<td>kfree(tun) O</td>
<td>83 fs/..._nfs...copy</td>
<td>if (hand...)</td>
<td>kfree(ren) O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 drivers/...srp...in</td>
<td>if (po...)</td>
<td>kfree(addr) L</td>
<td>84 fs/..._nfs42...py</td>
<td>if (pro...)</td>
<td>kfree(ren) O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 drivers/...led...set</td>
<td>if (trig...)</td>
<td>kfree(event) O</td>
<td>85 fs/...nfs4...tion</td>
<td>if (nfs4...)</td>
<td>__free(...) O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 drivers/...led...set</td>
<td>if (dev...)</td>
<td>kfree(event) O</td>
<td>86 fs/...nfs4...tion</td>
<td>if (nfs4...)</td>
<td>kfree(loc) O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 drivers/...ra...r</td>
<td>if (rs...)</td>
<td>kfree(rs) O</td>
<td>87 fs/...omp...map</td>
<td>if (blo...)</td>
<td>kfree(shi) C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 drivers/...dvsb...ty</td>
<td>if (dv...)</td>
<td>kfree(dv) O</td>
<td>88 fs/...re...mount</td>
<td>if (sb...)</td>
<td>kfree(new) C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 drivers/...su...bs</td>
<td>if (us...)</td>
<td>kfree(ca) O</td>
<td>89 fs/...re...mount</td>
<td>if (sb_u)</td>
<td>kfree(new) C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 drivers/...cx...re</td>
<td>if (ret...)</td>
<td>vfree(p) O</td>
<td>90 fs/...re...mount</td>
<td>if (sb_v)</td>
<td>kfree(new) C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 drivers/...cx...re</td>
<td>if (ret...)</td>
<td>vfree(p) O</td>
<td>91 fs/...ub...ac</td>
<td>if (err)</td>
<td>kfree(hmac) O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 drivers/...cx...re</td>
<td>if (i2c...)</td>
<td>kfree(buf) O</td>
<td>92 fs/...read...node</td>
<td>if (ubifs...)</td>
<td>kfree(idx) O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33 drivers/...dib...on</td>
<td>if (rx0...)</td>
<td>kfree(rx) O</td>
<td>93 kernel/...p...t</td>
<td>if (ret...)</td>
<td>kfree(path) L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34 drivers/...dib...on</td>
<td>if (rx0...)</td>
<td>kfree(rx) O</td>
<td>94 kernel/...tr...te</td>
<td>if (lp...)</td>
<td>kfree(par) O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35 drivers/...dib...on</td>
<td>if (rx1...)</td>
<td>kfree(rx) O</td>
<td>95 kernel/...tr...te</td>
<td>if (lpd...)</td>
<td>kfree(par) O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36 drivers/...dib...on</td>
<td>if (rx1...)</td>
<td>kfree(tx) O</td>
<td>96 lib/...test...init</td>
<td>if (...)</td>
<td>kfree(test) O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37 drivers/...h...ch</td>
<td>if (saa...)</td>
<td>kfree(hch) O</td>
<td>97 net/...com...ace</td>
<td>if (WA...)</td>
<td>vfree(ent) O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38 drivers/...f...f...n</td>
<td>if (ctx...)</td>
<td>kfree(ctx) O</td>
<td>98 net/...eth...stats</td>
<td>if (ret &lt; 0)</td>
<td>vfree(data) L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39 drivers/...v...lp...up</td>
<td>if (ma...)</td>
<td>kfree(buf) O</td>
<td>99 net/...bpf...filter</td>
<td>if (new...)</td>
<td>kfree(addrs) C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 drivers/...v...lp...up</td>
<td>if (sub...)</td>
<td>kfree(buf) O</td>
<td>100 sound/...iso...it</td>
<td>if (WA...)</td>
<td>kfree(b&gt;...) O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41 drivers/...v...lp...up</td>
<td>if (ti...)</td>
<td>kfree(buf) O</td>
<td>101 sound/...sn...dec</td>
<td>if (snd...)</td>
<td>kfree(cod) O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42 drivers/...sm...ne</td>
<td>if (sm...)</td>
<td>kfree(zo) O</td>
<td>102 sound/...sn...ed</td>
<td>if (w&gt;...)</td>
<td>kfree(w) O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43 drivers/...ma...t</td>
<td>if (ch...)</td>
<td>vfree(buf) O</td>
<td>103 sound/...sn...ed</td>
<td>if (w&gt;...)</td>
<td>kfree(w) O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44 drivers/...spi...it</td>
<td>if (spi...)</td>
<td>kfree(dw) O</td>
<td>104 sound/...sn...ed</td>
<td>if (w&gt;...)</td>
<td>kfree(w) O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45 drivers/...o...q</td>
<td>if (oct...)</td>
<td>vfree(oct) O</td>
<td>105 sound/...soc...te</td>
<td>if (se=...)</td>
<td>kfree(priv) L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46 drivers/...bl...te</td>
<td>if (bit...)</td>
<td>kvfree(t) O</td>
<td>106 sound/...soc...te</td>
<td>if (se=...)</td>
<td>kfree(name) L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47 drivers/...ix...32</td>
<td>if (ix...)</td>
<td>kfree(mask) O</td>
<td>107 sound/...soc...te</td>
<td>if (se=...)</td>
<td>kfree(dval) L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Comparing with Existing Leak Detectors. A further study of the memory leaks reported by MLEE shows that many of the leaks actually cannot be detected using existing static detection approaches due to their fundamental limitation. We use the Bug#50 in Table 2 as an example to explain this limitation. Figure 9 shows the source code of this bug. Here, the memory object rss_map->indir_qp is not deallocated when mlx4_-qp_alloc() fails. MLEE successfully reports this memory leak by figuring out that the memory deallocation at line 11 is missed on the E-E path of the E-E branch at line 6.

However, most of existing static detectors are established based on a basic assumption that a memory object should be deallocated at the end of the kernel routine, in which it is allocated, if it does not escape from this routine. This assumption itself has no problem, but it cannot cover memory leaks involving escaped objects, which are fairly common in OS kernels. Obviously, in this example, rss_map->indir_qp is still alive after the routine is returned. Hence, it is extremely hard for existing detectors to reason about whether rss_map->indir_qp should be deallocated or not for the buggy E-E path.

False Negatives. For a bug detection tool like MLEE, it is important to study false negatives of the detection results. However, given the large code base of the Linux kernel, it is hard to study false negatives of the detection results of MLEE at the scale of the entire kernel, because of the lack of the ground truth. Nevertheless, during the implementation and evaluation of MLEE, we conducted several false negative experiments to understand the completeness of the static analysis techniques developed in MLEE. For example, we manually examined many kernel routines to verify whether MLEE can identify all E-E paths in these routines, especially when the E-E paths are used in different usage scenarios. In addition, we intentionally modified several randomly selected source files in the kernel to introduce some known memory leak bugs by commenting out memory deallocations on related E-E paths and checked whether MLEE is able to detect them. Our experimental results showed that MLEE can successfully identify all E-E paths and report the injected memory leaks without any false negative. This demonstrates, to some extent, the completeness of the analysis techniques in MLEE on detecting memory leaks on E-E paths in Linux.

False Positives. As a static leak detector, MLEE inevitably suffers from false positives. Among the reported 126 suspicious E-E branches, 23 (18%) are confirmed having no memory leaks. Generally, a false positive is reported by MLEE due to two categories of reasons. First, the missed memory deallocation is required but invoked after the E-E path is completed, i.e., the current kernel routine is returned. Second, the missed memory deallocation is not required on the E-E path due to various corner cases not handled by MLEE.

We summarize the detailed reasons in each category and the associated percentages in Table 3. The most accountable reason is #5, where the target E-E path is composed for a different semantic purpose compared to the path(s) on which the missed deallocation is found. For example, a memory deallocation may be necessary on E-E paths that handle exceptional kernel statuses but unnecessary for E-E paths that handle expected statuses. To filter out these false positives, we can extend MLEE to capture the semantic differences between paths in the same routine. For other false positive reasons, e.g., #2, we need to develop scalable techniques to continue the tracking of the path after the E-E path is completed.

Analysis Efficiency. The evaluation platform is equipped with an Quad-Core Intel Xeon E5-1620 v4 CPU at 3.50 GHz and 32 GB main memory. The OS is Ubuntu 16.04 with Linux-4.4. The platform was exclusively occupied by MLEE during the analysis process. It took around half an hour for MLEE to complete the analysis of the Linux kernel. Given that the Linux kernel contains 25M lines of source code, we believe this analysis performance is acceptable.
Table 3: Detailed reasons of false positives reported by MLEE and the percentage of each reason.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The memory object is deallocated by another kernel thread after the E-E path.</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The memory object is deallocated by the same kernel thread in a callback routine after the E-E path.</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The missed deallocation itself is redundant as the allocated object can be reused.</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The E-E path does not satisfy a specific condition.</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The E-E path is not used for the same semantic purpose as the path(s) of the missed deallocation.</td>
<td>53%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7 Related Work


MLEE is also a static memory leak detector. But, MLEE is inspired by the observations and findings from our study of memory management on E-E paths in OS kernels. This enables MLEE to invent effective and scalable static analyses to detect memory leaks on E-E paths. The detection results show that MLEE is a practical leak detector. In contrast, it is quite difficult to directly apply most of existing static mechanisms to OS kernels, due to the extreme complexity of the kernel code base and the widespread use of E-E paths in various scenarios. Although Xie et al. [44] applied the proposed leak detector to the Linux kernel, it took around one day to complete the analysis and, among the reported 123 leaks, only 2 were actually confirmed and fixed. Moreover, the code base of the Linux kernel has expanded significantly since then.


Compared to static detectors, dynamic approaches suffer from the coverage issue, i.e., only the exercised paths are examined. How to generate sufficient test inputs to cover rarely-executed paths, e.g., E-E paths, is an interesting but hard problem. Also, dynamic detectors deployed in production runs may incur performance overhead. MLEE may utilize dynamic techniques to further enhance the detection accuracy.

Others. Some research work aims to automatically fix or tolerate memory leaks. LeakSurvivor [34] and Melt [5] swap out leaked objects to disks to free up memory resources. LeakFix [10] checks each allocation and inserts a deallocation if necessary. BLeak [38] provides a leak debugging framework for web applications. Generally, MLEE can collaborate with them to provide integrated solutions for memory leaks.

8 Conclusion

Memory leaks can lead to critical performance and security issues, especially in OS kernels. Inspired by the observation that memory leaks often lurk in rarely-tested program paths, e.g., E-E paths, we firstly conduct a comprehensive and in-depth study on memory management operations involved on E-E paths in OS kernels. With the findings derived from the study, we then design MLEE, which aims to intelligently detect memory leaks on E-E paths. MLEE employs novel static analysis techniques to automatically identify E-E paths and infer whether a missed memory deallocation is required on an E-E path. The static analyses in MLEE are effective and scalable. With the help of MLEE, we discover 120 new memory leaks in the Linux kernel and most of these memory leaks have been fixed using our patches.
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Abstract

Modern desktop applications involve many asynchronous, concurrent interactions that make performance issues difficult to diagnose. Although prior work has used causal tracing for debugging performance issues in distributed systems, we find that these techniques suffer from high inaccuracies for desktop applications. We present Argus, a fast, effective causal tracing tool for debugging performance anomalies in desktop applications. Argus introduces a novel notion of strong and weak edges to explicitly model and annotate trace graph ambiguities, a new beam-search-based diagnosis algorithm to select the most likely causal paths in the presence of ambiguities, and a new way to compare causal paths across normal and abnormal executions. We have implemented Argus across multiple versions of macOS and evaluated it on 12 infamous spinning pinwheel issues in popular macOS applications. Argus diagnosed the root causes for all issues, 10 of which were previously unknown, some of which have been open for several years. Argus incurs less than 5% CPU overhead when its system-wide tracing is enabled, making always-on tracing feasible.

1 Introduction

Diagnosing performance anomalies is an essential need for all kinds of software. For modern desktop applications, performance diagnosis can be very difficult. Such applications are often built with assorted frameworks and libraries. For responsiveness, they divide handling of user interface (UI) events into multi-core hardware. For instance, macOS applications handle UI events by sending messages to delegate objects that contain code to react to these events asynchronously. The messages are generated by the closed-source Cocoa framework [11], which in turn interacts with the operating system (OS), daemons, and other libraries. The asynchronous, predominantly concurrent interactions obscure the true cause of a performance anomaly.

Traditional debugging and profiling tools are not well suited to troubleshoot performance issues in desktop applications. macOS tools such as spindump [10] and lldb [45] allow users to analyze a buggy process’ stack traces. Profilers like Gprof [28], perf [5], and macOS Instruments [12] mainly analyze what functions take the most time. None of these tools provide insights regarding the sequence of events that span across the many frameworks, libraries, system daemons, kernel, application processes/threads, and result in the performance issue. Traditional tools excel at analyzing system state at a specific point in time in an individual component. They are not amenable to analyzing concurrent execution flows over time whose interactions may cause performance issues.

To debug cross-component performance issues, causal tracing has been proposed [14, 20, 27, 32, 37, 38, 40, 41, 43, 44, 46, 56], especially for distributed systems. Causal tracing utilizes a trace graph to help developers understand performance issues that involve complex interactions. A trace graph consists of vertices and edges, where vertices are execution segments, such as an operation, system event, message, etc., and edges indicate causal relationships between vertices. To diagnose a performance issue, these solutions usually run a critical path analysis on the constructed trace graph that finds the sequence of vertices and edges which start from the vertex where the problem occurs and take the greatest amount of time for completion.

Unfortunately, we observe that previous causal tracing approaches are ineffective for desktop applications because they cannot accurately identify the boundaries of execution segments and their causality relationships. For example, a long-standing Google Chrome web browser performance anomaly [2] on macOS occurs when a user enters non-English words in the search box, causing Chrome to hang with the infamous macOS spinning pinwheel, which appears when an application is not responsive to user input. Using previous approaches to construct trace graphs for the multi-threaded, multi-process browser results in many missing execution segments and many additional irrelevant execution segments. Attempting to diagnose the problem using these incomplete and inaccurate graphs would incorrectly pinpoint no events or wrong events as the culprit. In theory, these tracing inaccuracies could be fixed by adding instrumentation, such as adding constraints in noisy trace points to filter irrelevant events. However, frameworks and libraries used by desktop applications have diverse programming idioms and are often closed-source, making deep instrumentation difficult. Extensive instrumentation would also incur prohibitive overhead, resulting in unacceptable performance.

To address these problems, we have created Argus, a causal tracing tool specially designed to help users diagnose performance anomalies in desktop applications. Argus is
We experienced first-hand the Chrome web browser performance issue on macOS. Typing non-English words in a search box while a web page is loading causes Chrome to freeze and trigger a spinning pinwheel. The spinning pinwheel appears when an application is not responsive to user input for more than two seconds. Others have also experienced this issue with the Chromium web browser and reported it to Chromium developers [2]; Chrome is based on Chromium.

We study the bug in Chromium since it is open-source, so we can verify its ground truth. Chromium is a multi-process macOS application involving a browser process and several renderer processes, each process having dozens of threads. When a user types a string in the browser search box, a thread in the browser process sends an IPC message to a thread in the renderer process, where the rendering view code runs to calculate the bounding box of the string, which in turn queries font, the font service daemon, for font dimensions.

To diagnose the bug, we first tried using spindump [10], a widely-used macOS debugging tool, which shows the main thread of the browser process is blocking on a condition variable. However, spindump provides no clue as to why the condition variable is not signaled. Using macOS Instruments [12] was also ineffective, as it simply analyzes what functions take the most time, which are not the root cause in this case. These traditional debugging and profiling tools are fundamentally not well suited to analyzing causality in highly concurrent execution flows across multiple components over time.

We next tried state-of-the-art causal tracing techniques. Specifically, we use Panapptic [56], a system-wide tracing tool originally built for Android. We reimplemented a version for macOS with more complete tracing of asynchronous tasks, using non-intrusive interposition to trace asynchronous tasks, IPCs, and thread synchronizations from the system and libraries. We use the tool when running Chromium and reproduce the anomaly by typing non-English search strings. After the browser handles the first few characters normally, the remaining characters trigger a spinning pinwheel. We then stop the tracing. The entire session took around five minutes.

Dividing up the trace graph into separate graphs each beginning from a user input event results in 359 trace graphs; user input events are dispatched from the macOS WindowServer process to Chromium. The trace graphs are highly complex, with 888,236 vertices and 751,332 edges in total. They span across 11 applications, 79 daemons including fontd, mdworker, nsurlsessiond, and various helper tools started by the applications. They cover 90 processes, 1177 threads, and 644K IPC messages.

Studying the trace graphs, we observe: (i) connections exist between graphs from different UI events; (ii) some long execution segments have no boundaries; (iii) there are orphaned vertices with no edges; (iv) the trace graph that contains the anomalous event sequence triggering the spinning pinwheel contains 12 processes—3 are clearly unrelated to the transaction, and 6 are daemons whose relationships are unclear without further investigation. Based on further analysis of these graphs with call stacks and reverse

2 Motivation and Observations

We experienced first-hand the Chrome web browser performance issue on macOS. Typing non-English words in a search

based on the insight that tracing inaccuracies are inherently unavoidable in real desktop systems, so instead of trying to eliminate all inaccuracies, we should design tracing solutions that can accommodate some inaccuracies. Argus introduces a new notion of annotated trace graphs, in which edges are explicitly annotated as strong and weak edges. Strong edges represent connections among segments based on typical programming paradigms that must be causal, such as sending and receiving an IPC message. Weak edges represent ambiguous relationships among segments. For example, when one thread wakes up another thread, it could be a causal relation, e.g., lock/unlock, or just an artifact of regular OS scheduling. Argus further boosts or prunes unnecessary weak edges by leveraging operation semantics and call stacks.

Argus introduces a new beam search diagnosis algorithm based on edge strength and a novel method of comparing trace subgraphs across normal and abnormal executions of an application. The algorithm is motivated by our observation that critical path analysis used in prior work is ineffective due to inaccuracies inherent in trace graphs. Beam search embraces more possibilities while exploring the annotated noisy trace graph. Our algorithm efficiently selects likely causal paths in the massive trace graph and tolerates noises. Comparing trace subgraphs across normal and abnormal executions also helps with diagnosis when the problem is due to missing operations in the abnormal execution.

Argus provides system-wide tracing by extending existing tracing support in the OS kernel and applying binary patching for low-level libraries. This allows Argus to easily track objects across process boundaries, account for kernel threads involved in communications among processes, and cover customized programming paradigms by operating in a common low-level substrate used by higher-level synchronization methods and APIs that may be introduced and evolve over time. Argus does not require any application modifications.

We have implemented and evaluated a prototype of Argus across multiple versions of macOS. This presents a harsh test for Argus given the many complex, closed-source frameworks, libraries, and applications in the macOS software stack. We evaluated Argus on 12 real-world spinning pinwheel issues in widely-used macOS applications, such as Chrome, Inkscape, and VLC. Argus successfully pinpoints the root cause and sequence of culprit events for all cases. This result is particularly notable given that 10 of the 12 cases are open issues whose root causes were previously unknown to developers. Argus incurs runtime overhead low enough such that users can leave Argus tracing always-on in production without experiencing any noticeable performance degradation. Source code for Argus is available at https://github.com/columbia/ArgusDebugger.
engineered techniques, we conclude that they have significant inaccuracies. Running diagnosis on them leads to a wild goose chase, investigating components such as fontd, as it sends out messages after a long execution, which turn out to be completely unrelated to the root cause. We observe two general inaccuracies: over-connections and under-connections.

Over-connections usually occur when intra-thread execution segment boundaries are missing. We summarize three common programming patterns responsible for this—dispatch message batching, piggyback optimization, and superfluous wake-ups.

Dispatch message batching. Frameworks and daemons often implement event loops for handling multiple events inside callback functions. For example, Figure 1 shows two threads from the fontd daemon in macOS; the worker thread installs a callback function dispatch_mig_server() in a dispatch queue and the main thread dequeues and calls the function via dispatch_client_callout. dispatch_mig_server() has an event loop which batch processes requests from different applications, presumably for performance. It invokes call_back to process a message and set_reply to post a reply. However, previous causal tracing tools like Panappticon assume the execution of a callback function is entirely on behalf of one request. dispatch_mig_server is thus treated as a single execution segment and edges are added between the vertex representing dispatch_mig_server and the many unrelated applications for which it handles requests. These edges incorrectly indicate causal relationships that would result in misleading diagnoses.

Piggyback optimization. Frameworks and daemons may piggyback multiple tasks in a system call to reduce kernel boundary crossings. For example, Figure 2 shows the macOS system daemon WindowServer uses a single system call mach_msg_overwrite to receive data and piggyback the reply for an unrelated event. However, previous causal tracing tools like Panappticon treat the execution of a system call as a single execution segment for one event, artificially making many events appear causally related.

Non-causal wake-up. Desktop applications typically have multiple threads synchronized via mutual exclusion, such that a thread’s unlock operation wakes up another waiting thread. Such a wake-up may be, but is not always, intended as causality. For example, in Chromium, a wake-up is commonly followed by a batch processing block, but it is unclear whether

Figure 1: Dispatch message batching. dispatch_mig_server can serve unrelated applications together.

Figure 2: Piggyback optimization and intra-thread data dependency. mach_msg_overwrite combines the reply of a previous event. Operations inside a thread have dependencies on _gOutMsg.

Figure 3: Shared data flag across threads.

the following events being batch processed depend on the wake-up event. Previous causal tracing tools assume any wake-up is causal, which may artificially make events appear causally related when they are not.

Under-connections usually occur due to missing intra-thread data dependencies and inter-thread shared flags.

Data dependency. Frameworks and daemons may have internal state that causally link different execution segments of a thread. For example, Figure 2 shows that a WindowServer thread calls the function CGXPostReplyMessage to save the reply message, which it internally stores in a variable _gOutMsg. When the thread later calls CGXRunOneServicePass, it sends out _gOutMsg if there is any pending message.

Shared data flags. Frameworks and daemons may use shared flags that causally link different threads. Figure 3 shows a worker thread sets a field need_display inside a CoreAnimation object whenever the object needs to be repainted. The main thread iterates over all animation objects and reads this flag, rendering any such object. Existing tools do not track these kinds of shared-memory communication.

3 Overview of Argus

We have designed Argus to diagnose performance issues in desktop applications. Argus satisfies four key requirements not met by previous causal tracing tools: (1) use minimal instrumentation, (2) support closed-source components, (3) extract rich information from heterogeneous components with minimal manual effort, and (4) incur low runtime overhead.

Central to its design is the construction of annotated trace graphs from low-level trace events. Argus introduces the notion of strong and weak edges in trace graphs to mitigate inherent inaccuracies in tracing. When there is strong evidence of causality, such as an IPC message event, Argus adds a strong edge between vertices. When an execution segment is created by events that may not necessarily represent causality, such as non-causal wake-ups, Argus adds a weak edge. During diagnosis, Argus prefers traversing through strong edges when possible. Argus also stores extra semantic information in the graph vertices, including user input events, system calls, and
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## Figure 4: Overview of Argus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trace logs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>time</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) costly operations
(2) culprit event sequence
(3) call stacks

#### sampled call stacks. This extra information is used to improve weak edge annotation and align and compare trace graphs for normal and abnormal execution to aid diagnosis.

Figure 4 shows an overview of Argus. It consists of three main components—a tracer, a grapher, and a debugger. The tracer runs continuously in the background on a user’s machine, transparently logging events from low-level system libraries and the kernel, without any need to modify applications. When a user encounters some performance anomaly, she reports the issue about the problematic application, along with the timestamp of the anomaly occurrence. The reported issue and trace logs are sent to the developer, the logs containing events for both normal execution and abnormal execution when the performance anomaly occurs. The developer feeds the logs into the grapher to construct the annotated trace graphs for both normal and abnormal execution, and runs the debugger on the graphs to output the diagnosis results.

### 4 Argus Tracer

Argus traces events inside the kernel and low-level libraries, with minimal instrumentation. This provides three advantages over tracing in user applications. First, tracing in the kernel and libraries ensures coverage of custom programming paradigms. For instance, Argus traces general thread scheduling events and wake-up and wait to ensure coverage of a variety of custom synchronization primitives in desktop applications, because their implementations almost always use kernel wake-up and wait. Second, tracing in the kernel helps connect tracing events across process boundaries, because the addresses of the traced objects in kernel space are usually unique, while tracing in user programs requires maintaining and propagating unique identifiers. Third, tracing kernel threads helps bridge communications among processes. For instance, a kernel thread sends out a message to a process when the process needs to execute a delayed function.

In the macOS XNU kernel, Argus traces system calls, thread scheduling, interrupts, time-delayed calls, and Mach messages. Argus leverages existing macOS kernel tracing support [13], but adds enhancements to log more information and enable always-on tracing using a ring buffer to avoid exhausting storage. The enhancements require roughly 500 lines of code (LOC) in the XNU kernel, which are straightforward to add given that the kernel is open source. Trace events are asynchronously flushed to a file with a size limit. The limit is by default 2 GB, which can store roughly 20 million trace events; this is about 5 minutes of tracing when running large applications like Chrome. It can be easily adjusted to accommodate longer execution times. We used the default limit for all experiments in Section 7.

Argus logs kernel events to identify when threads are executing and their causal relationships. All system calls are traced to provide high-level semantics that can be used to identify causal relationships. Argus simply records return values for most system calls, but call stacks are also logged for a small set of system calls, namely those pertaining to Mach messages and synchronization using conditional variables and semaphores. Call stack information is later used by the Argus debugger to provide debugging information for developers. Thread scheduling is traced to track when a thread becomes idle and which thread wakes it up. Argus logs three types of thread scheduling events: *wait* to indicate when a thread becomes idle, *wake-up* to indicate when the current thread wakes up another thread, and *preempt* to indicate when a thread is preempted due to its timeslice being used up or priority policies. Interrupts are logged to indicate when threads are preempted by interrupts, with call stacks also logged for interprocessor interrupts (IPIs). Argus traces the internal kernel implementation of time-delayed calls, which are used to implement asynchronous calls in libraries such as Grand Central Dispatch (GCD). Finally, Argus traces the internal kernel implementation of Mach messages, not just their invocation via system calls, to enabling tracing of all use of Mach messages, including use within the kernel among kernel threads.

To aid developers in interpreting the virtual addresses in call stacks via `lldb`, Argus also logs in userspace the virtual memory layout of images for all processes. The tracer records the virtual memory maps for all running processes when tracing is enabled or terminated; processes launched during tracing are also recorded. The memory layout information is also fed to the Argus debugger.

In addition to kernel tracing, Argus four closed-source macOS frameworks, *AppKit*, *libdispatch.dylib*, *CoreFoundation*, and *CoreGraphics*, to track UI events and batch processing paradigms used by applications. Because these frameworks are closed source, the trace events are added via binary instrumentation using a mechanism similar to Detour [31]. *AppKit* is used to dispatch UI events to handlers. Argus traces where a UI event is fetched from the *WindowServer* and dispatched to an event handler. *libdispatch.dylib* implements GCD, managing dispatch queues to balance work across the entire system. Argus adds trace events to track when objects are pushed into a dispatch queue and popped off of the dispatch queue and executed. *CoreFoundation* supports event loops for GUI applications, which are widely used to process requests.
from timers, customized observers, and sources such as sockets, ports, and files. Argus adds trace events so the handling of different requests inside event loops can be tracked separately.

To deal with the under-connection issues (Section 2), we annotate a handful of data flags in CoreGraphics. Given the shared flag variable names, Argus monitors the respective virtual addresses with watchdog registers. Reads or writes to the addresses will invoke a signal handler that records trace events with the values stored in those addresses. Argus adds code to CoreFoundation to install this signal handler.

Argus can use the same watchdog mechanism to trace shared data flags in applications. To assist developers in finding these shared data flags, Argus provides a lightweight tool that uses lldvto record the operand values of each instruction and finds ones that lead to divergence in control flow, which are likely data flags. The shared flag variable names are recorded in an Argus tracer configuration file, which are then traced using the same signal handler installed by CoreFoundation. Since CoreFoundation is imported by all GUI applications, Argus can trace these shared data flag accesses without any application modifications.

Note that the annotation effort for shared data flags is in general small. This is because execution segments that access shared variables are usually connected already by some types of causality, e.g., wait/signal events; developers mainly need to provide Argus with shared flags that are accessed through ad-hoc synchronization [49]. In our experience, only a few shared flags need to be monitored. Also for this reason, although hardware watchdog registers are limited, Argus is unlikely to exhaust them. In fact, none of the applications we evaluated in Section 7 needed shared flags to be identified or traced in the applications themselves. Mechanisms such as Kprobe [3] could potentially be used to extend Argus to support monitoring more shared flags.

## 5 Argus Grapher

Argus uses the trace logs to build an annotated trace graph by first identifying the boundaries of execution segments in each thread to determine the graph vertices, then adding annotated edges between vertices. The annotated edges contain type metadata to indicate strong versus weak edges, which is used during diagnosis to mitigate inaccuracies due to over-connections and under-connections, as discussed in Section 2.

Argus first determines the execution segments that will form the graph vertices. Using various trace events as boundaries, Argus splits the execution of each thread into separate execution segments. First, Argus splits nesting of tasks executed from dispatch queues. If an execution of dispatch_callout invokes several other dispatch_callout, each dispatched task is separated. Second, Argus recognizes batch processing patterns such as dispatch.mig_server() in Figure 1 and splits the batch into separate execution segments. Third, when a wait operation blocks a thread execution, Argus splits the execution into separate segments at the entry of the blocking wait. The rationale is that blocking wait is typically done as the last step in event processing. Finally, Argus uses Mach messages to split execution when the set of communicating peers differs. Argus maintains a set of peers, including the direct sender or receiver of the message and the beneficiary of the message; macOS allows a process to send or receive messages on behalf of a third process. Argus splits execution when two consecutive messages have non-overlapping peer sets. By splitting thread execution using these four criteria, Argus avoids potential over-connections due to batching and piggyback optimizations.

Argus next determines the edges that should be added between vertices. Edges are introduced to reveal the causality of two execution segments and thus guide the causal path exploration. Based on the rules in Table 1, Argus annotates three types of edges: strong, weak, and boosted weak.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Edge</th>
<th>Rules for Edge Annotation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>1. IPC message send and receive; 2. Asynchronous calls (work queue, delayed call); 3. Direct wake-up of a thread on purpose; 4. Data dependency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>1. Non-causal wake-up; 2. Execution segments divided between a wait event and a wake-up event, excluding following cases: wait or wakeup are introduced by system call work_q.kern_return, or they are in kern_task; 3. Split suspicious batching execution segments, except known batching APIs: Runloop.debugservers, CGXServer, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boosted</td>
<td>Continuous execution segments matching weak edge rules but are on behalf of the same task.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1:** Edge annotation rules.
that, if a wake-up is not followed by a specific communication operation (e.g., message receive), and does not target a specific thread but all threads on the wait queue, then it is likely not causal, in which case a weak edge is added.

Third, because Argus splits the execution of a thread into segments (graph vertices) based on heuristics that may not always be valid, Argus adds weak edges between these adjacent execution segments, as shown in Figure 5. Argus converts a weak edge into a boosted weak edge if two continuous execution segments are on behalf of the same task. It infers whether the segments are for the same task by leveraging call stack symbols. We calculate frequencies for all symbols across the whole tracing and notice a low-frequency (bottom 10%) symbol usually only appears in a task from a specific application, compared to high-frequency symbols from system routines or framework APIs. Thus, if the two segments share the same low-frequency symbols, Argus infers they are collaborating on the same task and sets a boost flag for the weak edge between them.

However, abuse of weak edges could generate excessive false positives during diagnosis, so Argus takes advantage of high-level semantics to avoid adding unnecessary weak edges between adjacent execution segments. First, if the call stacks of two segments of a thread share no common symbols or share a recognized system library batching API, Argus does not add a weak edge between them. Second, because wait and wake-up events are mostly from system calls, Argus leverages system call semantics to determine the necessity of weak edges. For example, we find the wait event from system call workq.kern.return indicates an end of a task in the thread, while the wake-up event formed in workq.kern.return intends to acquire more worker threads for concurrent tasks in the dispatch queue. Execution segments containing such event sequences do not need bridging with weak edges. Finally, the kernel task in macOS acts as a delegate to provide service for many applications, such as I/O processing and timed delayed invocations. The kernel task threads contain execution segments beginning with a wake-up event and ending with a wait event. Each segment serves different requests and they are not causally related, so weak edges are not added between those kernel task execution segments.

6 Argus Debugger

Argus uses the constructed trace graphs to diagnose performance issues by starting with the vertex that contains the performance anomaly and traversing the graphs to identify the causal paths including the root cause vertices. The typical critical path analysis used in existing causal tracing solutions cannot effectively handle the noises in the trace graphs. Argus introduces a new diagnosis algorithm based on beam search to efficiently explore the causal paths likely related to the performance anomalies. It also introduces a novel subgraph comparison mechanism to find missing vertices not present in the trace graph for abnormal execution that are present in the graph for normal execution. This comparison is helpful to identify the root cause that would be otherwise unknown.

6.1 Causal Path Search—Beam Search

From a given vertex that contains the anomaly, such as the spinning cursor, Argus finds what path “caused” the anomaly by using beam search based on a cost function for annotated edges. Beam search is similar to breadth-first-search, but at each search step, it sorts the next level of graph vertices based on a cost function and only stores $\beta$—the beam width—best vertices to consider next. Argus customizes its beam search with a lookback scheme such that the algorithm evaluates the cost function for multiple levels of edges before pruning. Argus evaluates the vertices and prunes them with $\beta$ only after the search advances the configured lookback steps to avoiding pruning paths with weak edges too early.

Argus’s beam search algorithm provides two key advantages. First, compared to brute-force search, beam search only explores the most promising vertices, which is essential given that trace graphs are highly complex with millions of edges; searching all paths would be too inefficient and, given graph inaccuracies, result in an overwhelming number of options to consider. Second compared to local search methods such as hill-climbing, beam search embraces more possible causal paths because it ranks partial solutions and the ranking changes during the exploration. For example, assuming strong edges are preferred to weak ones, a path with a weak edge followed by a series of strong edges is likely to get a higher ranking and be returned by beam search, but will be missed by a hill-climbing search algorithm.

Figure 6 illustrates the algorithm. It searches for causal paths backwards from the anomaly vertex; choose the best $\beta$ states to expand next. For every lookback steps, prune the existing states to at most $\beta$ paths.
Algorithm 1: Causal Path Search Algorithm (Beam Search).

Data: \( g \) - event graphs, \( curVertex \) - vertex inspected in current search state, \( beamWidth \) - search branches at most, \( lookbackSteps \) - searching steps taken before pruning current search branches

Result: paths

Function BeamSearch\((g, curVertex, beamWidth, lookbackSteps)\):
1. curStates.init(curVertex);
2. curStates.init(curVertex);
3. curStates = 0;
4. while curStates.incoming_edges() > 0 && beamWidth > 0 do
5. +curStates;
6. newStates.clear();
7. for each state in curStates do
8. if BeamWidth < 0 then
9. break;
10. end
11. if state.path.reach(UI) || state.path.incoming_edges = 0 then
12. newPaths.add(state.path);
13. beamWidth;
14. end
15. for each edge in state.path.incoming_edges do
16. if newState.path + edge.
17. newState.score = state.score + penalty(edge.val);
18. newStates.add(newState);
19. end
20. end
21. curStates = newStates;
22. if curSteps = lookbackSteps then
23. pruneStates(curStates, beamWidth);
24. curSteps = 0;
25. end
26. end
27. pruneStates(curStates, beamWidth);
28. paths.append(curStates.states);
29. return SortIncPenaltyScore(paths);

Function pruneStates\((newStates, beamWidth)\):
1. SortIncPenaltyScore(newStates.states);
2. while newStates.size() > beamWidth do
3. newStates.pop_back();
4. end
5. return.

Algorithm 2: Subgraph Comparison Algorithm.

Data: anomVertex - problematic vertex, anomGraph - trace graph for anomaly case, normGraph - trace graph for normal case

Result: ret - potential culprits of anomaly

Function SubGraphCompare\((anomVertex, anomGraph, normGraph)\):
1. ret.clear();
2. similarVertices = FindSimilarVertices(normGraph, anomVertex);
3. baselineVertex = GetBaseLine(similarVertices, anomVertex);
4. targetVertex = woken(normGraph, baselineVertex);
5. causalPaths = BeamSearch(normGraph, targetVertex, beamWidth, lookbackStep);
6. // sub-graph is constituted with paths;
7. for each causalPath in causalPaths do
8. for each vertex in causalPath do
9. expectVertex = SimilarVertex(anomGraph, vertex);
10. if expectVertex = 0 then
11. // missing similarity to vertex;
12. anomThr = SearchThread(anomGraph, vertexthread);
13. // get the vertex that causes the dissimilar;
14. vertexp = VertexInThread(anomGraph, anomThr);
15. else if DifferentVertices(expectVertex, vertex) then
16. // vertex acts different from normal case;
17. expectVertex = expectVertex;
18. else
19. continue;
20. end
21. end
22. ret.push_back(expectVertex);
23. end
24. if ret.empty() then
25. return ret;
26. end
27. end
28. return ret;

are pruned: it sorts the paths by their penalty scores and only retains at most \( \beta \) paths with low penalties. A path is added to the result if a vertex is reached containing a UI event or has no incoming edges, and the beam width decreases by one. Using such vertices as for path termination helps developers understand causality in an end-to-end request handling transaction.

Algorithm 1 lists the pseudo-code of the search algorithm. Lines 16 – 18 compute penalty scores for new paths after incoming edges are added to the path. Lines 22 – 25 prune the searched branches every \( L \) lookback steps. Paths are sorted by their penalty scores and paths with high penalties are discarded. Penalty scores are calculated with a linear function on edge values, where a strong edge is 1, a weak edge is 0, and a boosted weak edge is 0. A path with \( n \) edges has a penalty \( p = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (a \times E_i + b) \), where \( E_i \) is the \( i \)th edge value. This approach guides search towards paths with stronger causality. While more complex non-linear functions may be feasible, this simple function works well for many diagnosis cases.

The beam width setting affects the search efficiency and diagnosis accuracy. A setting too large would cause path explosion and noisy paths to be returned. A setting too small may easily miss the true causal path. We set \( \beta = 5 \) to strike a good balance. Tuning this parameter is relatively easy in practice. The lookback step setting is set based on observing that traversal of most graphs encounters a weak edge within five steps. We set \( L = 5 \) to tolerate weak edges. Given this setting, a path of \( x \) strong edges, \( y \) weak edges, and \( z \) boosted weak edges has a penalty of \( p = -a \times (x - y) + 5 \times b \). If all edges are strong, the penalty is negative only when \( b < a \). If there are weak edges, the penalty is positive only when \( (x - y) \times a + 5 \times b, \text{where} \ 3 < x - y < 3 \). Therefore, we set the default penalty function coefficients \( a = 3 \) and \( b = 2 \).

6.2 Subgraph Comparison

If we run causality analysis only on the trace graph constructed with the anomalous performance issue, the root cause may not be exposed in some cases. For example, a blocked function could be caused by a missing wake-up from one of the background threads. If the thread does not perform the wake-up during abnormal execution, there will be no execution segment with the wake-up, and therefore no vertex in the anomalous trace graph that can be identified correctly as the root cause. Argus addresses this problem by first constructing the trace graphs for both normal and abnormal execution. It then uses its beam search method on the normal trace graph to identify the causal paths in that graph that corresponds to the desired normal behavior that does not occur during abnormal execution. We refer to those causal paths a subgraph. Argus then uses the vertices in the subgraph to identify the missing root cause in the abnormal execution. This is done by introducing a novel sub-
Argus first determines a baseline vertex in the normal graph that is comparable to the anomaly vertex in the anomalous graph. Argus computes a signature for each vertex based on the trace event sequence in its execution segment. The signature is composed of two parts, one that encodes the types corresponding to the event sequence e.g. 0 for IPC event, 1 for syscall event, etc., and another that is a hash of the event parameters, e.g., process names of IPC events. Argus calculates the similarity of two vertex signatures using string edit distance. Among the vertices in the normal graph that are similar to the anomaly vertex, Argus chooses one that behaves differently from the anomaly vertex, based on return values of system calls and execution times. For example, a vertex whose last event is a blocking system call with a timed wait may behave in two different ways, timing out or quickly woken up.

After Argus identifies a baseline vertex, it obtains its causal paths using Algorithm 1. The result is a subgraph of the normal trace graph rooted from the baseline vertex to some ending vertex. Argus examines the subgraph from the most related causal path. Starting with the ending vertex $V$, whose execution segment was executed by some thread $T$, Argus identifies vertices in the abnormal trace graph that were also executed by $T$. For each identified vertex, Argus checks whether it behaves differently from $V$, in which case it is flagged as a suspicious vertex. If no such vertices are found, Argus repeats this procedure with the next vertex in the subgraph. Otherwise, for each suspicious vertex that has incoming edges, Argus recursively repeats the subgraph comparison by treating the suspicious vertex as the initial anomaly vertex. The recursive procedure effectively searches backwards through vertices to eventually find a set of root cause candidate vertices in the anomalous trace graph with no incoming edges. Argus then returns the vertex whose path to the original anomalous vertex has the lowest penalty score, identifying that vertex as the root cause.

Figure 7 shows a simplified example of the subgraph comparison method applied to the Chromium performance issue discussed in Section 2. Vertex $E'$ in the anomalous graph is the initial anomaly vertex. Argus identifies vertex $E$ in the normal graph as having a similar signature but behaving differently, and treats it as a baseline vertex. Argus applies beam search to the normal graph starting with vertex $E$, resulting in the subgraph $A \leftarrow B \leftarrow C \leftarrow D \leftarrow E$. Argus starts with $A$, identifies its browser thread, and determines that $A$ cannot be the root cause since the same browser thread contains the performance anomaly $E'$ in the anomalous trace graph. Argus then considers $B$, identifies its renderer thread, and finds all vertices in the anomalous trace graph executed by the renderer thread. $F'$ is similar to $F$, so it is not considered a suspicious vertex, but $J'$ is not similar to any vertex in the normal trace graph, so it is considered suspicious. $J'$ has no incoming edges and is identified as a root cause candidate. If there are no other candidates identified, $J'$ is returned as the root cause.

### 6.3 Debug Information

Argus further provides the calling contexts of the anomaly vertex and the root cause vertex to help developers localize the bug in code. To do so, Argus examines the call stacks it attaches in the graph vertices. If the anomaly or root cause vertex has a blocking call, the call stack Argus tracer collects would reveal the context of the blocking call directly. If the vertex has a long runtime cost, the problematic vertex usually contains periodic IPIs, where the Argus tracer collects call stacks. In this case, the Argus debugger calculates the longest common sequence of frames from those call stacks. The top frame in the sequence reflects the costly function call.

For instance, in Figure 7, Argus reports the following information: (i) the calling context of problematic vertex $E'$ and its causal path $E' \leftarrow G'$; (ii) the calling context of root cause vertex $J'$ along with its unmatched causal path in baseline trace graph: $A \leftarrow B \leftarrow C \leftarrow D \leftarrow E \leftarrow G$, and vertex $B$ is marked because its thread should have woken up the blocking thread in the anomaly case.

### 6.4 Diagnosis for Spinning Pinwheel in macOS

Argus’s debugger can be used to effectively diagnose spinning pinwheel performance issues in macOS applications. Recall that a spinning pinwheel appears when the UI thread of an application can not process any user inputs for over two seconds. During normal execution, the two-second interval may cover many vertices, but when the spinning pinwheel appears, the main thread of the application is stalled and the two-second interval covers only a single vertex. Leveraging this timing information, Argus identifies the anomaly vertex in the main thread of the targeted application and classifies the issue as either a `LongRunning` and `LongWait` anomaly.

**LongRunning.** The main thread is busy performing lengthy CPU operations and therefore its execution segment is in the anomalous trace graph. Argus uses its beam search method.
to identify the causal path between the anomaly vertex and the vertex with the UI event resulting in the issue. Argus reports the costly API, event handler, and causal path to the developer.

**LongWait.** A UI thread is blocked, but it is hard to tell why. Argus uses its subgraph comparison method together with its beam search method to deduce which vertex is missing from the anomalous trace graph. A long-wait event could be caused by another long-wait event. Argus supports recursively diagnosing “the culprit of the culprit.” Therefore, it can reveal deep root causes. At the end of each iteration of diagnosis, the calling context of problematic vertex, root cause vertices in the anomalous trace graph, and causal paths are ranked and reported to users.

Some LongRunning issues may be diagnosed with existing tools such as spindump if the profiling is accurate and complete. However, Argus is better in that a call stack is usually not enough to connect the busy processing to the event handler, due to the prevalence of asynchronous calls. Also, call stack profiles after the anomaly may miss the real costly operations. LongWait issues usually involve multiple components and are extremely hard to understand and fix with current tools. Those issues may remain unresolved for years and significantly hurt user experience and developer productivity.

7 Evaluation

We have implemented Argus across multiple versions of macOS, ranging from El Capitan to Catalina. We evaluate Argus to answer several key research questions: (1) Can Argus effectively diagnose real-world performance anomalies for modern desktop applications? (2) How does Argus compare to other performance debugging tools? (3) How useful are Argus’s weak edges and their optimizations in mitigating tracing inaccuracies? (4) How much overhead does Argus’s tracing tool incur? Unless otherwise indicated, all applications and tools were run on a MacBookPro12,1 with an Intel Core i7 CPU, 16 GB RAM, and an APPLE SM0512G SSD.

7.1 Diagnosis Effectiveness

We evaluated Argus on 12 real-world user-reported performance issues in 11 popular desktop applications, which we collected and reproduced, as listed in Table 2. We are especially interested in evaluating performance issues that have been hard to troubleshoot. Except for B11, all of these are open issues, meaning their root causes were previously unknown to developers. For B2, the reported issue was “fixed” in the latest version (due to refactoring or platform upgrade) but the root cause remained unknown. Nine applications, or some of their components, have source code available, whereas two applications are closed-source. Source code was used to validate whether the correct root cause was diagnosed for the performance issues, but all evaluation was performed on the released application binaries. We have also used Argus with proprietary applications like Microsoft Word for macOS, but without source code, we need to wait for vendors’ confirmation and responses; in our experience, vendors are reluctant to communicate issues with an external party.

Table 3 shows that Argus was able to diagnose all 12 performance issues, including all longstanding open issues. As listed in Table 4, we checked the correctness of Argus’s diagnosed root causes in three ways: (1) inspecting the corresponding source code if available, (2) dynamic patching with lldb based on the diagnosed root cause to fix the problem, and (3) confirmation by developers. The last one is ideal, but not always feasible; we reported our findings to developers for seven issues, but only received two responses. Only the root cause of B11 was previously known, which Argus returned correctly (Grd). For B1, B7, and B10, we validated the diagnosed root causes by analyzing the source code (Src). For B2 and B4, we received confirmation from the respective application developers that Argus correctly diagnosed the root cause for these open issues [8, 9] (Dev). For example, for B4, the Sequel Pro developers suspected a particular Cocoa Framework API does not work as expected, but could not pinpoint the exact place to fix it. Argus determined the defect was in their installed callback function, and we submitted a pull request [8] to fix the issue. B8 was fixed in an official developer patch after we reported the root cause (Fix). For the remaining issues, we confirmed the issue was resolved by dynamically patching the application based on the root cause (Dyn). We describe a few of the performance issues in further detail, but omit others due to space constraints.

**B1-Chromium:** This is the Chromium performance issue discussed in Section 2. Argus analyzes the trace graph, pinpoints the circular waits between renderer main thread and browser main thread with the interactions of daemon processes like fontd. Argus not only localizes the problematic execution segment (waiting on a condition variable), but also the sequence of events leading to this issue. The same issue occurs in Chrome. We also reported our findings to Chrome developers, but received no reply.

**B2-TeXstudio:** TeXstudio [55] is an IDE for creating LaTeX documents. Users reported when they modified a bibliography...
file with another application. TeXstudio froze with a spinning pinwheel. We reproduced this case by running touch from a terminal on a 500 entry bibliography file, which immediately caused a spinning pinwheel to appear in TeXstudio's window. Argus analyzes the trace graph and identifies five causal paths, ordered by likelihood of causality. The first path connects multiple entities: Terminal→WindowServer→bash→kernel_task→fsventd→TeXstudio—and suggests the following root cause chain. touch triggers a change in the file metadata. fsventd notifies TeXstudio and invokes a callback handler. TeXstudio executes a function QDocument::startChunkLoading, and causes busy processing in TeXstudio's main thread. Argus also outputs the call stack with the busy APIs, startChunkLoading and QDocumentPrivate::indexOf(). We reported our findings to the developers and received confirmation that the diagnosis is correct.

**B5-Quiver:** Quiver [7] is a closed-source notebook application for mixing text, code, Markdown, LaTeX, etc. Users report that applying bullet points to a text cell without an empty line at bottom causes a spinning pinwheel [6]. Based on the Argus trace graph, there is a hanging vertex in the WebKit component used by Quiver. In particular, WebKit hangs in executing InsertListCommand::doApply when applying the list command to the Webview context from Quiver. The hang occurs because of an infinite loop bug in WebKit rather than Quiver. We verified the root cause by changing the comparison result of the loop with \_\_ldb, which enables Quiver to display the bullet points without a spinning pinwheel. We reported our findings to the developers, but received no reply.

### 7.2 Comparing with Other Approaches

We compared Argus versus other state-of-the-art tools for diagnosing the performance issues in Table 2. We used two widely-used traditional debugging and profiling tools from Apple, spindump [10] and Instruments [12]. For spindump, we enable it once the performance issue appears, and repeat the process five times to eliminate bias on the start timing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Root Cause Identified</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>circular wait between renderer and browser main threads.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td>long running function calculating line indices in document.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B3</td>
<td>recursive invocations of accessible objects in GUI.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B4</td>
<td>UI event loop mishandling input causes deadlock with ssh.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B5</td>
<td>paragraph value never equals last paragraph inside web view.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B6</td>
<td>sleep waiting on chain of daemons, the last being nsurlsessionid.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B7</td>
<td>excessive garbage collection on the main thread.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B8</td>
<td>excessive copy of rendering cells when searching potential URL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B9</td>
<td>excessive memory operations for trimming and compositing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B10</td>
<td>termination signal before displaying thread ready; deadlocks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B11</td>
<td>window adjustment before it finishes launching; deadlocks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B12</td>
<td>readline thread waiting to repeatedly, main thread waiting.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3:** Root causes identified by Argus.

### 7.3 Mitigation of Trace Graph Inaccuracies

We evaluated the effectiveness of Argus in mitigating trace graph inaccuracies in diagnosing the performance issues in Table 2. Table 4 shows the benefits of weak edges and Beam...
search. Argus diagnoses eight issues if it discards weak edges (no weak edges), and seven issues if it uses traditional critical path analysis instead of Beam search (w/critical path). In both cases, Argus still performs better than other tools.

Table 5 shows that the Argus trace graphs include hundreds of thousands to millions of events, and on average have 350K vertices and up to 1.68M vertices. Graphs are in general dense, with an average of 358K edges. A significant percentage, 40% on average, of the edges are tagged as weak edges. To avoid abusing weak edges and overwhelming the diagnosis, Argus applies the optimizations discussed in Section 5. Figure 10 shows the percentages of potential weak edges that Argus excludes from the trace graph for different techniques: call stack similarity, wait on end of task in a thread, acquire worker threads, and kernel task delegate. Call stack similarity was most effective in pruning potential weak edges.

We evaluated the sensitivity of Argus’s beam search settings: beam width, lookback steps, and penalty function coefficients \(a\) and \(b\). Figure 9 shows the number of diagnosed issues when changing one setting and leaving the rest at their defaults. The settings for beam width and lookback steps are robust. Larger settings increase the diagnosis effectiveness, but if they are too large, the Argus debugger could run out of memory or time out for large trace graphs. Changing penalty function coefficients can significantly change the number of diagnosed issues. In general, small coefficients from two to four are better. Overall, the results indicate that Argus is practical, and developers do not need to spend much effort to tune search settings.

### 7.4 Performance

We measured the time to run the Argus grapher and debugger for diagnosing each of the performance issues in Table 2. Figure 8 shows the time varies for different issues, ranging from 49 s (B12) to 9870 s (B1). Constructing the trace graph is the dominant cost. Running the beam search diagnosis algorithm on the graph is fast, taking at most 144 s (B10).

We also measured the overhead of the Argus tracer using various CPU, memory, and I/O benchmarks running on a live deployment of Argus on a MacBookPro9,2 with an Intel Core i5-3210M CPU, 10 GB RAM, and a 1 TB SSD. We first measured five runs of the iBench Cocoa benchmark [35], with and without Argus, to measure overall performance. The reported scores were 6.14 with 0.027 standard error without Argus tracking and 6.13 with 0.025 standard error with Argus tracing enabled. Argus only has a 0.16% performance degradation on average. In comparison, with Instruments, the reported score was 6.04, showing a 1.6% performance degradation. We next ran the Chromium Catapult benchmarks [1] to evaluate CPU performance, with and without Argus tracing. Figure 11 shows that Argus overhead is less than 5%. The average overhead for real and user time was 3.36% and 2.15%, respectively. sys overhead was higher because Argus tracing in libraries involves crossing the user-kernel boundary. Finally, we ran Bonnie++ [22] and I/Ozone [19] I/O benchmarks to evaluate I/O performance, with and without Argus tracing. Figure 12 shows the I/O throughput measurements. Argus tracing has almost no overhead for sequential character read and write operations and less than 10% overhead for block read and write operations.

### 8 Discussion and Limitations

Diagnosis in Argus may require the anomalous execution trace as well as the normal one for comparison. Obtaining the latter is not difficult. Persistent performance problems are typically eliminated before release, so the remaining issues are often non-deterministic, only occur with specific input events (e.g., typing special characters), and disappear with other events.

The quality of the Argus diagnosis results is affected by edge annotation accuracy. Beam search helps tolerate errors by inspecting multiple paths, but its settings can affect diagnosis effectiveness, as discussed in Section 6.

Argus addresses performance issues that are reflected in the underlying execution sequences and CPU time. It does not handle performance issues due to contentions among userspace threads or incorrect settings of UI elements.

Argus supports closed-source applications and libraries, but its tracing infrastructure requires slight source-level kernel modifications. System libraries such as CoreFoundation are patched at the binary level. Binary instrumentation could also be used to implement kernel changes, but is more cumbersome. Vendors of proprietary OSEs have incentives to enhance their existing tracing mechanisms, and may conceivably adopt Argus kernel modifications.

We have not yet ported Argus to other OSEs, but modern OSEs share many similarities and provide tracing facilities that can support Argus, such as ETW [39] in Windows and LLTng in Linux [4]. Therefore, we are hopeful that our ideas are generally applicable to other OSEs.
9 Related Work

Many causal tracing solutions have been proposed for networked and distributed systems, including Magpie [14], XTrace [27], Dapper [44], and Pivot Tracing [38]. These systems typically attach metadata to each request, propagate the metadata to all components, and stitch the traces. This approach assumes (1) the system is composed of white-box components that can be easily modified; (2) these components communicate in uniform interfaces. Neither assumption is true for desktop systems. Magpie [14] does not use metadata propagation but assumes a manual schema to extract and join events from different components’ logs. The extracted traces are limited by what each component chooses to log. However, desktop components typically are packaged as release builds that only log critical events, and logging practices among components vary greatly, which makes writing uniform schema difficult, time-consuming, and fragile.

Some causal tracing tools have been developed for mobile applications. AppInsight [40] interposes on the interface between applications and Windows Mobile frameworks and assumes that applications follow the event callback programming idiom. Panappicon [56] traces low-level events in Android and assumes two asynchronous programming idioms, message queue and thread pooling. Neither of these approaches is effective for desktop applications such as those in macOS.

Profiling or static code analysis are typically ineffective for detecting performance issues [23, 34]. Several solutions [29, 54] detect performance anomalies by leveraging logs and call stacks. Other works [21, 24, 42, 50] apply machine learning methods to identify anomalous events. Yu et al. [52] study the performance impact of Windows device drivers in real-world execution traces and propose to extract wait graphs from the execution traces. Several solutions [15–17] infer models from logs for distributed and concurrent systems, and use them to automate the detection of anomalous behavior when systems are exposed to new workloads and environments. These systems are orthogonal to Argus, as Argus’s goal is to diagnose an already-detected performance anomaly.

Argus is complementary to the work on concurrency bugs and race detection [18, 25, 26, 33, 36, 47, 48, 51, 53]. The former typically checks one (server) program, while Argus targets desktop applications where the defect often involves user interaction events, daemons, external frameworks or other applications. The latter usually focuses on testing and eliminating bugs before software is released, while Argus focuses on helping developers diagnose performance issues in the wild. Argus also addresses performance issues caused by other types of bugs.

10 Conclusions and Future Work

Argus is the first comprehensive causal tracing system to diagnose performance anomalies in complex desktop applications. We observe that although causal tracing is powerful and extensively studied in distributed systems, it is brittle when applied to desktop systems due to inherent tracing inaccuracies. Argus addresses this problem by introducing annotated trace graphs with strong and weak edges to account for these inaccuracies. Argus pairs annotated trace graphs with a novel beam search diagnosis algorithm and subgraph comparison mechanism to determine causal paths in the presence of these inaccuracies. We have implemented Argus across multiple versions of macOS and evaluated its effectiveness on complex desktop applications. Argus successfully pinpoints the root causes for 12 real-world performance issues in these applications, many of which had remained open for several years. Argus imposes less than 5% CPU overhead, making it fast enough for regular use.

We believe Argus’s strong and weak edge notions and inaccuracy-tolerant diagnosis algorithm may extend beyond the scope of desktop systems. In causal tracing of distributed systems, many solutions assume systems are perfectly instrumented, but in practice this is not the case. We plan to explore using Argus’s techniques in the context of distributed systems as an area of future work.
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Abstract

Graph processing is an invaluable tool for data analytics. In particular, pattern-matching queries enable flexible graph exploration and analysis, similar to what SQL provides for relational databases. Graph queries focus on following connections in the data; they are a challenging workload because even seemingly trivial queries can easily produce billions of intermediate results and irregular data access patterns.

In this paper, we introduce aDFS: A distributed graph-querying system that can process practically any query fully in memory, while maintaining bounded runtime memory consumption. To achieve this behavior, aDFS relies on (i) almost depth-first (aDFS) graph exploration with some breadth-first characteristics for performance, and (ii) non-blocking dispatching of intermediate results to remote edges. We evaluate aDFS against state-of-the-art graph-querying (Neo4J and GraphFrames for Apache Spark), graph-mining (G-Miner, Fractal, and Peregrine), as well as dataflow joins (BiGJoin), and show that aDFS significantly outperforms prior work on a diverse selection of workloads.

1 Introduction

Graph processing is a very active area of research, with a plethora of prior work focusing on classic graph algorithms [35, 36, 38, 48, 53, 58, 61, 62, 82, 85], graph mining [27, 29, 32, 34, 42, 54, 69, 74, 77], as well as graph querying [1, 3, 8, 10, 12, 18, 31, 86] and graph-query languages [4, 5, 11, 14, 17]. Graph algorithms (such as PageRank [57]) are typically used in batch computations, while graph mining is used to extract structural properties and compute cumulative statistics of a graph by exploring its subgraph structures.

Graph queries are a key tool for graph analysis, as indicated by the large number of existing systems and graph-query languages. Graph queries provide an expressive interface for interactive graph exploration with rich dynamic projection and filtering support that is analogous to SQL for relational databases (see Section 5 for further details). They focus on data connections, i.e., edges, allowing users to submit queries with any pattern, filter, or projection. For instance, the following PGQL [14] query:

```
MATCH (a1: author) -[: likes] -> (a2: author),
(a2) -[: likes] -> (a1)
WHERE ABS(a1.age - a2.age) <= 10
ORDER BY salary_diff DESC
```

enumerates the authors of similar age that like each other. Answering such a query requires finding all homomorphic [45] matches of the query pattern in the target graph, while enforcing filters (e.g., a1 IS author) and projecting the requested output (e.g., whether a1.country = a2.country).

The dynamic user-defined patterns, filters, and projections, the focus on edges, and the homomorphic matching make graph query execution a challenging workload that needs to handle very large intermediate and final result sets, with a combinatorial explosion effect. For example, on the well-researched Twitter graph [47], the single-edge query (a) -> (b) matches the whole graph, amounting to 1.4 billion results, and the two-edge query (a) -> (b) -> (c) amounts to 9.3 trillion matches. This means matching the (a) -> (b) -> (c) -> (a) cycle needs to consider 9.3 trillion intermediate results. Compared to relational queries, graph queries can exhibit extremely irregular access patterns [51, 63] and lack of spatial locality, while calling for low-latency data access.

High-performance graph-querying systems ideally need to (i) keep the computation in main memory to guarantee low latency, (ii) scale out to multiple machines in a distributed manner to handle graphs and queries that exceed the capacity of a single machine, and (iii) control their memory usage at the machine level. Controlling memory consumption during query execution becomes paramount for cloud graph-processing services, in which multiple users submit queries that produce results of unpredictable size. Allowing a single query to monopolize memory would hinder service quality for users running other queries.

Query execution on graphs is typically based on one of the two classic graph-traversal strategies: Breadth-first search (BFS) or depth-first search (DFS). Both BFS and DFS have major advantages and drawbacks for distributed graph queries:
BFS traversals are easier to parallelize but, as with distributed joins, suffer from explosion in the size of intermediate results, cannot be easily pipelined, and stress the network bandwidth to shuffle data across levels of pattern matching. DFS traversals reduce the size of intermediate results, but are challenging to parallelize and result in random data access patterns, wasting locality when iterating over neighbors.

In this paper, we introduce aDFS (almost-DFS): A novel distributed graph-querying system that brings the best of both DFS/BFS worlds. aDFS extends the graph-processing capabilities of PGX.D [39] with queries and processes graphs partitioned across multiple machines fully in memory, combining BFS and DFS traversals to bound the maximum amount of memory required for query execution, while achieving a high degree of parallelism. BFS, together with a distributed flow-control mechanism, guarantee that the amount of runtime memory remains within limits, while the BFS exploration allows for better locality and parallelization during execution.

Worker threads in aDFS mainly prioritize DFS execution for completing—and thus freeing—intermediate results. The execution switches to BFS when matching a remote edge (i.e., an edge pointing to a remote machine) or when the runtime detects that the query contains limited parallelism (i.e., a small set of intermediate results). To elaborate, for local edges, worker threads perform DFS, unless aDFS detects that there is a limited amount of available work on the local machine, in which case they switch to per-thread BFS exploration until there is enough parallelism. For remote edges, threads buffer the matched intermediate results and continue with matching the next edge in a BFS manner (i.e., the next edge is possibly at the same depth as the current one). Once a buffer is full, the worker thread sends its contents to the target machine, unless it is blocked by the flow-control mechanism, which enforces target memory limits. Section 3 expands on the design and implementation of aDFS.

Section 4 thoroughly evaluates aDFS and shows that it is capable of executing trillion-scale queries, with a 10GB per-machine runtime memory cap. When running our largest query, aDFS computes a 9.3 trillion count pattern on the Twitter graph with a rate of 7.3 billion matches per second. We compare aDFS to two graph systems (i.e., Apache Spark GraphFrames [31] and Neo4j [10]) and two relational databases (i.e., MonetDB [9] and PostgreSQL [15]) using the LDBC graph and query suite [68]. aDFS completes the set of queries 43 and 53 times faster than GraphFrames and Neo4j, respectively, and 8 and 26 times faster than MonetDB and PostgreSQL, respectively (as Section 4.2 shows, LDBC is “relational-friendly”). We also compare aDFS to these four systems with schema-less graphs and show that either aDFS is 16 to 9,200 times faster than the rest, or the other systems simply fail to complete the queries. Finally, we compare aDFS with (i) three state-of-the-art graph-mining systems: G-Miner [27], Fractal [32] and Peregrine [42], as well as (ii) BiGJoin [19], a dataflow join system. We show that aDFS is up to 12, 625, and 18 times faster than G-Miner, Fractal and Peregrine, respectively, and performs comparably to BiGJoin on mining-oriented workloads. We discuss related work further in Section 5.

The main contributions of this paper are the following:

• aDFS, which is, to the best of our knowledge, the first graph-querying system that strictly bounds runtime memory while operating with fully-distributed computations over partitioned graphs;

• The novel combination of DFS (for eager completion of intermediate results), BFS (for performance), and flow control (for controlling the size of the intermediate state) to achieve performance and scalability while capping memory usage; and

• The evaluation of aDFS, which shows that aDFS significantly outperforms the state of the art and is capable of executing queries with trillions of matches.

2 Background and Motivation

Representing data as a graph is becoming increasingly popular. The main advantage of graphs is that they focus on modeling fine-grained relationships between entities. In contrast, the relational model concentrates more on rows and relies on the heavyweight primary-key foreign-key (PK-FK) and join mechanisms to link entities. However, when using graphs, different models, data representations, and ways of exploring them have a major effect on processing performance.

2.1 The Property Graph (PG) Model

Property graphs represent the graph topology as vertices and edges, and store properties and labels separately. Properties can be associated to any vertex or edge and take the form of typed key-value pairs. Labels are key-only and represent types or categories, e.g., person or animal. Separating the topology from properties avoids the proliferation of edges and allows for quick traversals of the graph over its real structure.

2.2 Graph Pattern-Matching Queries

Several languages for graph querying exist, such as PGQL [14], SPARQL [17], Gremlin [5], and Cypher [11]. In its simplest form, graph querying makes it possible to find patterns in graphs, with filters and projections. aDFS uses PGQL, which is modeled after SQL. Projection and aggregation operations are the same as in SQL, including GROUP BY and ORDER BY. PGQL adds support for graph patterns and vertex and edge labels. For example, the query presented in Section 1 adds the MATCH clause to an otherwise valid SQL query. It matches patterns that are homomorphic [45] to the (a1)->(a2)->(a1) cycle while enforcing filters (e.g., a1 has label author), and it projects or aggregates the requested data—including even arbitrary expressions—out of the matched vertices and edges.

Graph queries require homomorphic matching of the pattern, as data is projected out of all matches, even if they are permutations of each other. In contrast, graph-mining systems

1 Using Neo4j Community Edition (benchmarks not audited by Neo4j).
focus on isomorphic matching \cite{34} and often use automorphism elimination to prune the search space further. Figure 1 highlights the differences between isomorphic and homomorphic matching of a query pattern. In graph queries, isomorphic matching and automorphism elimination can be simulated with filters and/or with query specifiers, such as GROUP BY.

In this work, we focus on the backbone of graph pattern-matching queries. Accordingly, aDFS only supports a subset of PGQL 1.1 \cite{14}; in particular, two following features are missing: Regular path expressions and subqueries. Nevertheless, we design aDFS with these features in mind and we intend to work on them in future work.

2.3 Graphs vs. Relational Joins and RDF

In PG graph systems, edges are stored explicitly and can be traversed directly. In contrast, in relational databases, relationships are represented with PK-FK. Following any relationship means joining two tables—or doing a self-join if the keys belong to the same table—and producing the intermediate result. Therefore, while matching multiple-hop paths is a relatively cheap operation in graph systems, doing the same in SQL requires a chain of multiple expensive join operations that materialize intermediate results. Thus, graph systems can be much more efficient than relational databases when it comes to matching graph patterns (see Section 4 for a comparison).

Another alternative model is the Resource Description Framework (RDF) that uses \{subject, predicate, object\} triples to represent graphs, which can be queried with languages such as SPARQL \cite{17}. RDF became popular with the semantic web \cite{21} and has been the model of choice for many graph databases starting in the early 2000s \cite{37,80}. A number of works have focused on distributed RDF graphs \cite{40,64}.

Although the RDF model is equivalent to PG in terms of expressiveness, there are differences: (i) RDF adds links for every graph data piece, including constant literals, (ii) it does not have explicit vertices/edges—yet it can be viewed as representing graphs, and (iii) and it does not store properties separately. The de-facto implementation of RDF triples results in similar PK-FK behavior as aforementioned for relational databases. Triples force RDF systems to process and join a much larger number of intermediate results using e.g., a key-value-style storage, and lose the graph structure, resulting in slower neighbor lookup. To address these drawbacks, some RDF systems use asynchronous processing \cite{37}, or compute graph indices, using e.g., the CSR representation, to mock the graph structure \cite{80}. aDFS focuses on PGQL queries and the PG model, avoiding complex and expensive joins. We note that the pattern-matching part of query execution is largely orthogonal to the graph model and aDFS’s techniques could be used for RDF graphs.

2.4 DFS, BFS, and Intersections for Graph Exploration

DFS can expand one intermediate result at a time, starting from the first variable in the pattern and continuing to the next ones until the whole pattern is matched. However, this behavior results in totally random accesses and is impractical for distributed graph traversals: The only way to continue with strict DFS is to directly send the intermediate result to the remote machine and wait until it is picked up and completed.

Thus, graph exploration is traditionally done using BFS: For each query edge (hop), the entire result set is computed, and only then does the exploration of the next hop start. This approach has two main advantages: (i) it is easy to implement, as work is naturally divided into simple steps (hops), and (ii) it is relatively easy to parallelize, as the entire input is known before processing a hop (of course, skewed vertex degrees still pose a problem). However, BFS has one major shortcoming: Because the intermediate result set is produced between stages, an intermediate result-set explosion can quickly occur.

Figure 2 illustrates this issue showing the average total per-machine memory usage and execution time when matching cycles of various lengths using aDFS and BFS (implemented in our runtime) on a small graph \cite{16} (875K vertices and 5.1M edges). While both approaches are able to match cycles of length one to four with similar performance, the memory consumption of BFS explodes for five-hop cycles at approximately 60GB on each of the eight machines in the experiment, and BFS crashes with six-hop cycles after 96 minutes when one machine runs out of memory (~768GB). Meanwhile, the memory consumption of aDFS is almost constant.

Recent graph-mining and graph-querying systems \cite{22,42} adopt a pattern-matching approach that relies on intersecting neighborhood lists. Instead of being vertex-centric (i.e., starting from vertices and following edges), the intersection approach focuses on edges. The benefit of the intersection-based model is that it requires \(O(|V|)\) steps since it allows intersecting multiple incoming edges at a time, as compared to the vertex-based approaches that are \(O(|E|)\). However, intersections require complete subgraph parts to operate. This necessitates pulling/gathering possibly large amounts of data from remote machines. To make things worse, queries enumerate all automorphisms (i.e., the exploration space could locally explode) and offer arbitrary user filters and projections, meaning that in an intersection-based model, one would need to pull not only the vertex/edge data, but also all the properties required by the query. Therefore, we use a vertex-centric approach in aDFS that builds mini-frontiers based on the first query vertex and enables aDFS to operate on fully partitioned graphs with limited memory.
3 aDFS: A Pattern Matching and Querying System for Distributed Graphs

The main design goals of aDFS are (i) enabling fast, fully in-memory distributed queries of any size, while (ii) allowing for limited, controllable memory consumption during execution. The rationale for these two goals is as follows. First, high-performance graph queries demand in-memory execution and the ever-increasing size of data calls for distribution. Second, server systems, especially in cloud deployments, are shared by multiple concurrent users, hence no single query can be permitted to saturate the system memory. aDFS achieves these two goals through the following design principles.

1. §3.3: DFS-first and asynchronous communication. The eager match completion of DFS gives aDFS fine-grained control on the size of intermediate results during query execution, but strict DFS would be inefficient when matching a remote edge, i.e., an edge that leads to a remote machine. For that reason, worker threads do not block when encountering a remote edge, but place the intermediate result in a message buffer and continue with other local work instead. Buffers batch intermediate results: once full, a buffer’s contents are asynchronously sent to the remote machine for further processing. Threads only need to block if flow control dictates so. This buffering results in essentially BFS exploration of the remote edges of a vertex.

2. §3.4: Flow control. Cross-machine communication is controlled through a flow-control mechanism that caps the number of in-flight intermediate result buffers. The finite nature of these message buffers allows strictly configuring the amount of runtime memory that aDFS requires, while the flow-control mechanism guarantees query termination and deadlock freedom.

3. §3.5: Dynamic local DFS/BFS. Besides the BFS style of buffering for remote edges, aDFS includes a dynamic approach for deciding whether to go DFS or expand with BFS for local matches in order to improve parallelism, locality, and work sharing across threads.

Before diving into these design principles, we first present the architecture of aDFS from a high-level point of view (Section 3.1) and describe how aDFS generates execution plans for graph queries (Section 3.2).

3.1 High-Level aDFS Architecture

Figure 4 shows the high-level architecture of aDFS. Graphs are kept in memory and are partitioned across machines based on simple random vertex partitioning. Random partitioning achieves cross-machine balance and does not overfit to the workload. Of course, intelligent partitioning schemes could bring performance benefits and are left for future work. aDFS’s approach is orthogonal to partitioning, i.e., it can work with any partitioning approach.

For efficient traversals, graphs are stored in the classic CSR (Compressed Sparse Row) graph format. Due to graph partitioning, messaging is necessary for moving intermediate results to the machine which holds the target vertex. aDFS maintains two threads on dedicated cores on each machine for messaging: a sender and a receiver. Consequently, worker threads in aDFS place their messages in software queues, from where they are picked up by the sender.

3.2 Distributed Query Execution Planning

Users submit declarative PGQL queries [14] to aDFS. As Figure 3 illustrates, each query goes through three transformation steps (marked i through iii) before being executed in step iv.

Step i: Logical query planner. The first step translates the PGQL query into a logical query plan, which consists of the logical operators of Table 1. Similar to relational query planning, a given query can be executed by multiple logical query plans. In the example of Figure 3, an alternative plan could rewrite the query as \((a \rightarrow [e] \rightarrow [c] \rightarrow (a) \rightarrow (b))\). This first step directly translates the query to an admissible plan, which is then optimized in the following steps.

Step ii: Distributed query planner and optimizer. This step specializes the logical query plan by taking into account the specific characteristics of aDFS’s runtime. The query planner rewrites the logical plan in terms of stages and transitions from one stage to another (called hops). A stage is responsible for matching or accessing exactly one vertex and contains all the information necessary for matching the corresponding vertex and for transitioning to the next vertex with a hop. In the example of Figure 3, the topmost stage “a” matches the first vertex \(a\) of the query, while the next one matches \(b\). An out-neighbor hop takes the execution from \(a\) to \(b\).

aDFS supports four types of hops that specialize for distributed execution: neighbor match, edge match, output, and inspection. Neighbor and edge hops have the same behavior as the corresponding logical operators in Table 1. An output hop produces a final match using the current intermediate result and is always used in the last stage of a match.

Inspection hops are specific to distributed processing: They bring the current intermediate result back to an already matched vertex in order to continue query evaluation. In the example of Figure 3, after matching \(a\) and \(b\) of \((a) \rightarrow (b)\), the query again needs the neighbor list of the already matched vertex \(a\) in order to continue with matching \((a) \leftarrow (c)\). Since the matched vertex \(b\) might be in a different machine than \(a\),
the query planner introduces an inspection step to “link” this disconnected pattern and bring back the context to the machine of a. If a resides in the current machine, an inspection hop is essentially a no-op.

In this step, aDFS rewrites the logical query plan with a cost-based optimizer, implemented using dynamic programming, that is based on the following heuristics: (i) heavily filtered vertices are preferred for the earlier stages of the plan, (ii) inspection hops are not free and increase the plan’s cost, and (iii) the cost of an edge hop is approximately log of the cost of a neighbor hop, as it can be implemented with a binary search in the neighbor list of the source vertex. The optimizer further detects whether a query has a single starting vertex, by extracting ID equality filters (e.g., ID(person) = 123). In the example of Figure 3, the optimizer rewrites the query as (a)−[e]−(c)→(a)→(b) because it avoids an inspection hop and a and e are more filtered as compared to b.

Steps iii–iv: Execution plan and execution. Finally, aDFS generates a concrete execution plan. Apart from stages and hops, the execution plan contains filters (on vertices and edges), as well as information on what data should be included in the intermediate results in order to execute filters of later stages and produce the final output. For example, in the query of Figure 3, Stage 0 must collect a.type, since it is required by the filter of Stage 3. Similarly, Stage 0 must put vertex a in the intermediate result as it is part of the projection of the query. Overall, each stage builds up the intermediate result such that another thread, local or remote, can pick it up and continue the computation. The resulting execution plan is then submitted to the aDFS runtime, on which we focus next.

3.3 aDFS’s Depth-First Runtime

The runtime of aDFS is based on the stage and hop constructs described above. aDFS initiates query execution by applying Stage 0 (matching of the first vertex variable of the execution plan) to each vertex of the graph. This bootstrapping process happens (i) across machines, i.e., each machine starts from the locally-stored vertices, and (ii) concurrently within each machine, i.e., each worker thread handles a distinct set of vertices and performs the bootstrapping process on these vertices one after the other. Hops that follow remote edges send the intermediate match (batched) to the destination remote machine where they are picked up and taken over by a local thread.

Boostraping a match. Figure 5 includes a high-level activity diagram of the aDFS runtime. Completing the execution of this diagram from Stage 0 to the last query stage implements the complete matching starting from a single vertex of the graph. We explain these steps using the example of Figure 6. Text in the blue italic face represents the activities in Figure 5. The aDFS runtime assigns vertex Joe (the dark gray rounded rectangle of Figure 6) to a worker thread t, which tries to generate new matches. The thread first tries to match Joe with Stage 0’s p1 using apply stage. If the filter p1.name = "Joe" returned FALSE, the thread would try to backtrack to a previous stage and, because there is none, it would simply complete this invocation. If there were more top-level vertices to explore, t would start again with a different vertex.

In the example of Figure 6, we assume that the execution plan matches vertex p1 as Stage 0, p1 matches Joe and t continues with the hop: follow next edge operation, starting from edge ①. Since the :friend label filter is satisfied and the edge is local, t proceeds via DFS next stage to Stage 1 where p2 is matched with the vertex that has age = 20. At this point, since the filter p2.age < 35 is satisfied and there is no next stage, t produces a query output row and backtracks.
Figure 5: Matching operations starting from a given vertex. The backtracking activity represents returning to the previous DFS stage. Similarly, if the conditional in the red bold fonts returns false, the execution backtracks to the previous stage (if any).

Figure 6: Example graph query execution. Rounded rectangles represent vertices, red vertices and edges are matched.

to Stage 0 to continue with the next edge. At this point, edge ② with label :friend is matched but since it leads to the vertex with age = 40, the filter on p2 is not satisfied. Backtracking to Stage 0 brings us to edge ③ with label :follows, which is not matched.

Thread t is now done with local edges and starts processing the remote ones (aDFS does not necessarily match all local edges first). The first one, edge ④, has label :friend, thus t places the current intermediate result in a messaging buffer targeting Machine 1 (buffer in message). Once the buffer is filled up, t tries to send a message with the contents of the buffer to the destination. As Section 3.4 describes in more detail, flow control might temporarily block t from sending the message; in that case, t tries to do some other work (e.g., handling an incoming message). Once the thread returns from performing these other tasks, it retries sending the blocked message. Finally, t attempts to match the last remote edge ⑤, which does not match because of its label. With all the edges of vertex Joe explored and no previous stage to backtrack to, t completes the invocation.

Handling incoming messages (intermediate results). Workers eagerly try to receive and process remote messages, always prioritizing the latest stage with available work. Threads try to process messages: (i) before starting new work, i.e., before apply stage at Stage 0 (new top-level vertex), (ii) when flow control (temporarily) disallows message sending—in that case, the impacted thread picks up a new message to process while waiting for flow control to release the blocked message, and (iii) once the matching operations (see Figure 5) have completed on all local vertices—at that point, workers continuously wait for incoming messages to complete any pending work from remote machines.

3.4 Flow Control

aDFS allows specifying the total memory size $M$ of the messaging buffers that hold the intermediate results in any machine, making it possible to cap runtime memory utilization. Besides these buffers, aDFS only needs a small per-thread, per-stage, additional memory allocation to hold the current ongoing local match and metadata for thread blocking.

In order to enforce this memory cap, aDFS employs a simple flow-control protocol. aDFS partitions the buffers that hold intermediate results across the query stages, such that no stage can consume all buffers (required to prevent starvation). When a buffer with intermediate results is full, the corresponding worker requests permission to send the contents of the buffer to the target machine. The flow-control protocol keeps track of the amount of data $D$ that has been sent to that machine but not yet processed. If $D$ is above a threshold (computed based on the memory cap $M$; a machine does not accept more than $M / \#Machines$ worth of intermediate results from any other), flow control blocks the message transmission (controlled per stage, not for the whole query) and the thread continues with some other work before retrying to send the message. Once a message has been processed, the handling thread informs the source machine that its chunk of intermediate results has been completed and makes the corresponding memory available for another message. Note that this simple protocol strictly bounds memory consumption, i.e., no pattern can violate the memory configuration of aDFS.

Flow-control performance. We evaluate the performance overheads of flow control; see Section 4 for details on the experimental setup. Figure 7 compares the query execution latency without flow control (i.e., all messages of intermediate results are sent as produced) and with different per-machine flow-control limits in aDFS. In this experiment, we use a buffer size of 256KB and eight machines. The per-machine limit $N$ is the total number of outgoing buffers that the query execution is allowed to have, therefore it also dictates the maximum amount of memory $M$ that a machine can use during the execution of the query. Since all intermediate results could be targeting a single machine at some point during execution, $M = N \times \text{(size of one buffer)} \times \#\text{machines}$.

We execute simple SELECT COUNT(*) queries that include basic patterns such as (a) -> (b) -> (a) (Q1 and Q2) and (a) -> (b) -> (c) (Q3 to Q6), with different filters. The results show that aDFS is not very sensitive to the flow-control limit, unless the limit is very low, e.g., 512 messaging buffers. In that case, the flow control only allows a single outstanding message per worker, per stage, per machine.

Figure 8 gives more insights in the execution of Q3 with Livejournal: SELECT COUNT(*) MATCH (a) -> (b) -> (c). The figure shows the maximum number of incoming and outgoing messages for the busiest stage on any of the eight machines, as well as the number of cases in which the flow-control limits were reached. For very low limits ($N = 512$ messages) the
amount of blocking is very high, which penalizes performance (more than 3× higher latency). Still, the overhead for switching stages due to flow control is generally low: Setting N to 8,192 results in only ~10% performance loss as compared to no flow control (OFF), while reaching 10× fewer maximum incoming messages (2,087 vs. 21,793) and 4× fewer outgoing messages (1,636 vs. 6,430).

3.5 Dynamic BFS for Local Edges in aDFS

For remote edges, aDFS essentially does (per-thread) BFS: A thread matching a remote edge simply buffers the intermediate result and continues exploring and matching the same stage, which might produce new intermediate results.

While local processing could happen in pure DFS, doing so can result in artificially limited parallelism for queries that produce small sets of intermediate results. A characteristic example is queries with a very narrow starting Stage 0, such as MATCH (a)->... WHERE ID(a) = X; this narrow-start behavior appears in several real-life queries (e.g., the LDBC queries of Section 4). In such a query, the whole Stage 0 might produce a single intermediate result, giving limited opportunities for parallelism. For these workloads, DFS can significantly delay the expansion of intermediate results that are produced in the system (both locally and through messages).

In aDFS, we solve this DFS limitation by dynamically switching from depth-first exploration to per-thread breadth-first for local edges. aDFS maintains per-stage counts of the number of buffers with intermediate results that are ready to be taken care of by worker threads. A low number of intermediate results means that the stage has not expanded enough, hence some threads could end up not having sufficient work to perform. When threads in aDFS are processing a local edge, they use this information to decide whether to go for BFS, i.e., buffer the intermediate result in a local buffer and continue at the same stage.

In practice, we keep these local buffers small, i.e., up to a few kilobytes, in order to promote quick local work creation. We further use a DFS threshold to decide when to work depth-first: When the sum of the number of local buffers (produced by the breadth-first expansion) plus the number of message buffers from remote machines is greater than 4× the number of threads, threads switch to DFS. Having a low threshold plus small local buffers allows aDFS to keep the maximum additional memory consumption limited: If the DFS threshold is set to n, the maximum number of threads is t, the size of local buffers is b, and the query contains s stages, the maximum additional memory in a machine is (n + t) × (s − 1) × b. In the configuration used for our experiments (t = 28, n = 4t = 128, s ≤ 11, and b = 8,192), local buffers consume less than 12MB additional memory.

Controlled Experiment. Figure 9 illustrates the benefits of this local-match BFS mode on 8 machines (see Section 4 for detailed experimental settings) with the following two queries:

1: (a)->()-{} WHERE ID(a) < $i
2: (a)->()-{} WHERE e.cost < 0.5
AND ID(a) < $i

using the Twitter graph extended with a uniform random edge property with values in [0.0, 100.0). In both queries, the ID(a) < $i filter determines the cardinality of the first query stage and is used to narrow the starting point. In Q2, the edge filter also guarantees that the third stage includes a small number of intermediate results. The dynamicity of aDFS brings significant performance benefits, especially for queries with very narrow starting points. For example, for Q1 with $i = 1.Machine 0 hosts the match for Stage 0; without the breadth-first mode (“OFF”), a single thread handles all the 55K local edges which lead to Stage 1. In contrast, enabling dynamic local BFS (“ON”) generates more work early on and allows splitting the work among local threads, each of which operates on approximately 2,000 vertices for Stage 1.

LDBC Q20. We also briefly analyze the BFS-mode benefits on LDBC Q20 (see Section 4 for more details):

MATCH (tC:TagClass)<-[:subClassOf]-(t:TagClass)
<-[:hasType]-(:tag)<-[:hasTag]-(post:comment)
WHERE tC.name IN \{'Politics', 'Art', 'Country'\}

In this query, the first two stages match tagClass(es) and Stage 0 results in only three intermediate results due to the filter. The local BFS optimization brings 32% latency benefits (8 vs. 5.5 seconds), by better parallelizing the work across threads. Without the optimization, the most busy thread, i.e., the one that “gets stuck” in performing local DFS work the
most, spends 4 seconds in these local explorations: It matches about 1,000 vertices in Stage 1, which result in 5.2 million local matches in Stage 2 and 5 million in Stage 3. In comparison, with the optimization, the most busy thread spends only 1.6 seconds in DFS work: It handles 4 million local edges in Stage 2, which it successfully distributes to other threads with approximately 500 local BFS buffers. Overall, enabling dynamic local BFS provides significant speedup on realistic workloads, while incurring at most a 5% slowdown.

4 Evaluation

The goals of our evaluation are (i) to understand how well aDFS performs as compared to other systems (graph, relational, mining and dataflow join flow systems that could be used in similar use cases, (ii) explain how different parts of aDFS contribute to performance and memory, and (iii) show how aDFS scales as we increase the number of machines.

4.1 Experimental Settings

Hardware details. We use a cluster of eight nodes, each having two Intel Xeon E-2690 v4 2.60GHz CPUs with 14 cores (hyperthreaded disabled/DVFS enabled), for 28 cores in total. Each processor contains 756GB of DDR4-2400 memory and LSI MegaRAID SAS-3 3108 storage. Each node includes a Mellanox Connect-X InfiniBand card, all connected to an EDR 100Gb/s InfiniBand network.

Graphs and queries. Unless specified otherwise, our experiments use the five graphs of Table 2. As we mention in Section 2, the scope of this paper covers user-provided fixed-pattern queries, thus aDFS implements only a subset of PGQL 1.1. Accordingly, we use the 12 LDBC Business Intelligence (BI) standard queries [68] supported by PGQL 1.1 (later PGQL versions support the remaining LDBC queries). Out of these 12 queries, four represent simple path patterns (i.e., Q4, Q17, Q23, Q24) and are directly supported in aDFS. The remaining ones either regular path queries (e.g., MATCH (a)-[:knows*]->(b)), or include sub-queries in projection or filters (e.g., SELECT ... FROM (SELECT ...) ...). We devise a simplified variant of these queries in order to support the benchmark specification as closely as possible. For example, the original Q6 is:

```sql
SELECT id(person),
SUM(SELECT COUNT(*) MATCH (m)<-[:replyOf]-[:cnt]) AS cn,
SUM(SELECT COUNT(*) MATCH (prsn)<-[:likes]->(m)) AS ln,
COUNT(*) AS msgN,
MATCH (tag:tag) AS hasTag,
MATCH (msg:msg) AS hasCreator,
WHERE tag.name = ?
GROUP BY person, tag
ORDER BY msgN + (2 * cn) + (10 * ln) DESC, id(person)
```

We simplify the query by removing the two COUNT subqueries in projections and from ORDER BY. We plan to extend the PGQL support of aDFS in future work.

Note that the queries include patterns of varying complexity, e.g., the one in Q6 above is rather simple, while Q17 matches the following complex pattern:

```sql
(x:person)-[:livesIn]->(c1:city)-[:partOf]->(cy:country),
(y:person)-[:livesIn]->(c2:city)-[:partOf]->(cy),
(z:person)-[:livesIn]->(c3:city)-[:partOf]->(cy),
(x)-[:knows*]->(y)-[:knows*]->(z)
```

Methodology. We perform 15 runs of each query and report the median latency (in Figure 10, the error bars cover all runs). For each experiment set, we execute the queries in a per-graph round-robin fashion in order to reduce caching effects (e.g., data in the LLC or instruction caches). We use eight machines for aDFS, GraphFrames, G-Miner, Fractal as well as BiGJoin, and make sure all systems are configured to use InfiniBand. The four other systems are single machine.

Engines and their configurations. We configure aDFS to use up to 4,096 messaging buffers of 256KB per machine for messaging. This setting translates to approximately 1GB of intermediate results that can be produced per machine and limits the worst-case maximum memory consumption of a single machine to approximately 8GB (1GB outgoing, plus 7GB incoming). We further use the configuration of Section 3.5 for the local-edge dynamic BFS, resulting in up to a few MBs of extra memory per machine. Altogether, the aDFS runtime consumes approximately 10GB per machine. Of course, the graph (that resides in memory) and the final query results consume extra memory than these 10GB. We use such a low-memory configuration because (i) aDFS is designed for server deployments and we want to evaluate the performance at a realistic setting, where a single query cannot monopolize memory, and (ii) as we show in Figure 7, this configuration is already sufficient for aDFS to perform well.

We first compare aDFS to two graph systems and two relational systems which we describe below. In Section 4.5, we further compare aDFS to three graph-mining systems and a dataflow join system.

GraphFrames [31] is a distributed graph-querying system built on top of Apache Spark [2, 79]; we use version 0.7 on top of Spark 2.4.1 with 600GB executor memory per machine. Neo4j [10] is a single-machine graph database, which stores its data on disk but uses an in-memory cache for performance (caching effects are obvious in the first run of each query). We use Neo4j Community Edition 3.5.3 and allow it to manage the full memory of the machine. MonetDB [9, 26] is an in-memory column-store relational database. Its distributed support is rather rudimentary, resulting in worse than single-machine performance for our join-heavy workloads. Therefore, we use MonetDB 11.31.13 on a single machine, configured to use the whole 756GB of memory. PostgreSQL [15] is a relational database. We use version 11.2, tuned for a single connection with memory cache size of 564GB and 198GB of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Graph</th>
<th>#V</th>
<th>#E</th>
<th>Schema</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Livejournal [20]</td>
<td>484K</td>
<td>66.9M</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Users and friendships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URandom</td>
<td>100M</td>
<td>1B</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Uniform random edges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter [47]</td>
<td>42.6M</td>
<td>1.47B</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Tweets and followers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDBC(100) [68]</td>
<td>283M</td>
<td>1.78B</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>LDBC social</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webgraph-UK [25]</td>
<td>77.7M</td>
<td>2.97B</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>2006 .uk domains</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The set of graphs we use in the evaluation.
shared buffers. For both MonetDB and PostgreSQL, we use the optimized schema/indices designed for the original LDBC evaluation paper [68]. We choose these four systems as they cover a broad spectrum of data processing: Distributed graph dataframes, single-machine graph databases, and in-memory or traditional relational databases.

### 4.2 aDFS vs. Other Engines: LDBC

**Experiment.** We perform an end-to-end comparison of aDFS to the four aforementioned systems. We use the LDBC graph and BI queries which constitute an unfavorable workload for aDFS and GraphFrames: the LDBC graph has a relational schema, carefully partitioned in tables, such as person and post. For relational databases (as well as Neo4j), this schema enables the exploration of small parts of the graph for most queries. For example, the pattern 

\[
(\text{post}-[:hasCreator]->(\text{person})
\]

(taken from an actual query) needs to only access the tables post and person, which are a relatively small part for the graph. In contrast, aDFS and GraphFrames operate on the original graph model, where the whole dataset is a single graph. The end result is that these two systems perform more broad exploration even on queries that are very narrow in terms of schema accesses.

Optimizing for relational schemes is outside of the scope of this work. Still, we choose LDBC with BI queries for our end-to-end comparison as it shows how aDFS performs on queries that can be expressed well both in graph and relational systems. The next sections focus on schema-less graphs.

**Results.** Figure 10 depicts the query latencies of the five systems. For most queries, aDFS is one to two orders of magnitude faster than GraphFrames. aDFS delivers 102× average speedup and takes 43× less total time than GraphFrames to complete the 10 out of 12 supported queries. GraphFrames translates graph queries into dataframe joins, offered by Apache Spark, which are significantly slower than aDFS’s graph traversals. Additionally, GraphFrames is memory hungry, consuming hundreds of gigabytes of memory in comparison to the small footprint of aDFS. Furthermore, aDFS completes the 10 supported queries 53× faster than Neo4j, with a 35× average speedup, even though Neo4j leverages the graph schema, as well as the large amount of available memory with its graph cache. With Neo4j, the whole graph resides in memory after the first run: the error bars clearly show the effects of the first slow run.

Comparing aDFS to the relational systems, MonetDB and PostgreSQL, shows two different behaviors depending on the query size. For large queries, such as Q12 and Q24, which expand to large parts of the graph with long paths, aDFS is significantly faster. On the contrary, for small, very relational queries, such as Q15, Q17, and Q23, the relational systems can be faster than aDFS. This is expected given that just the distributed bootstrapping and coordination overheads in aDFS account for several tens of milliseconds. These different queries highlight the tradeoff between the relational table-focused joins and the graph exploration approach of aDFS. Overall, aDFS completes the whole set of queries 8.4 and 26 times faster than MonetDB and PostgreSQL, respectively. The average speedups are 10× and 25× against MonetDB and PostgreSQL, respectively. Conversely, MonetDB is 2.4× faster than aDFS on Q23, while PostgreSQL is on average 2.6× faster for Q4, Q15, and Q17.

In conclusion, aDFS achieves better overall performance than the four other systems while consuming lower/capped runtime memory.

### 4.3 Dissecting aDFS with LDBC

**Experiment.** We again use the LDBC benchmark to show how different design characteristics of aDFS contribute to performance and memory usage. In particular, we compare the pattern-matching-only latency of the default aDFS (as used in Section 4.2) to aDFS-no-local-BFS (we disable the machine-local dynamic BFS), aDFS-no-fc (we further disable flow...
control), aDFS-strict-fc (we make flow control very strict), and BFS (we use the BFS implementation of Section 2.4).

**Results.** Figure 11 includes the results for these configurations. All in all, aDFS is the fastest. With the “dynamic BFS for local edges” option, aDFS is 31% faster on average than aDFS-no-local-BFS for 10 queries, while incurring 4% overhead for the remaining two queries. As we described earlier, queries often have some very “narrow” execution points with a handful of intermediate results, which leads to poor parallelization with strict local DFS. In terms of memory consumption, aDFS consumes slightly more memory than aDFS-no-local-BFS, not only due to the local buffers, but also thanks to better parallelization, which results in more parallel message traffic.

Disabling flow control on top of aDFS-no-local-BFS can bring some benefits as shown by aDFS-no-fc. However, the performance gains are low, as aDFS-no-fc hits almost no flow-control limits for this workload—i.e., local DFS and prioritizing messaging buffers from later stages of the queries result in an efficient execution flow, since none of the stages “explores” in terms of memory. Still, aDFS-no-fc exhibits a 20% speedup with up to 5× higher memory consumption.

aDFS-strict-fc represents the closest realistic configuration to DFS. Processing one intermediate result at a time would naturally perform poorly, hence, we instead disable dynamic local BFS and configure each stage to have exactly one outgoing buffer to the next stage per target machine. The results show that excessive flow control reduces performance. In particular, aDFS-strict-fc is up to 6× slower than aDFS, while consuming up to 4× less memory.

Finally, as a reference, BFS implements a basic BFS-only runtime. As expected, BFS performs better than aDFS for certain queries, as it better leverages locality and parallelization. Still, aDFS executes the total workload 16% faster than BFS, while BFS consumes up to 6× more memory.

In conclusion, aDFS includes a set of design characteristics that when put together achieve great performance with low and controlled memory consumption.

### 4.4 aDFS vs. Other Engines: Large Schema-Less Queries

**Experiment.** The classic property graph model is schema-less, which enables users to easily query the whole dataset (unlike the relational model which requires several joins and unions of results). Therefore, we now compare aDFS to the other four systems with the schema-less graphs of Table 2: this workload shows the full power of aDFS in handling very large queries. For the relational systems, the graphs consist of two tables: One for vertices and another one for edges. Regarding queries, we use two simple patterns, a cycle (a)→(b)→(a) as Q1 and a two-hop path (a)→(b)→(c) as Q2, combined with aggregations in the `SELECT` clause (variant “a” performs a `COUNT(*)` and variant “b” `AVG` aggregations on a random vertex property). The conclusions remain the same for other patterns and projections (not shown). Note that it is impossible to evaluate more elaborate patterns, as the competing systems can barely handle the simple patterns that we use.

**Results.** Figure 12 depicts the results. In most cases, aDFS is about 2 orders of magnitude faster than the other systems. For the large queries and graphs, we also see that the other systems are either not able to complete the queries within eight hours, or crash. In particular, GraphFrames crashes after having consumed its 600GB of executor memory.

The speedups of aDFS over the other systems (for the completed queries where there is no timeout) are: 16 to 62× for GraphFrames, 1.105 to 9.200× for Neo4j, 20 to 169× for MonetDB, and 60 to 190× for PostgreSQL. Neither the join-based systems (GraphFrames, MonetDB, and PostgreSQL) nor Neo4j are able to handle well these immense graph explorations, although they have access to hundreds of gigabytes of memory. In particular, Neo4j spills to disk, hence the extreme performance difference compared to aDFS. Clearly, for graphs and queries at this scale, a fast graph-optimized solution such as aDFS, which easily handles these queries, is required. With the largest query (Q2a on Twitter) aDFS performs a 9.3TB `COUNT` in 1.286 seconds, resulting in 7.3B matches per second, while consuming less than 10GB per-machine memory for intermediate results.

### 4.5 aDFS vs. Graph Mining, Dataflow Joins

**Experiment.** We compare aDFS to (i) three graph-mining systems, namely G-Miner [27], Fractal [32], and Peregrine [42], as well as a dataflow join system, BiGJoin [19]. We use workloads from the G-Miner paper [27]: TC, i.e., Triangle Counting, and counting instances of a more complex pattern referred to as the P-pattern, with the four graphs that are used to evaluate these operations in the paper. All systems are distributed apart from Peregrine. For BiGJoin, we only perform the evaluation on TC as it does not support filters, and tune the batch size for performance (107). For aDFS, we express both triangles and the P-pattern as graph queries.

**Results.** Figure 13 includes the performance of the four systems. Triangle counting (TC) highlights the difference between matching and not matching automorphisms: For the three graph-mining systems, the search for “unique” triangles is baked in the pattern-matching algorithm, whereas in aDFS, we implement isomorphism with automorphism elimination using dynamic filtering (i.e., (a)→(b)→(c)→(a) \text{WHERE ID}(a) < \text{ID}(b) \text{ AND ID}(b) < \text{ID}(c)). This results in expensive filtering and heavier cross-machine communication than with the other systems. Still, aDFS is faster than G-Miner and Fractal for all graphs by up to 14× for G-Miner and by up to several orders of magnitude for Fractal. Peregrine outperforms all other graph-mining systems including aDFS on three out of the four graphs, as it is able to intersect adjacency lists to quickly find common neighbors, an optimization that

---

We requested the artifact of Automine [54] for evaluation, but the authors were not able to provide us with it.
performs particularly well for triangles and which can be implemented in a straightforward manner on a single machine, where the whole graph is accessible. There is no clear winner between aDFS and BiGJoin on TC, with each system outperforming the other on two graphs. By intersecting local edges, BiGJoin’s approach allows for reduced communication and better performance on the two graphs with the highest average degrees (Orkut and Friendster).

The P-pattern does not require automorphism checks, as its vertices are differentiated by labels. We express it as:

\[
\text{WHERE} \ b1 \neq b2
\]

in PGQL. When matching the P- Pattern, aDFS significantly outperforms all other systems for all but one datapoint (G-Miner on BTC); it is on average 12 and 366 \times faster than Peregrine and Fractal, respectively, and 8 \times faster than G-Miner on three graphs. G-Miner achieves the best performance on BTC mainly because it replicates the target vertex label with each edge, which increases locality and reduces communication traffic. Such an optimization is not practical in a real-world system in which vertices can have many labels and properties of various types: Replicating these for each edge can have unacceptable memory overhead.

Overall, although aDFS is designed for different workloads, i.e., expressive graph queries, it is still very competitive with state-of-the-art graph-mining systems and a dataflow join system on triangle counting and/or a mining-oriented workload.

### 4.6 aDFS Scalability

#### Experiment and results

We use the LDBC workload to illustrate the scalability of aDFS as we vary the number of machines. Figure 14 includes the speedups, normalized to the latency of a single machine. Overall, aDFS exhibits very good scalability: The average speedup is 1.6 \times from one to two machines, 2.5 \times from one to four machines, and 5.4 \times from one to eight machines. These numbers include various distributed coordination and query compilation overheads, as well as additional fixed costs. The core runtime of aDFS actually has even better scalability: looking at pure pattern-matching execution time, without coordination overheads, GROUP BY, and ORDER BY, the speedup improves to 1.7 \times, 2.6 \times, and 6 \times from one to two, four, and eight machines respectively (not shown). aDFS is designed to scale: More machines translate to more compute resources, more buffers for intermediate results, and often more BFS exploration and higher network utilization, as the percentage of remote edges increases with the number of machines.

### 5 Related Work

#### Database Management Systems (DBMSs)

DBMSs offer graph support via a multi-model premise, but focus on SQL-like rather than pattern-matching querying [7, 12, 13, 52]. Kalinsky et al. [43] acknowledge that using DBMS joins for graph pattern matching is suboptimal, and propose hardware support to alleviate the issue. In contrast to DBMSs, aDFS is an efficient in-memory distributed graph-querying system that considers graph storage and queries as first-class citizens and focuses on analytical rather than transactional workloads.

#### Graph Algorithms

There is a plethora of related work for executing graph algorithms (such as PageRank [57]). Single-machine solutions focus on various topics such as proposing DSLs [38] or programming models [55] for graph algorithms, performance optimizations [65, 67], leveraging hardware features such as NUMA [81] and GPUs [56, 84], or supporting out-of-core computing [83]. Distributed solutions focus on topics such as asynchronous processing and performance [35, 50], efficient partitioning [78, 82, 85], leveraging hardware features such as RDMA [75], support for secondary storage [61], distributing sequential algorithms [33], approximate computing [70], alternative programming paradigms [76], or fault tolerance [30, 71]. aDFS focuses on graph queries rather than algorithms, but it shares features with some of these distributed solutions, such as the use of asynchronous processing or (random) graph partitioning.
Graph Querying. A number of single-node graph-querying systems were proposed by academia: Sun et al. [66] and Lin et al. [49] build relational and transactional systems, Graphflow [44] is an active graph database that supports evaluating one-time and continuous subgraph queries, TurboFlux [46] optimizes fast continuous subgraph matching over a fast graph update stream, and CECI [22] uses multiple embedding clusters and intersections of neighborhood lists to optimize subgraph matching (CECI can be distributed through graph replication/sharing, not graph distribution as with aDFS, due to the challenges mentioned in Section 2.4). In earlier work, we prototyped simple distributing DFS exploration [60].

There are numerous industrial graph-querying solutions. Neo4j [10] is single-machine and supports Cypher [11] queries. Amazon Neptune [1] is built for the Amazon cloud. Facebook Dragon [3] builds indices on updates for accessing data. Microsoft Graph Engine [8] is an in-memory data processing system based on Trinity [63], and TigerGraph [18] distributes GSQL [4] queries based on the source vertex data for a given query hop. Furthermore, there are also open-source distributed solutions. JanusGraph [6] uses distributed graph storage but does not distribute computation. GraphFrames [31] implements graph pattern matching with Spark using joins of dataframe. Wukong [64, 73] is a distributed graph-based RDF store that leverages hardware features, such as RDMA and GPUs, which we do not focus on. To the best of our knowledge, aDFS is the first truly distributed graph-querying system that works on fully-partitioned graphs and strictly bounds memory while maintaining great performance.

Graph-Mining systems. Graph-mining focuses on extracting structural properties and computing complex aggregate statistics [34, 74] of a graph by exploring its subgraph structures. Examples include triangle counting, maximal clique finding, community detection, and graph matching [27, 54, 59]. Graph-querying systems typically employ a vertex/edge-centric processing approach: A state is maintained per vertex and communicated to its neighbors [54, 69]. Graph-mining systems typically follow a subgraph-centric (often undirected and schema-less) processing approach: They attach information to a large amount of intermediate results composed of subgraphs [54] rather than specific vertices. Additionally, graph-mining systems typically leverage automorphism elimination [29, 32, 42], while while graph-querying engines generate homomorphisms to answer user graph queries.

Recent single-machine systems include RStream [72], AutoMine [54], and Peregrine [42]. Distributed systems include Arabesque [69], NScale [59], G-thinker [77], BiGJoin [19], G-Miner [27], ASAP [41], and Fractal [32]. aDFS shares features with some of these systems. For example, forms of asynchronous computations are used in G-Miner [27] (with a “task-pipeline” to hide communication overheads) and BiGJoin [19] (with data-parallel dataflow computations that pick up dynamically joined columns with the least matches). Techniques to reduce memory consumption are used by G-Thinker [77] (buffering excess subgraph-tasks in a disk-based priority queue), BiGJoin [19] (primarily using batching to limit memory consumption but not for intermediate results as with aDFS) and Fractal [32]. Fractal combines a DFS strategy with a “from-scratch processing” paradigm which leads to re-computation overheads (absent in aDFS), as well as imbalances across workers that are mitigated by work stealing: workers break the DFS strategy to steal enumerations, which can be at any level of the matched graph pattern, from other workers. aDFS uses asynchronous DFS-based graph traversals together with flow control to strictly bound memory consumption, and can switch to BFS, in the same graph pattern-matching level, to generate more local work and to buffer remote edges (see Section 3). Our in-depth evaluation shows that the performance of aDFS for graph pattern-matching is competitive with that of state-of-the-art graph-mining systems.

BFS/DFS. The BFS/DFS tradeoff has been explored in the context of single-machine parallel task-scheduling runtimes. Typically, DFS is used to schedule a task graph in order to curtail memory [28], and BFS is used opportunistically (often called “work stealing”) to maximize parallelism [23, 24]. aDFS leverages these insights in the context of distributed graph query processing.

6 Concluding Remarks

Conclusions. We have introduced aDFS: A system that uses an efficient, almost-DFS approach to execute pattern-matching queries on distributed graphs. aDFS is able to execute virtually any query on any in-memory graph using at most a fixed, configurable amount of memory. aDFS is also very fast and scalable. We compared aDFS to eight state-of-the-art systems with diverse characteristics—graph or relational/join-based, distributed or single machine, in-memory or disk-based—and showed that aDFS is up to orders of magnitude faster than them.

Limitations and future work. aDFS uses simple algorithms for query optimization and graph partitioning, as this paper focused on runtime support for distributed graph querying. In the future, we will improve query planning and optimization, together with graph partitioning and caching. We will also consider query optimization opportunities to enable pruning of the traversal space when the underlying data has a relational-style schema, as described in Section 4.2.
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Abstract

Graph learning is an emerging technique widely used in diverse applications such as recommender system and medicine design. Real-world graph learning applications typically operate on large attributed graphs with rich information, which do not fit in the memory. Consequently, the graph learning requests have to go across the deep I/O stack and move massive data from storage to host memory, which incurs considerable latency and power consumption. To address this problem, we developed GLIST, an efficient in-storage graph learning system, to process graph learning requests inside SSDs. It has a customized graph learning accelerator implemented in the storage and enables the storage to directly respond to the graph learning requests. Thus, GLIST greatly reduces the data movement overhead in contrast to conventional GPGPU based systems. In addition, GLIST offers a set of high-level graph learning APIs and allows developers to deploy their graph learning service conveniently. Experimental results on an FPGA-based prototype show that GLIST achieves 13.2× and 10.1× average speedup and reduces the power consumption by up to 98.7% and 98.0% respectively on a series of graph learning tasks when compared to CPU and GPU based solutions.

1 Introduction

Graph is a fundamental data structure widely seen in modern computer systems and applications. Real-world social networks, molecular graph structures, biological protein networks, social networks, and data from many other fields can be modeled as graphs, particularly the attributed graphs (AGs), which carry richer property information than well-studied plain graphs [19, 40, 42]. Attributed graphs occupy a growing proportion of storage space in the datacenters of service providers such as Facebook, Amazon and Alibaba, and the trend will continue especially with the popularity of graph database and graph analytics platforms for citation networks and recommender systems [4, 7, 43, 58]. Taobao, one of the largest online consumer-to-consumer (C2C) platforms, for example, manages attributed graphs that consist of one billion users and two billion items [43]. Therefore, as the machine learning technology advances, the question of how to make prediction, discover new patterns, and mine useful information from such rich attributed graphs, which is known as the area of Graph Learning (GL), is gradually becoming important in private and public cloud datacenters where the massive graph data can be ingested to learn the basic classification, clustering, visualization and prediction functionality [5, 29, 35, 43, 52–54].

Conventionally, common graph learning tasks require numerous CPU or GPU nodes to deal with large-scale graph learning problem and the related user queries, which directly translates to sheer growth of power and cost overhead. For instance, a typical GL-based recommender system in Alibaba [43] employs hundreds of GPUs in service to mine billion-scale attributed graph data associated to numerous customers and shopping items. To investigate more cost-effective GL systems, in this work we first characterize the real-world GL applications by building a conventional single-node GPU+SSD based graph learning system. In this system, several critical tasks found in realistic datacenter infrastructures are implemented and simulated (See Section 3). We discovered that there are several important impactful performance in these mainstream graph learning tasks. (1) For typical graph learning systems that respond to graph analysis requests as shown in Table 2, the storage-and-compute decoupled systems are bottlenecked by I/O operations, and they are not energy efficient in dealing with the GL requests due to the costly data movement from the storage to CPUs/GPUs. (2) Large-scale graph learning tasks exhibit poor data locality, which can hardly be exploited in the limited on-chip or even off-chip memory due to the large footprint of attributed graphs such as social networks or recommender systems. (3) We found that, although graph learning tasks are much more complicated than plain-graph processing, they are generally solvable by emerging graph neural networks (GNN), which means a compact specialized GL accelerator is a viable alter-
native to GPUs and CPUs in storage-centric GL systems.

To replace the power-hungry CPU/GPU based solutions and eliminate the unnecessary power consumed by graph data movement, we propose a near data computing system to realize efficient Graph Learning In-STorage (GLIST). As depicted in Figure 1(b), GLIST is a combination of in-SSD computing and customized graph learning accelerator architecture, and it enables the storage device to directly respond to attributed graph analysis requests and queries, making the data warehouse machines more energy efficient.

However, fitting large-graph learning tasks into compact storage devices remains very challenging and worth investigating. First, large graphs generally have too large footprint to fit in the DRAM memory or the caching memory of storage devices [20], thus processing a large attributed graph on request tends to have poor locality, which must be well exploited in the design of GLIST. In the graph learning process, how to efficiently and directly fetch graph learning model parameters and the graph itself from the flash devices, how to preserve locality in the working-set of GL, and how to exploit the abundant channel-level flash bandwidth in SSDs is also very important.

Second, fitting large-scale graph learning workloads into storage SSDs is challenging due to the limitation of power and computing resource inside the SSDs that generally have embedded CPU or MCU for flash device management, because deep learning technology based graph analysis workloads are bandwidth and computational intensive at the same time. This calls for a more efficient architecture to practice in-storage graph learning with SSDs.

Third, though analyzing a single graph request does not exhibit good memory locality, it is found that the inter-request locality does exist as the working-sets of temporally correlated requests overlap with one another to some degree as will be discussed in Section 3. Thus, to achieve the best efficiency of the in-storage computing, fully exploiting the concurrency and the inter-request locality in the graph analysis requests is also important. As a consequence, more consideration should be given to the working-set caching and the request scheduling strategy in the GLIST controller to reuse GL model and graph data in storage.

In all, we make the following contributions in this paper:

- We profiled real-world GL workloads in different categories and obtained two main observations for optimizing the architecture of GNN systems in terms of data locality, especially for systems with block-based storage devices.

- Based on our observations, we proposed the GLIST architecture to enable high-throughput graph learning services. We handle concurrent requests issued to the power-limited graph learning storage with specialized caching system and locality-centric request scheduling policy to exploit the data locality in and between the attributed graph analysis requests. The graph analysis requests are processed inside SSDs with a unified hardware accelerator to handle various graph learning tasks instead of going across a deep I/O stack. To the best of our knowledge, GLIST is the first in-storage acceleration system for graph learning workloads such as recommender systems and automated customer service.

- We build a GLIST prototype on the Cosmos Plus OpenSSD platform [1]. Experimental results show that the GLIST caching and scheduling policy can improve the performance by up to 13.2× and 10.1× compared to CPU+SSD, GPU+SSD based system, respectively.

- GLIST provides a software abstraction with a set of programming APIs that enable developers to create and deploy their graph learning models and analysis service into the in-storage graph learning system.

2 Background

2.1 Graph Learning Tutorial

Graph neural network applications can be modeled as an encoding-decoding method [15, 58]. The encoding function encodes the vertices in a graph into latent representation (also called embedding) that summarizes both the location and neighboring information. The decoding function decodes the embedding to the original vertex information, which is directly related to graph learning tasks, such as labeling a vertex in classification task.

![Table 1: GNN Notations.](image)

Typically, the encoder function is composed of three types of functions including Sample, Aggregate, and Combine. Sample controls the scope of the information to be processed in a graph. As formulated in Eq. 1, it samples a subset of the neighbor vertices and constructs a new sub-graph for embedding [6, 14, 53]. The notations used in the formulation is summarized in Table 1. Sample can also be omitted according to GCN [21] and GIN [48]. In this case, all the neighbor vertices are used for embedding calculation.

$$S_v = \text{Sample}(\text{Nb}(v))$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Aggregate aggregates the features of all the incoming vertices to update the feature of current vertex $v$.

$$h^{(k)}_v = \text{Aggregate}(\{h^{(k-1)}_w\}_{w \in \text{Nb}(v)})$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $h^{(k)}_v$ is the feature of vertex $v$ aggregated from features of neighbor vertices $h^{(k-1)}_w$ at the $(k - J)$th layer.
In order to obtain the updated feature of vertex $v$ at layer $k$ i.e. $h^k_v$, **Combine**, which is essentially an MLP operation, is applied.

$$h^k_v = \text{Combine}(h^{k-1}_v)$$  (3)

With multiple iterative processing, the obtained embedding vectors are fed to the decoder function to perform graph analysis tasks. The graph learning tasks can be categorized into three types [47]: **Node-level analysis**, **Edge-level analysis**, **Graph-level analysis**. Meanwhile, the decoder function varies from specific graph learning tasks, and they will be detailed as follows.

**Node-level analysis** aims to classify nodes without labels in graphs. It can also be applied for the classical community classification task in online social network analysis [3, 26], which essentially classifies nodes into several communities. The decoder function of **Node-level analysis** can be formulated as Eq. 4 [21].

$$R_v = \text{Decoder}(h_v)$$  (4)

**Edge-level analysis** focuses on the prediction of missing edges or edges’ attributes. A typical use is to predict the potential connections between users and items in recommender systems, revealing a user’s interest in an item. The decoder function of **Edge-level analysis** can be formulated as Eq. 5 [38].

$$R_{(i,j)} = \text{Decoder}(h_i, h_j)$$  (5)

**Graph-level analysis** operates on the entire graph as formulated below [48] and mainly targets for graph classification.

$$R_G = \text{Decoder}([h_v]_{v \in G})$$  (6)

GNN can be used for many applications as summarized in Table 2. We take a GL-based social network recommender system shown in Figure 1 (a) as an example to illustrate the use of GL. When the server receives an edge analysis request to predict the potential relationship between two users, the algorithm will load the relevant sub-graphs of the social network in external storage with a **Sample** function to host memory, and then generates embedding vectors for the analyzed users with an **Aggregate** function and a **Combine** function. This will lead to high processing latency mainly caused by (1) random data access to storage and (2) massive data transfer across the bandwidth-limited PCIe bus and deep OS software stack. Then, the two generated embedding vectors are used by a DNN-based predictor to determine the existence of social connection between the two users. Finally, the prediction result, which is usually a scalar, is sent back to the host machine and the user App eventually to make a recommendation. The proposed GLIST system, as shown in Figure 1 (b), however, performs the graph learning tasks only in SSDs to mitigate the drawbacks mentioned above.

![Figure 1: A processing example of typical GL-based social network recommendation service [14,21,46] When Alice tries to extend her connection via a social network App, a request is generated by the App and sent to the data center. The request is then converted to multiple graph analysis operations to predict users who Alice may be interested in. One of the operations is assigned to Server C to predict the potential connection between Alice and Rick. With conventional storage, the relevant sub graph of the huge social network must be loaded from the external storage to main memory and will be processed with an encoder function on host. The processing is to generate embedding vectors that can represent the two users’ social network characteristics. Then a DNN-based predictor is invoked as a decoder to determine whether the two users may agree to connect. Finally, the recommendation is obtained based on all the prediction results and sent to the user App. (b) GLIST can simplify the graph learning processing. There is no data movement between the storage and the host system.](image-url)
with large vector attributes, because the graph learning tasks with redundant data elimination methods and locality optimizations. Thus, we are motivated to investigate a novel ISC architecture for cutting-edge learning tasks on large and spare graphs.

However, due to the power constraint, the low-end processors in storage usually have limited computing capability to deal with complicated and demanding tasks. In this case, many powerful hardware accelerators are built in the context of ISC in recent years. GraFBoost [18] develops a specialized accelerator to coalesce the random accesses to the storage in large-scale graph processing and achieves server-class performance with small memory and low power footprint. ExtraV [25] utilizes a cache-coherent hardware accelerator to achieve both high performance and high flexibility for plain graph analysis.

While prior in-storage graph processing works mainly target to analyze plain graphs which only have simple scalar attributes, they cannot fulfill the processing requirements of the graph learning workloads that mostly operate on graphs with large vector attributes, because the graph learning tasks have distinct data access patterns and computation intensity. In addition, the primitive operations used in graph learning can also be unique. For example, the Sample function is not supported by any of the conventional plain graph processing abstractions [33,36,55]. Thus, we are motivated to investigate a novel ISC architecture for cutting-edge learning tasks on large and spare graphs.

3 GL Workload Study for GLIST Design

3.1 Single Workload Characterization

Experimental setup In order to characterize and gain insight of various graph learning workloads, we conduct an in-depth study on a series of real-world representative GL applications on GPU [44]. The details of the applications and the datasets used for evaluation are illustrated in Table 2. The models and evaluation datasets are all stored in a 1 TB Samsung 970 PRO NVMe SSD. The computation device is an NVIDIA V100 GPU (Volta) equipped with 16 GB HBM2 memory.

Result analysis The latency of a graph learning task is broken down into three parts: GPU compute time (Computation)

Table 2: Graph learning tasks, algorithms, and datasets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis level</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Graph</th>
<th>#Vertices/#Graphs</th>
<th>#Edges (per graph)</th>
<th>Application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>twitter (TW) [24]</td>
<td>61,578,417</td>
<td>1,468,365,182</td>
<td>User classification in social network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge-Level</td>
<td>GS-Pool [14]</td>
<td>ogbl-citation2 (OCi) [16]</td>
<td>111,059,956</td>
<td>1,615,685,872</td>
<td>Research papers classification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PinSage [53]</td>
<td>ogbl-wikig2 (OW) [16]</td>
<td>2,927,963</td>
<td>30,561,187</td>
<td>Missing citations prediction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SOC-Friendster (SF) [51]</td>
<td>65,608,366</td>
<td>1,806,067,135</td>
<td>Knowledge graph completion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graph-Level</td>
<td>GCN [21]</td>
<td>ogbg-molpcba (OM) [16]</td>
<td>437,929</td>
<td>181,067,135</td>
<td>Research papers classification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GIN [48]</td>
<td>ogbg-code (OCi) [16]</td>
<td>452,741</td>
<td>124,2</td>
<td>Code summarization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ogbg-papa (OP) [16]</td>
<td>158,100</td>
<td>2,266.1</td>
<td>Taxonomic prediction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

which implies the computation overhead, CudaMempyc time(CudaMempyc) which represents the time spent on the data movement between GPU and host, and the SSD to DRAM communication time (SSD). Figure 2 shows the profiling results, from which we can safely land two conclusions: First, the I/O bottleneck significantly penalizes the performance of graph analysis requests for most graph learning tasks. As we can see, all the graph learning tasks evaluated in this experiment spend more than half of their execution time on I/O operations, which means that GL workloads are limited by I/O bandwidth.

Second, it is hard for real-world large graphs to fit the memory. For example, twitter (TW) and soc-LiveJournal1 (SL) in the tested datasets cannot be fully loaded into 16 GB GPU memory. Thus, the algorithms have to load data from last-level storage on demand (Sampling based algorithms, i.e. GS-Pool and PinSage) or even cannot run (Non-Sampling based algorithms, i.e. GCN and GIN). Huge graphs not only increase the I/O access overhead, but also seriously restrict the throughput of general purpose processors, due to the memory capacity limitation. However, if the working set of graphs can be preprocessed where they originally stay and only the relevant sub-graph are moved, the data movement and processing overhead can be significantly reduced.

3.2 Locality in Graph Learning Workloads

To enable graph learning inside storage and service GL requests from users, we must exploit the locality in graph learning workloads to alleviate the SSD bandwidth limitation while preventing the long-latency flash accesses from penalizing the response performance. Two major exploitable locality observations that help fit the graph learning workloads into SSDs will be illustrated as follows:

Figure 2: Performance breakdown of compute and I/O time for different graph learning workloads.
1. **There exists working set reusability in between graph learning requests.**

Because SSD typically has much longer latency and coarser access granularity like pages and blocks, it is essential to take advantage of the limited DRAM or SRAM cache in it and exploit the locality in between the graph analysis requests for performance improvement. There are two potential types of locality in between the graph learning requests. The first type is Graph Data Locality (GDL) while the second is model parameter locality (MPL). For GDL, processing each vertex in the graph will involve a working set consists of its neighbors’ property data. Graph analysis requests that happen to hit vertices in the proximate regions in the graph probably share a common working set. For MDL, many graph learning requests like node classification may utilize the same model parameters, so it will be beneficial to select and combine the graph learning requests with the same model parameters from all the batched requests.

2. **The layout of graph data in flash channels significantly impacts the locality of in-storage graph learning.**

Each single vertex/edge feature vector in attributed graphs is usually at the size of hundreds of bytes or few KB [19, 39, 50] and is smaller than a flash page size (i.e. 16 KB), the minimum operation granularity of flash devices. However, recent graph neural networks that respond to GL requests usually adopt **Sample** function which samples a subset of the target vertices’ multi-hop neighbors [10, 14, 53]. This means that there may exist bandwidth under-utilization when the vertices located in the same flash page are not sampled simultaneously because the multi-hop structural correlation may not be captured by the **Sample** function.

For **Observation 1**, the request scheduling and caching strategy should be designed to fully exploit the temporal data locality that exists between requests. For **Observation 2**, the feature data layout in flash devices should be reorganized to improve the data reuse in a flash page.

## 4 GLIST Design

### 4.1 System Overview

To move the graph learning ability into storage devices, a state-of-the-art GL framework must support for system designers to develop and deploy the service of GL functions, e.g. GNN-based recommender systems and vertex classification, in storage devices. Inspired by the GL framework described in [58], we construct a multi-layered system architecture for the GLIST system, including user interface, run-time management, and specialized hardware as shown in **Figure 3**.

For the purpose of processing various graph data with GLIST, users can interact with it using the provided commands (see **Table 3**) via the GLIST Application Interface to define or invoke the specific GL functions in storage devices. Except the interface of defining and calling graph analysis functions in storage, GLIST also implicitly performs locality-aware graph reorganization for the newly registered and updated graphs on the host machine, so that the GLIST system can improve storage operations and the response efficiency when processing the received user analysis requests.

Take the recommender system shown in **Figure 1** as an example. At the offline stage, the social network graph which embeds the users’ friendship information with connected edges is registered and stored in the flash devices of the GLIST system by **GraphRegister()**. The API also quantizes the vertex feature vector and chooses appropriate bit-width for edge data representation. The registered graph will further be used to make recommendation via GNN algorithms by predicting the existence of an edge. The GNN-based recommender model, e.g. PinSage from Pinterest [53] is trained and obtained by the application developers, and is then registered and kept in storage via **ModelRegister()**. It will be later invoked on requests.

After the model deployment, the users’ clicks on the relevant App are converted to GL queries and sent to the data center machines. Particularly for the friend recommendation queries, essentially they belong to typical link predictions over the social network graph and will be handled by the daemon process running on the host of the GLIST system. On receiving the requests, the daemon process calls **GraphAnalysis()**. To exploit the data reuse between requests and ensure the request processing latency at the same time, the GL requests are batched in fixed time windows before being issued to the computing storage in GLIST ①. In the computing storage, a runtime environment is maintained to manage the incoming link prediction requests②. It translates each link prediction request to primitive analysis commands including a vertex embedding command that invokes the encoder function and a prediction command that executes the decoder function. The link prediction can be obtained after the execution of the corresponding primitive analysis commands.

In addition, the GLIST runtime also provides optimizations to exploit the data reuse within the batched requests and roughly includes two parts: (1) It reorders the primitive vertex analysis commands that generate flash accesses (i.e. vertex embedding requests) to explore the graph data reuse and fits the flash accesses to the flash channel-level parallelism. (2) It groups the reordered primitive vertex analysis commands into small batches to increase the bandwidth utilization of ways and channels, instead of sequentially handling each graph analysis command with limited footprint [14, 53]. After the commands are received and handled by the GLIST runtime, they are further decoded and sent as instructions to the GLIST processor that eventually executes and accelerates the graph learning functions. The instructions are served by the Sampler first, which fetches the feature vectors from the flash devices ⑦-⑧ or the Page Cache directly ⑨ from the on-board DRAM. Then, it constructs a larger sub-graph by merging multiple small sub-graphs obtained from the grouped
sampling functions [6, 14, 43]. The newly assembled graph is further loaded to the on-chip buffers of GLA. When all the required data are ready, the processing element array is instructed by the commands to execute the invoked vertex analysis model. Afterwards, when the feature vectors of the queried edge’s endpoints are ready, the primitive prediction function is scheduled onto the GLA to predict the link probability between target vertices. Finally, the GLA triggers the GLIST runtime to collect the results and return the analysis results to the daemon process via GetAnalysisResult().

### 4.2 The GLIST Runtime

The GLIST runtime is designed to decode, schedule, and issue the input requests to flash devices and the GLA. It manages the incoming requests as commands from the host machine, and also exploits the locality in between concurrent requests, and re-schedule the requests to maximize the available locality. To improve the flash bandwidth utility and exploit the inter-request locality, the GLIST runtime maintains two key structures, the Page Cache and the Graph Learning Translation Table, which enable the reuse of graph data and GNN models fetched from the flash devices in and between consecutive requests.

**GLIST Page Cache** is adopted to exploit temporal data locality between user requests. It caches the edges, vertex feature vectors and model data touched by the previously executed requests. Besides, the intermediate data such as the embedding vectors of vertices are also cached. We adopted the Least Recent Use strategy as replacement policy. The Page Cache works in the process of request response, and it is also used to hide the latency of operations correlated to the GNN function deployment stage, e.g. registering new function models.

**Graph Learning Translation Layer**, denoted as GL-TL, is provided to index reusable objects in SSDs including the graph property data, edge information, and analysis model parameters. GL-TL replaces the conventional LBA-to-PPN (logic block address to physical page number) paging used in commercial SSDs. GL-TL includes three translation tables, i.e. the Vertex Mapping Table, the Property Mapping Table, and the Model Mapping Table. The Vertex Mapping Table records the mapping between the vertex ID and the flash page which keeps its neighbors. Besides, it also records other metadata of each vertex such as the number of adjacent vertices. Similarly, the Model Mapping Table and the Property Mapping Table keep the logical object index and physical block address. All the tables are kept in the DRAM when GLIST is activated.

#### 4.2.1 In-storage Graph Learning Request Scheduling

Though the GLIST Page Cache and GL-TL enable the reuse of graph in between requests, how to group the requests into batch of concurrently executed commands impacts the efficiency of locality enhancement. When being requested, GNNs usually at first sample the large graph and operate on certain sub-graphs. Due to the random sampling strategies, analyzing a single vertex usually touches several flash pages to fetch the feature vectors of the sampled sub-graph, which has very unpredictable locality and sometimes causes a huge waste of flash bandwidth. However, if multiple analysis requests are concurrently processed and tactically reordered by the GLIST runtime, the flash bandwidth utilization will be improved. Nevertheless, due to the limited size, the DRAM in storage cannot accommodate the whole working set of a large request batch. Reordering and grouping the requests will help improve the cache reusability. In this way, multiple groups are served sequentially to reuse the shared data including the attribute information and intermediate data of vertices, because the groups of different requests may overlap with one another and share the intermediate or the input property data in the requests. Moreover, the requests in each group are fused and processed as a batch can better utilize both the flash bandwidth and the PE array of GLA.

The process of GL requests scheduling is shown in Algorithm 1. To exploit the intermediate data reuse, GLIST leverages an encoding-decoding manner by splitting the GNN workflow into vertex embedding phase and prediction phase. In vertex embedding phase, the intermediate data can be reused by other analysis requests. For example, as shown in Figure 1, the latent representation of each user obtained from this phase can be used to generate any recommendations related to that user. The operations in the prediction phase, however, are highly dependent on each specific user request, which hardly share intermediate data. Therefore, GLIST parses the requests (Line 3), so that only the primitive vertex embedding requests are re-scheduled. After re-scheduling, the primitive

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3: GLIST APIs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Category</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graph Update</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graph Registration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model Registration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graph Analysis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 3: System architecture of GLIST.](image-url)
requests are reordered, and an embedding-prediction mapping table (EP_MT) will be used to record the mapping information between the re-ordered embedding phase and the intact prediction phase, so that GLIST can correctly execute the prediction phase.

Requests decomposition and reordering. The sub-graphs associated to the GL requests may overlap with each other to different extent, and contribute to different degree of locality. Thus, to maximize the temporal data locality in-between embedding requests that hit the same graph, the runtime scheduler reorders the primitive requests according to the affinity of their sampled regions in the graph. Though there are different categories of reusable data worth exploiting, the scheduler prioritizes the reuse of intermediate embedding data over that of input property data. For example, the requests on graph edge analysis, all begins with the embedding of the endpoints that can be reused while the latter prediction can be done independently. Thus, the Edge-level analysis request is decomposed by the scheduler into two primitive Node-level Analysis requests and one prediction request. In this way, the requests in embedding phase can be scheduled to maximize data locality and the prediction phase of different requests can reuse the embedding vectors of vertices in the DRAM cache. As shown in Algorithm 1, the batch of requests is initially separated into the primitive requests on vertices according to the requested graphs and the type of requests (Line 2). Then, the scheduler scans through the requests and reorders the primitive requests that may hit different sub-graphs (Line 4 — Line 9). Because each primitive request is correlated to a vertex as the analysis target, estimating the locality in between requests is to measure the size of overlapping area of the corresponding vertex sub-graphs, which includes all the vertices that are n-hops away from the target vertex. Thereby, in scheduling, the reorderPrimitiveReq() function is used to obtain the vertex whose sub-graph share more vertices with the previous scheduled requests than others. In practice, we implement the function by simply finding the vertex that has the minimum distance from the previously requested vertex.

Requests grouping. As mentioned above, the sub-graph obtained by the Sample function for each requested vertex usually causes random but small-footprint memory access, which tends to cause low flash bandwidth. In addition, for most of the GNN models, the bottom layers are witnessed to contribute less computation overhead than the top layers [6, 14, 43]. As a result, a single request hitting a vertex may not fully utilize the Processing Element (PE) resources of the GLA especially in the last layer of the GNN models. Therefore, GLIST batches all the reordered requests obtained from the request reordering stage into several groups as described in Line 11 of Algorithm 1. By fusing multiple requests of the same tasks into a batched task, both the utilization of flash bandwidth and the GLA are improved.

4.3 In-storage Graph Learning Accelerator

4.3.1 The Accelerator Architecture

Based on the design presented in [27], the Graph Learning Accelerator presented in Figure 4 is composed of a graph Sampler, on-chip buffers, and a Processing Element Array (PEA) to perform graph neural network inference.

The Sampler unit. For attributed graph analysis, the Sampler unit samples the vertices and edges from a large graph according to the predefined manner, before invoking GNN inference. It supports uniform distribution sampling or other predefined sampling functions [6, 14, 53]. In the sampling stage, the property data and their connection of the sampled vertices under request are loaded from flash devices to the DRAM of the GLIST embedded platform and further to the corresponding on-chip buffers. Besides, the Sampler in GLIST also supports non-sampling based GNN models [21, 49] by loading tiled graph sequentially according to the predefined tiling configuration.

According to the GNN framework introduced in Figure 2.1, the Combine and Aggregate functions should also be supported by the GLA. An Processing Element Array (PEA) is designed to address the matrix operations in Combine function. Each column of the PEA handles a single dimension

Algorithm 1: Request Scheduling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>( \text{req_mapping_table} = \text{dict()} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>( \text{par_ri} = \text{usr_req_partition(ri)} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>for ( \text{user_req} \leftarrow \text{par_ri} ) do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>if ( \text{user_req_type} == \text{&quot;Edge&quot;} ) then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>( \text{extract_edge}\left(\text{primitive_req_mapping_table}, \text{user_req}\right) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>else if ( \text{user_req_type} == \text{&quot;Graph&quot;} ) then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>( \text{extract_graph}\left(\text{primitive_req_mapping_table}, \text{user_req}\right) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>else</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>( \text{primitive_req_mapping_table} = \text{extract_vertex}\left(\text{primitive_req_mapping_table}, \text{user_req}\right) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>( \text{reordered_primitive_req, primitive_req_mapping_table} = \text{reorder}\left(\text{primitive_req_mapping_table}, \text{user_req}\right) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>( \text{Ro, EP_MT} = \text{request_grouping(Config, reordered_primitive_req, primitive_req_mapping_table)} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>( \text{return Ro, EP_MT} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: The GLA architecture and its integration to the hardware system.
of the input property for all the input vertices while the PEs in the same row are dedicated to one single vertex, so that the PEA structure is independent to the dimension of graph vertex properties.

To support the **Aggregate** function, we adopted a full mesh topology in our design by fully connecting columns of PEs in the array to achieve high-throughput message passing. Each PE in the same column broadcasts its data to all other columns and select data from other PEs’ output according to the control signal generated by the controller in PEA.

![Graph reorganization](image)

**Figure 5:** Graph reorganization.

4.3.2 **Graph Reorganization**

When analyzing a vertex in a Sampling based graph learning workflow, its closer neighbors are more likely to be accessed, which shows the existence of spatial locality in GL workloads. However, the property of the vertices usually takes hundreds of bytes or few KB, which is much smaller than a flash page size and may cause flash bandwidth under-utilization.

Therefore, we designed a heuristic algorithm to re-index the vertex IDs in a graph to maximize the spatial locality of GL requests as Algorithm 2 shows. Firstly, the reorganization algorithm selects the top \( C_n \) highest in-degree vertices with in-degree below the threshold \( T_d \) as important vertices, where the threshold \( T_d \) is used to exclude excessively high degree vertices since their neighborhood footprint often outsize the flash page and their locality can hardly be exploited. After that, it fetches each important vertex’s \( h \) hop neighbors as its working set. To reduce the complexity, the algorithm usually randomly samples a subset of the true working set (i.e. \( \sqrt{N} \) from \( N \) vertices in our implementation) to represent the whole set. Then the important vertices are sorted according to the size of overlapping working set with others so that the potential spatial locality associated to the vertices are kept in the vertex sequence. Finally, the chosen important vertices and their corresponding \( h \) hop neighbors are assigned new IDs in sequence.

A tiny example shown in **Figure 5** illustrates the graph reorganization procedure with given parameters: \( h = 1, C_n = 3, T_d = 0 \). The procedure chooses three important vertices: \( V_5, V_2, \) and \( V_1 \) according to the number of adjacent vertices and their one-hop neighbors are recorded as working-set respectively, as the shades shown in **Figure 5**. Then the algorithm sorts the three important vertices according to the size of overlapping working-set and obtains the sequence: \( V_5 \rightarrow V_2 \rightarrow V_1 \). \( V_5 \)'s working set has three common vertices with \( V_2 \)'s, and \( V_2 \)'s working set has two common vertices with \( V_1 \)'s. After that, each important vertex and the corresponding working set are assigned new IDs in the previously sorted order. Specifically, \( V_5 \) and its five one-hop neighbors \( V_0, V_4, V_2, V_7, \) and \( V_9 \) are assigned new IDs: \( V_0 \sim V_5 \). Then \( V_2 \) and \( V_1 \) follows. Finally, the procedure finds the remaining vertex that does not belong to any working set (\( V_6 \)) and assigns new ID to it to make sure that all the vertices in the graph are re-indexed.

5 **Evaluation**

5.1 **GLIST Overall Evaluation**

**Experiment Setup.** The Cosmos Plus OpenSSD platform was employed for the proposed GLIST system implementation, and it consists of an XC7Z045 FPGA chip (ARM-FPGA), 1 GB DRAM, an 8-channel NAND flash interface, an Ethernet interface, and a PCIe Gen2 8-lane interface. We implemented the GLA with Chisel [2] and integrated it in the hybrid ARM-FPGA processor as the major GL processing engine. The hardware project was synthesized and implemented with Vivado 2016.2 and the design works at 150MHz. Table 4 shows the logic resource usage of our hardware project. The firmware of the prototype runs on Dual 1GHz ARM Cortex-A9 core of XC7Z045. The board was connected with the host server via a PCIe link. We also profiled the prototype system and built a simulator for scalable evaluation.

We take a set of **Node-level**, **Edge-level**, and **Graph-level** GL workloads shown in Table 2 as benchmarks. The models used for benchmark are all quantized to 8bit fixed point. We

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module</th>
<th>LUT</th>
<th>FF</th>
<th>BRAM</th>
<th>DSP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flash Controller</td>
<td>44141</td>
<td>30156</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NVMe Interface</td>
<td>8586</td>
<td>11455</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLA Accelerator</td>
<td>66287</td>
<td>51257</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Total</td>
<td>136506</td>
<td>117261</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>514</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4:** FPGA Resource Usage

---

---
have the benchmark implemented with GLIST on Cosmos Plus OpenSSD platform to gain insight into the advantages of the in-storage graph learning. We compared GLIST with DGL [45] on a CPU-based platform and a GPU-based platform respectively. The CPU-based platform is equipped with two Intel Xeon E5-2690 V3 processors and 64 GB DRAM. The GPU-based platform includes two Intel Xeon E5-2690 V3 processors and an NVIDIA V100 GPU. Both platforms have all the graphs and GNN models initially stored in a Samsung 970 EVO 1 TB SSD with 3.5 GB/s peak read bandwidth because the large graphs used in many graph learning applications can exceed the capacity of the main memory. To evaluate the different systems, we randomly generated 10,000 graph learning requests over the graph and measured the average processing latency and energy consumption.

Performance. The performance of the proposed GLIST-based GL system is illustrated in Figure 7. It shows $13.2 \times$ and $10.1 \times$ average speedup compared to the CPU baseline and GPU baseline, respectively. Particularly, GLIST shows significant higher performance speedup on GS-Pool and PinSage which need to sample over the large input graphs. The main reason is that the random sampling over large input graphs incurs substantial random accesses to the flash and rather low flash bandwidth utilization when GS-Pool and PinSage are deployed on the CPU platform and the GPU platform. We also measured the flash bandwidth, and it shows only 100 MB/s, which is much lower than the peak bandwidth of the device and dramatically bottlenecks the computing capability of CPUs and GPUs accordingly. As a result, the performance of the CPU platform and the GPU platform is also similar. In contrast, GLIST with intensive data layout optimization and intra-request reuse optimization greatly improves the data reuse and reduces the random accesses over the flash. Thereby, it benefits most on GS-Pool and PinSage. Different from GS-Pool and PinSage, GCN and GIN operate on the entire graph instead of sampling sub-graphs. In this case, the graph will be accessed sequentially and the flash bandwidth can be fully utilized. With sufficient data supply from the flash, the GPU platform with more parallel processing engines shows much higher performance over the CPU platform according to the experiment. GLIST takes advantage of the specialized accelerator and still outperforms the CPU platform and the GPU platform given the same flash bandwidth provision.

Energy Consumption. In this experiment, we utilized a power meter to measure the power consumption of the proposed GLIST system, the CPU-based, and the GPU-based graph learning systems respectively. Then, we obtained the energy consumption by calculating the production of the average power got by power meter and the benchmark execution time. The resulting energy consumption of the different benchmark GNN models are illustrated in Figure 6 and the per-request average power and benchmark time of different settings are listed in Table 5. It shows that GLIST reduces the average energy consumption by $98.7\%$ and $98.0\%$ respectively when compared to the CPU-based platform and the GPU-based platform. The significant energy reduction can be attributed to both the lower power consumption brought by the dedicated GLA in GLIST and the much lower execution time of GLIST as discussed in prior subsection. At the same time, we also noticed that the GPU-based platform shows higher energy consumption on PinSage and GS-Pool over the CPU-based platform. This is mainly caused by the fact that GPU fails to exploit its massive parallel processing engines due to the massive random access induced flash bandwidth bottleneck and much higher power consumption over the CPU-based platform. When the flash bandwidth utilization is improved for GCN and GIN that include more sequential data accesses, the execution time dominates the energy consumption in the GPU-based platform. Hence, the GPU-based platform exhibits lower energy consumption in these cases.

5.2 The GLIST Optimizations

Experimental Setup. To gain insight into the advantages of the GLIST optimization including graph reorganization (R), request scheduling (S), request grouping (G), and caching (C), we conducted a request generation server to continuously issue different graph analysis requests to the GLIST system for evaluating the above optimization strategies. In order to make the distribution of requests issued by generation servers closer to the real production system, we first analyze the real-world request trace from the commercial data center. The analysis results indicate that the requests have different levels of locality depending on the services provided by the data center and the data types accommodated in the warehouse nodes. Thereby, for simplicity, we introduce the $N$%-Locality, denoted as $N-L$, to describe the degree of locality in between the batch of requests that arrives in a fixed time window sent to GLIST. This term represents the $N$% neighbor vertices and edges can be reused between any adjacent request on average.
we explored the performance variation of the GLIST system which is defined as the follows:

\[
N-L = \frac{N_{\text{Common vertices of subgraph related to the two requests}}}{N_{\text{Vertices in subgraph related to the latter request}}}
\] (7)

We randomly generated 10,000 vertex classification requests on the ogbn-papers100M dataset, whose property data is over 50 GB in size. We shuffled the requests to evaluate the advantages of the above optimization approaches. First, as discussed in Section 4.2, the benefits brought by the graph reorganization (R) and request scheduling (S) optimization methods are impacted by the cache size and the feature dimension. Thereby, in order to evaluate the influence of these factors on system performance, we evaluate the throughput of the GLIST system under different Page Cache sizes. After that, we adjusted the dimension of the vertex property data to distinguish the gains brought by the graph reorganization and request scheduling optimizations. Second, due to the locality level that can influence the performance of request scheduling, we fixed the property size of the vertices to 16 KB and adjust the locality level of the generated requests to show the variation of the gain of the request scheduling. Third, we explored the performance variation of the GLIST system under the different group size configurations of the GLIST runtime. Finally, we fixed the Page Cache size and measured the performance speedup of the GLIST system under different combinations of optimization methods compared to the GLIST system without optimization methods.

**Evaluation.** Figure 8 shows the throughput of the GLIST system under the three configurations including GLIST without optimization (N), GLIST with graph reorganization (R), and GLIST with graph reorganization and request scheduling (RS). It can be observed that the throughput of the system with RS and R increases as the Page Cache size increases because larger cache size can avoid vertex access being dispatched to flash memory and reduces access latency. Meanwhile, the GLIST system that adopts reorganization methods R possesses higher spatial data locality, which highly exploits the data reusability in each flash page and alleviates the penalty of Page Cache misses, thereby, it performs better than the system without any optimizations, though the Page Cache is large. Furthermore, when both the request scheduling and graph reorganization are adopted in RS configuration, the spatial data locality of each single request can be exploited and released. In this case, as shown in Figure 8, the GLIST system with RS methods gains the highest throughput compared to N and R settings.

Figure 9 illustrates the system throughput of the GLIST system under the three configurations mentioned in the above paragraph with respect to various configurations on the property dimension. It can be observed that the GLIST with R and RS optimization methods achieve 19.5% and 24.2% higher throughput compared to the system without optimization N, respectively. As the feature dimension increases, a flash page can only accommodate a few property vectors, which results in the graph reorganization methods failing to exploit spatial data locality. Thereby, the system performance with R and RS optimization methods drops sharply and the RS still outperforms R because of the gain brought by request scheduling method. In addition, as the dimension of property vector increases, the performance gap between the R and N optimization methods gradually disappears until the property dimension arrives at the size of a flash page (16 KB). In this case, the system with request scheduling still maintains 4% higher throughput than the other settings.

**Figure 10** (a) shows the speedup of the GLIST system with request scheduling methods RS under different locality level configuration compared to a system without optimization methods. The increase of locality level indicates the rise of data reusability, thus the GLIST system adopting request scheduling method achieves performance improvement up to 2.65 x. As shown in Figure 10 (b), the GLIST system achieves performance improvement compared to the system without optimization methods.
request grouping optimization with the increase of group size. The reason can be attributed to two folders: (1) larger group size can fully utilize the internal bandwidth provided by multiple flash channels; (2) large group size can fully exploit the data parallelism and thus making the computation unit of the graph learning accelerator in high utilization. In addition, the limitation of internal flash bandwidth makes performance improvement slow down when the group size is larger than 200. Figure 10 (c) shows the performance speedup of the GLIST system under the combination of various optimization (R, S, G, and C) compared to the system without optimization (N). It can be observed that neither the combination of node embedding caching and request grouping (12.94×), denoted as CG, nor the combination of node embedding caching, graph reorganization, and request scheduling (12.89×), denoted as CRS achieves the best performance. This is because CG fails to exploit the data locality that exists in flash-based graph learning systems, and request scheduling methods under the high utilization of flash bandwidth and graph learning accelerator, which results in the Page Cache hit rate only reaches to 67.86%. Meanwhile, although CRS can exploit the data locality using graph organization and make Page Cache hit rate reach to 94.73%. CRS is unable to fully utilize the flash bandwidth and PE-Array in GLA. Not only does the CGRS optimization method exploit the data locality but also fully utilize the available resource, making the GLIST system achieve the highest performance improvement.

5.3 Bit-width Scalability Exploration

The bit-width of vertex feature vector and GNN model parameters has a great impact on performance, resource overhead, and energy consumption of the GLIST prototype. To explore an appropriate setting for quantization, we choose GCN [21] and Cora [39] as target model and dataset respectively to evaluate how the four configurations including floating-point, 32 bit fixed-point, 16 bit fixed point, and 8 bit fixed-point impact on accuracy, latency, energy consumption, and resource usage. We leverage a static quantization method which enumerates every possible configuration at each layer and choose the best one with the lowest loss. The results are as shown in Table 6. Though floating-point and 32 bit fixed-point achieve higher accuracy, the logic resource usage is extremely high and can hardly be implemented on current FPGA platform. And wider word size makes it hard to enable high-throughput graph learning services because of high bandwidth requirements. For the lower bit configurations, the latency decreases by 34.3% and the energy consumption decreases by 36.8% with only a 0.4% loss on accuracy when changing bit width from 16 to 8. Moreover, the resource usage of 8-bit GLA is significantly less than another one, making it possible to implement more GLA cores in the GLIST system to perform higher throughput graph learning services. Note that the quantization method used for evaluation is only a naive one and the accuracy of low-bit configurations will show better results when changing to state-of-the-art methods [9, 12, 13].

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we formulated that the conventional GPU+SSD graph learning platforms are limited by I/O operations after studying a diverse set of graph learning tasks. We then study the data locality that exists in flash-based graph learning applications. To tackle the bottlenecks of conventional graph learning systems, we proposed an in-storage graph learning accelerating system, GLIST, which features multiple optimizations proposed based on our observations to fully exploit data locality. Finally, we implemented a GLIST prototype with FPGA and showed it achieves 13.2× and 10.1× average speedup and reduces the power consumption by 98.7%, 98.0% compared to conventional CPU and GPU based graph learning systems, respectively.
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Abstract

Many Internet of Things (IoT) applications are time-critical and dynamically changing. However, traditional data processing systems (e.g., stream processing systems, cloud-based IoT data processing systems, wide-area data analytics systems) are not well-suited for these IoT applications. These systems often do not scale well with a large number of concurrently running IoT applications, do not support low-latency processing under limited computing resources, and do not adapt to the level of heterogeneity and dynamicity commonly present at edge environments. This suggests a need for a new edge stream processing system that advances the stream processing paradigm to achieve efficiency and flexibility under the constraints presented by edge computing architectures.

We present DART, a scalable and adaptive edge stream processing engine that enables fast processing of a large number of concurrent running IoT applications’ queries in dynamic edge environments. The novelty of our work is the introduction of a dynamic dataflow abstraction by leveraging distributed hash table (DHT) based peer-to-peer (P2P) overlay networks, which can automatically place, chain, and scale stream operators to reduce query latency, adapt to edge dynamics, and recover from failures.

We show analytically and empirically that DART outperforms Storm and EdgeWise on query latency and significantly improves scalability and adaptability when processing a large number of real-world IoT stream applications’ queries. DART significantly reduces application deployment setup times, becoming the first streaming engine to support DevOps for IoT applications on edge platforms.

1 Introduction

Internet-of-Things (IoT) applications such as self-driving cars, interactive gaming, and event monitoring have a tremendous potential to improve our lives. These applications generate a large influx of sensor data at massive scales (millions of sensors, hundreds of thousands of events per second [20, 26]). Under many time-critical scenarios, these massive data streams must be processed in a very short time to derive actionable intelligence. However, many IoT applications [22, 23] adopt the server-client architecture, where the front-end sensors send time-series observations of the physical or human system to the back-end cloud for analysis. Such a long-distance of processing makes it not appropriate or time-critical IoT application because: (1) the high latency may cause the results to be obsolete; and (2) the network infrastructure cannot afford the massive data streams.

A new trend to address this issue is edge stream processing. To put it simply, edge stream processing applies the stream processing paradigm to the edge computing architecture [37, 50]. Instead of relying on the cloud to process sensor data, the edge stream processing system relies on distributed edge compute nodes (Gateways, edge routers, and powerful sensors) which are near the data sources to process data and trigger actuators. The execution pipeline is as follows. Sensors (e.g., self-driving car sensors, smart wearables) generate data streams continuously. They are then consumed by the edge stream processing engine, which creates a logical topology of stream processing operators connected into a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG), processes the tuples of streams as they flow through the DAG from sources to sinks, and outputs the results in a very short time. Each source node is an IoT sensor. Each inner node runs an operator or operators that can perform user-defined computation on data, ranging from simple computation such as `map`, `reduce`, `join`, `filter` to complex computation such as ML-based classification algorithms. Each sink node is an IoT actuator or a message queue to the cloud.

Figure 1 illustrates a use case scenario [10] that benefits from an edge stream processing engine. In future Intelligent Transportation Systems such as the efforts currently funded
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by the US Department of Transportation [27], cars are interconnected and equipped with wide-area network access. Even at low levels of autonomy, each car will generate at least 3 Gbit/s of sensor data [25]. On the back-end, many IoT stream applications will run concurrently, consuming these live data streams to quickly derive insights and make decisions. Examples of such applications include peer-to-peer services for traffic control and car-sharing safety and surveillance systems. Note that many of these services cannot be completed on onboard computers within a single car, requiring the cooperation of many computers, edge routers, and gateways with sensors and actuators as sources and sinks. They will involve a large number of cars and components from the road infrastructure.

However, as IoT systems grow in number and complexity, we face significant challenges in building edge stream processing engines that can meet their needs.

The first challenge is: how to scale to numerous concurrently running IoT stream applications? Due to the exponential growth of new IoT users, the number of concurrently running IoT stream applications will be significantly large and change dynamically. However, modern stream processing engines such as Storm [7], Flink [32], and Heron [44] and wide-area data analytic systems [39–41, 43, 53, 55, 62, 63, 66] mostly inherit a centralized architecture, in which the monolithic master is responsible for all scheduling activities. They use a first-come, first-serve method, making deployment times accumulate and leading to long-tail latencies. As such, this centralized architecture easily becomes scalability and performance bottlenecks.

The second challenge is: how to adapt to the edge dynamics and recover from failures to ensure system reliability? IoT stream applications run in a highly dynamic environment with load spikes and unpredictable occurrences of events. Existing studies on the adaptability in stream processing systems [34, 36, 38, 42, 64] mainly focus on the cloud environment, where the primary sources of dynamics come from workload variability, failures, and stragglers. In this case, a solution typically allocates additional computational resources or re-distributes the workload of the bottleneck execution across multiple nodes within a data center. However, the edge environment imposes additional difficulties: (1) edge nodes leave or fail unexpectedly (e.g., due to signal attenuation, interference, and wireless channel contention); and (2) accordingly, stream operators fail more frequently. Unfortunately, unlike the cloud servers, edge nodes have limited computing resources: few-core processors, little memory, and little permanent storage [37, 59] and they have no backpressure. As such, the previous adaptability techniques by re-allocating resources or buffering data at data sources cannot be applied in edge stream processing systems.

We present DART, a scalable and adaptive edge stream processing engine to address the challenges listed above. The key innovation is that DART re-architects the stream processing system runtime design. In sharp contrast to existing stream processing systems, there is no monolithic master. Instead, DART involves all peer nodes to participate in operator placement, dataflow path planning, and operator scaling, thereby revolutionarily improving scalability and adaptivity.

We make the following contributions in this paper.

First, we study the software architecture of existing stream processing systems and discuss their limitations in the edge setting. To our best knowledge, we are the first to observe the lack of scalability and adaptivity in stream processing systems for handling a large number of IoT applications (Sec. 2).

Second, we design a novel dynamic dataflow abstraction to automatically place, chain and parallelize stream operators using the distributed hash table (DHT) based peer-to-peer (P2P) overlay networks. The main advantage of a DHT is that it avoids the original monolithic master. All peer nodes jointly make operator-mapping decisions. Nodes can be added or removed with minimal work around re-distributing keys. This design allows our system to scale to extremely large numbers of nodes. To our best knowledge, we are the first to explore DHTs to pursue extreme scalability in edge stream processing (Sec. 3).

Third, using DHTs, we decompose the stream processing system architecture from 1:n to m:n, which removes the centralized master and ensures that each edge zone can have an independent master for handling applications and operating autonomously without any centralized state (Sec. 4). As a result of our distributed management, DART improves overall query latencies for concurrently executing applications and significantly reduces application deployment times. To the best of our knowledge, we offer the first stream processing engine to make it feasible to operate IoT applications in a DevOps fashion.

Finally, we demonstrate DART’s scalability and latency gains over Apache Storm [7] and EdgeWise [1] on IoT stream benchmarks (Sec. 5).

2 Background

2.1 Stream Processing Programming Model

Data engineers define an IoT stream application as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) that consists of operators (see Figure 1). Operators run user-defined functions such as map, reduce, join, filter, and ML algorithms. Data tuples flow through operators along the DAG (topology). In our case, DART supports both stateful batch processing by using windows as well as continuously event-based stateless processing. The application’s query latency is defined as the elapsed time since the source operator receives the timestamp signaling the completion of the current window to when the sink operator externalizes the window results.

We consider typical edge environments. The edge compute nodes consist of sensors, routers, and sometimes gateways. They are connected by different connections such as WiFi,
Zigbee, Blue Tooth, or LAN with diverse inbound and outbound bandwidths and latency. They have fewer resources compared to the cloud servers, but more resources than embedded sensor networks, and thus can afford reasonably complex operations (e.g., SenML parsers, Kalman filters, linear regressions). As shown in Figure 2, the execution pipeline for processing an IoT stream application has a few key phases:

- **Phase 1: Query parsing and optimization.** When an IoT stream application is submitted by a user, its user code containing transformations and actions is first parsed into a logical execution plan represented using a DAG, where the vertices correspond to stream operators and the edges refer to data flows between operators.

- **Phase 2: Operator placement.** Afterward, the DAG is converted into a physical execution plan, which consists of several execution stages. Each stage can be further broken down into multiple execution instances (tasks) that run in parallel, as determined by the stage’s level of parallelism. This requires the system to place all operators’ instances on distributed edge nodes that can minimize the query latency and maximize the throughput.

- **Phase 3: Compute and shuffle.** Operator instances independently compute their local shard of data and shuffle the intermediate results from one stage to the next stage. This requires the system to adapt to the workload variations, bandwidth variations, node joins and leaves, and failures and stragglers.

### 2.2 Stream Processing System Architecture

As shown in Figure 3, existing studies [37, 39–41, 43, 50, 53, 55, 62, 65, 66] mostly rely on a master-slave architecture, in which a “single” monolithic master is administering many applications (if any). The responsibilities include accepting new applications, parsing each application’s DAG into stages, determining the number of parallel execution instances (tasks) under each stage, mapping these instances onto edge nodes, and tracking their progress.

This centralized architecture may run well for handling a small number of applications in the cloud. However, when it comes to IoT systems in the edge environment, new IoT users join and exit more frequently and launch a large number of IoT applications running at the same time, which makes the architecture easily become a scalability bottleneck and jeopardize the application’s performance. This is because of (1) high deployment latency. These systems use a first-come, first-served approach to deploy applications, which causes applications to wait in a long queue and thus leads to long query latencies; and (2) lack of flexibility for dataflow path planning. They limit themselves to a fixed execution model and lack the flexibility to design different dataflow paths for different applications to adapt to the edge dynamics.

The limitation of the centralized architecture has been identified before in data processing frameworks such as YARN [63], Sparrow [51], Apollo [30]. They use two masters for task scheduling (one is the main master and one is the backup master). However, they remain fundamentally centralized [30, 51, 63] and restrict themselves to handle a small number of applications only.

### 3 Design

This section introduces DART’s dynamic dataflow abstraction and shows how to scale up and down operators and perform failure recovery on top of this abstraction.

#### 3.1 Overview

The DART system aims to achieve the following goals:

- **Low latency.** It achieves low latency for IoT queries.
- **Scalability.** It can process a large number of concurrently running applications at the same time.
- **Adaptivity.** It can adapt to the edge dynamics and recover from failures.

As shown in Figure 4, DART consists of three layers: the DHT-based consistent ring overlay, the dynamic dataflow abstraction, and the scaling and failure recovery mechanisms.

**Layer 1: DHT-based consistent ring overlay.** All distributed edge "nodes" (e.g., routers, gateways, or powerful sensors) are self-organized into a DHT-based overlay, which has been commonly used Bitcoin [48] and BitTorrent [35].
Each node is randomly assigned a unique “NodeId” in a large circular Nodelist space. NodeIds are used to identify the nodes and route stream data. No matter where the data is generated, it is guaranteed that the data can be routed to any destination node within $O(\log N)$ hops. To do that, each node needs to maintain two data structures: a routing table and a leaf set. The routing table is used for building dynamic dataflows. The leaf set is used for scaling and failure recovery.

**Layer 2: Dynamic dataflow abstraction.** Built upon the overlay, we introduce a novel dynamic dataflow abstraction. The key innovation is to leverage DHT-based routing protocols to approximate the optimal routes between source nodes and sink nodes, which can automatically place and chain operators to form a dataflow graph for each application.

**Layer 3: Scaling and failure recovery mechanisms.** Every node has a leaf set that contains physically “closest” nodes to this node. The leaf set provides the elasticity for (1) scaling up and down operators to adapt to the workload variations; (2) re-planning dataflows to adapt to the network variations. As stream data moves along the dataflow graph, the system makes dynamic decisions about the downstream node to send streams to, which increases network path diversity and becomes more resilient to changes in network conditions; and (3) replicating operators to handle failures and stragglers. If any node fails or becomes a straggler, the system can automatically switch over to a replica.

### 3.2 Dynamic Dataflow Abstraction

In the P2P model (e.g., Pastry [57], Chord [61]), each node is equal to the other nodes, and they have the same rights and duties. The primary purpose of the P2P model is to enable all nodes to work collaboratively to deliver a specific service. For example, in BitTorrent [35], if someone downloads some file, the file is downloaded to her computer in bits and parts that come from many other computers in the system that already have that file. At the same time, the file is also sent (uploaded) from her computer to others who ask for it. Similar to BitTorrent in which many machines work collaboratively to undertake the duties of downloading and uploading files, we enable all distributed edge nodes to work collaboratively to undertake the duties of the original monolithic master’s.

Figure 5 shows the process of building the dynamic dataflow graph for an IoT stream application. First, we organize distributed edge nodes into a P2P overlay network, which is similar to the BitTorrent nodes that use the Kademila DHT [46] for “trackerless” torrents. Each node is randomly assigned a unique identifier known as the “NodeId” in a large circular node ID space (e.g., $0 \sim 2^{128}$). Second, given a stream application, we map the source operators to the sensors that generate the data streams. We map the sink operators to IoT actuators or message queues to the Cloud service. Third, every source node sends a JOIN message towards a key, where the key is the hash of the sink node’s NodeId. Because all source nodes belonging to the same application have the same key, their messages will be routed to a rendezvous point—the sink node(s). Then we keep a record of the nodes that these messages pass through during routings and link them together to form the dataflow graph for this application.

To achieve low latency, the overlay guarantees that the stream data can be routed from source nodes to sink nodes within $O(\log N)$ hops, thus ensuring the query latency upper bound. To achieve locality, the dynamic dataflow graph covers a set of nodes from sources to sinks. The first hop is always...
the node closer to the data source (data locality). Each node
in the path has many leaf set nodes, which provides enough
heterogeneous candidate nodes with different capacities and
increases network path diversity. For example, if there are
more operators than nodes, extra operators can map onto leaf
set nodes. For that purpose, each node maintains two data
structures: a routing table and a leaf set.

- **Routing table:** it consists of node characteristics or-
ganized in rows by the length of the common prefix. The
routing works based on prefix-based matching. Every
node knows $m$ other nodes in the ring and the distance
of the nodes it knows increases exponentially. It jumps
closer and closer to the destination, like a greedy algo-
rithm, within $\lceil \log_2 n \rceil$ hops. We add extra entries in
the routing table to incorporate proximity metrics (e.g.,
hop count, RTT, cross-site link congestion level) in the
routing process so as to handle the bandwidth variations.

- **Leaf set:** it contains a fixed number of nodes whose
Nodelds are “physically” closest to that node, which
assists in rebuilding routing tables and reconstructing the
operator’s state when any node fails.

As shown in Figure 5, node 75A342 and node 156A6 are
two source nodes and node D45A3C is the sink node. The
source nodes route JOIN messages towards the sink node, and
their messages are routed to a rendezvous point (s) — the sink
node(s). We choose the forwarder nodes along routing paths
based on RTT and node capacity. Afterward, we keep a record
of the nodes that their messages pass through during routings
(e.g., node D4A8A1, node D45A32, node D45A55, node D45A35,
node D45A3C), and reversely link them together to build the
dataflow graph.

The key to efficiency comes from several factors. First,
the application’s instances can be instantly placed without
the intervention of any centralized master, which benefits the
time-critical deadline-based IoT application’s queries. Sec-
ond, because keys are different, the paths and the rendezvous
nodes of all application’s dataflow graphs will also be dif-
ferent, distributing operators evenly over the overlay, which
significantly improves the scalability. Third, the DHT-based
leaf set increases elasticity for handling failures and adapting
to the bandwidth and workload variations.

### 3.3 Elastic Scaling Mechanism

After an application’s operators are mapped onto the nodes
along this application’s dataflow graph, **how to auto-scale
them to adapt to the edge dynamics?** We need to consider
various factors. Scaling up/down is to increase/decrease the
parallelism (#instances) of the operator within a node. Scaling
out is to instantiate new instances on another node by
redistributing the data streams across extra network links. In
general, scaling up/down incurs smaller overhead. However,
scaling out can solve the bandwidth bottleneck by increasing
network path diversity, while scaling up/down may not.

We design a heuristic approach that adapts execution based
on various factors. If there are computational bottlenecks, we
scale up the problematic operators. The intuition is that when
data queuing increases, automatically adding more instances
to the system will avoid the bottleneck. We leverage the Se-
cant root-finding method [29] to automatically calculate the
optimal instance number based on the current system’s health
value. The policy is pluggable. Let $f(x)$ represent the health
score based on the input rate and the queue size ($0 < f(x) < 1$,
with 1 being the highest score). Let $x_n$ and $x_{n-1}$ be the number
of instances during phases $p_n$ and $p_{n-1}$. Then the number of
instances required for the next phase $p_{n+1}$ such that $f \equiv 1$
can be given by:

$$x_{n+1} = x_n + (1 - f(x_n)) \times \frac{x_n - x_{n-1}}{f(x_n) - f(x_{n-1})}$$ (1)

For bandwidth bottlenecks, we further consider whether the
operator is stateless or stateful. In the case of stateless oper-
ators, we simply scale out operators across nodes. For stateful
operators, we migrate the operator with its state to a new node
in the leaf set that increases the network path diversity. Intu-
itively, when the original path only achieves low throughput,
an operator may achieve higher throughput by sending the
data over another network path.

### 3.4 Failure Recovery Mechanism

Since the overlay is self-organizing and self-repairing, the
dataflow graph for each IoT application can be automatically
recovered by restarting the failed operator on another node.
Here, the challenge is, **how to resume the processing without
losing intermediate data (i.e., operator state)?** Examples of
operator states include keeping some aggregation or summary
of the received tuples in memory or keeping a state machine for detecting patterns for fraudulent financial transactions in memory. A general approach is checkpointing [7, 8, 54, 64], which periodically checkpoints all operators’ states to a persistent storage system (e.g., HDFS) and the failover node retrieves the checkpointed state upon failures. This approach, however, is slow because it must transfer state over the edge networks that typically have very limited bandwidth.

We design a parallel recovery approach by leveraging the robustness of the P2P overlay and our previous experience in stateful stream processing [45]. Periodically, the larger-than-memory state is divided, replicated, and checkpointed to each node’s leaf set nodes by using erasure codes [56]. Once any failure happens, the backup node takes over and retrieves state fragments from a subset of leaf set nodes to recompute state and resume processing. By doing that, we do not need a central master. The failure recovery process is fast because many nodes can leverage the dataflow graph to recompute the lost state in parallel upon failures. The replica number, the checkpointing frequency, the number of encoded blocks and the number of raw blocks are tunable parameters. They are determined based on state size, running environment and the application’s service-level agreements (SLAs.)

4 Implementation

Instead of implementing another distributed system core, we implement DART on top of Apache Flume [3] (v.1.9.0) and Pastry [16] (v.2.1) software stacks. Flume is a distributed service for collecting and aggregating large amounts of streaming event data, which is widely used with Kafka [4] and the Spark ecosystem. Pastry is an overlay network and routing network for the implementation of a distributed hash table (DHT) similar to Chord [61], which is widely used in applications such as Bitcoin [48], BitTorrent [35], and FAROO [15]. We leverage Flume’s excellent runtime system (e.g., basic API, code interpreter, transportation layer) and Pastry’s routing substrate and event transport layer to implement the DART system.

We made three major modifications to Flume and Pastry: (1) we implemented the dynamic dataflow abstraction for operator placement and path planning algorithm, which includes a list of operations to track the DHT routing paths for chaining operators and a list of operations to capture the performance metrics of nodes for placing operators; (2) we implemented the scaling mechanism and the failure recovery mechanism by introducing queuing-related metrics (queue length, input rate, and output rate), buffering operator’s in-memory state, encoding and replicating state to leaf set nodes; and (3) we implemented the distributed schedulers by using Scribe [33] topic-based trees on top of Pastry.

Figure 6 shows the high-level architecture of the DART system. The system has two components: a set of distributed schedulers that span geographical zones and a set of workers. Unlike traditional stream processing systems that manually assign nodes as “master” or “workers”, DART dynamically assigns nodes as “schedulers” or “workers”. For the first step, when any new IoT stream application is launched, it looks for a nearby scheduler by using the gossip protocol [31], which is a procedure of P2P communication that is based on the way that epidemics spread. If it successfully finds a scheduler within \( \log(N) \) hops, the application registers itself to this scheduler. Otherwise, it votes any random nearby node to be the scheduler and registers itself to that scheduler. For the second step, the scheduler processes this application’s queries by parsing the application’s user code into a DAG and dividing this DAG into stages. Then the scheduler automatically parallelizes, chains operators, and places the instances on edge nodes using the proposed dynamic dataflow abstraction. These nodes are then set as this application’s workers. The system automatically scales up and out operators, re-plans, and replicates operators to adapt to the edge dynamics and recover from failures by using the proposed scaling mechanism and failure recovery mechanism.

The key to efficiency comes from several factors. First, all nodes in the system are equal peers with the same rights and duties. Each node may act as one application’s worker, another application’s worker, a zone’s scheduler, or any combination of the above, resulting in all load being evenly distributed. Second, the scheduler is no longer any central bottleneck. Third, the system automatically creates more schedulers for application intensive zones and fewer ones for sparse zones, thus scaling to extremely large numbers of nodes and applications.
5 Evaluation

We evaluate DART on a real hardware testbed (using Raspberry Pis) and emulation testbed in a distributed network environment. We explore its performance for real-world IoT stream applications. Our evaluation answers these questions:

- Does DART improve latency when processing a large number of IoT stream applications?
- Does DART scale with the number of concurrently running IoT stream applications?
- Does DART improve adaptivity in the presence of workload changes, transient failures and mobility?
- What is the runtime overhead of DART?

5.1 Setup

Real hardware. Real hardware experiments use an intermediate class computing device representative of IoT edge devices. Specifically, we use 10 Raspberry Pi 4 Model B devices for hosting source operators, each of which has a 1.5GHz 64-bit quad-core ARMv8 CPU with 4GB of RAM and runs Linux raspbian 4.19.57. Raspberry Pis are equipped with Gigabit Ethernet Dual-band Wi-Fi. We use 100 Linux virtual machines (VMs) to represent the gateways and routers for hosting internal and sink operators, each of which has a quad-core processor and 1GB of RAM (equivalent to Cisco’s IoT gateway [11]). These VMs are connected through a local-area network. In order to make our experiments closer to real edge network scenarios, we used the TC tool [17] to control link bandwidth differences.

Emulation deployment. Emulation experiments are conducted on a testbed of 100 VMs running Linux 3.10.0, all connected via Gigabit Ethernet. Each VM has 4 cores and 8GB of RAM, and 60GB disk. Specifically, to evaluate DART’s scalability, we use one JVM to emulate one logical edge node and can emulate up to 10,000 edge nodes in our testbed.

Baseline. We used Storm and EdgeWise [37] as the edge stream processing engine baseline. Apache Storm version is 2.0.0 [7] and EdgeWise [37] is downloaded from GitHub [14]. Both of them are configured with 10 TaskManagers, each with 4 slots (maximum parallelism per operator = 36). We run Nimbus and ZooKeeper [9] on the VMs and run supervisors on the Raspberry Pis. We use Pastry 2.1 [57] configured with leaf set size of 24, max open sockets of 5000 and transport buffer size of 6 MB.

Benchmark and applications. We deploy a large number of applications (topologies) simultaneously to demonstrate the scalability of our system. The applications in the mixed set are chosen from a full-stack standard IoT stream processing benchmark [60]. We also implement four IoT stream processing applications that use real-world datasets [12, 13, 24, 47]. They employ various techniques such as predictive analysis, model training, data preprocessing, and statistical summarization. Their operators run functions such as transform, filter, flatmap, aggregate, duplicate, and hash. For example, we implement the DEBS 2015 application [13] to process spatio-temporal data streams and calculate real-time indicators of the most frequent routes and most profitable areas in New York City. The sensor data consists of taxi trip reports that include start and drop-off points, corresponding timestamps, and payment information. Data are reported at the end of the trip. Although the prediction tasks available in this application do not require real-time responses, it captures the data dissemination and query patterns of more complex upcoming transportation engines. An application that integrates additional data sources — bus, subway, car-for-hire (e.g., Uber), ride-sharing, traffic, and weather conditions — would exhibit the same structural topology and query rates that we use in our experiments while offering decision-making support in the scale of seconds. We implement the Urban sensing application [12] to aggregate pollution, dust, light, sound, temperature, and humidity data across seven cities to understand urban environmental changes in real-time. Since a practical deployment of environmental sensing can easily extend to thousands of such sensors per city, a temporal scaling of 1000× the native input rate can be used to simulate a larger deployment of 90,000 sensors.

Metrics. We focus on the performance metrics of query latency. Query latency is measured by sampling 5% of the tuples, assigning each tuple a unique ID and comparing timestamps at source and the same sink. To evaluate the scalability of DART, we measure how operators are distributed over nodes and how distributed schedulers are distributed over zones. To evaluate the adaptivity of DART, we cause bottlenecks by intentionally adding resource contention and we intentionally disable nodes through human intervention.

5.2 Query Latency

We measure the query latencies for running real-world IoT stream applications on the Raspberry Pis and VMs across a wide range of input rates.

Figure 7a and Figure 7b show the latency comparison of DART vs EdgeWise for (a) DAG queue waiting time and (b) DAG deployment time for an increasing number of concurrently running applications. We choose applications from a pool that contains dataflow topologies (DAGs) including ExclamationTopology, JoinBoltExample, LambdaTopology, Prefix, SingleJoinExample, SlidingTupleTsTopology, SlidingWindowTopology and WordCountTopology. EdgeWise is built on top of Storm. Both of them rely on a centralized master (Nimbus) to deploy the application’s DAGs, and then process them one by one on a first-come, first-served basis. Therefore, we can see that EdgeWise’s DAG queue waiting time and deployment time increase linearly as the number of applications increases. As such, the centralized master will easily become a scalability bottleneck. In contrast,
DART avoids this scalability bottleneck because DART’s decentralized architecture does not rely on any centralized master to analyze the DAGs and deploy DAGs.

Figure 7c shows the query latency of DART for an increasing number of concurrently running applications. Results show that DART scales well with a large number of concurrently running applications. First, DART’s distributed schedulers can process these applications’ queries independently, thus precluding them from queuing on a single central scheduler which results in large queuing delay. This is similar to the idea that supermarkets add cashiers to reduce the waiting queues when there are many people in supermarkets. Secondly, DART’s P2P model ensures that every available node in the system can participate in the process of operator mapping, auto-scaling, and failure recovery, which could avoid the central bottleneck, balance the workload, and speed up the process.

The performance comparison results for running the frequent route application, the profitable area application, and the urban sensing application are shown in Figure 8. In general, DART, Storm and EdgeWise [37] have similar performance when the system is under-utilized (with low input). When the system is averagely utilized (with relatively high input), DART achieves around 16.7% ∼ 52.7% less query latency compared to Storm. DART achieves 9.8% ∼ 45.6% less query latency compared to EdgeWise. This is because DART limits the number of hops between the source operators to sink operators within log(N) hops by using the DHT-based consistent ring overlay, and DART can dynamically scale operators when input rate changes. DART has better performance in the urban sensing application because this application needs to split data into different channels and aggregate data from these channels, which results in a lot of I/Os and data transfers that can benefit from DART’s dynamic dataflow abstraction.

We expect further latency improvement under a limited bandwidth environment since DART selects the path with less traffic for the data flow by using the path planning algorithm.

### 5.3 Scalability Analysis

We now show scalability: DART decomposes the traditional centralized architecture of stream processing engines into a new decentralized architecture for operator mapping and query scheduling, which dramatically improves the scalability.
for the system to scale with a large number of concurrently running applications, application’s operators, and zones.

Figure 9a shows the mappings of DART’s operators on edge nodes for 250, 500, 750, and 1,000 concurrently running applications, respectively. These applications run a mix of topologies with different numbers of operators (an average value of 10). Figure 9b shows the normal probability plot of the number of operators mapped per node. Results show that when deploying 250 and 500 applications, around 96.52% nodes host less than 3 operators; and when deploying 750 and 1000 applications, around 99.84% nodes host less than 4 operators. From Figure 9a and Figure 9b, we can see that these applications’ operators are evenly distributed on all edge nodes. This is because DART essentially leverages the DHT routing to map operators on edge nodes. Since the application’s dataflow topologies are different, their routing paths and the rendezvous points will also be different, resulting in operators well balanced across all edge nodes.

Figure 9c shows the mappings of DART’s distributed schedulers on edge nodes and zones for 250, 500, 750 and 1,000 concurrently running applications, and the average number of hops for these applications to look for a scheduler. For DART, it adds a scheduler for every new 50 applications. According to the P2P’s gossip protocol, each application looks for a scheduler in the zone within $\left\lceil \log_{2b}N \right\rceil$ hops, where $b = 4$. If there is no scheduler in the zone or the number of applications in the zone exceeds a certain threshold, a peer node (usually with powerful computing resources) will be elected as a new scheduler. Results show that as the number of concurrently running applications increases, the number of schedulers over zones increases accordingly. All schedulers are evenly distributed over different zones. Most of the schedulers can be searched within 4 hops.

The above results demonstrate DART’s load balance and scalability properties: (1) by using DHT-based consistent ring overlay, the IoT stream application’s workloads are well distributed over all edge nodes; and (2) DART can scale well with the number of zones and concurrently running applications.

5.4 Failure Recovery Analysis

We next show fault tolerance: in the case of stateless IoT applications, DART simply resumes the whole execution pipeline since there is no need for recovering state. In the case of stateful IoT applications, distributed states in operators are continuously checkpointed to the leaf set nodes in parallel and are reconstructed upon failures. We show that even when many nodes fail or leave the system, DART can achieve a relatively stable time to recover the overlay and dataflow topology.

Figure 10 shows the overlay recovery time and the dataflow topology recovery time for an increasing number of simultaneous failures. To cause simultaneous failures, we deliberately remove some working nodes from the overlay and evaluate the time for DART to recover. The time cost includes recomputing the routing table entries, re-planning the dataflow path, synchronizing operators, and resuming the computation. Results show that DART achieves a stable recovery time for an increasing number of simultaneous failures. This is because, in DART, each failed node can be quickly detected and recovered by its neighbors through heartbeat messages without having to talk to a central coordinator, so many simultaneous failures can be repaired in parallel.
Although scaling is a subject that has been studied for a long time, our innovation is that we use the DHT leaf set to select the best candidate nodes for scaling up or scaling out. Therefore, our approach does not need a central master to control, which is fully distributed. If many operators have bottlenecks at the same time, the system can adjust them all together. The periodical maintenance and update of the leaf set ensure that the leaf set nodes are good candidates, which are close to the bottleneck operator with abundant bandwidth, so there is no need for us to search for the appropriate nodes globally.

The auto-scaling process takes the system snapshot collected every 30 seconds for statistical analysis. We deploy three 4-stage topologies (RemoveDuplicates, TopK, WordCount). Figure 11a shows the process of scaling up only. The process starts from the moment of detecting the bottleneck to the moment that the system is stabilized. Figure 11b shows the process of scaling up and then scaling out. For this experiment, we put pressure on the system by gradually increasing the number of instances (tasks) (10 every 30 s) until a bandwidth bottleneck occurs (at 60 s for the blue line and the black line, and at 90 s for the red line). This bottleneck can only be resolved by scaling up. Results show that the system is stabilized by migrating the instance to another node.

Figure 11c shows how the health score changes corresponding to Figure 11a. Figure 11d shows how the health score changes corresponding to Figure 11b. Note that if the goal of pursuing a higher health score conflicts with the goal of improving throughput, we need to strike a balance between health score and system throughput by adjusting the health score function, i.e., aiming at a lower score.

5.6 Overhead Analysis

We evaluate the DART’s runtime overhead in terms of the power usage and the CPU overhead. We run the same DEBS 2015 application [13] in Sec. 5.2 to calculate real-time indicators of most frequent routes in New York City with source rate at 100K events/s.

**Power usage.** Most IoT devices rely on batteries or energy harvesters. Given that their energy budget is limited, we want to ensure that the performance gains achieved come with an acceptable cost in terms of power consumption. To evaluate DART’s power usage, we use the MakerHawk USB Power Meter Tester [18] to measure the power usage of the Raspberry Pi 4. When plugged into a wall socket, the idle power usage is 3.35 Watt. Figure 12a shows the comparison of the averaged single device per-node power usage of DART node with Storm’s supervisor when running the DEBS 2015 application. Results show that DART has less power usage with an average value of 5.24 Watt compared to Storm with an average value of 5.41 Watt, demonstrating that DART efficiently uses energy resources.

**CPU overhead.** Figure 12b shows the comparison of the CPU overhead of DART with Storm. Results show that DART uses more CPU than Storm Nimbus and Storm supervisor. DART continuously monitors the health status of all operators to make auto-scaling decisions to adapt to workload variations and bandwidth variations in the edge environment, while Storm ignores it. This CPU overhead is an acceptable trade-off for maintaining performance and could be further reduced with a larger auto-scaling interval.
6 Related Work

Existing studies can be divided into four categories: cluster-based stream processing systems, cloud-based IoT data processing systems, edge-based data processing systems, and wide-area data analytics systems.

Category 1: Cluster-based stream processing systems. Over the last decade, a bloom of industry stream processing systems has been developed including Flink [2], Samza [5], Spark [6], Storm [7], Millwheel [28], Heron [44], S4 [49]. These systems, however, are designed for low-latency intra-datacenter settings that have powerful computing resources and stable high-bandwidth connectivity, making them unsuitable for edge stream processing. Moreover, they mostly inherit MapReduce’s “single master/many workers” architecture that relies on a monolithic scheduler for scheduling all tasks and handling failures and stragglers, suffering significant shortcomings due to the centralized bottleneck. SBONs [52] leverages distributed hash table (DHTs) for service placement. However, it does not support DAG parsing, task scheduling, data shuffling and elastic scaling, which are required for modern stream processing engines.

Category 2: Cloud-based IoT data processing systems. In such a model, most of the data is sent to the cloud for analysis. Today many computationally-intensive IoT applications [22, 23] leverage this model because cloud environments can offer unlimited computational resources. Such solutions, however, cannot be applied to time-critical IoT stream applications because: (1) they cause long delays and strain the backhaul network bandwidth; and (2) offloading sensitive data to third-party cloud providers may cause privacy issues.

Category 3: Edge-based data processing systems. In such a model, data processing is performed at the edge without connectivity to a cloud backend [19, 21, 58]. This requires installing a hub device at the edge to collect data from other IoT devices and perform data processing. These solutions, however, are limited by the computational capabilities of the hub service and cannot support distributed data-parallel processing across many devices and thus have limited throughput. It may also introduce a single point of failure once the hub device fails.

Category 4: Wide-area data analytics systems. Many Apache Spark-based systems (e.g., Flutter [39], Iridium [53], JetStream [55], SAGE [62], and many others [40, 41, 43, 65, 66]) are proposed for enabling geo-distributed stream processing in wide-area networks. They optimize the execution by intelligently assigning individual tasks to the best datacenters (e.g., more data locality) or moving data sets to the best datacenters (e.g., more bandwidth). However, they make certain assumptions based on some theoretical models which do not always hold in practice. For example, Flutter [39], Tetrium [40], Iridium [53], Clarinet [65], and Geode [66] formulate the task scheduling problem as a ILP problem. Pixida [43] formulates the task scheduling problem as a Min $k$-Cut problem. They assume that the workload, the inter-DC transfer time, and the WAN bandwidth are known beforehand and do not change, which is rarely the case in practice. Moreover, these systems also suffer significant shortcomings due to the centralized bottleneck.

To our best knowledge, Edgent [1], EdgeWise [37], and Frontier [50] are the only other stream processing engines tailored for the edge. They all point out the criticality of edge stream processing, but no effective solutions were proposed towards scalable and adaptive edge stream processing. Edgent [1] is designed for data processing at individual IoT devices rather than full-fledged distributed stream processing. EdgeWise [37] develops a congestion-aware scheduler to reduce backpressure, but it can not scale well due to the centralized bottleneck. Frontier [50] develops replicated dataflow graphs for fault-tolerance, but it ignores the edge dynamics and heterogeneity.

7 Conclusion

Existing stream processing engines were designed for the cloud environments and may behave poorly in the edge context. In this paper, we present DART, a scalable and adaptive edge stream processing engine that enables fast stream processing for a large number of concurrent running IoT applications in the dynamic edge environment. DART leverages DHT-based P2P overlay networks to create a decentralized architecture and design a dynamic dataflow abstraction to automatically place, chain, scale, and recover stream operators, which significantly improves performance, scalability, and adaptivity for handling large IoT stream applications.

An interesting question for future work is how to optimize data shuffling services for edge stream processing engines like DART. Common operators such as union and join may require intermediate data to be transmitted over edge networks since their inputs are generated at different locations. Each shard of the shuffle data has to go through a long path of data serialization, disk I/O, edge networks, and data deserialization. Shuffle, if planned poorly, may delay the query processing. We plan to explore a customizable shuffle library that can customize the data shuffling path (e.g., ring shuffle, hierarchical tree shuffle, butterfly wrap shuffle) at runtime to optimize shuffling. We will release DART as open source, together with the data used to produce the results in this paper\(^1\).
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Abstract

Dataflow computation dominates the landscape of big data processing, in which a program is structured as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) of operations. As dataflow computation consumes extensive resources in clusters, making sense of its performance becomes critically important. This, however, can be difficult in practice due to the complexity of DAG execution. In this paper, we propose a new approach that learns to characterize the performance of dataflow computation based on code analysis. Unlike existing performance reasoning techniques, our approach requires no code instrumentation and applies to a wide variety of dataflow frameworks. Our key insight is that the source code of an operation contains learnable syntactic and semantic patterns that reveal how it uses resources. Our approach establishes a performance-resource model that, given a dataflow program, infers automatically how much time each operation has spent on different resources (e.g., CPU, network, disk) from past execution traces and the program source code, using machine learning techniques. We then use the model to predict the program runtime under varying resource configurations. We have implemented our solution as a CLI tool called CrystalPerf. Extensive evaluations in Spark, Flink, and TensorFlow show that CrystalPerf can predict job performance under configuration changes in multiple resources with high accuracy. Real-world case studies further demonstrate that CrystalPerf can accurately detect runtime bottlenecks of DAG jobs, simplifying performance debugging.

1 Introduction

Dataflow frameworks are deployed widely in the cloud for distributed machine learning (e.g., TensorFlow \cite{tensorflow}), processing data streams (e.g., Flink \cite{flink}), and analyzing big data (e.g., Spark \cite{spark}). Dataflow frameworks provide a library of built-in operations (e.g., map, reduce, and tensor operators), which programmers use to compose a data processing pipeline, structured as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) of operations. Data flows between these operations and is thereby transformed. The framework schedules DAG executions as parallel tasks on a cluster of machines.

However, dataflow computation routinely faces various performance issues such as resource contention, inefficient configuration, and poor scalability. Due to the complexity of DAG executions, troubleshooting performance issues in dataflow computation usually demands painstaking efforts even for skilled programmers \cite{tian2019, liu2018, li2018}.

A leading factor that makes performance debugging difficult is the lack of handy toolchains that can provide useful performance-resource information with actionable advices. Existing tools provided by popular frameworks often generate an overwhelming amount of low-level execution traces, which inexperienced developers may find difficult to even make sense of them. Many system solutions have hence been developed recently to simplify performance reasoning, but they either are designed for a specific framework (e.g., \cite{zhang2019, li2018, guo2019}) or require modifying the framework’s source code with intrusive instrumentation (e.g., \cite{li2018, li2019}). As the codebases of dataflow frameworks are evolving rapidly, the instrumentation code itself needs to be updated frequently, mandating even more, repeated labor.

In this paper, we present CrystalPerf\textsuperscript{1}, a new performance characterization tool that requires no code instrumentation while generally applicable to an array of batch dataflow frameworks. Central to our design is a learning-based performance-resource model that, for a dataflow job (program), infers from the execution traces and the program source code how much time each operation has spent on different resources (e.g., CPU, network, disk). The model can then predict the program runtime under varying configurations or identify abnormal resource uses in execution.

CrystalPerf builds the performance-resource model for a dataflow job in two stages. In the first stage, it constructs a DAG execution profile (§4.2) from the log traces generated by the built-in profilers, where each node of the DAG repre-

\textsuperscript{1}Our tool serves as a crystal sphere where users can tell the performance of their dataflow jobs, either performance issues in the past execution or performance prediction in what-if scenarios.
resents an operation. For each operation, it extracts the execution details from the log traces, including the start and finish time, and the call tree of the executed functions. It then locates the source code of those functions in the framework’s codebase for further analysis.

In the second stage, CrystalPerf infers the resource use of each operation, characterized by the resource-time which measures the time proportion the operation spends on a resource type (e.g., 30% runtime on CPU, 70% on network). However, many frameworks provide no such information in the log traces, nor can it be obtained using common profiling tools. To tackle this challenge, our key insight is that **how an operation uses resources can be largely characterized by analyzing its source code.** For example, an operation containing many routines for data compression (data transfer) is likely CPU-bound (network-bound). In fact, many dataflow frameworks implement operations using low-level functions provided by standard open-source toolkits and libraries (e.g., Netty [17], Akka [4], Parquet [18]), where experienced developers can clearly identify the bottleneck resources by just reading the source code of those functions. Our approach imitates this process with **neural network classifiers** that learn the resource use by analyzing the syntactic and semantic patterns of the function code (§3.2). The classifiers are trained using the source code of low-level functions (e.g., network and I/O primitives) collected from popular open-source projects with clear indications of resource uses. The trained classifiers can then be used in any framework and language.

Combining the DAG execution profile and the inferred resource-time, CrystalPerf can easily detect the performance bottleneck or abnormal resource uses. CrystalPerf can also predict the job performance in what-if scenarios (e.g., “how would the runtime change if the network is upgraded from 1Gbps to 10Gbps?”) by simulating the DAG execution under the assumed configuration (§5).

We have implemented CrystalPerf as a CLI tool (§6) with support of batch computations of Spark, TensorFlow, and limited cases of Flink [11]. To demonstrate its efficacy (§7), we use CrystalPerf to predict the runtime changes of dataflow jobs under varying configurations. Across six standard benchmarking workloads running in three frameworks, CrystalPerf predicts within an average deviation of 13.47%. Even compared with Monotasks [54], a meticulously architected Spark implementation for performance clarity, CrystalPerf makes runtime predictions with comparable accuracy. We highlight the framework generalizability and performance advantage of CrystalPerf over the existing dataflow characterization approaches in Figure 1. We further show through three real-world case studies that CrystalPerf can help troubleshoot various performance issues that are otherwise difficult to reason about for non-expert programmers.

---

2 Background and Motivation

In this section, we motivate the need of performance characterization for dataflow programs, where the key is to identify the performance-resource relationship (§2.1). We survey existing solutions and discuss their limitations, which are also the challenges we shall address (§2.2).

2.1 Performance Characterization

Performance characterization plays an indispensable role in the development of dataflow applications. Consider a programmer following the typical development workflow of coding, debugging, and optimizing. If the program runs much slower than expected, she may ask, “Is there any resource malfunctioning [28, 36]?” After fixing those issues, she may want to accelerate its execution, wondering, “What would happen if I put in use more resources [32, 38]?” If the performance remains unsatisfactory, she has to optimize the implementation, typically starting with the question, “What resource is the bottleneck during execution [34]?”

Understanding the performance of dataflow programs also allows cluster operators to better schedule DAG jobs and tune their configurations. State-of-the-art cluster schedulers need to predict how long each task of a DAG job would take given a certain amount of resources [26, 27, 51, 71]; when deploying a user’s job, the operator also wants to tune the optimal configuration for fast job execution [5, 33].

The key to performance characterization is to identify the performance-resource relationship. For example, bottleneck detection and performance debugging can be done by knowing how much time the job spends on each resource; what-if questions, runtime estimation and configuration tuning requires predicting how long a job (or its tasks) would take under a different resource configuration.

However, characterizing the performance-resource relationship for dataflow programs is difficult. During execution, different operations may bottleneck on different resources, e.g., data compression being CPU-intensive, file writing...
disk-intensive. For some operations like map in Spark, the actual bottleneck resource depends critically on the input (the map functions applied to an RDD). To make the problem even more complicated, some operations like join and shuffle require cross-machine synchronization and data communication. In practice, even skilled programmers cannot avoid painstakingly reasoning about and troubleshooting performance issues [19, 82, 84].

2.2 Related Work and Challenges

Existing profiling tools provided by popular dataflow frameworks produce an overwhelming amount of low-level traces, in which the relevant performance information is easily drowned out. Take TensorFlow as an example. When training ResNet50, the profiling traces of a single iteration include around 9,500 tensors, 3,000 operators, and 5,600 memory operations [1]. In fact, almost no built-in profilers provide high-level actionable advices for performance debugging. Many performance characterization tools have hence been developed recently for dataflow computation. However, they cannot fully tackle the challenges as summarized below.

Challenge 1: No explicit resource-time information.
Though Linux (and other Unix-like systems) provides built-in utilities for time accounting and device monitoring, profiling the program’s resource-time (how long the program spent on each resource type) remains elusive. Linux’s I/O monitoring mechanism is mainly used for throughput tracing. For example, the per-process statistics given in /proc [49] only report the total amounts of read/written characters/bytes or sent/received bytes/packets. Without knowing the effective bandwidth and the data exchange size in execution, the actual I/O time cannot be estimated correctly. The counter-based observability tool perf [53] and the industrial toolchains built on it [63] share the same problem.

The missing resource-time information cannot be uncovered by the recently proposed profiling tools either. Notably, SnailTrail [34] finds the critical path in distributed dataflow, but focuses on coarse-grained activities instead of fine-grained resource use information; Ernest [74] builds the performance model for advanced analytics like machine learning, but only includes input size and cluster scale as parameters. The lack of resource-time information limits their ability in addressing the resource-related issues.

Challenge 2: Heterogeneous hardware behavior. Heterogeneous hardware further complicates the performance model as dataflow operations usually have different resource patterns (e.g., data compression being CPU-intensive, file writing disk-intensive). Two approaches have been proposed in the literature. Whitebox approaches such as Starfish [31] build a detailed performance model for MapReduce execution, which cannot be applied to other frameworks. Blackbox approaches, such as CherryPick [5] and Ernest [74], construct statistical machine learning models to correlate the resource allocations with the job performance, but it has to repeat the training process for each job type, making it time-consuming for ad-hoc or non-recurrent jobs.

Challenge 3: Cross-framework support. As dataflow computation prevails in a wide range of frameworks and application domains [2, 11, 12, 42, 47, 48, 79, 81], a general solution with cross-framework support is highly desirable. However, many existing works are tailored to a certain framework, e.g., AROMA [43], ARIA [75], Elastisizer [33] and Starfish [31] building specialized models for MapReduce programs, and DAC [80] designing an algorithm for tuning Spark jobs. Their designs are built on the internal details of the target frameworks and cannot be ported to other systems.

Our Answer In the coming sections, we incrementally develop our solution CrystalPerf to address the three challenges. We start to show in §3 that the time an operation spends on each type of resource can be learned from the source code and its call trace (addressing Challenge 1), using neural network classifiers which, once trained, can be applied to any framework and language (addressing Challenge 2). We then assemble the operation-level resource-time information into a job-level execution profile in §4. In §5, we further construct a performance-resource model to capture the program behaviors with respect to the allocated hardware resources such as CPU, GPU, memory, I/O and network (addressing Challenge 2). Our solution is novel as it requires no code instrumentation and applies to a wide array of dataflow frameworks.

3 Mining Resource-Time from Traces

In this section, we characterize the resource-time of an operation by exploiting the latent information in the call traces (§3.1). The periodic samples of call stacks can tell how long each operation (and its called functions) runs. If we could further obtain the resource use information of each function, then the resource-time of that operation becomes
available. We show that such information can be inferred from the function source code and documentation using neural network classifiers (§3.2–3.3). We validate the feasibility of this approach with a labeled and verified dataset (§3.4).

3.1 Obtaining Call Traces

Standard libraries provide built-in utilities to sample the call stacks, e.g., backtrace in GNU C Library and AsyncGetCallTrace in Java. CrystalPerf uses the sampling profilers [9] built on these utilities to collect the call traces of a dataflow job and its operation tasks periodically. Figure 2 shows a sample trace of a running join task in Spark.

In frameworks like TensorFlow and MXNet, CrystalPerf uses the built-in profiler as it records the start time and the duration of each operation. For JVM-based frameworks like Spark, Flink and Heron, CrystalPerf attaches a lightweight, non-intrusive sampling profiler to the JVM process, and aligns the trace with the time when an operation begins and finishes to extract the called functions. CrystalPerf then locates the implementation of those functions in the framework’s codebase for further analysis. Note that using similar sampling profilers for C# [25], JavaScript [68] and Go [23], the call traces can also be obtained in other frameworks.

3.2 Inferring Resource Use Patterns

With the durations of each operation and its called functions, we derive the resource-time information by analyzing how those functions use resources. As those functions are usually low-level routines (e.g., network and I/O primitives), they have clear resource use patterns which can be identified by a skilled programmer by simply examining the source code and its documentation. Following this intuition, we design two neural network classifiers to infer the resource patterns from the code and documentation, respectively. This approach requires no instrumentation and is not limited to a specific framework. Figure 3 illustrates how it works. We first embed the source code and documentation into vectors so that they can be processed by neural networks.

**Code Embedding** The key to code analysis is the lexical and syntactic information. The former includes the identifiers of variables, functions, classes and types; the latter refers to the abstract syntax tree (AST). CrystalPerf embeds them with a recursive autoencoder [67] (Figure 3). Following the embedding approach in [76], CrystalPerf parses the function code into an AST and augment it to a binary tree with some artificial nodes. CrystalPerf then constructs a vector representation for each AST node using the autoencoder. It starts by computing a word embedding for each identifier on a leaf node and recursively computes the embedding vector of a parent node form its children’s. Formally, let \( s_1 \) and \( s_2 \) be the two sibling nodes. The autoencoder computes their parents vector as \( p = W[s_1:s_2] + b \), where \( W \) and \( b \) are model parameters refined by training, and \( [:] \) means concatenation. The vector of the root node gives the code embedding.

**Documentation Embedding** A function may have an associated documentation explaining its performed task and usage, written in natural language. To embed a function documentation, CrystalPerf removes the contained punctuations and hyperlinks and encodes the words into vectors with Flair [3], a language model with state-of-the-art performance. CrystalPerf then encodes the whole document with gated recurrent unit (GRU) [14] which can take an arbitrarily long input sequence. GRU has internal states and works in a recursive manner: it takes an input element, updates state, produces output and repeats. CrystalPerf sequentially feeds the word embeddings to GRU and takes the state from the last iteration as the document embedding.

**Inference Procedure** With the code and documentation embeddings calculated, CrystalPerf infers the function’s resource uses with two pre-trained neural network models (see §3.3). Both models output a resource vector, where each element is the probability of the function using a certain type of resource (e.g., 0.7 in CPU and 0.3 in network), given by the code or documentation analysis. CrystalPerf takes the average of the two predictions as the inferred resource vector\(^3\). Our design currently supports three resource types and the output is in the form of \(<\text{CPU}, \text{Disk}, \text{Network}>\). We next describe the neural network design and training.

3.3 Model Design and Training

Critical to our approach are the two neural network models that learn the resource vector from the function code and documentation. This problem resembles document classifi-
Table 1: The prediction quality of the classifier on the collected dataset. The higher-than-random accuracies imply the learnability of resource information from the source code.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>F1 Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>77.12% ± 7.39%</td>
<td>0.869 ± 0.046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk</td>
<td>82.46% ± 5.63%</td>
<td>0.903 ± 0.034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network</td>
<td>82.90% ± 5.26%</td>
<td>0.906 ± 0.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>80.83% ± 4.60%</td>
<td>0.893 ± 0.028</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To train the two classification models, we collect source code from open-source projects with clean designs and comprehensive documentation. In each project, we choose the source files that have apparent resource uses, such as TCP and UDP services (network-bound), compression and hashing (CPU-bound), file operations (I/O-bound). We extract the selected functions together with their documentation and label their resource patterns. In total, we have collected around 5,000 low-level functions from five popular open-source libraries, including FS2 [22], Twitter Util [72], Play Framework [59], Scalaz [65] and Scala Standard Library. It took two PhD students 5 hours to manually label those functions. The labeled resource vectors are in the form of \(<CPU, Disk, Network>\), with the dominant resource set to 1 and the others 0 (one-hot vector). Although some functions use more than one resource, only labeling the dominant one is still feasible as our training dataset only includes low-level libraries where most functions rely on just one type of resource. Admittedly, such labeling inevitably involves subjectiveness and imprecision, but our sensitivity analysis (§7.4) shows that CrystalPerf is robust against the labeling errors.

We have implemented the two classifiers with PyTorch [57]. The classification models, once trained, are not restricted to certain frameworks or programming languages. First, our model design accepts arbitrary words as its input to accommodate the many keywords and syntaxes (e.g., condition and repetition) commonly used in different programming languages, a common ground for our code classifier to exploit. Our evaluation confirms the generalizability of our design: the models trained with Scala code can make accurate predictions in frameworks written in Java and C++ (§7.1).

### 3.4 Model Validation

We design a model validation test to verify that both the code and documentation contain useful resource information that can be learned correctly by our classifiers. We collect a set of functions from Python standard library and OpenJDK, manually verify their resource uses with `strace`, train our classifiers over them, and compute the prediction accuracy. As shown in Table 1, the trained models can identify the dominant resource of a code snippet with accuracy over 77%. The F1 scores are higher than 0.86, suggesting no possible skewness towards any classes. These results show that our classifiers can accurately identify resource uses from the source code. We believe this also holds true for other codebases as we randomly select the source files from standard libraries.

We next inspect what features learned by our classifiers make major contributions to the prediction results. We turn to LIME [64], a popular framework that can explain what words are the key to making a certain prediction. Table 2 lists the most frequent words that appear in the explanations. As one may expect, the computation of “key” or “certificate” is CPU-intensive and “file” operations involve disk I/O. They indicate that our models have indeed learned meaningful patterns for resource inference. We further compare the predictions made separately by the code and documentation classifiers, and have two major findings: (1) the code and the documentation classifiers have roughly the same level of prediction ability, and (2) they make more accurate predictions on longer and more diverse code and documentation. We defer the detailed analysis to supplemental materials (§A).

Now that we have the function-level resource information, enabling the reuse of the documentation classifier. Third, many keywords and syntaxes (e.g., condition and repetition) are commonly used in different programming languages, a common ground for our code classifier to exploit. Our evaluation confirms the generalizability of our design: the models trained with Scala code can make accurate predictions in frameworks written in Java and C++ (§7.1).
it remains a challenge to build a job-level profile on top of it, which we address in the next section.

4 Profiling Resource Usage of Job

The previous section infers resource-time for a single function, yet a performance-resource model requires the information about each operation (which may call multiple functions) and the whole job. In this section, we piece together the function resource-time into a resource vector for each operation (§4.1), which unifies the varied resource patterns and captures the time proportion spent on each resource. We then assemble the operation information into a job-level DAG execution profile (§4.2), which forms the basis of performance debugging and prediction.

4.1 Resource Vector

We characterize the resource uses of an operation with a resource vector, where each component is the proportion of runtime it spent on one resource during execution. For example, the resource vector $\vec{R} = (p_{cpu}, p_{disk}, p_{net}) = (0.15, 0.03, 0.82)$ indicates that the operation mainly uses CPU, disk, and network, with each accounting for 15%, 3%, and 82% of the operation execution time. We define resource vectors with relative time proportions instead of the absolute scale because the former can be more conveniently handled in machine learning. As the proportions add up to one, our definition implicitly assumes sequential resource use during execution. Though this may not be exactly the case (e.g., pipelining in Spark), it serves as a good approximation in many frameworks because operations are typically low-level functions performing simple tasks (e.g., math operation in TensorFlow, primitive operation in Flink). Furthermore, for those operations spending the vast majority of time on one resource, which is usually the case, neglecting concurrent uses on the other resources has a negligible impact to runtime prediction. One piece of empirical evidence is Monotasks [54], which rearchitects Spark operators to avoid resource pipelining and merely incurs 9% increase in runtime. Our evaluation also confirms the validity of the sequential resource use model (§7.1).

CrystalPerf infers the resource vector of each operation from its call traces. A stack typically has some system function in the bottom (e.g. `Thread.run`) and the most recently called function at the top. Since the topmost function can be some library or native routine, we scan downwards until we find a function whose source code is available (i.e., some function in the dataflow framework). We then apply the classifiers introduced in §3.2 to infer its resource use, and take the output as its resource vector. As the profiler samples at fixed intervals, we simply assume that the functions in a given stack have remained execution in that interval. We take the average of all the inferred vectors and use it as the resource vector of the operation in that interval.

4.2 DAG-Based Execution Profile

With the resource vector of operations, we establish the execution profile for a dataflow job in two stages. In the first stage, we organize a DAG to represent the job execution, with necessary modification for certain frameworks (details following next). In the second stage, we annotate each node (operation) with its execution details and the resource-time inferred from its call traces.

Dataflow frameworks expose DAG information through monitoring APIs or runtime logs. In most dataflow frameworks, the job DAG provided in the log trace (e.g., TensorFlow computation graphs and Flink dataflows) can be directly used to represent the internal computation structure, i.e., the operations and their dependencies. Yet a special treatment is needed for Spark, in which a job is decomposed into multiple stages, each containing multiple parallel tasks [81]. We therefore turn to a hierarchical DAG representation where a node itself can be a smaller DAG. After constructing the DAG, we associate the profiled execution details to each node, including the start and end time of the operation, the functions it called during execution, the source code of those functions, and the inferred resource vector of the operation. Figure 2 shows a sample profile attached to a `join` operation in Spark.

The DAG execution profile forms the basis for debugging performance issues. To identify the execution bottleneck, CrystalPerf follows the operation execution on the critical path and sums up the time spent on different resources. The one that takes the longest time is identified as the bottleneck resource. The execution profile can also be used to troubleshoot configuration problems by displaying the resource-time breakdown of each operation. For example, in one of our case studies in §7.5, a machine learning job has spent a significant portion of time on I/O. Even though I/O is not the major bottleneck compared with computation, its overuse still suggests a misconfiguration problem for the training job.

5 Performance-Resource Model

The DAG execution profile established in the previous section can be used to characterize the job behaviors in the past execution. In this section, we take a step forward by predicting how the job would perform in what-if scenarios with different resource configurations. We categorize hardware resources into three classes following the von Neumann architecture and model their impacts to the job performance respectively.

Computing Devices such as CPU, GPU or other emerging processors [21, 39] can affect job performance in two ways. (1) Changing the number of devices (e.g., CPU cores) may
change the degree of parallelism of tasks. (2) Utilizing devices with different processing speeds may change the task runtime. Taking both factors into account, Algorithm 1 estimates the job runtime under a parallelism change from $N$ to $N'$ and a speed change from $s$ to $s'$. The first part (Line 2-4) reschedules the parallel tasks over $N'$ devices and simulates their executions to estimate the runtime.\footnote{Currently, the replay simulation does not consider the task scheduling but follows the original task order. It is feasible for users to provide a customized scheduler as a plugin (§6).}

After the adjustment, the second part (Line 5-8) of the algorithm rescales the compute time of each task by $s'/s$ as CPU time is inversely proportional to the speed $\Delta$.

Memory plays a passive role in job execution. Once a job is allocated sufficient memory, more allocation will not make it run faster. Conversely, when a job runs short of memory, frequent garbage collections or paging prolongs its execution. We characterize the relationship between memory and runtime with a reversed roofline model \footnote{Approximating speed as a constant follows the precedents in Paleo \cite{62} and Starfish \cite{31}.} — a linearly decreasing function followed by a constant lower limit, where the turning point is chosen by summing up the data size used in the program (e.g., RDD blocks in Spark, tensors in TensorFlow, network buffers in Flink) and the slope is the ratio between the I/O speed of in-memory and on-disk data access. The intuition behind is that the memory is sufficient as long as it can accommodate all data and the delay is primarily caused by data transfer between memory and disk. We admit that other factors, such as garbage collection, may also affect the runtime, but our evaluation shows that such a simplified model is sufficient to predict the runtime accurately under a wide range of memory changes (§7). We leave it as a future work to model more complicated memory effects on dataflow jobs.

I/O and Network Devices We adopt a buffered I/O model \cite{56} where the data is first placed inside a buffer and then transferred. While other I/O variants do exist, the buffered I/O model remains the most common practice used in Linux API \cite{50} and Java Standard Library \cite{37}. In Algorithm 2, we divide the I/O time into the buffer processing time and the data communication time. We assume that data are sequentially placed into a buffer and processing a buffer incurs a fixed overhead. The total processing overhead is hence estimated as the number of buffers times the overhead (Line 6). As for the parameters, we set the overhead $o$ the same as the measurement result reported in \cite{58}, and buffer size $S_B$ the default values in Linux. The communication time is then rescaled by $B'/\nu$ to simulate the change in bandwidth.\footnote{Following prior works \cite{31,62}, we assume constant bandwidth in our modelling.}

Putting It All Together CrystalPerf combines the execution profile with resource-runtime model to characterize job performance. Figure 4 illustrates the main use cases. For debugging, CrystalPerf generates a detailed report of the time spent on each resource to help users understand the potential issues of the program. For prediction, we consider the scenario where a user profiles a job under a given configuration and wonders how the job completion time would change with a different configuration. CrystalPerf makes the prediction by constructing the DAG execution profile and computing the operation runtime in the new configuration following the aforementioned device models. In both use cases, CrystalPerf requires no code instrumentation nor restricts to a certain framework.
Figure 4: Given an executed job (left), CrystalPerf can either (1) analyze resource usage or (2) predict its job runtime under another resource configuration (right).

6 Implementation

We have implemented CrystalPerf as a CLI tool in around 4,000 lines of Python and Scala code, which is open-sourced at [69]. Our implementation currently supports three frameworks, Spark, Flink, and TensorFlow.

Pluggable Architecture As a framework-independent tool, CrystalPerf sets to provide a general support for various frameworks, even the future ones. So it has to accommodate different logging conventions, trace formats, DAG representations, etc. We provide plugin mechanisms wherever possible to maximize the usability and generalizability. Our implementation consists of three modules for parsing runtime logs and traces, annotating DAG with resource vectors, and predicting performance based on the given models. The parser accepts plugins that can update with the changing log formats. The annotator supports plugins for locating source code with different directory structure or naming convention. The predictor allows plugins for customized performance models, such as Starfish [31] and Paleo [62]. In our implementation, the supported frameworks (i.e., Spark, Flink and TensorFlow) share the same base modules but all have their specific plugins.

Usage Instructions To use CrystalPerf, users need to enable logging and profiling when executing dataflow jobs. For most JVM-based systems, this can be done by just adding a configuration line and attaching a jar package of an off-the-self profiler.11 Users simply specify the location of the logs and traces in the CLI, and let CrystalPerf extract the runtime information and construct the DAG profile automatically. CrystalPerf provides two modes. (1) For debugging, CrystalPerf outputs the time spent on each resource. (2) To predict the performance under a certain resource configuration, users have to pass that configuration to the CLI, together with the original one. CrystalPerf applies the performance models and outputs the predicted runtime.

7 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate CrystalPerf in various scenarios. The highlights of our evaluation are summarized as follows:
- CrystalPerf can predict the job runtime of three frameworks under multiple types of resource variations within an average deviation of 13.47% (§7.1).
- CrystalPerf can predict the performance of a Spark benchmark with accuracy comparable to Mono-tasks [54], the heavily intrusive state-of-the-art operating on a version of Spark that simplifies performance reasoning (§7.2).
- The neural network classifiers are resistant to the inaccuracy in the labels of training dataset and generalizable to different frameworks (§7.4).
- CrystalPerf can effectively help users identify bottleneck resources and address performance issues (§7.5).

7.1 Performance Prediction

Methodology We evaluate CrystalPerf against six workloads in Spark, Flink, and TensorFlow with different resource variations, as summarized in Table 3. For each workload, we first run it under a baseline configuration and measure its runtime. Then we change the resource configuration and use CrystalPerf to predict the new runtime. To measure the accuracy, we rerun the job on a real cluster with the same configuration as in prediction. We report the predicted and the actual runtime in the experimental results. We use deviation as a metric to measure accuracy, defined as $\frac{|r-a|}{a}$, where $a$ is the actual runtime and $p$ the prediction.

Spark Figure 5 shows the runtime predictions given by CrystalPerf for two TPC-H queries (see Table 3) under various configurations, where the second bar group in the central graph shows the baseline execution. The average deviation of the predictions is 13.49% ± 8.57%, demonstrating the effectiveness of CrystalPerf for Spark applications. Note that such deviations are evenly distributed around the actual runtime, an indication that our approach shows no systematic over- or underestimation but mainly suffers from random errors.

Flink For stream processing, we choose two widely used benchmarks [34, 73]. As CrystalPerf does not natively support long-running jobs, we define the latency of a streaming application as its runtime because it measures the time of a data batch (i.e., a data buffer in Flink) traversing through the DAG. Therefore, throughout the experimentation of Flink, we run the application for 10 minutes and report the average latency as its runtime. The resource variation includes the change of CPU share and network bandwidth, where CPU share determines the fraction of CPU time granted to a given program.

Figure 6 presents the prediction results of Flink applications, where the average deviation is 12.70% ± 10.11%.
Again, the deviations are evenly distributed instead of biasing towards over- or underestimation. Moreover, as our classifiers are trained with Scala code (§3.3) whereas Flink is mainly written in Java, the results demonstrate the generalizability of the classification models to other programming languages. Such desirable property results from the fact that programmers tend to use meaningful names [35] and hence those resource-related terminologies are used in different languages.

**TensorFlow** As for distributed machine learning, we use a managed version of TensorFlow (v1.13) provided by AI Platform [15] in Google Cloud. The training programs adopt the parameter server architecture [45] with asynchronous parallel (ASP) scheme. Because the runtime characteristics of parallel machine learning are highly repetitive across iterations, we report the average iteration time as the job completion time. As the iterations in ASP may not be temporally aligned, we take the average of each worker’s iteration time. The resource variation in learning applications include upgrading CPU to GPU, using a different number of virtual CPUs and changing the memory size. Figure 7 shows the prediction results given by CrystalPerf. The average deviation is 14.22% ± 11.77%. This again confirms the satisfactory prediction accuracy of our approach and the generalizability of our classification models.

### 7.2 Comparison with Monotasks

As summarized in Figure 1, Monotasks [54] is the most closely related to our work, so we make a comparison to it by predicting the performance of Big Data Benchmark (BDB) [7]. Note that Monotasks has devised its own variant of Spark for performance clarity called MonoSpark, which decomposes the pipelined usage of multiple resources so that each compute task only uses one resource. Following the description in §6.2 in [54], we reproduce the experiment in the same settings: first run the BDB workloads on MonoSpark with two disks and let CrystalPerf predict the runtime under the configuration of one disk. As most of MonoSpark’s implementation relies on Spark (including logging), CrystalPerf can reuse its Spark interface.

Figure 8 plots the actual and the predicted runtimes of all queries in the benchmark. CrystalPerf achieves an average deviation of 12.53% ± 5.10%, while Monotasks reports most errors within 9% and an exception as high as 28% (cf. Figure 12 in [54]). It is worth mentioning that Monotasks uses a whitebox performance model that is specifically tailored to the decomposed design of MonoSpark. In comparison, CrystalPerf requires no such tailoring but still can capture the resource pattern of MonoSpark. This once again confirms that (1) CrystalPerf has comparable prediction ability with the intrusive state of the art, and (2) its effectiveness is not restricted to a particular framework.

---

**Table 3: Summary of the workloads used in performance prediction (§7.1).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Framework</th>
<th>Workload</th>
<th># Instances</th>
<th>Instance Type</th>
<th>Varied Resources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spark v2.4.3</td>
<td>TPC-H [60] query 6 (short) and 9 (long) with scale factor 100</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>AWS m5.xlarge (4 cores, 16GB mem, 10Gbps)</td>
<td># cores, memory, network bandwidth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flink v1.7.2</td>
<td>Yahoo Streaming Benchmark [13] and Dhalion Benchmark [20]</td>
<td>11 (1 master and 10 workers)</td>
<td>AWS m5.xlarge</td>
<td>CPU share, network bandwidth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TensorFlow v1.13</td>
<td>ResNet [29] and VGG [66] on a flower image dataset</td>
<td>8 (1 master, 4 workers and 3 servers)</td>
<td>GCP n1-standard (16 CPUs, 60GB mem, Tesla P100 GPU)</td>
<td>computing devices, # cores, memory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 5:** Given the baseline execution (located at the center) of two TPC-H queries, CrystalPerf predicts their runtime under the rest 26 resource configurations. Each bar pair shows one prediction and its corresponding actual runtime (Prediction, Actual).
Figure 6: Performance prediction of Flink workloads. The baseline machine uses 100% CPU share and 5Gbps network.

Figure 7: Performance prediction of TensorFlow workloads. The baseline machine uses 16 virtual CPU cores and 60GB memory.

Figure 8: Performance prediction of Big Data Benchmark (BDB) on MonoSpark.

7.3 Microbenchmarking Performance Models

Having shown the predicting ability of CrystalPerf, we need to confirm that the constructed performance models match the real execution. We scrutinize the Dhalion Benchmark running with 100% CPU share (baseline) and 25% (prediction). We choose this case because Flink does not have complicated pipelining so that we could easily check the real resource usage based on the profiling traces. It is worth mentioning that the traces also include the warm-up period (i.e., Java JIT compilation), so we exclude them from the traces and only take samples after the system enters a stable state. The benchmark mainly has two operators, FlatMap and Window. From the latency measurements, we find that they respectively incur 1583.63ms and 2322.50ms latency in the 100% case, and 2961.75ms and 7181.63ms in 25%.

Resource Vector We first verify the CPU entries in the resource vectors of both operators, because they are the key components in prediction. CrystalPerf infers that FlatMap and Window respectively spend 15.13% and 85.05% of the operation time on computation, with an average percentage of 56.70%.12 We manually examine the profiling traces of the baseline case and find the most dominant computation functions are StreamFlatMap.processElement and WindowOperator.processElement. They appear in 65.46% of the call stack samples, which is close to the inferred percentage of CPU usage.

Performance Model Following our resource-time models (§5), CrystalPerf predicts that FlatMap and Window will take 2296.26ms and 8244.88ms, respectively, if running with 25% CPU share. Again, they are within a tolerable error range when compared with the measured durations. Furthermore, we observe that the occurrences of NioEventLoop.run, a network-related function, increases from 3.20% of the samples to 4.10%. This shows how the slowdown of CPU could prolong the processing time of network I/O, confirming our intuition used in modeling resource changes.

7.4 Classifier Sensitivity and Generalizability

Sensitivity to Labeling Quality Recall in §6 that the resource vectors of the low-level functions we collected in the training dataset are manually labeled, and it is difficult to check their accuracy due to the lack of the ground truth. Henceforth, we instead evaluate the robustness of CrystalPerf with respect to the labeling quality. We reuse the training dataset and perturb the labels of 10%/20% data samples. For instance, for the data samples originally labeled as CPU-dominant, we change 1.67% of them to disk and another 1.67% to network, and repeat the process for other two resources to reach the 10% fraction. As shown in Figure 9, the resource classifiers used in CrystalPerf are robust against the labeling errors.

Generalizability Apart from robustness, generalizability is another desirable property because the users don’t want to retrain the classifiers for each single framework. Although §7.1 confirms that CrystalPerf can work on different systems with the same classifiers, here we zoom in on the predictions they make on various programming languages. For the test set, we collect 105 low-level functions from Spark (Scala), 194 from Flink (Java), 302 from TensorFlow (Python), and label them in the same way as in §3.3. The prediction results shown in Table 4 indicates that our classifiers, trained on low-level Scala code, predict similarly well across three frameworks, which partially explains the generalizability of CrystalPerf. One noteworthy detail is that sometimes TensorFlow has even higher accuracy than Spark. This is because the tested TensorFlow functions include some example code where they are lengthily documented and thus appear more

12It is computed as a weighted average: \[(15.13\% \times 1583.63 + 85.05\% \times 2322.50) / (1583.63 + 2322.50) = 56.70\%\]
Table 4: The classifiers trained with Scala code perform similarly on the chosen systems, implying the generalizability of our approach. (Accuracy/F1 Score)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spark</td>
<td>81.0%/79.7</td>
<td>76.5%/67.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flink</td>
<td>73.3%/66.4</td>
<td>74.8%/58.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TensorFlow</td>
<td>79.9%/75.2</td>
<td>77.8%/65.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9: We perturb a portion of the labels used in training two classification models and rerun the prediction experiments on previous workloads. The error bars are clipped to show only the upper halves.

Figure 10: When training models, the user reported the poor multi-GPU scalability in the original setting. With CrystalPerf pinpointing the bottleneck as I/O, the user could significantly improve it by adopting optimized I/O library.

informative to the classifier model.

7.5 CrystalPerf in Action: Case Studies

We further conduct three real-world case studies to demonstrate how CrystalPerf could help users resource bottleneck and address performance issues with ease.

Diagnosing Slow Operation A user implemented a Spark program to process a dataset stored in HDFS [8]. However, the program took much longer time then she had expected. We investigated the case by reproducing it with the same configuration as original. We launched a six-node cluster on AWS EC2 with m5.4xlarge instances (16 cores, 64 GB memory, 10 Gbps network), generated dummy data with Sqoop and MySQL, and allocated 5 Spark executors with 3 cores and 15 GB memory each to run the job.

We analyzed the runtime logs using CrystalPerf, and it suggests that CPU is the bottleneck resource. We looked into the DAG execution profile and discovered that most CPU entries in the task resource vectors were around 0.785, indicating that CPU had taken the majority of runtime. For further validation, we inspected the profiling traces and the two most frequently called functions were Text.decode and BuiltInGzipDecompressor.decompress, which appeared in 41.18% and 35.29% of sample stacks. Knowing the CPU dominance of the program, the user could simply allocate more CPUs to accelerate it. According to our measurement, doubling the number of CPU cores reduces the job runtime from 25.89s to 14.76s.

Diagnosing Slow Iteration We then turn to an issue [52] from TensorFlow community, where a user trained a neural network on the MNIST [44] dataset. The user already deployed GPUs but still found the iteration time much longer than she had expected. We reproduced the problem on AWS EC2 using p3.16xlarge instance (16 NVIDIA K80 GPUs, 64 vCPUs, and 732 GB of memory). After taking in the runtime traces, CrystalPerf suggests that I/O sustains for the data transfer into and from GPU could be problematic. So we changed GPU to CPU and reran the program. This time, the iteration time dropped from 2 seconds to 80 milliseconds, and the QueueDequeueManyV2 no longer dominated the traces.

Diagnosing Poor Scalability Next we turn to a question [61] raised in StackOverflow, where a user trained a neural network on the CIFAR-10 [41] dataset. When she increased the number of GPUs, she noticed that the scalability of TensorFlow in the multi-GPU setting was rather poor. We reproduced the user’s problem on AWS EC2, using p3.16xlarge instances (8 Tesla V100 GPUs, 64 vCPUs and 488 GB of memory). After analyzing the traces, CrystalPerf reports that the program is actually I/O bound. Again, we verified this conclusion by checking the traces and noticing that operation MEMCPYHtoD (copying data from CPU to GPU) took a significant portion of time. As a remedy, we enabled NCCL [53], an optimized library for inter-GPU I/O, and reran the program. Figure 10 shows the increased scalability from the original setting to improved, demonstrating the effectiveness of CrystalPerf in addressing performance issues.

8 Discussion

Profiling Overhead As runtime logs are enabled by default in many frameworks, the overhead of CrystalPerf mainly comes from the sampling profiler, which we set to sample once per 100ms. We measure Spark applications with and without the profiler and their runtimes differ within 2%, lower than the overhead of instrumentation in SnailTrail [34] (10%). Furthermore, if the framework provides the called functions (e.g., the built-in profiler in TensorFlow), CrystalPerf does not even require profiling.

Extending to New Frameworks In § we have introduced the pluggable architecture of our CLI tool, where multiple frameworks can share some common modules such as re-
source inference and basic performance models. When extending it to a new framework, the user has to provide the plugins that parse the generated runtime logs and construct the execution profile. From our experience, it does not involve much labor work. For instance, after implementing the prototype for Spark and TensorFlow, we extend CrystalPerf to Flink with only 172 lines of code.

**Advantage over Existing Works** As a major improvement, CrystalPerf models dataflow jobs as general DAGs instead of domain-specific structures. For instance, Paleo [62], a performance model for deep learning, is derived from the layer operations of GPUs; Ernest [74] models machine learning pipelines with the common communication patterns specific to machine learning; the stage-by-stage model in Starfish [31] exactly matches the execution of MapReduce jobs. Whereas their model structures limit their applicability scope, CrystalPerf targets a broader array of dataflow computations (e.g., data analytics, stream processing, ML) and exploits commonly available information such as the source code, the execution trace, and the job DAG.

**Limitations in Streaming Scenarios** Although CrystalPerf is applicable to Flink (§7.1), its ability is restricted by several properties of streaming applications. First, the operators in stream processing can scale up or down as the incoming data fluctuates [40]. Such dynamic parallelism changes the underlying computation graph and thus requires CrystalPerf to update its model accordingly. Second, the processing latency varies with the arrival rate of data [16] as a larger data batch takes a longer time to process. CrystalPerf does not include the rate information for generality. If the users would like to monitor the performance more precisely, we recommend them to record the input rate of data streams and augment the analysis given by CrystalPerf.

9 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented CrystalPerf, an instrumentation-free, framework-independent approach to performance debugging and reasoning for dataflow computations. For each job, CrystalPerf constructs a DAG execution profile, and infers the resource usage of each operation node from its code and documentation with two machine learning classifiers. We have implemented CrystalPerf as a CLI tool supporting three mainstream frameworks and evaluated it with multiple workloads and use cases. The results show that CrystalPerf can accurately predict the job runtimes under various resource changes and effectively address performance issues.
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Abstract
With growing interest in efficiently analyzing dynamic graphs, streaming graph processing systems rely on stateful iterative models where they track the intermediate state as execution progresses in order to incrementally adjust the results upon graph mutation. We observe that the intermediate state tracked by these stateful iterative models significantly increases the memory footprint of these systems, which limits their scalability on large graphs.

In this paper, we develop memory-efficient stateful iterative models that demand much less memory capacity to efficiently process streaming graphs and deliver the same results as provided by existing stateful iterative models. First, we propose a Selective Stateful Iterative Model where the memory footprint is controlled by selecting a small portion of the intermediate state to be maintained throughout execution. Then, we propose a Minimal Stateful Iterative Model that further reduces the memory footprint by exploiting key properties of graph algorithms. We develop incremental processing strategies for both of our models in order to correctly compute the effects of graph mutations on the final results even when intermediate states are not available. Evaluation shows our memory-efficient models are effective in limiting the memory footprint while still retaining most of the performance benefits of traditional stateful iterative models, hence being able to scale on larger graphs that could not be handled by the traditional models.

1 Introduction
Streaming graph processing systems [4, 6, 13, 16, 17, 27, 28, 35] aim to deliver real-time results as the graph structure changes via a continuous stream of edge and vertex mutations. These systems are equipped with efficient iterative processing models that are broadly classified into two types: the stateless iterative model and the stateful iterative model.

Stateless iterative models used in [6, 13, 27, 28] perform regular iterative processing without capturing additional intermediate values that describe the execution history. When the graph structure mutates (e.g., new edges/vertices get added or old vertices/edges get removed), they either continue the iterative computation without correctly incorporating the impact of mutations on already computed values (i.e., not guaranteeing accuracy of final results) [28]; or, they conservatively deduce the set of values that could be potentially affected due to mutation (using techniques like tag propagation [27]) and recompute those values from scratch.

On the other hand, stateful iterative models used in [16, 17, 35] capture the intermediate state (representing execution history) as computation progresses, often in terms of intermediate values computed for vertices in each iteration. When the graph structure mutates, only the change in values resulting from those mutations are iteratively propagated to correct the intermediate state and compute accurate final results. As expected, stateful iterative models are more efficient in generating correct final results compared to stateless iterative models simply because the stateful models operate on the precise set of intermediate values that get affected by the change. Stateless iterative models, on the other hand, need to be conservative while generating accurate results since they do not capture intermediate values representing the execution history, and hence, they end up demanding much more computation.

While traditional models like [4] maintain the intermediate state in the order of edges for each iteration, recent works [16, 17, 35] capture information in terms of intermediate values computed for vertices, which results in much lesser memory footprint compared to traditional models. In these systems, the amount of intermediate state saved by the stateful iterative models depends on the nature of the graph algorithms they support. For example, models that operate on asynchronous graph analytics algorithms like BFS, shortest paths, connected components, etc. leverage the monotonic relationship of the values in the algorithm to adjust them directly [35], which requires capturing only \(O(|V|)\) intermediate state. On the other hand, models that support synchronous graph algorithms like Co-Training Expectation Maximization (CoEM), Collaborative Filtering (CF), etc. capture the
intermediate state at every iteration in order to incrementally recompute the values iteration-by-iteration and guarantee results equivalent to Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP) execution from scratch [16, 17]. Furthermore, the intermediate state in each iteration often contains the aggregation results for vertices along with the vertex values, and their size (in bytes) depends on the graph algorithm being run. For example, CoEM requires 8 bytes per intermediate state of a vertex whereas CF consumes 16 bytes per intermediate state. Other graph algorithms like Multi-Modality Learning (MML) and Label Propagation (LP) have even larger intermediate states depending on the number of labels they operate on.

We profiled GraphBolt [17], a recent state-of-the-art streaming graph processing system, to measure the amount of memory consumed by the intermediate state across different graph algorithms and graph datasets. As shown in Figure 1, the intermediate state consumes at least twice the amount of memory required to hold the input graph itself; for the Collaborative Filtering algorithm this factor increases to over 4× whereas the intermediate state in algorithms like Multi-Manifold Ranking and Label Propagation consumes over an order of magnitude more memory compared to the input graph.

Such high memory footprint significantly limits the scalability of the stateful iterative models on large graphs. For instance we observed that three of the graph algorithms in Figure 1 ran out of memory (with 320GB memory capacity) for the UN graph. With graph datasets growing at a faster rate than memory capacity, it becomes crucial to develop stateful iterative models that do not demand large memory capacities just to hold the intermediate states.

In this paper, we develop novel memory-efficient stateful iterative models that demand much less memory capacity to efficiently process streaming graphs and provide the same BSP guarantees as existing state-of-the-art streaming graph processing systems. First, we propose a Selective Stateful Iterative Model where the memory footprint is controlled by selecting a small portion of the intermediate state to be maintained during execution. And then, we propose a Minimal Stateful Iterative Model that specializes the incremental processing for certain graph algorithms (depending on their update functions) to drastically reduce the memory footprint.

**Selective Stateful Iterative Model.** The key insight here is that vertex computations within an iteration are independent of each other, and hence, incrementally recomputing the value of a vertex is only dependent on the intermediate state saved for that vertex (i.e., not dependent on the states saved for other vertices). Moreover, the usefulness of different portions of the intermediate state (in terms of the amount of computation pruned out upon graph mutation) is different; this means, intermediate states for certain vertices would end up reducing more computation than those for other vertices.

Based on these insights, our selective stateful iterative model tunes its memory footprint depending on the available main memory by selecting the intermediate vertex states to be captured at a fine-grained level (illustrated in Figure 2). While this enables the model to scale on large streaming graphs, performing incremental computation using the partial intermediate state becomes challenging. This is because the value changes resulting from graph mutations are typically merged with the intermediate vertex states to propagate subsequent (transitive) changes throughout the graph, and how to compute the effects of value changes with missing intermediate states remains unclear. To address this, we develop a selective incremental processing technique that correctly computes the effects of changes even when intermediate vertex states are not available. Our strategy captures the nuances of the interaction between vertices with intermediate states and those without intermediate states to ensure that the vertices in the latter set correctly participate in the iteration-by-iteration incremental computation.

**Minimal Stateful Iterative Model.** In this model, we specialize the incremental processing for certain algorithms. Specifically, algorithms like CoEM and PageRank involve operations that are purely distributive, i.e., outgoing value changes from a given vertex can be directly computed based on the incoming value changes to the vertex. We formalize this characteristic as the novel distributive update property to understand the scope of graph computations that are purely distributive. Then, for algorithms that satisfy the distributive
update property, we identify that the effects of graph mutations can be propagated iteration-by-iteration throughout the graph even without using the intermediate states for most of the vertices. Specifically, only the intermediate states for vertices that get directly affected by graph mutation are needed to perform incremental processing over the entire graph.

We use this insight to develop the minimal stateful iterative model, where the amount of intermediate state gets aggressively reduced to a known subset of vertices on which mutations take place, hence consuming a much smaller memory footprint that is dependent on the graph mutations instead of the original graph size. Upon graph mutation, the incremental computation strategy directly operates on changes even for vertices without intermediate states, while also carefully adjusting the available intermediate states for vertices that are directly impacted by mutation.

Results. Our proposed techniques are general, and can be incorporated in any streaming graph processing system to leverage incremental processing without incurring high memory footprint. We implemented both of our proposed memory-efficient models in GraphBolt [17]; since GraphBolt’s existing stateful iterative model maintains intermediate states for all the vertices in the graph, it becomes a natural baseline to demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed models.

Our evaluation with five real-world graphs and seven synchronous graph algorithms shows that our models demand significantly less memory capacity in comparison to GraphBolt, while still retaining most of its performance benefits. Specifically, the memory footprint of our selective stateful iterative model is dependent on the amount of intermediate state saved; for instance, by selecting only 20% of the intermediate state to be saved, the memory footprint is 35-70% smaller than that for GraphBolt. Furthermore, our minimal stateful iterative model reduces the memory footprint by 28-58% even when it is used for algorithms that have smaller intermediate states, while also carefully adjusting the available intermediate states for vertices that are directly impacted by mutation.

Stateful Iterative Processing Model. Stateful iterative processing models used in recent systems like [16, 17, 35] reduce the amount of computation to be performed upon graph mutation using incremental processing. The main idea is to track the intermediate state that captures the necessary details of execution history so that when the graph structure mutates, only the relevant parts of execution history are adjusted or recomputed. To guarantee end results that are same as a Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP) execution starting from scratch, GraphBolt employs a dependency-driven incremental refinement strategy [17], which incrementally recomputes (or refines) intermediate states by propagating changes or differences in values resulting due to the graph structure mutation. It propagates the changes in iteration-by-iteration manner, so that correctness guarantees (in form of BSP semantics) are retained for every iteration all the way till the end, hence ensuring that the final result are same as that from a BSP execution from scratch. DZiG [16] (built in GraphBolt) improves the dependency-driven incremental computation by developing a DelZero-Aware incremental refinement strategy that retains computation sparsity as iterations progress.

Tracking Intermediate State in Memory. The intermediate state in stateful iterative models is in form of values relevant for vertices at each iteration. As shown in Figure 3, these intermediate values often consist of two components: first, the result of aggregation (also called aggregation value) at each vertex that collects values from its incoming edges; and second, the value computed for that vertex. Maintaining both of these values as intermediate state becomes crucial because iterative algorithms often use selective scheduling mechanisms in order to suppress propagation of minor changes (e.g., change less than $10^{-2}$ threshold). In such cases, the outgoing vertex value for a given iteration may not be based on its aggregation result since the latter can hold multiple minor changes which may not have been propagated to the outgoing neighbors. By explicitly tracking the two values, differences can be correctly computed and propagated based on values visible to the neighbors.

As expected, tracking this intermediate state increases the

![Figure 3: Intermediate state in terms of values relevant for vertices in each iteration. Each intermediate value consists of the aggregation value (to incrementally merge differences) and the vertex value (to compute outgoing differences).](image-url)
memory footprint of such incremental processing techniques. While Figure 1 shows the high memory footprint for different graph algorithms on graph datasets, Figure 4 compares the size of intermediate state relative to the remaining memory consumption of the process (majority of which is taken by the input graph structure and vertex frontiers). Even though PageRank and CoEM operate on scalar values, their intermediate state and final state consumes nearly as much memory as the remainder of the process. Collaborative Filtering operates on two factors per vertex (i.e., its vertex state is a size-2 vector), and hence, its intermediate state ends up consuming up to 80% additional memory compared to the stateless execution. Finally, Label Propagation operates on feature vectors; as shown in Figure 4, increasing the number of features directly increases the amount of memory consumed by the intermediate state. In fact, maintaining intermediate states with 10 features requires 129GB additional memory for FT and 198GB additional memory for UK, which increases the memory footprint by 3.44× and 3.3× respectively compared to their stateless executions. Such high amount of memory consumption significantly limits the applicability of the stateful iterative processing model on large graphs.

3 Selective Stateful Iterative Model

3.1 Intuition & Main Idea

Maintaining intermediate state essentially allows incremental processing where the effects of graph mutation are propagated in form of value changes throughout the graph. On the other extreme when intermediate state is not maintained, vertex values that are recomputed in a given iteration have to be pushed out since there is no way to determine whether the new values are different from ones computed prior to graph mutation. We observe that every single vertex computation, either in incremental manner with intermediate state or from scratch without intermediate state, is a local computation. This means the value for a given vertex can be computed as long as the right values arrive from its in-neighbors (either in form of value differences or actual values). Hence, we selectively trade off the benefits of incremental computation with reduced memory footprint at a fine-grained level.

Our selective stateful iterative model tracks the intermediate states of only a subset of vertices instead of all the vertices in the graph. For vertices whose intermediate states are not tracked, the model reconstructs their states on-the-fly so that changes resulting from graph mutation can be directly propagated. As illustrated in Figure 2, this allows us to limit the memory footprint by directly controlling the subset of vertices whose intermediate values are tracked, at the cost of performing more computation for vertices whose intermediate states are not tracked.

For simplicity, the vertices whose intermediate states are tracked are called tracked vertices whereas the remaining vertices are called untracked vertices.

3.2 Tracking Useful Vertex States

In order to selectively track intermediate states, we need to answer two main questions: first, how many vertices should be tracked, and second, which specific vertices should be tracked.

A) How many vertices should be tracked? To maximize the benefits of stateful incremental processing, tracking as many vertices as possible becomes an ideal choice. Hence, we can compute the number of tracked vertices based on the memory capacity (or budget) assigned for the process. Specifically, the size of the intermediate vertex states (which is algorithm dependent) can be determined during initialization, which can be used to bound the number of vertices to be tracked using the available memory budget:

\[ \text{mem}_{\text{budget}} \geq k \times \text{state}_{\text{size}} \times t + \text{base}_{\text{size}} \]

where \( k \) is the number of vertices whose states are tracked, \( \text{mem}_{\text{budget}} \) is the available memory capacity, \( \text{state}_{\text{size}} \) is the size of intermediate vertex state, \( t \) is the number of iterations for which intermediate state should be captured, and \( \text{base}_{\text{size}} \) is the memory consumed by other data structures in the system (e.g., input graph structure, vertex frontiers, stream buffers, etc.) along with additional capacity for the graph structure to grow over time. Hence, the above equation can be rewritten to maximize the number of tracked vertices \( k \) as:

\[ \arg\min_k |\text{mem}_{\text{budget}} - (k \times \text{state}_{\text{size}} \times t + \text{base}_{\text{size}})| \]

Note that the majority of \( \text{base}_{\text{size}} \) is consumed by the graph data structure, whereas the remaining structures like vertex frontiers (which are simply boolean arrays) often consume less than 10% memory compared to the graph data structure.
# Edge Operations

Figure 5: Number of edge operations performed for tracked and untracked vertices based on their in-degrees. Tracking high in-degree vertices reduces more edge operations compared to tracking low in-degree vertices.

B) Which vertices should be tracked? A naive way to select vertices to be tracked can be using random sampling, where tracking of intermediate states can be enabled for a random subset of vertices. While such a strategy easily allows selecting vertices, it remains oblivious of how incremental processing gets performed, and hence it fails to maximize the benefits of incremental processing. Since different vertices require different amount of computation depending on how values get propagated throughout the graph, we must ideally select those vertices that demand high computation so that most of their computation can be effectively eliminated by incremental processing. To do so, we consider the ‘usefulness’ of the intermediate state for each vertex, where the usefulness of an intermediate state is informally defined as the amount of computation it ends up reducing for that vertex. The usefulness of an intermediate state depends on several dynamic factors including the distance (in terms of number of hops) from the vertices where mutations got applied, and the sensitivity of the graph algorithm to changes in graph structure. Since accurately computing such a metric is infeasible for the general case, we approximate the usefulness of an intermediate state using a vertex-local heuristic.

To develop our heuristic, we profiled the amount of computation performed on each vertex when processing a given graph snapshot. The computation for each vertex is measured in terms of the number of edge operations performed for that vertex; this is because edge operations are expensive (often involve atomic writes and random accesses) and they are the primary candidates that incremental processing attempts to reduce [17]. Figure 5 correlates the number of edge operations for different vertices with their in-degrees for two executions: first, the execution where all vertices’ intermediate states are tracked (i.e., GraphBolt’s dependency-driven incremental processing); and second, the execution where computation is started from scratch (i.e., no intermediate state is tracked). As we can see vertices with higher in-degree demand more computation when their intermediate values are not tracked, and tracking their values reduces their computation requirements. For instance, the top 20% of the high in-degree vertices contribute to up to 34.1-94.9% of the total number of edge operations in Figure 5. Hence, tracking the intermediate states for high in-degree vertices is most useful. On the other hand, the savings for low in-degree vertices are small (visible from the gap between orange points and blue points for low in-degree vertices) since those vertices demand fewer computation even when their intermediate states are not tracked. Therefore, we track the intermediate states for top-k vertices ranked with highest in-degree.

Efficiently Maintaining Tracked Vertex Set. When the graph snapshot gets initialized, a linear pass is performed over the vertices, and the vertex ids are maintained in a degree-ordered max-heap. The vertex ids whose intermediate states must be tracked are then selected in linear time from the heap.

As execution progresses and graph structure mutates, the heap is incrementally adjusted to reflect changes in vertex orderings based on their degree changes. Whenever graph mutations significantly impacts the top-k vertex ranking, the subset of tracked vertices can be refreshed to eliminate certain vertices and add new vertices. As the set of tracked vertices gets updated, the intermediate state for vertices that get newly added to the tracked set needs to become available for subsequent incremental processing. This is achieved during incremental refinement by keeping those newly added vertices active during the iterations so that their intermediate states get incrementally computed, which are then tracked. Vertices that get removed from the tracked set are handled by simply turning off their tracking during the next incremental refinement, and releasing the memory allocated to their tracked state.

3.3 Incremental Processing upon Mutation

With intermediate states available for only a subset of vertices, propagating changes resulting from graph mutations becomes challenging. This is because values during the incremental refinement stage can flow across different vertices regardless of whether their intermediate states are tracked or not. Since we aim to guarantee BSP semantics (similar to systems like [17]), computation of vertex values cannot be deferred as they need to happen in an iteration-by-iteration manner.

We develop a selective incremental processing technique that operates on selective intermediate states, i.e., where a selected subset of vertices are tracked. Our technique effectively separates out the interactions between tracked and untracked vertices so that right values get propagated across the edges depending on whether their source and target vertices are tracked or untracked. We first summarize how the graph layout can be optimized when selective intermediate states are maintained, and then discuss the details of our selective incremental processing.
Optimizing Graph Layout. Streaming graph processing systems use efficient dynamic graph representations to handle rapid graph mutation and enable efficient parallel operations on active edges and vertices [6, 7, 15, 17]. Since our selective incremental processing handles the interactions for tracked vertices in a different manner compared to the interactions for untracked vertices, the graph layouts can be improved to avoid expensive checks while propagating values during the refinement process. Specifically, the edges between tracked vertices and untracked vertices can be separated out in the graph layout itself; by doing so, all computations on edges whose target vertices are either tracked or untracked can be performed directly in form of parallel operations without verifying whether every individual target vertex is tracked or untracked.

Since we incorporate our technique in GraphBolt, which uses adjacency lists to hold graph snapshots, such a separation results in the graph layout shown in Figure 6a. Here, each vertex now holds two vectors for its outgoing neighbors: the first vector contains edges whose targets are tracked vertices, and the second vector contains edges whose targets are untracked vertices.

Propagating Differences upon Graph Mutation. When the graph structure mutates, the incremental computation must correctly propagate changes throughout the available intermediate states to compute final results. To retain BSP guarantees at the end of each iteration, our selective incremental processing propagates values iteration-by-iteration.

With only a subset of intermediate states available, processing for different vertices is handled differently. For tracked vertices, the intermediate states are incrementally refined in place as processing progresses through iterations. Whereas for untracked vertices, a single vector is maintained to hold their latest values as processing progresses through iterations (similar to computing from scratch without intermediate states). In each iteration, the values propagated across edges are based on whether the target vertices are tracked or untracked, as shown in Figure 6b. If the target vertex is tracked, then the difference in value is propagated along its incoming edge similar to the traditional dependency-driven incremental processing [17]. On the other hand, if the target vertex is untracked, then both the old value (from before graph mutation) and the new value (resulting from graph mutation) are propagated along the edge. This allows the target vertex to compute the necessary differences for its outgoing neighbors in the subsequent iteration.

Algorithm 1 shows how our selective incremental processing propagates values upon graph mutation. In each iteration, the differences directly resulting from graph mutation are propagated (lines 6-13), and then the resulting differences are propagated for the tracked and untracked vertices (line 15-22). The tracked vertices acquire the difference between the previous value change and the new value change. The untracked vertices, on the other hand, receive two values: the previous change and the new change. This allows the untracked vertices to recompute the old aggregation along with the updated aggregation. Once the values arrive at the required active vertices, their vertex values are computed to identify the differences to be propagated in the next iteration (lines 24-33).

As we can see on lines 15 and 19, operations on edges based on their target being tracked or untracked are directly invoked in parallel without any checks per edge, mainly because of the optimized graph layout described above that separates the edges. Moreover, since the selective incremental processing recomputes the vertex values to identify differences, our model tracks only the aggregation values as intermediate states (i.e., it does not track the intermediate vertex values, which is also maintained as part of intermediate state in the traditional dependency-driven incremental refinement [17]).

4 Minimal Stateful Iterative Model

In this model, we aggressively eliminate the tracking of intermediate state by specializing the incremental processing for certain graph algorithms. Specifically, our model will directly operate on value differences without reconstructing the intermediate states so that effects of mutations get propagated only as value differences throughout the iterations.

We first formalize the distributive update property that enables this specialization, and then discuss the details of the minimal stateful iterative model.

4.1 Distributive Update Property

Computations in graph algorithms can be modelled as:

\[ \text{val}(v) = A \left( \bigoplus_{(u,v) \in E} S(\text{val}(u)) \right) \]
Algorithm 1 Selective Incremental Processing

1: par for \( e \in E \) s.t. target\( (e) \) is untracked do
2: Activate source\( (e) \) for propagation to untracked targets
3: end par for

4: for \( i \in [1...d] \) do
5: /* Propagate changes directly resulting from mutations */
6: par for \( e \in \text{mutated edges s.t. target}(e) \) is tracked do
7: Propagate old change if \( e \) is added; otherwise retract old change
8: Activate target\( (e) \) for vertex computation
9: end par for
10: par for \( e \in E \) s.t. target\( (e) \) is untracked do
11: Propagate old change if \( e \) is removed; otherwise retract old change
12: Activate target\( (e) \) for vertex computation
13: end par for

14: /* Propagate transitive changes from active vertices */
15: par for \( e \in E \) s.t. target\( (e) \) is tracked and (source\( (e) \) is active or \( e \) is mutated edge) do
16: Propagate difference between old change and new change
17: Activate target\( (e) \) for vertex computation
18: end par for
19: par for \( e \in E \) s.t. target\( (e) \) is untracked and source\( (e) \) is active do
20: Propagate old change and new change
21: Activate target\( (e) \) for vertex computation
22: end par for

23: /* Compute vertex values and differences to push in next iter */
24: par for \( v \in \) active tracked vertices do
25: Merge difference in \( v \)'s intermediate state
26: Compute \( v \)'s old value and new value
27: Activate \( v \) for propagation if difference in value changes is not \( \emptyset \)
28: end par for
29: par for \( v \in \) active untracked vertices do
30: Merge old change in \( v \)'s old value and new change in \( v \)'s new value
31: Compute \( v \)'s old value and new value
32: Activate \( v \) for propagation if difference in value changes is not \( \emptyset \)
33: end par for
34: end for

where \( \oplus \) is the aggregation function that combines incoming values to a vertex, \( S \) is the function that transforms the source's value to be aggregated (analogous to scatter operation in [8]), and \( A \) is the vertex function that computes the vertex value using the aggregation result. For instance, in PageRank \( \oplus \) is the sum operation, \( S \) is the function that computes the degree of the vertex with outdegree (i.e., \( \text{pr}(u) / \text{out}_\text{degree}(u) \)), and \( A \) is the linear equation that computes rank value using the result of \( \oplus \) and damping factor (i.e., \( 1-d + d * \text{sum} \)).

The distributive update property states that the computation of vertex value can be distributed as sub-computations over its incoming neighbors' values, i.e.,

\[
A \left( \bigoplus_{k \in \{w,x,y,z\}} \left( S(k) \right) \right) = \gamma \sum_{k \in \{w,x\}} \left( \alpha \bigoplus_{k' \in k} \left( S(k') \right) \right)
\]

where \( \gamma \) and \( \alpha \) are functions derived from \( A \). This property is important because it allows directly computing the difference in the target value from the difference in the source value without reconstructing \( \oplus (S(\ast)) \). This allows our minimal stateful iterative model to aggressively reduce the intermediate state by simply not tracking the results from \( \oplus \). For instance, in our PageRank example if a source's rank value changes from \( u_1 \) to \( u_2 \), then the change in value of the destination vertex \( v \) gets directly computed as \( d * (u_2 - u_1) / \text{out}_\text{degree}(u) \). Note this does not require explicitly reconstructing the sum variable for \( v \).

Applicability. The distributive update property is different from just the aggregation operation being distributive that is studied in static graph processing [39]. While most of the aggregation operations are distributive (which enables edge parallel incremental operations, as well-known in prior research), the distributive update property also requires the vertex functions to be distributive. For instance, the PageRank computation satisfies this property since its linear equation only operates on the aggregation value and constants, and hence, any change in rank value of source vertex can be directly incorporated in the destination value. On the other hand, even though algorithms like Collaborative Filtering [40] and Multi-Modality Learning [31] have sum aggregation (which is distributive), their vertex functions are not distributive since they involve operations like normalization and matrix inverse. Table 1 classifies various graph algorithms based on whether they satisfy or violate the distributive update property.

### Table 1: Algorithms whose computations satisfy (✓) or violate (✗) the distributive update property.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Distributive Update Property</th>
<th>Reason for Violation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PageRank</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-Training Expectation Maximization</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katz Centrality</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path-based / Monotonic Algorithms like: Breath First Search, Shortest Paths, Connected Components, Widest Paths, Minimal Spanning Tree</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaborative Filtering</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>Matrix Inverse &amp; Multiplication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circuit Simulation</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Label Propagation</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>Value Normalization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-Manifold Ranking</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-Modality Learning</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Tracking Minimal Vertex State

While the differences can be propagated without computing the intermediate states at each iteration, these differences need to be grounded w.r.t. some basis so that they are meaningful. Hence, we track the earliest intermediate state that initiates the incremental computation when graph structure mutates. These earliest intermediate states correspond to the states of the mutation points (e.g., vertices whose edges got mutated)
When mutation occurs on vertices that are not tracked, the processing can dynamically switch to selective incremental processing (Section 3.3) that correctly propagates value differences based on whether the target vertices are tracked or untracked. This switch happens seamlessly without performing additional computation since the selective incremental processing reconstructs the missing intermediate states on-the-fly as it progresses iteration-by-iteration.

5 Evaluation

We thoroughly evaluate our memory-efficient stateful iterative models and compare their performance with the dependency-driven incremental processing model from GraphBolt [17] (which delivers high performance at the cost of high memory consumption). Specifically, we answer the following questions:

1. How effective is our selective stateful iterative model in controlling the memory footprint?
2. How does the performance of our selective stateful iterative model vary as the number of vertices being tracked changes?
3. How effective is our minimal stateful iterative model in maintaining a small memory footprint while still delivering high performance?
4. How do our memory-efficient stateful iterative models perform when processing a large number of simultaneous graph mutations?

5.1 Implementation Details

We implemented our memory-efficient stateful iterative models in the GraphBolt system for two main reasons: first, it allows our models to utilize the efficient implementation of the underlying framework (e.g., parallelization strategy, atomicics, frontiers, etc.); and second, it enables direct performance comparison of our models with GraphBolt’s existing execution model.

We implemented the optimized graph layout for the adjacency list representation (discussed in Section 3.3) to replace the existing adjacency list data structure. The intermediate states for selected subset of vertices are tracked in their respective arrays. The state arrays get allocated vertically (per vertex) instead of horizontally (per iteration) so that arrays for untracked vertices are not allocated (hence reducing memory footprint), while at the same time the intermediate states for tracked vertices get addressed without using any hashmap.

5.2 Experimental Setup

We use seven synchronous graph algorithms. PageRank (PR) [23] computes the importance of web-pages based on incoming links to those pages. Collaborative Filtering (CF) [40] is a context-based technique used in recommender systems.
to classify associated items while Co-Training Expectation Maximization (CoEM) [22] is a semi-supervised learning algorithm for named object identification. Multi-Manifold Ranking (MMR) [37] is a ranking method that uses multiple image manifolds each constructed using a different image features. Multi-Modality Learning (MML) [31] and Label Propagation (LP) [41] are learning algorithms that disperse labels from a subset of vertices to assign label to the rest of the graph. Circuit Simulation (CS) [12] simulates flow in a circuit by solving partial differential equation.

The LP, MMR and MML algorithms compute vector of features for each vertex, whereas the remaining algorithms operate on scalar vertex values except for CF which operates on two factors per vertex. Computations in PageRank and CoEM follow the distributive update property (described in Section 4.1), and hence we evaluate our minimal stateful iterative model with these two benchmarks. Computations in the remaining benchmark do not follow the distributive update due to the complex sub-operations they involve: specifically, LP, MMR and MML normalize the feature vectors in every iteration, CF computes matrix inverse, and CS uses division on its aggregation values.

Table 2 lists the six real-world input graphs used for evaluation. Similar to [17, 28], we obtained an initial fixed point when 50% of edges were loaded, and streamed in the remaining edges to model edge insertions, while randomly sampled edges from the loaded graph were used for edge deletions. To eliminate the effects of locality, we shuffled the edges while forming our edge streams. Starting with 50% of edges is not a requirement for GraphBolt and other systems (i.e., one can start with an empty graph as well), but doing so allows us to evaluate the common scenario where a graph snapshot is already present and mutations are streamed in. For CWB graph which is significantly large, initial fixed point was obtained with 7% of edges so that at least stateless execution could successfully execute. The algorithms that operate on vectors consume high memory, and as expected, the memory footprint increases as the vector size increases. Unless otherwise stated, we use 10 features for LP, MMR and MML so that the GraphBolt baseline could hold the intermediate state without running out of memory, and 2 features are used for CWB graph to ensure that stateless execution could successfully execute. Similar to [17], we run all algorithms for 10 iterations. Unless otherwise stated, we apply 10K edge mutations to evaluate how quickly our models compute the final result; we also vary the mutation batch size from a single mutation to up 10 million edge mutations.

All experiments were performed on Oracle Cloud VM.Standard2.24 shape containing Intel(R) Xeon(R) 8167M processor with 24 physical cores (48 threads) and 320GB main memory running 64-bit Ubuntu 18.04.

Throughout the evaluation, we use the following notations for different executions:

- **Selective-\(k\%)**: this is our selective stateful iterative model that tracks \(k\)% of total vertices.
- **Minimal**: this is our minimal stateful iterative model.
- **GraphBolt**: this is GraphBolt’s execution [16, 17], which tracks the intermediate state for all vertices.
- **Stateless**: this baseline does not track any intermediate state, and recomputes values from scratch upon graph mutation (same as GB-Reset in [17]).

### 5.3 Selective Stateful Model Performance

Figure 7 shows the memory footprint and execution time for our selective stateful iterative model when tracking the intermediate state for 20%, 40%, 60% and 80% of the vertices. The figure also compares the performance with GraphBolt and stateless executions. Figure 8 summarizes similar results for CWB graph. As we can see, our selective stateful iterative model is effective in controlling the memory footprint by tracking only the selected subset of vertices. For instance, it consumes 35-70% less memory than GraphBolt when tracking only 20% of vertices, while at the same time delivering 15-83% of the performance gains provided by GraphBolt over the stateless execution. In fact, GraphBolt runs out of memory for certain cases while the selective executions end up successfully executing and delivering high performance.

By tracking more intermediate states the memory footprint increases and the execution time decreases mainly because the intermediate state helps in incremental refinement; this is visible as decreasing number of edge operations in Figure 9 for FT graph as the number of tracked vertices increases from 20% to 80%. Since stateless execution does not track any intermediate state, its memory footprint is the lowest while the execution time is highest; on the other extreme, since GraphBolt tracks intermediate state for all vertices, its memory footprint is the highest while its execution time is the lowest. Our selective stateful iterative model trades off memory footprint for more computation, and hence delivers performance between the two extremes.

We observe that the increase in memory footprint from stateless to selective-20% is higher compared to the increase between consecutive selective variants (e.g., between selective-20% and selective-40%). This is because the selective incremental processing computes both the new value (after mutation) and the old value (prior to mutation) so that differences can be propagated from untracked values; holding...
Figure 7: Performance of our selective stateful iterative model compared to the stateless iterative model and the stateful iterative model from GraphBolt. The memory footprints (in GB) are shown as bars (left y-axis) and the execution times (in seconds) are shown as points (right y-axis). Red bar indicates the execution ran out of memory.

Figure 8: Performance of our selective stateful iterative model on CWB graph compared to the stateless iterative model and the stateful iterative model from GraphBolt. The memory footprints (in GB) are shown as bars (left y-axis) and the execution times (in seconds) are shown as points (right y-axis). Red bar indicates the execution ran out of memory.

Figure 9: Number of edges operations executed by our selective stateless iterative model, compared to the stateless iterative model and the stateful iterative model from GraphBolt.
these values in memory adds to the memory footprint, which is an overhead that stateless executions do not incur.

For a given graph, the memory footprint depends on the size of intermediate state in the benchmark. Hence, for each graph the memory footprints are lower for PageRank and CoEM since they operate on scalar values, while the footprints are higher for LP, MMR, and MML due to their use of feature vectors. This is also the reason why GraphBolt runs out of memory for only LP, MMR, and MML on UN graph; whereas on CWB graph only certain executions of selective variants run successfully.

The execution time, on the other hand, is dependent on how the values propagate across iterations which is dependent on the graph algorithm and the structure of input graph. Therefore, the performance benefit with saving selective intermediate state is different for different cases. For instance, selective-20% is 5× faster compared to stateless for MMR on UK, whereas it is only 1.63× faster for MMR on TT. On the other hand, selective-20% is 2.4× faster compared to stateless for CF on FT, but only 1.2× faster for CF on UN.

For most of the cases, we observe that tracking intermediate state for only 20% of vertices achieves 15-83% of performance gains that are achieved by GraphBolt. For instance selective-20% on MMR achieves 1.6-5× compared to stateless executions across different graphs, whereas GraphBolt achieves 2.6-24.4× compared to stateless execution. This is mainly because our model tracks the high-degree vertices that demand more computation if their states are not available, and hence incremental processing for those high-degree vertices ends up achieving high performance benefits. This is a benefit especially for skewed graphs since the memory consumption for selective-20% is much less compared to GraphBolt, while at the same time the performance gains are high. As expected, the performance gains from incremental processing reduce as the number of tracked vertices increases.

Finally, for cases like CF we observe that the difference in execution times between selective-80% and GraphBolt is higher compared to the difference between consecutive selective variants (e.g., between selective-60% and selective-80%). This is again because the selective incremental processing computes both the old values and the new values whereas GraphBolt directly computes the value changes. The effects of these additional computations become more visible for CF since it has relatively expensive vertex computations (involving a matrix inverse operation).

Scaling with Mutation Batch Sizes. Figure 10 shows the performance of our selective stateful iterative model with 20% and 40% tracked vertices as the mutation batch size increases from a single mutation to up 10 million edge mutations. The memory footprints of the stateful iterative models remain same as in Figure 7 since they are mainly dependent on the number of tracked vertices. However, we observe that the amount of computation performed increases as more mutations get simultaneously applied. Hence, the execution time for both, selective stateful model as well as GraphBolt increases as mutation batch size increases. Since the stateless execution simply recomputes from scratch, its execution time increases very slowly across different mutation batch sizes.

5.4 Minimal Stateful Model Performance

Figure 11 shows the memory footprint and execution times for our minimal stateful iterative model along with GraphBolt and stateless executions on PageRank and CoEM. Since the minimal stateful iterative model only tracks the earliest intermediate states that form the basis for differences, its memory footprint is 1.4-2.4× smaller compared to GraphBolt and only 1.1-1.3× higher than stateless execution. Moreover, the incremental computation in the minimal stateful iterative model purely operates on value differences, and hence, delivers high performance. Our minimal stateful iterative model is 1.1-8.2× faster than stateless executions, which results in 65-90% of the benefits delivered by GraphBolt.

Scaling with Mutation Batch Sizes. Figure 10 shows the performance of the minimal stateful iterative model for CoEM as the mutation batch size increases from a single mutation to up 10 million edge mutations. Similar to selective model, the execution time for the minimal stateful iterative model increases as the number of simultaneous mutations increases; nevertheless, it is 3.5-17.4× faster than the stateless execution.

Unlike the selective model, the memory footprint of our minimal stateful iterative model is sensitive to the number of updates. As the mutation batch size increased from 1 to 10M, the memory footprint of our minimal stateful iterative model increased from 0.5GB (1.06× higher than stateless, and 2.9× lower than GraphBolt) to 2GB (1.3× higher than stateless, and 2.4× lower than GraphBolt).

6 Related Work

Several dynamic graph processing systems have been developed in literature. We first discuss the systems with stateful iterative models, and then summarize the works that use stateless models.

Kickstarter [35], GraphBolt [17] and DziG [16] develop efficient streaming graph processing solutions using stateful iterative models for incremental computation. Upon graph
mutation, these systems use the intermediate state to quickly adjust the computed values and deliver final results corresponding to the latest graph version. KickStarter [35] focuses on graph algorithms like BFS and SSSP that use monotonic functions. Its runtime exploits the monotonic relationship between vertex values to capture dependencies between the latest computed values, resulting in only one intermediate state per vertex. Hence, its memory footprint does not drastically increase compared to stateless execution of those algorithms as the input graph consumes the most amount of memory. GraphBolt [17] and DZiG [16] focus on the broader class of graph algorithms that run in BSP manner. They capture the dependency information across intermediate vertex values as computation progresses, and not just across the latest values. DZiG [16] develops a DelZero-Aware incremental refinement strategy to efficiently handle computation sparsity during incremental processing. The intermediate state in both, GraphBolt and DZiG, requires much larger amount of memory compared to KickStarter, which drastically increases their memory footprint. Our memory-efficient stateful iterative models limit the memory footprint by reducing the amount of intermediate state that gets captured for efficient incremental computation.

GraphInc [4] saves all messages across edges along with computed states in order to replay the computation with incremental changes. This ends up demanding much larger memory capacity (intermediate state in the order of edges for each iteration) compared to recent works like GraphBolt. Differential Dataflow [18] is a general-purpose system that enables incremental computation by tracking states at operator level, i.e., for graph computations it also maintains intermediate state in the order of edges per iteration, which results in a much larger memory footprint than KickStarter and GraphBolt. Since our memory-efficient stateful iterative models prune out intermediate state at vertex-level, they can be easily applied to these systems by selectively tracking intermediate edge-level or operator-level states for only a subset of vertices.

Systems like [5, 6, 7, 13, 15, 27, 28, 30] use stateless iterative models which limits their efficiency in delivering accurate results upon graph mutation. Tornado [28], Kineograph [5] and GraphIn [27] perform incremental computation by triggering the user functions based on graph updates and allowing the changes to propagate throughout the graph. Hence, they cannot guarantee accurate results for BSP algorithms. GraphIn identifies the vertices that could be potentially impacted by graph updates using tag propagation, and restarts computation from scratch for those identified vertices. [30] uses GIM-V (generalized iterative matrix vector multiplication) to perform incremental computation. LLAMA [15], STINGER [7], Aspen [6], GraphOne [13] and LiveGraph [43] focus on designing efficient dynamic graph data structures and storage systems, and their processing models do not support incremental computation. However, incremental computation is crucial in delivering high end-to-end performance, as shown by detailed performance comparison of these systems in [16].

Solutions like [10, 11, 19, 34] operate on evolving graphs that contain a group of temporally-related graph snapshots capturing the evolution of the graph structure over time. These systems do not capture intermediate states and perform incremental computation by directly reusing the results computed for previous graph snapshots, making them suitable for self-fixing graph algorithms but not for general BSP algorithms.

Finally, static graph processing systems [8, 9, 14, 20, 21, 24, 25, 26, 29, 33, 36, 38, 42] focus on processing a given static graph input and do not natively handle dynamic graphs with incremental processing.

7 Conclusion

We presented two memory-efficient stateful iterative models for incremental processing of streaming graphs. The Selective Stateful Iterative Model controls the memory footprint by selecting a small portion of the intermediate state to be maintained throughout execution. The Minimal Stateful Iterative Model further reduces the memory footprint by exploiting the distributive update property in graph algorithms. Our results showed that our models are effective in limiting the memory footprint while still retaining most of the performance benefits of traditional stateful iterative models, hence being able to scale on larger graphs that could not be handled by the traditional models.
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Abstract

We introduce Avocado, a secure in-memory distributed storage system that provides strong security, fault-tolerance, consistency (linearizability) and performance for untrusted cloud environments. Avocado achieves these properties based on TEEs, which, however, are primarily designed for securing limited physical memory (enclave) within a single-node system. Avocado overcomes this limitation by extending the trust of a secure single-node enclave to the distributed environment over an untrusted network, while ensuring that replicas are kept consistent and fault-tolerant in a malicious environment.

To achieve these goals, we design and implement Avocado underpinning on the cross-layer contributions involving the network stack, the replication protocol, scalable trust establishment, and memory management. Avocado is practical: In comparison to BFT, Avocado provides confidentiality with fewer replicas and is significantly faster—4.5× to 65× for YCSB read and write heavy workloads, respectively.

1 Introduction

In-memory distributed key-value stores (KVS) [8, 29–31, 40, 44, 45, 61, 66, 88, 106] have been widely adopted as the underlying storage system infrastructure in the cloud because (i) they support latency sensitive applications by keeping data in main memory, and (ii) they are able to accommodate large datasets beyond the memory limits of a single server by adopting a scale-out distributed design.

At the same time, the transition to the cloud has increased the risk of security violations in storage systems [77]. In untrusted environments, an attacker can compromise the security properties of the stored data and query operations. In fact, several studies [36, 37, 83] show that software bugs, configuration errors, and security vulnerabilities pose a serious threat to storage systems. Further, a malicious cloud operator or co-located tenant, presents an additional attack vector [78, 79].

To address these security threats, hardware-assisted trusted execution environments (TEEs), such as Intel SGX [5], ARM Trustzone [12], RISC-V Keystone [53, 76], and AMD-SEV [10] provide an appealing way to build secure systems. In particular, TEEs provide a hardware-protected secure memory region whose residing code and data are isolated from any layers in the software stack including the OS/hypervisor. Given this promise, TEEs are now commercially offered by major cloud computing providers [23, 34, 60].

Although TEEs provide a promising building block for securing systems against a powerful adversary, they also present significant challenges while designing a replicated secure distributed storage system. The fundamental issue is that the TEEs are primarily designed to secure the limited in-memory state of a single-node system, and thus, the security properties of TEEs do not naturally extend to a distributed infrastructure. Therefore we ask the question: How can we leverage TEEs to design a high-performance, secure, and fault-tolerant in-memory distributed KVS for untrusted cloud environments?

In this work we introduce Avocado, a secure, distributed in-memory KVS based on Intel SGX [5] as the foundational TEE that achieves the following properties: (a) strong security, in particular, confidentiality—unauthorized reads are prevented, and integrity—unauthorized changes to the data are detected, (b) fault tolerance—the service continues uninterrupted in the presence of faults, (c) consistency—strong consistency semantics for a replicated store (linearizability), while protecting against roll back and forking attacks and (d) performance—achieving all of these without compromising performance.

To achieve the aforementioned properties, we need to address the following four design challenges pertaining to the network stack, the replication protocol, trust establishment, and memory management in TEEs.

Firstly, in-memory distributed KVSs are increasingly build on high-performance network stacks, where they bypass the kernel using direct I/O [4, 30, 46]. Unfortunately, the prominent I/O mechanism employed by TEE frameworks [13, 65, 72] is based on asynchronous system calls [85], which exhibit significant overheads [104]. On the other hand, the direct I/O mechanism is fundamentally incompatible with TEEs as the data stored within the protected memory of TEEs cannot be directly accessed via the untrusted DMA connection.

To address this challenge, we design a high-performance network stack for TEEs based on eRPC [46]—it supports the complete transport and session layers, while enabling direct I/O within the protected TEE domain. Our network stack outperforms asynchronous syscall by 66 % for iperf §6.1).

Secondly, in-memory distributed KVSs rely on data replication for fault tolerance. To ensure replicas are consistent in the presence of faults and adversary, a secure replication protocol is deployed. While conventional wisdom requires the employment of BFT protocols [20, 52], they are prohibitively

\textsuperscript{1}Do Le Quoc performed this work at TU Dresden.
expensive for practical systems [22].

To overcome the limitation, we design a secure replication protocol, which builds on top of any high-performance non-Byzantine protocol [56,98]—our key insight is to leverage TEEs to preserve the integrity of protocol execution, which allows to model Byzantine behavior as a normal crash fault. Our replication protocol offers linearizable reads and writes, and outperforms BFT [87] by a factor of $4.5 \times - 65 \times$, while requiring $f$ fewer replicas and stronger security properties ($\S$ 6.2).

Thirdly, a secure distributed system requires a scalable attestation mechanism to establish trust between the servers and clients. Unfortunately, the remote attestation mechanism in TEEs is designed for establishing root of trust for a single node [68] and it does not provide collective trust establishment across the multiple nodes of a distributed system. Moreover, the attestation itself is based on Intel attestation service (IAS) [3,11], which suffers from scalability and latency issues.

To address this, we design a configuration and attestation service (CAS) that ensures scalability and flexibility in a distributed environment. Further, it provides configuration management, and improved performance of $18.3 \times$ compared to Intel’s IAS attestation ($\S$ 6.3).

And lastly, an in-memory distributed KVS requires fast access to large amount of main memory on each server for single-node KVS. Unfortunately, TEEs provide a limited secure physical memory, and rely on prohibitively expensive paging mechanism to access data beyond the physical limit.

To address this limitation, we design a novel single-node KVS based on a partitioned skip list data structure, which overcomes the memory limitations of TEEs, while supporting lock-free scalable concurrent updates. Our KVS provides fast lookup speed; $1.5 \times - 9 \times$ faster than ShieldStore [48], a state-of-the-art secure KVS for single-node systems ($\S$ 6.4).

Based on these aforementioned four contributions, we build Avocado as an end-to-end system from the ground-up, and evaluate it using a real hardware cluster using the YCSB [7,24] workloads. Our evaluation shows that Avocado is scalable and performs similar in read heavy and write heavy workloads: Avocado suffers only 50% slowdown compared to a non-secure distributed KVS ($\S$ 6.5), which is an order of magnitude better than the state-of-the-art secure distributed storage systems providing strong consistency ($\S$ 7).

Limitations: Avocado requires a large trusted computing base (TCB) compared to other work using TEE to provided secure replication [18,25,26]. While BFT protocols can handle implementation errors, Avocado cannot and requires the TCB to be implemented correctly. Further, we do not aim to protect against side-channel attacks and access or network pattern attacks [37,49,55,105]. Protecting against these attacks is outside of the scope of this work.

2 Background

2.1 Trusted computing

Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs) [5,10,12,27,76] are tamper-resistant processing environments that guarantee the authenticity, the integrity and the confidentiality of their executing code, data and runtime states, e.g. CPU registers, memory and others. Their content remains resistant against all software attacks even from privileged code (OS, hypervisor).

SGX, Intel’s version of a TEE, offers the abstraction of an isolated memory called enclave. Enclave pages reside in the enclave page cache (EPC) — a specific memory region (up to 128 MiB for v1 and 256 MiB for v2) which is protected by an on-chip memory encryption engine (MEE). To support applications with larger memory footprint SGX implements a paging mechanism. However, the EPC paging mechanism incurs high overheads [16,65].

This isolation prohibits SGX applications from executing outside-of-the-enclave code directly. Thus, enclave threads need to exit the trusted environment and further copy all associated data out of the enclave since kernel code cannot access it. Afterwards, threads have to enter the enclave again. We refer to this as world switch.

Our Avocado project leverages the advancements in shielded execution frameworks; in particular, we use Scion [13] to build a distributed storage system.

2.2 High-performance networking with eRPC

Traditionally the network stack and the I/O are handled inside the OS kernel where conventional applications perform system calls to send/receive messages. However, context switches due to system calls present a bottleneck and might sacrifice performance [2,38,43,86,101]. Consequently, approaches like RDMA and DPDK [4] are widely favored in high performance networking because they (i) can map a device into the users address space, and (ii) replace the costly context switches with a polling-based approach.

In our work, we build our network stack based on eRPC [46], a state-of-the-art general-purpose and asynchronous remote procedure call (RPC) library for high-speed networking for lossy Ethernet or lossless fabrics. eRPC uses a polling-based network I/O along with userspace drivers, eliminating interrupts and system call overheads from the datapath.

Lastly, eRPC provides us with a UDP stack, leverages optimization techniques (e.g. zero-copy reception, congestion control, etc.) while it remains generic; it supports a wide range of transport layers such as RDMA, DPDK, and RoCE.

3 System model

Avocado divides the key space into shards. Each shard is replicated over a configurable number of nodes, which are connected over a high-speed network. A client issuing a Put, Get, or Delete operation selects the shard associated with the key and chooses a request coordinator from the list of nodes. The nodes will coordinate with each other
to provide proof for the success of the operation. For Get operations proofs of integrity, authenticity, consistency and non-existence need to be provided, too.

**Data model.** *Avocado* provides confidentiality, integrity, authenticity and strong consistency for the stored data. Specifically, a server only acknowledges a request as long as it can prove the following guarantees: 1) an adversary cannot read or manipulate stored data, without the manipulation being detected, 2) the servers can establish trust with each other and the clients and 3) an operation always observes the latest completed operation on the same key e.g., a Get observes the latest Put.

**Threat model.** *Avocado* targets an extended threat model beyond the conventional model assumed for single-node shielded execution [17]. In line with the default threat model of SGX, we assume that an adversary has full control over the hardware and software stack of the provided system, including OS and hypervisor. Further, the adversary has the ability to gain full control over the network infrastructure and can drop, delay, or manipulate network traffic. In contrast to BFT protocols, we assume that adversary cannot take advantage of faults in the implementation of SGX or KVS. Moreover, our work does not protect against side-channel attacks [42, 49, 55, 62, 81, 97, 99, 100]. *Avocado* also does not provide mechanisms against access pattern attacks [37, 105]. Lastly, we also do not protect against memory safety vulnerabilities in our implementation [51, 63].

**Fault model.** We assume an asynchronous model with network and crash-stop failures. The network can be manipulated by the attacker, thus, we assume that message transmission delays can be unbounded, network packets can be reordered, lost or duplicated. We do not assume the existence of synchronized clocks. Individual processes might fail by crashing, but do not operate in a Byzantine manner (because of trusted execution in the nodes). Since the network is controlled by the attacker, *Avocado* cannot provide any availability guarantees. However, as long as there is not a denial-of-service attack on the network, *Avocado* will remain available while a majority of processes remain alive (tolerating $f$ failures).

## 4 Design

*Avocado*, as a distributed KVS, runs on a set of nodes, each of which has to continuously guarantee the confidentiality, integrity and authenticity of the stored data as well as the sent/received messages. As shown in Figure 1, each node consists of four major components. On the top, a configuration and attestation service (CAS) runs to provide and speed up the trust establishment between the nodes and the clients. Additionally, *Avocado* guarantees fault tolerance as well as consistency between the replicated nodes thanks to an asynchronous replication protocol. We implement this replication protocol using our secure network stack. Further, the network stack securely sends and receives messages, ensuring packet security. Finally, the single-node memory

![Figure 1: System overview.](image)

KVS stores the dataset, containing all user provided data and ABD’s timestamps.

Following, we will discuss the four major components, i.e. network stack, replication protocol, CAS, and in-memory KVS, in more detail.

### 4.1 Network stack

**Problem.** High-performance networking based on direct I/O mechanisms (e.g., RDMA and DPDK) is an essential ingredient to design a distributed in-memory KVS. The networking layer is imperative to support high-performance synchronous replication. Unfortunately, mapping devices into TEEs trusted memory is incompatible to the security guarantees, since the device is untrusted. Direct I/O mechanisms, however, depend on DMA.

Additionally, the synchronous socket syscall I/O is limiting as it requires the expensive world switch in the TEEs (the world switch is around 5.5× more expensive than a kernel context switch; 10,170 cycles compared to 1,800 cycles [104]). To prevent the expensive world switches, asynchronous syscall mechanisms [85] have been adopted by shielded execution frameworks, such as Scone [13] or Eleos [65]. Although the asynchronous syscall mechanism helps in mitigating the expensive world switch in TEEs, it is not well-suited for *Avocado* since the syscall call overhead as well as copying data in/out the enclave memory are not avoided. For example, in our evaluation in Section 6.1 we prove that the exit-less asynchronous socket-based networking is poor choice compared to a userspace approach for *Avocado*.

**Solution.** To overcome this limitation, we opted for a new network stack based on the userspace direct I/O networking approaches (e.g., RDMA and DPDK), offering a secure implementation of the transport and session layer in the OSI
model. However, we need to tackle the fact that untrusted resources/memory cannot be mapped into the enclave memory. To address this, our network stack maps the DMA, and message buffers into the untrusted host memory, which is accessible by the enclave.

**Shielded network stack.** For our shielded network stack, we use eRPC [46] on top of DPDK [4]. To strengthen AVOCADO’s security properties and eliminate world switches, we also map all eRPC’s and DPDK’s software stack to the enclave address space by leveraging Scone. Therefore, the logic, i.e. code, lives completely within the enclave while the networking buffers (e.g. message buffers, network protocol buffers, Tx and Rx queues) remain in host memory since SGX will not allow registering enclave memory to the NIC. As a result, we map untrusted host memory to both NIC and network buffers required by eRPC and we utilise hugepages memory of 2 MB pages to boost packet processing (e.g. eliminate page walks, exploit data locality, minimize swapping, and increase TLB hit rate).

As shown in Figure 2, the submission and reception of requests and responses mandate the allocation of message buffers. To transmit the message buffer’s data, eRPC needs to copy the data to a `rte_mbuf`s in the Tx queue which is allocated by DPDK library and also resides in hugepages area. However, before that, a header that contains the transport header, and metadata (request handler type, sequence numbers, etc.) is added to the front of the packet. Specifically, eRPC library adds the UDP protocol header while the DPDK library is responsible for the Ethernet protocol header.

Upon a request’s reception, a specific handler for the type of the request is invoked. The Rx queue’s elements are pointers to the address of the received data. In case the packet is smaller than the MTU (1500 B in our case), we perform zero-copy reception by mapping the data address to the message buffer associated for that request. Our networking stack splits big packages (> MTU) into a set of ordered MTU-size smaller messages and delivers them in order—we guarantee to order by unique monotonic sequence ids. The first (sub)-message contains all the necessary metadata (e.g. the size of the original message). That way, if a message is lost, our library identifies the missing part and only the lost message is re-transmitted. Lastly, note that each user thread owns a separate RPC object which owns distinct Tx and Rx queues allowing that way multithreaded concurrent operations.

Encryption and message format. To sum up, AVOCADO efficiently eliminates the world switches, establishes a direct communication with the device bypassing the kernel network stack, attacks the limited enclave memory and promotes parallelism. However, by putting these buffers outside the hardware protected area, AVOCADO has to ensure the integrity and confidentiality for all network data. Towards this direction, we implemented an en-/decryption library (using hardware support for AES-GCM-128). Each call or return from eRPC goes through this en-/decryption layer which also checks the integrity of the transmitted data.

**Figure 2: AVOCADO’s network stack.**

**Figure 3: AVOCADO’s message format.**

Figure 3 shows the message format of our AVOCADO-networking layer. For each transmitted packet, the encryption layer builds a payload, which contains a 12 B IV, 8 B operation identifier, 8 B for the key size, 8 B for the size of the entire package then the KV pair with the Lamport clock (§ 4.2). The generated payload is followed by a 16 B MAC which is necessary to prove the authenticity and integrity upon reception in the remote host. The operation identifier also contains a unique id for the current request/response, allowing to detect resend packages by an attacker. Replicas are trusted and all replicas authenticate each other in the boot up step. Further, they make a key exchange, therefore we can use this together with the unique id to authenticate each message. By encrypting and authenticating our packages we can deal with security concerns raised for user space networking [84, 94].

**Result.** In Section 6.1 we show that our userspace shielded network stack based on eRPC outperforms the kernel approach based on sockets up to 1.66×.

### 4.2 Replication protocol

**Problem.** Distributed systems enforce consistency in the face of faults through replication protocols that establish an order of operations in a replicated environment, preventing data corruption and loss. We strive for linearizability [39], the strongest guarantee from a programmability perspective, which mandates that each request appears to take effect globally and instantaneously at some point between its invocation and completion. Additionally, we strive to provide two often contradictory properties: security and
Table 1: The landscape of replication protocols in the untrusted environment. This table compares theoretical systems with different protocols against AVOCADO. Thereby, all the systems utilize a secure single-node KVS, however only the execution of BFT + TEE is protected. We assume $f$ compromised nodes for linearizability, integrity and confidentiality columns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protocols</th>
<th>Linearizability</th>
<th>Integrity</th>
<th>Confidentiality</th>
<th>Replication factor</th>
<th>Max compromised nodes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-Byzantine</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>$2f+1$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BFT</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>$3f+1$</td>
<td>$f$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BFT + TEEs</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>$3f+1$</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVOCADO</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>$2f+1$</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Performance. Conventional wisdom suggests the use of BFT protocols [20, 52] since they provide a secure consensus protocol in a malicious environment. However, their performance suffers from their overly pessimistic assumptions. On the other hand, non-Byzantine replication protocols, such as ABD [14, 56], chain replication [98] or Raft [64], perform better than BFT, but cannot tolerate a malicious environment.

Solution. Since AVOCADO assumes a malicious environment, BFT [20, 52] protocols could be deployed to deal with malicious responses. Prior work uses trusted components to increase the performance of BFT protocols by detecting equivocation [18, 54]. However, our assumption of the system differs from BFT. In contrast to BFT, we assume that enclaves will respond correctly, preventing equivocation. Furthermore the TEE is able to preserve the integrity of the protocol execution. This allows us to model a Byzantine behavior as a normal crash fault. As a result, we can adopt a non-BFT replication protocol, which deals with crash faults. Thereby, our design greatly increases the performance by avoiding the additional broadcast rounds required by BFT, while also reducing the required nodes to tolerate $f$ failures. In Table 1 we compare security guarantees of different protocols with and without TEEs.

In AVOCADO we build our replication protocol on the well established multi-writer ABD [56] protocol. (From now on “ABD”.) By choosing ABD, we can also guarantee protection against forking and rollback attacks. ABD requires a majority of nodes to acknowledge each operation, guaranteeing that at least one replica involved in the operation has observed the most recent operation on the same key. This further guarantees liveness in case of network partitioning as long as a majority of nodes are in the same partition. While we do not change the replication-related behavior of the original ABD protocol, we design a secure replication protocol based on our network stack (§ 4.1). In the following we describe the important operations of AVOCADO.

#1: Put. In a Put operation the client will determine, by hashing the key and looking up the nodes, the set of nodes responsible for the key. They, then, send the Put to a randomly selected replica, which will act as the Put’s coordinator.

The chosen request’s coordinator will prepare it’s own KVS by preparing the local put operation, however it will not make the local put visible for other operations until the replicated Put operation is completed. This reduces EPC pressure, since the value doesn’t have to be cached in enclave memory before it can be inserted into the nodes KVS. An example of the AVOCADO’s Put request is shown in Figure 4. The coordinator, first, executes the first of two broadcast rounds. All replicas store the key-value along with its Lamport clock to determine an order of operations. The Lamport clock consists of a logical counter and a machine id. This id guarantees that only one machine can generate a specific clock value. In the first broadcast round, the coordinator requests the timestamps that are stored in the replicas for that key. All replicas lookup the key in their in-memory KVS, to find their stored timestamp. Crucially, the replicas do not have to make an authenticity and integrity check on the timestamp, as the Lamport clock is stored as part of the metadata in enclave memory. Upon receiving a majority of the remote timestamps (including its own locally stored timestamp), the coordinator creates the timestamp of the new Put, by incrementing the highest of the received timestamps and concatenating its own node-id. Finally, it broadcasts the new KV pair along with its new timestamp to all replicas, which insert the KV pair into their in-memory KVS. Since the put operation does not return the value to the user, and the meta data is protected by the enclave AVOCADO does not have to check the authenticity and integrity of the old value. Upon gathering a majority of acknowledgements it reports completion to the client.

#1: Get. The Get operation is similar to Put; the client sends its request to a randomly selected server, which coordinates it. The server then looks up the KV-pair in its local store. The chosen request coordinator executes one broadcast round. In certain cases a second, optional broadcast round is required. Similarly, to the first round of a Put, the first round of a Get finds out the highest timestamp for that key when the majority of replicas has responded. This action guarantees that the Get will observe any completed Put (recall that a Put only completes if it reaches a majority of replicas). The replicas will respond with their locally stored value and corresponding Lamport timestamp to the coordinator, this involves a lookup in the local KVS and decryption together with integrity and authenticity checks of the value. The Get always returns to the client the value that corresponds to the highest timestamp found in its first round. However, the coordinator can reply to the client if, based on the replies it received on its first round, it can guarantee that a majority of replicas are aware of this value. Otherwise it must perform a second broadcast round.

The second broadcast round is identical to the second write of a Put: it shares the KV-pair along with its timestamp.
with all replicas. Completion of the Get is reported to the client only after gathering a majority of acks. The second round of the Get ensures that a Get not only observes the latest completed Put, but also guaranteeing that the Put will be visible to all subsequent Gets.

### III: Delete
Delete is supported by issuing a Put operation with an empty value. This will remove the value from the KVS, but importantly it will not remove the key. We need to keep the key and the corresponding Lamport clock, to be able to establish an order of operation if a future Put operation accesses the same key.

### IV: Fault tolerance
**Avocado remains highly available in the face of machine failures.** However, as nodes fail, new nodes must be added, to ensure that the deployment always includes a majority of live nodes. In order to ensure that machines can safely join the configuration, we deploy a recovery algorithm inspired by Hermes [47].

Specifically, when adding a new node all other live replicas are notified of the new node’s intention to join the replica group. The new node starts operating as a *shadow replica* that participates in all Put-related broadcast rounds (of remote replicas), but it cannot yet become the coordinator of a client request. Furthermore, the shadow replica does not take part in the Get quorum. In the meantime, the shadow replica reads chunks (multiple keys) from other replicas to fetch the latest values and reconstruct the KVS. To archive this the shadow replica is using the first broadcast round of ABD, but it never executes the second round, because it does not need to notify other replicas of what it read. After reading the entire KVS, the shadow replica is up-to-date and transitions to operational state, whereby it is able to serve client requests.

**Result.** We compare Avocado against BFT and Raft in Section 6.2. Our evaluation shows that Avocado is between 4.5 and 65× faster than BFT-Smart [87].

### 4.3 Configuration and attestation service

**Problem.** To ensure the integrity of the code and data deployed in the remote hosts with TEEs, TEEs, such as Intel SGX, provide attestation mechanisms. Secrets (e.g. certificates, encryption keys, etc.) are provided only after the attestation. Once an enclave is initialized, an attestation process can be launched to verify the integrity of code and data inside the enclave and proves the enclaves identity to a remote party.

Intel SGX uses an architecture Platform Service Enclave (PSE) called *Quoting Enclave* to sign the report of the loaded enclave [11, 27]. The remote verifier forwards this signed report to the Intel Attestation Service (IAS). Thereafter, IAS confirms or refuses the authenticity of the report to the verifier.

This conventional attestation mechanism using IAS incurs significant overhead in a distributed setting, especially for elastic computing or fault tolerance. The reason is that every time a distributed system (e.g. a distributed KVS) spawns a new enclave, it needs to perform the remote attestation via IAS which is not necessarily hosted in the same data center, incurring high latency. Lastly, and importantly, cloud providers usually do not want to disclosure their hardware or cluster information, as this information might be confidential.

**Solution.** In Avocado, we overcome this challenge by designing a decentralized configuration and attestation management system (CAS) for distributed SGX-based applications.

By consolidating and expanding the traditional attestation mechanism of Intel to build our CAS, we automatically and transparently perform the attestation for each node. The key idea behind our design is that we replace the Quoting Enclave in the Intel attestation mechanism by the LAS. The CAS first attests the LAS using the Intel attestation mechanism, thereafter the LAS will operate as the root of trust in our remote attestation mechanism. Note, that we can launch as many LAS instances as required for availability. The LAS performs the local attestation for Avocado nodes and provides attestation quotes that can be verified by the CAS. Thus, our mechanism does not need to interact with IAS after the LAS is trusted, this reduces significantly the overhead of the traditional attestation. We achieve the *transparent and automatic properties* by deeply embedding the remote attestation into the Avocado runtime. In addition, our CAS only provisions a configuration and secrets to execute Avocado once it ensures that all nodes were not manipulated. Each node of Avocado can only communicate with others if it can provide a valid certificate provided by our CAS. Therefore, users can just rely on the CAS to control and operate other components of Avocado. They only have to attest our CAS before providing secrets to it. The CAS itself also runs inside an enclave, thus users can use the traditional attestation method of Intel to validate it.

**Result.** As shown in 6.3 our CAS achieves 18.2× lower end-to-end latency in Avocado when comparing with IAS.
4.4 Single-node KVS

**Problem.** Enclave’s memory limitation is in stark contrast to the requirements of designing an in-memory KVS, which requires fast access to large amounts of in-memory data. Unfortunately, enclaves provide only limited physical memory (94 MiB) and incur high overheads due to the EPC paging mechanism ($2^{-2000 \times [51]}$) beyond it.

To overcome the limitations of the strawman design, ShieldStore [48], a state-of-the-art secure in-memory KVS for a single-node system, proposed a MerkleTree-like data structure design where the entire KVS resides in the untrusted host memory, except for the security metadata (hash buckets heads). The metadata stored in the enclave memory is used to speed up the look up and to perform authenticity and integrity checks on the KV pairs. However, in our experience, the ShieldStore design suffers from continuous integrity re-calculation. Furthermore, the memory layout prohibits efficient concurrent operations.

Compared to Speicher [16], which also introduced the KV pair separation scheme for enclaves, our KVS is optimized for paging by encountering locality.

**Solution.** To overcome these limitations, we designed and propose our own in-memory concurrent data structure for the single-node KVS. Our KVS is based on a authenticated and confidentiality-preserving skip list [74] which supports secure and fast updates and lookups. We have chosen skip list as our fundamental data structure because it maintains the best features of a sorted array for searching ($O(\log n)$) and of a linked list-like structure for insertion ($O(\log n)$). Our design carefully partitions the key and value space by placing the keys along with the metadata inside the enclave memory, while storing the bulk of data encrypted and integrity and authenticity protected in the untrusted host memory. Our partitioned data structure (keys and values) allow for faster lookups than ShieldStore’s hash buckets, while it also reduces the amount of necessary calculations to guarantee the integrity and authenticity. Furthermore, our lock-free data structure supports concurrent operations and it is well-suited for increased parallelism.

As shown in Figure 5 the nodes of the skip list reside inside the enclave and contain the key and a pointer to metadata structure. This structure contains the 16 B MAC, for guaranteeing the integrity and authenticity of the value. Furthermore, the data structure also includes the size of the value, which makes checks on the value easier, since we do not need to read any information from the untrusted host memory, to retrieve how many bytes should be read. Avocado’s consistency protocol uses logical clocks, i.e. Lamport clocks, to establish an order of operations on each key (§4.2). Therefore, we also store the Lamport clock in the corresponding metadata block, to prevent costly decryptions on the timestamp queries. Lastly, the metadata structure also stores the pointer to the value in the untrusted host memory.

Importantly, separating the metadata and the bulk data (i.e. values) from the skip list allows us to update the skip list lock free. Further, it also decreases the EPC pressure when doing a lookup, as nodes can be stored more compact and the metadata can be stored on a different page. However, looking up a value mandates an additional indirection due to keys and metadata separation. Nevertheless, we believe that updating the KVS without acquiring any locks is worth this additional indirection as it allows better multi-threaded scalability. Therefore, in contrast to a HashBucket design like ShieldStore, we never need to stall. In contrast to ShieldStore our approach seems to be limited by the enclave memory, however, assuming we have 1 KiB values and 16 B keys, we achieve a space reduction for enclave memory of 92.8 % compared to a naive implementation. Further, SGX provides a paging mechanism significantly increasing the available trusted memory, therefore increasing the possible size of the KVS. While SGX-paging incurs a high overhead, often accessed keys will eventually resided in EPC.

**Result.** Our evaluation in Section 6.4 confirms that our **Avocado** single-node KVS is scalable and more performant; the speedup of **Avocado** single-node KVS compared to ShieldStore increases from 1.6× in a single threaded benchmark to 5× when utilizing all 8 available CPU threads.

5 Implementation

5.1 System components

**Avocado network stack.** The **Avocado** network stack is based on eRPC [46] and DPDK [4]. In particular, we leverage **sconet** to build both eRPC and DPDK. We also assure that the device DMA mappings resides in the host memory. The changes to implement the mappings amount to 154 new LoC and 81 removed LoC.

To run eRPC inside the enclave, we accordingly modify the hugepages allocation mechanism (a) to ensure that all network buffers reside in the host memory, (b) to fix a bug regarding the hugepages detection, and (c) to alter how the address of the memory region is calculated. We also replace eRPC’s allocation algorithm with our own allocator. We notice that the eRPC’s native allocation algorithm, which allocates double the space of the previous allocation, quickly reserves all available memory in Avocado. Our memory
allocator is less aggressive and allows us to use our servers’ limited huge page memory more efficiently. In total, 80 LoC are added to eRPC, while 28 LoC are removed.

eRPC provides us with its own implementation of the UDP protocol. To secure the network communication, on top of the layer protocol, we use a modified OpenSSL [6] version. These changes allow us to randomly access the encrypted data. We added 55 LoC to OpenSSL. Further, we added another 287 LoC for a shared en-/decryption layer for the AVOCADO single-node KVS store and networking. Lastly, we further extend the shared layer to well-fit with the message format. This adds another 205 LoC.

**AVOCADO replication layer.** We implement AVOCADO replication layer in C++ on top of the AVOCADO network stack (2,743 LoC). We implement the protocol from scratch using the eRPC networking library across AVOCADO’s different layers, i.e., replication and networking layer.

**Configuration and attestation service.** We implement AVOCADO CAS in Rust [59] for better memory safety (22,730 LoC). To run the CAS inside the Intel SGX, we use SCEON since it transparently supports Rust applications. We make use of an encrypted embedded SQLite [9] to maintain configurations and secrets of AVOCADO inside AVOCADO CAS. To set up the configuration and bootstrap process, we provide configurations scripts, in Bash and Python 3, in total these bootstrap scripts require 709 LoC.

**AVOCADO single-node KVS.** We implement the AVOCADO single-node KVS based on a skip list based partitioned data structure. Particularly, AVOCADO single-node KVS extends Folly’s ConcurrentSkipList [32]. We ported the Folly library to SCON, which resulted to 167 new LoC and 40,394 removed LoC. In addition, the implementation requires another 190 LoC for the integration of the Boost library [19] to SCON. Further, we implement an efficient host memory allocator (388 LoC) for our skip list. We share en-/decryption layer based on OpenSSL [6] with the network stack.

### 5.2 Optimizations

**[O1]** Remove duplicated en-/decryptions. In AVOCADO, we use a shared encryption key between all replicas for the network operations. This allows us to replace some encryption calls with memory copies, as we can send the same packets to all replicas without costly re-encrypting the messages. However, this optimization is an optional trade-off between security and performance since one compromised enclave would compromise the entire system.

**[O2]** Remove locks. Separating the metadata from the key allows us to make atomic updates to the skip list, avoiding expensive locks. However, it also allows us to retire values earlier to the host memory; thereby reducing the EPC pressure since the metadata can already be written without being visible to other calls. Further, our host memory allocator supports lock-free operations on our skip list by providing similar atomic allocation and de-allocation primitives.

**[O3]** Limited number of message buffers. We design a rate limiter to allow all current running requests to finish without having to wait for the available resources. While we mostly implement it to prevent eRPC from running out of hugepages memory, we also find that it also reduces the stalls between accepting and completing a request.

### 6 Evaluation

Our evaluation answers the following questions.

- How does the AVOCADO network stack perform compared to the alternative networking approaches? (§ 6.1)
- How does the AVOCADO replication layer compare with alternative protocols (Raft [64] & BFT [87])? (§ 6.2)
- What are the performance overheads of AVOCADO CAS and how it compares with Intel’s IAS [3]? (§ 6.3)
- How does the AVOCADO single-node KVS perform compared to ShieldStore [48]? (§ 6.4)
- What are the overall performance overheads of AVOCADO KVS? (§ 6.5)
- How does AVOCADO scale with increasing number of nodes? (§ 6.6)

**Testbed.** We perform all of our experiments on real hardware using a cluster of 5 SGX server machines with CPU: Intel(R) Core(TM) i9-9900K each with 8 cores (16 HT), memory: 64 GiB, caches: 32 KiB (L1 data and code), 256 KiB (L2) and 16 MiB (L3), NIC: Intel Corporation Ethernet Controller XL710 for 40GbE QSFP+ (rev 02). They are connected over a 40GbE QSFp+ network switch.

**Benchmarks.** For the evaluation, we use the YCSB benchmark [7, 24] with different read/write ratios. Client-server communication over the network is prohibitively expensive from within an enclave (see § 4.1). Therefore, we stress-test the performance of AVOCADO by generating the workload within the enclave. This is the worst-case scenario for our system, since a client-server setting will show negligible latency/throughput overheads, due to client-server communication being the bottleneck. We configured AVOCADO to use a shared network key between the replicas (§ 5.2[O1]). For evaluating the network stack, we use iperf [41].

### 6.1 Network stack

**Baselines and setup.** We evaluate the performance of the AVOCADO network stack against three competitive baselines: eRPC-native, sockets-native, and sockets-SCON. Note that SCON uses asynchronous syscalls [85] for performance improvements. Further, note that the native (eRPC and sockets) versions do not provide any security.

For the sockets (native and SCON), we use iperf to measure the throughput. For eRPC-native and AVOCADO network stack, we implement a simple server-client model on top of eRPC to simulate iperf’s behavior.

In our experiments, we compare the performance with different number of packet sizes, while keeping the number of threads fixed to 4. Note that eRPC supports only UDP while
iperf supports both TCP and UDP. In our servers, we found that TCP performs better than UDP, so we report iperf’s TCP measurements since a designer could always benchmark both protocols and choose the most performant one.

**Results.** Figure 6 shows that eRPC-native is comparable to sockets-native. The reason is that TCP is optimized for high speed bulk transfers while UDP is optimized for low latency in the Linux kernel. This has an impact on buffer sizes and how data is polled and handed over. In addition to this, processing of the entire TCP/IP stack is frequently offloaded to the network controller.

Based on Figure 6 we deduce two core conclusions; (a) SCON’s overhead is not negligible—SCONE performance degrades \( \sim 4 \times \) and \( \sim 8 \times \) compared to AVOCADO network stack and sockets-SCONE, respectively; and (b), due to the number of system calls the sockets’ layer is executing, AVOCADO network stack in the context of the secure enclave performs up to \( \sim 1.66 \times \) faster than sockets-SCONE. As discussed, enclave exits and data copies in and out of the enclave deteriorate sockets’ performance. This is further supported by the fact that the bigger the packet size is, the worse the performance becomes. Therefore, sockets-SCONE is a poor design choice as far as our requirement is concerned, and it justifies our design of the AVOCADO network stack.

### 6.2 Replication protocol

**Baselines and setup.** We show our system’s end-to-end performance in comparison with two state-of-the-art protocols: (a) BFT (BFT-Smart [87]) for the Byzantine setting, and (b) Raft (eRPC-Raft [1]) for the non-Byzantine setting. To the best of our knowledge, there is no secure distributed in-memory KVS; BFT-Smart KVS is the closest baseline in terms of security properties for Byzantine environments, but BFT protocols (or BFT-Smart) still do not preserve confidentiality. Additionally, we compare AVOCADO against eRPC-Raft since it is also built on top of eRPC. This comparison aims to demonstrate the efficacy of eRPC. We compare them with a native version of AVOCADO, AVOCADO-native, which runs without TEEs. We compare AVOCADO and BFT along three parameters, as shown in Figure 7; (i) different read/write ratios, (ii) different value sizes and (iii) different workload threads per machine. We evaluate using the YCSB benchmark [7, 24]. Similarly, we compare AVOCADO against Raft implemented with eRPC. Note that eRPC-Raft is limited to only PUT requests and 1 workload thread in total.

**Results.** Our evaluation shows that AVOCADO can achieve \( 4.5 \times \) to \( 65 \times \) more operations per second compared to BFT. Our AVOCADO presents similar performance to all four workloads, deducing that it is equivalently performant to both read and write heavy workloads. In addition, we notice that striving for the strictest security guarantees can decrease the performance to half compared to a native, unsecure version of AVOCADO.

Furthermore, we observe that the value size has great impact in the end-to-end performance. For instance, even in a read-heavy workload with value size to be equal to 256 B, the performance of AVOCADO is \( 6 \times \) higher compared to BFT and \( 1.83 \times \) lower than the native version. However, for value size to be equal to 1024 B, AVOCADO is \( 20\% \) slower than BFT and \( 9 \times \) slower than AVOCADO-native. Similarly, for value size to be equal to 4096 B, AVOCADO is \( 1.25 \times \) faster than BFT and \( 3.65 \times \) slower than AVOCADO-native. We discuss the effects of value size on AVOCADO further in section § 6.5. Lastly, AVOCADO scales up with the number of threads; AVOCADO achieves \( 38\% \) more operations when the number of threads is increased from 4 to 8 threads. Due to the limitation with the amount of threads inside the enclave, AVOCADO cannot be executed with 16 threads.

Lastly, we compare eRPC-Raft against AVOCADO. AVOCADO under the same settings outperforms eRPC-Raft for \( 4.8 \times \) as shown in Table 2. The reason is that eRPC-Raft does process requests asynchronously while in AVOCADO the time required for the necessary replicas to respond overlaps with processing any outstanding requests.

### 6.3 Configuration and attestation service

**Baseline and setup.** To evaluate the advantage of the attestation mechanism using AVOCADO CAS in comparison to the traditional attestation mechanism of Intel using IAS, we conduct an experiment to measure the end-to-end latency of the attestation process using both mechanisms.

**Results.** The attestation using AVOCADO CAS achieves a speedup of \( 18.2 \times \) compared to the traditional mechanism using IAS (see Table 3). The mechanism using AVOCADO CAS performs the attestation via LAN connections, since AVOCADO CAS is deployed in the same cluster as AVOCADO instances. Meanwhile, the mechanism using IAS performs the attestation via WAN connections since it requires to verify the quotes using IAS that is deployed at Intel. Furthermore, AVOCADO CAS
Figure 7: End-to-end performance comparison between Avocado, Avocado-native and BFT for different types of workloads, value sizes and number of threads.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mean / s</th>
<th>SD / s</th>
<th>Speedup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avocado CAS</td>
<td>0.169</td>
<td>2.913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAS</td>
<td>9.0195</td>
<td>0.237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAS</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>2.347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAS</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BFT</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>1024</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: The end-to-end latency comparison between the attestation mechanisms using Avocado CAS and IAS.

provides transparently provides configuration management features to operate in an distributed environment.

### 6.4 Single-node KVS

**Baselines and setup.** We compare our Avocado single-node KVS against ShieldStore [48], a state-of-the-art secure in-memory KVS for a single-node system. For the single-node system evaluation, we use Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8565U CPU of 8 logical threads and 16 GiB memory. This is due to ShieldStore’s dependencies on specific versions of OS, linux-SGX [82] and tcmalloc [58], we are not able to run it on our servers. We evaluate Avocado single-node KVS and ShieldStore across three dimensions using the YCSB workload: threads (Figure 8), value size and read-write ratios (Figure 9).

**Results.** Figure 8 shows the scaling capabilities of our Avocado single-node KVS vs. ShieldStore for two different value sizes. Our Avocado single-node KVS, for all number of threads, is 1.6× to 9.5× faster than ShieldStore. Regarding the value size, we observe that ShieldStore’s performance is highly affected when the value size is increased. For example, with 2 threads, ShieldStore presents a performance degradation of 7.3× from 16 B to 1024 B while the same scenario deteriorates Avocado single-node KVS’s performance only by 1.23×. We deduct this to the fact that Shieldstore searches require decrypting the concatenated entry of the key and the value in each visited bucket. As a result, bigger value sizes increase the cipher text that needs to be decrypted leading to higher performance costs. In contrast, Avocado stores keys inside protected area and search time is not affected by value sizes and encryption cost.

We observe similar behavior as the number of threads increases. ShieldStore is designed to avoid synchronization costs between threads that are matched to different KVS’s areas. However, to achieve this, ShieldStore requires to sort and distribute (through hashing) requests across threads which adds overheads compared to Avocado single-node KVS. Specifically, we show that for value size equal to 16 B Avocado single-node KVS is 1.6×, 3× and 5× faster than ShieldStore when using 2, 4 and 8 threads, respectively. Additionally, for value size equal to 1024 B, Avocado single-node KVS is 9.5×, 1.5× and 4× faster than ShieldStore with 2, 4 and 8 threads, respectively.

However, we find that both Avocado single-node KVS and ShieldStore have a performance drop, when the number of threads is increased. This trend is visible until the number of threads exceeds the number of physical cores. We attribute this behavior to two main reasons. Firstly, the CPU we are running this experiment on, is a lower power CPU, with a low base frequency (1.8 GHz) but a relatively high turbo frequency (4.8 GHz). This high turbo frequency cannot be reached with a high number of threads running, giving a performance boost to low thread numbers, compared to higher thread numbers. Secondly, increasing the number of threads results in a higher rate of cache misses, due to other cores having requested different memory, or having to invalidate the cache lines in lower level caches i.e. L1 and L2. This effect is especially pronounced in a write heavy workload, as presented in Figure 8. Increasing the number of threads further, from number of physical cores to logical cores, allows the CPU to schedule a different thread, while it is waiting for a memory access to complete, explaining the increase of performance with 8 threads.

Secondly, we also study how Avocado single-node KVS and ShieldStore perform under different value sizes and different read-write ratios. In particular, Figure 9 compares the two Key-Value (KV) stores against three different workloads and varying value sizes, where we fix the number of threads across the experiments to 4. For all three workloads as shown in Figure 9, Avocado single-node KVS achieves better performance than ShieldStore; 3.63× to 2.97× faster when value size is equal.
We run the YCSB benchmark with different workloads for varying value sizes. The YCSB benchmark shows that the slowdown of eRPC compared to the native KVS with encryption for the KVS and network disabled is up to $3 \times$ for small values, i.e. values under $1 \text{KiB}$, and up to $1.87 \times$ to $1.56 \times$ faster when value size is equal to $1024 \text{B}$. However, the overhead does not get smaller with bigger values sizes. In contrast, it peaked with a value size of $4 \text{KiB}$ with $4.1 \times$, which is due to EPC paging.

Lastly, we conclude that AVOCADO single-node KVS is better in read-dominant workload (90% reads) than in write-heavy workload (90% writes), since AVOCADO single-node KVS achieves $\sim 5\%$ to $\sim 30\%$ better performance.

### 6.5 Distributed KVS

**Baselines and setup.** We evaluate the overhead AVOCADO incurs from running inside an enclave, against running AVOCADO natively, i.e. without SGX. Furthermore, we also evaluate the encryption overheads for in-memory KVS and network traffic. Thus, we compare AVOCADO with encryption activated and deactivated against the native KVS. Both with encryption for the KVS and network enabled and disabled. We run the YCSB benchmark with 95% reads with 5 machines and 8 threads per machine, with different value sizes.

**Results.** Figure 10 shows the performance influence of SGX and encryption on AVOCADO. The value size comparison shows that for small values, i.e. values under $<1 \text{KiB}$, AVOCADO reaches around half, between $51.2$ and $56.0\%$ of the performance compared to the native KVS. However, with bigger value sizes the difference becomes greater with a slowdown of $3.7 \times$ and $9.0 \times$, for 1 or 4 KiB respectively. The sudden drop in performance compared to the native case is mainly due to two reasons: firstly, eRPC has to acquire a lock when allocating DMA for bigger packages size than the MTU, which is configured in our case to 1 KiB. While this penalizes native and AVOCADO, it is worse for AVOCADO, since this could result in an enclave exit for yielding. Additionally, with bigger value sizes, it gets more likely that we have to evict a page from the EPC, when inspecting the network traffic. This might be addressed with a memory buffer, which is reused for all data transfer between untrusted host memory and EPC memory. Due to constant accessing of this buffer, it should rarely get paged out the enclave.

The comparison also shows that encrypting the in-memory KVS and network traffic adds up to $62\%$ overhead for small values and $4.6\%$ for large values in the native case. However, we observe a different behavior for AVOCADO. The overhead for small values is more moderate compared to native with around $25\%$. However, the overhead does not get smaller with bigger values sizes. In contrast, it peaked with a value size of $4 \text{KiB}$ with $4.1 \times$, which is due to EPC paging.

In these experiment we also observed a mean latency of 66 $\mu$s. This latency was reached in a fully stressed system. Due to SGX requiring us to make a syscall for taking a timestamp detailed latency analysis was impractical, as the syscall overhead together with the world switch would have easily dominated the benchmark.

### 6.6 Scalability

**Baselines and setup.** We evaluated the scalability of AVOCADO by running it inside and outside (natively) the enclave on a varying number of nodes. We run the YCSB benchmark with 95% reads on 3, 4 and 5 machines and 8 threads per machine, with a fixed value size of $256 \text{B}$.

**Results.** Figure 11 shows the scalability numbers for different number of nodes. We are limited in our cluster to 5 nodes. The evaluation shows that replicating the KVS over 5 nodes instead of 3 increases the throughput of the native solution by 49% and 33% for AVOCADO.

### 6.7 Number of keys

**Baselines and setup.** We measure the performance of AVOCADO with increasing number of distinct keys. We run the YCSB benchmark with two different distributions, i.e. 2021 USENIX Annual Technical Conference 295
we use advancements in shielded execution frameworks; in particular, network stack targets only layer 2 in the OSI model, and mode driver for a secure middlebox. Unfortunately, Shieldbox of asynchronous syscalls by using DPDK \[4\] as polling user data copies) and latency. ShieldBox \[91\] alleviates the issue of asynchronous system call API \[85\]. However, the asynchronous system call API \[85\] is restricted by the EPC size. However, this could be alleviated with a multi-level lookup, which stores the lower levels in the host memory.

On the other hand, if the data set is not uniformly distributed, Avocado can take advantage of the caching of EPC and extend the number of supported keys. In our experiments, Avocado throughput was stable until 3.5M keys in the Zipfian distribution before it starts to suffer from the paging overheads. Similar to the uniform distribution, a multi-level lookup could reduce the paging overheads.

7 Related work

**Shielded execution.** With the adoption of TEEs in the cloud, shielded execution frameworks are being adopted to provide strong security properties for unmodified/legacy applications running in the untrusted environment \[13, 17, 35, 93\]. These frameworks promote portability, programmability and good performance. As a result, they have been used to implement a wide-range of secure systems for storage \[16, 50\], data analytics \[80\], databases \[73\], distributed systems \[90\], FaaS \[92\], network functions \[91\], machine learning \[75\], profilers \[15\], etc. Our Avocado project leverages the advancements in shielded execution frameworks; in particular, we use Scone \[13\] to build a distributed storage system.

**Networking for shielded execution.** Shielded execution frameworks, like Scone \[13\] and Eleos \[65\] provide an asynchronous system call API \[85\]. However, the asynchronous syscall mechanism incurs high overheads (due to data copies) and latency. Shieldbox \[91\] alleviates the issue of asynchronous syscalls by using DPDK \[4\] as polling user mode driver for a secure middlebox. Unfortunately, Shieldbox network stack targets only layer 2 in the OSI model, and therefore, it is incompatible with the RPC layer required for a distributed KV store instead of a single-node system.

**Secure storage systems.** Secure storage is an important theme for cloud computing systems. A wide-range of systems have been proposed in the community based on different hardware with varying security guarantees and storage interfaces: KVS \[16, 48, 50\], filesystems \[33, 96, 103\], databases \[28, 67, 70, 73, 95\], etc. In contrast to these existing systems, Avocado proposes a scalable distributed in-memory KV store instead of a single-node system.

For distributed storage system design, Depot \[57\] and Salus \[102\] propose secure distributed storages, which provide consistency, durability, availability and integrity. A2M \[21\] is also robust against Byzantine faults. On top of those properties, Avocado also offers confidentiality. CloudProof \[69\] completely distrusts the cloud provider. However, CloudProof requires the client to guarantee these security properties, which requires major changes to the client, which isn’t required by Avocado. Furthermore, since our work leverages hardware-assisted shielded execution as the root of trust, we do not need a trusted proxy, which limits the scalability of the system.

8 Conclusion

We present an approach to build a secure, high-performance in-memory distributed KV store system for untrusted cloud environments using TEEs. Our design includes four core contributions involving TEEs in a distributed environment: (a) the first direct I/O RPC network stack for TEEs based on eRPC with the complete support for transport and session layers; (b) a secure replication protocol based on hardening of a non-Byzantine protocol, where we transform a Byzantine behavior to a faulty behavior using TEEs; (c) a configuration and attestation service to seamlessly extend the trust from a single-node TEE to the distributed environment; (d) a secure in-memory single-node KVS based on a novel partitioned SkipList data structure, and show that it is well-suited to overcome the memory limitations and support lock-free scalable concurrent updates in the TEEs.

Importantly, we set out to build a practical system without compromising performance—the literature distinctly shows that BFT protocols are typically not adopted in practice due to their high overheads \[22, 71\]. In contrast to BFT, our system provides stronger security properties (also preserves confidentiality) and improved performance \(4.5 \times \) to \(65 \times\), while using \(f\) fewer replicas.

**Software artifact.** Our project is publicly available: https://github.com/mbailleu/avocado.
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Abstract

Encrypted deduplication preserves the deduplication effectiveness on encrypted data and is attractive for outsourced storage. However, existing encrypted deduplication approaches build on expensive cryptographic primitives that incur substantial performance slowdown. We present SGXDedup, which leverages Intel SGX to speed up encrypted deduplication based on server-aided message-locked encryption (MLE), while preserving security via SGX. SGXDedup implements a suite of secure interfaces to execute MLE key generation and proof-of-ownership operations in SGX enclaves. It also proposes various designs to support secure and efficient enclave operations. Evaluation on synthetic and real-world workloads shows that SGXDedup achieves significant speedups and maintains high bandwidth and storage savings.

1 Introduction

Outsourcing storage management to the cloud is a common practice for clients (enterprises or individuals) to save the overhead of self-managing massive data, and security and storage efficiency are two major goals for practical outsourced storage. To satisfy both goals, we explore encrypted deduplication, a paradigm that combines encryption and deduplication by always encrypting duplicate plaintext chunks (from the same or different clients) into duplicate ciphertext chunks with a key derived from the chunk content itself; for example, the key can be the cryptographic hash of the corresponding chunk [25]. Thus, any duplicate ciphertext chunk can be eliminated via deduplication for storage efficiency, while all outsourced chunks are encrypted against unauthorized access. Encrypted deduplication is particularly suitable for backup applications, which carry high content redundancy [59] and are attractive use cases for outsourced storage [35,38,58].

Existing encrypted deduplication approaches often incur high performance overhead to achieve security guarantees. We use DupLESS [14], a state-of-the-art encrypted deduplication system, as a representative example to explain the performance concerns (see §2.1 for elaboration). First, to prevent adversaries from inferring the content-derived keys, DupLESS employs server-aided key management, in which it deploys a dedicated key server to manage key generation requests from clients. However, server-aided key management requires expensive cryptographic operations to prevent the key server from knowing the plaintext chunks and the keys during key generation. Second, to prevent adversaries from obtaining unauthorized access to ciphertext chunks by inferring the deduplication pattern (a.k.a. side-channel attacks [32,33]), DupLESS can take one of the following approaches: it either (i) performs target-based deduplication (i.e., uploading all ciphertext chunks and letting the cloud remove any duplicate ciphertext chunks) so that the deduplication pattern is protected from any (malicious) client, or (ii) performs source-based deduplication (i.e., removing all duplicate ciphertext chunks on the client side without being uploaded to the cloud) and additionally proves to the cloud that it is indeed the owner of the ciphertext chunks (i.e., has access to the full contents of the corresponding plaintext chunks) and is authorized to perform deduplication on the ciphertext chunks. The former incurs extra communication bandwidth for uploading duplicate ciphertext chunks, while the latter incurs expensive cryptographic operations for proving that the client is the owner of the ciphertext chunks. Although various protocol designs have been proposed to address the performance issues of encrypted deduplication, they often weaken security [23,41,60], add bandwidth overhead [33,42], or degrade storage efficiency [41,51,62] (see §6 for details).

The advances of hardware-assisted trusted execution [1–3, 57] provide new opportunities to improve the performance of encrypted deduplication. In particular, we focus on Intel Software Guarded Extensions (SGX), which provides a trusted execution environment (TEE), called an enclave, for processing code and data with confidentiality and integrity guarantees [13]. Given that SGX achieves reasonably high performance with proper configurations [34], we are motivated to offload the expensive cryptographic operations of encrypted deduplication by directly running sensitive operations in enclaves, so as to improve the performance of encrypted deduplication, while maintaining its security, bandwidth efficiency, and storage efficiency.

We propose SGXDedup, a high-performance SGX-based encrypted deduplication system. SGXDedup builds on server-aided key management as in DupLESS [14], but executes efficient cryptographic operations inside enclaves. Realizing the design of SGXDedup has non-trivial challenges. First, it is critical to securely bootstrap enclaves for hosting trusted code and data, yet attesting the authenticity of enclaves incurs significant delays. Second, each client needs to communicate via a secure channel with the enclave inside the key server, yet the management overhead of the secure channels increases with the number of clients. Finally, clients may renew or revoke cloud service subscriptions, so allowing dynamic client authentication is critical. To this end, we implement three
major building blocks for SGXDedup:

- **Secure and efficient enclave management**: It protects against the compromise of the key server and allows a client to quickly bootstrap an enclave after a restart.
- **Renewable blinded key management**: It generates a blinded key for protecting the communication between the enclave inside the key server and each of the clients based on key regression [30], such that the blinded key is renewable for dynamic client authentication.
- **SGX-based speculative encryption**: It offloads the online encryption/decryption overhead of secure channel management via speculative encryption [27].

We evaluate our SGXDedup prototype using synthetic and real-world [5, 45] workloads. It achieves significant speedups by offloading cryptographic operations to enclaves (e.g., a 131.9× key generation speedup over the original key generation scheme in DupLESS [14]). It also achieves 8.1× and 9.6× speedups over DupLESS [14] for the uploads of non-duplicate and duplicate data, respectively, and has up to 99.2% of bandwidth/storage savings in real-world workloads.

We release the source code of our SGXDedup prototype at: http://adslab.cse.cuhk.edu.hk/software/sgxdedup.

## 2 Background and Problem

We present background details and formal definitions for encrypted deduplication (§2.1) and Intel SGX (§2.2). We also present the threat model addressed in this paper (§2.3).

### 2.1 Encrypted Deduplication

**Basics.** We consider chunk-based deduplication [45, 59, 63], which is widely deployed in modern storage systems to eliminate content redundancy. It works by partitioning an input file into non-overlapping **chunks**. For each chunk, it computes the cryptographic hash of the chunk content (called the **fingerprint**). It tracks the fingerprints of all currently stored chunks in a **fingerprint index**. It only stores a physical copy of the chunk if the fingerprint is new to the fingerprint index, or treats the chunk as a duplicate if the fingerprint has been tracked, assuming that fingerprint collisions are highly unlikely in practice [17].

Encrypted deduplication extends chunk-based deduplication with encryption to provide both data confidentiality and storage efficiency for outsourced cloud storage. A **client** encrypts each plaintext chunk of the input file with some symmetric secret key into a ciphertext chunk and stores all ciphertext chunks in the **cloud** (or any remote storage site), which manages deduplicated storage for ciphertext chunks. To support file reconstruction, the client creates a **file recipe** that lists the fingerprints, sizes, and keys of the ciphertext chunks. It encrypts the file recipe with its own master secret key and stores the encrypted file recipe in the cloud.

**Message-locked encryption (MLE)** [15] formalizes a cryptographic primitive for encrypted deduplication. It specifies how the symmetric secret key (called the **MLE key**) is derived from the **content** of a plaintext chunk (e.g., its popular instantiation **convergent encryption (CE)** [25] uses the cryptographic hash of a plaintext chunk as the MLE key). Thus, it encrypts duplicate plaintext chunks into duplicate ciphertext chunks, so that deduplication remains viable on ciphertext chunks.

**Server-aided MLE.** CE is vulnerable to **offline brute-force attacks**, as its MLE key (i.e., the hash of a plaintext chunk) can be publicly derived. Specifically, an adversary infers the input plaintext chunk from a target ciphertext chunk (without knowing the MLE key) by enumerating the MLE keys of all possible plaintext chunks to check if any plaintext chunk is encrypted to the target ciphertext chunk.

Server-aided MLE [14] is a state-of-the-art cryptographic primitive that strengthens the security of encrypted deduplication against offline brute-force attacks. It deploys a dedicated **key server** for MLE key generation. To encrypt a plaintext chunk, a client first sends the fingerprint of the plaintext chunk to the key server, which returns the MLE key via both the fingerprint and a **global secret** maintained by the key server. If the global secret is secure, an adversary cannot feasibly launch offline brute-force attacks; otherwise, if the global secret is compromised, the security reduces to that of the original MLE. Server-aided MLE further builds on two security mechanisms. First, it uses the **oblivious pseudorandom function (OPRF)** [47] to allow a client send “blinded” fingerprints of the plaintext chunks, such that the key server can still return the same MLE keys for identical fingerprints without learning the original fingerprints. Second, it rate-limits the key generation requests from the clients to protect against **online brute-force attacks**, in which malicious clients issue many key generation requests to the key server, in order to find a target MLE key.

**Proof-of-ownership.** For bandwidth savings, encrypted deduplication can apply source-based deduplication, instead of target-based deduplication, to remove duplicate ciphertext chunks on the client side without being uploaded to the cloud (§1). The client sends the fingerprints of ciphertext chunks to the cloud, which checks if the fingerprints are tracked by the fingerprint index (i.e., the corresponding ciphertext chunks have been stored). The client then uploads only the non-duplicate ciphertext chunks to the cloud. However, source-based deduplication is vulnerable to **side-channel attacks** [32, 33] when some clients are compromised. One side-channel attack is that a compromised client can query the existence of any target ciphertext chunk (e.g., if the ciphertext chunk corresponds to some possible password [33]) by sending the fingerprint of the ciphertext chunk to the cloud, so as to identify the sensitive information from other clients. Another side-channel attack is that a compromised client can obtain unauthorized access to the stored chunks of other clients. Specifically, it can use the fingerprint of any target ciphertext chunk to convince the cloud that it is the owner of the corresponding ciphertext chunk with full access rights [32].
Proof-of-ownership (PoW) [32] is a cryptographic approach that augments source-based deduplication with protection against side-channel attacks, while maintaining the bandwidth savings of source-based deduplication. Its idea is to let the cloud verify that a client is indeed the owner of a ciphertext chunk and is authorized with the full access to the ciphertext chunk. This ensures that a compromised client cannot query for the existence of other clients’ chunks. Specifically, PoW-based source-based deduplication, a client attaches each fingerprint being sent to the cloud with a PoW proof, through which the cloud can verify if the client is the real owner of the corresponding ciphertext chunk. The cloud only responds upon the successful proof verification, thereby preventing any compromised client from identifying the ciphertext chunks owned by other clients.

Limitations. Recall from §1 that existing encrypted deduplication implementations require expensive cryptographic protection. Server-aided MLE necessitates the OPRF protocol [47] to protect the fingerprint information against the key server, yet the OPRF protocol involves expensive public-key cryptographic operations. For example, our evaluation (§5.1) shows that the OPRF-based MLE key generation achieves only up to 25 MB/s (Exp#1) and limits the overall encrypted deduplication performance to 20 MB/s (Exp#4). Also, the existing PoW implementation is based on the Merkle-tree protocol [32], which achieves only 37 MB/s (Exp#3) due to frequent hash computations for chunk-level PoW. In a 1 GbE LAN environment, the computational overhead of PoW even negates the performance gain of eliminating the uploads of duplicate data in source-based deduplication. Although we can mitigate PoW computations by applying PoW on a per-file basis (i.e., a client proves its ownership of a file), the cloud cannot verify if a chunk belongs to a file under chunk-based deduplication. Existing solutions that improve the performance of server-aided MLE or PoW often sacrifice security [23, 41, 60], bandwidth efficiency [33, 42], or storage efficiency [41, 51, 62] (§6).

2.2 Intel SGX

We explore hardware-assisted trusted execution to mitigate the performance overhead of encrypted deduplication, while preserving security, bandwidth efficiency, and storage efficiency. In this work, we focus on Intel SGX [3], a suite of security-related instructions built into modern Intel CPUs. SGX shields the execution of code and data in a hardware-protected environment called an enclave. In the following, we highlight three security features of an enclave related to our work: isolation, attestation, and sealing.

Isolation. An enclave resides in a hardware-guarded memory region called the enclave page cache (EPC) for hosting any protected code and data. An EPC comprises 4KB pages, and any in-enclave application can take up to 96 MB [34]. If an enclave has a larger size than the EPC, it encrypts unused pages and evicts them to the unprotected memory. In this work, we deploy enclaves in each client and the key server to protect sensitive operations (§3.1). We also limit the size of in-enclave contents to mitigate the paging overhead (§3.4).

An enclave provides an interface, namely enclave call (ECall), such that an outside application can issue ECalls to securely access in-enclave contents. Note that ECalls incur context switching overhead for accessing the enclave memory [34]. We reduce the number of ECalls by batching contents for processing (§4).

Attestation. SGX supports remote attestation to authenticate a target enclave via a remote entity (e.g., the cloud). In the remote attestation process (see [3] for elaboration), the remote entity needs to contact the attestation service operated by Intel to check the integrity of the enclave information provided by the target enclave. Then the remote entity verifies the target enclave by comparing its enclave information with the trusted configuration expected in the target enclave. We use remote attestation to ensure that the correct code and data are loaded into each enclave in the first bootstrap.

Sealing. SGX protects enclave contents when they are stored outside an enclave via sealing. It uses a secret sealing key to encrypt the data before being evicted. The sealing key can be derived from either the measurement hash (i.e., a SHA256 hash on the enclave contents) or the author identity of the enclave, so that only the corresponding enclave can access the sealing key and decrypt the sealed data. Since remote attestation incurs significant delays (Exp#7), we use sealing to eliminate remote attestation after the first bootstrap of an enclave (§3.2).

Remarks. We do not consider memory encryption-based TEEs (e.g., AMD SEV [1] and MK-TME [2]), since they need a large trusted computing base and expose a broad attack surface [46]. Also, AMD SEV [1] does not protect memory integrity, and is vulnerable to the attack that a privileged adversary can manipulate encrypted memory pages [46].

2.3 Threat Model

Adversarial capabilities. We start with the server-aided MLE architecture [14] with multiple clients, the key server, and the cloud. Our major security goal is to achieve data confidentiality for outsourced cloud storage [14] against a semi-honest adversary that infers the original plaintext chunks via the following malicious actions:

- The adversary can compromise the key server and learn the MLE key generation requests issued by each client. It can also access the global secret to infer the original chunks in outsourced storage via offline brute-force attacks [14].
- The adversary can compromise one or multiple clients and send arbitrary MLE key generation requests to query the MLE keys of some target chunks [14]. It can also launch side-channel attacks against some target chunks [33] (§2.1), so as to infer the original plaintext chunks owned by other non-compromised clients.
Figure 1: Overview of SGXDedup architecture: a key enclave and a PoW enclave are deployed in the key server and each client, respectively.

Assumptions. We make the following threat assumptions. (i) All communications among the clients, the key server, and the cloud are protected against tampering (e.g., via SSL/TLS). (ii) SGX is trusted and reliable; denial-of-service or side-channel attacks against SGX [18, 48] are beyond our scope. (iii) We can achieve both integrity via remote auditing [11, 36] and fault tolerance via a multi-cloud approach [42]. (iv) We do not consider traffic analysis [64], frequency analysis [41] and chunk size leakage [54], while the related defenses [41, 54, 64] are compatible to our design.

3 SGXDedup Design

SGXDedup is a high-performance SGX-based encrypted deduplication system designed for outsourced storage, particularly for backup workloads with high content redundancy. It aims for the following design goals: (i) confidentiality, which protects the outsourced chunks and keys against unauthorized access even when the key server or any client are compromised, as in server-aided MLE in DupLESS [14] and source-based deduplication with PoW [32]; (ii) bandwidth/storage efficiency, which removes all duplicate chunks across multiple clients before uploads, as in source-based deduplication. (iii) computational efficiency, which mitigates the computational overhead of the cryptographic operations and achieves significantly higher performance than existing software-based encrypted deduplication designs.

3.1 Overview

Architecture. Figure 1 presents the architecture of SGXDedup, which introduces two enclaves: the key enclave and the PoW enclave. SGXDedup deploys a key enclave in the key server to manage and protect the global secret of server-aided MLE against a compromised key server. To perform MLE key generation, both the key enclave and a client first establish a secure channel based on a shared blinded key (see §3.3 for details how a blinded key is formed). The client then submits the fingerprint of a plaintext chunk via the secure channel. The key enclave computes the MLE key as the cryptographic hash of both the global secret and the fingerprint. It returns the MLE key via the secure channel.

The key enclave benefits both performance and security. It avoids the expensive OPRF protocol [14] of server-aided MLE during MLE key generation. Also, it protects the fingerprints and MLE keys via a secure channel based on a shared blinded key, such that the key server cannot learn any information from the MLE key generation process. Furthermore, it protects the global secret in the enclave memory, and preserves security even if the key server is compromised (note that the security of the original server-aided MLE degrades when the key server is compromised; see §2.1).

SGXDedup deploys a PoW enclave in each client to prove the authenticity of the ciphertext chunks in source-based deduplication. The PoW enclave first sets up a shared PoW key with the cloud (we currently implement the key agreement using Diffie-Hellman key exchange (DHKE); see §4). After MLE key generation, the client encrypts each plaintext chunk into a ciphertext chunk. The PoW enclave takes the ciphertext chunk as input, computes the corresponding fingerprint, and creates a signature of the fingerprint using the shared PoW key with the cloud. The client then uploads both the fingerprint and the signature to the cloud. The cloud verifies the authenticity of the fingerprint based on the corresponding signature and the PoW key. Only when the fingerprint is authenticated, the cloud proceeds to check if the fingerprint corresponds to any already stored duplicate ciphertext chunk. Note that we verify the client’s ownership of ciphertext chunks rather than that of plaintexts (e.g., [32]), so as to protect the original information from the cloud. Ensuring the ownership of ciphertext chunks is enough for security, since MLE applies one-to-one mappings and the ownership of a ciphertext chunk is consistent with that of the corresponding plaintext chunk.

The PoW enclave again benefits both performance and security. It avoids the computational overhead for the cryptographic PoW constructions. It also protects the deduplication patterns against malicious clients, as the patterns are only returned given the authenticated fingerprints.

Note that prior studies [24, 31, 37] perform key generation and encryption inside an enclave, while we opt to perform encryption in unprotected memory. The main reason is that both the original plaintext chunks and the encryption process are co-located within a client. Moving the encryption process to the enclave does not improve the security, as compromising the client can also access its plaintext chunks, yet it adds significant computational overhead to the enclave.

Questions. Realizing SGX-based encrypted deduplication efficiently is non-trivial, since we need to mitigate the potential performance overhead of SGX that would otherwise negate the overall performance benefits. Here, we pose three questions, which we address based on a suite of ECalls for the key enclave and the PoW enclave (Table 1).

• How should the enclaves be securely and efficiently bootstrapped? (§3.2)
• How should the key enclave and each client establish a secure channel? (§3.3)
Table 1: Major ECalls in SGXDedup.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ECALL Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Secret generation</td>
<td>Generate a global secret (§3.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rekeying</td>
<td>Renew a blinded key (§3.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonce checking</td>
<td>Check the uniqueness of a nonce (§3.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key generation</td>
<td>Return the MLE keys (§3.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mask generation</td>
<td>Pre-compute masks (§3.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PoW unsealing</td>
<td>Unseal a PoW key (§3.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key sealing</td>
<td>Seal a PoW key into disk (§3.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proof generation</td>
<td>Sign the ciphertext chunk fingerprints (§4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PoW enclave management. When a client bootstraps its PoW enclave, it needs to attest the authenticity of the PoW enclave. However, remote attestation generally incurs a very large latency (e.g., about 9 s; see §5.1) to connect to the Intel service. Unlike the key enclave, whose remote attestation is only done once during initialization, the client needs to reboot and terminate the PoW enclave each time it joins and leaves SGXDedup, respectively. If remote attestation were used each time when the client joins, its substantial overhead will hurt usability.

SGXDedup leverages sealing to avoid remote attestation after the first bootstrap of the PoW enclave. Recall that the PoW enclave shares a PoW key with the cloud, such that the cloud can verify the authenticity of fingerprints (§3.1). Our idea is to seal the PoW key based on the measurement hash of the PoW enclave. Thus, when the client bootstraps again its PoW enclave, it unseals the PoW key into the bootstrapped PoW enclave. As long as the PoW key is recovered successfully, the authenticity of the bootstrapped PoW enclave is verified.

Specifically, the client first checks whether any sealed PoW key is locally available in its physical machine. If a sealed PoW key is not available (the first bootstrap), the client attests the PoW enclave via remote attestation and exchanges a PoW key with the cloud; otherwise if a sealed PoW key is available (after the first bootstrap), the client creates a new PoW enclave by loading the shared object, and calls the key unsealing ECALL of the new PoW enclave to unseal the PoW key. The key unsealing ECALL takes the address of the sealed PoW key as input. It derives a sealing key based on the measurement hash of the new PoW enclave, decrypts the sealed PoW key, and keeps it in the new PoW enclave.

When the client leaves SGXDedup, its PoW enclave needs to be terminated. The client issues the key sealing ECALL to seal the PoW key. The key sealing ECALL encrypts the PoW key based on the measurement hash of the PoW enclave, and stores the result in the address provided by the client.

3.3 Renewable Blinded Key Management

Each client securely communicates with the key enclave via a shared blinded key to prevent the eavesdropping by the key server (§3.1). To form the blinded key, a straightforward approach is to directly implement a key agreement protocol between the key enclave and each client. However, the key enclave needs to authenticate the client on-the-fly (e.g., a client may renew or revoke its cloud service subscription). Such dynamic authentication puts performance burdens on the key enclave.

SGXDedup manages blinded keys with the help of the cloud. During initialization, the cloud hard-codes a blinded secret κ into the key enclave code. Each client downloads a key state (derived from κ; see below) from the cloud, and generates its blinded key (based on the key state) for the secure communication with the key enclave. Our rationales are two-fold. First, when the client issues any download request
from the cloud, the cloud can check if the client is authorized. Second, we can derive a sequence of renewable blinded keys from \(\kappa\) (instead of directly using \(\kappa\)), so as to prevent the revoked-compromised clients from persistently accessing the key enclave. As a side benefit, the renewable key management also prevents online brute-force attacks (§2.1) without actively slowing down the key generation rate [14].

SGXDedup uses key regression [30] to derive renewable blinded keys, while ensuring that the blinded keys in each client and the key enclave are consistent. Specifically, key regression works on a sequence of key states \(S[1], S[2], \ldots, S[m]\), each of which can be used to derive a key (e.g., via hashing). It allows the key enclave and the cloud to perform rekeying to derive a new state from an old state (e.g., deriving \(S[2]\) from \(S[1]\)) using a key regression secret, such that the client cannot learn any information about new states without knowing the key regression secret. It also allows each client to derive any old state from the new state (e.g., deriving \(S[1]\) from \(S[2]\)).

To realize key regression in SGXDedup, we use \(\kappa\) as the key regression secret shared between the cloud and the key enclave for deriving the new states and keys. In each upload, the client first downloads the up-to-date key state \(S[i]\) from the cloud, and requests the current version number \(j\) of the blinded key accepted by the key enclave. Given that the key enclave may not renew the blinded key in time (e.g., it is busy with serving key generation exactly in the scheduled rekeying time), \(j\) is typically smaller than \(i\) (i.e., \(S[j]\) is prior to \(S[i]\)). Then the client derives \(S[j]\) from \(S[i]\) and the corresponding blinded key \(K[j]\), and communicates with the key enclave based on the same \(K[j]\). Note that the cloud can derive \(K[j]\), but it cannot eavesdrop the communication between each client and the key enclave, since the communication is additionally protected via the SSL/TLS-based channel between the client and the key server (see our assumptions in §2.3).

SGXDedup renews blinded keys in both the cloud and the key enclave. The cloud implements a timer to trigger rekeying over periodic time intervals. The key server issues the rekeying ECall to trigger rekeying when a scheduled rekeying time is reached.

Currently, we implement the hash-based key regression scheme [30] for high key derivation performance. Specifically, we define a parameter \(n\) (now set as \(2^{20}\) [30]) to indicate the maximum number of affordable rekeying times. The cloud and the key enclave compute the \(i\)-th key state as \(S[i] = H^{i-1}(\kappa)\), and each client derives the corresponding blinded key as \(K[i] = H(S[i])||0^8\), where \(H^{i-1}(\cdot)\) iteratively calls the cryptographic hash function \(H(\cdot)\) by \(n-i+1\) times, and \(|\cdot|\) is the concatenation operator. To derive old states, the client downloads \(S[i]\) and recovers \(S[i-1] = H(S[i])\).

### 3.4 SGX-Based Speculative Encryption

Given the shared blinded key (§3.3), the key enclave manages a secure channel with each client to protect the transferred fingerprints/keys during MLE key generation (§3.1). However, managing the secure channels, particularly with many clients, incurs high encryption/decryption costs in the key enclave. SGXDedup augments the secure communication channel management using speculative encryption [27] in the context of SGX, so as to offload the encryption/decryption overhead of the key enclave.

**Speculative encryption.** Speculative encryption [27] adopts encryption/decryption in counter mode [6] and pre-computes partial encryption/decryption results in an offline procedure, so as to reduce the online computational overhead in standalone cryptographic file systems. To encrypt a plaintext \(M\), we first partition \(M\) into a sequence of plaintext blocks \(b_1, b_2, \ldots, b_m\) (e.g., each block has a fixed size of 16 bytes). For each client, we pick a unique nonce \(\theta\) that can be used only once by the encryption with the same key. We then compute the mask for the \(i\)-th plaintext block as \(e_i = E(K, \theta || i)\), where \(E(\cdot)\) is a symmetric encryption function, \(K\) is the key, \(i\) is the counter (for counter-mode encryption), and ‘||’ is the concatenation operator. Finally, we compute each ciphertext block \(c_i = e_i \oplus b_i\), where \(\oplus\) is the bitwise XOR operator, and form the whole ciphertext \(C = c_1||c_2||\ldots||c_m\). To decrypt the ciphertext, we generate the mask \(e_i\) for each block line above, recover the corresponding plaintext block \(b_i = e_i \oplus c_i\), and hence the original plaintext \(M\). Since the mask generation step is independent of each target plaintext/ciphertext, we can pre-compute the masks offline, followed by applying the lightweight XOR operation for online encryption/decryption.

**Integration.** To realize speculative encryption in SGXDedup, we need to address the nonce management issue. A unique nonce serves as an unpredictable “one-time-pad” that makes each counter-mode encryption output look random [6]. If counter-mode encryption is used by multiple clients, we need to associate each client with a unique nonce in its encryption/decryption operations. However, since different clients are isolated, it is challenging to ensure that the nonces associated with the clients are unique.

To ensure the uniqueness of a nonce, SGXDedup manages a centralized key-value store, called the nonce index, in the key enclave. Each entry of the nonce index maps a stored nonce (12 bytes) to three fields: its counter (4 bytes), the starting address (8 bytes) of the corresponding mask, and the number (4 bytes) of its available masks. Also, SGXDedup implements a nonce checking ECall (Figure 2) that can be called by the key server to compare the nonce submitted by
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each client with the previously stored nonces in the nonce index and inform the client to re-pick a new one if a duplicate nonce is found. Note that the in-enclave nonce index can be effectively managed, since it can serve up to 112,000 clients (assuming one nonce per client) with only 3 MB EPC space (default configuration of SGXDedup).

SGXDedup applies speculative encryption to establish a secure channel between a client and the key enclave for the protection of MLE key generation. To initialize the secure channel, the client synchronizes its self-picked nonce $\theta$ and the corresponding counter $i$ with the key enclave, where $i$ is initialized as zero if $\theta$ has not been used for any encryption/decryption by the client. Specifically, it encrypts $\theta$ and $i$ with the up-to-date blinded key ($\S3.3$), computes a message authentication code (MAC) based on the resulting ciphertexts, and submits both the ciphertexts and the MAC to the key server. Here, we adopt encrypt-then-MAC [16] to detect any outdated blinded key by checking the MAC for any information transferred between the client and the key enclave.

The key server issues the nonce checking ECall, which takes the client’s uploads as input, decrypts $\theta$ and $i$, and checks the decrypted $\theta$ and $i$ with the nonce index:

- **Case I:** If $\theta$ is duplicate and $i = 0$, this indicates the re-use of an existing nonce, and the ECall returns a signal to inform the client to re-pick a new nonce.
- **Case II:** If $\theta$ is duplicate and $i \neq 0$, this implies that the nonce has been stored. The ECall updates the stored counter and marks the corresponding pre-computed masks (to be used for follow-up processing, as elaborated below).
- **Case III:** If $\theta$ is unique, this implies that the nonce is new, and the ECall adds $\theta$ into the nonce index.

For Cases II and III, the ECall accepts the communication and asks the client to transfer fingerprints for MLE key generation ($\S3.1$). The client encrypts the fingerprints based on $\theta$ and $i$, and uploads the results; after encrypting each fingerprint block, the client increments $i$ by one to prevent replay attacks. As shown in Figure 2, the key server issues the key generation ECall to process the encrypted fingerprints. The ECall checks if some masks are marked for the current client. If found (i.e., Case II), it uses the marked masks to decrypt the fingerprints and encrypt the generated MLE keys. Otherwise (i.e., Case III), it computes the masks online for decryption and encryption.

**Mask pre-computation.** To speed up encryption/decryption, the key enclave performs mask pre-computation when a new blinded key is applied (i.e., all existing masks are invalid) or a client has connected again after the last mask generation (i.e., some of its masks have been consumed). The key enclave calls the mask generation ECall (Figure 2), which pre-computes the masks for a number (e.g., three in our case) of most-recently-used nonces and writes the results into a mask buffer. By default, we configure the mask buffer with up to 90 MB. Suppose that each mask takes 16 bytes and the average chunk size is 8 KB. The MLE key generation of a fingerprint consumes four masks: two are for decrypting the 32-byte fingerprint and the other two are for encrypting the resulting 32-byte MLE key. Thus, the pre-computed masks in the mask buffer can be used to process the fingerprints of up to 11.25 GB of data.

**4 Implementation**

We build an SGXDedup prototype in C++ using OpenSSL 1.1.1g [49], Intel SGX SDK 2.7 [3] and Intel SGX SSL [7]. Our prototype implements fingerprinting operations for plaintext and ciphertext chunks via SHA256, and chunk-based encryption via AES256. It contains about 14.2 K LoC.

**Setup.** To bootstrap the key enclave, the cloud hard-codes both the cloud’s sub-secret ($\S3.2$) and the blinded secret ($\S3.3$) into the key enclave code. Alternatively, SGXDedup can also provision both secrets (using the secret provisioning functionality of SGX [3]) after authenticating the key enclave, at the expense of incurring extra bootstrapping overhead. The key enclave uses SHA256 to generate the global secret and implement the hash function in key regression. Each PoW enclave implements DHKE in NIST P-256 elliptic curve to share a PoW key with the cloud.

**Key generation.** Each client implements Rabin fingerprinting [52] for content-defined chunking. We fix the minimum, average, and maximum chunk sizes in Rabin fingerprinting at 4 KB, 8 KB, and 16 KB, respectively. To implement SGX-based speculative encryption ($\S3.4$), we fix the nonce and the counter at 12 bytes and 4 bytes, respectively, and implement MACs using HMAC-SHA256. The key enclave generates the MLE key of each plaintext chunk via SHA256.

**Deduplication.** SGXDedup realizes source-based deduplication coupled with PoW. The PoW enclave implements a proof generation ECall to compute the fingerprints of ciphertext chunks and generate a signature based on the resulting fingerprints using AES-CMAC. The cloud implements the fingerprint index ($\S2.1$) as a key-value store based on LevelDB [4]. To mitigate network and disk I/O costs, we store (non-duplicate) ciphertext chunks in 8 MB containers as units of transfers and storage [43].

**Optimization.** To reduce context switching and SGX memory encryption/decryption overhead, each client batches multiple fingerprints (4,096 by default) to transfer in the secure communication channel with the key enclave ($\S3.4$). The key enclave processes each received batch of fingerprints. It accesses the batch via a pointer without copying the contents into the enclave [34]. Similarly, the PoW enclave processes the ciphertext chunks on a per-batch basis (4,096 by default) without content copy. We also use multi-threading to boost performance. Each client parallelizes the processing of chunking, fingerprinting of plaintext chunks, encryption, PoW, and uploads via multi-threading, while the key enclave and the cloud serve multiple connections in different threads.
5 Evaluation

We configure a LAN cluster of machines for multiple clients, the key server, and the cloud. Each machine has a quad-core 3.0 GHz Intel Core i5-7400 CPU, a 1 TB 7200 RPM SATA hard disk, and 8 GB RAM. All machines run Ubuntu 18.04 and are connected with 10 GbE. We evaluate SGXDedup using both synthetic (§5.1) and real-world (§5.2) workloads. We summarize the main results as follows.

- SGXDedup achieves high MLE key generation performance in both single-client (Exp#1) and multi-client (Exp#2) cases. For example, it achieves a 131.9× speedup over OPRF-RSA adopted by DupLESS’s MLE key generation [14] in the single-client case.
- SGXDedup has 2.2× and 8.2× computational PoW speed-ups over universal hash-based PoW [60] (that only achieves weaker security) and Merkle-tree-based PoW [32] (Exp#3).
- SGXDedup has high overall performance in single-client (Exp#4 and Exp#5) and multi-client (Exp#6) cases. We also provide a time breakdown of SGXDedup in uploads (Exp#7). For example, in a 10 GbE LAN testbed, SGXDedup incurs only a slowdown of 17.5% in uploads compared to a plain deduplication system without any security protection; in real-cloud deployment (Exp#5), SGXDedup incurs a slowdown of 13.2% and its performance is bounded by the Internet bandwidth.
- SGXDedup is efficient for processing real-world workloads (Exp#8 and Exp#9). For example, its upload performance overhead over plain deduplication (without security protection) is within 22.0%; it also achieves high bandwidth savings over existing approaches [33,42], by an absolute difference of up to 91.4%.

5.1 Evaluation on Synthetic Workloads

We generate a synthetic dataset with a set of files, each of which comprises globally non-duplicate chunks. By default, we set the file size as 2 GB (except for Exp#2, in which we stress-test the MLE key generation performance). A client uploads or downloads a file via the cloud. To avoid the performance impact of disk I/O, we store the file data in memory rather than on disk (except for Exp#5, in which we process on-disk files in real-cloud deployment). We plot the average results over 10 runs. We also include the 95% confidence intervals from Student’s t-Distribution into bar charts (for brevity, we exclude them from line charts).

Exp#1 (Single-client MLE key generation). We evaluate MLE key generation in two rounds. First, a client creates the plaintext chunks of a 2 GB file via Rabin fingerprinting (§4) and issues MLE key generation requests. It then repeats the MLE key generation process for the chunks of a different 2 GB file. The difference is that the second round uses the pre-computed masks for MLE key generation (§3.4).

We compare the single-client MLE key generation speed of SGXDedup with state-of-the-arts. We consider two OPRF-based key generation approaches, namely OPRF-BLS [10] and OPRF-RSA [14], which implement the OPRF primitive (§2.1) based on blind BLS and blind RSA signatures, respectively. We also consider two relaxed key generation approaches, namely MinHash encryption [51] and TED [41], which trade storage efficiency and security for performance. Specifically, MinHash encryption generates MLE keys using OPRF-RSA on a per-segment basis, where the average segment size is configured as 1 MB. TED generates the MLE key for each chunk based on the sketch-based frequency counting of the short hashes of the chunk (c.f. §3.3 in [41]).

Figure 3 shows the results. SGXDedup outperforms all baseline approaches, by avoiding the expensive cryptographic primitives in OPRF-BLS, OPRF-RSA, and MinHash encryption and the frequency counting computations in TED. Its first round achieves 1,583× and 131.9× speedups over OPRF-BLS and OPRF-RSA, respectively. The speedups are 9.4× and 3.7× over MinHash encryption and TED, respectively, even though the latter two sacrifice storage efficiency and security. Speculative encryption in the second round improves the MLE key generation speed of the first round by 67.8%.

Exp#2 (Multi-client MLE key generation). We evaluate multi-client MLE key generation. For stress-testing, we configure a single machine that runs multiple threads, each of which simulates a client, to simultaneously issue MLE key generation requests to the key server (which runs on a different machine). Recall that the pre-computed masks in the key enclave can be used to efficiently process at most 11.25 GB of data (§3.4). To enable speculative encryption for each simulated client in the second round, we configure each thread to generate 40,960 fingerprints (i.e., 320 MB of raw data for 8 KB chunks) and configure the key enclave to equally pre-compute masks for each simulated client after the first round of key generation. We measure the aggregate MLE key generation speed on processing all MLE key generation requests from all simulated clients.

Figure 4 shows the results. The aggregate key generation speeds of both rounds initially increase with the number of simulated clients. At peak, the first and second rounds achieve 8.5 × 10^5 keys/s and 29 × 10^5 keys/s for five and ten simulated clients, respectively. After ten clients, the aggregate speeds drop due to aggravated context switching overhead. On average, speculative encryption in the second round achieves 4.4× aggregate key generation speedup over the first round.

Exp#3 (Computational PoW). We evaluate the PoW performance. We consider a single client that performs PoW on a 2 GB file. The client creates plaintext chunks from the file, encrypts each plaintext chunk, and issues PoW requests to the cloud. We measure the computational PoW speed based on the total computational time of all chunks in both the client (where the PoW enclave performs fingerprinting on the ciphertext chunks and signs the resulting fingerprints) and the cloud (which verifies the authenticity of the fingerprints); note that we exclude the network transfer time between the
We compare SGXDedup with two state-of-the-art PoW approaches: (i) PoW-MT [32] (a.k.a. the basic version in [32]), a Merkle-tree-based PoW approach that encodes the chunks with erasure coding and builds a Merkle tree over the encoded content for PoW; and (ii) PoW-UH [60], which builds on universal hashing but trades security for performance. For fair comparisons, we implement both PoW-MT and PoW-UH in C++ by ourselves. Note that there are improved PoW approaches [32], but they incur even higher performance overhead for low memory usage.

Figure 5 shows the results. SGXDedup dramatically outperforms PoW-MT, since it avoids erasure coding and Merkle tree construction in the client, as well as Merkle-tree-based verification in the cloud. It achieves an 8.2× speedup over PoW-MT. It also achieves a 2.2× speedup over PoW-UH.

**Exp#4 (Single-client uploads and downloads).** We consider a single client, and compare the upload and download performance of SGXDedup with two baseline systems: (i) PlainDedup, which disables the key generation, encryption and PoW operations of SGXDedup, and hence realizes source-based deduplication without any security protection; and (ii) DupLESS [14], which generates per-chunk MLE keys via OPRF-RSA, performs encryption and uploads all ciphertext chunks to the cloud for deduplication. Since the original implementation of DupLESS does not provide a deduplicated storage backend (it assumes that Dropbox is used), we implement DupLESS in C++ based on the design described in [14] by ourselves. Note that PlainDedup retrieves files based on file recipes that are not encrypted, and differs from the two-round downloads in encrypted deduplication systems (i.e., both SGXDedup and DupLESS); in the latter, the client first downloads and decrypts the file recipe, followed by downloading the chunks to reconstruct the file (§2.1).

We evaluate the upload and download speeds in three steps: (i) a client first uploads a 2 GB file; (ii) the client restarts and then uploads another 2 GB file that is identical to the previous one; and (iii) the client downloads the file. Note that the second upload performs source-based deduplication (for both PlainDedup and SGXDedup), and leverages the pre-computed masks to accelerate key generation (only for SGXDedup).

Figure 6(a) shows the upload speeds for different network bandwidths controlled by `trickle` [28]. For the first upload, when the network bandwidth is 1 Gbps, the upload speeds of both SGXDedup (106.6 MB/s) and PlainDedup (106.2 MB/s) are bound by the network speed, while the performance bottleneck of DupLESS (20.1 MB/s) is the OPRF-RSA-based key generation (Exp#1). When the network bandwidth increases to 10 Gbps (the default), the upload speeds of SGXDedup and PlainDedup achieve 193.6 MB/s and 242.0 MB/s, respectively, while that of DupLESS keeps stable at 20.0 MB/s. For the second upload, DupLESS achieves the same speed as the first upload due to its key generation performance bottleneck. The upload speeds of both SGXDedup and PlainDedup are less influenced by the network bandwidth since they do not need to transfer data. On average, SGXDedup achieves 8.1× and 9.6× speedups over DupLESS in the first and the second uploads, respectively. Even compared with the insecure PlainDedup, SGXDedup only incurs about 17.5% and 21.4% drops of the corresponding upload speeds. The overhead comes from the security mechanisms of SGXDedup, including key generation, encryption, and PoW.

Figure 6(b) shows the download speeds. As the network bandwidth increases to 10 Gbps, both SGXDedup and DupLESS achieve 323.1 MB/s, a 44.2% drop from PlainDedup. The reason is that they serially retrieves and decrypts the file recipe, followed by downloading the ciphertext chunks.

**Exp#5 (Real-cloud uploads and downloads).** We now extend Exp#4 and evaluate the upload and download speeds in a real-cloud deployment. Specifically, we deploy the client and the key server in our LAN testbed (§5), and connect the client via the Internet to the Alibaba Cloud, in which we rent a virtual machine `ecs.6xe.xlarge` to run the cloud. The cloud machine is equipped with a quad-core 3.2 GHz CPU (Intel Xeon Cascade Lake Platinum 8269CY in its host platform), 8 GB memory. We mount the cloud with Alibaba General Purpose NAS as the storage backend. The NAS can achieve up to 20000 IOPS for 4 K random reads and writes.

We use on-disk data files for uploads (as opposed to Exp#4, which loads files into client’s memory before uploads), and allow the cloud to store the received data files in NAS. We also use `scp` to upload the whole data file (i.e., 2 GB) from the client to the cloud, so as to provide a data transfer benchmark in the Internet environment.

Table 2 shows the results. In the first upload, the performance of all systems (11.4 MB/s for SGXDedup, 11.6 MB/s for PlainDedup and 10.8 MB/s for DupLESS) is bounded by Internet bandwidth (11.9 MB/s). In the second upload, SGXDedup achieves 104.3 MB/s, 9.7× speedup over DupLESS and 13.2% drop compared to PlainDedup. Note that the performance differences are smaller than those in Exp#4, since...
SGXDedup and PlainDedup are now bounded by client-side disk I/Os. In download, the performance of all three systems is bounded by Internet bandwidth again, while SGXDedup and DupLESS degrade the download speed of PlainDedup by 10.6% due to their serial retrieval and decryption (Exp#4).

**Exp#6 (Multi-client uploads and downloads).** We now consider multiple clients that issue uploads/downloads concurrently. We focus on SGXDedup, and configure the key enclave to equally pre-compute masks for each client after the first upload. We fix the network bandwidth at 10 Gbps, and evaluate the aggregate upload and download speeds for all clients to complete the uploads/downloads.

**Exp#7 (Time breakdown).** We present a time breakdown of SGXDedup to study the performance of different steps. Suppose that the key enclave has been started and we focus on the initialization and the upload procedures of a single client. The initialization procedure bootsstraps the PoW enclave of the client. The upload procedure includes the following steps: (i) **chunking**, which partitions an input file into plaintext chunks; (ii) **fingerprinting-p**, which computes the fingerprints of plaintext chunks; (iii) **key generation**, which generates MLE keys from the key enclave; (iv) **encryption**, which encrypts the plaintext chunks; (v) **fingerprinting-c**, in which the PoW enclave computes the fingerprints of ciphertext chunks; (vi) **signing**, in which the PoW enclave computes the signature of the fingerprints; (vii) **verification**, in which the cloud verifies the authenticity of received fingerprints; (viii) **deduplication**, in which the cloud detects duplicate ciphertext chunks and informs the client; and (ix) **transfer**, which uploads the non-

duplicate ciphertext chunks and the file recipe.

Table 3 presents the results (per 1 MB of file data processed): fingerprinting-p and fingerprinting-c are operated on plaintext and ciphertext chunks, respectively.

Table 3: (Exp#7) Time breakdown per 1 MB of file data processed: fingerprinting-p and fingerprinting-c are operated on plaintext and ciphertext chunks, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure/Step</th>
<th>First Upload</th>
<th>Second Upload</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initialization</td>
<td>9.38 ± 2.72 s</td>
<td>0.80 ± 0.004 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chunking</td>
<td>3.77 ± 0.15 ms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fingerprinting-p</td>
<td>3.24 ± 0.28 ms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key generation</td>
<td>0.31 ± 0.01 ms</td>
<td>0.18 ± 0.01 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encryption</td>
<td>2.47 ± 0.10 ms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PoW</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fingerprinting-c</td>
<td>3.28 ± 0.01 ms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signing</td>
<td>0.01 ± 0.00004 ms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verification</td>
<td>0.005 ± 0.00003 ms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deduplication</td>
<td>0.38 ± 0.03 ms</td>
<td>0.48 ± 0.03 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer</td>
<td>1.29 ± 0.09 ms</td>
<td>0.05 ± 0.01 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Additional experiments.** In our technical report [53], we study the impact of batch size on key generation and PoW performance, as well as the rekeying latency.

### 5.2 Evaluation on Real-world Workloads

We evaluate SGXDedup using real-world workloads (which contain duplicates). We consider two real-world datasets in our evaluation.

- The first dataset, called FSL, contains the backup snap-
shots of user home directories from a shared file system at the File systems and Storage Lab (FSL) [5, 56]. Each snapshot lists the 48-bit fingerprints of the chunks of an average chunk size of 8 KB. We select all snapshots (under fslhomes) from January 22 to June 17, 2013, covering a total of 56.2 TB of pre-deduplicated data. The dataset reduces to 431.9 GB after deduplication (i.e., a 133.2× deduplication ratio).

• The second dataset, called MS, contains the Windows file system snapshots from Microsoft [45]. Each snapshot lists the 40-bit fingerprints of the chunks of an average chunk size of 8 KB. We sample 140 snapshots from the original 857 snapshots, such that each snapshot has a size of about 100 GB. Our dataset contains 14.4 TB of pre-deduplicated data. It reduces to 2.4 TB after deduplication (i.e., a 6× deduplication ratio).

**Exp#8 (Trace-driven performance).** We conduct trace-driven evaluation on the upload and download performance of SGXDedup. We choose ten snapshots from FSL and MS each as follows. For FSL, we pick the snapshots from the same user to have high cross-snapshot redundancies; for MS, we pick the snapshots that have the most intra-snapshot redundancies. The chosen FSL and MS snapshots take 1.3 TB and 1.0 TB of pre-deduplicated data, respectively. Since our snapshots only contain fingerprints without actual data, we reconstruct each plaintext chunk by repeatedly writing its fingerprints into a spare chunk until reaching the specified chunk size, so the same (distinct) fingerprint returns the same (distinct) chunk. We use a single client to upload the snapshots one by one, followed by downloading them in the same order of uploads. We compare SGXDedup with PlainDedup (Exp#4).

Figure 8(a) shows the upload and download speeds across FSL snapshots. Both SGXDedup and PlainDedup achieve high upload speeds, especially when uploading the subsequent snapshots (e.g., at least 164.5 MB/s for SGXDedup and 212.2 MB/s for PlainDedup) after the first snapshot (e.g., 148.8 MB/s for SGXDedup and 157.5 MB/s for PlainDedup). The reason is that the FSL dataset has high redundancies across snapshots, and both systems can upload less data for subsequent snapshots. On average, SGXDedup incurs an upload performance drop of 22.0% compared to PlainDedup. Note that the overhead is slightly larger than that (17.5-21.4%) in our performance evaluation (Exp#4) using synthetic workloads. The reason is that chunking is now disabled in trace-driven evaluation, and the bottleneck for SGXDedup switches to PoW (see Table 3), while the bottleneck for PlainDedup is fingerprinting. The download speed decreases from 41.3 MB/s to 36.4 MB/s for SGXDedup, and from 45.0 MB/s to 37.9 MB/s for PlainDedup, mainly due to chunk fragmentation [43]. We can mitigate chunk fragmentation via re-writing and caching [19, 43].

Figure 8(b) shows the upload and download speeds across MS snapshots. Both systems have lower upload speeds than in the FSL dataset, since the MS dataset has more non-duplicate chunks (e.g., 28.7 M for MS versus 18.3 M for FSL) and aggravates the access overhead of the fingerprint index. On average, SGXDedup incurs an upload slowdown of 21% compared to PlainDedup. Note that the download speeds fluctuate (e.g., 24.3-57.5 MB/s for SGXDedup and 25.6-60.3 MB/s for PlainDedup), since some MS snapshots have more non-duplicate chunks and are likely to be stored in consecutive regions that can be accessed quickly via sequential reads (i.e., less chunk fragmentation [43]).

**Exp#9 (Bandwidth savings).** We evaluate the bandwidth efficiency of SGXDedup. We consider two existing approaches that defend against side-channel attacks using both source-based deduplication (i.e., the client performs deduplication and uploads only non-duplicate ciphertext chunks to the cloud) and target-based deduplication (i.e., the client uploads all ciphertext chunks to the cloud, which performs deduplication on the received ciphertext chunks): (i) two-stage deduplication [42], which applies source-based deduplication on individual users, followed by target-based deduplication across users; and (ii) randomized-threshold deduplication [33], which performs either source-based deduplication or target-based deduplication based on a randomly chosen threshold. We choose the upper and lower bounds of the threshold in randomized-threshold deduplication as 20 and 2, respectively, as in [33]. For FSL, we aggregate the same-day snapshots of different users, and add each aggregate snapshot into the storage in the order of its creation time. For MS, we add each snapshot based on its snapshot ID (we assume that each MS snapshot is from a distinct user). We measure the bandwidth savings as the fraction of data reduction in transmission compared to the pre-deduplicated data. Here, we do not consider the bandwidth overhead due to metadata.

Figure 9 shows the cumulative bandwidth saving after uploading each snapshot. After uploading all snapshots, SGXDedup achieves 99.2% and 83.2% of bandwidth savings in FSL and MS, respectively. Since SGXDedup performs source-based deduplication, its bandwidth savings are also translated to the storage savings. Two-stage deduplication has almost identical bandwidth savings to SGXDedup in FSL, since the FSL dataset includes a large volume of intra-user redundancies. On the other hand, in MS, two-stage deduplication only has 47.9% of bandwidth savings (less than SGXDedup by an absolute difference of 35.3%). Randomized-threshold deduplication has varying bandwidth savings, with 48.5% in MS
but only 7.8% in FSL (less than SGXDedup by an absolute difference of 34.7% and 91.4%, respectively).

6 Related Work

MLE key management. Traditional MLE-based [15] encrypted deduplication systems (e.g., [8, 20, 55]) are vulnerable to offline brute-force attacks [14]. DupLESS [14] proposes server-aided MLE to perform MLE key generation in a dedicated key server. Follow-up studies on server-aided MLE focus on deduplication pattern attestation [10], cross-user deduplication [62], and MLE key renewal [51].

Some studies mitigate the overhead of chunk-based MLE key generation at the expense of degrading deduplication effectiveness [51, 62] or weakening security [40]. SGXDedup outperforms these approaches in performance, while preserving both deduplication effectiveness and security (§5.1). Some other MLE key generation approaches include threshold-based key management [26] and decentralized key management [44], but they build on the cryptographic primitives (e.g., threshold signature [26] and password-authenticated key exchange [44]) that are theoretically proven but not readily implemented.

Defenses against side-channel attacks. Source-based deduplication is bandwidth-efficient but vulnerable to side-channel attacks [33]. Prior studies [33, 42] combine source-based deduplication and target-based deduplication to defend against side-channel attacks, while SGXDedup achieves significantly more bandwidth savings by purely performing source-based deduplication (§5.2) and using PoW to protect against side-channel attacks. Also, SGXDedup is much more efficient than Merkle-tree-based PoW (§5.1). Some other studies make PoW efficient by relaxing security (e.g., [23, 60]), while SGXDedup uses client-side enclave for efficient PoW proof generation and supports more fine-grained chunk-based deduplication.

7 Conclusion

This paper addresses the performance overhead of encrypted deduplication via SGX. We present SGXDedup, which implements a set of ECalls to run sensitive operations in SGX enclaves, so as to accelerate encrypted deduplication while preserving security. SGXDedup incorporates three key designs: (i) the secure and efficient enclave management, (ii) the renewable blinded key management, and (iii) the design of SGX-based speculative encryption for lightweight computations. Evaluation on our SGXDedup prototype demonstrates its high performance in synthetic and real-world workloads.
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Abstract

Internet service based on low Earth orbit satellites is generating immense excitement in the networking community due to its potential for global low-latency connectivity. Despite the promise of LEO satellite networks, the security of their operation has so far been largely neglected. In this context, we present ICARUS, a new class of denial of service attacks on LEO networks. ICARUS turns these networks’ key benefits into vulnerabilities: an adversary can leverage the direct global accessibility to launch an attack from numerous locations, while the quest for low latency constrains routing, and provides predictability to the adversary. We explore how the adversary can exploit other unique features, including the path structure of such networks, and the public knowledge of the locations and connectivity of the satellite-routers. We find that a small amount of attack bandwidth can hamper communications between large terrestrial areas. Finally, we lay out open problems in this direction, and provide a framework to enable further research on attacks and defenses in this context.

1 Introduction

SpaceX Starlink [60,61], Amazon Kuiper [35], and others are deploying hundreds to thousands of satellites, each carrying high-capacity networking equipment. These low Earth orbit (LEO) satellite networks (LSNs) aim to provide global broadband Internet service. While global access would itself be a huge leap in connectivity, these networks also promise low-latency communications between otherwise well-connected regions. For instance, recent work [9] shows that for long-distance communication beyond a few thousand kilometers, such networks could provide lower latency than not only today’s fiber Internet, but also specialized free-space radio networking used in the high-frequency trading industry.

Driven by the exciting potential of global low-latency networking, researchers are exploring many interesting problems related to LSNs, such as estimating their latency improvements [9,28], and network topology design [10] and new routing strategies [25,29,33].

However, prior work has thus far largely ignored the aspect of the secure operation of these networks in the face of adversaries. We hence explore the resilience of LSNs to a large-scale volumetric distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attack, carried out by a botnet of compromised satellite-enabled hosts. This threat has been extensively studied in terrestrial networks, but as we detail later (§ 3.4), an LSN is an extremely different environment: an adversary can leverage its global footprint to flexibly inject traffic into the network; knowledge about node (satellite) locations and network structure, far from being closely guarded, is easily available public information; and the low-latency objective both limits path diversity and reduces uncertainty about routing for the adversary.

With these unique opportunities for the adversary, also come new challenges: unlike a terrestrial transit network, the LSN connects directly to the clients injecting traffic into it, and can more easily detect and stop malicious behavior; at least initially, the client population will be much smaller than the Internet, limiting the adversary’s resources; and the sparse structure of the inter-satellite network creates a risk for attack traffic flows to congest each other instead of the target(s).

Leveraging the unique opportunities and addressing the new challenges, we present ICARUS, a DDoS attack on LSNs. ICARUS draws on Coremelt [64] and Crossfire [31], and other DDoS work, but is customized for LSNs — the adversary carefully plans attack traffic using an LSN’s structure, with the objective of congesting a target link or set of target links. The adversary hopes to do so at low cost, in terms of attack traffic volume, and with low detectability, in terms of change in the ingress bandwidth at individual satellites.

To help develop intuition in this new setting, we first analyze ICARUS in the scenario where the LSN uses single shortest-path routing. By simulating the attack on the LSN with the largest deployment to date, Starlink, we find that the adversary can successfully target the majority of its links, congesting both ground-to-satellite links and inter-satellite links (ISLs). Somewhat surprisingly, multi-target attacks that hamper connectivity between large regions are also feasible, at somewhat higher cost, but without increasing detectability compared to the single-target case.

In practice, LSNs may leverage multipath routing, potentially with randomized load balancing. We thus introduce a probabilistic version of ICARUS, that allows them to congest the target(s) with high probability, despite the uncertainty of routing. We analyze this attack against four intuitive routing schemes. Unfortunately, our experiments show that ICARUS is still able to attack targets at some additional cost compared to the single shortest-path scenario. The routing scheme that is most effective at increasing the attack cost—by 385% for the median target, if the adversary desires to minimize risk of detection—increases latency by 385% for the median target, up to 2.04× in more extreme cases. Despite this latency inflation, in the absolute, this increased attack cost translates to less than 80 Gbps of attack traffic, and with a few tens of Mbps of bandwidth per bot, as promised by LSNs, translates to a few thousand bots. This is also the most pessimistic scenario for the attacker: there is no benign network traffic to lower the bar for congesting targets, the
LSN is willing to accept a large latency degradation, and the attacker seeks to minimize detectability rather than cost. In many settings, a few hundred bots will suffice instead.

Lastly, we briefly analyze additional attack opportunities that may arise from the dynamic nature of LSNs — as satellites move and paths change, there is natural flux in both the latencies of end-end paths, and in the traffic carried by each ISL. An adversary could potentially leverage latency changes to double the bandwidth of attack flows for a short period, in a manner similar to temporal lensing [55]. However, early results indicate little additional utility from this seemingly promising method. Further, an adversary may also time their attack flows to coincide with natural surges in link utilization from path changes. Our preliminary analysis indicates promise for this latter strategy, but a packet-level analysis is necessary to ascertain its impact.

Our main contributions are:

• We draw out the unique features of LSNs that introduce a vulnerability to DDoS, motivating a new analysis of a problem well-studied in terrestrial networks.
• We present the ICARUS attack, which exploits these unique features to successfully congest target links in an LSN. ICARUS addresses the new challenges the LSN setting poses for the adversary in terms of cost and detectability.
• We use the simple single shortest-path routing setting to develop intuition, and to show how connectivity between large regions may be hampered by ICARUS.
• We extend ICARUS to a randomized multipath routing scenario, and evaluate it against four intuitive routing schemes, showing that the attack still succeeds with high probability.

To the best of our knowledge, ICARUS is the first volumetric DDoS attack on upcoming LSNs. Beyond our particular attack methods and results, we hope that our analysis framework will aid further work on the vulnerability of LSNs to DDoS attacks, and on developing and evaluating mitigation strategies, e.g., routing that optimizes the latency-resilience tradeoff. Our framework is available on GitHub.

2 Background & related work

Our contributions lie at the intersection of the nascent research on large upcoming LSNs, and well-studied (for terrestrial networks) denial-of-service (DoS) attacks. We introduce the relevant background for both.

2.1 LEO satellite networks

In the proposed and under-deployment LSNs, hundreds to thousands of satellites will be arranged in equally-spaced orbital planes, each containing the same number of satellites. Satellites connect to terminal units (TUs) on the ground with radio links. At the same time, satellites may connect to each other by laser ISLs. Each orbit has a fixed height above sea level; under 2000 km is considered LEO. This relative closeness to the ground provides a great advantage in terms of communication latency, as the signal has to travel a much shorter distance to reach the satellite than, for example, to reach Geostationary satellites at 35,786 km.

In most proposed constellations, the orbital planes do not intersect the Equatorial plane at a 90° angle, and thus do not transit over the Earth’s poles. Instead, a lower inclination angle is used to allow the satellites to spend more time at lower latitudes, thus improving coverage above more populous areas, whilst avoiding the polar regions.

Our analysis throughout uses the first shell of the SpaceX Starlink constellation, for which the above parameters are: 72 orbital planes, each with 22 satellites, a height of 550 km, and an orbital inclination of 53° [60, 61, 63].

Satellite–ground connectivity. Figure 1 shows a typical LSN communication scenario. Terminal units (TUs) are installed at the clients on the ground. Each satellite can simultaneously connect with multiple TUs, thanks to their multi-beam antennas [17]. We call the aggregate capacity incoming to and outgoing from a satellite its uplink and downlink respectively. Based on recent FCC filings [60, 61], our analysis assumes both up- and downlink capacities to be 4 Gbps.

TUs can communicate with overhead satellites that are above a minimum elevation angle over the horizon. The angle varies from constellation to constellation, and expresses a trade-off between the size of the coverage area or footprint of a satellite, and the rate of communication achievable. Greater elevation angles translate to smaller footprints, but also force shorter paths inside the atmosphere and allow for better frequency reuse, thus increasing capacity. For Starlink’s shell I, the minimum elevation angle is planned to be 40°.

Inter-satellite connectivity. A key feature of the proposed constellations is the use of laser inter-satellite links (ISLs) on each satellite.1 A typical approach is to have 4 ISLs per satellite, two connected to fore and aft satellites in the same orbital plane, and two to satellites in adjacent orbital planes [69]. The resulting ISL topology is used to transit traffic between TUs. As shown in Fig. 1, traffic can be forwarded from a TU to a satellite in view through an uplink, then across multiple ISLs, and finally to the destination via a downlink.

Some constellations, particularly during early stages of deployment, may forego ISLs, instead transiting data through a series of up and down transmissions between ground stations.

---

1SpaceX recently launched ISL-capable satellites [59], and Telesat has started producing them [65].
and satellites; this is, for instance, the case for Starlink in its first stages of deployment. However, ISLs are expected to be a key component of future LSNs, including more mature deployments of Starlink, and are crucial to achieving many of their benefits [10,28,29]. We therefore focus our analysis on the setting with ISLs; no-ISL LSNs are a strictly easier attack target: ground–satellite links will have a much lower capacity than ISLs, with each satellite supporting a few Gbps of uplink at most, simplifying the adversary’s goal of creating congestion. On the other hand, previous work [17] and laser equipment vendors’ offerings [47] suggest that ISLs will be able to transfer up to 20 Gbps full-duplex, greatly increasing the capacity of the network.

Benefits: global low-latency broadband. With their hundreds to thousands of satellites, each providing multi-gigabit connectivity, LSNs can blanket the globe with broadband Internet. Besides their potential to extend the Internet’s coverage to under-served regions, LSNs are also generating excitement due to their potential for low-latency connectivity even in already well-connected areas. Prior work [10] estimates that LSNs could reduce latency for long-distance routes by more than $2 \times$ compared to today’s Internet. Two factors contribute to this reduced latency: first, the speed of light in vacuum is roughly 50% higher than the speed of light in the glass medium of optical fiber. Second, a series of ISLs can often provide a more direct path between TUs than what fiber can achieve on the ground.

2.2 Denial of service

The term denial of service encompasses a large class of attacks. DoS attacks can target different resources at different layers in the network. We are interested in discovering and analyzing the threats to communication that are peculiar to LSNs, and that arise from the characteristics we have presented in the previous section. During a volumetric DDoS attack, a botmaster directs the traffic of thousands to millions of bots [3], i.e., compromised hosts, towards a target element in the network, overwhelming it. The botnet is usually composed of bots distributed across the globe; and targets can be servers, end-hosts, routers, etc. Traditional DDoS attacks send traffic to a target end-point. Newer attacks like Coremelt and Crossfire are designed to congest in-network elements instead—their approach to send traffic between bots or to initiate connections to a variety of public servers defies traditional methods to classify traffic into legitimate and unwanted.

Coremelt & Crossfire. In Coremelt [64], the adversary tries to congest a target inter-domain link by making use of legitimate-looking flows generated between the $N$ bots of a botnet. Given the knowledge of the $\binom{N}{2}$ paths between the bots, the adversary can initiate flows that will cross the target link. With sufficient resources, the adversary can successfully congest any link in the network.

Crossfire [31] expands on this idea. With Crossfire, the adversary is able to hinder communication between entire regions of a network, as bots simultaneously connect to strategically selected servers, thus creating overload on the links leading into the region under attack.

Both attacks have been notoriously hard to mitigate, since the adversary uses indistinguishable, legitimate traffic. In §7 we argue that ICARUS poses an even larger threat, as the few mitigations available against Coremelt and Crossfire cannot be directly employed.

3 ICARUS adversary model

The ICARUS adversary controls a botnet of compromised hosts equipped with TUs that connect to the LSN. These bots are exploited by the adversary to send traffic over the LSN to congest links and disrupt communications between other TUs controlled by benign users.

3.1 The adversary’s objective

The adversary seeks to generate legitimate-looking traffic that, by careful selection of source and destination bots, disrupts target communications by exhausting the capacity of certain LSN links. More concretely, the adversary may target:

- A satellite uplink or downlink. This is the easiest attack, as these are the lowest bandwidth links in an LSN.
- An ISL. Congesting ISLs is a potentially more disruptive attack, as they carry traffic for more source-destination pairs. However, they are also more difficult to attack than uplinks and downlinks, as they have higher capacity.
- Multiple links. We also consider multi-link attacks, in which the adversary selects a combination of target ISLs and/or up/downlinks to achieve a broader attack effect. For example, the adversary could try to congest all the links in the load-balancing set for a target source-destination communication, or to target all links connecting two large terrestrial areas.

Our simulations label a link congested when aggregate traffic demand across it exceeds its capacity. In practice, degradation of communication starts before this threshold.

3.2 Metrics of attack success

For any of the above targets, the adversary is interested in causing disruption at low cost and while avoiding detection.

Cost. Attack cost measures the resources an adversary has to deploy to successfully achieve their attack’s goals. We express cost as the traffic volume (in Gbps) the adversary has to generate to be successful. With each bot generating tens of Mbps of attack traffic, as seen in initial measurements from Starlink [5,11], an ISL’s 20 Gbps worth of capacity translates to, e.g., 500 bots each sending 40 Mbps.

Detectability and maxUp. If the LSN operator sees large changes in how much traffic a certain satellite receives on its uplink, the operator could potentially localize and identify the compromised bots. Thus, to reduce detectability, the adversary would distribute attack traffic across numerous uplinks. To characterize detectability, we use the maximum absolute
bandwidth increase caused by the attack traffic across the uplinks of the LSN (maxUp). We use the absolute increase, rather than relative, to obtain comparable results from simulations with different baseline traffic models.

3.3 The adversary’s capabilities & constraints
Unlike terrestrial networks, many aspects of an LSN’s operations are public knowledge or can be inferred.

LSN topology. Satellite orbits are public-domain information constantly updated and published by NORAD [12]. From these, an adversary can precisely compute the positions of the satellites for a chosen attack time; the error in such computations is at most a few kilometers per day into the future [32]. As noted earlier (§2), the ISL interconnect is expected to be a typical cross pattern. The design capacity of all links is also known through public regulatory filings. Thus, we assume full advance knowledge of the LSN topology. Moreover, changes in the shortest paths happen on timescales of seconds. As the maximum forwarding latency in the network is about 125 ms, the adversary can look at the LSN in snapshots [10], and compute the attacks for successions of snapshots. They can thus avoid the complexity of continuous satellite motion.

Routing. The topology is known, as is the propagation delay across each link at all times. Therefore, given frequent measurements of latency between a large set of bots, the adversary can determine how routes are being chosen. This is a much simpler setting for network tomography than one where the topology and forwarding latencies are unknown.

If routing is deterministic, e.g., shortest-path routing, the adversary can compute the full forwarding path for any source-destination pair ahead of time. If routing is randomized, e.g., for load balancing across near-shortest paths, we assume the adversary knows the algorithm with which the load-balancing set is constructed. The adversary therefore knows in advance the possible paths traffic will take, but not the actual path selected for forwarding a particular flow.

Bot locations & availability. A key promise of LSNs is global coverage, thus providing diverse locations for potential bots. Even if terminals themselves are secure, it suffices to compromise the user devices connected through them, and therefore exploits used today to create botnets directly apply in the case of a satellite-enabled botnet. We thus assume that the adversary can compromise TUs at any location on land. Given that such TUs, even today [66], feature GNSS-based self-location to aid signal acquisition from satellites, the adversary accurately knows the locations of their bots.

Regarding the size of the botnet, we do not constrain the number of compromised TUs at any location beyond the limits imposed by the capacity of uplinks. We will later show that successful attacks only require hundreds to thousands of compromised TUs—a very small fraction of the tens of millions of TUs expected to be available globally (SpaceX has sought permits for 5 million TUs in the US alone [62]).

Attack control channel. We assume that the adversary can coordinate the bot army through a command-and-control channel, which is typical for modern botnets. As we show later, the advance knowledge of the topology, the routing algorithm, and the bot locations, allows the adversary to pre-compute and disburse the bots to their attack traffic commands ahead of time. Fine-grained time-synchronization across bots would only be needed if the adversary sought to create extremely short-term congestion (e.g., for tens of milliseconds) [36, 55]. This would easily be possible through GNSS.

3.4 Unique attack opportunities & challenges
The above discussion highlights that an adversary targeting LSNs has several advantages compared to one targeting traditional terrestrial networks.

- An adversary has full access to the network topology. The positions of the satellites are published regularly [12], and can be predicted with high accuracy into the future [32]. The design detail of the interconnections, moreover, can be deduced from the FCC requests that the satellite operators are mandated to file. In contrast, the topology of terrestrial networks is concealed, and may even be obfuscated [44].
- Given the LSN’s global exposure, the adversary can recruit bots in diverse locations for generating attack traffic.
- The low-latency goal of LSNs leads to routing predictability, as shortest or near-shortest paths must be used.
- For already well-connected regions, the primary value of an LSN is low latency, as terrestrial fiber routes will be cheaper. This lowers an adversary’s burden: between a target source-destination pair, the adversary must only deteriorate a small set of desirable (low-latency) paths, instead of needing to congest a cut in the network graph.
- Our analysis of the topology and path structure of an LSN shows that certain links are more vulnerable than others, providing easy targets for an adversary.
- Exploiting the system’s predictability, communication with the bots can be asynchronous, making traditional detection of the command and control traffic difficult.

However, some aspects of the LSN setting also pose challenges to the adversary:

- Each bot has limited resources, and the pool of bots available is only a small fraction of Internet-connected hosts that could otherwise be purposed as bots. It is thus even more crucial for an adversary to keep attack cost low.
- The adversary needs to ensure that their limited attack resources are not wasted by self-congestion, whereby traffic from its bots congests links before reaching the target links.
- Congesting some satellite’s uplink exploiting a large number of bots directly underneath is counter to the adversary’s need to avoid detection. The LSN is a centrally-managed, intra-domain network, and therefore has better monitoring and policing capabilities than terrestrial transit networks.
Thus, the adversary has to be especially stealthy, and employ more distant and diffuse collections of bots.

- If the LSN uses randomized load balancing across multiple paths, this results in routing unpredictability for the adversary, requiring a probabilistic approach that would potentially consume more resources.

Our attack methods exploit the aforementioned unique opportunities, while addressing the new challenges.

## 4 ICARUS attack: shortest-path routing

We first discuss our ICARUS denial-of-service attack against an LSN in the simpler setting, where the LSN uses single shortest-path routing. While this provides low latency, the deterministic routing aids the adversary.

### 4.1 Attack mechanism

Paths in an LSN are typically stable on the order of seconds (§ 3.3). Thus, the adversary can compute the flows the bots must send on a static snapshot of the network, and use the same flow assignment for seconds before issuing a new one. Note that the adversary is also aware of the times when paths will change, and can plan their flow assignments for change-free periods. The assignments can be sent asynchronously to the bots for several periods in advance, as the entire system is fully predictable on a much longer timescale. For a particular system snapshot, the set of attack flows is computed as follows, similarly to Crossfire [31]:

A1 **Link and path discovery.** The adversary uses the known inter-satellite topology to create a connectivity graph. They compute all the satellite in view of each bot, and add an uplink and a downlink for each reachable satellite to the connectivity graph. Finally, the adversary runs Dijkstra’s algorithm for all the \( N(N − 1)/2 \) pairs of bots to find the forwarding paths.

A2 **Path filtering.** For a given target link or links, the adversary finds all bot-pairs whose shortest path traverses the target(s). The adversary retains only the paths that traverse the target(s) in the desired (attacked) direction.

A3a **Feasible attack flow computation.** The adversary must decide how much traffic to send on the chosen attack paths between its bot-pairs. The adversary checks if there exists a flow assignment such that (i) the target links are just above capacity, and (ii) no other links are congested. Satisfying these constraints ensures that the target(s) can be congested without the attack traffic self-congesting, i.e., being bottlenecked before reaching them. This approach minimizes cost in terms of attack bandwidth.

A3b **Reducing maxUp.** If A3a produces a feasible attack flow, the adversary iteratively optimizes maxUp. Recall that maxUp, \( D \), is the maximum attack traffic volume across the uplinks. At each iteration \( i \), the adversary lowers the permissible attack traffic volume on all uplinks, \( D_i \); then they perform the feasibility check again. This process is repeated until the minimum value, \( D_{\text{min}} \), is found, for which the attack is still feasible.

### 4.2 Evaluation setup

We evaluate the above attack strategy in terms of how its cost and maxUp depend on the attack scenario. The attack scenario varies the targets, i.e., either individual links or sets of links, and what type of benign traffic already uses the LSN.

Throughout, we use simulations on the SpaceX Starlink shell I constellation (§2) with a total of 1584 satellites. Note however, that our evaluation framework supports arbitrary constellations; an example set of results for a different configuration is included in §D in the Supplemental materials. We assume that bots and benign TUs can be located at any point on land. To keep the simulations tractable, we discretize the continuous space of geolocations to a regular geodesic grid. This is done in the form of a triangular tiling of the planet that, when restricted to land areas, amounts to a total of 1761 possible positions. (The restriction to land areas is driven by our below models of benign traffic, which are based on population and economic activity.) Each of the triangular tiles represents an area of 100,000 km\(^2\). Since a single Starlink satellite covers an area ten times this size, this grid suffices to capture the nuances of different TU placement relative to the same satellite.

We test three traffic scenarios for benign traffic on the LSN:

- **Empty network:** This case, with no benign traffic, serves as a baseline, comparing against which, we can understand the impact of existing traffic.
- **GDP traffic:** A “gravity” sampling model, where probability of adding 10 Mbps of benign traffic between two locations is proportional to the product of their Gross Domestic Product (GDP) [48]. Each tile’s centroid serves as a traffic source/sink location, with the aggregate GDP for the tile’s area being this location’s GDP weight. We then sample 250k times, discarding the samples that, if added, would exceed 90% of the capacity on the links. This process results in a utilization of 28% of the on-land uplink capacity. This model treats traffic as proportional to economic activity, representing the view that the biggest economic centers will drive traffic and revenue.
- **Pop traffic:** Another gravity model similar to the above, except the population is used as the weight instead of GDP [13]. This model represents the scenario where the LSN’s primary role is improving coverage in regions that are populous but still poorly connected. For this model, we get 34% utilization.

All the simulations in the following are executed by our LSN simulation framework (~5000 lines of Python code).

### 4.3 Single link target scenarios

**Attacking an uplink.** The outcome of the attack on an uplink is easy to determine: either the adversary has enough bots in the area of coverage of the victim satellite uplink, or
the attack cannot succeed. This attack has therefore maximum maxUp in our model, as the adversary has to completely fill the uplink with attack traffic.

**Downlinks.** Unlike uplinks, downlinks can be reached from arbitrarily afar, and therefore the adversary can more easily find bots to congest them. In theory, the attack flows can self-congest: as the attack traffic flows towards the target downlink, more and more flows join paths, filling the ISLs leading up to the target. While this can violate constraint ii) in A3a (§ 4.1), it is unlikely for an attack on a downlink — all the ISLs preceding the target downlink can carry 5× the bandwidth needed to congest the downlink. As a result, our simulations reveal that all downlinks from satellites located over land are attackable in this manner. As our model does not allow TUs in the seas, there is no way to congest downlinks for the remaining satellites. We also verified that this result remains the same regardless of our three traffic models, as even with benign traffic, there is always enough leftover capacity in the network for the relatively small amount of attack traffic bandwidth required.

**ISLs.** ISLs have higher bandwidth than up-/down-links, making an attack more complicated and more costly to achieve. Not only is more attack traffic needed to cause congestion on an ISL compared to a bot under the target uplink, but also self-congestion does often occur in practice for attack flows headed to a target ISL. This often results in there being no feasible attack flow. Consequently, of the 6336 possible ISL target links (1584 satellites, each with 4 ISLs, counting both directions), we find that in an empty network scenario, 5470 (86%) are feasible. With GDP or Pop traffic, this drops to 72% and 71% respectively. This is along expected lines: benign traffic reduces the available capacity on the attack flow paths, limiting the attack traffic that reaches the target.

An interesting finding from our simulations is that with all three models, of the end-to-end paths with at least one ISL, fewer than 0.6% do not contain at least one ISL the adversary can congest. Therefore, this attack can disrupt >99.4% of all communications that rely on an ISL.

**Cost and maxUp.** In the above, we have only discussed feasibility for each individual targeted link: for uplinks, feasibility depends simply on having enough bots under the target uplink; all downlinks over land are feasible to attack; and for ISLs, self-congestion limits feasibility, with the details dependent on the benign traffic. For the feasible attacks, we can also analyze attack cost and maxUp.

Figure 2 shows the cost and maxUp of attacks against all links that are feasible to attack (downlinks and ISLs together; uplinks are uninteresting as discussed, and thus omitted) for all three traffic models. From the cost graphic (top), we see that for the empty network, there are only two modes in the CDF — all downlinks cost 0.2 and all ISLs cost 1 to attack. (We present costs normalized to one ISL’s bandwidth, i.e., 20 Gbps; recall that downlinks have one-fifth the capacity of an ISL.) This is as expected: in an otherwise empty network, congesting any link requires sending the target link’s capacity worth of traffic. In the presence of benign traffic, for both traffic models, the attack cost is lower, as the adversary needs to add a smaller amount of traffic to the existing benign traffic. In terms of number of bots, a cost of 1 translates to a few hundred bots sending tens of Mbps each (§ 3.2). The maxUp plot (Fig. 2, below) shows the distribution of maxUp across attacks on different target links. We normalize maxUp to one uplink’s bandwidth, such that needing to fully saturate a satellite’s uplink is the worst case for the adversary, and means that maxUp is 1. The maxUp of an attack on the median target link is below 0.13 in the empty network scenario. Thus, the maximum satellite uplink bandwidth consumed across attack flows sent towards these target links comprises roughly one-eighth of an uplink’s bandwidth. Adding benign traffic to the network with either traffic model further lowers the adversary’s risk of detection.

While adding benign traffic decreases attack cost and lowers maxUp for those target links that are feasible to attack, it actually decreases the fraction of feasible target links. However, closer inspection shows that this is not a particularly severe problem for the adversary: the links that become less vulnerable when benign traffic is present are mostly above the oceans, and not the higher-value ones over the more populous regions (further analysis is presented in §A.1 in the Supplemental materials).

### 4.4 Multi-link region disconnection scenarios

Beyond attacking individual links and communications that traverse them, an adversary may seek to hamper all communication between two large geographic areas. To do so, they must congest all paths connecting the two regions simultaneously. This makes the attack more challenging: the adversary now has to carefully select the set of target links to congest, such that hampering region-region connectivity incurs low cost and has low maxUp. Figure 3 shows an example in which...
The adversary intelligently selects 3 bottlenecks shared across the 12 different paths, greatly reducing the attack cost. In many cases, however, the choice is not as obvious.

The adversary has to select the minimum set of links it is able to attack simultaneously, among the ones in the paths connecting the zones, such that their congestion results in a complete disconnection. Unfortunately, this problem is equivalent to the minimum set cover problem (we prove equivalence in §B in the Supplemental materials), which is NP-hard [34]. To avoid exponential explosion, we use a heuristic which computes a good approximation of the set of links to attack in polynomial time. Each link in the paths to congest is assigned a score, equal to the ratio between the maxUp of the attack on the link, and the number of paths that share the link. The lower this score, the stealthier it is to attack such a link. We therefore add the link with the lowest score to the attack set, we remove it from the network alongside all the paths it congests, and finally recompute the scores for all remaining links. We continue this procedure until all paths are congested. We run this heuristic three times, slightly varying the order in which links are removed, and keep the lowest maxUp result.

Simulation results. We iteratively sample 5000 pairs of regions, each comprising six points on the geodesic grid (§ 4.2). For each pair, we run the attack twice, inverting source and destination region, for a total of 9658 viable attack cases (some are discarded because the zones are overlapping). The results are shown in Fig. 4.

We find that 9208 of these zone pairs (95%) can be successfully attacked. The median maxUp of these attacks is 0.10, implying that attacking large regions does not expose the adversary more than the single-link attacks (where the maxUp was 0.13). The minor difference in maxUp arises because the zone construction algorithm prevents some of the corner cases that increase the median maxUp in the single-link attacks. Since zones are composed by multiple grid points, they have to be located farther away from the edges of satellite connectivity (high latitudes, or narrow corners of continents), thus giving the adversary more uplinks on which to distribute the attack traffic. Finally, the overall cost is mainly driven by the number of bottlenecks found (characterized by the spikes in the marginal in Fig. 4), which is consistently below 4.

5 ICARUS against more sophisticated routing

We use the single shortest path routing setting discussed thus far primarily to develop intuition about the vulnerabilities of an LSN, and to broadly understand an adversary’s tradeoffs. In practice, the more likely scenario entails the LSN load-balancing traffic across multiple paths. We therefore consider several candidate routing schemes for such load balancing, and then formulate and evaluate a modified attack strategy suited for this more complex setting.

5.1 Candidate routing schemes

Developing, evaluating, and comparing new routing strategies is not our objective, and has been tackled in some depth in prior work (§ 8). However, to understand how load balancing across multiple paths impacts an adversary, we must frame some suitable routing methods. Here, we use one guiding constraint: the chosen non-shortest paths must still be “near shortest”, i.e., not increase latency by a large amount. In the extreme, any path’s latency must not exceed that of a terrestrial fiber route.3 We thus evaluate the following multi-path routing variants:

k-SP Shortest paths: This strategy load-balances traffic among the k-shortest source–destination paths.

k-DG Ground-to-ground disjoint paths: This strategy only considers the k shortest paths that are node-disjoint, i.e., without shared uplinks, downlinks, or ISLs.

k-DS Satellite-to-satellite disjoint paths: This strategy is similar to the above, with the exception that overlap is allowed on uplinks and downlinks. Disjointness is enforced exclusively on the ISLs.

Figure 3: Example of region disconnection. Although 12 distinct shortest paths are available between North-western America and North-western Australia, just 3 bottlenecks suffice to prevent communication between these large zones.

Figure 4: Cost and maxUp of zone disconnection attacks. As shown by the marginals, maxUp is low for most attacks. The peaks shown in the cost marginal correspond to the number of bottlenecks in the paths between the zones.

3This fiber latency is estimated, based on past measurement work [58], by multiplying the great-circle distance by a path-stretch factor of 1.53, and then dividing by the speed of light in fiber, \( \approx 2c/3 \).
**k-LO Limited-overlap shortest paths:** we implement the ESX algorithm by Chondrogiannis et al. [15], a heuristic that finds the shortest $k$ paths with a similarity score of no more than 50%.

Note that sometimes these algorithms yield fewer than $k$ paths because of the faster-than-fiber and path disjointness constraints. (For $k$-SP, only the former applies, and is only limiting for nearby end-points.) Each algorithm considers different types of near-shortest paths, varying the degree to which paths overlap. $k$-SP, which does not limit overlap, typically offers multiple paths with nearly the same latency as the shortest, but risks the shared links across these paths becoming the bottleneck. On the other extreme, the most restrictive scheme, $k$-DG, typically does not even provide more than 4 paths. Further analysis of the path structure of these algorithms is in §C in the Supplement. For each scheme, we assume that the LSN uses randomized load balancing (similar to ECMP) across the chosen path. Note that uniform random load balancing is the worst case for the adversary; any deterministic adaptive scheme will strictly reduce uncertainty for the adversary.

### 5.2 Probabilistic ICARUS

The use of load-balanced, uniformly randomized routing introduces uncertainty in the link discovery phase. As the network chooses the end-to-end path only at forwarding time, from a set of $k$ pre-computed paths, the adversary cannot know in advance which specific path will be taken by their attack traffic. We therefore present a probabilistic variation of ICARUS that accounts for this uncertainty. This attack performs attack-flow assignment in such a way that the target link will be flooded with high probability, while avoiding self-congestion among attack flows, and lowering maxUp.

**Congesting the target.** The adversary pre-computes all the load-balancing paths for all its bot source-destination pairs, and considers those $(s,d)$-pairs for which at least one path contains the target link. Consider an $(s,d)$-pair connected by $n \leq k$ paths, with $m$ of them crossing the target link. Then the event “the forwarding path chosen for this $(s,d)$-pair uses the target link” can be described as a Bernoulli random variable $X_{(s,d)}$ with probability of success $P_{(s,d)} = m/n$. Suppose the adversary uses an attack-flow set $A$, comprising many $(s,d)$-pairs. Then the sum $Y = \sum_{(s,d) \in A} X_{(s,d)}$ is a random variable describing the number of attack flows that are forwarded across the target link. The $X$ variables are independent but not identically distributed, with different $m$ and $n$ across $(s,d)$-pairs, therefore $Y$ follows a Poisson binomial distribution.

The adversary’s goal is for the attack-flow set, $A$, to be such that at least $T$ attack flows use the target link with high probability. Here, $T$ is determined by each attack flow’s bandwidth, and the target link’s capacity; in our model, for example, an ISL has a capacity of 20 Gbps; if a single $(s,d)$-pair can transmit 40 Mbps (3.2), $T$ is 500.

The target link is congested if $Y \geq T$. The adversary wants to bound their probability of failure to at most a small value, $\beta$, i.e., $P[Y < T] \leq \beta$. The adversary can get more certainty, i.e., lower $\beta$, at the expense of more resources.

The computation of $P[Y < T]$ is infeasible for non-trivial settings, but we can approximate it via the Chernoff (lower tail) bound [46]:

$$P[Y < (1 - \delta)\mu] \leq \exp(-\mu\delta^2/2)$$

where $\mu = E[Y]$. By setting $\delta = 1 - \frac{L}{\mu}$ in eq. (1), we get:

$$P[Y < T] \leq \exp(-\mu(1 - T/\mu)^2/2)$$

Note that $\mu = E[Y] = \sum_{(s,d) \in A} P_{(s,d)}$ by the linearity of expectation. The adversary can easily calculate $\mu$ for any attack-flow set, $A$. To ensure that $P[Y < T] \leq \beta$, the adversary can pick $\beta$’s constituent $(s,d)$-pairs such that they satisfy:

$$\exp(-\mu(1 - T/\mu)^2/2) \leq \beta$$

For $0 < \beta < 1$ and $1 \leq T < \mu$, this is equivalent to:

$$\mu > \sqrt{\ln \frac{1}{\beta} \cdot (\ln \beta - 2T)} + T - \ln \beta = \mu_{\text{min}}$$

(2)

**Avoiding self-congestion.** The adversary must also ensure that the attack flows do not cause self-congestion, i.e., congest other links before reaching the target. This problem, of not congesting non-target links, requires the same machinery as that above for congesting the target. For every non-target link, $l$, we simply need to repeat analysis similar to the above, except towards ensuring we do not congest $l$, i.e., $W_l < C_l$, where $W_l$ is a random variable describing the number of attack flows that traverse link $l$, and $C_l$ is $l$’s capacity.

Say $\gamma$ is a parameter analogous to $\beta$ above, indicating the maximum acceptable risk of self-congestion. For any non-target link, $l$, $\mu_l$ (analogous to $\mu$ above) is the expected number of attack flows crossing $l$, such that $\mu_l = \sum_{(s,d) \in A} P_{(s,d)}$ for $(s,d)$-pairs that traverse link $l$. Analysis similar to the above—but considering the upper tail—yields, the following condition:

$$\mu_l < \frac{1}{2} \left( - \sqrt{\ln \gamma \cdot (\ln \gamma - 8C_l)} - \ln \gamma + 2C_l \right) = \mu_{l,\text{max}}$$

(3)

**Probability of attack success.** An attack is successful if the target is congested without congesting any other link. We combine the probabilities computed so far as follows:

$$P[\text{success}] = 1 - P[\text{failure}]$$

$$= 1 - P[Y < T \land W_1 \geq C_1 \land \cdots \land W_N \geq C_N]$$

$$\leq 1 - \left( P[Y < T] + \sum_{l=1}^{N} P[W_l \geq C_l] \right)$$

$$\leq 1 - (\beta + N \cdot \gamma)$$

$$= 1 - \alpha$$

(7)

(8)

where eq. (6) is given by the union bound, and $N$ is the number of non-target links. For a high probability of success, $\alpha$ has to be small. In our setting, $N$ is in the range 1500–2000. We therefore choose $\gamma = 1/\sqrt{N^2} = 1/2000^2$ and $\beta = 0.1$, which gives $P[\text{success}] \approx 0.9$. Empirically, we find that the Chernoff bound is quite loose, and for these values of $\beta$ and $\gamma$ the success probability is higher ($\geq 95\%$).
We present results for the empty network scenario, without evaluating probabilistic ICARUS. The above approach yields the attack set with the minimum vulnerable routing schemes will incur cost closer to the separation between the 5 absolute-shortest paths in the SN. In

\[
\mu = \sum_{(s,d)\in A} p_{(s,d)} > \mu_{\text{min}} \quad \text{and} \quad (9a)
\]

\[
\mu_l = \sum_{(s,d)\in W_l} p_{(s,d)} < \mu_{l,\text{max}} \quad \forall \text{non-target links } l \quad (9b)
\]

Since \(\mu\) is additive, we use a greedy approach:

- We sort the \((s,d)\)-pairs by decreasing value of \(p_{(s,d)}\).
- Iteratively, we add an \((s,d)\)-pair to \(A\), checking that eq. (9b) holds. Otherwise, we discard the pair and move on to the next one.
- We repeat this until either eq. (9a) is satisfied—in which case the attack succeeds with probability \(\geq 1 - \alpha\), or there are no more \((s,d)\)-pairs, and the algorithm fails to guarantee this probability of success.

The above approach yields the attack set with the minimum number of \((s,d)\) pairs. However, maxUp is not minimized, and is (nearly) \(\mu_{\text{max}}/C_{\text{uplink}}\). If the adversary wants to minimize maxUp before cost, they can iteratively lower \(\mu_{l,\text{max}}\) for the uplinks to the minimum value such that the construction of \(A\) still succeeds.

Further optimization. Due to the structure of the topology and the routing schemes, for each target link, there are certain \((s,d)\)-pairs for which \(p_{(s,d)} = 1\). In the above probabilistic analysis, such \((s,d)\)-pairs needlessly contribute to making the probability loose. Instead, they can be considered separately, and the above analysis done after accounting for those \((s,d)\)-pairs.

5.3 Evaluation

We evaluate probabilistic ICARUS using the same constellation, Starlink shell I, under the 4 routing schemes from § 5.1, with \(k = 5\) paths, and uniform randomization across the paths. We present results for the empty network scenario, without any benign traffic, as it is the costliest for the adversary.

We target a maximum attack failure probability \(\alpha\) of 10%, and measure the cost for the adversary in terms of the size of the attack set. A resilient routing scheme will force the adversary to incur higher attack cost for the same \(\alpha\), while vulnerable routing schemes will incur cost closer to the single shortest-path routing case. Following this intuition, we present attack costs for different routing schemes in comparison to the latter.

Fig. 5a and 5b show the attack cost for all 4 routing schemes, when the attacker optimizes for cost and for maxUp, respectively. Surprisingly, 5-DG and 5-SP perform similarly, even though they are very different: the former does not allow any overlap between paths for the same \((s,d)\)-pair, while in the latter, path overlaps are not restricted at all. The commonality, however, is that the uncertainty in the forwarding path is low for both. In 5-SP, this is due to the lack of separation between the 5 absolute-shortest paths in the SN. In

5-DG, on the other hand, the low uncertainty comes from the lack of alternatives: between many \((s,d)\)-pairs, this scheme is overly restrictive and does not provide 5 paths. The adversary can use such \((s,d)\)-pairs in the attack-flow set, effectively side-stepping routing uncertainty.

The most resilient scheme in terms of increasing the adversary’s cost, is 5-DS. This scheme strikes a balance between avoiding path overlap and being flexible enough to maintain enough path options: enforcing disjointness between satellites is less limiting that ground-to-ground disjointness. The median cost increase compared to single shortest-path routing is 385% with 5-DS. The price of this resilience is increased latency — paths often incur more than 1.5× latency compared to the shortest path (Fig. 4 in the Supplemental materials).

Unfortunately, despite incurring a high latency cost, while
the percent-increase in cost seems large (385%), in the absolute, this is still under 80 Gbps of attack traffic, and botnets with a few thousand bots (depending on per bot bandwidth) can still congest the median LSN link. Note also that this cost is in the most difficult setting, i.e., without any benign traffic, with the LSN accepting a large latency deterioration, and with the attacker seeking to absolutely minimize maxUp. Further, valuable links above land are easier to attack. Figure 2 in the Supplemental materials shows where the cost of the attack is highest across the network’s ISLs, with 5-DS. Attacking ISLs that are above land is easier because the adversary can always find a source-destination bot-pair for which there are few, or greatly overlapping paths (reducing uncertainty).

For maxUp, shown in Fig. 5c, 5-SP is the outlier, with higher maxUp than the other three schemes, for which results are similar. This is because other algorithms often have multiple uplinks available in the same load-balancing set, thus spreading the attack traffic and reducing its maxUp. In 5-SP, paths mostly overlap, and especially on the uplinks, preventing this effect.

6 Open problem: exploiting LSN dynamics

Thus far, the attacks we have presented consider only snapshots of the SN’s state, with the adversary drawing on the relative stability of the network on the timescale of seconds to pre-compute attack flows. It is worth considering how/if the adversary may exploit the LSN’s dynamics as an additional opportunity, rather than a minor hindrance that requires per-computed, albeit frequent, changes in the attack-flow set. We discuss two potential opportunities of this type.

Load surges. The motion of satellites naturally moves ISLs across low- and high-utilization areas. As a result, the network’s links see large fluctuations in their utilization over time. Figure 6 shows how the load changes in time across the links with the biggest surges and drops over 130 seconds of simulation for the GDP traffic model. An adversary that knows or can reasonably guess the traffic matrix of the LSN can use these load surges to increase the effectiveness of low-volume attacks: well-timed bursts that coincide with the natural surges can cause high congestion, at a fraction of the cost. The effectiveness of such an attack depends on the the LSN’s protocol stack, e.g., how long does congestion control take to detect such short, transient congestion, and how does it react and recover? Addressing this requires packet-level analysis, and is left to future work.

Pulsing attacks. Another dynamic feature of an LSN is the time-varying latency of paths. Consider a bot that has a path to a destination, d, across a target link. Over time, this bot’s path to d changes, with some of these changes still traversing the target, but potentially over a higher- or lower-latency path, resulting from satellite motion. When the path changes from a higher latency one to a lower latency one, the adversary can potentially double the effective attack bandwidth of the bot: traffic sent on the first and the second path will traverse the target link simultaneously for a short time interval. This “pulsing attack” bears similarities to temporal lensing [55], with the important difference that temporal lensing uses external infrastructure like DNS to create a time difference between the forwarding paths, while in LSNs this is provided by the network’s inherent dynamics.

We briefly test the feasibility of pulsing attacks by running the following experiment:

1. At each time-step, we consider a target link, and compute all the paths across it.
2. We identify paths that will not be valid in the next time-step, and compute their replacement paths.
3. For each changed path, we compute the difference in latency from the source to the target link, between the original path and its replacement.

We run this procedure for all 6336 target links in a 130-sec simulation, and a time-step of 1 sec for evaluating changes. Figure 7 shows the results for a few routing schemes. For single shortest-path routing, achieving latency differences of tens of milliseconds across the path change is possible less than once per simulation second across the entire constellation. The multipath schemes increase this opportunity, but it is nevertheless small: even for the most favorable algorithm, 5-DS, there are only 8133 pulses with a duration above
50 ms. Since there are 6336 target ISLs, the adversary can benefit from little more than 1 pulse per ISL, on average, over the entire 130 sec of the simulation. Thus, while pulsing is possible in principle, its utility for an adversary is limited to occasionally impacting a small number of targets.

Future outlook. Our above analysis indicates positive potential for load surges, and a largely negative result for pulsing. Exploring other methods for an adversary to leverage LSN dynamism, as well as a deeper understanding of the impact of load surges, are left to future work.

7 Mitigations

We find that several traditional methods of addressing DDoS attacks are not applicable against ICARUS:

- **Overprovisioning** to absorb more than expected traffic is difficult: our model already accounts for ISLs having higher capacity than access links, and increasing ISL capacity or number will push against the cost, weight and power constraints of the satellites.

- **In-network filtering** [4, 26, 39, 42, 45, 54] requires computational resources, which are lacking at both the satellites and the TUs (TUs often need to be portable). More fundamentally, like Coremelt and Crossfire, attack traffic is indistinguishable from benign traffic. Therefore, even if satellites or TUs have the computational capabilities for filtering, it is unclear how they would distinguish malicious and benign traffic.

- **Capabilities** in the form of cryptographic tokens that provide access rights [2, 37, 38, 40, 52, 72] are not useful here either — the adversary compromises legitimate satellite-connected users to gain access to the LSN; thus inheriting these users’ capabilities.

- **Cloud-based mitigations** [1, 16, 21, 24, 41, 51] offload the filtering of adversarial traffic to the cloud. Since TUs will often use the LSN as their last-mile provider, the burden of passing traffic through a cloud provider falls on the LSN, incurring additional bandwidth and latency overheads.

Thus, effective defenses against Coremelt and Crossfire—such as upgrading capacity or re-routing traffic to more capable networks—cannot be used to alleviate ICARUS’ impact. In light of the above, we discuss two avenues that show promise towards neutralizing ICARUS.

Resilient routing and network design. Our experiments in § 5.2 show that resilient routing can greatly increase the attack’s cost. While for our tested routing schemes, this comes at the expense of increased latency, we have only scratched the surface in exploring resilient routing: identifying routing schemes with the most favorable tradeoff curve remains an interesting direction for future work. Another possibility is to attack the problem using network topology design — Bhattacherjee et al. [10] have recently proposed to re-arrange ISLs, deviating from the traditional “cross” pattern, to improve forwarding latency. A similar strategy can be used in an adversarial setting: altering the structure of the network can improve resilience to attacks with minimal impact on latency.

Traffic separation and differential pricing. In this work, we assume that all TUs are equally capable, and optimized for low-latency communication. It is foreseeable, however, that not all hosts will require such an optimization. This consideration opens up the opportunity of creating different classes of service, with a premium service offering the lowest latency and highest resilience, at the expense of shifting other traffic to longer, less predictable paths. It remains to be seen, however, whether this introduces enough randomness in forwarding to make the attacks too costly to perform, or if, instead, the higher resource usage caused by more circuitous paths increases vulnerability.

8 Other related work

We discuss related work not already covered in § 2 or § 7.

Attacks on satellite systems. The most commonly recognized threat to satellite communications on the physical layer is jamming [30, 49, 56]: the adversary uses high-power antennas to induce noise on up- and downlinks, preventing the endpoints from reaching the ingress satellite. ICARUS is however beyond detection by a jamming analyzer as it uses protocol-compliant traffic from authorized (albeit compromised) sources. GNSS spoofing is another well-understood threat, with a long list of attacks and mitigations [57]. More recently, the attention has shifted towards the security of cryptographic standards used in satellite communications [18], and lack thereof [50].

Network-layer denial of service on LSNS has been addressed, to the best of our knowledge, only recently by Usman et al. [67]. However, their focus is on traditional geostationary orbit satellite networks, using only bent-pipe connectivity through satellites, without any notion of ISLs. The authors thus focus on ping flooding to exhaust control plane resources at GS network devices. In contrast, our work examines a completely different setting with modern LSNS, analyzing an entirely different breed of attacks: congestion-causing volumetric DDoS attacks from distributed bots. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to frame and study this problem.

Routing in satellite constellations. Given the dynamic nature of links in LSNS, many works focus on the challenges of discovering and disseminating network status information, and optimizing forwarding latency [14, 19, 20, 22, 23, 27, 43, 53, 68–71, 73]. Barrit et al. [6–8] bring software-defined networking (SDN) to LSNS, and introduce the Temporospatial-SDN. The SDN controller uses the predictability of satellite orbits to maintain an accurate view of the LSN’s topology, and aid routing decisions. Despite this past work, the subject of optimizing routing for resilience against an ICARUS-like attacker remains an open question.
9 Conclusion
We present ICARUS, the first volumetric DDoS attack against next-generation LSNs. We demonstrate ICARUS’s disruptive potential across a variety of scenarios, with different LSN routing schemes, and different attack targets. ICARUS’s potency stems from leveraging several unique characteristics of LSNs, whereby the adversary operates with greater information than available for terrestrial networks, and exploits the topology and path structure of LSNs. ICARUS also turns the low-latency and global coverage objectives of LSNs into vulnerabilities. Nevertheless, successful attacks of such networks require careful limitation of cost and detectability (characterized with the maxUp metric), as ICARUS does. In addition, randomized multipath routing increases an adversary’s cost, but as we experimentally show, ICARUS also succeeds in that setting. We hope that our first steps in understanding the vulnerability of LSNs to DDoS will seed the ground for further research on this topic. To this end, we release our simulation framework, which is the first tool for analyzing DDoS attacks and defences on LSNs. It allows easy testing of the resilience of arbitrary constellation configurations and novel path-selection algorithms.
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Abstract

We present \textit{RainBlock}, a public blockchain that achieves high transaction throughput without modifying the proof-of-work consensus. The chief insight behind \textit{RainBlock} is that while consensus controls the rate at which new blocks are added to the blockchain, the number of transactions in each block is limited by I/O bottlenecks. Public blockchains like Ethereum keep the number of transactions in each block low so that all participating servers (miners) have enough time to process a block before the next block is created. By removing the I/O bottlenecks in transaction processing, \textit{RainBlock} allows miners to process more transactions in the same amount of time. \textit{RainBlock} makes two novel contributions: the \textit{RainBlock} architecture that removes I/O from the critical path of processing transactions (txs), and the distributed, multi-versioned DSM-TREE data structure that stores the system state efficiently. We evaluate \textit{RainBlock} using workloads based on public Ethereum traces (including smart contracts). We show that a single \textit{RainBlock} miner processes 27.4K txs per second (27× higher than a single Ethereum miner). In a geo-distributed setting with four regions spread across three continents, \textit{RainBlock} miners process 20K txs per second.

1 Introduction

Blockchains maintain the history of transactions as an immutable chain of blocks; each block has an ordered list of transactions, and is processed after its parent or previous block. Blockchains can be public, allowing untrusted servers to process transactions \cite{1,2}, or private, allowing only a few specific servers \cite{17}. With their decentralized nature, fault tolerance, transparency, and auditability, public blockchains have led to several applications in a wide range of domains like cryptocurrencies \cite{1,2,19}, games \cite{29}, and healthcare \cite{43}.

In general, public blockchains work in the following manner. Servers participating in the blockchain, termed miners, receive transactions from users. Miners execute the transactions and package them up into blocks. A consensus protocol, like proof-of-work (PoW) \cite{34}, decides the next block to be added to the blockchain. With PoW, miners release a new block at a regular cadence (e.g., every 10–12 seconds in Ethereum \cite{2}).

\textbf{Problem: Low throughput.} Public blockchains suffer from low transaction throughput. Two popular public blockchains, Bitcoin \cite{1} and Ethereum, process only tens of transactions per second, limiting their applications \cite{33,65}.

Prior work traces back the low throughput of blockchains to their proof-of-work (PoW) consensus. PoW limits the block creation rate so that miners have enough time to receive and process the previous block before the next block is created \cite{59}. This ensures that most of the miners are building on the same previous block, preventing forks in the blockchain. Researchers have proposed new consensus protocols \cite{5,30,31,42,46} to increase the transaction throughput.

\textbf{Insight.} We observe that while PoW limits the block creation rate, \textit{it does not limit the block size} (number of transactions in each block). The block size is limited by the rate at which miners can process transactions \cite{82}. Processing transactions involves executing a transaction and modifying the system state accordingly; this becomes more expensive as the state grows. Table 1 experimentally shows that when the number of accounts increases, block size reduces in Ethereum even with PoW consensus (only among three miners). The chief insight in this paper is that if we \textit{could increase the rate at which transactions are processed}, we \textit{could increase the block size safely, without modifying the PoW consensus protocol}.

How can we increase the block size safely? Miners will continue to release a block every 10–12s after proof-of-work; however, miners can pack more transactions into each block due to faster processing. Typically, increasing the block size increases the time taken to transmit that block, and time taken by miners to process the block. Previously, when Ethereum

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>No state</th>
<th>State: 10M</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time taken to mine txs (s)</td>
<td>1047</td>
<td>6340</td>
<td>6×↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Txs per block</td>
<td>2150</td>
<td>833</td>
<td>2.5×↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx throughput (txs/s)</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>6×↓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: \textbf{Impact of system state on blockchain throughput.} This table shows the throughput of Ethereum with proof-of-work consensus when 30K txs are mined using three miners, in two scenarios: first, there are no accounts on the blockchain, and in the second, 10M accounts have been added. Despite no other difference, tx throughput is 6× lower in the second scenario; we trace this to the I/O involved in processing txs.
increased the maximum block size [21], it was observed that the time taken to propagate the block increased marginally, while the time taken to process transactions saw a significant increase [22]. Thus, if we can increase the rate at which transactions are processed, miners can pack more transactions into each block. Note that as proof-of-work is not modified, the safety properties will continue to hold. The block creation rate, and the transaction confirmation latency will remain the same. However, the rate at which transactions are confirmed will increase as there will be more transactions in each block.

**Approach: reducing I/O bottlenecks in tx processing.** This work takes the novel approach of increasing tx throughput by tackling I/O bottlenecks in tx processing. Processing a transaction involves executing the transaction and verifying that the execution result is valid. In Ethereum, both execution and verification require reading and writing system state that is stored in a Merkle tree [11,44] on local storage. Tx processing is bottlenecked by I/O: for example, processing a single block of 100 txs in Ethereum requires performing more than 10K random I/O operations (100× higher) and takes hundreds of milliseconds even on a datacenter-grade NVMe SSD (§2).

These I/O bottlenecks arise from two sources. First, the Merkle tree is serialized and stored in a RocksDB [10] key-value store. As a result, traversing the Merkle tree requires multiple, expensive RocksDB reads [53]. Second, Ethereum miners process txs one by one in the critical path; this reduces parallelism and allows I/O bottlenecks to limit the tx throughput. These I/O bottlenecks are an intrinsic part of how Ethereum (and more generally, public blockchains that use Merkle trees) are designed [54]; merely upgrading to faster storage (or even holding all state in memory) will not resolve these problems. By removing these I/O bottlenecks, this work accelerates tx processing, and allows miners to pack more txs in each block, and thereby increases the overall throughput.

**This work.** This paper presents RAINBLOCK, a new architecture for building public blockchains, that increases the overall throughput with faster transaction processing. RAINBLOCK tackles I/O bottlenecks by designing a custom storage solution for blockchains; at the heart of this storage is a novel data structure, the Distributed, Sharded Merkle Tree (DSM-TREE). The DSM-TREE stores data in a multi-versioned fashion across shards, and allows concurrent reads and writes. DSM-TREE eliminates the inherent serialization from using key-value stores like RocksDB. RAINBLOCK deconstructs miners into three entities: storage nodes that store data, miners that process txs, and I/O-Helpers that fetch data and proofs from storage nodes and provide them to miners, as shown in Figure 1. By having I/O-Helpers prefetch data on behalf of miners, I/O is removed from the critical path of tx processing; moreover, multiple I/O-Helpers can prefetch data at the same time.

**Challenges.** The RAINBLOCK architecture has to solve several challenges to be effective. For example, Ethereum considered using stateless clients [24] with separate storage nodes; proofs that validate the data sent (termed witnesses) are included in the blocks. The size of these blocks that must be sent over the network made the scheme impractical [25, 27], and the proposal was abandoned [57]. RAINBLOCK handles this by co-designing the storage nodes and caches at the miners, minimizing the data sent over the network. A second challenge is prefetching data for Turing-complete smart contracts [56]. As smart contracts can execute arbitrary code, it is not straightforward for the I/O-Helpers to prefetch all the required data. RAINBLOCK solves this by having I/O-Helpers speculatively pre-execute the transaction to obtain data and proofs. A third related challenge is that I/O-Helpers may submit stale proofs to the miners (miners may update storage after I/O-Helpers finish reading). RAINBLOCK handles this by having miners tolerate stale proofs whenever possible, via witness revision, allowing transactions that would otherwise abort to execute.

**Implementation.** We implement the RAINBLOCK prototype using Ethereum. We chose Ethereum as our implementation base and comparison point for two reasons. First, Ethereum has been operating as a public blockchain for nearly six years, providing large amounts of data to test our assumptions. Second, Ethereum supports Turing-complete smart contracts, allowing the codification of complex decentralized applications.

**Security and Trust.** Ethereum has increased the block size in the past [14], without triggering any negative events such as increased forks [16]. RAINBLOCK does the exact same thing, without changing the PoW consensus or block creation rate; as a result, RAINBLOCK inherits the security guarantees of Ethereum. RAINBLOCK introduces storage nodes and I/O-Helpers; however, neither storage nodes, nor I/O-Helpers, nor miners, trust each other. All data exchanged between these entities is authenticated using Merkle trees and can be verified. As a result, the new architecture of RAINBLOCK, while certainly increasing the complexity of the system, does not change its core security or trust assumptions (§3.6).

---

Figure 1: **RAINBLOCK architecture.** I/O-Helpers read data from in-memory storage nodes (out of the critical path) on behalf of the miners. Miners execute txs without performing I/O; storage nodes are updated asynchronously.
Evaluation. To evaluate RAINBLOCK, we generate synthetic workloads that mirror transactions on Ethereum mainnet. We analyzed Ethereum transactions and observed that user accounts involved in transactions have a Zipfian distribution: 90% of transactions involve the same 10% of user accounts. We observed that only 10–15% of Ethereum transactions invoke smart contracts. We build a workload generator that faithfully reproduces these distributions. We evaluate RAINBLOCK using these workloads and observe that a single RAINBLOCK miner processes $27 \times$ more transactions than an Ethereum miner; we provide a breakdown of the performance difference (§6). When the RAINBLOCK miners are geo-distributed across three continents (thus incurring significant network latency), RAINBLOCK throughput reduces only by 20% compared to a single miner, achieving 20K transactions per second. Since RAINBLOCK has the same proof-of-work consensus and block creation rate as Ethereum, RAINBLOCK finalizes $20 \times$ more transactions (with the same latency) as Ethereum.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

- The novel RAINBLOCK architecture (§3)
- The novel DSM-TREE authenticated data structure (§4)
- Empirical evidence that throughput in public blockchains can be increased without modifying PoW consensus (§6)

2 Background and Motivation

We provide some background on public blockchains and detail the I/O bottlenecks in transaction processing.

2.1 Public Blockchains and Ethereum

Blockchains are decentralized databases with support for transactions (txs). Blockchains log these txs as a chain of blocks; every block stores an ordered list of txs along with the cryptographic hash of its previous block (parent). Private blockchains allow specific servers to extend the blockchains, while public blockchains allow anyone to participate. As a result, all participating servers in public blockchains are untrusted; any of them can be malicious. Public blockchains depend on the non-malicious majority for correct behavior.

How do public blockchains work? We use Ethereum, a popular public blockchain, as reference. Servers that attempt to add a new block to the blockchain are termed miners. Miners receive txs submitted by users, execute these txs, and group them into a block. We term executing txs and grouping into a block as processing txs. Several miners compete to add a block to the blockchain. Each miner tries to solve a proof-of-work (PoW) puzzle; the miner that solves the puzzle attaches the solution and broadcasts its block to other miners. Other miners verify the PoW solution and the txs in the block, and build on top of the block. A tx is confirmed or finalized once ten blocks are built on top of the block containing the tx.

Typically, a miner has two threads as shown in Figure 2. The worker thread executes and groups txs into a partial block. The sealer thread obtains the partial block from the worker, and then tries to solve the PoW puzzle; PoW consensus has miners emitting a block every 10–12s, for example. While the sealer thread is working on one block, the worker thread tries to get the next block ready. Thus, the worker has about 10–12s to process txs; if it can process txs faster, it can pack more txs into the partial block that it passes to the sealer.

![Figure 2: How Ethereum miners work.](image)

The sealer thread obtains the partial block from the worker, and then tries to solve the PoW puzzle; PoW consensus has miners emitting a block every 10–12s, for example. While the sealer thread is working on one block, the worker thread tries to get the next block ready. Thus, the worker has about 10–12s to process txs; if it can process txs faster, it can pack more txs into the partial block that it passes to the sealer.

2.2 Problem: Low throughput

Ethereum and other public blockchains suffer from low throughput: only tens of txs are added to the blockchain per second. The low throughput comes from two factors. First, the PoW consensus limits the block creation rate to one block every 10–12s so that a majority of miners can receive and process a block before a new one is released; this ensures that every miner is building on the same previous block, preventing forks in the blockchain. Note that while PoW consensus limits the block creation rate, it doesn’t directly limit the size of the block. The factor limiting the block size is tx processing time: the rate at which the worker thread can process txs limits the maximum size of the block, as shown in Figure 2.

Tx processing. Processing a tx involves executing the tx and modifying the system state like account values. Since miners do not trust each other in a public blockchain, miners authenticate data and can prove that the data they provide is correct. This is done by maintaining a Merkle tree [44] over the data and publishing the latest Merkle root in the blocks; another miner is able to independently execute txs in a block and verify that its local Merkle root matches the root in the block. An account value and its vertical path in the Merkle tree (termed a witness) are sufficient to verify the correctness of that value.

Unfortunately, accessing and authenticating data becomes more expensive as the total size of the data increases [64]. As a result, tx processing increasingly becomes bottlenecked on I/O. We demonstrate this with an experiment. We create two private Ethereum networks using the Geth client [13];
each network has three miners, 30K txs to mine, and the same proof-of-work (PoW) configurations. While the first network has only 3 miner accounts (total size: 220 MB), the second has 10M additional accounts (total size: 4 GB). Note that Ethereum currently has ≈130M accounts (total size: > 400 GB [12,15]) in its blockchain state. Overall, the second network takes 6× more time and 2.5× more blocks to mine all txs using PoW consensus (Table 1). Using profilers, we see that in the second scenario, the time spent solving the PoW puzzle has increased proportionately; however, the worker thread takes 6× more time to process txs, and 69% of this time is spent in accessing and updating the authenticated system state. Thus, miner’s tx processing rate depends on the system state; this impacts the block size and overall throughput. Ethereum uses the modified Merkle Patricia Trie [11] to authenticate the state, we refer to it as the Merkle tree.

Empirical Study. We now study the I/O overheads observed on the Ethereum public blockchain. We use the Parity 2.2.11 client [8] to initialize a new server that joins the Ethereum network, and replays the blockchain (until 7.3 million blocks) to measure various costs. Since we want to observe the historical I/O cost, we do not mine new blocks; rather, we replay the blockchain and execute transactions in blocks that have already been added, termed syncing. The I/O cost remains the same as when mining the block for the first time.

Reading Eth. accounts results in multiple I/O operations. For processing a single block with around 100 transactions, Ethereum performs more than 10K random I/O operations (two orders of difference). Most of these I/O operations are performed for reading and updating user accounts in the Merkle tree. Figure 3(a) shows the number of I/O operations incurred in each block while processing txs, till 7.3 M blocks.

Data authentication causes significant I/O overhead. A witness is the vertical path in the Merkle tree required to verify a data item. Witness sizes represent the amount of data read and modified per block while reading and updating paths in the Merkle tree. In Ethereum, which uses secure 256-bit cryptographic hashes, the witness size of a single 100 byte user account (or value) can be above 4 KB, resulting in 40-60× overhead. The witness size also increases as the total data in the Ethereum state increases, as shown in Figure 3(b).

Tx processing is bottlenecked by I/O. We measure the time taken to process (or sync) each block: executing the txs in that block, and verifying if the resultant local Merkle root matches with the Merkle root in that block. Processing an Ethereum block with about 100 txs takes hundreds of milliseconds even on a datacenter-grade NVMe SSD. Figure 3(c) shows the direct correlation between the time taken to process Ethereum blocks and the number of I/O operations performed, indicating that tx processing in Ethereum has I/O bottlenecks.

Summary. The I/O bottlenecks stem from storing the Merkle tree in an LSM-based [49] key-value store like RocksDB [10] that has inherent I/O amplification [52,53]; Merkle nodes are indexed with their hash, randomizing node locations on disk.

2.3 Straw-man solutions

We consider some straw-man solutions and discuss why they are not suitable for handling I/O bottlenecks in tx processing.

Storing entire system state in memory. Public blockchains like Ethereum do not want to place restrictions on the hardware specifications of miners. If every miner is required to hold the entire authenticated state in memory, only machines with large amounts of DRAM would be able to process transactions. This solution breaks one of the central tenets of Ethereum that contributes to the decentralization of its miners.

Increasing block size. Increasing the block size is the goal of this work; however, doing this naively would not work. If we simply increased the number of txs in each block, miners receiving the block would need more time to process the large block and build on top of it. As a result, the block creation rate would have to be lowered to ensure that previous block is processed by a majority of the miners before a new block is released. Overall, tx throughput would not increase though the block size increased. Over time, I/O bottlenecks exacerbate with the increasing state size, and new servers will take longer to sync and participate in mining. This weakens decen-
tralization. Thus, tackling I/O bottlenecks is crucial to safely increasing block size, and maintaining decentralization.

**Alternative consensus protocols.** Faster consensus protocols would result in blocks being released quicker, increasing the overall throughput. The goal in this work is to increase throughput without changing the consensus, and thus is orthogonal to the work on new consensus protocols. Researchers have noticed that even with faster consensus, blockchains ultimately run into the I/O bottlenecks in TX processing [67].

Thus, we need a mechanism to reduce the I/O bottlenecks in transaction processing. **RAIN** achieves this goal with a new architecture and a novel authenticated data structure, the DSM-TREE. With faster transaction processing, **RAIN** enables larger blocks and maintains decentralization, without changing the PoW consensus or the block creation rate.

3 RainBlock

**RAIN** is a public blockchain based on Ethereum that increases overall throughput with faster transaction processing. **RAIN** minimizes the I/O bottlenecks in transaction processing, allowing miners to safely pack more transactions into each block, and thereby increases the overall throughput.

3.1 Overview

**RAIN** minimizes I/O bottlenecks using two techniques. First, it makes each I/O operation cheaper by storing system state in the novel DSM-TREE. In contrast to Ethereum, which accesses data from the RocksDB key-value store on SSDs (where each RocksDB get operation takes between a few hundred microseconds to a few milliseconds), **RAIN** stores the system state in memory using the DSM-TREE. DSM-TREE is a sharded, multi-versioned, in-memory authenticated data structure. Second, **RAIN** introduces a new architecture that removes I/O from the critical path. **RAIN** deconstructs miners into three entities: storage nodes, miners, and I/O-Helpers that read data from storage and submit to miners. In the common case, miners can process I/O without performing I/O. Neither miners, nor storage nodes, nor I/O-Helpers trust each other: all data supplied by other entities is verified using Merkle witnesses before use.

**RAIN** differs from Ethereum in exactly two aspects: 1) miners are replaced by storage nodes, miners, and I/O-Helpers, and 2) the RocksDB-based storage is replaced with DSM-TREE. Everything else, like the proof-of-work consensus and the block creation rate, remains the same.

3.2 Building up the design step by step

In this section, we start with the problems that our study on Ethereum highlights. We discuss how **RAIN** solves these problems and addresses the resulting challenges.

**Problem-I:** storing authenticated state in key-value stores leads to expensive I/O. Ethereum stores system state in a Merkle tree [11], which is stored in the RocksDB [10] key-value store. Traversing such a Merkle tree requires looking up nodes using their hashes. Hashing is computationally expensive and results in the nodes of the tree being distributed to random locations on storage. As a result, traversing the Merkle tree to read a leaf value requires several random read operations. Further, the log-structured merge tree [47] that underlies RocksDB results in high I/O amplification [52, 53].

**Solution:** store state in an optimized in-memory representation. **RAIN** introduces an in-memory version of the Merkle tree. Persisting the data is done via a write-ahead log and checkpoints. Traversing the Merkle tree is decoupled from hashing; obtaining the next node in the tree is a simple pointer dereference (§4). Note that simply running RocksDB in memory would not be effective, as serializing and hashing Merkle nodes would still add significant overhead.

**Resulting challenge:** scalability and decentralization. As the blockchain grows, the amount of state in the Merkle tree will increase; soon, a single server’s DRAM will not be sufficient. Furthermore, for maintaining decentralization, we cannot require miners participating in the blockchain to have significant amounts of DRAM.

**Solution:** decouple storage from miners and shard the state. **RAIN** solves this problem using separate storage nodes, each of which is a commodity server. **RAIN** shards the Merkle tree into subtrees such that each subtree fits in the memory of a storage node. As the amount of data in the state increases, **RAIN** increases the number of shards. In this manner, **RAIN** scales with commodity miners and storage nodes without reducing the decentralization.

**Problem-II:** Miners perform slow I/O in the critical path. Transaction processing in Ethereum includes performing slow I/O operations in the critical path, and these transactions are processed one at a time.

**Solution:** decouple I/O and transaction execution. **RAIN** solves this problem by removing the burden of doing I/O from the miners. **RAIN** introduces I/O-Helpers that prefetch data and witnesses from the storage nodes and submit them to the miners. Miners use this information to execute transactions without performing I/O and asynchronously update the storage nodes. This architecture also increases parallelism as multiple I/O-Helpers can be prefetching data for different transactions at the same time.

**Resulting challenge:** Prefetching I/O for smart contracts. One challenge with I/O-Helpers prefetching data is that some transactions invoke smart contracts. Smart contracts are Turing-complete programs that may execute arbitrary code. Thus, how does the I/O-Helper know what data to prefetch?

**Solution:** pre-execute transactions to get their read and write sets. **RAIN** solves this problem by having the I/O-Helpers pre-execute txs. As part of this pre-execution, I/O-Helpers read data and witnesses from the storage nodes. One challenge is that the pre-execution may have different results than when the miner executes the tx (e.g., the smart contract
may execute different code based on the block it appears in). We will describe how I/O-Helpers handle smart contracts correctly despite stale data from pre-execution (§3.4).

**Resulting challenge:** Consistency in the face of concurrency. Another challenge that arises from decoupling I/O from transaction execution is consistency. Multiple I/O-Helpers are reading from the storage nodes, and multiple miners are updating them in parallel. Using locks or other similar mechanisms will reduce concurrency and throughput.

**Solution:** using the two-layered, multi-versioned DSM-TREE. RAINBLOCK uses DSM-TREE to store the system state. The DSM-TREE has two layers: the bottom layer is sharded across the storage nodes and contains multiple versions. Every write causes a new version to be created in a copy-on-write manner; there are no in-place updates. As a result, concurrent updates from miners simply create new versions and do not conflict with each other. Further, each miner uses a DSM-TREE top layer: a private, writeable, consistent snapshot of the data, that reflects the miner’s latest version.

**Resulting challenge:** RAINBLOCK has higher network traffic. Finally, the architecture of RAINBLOCK trades local disk I/O for remote network I/O. As a result, RAINBLOCK results in more network utilization, and the network bandwidth may become the bottleneck.

**Solution:** RAINBLOCK reduces network I/O via deduplication and the synergy between the DSM-TREE layers. RAINBLOCK uses multiple optimizations to reduce network I/O. First, the bottom and top layer of DSM-TREE collaborate with each other to reduce network traffic. Second, when any component of RAINBLOCK sends witnesses over the network, it will batch witnesses and perform deduplication to ensure only a single copy of each Merkle tree node is sent. Finally, miners send logical updates to storage nodes rather than physical updates as logical updates are smaller in size.

### 3.3 Architecture

RAINBLOCK introduces three kinds of participating entities: I/O-Helpers, miners, and storage nodes. Users send txs to I/O-Helpers, which pre-execute these txs and prefetch data and witnesses from storage nodes. Figure 4(a) shows how I/O-Helpers submit txs and the prefetched data to miners. Miners are responsible for creating new blocks of transactions and extending the blockchain; each miner maintains a private DSM-TREE top layer. Figure 4(b) shows how miners use the submitted information to execute these transactions without performing I/O. Finally, miners create a new block, gossip it to other miners, and update the storage nodes. Storage nodes are responsible for maintaining and serving the system state. They use the multi-versioned bottom layer of the DSM-TREE to provide consistent data to I/O-Helpers while handling concurrent updates from miners. Figure 4(c) shows how the miners asynchronously update the bottom layer of the DSM-TREE at the storage nodes.

### 3.4 Speculative Pre-Execution

I/O-Helpers read all the witnesses required for executing a tx from storage nodes. While this is straight-forward for simple txs, how do I/O-Helpers handle Turing-complete smart contracts that may access arbitrary locations? I/O-Helpers handle this by speculatively pre-executing the smart contract to obtain the read and write set.

However, smart contracts can use the timestamp, or block
number of the block in which they appear, during their execution at the miner. These values are not yet known during their pre-execution at the I/O-Helpers. I/O-Helpers speculatively return an estimated value while pre-executing the contract.

Our analysis of Ethereum contracts shows that despite providing estimated values, I/O-Helpers still successfully prefetch the correct witnesses and node bags. For example, the CryptoKitties mixGenes function references the current block number and its hash. Since these numbers only affect written values (and not the read set), substituting approximate values does not affect the witnesses that are prefetched.

We observe that I/O-Helpers can pre-execute with stale data and still prefetch the correct witnesses. For example, many contracts are fixed-address contracts: their behavior depends only on call inputs. To deal with rare variable-address contracts, the miner may asynchronously read from storage nodes after the transaction is submitted. Even in these cases, the I/O-Helper will have retrieved some of the correct witnesses required for the tx (e.g., the to and from accounts).

3.5 Life of a Transaction in RAINBLOCK

We outline the various actions that take place from the time a tx is submitted, to when it becomes a part of the blockchain.

1. I/O-Helper pre-executes the transaction by fetching data and witnesses from the storage nodes
2. I/O-Helper batches and deduplicates Merkle nodes across multiple witnesses and sends these optimized witnesses (termed node bags), txs, and data, to the miner
3. Miner verifies the node bags and advertises them to others.
4. Miner executes the tx using its top layer and the node bags, without any I/O; miner caches all Merkle nodes it reads or revises from these node bags in its top layer
5. Miner, on solving PoW, creates and advertises a new block to other miners; miner also sends the block (with a new Merkle root) and the logical updates to the storage nodes
6. Storage nodes first validate the block (check if PoW solution in the block solves the puzzle), and then persist the logical updates and return successful to the miner.
7. Storage nodes apply the updates asynchronously, and check if their Merkle root matches the root in the block
8. Other miners validate the block and gossip it to others. Then miners execute its txs using node bags, and accept the block by mining new blocks on top of this block
9. Once a majority of the miners receive, validate, and accept the block, the tx becomes part of the blockchain
10. Once ten or more blocks are mined on this block, the tx is confirmed; storage nodes garbage collect the associated versions from the unconfirmed, competing blocks

3.6 Discussion

We note that RAINBLOCK differs from Ethereum in only two aspects: its architecture and its storage. We discuss how these affect trust, incentives, and security, and discuss the trade-offs.

Trust assumptions. RAINBLOCK does not require trust between any of its components. Miners operate without trusting I/O-Helpers or the storage nodes, as miners re-execute transactions and verify the data they receive from I/O-Helpers; I/O-Helpers verify the data they read from storage nodes; and storage nodes verify new blocks and updates from miners.

Incentives. RAINBLOCK shares elements of its architecture with the Ethereum stateless clients proposal [24] that received community support. The central question is how are the storage nodes incentivized to store and serve the latest system state? We propose a model where I/O-Helpers or users pay storage nodes; stateless clients proposal had a similar solution where users pay storage nodes for access to state via state channels. I/O-Helpers or users can always detect if the data served by storage nodes is incorrect or stale, and penalize any malicious shards. We also believe an ecosystem will develop around RAINBLOCK architecture, with commercial entities offering active storage backups; market economics drives these backups to provide and maintain the latest system state with high availability. Note that I/O- Helpers are an optimization and users can prefetch data themselves if required, or pay the I/O- Helpers. Finally, RAINBLOCK miners behave similar to the miners in Ethereum, and are incentivized to process txs via block rewards. Miners are incentivized to broadcast correct updates to storage nodes to aid the acceptance of their fork. Thus, we outline a few ways to incentivize RAINBLOCK components and leave the full solution to future work.

Security. RAINBLOCK provides similar security guarantees as Ethereum, as it does not change the proof-of-work consensus or trust assumptions between participating servers. RAINBLOCK does not impact the block creation rate, as it packs more transactions per block without changing the total time taken to process a block of transactions.

Availability and DDoS attacks. RAINBLOCK decouples storage from miners and has separate storage nodes. RAINBLOCK requires only one replica of each storage shard to be available for making progress. While DDoS attacks can be mounted on storage nodes in RAINBLOCK, they are not new, cannot tamper with the data, and do not impact the correctness of RAINBLOCK; DDoS attacks are also possible on Ethereum and have been successfully executed in the past [60, 64].

Trade-offs. RAINBLOCK introduces new storage nodes and I/O-Helpers; while this adds more complexity into the system, Ethereum was already considering adding storage nodes and stateless clients. Thus, we believe the additional complexity of RAINBLOCK is a good trade-off for its scalability and performance benefits. RAINBLOCK trades off local storage I/O for accessing memory over network, so the network may be-
come a bottleneck. RAiNB0CK recognizes this risk and uses multiple techniques like utilizing the memory available at the miners to cache the top layer of the DSM-TREE, and performing witness compaction and deduplication to reduce network traffic (§4.3). Although RAiNB0CK uses extra resources for separate storage nodes, storage nodes are shared across miners, amortizing the costs. I/O-Helpers also use extra resources; however, they are a performance optimization and can execute read-only txs without involving the miners. If users judge I/O-Helpers not useful, users can prefetch from storage nodes, or turn off prefetching, causing miners to perform I/O.

**RAiNB0CK adoption.** RAiNB0CK can be deployed incrementally in principle. While RAiNB0CK miners rely on storage nodes and I/O-helpers, other miners can use their local RocksDB-based storage, as the two would be compatible.

4 DSM-TREE

RAiNB0CK stores the system state in the DSM-TREE data structure. The Distributed, Shared Merkle Tree (DSM-TREE) is an in-memory, multi-versioned, sharded, two-layer variant of the Merkle tree. We first present the in-memory representation of the two layers, then describe each layer in detail, and then discuss how the layers collaborate and their trade-offs in different configurations.

**In-Memory Representation.** DSM-TREE builds the Merkle tree in memory using pointers. Tree traversal is decoupled from hashing and node serializations: traversing the DSM-TREE requires dereferencing pointers to the next Merkle node; in contrast, Ethereum’s Merkle tree reads a Merkle node from RocksDB using its hash, and then deserializes the node to find the cryptographic hash of the next node. DSM-TREE uses periodic checkpoints for persisting the data. The checkpoints are only used to reconstruct the in-memory data structure in case of failures; reads are always served from memory.

**Lazy Hash Resolution.** When a leaf node in a Merkle tree is updated, hashes of nodes from the leaf to the root need to be recomputed. Recomputing hashes is expensive as nodes have to be serialized before being hashed. DSM-TREE defers this recomputation; on writes, only the leaf nodes are updated; on a subsequent read, all the modified nodes are rehashed exactly once. Thus, lazy hash resolution improves performance significantly by reducing the number of expensive node hashes and RLP (Recursive Length Prefix) serializations [9].

4.1 Bottom Layer

The bottom layer consists of a number of shards. Each shard is a vertical subtree of the Merkle tree, stored in DRAM. The bottom layer supports multiple versions to allow concurrent updates, as shown in Figure 5. The bottom layer has a write-ahead log to persist logical updates.

**Multi-versioning.** Each write to the bottom layer creates a new logical version of the tree, in a copy-on-write manner. There are no in-place updates. This versioning is required as miners may submit multiple blocks concurrently that potentially conflict with each other; the bottom layer creates a new version for each write. Thus, writes never conflict with each other, and DSM-TREE does not require locking or additional coordination among miners or I/O-Helpers.

**Sharding.** Each subtree at the root node of the Merkle tree is a shard; root node in the modified Merkle Patricia Trie has 16 children, so DSM-TREE has 16 shards by default. Moreover, individual subtrees in each shard can further be partitioned, allowing shards to increase with the increasing system state.

**Garbage collection.** Garbage collection of versions is driven by the higher-level blockchain semantics. When multiple miners are working on competing forks of the blockchain, multiple versions are maintained. Eventually, one of the forks is confirmed and accepted as the mainline fork, and the others are discarded; associated versions from discarded blocks are garbage collected by the bottom layer of the DSM-TREE.

4.2 Top Layer

Given that the bottom layer maintains multiple versions across multiple shards, what data should be read by the miners? To resolve this question, miners use the top layer. Each miner has a private top layer, that represents a consistent, writeable snapshot of the system state; it contains the first few levels of the Merkle tree, till a configurable retention level (r), and has the Merkle root node that summarizes a consistent snapshot of the system state; it contains the first few levels of the system state. When a miner executes transactions, all reads return values from this snapshot of the system.

As a miner executes txs, their top layer is updated, switching to another consistent view of the state as shown in Figure 5. The miner asynchronously updates the bottom layer’s shards.

---

**Figure 5:** DSM-TREE design in RAiNB0CK. This figure shows the two-layered DSM-TREE where miners have their private copy of the top layer for consistency and the bottom layer is sharded for scalability. h(C) is a hash node for C.
Caching and Pruning. The top layer acts as an in-memory cache of witnesses for the miner. By design, the top layer stores the recently used and the frequently changing parts of the Merkle tree. When the miner receives witness from I/O-Helpers, the top layer uses the witnesses to reconstruct a partial Merkle tree that allows miners to execute transactions, typically without performing I/O. The top layer also supports pruning the partial Merkle tree to help miners reclaim memory. Pruning replaces the nodes at the retention level \((r + 1)\) with Hash nodes. Hash nodes are placeholders that help miners to identify the DSM-TREE shard which has the pruned nodes.

Witness Revision. The bottom layer of the DSM-TREE is updated asynchronously by miners. As a result, the top layer (miner) may receive stale witnesses from the bottom layer (via I/O-Helpers). We introduce a new technique termed witness revision to tolerate stale witnesses. A witness is determined to be stale or incorrect because the Merkle root in the witness doesn’t match the top layer’s Merkle root. However, this could happen because of an unrelated update to another part of the Merkle tree. For example, the top layer might contain one vertical path; a different vertical path might have been updated. The top layer detects when this happens, and revises the witness to make it current by applying updates to the witness that are known to the miner. If the Merkle root matches now, then the witness is accepted. Witness revision is similar to doing git push (trying to upload your changes), finding out something else in the repository has changed, doing a git pull (obtaining the changes in the repository) to merge changes, and then doing a git push. With witness revision, the top layer tolerates stale data from the bottom layer and allows miners to execute non-conflicting transactions that would otherwise get rejected. Note that, witness revision cannot revise every potential stale witnesses. If the top layers are pruned aggressively, they may have insufficient information to detect if the changes are from an unrelated part of the Merkle tree.

4.3 Synergy between the layers

The top and bottom layers collaborate to reduce network traffic. We also briefly discuss the potential DSM-TREE configurations with \(r\) (retention at the top layer) and \(c\) (compaction level at the bottom layer), and the tradeoffs involved.

Witness compaction. As the top layer of the DSM-TREE stores the top levels of the Merkle tree, the storage nodes need not send a full witness. Like the configurable retention level at the top layer \(r\), the bottom layer has a configurable compaction level, \(c\). If witnesses are larger than \(c\), witnesses are compacted by removing the top few Merkle nodes, and are sent over the network. In addition, multiple witnesses that are batched and Merkle nodes are deduplicated (node bagging), further reducing the network burden of transmitting witnesses.

Configurations. The DSM-TREE can be configured to operate entirely from local memory without any network overhead, or just from remote memory with high network utilization. For example, if the top layer of the DSM-TREE has \(r = \infty\), then the top layer caches the entire Merkle tree and is fully served from local memory. Similarly, if the bottom layer has \(c = n\) or \(c = \infty\), then un-compacted witnesses are sent over the network and accessed entirely from remote memory, as shown in the Figure 4. These parameters \((r\) and \(c)\) can be tuned based on the available memory and network capacity.

Tradeoffs. In a Merkle tree that has \(n\) levels, any DSM-TREE configuration that satisfies \(c \geq (n - r)\) allows the top layer to use compacted witnesses from the bottom layer. Note that having a higher \(r\) results in a lower number of transaction aborts, as the top layer has more information to detect non-conflicting updates and perform witness revision. The top layers should therefore set \(r\) based on the amount of memory available. Pruning the top layer should only be done under memory pressure.

4.4 Summary

The DSM-TREE is a novel variant of the Merkle tree, modified for faster transaction processing in public blockchains. DSM-TREE presents a new point in the design space of authenticated data structures. DSM-TREE highlights the benefits of in-memory pointer-based tree traversals in comparison to using node hashes and RocksDB lookups. The top layer exploits the cache-friendliness of the Merkle tree (top nodes are frequently read and updated), while the sharded bottom layer relies on the fact that witness creation only requires a vertical slice of the tree. DSM-TREE top layer uses witness revision to handle stale data from concurrent updates. While the DSM-TREE supports transactions and is exclusively used with RAINBLOCK in this paper, it can be easily modified to work with other blockchains and applications.

5 Implementation

We implement RAINBLOCK and DSM-TREE in Typescript, targeting node.js. Miners and storage nodes use the DSM-TREE library\(^1\). The performance critical portions of the code, such as secp256k1 key functions for signing transactions and generating keccak hashes, are written as C++ node.js bindings. To execute smart contracts, we implement bindings for the Ethereum Virtual Machine Connector interface (EVMC) and use Hera (v0.2.2). Hera can run contracts implemented using Ethereum flavored WebAssembly (ewasm) or EVMC bytecode through transcompilation. The I/O-Helper is implemented in C++. DSM-TREE and RAINBLOCK, together 15K lines of code, are open source and available on Github\(^2\). RAINBLOCK assumes 16 shards by default; this is configurable.

6 Evaluation

We seek to answer the following questions:

- What is the performance of a single miner? (§6.1)

\(^1\)www.npmjs.com/package/@rainblock/merkle-patricia-tree

\(^2\)https://github.com/RainBlock
10-15% of Ethereum transactions are contract calls and the workload generator. We analyzed 100K recent (since block 48M) and 100K older blocks (between blocks 4M and 5M) using Ubuntu 18.04.02 LTS, and node.js v11.14.0. For the end-to-end benchmarks, each storage node, miner, and I/O-Helper is deployed on its own instance.

**Experimental setup.** We run the experiments in a cloud environment on instances which are similar to the m4.2xlarge instance available on Amazon EC2 with 32GB of RAM and 48 threads per node. We use Ubuntu 18.04.02 LTS, and node.js v11.14.0. For the end-to-end benchmarks, each storage node, miner, and I/O-Helper is deployed on its own instance.

**Workloads.** We evaluate the performance of RAINBLOCK against synthetically generated workloads that mirror transactions on the Ethereum public mainnet blockchain. Since Ethereum transactions are signed, they cannot be used in experiments: we cannot change transaction data or the source accounts, because we do not have the secp256k1 private key. To tackle this challenge, we analyze the public blockchain to extract salient features, and develop a synthetic workload generator which generates accounts with private keys we control so our I/O-Helpers can run and submit signed transactions.

**Synthetic Workload Generator.** We analyze the transactions in the Ethereum mainnet blockchain to build a synthetic workload generator. We analyzed 100K recent (since block 7M) and 100K older blocks (between blocks 4M and 5M) in the Ethereum blockchain to determine: 1) the distribution of accounts involved in transactions, and 2) the fraction of all transactions that involve smart contracts. We observe that 10-15% of Ethereum transactions are contract calls and the rest are simple transactions. This is true of both recent blocks and older blocks. It is also the case that a small percentage of accounts are involved in most of the transactions. Based on the analyzed data, we generate workloads where 90% of accounts are called 10% of the time, and 10% of the accounts are called 90% of the time. Smart contracts are invoked 15% of the time.

### 6.1 Performance of a single miner

The performance of a single miner depends on three things: the DSM-TREE data structure, the I/O-Helpers, and the top-layer cache at the miner. We first evaluate the performance of the DSM-TREE data structure, and then measure overall tx processing performance on a single node varying the number of I/O-Helpers. We then show the performance of the miner when varying the retention level of the top-layer cache.

**DSM-TREE performance.** For a fair comparison, we configure Ethereum to use an in-memory key-value store for storage. Ethereum uses the in-memory Merkle Patricia-Trie (MPT) [6] implemented using the memdown red-black tree [7]. We use put operations to recreate the system state corresponding to four million blocks on the Ethereum public chain. This results in 1.19M accounts. We read all accounts sequentially using get operations. Put operation creates and updates user account with 160-bit Ethereum address; get operation returns the RLP-encoded [9] Ethereum account at the address, along with its witness containing RLP-encoded Merkle nodes. We also compare the memory used.

**Performance breakdown.** DSM-TREE outperforms Ethereum’s in-memory Merkle tree significantly in both get and puts, as shown in Table 2. Note that both data structures are in memory, so the performance difference comes from other optimizations. Eth MPT has to use node hashes to traverse the Merkle Tree; in contrast, DSM-TREE uses pointers for constructing the tree, and eliminates hashing. This feature improves performance by 2.7×. Eth MPT has to hash and serialize, or deserialize each node in the Merkle tree while writing or reading them; DSM-TREE optimizes this with memoization and batching. Memoization allows remembering the hashes and RLP-encodings of unmodified Merkle nodes. Memoizing RLP-encoded nodes in DSM-TREE increases get performance by reducing redundant node de-serializations. Further, with batching, common nodes in the upper part of the Merkle Tree are only deserialized once, increasing the get performance by 56× relative to MPT; bringing the overall performance difference between DSM-TREE and Eth MPT to be 150×. A good overall intuition for these performance improvements is the difference between a linked list in memory versus a linked list where each node is serialized and stored in an in-memory key-value store using the node’s hash as its key.

The performance difference for puts is similar (160×). The efficient memory representation of DSM-TREE contributes to 2.3× of this performance difference; the rest of the difference is due to lazy hash resolution. Lazy hash resolution defers recomputing the hashes of inner tree nodes until they are read. As a result, only the leaf nodes are updated in the critical path. If we force all the Merkle nodes to be updated and rehashed after every thousand updates, the performance difference with Eth MPT drops to 5× overall for puts.

**Memory consumption.** For the same system state with 1.19M accounts, DSM-TREE consumes 34× lower memory (775 MB) than Ethereum MPT (25 GB). This results from Eth MPT storing each node as a key-value pair. The reduced memory consumption of DSM-TREE is important since we

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System/optimization</th>
<th>Get</th>
<th>Put</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In-memory Ethereum MPT</td>
<td>1x</td>
<td>1x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pointer-based traversal</td>
<td>2.7×</td>
<td>1.3×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batching and Lazy hash resolution</td>
<td>56×</td>
<td>69×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All optimizations</td>
<td>150×</td>
<td>160×</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: **Performance breakdown.** The table shows the throughput of DSM-TREE (relative to in-memory Ethereum merkle tree) on gets and puts with different optimizations.
We run a geo-distributed experiment, with varying numbers of shards. We want each shard to fit in the memory of a commodity server.

**Overall performance.** An Ethereum miner can process 1000 txs per second, if its system state is stored in an in-memory key-value store. We measured the performance of a singleRainBlock miner with one I/O-Helper when the top-layer caching is disabled; the miner is accessing system state from remote in-memory shards. In this setting, RainBlock processes 2600 txs per second (2.6× higher than Ethereum).

**Performance with multiple I/O-Helpers.** Increasing the number of I/O-Helpers, increases the performance of RainBlock, till up to four I/O-Helpers per miner. With four I/O-Helpers, parallel prefetching increases performance to 7700 txs per second (2.9× higher). Thus, RainBlock miner (with four I/O-Helpers) outperforms an Ethereum miner by 7.7×.

**Performance with DSM-Tree tuning.** When we configure the top layer of the DSM-Tree to retain the first seven levels ($r = 7, c = n - 7$), the miner can process 27400 txs (3.5× higher than when top layer caching and witness compaction was disabled, and 27× higher than a single Ethereum miner).

### 6.2 End-to-End Geo-distributed Experiment

We run a geo-distributed experiment, with varying numbers of regions across three continents. Each region has four I/O-Helpers, one miner, and 16 storage nodes, caching eight levels of the DSM-Tree tree ($r = 8, c = n - 8$).

RainBlock in a single region has a throughput of 25000 txs per second; this is slightly reduced from the 27400 txs in the previous section since the storage nodes are being accessed over a wide-area network. When we scale to four regions, the throughput drops to 20000 txs per second, thus retaining 80% of the single-region performance. When we run a workload consisting purely of smart contracts (OmiseGO Token), RainBlock achieved 179000 txs. Table 3 captures RainBlock performance in various settings, from a single miner with one I/O-Helper to the geo-distributed experiment.

Tx confirmation latency remains the same as in Ethereum, as RainBlock and Ethereum share the same block creation and confirmation logic (confirmed after ten blocks build on the block containing the tx). As more txs are present in each block, more txs are confirmed per second. These experiments use the same PoW consensus in Ethereum, thus demonstrating that RainBlock achieves higher tx throughput without modifying the consensus protocol.

### 6.3 Perf impact of tunable parameters

We discuss the impact of varying two configuration parameters: the retention level $r$ (number of Merkle tree levels stored at the top layer), and the compaction level $c$ (bottom $c$ levels of the witnesses are sent over the network by the shards).

**Impact of tuning retention level.** Increasing the retention level at miners increases overall tx throughput, but also increases the memory requirements at the miners. Pruning the cache to a certain retention level ($r$) helps reclaim the memory consumed by miners. For the Merkle tree constructed in the geo-distributed experiment described previously, miners caching till a tree depth of five ($r = 5$) consumes only 40% of the memory consumed by storing the full DSM-Tree in memory. As we increase the number of I/O-Helpers, the impact of higher $r$ decreases. For example, in the geo-distributed experiment in a single region, there was no performance difference between $r = 7$ and $r = 8$ with four I/O-Helpers, but performance improved by 35% between $r = 7$ and $r = 8$ with two I/O-Helpers.

**Retention Level and Tx Abort rate.** If the top layer doesn’t cache enough levels, stale witnesses cannot be revised, leading to tx aborts. We evaluate RainBlock with 16 storage shards, 1 miner, and 4 clients, with various $r$ and $c$ configurations to measure the transaction abort rate. Increasing $r$ reduces the transaction abort rate. Further, when there are a large number of accounts, the contention on Merkle tree nodes reduces, increasing the number of witnesses that can be revised and thus, reducing the abort rate for a fixed $r$. With 1M accounts and $r = 6$, RainBlock aborts less than two txs per second. In cases where the txs get aborted, I/O-Helpers or users themselves can fetch up-to-date witnesses from storage nodes and resubmit transactions to miners.

**Tuning compaction level.** A lower compaction level $c$ increases the DSM-Tree shard throughput for I/O-Helpers (as it reduces the size of witnesses transmitted over network); with 10M accounts in state and $c = n$, shards process account reads at 1.36K ops/sec and with $c = n - 6$, they process 9.4K ops/sec (7× increase in throughput per shard). The compaction level should be tuned alongside the retention level, with $c = (n - r)$ for a Merkle tree with $n$ levels.

### 6.4 Overheads

RainBlock has two main sources of overhead. First, it trades local storage I/O for network I/O, hence resulting in more network traffic. Second, it requires the participation of more
commodity servers as I/O-Helpers and storage nodes. We discuss these overheads and how RAINBlock mitigates them.

**Network bandwidth requirements.** RAINBlock can be configured to produce blocks of a given size. For example, if the network can only handle 1 MB blocks, RAINBlock can be configured to produce blocks of this size. In our experiments, we do not constrain RAINBlock, and see that RAINBlock can pack about 240K transactions into each block (480× higher than Ethereum), on average, with the same proof-of-work consensus and block creation time. RAINBlock blocks are about 24MB in size, compared to the recent Ethereum blocks that are 40-60 KB. Our geo-distributed experiment used 24 MB blocks over the wide-area-network without running into network bottlenecks. The second source of network traffic is gossiping witnesses between miners. Using witness compaction, and node bagging (batching and deduplication), RAINBlock reduces witness sizes by 95%, allowing miners to advertise witnesses with commodity network bandwidths. Our witnesses sent over the network were a few KB in size.

**Additional resources.** RAINBlock requires I/O-Helpers and storage nodes. While storage nodes keep all state in memory, the state is sharded so that each shard fits in the DRAM of a commodity server. Storage nodes are shared among all miners, and hence they do not significantly increase the overall cluster requirements; I/O-Helpers can also be shared by miners.

## 7 Related Work

In this section, we place our contributions RAINBlock and DSM-TREE in the context of prior research.

**Stateless Clients.** The Stateless Clients [24] proposal seeks to insert witnesses into blocks, allowing miners to process a block without I/O. Despite active discussions [3, 25, 27], this proposal has not been implemented due to large witness sizes [57]; a single, simple transaction can have 4-6KB witness sizes, resulting in 40-60× the network overhead. In contrast, DSM-TREE reduces witness sizes by 95%; RAINBlock does not insert witnesses in blocks, and uses I/O-Helpers to reduce the I/O burden on miners.

**Hyperledger Fabric.** Fabric [17] is private while RAINBlock is public, resulting in significant differences. Fabric introduces a new execute-order-validate architecture where txs are executed only on a subset of servers. In RAINBlock all miners execute every transaction. While Fabric relies on signatures from trusted nodes (which can become the bottleneck), RAINBlock uses witnesses from untrusted servers to authenticate data. Peers in Fabric store the entire state, while RAINBlock storage nodes store partitions of the system state. RAINBlock improves performance with I/O-efficient transaction processing, while Fabric derives high performance from optimistic execution and efficient consensus.

**Sharding.** Sharding the blockchain into independent parallel chains that operate on subsets of state [36, 39, 41, 61, 62, 70] reduces I/O overheads; however, requires syncing the independent chains for consistency, is less resilient to failures or attacks [51, 55, 69], and require complex cross-shard transactions protocols. In contrast, RAINBlock does not shard the blockchain; the storage is sharded, but all miners add to a single chain. RAINBlock does not require locking or additional communication for executing transactions across multiple storage shards. Payment channels [4, 32, 35, 38, 40, 45] that offload work to side chains are complementary to our work.

**Dynamic accumulators.** Merkle trees belong to a general family of dynamic accumulators [20, 26]. Merkle trees, allow fast processing but, proofs grow with the underlying state. Constant-size dynamic accumulators based on RSA signatures [20, 26] have fixed size proofs but, have low processing rates; improving their performance is an ongoing effort [23]. DSM-TREE provides a practical solution to achieve high processing rates and small witness sizes. Recent work has proposed many new authenticated data structures [18, 28, 37, 53, 54, 58, 66, 68]. In contrast to these works, DSM-TREE scales Ethereum’s Merkle Patricia trie [11] without changing its core structure, or how proofs are generated.

**Transaction execution.** RAINBlock adopts a design similar to Solar [71] and vCorfu [63], where transactions are executed based on data from sharded storage. RAINBlock modifies the design for decentralized applications and authenticated data structures. This allows RAINBlock to execute transactions on sharded state without requiring locking or additional coordination among miners. Similar to RAMCloud [48], the DSM-TREE design argues that large random-access data structures can get higher throughput and scalability when served from memory over the network.

## 8 Conclusion

We have presented RAINBlock, a public blockchain architecture that increases transaction throughput without changing the proof-of-work consensus protocol. RAINBlock achieves this by tackling the I/O bottleneck in transaction processing, allowing miners to pack more transactions into each block. RAINBlock introduces a novel architecture that moves I/O off the critical path, and the DSM-TREE, a new authenticated data structure that provides cheap access to system state. Please refer to our technical report [50] for more details about RAINBlock and the DSM-TREE. The RAINBlock prototype is publicly available at https://github.com/RainBlock and we welcome working with the community on its adoption.
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Abstract
Smart contracts in Ethereum are executable programs deployed on the blockchain, which require a client for their execution. When a client executes a smart contract, a world state containing contract storage and account details is changed in a consistent fashion. Hence, the execution of smart contracts must be sequential to ensure a deterministic representation of the world state. Due to recent growth, the world state has been bloated, making testing and profiling of Ethereum transactions at scale very difficult.

In this work, we introduce a novel off-the-chain execution environment for scalable testing and profiling of smart contracts. We disconnect transactions from the world state by using substates to execute the transactions in isolation and in parallel. Compared to an Ethereum client, our execution environment reduces the space required to replay the transactions of the initial 9 M blocks from 700.11 GB to 285.39 GB. We increased throughput from 620.62 tx/s to 2,817.98 tx/s (single-threaded) and 30,168.76 tx/s (scaled to 44 cores). We demonstrate the scalability of our off-the-chain execution environment for hard-fork testing, metric evaluations of smart contracts, and contract fuzzing.

1 Introduction
Ethereum is a permissionless blockchain capable of executing smart contracts. Since its inception in 2015, a total of 964 M transactions deployed in 11.6 M blocks have been processed. The number of unique Ethereum accounts soared from 20 M in 2018 to more than 131 M by January 2021. The rapid adoption has been fueled by applications in trade [34], banking [27, 37], governance, and supply chain. This trend has been amplified by a growing interest in decentralized finance1, with a total value of 4 billion USD and a recent peak of 3.1 M contract calls in a single day [10].

Because smart contracts control large monetary values, blockchain designers and developers have a strong incentive in building tools that improve the correctness, efficiency, and security of their smart contracts. Developers typically write smart contracts in the Solidity language [17]. The Solidity compiler translates smart contracts into an immutable byte-code representation for the Ethereum virtual machine (EVM). Bytecode is persistently deployed on the blockchain where it can be invoked for execution on the EVM in a transaction.

The execution of smart contracts and Ethereum itself is a protocol defined formally in the Yellow paper [44] and practically implemented in Ethereum clients. Ethereum clients function as peers on the Ethereum network. They keep the ledger of the Ethereum blockchain consistent, fetch its updates, and integrate the EVM to execute smart contracts. The two most popular clients are Geth [18] and Parity [39]. When a client executes a smart contract, it constructs its input state from the blockchain’s ledger and writes its state changes back onto the ledger. Hence, a smart contract’s state evolves continuously on the ledger, where the history of all state changes of a smart contract is kept.

For testing, the state of a smart contract must be retrieved before it can be validated and analyzed. However, due to the ledger’s cryptographically secured data structures and due to its sequential representation of the ledger as a blockchain, the retrieval of a smart contract’s state is prohibitively slow [35, 46]. This problem is exacerbated for testing and debugging tools that process large quantities of blocks (or even all blocks) on the blockchain.

It has been acknowledged by the community that the testing of smart contracts at scale is a long-standing problem. It affects the development of the entire blockchain-oriented software (BOS) ecosystem, i.e., all software systems that work with a blockchain implementation. There have been calls for research into mocking blockchains [40] for enhancing testing

---
1Decentralized finance (DeFi) refers to an alternative, peer-to-peer financial infrastructure built on the blockchain.

2Geth is the most widespread open source Ethereum client officially maintained by the Ethereum community, with a market share of 80%, according to https://ethernodes.org/.

3In Jan. 2020, Parity has been renamed to OpenEthereum.
and debugging in isolation. A recent survey [50] conducted among practitioners, GitHub developers, and industry professionals working on Ethereum smart contracts revealed the concern that the “EVM is a single-threaded machine that cannot run transactions in parallel”, which may affect “people who have a higher requirement on the timely reaction and verification of their transactions”. A survey [5] among 156 developers of popular blockchain projects on GitHub shows that backward compatibility (the ability to validate earlier transactions) and the difficulty of setting up testnets are pressing issue for BOS developers, and that the distributed environment currently cannot be adequately simulated on development machines.

To mitigate the above problems and enable testing and profiling of smart contracts at scale, we introduce a transaction record and replay mechanism that enables the fast re-execution of individual transactions for testing purposes. Our mechanism records the historical Ethereum state that was used when a transaction was originally executed. The transaction can then be replayed in isolation for testing purposes. Our recorder reorganizes the Ethereum world state into transaction-relevant substates. Replay is conducted off-the-chain to avoid the overhead of the distributed system. The replayer mocks the distributed blockchain environment so that a transaction has the same execution behavior as if it was executed by an Ethereum client. Our approach facilitates the efficient replay of all transactions of the blockchain because transactions can be replayed in parallel (unlike testnets) and in isolation. We demonstrate that our novel off-the-chain execution environment enables applications such as hard-fork testing (i.e., a regression test checking whether the newly introduced policies of a hard fork do not hamper the execution of legacy smart contracts), metric evaluations of smart contracts (e.g., measuring the number of wasteful instructions in a smart contract), and contract fuzzing for detecting execution anomalies in smart contracts.

The contributions of this work are as follows:

• We present a new off-the-chain execution environment for blockchain transactions using a recorder and replayer so that transactions can run in isolation showing unprecedented performance improvements in comparison with state-of-the-art approaches.

• We introduce a new substate representation for transactions that captures the substate of the world state which is relevant for their execution.

• We show the efficiency and effectiveness of our approach using a regression tester for hard forks, a dead-code analysis, and a program fuzzer.

4A testnet is a blockchain that is used for testing of smart contracts in a production-like environment, but without spending cryptocurrency of real value.

2 Background and Motivation

Ethereum Blockchain: A blockchain is a ledger shared among peers on a peer-to-peer (P2P) network. The Ethereum blockchain is fully described in its specification, the Yellow paper [44]. A blockchain is implemented as a chain of blocks that has been accepted by participants in the network following a consensus protocol. A block consists of a block header and a block body. The block header contains the reference to the parent block and metadata for the block verification. The block body holds a sequence of transactions created by participants and added in the block by miners. Transactions may either transfer funds or invoke smart contracts.

A transaction in the blockchain is signed by its sender and contains input data that are propagated into the global state. The execution of a transaction can be perceived as a state transition where a global state is transformed. The global state encompasses the state of smart contracts, accounts, and other aspects such as transaction receipts or smart-contract execution logs. Accounts are addressed by public keys generated by the private keys of the account owners. The sender issuing a transaction has to sign the transaction with the account’s private key. Peers can verify the transaction by computing the sender’s account address from the signatures. It is important to note that the state transition must be deterministic among all peers in the blockchain network for the sake of consistency. Without deterministic state transitions of a transaction, it is impossible to find consensus.

The Ethereum blockchain provides the following three types of transactions. A transfer transaction takes assets from a sender and transfers them to a recipient. A transaction for contract creation conveys the initial endowment of the newly created account and a smart contract in the form of EVM bytecode to initialize the created account. The created account is associated with contract code, and it has an account storage to maintain its state across contract invocations. A contract invocation transaction sends a message to an account to execute the associated contract code. The message contains input data and gas converted from cryptocurrency to fuel the EVM bytecode execution. The EVM will execute the contract code with the input data, consuming the gas metered based on executed instructions. If the gas consumption reaches the provided gas limit, the contract is terminated prematurely.

Ethereum World State: The Ethereum world state is the global state information of Ethereum that maps between account addresses and the data associated with an account. Each account has its own key-value storage in which only the owner has the authority to load and store values via SLOAD and SSTORE instructions of EVM bytecode. For state verification and as input to the next block, Ethereum clients are required to maintain a local copy of the entire global state after processing a particular block. As depicted in Figure 1a, Ethereum employs key-value (KV) maps to maintain (1) accounts and
Figure 1: Ethereum world state and account storage (a), corresponding MPT as the underlying representation of a flat KV map (b).

(2) the data stored in each account. Data is encoded in recursive length prefix (RLP) format [44]. For cryptographic verification, the flat KV maps are encoded as Merkle Patricia tries (MPTs, [16]), depicted in Figure 1b. State verification in Ethereum relies on the property of MPTs that if two MPTs are identical, the hash values of their root nodes are identical [33].

The EVM bytecode interface provides the view of the flat KV map from Figure 1a to the application. Only after transaction execution will a client employ the RLP and MPT encoding depicted in Figure 1b, verify states, and store the MPT nodes in an on-disk key-value database (KVDB). A client may use a data representation different from MPTs to improve database performance [1]. Nevertheless, MPTs must still be constructed for state verification as mandated by the ledger protocol. The specification of the EVM and the world state are provided in the Ethereum Yellow paper [44].

### 3 Limitations of Smart Contract Testing

Testing smart contracts requires an Ethereum world state and a transaction execution environment. We refer to transaction replay as the execution of a transaction at the historical Ethereum state that the transaction was originally executed on at a given block height on the blockchain. Note that, in principle, it is not necessary to have the Ethereum network and blockchain available for testing. In this section, we consider different test environments currently available to blockchain designers and developers for replaying transactions. None of them facilitate replay on transaction granularity—only block granularity is supported. We highlight the impracticality of the test environments and conclude with the observed scalability problems. Unless otherwise specified, our evaluations were conducted on the server platform shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Evaluation platform specification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Server</th>
<th>Geth full node</th>
<th>Substate replacer</th>
<th>Geth archive node</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>Intel Xeon E5-2699 v4, 2.2 GHz to 3.6 GHz, 22 cores × 2 sockets</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM</td>
<td>512 GB DDR4 RAM @ 2,400 MHz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSDs (PCIe)</td>
<td>Intel Optane 900P 480 GB Intel Optane DC P3700 800 GB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS</td>
<td>CentOS Linux release 7.9.2009 (core), kernel version 4.11.3-1.el7.eurox86_64</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filesystem</td>
<td>ZFS pool (1.2 TB total size)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: JSON RPC server (archive node) replaying transactions in block N on behalf of a client. State N is the state after executing all transactions in block N. The client sends request messages via the JSON RPC interface; messages include RPC method names and their arguments.

Ethereum clients can be configured as Ethereum archive nodes. They keep the entire history of world states in their database and can thus be used to retrieve historical state information. Geth provides a JSON RPC API\(^1\) for this purpose. Via the JSON RPC API, a Geth client can delegate the replay of a transaction to an archive node. Figure 2 illustrates this scenario.

Unfortunately, delegation suffers from significant overhead incurred by the JSON RPC API and the fact that transaction throughput of archive nodes is seriously constrained by the considerable database size for storing all historical world states (6 TB of disk space for blocks up to 11 M [20]). An Ethereum client can be configured as an archive node that generates execution traces during transaction replay. In a small experiment, we observed that a query to replay traces of ten blocks at blocks after 9 M using traceBlockByNumber timed out running for an entire hour (at that stage we stopped the replay attempt). After disabling the EVM stack, memory, and storage tracing, the archive node achieved a replay throughput of 19.4 tx/s for 100 blocks at block 9 M and after. Hence, a test environment that uses transaction replay delegation is not a viable solution for testing—even for a small number of replay queries.

\(^1\)https://geth.ethereum.org/docs/rpc/ns-debug
3.2 Transaction Replay in a Client

When Ethereum clients are configured as Ethereum full nodes, they replay transactions for verification and synchronization with peers on the network. Figure 3 illustrates how Ethereum clients replay transactions during synchronization. To replay transactions in block \( N \), a client requires the state at block \( N - 1 \). A full node can download the state after block \( M \) directly from trusted peers using a fast synchronization protocol instead of processing all \( M \) blocks from the genesis block by itself. The fast synchronization protocol is a trade-off to save transaction processing time at the cost of the higher network bandwidth required for downloading the state. The community refers to fast synchronization as fast-sync mode and it represents the default configuration of Geth clients. At block 11.5 M, a Geth full node consumes more than 600 GB of disk space [21].

Transaction replay in full nodes suffers from severe drawbacks: If the desired block for replay is located far behind the tip of the chain, no peer will be available to provide the state for synchronizing in fast-sync mode. In the absence of a downloadable state, the client must process (import) all blocks itself, commencing from the genesis block, to produce state \( N - 1 \) for replaying block \( N \). In our experiment, the Geth client on an AWS i3.2xlarge instance took 8.13 h to fast-sync the state at block 11.5 M. When the Geth client imported blocks from the genesis block, it took 227 h (i.e., 9.5 d) to produce the state at block 8 M. Similarly to replay delegation, transaction replay throughput is very low: At block height 9 M the observed throughput of our archive node was 19.4 tx/s while our full node achieved 447.7 tx/s. Therefore, replaying millions of transactions with an archive node is not viable in practice, and a full node will take several weeks to accomplish such a testing task.

3.3 Testnets

The Ethereum main network (mainnet) is the only P2P network for real-world trading of Ethereum cryptocurrency. For testing purposes, the Ethereum community maintains public and private testnets where new protocols are activated and tested before they are deployed on the mainnet. Blockchain designers and developers deploy and test contracts on a test-net using clients that synchronize with recent blocks from the testnet like the nodes on the mainnet. The major limitation of testing with testnets is that its state can only be configured via side effects of smart contracts that are executed through transactions. This requires considerable effort from a developer to build a test fixture. In particular, the developer must deploy and execute the following transactions to test a smart contract on a testnet: (1) transactions to initialize the target contract and other participating accounts, (2) transactions to set up the complete world state and environment parameters for the input, and (3) a transaction to invoke the target contract with the prepared input state.

3.4 Lack of Scalability on Multicores

Testing smart contracts by replaying transactions on a full node does not scale on a multicore server because of two reasons: First, execution of transactions on the blockchain is inherently sequential. To replay transactions in blocks later than the current state, a node must import all intermediate blocks on the chain between the current block and the block to be replayed. Second, it takes a considerable amount of disk space to maintain a complete world state in MPT format. Running multiple Ethereum nodes with different ranges of blocks has the potential to increase the overall throughput on a multicore server. However, each node will require hundreds of GBs to maintain multiple world state instances. E.g., running nine full nodes for segments of 1 M blocks as stated in Table 2 requires 2.8 TB of disk space. One may expect an archive node to scale on multicores because it does not have to import blocks prior to replaying a transaction. But practically, as observed in our experiments, a single archive node requires 6 TB of disk space and exhibits very low transaction replay throughput. (Note that our evaluation platform from Table 1 uses PCIe SSDs and thus can be considered an advantageous case, performance-wise.) Testing smart contracts on a testnet has the same limitations as replaying of transactions on a full node because it executes transactions in order and has to encode a complete state in MPT format for verification.

4 Off-The-Chain Testing

Our new off-the-chain testing environment is based on a transaction record and replay mechanism. The record mechanism records the historical state from before and after a transaction on the chain. The recorder is an augmented Ethereum client that produces the historical state as a side effect while importing blocks from the blockchain. For a transaction, the recorder captures substates, which contain only relevant parts of the world-state and environment parameters that contain enough information to replay a transaction with no dependency on earlier transactions. The recorder stores the substates in the substate database, which is a flat key-value map.
The replay mechanism mocks the Ethereum protocol of a client such that transactions can be executed without the peer-to-peer network of Ethereum and the cryptographic verification tasks of a client. We use EVM binaries for building the replay mechanism, which are stand-alone clients and have been implemented for checking the correctness of the EVM only. Our replay mechanism operates directly on the substate database. It executes transactions off-the-chain, in parallel, and in isolation achieving unprecedented scalability for testing smart contracts.

4.1 Transaction Substate

Key to our record/replay mechanism is the substate, which contains a subset of the world-state trie to faithfully replay a transaction. The subset contains all the entries represented as a key-value pair (not as an MPT) for executing the transaction in full isolation. The substate is enhanced with meta information that is required for the execution of the transaction including (1) the values of the input arguments of the transaction, (2) the cryptographic hashes needed for the execution, and (3) the expected return values. In the following, we summarize the information stored in substates.

1. Alloc: information about each accessed account, i.e., account address, nonce, balance, code hash, and storage values from the world state accessed by the transaction.
2. Block: block number, block creation timestamp, block hashes, coinbase, difficulty, and block gas limit.
3. Message: nonce, gas price, provided gas, sender account address, recipient account address, input value, and input data of the transaction to initiate the message call.
4. Result: status code, transaction gas usage, logs and their Bloom filter from the output of the transaction execution.

The substate representing the historical Ethereum world state before executing a transaction is called the input substate. It consists of three parts: input alloc, block, and message. The substate representing the historical Ethereum world state after executing a transaction is called the output substate. It consists of two parts: output alloc and the transaction result. Together, the input and output substates contain all information required to faithfully replay and validate the respective transaction. Note that accounts and storage values that are not accessed by a transaction can be omitted from a substate because they have no effect on the transaction’s execution and hence cannot affect the transaction’s output.

4.2 Substate Recorder

Our substate recorder is an extended Ethereum client that collects and stores transactions’ substates while importing blocks as depicted in Figure 4. Our recorder collects the substates from before and after a transaction on the chain. We refer to these substates as the input and output substates, respectively, and the recorder stores them as a substate record in the substate database.

Throughout the execution of a transaction, the recorder collects the set of indices accessed in the world state. An index is represented by a tuple \(\langle\text{Address, Key}\rangle\), where \(\text{Address}\) denotes an account/wallet address, and \(\text{Key}\) represents the storage key to the account’s accessed storage location (as illustrated in Figure 1a). After the transaction’s completion, the recorder collects for each index the corresponding value from the world state prior to the start of the transaction (for the input substate), and the value from the world state after the transaction terminated (for the output substate). The collected input and output tuples are of the shape \(\langle\text{Address, Key}, \text{Value}\rangle\). Collectively, the input/output tuples contain the complete set of storage locations and associated values read and written by a transaction.

As an example, we assume a token transfer of 10 units from account 1 at address1 to account 2 at address2. Account 1 and account 2 are endowed with 25 units and 80 units before transaction commencement, and both accounts maintain their token values at storage key key2. Recording this transaction will result in the following input/output tuples, which signify the drop of funds in account 1 from 25 to 15 units, and the increase in account 2 from 80 to 90 units.

Input tuples: 
Output tuples:
1. \(\langle\text{address1}, \text{key2}, 25\rangle\) \(\langle\text{address1}, \text{key2}, 15\rangle\)
2. \(\langle\text{address2}, \text{key2}, 80\rangle\) \(\langle\text{address2}, \text{key2}, 90\rangle\)

The recorded input/output tuples do not include storage locations where accounts keep information that has not been accessed as part of a given transaction. In practice, a transaction involves only a few accounts. The recorded input/output tuples thus constitute a small subset of the world state’s account storage before and after a transaction, which facilitates space-efficient transaction replay.

We record input/output tuples for nested transactions, which occur with calls across smart contracts. Tuple collection includes reverted transactions, which are transactions that do not take effect on the world state, e.g., because the transaction runs out of gas. Even such invalid transaction termination requires the input/output tuples to ensure the faithful replay of the reverted transaction.

![Figure 4: Substate recorder.](image-url)
As depicted in Figure 4, our recorder creates a substate record from the input/output substates (including the transaction’s environment parameters, i.e., block, message, and transaction result), and stores the substate record in the substate database. Records in the substate database are indexed by the key \( \langle \text{block}, \text{tx} \rangle \), where \( \text{block} \) is the block number and \( \text{tx} \) is the index of the transaction within the block. Each substate record can thereby be accessed by a single database lookup, which eliminates dependencies on earlier transactions and provides our replayer with instant access to the historical state of any recorded transaction.

Because our recorder collects substates during on-chain operations, it requires as much time and space as the synchronization of a Geth full node. However, the recording has to be performed only once. As soon as the substate database is created, all historical transactions can be replayed an arbitrary number of times with our replay mechanism.

### 4.3 Substate Replayer

![Substate Replayer Diagram](image)

Figure 5: Substate replayer.

The replay mechanism is based on the EVM binaries that we extended for replaying transactions arbitrarily and in parallel from our substate database. Figure 5 illustrates the design of our multi-threaded replayer. It receives the number of replay threads \( T \) and an inclusive block range \([N_{\text{first}}, N_{\text{last}}]\) as input. The replayer creates a thread pool of \( T \) replay threads and pushes the designated block numbers from \( N_{\text{first}} \) to \( N_{\text{last}} \) into a channel on which all replay threads wait. We employ a dynamic work partitioning scheme where replay threads repeatedly dequeue a block number, load the block’s substate records, and replay its transactions.

For each transaction, a replay thread invokes a fresh EVM instance, for which it copies input alloc, block, and message from the input substate to an in-memory context that the EVM instance can read and modify off-the-chain. This in-memory context simulates on-chain features such as hard forks, gas costs, block environment, precompiled contracts, and database snapshots for reverted transactions.

The EVM instance executes the corresponding smart contract code in isolation on the in-memory context. The replay thread thereafter collects the output tuples and the transaction result from the modified context and validates them against the recorded output substate. If a thread successfully replayed all transactions in a block, it sends the block number back to the main thread. The main thread maintains the processed block total and triggers the termination of the replay threads once all blocks have been processed.

Replay threads collect the set of indices accessed in the world state in the same manner as the recorder. Because transaction replay must be deterministic (running the same transaction with the same input must produce the same output), the replayed transaction must access the same storage locations as the recorder, and the accessed indices must coincide.

For example, considering the token transfer example (1) on the previous page. If during replay the transaction accesses index \(<\text{address1}, \text{key1}>>\) instead of \(<\text{address1}, \text{key2}>>\), the replayer will detect this index mismatch (cf. “Assert Equal” in Figure 5).

In general, if any of the accessed indices, output values, or the transaction result differ from the recorded historical information, the replayer will raise an exception, report the substate record’s key and the difference between the EVM output and the expected output, and terminate.

#### 4.3.1 Replay Performance and Accuracy

We evaluated the runtime and storage improvements of our replayer compared to a Geth full node, and we validated its replay accuracy. All experiments where conducted on the platform specified in Table 1. Tables 2 and 3 compare the disk space and execution-time requirements of a Geth full node and our substate replayer to replay all 590 million transactions of the initial 9 M blocks of the Ethereum mainnet. We imported blocks from files to replay transactions with the Geth full node. The size of Geth’s database in Table 2 increases drastically as it contains all accounts existing in the previous blocks. The substate database requires less space than Geth because Geth must maintain a complete world state with all accounts and storage values in MPTs for on-chain synchronization, while our off-the-chain test environment selectively recorded accounts that are accessed during transaction execution.

Table 3 compares time and throughput of transaction replay between Geth and our substate replayer with a single thread. Both took more time in later blocks because the number of transactions per block increased. Blocks in range 2–
Table 2: Disk space requirements and space savings of our substate replacer over a Geth full node. The space required by Geth is the size of its database at the last block of the stated range. Ranges 8–9 M and 0–9 M require the same space because the Geth full node maintains a complete world state at 9 M regardless of the number of blocks it replays.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Blocks (M)</th>
<th>Geth full node (GB)</th>
<th>Substate replayer (GB)</th>
<th>Space savings (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0–1</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>29.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–2</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>39.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2–3</td>
<td>29.30</td>
<td>16.91</td>
<td>42.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3–4</td>
<td>37.76</td>
<td>6.58</td>
<td>82.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4–5</td>
<td>124.57</td>
<td>39.55</td>
<td>68.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5–6</td>
<td>272.06</td>
<td>51.58</td>
<td>81.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6–7</td>
<td>407.48</td>
<td>50.30</td>
<td>87.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7–8</td>
<td>551.04</td>
<td>55.96</td>
<td>89.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8–9</td>
<td>700.11</td>
<td>62.00</td>
<td>91.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0–9</td>
<td>700.11</td>
<td>285.39</td>
<td>59.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Total execution time (s) and throughput in transactions per second (tx/s) of Geth block import and substate replay with a single thread.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Blocks (M)</th>
<th>Geth full node</th>
<th>Substate replayer</th>
<th>Speed-up (×)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time (s)</td>
<td>tx/s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0–1</td>
<td>1184</td>
<td>1414.07</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–2</td>
<td>2879</td>
<td>2217.13</td>
<td>1.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2–3</td>
<td>28906</td>
<td>252.73</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3–4</td>
<td>10775</td>
<td>1946.33</td>
<td>2.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4–5</td>
<td>94868</td>
<td>1196.67</td>
<td>3.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5–6</td>
<td>165673</td>
<td>748.71</td>
<td>4.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6–7</td>
<td>173503</td>
<td>552.82</td>
<td>5.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7–8</td>
<td>224426</td>
<td>485.51</td>
<td>5.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8–9</td>
<td>248519</td>
<td>447.70</td>
<td>5.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0–9</td>
<td>950733</td>
<td>620.62</td>
<td>4.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 M showed lower performance because of denial-of-service (DoS) attacks described in [3]. In later blocks, the Geth full node was substantially slower than our substate replacer because Geth needs multiple LevelDB lookups to read MPT nodes leading to a single MPT leaf value. As the blockchain grows, the number of MPT nodes and the size of the Geth database increases, which increases both the total number of lookups and the time per lookup. In contrast, our substate recorder packages all values required to replay a transaction into a single substate record. Therefore, one LevelDB lookup is sufficient to load all data required to replay a transaction. Overall, our substate replacer is 4.54 times faster than the Geth full node. Because transaction replay from a substate record is an isolated execution on the EVM, it can be parallelized. Figure 6 shows the speedup when using multiple replay threads for the initial 9 M blocks of the Ethereum mainnet.

As discussed in Section 4.3, our replacer will raise an exception if the execution of a replayed transaction deviates from the recorded historical information. When replaying the 590 million transactions on the Ethereum mainnet from the genesis block up to block 9 M, our replacer finished without raising an exception, which confirms that all transactions were replayed faithfully and that our off-the-chain testing environment achieved a replay accuracy [26] of 100%.

5 Use Cases

In this section we introduce three use cases for our substate replacer: (1) a metric use case based on transaction replay, (2) a fuzzer use case based on testnets, (3) a method to assess hard forks using off-the-chain execution.

5.1 Metric Use Case

Program analysis techniques have been widely adopted for smart contracts. A 2019 survey of 27 Ethereum contract analysis tools [11] found that most tools concentrate on security issues and employ static analyses. But pressing efficiency and scalability limits of blockchains have become another major concern [13, 30, 41, 49]. We argue that because of the inherent limitations of static analyses, in particular precision and cost [7, 14], dynamic analysis techniques will gain further momentum. Specific metrics aimed at measuring the complexity, communication capability, gas-usage and performance have already been instigated in [40]. A set of metrics that includes contract execution time and the time to update the Ethereum world state has been proposed in [49]. Novel program metrics in smart contracts will be required to guide future design decisions for infrastructure and language implementation, e.g., to determine the profitability of speculative parallelization [12].

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our record/replay infrastructure for comprehensive dynamic analyses of transactions on the Ethereum mainnet, we implement a metric for wasteful instructions. A wasteful instruction is an instruction whose side effect does not lead to a lasting side effect on the
blockchain. Because each instruction needs to be paid for by gas, wasteful instructions are costly and should be avoided.

To determine wasteful instructions at runtime, we construct a value graph $G(V,E)$ for each smart contract execution. During the EVM execution, each instruction becomes a node in the value graph, and edges between nodes denote data flow among instructions. We define necessary instructions as instructions that contribute towards side effects on the blockchain or results to users. We categorize the list of necessary instructions as follows.

- **SSTORE**, **SELFDESTRUCT**, **CREATE**, and **CREATE2** cause side effects on the blockchain by changing the world state trie or the account storage trie.
- **RETURN** produces a result of the smart contract and delivers it to the user.
- **LOG0**, **LOG1**, **LOG2**, **LOG3**, and **LOG4** generate log records.
- **CALL**, **CALLCODE**, and **DELEGATECALL** execute another smart contract. Although these instructions do not have a side effect themselves, the callee contract might have a side effect. Investigating such a relationship is beyond this paper’s scope, so we simplified and considered call-related instructions as necessary instructions. However, **STATICCALL**, which cannot have any side effect by its definition, is excluded.

A sample bytecode and its value graph are depicted in Figure 7. Each node in the graph represents an instruction with the attached number specifying the execution order. If instruction $x$ depends on instruction $y$, we add a directed edge from instruction $y$ to instruction $x$. For example, 3:**MSTORE** receives two stack values as its arguments to store the value from 1:**PUSH** at the memory address from 2:**PUSH**. Dependencies are not restricted to values from the EVM stack but may extend to memory references. Instruction 23:**RETURN** is such a case: it pops two arguments from the stack, which represent the address and length of data in memory to return. The third dependency (on 21:**CODECOPY**) encodes the memory reference itself. Instructions 12–14 from the bytecode do not occur in the value graph because the underlying execution took the jump from instruction 11 to instruction 15 at runtime.

We built an algorithm that propagates the necessity of instructions in the value graph in a backward fashion, based on the introduced necessary instruction list. Necessary instructions are colored in blue in Figure 7. All instructions connected to 6:**SSTORE** and 23:**RETURN** are considered necessary. We obtain the set of wasteful instructions as the complement set of the necessary instructions.

To analyze the wastage characteristics of the Ethereum blockchain, we computed value graphs for the initial 9 M blocks on the replayer, which took 75 h to complete. A box plot and the average ratios of wasteful instructions are shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9.
The median and average of the wasteful instruction ratios are gradually increasing from block 5 M. As a consequence, wasteful instructions constitute nearly 50% of the total instructions in range 8–9 M. The irregularity in range 2–3 M in Figure 8 is due to DoS attacks in the year 2016 (cf. [3]). As a result, the box and whiskers in this range stick to zero, while the average ratio is not affected. Another irregularity shows in range 1–2 M in Figure 9, because it contains smart contracts with a high total number of instructions but a negligible number of necessary instructions. This skewed the average ratio of wasteful instructions, although this was not caught in the box plot.

Figure 10: The average of wasted gas per transaction for ranges of 1 M blocks.

We calculated the gas consumed by wasteful instructions. As illustrated in Figure 10, recent transactions tend to waste more gas. We found a single transaction to waste nearly 25,000 gas in range 8–9 M.

5.2 Fuzzer Use Case

Fuzzing is a popular means to assess software quality [32] and exercise a program under test with many randomized inputs. A fuzzer aims to execute as many program paths as possible by varying input values, and, hence, fuzzers incur a large runtime overhead as they repeatedly execute the program under test. Some approaches reduce the environment overhead [47] or improve path coverage [36] for alleviating the fuzzing overheads. There is a variety of fuzzers available for Ethereum such as Echidna [24] and Harvey [45], which require user annotations in the Solidity source code for guiding the fuzzing process. Other fuzzing tools [31, 42] do not require annotations but still require the source code (not the EVM bytecode).

Low-performing fuzzers limit the effectiveness of a fuzzing campaign and may result in many false negatives [29]. Parallelizing fuzzers improve the performance but cannot be directly used for the blockchain testing due to its sequential execution. A parallel fuzzer for blockchains would require to replicate the blockchain for each parallel instance, which is not a viable approach.

We adapt our replay mechanism introduced in Section 4.3 for parallel fuzzing as a showcase. The aim of this showcase is to demonstrate the efficiency of the ContractFuzzer [29] using our parallel replay mechanism. The ContractFuzzer dynamically analyzes compiled bytecode, which is most suitable for third-party auditing of binaries that does not require user annotations for fuzzing. The ContractFuzzer cannot audit third-party contracts efficiently without our replay mechanism because contracts will be fuzzed on the testnet where all smart contracts undergoing the fuzzing campaign must be deployed (as described in Section 3.3). For each input variation of a fuzzing campaign, the contracts must be redeployed on the testnet slowing down the campaign.

For fuzzing, the ContractFuzzer tool needs an Ethereum smart contract application binary interface [19, ABI], which describes input parameters and the message type of a smart contract. Most re-usable contracts/services have their ABIs publicly available, e.g., via the Etherscan web service [22].

Figure 11 depicts a sequence diagram of the ContractFuzzer workflow without our replay mechanism. The bytecode of a contract is read by the fuzzer, which analyzes the contract's ABI and generates a set of random messages that execute the contract and comply with its ABI. The tester sends the messages one-by-one to Geth, for execution on the EVM, which contains specific monitoring hooks for discovering vulnerabilities that occur during bytecode execution. The results from the bytecode execution are sent back to the fuzzer, which generates a vulnerability report.

We extended the ContractFuzzer with our replay mechanism for parallel fuzzing as depicted in Figure 12. Our parallel fuzzing mechanism directly reads the input substate from the substate database (as indicated by the dashed arrow in Figure 12) such that fuzzing can be performed in parallel and without the need of deployment on the testnet.

The input variations generated by the ContractFuzzer in the form of random messages (see Figure 11) differ from the
Table 4: ContractFuzzer performance improvements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of threads</th>
<th>Throughput (contracts/min)</th>
<th>Speedup (×) over original</th>
<th>Speedup (×) replay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>1.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>10.01</td>
<td>1.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>13.46</td>
<td>1.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>10.05</td>
<td>21.65</td>
<td>3.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>15.99</td>
<td>34.44</td>
<td>4.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: ContractFuzzer performance improvements.

recorded, historical message data of the input substate from Section 4.1. For each input variation, the replacer replaces the historical message data of the input substate by the information provided in the corresponding message from the ContractFuzzer. This modification of the transaction input obviates the need to validate the transaction ("Assert Equal" in Figure 5) because fuzzing does not attempt a faithful replay. Rather, the purpose of the input variation in the fuzzer is to execute untested program paths and uncover previously unobserved behavior in the smart contract under test. We used several of ContractFuzzer's sample contracts [28] to validate the integration of ContractFuzzer and its modified Geth EVM with our replacer. The integration produced the expected result, i.e., the same vulnerabilities as the original ContractFuzzer.

Our focus with this use case was to determine the achievable performance from off-the-chain fuzzing. For this experiment, we used our recording of the Ethereum mainnet. We created a simple NodeJS client for the Etherscan web service [22] to obtain the ABI of contracts. We used this client to get the first several hundred contracts from the mainnet that provide their ABI. Because ContractFuzzer supports contract analysis in batches, we divided this group into batches of ten contracts each. We have executed an analysis of this dataset using various combinations of batches running in parallel. We have measured the throughput of contracts (i.e., the number of analyzed contracts/min) as shown in Table 4. The first row lists the performance of the original ContractFuzzer, while the following rows list the throughput with increasing parallelism—i.e., the number of contract batches analyzed in parallel. The middle column provides the speedup over the original ContractFuzzer (w.r.t. the first row).

It follows from the second row that the ContractFuzzer with replay executing all batches in sequence is faster than the original ContractFuzzer. We attribute this to the fact that Geth adds more overhead compared to our light-weight substate. The speedup grows proportionally in the number of threads. The last column shows the relative speedup of multi-threaded over single-threaded replay.

Our fuzzing method has three key benefits: Firstly, our replacer provides smart contracts instantly and without prior deployment on a testnet, making the fuzzing configuration straightforward. Secondly, our database has no dependencies between substate records and enables parallel fuzzing. This allows fuzzing campaigns on smart contracts where an arbitrary number of threads can be utilized. Thirdly, the substate database always provides the same initial data, while fuzzing against the testnet requires repeated redeployment to start from the same initial state.

5.3 Hard Fork Assessment

The Ethereum specification has been updated over the years because of several reasons such as the introduction of new EVM instructions and the protection from DoS attacks. Peers willing to accept the update have participated by accepting a blockchain forked from the existing blockchain, or hard fork. A hard fork is first proposed via a meta Ethereum improvement proposal (meta EIP), which includes other EIPs. When the Ethereum community agrees on the hard fork, a certain block number is pre-determined after which the hard fork becomes effective.

At the time of writing there have been nine hard forks on the Ethereum blockchain that changed gas costs of existing instructions or introduced new instructions. Such updates of the EVM specification can cause problems on already-deployed smart contracts which—then—depend on an outdated specification. For example, Ethereum suffered from breaks of backward compatibility with EIP-1884 [15] during the Istanbul hard fork. The EIP changed the gas cost of several opcodes and it was expected that a few contracts will fail to operate. Indeed, Ethereum frameworks such as Aragon and Kyber found function calls in their smart contracts to fail with out-of-gas errors [6, 43]. Aragon expected that EIP-1884 would break 680 smart contracts in their framework [9], and had to release new smart contracts to replace them [43].

Therefore, it is essential to assess a hard fork on existing contracts before it is activated on the network. The Ethereum community maintains testnets where hard forks are activated and tested before being deployed on the mainnet. However, testnets have their own state databases which differ from the mainnet, and developers must execute transactions on a testnet to deploy contracts and predict possible impacts from a hard fork. This approach is merely a new execution of transactions and cannot reproduce the historical contexts with a new hard fork specification.

We propose the use of our replacer to assess new hard forks on already deployed smart contracts on the mainnet. Our replacer efficiently replays transactions in the same context except the protocols changed by the new hard fork. Hence, the effect of the hard fork on existing contracts can be observed, which helps decision making and hard-fork analysis.

For demonstration purposes we conducted an assessment of the historical hard forks on the Ethereum mainnet. Table 5 enumerates the history of the Ethereum hard forks at the time of writing. Out of nine hard forks, the DAO Fork and...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hard fork</th>
<th>Assessed transactions (M)</th>
<th>EVM runtime exception (%)</th>
<th>Output changed (%)</th>
<th>Gas usage changed (%)</th>
<th>Unaffected (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Invalid JUMP</td>
<td>Invalid opcode</td>
<td>Reverted</td>
<td>Out-of-gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homestead</td>
<td>0.416</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tangerine Whistle</td>
<td>2.508</td>
<td>0.585</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>3.667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spurious Dragon</td>
<td>3.055</td>
<td>0.530</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>9.407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Byzantium</td>
<td>26.014</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>2.560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constantinople /</td>
<td>193.668</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petersburg</td>
<td>303.300</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>0.198</td>
<td>1.009</td>
<td>3.804</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Hard fork assessment: percentage of affected and unaffected contract invocations and the share of each effect. Column “Assessed transactions” indicates the number of contract invocation transactions executed for the assessment. A transaction in “EVM runtime exception” was successful in the original invocation but raised an exception during the hard fork assessment. (1) “Invalid JUMP”: destination of the JUMP instruction was not a JUMPDEST instruction. (2) “Invalid opcode”: executed instruction was the INVALID instruction or not defined in the hard fork. (3) “Reverted”: the REVERT instruction was executed. (4) “Output changed”: side effect on replay output changed, disregarding gas usage and account balances. (5) “Out-of-gas”: successful in the original invocation but raised out-of-gas exception in the hard fork assessment. (6) “Increased” & “Decreased”: produced the same output as the original invocation except gas usage and account balances. (7) “Unaffected”: produced the exactly same output as the original invocation.

*Muir Glacier* are not included because they do not affect the EVM specification for transaction execution. Hard fork *Constantinople / Petersburg* comprises two steps that took effect within the same block and hence were combined for this study. For the assessment of a hard fork on deployed contracts, all historic contract invocation transactions prior to the activation of the hard fork are relevant (cf. Section 2). The activation position of a hard fork on the chain thereby determines the number of transactions that need to be assessed, from the genesis block until the block where the hard fork became active. Column “Assessed transactions” in Table 5 depicts the number of contract invocation transactions that our replayer executed for each of the historical hard forks on the mainnet. Note that the *Istanbul* hard fork took place at block height 9,069 M, whereas the block range of our experiment was 0–9.0 M, but we do not regard the excluded 69 k blocks to be significant for this demonstration of our replayer. In total, our replayer executed 529 million contract invocation transactions as part of this assessment. The experiment took 15.15 h with an overall throughput of 9,694.30 tx/s.

The results, i.e., the effects of each hard fork on the contract invocation transactions prior to its activation on the mainnet, are depicted in Table 5. The columns below “EVM runtime exception” state the percentage of transactions for which the original invocation was successful but raised an exception in the hard fork assessment. JUMP instructions to invalid destinations and the INVALID instruction have been used as a pragmatic way to throw runtime exceptions. The *Byzantium* hard fork at block 4,370,000 introduced the REVERT instruction. The main difference is that JUMP and INVALID consume all remaining gas but REVERT refunds the remaining gas to the sender.

**Effects on Execution Path** The sum of column “EVM runtime exception” and column “Output changed” is the percentage of transactions for which the EVM specification change resulted in an execution path different from the original invocation. The hard fork with the highest ratio of sum of “EVM runtime exception” and “Output changed” is *Spurious Dragon* with 9.9 %, followed by *Istanbul*, and *Tangerine Whistle* with 5.1 % and 4.3 %. *Spurious Dragon* activated EIPs that increased the gas cost of EVM instructions, limited code size, and cleared empty accounts in the world state trie to protect the network from DoS attacks. The other two hard forks, *Istanbul*, and *Tangerine Whistle*, mainly updated gas costs of EVM instructions. This is an indication that the execution paths of these contracts are highly dependent on the EVM gas system. Hence, updating the gas system may cause such contracts to fail.

**Effects on Gas Consumption** The hard forks *Tangerine Whistle* and *Spurious Dragon* increased the gas costs of several EVM instructions, resulting in more than 70 % of contract invocations to consume more gas, and 2 % to raise an out-of-gas exception. The *Istanbul* hard fork increased the gas costs of several instructions that access tries and reduced the gas costs of loading call data input, which affected all contract invocations. As a result, 68.5 % of all contract invocations consumed more gas, 7.9 % raised an out-of-gas exception, and 18 % consumed less gas.
6 Related Work

Hartel and Staalduinen [26] proposed a tool to generate a replay script for historic transactions based on Truffle. It redeploys the smart contract with historic data for replay on the blockchain. This approach cannot faithfully reproduce historic data because the execution environment may have changed on redeployment. Their re-execution fails to accurately replay 39% of the 1120 sampled smart contracts [26]. In contrast, we identified the complete set of environmental parameters required to faithfully replay transactions. We achieved a replay accuracy of 100% for the 590 million transactions on the Ethereum mainnet up to block 9 M. Our approach replays transactions off-the-chain and thereby eliminates the networking and consensus overhead. Our substate database provides direct access to the transaction-relevant substate of any recorded transaction, which allows transaction execution in isolation and at scale. In contrast, [26] can only execute transactions sequentially from the tip of the chain. Their method relies on the availability of the verified contract source code on Etherscan, but only 2.2% of all Ethereum smart contracts deployed until Sept. 2018 have been made available as source code on Etherscan [38].

Transaction replay is often required to find vulnerabilities of smart contracts and verify the soundness of such methods. ContractFuzzer [29] and EVMFuzzer [23] adopted fuzzing techniques to spot weaknesses in smart contracts and EVMs. ContractFuzzer used 6,991 smart contracts for fuzzing and detected seven types of vulnerabilities. EVMFuzzer performed fuzzing for 253,153 contracts to expose vulnerabilities in different types of EVMs. Hartel and Schumi [25] used mutation testing to assess the quality of smart contracts. They injected smart contract specific mutations at a large scale and performed the experiment for more than 2 million transactions.

Replaying the whole blockchain can be conducted to understand the dynamic behavior of the Ethereum ecosystem. Yang et al. [48] and Baird et al. [4] measured transaction execution time for millions of blocks and discovered that time-per-gas ratios of instructions are not uniform, which potentially threatens the decentralization of the Ethereum network. Aldweesh et al. [2] observed a similar result by measuring CPU and gas usage of opcodes independently with their OpBench framework. TokenScope [8] replayed the blockchain to investigate inconsistent tokens in Ethereum. They took a trace-based approach to find inconsistencies by comparing the information about data structure, interfaces, and events. They reported 7,472 inconsistent tokens out of 57,411 tokens from 6 million examined blocks.

7 Conclusion

The Ethereum blockchain and its surrounding environment have been rapidly developed in recent years. This has led to a situation where “the need for software engineers to devise specialized tools and techniques for blockchain-oriented software development” [40] has arisen. However, there is a lack of tools that scale for tasks including third-party auditing, testing, debugging, and quality assurance.

Our work proposes a new infrastructure for the lightweight execution of smart contract transactions. Our framework can exercise smart contracts at scale, multi-threaded, and in isolation. We were able to execute all available smart contracts from the Ethereum mainnet 4.54 times faster in comparison to the standard Ethereum client, Geth. Moreover, we could scale the execution effectively, e.g., on 44 cores our framework runs 50.03 times faster.

Our infrastructure is highly suitable in scenarios that require the fast and repeated execution of smart contracts. We have demonstrated the application of our testing and profiling infrastructure in three use cases: (1) for bytecode metrics, (2) for smart contract fuzzing, and (3) for hard fork compatibility assessment. Our infrastructure scales for the whole blockchain, which has not been possible with prior approaches.
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Abstract

On-device learning is an emerging technique to pave the last mile of enabling edge intelligence, which eliminates the limitations of conventional in-cloud computing where dozens of computational capacities and memories are needed. A high-performance on-device learning system requires breaking the constraints of limited resources and alleviating computational overhead. In this paper, we show that employing the 8-bit fixed-point (INT8) quantization in both forward and backward passes over a deep model is a promising way to enable tiny on-device learning in practice. The key to an efficient quantization-aware training method is to exploit the hardware-level enabled acceleration while preserving the training quality in each layer. However, off-the-shelf quantization methods cannot handle the on-device learning paradigm of fixed-point processing. To overcome these challenges, we propose a novel INT8 training method, which optimizes the computation of forward and backward passes via the delicately designed Loss-aware Compensation (LAC) and Parameterized Range Clipping (PRC), respectively. Specifically, we build a new network component, the compensation layer, to automatically counteract the quantization error of tensor arithmetic. We implement our method in Octo, a lightweight cross-platform system for tiny on-device learning. Evaluation on commercial AI chips shows that Octo holds higher training efficiency over state-of-the-art quantization training methods, while achieving processing speedup and memory reduction over the full-precision training.

1 Introduction

The unprecedented booming of Machine Learning (ML) techniques has achieved great success in the past decade [8, 35]. The magic of ML comes from model training on large-scale datasets, relying on the deployment in the cloud environment to meet the resource-hungry demands [44, 45, 60]. This kind of in-cloud computing paradigm can bring about the essential drawbacks that it is hard to provide personalized models [14], suffering from high latency [46] and privacy leakage [40]. These issues promote the rise of on-device learning [5, 39, 65], which eliminates in-cloud learning’s limitations by handling the end-to-end learning process totally on user devices [4, 57], e.g., mobile and IoT equipment [54]. This edge environment makes on-device learning often subject to limited computational capacity and memory [66]. Therefore, breaking resource constraints is the key step to implement on-device learning systems.

Conventional model compression methods, e.g., Low-rank Decomposition [31, 61–63], Model Pruning [11, 16, 18, 20] and Network Sparsification [1, 19, 37], are insufficient as they are designed for large-scale training tasks and cannot well match the characteristic of tiny on-device learning. Fortunately, previous researches reveal that neural networks are often implemented in a 32-bit floating-point (FP32) format [17] and representing model parameters in such high precision is not always necessary [36]. It is feasible to represent parameters in lower bit precision while not downgrading the entire network quality. Based on our preliminary experiments (§2.4) that handle CNN training in the 8-bit fixed-point (INT8) format [2], we are inspired by the potential improvements and
Thus, we intend to design a full-INT8 quantization-aware training system for on-device learning.

However, existing quantization methods can hardly be employed for on-device training due to the following limitations: (1) cannot apply to the training process [3, 5, 24, 36, 42], (2) cannot support generic networks without specific structure design [34, 47, 58], (3) cannot enable hardware-level INT8 acceleration during the training phase [7, 23, 49, 56], and (4) cannot make the gradient calibration fit on-device resource restrictions in backward pass [32, 67]. Therefore, we need a full-INT8 training method working on devices directly, covering both forward and backward passes.

Designing a desired INT8 on-device training is not easy, and we need to overcome the following challenges: (1) simplifying the computational procedure and truly accelerating processing speed on devices, (2) maintaining model quality when using INT8 quantization-aware training, (3) alleviating system overhead, e.g., reducing memory footprint and I/O bandwidth utilization, and (4) making the system ease-of-use and compatible with multiple platforms. We achieve these objectives via a co-design of neural network constructor and 8-bit training engine.

More precisely, we give deep insights into the rationale of 8-bit training (§4.1) and present a theoretical analysis of layer-wise quantization error (§4.2). We point out the key to preserve model quality in forward pass is to fill the error gap in tensor dot products and thus propose the Loss-aware Compensation (LAC) method (§4.3) to approximately recover the quantized output to the full-precision domain. Specifically, we propose a new network component, the compensation layer (§4.3.1), to handle this adjustment with three learnable parameters, and design an L2-regularizer (§4.3.2) to bound the update rate of these parameters for convergence stability. Meanwhile, we optimize the gradient calculation in backward pass by abstracting the calculation of derivative flows (§4.4.1) as a series of primary instructions (e.g., dot product, broadcasting and bit-wise shifting) and introducing symmetric quantization on them. We carefully profile the possible distribution of gradient tensors and propose the Parameterized Range Clipping (PRC) method (§4.4.2) to handle INT8 quantization of intermediate derivatives. We address the issue of zero point offset in backward pass by restricting clipping domain in the symmetric scheme, under 95% confidence interval of gradient distribution.

We implement our INT8 training method in Octo, a lightweight cross-platform system for on-device learning tasks. Octo’s training engine and network constructor are built in pure Python without the dependency of other sophisticated third-party libraries, and thus it is easy to port Octo to embedded devices. We evaluate Octo in different operating systems and deploy it on commercial AI platforms, such as HUAWEI Atlas 200DK [26] and NVIDIA Jetson Xavier [27], which can utilize the dedicated INT8 neuron chips. The evaluation results show that Octo achieves higher training efficiency over state-of-the-art quantization training methods, with tiny system overhead. Specifically, Octo accelerates processing speed by up to $2.03 \times$ and saves memory footprint by up to $3.37 \times$, over the full-precision training.

Overall, the key contributions of our work are as follows:

- We propose a lightweight INT8 training method, enabling data quantization for both forward and backward stages (§4.1), which is efficient for deploying on-device learning applications.
- We present the theoretical characterization of quantization errors and reveal that filling the error gap caused by inner product is the key to preserve model quality of quantization-aware training (§4.2). This analysis guides us to design the compensation term to adjust quantized convolutional output.
- To achieve stable training efficiency, we propose the Loss-aware Compensation (LAC) and Parameterized Range Clipping (PRC) methods to handle data quantization in forward pass (§4.3) and backward pass (§4.4), respectively. LAC introduces the novel compensation layers and updates the compensation term based on the feedback of network loss. Meanwhile, PRC maintains bit precision in gradient calculation and avoids offset error of the zero point via symmetric clipping.
- We build a cross-platform system named Octo, which is compatible with different operating systems and can be easily ported to embedded platforms (§5). Octo is specifically designed for on-device training by exploiting the fixed-point computational primitives of embedded processors, with no need of GPUs. Evaluation on HUAWEI Atlas 200DK [26] and NVIDIA Jetson Xavier [27] shows that Octo achieves higher system performance over state-of-the-art quantization training methods, thus verifying the effectiveness of our approach (§6).

To the best of our knowledge, Octo is the first general framework to implement INT8 training on devices, optimizing both forward and backward stages. The project of Octo is open-source1 and will constantly contribute to the further development of on-device learning techniques in practice.

2 Motivation

We start by discussing the limitations of conventional in-cloud learning (§2.1), and introducing the background of on-device learning applications (§2.2). Then, we will point out quantization-aware training (§2.3) is the key to deploy on-device learning in real-world scenarios, holding significant advantages over conventional model compression methods. We also present a case study to demonstrate the performance improvements (§2.4) by leveraging INT8-based training on

1https://github.com/kimihe/Octo
devices, and analyze the limitations of existing quantization methods (§2.5).

2.1 Limitations of In-cloud Learning

Training ML models is a resource-hungry procedure, relying on a mass of learnable data and computational capacity. Thus, conventional ML applications are often deployed in the cloud environment, requiring expensive cost of machine clusters and distributed processing. However, such an in-cloud learning paradigm is vulnerable to privacy leakage as user information may be exposed to untrusted third parties. More seriously, the high latency for fetching inference results may become the bottleneck to slow down the learning performance. Also, as models are trained in a global scheme (e.g., the Federated Learning [40]), it is not easy to provide customized models for different users to match personalized preferences [4].

2.2 Rise of On-device Learning

With the rapid growth of device processing capacity and memory volume, it comes the rise of on-device learning, which handles the end-to-end ML procedure on devices directly and breaks the limitations of in-cloud learning. A pertinent case in industry is the Apple Face ID [51], which enables personalized face recognition totally on user phones. Here, we briefly introduce the definition and key objectives of on-device learning.

Definition. In general, on-device learning refers to entirely transferring the model training and inference procedure on user devices, with no need of data exchanging to other machines [54]. Besides, on-device learning can apply to edge equipment (e.g., IoT and mobile devices), thus it also corresponds to Edge Intelligence [66] in practice.

Objective #1: Resource Saving. The on-device hardware is often bounded by the resource-constrained environment, with limited computational capacity [30], memory volume [22, 33] and I/O bandwidth [38]. Therefore, saving the system overhead is the key to deploy on-device learning.

Objective #2: Model Quality. The learning algorithm should hold a stable convergence efficiency, with a comparable prediction accuracy and generalization ability as the in-cloud training schemes [39].

Objective #3: Personalized Training. As the training procedure is entirely based on the local data on user devices, it should provide customized models to meet user preference [14], instead of generating a global model for an ensemble of applications.

Objective #4: End-to-end Implementation. Considering the incremental user data, the trained models should keep up-to-date continuously. Thus, the entire learning process requires an end-to-end implementation on the devices [6].

Summary. These four objectives are the key metrics guiding the design of high-efficiency on-device learning systems.

2.3 Bit Precision and Data Quantization

Considering the resource-constrained environment on devices, compressing model size and alleviating computational pressure is the key to applying on-device learning in real-world scenarios. Although there are some common compression methods, e.g., Low-rank Decomposition [31, 61–63], Model Pruning [11, 16, 18, 20] and Network Sparsification [1, 19, 37], they are designed for large-scale training tasks and cannot well match the pattern of tiny on-device learning. Fortunately, data quantization is a promising method to address these limitations.

Definition. The gist of quantization is to represent data via less bit precision, e.g., converting a 32-bit floating-point (FP32) number to the 8-bit fixed-point (INT8) format. Here are two core operations of data quantization.

Operation #1: Number Discretization. The first operation is to map real numbers from a “continuous” domain to certain discrete values, e.g., from floating-point numbers to integers. The number of discrete values is called the quantization level. A common way is to partition the original domain into several intervals and represent the numbers located in an interval by the central point [36]. The objective of number discretization is to reduce the value variety and represent the numbers by a few target points.

Operation #2: Domain Transformation. The second operation is to restrict the values from a wide representation range to a small range, e.g., from 32 bits to 8 bits. The transformation procedure can be abstracted as a step function, where the “width” of the step can be uniformly or non-uniformly assigned [24]. Uniform transformation is hardware-friendly while non-uniform transformation can provide higher bit precision. Therefore, domain transformation aims at storing each real number in the fixed-point format with fewer bits.

Inspirations. Existing ML frameworks often implement the tensor arithmetic in FP32 or FP64 format to maintain high precision of numerical operations. However, previous work reveals that most neural networks are over-parameterized and representing model parameters in such high-precision format is not necessary [36]. It is feasible to maintain parameters in lower bit precision while not downgrading the entire network quality. Besides, numerical operations based on floating-point formats are much more expensive than fixed-point ones, especially for the tiny IoT equipment without floating-point processing units. Therefore, it comes to our motivation to compress model parameters from FP32 to INT8 format and handle the training procedure on devices.

Summary. Overall, we summarize the following properties of data quantization: First, it enables model in bit level, which can effectively reduce memory footprint and accelerate tensor arithmetic. This helps us implement on-device learning systems in resource-constrained cases. Second, quantization is more hardware-friendly for both generic hardware (e.g., CPU/GPU) and specific chips (e.g., FPGA), which can be
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Memory (MB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FP32</td>
<td>18.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INT8</td>
<td>9.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: System performance using INT8 and FP32 training.

easily applied to edge intelligence applications.

### 2.4 Potential Gains

Employing data quantization into model training can save resource costs and accelerate processing speed. Here, we present an illustrative case study to show the potential gains. The experiment is the image classification task on a 3-layer CNN with MNIST dataset [9], running on the HUAWEI Atlas 200DK platform [26] with 10 epochs. We quantize the mini-batch input, weights and gradients of convolutional layers into INT8 format and inspect the system performance in terms of arithmetic efficiency, memory footprint and I/O bandwidth. From the comparison shown in Table 1, the INT8-based quantization-aware training can effectively alleviate system overhead while not downgrading the model quality. This raises an interesting question: can we achieve the same level of FP32 training performance with only INT8 operations for common on-device learning applications (e.g., image classification)? Therefore, we are dedicated to building a lightweight INT8 training system to achieve this target.

### 2.5 Why not Existing Quantization Methods?

To implement on-device learning systems, existing quantization methods are insufficient due to the following limitations.

**#1. Cannot apply to training process.** Most quantization methods are designed for inference only, where quantization is used in the forward pass based on a pre-trained model for accelerating the prediction speed [3, 5, 24, 36, 42]. As these methods have not addressed the issues of calculating gradients on discretized parameters and eliminating error gap after convolutional operations, they cannot be used in training process.

**#2. Cannot support generic networks without specific structure design.** Some methods aim at quantizing parameters with extremely low bit precision, e.g., the binary [58], ternary [34] and XNOR [47] networks. However, they are specifically designed and require fundamentally modifications of network structures. Thus, they are not suitable for the training of generic networks.

**#3. Cannot enable hardware-level INT8 acceleration in training phase.** Google has proposed a verifying quantization method, called Fake Quantization [23], which uses INT8-based numerical information for parameter representation, while still packaging values in FP32 format for tensor arithmetic. The subsequent methods [7, 49, 56] also follow this paradigm that tensors are quantized and dequantized before arithmetic operations. This paradigm cannot fundamentally accelerate processing speed or reduce memory footprint because it does not exploit the hardware-level power of fixed-point processing.

**#4. Cannot make the gradient calibration in backward pass fit on-device resource restrictions.** Recently, it is a trend to study the quantization-aware training with 8 bits. For example, Zhu et al. [67] proposed the unified INT8 training covering both forward and backward passes. However, current researches have not optimized the derivative calculation of model parameters and intermediate tensors during the backward pass, which still follows the fake quantization paradigm. As the backward pass often dominates the per-iteration time, it is of great potential to conduct backward quantization to further improve training efficiency.

**Summary.** Overall, we aim at designing an INT8 quantization method for training neural networks directly on devices.

### 3 Overview and Design Challenges

Enabling INT8 quantization on devices requires a co-design of neural network constructor and 8-bit training engine. We present Octo, an INT8 quantization-aware training system that addresses the following key challenges.

**Challenge #1: How to fundamentally accelerate processing speed on devices?** Existing quantization methods based on fake quantization cannot fully exploit the power of INT8 processing, thus the on-device training performance is still bounded by iterative tensor arithmetic. We need to simplify the computational procedure for more effective acceleration.

**Our solution:** We introduce the uniform 8-bit quantization into convolutional operations, affine blocks, activation functions and gradient calculation. The data quantization covers both forward and backward passes, thus the entire iteration can be accelerated. Also, the uniform range transformation is hardware-friendly and can be implemented in the layer wise.

**Challenge #2: How to maintain model quality when using INT8 quantization-aware training?** Introducing data quantization during model training will inevitably impact the numerical precision of parameters and incur accumulative errors cross layers. The final output will be significantly different from the full-precision training. Besides, the gradient calculation will face the same issue if we use quantization in the derivative calculation. These factors will degrade the final model accuracy and even make the training cannot converge.

**Our solution:** We maintain the model accuracy by adjusting the intermediate results of forward and backward passes together. In the forward pass, we propose the Loss-aware Compensation (LAC) method and design a new network component, called the compensation layer, to fill the error gap caused by quantized tensor arithmetic. The parameters inside the compensation layer will be optimized according to the network loss. For a higher updating efficiency, we introduce an L2-regularization term of compensation parameters...
to modify the loss function. In the backward pass, we propose the Parameterized Range Clipping (PRC) to bound the transformation domain of quantized gradients, using a 95% confidence interval based on our theoretical analysis (§4.2).

**Challenge #3: How to alleviate system overhead, especially reducing memory footprint?** The training efficiency is often bounded by the limited memory volume and I/O bandwidth. This requires us to conduct memory and storage optimization in the training engine.

**Our solution:** We preserve all the parameters and intermediate derivatives in INT8 format. This effectively reduces the peak memory footprint and saves the storage cost for accessing parameter cache. Also, introducing LAC and PRC mentioned in challenge #2 may incur extra overhead. We transfer the compensation term from a higher-degree polynomial using FP32 tensors into an affine operation just relying on the output of convolutional layers. This can effectively restrict the computational cost of compensation and clipping.

**Challenge #4: How to make the system ease-of-use and compatible with multiple platforms?** In real-world cases, devices are often handled by tiny embedded systems that may not be well compatible with commodity learning frameworks (e.g., PyTorch Mobile [41] and TensorFlow Lite [15]). This requires us to build the system based on the standard environment without the dependency of other sophisticated third-party libraries.

**Our solution:** We first abstract core computation of convolutional and fully-connected layers into the basic operation of tensor-wise dot product. Then, we optimize the dot products by using pure Python and C++. We use the light-weight Pybind tool [43] and C++ header-based Eigen [52] to embed the hardware-level matrix instructions in Python-level training. This kind of hybrid implementation makes our system compatible with most operating systems, including embedded Linux, macOS and Windows.

**Summary:** The above four challenges and solutions guide the design of our system.

## 4 Octo Design

We first discuss the rationale of 8-bit training, and highlight the key difference between Octo and the prior fake quantization method (§4.1). Then, we present a theoretical formulation of quantization error and analyze how to preserve training quality (§4.2). We propose the Loss-aware Compensation (LAC) and Parameterized Range Clipping (PRC) methods to conquer the aforementioned challenges, in forward (§4.3) and backward pass (§4.4), respectively.

### 4.1 Workflow of 8-bit Training

We describe the gist of 8-bit training by discussing the prior work of fake quantization (§4.1.1), which is helpful for understanding the next steps of Octo design. For a clear explanation,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>The number of bits used for quantization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_f$</td>
<td>The full-precision FP32 weights.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_f$</td>
<td>The full-precision FP32 input.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_q$</td>
<td>The quantized INT8 weights.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_q$</td>
<td>The quantized INT8 input.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Y_f$</td>
<td>The FP32 output of dot product in fake quantization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Y_q$</td>
<td>The INT8 output of dot product in Octo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s_x$</td>
<td>The scaling factor when quantizing $X_f$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s_w$</td>
<td>The scaling factor when quantizing $W_f$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$z_x$</td>
<td>The offset of zero point when quantizing $X_f$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$z_w$</td>
<td>The offset of zero point when quantizing $W_f$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q(X)$</td>
<td>The quantization function.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q^{-1}(X)$</td>
<td>The dequantization function.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{scale}(M)$</td>
<td>The function for calculating scaling factor of tensor $M$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{round}(M)$</td>
<td>The discretization function using stochastic rounding on tensor $M$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{clip}(M)$</td>
<td>The clipping function to bound the range of tensor $M$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{dot}(X, W)$</td>
<td>The dot product of $X$ and $W$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_x$</td>
<td>The error gap incurred by discretizing $X_f$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_w$</td>
<td>The error gap incurred by discretizing $W_f$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta$</td>
<td>The error gap between FP32 and INT8 dot product.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\hat{\delta}$</td>
<td>The compensation term to approximate $\delta$.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Notations used in INT8 quantization-aware training.

we take a 3-layer CNN (1 CONV + 2 FCs) as the example and list all the notations in Table 2.

### 4.1.1 Fake Quantization Training

Compared with vanilla full-precision training (Figure 2(a)), fake quantization (Figure 2(b)) first quantizes the input and weight into INT8 format, then it dequantizes these variables back to the FP32 format before conducting tensor dot product. Note that the computational overhead of CONVs and FCs mainly comes from convolutional and affine operations, which can be unfolded as a series of dot products in low-level instructions. Therefore, we regard dot products as the key computation in forward pass. The rationale of fake quantization training can be described as following three steps:

**Step #1: Quantization.** This step transfers FP32 numbers to INT8 format.

$$X_q = \text{round}(\frac{X_f}{s_x}, z_x), \quad (1)$$

$$W_q = \text{round}(\frac{W_f}{s_w}, z_w), \quad (2)$$

$$s_x = \text{scale}(X_f, n) = \frac{\max(X_f) - \min(X_f)}{2^n - 1}, \quad (3)$$

$$z_x = \max(X_q) - \frac{\max(X_f)}{s_x}, \quad (4)$$

$$s_w = \text{scale}(W_f, n) = \frac{\max(W_f) - \min(W_f)}{2^n - 1}, \quad (5)$$

$$z_w = \max(W_q) - \frac{\max(W_f)}{s_w}. \quad (6)$$

**Step #2: Dequantization.** This step recovers the INT8 numbers to FP32 format.

$$X_f = (X_q - z_x) \cdot s_x \quad (7)$$

$$W_f = (W_q - z_w) \cdot s_w \quad (8)$$
4.2 Analysis of Error Gap

In this section, we formulate the error gap $\delta$ and approximate it as an affine transformation. Due to the page limit, we omit proof details and present the major theorem.

**Theorem 1.** The error gap $\delta$ between FP32 and INT8 dot product can be approximated as an affine transformation,
We propose the Loss-aware Compensation (LAC) method to preserve the numerical precision of tensor arithmetic in forward pass, LAC holds two core modules: (1) compensation layer (§4.3.1) and (2) L2-regularization of compensation parameters (§4.3.2).

### 4.3 Loss-aware Compensation

We propose the Loss-aware Compensation (LAC) method to preserve the numerical precision of tensor arithmetic in forward pass, LAC holds two core modules: (1) compensation layer (§4.3.1) and (2) L2-regularization of compensation parameters (§4.3.2).

#### 4.3.1 Compensation Layer

The compensation layer is a new component injected to the network structure. Our target of introducing the compensation layer is to fill the error gap mentioned in Eq. (13) by approximating \( \hat{\delta} \) in an affine transformation. We intend to compensate the quantized output in each layer to avoid the large accumulative errors across layers. Thus, the compensation layer is designed as an independent component that can be added at the end of both convolutional (CONV) and fully-connected (FC) layers. As shown in Fig. 4, we conduct preliminary experiments to inspect the layer completion time on CONVs and FCs. We can observe that the time cost of FCs is far less than that of CONVs. Besides, FCs usually occupy a tiny part of the entire network, quantizing FCs will not bring essential improvements to alleviate computational overhead. Therefore, we focus on using LAC on CONVs (although LAC can also be applied to FCs) and insert a compensation layer at the end of each CONV, following batch normalization to adjust the input distribution before ReLu, as depicted in Figure 3. Indeed, the compensation layer is an optional component, thus we can add a compensation layer after multiple CONVs. Each compensation layer holds three learnable parameters and we summarize their properties as follows.

**#1.** \( \alpha \): This is a scalar controlling the scaling factor of compensation term.

**#2.** \( \mu \): This is a tensor with the same shape as the dot product, which represents the expectation of the distribution of \( \hat{\delta} \).

**#3.** \( \beta \): This is a tensor corresponding to the shape of \( \mu \), serving as the bias to adjust the compensation offset.

According to the expression of compensation term in Eq. (17), the calculation of \( \alpha \cdot \mu \) is handled by the broadcast operation, instead of the time-consuming tensor dot product. Also, adding \( \beta \) to \( \alpha \cdot \mu \) can be optimized as a shift operation, holding much less arithmetic complexity over multiplication. Therefore, calculating the compensation term will not incur much computational overhead.

#### 4.3.2 L2-Regularization of Compensation Parameters

Although adding compensation layers can effectively fill the error gap caused by quantized dot product, the overall training efficiency may be impacted by the initialization of the compensation parameters. Actually, we can treat the approximated compensation term as special “noise” to counteract the...
Apart from introducing LAC in forward pass, we also employ data quantization in backward pass as the calculation of gradients can also be abstracted as a series of dot product, following the chain rule of derivative flows (§4.4.1). However, we cannot simply use the INT8 quantization mentioned in forward pass because we cannot add a compensation-like component in backward pass to fill the error gap incurred by zero points. Here, we propose the Parameterized Range Clipping (PRC) method to address this issue by restricting the clipping domain in the symmetric scheme (§4.4.2).

### 4.4.1 Calculation of Derivative Flows

In practice, we usually calculate gradients based on chain rules instead of using numerical differential, for higher computational efficiency. As shown in Figure 5, the derivative flows will go through the entire network, from the last layer to the first one. Capturing the flows from the \(l+1\)-th layer, we can handily calculate the gradients of current \(l\)-th layer and push the flows to previous layers. Thus, the essential operations for calculating the parameter gradients (\(\frac{\partial L}{\partial X}\) and \(\frac{\partial L}{\partial W}\)) of CONVs and FCs can also be abstracted as a series of tensor dot products, which are described as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\partial L}{\partial X} &= \text{dot}(\frac{\partial L}{\partial \bar{Y}} W^T), \\
\frac{\partial L}{\partial W} &= \text{dot}(X^T, \frac{\partial L}{\partial \bar{Y}}),
\end{align*}
\]

where \(W^T\) and \(X^T\) represent the transpose of \(W\) and \(X\), respectively. Following these equations, we can also quantize \(\frac{\partial L}{\partial X}\) into INT8 format, and conduct the quantized dot product by using \(W_q\) and \(X_q\), which are obtained in forward pass.

After that, we can dequantize \(\frac{\partial L}{\partial W}\) and \(\frac{\partial L}{\partial X}\) based on the corresponding scaling factors by using Eq. (12). Note that this dequantization relies on the prerequisite of using symmetric clipping, which will be discussed in the next section.

### 4.4.2 Parameterized Range Clipping

As the intermediate derivative flows are also quantized before the dot product for calculating gradients, we thus need to address the issue of zero point offset. However, adding a compensation-like component in backward pass is inefficient in filling the error gap. Instead, we propose the Parameterized Range Clipping (PRC) method that makes clipping in the symmetric scheme to avoid the involvement of zero point, such that the FP32 parameter gradients could be recovered after conducting the INT8 dot product. The clipping range will be specifically profiled according to the distribution of the FP32 tensors. More precisely, we will discuss the clipping strategy in the following two cases.

**Case #1. The distribution of FP32 tensor locates on both sides of the original point.** In this case, we will quantize the FP32 tensor within \([-127, 127]\), which can be covered by the \text{int} data type. The clipping function is described as:

\[
\text{clip}(M) \in [-a, a], \\
a = \min\{|\min(M)|, |\max(M)|\}.
\]

**Case #2. The distribution of FP32 tensor locates on one side of the original point.** In this case, we will quantize the FP32 tensor within \([0, 255]\) that can be covered by the \text{unsigned int} data type. The clipping function is defined as:

\[
\text{clip}(M) \in [0, a], \\
a = \max\{|\min(M)|, |\max(M)|\}.
\]
95% confidence interval on Eq. (21), as the gradient tensors usually follow the long-tailed but bell-shape distribution.

**Gradient Recovery:** Based on the above clipping, we can recover the FP32 parameter gradients \(\frac{\partial L}{\partial X_f}\) and \(\frac{\partial L}{\partial W_f}\) from the intermediate INT8 quantized derivative flows \((Y_q, W_q, X_q)\) as follows:

\[
\frac{\partial L}{\partial X_f} = \text{dot}(\frac{\partial L}{\partial Y_q}, W_q^\top) \cdot (s_y, s_w),
\]

\[
\frac{\partial L}{\partial W_f} = \text{dot}(X_q^\top, \frac{\partial L}{\partial Y_q}) \cdot (s_y, s_y),
\]

where \(s_y, s_x\) and \(s_w\) represent the scaling factors for quantizing \(Y_f, X_f\) and \(W_f\), respectively.

## 5 Implementation

We implement Octo’s training engine and network constructor in pure Python without the dependency of other sophisticated third-party libraries, making it a cross-platform system.

### 5.1 Network Construction

We abstract different layers for the construction of common CNNs, including CONV layer, FC layer, Batch Normalization, ReLu, Sigmoid, Pooling, Dropout, Softmax, and the proposed compensation layer. Each layer holds uniform APIs to handle the forward and backward passes. We can easily build CNNs by assembling different layers in a proper sequence. We provide a configuration file to set layer size (e.g., neuronumber, filter number, filter size and padding) and initialize model parameters. We have embedded AlexNet, VGG11 and other deep CNNs in Octo, supporting the training on MNIST, Fashion MNIST and CIFAR-10/100 datasets. Moreover, we build the auto inspection module to monitor the training performance and record the key metrics, including model accuracy, training completion time, per-iteration cost, computational overhead, memory footprint and compensation performance.

### 5.2 Gradient Calculation

We implement the gradient calculation based on the chain rule of derivative flows. Each layer can automatically obtain its gradients by invoking the **backward** method. Here, we take the compensation layer as an example and calculate the gradients of \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) by the following Python snippets:

```python
def backward(self, dout):
    self.d_alpha = np.sum(dout * self.mu, axis=0)
    self.d_mu = self.alpha * dout
    self.d_beta = dout
    return dout
```

The **backward** method sequentially accepts the derivative of \(\frac{\partial L}{\partial Y}\) (denoted as dout) from previous layers, calculates the gradients of three compensation parameters, stores them for model updating, and returns the latest derivative flows to the next layer.

## 6 Evaluation

We evaluate Octo on real embedded platforms in the production environment. Our key insights are as follows:

**#1. Does Octo preserve model quality and how is it compared to FP32 training?** Octo achieves stable convergence and holds comparable model accuracy as FP32 training (§6.3). Octo can effectively fill the error gap caused by data quantization and maintain tensor distribution as FP32 does. Thus, Octo preserves model quality and makes training more stable (§6.5).

**#2. Can Octo improve inference efficiency?** Octo accelerates image processing speed, by up to 2.03× faster than FP32-based inference (§6.4).

**#3. How could Octo work?** Octo can effectively fill the error gap caused by data quantization and maintain tensor distribution as FP32 does. Thus, Octo preserves model quality and makes training more stable (§6.5).

**#4. What is the system overhead?** Octo reduces the per-iteration time cost while introducing a tiny overhead of data quantization (§6.6.1). Meanwhile, Octo saves real-time memory footprint and decreases the peak memory usage, by up to 3.37× lower than FP32 training (§6.6.2).

### 6.1 Methodology

**Testbed Setup.** Considering the on-device learning characteristics, we focus on the experimental results on embedded devices. We deploy Octo on HUAWEI Atlas 200DK [26] based on Ascend 310 AI processors [13] and NVIDIA Jetson Xavier [27] equipped with dedicated INT8 neuron chips. All these devices are operated with the Ubuntu 18.04 LTS system with GNU/Linux 4.15.0-118-generic kernel.

**Benchmarks.** We use image classification tasks as our benchmark, based on the training of GoogLeNet [50], AlexNet...
GoogLeNet, CIFAR-10, Adam.

VGG11, CIFAR-10, RMSprop.

AlexNet, Fashion MNIST, Adam.

Table 3: Comparison of FP32 and Octo’s model accuracy (from MIN to MAX) with Fashion MNIST (FM) and CIFAR-10 (CF) datasets, by using AdaGrad optimizer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FP32 Acc. (%)</th>
<th>Octo Acc. (%)</th>
<th>Acc. Degradation (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GoogLeNet, FM</td>
<td>99.1 – 99.5</td>
<td>97.9 – 98.6</td>
<td>0.9 – 1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GoogLeNet, CF</td>
<td>97.8 – 99.2</td>
<td>97.6 – 98.8</td>
<td>0.2 – 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AlexNet, FM</td>
<td>95.6 – 98.4</td>
<td>92.8 – 94.3</td>
<td>2.8 – 4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AlexNet, CF</td>
<td>91.8 – 95.2</td>
<td>86.1 – 87.3</td>
<td>5.7 – 7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGG11, FM</td>
<td>97.5 – 98.8</td>
<td>94.4 – 96.5</td>
<td>2.3 – 3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGG11, CF</td>
<td>97.2 – 99.5</td>
<td>96.5 – 98.6</td>
<td>0.7 – 0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We build two pertinent baselines: the vanilla full-precision training (FP32) and fake quantization-aware training without error compensation (Fake QAT), using the performance metrics of training efficiency, model quality, image processing throughput and system overhead.

6.2 Training Efficiency and Quality

Maintaining convergence efficiency is one of the most crucial metrics in INT8 training design, we compare the model accuracy and training loss, by using FP32, Fake QAT and Octo training under different benchmarks in Figure 6. We can observe that Fake QAT fails to converge, where the curves of loss (in black) and accuracy (in red) almost remain unchanged. This phenomenon indicates that putting tensor arithmetic (e.g., convolutional and affine operations) between quantization and dequantization will incur huge computational errors, thus Fake QAT is not suitable for hardware-level INT8 acceleration in practice. In contrast, Octo (in green) obtains comparable accuracy as the FP32 (in blue) training, holding a just slight degradation in most cases (e.g., Figure 6(a)-(f)). Specifically, as to the training of the deep VGG11 model, Octo even achieves faster convergence speed over FP32 with close final model accuracy (e.g., Figure 6(g)). Training curves using other optimizers (e.g., Figure 6(h) and 6(i)) also confirm this property because the compensation layers inside Octo can serve as specific ‘noise’ to help optimizers escape saddle points. Also, the PRC method bounds the gradients in a smoother distribution, making models update more stably. Overall, the accuracy comparison and degradation gap are summarized in Table 3, where Octo preserves model quality as FP32 does and is sufficient for INT8 on-device training.

6.3 Ablation Study

We conduct the ablation study to inspect how much improvement is achieved by LAC and PRC separately. The experiments are based on the training of AlexNet model on CIFAR-10 and Fashion MNIST datasets by using Adam optimizer. Note that the LAC and PRC operations are added in CONV2, CONV3 and CONV4. We compare the average model accuracy under different training configurations in Table 4. We can observe that simply adopting INT8 data representation...
into training will significantly deteriorate the model accuracy due to large errors of the quantized dot product. Enabling LAC operation can fill this error gap by learning parameters of an affine approximation. Note that directly using PRC on vanilla INT8 training without LAC cannot eliminate the deviation of intermediate results, thus still incurring a great degradation of accuracy. However, PRC can further improve the final accuracy when LAC has been enabled, where the clipped gradients can restrict the training process in a proper convergence boundary.

6.4 Image Processing Throughput

Apart from the training efficiency, we also inspect Octo’s inference performance. We measure the image processing speed, i.e., image count per second, by using the models trained by FP32 and Octo. As model parameters and tensor arithmetic are converted in INT8 format, Octo can effectively reduce I/O bandwidth and computational pressure. Therefore, Octo improves the image processing throughput, by up to 2.03×, on average, over FP32 model based inference. This property is significantly meaningful for on-device learning as we can reduce inference latency and improve user experience.

6.5 Octo Deep Dive

Observing the improvement of training and inference performance, we wonder how could Octo achieve this. Here, we give deep insights into how Octo compensates for quantization error and preserves model accuracy. We visualize the intermediate tensor distribution of a CONV layer’s output

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Acc. (%)</th>
<th>Gap over FP32 (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FP32</td>
<td>97.1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INT8</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>-84.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INT8 + LAC</td>
<td>90.4</td>
<td>-6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INT8 + PRC</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>-82.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INT8 + LAC + PRC</td>
<td>92.6</td>
<td>-3.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Comparison of average model accuracy under different training configurations.

Figure 7: Image processing throughput, i.e., images per second, by using FP32 and Octo trained models.

Figure 8: The visualization of tensor distribution of CONV2’s output, under FP32, Fake QAT and Octo’s training. Octo preserves similar distribution as FP32 while Fake QAT cannot.

Figure 9: We inspect the details of computational time cost from 300 iterations and measure the overhead of Octo’s data quantization on average, when training Fashion MNIST (FM) and CIFAR-10 (CF) dataset.

by using FP32, Fake QAT and Octo. The data are collected from training an 8-layer deep CNN with CIFAR-10 after 80 iterations. Fake QAT holds a distinct distribution compared with FP32 because conducting dot products in the quantized domain will incur significant error to the final output. In contrast, the compensation layers inside Octo can fill the error gap and achieve similar distribution as FP32 does. Therefore, the model accuracy is maintained. Also, the PRC method in backward pass bounds derivative domains and smooths the tensor distribution, making the training more stable.

6.6 System Overhead

We compare Octo’s system overhead with FP32 training, following two key metrics of embedded platforms: computational time cost (§6.6.1) and memory footprint (§6.6.2).

6.6.1 Computational Time Cost

We measure the average computational time cost of different stages in each iteration, as depicted in Figure 9. Although Octo introduces extra overhead of data quantization, about 17.21% increase on average, it reduces the completion time of both forward and backward passes by using INT8-based processing. Overall, Octo holds shorter per-iteration time, by up to 1.73× faster, on average, over vanilla FP32 training. Therefore, we believe introducing data quantization for on-device training is meaningful.
We compare the memory usage under FP32 and Octo’s training with INT8 neural chips. These devices support VGG-like models.
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6.6.2 Memory Footprint

We compare the memory footprint under FP32 and Octo’s training, respectively. As shown in Figure 10, we monitor the real-time memory footprint when training GoogLeNet with CIFAR-10 in 2000 seconds. The FP32 training requires about 61.29% memory usage on average, while Octo only requires 40.13%. More precisely, we compare their peak memory usage of different benchmarks in Figure 11. Due to the INT8-based parameters and gradient quantization, Octo can effectively reduce peak memory usage, by up to 3.37 \times lower than FP32 training. Such a reduction makes it possible to deploy VGG-like models.

7 Discussion

In this section, we will discuss the potential usages, extensions and limitations of Octo.

Deployment on edge devices. We mainly deploy Octo on two kinds of edge devices: (1) Atlas 200DK developer board integrating Ascend 310 AI processors and (2) NVIDIA Jetson Xavier equipped with INT8 neural chips. These devices support hardware-level INT8 operations, thus making Octo truly exploiting the power of quantization-aware training. Note that Octo is a cross-platform system and its INT8 quantization algorithm can apply to most existing ML frameworks. For example, it is possible to extend the TensorRT engine [53] to enable true INT8 training on NVIDIA Pascal GPUs, rather than current post-quantization or inference-only INT8 usage.

Comparison with existing work. We have to build Octo from scratch due to the following limitations of existing quantization methods. PACT [7] is designed for quantized inference by optimizing the clipping range of activations in forward pass, without the consideration of gradient calculation in backward pass. Fake QAT [23] needs to pre-train a full-precision model and uses INT8 fine-tuning to preserve quantized model quality. Fake QAT only simulates INT8 calculations in forward pass and cannot bring actual acceleration. Directly using Fake QAT to INT8 training will cause large errors of dot product and cannot guarantee model convergence. Unified QAT [67] enables INT8 training by adjusting gradients in backward pass. However, it relies on the calculation of both quantized and full-precision gradients, as well as plenty of exponent arithmetic. This computational overhead requires the support of GPUs and is not feasible to the device’s resource-constrained environment.

Extensions to other types of models and layers. Octo also supports other layers and models (e.g., FC layers for saving more memory and RNNs for time-series prediction) because our basic optimization targets are tensor-level dot product and broadcast operations, which are prevalent in modern neural networks. Although Octo can reduce computational overhead and save memory footprint for most CNN models, we admit that Octo is just a first step to exploit the feasibility of deploying INT8 training on devices. Some complicated scenarios, such as conducting NLP on large-scale datasets or detecting real-time objects with high frame rates may still need supplementary methods, where the construction of compensation layers, clipping strategy of gradients, regularization terms of loss function should be carefully designed.

8 Conclusion

This work demonstrates that introducing INT8 quantization to training is a feasible way to implement on-device learning in practice. To truly enable hardware-level INT8 acceleration, the key of designing an efficient quantization-aware training method is to fill the error gap of dot products. This target is achieved by optimizing data quantization in both forward and backward passes, via the proposed Loss-aware Compensation (LAC) and Parameterized Range Clipping (PRC) methods, respectively. Specifically, we design a novel compensation layer to adjust the quantized output and smooth the model update procedure. Our method is implemented in Octo, a cross-platform system for tiny on-device learning. Evaluations show that Octo holds higher training efficiency over state-of-the-art quantization training methods and preserves comparable model quality as full-precision training.
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Abstract

Fine-tuning is an increasingly common technique that leverages transfer learning to dramatically expedite the training of huge, high-quality models. Critically, fine-tuning holds the potential to make giant state-of-the-art models pre-trained on high-end super-computing-grade systems readily available for users that lack access to such costly resources. Unfortunately, this potential is still difficult to realize because the models often do not fit in the memory of a single commodity GPU, making fine-tuning a challenging problem.

We present FTPipe, a system that explores a new dimension of pipeline model parallelism, making multi-GPU execution of fine-tuning tasks for giant neural networks readily accessible on commodity hardware. A key idea is a novel approach to model partitioning and task allocation, called Mixed-pipe. Mixed-pipe partitions the model into arbitrary computational blocks rather than layers, and relaxes the model topology constraints when assigning blocks to GPUs, allowing non-adjacent blocks to be executed on the same GPU. More flexible partitioning affords a much better balance of the compute-and memory-load on the GPUs compared to prior works, yet does not increase the communication overheads. Moreover, and perhaps surprisingly, when applied to asynchronous training, Mixed-pipe has negligible or no effect on the end-to-end accuracy of fine-tuning tasks despite the addition of pipeline stages.

Our extensive experiments on giant state-of-the-art NLP models (BERT-340M, GPT2-1.5B, and T5-3B) show that FTPipe achieves up to 3× speedup and state-of-the-art accuracy when fine-tuning giant transformers with billions of parameters. These models require from 12GB to 59GB of GPU memory, and FTPipe executes them on 8 commodity RTX2080-Ti GPUs, each with 11GB memory and standard PCIe.

Figure 1: Model size trends. None of these models can be trained on a single NVIDIA RTX-2080-Ti commodity GPU due to memory requirements. Bars in red represent the models evaluated in this paper. FTPipe automatically transforms their sequential implementation into a multi-GPU one.

1 Introduction

Fine-tuning deep neural network (DNN) models is a technique commonly used to achieve state-of-the-art model quality on a wide range of tasks, such as question answering, text generation, translation, and more [46, 55, 56]. In fine-tuning, the model is not trained from scratch. Instead, a short training phase is performed on an already existing model, which has been pre-trained on large application-related datasets to obtain general domain knowledge [16]. By training on user-specific datasets, fine-tuning allows accommodating new inputs [11, 44, 60].

Fine-tuning is becoming increasingly important as models grow to billions of parameters. Since training such giant models from scratch is practical only on super-computer-scale
Unfortunately, fine-tuning giant models on low-cost commodity hardware is still a significant challenge. Small memory sizes and slow inter-GPU communications are the main characteristics that set apart commodity GPUs from high-end devices, and they dramatically affect the training of giant models.

Small GPU memory is the key problem. For example, about 40 GBs are needed to train T5 model with 3B parameters for Recognizing Textual Entailment (RTE) [56] even with the smallest batch size of 1. This is larger than the memory size of any commodity GPU.

Existing approaches to cope with GPU memory constraints, such as sharding/swapping [45, 54], are ineffective due to slow PCIe communications. This problem is further exacerbated in fine-tuning tasks because the typically-small batch sizes do not allow for overhead mitigation using communication and computation overlapping. Therefore, using a single GPU, or a data-parallel multi-GPU approach for fine-tuning giant models are not viable options.

Model-parallel techniques allow fitting the model into memories of multiple GPUs. However, for commodity GPUs, the poor communication performance rules out the most commonly used Intra-Layer Model Parallelism approach, where each DNN layer is split among multiple GPUs. High volumes of all-to-all communications (AllReduce) with many synchronization points [48, 50] perform poorly over PCIe.

Pipeline-parallel execution exploits the depth dimension of DNN models [17, 37], distributing them across GPUs at a coarse granularity, i.e., DNN layers. A model is partitioned into multiple consecutive stages according to its topology. Each stage runs on a different GPU. During training, the input samples are streamed through the pipeline. This approach allows training giant models on multiple GPUs without the high communication costs of intra-layer parallelism, making it ideally suitable for commodity hardware.

However, existing methods have some drawbacks when applied to fine-tuning giant models.

GPipe [17] demonstrated the benefits of pipeline parallelization, but has pipeline bubbles, leading to low hardware utilization for small mini-batches typical for fine-tuning tasks [55]. The bubbles are caused by GPipe’s synchronous approach whereby the next mini-batch of samples does not start before the previous one traverses the whole pipeline.

PipeDream [37] improved GPU utilization by introducing asynchronous training, where the mini-batches no longer wait for each other to complete. However, PipeDream stores multiple versions of the weights in GPU memory (weight stashing) to mitigate the effects of weight staleness [61] inherent to asynchronous training, dramatically reducing the size of the models that can be trained.¹

Last, both GPipe and PipeDream may suffer from poor load-balance across GPUs in DNNs with a complex topology, such as giant encoder-decoder DNNs in Natural Language Processing (NLP). We claim that the load-balancing problem stems from the coarse-grain scheduling decisions dictated by the model topology constraints, i.e., the structure of the layers and inter-layer connectivity. Our key insight is that relaxing these constraints when running fine-tuning tasks can mitigate the load imbalance of prior approaches and bring significant performance improvements, without model accuracy tax.

We introduce FTPipe, a novel memory-efficient execution framework for pipelined fine-tuning of giant DNNs on commodity GPUs. Using FTPipe is easy: it automatically generates a functional performance-optimized pipeline-parallel multi-GPU version of a given sequential model implemented in PyTorch [39]. It enables the execution of models whose description does not adhere to the conventional sequences of coarse-grain layers.

FTPipe builds on two key observations:

**Partitioning without DNN topology constraints.** FTPipe optimizes the load balance by relaxing the model topology constraints when distributing it across the GPUs. Specifically, it introduces a novel mixed-pipe partitioning scheme which permits assigning any fine-grained combination of model operations to run on GPUs, even when the assignment does not follow the original sequence of network-architecture layers. This is in contrast to all prior approaches [17, 37] that use coarse-grain partitioning, with only adjacent layers scheduled to run together on the same GPU. The mixed-pipe scheme exploits the advantages of a new, previously unexplored, point in the trade-off between inter-GPU communications and load-balancing, prioritizing the latter. It enables efficient pipeline-parallel training of neural networks common in NLP, including language models with shared embedding ("tied weights") [20, 42] and giant Transformer-based encoder-decoder networks [53].

**Fine-tuning large models is less sensitive to staleness.** FTPipe fastest version employs an asynchronous training scheme which is prone to staleness [4, 5]. However, large models with pre-trained weights have properties that make training less sensitive to staleness. These include smooth and slowly-varying optimization trajectories [29], or small (and diminishing) learning rates. Thus, we achieve state-of-the-art results while avoiding costly staleness mitigation techniques.

We evaluate FTPipe on challenging fine-tuning tasks with three modern giant NLP models: T5-3B, T5-11B, GPT2 (1.5B), and BERT (340M). These models cannot be trained on a GPU with 11GB memory. To the best of our knowledge, FTPipe shows the first execution of T5-3B/T5-11B models on an asynchronous pipeline-parallel system, which have been
particularly challenging due to the diverse computational requirements of different layers.

Our experiments on 8 NVIDIA RTX2080 Ti GPUs demonstrate significant performance benefits of FTPipe over GPipe, which is the only state-of-the-art pipeline execution framework that was able to train all the evaluated models on our hardware. For example, FTPipe is from 8% to 3× faster when fine-tuning T5-3B, with the same accuracy. Mixed-pipe gains 1.08×−2.47×, and asynchronous training an additional 1.19×−2.98× (results vary between datasets).

Compared to PipeDream, FTPipe trains significantly larger models and avoids partitioning solutions that do not fit in GPU memory. Further, FTPipe outperformed PipeDream by 13% when training BERT, after augmenting PipeDream implementation with checkpointing [7, 12].

Essentially, FTPipe generalizes the pipeline execution of former approaches to *dataflow-aware execution*, avoiding unnecessary communications and allowing more parallelism. Specifically, FTPipe stages can communicate with non-neighbors directly, without passing via adjacent stages. Thus, data is automatically loaded exactly where needed, and the stages can be concurrent in case the network graph allows it. As a result, model parameters and their gradients can be communicated thus making the execution of models with shared weights possible in pipelines.

In summary, our main contributions are as follows:

**FTPipe.** We present FTPipe, an automatic framework that transforms a sequential DNN implementation into a multi-GPU pipeline-parallel one, enabling fine-tuning of giant state-of-the-art neural networks on commodity GPUs.

**Mixed-pipe.** We present the fine-grain partitioning scheme which relaxes the model topology constraints when scheduling DNN computations on GPUs, thereby vastly improving load balance across the workers without additional communication overheads.

**Evaluation.** We evaluate FTPipe on challenging fine-tuning benchmarks, and giant transformers: GPT2 [43], BERT [11], and T5-3B/11B [44], consistently outperforming GPipe and PipeDream while attaining state-of-the-art accuracy.

## 2 Background

**Giant models.** We call *giant* those models which do not fit into the memory of a single accelerator during training.

**Pipelined training.** A pipeline is trained by computing gradients for each *mini-batch*, i.e., a subset of examples assigned together for gradient computations. A mini-batch can be further sliced into smaller *micro-batches* to fit into workers’ memory. Micro-batches also help parallelize the mini-batch computation. For example, in GPipe, micro-batches are streamed through the pipeline one-by-one (Figure 2), GPipe attempts to parallelize execution by having a micro-batch proceed to the next pipeline stage while the next micro-batch enters the previous stage (aka intra-batch parallelism). However, GPipe *synchronously* updates the model parameters at the end of the mini-batch execution using the gradients accumulated from all micro-batches, a technique called *gradient accumulation*.

**Staleness.** An *asynchronous pipeline* as in PipeDream [37] (Figure 3) begins the forward pass of the next mini-batch without waiting for the previous one to finish (aka inter-batch parallelism). In an asynchronous pipeline, the next mini-batch might use old parameters in its forward pass and newly updated parameters on its backward pass, or old parameters in both passes. Pipeline with more stages may have more mini-batches executing concurrently, therefore a higher difference between old and new parameters. This problem, known as *weight staleness* (or simply staleness), was shown to introduce significant disturbances to the training process, deteriorating final model accuracy and, in extreme cases, even preventing convergence altogether [9, 62]. Several methods were proposed to mitigate staleness [4, 61].

## 3 Motivation

### 3.1 Importance of fine-tuning giant models

DNN models are constantly growing to achieve higher quality. This trend is particularly pronounced in Neural Language Processing models (Figure 1), where larger models achieve significantly better results [6, 17, 27]. However, such giant models are increasingly hard to train without access to supercomputer-scale resources. For example, training XLNet [60] of 340M parameters using a data set of 158GB required 5.5 days on 512 Google TPUs [23]. Therefore, many pre-trained models have been made publicly available to allow their use by those
who do not have access to such computing capabilities (e.g., NVIDIA Model catalog [1]).

From user point of view it is often desirable to further improve the pre-trained model and tailor it to a user-specific data set. The process, called fine-tuning, was shown to be effective across a wide range of tasks [16]. Fine-tuning operates on relatively small data sets and requires much less computing power to complete, compared to training a model from scratch.

Unfortunately, fine-tuning of giant models still require the whole model to be resident in GPU memory, which is a challenge for commodity GPUs. Attempts to fine-tune models by updating a subset of parameters [3, 15, 41] are not generally applicable and their results are usually worse than fine-tuning the entire model [44].

In summary, fine-tuning of giant models poses a challenge that impedes their broader adoption.

### 3.2 I/O benefits of pipeline model parallelism

Pipeline execution has the potential to fully overlap communication and computation in each pipeline stage, thus making the communication overhead negligible even on commodity hardware. There are two primary reasons:

**Low communication volume.** First, in pipeline-parallel training, as in any model-parallel training, GPUs communicate intermediate activations and activation-derivatives, which, according to our experiments, are orders of magnitude smaller than parameter-derivatives communicated in data-parallelism, and smaller than the number of state shards between workers. For example, a T5-3B model partitioned into 8 stages communicates a total of 456.4MB for each forward and backward pass across the whole pipeline (micro-batch size of 4, full precision). In comparison, in a data-parallel approach, each update requires collecting and aggregating 12GB of gradients per worker.

**Overlapping computation and communication.** Pipelines can overlap the communication with the next forward and/or backward passes, and sometimes also with the parameter update operation. This means that stages with large enough computation-to-communication ratio (for GPipe: \( \geq 0.5 \)) can completely overlap communication and computation. This is indeed the case for all giant models we consider in this work. For example, the aforementioned T5-3B achieves a per-worker average computation-to-communication ratio of 0.96 and 0.98 for the forward and backward passes respectively, even when communicated over PCIe.

### 3.3 Challenging load balance

GPipe and PipeDream obey model topology constraints when distributing the model across GPUs. Specifically, only adjacent layers are scheduled to run together on the same GPU.
4 FTPipe

Overview. FTPipe is a system for training giant models with limited resources. It automatically transforms models which do not fit into the memory of a single accelerator into a multi-GPU pipelined training construction, and runs them on our data-flow execution runtime. A computational graph of the DNN model is decomposed into topologically sorted subgraphs, grouped into pipeline stages according to their graph distance from the output (called depth). The number of stages is determined according to the GPU assignment as discussed in detail below. Computations are then performed according to a work scheduler.

We now describe individual steps.

Tracing execution. Given a model and inputs, FTPipe first identifies the directed acyclic computational data-flow graph of the network. A computational graph representation of a neural network is a directed graph $G(V,E)$ where each intermediate computational operation is a node $v \in V$ and each edge $(u,v) = e \in E$ represents a connection according to computation order which is determined by the forward pass (with an indication of whether its also being used for the backward pass). We refer to indivisible blocks of execution as basic blocks. There are two granularity choices of basic blocks: full layers (In PyTorch, a layer is a software abstraction defined by ‘torch.nn.Module’ class), or individual operations (default setting). In the latter case, all operations visible in Python are traced, without splitting compiled C++ code or CUDA kernels.

Profiling. Each basic block is profiled to determine its memory consumption and execution time for each of its computational tasks, i.e., forward pass, recomputation (see Section 4.3) and backward pass. Aggregation of these values determines the block’s memory and computing requirements used in the block-to-GPU assignment step. Tensor sizes for activations and gradients are also recorded, and used to compute communication times, given a bandwidth parameter.

We note that tracing and profiling pose an engineering challenge on its own, since the models we discuss cannot run on a single device, hence, for example, cannot be profiled nor executed with dummy inputs to trace their execution graph. We solve this problem by decoupling execution and swapping layers, parameters, gradients, and activations in and out of host memory when needed.

Model partitioning. The objective of pipeline partitioning is to maximize throughput under memory and resource constraints. Maximizing throughput can also be described as minimizing the maximal stage period $T_{\text{max}}$ among all the pipeline stages. We define $T_i$ for stage $i$ as

$$T_i = C + \max (0, T_{\text{compute}_{\text{fwd}}} - C) + \max (0, T_{\text{compute}_{\text{bwd}}} - C)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $C = T_{\text{compute}_{\text{fwd}}} + T_{\text{compute}_{\text{bwd}}}$ and $T_{\text{compute}_{\text{fwd}}}$, $T_{\text{compute}_{\text{bwd}}}$, $T_{\text{compute}_{\text{fwd}}}$, $T_{\text{compute}_{\text{bwd}}}$ are the times of communication and computations for forward and backward passes respectively (recomputation time is included in $T_{\text{compute}_{\text{fwd}}}$).

GPU assignment. The Mixed-pipe approach significantly inflates the search space of potential GPU allocations compared to Seq-pipe, to the point that for the giant networks considered - an optimal, exhaustive assignment search (e.g., PipeDream’s) is infeasible. Thus, FTPipe’s GPU assignment takes a practical approach, combining efficient general graph partitioning and domain knowledge.

FTPipe employs several partitioning methods and let them compete, eventually selecting the best result according to its final throughput analysis via simulation. Among these schemes are (a) Mixed-pipe partitioning which searches mixed-pipe solutions as described in detail below, (b) PipeDream [37], which performs exhaustive search on the space of all Seq-pipes. (c) Acyclic [35,36] which performs a greedy search for Seq-pipes, for which we changed the objective to optimize pipeline throughput, and combined with memory constraints. It is useful when an exhaustive search is too long to execute (for a 2000 nodes graph exhaustive search on Seq-pipes takes around 20 minutes). (d) Metis [24], a general graph partitioning scheme that optimizes communications under load balancing constraints. The output can be either a Seq-pipe or a Mixed-pipe. It does not optimize pipeline throughput directly.

Work scheduling. While FTPipe supports both synchronous and asynchronous pipeline work schedules, full fine-tuning acceleration benefits are obtained using an asynchronous work scheduler illustrated at Figure 5. FTPipe is a general pipelined data-flow execution. It supports concurrent stages, shared weights, and data staging. FTPipe’s work scheduling uses checkpointing with careful stage profiles (elaborated on in §4.3). In an asynchronous mode, for a stage of depth $d$, FTPipe first computes $d + 1$ forward passes for different micro-batches, filling the pipeline, then moves into alternating between backward and forward passes, modifying the model parameters after each mini-batch.

We next discuss Mixed-pipe partitioning and GPU assignment in detail.
4.1 Mixed-pipe model partitioning

Seq-pipe partitioning proposed in prior works assigns only adjacent DNN layers to every GPU in the pipeline. As a result, such partitioning implicitly optimizes for reduced communications across GPUs, at the expense of fewer opportunities to balance the load among them. Our intuition for Mixed-pipe is that for giant models and commodity hardware, keeping the computations balanced is sometimes more important than reducing inter-GPU communications. Indeed, for giant models, the overhead of pipeline data transfers is relatively small compared to the computation load per accelerator (See §3). We therefore posit that relaxing the DNN topology constraints and allowing smaller, multiple partitions per GPU may improve load balance, while still affording communication-computation overlap.

However, there are three main challenges in doing so: (a) it is possible that small partitions might increase both communications and GPU invocation overheads; (b) without topology constraints, an exhaustive search for optimal partitioning [37] is not feasible; (c) for asynchronous pipelines, higher-depth partitions may imply additional staleness, which may harm model quality. The Mixed-pipe partitioning scheme addresses these issues, and our evaluation empirically shows that the final model quality is maintained.

For efficient partitioning that mixes blocks of operations among the GPUs, it is imperative that changing the assignment of a block from one GPU to another does not increase communication penalty. To achieve this, notice that when the ratio between computation and communication is sufficiently high (see Equation 1), communication overhead is completely mitigated in FTPipe by overlapping communication and computation. Thus, to enable dynamic placement of blocks in arbitrary GPUs, it is sufficient to ensure that the blocks have this property, called the Communication-Computation Overlap (CCO). The CCO property of a block of operations is easy to verify through profiling, taking into account both the forward edges (activations) and backward edges (gradients). We call a block with the CCO property a CCO block.

The Mixed-pipe partitioning algorithm receives a computational graph of a neural network, which specifies the (traced) basic computational blocks annotated with their memory, communication, and computing requirements. Then, partitioning proceeds in three steps as follows:

4.1.1 Step 1: Coarsening: create L pipeline stages

The graph is coarsened by contracting edges and merging their nodes to reduce its size (typically thousands of nodes) to L non-input stages where each stage fits in GPU memory. Throughout the process, a dynamic topological sort [40] is maintained to ensure that edge contractions do not create cycles.

Coarsening begins by eliminating nodes with either low computational load or high communication load, since both are bad candidates to become CCO blocks. First, all constants and inputs are removed, later adding and duplicating them if needed to spare redundant communications (typically this process reduces the graph size by half). Second, nodes with a weight of 0 (typically CPU operations) are eliminated by merging them with their smallest neighbor (computation load-wise). Third, nodes for which the communication volume is above the 99th percentile are merged with their neighbors.

We proceed with coarsening with the goal of creating L CCO blocks, to become L pipeline stages. The algorithms involved are very fast, hence we try several coarsening heuristics, of which we describe two that gave the best results for giant networks we evaluated.

Coarsening by type. During tracing, the type and scope of each node are recorded according to its definition in the DNN code. By doing so, large groups of similar nodes can be naturally merged, following user high-level abstractions (e.g. merging all nodes inside ‘SelfAttention’ block of a Transformer [53]). This usually creates many equal-sized blocks of similar nodes, since giant networks typically contain repeated modules. Our experience shows that this process outputs the best partitioning of CCO blocks (and, consequently, pipeline stages) for giant networks.

Coarsening around centers. Adjacent CCO blocks are further joined together (notice that this maintains their CCO property) while obeying the memory constraint, until the block is sufficiently large to become a pipeline stage. One way to do this is to assign L “center blocks” and repeatedly merge their neighbors with them (obeying the memory constraint) in round-robin until no non-center block is left. This procedure may repeat several times with different choices of centers until a good packing of stages is obtained.

Choosing L. L is chosen at a sweetspot of the tradeoff between large L, which enables better load balancing in Step 2, and small L, which is better staleness-wise. To this end, we try several values of L (e.g. L = 2P, 3P) where P is the number of GPUs, and take the option yielding the best pipeline throughput (measured at step 3 below), where L does not exceed a pre-defined upperbound which can be found through experimentation.

4.1.2 Step 2: Load balancing

L stages are assigned to P GPUs in a way that optimizes load-balancing while ensuring that tasks allocated to the same GPU fit in its memory.

The assignment to GPUs can be seen as a classical multiprocessor scheduling problem [26]. While the original problem does not target the pipeline execution setup, in practice, and when communications do not add overhead (the CCO property), the optimal multiprocessor schedule is the one with a balanced distribution of tasks among the processors, meeting the goal of the pipeline assignment. Therefore, we apply the broadly used Longest-Processing Time-First heuristics: the L
CCO stages are sorted in a descending order of their computation load, and are assigned to the next least busy GPU with enough memory to run them.

Pipeline stages inside each GPU are created according to the topological order of the stages in the computational graph. A simple algorithm ensures that the depth of the stages is minimized: merge connected components inside each GPU as long as this does not create a cycle with other components. During execution, a stage is invoked by the GPU when its inputs are made available by completion of execution of all previous stages.

4.1.3 Step 3: Refinement

We perform fine-grain tuning of the load balance achieved in Step 2. First, the L stages are un-coarsened into their basic blocks. Then, within each pipeline stage, we greedily find blocks which, if moved to an adjacent stage in the pipeline, can improve the throughput, or lower communication or improve load balance (given also the memory constraints).

The complexity of Mixed-pipe partitioning is dominated by the complexity of coarsening which is \(O(N^2d)\), where \(d\) is the average node degree. Assuming we try \(c\) different coarsening strategies (e.g., initialization of centers, different choices of \(L\), etc.), the overall complexity is \(O(cN^2d)\).

### 4.2 Fine-tuning with staleness

Asynchronous pipelines allow faster execution. However, asynchrony introduces staleness. The key problem with staleness is that it can potentially harm final model quality. Note, however, that this is analogous to large batch training [47] which proved to be a popular and useful technique when applicable. In such cases, empirical evidence of acceleration while maintaining model quality is of practical importance even when shown only for some specific (yet important) cases.

Some staleness mitigation techniques introduce high overheads. For example, weight stashing, applied in PipeDream, causes multiple versions of model weights to be stored for the entire course of the pipeline round-trip. This implies that in a pipeline with \(K\) workers, the first worker stores up to \(K\) versions of weights, which might effectively nullify the memory benefits of model partitioning across the GPUs.

In the case of pipeline execution of fine-tuning tasks, however, we observe that staleness does not have a major deteriorating effect on the training quality. There could be several reasons for this phenomenon: (a) Staleness is higher in the initial phase of the training [18], while in fine-tuning we start with pre-trained weights; (b) Fine-tuning usually uses lower learning rates, hence smaller staleness gaps [4]. (c) Momentum [51] exacerbates staleness, but many fine-tuning tasks do not use momentum. Furthermore, the part of staleness caused by momentum can be mitigated using gradient accumulation and momentum weight prediction [13], both can be employed by FTPipe with no memory overhead and a small computational overhead (<5%, measured on Bert and GPT2). (d) Large models appear to have smooth and slowly varying loss functions [29], meaning that for large models, the stale loss can be a close-enough approximation to the actual loss. Indeed, as can be observed in the experiments Section 5, FTPipe achieves state-of-the-art results with an asynchronous pipeline of up to 16 stages, while avoiding the memory overheads of staleness mitigation implemented in prior works [37].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Loss</th>
<th>Forward</th>
<th>Backward</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Synchronous</td>
<td>(\theta_{t-s})</td>
<td>(\theta_t)</td>
<td>(\theta_t)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asynchronous</td>
<td>(\theta_{t-s})</td>
<td>(\theta_{t-s})</td>
<td>(\theta_{t-s})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PipeDream</td>
<td>(\theta_{t-s})</td>
<td>(\theta_{t-s})</td>
<td>(\theta_{t-s})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTPipe</td>
<td>(\theta_{t-s})</td>
<td>(\theta_t)</td>
<td>(\theta_t)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Parameter versions during different phases of backpropagation, under different pipeline execution scenarios. \(\theta_j\) denotes parameters after \(j\) optimization steps. A stale parameter with delay of \(s\) is denoted \(\theta_{t-s}\). Notice that the pass used for loss calculation (‘loss’) and the pass used to compute activations for backpropagation (‘forward pass’) induce two separate calculations.

#### 4.2.1 Checkpointing and recomputation

Checkpointing [7, 12] is a method to reduce memory by keeping only a small state (essentially, partition-border activations and the seed of the random number generator) rather than the whole computation graph. Checkpointing takes place during the forward pass while computing the loss. In this work, we experimented with checkpointing at pipeline stage borders similar to GPipe (In principle, checkpointing can be used at higher granularity). During the backward pass, recomputation reconstructs the parts of the computation graph required for backpropagation.

Checkpointing is used by FTPipe for saving memory during training, but it also mitigates staleness in two ways: First, during backpropagation, recomputation implies that the gradients are computed on up-to-date parameters (but using a stale loss that was computed in a forward pass on an older set of parameters, Table 1). Second, more computations are shifted toward the end of the pipeline where staleness is lower as a result of the last pipeline stage not recomputing, which makes it possible to increase its computational load by around 33%.

#### 4.3 Profiling

In FTPipe’s asynchronous work scheduler (Figure 5) there are two types of stages in the pipeline: (A) the last stage, which does not recompute (B) other stages, which do recompute.
For this reason, the execution of the last stage is faster by approximately 33% [17]. Hence, for precisely estimating the load, FTPPipe profiles blocks both with and without recomputation. When a block is assigned to the last stage, it uses its profile without recomputations, and vice versa. However, the partitioning itself needs to know which profile to use when the block goes through the coarsening process, and this profile may eventually end up being the wrong one. Thus, several iterations of the partitioning algorithm may be needed to ensure that the correct profile is selected.

5 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of FTPPipe.

Summary. First, we show that FTPPipe significantly improves the existing methods for fine-tuning of giant models. Second, we show the benefit of Mixed-pipe for both synchronous and asynchronous pipelines. In both cases, despite communicating more and assigning non-consecutive layers of the trained model to workers, we show that Mixed-pipe accelerates execution compared to a Seq-pipe baseline. Third, we show the benefits of fine-tuning giant models asynchronously, despite the fact that asynchrony introduces staleness. We do so by comparing FTPPipe asynchronous pipeline to GPipe synchronous pipeline when both are employed to train the same model using the same partitioning. Our results show that FTPPipe asynchronous pipeline is faster to achieve the same top-accuracy of GPipe, across different architectures, datasets, optimizers, and model sizes. Furthermore, our results empirically prove that the additional staleness generated by the increased number of pipeline stages in Mixed-pipe does not degrade its final accuracy.

Implementation. FTPPipe has two main components: (a) an automatic neural network partitioning and assignment which builds a data-flow, and (b) a pipelined data-flow execution runtime that executes the partitioned model on GPUs and automatically handles work scheduling and inter-GPU communications. We use CUDA-Aware OpenMPI for inter-GPU communications. Our implementation accepts as the input a neural network implemented in PyTorch [39] (Python API) and the representative training inputs for this network. A partitioned model is automatically generated with everything necessary for our runtime to run it.²

5.1 Experimental setup

Hardware. We use a server with 8 RTX2080-Ti GPUs each with 11GB memory, connected via PCIe-III, 64-bit Ubuntu 18.04 with CUDA toolkit 10.2 and cuDNN v7.6.5. We note that RTX2080 GPUs are considered 7x more cost-effective than V100 [14].

Models and training methodology. We used three different model architectures: Bert [11], GPT2 [43] and T5 [44]. These models represent the typical kinds of NLP architectures used for fine-tuning: Bert is encoder-only, GPT2 is decoder-only, and T5 is encoder-decoder. We took the PyTorch implementations of the models and pretrained weights from HuggingFace [57]. For each combination of (dataset, model, pipeline, partitioning), we chose the number of micro-batches that achieved the best throughput while keeping the mini-batch size constant. For example, GPipe prefers a higher number of micro-batches for a given mini-batch size to increase its pipeline parallelization level. In contrast, FTPPipe prefers a lower number of micro-batches as it uses inter-mini-batch parallelism.

Exact hyper parameters are reported in Appendix A.

Tasks and datasets. We use five different learning tasks and six datasets: Natural Language Inference (NLI) using RTE, Word Sense Disambiguation using WiC, Question answering using SQuAD and MultiRC, Boolean Question Answering using BoolQ and Language Modeling using WikiText2 [34, 46, 55, 56].

Our choices are dictated by the following criteria. We choose the task for a given model if that model is known to achieve state-of-the-art results, implying that smaller models are inferior. For example, RTE, WiC, BoolQ, MultiRC were chosen since T5 improved their accuracy considerably. GPT2 for WikiText2 achieves state-of-the-art results. Our fine-tuning improved the advertised results by 6.32 perplexity points on the test set.

We fine-tuned all models and datasets, achieving accuracy comparable to the top published results.

Baselines. Our choice of the baseline is restricted because of the memory requirements of giant models. In particular, neither Single-GPU, data-parallelism [30] nor PipeDream [37] without checkpointing meet these requirements. Hence, we apply checkpointing to PipeDream. Mesh-TensorFlow model-parallel framework [48] failed to run T5-3B, running out of memory, even with checkpointing, FP16, and micro-batch size of 1. This framework was originally used to run T5 on a TPU cluster, but the commodity hardware restrictions impede its use. In general, however, PipeDream already demonstrated the throughput benefits of pipelined execution over the model-parallel one, which applies to our work too.

GPipe is the only framework that successfully runs all the evaluated models. We used synchronous execution with GPipe to set the target accuracy in our experiments.

5.2 End-to-end evaluation

Table 2 shows that FTPPipe outperforms GPipe for all the cases in terms of time-to-top-accuracy. As expected, the main
Table 2: Summary of the comparison of FTPipe with original GPipe Seq-pipe (synchronous pipeline, one stage per GPU) over 8 GPUs. TTA is Time to Top Accuracy. The top accuracy is according to GPipe’s best results. Speedup is a geomean of four runs with random seeds. Mixed-pipe and Seq-pipe are denoted as “mixed” and “sequential” partitioning respectively. WSD is Word Sense Disambiguation, NLI is Natural Language Inference, QA is Question Answering, and LM is Language Modeling.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Partitioning</th>
<th>Pipeline</th>
<th>Speedup over GPipe Seq-pipe</th>
<th>Epoch time</th>
<th>TTA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T5</td>
<td>3B</td>
<td>WSD</td>
<td>WiC</td>
<td>74.92%</td>
<td>mixed</td>
<td>Async</td>
<td>2.48×</td>
<td>11.54×</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NLI</td>
<td>RTE</td>
<td>90.97%</td>
<td>mixed</td>
<td>Sync</td>
<td>1.19×</td>
<td>4.1×</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>QA</td>
<td>BoolQ</td>
<td>89.05%</td>
<td>mixed</td>
<td>Async</td>
<td>2.71×</td>
<td>4.1×</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>QA</td>
<td>MultiRC</td>
<td>85.6 F1, 59.3 EM</td>
<td>mixed</td>
<td>Sync</td>
<td>1.2×</td>
<td>1.11×</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPT2</td>
<td>1.5B</td>
<td>LM</td>
<td>WikiText2</td>
<td>12.02 perplexity</td>
<td>sequential</td>
<td>Async</td>
<td>1.6×</td>
<td>1.6×</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bert</td>
<td>340M</td>
<td>QA</td>
<td>Squad</td>
<td>93.3 F1, 87.2 EM</td>
<td>sequential</td>
<td>Async</td>
<td>2.04×</td>
<td>2.04×</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6: Mixed-pipe speedup over Seq-pipe for reaching top accuracy with T5-3B on three datasets and two pipelines: GPipe (synchronous) and FTPipe (asynchronous).

speedup is due to faster epoch time, but it is not the only factor.

To explain this phenomenon, Figure 7 shows an example of FTPipe training accuracy over time for T5-3B on RTE. We observe that both systems achieve 40% or higher accuracy at about the same time, despite the extra epochs needed for FTPipe. Nevertheless, FTPipe is much faster in the remaining top 60%. The reason is FTPipe staleness, which impacts the training process in the beginning, yet diminishes and becomes negligible as the learning steps shorten [18].

In the following sections, we analyze the two factors contributing to acceleration, namely Mixed-pipe and asynchronous execution.

5.3 Effect of mixed-pipe partitioning

Figure 6 compares the contribution of our partitioning scheme by evaluating different schemes separately for synchronous and asynchronous pipelines for the T5 model on three different tasks and four datasets. Mixed-pipe runs 16 stages (two per GPU). Seq-pipe runs eight stages. We observe that Mixed-pipe is superior to Seq-pipe across all the experiments. We observed that Mixed-pipe balances GPU memory occupancy across GPUs for both synchronous and asynchronous pipelines, keeping more free memory available, thus allowing a bigger micro-batch size. Most importantly, Mixed-pipe improves both synchronous and asynchronous. We note that while the inter-GPU communication volume in Mixed-pipe is higher than in Seq-pipe, 2.6× for MultiRC and BoolQ, 2.5× for RTE and 3.31× for WiC, the benefits of improved load balance outweigh the associated overheads.

The benefits and trade-offs Mixed-pipe introduces differs for synchronous and asynchronous pipelines:

**Synchronous pipeline.** For the synchronous setting, using Mixed-pipe can only improve performance and does not affect accuracy. Figure 6 shows that Mixed-pipe improves the time-to-accuracy of GPipe up to 1.2×.

**Asynchronous pipeline.** For FTPipe asynchronous pipeline, Mixed-pipe may harm accuracy since it adds more pipeline stages, which add staleness. However, in practice, accuracy is not affected. Figure 6 shows that Mixed-pipe both accelerates execution and achieves the same final accuracy result of Seq-pipe. Figure 7 provides the explanation for this phenomena: staleness affects mainly the beginning of the computation, up to the point of reaching 40% of the target accuracy. In this first part of the computation, staleness causes Mixed-pipe to execute more epochs than Seq-pipe, yet they both run at a similar wall-clock speed because Mixed-pipe is
5.3.1 Load balancing analysis

In Figure 8, we present the load balancing analysis of Mixed-pipe, using T5 as a representative example.

As illustrated in Figure 4, the T5 encoder-decoder architecture with unbalanced inputs sequences for encoder and decoder poses a problem for Seq-pipe. In our experiments, Seq-pipe with memory-unaware partitioning methods resulted in out of memory run-time errors, whereas Seq-pipe with memory-aware partitioning methods resulted in computational load imbalance. In contrast, Mixed-pipe achieves a much better balance both for memory occupancy and computational load.

In summary, Mixed-pipe improves the performance over Seq-pipe due to two main factors: (1) better computational load balance and (2) better memory balance, thereby enabling larger micro-batch size.

5.4 Effective fine-tuning with staleness

Table 3 summarises our results for three different model sizes and five different tasks. Each task used the same model partitioning to train GPipe (synchronous) and FTPipe (asynchronous). Note that these results differ from those in Table 2, because here we use the Mixed-pipe partitioning scheme for both FTPipe and GPipe.

In all experiments, FTPipe achieved the same or higher accuracy than GPipe. We note that MultiRC, Squad and WiC achieved slightly better results with FTPipe (85.99 F1 60.44 EM; 93.47 F1 87.38 EM; and 75.54 accuracy receptively).

5.5 FTPipe vs PipeDream

We implemented PipeDream partitioning based on their open-source GitHub code. To focus on conceptual evaluation, the partitioning algorithm is implemented on top of the technically superior tracing, profiling, compilation, and runtime system of FTPipe, which can handle giant models. Furthermore, it is necessary since only FTPipe supports sharing weights.

**T5-3B:** PipeDream partitioning of T5-3B for 8 GPUs required around 20 minutes and yielded an infeasible solution with hybrid data- and pipeline-parallel stages, some of which do not fit into GPU memory. In particular, lacking the way to specify memory constraints, PipeDream ended up with more than 1.48B parameters in the last stage (a single 32GB V100 GPU can handle only about 1.3B parameters [45]). It also produced
Table 3: FTPipe vs GPipe time-to-accuracy, using the same Mixed-pipe partitioning. Top accuracy is set by GPipe best results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Partitioning</th>
<th>Top Accuracy</th>
<th>Speedup Epoch</th>
<th>TTA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wic</td>
<td>T5-3B</td>
<td>mixed</td>
<td>74.92%</td>
<td>2.09×</td>
<td>9.74×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rte</td>
<td>T5-3B</td>
<td>mixed</td>
<td>90.97%</td>
<td>2.25×</td>
<td>3.41×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boolq</td>
<td>T5-3B</td>
<td>mixed</td>
<td>89.05%</td>
<td>2.23×</td>
<td>2.67×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mulirc</td>
<td>T5-3B</td>
<td>mixed</td>
<td>85.6 F1</td>
<td>2.98×</td>
<td>2.98×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiki</td>
<td>GPT2-1.5B</td>
<td>seq</td>
<td>12.02 perplexity</td>
<td>1.61×</td>
<td>1.61×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Text2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Squad</td>
<td>Bert-340M</td>
<td>seq</td>
<td>93.3 F1</td>
<td>2.04×</td>
<td>2.04×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>87.2 EM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9: Mixed-pipe performance for different values of $L$.

an infeasible solution (OOM) when forced to create a simple pipeline (no data-parallel stages). Note that a pipeline with weight stashing and without gradient accumulation would not be able to train T5-3B on 11GB GPUs, even if more GPUs were used, as explained in §4.2.

GPT2-1.5B: PipeDream failed to run GPT2-1.5B with 8 GPUs even with checkpointing.

BERT-large: When profiling with micro-batch of size 24, and sequence length 384 (the suggested hyperparameters for SQuAD [11]), PipeDream outputs a purely data-parallel solution (no pipeline) for 2, 4, and 8 GPUs. Such a solution does not fit RTX2080-Ti GPUs even with batch size 1. Only at micro-batch size 1 PipeDream succeeded in creating a working pipeline for 2 GPUs. For fine-tuning SQuAD with 2 GPUs, FTPipe was 12.7% faster than PipeDream in achieving the same accuracy over 5 seeds (std was 1%), attributed to the enhanced profiling of FTPipe.

For 4 GPUs, FTPipe was 4% faster than PipeDream pipeline\(^\text{\textsuperscript{3}}\). For 8 GPUs, both PipeDream (pipeline) and FTPipe achieve comparable accuracy at comparable times, since the advantage of FTPipe profiling diminishes as the number of pipeline workers increases.

5.6 Layers-graph vs Operators-graph

We evaluate the contribution of fine-grain partitioning to the end-to-end performance of T5-3B using WiC dataset.

For Mixed-pipe partitioning the operators-graph results in epoch speedup of 2.2% for the asynchronous pipeline and 1.6% for the synchronous pipeline, compared to the cases of partitioning the layers-graph (standard deviation less than 0.01%). This implies that the primary source of speedup for this case comes from relaxing the neural network topology when mapping layers (or operators) to GPUs.

However, this is not always the case. We build a small version of T5-11B, with 1 encoder layers and 1 decoder layer (535M parameters), and compare the partitions for $P = 2$ GPUs, once at the granularity of whole layers, and once at the granularity of operators. The latter achieves 45% better min-max-stage-time objective in our simulation.

We also note that the layers-graph is not explicitly expressed in some cases, leaving the operator-granular partitioning as the only option. This is the case, for example, when importing a graph defined in ONNX [2] for further fine-tuning before deployment, or if a programmer does not use the layer software abstraction when defining the network (in PyTorch: `torch.nn.Module`).

5.7 Mixed-pipe sensitivity to $L$

We explore the sensitivity of the Mixed-pipe performance to the choice of $L$.

In Figure 9 we show the partitioning objective speedup for T5-3B (BoolQ) for $P = 8$ GPUs when using different $L$ for partitioning, with FTPipe’s asynchronous scheduler (Figure 5). We observe that the sweetspot is at $L = 16$.

5.8 Mixed-pipe vs Seq-pipe for larger models

In this experiment, we partitioned the T5-11B model (BoolQ dataset) to four 32GB V100 GPUs using both Mixed-pipe and Seq-pipe. Mixed-pipe partitioning allowed training the model using 7 workers. Unfortunately, Seq-pipe partitioning resulted in an out-of-memory error. This experiment highlights the importance of better memory balancing among the nodes to allow fine-tuning huge models.

6 Related Work

Parallel, memory efficient methods for training giant neural networks fall into three categories: Sharded Data Parallelism [45], Intra Layer Model Parallelism [48, 50], and synchronous pipeline parallelism with checkpointing [17]. The communication volumes of intra-layer model-parallelism and

\(^{3}\text{We noticed that PipeDream models data-parallel communication as completely concurrent to computation, but in practice, 30\% of the communications do not overlap [30]. Changing the modeling led PipeDream to output a pipeline solution.}\)
shared data-parallelism cannot be overlapped entirely and are too high for commodity interconnects. GPipe [17], similar to sharded data-parallelism, can be made efficient and hide synchronization overheads when using large mini-batches with many micro-batches. However, this is not generally applicable to the batch size used with fine-tuning. Compressing the communication of data-parallelism [32] can significantly reduce its communication volume, making it more suitable for commodity interconnects. For giant networks, however, a combination with another memory reduction technique is required.

In another line of works [18, 19, 21, 59], the backward pass is decoupled and is performed in parallel, but the forward pass is sequential. In Ouroboros [59], shared embedding (aka Tied Weights [20, 42]) of small Transformers were manually placed on the same GPU. In FTPPipe, shared weights can also be placed on different GPUs, and it is done with automatic partitioning and withipelining where communication is overlapped.

PipeDream [37] solves pipeline imbalance problems by incorporating data-parallelism with seq-pipes, allowing a different number of data-parallel GPUs per pipeline stage. This solution requires more GPUs than Mixed-pipe to balance some architectures (see §3.3).

Our experiments with giant models show that the exhaustive search of PipeDream can take a long time for large computational graphs (where FTPPipe search took few seconds) and is infeasible for Mixed-pipe. METIS [24] rapidly partitions large computational graphs by multilevel graph partitioning. However, it is focused on optimizing edge-cut under load balance constraints and not on the pipeline throughput. When applied to pipelines, it sometimes unnecessarily creates additional small stages, which Mixed-pipe bounds from above by \( L \).

Concurrently and independently of our work, Tarnawski et al [52] considered searching for non-contiguous pipeline solutions with Integer Programming. They did not model communication and computation overlap and did not limit the number of stages \( L \), thus also ignoring staleness. They did not find the optimal solution and stopped the search after 20 minutes for models smaller than those considered here.

Several asynchronous model parallelization methods have been recently proposed [38, 58]. These works use Seq-pipes and would suffer from imbalance problems solved by Mixed-pipe. FTPPipe could be used in heterogeneous systems [38], but the large search space requires additional heuristics. GEMS [22] improve synchronous pipelines in case multiple replicas could fit in the accelerators. Li et al. [31] proposed token-level parallelism which applies to causal language models (only GPT2 in our experiments), and is complementary to FTPPipe.

7 Conclusion
Fine-tuning has the potential to bring the power of huge neural networks to users who do not possess high performance compute resources. In this paper we survey the challenges introduced by this paradigm and take a big step towards solving them by enabling fine tuning on affordable commodity hardware. Our future work will show that FTPPipe can scale beyond single-machine boundaries, can achieve higher efficiency by incorporating data-parallel components, and can bring value to non-NLP communities. We hope that the ideas underlying Mixed-pipe can apply beyond fine-tuning, to training in general.
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Table 4: Hyper-parameters we used. Accum stands for gradient accumulation steps (micro batches). Batch is mini-batch size. Max steps are the max steps the model was trained for.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Pipeline</th>
<th>Batch</th>
<th>Accum</th>
<th>Max steps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>squad</td>
<td>ftpipe-seq</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2 epochs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>gpipe-seq</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2 epochs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wikitext2</td>
<td>ftpipe/gpipe-seq</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1 epoch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ftpipe-seq</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fpipe-mixed</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>gpipe-seq/mixed</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rte</td>
<td>ftpipe-seq</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fpipe-mixed</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>gpipe-seq/mixed</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>17000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wic</td>
<td>ftpipe-seq</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fpipe-mixed</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>gpipe-seq/mixed</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boolq</td>
<td>ftpipe-seq</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fpipe-mixed</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>gpipe-seq/mixed</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>17000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Appendix A  Hyper-parameters

Table 4 lists the experiments’ hyper-parameters. A checkpoint was saved after every epoch and for WiC every 100 steps. In the T5 and GPT2 experiments, we utilized gradient accumulation to achieve the desired batch size.

T5 experiments used Adafactor optimizer [49] with learning rate of 0.01 and a warm-up of approximately 6% of total fine-tuning steps.

GPT2 experiments used AdamW [33] optimizer with weight decay of 0.01 and a learning rate of 5e-5, decreasing linearly to zero. First and second moment coefficients are 0.9 and 0.999, respectively. We used a mini-batch size of 8 and max sequence length of 1024. We fine-tuned GPT2 for one epoch since further fine-tuning caused over-fitting. Due to large memory consumption caused by the large sequence-length (1024), we used a batch size of 1.

BERT experiments used Adam [25] optimizer with first and second moment coefficients of 0.9 and 0.999 receptively, a learning rate of 3e-5 decreasing linearly to zero. We trained for 2 epochs with mini-batch size of 24 and max sequence length of 384. We loaded weights pre-trained with whole-word-masking.
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Abstract
Despite existing work in machine learning inference serving, ease-of-use and cost efficiency remain challenges at large scales. Developers must manually search through thousands of model-variants – versions of already-trained models that differ in hardware, resource footprints, latencies, costs, and accuracies – to meet the diverse application requirements. Since requirements, query load, and applications themselves evolve over time, these decisions need to be made dynamically for each inference query to avoid excessive costs through naive autoscaling. To avoid navigating through the large and complex trade-off space of model-variants, developers often fix a variant across queries, and replicate it when load increases. However, given the diversity across variants and hardware platforms in the cloud, a lack of understanding of the trade-off space can incur significant costs to developers.

This paper introduces INFaaS, an automated model-less system for distributed inference serving, where developers simply specify the performance and accuracy requirements for their applications without needing to specify a specific model-variant for each query. INFaaS generates model-variants from already trained models, and efficiently navigates the large trade-off space of model-variants on behalf of developers to meet application-specific objectives: (a) for each query, it selects a model, hardware architecture, and model optimizations, (b) it combines VM-level horizontal autoscaling with model-level autoscaling, where multiple, different model-variants are used to serve queries within each machine. By leveraging diverse variants and sharing hardware resources across models, INFaaS achieves 1.3× higher throughput, violates latency objectives 1.6× less often, and saves up to 21.6× in cost (8.5× on average) compared to state-of-the-art inference serving systems on AWS EC2.

1 Introduction
The number of applications relying on inference from Machine Learning (ML) models is already large [14,47,48,60,67] and expected to keep growing. Facebook, for instance, serves tens-of-trillions of inference queries per day [40, 43]. Distributed inference dominates ML production costs: on AWS, it accounts for over 90% of ML infrastructure cost [16].

Typically, an ML lifecycle has two distinct phases – training and inference. Models are trained in the training phase; the training phase is usually characterized by long-running hyperparameter searches, dedicated hardware resource usage, and no completion deadlines. In the inference phase, trained models are queried by various end-user applications. Being user-facing, inference serving requires cost-effective systems that render predictions with latency constraints while handling unpredictable and bursty request arrivals.

Inference serving systems face a number of challenges [61, 73] due to the following factors.

(a) Diverse application requirements: Applications issue queries that differ in latency, cost, accuracy, and even privacy [56] requirements [42, 45, 61]. Table 1 shows the same face recognition model queried by multiple applications with different requirements. Some applications, such as intruder detection, require inference in realtime but can tolerate lower accuracy. Other applications, such as tagging faces on social media, may prefer accuracy over latency.

(b) Heterogeneous execution environments: Leveraging heterogeneous hardware resources (e.g., different generations of CPUs, GPUs, and accelerators like TPU [49] or AWS Inferentia [18]) helps meet the diverse needs of applications and the dynamic changes in the workload; however, it is non-trivial to manage and scale heterogeneous resources [40].

(c) Diverse model-variants: Graph optimizers, such as TVM [22], TensorRT [3], and methods, such as layer fusion or quantization [15], produce versions of the same model, model-variants, that may differ in inference latency, memory footprint, and accuracy.

Together, these factors create a large search space. For instance, from 21 already-trained image classification models, we generated 166 model-variants, by (i) applying model graph optimizers, such as TensorRT [3], (ii) optimizing for different batch sizes, and (iii) changing underlying hardware resources (e.g., CPUs, GPUs, and Inferentia). These variants vary across many dimensions: the accuracies range from 56.6% to 82.5% (1.46×), the model loading latencies range from 590ms to 11s (18.7×), and the inference latencies for a single query range from 1.5ms to 5.7s (3,700×). Their computational requirements range from 0.48 to 24 GFLOPS (50×) [61], and the cost of hardware these variants incur [17] ranges from $0.096/hr for 2 vCPUs to $3.06/hr for a V100 GPU (32×).

As new inference accelerators are introduced and new opti-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Latency</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social Media</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual Guidance</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intruder Detection</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Applications querying a face recognition model with diverse requirements.

*Equal contribution
mization techniques emerge, the number of model-variants will only grow.

This large search space makes it hard for developers to manually map the requirements of each inference query to decisions about selecting the right model and model optimizations, suitable hardware platforms, and auto-scaling configurations. The decision complexity is further exacerbated when the load varies, applications evolve, and the availability of hardware resources (GPUs, ASICs) changes. Unlike long-running batch data analytics or ML training jobs [8, 26, 36, 55, 68] that can be right-sized during or across subsequent executions, the dynamic nature of distributed inference serving makes it infeasible to select model-variants statically.

Our key insight is that the large diversity of model-variants is not a nuisance but an opportunity: it allows us to meet the diverse and varying performance, cost, and accuracy requirements of applications, in the face of varying load and hardware resource availability, if only we can select and deploy the right model-variant effectively for each query. However, given the complexity of this search space, existing systems, including Clipper [25], TensorFlow Serving [5], AWS SageMaker [11], and others [1, 6, 35, 38, 75], ignore the opportunity. These systems require developers to select model-variants, batch sizes, instance/hardware types, and statically-defined autoscaling configurations, for meeting application requirements. If these decisions are made without understanding the trade-offs offered by the variants, the impact could be significant (note the wide cost, performance, and accuracy ranges spanned by the variants). We argue that in addition to traditional autoscaling, distributed inference serving systems should navigate this search space of model-variants on behalf of developers, and automatically manage model-variants and heterogeneous resources. Surprisingly, as also noted in prior work [73], no existing inference serving system does that.

To this end, we built INFaaS, an automated model-less system for distributed inference serving. INFaaS introduces a model-less interface where after registering trained models, developers specify only the high-level performance, cost, or accuracy requirements for each inference query. INFaaS generates model-variants of the registered models, and navigates the large space to select a model-variant and automatically switch between differently optimized variants to best meet the query requirements. INFaaS also automates resource provisioning for model-variants and schedules queries across a heterogeneous cluster.

To realize this, INFaaS generates model-variants and their performance-cost profiles on different hardware platforms. INFaaS tracks the dynamic status of variants (e.g., over-loaded or interfered) using a state machine, to efficiently select the right variant for each query to meet the application requirements. Finally, INFaaS combines VM-level (horizontal scaling) and model-level autoscaling to dynamically react to the changing application requirements and request patterns. Given the large and complex search space of model-variants, we formulate an integer linear program (ILP) for our model-level autoscaling that finds the most cost-effective combination of model-variants, to meet the goals for queries in large scale inference serving.

Using query patterns derived from real-world applications and traces, we evaluate INFaaS against existing inference serving systems, including Clipper [25] and SageMaker [11], with 175 variants generated from 22 model architectures, on AWS. Compared to Clipper, INFaaS’ ability to select suitable model-variants, leverage heterogeneous hardware (CPU, GPU, Inferentia), and share hardware resources across models and applications enables it to save 1.23 × in cost, violate latency objectives 1.6 × less often, and improve resource utilization by 2.8 ×. At low load, INFaaS saves cost by 21.6 × compared to Clipper, and 21.3 × compared to SageMaker.

2 Challenges

2.1 Selecting the right model-variant

A model-variant is a version of a model defined by the following aspects: (a) model architecture (e.g., ResNet50, VGG16), (b) programming framework, (e.g., TensorFlow, PyTorch, Caffe2, MXNet), (c) model graph optimizers (e.g., TensorRT, Neuron, TVM, XLA [72]), (d) hyperparameters (e.g., optimizing for batch size of 1, 4, 8, or 16), and (e) hardware platforms (e.g., Haswell or Skylake CPUs, V100 or T4 GPUs, FPGA, and accelerators, such as Inferentia [18], TPU [49], Capapult [32], NPU [71]). Based on the 21 image classification models and the available hardware on AWS EC2 [9], we estimate the total number of possible model-variants would be 4,032. The performance, cost, and accuracy trade-off space offered by these variants is large [19, 61]. As new inference accelerators are introduced and new optimization techniques emerge, the number of model-variants will only grow.

Existing inference serving systems require developers to identify the model-variant that can meet diverse performance, accuracy, and cost requirements of applications. However, generating and leveraging these variants requires a substantial understanding of the frameworks, model graph optimizers, and characteristics of hardware architectures, thus limiting the variants an application developer can leverage. As shown in Table 1, one can use the same face recognition model for several applications, but selecting the appropriate model-variant depends on the requirements of an application [61].

We argue that inference serving systems should automatically and efficiently select a model-variant for each query on behalf of developers to align with application requirements.

2.2 Reducing cost as load varies

Query patterns and service level objectives (SLOs) of applications, such as real-time translation and video analytics, can vary unpredictably [43, 50, 76]. Provisioning for peak demand leads to high cost, hence distributed inference serving systems need to dynamically respond to changes. Traditional autoscaling focuses on horizontal virtual machine replication.
Autoscalers used by existing inference serving systems [11, 35, 37] replicate a statically-fixed (developer-specified) model-variant for all the queries of an application. This is insufficient because: (a) the right variant may change with load (e.g., a CPU variant may be more suitable at low QPS to meet the cost SLOs) and (b) the hardware resources needed to replicate the same variant may not always be available (e.g., shortage of GPU instances at some point).

In addition to using VM-scaling and replication-based model-scaling, we introduce model-level vertical scaling, where we switch to a differently optimized variant as load changes. The challenge is to identify which variant to scale to given available hardware resources and query requirements. Consider the example shown in Table 2 with three ResNet50 variants. Each variant runs on a different hardware resource and differs in latency, saturation throughput, and cost. In Table 3, we present three input loads and SLO requirements, with the goal of scaling to the most cost-effective combination of variants. In the first case (QPS = 10 and SLO = 300ms), though all variants can meet the QPS and SLO, using two instances of Variant A is the cheapest choice (8× cheaper than using Variant C). In the second case, the load remains unchanged, but due to the stricter SLO, Variant B becomes the cheapest choice (5.3× cheaper than using Variant C). In the third case, the combination of two instances of Variant B and one of Variant C is the cheapest. This configuration is 9× cheaper than using 200 instances of Variant A (the most expensive configuration). Deciding the best configuration becomes more challenging as the number of variants increases and resource availability changes.

### 2.3 Improving utilization at low load

For predictable performance, one may serve each model-variant on a dedicated machine to exclusively access hardware resources. But, this often results in underutilized resources and cost-inefficiency, especially at low load. Instead, the serving systems should support multi-tenancy by sharing resources across applications and models, thereby improving utilization and the overall cost. Recent work [36, 71] has shown the benefits of sharing GPUs for deep-learning training jobs. ML inference jobs are typically less demanding for compute and memory resources than the training jobs, making inference jobs ideal for sharing GPUs and other accelerators [46, 74].

However, how to share accelerators across multiple tenants while maintaining predictable performance is not obvious. Figure 1 shows the result of co-locating a large (Inception-ResNetV2) and a small (MobileNetV1) model on a GPU. At low load, sharing a GPU does not affect the performance of either model. At higher load, this co-location heavily impacts the performance of the small model, while the large model remains unaffected. The point when co-location starts affecting the performance varies across models, and depends on both the load and the hardware architecture.

### 3 INFaaS

#### Design principles

We design INFaaS based on the following guidelines. First, INFaaS should support a declarative API: Developers should not need to specify the model, model optimizations, suitable hardware platforms, or autoscaling configurations; they should only focus on high-level performance, cost, or accuracy requirements. Second, INFaaS should automatically and efficiently select a model-variant, while considering the dynamic state of the model-variants and the hardware resources, for (a) serving each query, and (b) deciding how to scale in reaction to changing application load. Third, to improve resource utilization, the system should share hardware resources across model-variants and applications, without violating performance-cost constraints. Finally, the system design should be modular and extensible to allow new model-variant selection policies. By following these design principles, we naturally address the challenges raised in Section 2.

#### Functionality

INFaaS generates new model-variants from the models registered by developers, and stores them in a repository (Section 3.2). These variants are optimized along different dimensions using model graph optimizers such as Neuron and TensorRT. For each inference query, INFaaS automatically selects a model-variant to satisfy its performance, cost, and accuracy objectives (Section 4.1). INFaaS’ autoscaler combines VM-level autoscaling with model-level horizontal and vertical autoscaling to meet application per-
formance and cost requirements while improving utilization of resources (Section 4.2). INFaaS introduces model-vertical autoscaling that, through model selection, upgrades or downgrades to a differently optimized model-variant by leveraging the diversity of model-variants (Section 4.2.1). INFaaS efficiently maintains static and dynamic profiles of model-variants and hardware resources to support low latencies for selecting and scaling model-variants (Sections 3.2 and 4). Finally, INFaaS features the model-variant selection policy described in Section 4, but allows developers to extend and customize it.

3.1 Model-less interface for inference

Table 4 lists INFaaS’ model-less API.

### Model registration
Developers register one or more models using the `register_model` API. This API accepts a developer-assigned model identifier (modelName), the model (modelBinary) in serialized format (e.g., a TensorFlow SavedModel or model in ONNX format), and a developer-assigned application identifier (appID). Models for different prediction tasks within the same application (e.g., optical character recognition and language translation) can be registered with separate appIDs. Lines 1-2 in Figure 2 show how a developer registers two models, a ResNet50 and a MobileNet, for an application with appID=detectFaceApp. INFaaS generates multiple variants from these already trained models. For instance, using ResNet50 alone, INFaaS can generate about 50 variants by changing the batch size, the hardware, and the model graph optimizer (Section 3.2). Note that INFaaS is an inference serving system and does not train new models; INFaaS only generates variants from already-trained models. The `register_model` API takes a validation dataset (e.g., valSet) as input to calculate the accuracy of the newly generated variants. For each incoming query, INFaaS automatically selects the right model-variant to meet the specified goals.

### Query submission
Being declarative, INFaaS’ API allows developers to specify high-level goals without needing to specify the variants for their queries. Using the `inference_query` API, developers can submit inference queries in two ways:

- **Specifying application requirements.** Developers may submit queries for their application and specify high-level application performance, cost, and accuracy requirements (e.g., Line 3 in Figure 2). INFaaS then navigates the search space of model-variants for the given application, and selects model-variants and scaling strategies. For instance, for a query with appID=detectFaceApp, INFaaS searches for a suitable variant of ResNet50 and MobileNet to meet the goal of latency (200ms) and accuracy (above 70%).

### Example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>API</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>register_model</td>
<td>modelName, modelBinary, valSet, appID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inference_query</td>
<td>input(s), appID, latency, accuracy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: INFaaS’ declarative developer API.

Finally, INFaaS requests are handled similarly to the model-less API: for a suitable variant of ResNet50 and MobileNet, INFaaS selects the right model-variant to meet the specified goals. INFaaS then automatically generates variants from these two registered models.

### Figure 2: Registering models and submitting queries with INFaaS.

INFaaS’ serving workflow for an inference query. Applications interact with INFaaS by submitting inference queries through the Front-End, logically hosted at the Controller (see steps marked in Figure 3). The Controller selects a model-variant and dispatches the inference query to a Worker machine. Workers further send inference queries to the appropriate Hardware Executors according to the selected model-variant, and reply with inference results to applications.

3.2 Architecture

We now describe INFaaS’ architecture (Figure 3) in detail.

**Controller.** The logically-centralized controller receives model registration and inference requests. The controller hosts three modules: (a) The Dispatcher that uses the model-variant selection policy for selecting a variant to serve a query, (b) The VM-Autoscaler that is responsible for scaling the number of workers up and down based on the current load and resource utilization, and (c) The Model Registrar that handles model registration.

**Workers.** Worker machines execute inference queries assigned by the controller. Hardware-specific Executor daemons manage the deployment and execution of model-variants. The
Dispatcher forwards each query to a specific model-variant instance through the corresponding hardware executor. The Model-Autoscaler detects changes in the load and decides a scaling strategy that either replicates running variants or selects a different variant, within the worker. It uses the model-variant selection policy to select a variant to scale to. The Monitoring Daemon tracks the utilization of machines and variants, and manages resources shared by multiple variants to avoid SLO violations.

**Variant-Generator and Variant-Profiler.** From the registered models, the Variant-Generator generates model-variants optimized for different batch sizes, hardware, and hardware-specific parameters (e.g., number of cores on Inferentia) using model graph optimizers, including TensorRT [3] and Neuron [15]. INFaaS uses the validation set submitted by the developer to calculate the accuracy of the newly generated variants; INFaaS records this information in the Metadata Store. The Variant-Generator does not train or produce new model architectures: variants are generated only from registered models. To help model-variant selection, the Variant-Profiler conducts one-time profiling for each variant where it measures statistics, such as the loading and inference latencies, and peak memory utilization. These parameters, along with the corresponding appID, accuracy, and maximum supported batch size are recorded in the Metadata Store. After profiling, a variant is saved in the Model Repository. The total profiling time for all generated variants from a submitted model is a few minutes on a single VM with the variant’s target hardware. This profiling cost will be amortized over long-term serving time in production settings.

**Model-variant Selection Policy.** INFaaS invokes the model-variant selection policy in two cases.

**Case I** On arrival of a query: The controller’s Dispatcher uses the policy to select a variant for each incoming query. This model-variant selection lies on the critical path of serving each query. To reduce the latency of decision-making, we designed an efficient variant search algorithm (Section 4.1). INFaaS uses the model-variant selection policy in two cases: (I) On arrival of a query: INFaaS’ controller needs to select a variant for each query to meet an application’s high-level requirements (Section 4.1). This invocation of the selection policy lies on the critical path of inference serving. (II) On changes in query load: As the query load changes, INFaaS’ workers must decide whether to switch to a differently optimized variant (Section 4.2). The worker invokes the selection policy off the critical path. INFaaS provides an internal API, getVariant, for invoking model-variant selection policy. In both cases, INFaaS needs to consider both the static and dynamic states of variants and available resources. Only considering statically-profiled metadata is insufficient, since the following aspects can significantly impact the observed performance and cost: a selected variant (a) may not be loaded, hence we need to consider its loading latency, (b) may be already loaded but serving at its peak throughput, (c) may be already loaded but experiencing resource contention from co-located inference jobs, and (d) may not be loaded due to lack of resources required for that specific variant. We next describe how INFaaS tracks the dynamic state of model-variants, and then describe the policy used in the two cases.

**State machine for the lifecycle of model-variants.** To track the dynamic state of each model-variant instance per-application, INFaaS uses a state machine (shown in Figure 4). All the registered and generated model-variants start in the Inactive state: they are not loaded on any worker. Once a variant instance is loaded, it transitions to the Active state. These variant instances are serving less than their peak throughput, tracked by the worker’s monitoring daemons. Variant instances enter the Overloaded state when they serve at their peak throughput. Finally, variant instances in the Interfered state are not overloaded but are still experiencing higher inference latencies than the profiled values. Interference occurs when co-located variants contend over shared resources (e.g., caches, memory bandwidth, or hardware threads).

![State machine capturing the dynamically changing status of model-variants.](image-url)

**Metadata Store.** The Metadata Store enables efficient access to the static and dynamic data about workers and model-variants; this is needed for making model-variant selection and scaling decisions. This data consists of (a) the information about available model architectures and their variants (e.g., accuracy and profiled inference latency), and (b) the resource usage and load statistics of variants and worker machines. The
Maintaining the state machine. Each model-variant instance’s state machine is maintained by the worker’s monitoring daemons and is organized in the Metadata Store for fast access. This enables INFaaS’ Dispatcher to use the model-variant selection policy for serving queries on the order of hundreds of μs to ms (assessed further in Section 6.4). State machine implementation details are described in Section 5.

### 4.1 Case I: On arrival of a query

When a query arrives, INFaaS’ Dispatcher invokes the `getVariant` method of model-variant selection policy to choose a variant (Algorithm 1). For this case, the input to `getVariant` is the query’s requirements, and the output is the variant and worker to serve the query. `getVariant` first checks whether any variants in the `Active` state match the query’s requirements (Line 2). Variants in `Active` state do not incur a loading latency. If such a variant is found, INFaaS dispatches the query to the least-loaded worker running the variant instance (Lines 3-4). Otherwise, INFaaS considers variants in the `Inactive` state: `getVariant` first enquires the Metadata Store and retrieves the variant with the lowest combined loading and inference latency that matches the query’s requirements (Line 5). If such a variant is found, INFaaS sends the query to the worker with the lowest utilization on the variant’s target hardware (Lines 6-7). Otherwise, since no registered or generated variant can meet the developer’s requirements, INFaaS suggests a variant that can achieve the closest target accuracy and/or latency (Line 8). We assess the efficiency of this policy over brute-force search in Section 6.4.

### Mitigating performance degradation.

For better resource utilization, INFaaS co-locates variants on hardware resources; as a result, they may interfere and cause SLO violations. To prevent such violations, INFaaS avoids selecting variants that are in the `Interfered` or `Overloaded` state. For interfered variants, INFaaS triggers a mitigation process in the background to avoid affecting the performance of online serving. If there are idle resources available on the same worker, INFaaS migrates the variant in the `Interfered` state to the available resources (e.g., a different set of cores). This avoids the need to fetch a variant from the model repository. If no resources are available for loading the variant on the worker, the worker asks the controller’s Dispatcher to place the variant on the least-loaded worker. For variants in the `Overloaded` state, INFaaS’ Model-Autoscaler assesses whether it is more cost-effective to scale to a different variant (see Section 4.2.1).

### Extensibility.

The state machine and model-variant selection policy are extensible. For instance, `getVariant` can be extended to prioritize particular variants in the `Active` state (e.g., prefer least power-hungry variants).

### 4.2 Case II: On changes in query load

As query load changes, INFaaS needs to revisit its variant selection decision to check whether a different variant is more cost-efficient. Existing inference serving systems [5, 11, 25, 35, 37] are agnostic to the diversity of model-variants, and only replicate a statically fixed (developer-specified) model-variant for all the queries of an application. However, as discussed in Section 2.2, autoscaling that replicates the same model-variant alone is not enough because: (a) the right model-variant changes with load and (b) the required resources might not be available to replicate a specific variant.

For INFaaS’ autoscaling, in addition to using traditional VM-level, horizontal autoscaling, we introduce `model-vertical scaling`: change (upgrade or downgrade) to a differently optimized model-variant, thus leveraging the diversity of model-variants. INFaaS’ autoscaling is a joint effort between the workers and the controller. Each worker hosts a Model-Autoscaler that consults with the model-variant selection policy to make model-level autoscaling decisions (Sections 4.2.1, and 4.2.2). The controller hosts a VM-Autoscaler that makes VM-level autoscaling decisions (Section 4.2.3).

#### 4.2.1 Model-Autoscaler at each worker

To react to the changes in query load, INFaaS’ Model-Autoscaler needs to decide the type and number of model-variants to use while minimizing the cost of running the variants. To figure out the type and number of model-variants needed, we formulated the following integer linear program (ILP) that decides a scaling action (replicate, upgrade, or downgrade) for each variant. This ILP minimizes the total cost of scaling actions for all the variants to meet the incoming query load.

### Formulation.

For an application, the outcome (optimization variable) of our ILP is the optimal scaling action, δij, for each model-variant vij, variant j of model architecture i. δij is an integer that captures the scaling action as follows: (a) A positive value denotes loading instances of the variant, (b) a negative value denotes unloading instances of this variant, and (c) a value of zero denotes no scaling needed. For a variant vij that is already loaded, a positive value of δij indicates a replicate action. A positive value of δij for a variant vij that is not already loaded indicates an upgrade or downgrade action depending on the hardware cost of vij.

The objective function that our ILP minimizes is the total cost of all the chosen scaling actions. For a variant vij, this cost for an action δij is the sum of the hardware cost (in $/second), and the loading latency (in seconds) of the variant:

\[
\text{Cost}(\delta_{ij}) = C_{ij}(\delta_{ij} + \lambda t_{ij}^{\text{load}} \max(\delta_{ij}, 0))
\]

where \(C_{ij}\) is the hardware cost (in $/second) for running the variant, \(t_{ij}^{\text{load}}\) is the loading latency of the variant, and \(\lambda\) (in

---

Algorithm 1 Model-variant selection for case I (arrival of a query)

1: function `getVariant`(appID, accuracy, latency)  
2: if `searchActiveVariants`(appID, accuracy, latency) then  
3:   Get least-loaded worker, W1, running activeVariant  
4:   return activeVariant, W1  
5: if `searchInactiveVariants`(appID, accuracy, latency) then  
6:   Get lowest-util worker, W2, with inactiveVariant’s HW  
7:   return inactiveVariant, W2  
8: return suggestVariant(appID, accuracy, latency)
The loading latency to meet SLIOs when the query load is unpredictable.

Thus, our objective function representing the total cost for all the variants is: \( \sum_{i,j} \text{Cost}(\delta_{ij}) \). We impose the following constraints on our ILP:

1. With the chosen scaling actions, INFaaS supports the incoming query load.
2. The newly-loaded instances satisfy applications’ SLIOs.
3. The resources consumed by all variants do not exceed the total system resources.
4. The number of running instances is non-negative.

We write these constraints formally as:

\[
\begin{align*}
    \sum_{i,j} Q_{ij}(N_{ij} + \delta_{ij}) & \geq L + \text{slack} \quad \text{for all } i, j \\
    T_{ij}^{\text{inf}} & \leq S \quad \text{if } \delta_{ij} > 0 \\
    \sum_{i,j} R_{ij}^{\text{type}}(N_{ij} + \delta_{ij}) & \leq R_{\text{total}}^{\text{type}} \quad \text{for all types} \\
    N_{ij} + \delta_{ij} & \geq 0 \quad \text{for all } i, j
\end{align*}
\]

where (a) \( Q_{ij} \): the saturation QPS of variant \( v_{ij} \), (b) \( N_{ij} \): the number of running instances of variant \( v_{ij} \), (c) \( L \): the incoming query load, (d) \( \text{slack} \): configurable headroom to absorb sudden load spikes, (e) \( T_{ij}^{\text{inf}} \): the inference latency of variant \( v_{ij} \), (f) \( T_{ij}^{\text{load}} \): the loading latency of variant \( v_{ij} \), (g) \( S \): SLO of the considered application, (h) \( R_{ij}^{\text{type}} \): the resource requirements of variant \( v_{ij} \), for a resource type (CPU cores, CPU memory, GPU memory, number of Inferentia cores), and (i) \( R_{\text{total}}^{\text{type}} \): the total available amount of resources of a type (CPUs, GPUs, Inferentia cores) on the underlying worker machine.

The model-variant selection policy queries the Metadata Store to get the values of these variables.

**Practical limitation of the ILP.** Unfortunately, this ILP is NP-complete and hence offers limited practical benefits [34, 54, 69]: it has to exhaustively search through all the model-variants, track their dynamically changing state, and accurately estimate the QPS each variant can support to find a scaling configuration that can sustain the changed query workload. Gurobi [41] took 23 seconds to find the optimal number of running variant instances across 50 model architectures, and 50 seconds for 100 model architectures. To meet realtime requirements of latency-sensitive applications, INFaaS must have sub-second response time to query workload changes.

### 4.2.2 A Greedy Heuristic

The time taken to solve each instance of our ILP makes it impractical to use for INFaaS. Instead, we design a greedy heuristic algorithm that replaces our ILP’s large search space by a subset of model-variants. This pruned search space allows INFaaS to meet the outlined constraints at sub-second latency. We evaluate the effectiveness of this algorithm in Section 6.2. Each worker machine runs a Model-Autoscaler that together with the model-variant selection policy approximates this ILP as follows: (a) Identify whether the constraints are in danger of being violated, (b) Consider two strategies, replicate or upgrade/downgrade, to satisfy the constraints, (c) Compute the objective for each of these scaling actions and pick the one that minimizes the objective cost function, and (d) Coordinate with the controller to invoke VM-level autoscaling if constraints cannot be satisfied with model-level autoscaling.

**Scaling up algorithm:** To decide if there is a need to scale (Constraint #1), the Model-Autoscaler estimates the current headroom in capacities of running model-variants, given the profiled values of their saturation throughputs, and the current load they are serving. We compute the current load served by a variant using the batch size and number of queries served per second. The load served by a worker is estimated by summing the load served by all running variants. The saturation throughput of all running variants is estimated in a similar manner using the profiled values of model-variants. The Model-Autoscaler then computes the current headroom of a worker as the ratio of the combined saturation throughput and the combined load currently served by the running variants on that worker. INFaaS maintains a minimum headroom, slack-threshold, on each worker to absorb sudden load spikes. We discuss the value of this tunable parameter in Section 5. When the current headroom is below the required minimum slack-threshold, the Model-Autoscaler concludes that we need to scale, and proceeds to answer the second question: how to scale (replicate or upgrade) to meet the incoming query load.

To decide how to scale, the Model-Autoscaler uses the model-variant selection policy’s getVariant method to select the cheapest option between replication and upgrading. For this case, the input to getVariant is the incoming query load, and the output is the set of scaling actions. The policy first estimates the cost of model-horizontal scaling (replication) by estimating the number of instances of the running variant that would be added to meet the incoming query load (Constraints #1, #4). Secondly, the policy estimates the cost of model-vertical scaling (upgrade), by querying the Metadata Store to select variants of the same model architecture that can meet the SLO (Constraint #2), and support a higher throughput than the currently running variant. The required number of instances for these variants to meet the incoming query load is then estimated. Finally, the model-variant selection policy computes the cost function of our ILP, by using the hardware cost ($/s) and the variant loading latency to decide whether to replicate the running variant, or upgrade to a variant that supports higher throughput. The available resources on the worker limit the number of variant instances it can run (Constraint #3). Thus, if the strategy requires more resources than are available on the current worker (e.g., hardware accelerator), the worker coordinates with the controller to load the variant on a capable worker.

**Scaling down algorithm:** To decide if and how to scale down (remove replicas or downgrade), the Model-Autoscaler...
on each worker uses the model-variant selection policy that follows a similar algorithm explained above for scaling up. At regular intervals, this policy checks if the incoming query load can be supported by removing an instance of the running variant, or downgrading to a cheaper variant (optimized for a lower batch size or running on different hardware). The Model-Autoscaler waits for \( T_v \) time slots before executing the chosen strategy for a variant \( v \), to avoid scaling down too quickly. \( T_v \) is set equal to the loading latency of variant \( v \).

**Comparison with ILP.** As described in Section 4.2.1, the ILP does not have sub-second response time. Setting a larger headroom to allow the ILP to produce a solution can result in (a) scaling variants too quickly, which leads to underutilization and higher cost, and (b) violating SLOs during unpredictable load spikes. Besides traditional model-horizontal scaling, our model-vertical scaling further reduces cost by upgrading to a variant that supports higher throughput. Thus, INFaaS matches the throughput of the optimal solution, while the deviation from the ILP is bounded by the difference between the optimal cost and the cost of replicating running variants. Our greedy heuristic reacts to load changes (e.g., load spikes) within sub-second response time while reducing the cost over multiple scaling actions.

### 4.2.3 VM-Autoscaler at controller

In addition to model-level scaling, INFaaS also scales the worker machines for deploying variants. Following the mechanisms used in existing systems [11, 20, 25, 35, 44], the VM-Autoscaler decides when to bring a worker up/down:

1. **When the utilization of any hardware resource exceeds a configurable threshold across all workers**, the VM-Autoscaler adds a new worker with the corresponding hardware resource. We empirically set the threshold to 80%, considering the time to instantiate VMs (20-30 seconds); a lower threshold triggers scaling too quickly and unnecessarily adds workers; a higher value may not scale in time.

2. **When variants on a particular hardware platform (e.g., GPU) are in the Interfered state across all workers**, the VM-Autoscaler adds a worker with that hardware resource.

3. **When more than 80% of workers have Overloaded variants**, the VM-Autoscaler starts a new worker.

To improve utilization, INFaaS dispatches requests to workers using an online bin packing algorithm [64].

## 5 Implementation

We implemented INFaaS in about 20K lines of C++ code\(^1\). INFaaS' API and communication logic between controller and workers are implemented using gRPC in C++ [2]. Developers can interact with INFaaS by issuing gRPC requests in languages supported by gRPC, such as Python, Go, and Java. INFaaS uses AWS S3 [10] for its Model Repository. The model-variant selection policy is implemented as an extensible C++ library that is linked into the controller’s Dispatcher and worker’s Model-Autoscaler. `getVariant` is a virtual method, and can be overridden to add new algorithms.

On the controller machine, the Front-End, Dispatcher, and Model Registrar are threads of the same process for efficient query dispatch. The Dispatcher is multi-threaded to support higher query traffic. The VM-Autoscaler is a separate process, that polls system status periodically. We swept the polling interval between 0.5-5 seconds at 0.5 second increments (similar to prior work [51, 63]), and arrived at a 2 seconds polling interval. Longer intervals did not scale up fast enough, especially during load spikes, and shorter intervals were too frequent given VM start-up latencies.

On worker machines, the Dispatcher and monitoring daemon run as separate processes. Every 2 seconds, the monitoring daemon updates compute and memory utilization of the worker, loading, and average inference latencies, along with the current state (as noted in Figure 4) for each variant running on that worker, to the Metadata Store. We deployed custom Docker containers for PyTorch and Inferentia variants, and leveraged Triton Inference Server-19.03 [6] to support TensorRT, Caffe2, and TensorFlow variants on GPU. We used the TensorFlow Serving container for TensorFlow variants on CPU [5]. The Model-Autoscaler’s main thread makes scaling decisions periodically. We swept the same range (0.5-5 seconds at 0.5 second increments) as the VM-Autoscaler, and arrived at a 1 second polling interval. The interval is shorter than the VM-Autoscaler’s polling interval as model loading latencies are shorter than VM start-up latencies. The main thread also manages a thread pool for asynchronously loading and unloading model-variants. To tune `slack-threshold`, we explored values between 1.01 and 1.1 [31], and set it to 1.05. In our setup, lower thresholds did not scale variants fast enough to meet load changes, while higher thresholds scaled variants too quickly.

We built the Variant-Generator using TensorRT [3] and Neuron [15]; it is extensible to other similar frameworks [22, 59]. For each variant, the Variant-Profiler records the latency for batch sizes from 1 to 64 (power of two increments). For natural language processing models, we record the latencies of varying sentence lengths for each of these batch sizes.

We built the Metadata Store using Redis [62] and the Redox C++ library [4]. The Metadata Store uses hash maps and sorted sets for fast metadata lookups that constitute the majority of its queries. Per-application, each model-variant instance’s state is encoded as a `variant, worker` pair that can be efficiently queried by the controller and worker.

## 6 Evaluation

We first compare INFaaS with all of its optimizations and features to existing systems (Section 6.1). To further demonstrate the effectiveness of INFaaS’ design decisions and optimizations, we evaluate its individual aspects: model-variant selection, scaling (Section 6.2), and SLO-aware resource sharing (Section 6.3). Finally, we quantify the overheads of INFaaS’

\(^1\)https://github.com/stanford-mast/INFaaS
Table 5: Comparison between INFaaS and the baselines.

decision-making (Section 6.4). We begin by describing the experimental setup common across all experiments, the baselines, the model-variants, and the workloads.

Experimental setup. We deployed INFaaS on a heterogeneous cluster of AWS EC2 [9] instances. We hosted the controller on an m5.2xlarge instance (8 vCPUs, 32GiB DRAM), and workers on inf1.2xlarge (8 vCPUs, 16GiB DRAM, one AWS Inference), p3.2xlarge (8 vCPUs, 61GiB DRAM, one NVIDIA V100 GPU), and m5.2xlarge instances. All instances feature Intel Xeon Platinum 8175M CPUs operating at 2.5GHz, Ubuntu 16.04 with 4.40 kernel, and up to 10Gbps networking speed.

Baselines. To the best of our knowledge, no existing system provides a model-less interface like INFaaS; state-of-the-art serving systems require developers to specify the variant and hardware. For a fair comparison, we configured INFaaS to closely resemble the resource management, autoscaling techniques, and APIs of existing systems, including TensorFlow Serving [5] (TFS), Triton Inference Server (TIS) [6], Clipper [25], AWS SageMaker [11] (SM), and Google AI Platform [35]. Specifically, we compared INFaaS to the following baseline configurations for query execution:

• Clipper \+: Derived from TFS, TIS, and Clipper, this baseline pre-loads model-variants, and requires developers to set a pre-defined number of variant instances. Thus, we set the number of variant instances such that Clipper \+ achieves the highest performance given available resources.

• SM \+: Derived from SageMaker and AI Platform, this baseline scales each model-variant horizontally, but does not support model-vertical scaling that INFaaS introduces.

Table 5 lists the differences between baselines and INFaaS. Configuring the baselines with INFaaS (a) allowed for a fair comparison by removing variabilities in execution environments (e.g., RPC and container technologies), and (b) enabled us to evaluate our design decision individually by giving the baselines access to INFaaS’ features and optimizations, including: support for model graph optimizations, and INFaaS’ detection and mitigation of variant performance degradation. Clipper vs Clipper \+. To validate our baseline configurations through INFaaS, we evaluated Clipper \+ against the open-source Clipper deployment (Clipper) [23] with its adaptive batching and prediction caching features enabled. We deployed two ResNet50 TensorFlow CPU instances for each. For Clipper, we swept its adaptive batching SLO from 500ms to 10 seconds, and found it achieved its maximum throughput (7 QPS) when setting the SLO to 1 second. For the same SLO, Clipper \+ was able to achieve 10 QPS. As prior work has noted [66], Clipper \+’s adaptive batching is insufficient for maintaining a high QPS, because it relies on an external scheduler to allocate resources for it. Since Clipper \+ benefits from INFaaS’ resource allocation and management, variant performance degradation detection and mitigation, and variant optimizations, we use Clipper \+ in the place of Clipper for the remainder of our evaluation.

SageMaker vs SM \+. We also validated that the latency and throughput of CPU, GPU, and Inferentia variants with SM \+ closely match SageMaker, while offering the benefits outlined for Clipper \+. Thus, we use SM \+ in the place of SageMaker as our baseline.

Model-variants. Guided by the MLPerf Inference benchmark [61], we collected a variety of models. Table 6 shows the 8 model families (22 architectures) and the number of associated variants. Our models are pre-trained using Caffe2, TensorFlow, and PyTorch. Our classification models are pre-trained on ImageNet [30]; translation models are pre-trained on the WMT16 [70] English-German dataset. We generated 175 variants in total, differing in the frameworks (Caffe2, TensorFlow, PyTorch), compilers (TensorRT, Neuron), batch sizes (1 to 64), and hardware platforms (CPU, GPU, Inferentia).

Workloads. We evaluated using both synthetic and real-world application query patterns. For synthetic workloads, we used common patterns [29] indicating flat and fluctuating loads, with a Poisson inter-arrival rate [39,61]. For real-world inference workloads, we used the timing information from a Twitter trace from 2018 collected over a month [13] since there is no publicly available inference serving production traces. Twitter queries are likely passed through hate speech detection models [28] before being posted. Furthermore, as noted in recent work on inference serving [75], this trace resembles real inference workloads with both diurnal patterns and unexpected spikes (consistent with production serving workloads [65]). For each experiment, we randomly selected one day out of the month from the Twitter trace. We also set the accuracy such that it can always be satisfied by the registered variants; INFaaS’ handling of infeasible accuracy requirements is discussed in Section 4.1.

6.1 INFaaS with production workload

We now show that through model selection, resource allocation, and autoscaling mechanisms, INFaaS improves the throughput, cost, utilization, and reduces SLO violations.

Experimental setup. We mapped the Twitter trace to a range between 10 and 1K QPS for a total of 113,420 batch-1 queries.

Table 6: Model architectures, tasks, and associated variants.

Table 6: Model architectures, tasks, and associated variants.
We used all 22 model architectures. Based on prior work [52], we used a Zipfian distribution for model popularity. We designated 4 model architectures (DenseNet121, ResNet50, VGG16, and InceptionV3) to be popular with 50ms SLOs and share 80% of the load. The rest are cold models with SLO set to $1.5\times$ the profiled latency of each model’s fastest CPU variant. Baselines statically selected GPU variants for popular models, and CPU variants for the rest; they used 5 CPU and 7 GPU workers. INFaaS started with 5 CPU, 5 GPU, and 2 Inferentia workers. We computed the worker costs based on AWS EC2 pricing [17].

Results and discussion. Figure 5 shows INFaaS achieved 1.1× and 1.3× higher throughput, and 1.63× and 2.54× fewer SLO violations compared to Clipper+ and SM+, respectively. INFaaS scaled models both horizontally and vertically; it upgraded to Inferentia or GPU (higher batch) variants when needed. In reaction to the increased load, INFaaS added a 3rd Inferentia worker at 40 seconds. Although SM+ scales variants horizontally, it achieved lower throughput and violated more SLOs due to frequently incurring variant loading penalties and being unable to upgrade variants. By leveraging variants that span heterogeneous hardware (CPU, GPU, Inferentia), INFaaS achieved 1.23× lower cost, while keeping SLO violations under 4% on average. INFaaS also load-balanced requests and mitigated overloaded or interfered variants. This resulted in an average worker utilization of 48.9%, with an average GPU DRAM utilization of 58.6%. The latter is 5.6× and 2.8× higher than SM+ and Clipper+, respectively.

INFaaS achieved higher performance ($1.3\times$ higher throughput) and resource utilization ($5.6\times$ higher GPU utilization), and lower SLO violations ($2\times$ lower) and cost ($1.23\times$ lower) compared to the baselines.

6.2 Selecting and scaling model-variants

Next, we show the efficiency of INFaaS’ model-variant selection policy to select and vertically scale the variants.

Experimental setup. To compare INFaaS with common configurations developers would choose today, we considered two cases for a model: only GPU variants are used (ClipperGPU, SM+GPU), and only CPU variants are used (ClipperCPU, SM+CPU). We used variants derived from one model architecture, ResNet50, and one worker. ClipperCPU pre-loads and persists 2 instances of the TensorFlow CPU variant. ClipperGPU+ persists one TensorFlow variant optimized for batch size of 8, configured to serve the provided peak load by adaptive batching. SM+GPU horizontally scales the CPU variant. SM+GPU horizontally scales a batch-1 optimized TensorFlow variant (the cheapest GPU variant). We measured throughput every 2 seconds, and calculated the total cost. The cost for a running variant instance is estimated based on AWS EC2 pricing [17], proportional to its memory footprint. We normalize cost to 0.031 per GB/s for CPU, 0.190 per GB/s for Inferentia, and 0.498 per GB/s for GPU.

Workloads. We used three query patterns that are commonly observed in real-world setups [29]: (a) a flat, low load (4 QPS), (b) a steady, high load (slowly increase from 650 to 700 QPS), and (c) a fluctuating load (ranging between 4 and 80 QPS). Patterns (a) and (b) represent ideal cases for baselines, as they statically choose a variant; we used the most cost-effective CPU/GPU variant for each baseline.

Results and discussion. Figures 6a and 6d show the throughput and total cost, respectively, for INFaaS and the baselines when serving a flat, low load. While all systems met this low throughput demand, ClipperGPU+ and SM+GPU incurred high costs since they use GPUs. INFaaS automatically selected CPU variants as they met the demand, thus reducing cost by 21.6× and 21.3× compared to ClipperGPU+ and SM+GPU, respectively. For a steady, high load (Figures 6b and 6e), the observed throughput of ClipperGPU+ and SM+GPU (about 10 QPS) was significantly lower than the demand. INFaaS automatically selected the batch-8 GPU variant, and both INFaaS and ClipperGPU+ met the throughput demand. While SM+GPU replicated to 2 batch-1 GPU variants to meet the load, it was 5% more expensive than INFaaS and served 15% fewer QPS. Finally, for a fluctuating load (Figures 6c and 6f), INFaaS, ClipperGPU+, and SM+GPU met the throughput demand, while both SM+CPU and ClipperCPU+ served only 10 QPS. During low load periods, INFaaS selected a CPU variant. At load spikes
(60-90 and 150-180 seconds), INFaaS upgraded to an Inferentia batch-1 variant. Hence, on average, INFaaS was $3 \times$ cheaper than SM$_{GPU}$ and Clipper$^+$$_{GPU}$. If INFaaS were limited to CPU and GPU variants, it would still save $1.7 \times$ cost over both the baselines. Similarly, even if we allowed baselines to use Inferentia, INFaaS would still save $1.9 \times$ cost because baselines cannot dynamically switch between Inferentia and GPU variants. Figures 6a – 6c indicate that a single variant is neither the most cost-effective, nor the most performant for all scenarios. INFaaS achieves ease-of-use while (a) matching the baselines’ performance and cost in ideal cases (steady loads), and (b) outperforming the baselines during load changes. Thus, leveraging variants optimized for different hardware through model-vertical scaling, INFaaS is able to adapt to changes in load and query patterns, and improve cost by up to $21.6 \times (10 \times$ on average).

6.3 Effectiveness of sharing resources

We now show how INFaaS manages and shares accelerators across models without affecting performance of queries. We found that co-locating models on an Inferentia chip did not cause noticeable interference, since variants can run on separate cores on the chip. Thus, we focus on evaluating GPU sharing. INFaaS detects when model-variants enter the Overloaded/Interfered state, and either migrates the model to a different GPU, or scales to a new GPU worker if all existing variants on the GPUs are in the Overloaded/Interfered state.

**Experimental setup.** We used the baseline of Clipper$^+$ with one model persisted on each GPU. Since Clipper$^+$ requires a pre-defined number of workers, we specified 2 GPU workers. For fairness, INFaaS started from one GPU and was allowed to scale up to 2 GPU workers. As noted in Section 2.3, the load at which sharing of GPUs starts affecting the performance negatively is different across models. We selected two model-variants that diverge in inference latency, throughput, and peak memory: Inception-ResNetV2 (large model) and MobileNetV1 (small model). Both variants are TensorRT-optimized for batch-1. We report throughput and P99 latency, measured every 30 seconds.

**Workloads.** To show the impact of model popularity on resource sharing, we evaluated a scenario with a popular model serving 80% QPS, and the other serving 20% QPS. We observed similar results with other popularity distributions or different models. We mapped the Twitter trace to a range between 50 and 500 QPS for a total of 75,000 batch-1 queries.

**Results and discussion.** Figure 7 shows P99 latency and throughput for both models when Inception-ResNetV2 is popular. When Inception-ResNetV2 and MobileNetV1 exceeded their profiled latencies, INFaaS marked them as interfered around 30 and 50 seconds, respectively. INFaaS started a new GPU worker (~30 seconds start-up latency), created an instance of each model on it, and spread the load for both models across the GPUs. The allocated resources for Inception-ResNetV2 with Clipper$^+$ were insufficient and led to a significant latency increase and throughput degradation. Unlike Clipper$^+$, INFaaS could further mitigate the latency increase by adding more GPU workers (limited to two in this experiment). Moreover, INFaaS saved $10\%$ cost compared to Clipper$^+$ by (a) bin-packing requests across models to one GPU at low load, and (b) only adding GPUs when contentions were detected.

6.4 INFaaS’ decision overhead

On the critical path of serving a query, INFaaS makes the following decisions: (a) selecting a model-variant and (b) selecting a worker. Table 7 shows the median latency of making these decisions for INFaaS and the speedup over a brute-force search. Each row corresponds to a query specifying (1) a registered model and (2) application requirements. For each query, we show the decision latency when the selected variant was in (a) Inactive, Overloaded, or Interfered state, and (b) Active state. These decisions are made using the model-variant selection policy (Section 4.1).

When the registered model was explicitly specified, INFaaS incurred low overheads (~1ms), as it needed to select only a worker. When the application requirements were provided, and the selected variant was not already loaded (State (a)), INFaaS selected a variant and the least-loaded worker for serving in 3.5ms. Otherwise, when the selected variant was already loaded (State (b)), INFaaS’ decision latency for selecting the variant and a worker was 2.2ms.

To measure scalability, we varied the number of model-variants from 10 to 166 (increments of 50); the latencies of Table 7 remain unchanged as the number of variants increases. This result was expected, since INFaaS’ Metadata Store uses constant access time data structures.

INFaaS keeps low overheads across its query submission modes: up to $44 \times (35.5 \times$ on average) faster than brute-force.

7 Discussion

**Failure Recovery.** INFaaS’ VM-Autoscaler detects worker failures using RPC heartbeats, and starts a new worker with the state of the failed worker stored in the Metadata Store. For fault-tolerance, the controller is replicated using existing.
Developers still need to manually create and select variants, and manage the deployed variants. INFaaS uses these optimizers to create variants that can be used for meeting diverse application requirements, and automates model-variant selection for each query to minimize cost as load and resources vary.

**Scaling.** Autoscale [33] reviewed scaling techniques and argued for a simple approach that maintains the right amount of slack resources while meeting SLOs. Similarly, INFaaS’s autoscalers maintain headrooms and scale-down counters to cautiously scale resources. MArk [75] proposed SLO-aware model scheduling and scaling by using AWS Lambda to absorb unpredictable load bursts. Existing systems [1,11,35,37] only support VM-level and model-horizontal scaling, while INFaaS introduces model-vertical scaling that leverages multiple diverse variants.

**Sharing accelerators.** NVIDIA MPS [57] enabled efficient sharing of GPUs that facilitated initial exploration into sharing GPUs for deep-learning. Existing systems [6,27,46,74] also explored how to share GPUs spatially, temporally, or both. NVIDIA’s A100 GPUs support MIG [58]: hardware partitions and full isolation. AWS Inferentia supports spatial and temporal sharing via Neuron SDK [15]. INFaaS’ current implementation builds on Triton Inference Server (GPUs) and Neuron SDK (Inferentia), and provides SLO-aware accelerator sharing. INFaaS can also be extended to leverage other mechanisms for sharing additional hardware resources.

### 8 Related Work

**Inference serving systems.** TensorFlow Serving [5] provided one of the first production environments for models trained using the TensorFlow framework. Clipper [25] generalized it to enable the use of different frameworks and application-level SLOs. Pretzel [52], Nexus [66], and InferLine [24] built upon Clipper for optimizing inference serving pipelines. SageMaker [11], AI Platform [35], and Azure ML [1] offer developers inference services that autoscale VMs based on load. Triton Inference Server [6] optimizes GPU inference serving, supports CPU models, but requires static model instance configuration. DeepRecSys [39] statically optimizes batching and hardware selection for recommender systems, but requires developers to specify a variant, manage and scale model resources as the load varies. Clockwork [38] reduces GPU inference latency variability by ordering queries based on their SLOs and only running one query at a time. Model-Switching [77] switches between models with different accuracies during load spikes, while preserving the fraction of correct predictions returned within an SLO. It assumes pre-loaded models and does not consider heterogeneous hardware resources. Tolerance Tiers [42] allows developers to programmatically trade off for latency. None of these existing systems offer a simple model-less interface, like INFaaS, to navigate the variant search space on developers’ behalf, or dynamically leverage model-variants to meet applications’ diverse requirements. However, prior work can be seen as complementary to INFaaS; e.g., INFaaS can adopt DeepRecSys’ recommender system optimizations and Clockwork’s predictable DNN worker.

**Model-variant generators.** Model graph optimizers [3,12,22,72] perform optimizations, such as quantization and layer fusion, to improve latency and resource usage. However, developers still need to manually create and select variants, and manage the deployed variants. INFaaS uses these optimizers to create variants that can be used for meeting diverse application requirements, and automates model-variant selection for each query to minimize cost as load and resources vary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query</th>
<th>Variant Picked</th>
<th>Median Latency in ms (Speedup vs brute-force)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>State (a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>resnet50-trt</td>
<td>resnet50-trt</td>
<td>1.0 (N/A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appID &gt;72%, 20ms</td>
<td>inceptionv3-in</td>
<td>3.5 (27×)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 7: Median latency and speedup of making variant and worker selection decisions across 3 runs. State (a): variants are in the Inactive state, Overloaded state, or Interfered state. State (b): variants are in the Active state.*
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Abstract

With the booming of online service systems, anomaly detection on multivariate time series, such as a combination of CPU utilization, average response time, and requests per second, is important for system reliability. Although a collection of learning-based approaches have been designed for this purpose, our empirical study shows that these approaches suffer from long initialization time for sufficient training data.

In this paper, we introduce the Compressed Sensing technique to multivariate time series anomaly detection for rapid initialization. To build a jump-starting anomaly detector, we propose an approach named JumpStarter. Based on domain-specific insights, we design a shape-based clustering algorithm as well as an outlier-resistant sampling algorithm for JumpStarter. With real-world multivariate time series datasets collected from two Internet companies, our results show that JumpStarter achieves an average F1 score of 94.12%, significantly outperforming the state-of-the-art anomaly detection algorithms, with a much shorter initialization time of twenty minutes. We have applied JumpStarter in online service systems and gained useful lessons in real-world scenarios.

1 Introduction

In recent years, online service systems based on cloud computing, e.g., online office, e-commerce, are becoming increasingly popular. For example, the number of daily meeting participants of the video conferencing app Zoom jumps to over 300 million before May 2020 [31]. Due to the complexity and the large scale of online service systems, automatic anomaly detection is of ultimate importance to guarantee their reliability [36]. To closely monitor the quality of service, online service providers or cloud computing platforms, such as Microsoft and AWS, continuously collect the monitoring data of each performance metric (e.g., CPU utilization, average response time, and requests per second) at equally spaced intervals [3, 33]. The monitoring data of a metric form a univariate time series, and thus that of a service system, which has multiple metrics, constitutes a multivariate time series.

Traditional multivariate time series anomaly detection approaches are typically based on detecting univariate time series [15, 32, 36]. However, operators are concerned about the status of the overall service rather than that of a specific metric [28]. Because the univariate time series anomaly detection cannot capture the complex temporal relationships among different univariate time series [28], they tend to cause alert storms [5]. To address this problem, recent works [12, 22–24, 28, 34] use deep learning techniques to build learning models for multivariate time series anomaly detection. For example, the state-of-the-art approach, OmniAnomaly [28], utilizes a stochastic recurrent neural network model to learn the temporal relationships of multivariate time series.

Learning-based approaches are hardly applicable in practice because they usually require a long period of training data. Online service systems are deployed or changed very frequently to deploy new features, fix bugs [35], etc. In large service providers, such as Google [3] and Baidu [35], it is reported that thousands of software changes are deployed every day. Due to these software changes, the data distribution of multivariate time series can change dramatically, which is called the expected concept drift [17]. For example, when operators conduct a software change to deploy a service to more instances, the metric “Requests Per Second” in each instance will drop significantly as shown in Figure 1. This is expected to operators, and they do not need to roll back the software change. After the change, this will cause a lot of false alarms or false positives, since it invalidates the learning-based anomaly detection models trained based on the data before the change [17]. It is because the common assumption in deep learning that the data distribution must remain the same across training and test set [10] is violated. Therefore, these learning-based approaches have to be retrained. This retraining process, however, can consume tens to hundreds of days [28, 32] before reaching steady state.

To quantitatively measure how long it takes to “initialize”
an anomaly detection model for multivariate time series, we first define \textit{initialization time}, as the time lag between when the model is launched and when it becomes well-trained. We then conduct an empirical study based on the datasets collected from real-world online service systems. Through this study, we summarize two key findings: (1) The average initialization time of existing learning-based approaches ranges from ten days to one hundred days. (2) The state-of-the-art approaches (i.e., OmniAnomaly [28] and MSCRED [34]) do not achieve a satisfactory performance when they are improved with \textit{incremental retraining} [15]. When the period of training data is short, the accuracy of these approaches are low. Therefore, we aim to design a robust anomaly detection approach for multivariate time series with small initialization time.

In this paper, we propose a novel multivariate time series anomaly detection approach, called \textit{JumpStarter}, that is based on \textit{Compressed Sensing} (CS). CS is a signal processing technique where high-energy components in a matrix (multivariate time series) are sparse (i.e., have few high-energy components) [4]. Hence, the difference between the original and the reconstructed multivariate time series, comprised only of low-energy components, should resemble white noise, when the original time series contains no anomaly. The intuition behind using CS for anomaly detection is that anomalies in multivariate time series, such as jitters, sudden drops or surges, usually manifest themselves as strong signals that contain high-energy components, which would differ significantly from white noise [16]. Hence we can tell whether a time series contains anomalies by checking whether the difference between the original and the reconstructed multivariate time series in a sliding window [32] looks very differently from white noise. Since CS only uses a fixed-length window to “train” an anomaly detection model, the initialization time of \textit{JumpStarter} depends on the window size, which is typically twenty minutes. It is much shorter than the initialization time of learning-based approaches. We now provide an intuitive explanation of why CS-based \textit{JumpStarter} requires much less training data than those learning-based approaches. A learning-based approach has to \textit{explicitly} learn the “behavior” (probability distribution) of a normal multivariate time series in order to detect anomalies. In comparison, in \textit{JumpStarter} the reconstructed multivariate time series of \textit{implicitly} inherits this normal behavior without involving any explicit learning. Due to the complexity of real-world scenarios, however, it is challenging to apply CS to implement a jump-starting multivariate time series anomaly detection in the following situations:

\textbf{Large number of time series.} In large-scale online service systems, tens of time series are monitored for each system forming a multivariate time series [17]. Typically, it is time-consuming for CS to reconstruct a large number of time series, because it needs to solve a convex optimization problem whose time complexity depends on the number of time series. To tackle this challenge, we cluster these time series based on shape. Since the time series in the same group exhibit a similar shape, they can be reconstructed efficiently without losing temporal relationships [14].

\textbf{Sampling from random anomalous segments in time series.} CS typically uses a Gaussian distribution to sample from the original time series to guarantee Restricted Isometry Property (RIP). Nevertheless, it may inevitably generate reconstructed time series sampled from some long-lasting anomalous segments. The anomaly detection model based on these reconstructed time series can cause some false positives and/or false negatives. Therefore, we design an outlier-resistant sampling algorithm to sample from normal time series segments rather than anomalous ones.

We conducted a comprehensive study to evaluate the performance of \textit{JumpStarter} based on three datasets from 28 and 30 large-scale industrial online service systems of two Internet companies, respectively. The first dataset, from company $A$, is a 5-week-long time-series open dataset. The other two datasets are from a top-tier global content platform company $B$, which provides service for more than 800 million users around the world. These datasets contain 7-week-long time series. Our experimental results illustrate that \textit{JumpStarter} outperforms both the state-of-the-art learning-based multivariate time series anomaly detection approaches (i.e., OmniAnomaly [28] and MSCRED [34]) clustering-based LESINN [20]. Also, \textit{JumpStarter} is more suitable than RRCF [11] used in AWS CloudWatch. The average F1 score of \textit{JumpStarter} is 94.12%, while those of the other four approaches are 86.51%, 59.64%, 82.5%, and 36.01% respectively. Also, our results demonstrate that the main components in \textit{JumpStarter} (i.e., shape-based clustering and outlier-resistant sampling) significantly contribute to the overall performance of \textit{JumpStarter}. \textit{JumpStarter} achieves good accuracy with an initialization time as short as twenty minutes, open sourced at https://github.com/NetManAIOps/JumpStarter. We applied \textit{JumpStarter} to $B$ and it indeed achieved a good anomaly detection performance in practice. We also present two cases
and gain lessons for both academia and industry.

2 Background and Empirical Study

2.1 Background

Multivariate time series. In an online service system, operators continuously collect monitoring data of multiple metrics or extract numerical values from logs [37]. A service level metric (e.g., average response time), or a machine level metric (e.g., CPU utilization, memory utilization), is usually collected by equal interval, forming a univariate time series. Any univariate time series alone, however, cannot capture all aspects of performance issues [28]. Because a system typically has a collection of monitoring metrics, it can be denoted as a multivariate time series [17], which includes diverse types of univariate time series and thus track various aspects of performance issues. With the scale and complexity of the system increasing, it is becoming more difficult to manually inspect system anomalies. Therefore, multivariate time series anomaly detection is of great importance [28, 34]. We denote a multivariate time series at time \( t \) as \( X_t = [x_1^t, x_2^t, \ldots, x_i^t]^{T} \), where \( x_i^t = [x_{i-w+1}^t, x_{i-w+2}^t, \ldots, x_{i}^t] \) is the univariate time series of the \( i^{th} \) metric, \( n \) is the number of metrics, and \( w \) is the observation window size. We apply the sliding window, which is a common practice in time series anomaly detection [32, 35], to construct \( X_t \).

Anomaly detection. Anomaly detection using multivariate time series [28] is important in online service systems. In previous anomaly detection works [12, 22–24, 28, 34], operators have a rough consensus on the following points: 1) A multivariate time series anomaly is a data point or a data segment that significantly deviates from operators’ expectations of normal behavior, and it can be visually observed (e.g., in Figure 1). 2) An anomaly indicates something might have gone wrong, although further investigation may still be needed for verification. 3) Anomaly detection is often used as a failure discovery mechanism. Formally, we define multivariate time series anomaly detection: for time \( t \), given its multivariate time series \( X_t \), we determine whether an anomaly occurs (e.g., jitter, sudden drop or surge), which is denoted by \( y_t = 1 \) if yes and \( y_t = 0 \) otherwise.

2.2 An Empirical Study on Initialization Time

Anomaly detection initialization time. With a new service being deployed or updated, operators usually launch an anomaly detection approach for it. The initialization time of the anomaly detection approach is the time lag between when it is launched \((t_1)\) and when it becomes effective \((t_2)\), as shown in Figure 2. Many prior approaches, e.g., [12, 22, 23, 28, 34], use a learning-based workflow to detect anomalies. Typically, they are periodically trained based on historical data [15]. The initialization time of these approaches, e.g., tens of days, is relatively long, because they usually need to offer a lot of historical data for training. In Table 1 we list the suggested initialization time of five learning-based anomaly detection approaches on different datasets. For example, OmniAnomaly [28] used two robot system datasets (denoted as S1, S2) and a server dataset (S3, which also used in our experiment as D1). From the last column of Table 1, we can see that the average initialization time of these approaches ranges from 10 days to more than one hundred days, indicating that it is unsuitable to use these approaches for newly deployed or updated systems.

Incremental retraining. Considering the long initialization time of learning-based anomaly detection approaches, one may suggest incremental retaining, i.e., gradually (incrementally) adding a short-period (say one day) of data to train these approaches. In this way, we can improve the performance of these approaches step by step. Adding one day’s data each time is because these learning-based approaches need at least thousands of data points to converge [32]. We then try to apply incremental retraining to the state-of-the-art multivariate time series anomaly detection approaches, i.e., OmniAnomaly [28] and MECRED [34]. The dataset is the same as what is used in OmniAnomaly (see §4.1 for more details). We gradually enlarge the training set from one day’s data to 13 days’ data (i.e., the largest training set of this dataset), and the testing set remains as the data collected after the 13th day. This sounds ideal, but anomaly detection using incremental retraining cannot ensure satisfactory performance. Figure 3 shows the average F1 score and training time of OmniAnomaly and MECRED as the period of training data increases (day by day), respectively. From Figure 3(a), we can see that the average F1 scores of both OmniAnomaly and MECRED increase along with more training data being used, and

Table 1: Comparison of the initialization time (days) on three datasets (S1~S3) used in their works. * denotes univariate time series anomaly detector, which can be used for multivariate time series by combining it with majority vote [28].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>S1</th>
<th>S2</th>
<th>S3</th>
<th>Avg.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MSCRED [34]</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OmniAnomaly [28]</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>16.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM-NDT [12]</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>52.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Opprentice [15]</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Donut [32]</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>103.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: The initialization time of an anomaly detector
they do not converge until 10 days’ data is used for training. One primary reason is that these learning-based approaches have to explicitly learn the probability distribution of a multivariate time series from a large amount of training data to capture its normal behavior. Figure 3(b) shows that the training time of both OmniAnomaly and MECRED increases linearly with the size of training data. When the training dataset contains 10 days of data, it takes about 35 minutes to train OmniAnomaly or MECRED. Therefore, these approaches are not suitable for newly deployed or updated systems due to their non-robustness and considerable training cost.

3 JumpStarter Approach

3.1 Key Idea and Challenges

To deal with the aforementioned limitations of learning-based approaches, we propose to use Compressed Sensing (CS) [9] for multivariate time series anomaly detection. CS is a signal processing technique for reconstructing a signal from a series of sampling measurements [8]. The signal reconstructed from these samples preserves the high-energy components of the original signal with high probability under some mild assumptions [8]. As explained earlier, we can detect anomalies in a multivariate time series by checking whether the reconstructed signal differs from the original signal (multivariate time series) by more than white noise. Since CS does not require any training, the initialization time of the CS-based anomaly detection for \( X_t \) is the window size \( w \).

**Two Strawman Solutions using CS.** Intuitively, we can apply CS to reconstruct \( X_t \) in two ways: treating \( X_t \) as a whole \( n \times w \) matrix, or as \( n \) separate univariate time series. In the former way, we randomly sample some data from \( X_t \) and then reconstruct it following [26] (more details to be provided in §3.5). Figure 4(a) shows the reconstructed multivariate time series. As shaded in Figure 4(a), there is a significant difference between the original (blue lines) and the reconstructed multivariate time series (dashed brown lines) when an anomaly occurs. This is a desired behavior (of CS). However, the first two reconstructed time series fluctuate frequently all the time, whereas both original time series are stable except during the anomaly window (shaded). This is an undesired behavior that indicates inaccurate reconstruction. In the latter way, as shown in Figure 4(b), the difference between the original and reconstructed univariate time series manifests as white noise in normal segments and as large fluctuations in anomalous ones, which accurately captures the anomalies for each univariate time series. However, it cannot capture the complex relationships among multivariate time series [28]. Moreover, due to the challenge of a large number of univariate time series, the separate reconstruction is more computationally expensive.

**Problem of Random Gaussian Sampling.** The first step of our CS approach is to sample from a multivariate time series. The sampled matrix needs to guarantee Restricted Isometry Property (RIP) [4] so that it can reconstruct the original multivariate time series properly. It has been shown that random Gaussian sampling satisfies RIP [9]. Random sampling, however, samples some data points also from anomalous segments. In this case, the reconstructed multivariate time series will not be significantly different from the original one when a system becomes anomalous. Thus it inevitably degrades the anomaly detection performance.

3.2 Overview of JumpStarter

The JumpStarter approach, which consists of both offline and online processing procedures, is shown in Figure 5. To tackle the challenge of a large number of time series, we adopt a shape-based clustering method to group the univariate time series of a multivariate time series into several groups in the offline processing. The sliding window technique is applied to multivariate time series in the online anomaly detection. For each group of univariate time series, we propose a novel outlier-resistant sampling algorithm to solve the challenge introduced by sampling from anomalous segments, and apply compressed sensing to reconstruct them. After that, we concatenate these reconstructed time series, measure the differ-
Figure 5: JumpStarter approach consists of offline processing and online processing, of which output is whether anomaly or not.

ence between the original and the reconstructed multivariate time series as an anomaly score, and detect anomalies using EVT threshold against the anomaly score.

3.3 Shape-Based Clustering

While each strawman solutions has its advantages and drawbacks, we find a way to combine them to get the better of both. Specifically, we split $X_i$ into several clusters of time series and reconstruct each cluster. The question is, how this splitting should be done. Recall the first strawman solution cannot deal with time series of different shapes. Hence, we choose to split $X_i$ based on their shape. This solution can achieve both high accuracy and high efficiency.

We adopt shape-based distance [21], a cross correlation-based method, to measure the distance between two univariate time series. It can achieve high computational efficiency when dealing with high-dimensional time series. Different from ROCKA [14], we use hierarchical clustering, which is efficient and need not manually configure the number of clusters, as the base clustering algorithm. Table 2 illustrates an example of clustering results. The nine univariate time series of a multivariate time series are grouped into three clusters. Each univariate time series is named based on its corresponding monitoring metric.

Algorithm. We describe the design of outlier-resistant sampling in Algorithm 1 and show the main steps in Figure 6. After the shape-based clustering, for each cluster, we obtain an $w \times k$ matrix, which is constituted of $k$ univariate time series. We also configure a sampling ratio, $\theta$, as the input of the algorithm. To begin with, from Line 1 to 4 of Algorithm 1, we initialize a zero $m \times w$ matrix $T$, where $m = \lceil w / \theta \rceil$. $\phi$ is initialized as a vector containing $m$ random Gaussian sample timestamps ranging from 0 to $w$. Motivated by [20], we adopt a light-weight algorithm LESINN to calculate the sampling confidence vector $sc$, which determines the sampling confidence of each timestamp. Nevertheless, as demonstrated in §4.2, LESINN itself cannot effectively handle multivariate time series anomaly detection because it cannot capture the complex temporal relationships among these time series. Figure 6(a) shows one example of the original time series (blue line) with a window size of 20 and its sampling confidence (orange dotted line) for each timestamp.

Then, we perform value sampling (Line 5 to 14). We first normalize $sc$ to make its values sum up to one, and create $R$ equal-width steps. Each step is mapped to a timestamp $r$ based on the normalized $sc$ (Line 8). For each step, we randomly sample a value from $\{0, 1\}$, and compare it with the probability of a similar version of Gaussian distribution:

$$P_i(step) = \rho \cdot \exp(-\frac{(\phi_i - step)^2}{2\sigma^2})$$

(1)

Table 2: An example of clustering the multivariate time series into three clusters. Each univariate time series is named based on its corresponding monitoring metric.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Cluster of Univariate Time Series</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>rx-pkts-eth0, rx-bytes-eth0</td>
<td># received packets/bytes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
all the iterations, the randomly sampled timestamps in $\phi$ may not be “shot” by $t$. Therefore, we add one to $T[i][\phi_i]$ for each sampled timestamp $i$. Figure 6(b) shows a concrete example of sampling values. In this figure, there are $R = 42$ steps (the small points in the bottom), and the normalized $sc$ (the orange box) is shown in its original temporal order, which represents a timestamp.

Finally, we normalize each column of $T$ (Line 15 to 18). The sampling matrix $B$ is the dot product of $T$ and $X_i'$. As shown in Figure 6(c), the purple dot and green cross are the sampled data points in $B$. We can see that our algorithm is resistant to anomalous data points because the sampled green cross point represents “normal pattern” even though its corresponding point in the original time series is anomalous. Note that although we apply LESINN to calculate the sampling confidence vector, which is of great importance to the resistant outlier, our algorithm is also robust to other sampling confidence measurements beyond LESINN.

### 3.5 Compressed Sensing Reconstruction

Here we provide a quick introduction to the signal reconstruction step in compressed sensing, using this anomaly detection problem as the context. The objective of compressed sensing reconstruction is to “solve” [4]:

$$AX_i' = B$$

(2)

where $X_i'$ is the multivariate time series to be reconstructed from $B$ that is sampled from the original $X_i$. We put quotations around the word “solve”, since this equation is not solvable in the usual sense, as it is under-determined. Rather, ideally we would like to compute the sparsest ($i.e.$, containing the smallest number of nonzero components) such $X_i'$. However, this computation, known as $L^0$ minimization, is NP-complete. A classic CS result is that, when $X_i$ is sparse, minimizing the $L^1$ of $X_i'$ (while satisfying Equation 2) results in the same solution as the $L^0$ minimization with high probability [4].

![Figure 6](image)

**Algorithm 1: Outlier-Resistant Sampling**

**Input:** $X_i'(w \times k)$: $k$ univariate time series of $X_i$ in cluster $c$, $\theta$: Initial sampling ratio  

**Output:** Sampling matrix $B(m \times k)$

```plaintext
1. $m \leftarrow \lceil w \times \theta \rceil$
2. $T(m \times w) \leftarrow 0$
3. $\phi(m \times 1) \leftarrow$ randomly sampling $m$ timestamps from $[0, w]$
4. $sc(w \times 1) \leftarrow$ SamplingConfidence($X_w$)
5. $sc \leftarrow \frac{sc}{\sum_{i=1}^{w} sc_i}$
6. $step = 0$
7. **while** $step \leq 1$ **do**
8. $t \leftarrow \arg \min_{a} \text{step} < \sum_{j=0}^{n} sc(j)$
9. **foreach** $i \in [0, m)$ **do**
10. **if** $\text{random}(0, 1) < P_i(\text{step})$ **then**
11. $T[i][t] \leftarrow T[i][t] + 1$
12. $step \leftarrow \text{step} + 1/R$
13. **foreach** $i \in [0, m)$ **do**
14. $T[i][\phi_i] \leftarrow T[i][\phi_i] + 1$
15. **foreach** $i \in [0, m)$ **do**
16. $T[i] \leftarrow T[i] / \sum_{j=0}^{w} T[i][j]$
17. $B \leftarrow T \cdot X_i'$
18. **return** $B$
```

The sampling matrix $A$ is calculated as:

$$A = \phi(D \otimes D^T)$$

(3)

where $D$ is the inverse discrete cosine transform [13] of the original time series $X_i'$, and $\otimes$ is the Kronecker product [29].

To solve Equation 2 (by $L^1$ minimization), we adopt CVXPY [7], an efficient convex optimization tool set, to calculate the $L^1$ minimum [8]. CVXPY may return no result in some edge cases because the equation is non-homogeneous. Therefore, we gradually increase $\theta$ by 0.1 to avoid such a scenario. We set $\theta = 0.2$ based on the evaluation experiments as shown in §4.4. Reconstructing each cluster of univariate time series in a multivariate time series is much more efficient than reconstructing the whole multivariate time series (§4.4).
**Anomaly score.** We first obtain the reconstructed time series for each cluster of univariate time series to form an original multivariate time series. We then concatenate the reconstructed univariate time series to form a reconstructed multivariate time series \( \mathbf{X}' \). Note that the original and reconstructed multivariate time series have the same order of univariate time series. Intuitively, an anomaly score is needed to measure the similarity between the original and the reconstructed multivariate time series. We measure the differences of the \( n \) time series between \( \mathbf{X} \) and \( \mathbf{X}' \) using euclidean distance \([15]\): 
\[
\mathbf{d}_i = |\mathbf{x}_i' - \mathbf{x}_i|,
\]
where \( \mathbf{x}_i' \) is the reconstructed univariate time series of \( \mathbf{x}_i \). To avoid an anomaly score being dominated by a single significant spike in a univariate time series, we calculate \( s_t \) using the harmonic mean of \( \mathbf{d}_i \), i.e., 
\[
s_t = \frac{n}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{1}{d_i}}.
\]

**Choosing threshold.** To properly generate anomaly alerts, we need to accurately choose a threshold to determine whether an anomaly score is high enough to trigger an alert. A static threshold does not work well since the data distribution changes over time. Because an extreme value of the anomaly score generated by JumpStarter usually represents an anomaly, we adopt the widely used Extreme Value Theory (EVT) \([27]\) to tailor the anomaly threshold. EVT is a statistical theory aiming to find the law of extreme values, and it does not assume data distribution. It has been demonstrated to accurately choose the threshold for anomaly detection methods \([17,28]\). Note that EVT for choosing threshold is not the main contribution of our work.

### 4 Experiments

In the study, we address the following research questions:

**RQ1:** How well does JumpStarter perform in multivariate time series anomaly detection?

**RQ2:** Does each component contribute to JumpStarter?

**RQ3:** How do the major parameters of JumpStarter influence its performance?

#### 4.1 Experimental Design

##### 4.1.1 Datasets

We conduct experiments on three datasets, including one open dataset\(^1\) – D1 from a large Internet company \( \mathcal{A} \), and two datasets (D2, D3) collected from a top-tier global content platform \( \mathcal{B} \) providing services for over 800 million daily active (over 1 billion cumulative) users across all of its content platforms. Specifically, D1 is a five-week-long dataset collected from 28 online service systems, and it is sampled once per minute. These 58 online service systems are located in different servers, which provide services such as searching, ranking, and data processing, etc. D2 and D3 are two datasets collected from 30 online service systems over two different seven-week-long periods, respectively. They are both sampled once every five minutes.

This work studies metrics for a single service hosted on one or multiple machines. These metrics are equally important and have no hierarchy among them. The ground truth of anomalies in all the three datasets are manually labeled by operators based on performance issues and failure tickets. The point-wise anomaly rates \((\frac{\text{total data points}}{\text{anomaly data points}})\) are diverse in these datasets. For example, the anomaly rate of D3 (20.26\%) is much higher than those of D1 (4.16\%) and D2 (5.25\%), mainly because D3 contains a severe outage that lasted a long time. Table 3 lists the detailed information of each dataset, including the number of metrics \((n)\), the scale of the training and test sets, and the anomaly ratios. For each service, the monitoring metrics constitute its multivariate time series. The numbers of metrics monitored in D1, D2 and D3 are 38, 19 and 19, respectively. Monitoring tens of metrics is a typical setting for online service systems.

#### 4.1.2 Compared Approaches

We compare JumpStarter with two learning-based unsupervised approaches for multivariate time series anomaly detection, namely, MSCRED and OmniAnomaly. We also compare it with two other anomaly detection algorithms: robust random cut forest (RRCF) and least similar nearest neighbors (LESINN). Since it has been demonstrated \([28]\) that univariate time series anomaly detection approaches are not suitable for multivariate time series, we do not compare JumpStarter with the baseline methods designed for univariate time series.

**RRCF \([11]\).** RRCF is the base anomaly detection algorithm used in AWS CloudWatch, which improves the robustness of original random cut forest probabilistic data structure when detecting anomalies in streaming data. It is open-sourced\(^2\).

**LESINN \([20]\).** LESINN is a time series outlier detection algorithm. For each data point, it calculates the least similar nearest neighbors of it in a time window. If the data point does not have any similar nearest neighbor, it is an outlier.

**MSCRED \([34]\).** MSCRED first encodes the temporal correlations among the time series using an attention-based ConvLSTM network, and then reconstructs time series to detect anomalies using a convolutional decoder.

---

\(^1\)https://github.com/NetManAIOps/OmniAnomaly

\(^2\)https://github.com/aws/random-cut-forest-by-aws

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th># Online Services</th>
<th>( n )</th>
<th># Training Points (# Days)</th>
<th># Test Points (# Days)</th>
<th>Anomaly ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D1</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>19,835,340 (13)</td>
<td>19,835,760 (13)</td>
<td>4.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>3,283,200 (20)</td>
<td>4,104,000 (25)</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>3,283,200 (20)</td>
<td>4,104,000 (25)</td>
<td>20.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
OmniAnomaly [28]. OmniAnomaly is an unsupervised deep learning based approach. It glues GRU and VAE to model the temporal dependence and stochasticity of time series.

4.1.3 Implementation

JumpStarter is implemented using Python 3.7. For the hyper-parameters, $\rho = 0.1$ and $\sigma = 0.5$ are used in all settings. The detection window size $w = 20$ and the sampling rate $\sigma = 0.2$ are used in §4.4. Our study is conducted on a Dell R420 server with 16 * Intel Xeon E5-2420 CPUs and a 64GB memory.

4.1.4 Evaluation Metrics

The output of a multivariate time series anomaly detection approach for a specific timestamp is either anomalous or not. We use True Positive (TP), True Negative (TN), False Positive (FP), and False Negative (FN) to label an anomaly detection result according to the ground truth. A TP is an anomaly both confirmed by operators and detected by the approach. If an anomaly is labeled by operators but not detected by the approach, we label the item as an FN. An FP is an “anomaly” that is detected by the approach but is actually normal. An item is TN, if neither the operators nor the approach considers it an anomaly. We use three metrics for evaluating the performance of JumpStarter and related approaches: Precision = TP / (TP + FP), Recall = TP / (TP + FN), F1 score = 2 * Precision * Recall / (Precision + Recall). The accounting of the three metrics is point-adjusted. That is, if any point in an anomalous segment in the ground truth is detected, we consider the entire segment, or all anomalous points therein, as detected correctly. Point-adjusted metrics are widely adopted in anomaly detection [28, 32], since operators care more about anomalies in a contiguous segment than point-wise anomalies.

4.2 RQ1: Performance of JumpStarter

We evaluate two aspects of the performance of anomaly detection each using a different partitioning of training and test sets. First, we conduct service anomaly detection in the online mode and evaluate it as an online experiment. In addition, we collect ten software changes from $\mathcal{B}$ for evaluating the performance of these approaches in reacting to a software change. Second, in the offline experiment, we adopt the same experiment settings as used in previous work.

Online experiment. We evenly split the training set of D1 into 13 segments (1-day-long data per segment and each has a similar number of anomalies), and D2 and D3 each into 5 segments (4-day-long data per segment and each has a similar number of anomalies). D2 and D3 have a longer segment because they have fewer anomalies per day. For each dataset, the test set remains the same for a fair comparison (see Table 3). Figure 7 shows the average F1 score of JumpStarter and four baseline methods as the amount (scale) of training data increases from 1 segment to 13 consecutive segments for D1, and to 5 consecutive segments for D2 and D3. As for JumpStarter, RRCF and LESINN, they conduct anomaly detection without any training data. Therefore, their performance stays the same when the scale of training data varies.

We can see that JumpStarter performs significantly better than the four baseline approaches across all segments on all the three datasets. RRCF is less accurate than the other approaches because it aims to detect the anomalous behavior of a single data point, which is not suitable in our scenario where the anomalous behavior of a time series segment is studied. The F1 scores of learning-based approaches, namely OmniAnomaly and MSCRED, increase as the scale of training set increases, and approach 90% and 60% respectively toward the end. OmniAnomaly achieves higher accuracy than LESINN when the amount of training data is sufficient. MSCRED does not perform well because it mainly focuses on the inter-correlations rather than the overall performance of multivariate time series. For all approaches except RRCF, they achieve the best performance on D3 because the anomalous patterns in D3 are easier to capture than those in the other two datasets. The outperformance of JumpStarter will be explained next, when we will perform experiments concerning software changes.

Anomaly detection after software changes. Recall that software changes occur frequently in online service systems. We evaluate the performance of the five approaches during ten software changes deployed on two service systems. We do so using the average false positive rate (FPR), defined as FP / (TN + FP), as the metric. FPR measures the burden of false alarms, which is an appropriate metric here since anomalies...
Table 4: Average Precision (P), Recall (R), and F1 Score (F) of JumpStarter and related approaches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>D1</th>
<th>D2</th>
<th>D3</th>
<th>Avg.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LESINN [20]</td>
<td>75.49</td>
<td>77.40</td>
<td>76.43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSCRED [34]</td>
<td>46.19</td>
<td>56.16</td>
<td>50.69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OmniAnomaly [28]</td>
<td>78.19</td>
<td>95.03</td>
<td>85.79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JumpStarter</td>
<td>90.35</td>
<td>94.31</td>
<td>92.29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: The average initialization time (IT) and detection time (DT) of JumpStarter and baseline approaches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>IT (min)</th>
<th>DT (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RRCF</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>41.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LESINN</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>118.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSCRED</td>
<td>-86400</td>
<td>122.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OmniAnomaly</td>
<td>&gt;86400</td>
<td>191.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JumpStarter</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>127.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8: The average False Positive Rate (FPR) during ten software changes. We plot the software changes starting at the seventh minute. The top figure is a constituent univariate time series representing Requests Per Second (RPS).

Figure 8 shows the average FPR of the five approaches during the 10 software changes, all of which occur at the seventh minute in the figure. Some constituent univariate times series of the multivariate time series witness level shifts [17]. We observe that all five approaches produce false positives after these software changes. However, JumpStarter suffers from high FPR only for about five minutes, after which its FPR becomes quite low. RRCF and LESINN detect anomalies by calculating outliers in a relatively long period, and hence their FPRs do not start to decrease until 17 minutes after software changes. Both OmniAnomaly and MECRED perform well only when the joint distribution of multivariate time series remains unchanged. Consequently, they produce false alarms for a long period after software changes.

Offline experiment. Now we study the potential performance in the offline setting using best F1 score. Since we need a long time to train models of learning-based anomaly detection approaches, we split the dataset into training and test set following the settings in [28]. Then, we calculate the best F1 score of each approach by grid searching their parameters and anomaly thresholds. Table 4 lists the average best F1 scores of JumpStarter and baseline approaches on each dataset, as well as their corresponding Precision and Recall. The average best F1 score of JumpStarter across the three datasets is 94.12%, significantly higher than those of the other four approaches, which are 86.51%, 59.64%, 82.50%, and 36.01%, respectively. This is because D2 contains a large quantity of noises, and none of the other four approaches is robust to such noises. In contrast, JumpStarter reconstructs an anomaly-free time series with outlier-resistant sampling, making it robust to such noises in each dataset.

Efficiency. Table 5 lists the average initialization time and detection time of the five approaches. The initialization time of JumpStarter, as demonstrated in §4.4, is only twenty minutes, much shorter than those of other approaches. Although RRCF and LESINN achieves the same initialization time as JumpStarter, they suffer from low accuracy as shown in Table 4. The detection time of JumpStarter for each multivariate time series is 127.13 ms, similar to that of the other approaches. In JumpStarter, the shape-based clustering step takes at most 500ms on all three datasets.

4.3 RQ2: Contributions of Components

In this section, we evaluate the relative contributions of two component techniques in JumpStarter, namely shape-based clustering and outlier-resistant sampling, to its outperformance. To this end, we reconfigure JumpStarter to create three variants. The first two variants concern JumpStarter without shape-based clustering. The first variant, called w/o Clustering: As a Whole, is to treat all time series as a whole, whereas the second variant, called w/o Clustering: Separately, is to sample and reconstruct time series separately. The third variant, called w/o Sampling, is JumpStarter without outlier-resistant sampling.

Figure 9 shows the comparison results of JumpStarter and its three variants on three datasets in terms of average best F1 scores. JumpStarter performs better than all its three variants. Specifically, JumpStarter improves the average best F1 score of w/o Clustering: As a Whole, w/o Clustering: Separately, and w/o Sampling by 5.81% ~ 14.90%, 2.58% ~ 9.96%, and...
4.69% ~ 18.34%, respectively. The results demonstrate that both shape-based clustering and outlier-resistant sampling contribute significantly to a more accurate JumpStarter. In addition, w/o Clustering: Separately outperforms w/o Clustering: As a Whole, because separate reconstruction of time series more accurately captures anomalous patterns than reconstruction as a whole, as shown in Figure 4.

To compare the computational efficiency of different methods, we compare their detection times. For each multivariate time series, the detection time of w/o Clustering: As a Whole, w/o Clustering: Separately, w/o Sampling, and JumpStarter is 7891.45 ms, 2056.56 ms, 121.75 ms, 127.13 ms, respectively. This demonstrates that the shape-based clustering technique significantly improves the computational efficiency of JumpStarter. In conclusion, the combination of the shape-based clustering and outlier-resistant sampling facilitates an accurate and efficient JumpStarter.

### 4.4 RQ3: Parameter Sensitivity

Recall that our goal is to shorten the initialization time of anomaly detection. The initialization time of JumpStarter depends on the detection window size \( w \). We empirically increase the window size from ten minutes to sixty minutes. Figure 10(a) shows how the average best F1 score and point-wise detection time of JumpStarter changes as the window size increases. The accuracy of JumpStarter increases before the window size reaches 20 minutes, after which it becomes stable, whereas the detection time increases gradually. Therefore, the window size is preset as twenty minutes, which makes JumpStarter both accurate and efficient. Note that for those anomalies lasting longer than 20 minutes, JumpStarter is still able to detect them because it can easily capture these anomalies when they start.

Another important parameter of JumpStarter is \( \sigma \), the initial sampling rate. Figure 10(b) shows how the average best F1 score and point-wise detection time of JumpStarter changes as \( \sigma \) increases. Similarly, when we increase the sampling rate from 0.1 to 0.2, the F1 score of JumpStarter increases, and it becomes stable after that. The point-wise detection time of JumpStarter decreases with an increase in the sampling rate from 0.1 to 0.2, and it then increases after that. That is because, if the sampling rate is too low (e.g., 0.1), reconstruction is likely to fail, which in turn increases the number of retries. Therefore, we set the sampling rate to 0.2.

### 5 Deployment and Discussion

#### 5.1 Success Story

**Case study.** We applied JumpStarter into 30 online service systems in a top-tier global content platform \( B \), which has more than 800 million users around the world. Operators can register a multivariate time series monitor task by ingesting these time series from influxDB and Kafka. From the monitoring dashboard of these services, we can see the multivariate time series of service monitoring. Figure 11 shows some time series of two technical outages.

- **Case I:** Long service response time caused by network issue. As illustrated in Figure 11(a), we observed jitters in time series tcpext_listendrops and tcp_attemptfails. In the meantime, time series such as cpu_user and load_one drastically dropped. JumpStarter successfully pinpointed this anomaly and generated an alert. After diagnosing the anomaly, operators found that it was a network issue of a database node.

- **Case II:** Service hang-up due to software change. As illustrated in Figure 11(b), time series tcp_retrans_percentage witnessed significant jitters and cpu_idle plunged to zero. After that, cpu_sintr, cpu_ctxt, rx_byptes_eth0 and...
help with root cause diagnosis. JumpStarter can help with root cause diagnosis in two aspects. First, hundreds of multivariate time series need to be monitored. After shape-based clustering in JumpStarter, operators can focus on limited time series groups with a similar shape of variations. Second, JumpStarter respectively calculates the distance between the original univariate time series and the reconstructed ones. Therefore, it can output a rank list of time series’ contributions to the overall anomaly. For example, tcpext_listendrops in Figure 11(a) is detected as the most anomalous time series in this figure. It can explicitly indicate the issue caused by the network component.

5.2 Lessons Learned

Different services may prefer precision and recall differently. With collaboration with different services teams, we found that their preferences on precision and recall are diverse. For example, recall weighs more than precision does in a user interactive core service since operators do not want to miss any potential anomaly that can negatively impact the user experience. In addition, precision is more valuable in a data analysis job because operators would better detect anomalies precisely than to obtain a lot of false alerts. Therefore, the F1 score alone is not a suitable metric for all services. Going forward, we can provide operators with an interface to choose their precision and recall preference level. Specifically, JumpStarter can accordingly set the anomaly score using different parameters of the EVT algorithm to guide the sensitivity of detection output. We also observe that severe faults (examples in Figure 11) rarely happen in online services but performance issues do happen a lot. We aim to reduce mean time to restore for severe faults in future work.

Alert system is not just anomaly detection. Our JumpStarter for robust and quickly initialized anomaly detection is not the end of the story. Building an intelligent alert system based on anomaly detection results is also a complex task in both engineering and academic aspect. Some anomalies may have no or little signal in the monitored time series. Therefore, JumpStarter may miss these anomalies. For this scenario, we aim to collect more types of monitoring data, e.g., logs, traces, to build a more comprehensive anomaly detection model. We believe JumpStarter can be easily extended for localizing the anomalous metrics, however, there is a significant gap between anomalous metrics and the root causes of anomalies [16,25]. An intelligent alert system needs to merge similar anomalous cases, pinpoint more sharply to the root causes of anomalies. It also had better learn the priority of different anomalous cases [5]. Besides, adeptly integrating domain knowledge into the alert system is also of great importance since the system needs feedback from operators. Therefore, apart from the anomaly detection approach JumpStarter, we will improve the alert system behind it.

5.3 Threats to Validity

Anomaly labeling. In this work, we use one open dataset from OmniAnomaly and two datasets from real-world services. All the labels in these datasets are provided by operators based on performance issues and incident reports. Manually labeling anomaly points in the timeline may introduce noise (false positives or negatives) because no clear boundaries lie in anomalies and normal patterns. However, domain operators with profound experience suggest the noise in those labels accounts for a very small portion. Besides, operators design evaluation metrics that utilize contiguous anomaly segments instead of point-wise anomalies. Adopting these widely used metrics [17,28,32], we can also eliminate labeling noises.

Subject systems. In our experiments, we use an open dataset D1 from a large Internet company. We also collect datasets D2 and D3 from large-scale real-world online service systems. The granularity of the time series of these datasets is one and five minutes, respectively. The efficacy of our algorithm is not influenced by the granularity. With fine-grained granularity, say one second, we believe our algorithm can still work without additional efforts. Since JumpStarter’s versatility has been demonstrated using three datasets collected from 58 different services, it should be easy for JumpStarter to work with a new dataset. Admittedly, the number of subject services is still limited. We will experiment with JumpStarter on a variety of online service systems in the future.

6 Related work

Multivariate time series anomaly detection. Existing approaches include: (1) Traditional statistic method: time series analysis [6], RRCF [11] and clustering-based LESINN [20] do not need training data thus the initialization time is short. However, they all suffer from parameter tuning [15] and being not robust in real practice [17]. (2) Supervised learning based method: Opprentice [15] is an ensemble supervised approach. It needs operators to label anomalies for a long period to train a model. (3) Unsupervised learning based method: LSTM-NDT [12], LSTM-VAE [22], MSCRED [34] and OmniAnomaly [28] build anomaly detection models by learning the anomaly patterns using a large span of historical data. These methods suffer long initialization time for training the model and are less accurate when facing software change [17]. Different from them, we take advantage of compressed sensing, which is a quick initiated signal processing based approach without any training data.
**Signal processing based anomaly detection.** Since time series of online service systems fluctuate and not always periodic [35]. Other signal processing methods are not suitable in this scenario. For example, Fourier transform can only capture period, the global information of time series [38]. For local information, wavelet analysis can capture local patterns but it is very time consuming [1]. Kalman filtering [18] and PCA [19] are not suitable for variation time series of online service systems [15]. Different from them, our work adopts compressed sensing as the base technique and our experimental results have demonstrated the effectiveness of *JumpStarter* in multivariate time series anomaly detection scenario.

**Compressed sensing.** As body of theory regarding signal recovery, CS has been widely used in image reconstruction [2], genome-wide association study [30], and many other applications [9]. *JumpStarter* is parallel to them, as it detects anomaly adopting the idea of CS reconstruction.

### 7 Conclusion

In recent years, online service systems are increasingly deployed on cloud computing platforms. To adapt to frequent changes in online service systems, multivariate time series anomaly detection approaches should be robust and quickly initialized. In this paper, we propose a jump-starting multivariate time series anomaly detection approach with a relatively short initialization time of only twenty minutes. Based on the compressed sensing technique, *JumpStarter* adopts a shape-based clustering strategy to deal with the large number of univariate time series in a multivariate time series, and outlier-resistant sampling to avoid sampling anomalous values. Experiments conducted on 58 real-world online service systems of two Internet companies demonstrate the effectiveness of *JumpStarter*, achieving an average F1 score of 94.12% and outperforming four state-of-the-art approaches. Besides, our results also endorse the contributions of the main components. In particular, we have applied *JumpStarter* in a real-world online service system and gained some useful lessons.
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Abstract
On par with the human classification accuracy, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have fueled the deployment of many video processing systems on cloud-backed mobile platforms (e.g., cell phones and robotics). Nevertheless, these video processing systems often face a tension between intensive energy consumption from CNNs and limited resources on mobile platforms. To address this tension, we propose to accelerate video processing with a widely-available, but not yet well-explored runtime input-level information, namely class skew. Through such runtime-profiled information, it strives to automatically optimize CNNs toward the time-varying video stream. Specifically, we build Palleon, a runtime system that dynamically adapts and selects a CNN model with the least energy consumption based on the automatically detected class skews, while still achieving the desired accuracy. Extensive evaluations on state-of-the-art CNNs and real-world videos demonstrate that Palleon enables efficient video processing with up to $6.7 \times$ energy saving and $7.9 \times$ latency reduction.

1 Introduction
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) based video processing plays an important role in many emerging applications [3, 4, 7, 9, 10, 16, 31, 35] deployed on cloud-backed mobile platforms. Among them, cognitive assistants and robotic visions are two representative categories. Smart glasses [7, 16, 31], for example, continuously recognize the surrounding environment with CNNs and help the blind person with ordinary tasks (e.g., reading a handwritten note, navigating the grocery store, and even running the Boston Marathon). Robotic visions could automatically search specific animals and document the secret lives of them in the wild [9], as well as detect landmines in various environments [35].

While these applications enjoy both the mobility of the wide deployment in real world and the high accuracy of CNNs, they also face the tension between the limited resource budget on mobile platforms and the high energy consumption and latency of CNNs. A popular CNN, VggNet [67], can easily consume 3.6W and introduce 1.4-second latency, which makes a large smartphone battery (e.g., 2.7-Ah battery in iPhone X [36]) out of power within 2 hours on continuous image classification. To improve the execution efficiency, many techniques have been proposed such as pruning [28, 46, 48] and quantization [56, 76, 80] to reduce the size of CNN models. However, these existing works fail to exploit the special characteristics of video streams; furthermore, the compromised model accuracy also limits the overall pruning or quantization ratio.

Complementing existing model compression techniques, a strong temporal locality in video streams is investigated here to enable efficient video processing on mobile platforms. Considering a video stream collected from a continuous camera feed, it is common that only a small number of classes keep appearing in a large number of consecutive frames. For example, in a film scenario, only a small number of people would come to the master shots frequently, generally lasting for a few minutes, and another group of people will not appear until the scenario has changed. A study on Youtube videos of day-to-day life [65] also shows that more than 90% frames are comprised of less than 10 classes.

We first turn such an abstract concept, temporal locality, into something concrete and measurable, class skew. Specifically, class skew is formally defined as an unbalanced class distribution that flexibly and effectively extracts the scenario information of both class cardinality and visual separability. Class cardinality here captures the number of classes in a class skew. By exploiting this class cardinality, we can tailor a general CNN, which is usually trained to recognize thousands of classes, into a specialized model, which only needs to recognize a small number of classes in the current class skew. Meanwhile, we notice that class skews show diverse visual separability under the same class cardinality. For example, a class skew with two classes (e.g., houses and dogs) is easier to recognize compared to that with two more subtle classes (e.g., Husky and Alaskan). By exploiting visual separability, we can use a more compact model for computation and energy saving without loss of accuracy compared with a full model.

We then identify several key challenges that hinder the
successful utilization of class skews. First, new class skews may appear and disappear suddenly as time goes, namely class skew switches, making it hard to precisely capture the class skew and respond fast to class skew switches. Second, a class skew may last for minutes or even hours between two class skew switches, but this lasting time varies across different videos and even scenarios, thus cannot be decided offline. Third, with the detected class skew, it is still hard to adapt deep models at runtime, since existing model adaptation techniques of retraining fully connected layers are computation-intensive and not affordable on mobile platforms. Forth, a single model adapted toward various class skews may show a significant difference in accuracy due to the diverse visual separability. This difference in accuracy either allows more lightweight CNNs for more energy saving or requires more computation-intensive CNNs to achieve a satisfactory accuracy. Finally, model selection adaptive to class skews may introduce high overhead, making it infeasible to execute on mobile platforms.

To address these challenges, we build a runtime system, Palleon, which could not only detect class skews during runtime, but also dynamically adapt and select a CNN model with the least energy consumption accordingly. In contrast, some existing works [32, 42, 43], which share a similar high-level motivation with us, only target some specific application scenarios that are already known offline—If you want to, you could think of these as "static" class skews without dynamic switches. A recent work, FAST [65], has made some progress along this research direction. FAST assumes that the exact set of class skews (and their duration time) in a video stream are foreknown, and FAST trains a set of compact models for each known class skew offline. During runtime, FAST only needs to detect these foreknown class skews with a simple window-based detector and directly apply those pre-trained models accordingly. To this end, Palleon adopts a pure runtime approach and targets a more realistic setting that the class skews in the video stream are not foreknown.

As illustrated in Figure 1, the Palleon runtime system continuously takes video frames and efficiently generates video processing predictions with three novel components. First, we propose an agile class skew detector, ABLE (Section 2), to abstract class skews from video streams. ABLE comes with the static class-skew profiling and the dynamic class-skew switch detection. The former automatically detects the class skew and generates a precise Class Skew Profile (CSP) when a class skew is detected. The latter continuously catches class skew switches during runtime without the offline information about the class skew lasting time.

Second, we propose Bayesian Filter (Section 3) to adapt CNNs toward the detected class skew during runtime. While Bayesian Filter does not directly lead to energy efficiency, it improves the accuracy of compact models with low resource consumption and allows the compact models to replace the complex model. Bayesian Filter is a lightweight module comprised of a Rescaling mode that adapts CNNs towards detected CSP without online finetuning and a Direct Pass mode that allows the adapted CNNs to still recognize classes out of the current CSP. This lightweight module resolves the complex trade-off between accuracy improvement and adaptation overhead in exploiting class skews.

Third, we design a cloud-backed model selection scheme, namely Separability-Aware Model Selection (Section 4), to further squeeze system energy consumption. This scheme exploits visual separability with an efficient online model selection that identifies the CNN with the least resource consumption while achieving satisfactory accuracy on the detected class skew. Meanwhile, this scheme contains an edge-cloud duplicated model bank to mitigate the model selection overhead on mobile platforms and deliberately schedule the runtime workload between the edge and the cloud.

In summary, we build Palleon, a runtime system that automatically detects input-level information with ABLE and dynamically adapts the given CNNs online with Bayesian Filter. Palleon also controls a set of tuning knobs for balancing the accuracy and the resource efficiency with separability-aware model selection. We build Palleon upon TensorFlow [1] and evaluate it on a cloud-backed mobile platform (with NVIDIA Jetson Nano [40] as the edge device and Dell Workstation T7910 [17] as the cloud server). We evaluate Palleon on various CNN models and different datasets. In particular, for CNN models, we use a variety of the state-of-the-art CNNs from two major domains—object classification (MobileNet [37], VGGNet [67], ResNet [30], and DenseNet [33]) and face recognition (VGGFace [57]). For datasets, we take both synthesized videos and several real-world movies. Extensive experiments confirm the effectiveness of Palleon and show that it could achieve up to $6.7 \times$ energy saving and $7.9 \times$ latency reduction while achieving an equivalent or better accuracy.

2 ABLE for Class Skew Detection

We build a class-skew detector, namely ABLE, to detect class skews during runtime and enable class-skew based optimizations. Our goal is two-fold: 1) giving a precise class-skew profile (CSP) in static regions between adjacent class-skew switches, and 2) detecting when the class-skew switches occur. To this end, we break down our class-skew detection into two sub-tasks: Static Class-Skew Profiling and Dynamic
Class-Skew Switch Detection.

2.1 Static Class-Skew Profiling

A static CSP generates the distribution of classes in a static region where no class skew switch happens. Palleon approximates the CSP in each static region with an empirical distribution [64], which enjoys theoretical properties of converging fast to the ground truth CSP. As illustrated in Figure 2a, given a time window with \( r_i \) frames, we collect the predicted labels for each frame and count the frequency of each class. For example, E appears for 4 times out of 10 frames in total, leading to 0.4 for class E in the estimated CSP.

Formally, at time \( t \), in a given frame window with \( r_i \) frames (ranging from the \( t - r_i + 1 \)th to the \( t \)th frame), the probability of class \( j \) in the CSP is computed as

\[
p(j | r_t, x_{1:t}) = \frac{1}{r_i} \sum_{i=t-r_i+1}^{t} \mathbb{1}_{x_i=j}
\]

where \( x_i \) is the predicted label for the \( i \)th frame, \( \mathbb{1}_{x_i=j} \) is an indicator function [62] on whether \( x_i \) equals \( j \), and \( x_{1:t} \) denotes all \( t \) predicted labels in the history. The CSP for the given frame window (with \( r_i \) frames ending with the \( t \)th frame) is computed as a compact model vector of all classes:

\[
CSP_{r_i} = \{p(1 | r_t, x_{1:t}), p(2 | r_t, x_{1:t}), \ldots, p(d | r_t, x_{1:t})\}
\]

where \( d \) is the total number of classes.

Early Optimization by Adaptive Waiting Scheme.

Palleon splits each static region as two phases (Figure 2a): a waiting phase to collect a precise CSP based on the full model and an optimization phase to apply class-skew based optimizations. In the optimization phase, we use a compact model adapted toward CSPs, which saves energy and reduces latency while achieving an equivalent accuracy to the full model. By allocating smaller number of frames in the waiting phase, Palleon can start the optimization phase early and squeeze more optimization opportunities for more frames, leading to better system performance. However, an imprecise CSP may be generated when allocating too few frames to the waiting phase. Hence, we select the frame number carefully to improve system performance and retain precise CSPs.

We develop an adaptive waiting scheme to determine whether Palleon has collected a precise CSP and the waiting phase can be terminated. Suppose the waiting phase has already lasted \( r_i \) frames and the current class-skew profile is \( CSP_{r_i} \), this scheme computes a minimal frame number \( F_{\text{min}} \) based on \( CSP_{r_i} \). If \( F_{\text{min}} < r_i \), it terminates the waiting phase. Otherwise, it continues and repeatedly applies such check. In principle, \( F_{\text{min}} \) guarantees a negligible profiling error \( \varepsilon \) between the true probability \( p_j \) and the profiled probability \( \hat{p}_j \)

\[
\max_{1 \leq j \leq d} |\hat{p}_j - p_j| / p_j \leq \varepsilon
\]

We next discuss how \( F_{\text{min}} \) is computed and why it guarantees a negligible profiling error. In addition, we will also propose some practical designs for efficiently computing \( F_{\text{min}} \).

We start with a theorem, which gives the minimum number of frames to profile a particular class in the class skew.

**Theorem 1.** (Asymptotic Error Bound). With \( n = Z_c / (\varepsilon \sqrt{\hat{p}_j}) \) samples (frames), the probability of achieving a negligible error \( P(|\hat{p}_j - p_j| / p_j < \varepsilon) > 1 - c \) for class \( j \) holds asymptotically, where \( Z_c \) is a Gaussian Distribution Z-score with confidence level \( 1 - c \) and \( \varepsilon \) is a tolerable error bound.

**Proof.** Due to the property of multinomial distribution, estimator \( \hat{p}_j \) computed with Equation 1 is a maximum likelihood estimator (MLE). Based on the asymptotic normality of MLE, we have \( \sqrt{n}(\hat{p}_j - p_j) \sim N(0, F_{\text{MLE}}^{-1}) \), where \( F_{\text{MLE}} \) is the Fisher Information matrix \( F_{\text{MLE}} = E_{X \sim \text{MLE}} \left[ -\frac{\partial^2 \ln f_{\hat{p}_j}(X)}{\partial \hat{p}_j \partial p_j} \right] \). Clearly \( F_{\text{MLE}} = n / p_j \) if \( w = h = 0 \); otherwise. Based on the normalizability property of multivariate normality, we can see that \( (\hat{p}_j - p_j) \sim N(0, \frac{1}{n}) \). Following this asymptotic distribution, we can derive the required sample number \( n = Z_c^2 / (\varepsilon^2 \hat{p}_j) \).

Considering that CSP is stable only if estimators for most classes \( j \) are stable, we set the minimum number of frames as

\[
F_{\text{min}} = \max_{\hat{p}_j > \xi} \frac{Z_c}{(\varepsilon \sqrt{\hat{p}_j(r_t, x_{1:t})})}
\]

(4)

Here we only consider classes showing significant existence (\( \hat{p}_j > \xi \), where \( \xi = 1 / (2 + d) \) is a probability threshold). The intuition is that CNNs may make wrong predictions randomly spanning in various classes with significantly low probabilities, leading to an unnecessarily long waiting time. This strategy can mitigate the effect of prediction errors and focus on the effect of correct predictions.

For an arbitrary class number \( d \), computing \( F_{\text{min}} \) has a low time complexity of \( O(d) \), where the main computation resides in iterating through all classes \( j \) (Equation 4) and estimating the probability \( \hat{p}_j(r_t, x_{1:t}) \). This estimation can be conducted efficiently in constant time, based on a computation reuse technique detailed in the following section.

2.2 Dynamic Class-Skew Switch Detection

Dynamic class-skew switch detection identifies class skew switches and provides static regions for the static class skew profiling, as shown in Figure 2b. Specifically, dynamic class-
skew switch detection identifies the timestamp $t$ when the previous class skew ends and a new class skew appears. There are two standard techniques to detect class skew switches: Window-based approach [5,65] and Bayesian-based approach [2,19,39,49,63,78]. The former splits video streams into a sequence of windows with a fixed window size $k$ and periodically detects the class skew switch at the boundary. The latter detects class skew switch at each timestamp $t$ by tracking all historical windows, where the $k^\text{th}$ window contains the $t - k + 1$ frames to the $t^\text{th}$ frame. However, the former only detects the class skew switch when a time window has finished, leading to a detection delay up to the fixed window size. While the latter reacts fast to class skew switches by tracking all historical windows, it introduces high overhead with a quadratic time complexity $O(d * k)$, where $k$ is the number of sampled windows ($k \ll t$).

At a high level, we sample a subset of window sizes $r_t \in \{w_1, w_2, ..., w_k\}$ and flag a class skew switch when the probability $p(r_t | x_{1:t})$ is higher than the probability of the other $r_t$. We estimate the probability $p(r_t | x_{1:t})$ of each window size $r_t$ when a new predicted label $x_t$ comes:

$$p(r_t | x_{1:t}) = p(r_t, x_{1:t}) / \sum_{r_t=0}^{t} p(r_t, x_{1:t}),$$

where $p(r_t, x_{1:t})$ is the joint possibility of the last time $r_t$ and the predicted labels $x_{1:t}$:

$$p(r_t, x_{1:t}) = \sum_{i=1}^{k} p(r_t | x_{1:t-1} = w_i) \cdot p(x_t | r_{t-1} = w_i, x_{1:t-1}).$$

Here, $p(r_t | x_{1:t-1} = w_i)$ is a survival function [44] of the probability that a class skew of length $r_{t-1}$ is still alive at $r_t$, and $p(x_t | r_{t-1} = w_i, x_{1:t-1})$ is the probability that the predicted label $x_t$ comes from the same distribution as the last $r_{t-1}$ labels, computed by Equation 1.

**Overhead Reduction by Window Sampling.** Window sampling selects $k$ windows (i.e., $w_1, w_2, ..., w_k$) that minimize the mean absolute error between tracking the selected $k$ windows and all $t$ windows:

$$\min_{w_1, w_2, ..., w_k} \sum_{r_t=1}^{t} |p(r_t, x_{1:t}) - p_f(r_t)|,$$

where $p_f(r_t)$ maps time window $r_t$ to one of the sampled time window $\{w_1, w_2, ..., w_k\}$. A small number of $k$ windows can approximate all $t$ windows since the window size with low possibility $p(r_{t-1}, x_{1:t-1})$ tends to still have low possibility $p(r_t = r_{t-1} + 1, x_{1:t})$ when new data comes:

$$p(r_t | x_{1:t}) = p(r_t | r_{t-1}) p(x_t | r_{t-1}, x_{1:t-1}) p(r_{t-1}, x_{1:t-1}) \leq p(r_{t-1}, x_{1:t-1})$$

A straightforward approach is to only track the $k$ most possible windows. However, this approach may not work well when a large number ($> k$) of windows have equally high probability $p(r_t, x_{1:t})$. To this end, we group all $t$ windows into $k$ clusters and select a representative window out of each cluster. To cluster windows, we first sort the possibility $p(r_t, x_{1:t})$ for all time windows $r_t$ and split into clusters at the top $k - 1$ gaps in the sorted sequence. Then, we select the windows with the median probability to represent this cluster and give this window a weight based on the number of windows in the cluster. Intuitively, we exclude the top $k - 1$ gaps by splitting clusters at these gaps to minimize the mean absolute error.

**Fast Update by Computation Reuse.** Another optimization opportunity is the computation reuse in estimating the conditional distribution $p(x_t | r_{t-1}, x_{1:t-1})$. Since the estimation for each window $r_{t-1}$ at most traverses all data points and all classes, the time complexity of the estimation is linear to the number of data points and classes $O(d + t)$. Since adjacent windows differ only by one input, we can reuse the class frequency in adjacent windows, reducing the time complexity for each window to be $O(d)$. Specifically, the class frequency counts in adjacent windows $r_{t-1} = i$ and $r_{t-1} = i + 1$ differ only by one in a single class, determined by the label $x_{t-1}$. Thus, with the class frequency count $|C_1, C_2, ..., C_d|$ in window $r_{t-1} = i$, we can update the frequency count in window size $r_{t-1} = i + 1$ by $C_j = C_j + 1$, if $j = x_{t-1}$, o.w.

3 Bayesian Filter for Model Adaptation

In this section, we develop a highly flexible module, namely Bayesian Filter, to enable class-skew based optimizations. This module consumes a Class Skew Profile (CSP) detected by ABLE and has two functionalities: 1) adapting CNNs toward the detected class skew with low computation overhead and low latency during runtime; 2) allowing the adapted CNNs to recognize classes out of the current CSP for enabling the detection of class skew switches. To this end, we design a Rescaling mode (Section 3.1) for scenario reference (i.e., model adaptation) and a Direct Pass mode (Section 3.2) for retaining confident predictions.

Figure 3a exhibits two videos with extreme class skews, which are intentionally made simple for understanding. In most video frames, the objects are easy to recognize, during which Palleon extracts a precise CSP based on classes recently detected with high confidence. This CSP helps for frames in which objects are hard to recognize (e.g., the animals jump into the water and turn around).

3.1 Rescaling

Rescaling mode is a lightweight module for model adaptation with low computation overhead and low latency. This design avoids the heavy computation overhead and latency in existing work [27,32,43,65], which retrained fully connected layers in CNNs during online and may introduce a long latency (up to 14 seconds) [65]. When considering the energy efficiency,
this retraining procedure either introduces heavy computation overhead when conducted on the edge, or heavy network communication overhead when retraining is conducted on the cloud and updated weights are transferred to the edge. By contrast, Rescaling mode adapts CNNs by appending an extra layer after the fully connected layer. We stress that Rescaling mode requires neither weight update nor model retraining.

Rescaling mode adapts CNNs toward the detected class skew by initializing the extra layer with the CSP generated by ABLE. Since CSP contains the probability of all d classes, the extra layer is designed to have the same number of d nodes, whose weights are initialized by each probability in CSP. In this way, the magnitude of node weights indicates the frequency of the corresponding class in the CSP. When a frame comes, the CNN will generate a probability for each class in the softmax layer and these probabilities will be adjusted according to the magnitude of corresponding node weights. Specifically, the extra layer rescales the probability of softmax-layer predictions (red nodes) toward the current CSP (blue nodes) when the highest softmax-layer probability does not pass a pre-defined threshold ω (i.e., not confident enough). Following the spirit of Bayesian statistics [64], Rescaling mode updates the probability for each class by considering both the prior and the posterior information. We tried several different designs, and it turns out that a simple rescaling scheme based on Bayes theorem would already work effectively, as shown in Formula 9.

$$P(i|X) = \frac{P(i) \cdot P(X|i)}{P(X)}, \quad i \in \{1, 2, ..., d\} \quad (9)$$

where d is the total number of classes.

Formula 9 computes the posterior probability of class i for a given image X. The prior probability P(i) is the profiled probability of class i in the current CSP. And the likelihood P(X|i) describes the possibility that an image X comes from class i, according to the softmax-layer probability of class i. P(X) stands for the marginal likelihood for observing the image X, which is same for all classes and does not change the rescaling results. Thus, we can avoid computing P(X) and, instead, use a handy rescaling mechanism as $P(i|X) \propto P(i) \cdot P(X|i)$. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to design Bayesian rescaling on CNNs for runtime model adaptation toward class skews.

3.2 Direct Pass

Direct Pass mode selects the original prediction without rescaling when the predicted probability is higher than a pre-selected threshold ω (Direct Pass mode in Figure 3b). This design allows detecting class skew switches by identifying classes out of the current CSP. This design is inspired by observations [25, 54] that neural networks usually achieve higher accuracy when they predict a high probability.

Formally, Bayesian Filter with both Rescaling mode and Direct Pass mode can be written as

$$P(i|X) \propto \begin{cases} P(i) \cdot P(X|i) & \text{if } P(X|i) < \omega \\ P(X|i) & \text{if } P(X|i) \geq \omega \end{cases} \quad (10)$$

where P(i) is the prior probability of observing class i provided by class skew, P(X|i) is the predicted probability from CNNs. We utilize a hyper-parameter ω as the confidence threshold deciding whether Bayesian Filter should enter the direct pass mode. When a model makes a prediction with high probability (ω), we believe its prediction is correct and Bayesian Filter will not interfere with the decision. Note that two models with different accuracy—for example, a model A with 70% accuracy and a model B with 95% accuracy—could predict with similar high probability when they are making the correct predictions. Their accuracy difference comes from those frames where the poorer model makes a mistake while the stronger model is still correct, not from those frames where both models are correct. Thus, we select the same threshold ω across different CNNs. In particular, we experiment with diverse ω on an extensive collection of the state-of-the-art CNNs and find that a threshold ω between 75% and 95% exhibits similar performance. By default, we use 90% as the threshold ω in following sections.

4 Separability-Aware Model Selection

We propose Separability-Aware Model Selection to enable class-skew based optimizations by exploiting the visual separability. The key observation is that, the same model under different class skew profiles (CSP), even with the same number of classes, may have significantly different accuracy. Figure 4 illustrates two CSPs with different visual separability (i.e.,
one is easy to classify and the other one is hard). To exploit visual separability, Palleon maintains a set of models with different accuracy and energy consumption, and automatically switches to compact models for saving energy when the detected CSP is easy to classify. We are inspired by the fact that people will relax and spend less energy when objects have significantly different appearance, in contrast to distinguishing similar objects (e.g., cat breeds). To this end, we propose an Efficient Online Model Selection (Section 4.1) to automatically select models with low resource consumption, and an Edge-Cloud Duplicated Model Bank (Section 4.2) to reduce model selection overhead and network overhead.

4.1 Efficient Online Model Selection

We conduct online model selection on the cloud when we detect class skew switches. There are two baseline strategies. One approach records an average accuracy for each model on all classes, and another approach records the accuracy of one model over all possible CSPs (i.e., multiple accuracy for one model). Both approaches are unsatisfactory. On the former approach [27], the selected model may fail to satisfy the accuracy requirement during runtime since the same model may produce significantly different accuracy on different CSPs. On the latter approach [65], a prohibitive offline profiling overhead and online memory overhead may be introduced due to the huge number of CSPs.

By contrast, we propose a hybrid approach that selects models on the cloud for only class skews detected during runtime. During offline preparation, we profile a single accuracy for each model over all classes and store the model in the order of this accuracy. During online model selection, we use binary search to profile the CNN accuracy on the detected CSP. This binary search leads to logarithm time complexity, compared to the linear time complexity of enumerating all models. Behind the binary search, our key observation is that, while the model accuracy on each CSP may change dramatically, the relative accuracy order of models on all classes stays the same over various class skews. In particular, if one model performs better than another model on all classes, the former one generally performs still better than the latter model on various CSPs. Similar observations have also been made in computer vision area [30, 37] that larger models (e.g., ResNet-50) usually give higher accuracy than smaller ones (e.g., ResNet-18) on the same task. Figure 5 illustrates the online model selection. Suppose we have 5 models with decreasing energy consump-

4.2 Edge-Cloud Duplicated Model Bank

Palleon’s goal of saving energy and improving accuracy is affected by the quality of its model bank. We design a duplicated model bank to store only Pareto-Optimal models and duplicate these models on both the edge and the cloud for reducing network overhead. For each candidate model, Palleon stores the computation graph, the pre-trained weights, and the metadata including energy consumption and latency.

Model Bank Generation with Offline Profiling. For each energy budget, we conduct offline profiling to identify candidate models with the highest accuracy. This offline profiling selects only models on the Pareto-optimal curve to reduce online search space and runtime overhead. Specifically, we first generate a large number of candidate models by applying compression techniques on CNNs. Then, we conduct offline profiling to select models on the Pareto-optimal curve [55], defined as the models that we cannot further reduce energy consumption without worsening the accuracy.

This candidate model generation is conducted once on all classes, instead of repeating on different CSPs, since good models on all classes tend to consistently produce good performance over various CSPs. The insight is that unsalient positions remain similar for all CSPs. For example, when we repeat a compression technique, Perforation [20], for several CSPs on Dense-40 [33], the positions in later blocks will be deleted first while the positions in the leading block remain unchanged until all later blocks have been pruned. More generally, even though the best model (i.e., the one with the highest accuracy under a given reduction in energy consumption) might change between different CSPs, the set of top-k best models tends to remain stable over all CSPs. Thus, we can avoid repeating the selection on all CSPs and, under any

Figure 5: Example of Online Model Selection (Unit:%). Dashed boxes refer to un-profiled models due to binary search.

Figure 4: Class Skews with Different Visual Separability.
Table 1: Profiling on selected compact models. Latency and energy are measured on Jetson Nano.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compressed From</th>
<th>Layer Remove Ratio (%)</th>
<th>Filter Remove Ratio (%)</th>
<th>Latency (ms)</th>
<th>Energy (J)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ResNet-30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>65.8</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DenseNet-40</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>48.4</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MobileNet-128</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MobileNet-128</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VggNet-19</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

specific energy-saving requirement, use the best model for all classes to approximate the best model for a specific CSP.

Our full model is a DenseNet-40 with 40 layers. Starting from 4 base models (i.e., MobileNet-128, VGGNet-19, ResNet-50, DenseNet-40), we generate 25 compact models from each of these base models. In particular, we first remove \{10\%, 20\%, 30\%, 40\%, 60\%\} of layers from the base model. For the remaining layers, we remove \{10\%, 20\%, 30\%, 40\%, 60\%\} of filters. While more sophisticated compression techniques can be applied, we adopt this simple compression technique to validate the effectiveness of model selection. From these pruned models, we select \(N_{CW} (= 5, \text{by default})\) compact models and put them into our model bank for online use in our evaluation. We have experimented with several numbers and found that 5 compact models can provide a relatively diverse range of accuracy and resource consumption. We show the profiling data on raw latency and raw energy consumption in Table 1, measured on Jetson Nano [40]. For each frame, these models have inference latency from 10.1 ms to 65.6 ms and energy consumption from 0.07J to 0.63J. Here, all pruned models are retrained over all classes during offline model bank generation.

Edge/Cloud Duplication to Reduce Network Overhead.

We maintain a duplicated model bank on both the edge and the cloud to avoid weight transportation from the cloud to the edge. The duplicated model banks on the edge and the cloud contain the same deep models and pre-trained weights, while giving each model an index. During online model selection, the cloud will select a model from the duplicated model bank and only send the selected index to the edge. The edge uses the received index to identify the selected model. This design avoids the network overhead of frequently transporting model weights when class skew switches frequently.

4.3 System Overhead Analysis

Model Bank Memory Overhead. The model bank introduces negligible memory overhead compared to the simple setting with only large CNNs. In the simple setting, the memory consumption is

\[
\text{Mem}_{\text{Simple}} = \text{Mem}_{\text{IW}} + \text{Mem}_{\text{LF}} \quad (11)
\]

where \(\text{Mem}_{\text{IW}}\) and \(\text{Mem}_{\text{LF}}\) are the memory for storing weights and features of the large CNN, respectively. In our setting with model bank, the memory consumption is

\[
\text{Mem}_{\text{Bank}} = \text{Mem}_{\text{IW}} + \max(\text{Mem}_{\text{LF}}, \text{Mem}_{\text{CF}}) + N_{CW} \cdot \text{Mem}_{\text{CW}} \quad (12)
\]

where \(N_{CW}\) is the number of compact models, \(\text{Mem}_{\text{CW}}\) and \(\text{Mem}_{\text{CF}}\) are the memory for storing weights and features of compact CNNs. We use \(\max(\cdot, \cdot)\) on CNN features since each input frame is processed by only one CNN. Comparing Equation 11 and 12, the model bank only introduces overhead of \(N_{CW} \cdot \text{Mem}_{\text{CW}}\), which is less than 5MB and is negligible compared to the GB-level memory in modern edge devices (GB) (e.g., 1GB in Raspberry Pi 3B+ [59] and 4GB in Jetson Nano [40]). In particular, we use a small \(N_{CW} (= 5, \text{by default})\), since Bayesian Filter can adapt compact models toward the detected CSPs during runtime with low overhead (Section 3). The \(\text{Mem}_{\text{CW}}\) is usually less than 1MB on compact models generated with compression techniques, especially when the base model also consumes negligible memory (e.g., 0.5MB in SqueezeNet [34] and 2MB in MobileNet [37]).

Runtime Overhead. Palleon’s runtime overhead comes from three sources. The first is the model selection overhead. While this overhead is relatively large, model selection is conducted on the cloud which is powerful and can evaluate several models concurrently. Also, we have sorted the models and proposed a binary search for accelerating the model selection. This procedure introduces negligible runtime overhead (<1\%). The second is the data transfer overhead. Existing work usually transfers frames (around 100 KB per frame) to the cloud, which introduces heavy network overhead. Instead, we summarize the surrounding environment into the CSP (a short string within 1KB) and only need to transport the CSP from the edge to the cloud through a wireless network. This network overhead is low since we only transport CSP instead of data or CNN weights. Besides these two overhead from model selection, the third comes from class skew detection on the edge, which is negligible due to optimizations for low-overhead detection in Section 2.2.

5 Evaluation

To show the effectiveness of Palleon, we perform extensive experiments on both synthesized videos and real videos. We first evaluate Palleon on synthesized videos (Section 5.1) to study the performance in diverse settings, including varying class numbers, class types, and lasting time of each class skew. We then conduct real video experiments (Section 5.2) to further validate the performance of Palleon for detecting and exploiting class skews during runtime.

Experiment Platform. We have implemented Palleon in TensorFlow [1] for our CNNs. For the edge device, we use NVIDIA Jetson Nano [40] which is a popular mobile GPU platform with wide deployment in robotics [53], AI glasses [52], and doorbell cameras [51]. Jetson Nano runs Ubuntu 18.04 with built-in support for Tensorflow. For the cloud server, we use a Dell Workstation T7910 with an NVIDIA
1080Ti GPU (with 11 GB dedicated memory and a nominal peak performance of 11.3 TFLOPS), a 6-core Intel Xeon CPU E5-2603 processor with 32 GB memory running Ubuntu 18.04. All energy measurements mentioned are directly measured unless otherwise specified, using an Extech EX330 Compact Digital Multimeter [50].

5.1 Synthesized Video Experiments

In this section, we extensively evaluate Palleon on synthesized videos in diverse settings. We generate synthesized videos based on ImageNet dataset [18] with diverse class skews. The ImageNet dataset consists of 1,200,000 images categorized into 1,000 classes. We generate class skews with varying numbers of classes and diverse lasting time. These synthesized class skews create challenging scenarios and showcase the robustness of Palleon in challenging settings. We train CNNs on ImageNet with all classes and conduct offline profiling to generate a single accuracy over all classes and collect their latency/energy consumption on mobile devices (e.g., Jetson Nano). This offline profiling is conducted only once. During online, we use Bayesian Filter for online model adaptation and do not use online finetuning (i.e., retraining CNNs on the detected CSPs). On dynamic class skews, we also have online profiling about the model accuracy on the detected CSP, which is conducted on the cloud and introduces negligible overhead.

5.1.1 Bayesian Filter on Fixed Class Skews

Figure 6 shows the accuracy improvement from Bayesian Filter in an ideal case that the true class skew is known and fixed. Under this setting, there is no detection delay and Bayesian Filter can adapt CNNs toward the true class skew. To show the generality of Bayesian Filter, we use four state-of-the-art CNNs as base models (i.e., MobileNet [37], VGGNet [67], ResNet [30], and DenseNet [33]). When synthesizing fixed class skews, for each $N \in \{10, 20, \ldots, 1000\}$ classes, we generate 100 CSPs. Each CSP contains 1000N images by randomly selecting N classes and 1000 images from each class following a uniform distribution. For each number of classes, we run the adapted model and present the average, minimum, and maximum accuracy. We note that we use Bayesian Filter to adapt the model and do not use online finetuning.

Bayesian Filter provides on average 25% accuracy improvement when there are 10 classes. This accuracy improvement shows the effectiveness of Bayesian Filter in adapting models. As the number of classes increases, this accuracy improvement diminishes gradually until all 1,000 classes appear in the class skew (i.e., no scenario information to exploit). The reason is that, as the number of classes increases, opportunities to rule out classes decreases. For example, Bayesian Filter rules out 990 classes when the CSP contains 10 (out of 1000) classes, but only rules out 100 classes when the CSP contains 900 (out of 1000) classes. Surprisingly, an accuracy improvement around 2% still exists when there are 900 classes in the class skew, considering that underlying models can only recognize 1,000 classes. This result shows that Bayesian Filter can consistently improve accuracy on challenging class skews with a large number of classes.

A large accuracy difference exists for each model and each number of classes, demonstrating the existence of visual separability. In particular, an accuracy difference of 15% can be observed for MobileNet when there are 10 classes. This accuracy difference becomes less significant as the number of classes increases, since a smaller number of classes indicates larger variation in the constituent classes. Comparing across models (e.g., ResNet v.s. MobileNet), we see that a model tends to perform better than another model on a specific class.
skew, if the former model has higher accuracy on all classes than the latter model. This observation indicates that the relative order of model accuracy is invariant over various class skews and supports our binary profiling.

### 5.1.2 ABLE on Dynamic Class Skews

In this section, we show the accuracy improvement when the true class skew is unknown and may switch abruptly, namely dynamic class skew. Under this setting, the class skew detector decides the CSP quality and the detection delay, which has a significant impact on the classification accuracy of the adapted models. When synthesizing dynamic class skews, we randomly generate 30 CSPs. For each CSP, we first randomly select a small number (ranging from 10 to 20) of classes. Among all testing images from a given set of classes, a CSP uniformly samples \( \text{lastimgTime} = 60 \times T \) images. \( T \) is a random variable following the Poisson(\( \lambda \)) distribution and \( \lambda \in \{2, 4, 8, 16, 32\} \) controls the average number of images. We choose the Poisson distribution, as it outputs positive integers. We use DenseNet as the original model and elide the results on other CNNs due to the similar behavior.

#### Average Accuracy

Figure 7 shows the classification accuracy on dynamic class skews when combining Bayesian Filter with two class skew detectors (i.e., Window and ABLE). In the Window detector, we sample a sequence of window sizes for each synthesized video and present the best accuracy for a strong baseline. Comparing across \( \lambda \), we can see a clear trend that the classification accuracy increases as \( \lambda \) increases. In particular, “ABLE” can increase accuracy by 13.65% when the average lasting time \( \lambda \) reaches 32. This trend indicates that a class skew lasting longer provides more optimization opportunities to exploit. Comparing across detectors, we can see that ABLE achieves higher accuracy improvement around 5% than the window-based detection. The reason is that the lasting time for a specific class skew varies even for a fixed average lasting time \( \lambda \), such that a fixed window size can hardly hit the balance between CSP quality and detection delay.

#### ABLE Detection Latency

Figure 8 shows the ABLE detection latency reduction. This detection latency measures the computation overhead of incurring ABLE on an incoming CNN prediction. Number of history images is the total number of images in a synthesized video representing the video length, ranging from 200 to 4000 images. “ABLE” represents ABLE with both computation reuse and window sampling where \( k = 30 \) windows are sampled. “ABLE w/o Win. Samp.” disables window sampling and “ABLE w/o Comp. Reuse” further disables computation reuse. “ABLE w/o Comp. Reuse” shows a quadratic increase in the latency over time, which becomes costly when the number of inputs increases gradually. By adding computation reuse, “ABLE w/o Win. Samp.” decreases this quadratic time complexity to linear time complexity, leading to a much lower computation overhead. When adding window sampling, we can see that “ABLE” further reduces the linear time complexity to a constant complexity, which is similar to the Window detector.

### 5.1.3 Separability-Aware Model Selection

In this section, we show the energy-saving, runtime speedup, and the memory overhead from Separability-Aware Model Selection. To study the impact of lasting time, we adopt the same setting as dynamic class skew (Section 5.1.2). In each dynamic class skew, we randomly generate 30 class skews and report the average energy saving and runtime speedup.

#### Energy Saving

Figure 9 shows energy saving when targeting the same accuracy as the baseline model. Palleon can save energy consumption up to 6.2× while maintaining the accuracy. This benefit comes from automatically replacing the original large model with small models by separability-aware model selection. In addition, we can observe that the energy saving increases as lasting time increases, since a longer lasting time indicates less class skew switches and less system overhead for detecting and exploiting new class skews.

#### Runtime Speedup

Figure 10 shows the overall runtime speedup when targeting the same accuracy as the baseline model. Palleon can achieve up to 5.48× speedup, consider-
We evaluate Palleon on real videos to show the end-to-end which retrains the last few CNN layers toward the online (offline) to an online version, namely FAST (online). The only (within 1KB) to the cloud when ABLE detects class skew.

Conduct online class skew detection with ABLE, online model from FAST, we do not foreknow the class skews offline. We two is a good number and use it in our experiments. Different ultimately tune the number of layers for retraining and find that good balance between accuracy and performance, we man-

5.2 Real Video Experiments

We evaluate Palleon on real videos to show the end-to-end accuracy improvement, runtime speedup, and energy saving, including the overhead from model adaptation and class skew detection. We compare Palleon with a state-of-the-art energy-efficient video processing system, FAST [65]. FAST approach studies the benefit of class skews in an ideal case, assuming that all class skews that may appear at runtime are known offline. In particular, FAST adapts a large number of compact CNNs towards each class skew during offline preparation and identifies these foreknown class skews with a window detector. As such, we denote it as FAST (offline). For a fair comparison of our online framework, we further extend FAST (offline) to an online version, namely FAST (online). The only difference between these two versions is that FAST (online) does not have the pre-trained CNN models for different class skews. Instead, it adopts a standard retraining method [68], which retrains the last few CNN layers toward the online detected class skews, for online model adaption. To strike a good balance between accuracy and performance, we manually tune the number of layers for retraining and find that two is a good number and use it in our experiments. Different from FAST, we do not foreknow the class skews offline. We conduct online class skew detection with ABLE, online model adaptation with Bayesian Filter, and online model selection.

Table 2: Real videos for evaluating Palleon. “#Switch” indicates the number of class skews switches and “#Class” shows the average number of classes in each class skew.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video Name</th>
<th>Len. (min)</th>
<th>#Switch</th>
<th>#Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Friends</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good Will Hunting</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Departed</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean’s Eleven / Twelve</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Real Video Datasets. We evaluate Palleon and FAST on four real videos [65] depicted in Table 2. These videos come from several movies for face recognition and have diverse length ranging from 6 minutes to 24 minutes. “#Switch” indicates the number of class skew switches in each video and “#Class” represents the average number of classes (faces) in each class skew between adjacent class skew switches. For example, “Friends” is a 24-minute video with 45 class skew switches and each class skew contains 2.8 classes on average. While the total number of classes in these real videos is large (> 20), each class skew contains only a small portion of classes (2 to 3.5). This is a common case in films and Youtube videos, as we have discussed in introduction. The lasting time for each class skew varies on videos from 10 seconds to 4 minutes (about 1.3 minutes on average), computed by “Len.(min) / #Switch”. This diversity makes it a challenging setting to detect and exploit class skews during runtime.

During the detection of faces, we follow the standard two-phase pipeline in object detection [23, 24, 60] and face recognition [6]. We first use a Viola Jones detector [70] to locate faces in video frames, which is agnostic to class skews. Then we crop faces and feed into CNNs for face recognition [57]. Note that this procedure can be easily applied to other object detection tasks by retraining the face recognition CNNs.

Base Model for Real Video Datasets. For a fair comparison with FAST, we choose the state-of-the-art deep model, VGGFace [57], as our full model for face recognition. We generate 5 compact models with diverse resource consumption and accuracy, following the model bank generation in Section 4.2. We use the same compact models for FAST. We train these models from scratch following the hyper-parameter setting in FAST, and achieve comparable accuracy as reported. This offline training is conducted once on LFW dataset. During online, we use Bayesian Filter for model adaptation and do not use online finetuning.

Accuracy Improvement. Figure 11 shows the overall classification accuracy on real videos of the most compact VGGFace model, FAST (offline), and our online approach. We skip the accuracy of FAST (online) since it consistently provides lower accuracy than the Fast (offline) by around 1%, since we retrain only the last two layers in Fast (online) to hit a good balance between accuracy and performance. Palleon provides 6.2% accuracy improvement on average, compared
to utilizing the compact model without adaptation. This accuracy improvement comes from Bayesian Filter that dynamically adapts models to class skews detected in real videos, containing only 2 to 4 people on average (‘#Class’ in Table 2). This reduced number of faces greatly eases the task compared to recognizing thousands of faces in un-adapted models.

Comparing to FAST (offline) relying on offline adapted models, Palleon provides 1.3% accuracy improvement due to the faster class skew switch detection in ABLE. When a class skew switches, Window detector in FAST (offline) leads to a detection delay up to 10 seconds, during which the accuracy suffers from a dramatic drop. Moreover, ABLE can effectively detect 98% class skew switches while Window detector can only detect 86% class skew switches, since Window detector fails to detect class skews that exist for only a few seconds.

**Runtime Speedup.** Figure 12 shows the end-to-end runtime speedup on real videos when targeting the same accuracy as the full model. Palleon achieves on average $5.43 \times$ speedup (up to $7.9 \times$ speedup on Good) compared to the full model. This speedup comes from automated model selection by replacing the full model with a compact model. When both assuming that the class skews are not foreknown and adapting models at runtime, Palleon achieves $26.9 \times$ speedup over the FAST (offline) approach. Indeed, FAST (offline) shows a $5 \times$ slow down due to heavy overhead from online model adaptation. This comparison demonstrates the efficiency of Palleon in online class skew detection and online model adaptation. For FAST (offline) with strong assumption that true class skews are foreknown and models are adapted during offline preparation, Palleon can still achieve a higher speedup, due to the early optimization strategy in ABLE. Comparing across videos, the speedup becomes more significant when class skews have longer lasting time (Good Will Hunting), showing the same pattern as evaluations on synthesized videos (Section 5.1.3). We note that Palleon takes 14.2 ms latency on average to process one frame, which is significantly faster than the real-time requirement of 30 ms per frame.

We also observe negligible overhead from model switches (<1%) due to several reasons. First, the number of model switches is much smaller than the number of class skew switches, since class skew switches can usually be handled by the Bayesian Filter without model switches. In particular, only 20% class skew switches lead to model switches. Second, the model selection is conducted on the cloud and we cache all models in the memory to avoid the repeatedly loading models, which introduces negligible memory overhead.

**Energy Saving.** Figure 13 shows the end-to-end energy saving on real videos when targeting the same accuracy as the full model. Palleon achieves on average $4.9 \times$ energy saving (up to $6.7 \times$ on Good) compared to the full model. Palleon achieves a higher energy saving compared to “FAST (offline)” (i.e., without counting the energy consumption in retraining) due to the early optimization strategy in ABLE. FAST (online) conducts model adaptation on the cloud and transfers the adapted model weights (in megabytes) to the edge through the network, leading to extra energy consumption from network communication. This network overhead becomes intensive when class skew switches frequently (Ocean and Friends), leading to more energy consumption in FAST (online) compared to the full model. This overhead reduces when class skews have longer lasting time (Departed and Good), leading to energy saving. By contrast, Palleon shows a consistent benefit on all four videos due to Palleon’s low overhead.

**Workload Distribution over Models.** We observe that most frames are processed by the most compact model. For example, on “Friends” dataset, the most compact model processes 85% frames. While workload distribution varies for different CSPs, we observe similar trends across datasets. The reason is that CSPs usually only contain a few classes (Table 2) and the most compact model with Bayesian Filter can provide high accuracy.

### 6 Discussion

#### Comparison with alternative design that trains a model for each CSP

One alternative design to exploit class skews is to train many small models to recognize only a small set of CSPs. Each model is trained for one class skew and every model switch requires retraining the corresponding model. This is inefficient and introduces high overhead.

To address this issue, we propose Palleon, which uses a compact model with Bayesian Filter to dynamically adapt models to class skews detected in real videos. Palleon achieves a higher accuracy improvement (1.3%) compared to FAST (offline) due to the faster class skew switch detection in ABLE.

#### Runtime Speedup

Figure 12 shows the end-to-end runtime speedup on various videos when targeting the same accuracy as the full model. Palleon achieves on average $5.43 \times$ speedup (up to $7.9 \times$ on Good) compared to the full model. This speedup comes from automated model selection by replacing the full model with a compact model.

#### Energy Saving

Figure 13 shows the end-to-end energy saving on various videos when targeting the same accuracy as the full model. Palleon achieves on average $4.9 \times$ energy saving (up to $6.7 \times$ on Good) compared to the full model. Palleon achieves a higher energy saving compared to “FAST (offline)” (i.e., without counting the energy consumption in retraining) due to the early optimization strategy in ABLE. FAST (online) conducts model adaptation on the cloud and transfers the adapted model weights (in megabytes) to the edge through the network, leading to extra energy consumption from network communication. This network overhead becomes intensive when class skew switches frequently (Ocean and Friends), leading to more energy consumption in FAST (online) compared to the full model. This overhead reduces when class skews have longer lasting time (Departed and Good), leading to energy saving. By contrast, Palleon shows a consistent benefit on all four videos due to Palleon’s low overhead.
classes for individual class skews. This alternative design has two intrinsic drawbacks. First, we usually do not foreknow the class skew in an online video such that we can hardly train compact models for each class skew offline. Second, even if we assume that all class skews are foreknown (as the case in FAST), we may need to train a large number of models due to the large number of class skews. By contrast, Palleon does not assume that class skews are foreknown and trains the model on all classes offline. During online video analytics, we use ABLE to conduct online class skew detection, Bayesian Filter for efficient online model adaptation, and separability-aware model selection to automatically select CNNs for balancing the accuracy and resource efficiency.

Generality to other CNNs. Palleon can accelerate a large number of workloads on mobile devices with the temporal locality that a small number of classes keep appearing in a large number of consecutive frames. We have shown the performance benefits of Palleon on object classification and face recognition. Palleon can be generalized to 2D object detection [15] and 3D point cloud analytics [29] which share a similar pipeline as face recognition. We also note that Palleon can benefit from more compact models and pruning techniques designed for mobile systems. In particular, these compact models can be incorporated during model bank generation to provide Pareto-optimal boundary with reduced resource consumption and equivalent accuracy.

7 Related Work

Model Compression. Model compression has been widely explored for accelerating video processing. The popular compression techniques include resolution reduction [21, 37, 45, 58], matrix factorization [38, 61, 77], matrix pruning [14, 28], and distillation [8, 11, 13, 47]. Model compression is orthogonal to our work in exploiting class skews and usually leads to accuracy drop. By contrast, Palleon exploits class skews in video streams and maintains accuracy while reducing energy consumption and processing latency. Meanwhile, Palleon can integrate these compression techniques into our Separability-Aware Model Selection for generating compact models.

Video Processing with Low-Level Temporal Information. Using low-level temporal information can improve accuracy or reduce energy consumption. From the perspective of system design, existing work exploits low-level temporal information by caching processing results of the most recent frames for future computation reuse [26, 74] or adjusting sampling rate [41, 79]. From the perspective of algorithm design, existing work often augments the traditional 2D-CNN with optical flow [66, 71, 72] for explicitly capturing object motions across frames. A new CNN design, 3D-CNNs [12, 22, 69], has also been proposed to implicitly learn object motions by stacking several 2D-CNNs and processing adjacent video frames in a combined way. These works are orthogonal to our work because we focus on exploiting high-level temporal information across minutes, not on low-level temporal information in a few seconds. Palleon could be integrated with one of these approaches for further performance improvement.

Video Processing with High-Level Temporal Information. Several video processing systems [27, 32, 43, 65, 73, 75] have been proposed to exploit high-level temporal information across minutes, in terms of scenario information. Several early work [27, 32, 43, 75] simplifies processing tasks by targeting a specific scenario and only recognizing a specific object, e.g., buses at a crosswalk. Recent work [65] conducts offline-profiling over a few scenarios and only reduces energy consumption when these offline-profiled scenarios appear, which would be in-effective for more realistic settings that class skews may switch during runtime. By contrast, Palleon abstracts these specific scenarios to a more general class skew of unbalanced distributions and enables online class skew detection and online model adaptation.

8 Conclusion

Efficient video processing on mobile platforms is an important workload. We present Palleon, a runtime system for efficient video processing, by detecting and exploiting class skews in video streams. We propose ABLE to detect class skews in video streams. Based on these detected class skews, Palleon uses Bayesian Filter for online model adaptation and Separability-Aware Model Selection to select the most energy-efficient model during runtime. Evaluations on both synthesized videos and real videos demonstrate that Palleon achieves up to 6.7× energy saving and up to 7.9× latency reduction. We conclude that Palleon is a highly practical and effective approach for efficiently processing video streams.
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Abstract

Serverless computing, or Function-as-a-Service (FaaS), enables a new way of building and scaling applications by allowing users to deploy fine-grained functions while providing fully-managed resource provisioning and auto-scaling. Custom FaaS container support is gaining traction as it enables better control over OSes, versioning, and tooling for modernizing FaaS applications. However, providing rapid container provisioning introduces non-trivial challenges for FaaS providers, since container provisioning is costly, and real-world FaaS workloads exhibit highly dynamic patterns.

In this paper, we design FAASNET, a highly-scalable middleware system for accelerating FaaS container provisioning. FAASNET is driven by the workload and infrastructure requirements of the FaaS platform at one of the world’s largest cloud providers, Alibaba Cloud Function Compute. FAASNET enables scalable container provisioning via a lightweight, adaptive function tree (FT) structure. FAASNET uses an I/O efficient, on-demand fetching mechanism to further reduce provisioning costs at scale. We implement and integrate FAASNET in Alibaba Cloud Function Compute. Evaluation results show that FAASNET: (1) finishes provisioning 2,500 function containers on 1,000 virtual machines in 8.3 seconds, (2) scales 13.4× and 16.3× faster than Alibaba Cloud’s current FaaS platform and a state-of-the-art P2P container registry (Kraken), respectively, and (3) sustains a bursty workload using 75.2% less time than an optimized baseline.

1 Introduction

In recent years, a new cloud computing model called serverless computing or Function-as-a-Service (FaaS) [40] has emerged. Serverless computing enables a new way of building and scaling applications and services by allowing developers to break traditionally monolithic server-based applications into finer-grained cloud functions. Developers write function logic while the service provider performs the notoriously tedious tasks of provisioning, scaling, and managing the backend servers [36] that the functions run on.

Serverless computing solutions are growing in popularity and finding their way into both commercial clouds (e.g., AWS Lambda [5], Azure Functions [7], Google Cloud Functions [12] and Alibaba Cloud Function Compute¹ [2], etc.) and open source projects (e.g., OpenWhisk [54], Knative [15]). While serverless platforms such as AWS Lambda and Google Cloud Functions support functions packaged as .zip archives [8], this deployment method poses constraints for FaaS applications with a lack of flexibility. One constraint is a maximum package size limit (of up to 250 MB uncompressed for AWS Lambda functions).

A recent trend is the support of packaging and deploying cloud functions using custom container images [3, 13, 19, 20]. This approach is desirable as it greatly enhances usability, portability, and tooling support: (1) Allowing cloud functions to be deployed as custom container runtimes enables many interesting application scenarios [4], which heavily rely on large dependencies such as machine learning [23, 47], data analytics [31, 32, 58], and video processing [26, 35]; this would not have been possible with limited function package sizes. (2) Container tooling (e.g., Docker [9]) simplifies the software development and testing procedures; therefore, developers who are familiar with container tools can easily build and deploy FaaS applications using the same approach. (3) This approach will enable new DevOps features such as incremental update (similar to rolling update in Kubernetes [18]) for FaaS application development.

A potential benefit that makes the FaaS model appealing is the fundamental resource elasticity—ideally, a FaaS platform must allow a user application to scale up to tens of thousands of cloud functions on demand, in seconds, with no advance notice. However, providing rapid container provisioning for custom-container-based FaaS infrastructure introduces non-trivial challenges.

First, FaaS workloads exhibit highly dynamic, bursty patterns [50]. To verify this, we analyzed a FaaS workload from a production serverless computing platform managed by one of the world’s largest cloud providers, Alibaba Cloud. We observe that a single application’s function request throughput (in terms of concurrent invocation requests per second or RPS) can spike up to more than a thousand RPS with a peak-to-trough ratio of more than 500× (§2.2.1). A FaaS platform typically launches many virtualized environments—in our case at Function Compute, virtual machines (VMs) that host and isolate containerized functions—on demand to serve request surges [5, 24, 56]. The bursty workload will create a network bandwidth bottleneck when hundreds of VMs that host the cloud functions are pulling the same container images from the backing store (a container registry or an object store). As a result, the high cost of the container startup process²

¹We call Function Compute throughout the paper.

²A container startup process typically includes downloading the container
makes it extremely difficult for FaaS providers to deliver the promise of high elasticity.

Second, custom container images are large in sizes. For example, more than 10% of the containers in Docker Hub are larger than 1.3 GB [60]. Pulling large container images from the backing store would incur significant cold startup latency, which can be up to several minutes (§2.2.2) if the backing store is under high contention.

Existing solutions cannot be directly applied to our FaaS platform. Solutions such as Kraken [16], DADI [42], and Dragonfly [10] use peer-to-peer (P2P) approaches to accelerate container provisioning at scale; however, they require one or multiple dedicated, powerful servers serving as root nodes for data seeding, metadata management, and coordination. Directly applying these P2P-based approaches to our existing FaaS infrastructure is not an ideal solution due to the following reasons. (1) It would require extra, dedicated, centralized components, thus increasing the total cost of ownership (TCO) for the provider while introducing a performance bottleneck. (2) Our FaaS infrastructure uses a dynamic pool of resource-constrained VMs to host containerized cloud functions for strong isolation; a host VM may join and leave the pool at any time. This dynamicity requires a highly adaptive solution, which existing solutions fail to support.

To address these challenges, we present FaaSNet, a lightweight and adaptive middleware system for accelerating serverless container provisioning. FaaSNet enables high scalability by decentralizing the container provisioning process across host VMs that are organized in function-based tree structures. A function tree (FT) is a logical, tree-based network overlay. A FT consists of multiple host VMs and allows provisioning of container runtimes or code packages to be decentralized across all VMs in a scalable manner. FaaSNet enables high adaptivity via a tree balancing algorithm that dynamically adapts the FT topology in order to accommodate VM joining and leaving.

Note that the design of FaaSNet is driven by the specific workload and infrastructure requirements of Alibaba Cloud Function Compute. For example, Function Compute uses containers inside VMs to provide strong tenant-level isolation. A typical FaaS VM pool has thousands of small VM instances. The scale of the FaaS VM pool and the unique characteristics of FaaS workloads determine that: (1) a centralized container storage would not scale; and (2) existing container distribution techniques may not work well in our environment as they have different assumptions on both workload types and underlying cluster resource configurations.

We make the following contributions in this paper.

- We present the design of a FaaS-optimized, custom container provisioning middleware system called FaaSNet. At FaaSNet’s core is an adaptive function tree abstraction that avoids central bottlenecks.

![Figure 1: Overview of Alibaba Cloud’s FaaS container workflows.](https://github.com/mason-leap-lab/FaaSNet)

2 Background and Motivation

In this section, we first provide an overview of the FaaS container workflows in Alibaba Cloud Function Compute. We then present a motivational study on the FaaS workloads to highlight the bursty patterns and their demands of a scalable and elastic FaaS container runtime provisioning system.

2.1 FaaS Container Workflows in Alibaba Cloud Function Compute

Function Compute allows users to build and deploy FaaS applications using custom container images and container tools. Figure 1 shows a typical workflow of function deployment and invocation. To deploy (or update) a containerized function, a user sends a create/update request in order to push the container image to a centralized container registry (Step 1 in Figure 1). To invoke a deployed function, the user sends invoke requests to the frontend gateway (Step 2), which checks the user’s request and the status of the container image in the registry (Step 3). The frontend then forwards the requests to the backend FaaS VM cluster for servicing the requests (Step 4). Finally, host VMs create function containers and pull their container data from the registry (Step 5). After all the previous steps are successfully completed, host VMs become ready and start serving the invocation requests.

2.2 Workload Analysis

Step 5 in Figure 1, container runtime provisioning, must be fast and scalable in order to enable high elasticity for
FaaS workloads. To obtain a better understanding of the workload requirements, we analyze the workload traces that were collected from Function Compute.

2.2.1 Workload Burstiness
FaaS providers charge users using a fine-grained, pay-per-use pricing model—they bill on a per invocation basis (e.g., $0.02 per 1 million invocations for AWS Lambda) and charge the CPU and memory bundle resource usage at the millisecond level. This property is attractive to a broad class of applications that exhibit highly fluctuating and sometimes unpredictable loads; compared to traditional VM-based deployment approaches that charges even when the VM resources are idle, FaaS is more cost-effective as tenants do not pay when the load is zero. Therefore, we analyzed the workload traces and verified that bursty behaviors are indeed common. Figure 2 reports the behaviors of three representative FaaS applications: gaming, IoT, and VOS (video processing).

Figure 2(a) shows that a request spike shoots from 22 to 485 RPS with a peak-to-trough ratio of 22×. As well as being bursty, IoT and VOS show different patterns. As shown in Figure 2(b), IoT exhibit a sustained throughput of around 682 RPS, but the throughput suddenly increased to more than 1460 RPS; the peak throughput lasts for about 40 minutes and the second peak starts 15 minutes after the first peak ends. Whereas for VOS (Figure 2(c)), for the first 30 minutes, it observes an average throughput of 580 RPS with a maximum (minimum) throughput of 982 (380) RPS; the average throughput increases to 920 RPS at 30 minutes, and gradually reduces back to an average of 560 RPS.

Implication 1: Such dynamic behaviors require scalable and resilient provisioning of large numbers of function containers to rapidly smooth out the latency spikes that a FaaS application may experience during a request burst.

2.2.2 Cold Start Costs of Containerized Functions
Next, we focus on cold start costs of containerized functions. A cold start, in our context, refers to the first-ever invocation of a custom-container-based function; a cold start latency is typically long, ranging from a few seconds to a few minutes as it requires the FaaS provider to fetch the image data and start the container runtime before executing the function. As noted in prior work [25, 48, 50, 56], the high cold start penalty is a notorious roadblock to FaaS providers as it hurts elasticity. The cold start issue is exacerbated when custom container feature with sizeable dependencies is supported.

We analyzed the container downloading costs in two FaaS regions, Beijing and Shanghai, managed by Function Compute. We retrieved a 15-day log, which recorded the statistics of the function container registry and reported the performance characteristics of 712,295 cold start operations for containerized functions. As shown in Figure 3(a), for Beijing, about 57% of the image pulls see a latency longer than 45 seconds, while for Shanghai more than 86% of the image pulls take at least 80 seconds.

We next examined the proportion of time spent on image pull with respect to the total function cold start latency. Figure 3(b) shows that more than 50% and 60% of function invocation requests spend at least 80% and 72% of the overall function startup time on pulling container images, for Beijing and Shanghai respectively. This indicates that the cost of image pull dominates most functions’ cold start costs.

To put the cold start costs into perspective, we further inspected cold starts’ inter-arrival time and function duration. Figure 3(c) plots the interval distribution of consecutive cold start requests. In both of the two regions, about 49% of function cold starts have an inter-arrival time less than 1 second, implying a high frequency of cold start requests. As shown in Figure 3(d), about 80% of the function executions in Beijing region are longer than 1 second; in Shanghai region, about
3 FaaSNet Design

3.1 Design Overview

This section provides a high-level overview of FaaSNet’s architecture. Figure 4 illustrates the architecture of the FaaS platform running FaaSNet. FaaSNet decentralizes and parallelizes container provisioning across VMs. FaaSNet introduces an abstraction called function trees (FTs) to enable efficient container provisioning at scale. FaaSNet integrates a FT manager component and a worker component into our existing FaaS scheduler and VM agent for coordinated FT management. Next, we describe the main components in our FaaS platform.

A gateway is responsible for (1) tenant identity access management (IAM) authentication, (2) forwarding the function invocation requests to the FaaS scheduler, and (3) converting regular container images to the I/O efficient data format.

A scheduler is responsible for serving function invocation requests. We integrate a FaaSNet FT manager into the scheduler to manage function trees (§3.2), or FTs for short, through FT’s insert and delete APIs. A FT is a binary tree overlay that connects multiple host VMs to form a fast and scalable container provisioning network. Each VM runs a FaaS VM agent, which is responsible for VM-local function management. We integrate a FaaSNet worker into the VM agent for container provisioning tasks.

On the function invocation path, the scheduler first communicates with a VM manager to scale out the active VM pool from a free VM pool, if there are not enough VMs or all VMs that hold an instance of the requested function are busy. The scheduler then queries its local FT metadata and sends RPC requests to FaaSNet workers of the FT to start the container provisioning process (§3.3). The container runtime provisioning process is effectively decentralized and parallelized across all VMs in a FT that do not yet have a container runtime locally provisioned. The scheduler sits off the critical path while FaaSNet workers fetch function container layers on demand and creates the container runtime (§3.5) from the assigned peer VMs in parallel.

As described in §2.1, on the function deployment path, the gateway converts a function’s regular container image into an I/O efficient format (§3.5) by pulling the regular image from a tenant-facing container registry, compresses the image layers block-by-block, creates a metadata file (an image manifest) that contains the format-related information, and writes the converted layers and its associated manifest to an Alibaba Cloud internal container registry and a metadata store, respectively.

3.2 Function Trees

We make the following design choices when designing FTs. (1) A function has a separate FT; that is, FaaSNet manages FTs at function granularity. (2) FTs have decoupled data plane and control plane; that is, each VM worker in a FT has equivalent, simple role of container provisioning (data plane), and the global tree management (control plane) to the scheduler (§3.3). (3) FaaSNet adopts a balanced binary tree structure that can dynamically adapt to workloads.

These design choices are well aligned with Alibaba Cloud’s existing FaaS infrastructure and are attuned to achieve three goals: (1) minimizes the I/O load of container image and layer data downloading on backing container registry, (2) eliminates the tree management bottleneck and data seeding bottleneck of a central root node, and (3) adapts when VMs join and leave dynamically.

Managing Trees at Function Granularity. FaaSNet manages a separate, unique tree for each function that has been invoked at least once and has not been reclaimed. Figure 5 illustrates the topology of a three-level FT that spans five host VMs. Function container images are streamed from the root VM of the tree downwards until reaching the leaf nodes.

Balanced Binary Trees. At FaaSNet’s core is a balanced binary tree. In a binary tree, except for the root node and leaf nodes, each tree node (in our case a host VM) has one incoming edge and two outgoing edges. This design can...
effectively limit the number of concurrent downloading operations per VM to avoid a network contention. A balanced binary tree with $N$ nodes has a height of $\lceil \log(N) \rceil$. This is desirable as a balanced binary tree guarantees that the image and layer data of a function container would traverse at most $\lceil \log(N) \rceil$ hops from the top to the bottom. This is critical as the height of a FT would affect the efficiency of data propagation. Furthermore, the structure of a balanced binary tree can dynamically change in order to accommodate the dynamicity of the workloads. To this end, FAASNET organizes each FT as a balanced binary tree. The FT manager (Figure 4) calls two APIs, insert and delete, to dynamically grow or shrink a FT.

**insert**: The very first node of a FT is inserted as a root node. The FT manager tracks the number of child nodes that each tree node has via BFS (breadth-first search) and stores all nodes that has 0 or 1 child in a queue. To insert a new node, the FT manager picks the first node from the queue as the parent of the new node.

**delete**: The scheduler may reclaim a VM that has been idling for a period of time (15-minute in Alibaba Cloud configuration). Thus, FaaS VMs have a limited lifespan. To accommodate VM leaving caused by reclamation, the FT manager calls delete to delete a reclaimed VM. The delete operation rebalances the structure of FT if needed. Different from a binary search tree such as an AVL-tree or a red-black tree, nodes in a FT do not have a comparable key (and its associated value). Therefore, our tree-balancing algorithm only needs to hold one invariant—a balancing operation is triggered only if the height difference between any node’s left and right subtree is larger than 1. The FT implements four methods to handle all imbalance situations—left_rotate, right_rotate, left_right_rotate, and right_left_rotate. Due to the space limit, we omit the details of the tree balancing algorithms. Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the process of right_rotate and left_rotate operations, respectively.

### 3.3 Function Tree Integration

In this section, we describe how we integrate the FT scheme into Alibaba Cloud’s FaaS platform. The integration spans two components of our existing FaaS platform, the scheduler and the VM agent. Specifically, we integrate FAASNET’s FT manager into Alibaba Cloud’s FaaS scheduler and FAASNET’s VM worker into Alibaba Cloud’s FaaS VM agent, respectively (Figure 4). The scheduler manages VMs of a FT via the FT manager. The scheduler starts a FAASNET worker on each VM agent. A FAASNET worker is responsible for (1) serving scheduler’s commands to perform tasks of image downloading and container provisioning, and (2) managing the VM’s function containers.

**FT Metadata Management.** The scheduler maintains an in-memory mapping table that records the $<$functionID, FT$>$ key-value pairs, which map a function ID to its associated FT data structure. A FT data structure manages a set of in-memory objects representing functions and VMs to keep track of information such as a VM’s address:port. The scheduler is sharded and is highly available. Each scheduler shard periodically synchronizes its in-memory metadata state with a distributed metadata server that runs etcd [11].

**Function Placement on VMs.** For efficiency, FAASNET allows one VM to hold multiple functions that belong to the same user. Function Compute uses a binpacking heuristic that assigns as many functions as possible in one VM host as long as the VM has enough memory to host the functions. As such, a VM may be involved in the topologies of multiple overlapping FTs. Figure 8 shows an example of a possible FT placement. In order to avoid network bottlenecks, FAASNET limit the number of functions that can be placed on a VM—in our deployment we set this limit to 20. We discuss a proposal of the FT-aware placement in §5.

**Container Provisioning Protocol.** We design a protocol to coordinate the RPC communications between the scheduler and FAASNET VM workers and facilitate container provisioning (Figure 9). On an invocation request, if the scheduler detects that there are not enough active VMs to serve the request
or all of current VMs are busy serving requests, the scheduler reserves one or multiple new VMs from the free VM pool and then enter the container provisioning process. Without loss of generality, we assume only one VM (VM1) is reserved in this case. In Step 1, the scheduler creates a new metadata object for VM1 and inserts it to the FT associated with the requested function. The scheduler then queries the FT in order to get the address:port of the upstream peer VM (VM2). In Step 2, the scheduler sends the function metadata and address:port of VM2 to VM1. Once receiving the information, VM1 performs two tasks: (1) downloads the .tar manifest file of the function container image from the metadata store (§3.1), and (2) loads and inspects the manifest, fetches the URLs of the image layers, and persists the URL information on VM1’s local storage. In Step 3, VM1 replies back to the scheduler that it is ready to start creating the container runtime for the requested function. The scheduler receives the reply from VM1 and then sends a create container RPC request to VM1 in Step 4. In Step 5 and 6, VM1 fetches the layers from upstream VM2 based on the manifest configuration processed in Step 2. In Step 7, VM1 sends the scheduler an RPC that the container has been created successfully.

**FT Fault Tolerance.** The scheduler pings VMs periodically and can quickly detect VM failures. If a VM is down, the scheduler notifies the FT manager to perform tree balancing operations in order to fix the FT topology.

### 3.4 FT Design Discussion

FAASNET offloads the metadata-heavy management tasks to the existing FaaS scheduler, so that each individual node in a FT serves the same role of fetching data from its parent peer (and seeding data for its child nodes if any). FT’s root node does not have a parent peer but instead fetches data from the registry. FAASNET’s FT design can completely eliminate the I/O traffic to the registry, as long as a FT has at least one active VM that stores the requested container. Earlier, our workload analysis reveals that a typical FaaS application would always have a throughput above 0 RPS (§2.2). This implies that, in practice, it is more likely for a request burst to scale out a FT from 1 to N rather than from 0 to N.

An alternative design is to manage the topology at finer-grained layer (i.e., blobs) granularity. In this approach, each individual layer forms a logical layer tree; layers that belong

to a function container image may end up residing on different VMs. Note that FAASNET’s FT is a special case of a layer tree model. Figure 10 shows an example. In this example, one VM stores layer files that belong to different function container images. Thus, a network bottleneck may occur when many downstream VM peers are concurrently fetching layers from this VM. This is because many overlapping layer trees form a fully-connected, all-to-all network topology. An all-to-all topology might scale well if VMs are connected with high-bandwidth network. However, the all-to-all topology can easily create network bottlenecks if each VM is resource-constrained, which is our case in Alibaba Cloud. We use small VMs with 2-core CPU, 4 GB memory, and 1 Gbps network in our FaaS infrastructure.

Existing container distribution techniques [16, 42] rely on powerful root node to serve a series of tasks including data seeding, metadata management, and P2P topology management. Porting these frameworks to our FaaS platform would require extra, dedicated, possibly sharded, root nodes, which would add unnecessary cost to the provider. FAASNET’s FT design, on the other hand, keeps each VM worker’s logic simple while offloading all logistics functions to our existing scheduler. This design naturally eliminates both the network I/O bottleneck and the root node bottleneck. In §4.3 and §4.4 we evaluate and compare FAASNET’s FT design against a Kraken-like approach [16, 21], which adopts a layer-based topology with powerful root nodes.

### 3.5 Optimizations

We present the low-level optimizations that FAASNET uses to improve the efficiency of function container provisioning.

**I/O Efficient Data Format.** Regular `docker pull` and `docker start` are inefficient and time-consuming as the whole container image and the data of all the layers must be downloaded from a remote container registry [37] before
the container can be started. To solve the issue, we design a new block-based image fetching mechanism within Alibaba Cloud. This mechanism uses an I/O efficient compression data file format. Original data is split into fixed-sized blocks and compressed separately. An offset table is used to record the offset of each compressed block in the compressed file.

FAASNET uses the same data format for managing and provisioning code packages. A code package is compressed into a binary file, which will be extracted by VM agent and eventually mounted inside of a function container. FAASNET distributes code packages the same way as it does for container images. §4.5 evaluates the performance benefit of I/O efficient data format on code package provisioning.

On-Demand I/O. For applications that do not need to read all the layers at once on startup, our block-based image fetching mechanism provides them with an option to fetch layer data at fine-grained block level, in a lazy manner (i.e., on-demand), from a remote storage (in our case, a container registry or a peer VM). First, the application, in our case, a FAASNET VM worker, downloads the image manifest file from a metadata store and does an image load locally to load the .tar image manifest. Second, it calculates the indices of the first and last (compressed) block and then consults with the offset table to find the offset information. Finally, it reads the compressed blocks and decompresses them until the amount of data that has been read matches the requested length. Since a read to the underlying (remote) block storage device must be aligned to the block boundary, the application may read and decompress more data than requested, causing read amplification. However, in practice, decompression algorithm achieves much higher data throughput than that of a block storage or network. Thus, trading extra CPU overhead for reduced I/O cost is beneficial in our usage scenario. We evaluate the effectiveness of on-demand I/O in §4.6.

RPC and Data Streaming. We build a user-level, zero-copy RPC library. This approach leverages non-blocking TCP sendmsg and recvmsg for transferring an struct iovec incontinuous buffer. The RPC library adds an RPC header directly to the buffer to achieve efficient, zero-copy serialization in the user space. The RPC library tags requests in order to achieve request pipelining and out-of-order receiving, similar to HTTP/2’s multiplexing [14]. When a FAASNET worker receives a data block in its entirety, the worker immediately transfers the block to the downstream peer.

4 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate FAASNET using production traces from Alibaba Cloud’s FaaS platform. We also validate FAASNET’s scalability and efficiency via microbenchmarks.

4.1 Experimental Methodology

We deploy FAASNET in Alibaba Cloud’s Function Compute platform using a medium-scale, 500-VM pool and a large-scale, 1,000-VM pool. We follow the same deployment configurations used by our production FaaS platform: all VMs use an instance type with 2 CPUs, 4 GB memory, 1 Gbps network; we maintain a free VM pool where FAASNET can reserve VM instances to launch cloud functions. This way, the container provisioning latency does not include the time to cold start a VM instance. FAASNET uses a block size of 512 KB for on-demand fetching and streaming. Unless otherwise specified: we use a function that runs a Python 3.8 PyStan application for about 2 seconds; the size of the function container image is 758 MB; the function is configured with 3008 MB memory; each VM runs one containerized function.

System Comparison. In our evaluation, we compare FAASNET against the following three configurations:

2. baseline: Alibaba Cloud Function Compute’s current production setup. baseline downloads container images using vanilla docker pull from a centralized container registry.
3. on-demand: An optimized system based on baseline but fetches container layer data on demand (§3.5) from the container registry.
4. DADI+P2P: Alibaba’s DADI [1, 42] with P2P enabled. This approach uses one resource-constrained VM as the root node to manage the P2P topology.

Goals. We aim to answer the following questions:

1. Can FAASNET rapidly provision function containers under bursty FaaS workloads with minimum impact on workload performance (§4.2)?
2. Does FAASNET scale with increasing invocation concurrency levels (§4.3)?
3. How does function placement impact FAASNET’s efficiency (§4.4)?
4. How does FAASNET’s I/O efficient data format perform (§4.5)?
5. How effective is FAASNET’s on-demand fetching (§4.6)?

Figure 10: An example tree that manages the topology at layer granularity and relies on root node for data seeding and tree management.
4.2 FaaS Application Workloads

In this section, we evaluate FaaSNet using (scaled-down) application traces collected from our production workload (detailed in §2.2).

Trace Processing and Setup. We evaluate FaaSNet using two FaaS applications: an IoT app and a gaming app. Since the original gaming workload exhibits a gradual ramp-up in throughput (Figure 2(a)), we instead create a synthetic bursty workload based on the gaming workload to simulate a sharp burst pattern for stress testing purpose. Our testing cluster has up to 1,000 VMs, so we scale down the peak throughput of both workload traces proportional (about 1/3 of the original throughput) to our cluster size and shorten the duration from 2 hours to less than 1 hour.

IoT Trace. The IoT trace exhibits two invocation request bursts. The first burst happens at 9 minute and the throughput increases from 10 RPS to 300-400 RPS; the peak throughput lasts for about 18 minutes and returns back to 10 RPS at 28 minute. The second burst happens at 40 minute and the throughput increases to 100 RPS, and then in about 2 minutes, jumps to around 400 RPS. Figure 11(a) plots the 55-minute timeline of the workload’s throughput and latency changes.

At 10 minute, the instantaneous throughput increase causes a backlog of function invocation requests at the FaaS scheduler side. Thus, the scheduler scales out the active VM pool by reserving a large number of free VMs from the free VM pool and starts the function container provisioning process. In baseline case, all newly reserved VMs start pulling container images from the registry, which creates a performance bottleneck at the registry side. As a result, the application-perceived response time—the end-to-end runtime that includes the container startup latency and the function execution time of around 2 seconds—increases from 2 seconds to about 28 seconds. Worse, the registry bottleneck inevitably prolongs the time that baseline requires to bring the response time back to normal. As shown in Figure 11(b), baseline finishes the whole container provisioning process and brings the response time back to normal in almost 113 seconds.

In contrast, FaaSNet avoids the registry bottleneck—instead of downloading the container image from the registry, each newly reserved VM fetches image data block-by-block from its upstream peer in the FT, forming a data streaming pipeline. As long as a VM fetches enough data blocks, it starts the container. FaaSNet reduces the maximum response time from 28 seconds to 6 seconds. Out of the 6 seconds, around 4 seconds are spent on fetching image layers from the upstream peer VM. (We present the container provisioning latency later in Figure 13.) More importantly, FaaSNet requires only 28 seconds to bring the service back to normal, an improvement of $4 \times$ compared to the on-demand case.

Synthetic Trace. In the synthetic trace test, we simulate two function invocation request bursts and evaluate FT’s adaptivity. Figure 12(a) shows the timeline of a FaaSNet FT’s height changes. At 11 minute, the throughput suddenly grows from 1 RPS to 100 RPS. FaaSNet detects the burst and
rapidly scales the FT from a height of 2 (one root VM and one peer VM) to 7 (82 VMs in total). The FT starts parallel container provisioning instantly at 11 minute and sustains the latency spikes in about 10 seconds (Figure 12(b)). After the first burst, the throughput drops back to 1 RPS. Some VMs become cold and get reclaimed by the VM manager in about 15 minutes since the first burst. The number of VMs gradually reduces to 30 before the second burst arrives. Correspondingly, the height of the FT reduces from 6 to 5 (Figure 12(a)). When the second burst comes at 21 minute, the FT manager decides to grow the FT by adding another 62 VMs. With a total of 102 VMs, the height of the FT reaches up to 7 for serving the concurrent requests of the second burst.

**Container Provisioning Cost** We next analyze the container provisioning latency seen in the two workloads. As shown in Figure 13, since the registry in on-demand incurs a performance bottleneck, on-demand sees highly variant container provisioning latency, ranging from around 7 seconds to as high as 21 seconds. About 80% of the containers take at least 10 seconds to start. The container startup latency is highly predictable in FaaSNET, with significantly less variation. For the synthetic workload, around 96% of the functions require only 5.8 seconds to start. For the IoT workload, almost all the functions start execution within a short time range between 6.8-7.9 seconds. This demonstrates that FaaSNET can achieve predictable container startup latency.

### 4.3 Scalability and Efficiency

Next, we evaluate FaaSNET’s scalability and efficiency via microbenchmarking.

**Scaling Function Container Provisioning.** In this test, we measure the time FaaSNET takes to scale from 0 to N concurrent invocation requests, where N ranges from 8 to 128. Each invocation request creates a single container in a VM. Figure 14 reports the detailed results. As shown in Figure 14(a), Kraken performs slightly better than baseline under 8 and 16 concurrent requests but scales poorly under 32-128 concurrent requests. This is because Kraken distributes containers at layer granularity using a complex, all-to-all, P2P topology, which creates bottlenecks in the VMs. Kraken takes 100.4 seconds to launch 128 containers. baseline achieves slightly better scalability than Kraken. The average container provisioning latency reaches up to 83.3 seconds when baseline concurrently starts 128 functions. Two factors contribute to the delay: (1) the registry becomes the bottleneck, and (2) baseline’s docker pull must pull the whole container image and layers (758 MB worth of data) from the registry and extract them locally.

Adding on-demand container provisioning to baseline improves the latency significantly. This is because on-demand eliminates most of the network I/Os for image layers that will not be instantly needed container startup. Despite pulling much less amounts of data from the registry, on-demand still suffers from the registry bottleneck: provisioning 128 function containers requires 2.9× longer time than provisioning 8 containers in on-demand system.

DADI+P2P enables VMs to directly fetch image layers from peers, further avoiding downloading a large amount of layer blocks from the registry. However, DADI+P2P still has two bottlenecks: one at the registry side—image pulls are throttled at the registry, and layer-wise extract operation may also be delayed in a cascading manner by local VMs; the other bottleneck at the P2P root VM side—in addition to seeding data, the root VM in DADI+P2P is responsible for a series of extra tasks such as layer-tree topology establishment and coordination, thus forming a performance bottleneck. This can be evidenced from Figure 14(b) that the fractions of DADI+P2P’s image pull and container start maintain at the same level when scaling from 64 to 128 function starts.

Figure 14(a) shows that FaaSNET scales perfectly well under high concurrency and achieves a speedup of 13.4× than baseline and 16.3× than Kraken. FaaSNET is 5× and 2.8× faster than on-demand and DADI+P2P, respectively. As shown in Figure 14(b), FaaSNET’s average container provisioning latency is dominated by two operations: image load and container start. FaaSNET eliminates the bottleneck on both the two operations—on image load, FaaSNET enables decentralized image loading (functionality-wise equivalent to image pull) at each VM by allowing each FaaSNET worker to fetch the image manifest from the metadata store (with negligible overhead) and then starting the image loading process locally in parallel; on container start, each FaaSNET VM
worker directly fetches layer blocks from peer VM and starts the function container once enough blocks are fetched. With all these optimizations, FaaSNet maintains almost identical latency when scaling from 8 to 128 function startups.

Function Container Provisioning Pipeline. We next examine how long the whole container provisioning process spans. Figure 15 plots the timeline process that each system goes through to start $N$ function containers. We only report the 128-function concurrency case. We observe that FaaSNet starts the first function at 5.5 second and the 128th function at 7 second respectively. The whole container provisioning process spans a total of 1.5 seconds. Whereas on-demand and DADI+P2P span a total duration of 16.4 and 19 seconds, respectively. Specifically, it takes DADI+P2P a total of 22.3 seconds to start all the 128 containers, which is 14.7× slower than that of FaaSNet. This demonstrates that FaaSNet’s FT-based container provisioning pipeline incurs minimum overhead and can efficiently bring up a large amount of function containers almost at the same time.

Figure 16 shows the bandwidth usage timeline for a VM that we randomly select from the 128-function concurrency test. Recall that a FaaSNet worker along a FT path (i.e., not the root VM nor the leaf VM) performs two tasks: (1) fetches layer data from the upstream VM peer, and (2) seeds layer data to the two children VM peers in its downstream paths. We observe that the bandwidth usage of the inbound connection (fetching layers from upstream) is roughly half of that of the two outbound connections (sending layers to downstreams) during container provisioning. The aggregate peak network bandwidth is 45 MB/s, which is 35.2% of the maximum network bandwidth of the VM. We also observe that, the outbound network transfer is almost perfectly aligned with the inbound network transfer, again demonstrating the efficacy of FaaSNet’s block-level data streaming scheme.

Large-Scale Function Startup. In this test, we create 1,000 VMs and concurrently invoke 2,500 functions on them. Each function uses a container of 428 MB and is configured to run with 1024 MB memory. Each VM runs two or three functions in this test. Figure 17 shows that all function containers finish provisioning and start running between 5.1 second and 8.3 second, again demonstrating FaaSNet’s superb scalability. None of on-demand and DADI+P2P finishes the test due to timeout errors.

4.4 Impact of Function Placement

We conduct a sensitivity analysis to quantify the impact of function placement on container provisioning. In this test, we concurrently invoke 8 functions on $N$ VMs, where $N$ varies from 4 to 1. Each function has a different container (75.4 MB) and is configured to use 128 MB function memory (since a VM has 4 GB memory, it is allowed to host as much as 20 functions with 128 MB memory). We compare the container provisioning latency between FaaSNet and DADI+P2P. As shown in Figure 18, DADI+P2P sees much higher latency variation when 4 functions and 8 functions are placed on the same VM, because DADI+P2P’s root VM is overloaded by the establishment processes of many small layer trees.

4.5 I/O Efficient Data Format

We next evaluate how the I/O efficient format helps with code package provisioning. We choose three functions: a simple, Python-written HelloWorld function that sleeps for 1 second
(Helloworld), an FFmpeg video encoding function (Video), and a TensorFlow Serving function (AI), and compare FAASNet’s I/O efficient format with the baseline .zip format.

Figure 19(a) plots the end-to-end function invocation performance including the latency of code package downloading and function duration. Our I/O efficient format performs the same as .zip for Helloworld, since Helloworld’s code package has only 11 KB in size (Figure 19(b)). The I/O efficient format achieves better performance compared to .zip for Video and AI since the I/O efficient format fetches data on demand rather than extracting all data as .zip does. Figure 19(b) shows the code package sizes. Functions have a larger code package size when using I/O efficient format, because I/O efficient format’s compression incurs extra storage overhead.

4.6 On-Demand I/O: Sensitivity Analysis

Finally, we evaluate on-demand I/O and compare the impact of block sizes on read amplification. With on-demand fetching, a FAASNet worker only needs to fetch enough layer data blocks in order to start the function container. We choose three different function container images: (a) a 195 MB Helloworld image with a Python 3.9 runtime pulled from Docker Hub; (b) a 428 MB PyStan image based on an AWS Lambda Python 3.8 base image; and (c) a 728 MB PyStan image based on an Alibaba Cloud Python 3.8 base image.

As shown in Figure 20, on-demand fetching can reduce the amount of data transferred via network. The reduction is especially profound for image b and c, because base images are dependency-heavy and are commonly used in the image building process. For example, with a block size of 512 KB (the block size configuration that we use in our evaluation), on-demand fetching sees a 83.9% reduction in network I/Os, compared to that of regular docker pull.

We also observe different levels of read amplification under different block sizes. This is because the starting and ending offset position is likely to be misaligned with the boundary of the (compressed) blocks in the underlying block device, the larger the block size is, the more useless data the FAASNet worker may read from the starting and ending blocks. The actual amount of data read (for starting a container) after decompression is even smaller, indicating that most of the dependencies included in the original container image is not used at the container startup phase. Exploring optimization to reduce the read amplification is part of our future work.

5 Discussion

In this section, we discuss the limitations and possible future directions of FAASNet.

FT-aware Placement. When the number of functions grows, the contention of network bandwidth ensues. Though §4.4 proves it less a concern in FAASNet than prior work, for the sake of safety in production, we program the system to avoid co-locating multiple functions if the cluster resources permit. Anticipating a future demand increase of custom containers, we plan to address the problem by extending the container placement logic. The general goal is to balance the inbound and outbound communication of each VM when multiple functions are being provisioned. Intuitively, by adjusting container placement, we can control the number of FTs that a VM is involved in and the role (e.g., leaf vs. interior node) a VM serves, and thus the bandwidth consumption. A further optimization is to co-locate functions that share common layers, so they could reduce the amount of data transfer.

Multi-Tenancy. As mentioned, Alibaba Cloud achieves strong, tenant-level function isolation using containers and VMs. As such, our FaaS platform cannot share VMs among tenants. This means that FAASNet’s FTs are naturally isolated between different tenants. Porting FAASNet to other secure and lightweight virtualization techniques [24, 45, 52, 57] is our ongoing work.

FAASNet for Data Sharing. Technically, our work can enable the sharing of container images among VMs through P2P communication. There is potentiality for it to generalize to a broader scope: data sharing for general container orchestration systems such as Kubernetes [27]. Such a need is arising in FaaS platforms with the emergence of data-intensive applications, such as matrix computation [31, 51], data analytics [39, 49], video processing [26, 35], and machine learning [30, 38], etc. Most of them rely on a centralized storage for data exchange, which is a similar bottleneck as the container registry in our work. Hence we believe the design of FAASNet can also accelerate data sharing, only with two additional challenges: (1) how to design a primitive interface
for users; (2) how to adapt the tree management algorithms for more frequent topology building and change. We leave the exploration as a future work.

Adversarial Workloads. Extremely short-lived functions with a duration at sub-second level and sparse invocations may be adversarial to FAASNET and custom-container-based FaaS platforms. Function environment caching and pre-provisioning [22, 48, 50] can be used to handle such workloads but with extra infrastructure-level costs.

Portability. FAASNET is transparent to both upper-level FaaS applications and underlying FaaS infrastructure. It reuses Function Compute’s existing VM reclaiming policy and could be applied to other FaaS platforms without introducing extra system-level costs. Porting FAASNET to Alibaba Cloud’s bare-metal infrastructure is our ongoing work.

6 Related Work

Function Environment Caching and Pre-provisioning. FaaS applications face a notoriously persisting problem of high latency—the so-called “cold start” penalty—when function invocation requests must wait for the functions to start. Considerable prior work has examined ways to mitigate the cold start latency in FaaS platforms. FaaS providers such as AWS Lambda and Google Cloud Functions pause and cache invoked functions for a fixed period of time to reduce the number of cold starts [22, 55, 56]. This would, however, increase the TCO for providers. To reduce such costs, researchers propose prediction methods that pre-warm functions just in time so that incoming recurring requests would likely hit on warm containers [50]. SAND shares container runtimes for some or all of the functions of a workflow for improved data locality and reduced function startup cost [25]. SOCK caches Python containers with pre-imported packages and clones cached containers for minimizing function startup latency [48]. PCPM pre-provisions networking resources and dynamically binds them to function containers to reduce the function startup cost [46]. While function requests can be quickly served using pre-provisioned, or cached, virtualized environments, these solutions cannot fundamentally solve the issue of high costs incurred during function environment provisioning.

Sandbox, OS, and Language-level Support. A line of work proposes low-level optimizations to mitigate FaaS cold start penalty. Catalyzer [34] and SEUSS [29] reduce the function initialization overhead by booting function instances from sandbox images created from checkpoints or snapshots. Systems such as Faasm [53] and [28] leverage lightweight language-based isolation to achieve speedy function startups. Unlike FAASNET, these solutions either require modified OSes [29, 34] or have limited compatibility and usability in terms of programming languages [28, 53].

Container Storage. Researchers have looked at optimizing container image storage and retrieval. Slacker speeds up the container startup time by utilizing lazy cloning and lazy propagation [37]. Images are stored and fetched from a shared network file system (NFS) and referenced from a container registry. Wharf [61] and CFS [44] store container image layers in distributed file systems. Bolt provides registry-level caching for performance improvement [43]. These work are orthogonal in that FAASNET can use them as backend container stores. Kraken [16] and DADI [42] use P2P to accelerate container layer distribution. These systems assume a static P2P topology and require dedicated components for image storage, layer seeding, or metadata management, which leave them vulnerable to high dynamicity (demanding high adaptability of the network topology) and unpredictable bursts (requiring highly scalable container distribution).

AWS Lambda Containers. AWS announced the launch of container image support for AWS Lambda [19] on December 01, 2020. Limited information was revealed via a re:Invent 2020 talk [6] about this feature: AWS uses multi-layer caching to aggressively cache image blocks: (1) microVM-local cache, (2) shared, bare-metal server cache, and (3) shared, availability zone cache. The solution, while working for powerful, bare-metal server-based clusters that can co-locate many microVMs [24], is not suitable for our FaaS platform, which is based on thousands of small VMs managed by Alibaba Cloud’s public cloud platform.

P2P Content Distribution. VMThunder uses a tree-structured P2P overlay for accelerating VM image distribution [59]. A BitTorrent-like P2P protocol is proposed for achieving similar goals [33]. Bullet uses an overlay mesh for high-bandwidth, cross-Internet file distribution [41]. FAASNET builds on these works but differs with a new design that is attuned to the FaaS workloads.

7 Conclusion

Scalable and fast container provisioning can enable fundamental elasticity for FaaS providers that support custom-container-based cloud functions. FAASNET is the first system that provides an end-to-end, integrated solution for FaaS-optimized container runtime provisioning. FAASNET uses lightweight, decentralized, and adaptive function trees to avoid major platform bottlenecks. FAASNET provides a concrete solution that is attuned to the requirements of a large cloud provider’s FaaS platform (Alibaba Cloud Function Compute). We show via experimental evaluation that FAASNET can start thousands of large function containers in seconds. Our hope is that this work will make container-based FaaS platforms truly elastic and open doors to a broader class of dependency-heavy FaaS applications including machine learning and big data analytics.

To facilitate future research and engineering efforts, we release the source code of FAASNET’s FT prototype as well as an anonymized dataset containing production FaaS cold start traces collected from Alibaba Cloud Function Compute at: https://github.com/mason-leap-lab/FaaSNet.
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Abstract

We share our technical experiences in improving the performance of long-running jobs on the Genomic Data Commons (GDC), a large-scale cancer genomics cloud platform. We show how common bioinformatics workloads can cause VMs to age after several days, causing a large number of Extended Page Table (EPT) violations that significantly impact performance. We present host- and VM-level EPT monitoring and evaluate several possible mitigation scenarios. We highlight the long investigative process required for this research, with experiments requiring many days to complete.

1 Introduction

Since the invention of DNA sequencing in 1977, tremendous volumes of genomic sequencing data have been produced, and the number of biological databases has been doubling about every 15 months [1]. A driving force behind this is the exponential drop in the cost for sequencing a human genome, which is shown by the solid purple line in Figure 1 [2]. As can be seen from Figure 1, the cost of sequencing a genome has been decreasing faster than Moore’s Law (shown by the dashed green line).

With this tremendous growth in biological data, it has become more challenging to manage and analyze the data. As a result, in the recent years, a wide range of bioinformatics methods, techniques, algorithms and tools have been developed to analyze the experimental data and understand the underlying biological mechanisms and their significance [3].

Genomic sequencing data is particularly important in cancer, since cancer is in large part driven by genomic mutations. The GDC was launched in 2016 with the goal of providing a repository for cancer genomics data and for harmonizing data that is submitted to it with a common set of bioinformatics pipelines. The GDC is large-scale cloud based system that stores, analyzes, and shares genomic, clinical and imaging data from patients with cancer. The GDC is a hybrid cloud system and uses both a private on-premise cloud and the public AWS cloud. The GDC is one of the largest bioinformatics platforms that support the cancer research community (see Section 2 for more details).

An important backbone of the GDC is GPAS, the GDC Pipeline Automation System that is used for processing data submitted to the GDC and running a wide range of bioinformatics pipelines over the data. It is important to note that at the scale the GPAS operates, using public compute and storage clouds would be 1.5* or more expensive than using private on-premise clouds. On the other hand, using public clouds is important for GPAS for burst computing, for making use of a wider variety of machine configurations, for running portions of larger, more complex pipelines, and for flexibility in general.

On the compute side, GPAS runs a large on-premise VM cloud powered by OpenStack/KVM, and the on-premise GPAS clusters uses a combination of Ceph and Cleversafe for storage. While there are many interesting experiences to share, this paper focuses on technical matters that might benefit the systems community. In particular, we present our experiences in managing the bioinformatics pipelines and KVM performance in GPAS.

KVM performance (EPT violations under extreme memory fragmentation). We reveal a significant VM performance problem that surfaced in GPAS. We noticed that a significant number of jobs in GPAS exhibited much slower performance compared to other similar jobs, with a degradation of up to 10×.

GPAS workloads are I/O intensive, require large memory instances, and, most importantly, are long running. For example, many jobs take weeks to complete. These characteristics made the problem difficult to troubleshoot. Online monitoring tools that we typically use only report high-level aggregate metrics and did not pinpoint the root cause. Trying to replicate the problem in an “offline” setting also did not reveal the root cause because of the different environments (fresh vs. aged VMs). Recording more online metrics did not give us quick outcomes because the problem did not appear in the early days of the jobs.

Because of all of these observations, we speculated that the problem could be related to memory fragmentation of aging VMs where many sequential guest pages are not mapped sequentially on the physical pages, causing extreme translation lookaside buffer (TLB) misses. More specifically, this brought us to the root cause, the overhead of hardware-
assisted Intel Extended Page Table (EPT) [4] technology used by the virtual machine memory management in the VM hypervisor [5]. Interestingly, we confirmed that the problem only surfaces in the OpenStack/KVM stack. We were not able to reproduce the problem in cloud VMs used by Amazon Web Services (AWS) and Google Cloud Platform (GCP). We speculate that public clouds might use their own proprietary virtualization technology (that is not available to us to analyze).

Besides presenting our findings, this paper also shows challenges in monitoring EPT performance issues. We also present several mitigation scenarios that we tried out, such as rebooting the VMs, defragmenting the memory, running on bare metal, and using public clouds, along with their advantages and disadvantages.

## 2 Background and Motivation

Figure 2 illustrates the full stack of layers of a typical bioinformatics cloud platform from the user/administrative interface to the execution platform. In order to improve portability and replicability, bioinformatics pipelines are often written in a workflow language [6], such as the Common Workflow Language (CWL) [7] or the Workflow Description Language (WDL) [8]. Bioinformatics pipelines are also typically containerized. There are several systems available for executing workflows expressed in workflow languages, including CWLtool [9] for CWL and Cromwell for WDL [8]. As this paper discusses the core systems aspect of GPAS, we have put additional information about the pipelines in the supplemental material [10]. To improve isolation to support security requirements, GPAS runs each containerized pipeline in a virtual machine. GPAS manages virtual machines using OpenStack/KVM. GPAS currently uses CWLtool. CWLtool does not support parallelizing tasks of a pipeline across different machines, however tasks can run in parallel across cores of a machine. Currently, GPAS uses a policy of allocating one VM per physical node, since many GDC pipelines benefit from this allocation. GPAS uses SLURM as the cluster manager for the VM pool and scheduled workflows jobs to run on SLURM. In bioinformatics, the terms “pipeline” and “workflow” are often used interchangeably.

On average, over 3,000 researchers use GDC every day, with over 100,000 unique researchers using the GDC each year. Over 1 PB of data is accessed or downloaded from the GDC in a typical month. GDC currently manages over 15 PB of data across almost 100 storage servers, including the released data, the data being processed for release, temporary files, and backup copies. There are over 200 compute nodes containing 7500 cores, 50 TB of RAM, and 900 TB of local disk/SSD storage. Figures 3a and 3b show the accumulated amount of data that GPAS has processed and produced by month for a two-year period. Interested readers can refer to the GDC Documentation [11] for more details.

The GPAS on-premise cloud annually processes about 322,000 workflows requiring 35 million core hours. At this scale, the costs using a public cloud would be significantly higher, as shown in Table 1. For this comparison, on-premise costs assume a 4-year amortization of equipment costs and a 15-year amortization of data center costs. The comparison assumes that on-premise nodes are used at 100% utilization.

## 3 Workloads in GPAS

### 3.1 The bioinformatics pipelines and tools

GPAS uses a wide range of pipelines that include various bioinformatics analytical tools and serve different analysis purposes. At this time, there are 10 open-sourced pipelines in the GDC GitHub repository [12]. Table 2 lists the open-source pipelines and the main tools used in these pipeline. GPAS uses a large variety of tools that include in-house software or scripts, such as HTSeq Tool and GDC VEP Tool, and widely used third-party bioinformatics tools, such as BWA and GATK. In addition to those listed in

---

**Figure 2: Full stack bioinformatics pipeline platform.**

**Figure 3: Accumulated input consumption and output production over the months, §2.**

**Table 1: The approximate costs of on-premise vs. public cloud, §2.** For AWS, we assume that EC2 i3.8xlarge instances are used, which are roughly similar to the on-premise instances.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clouds</th>
<th>Approx. Hourly</th>
<th>Approx. Annual</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>On-premise</td>
<td>$0.31</td>
<td>$691,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWS (Spot)</td>
<td>$0.75</td>
<td>$1,693,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWS (3-yr Reserved)</td>
<td>$1.06</td>
<td>$2,386,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWS (On-Demand)</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
<td>$5,645,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Open-source GDC Pipelines and the main tools used in the pipelines.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pipeline</th>
<th>Main tools used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DNA-Seq Alignment</td>
<td>BWA [13], Biobambam2 [14], Picard Tools [15], GATK [16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNA-Seq Alignment</td>
<td>STAR [17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miRNA Alignment and Profiling</td>
<td>BWA [13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNA-Seq HTSeq Quantification</td>
<td>HTSeq Tool [18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WXS Variant Calling</td>
<td>MuSE [19], SomaticSniper [20], VarScan2 [21], MuTect2 [22]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WXS Variant Filtering</td>
<td>Picard Tools [15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WGS Variant Calling</td>
<td>CGP WGS [23]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VEP Variant Annotation</td>
<td>GDC VEP Tool [24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutation Annotation File (MAF)</td>
<td>MAF Tools [25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNP6 Segmentation</td>
<td>snp6cbs [26]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Characteristics of the tools used in GPAS. The observations are based on the way we used the tools in GPAS, the results may differ if they are used in different ways.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>I/O Intensity</th>
<th>Computing Intensity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>samtools</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BWA</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FastQC</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MuSE</td>
<td>C++</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MuTect2</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SomaticSniper</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VarScan2</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Pipeline Job Performance

For simplicity of discussion, we mainly measure job-level performance. A pipeline job is an execution of the pipeline that handles a specific set of input data. Readers who are interested in knowing the logical abstraction and composition of the pipeline can read our extended report [10].

The majority of the jobs in GPAS process a large amount of input data and take a long time to complete. Thus, a simple metric for understanding job performance and its degradation is the processing rate:

\[
\text{processing rate} = \frac{\text{job execution time}}{\text{input data size}}
\]

The unit of processing rate is seconds/GB or hours/GB, thus a larger processing rate value means the performance is worse (as more time is needed for processing one GB of input data).

Due to the complexity of bioinformatics pipelines in GPAS, the job performance shows quite interesting patterns. The job performance shown in this section are collected from jobs that ran on bare metal nodes, so that we avoid the interference from VMs (which will be discussed later).

Through linear regression and significance-test analysis, it is found that, among all the parameters known at the time a job starts (such as number of input files, number of CPUs allocated, etc.), input data size exhibits the strongest correlation with processing rate.

To better illustrate the correlation between input size and processing rate, jobs are sorted by their processing rate, and divided into 20 buckets according to the percentile of processing rate. Average input size of each bucket is shown in Figure 4 and 5. There can be either positive or negative correlation between input size and processing rate, depending upon the specific pipeline. There are three relationships that emerge from this analysis:

- **Larger input size means slower/larger processing rate (positive correlation):** As shown in Figure 4, processing rate is positively correlated with input size for some pipelines. This is the case for sequence alignment pipelines. Note that, as can be seen in the graph to the right, processing rate of this pipeline is generally very large, more than 1500 seconds/GB. Sequence alignment involves multiple string searches and exhibits positive correlation between input data size and processing rate.

- **Larger input size means faster/smaller processing rate (negative correlation):** Contrary to the previous result, Figures 5 shows that processing rate is negatively correlated with input size for some pipelines. For example, this is the case for some utility pipelines that involve accessing and extracting files from cloud buckets for processing. Note that processing rate in this pipeline is much faster than for the jobs in the previous one. With a high-bandwidth network and I/O, processing rate is higher. However, since the execution time for such pipeline jobs is short, the overhead of
spawning containers and other components is significant in comparison. As a result, smaller input size leads to worse processing rate.

**External factors interference:** In addition, there are some cases that may not comply with the previous behaviors. Figure 6 shows a distribution with two peaks for the job processing rate of a pipeline. By inspecting job logs, it is found that jobs at the right peak (slower jobs) spent significantly longer times downloading data. That suggests that there might have been network congestion in the cluster during that time. Hence, in some cases, we need to take the external environment into account to understand the processing rate of jobs.

To conclude, through statistical analysis of the jobs, although there are some degrees of variation, we find that processing rate for pipelines is highly correlated with a job’s input size. The exact correlation depends on the workloads associated with the pipeline. Sometimes, the processing rate might also be subject to external factors during some parts in the job. It is important to understand the nature of the job so that good interpretation can be formed.

In the next section, we will discuss performance issues that arise and create long tail distributions when jobs are executed on VMs.

---

**4 Performance Issues:**

### Aging VMs and EPT Violations

The GDC uses over 20 complex pipelines for processing data. Some of the pipeline components are I/O bound and some are memory bound. Complicating matters, some of the pipelines are long-running and can take several weeks to complete. After several months, it became apparent that some of the pipelines failed to complete, especially the longer running ones, which required retrying the pipelines, and which decreased the overall throughput of the system. After some experimentation, it appeared that long running pipelines performed better on bare metal nodes versus using virtual machines, and some of the nodes running virtual machines were replaced with bare metal nodes for this reason.

Figure 7a shows the success rate for jobs in each month. GPAS serves more than 20,000 jobs per month and has achieved over 90% monthly success rate for the jobs. The figure shows the success rate of jobs running on VMs (red) and bare metal (green). As noted, for long running jobs (those that require weeks), performance, as measured by GB processed per hour, tends to decline, and failures tend to become more common. Some jobs have to be stopped in the middle due to their very poor performance.

Starting in June 2019, GPAS began to run some jobs on bare metal nodes, while continuing to run most jobs on virtual machines. Although using bare metal nodes improves job completion rates, it significantly complicates the management of GPAS, since the GDC in general is designed around the setup, management, and monitoring of virtual nodes. For this reason, identifying the root cause of the higher failure rate for long-running jobs and mitigation strategies for improving the completion rate was important.

### 4.1 Job Performance Variance

Our next step was to quantify the slowdown. Originally, the GPAS compute pool used only VMs managed by OpenStack.

We divide pipeline jobs into comparable groups [10], and Figure 7b shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of processing rate of jobs on VMs and bare metal nodes that
we profiled in our deployment for one of the groups. For this figure, there are 796 and 247 jobs on VMs and bare metal, respectively, and all the jobs run the same type of pipeline (called “variant-filtration.pindel”), hence all the jobs should observe similar performance. In Figure 7a, the nearly vertical solid line represents stable processing rate of jobs on bare metal nodes. However, the dashed line of Figure 7b shows that processing rate on VMs is generally worse than processing rate on bare metal nodes. While this is expected, the issue lies in the tail performance especially at high percentiles. According to the zoomed graph in Figure 7b, starting from the 80th percentile, processing rate on VMs is 3 times worse than bare metal nodes, and in higher percentiles, the performance gets worse by a even larger magnitude.

We also would like to note again that the jobs in Figure 7b are jobs that come from one type of job pipeline (“variant-filtration.pindel”) that generally only spends not more than 40 seconds/GB. However, there are other more CPU/memory-intensive pipelines that spend 1000 – 3000 seconds for each GB. The problem raised in this paper becomes worse for these even more intensive pipelines.

Besides, the performance variation is a wide-spread issue across all of the pipelines mentioned in Section 3. And in fact, we divided all the pipeline jobs (around 200K) into 474 comparable groups at the time of writing this paper. Among the largest 20 groups (constituting 36.5% of all the jobs), all of them exhibit a long tail in performance, and 95th percentile performance is larger than 1000 seconds/GB for 12 groups.

To show that the behavior in Figure 7b is not because of degraded machines or hardware, we take six VMs that run on six different machines and show the statistics of the job performance on these VMs in Figure 8 in a boxplot. In every VM (e.g., VM1 on machine1), users can run the same job pipeline repeatedly. Maximum and minimum processing rate are represented by the top and bottom bars, and 75th and 25th percentiles are represented by the top and bottom edges of the rectangle box, and median value is represented by the line inside the rectangle box. As shown in the figure, the processing rate in a single VM varies (even though the same pipeline) and the performance across the VMs also varies (even though the VMs have the same configuration).

### 4.2 Application-Level Measurement

We manually noticed that jobs started running slower on VMs that have been running for several days. Thus, in order to understand the root cause to the issue, we conducted a set of experiments that included micro-benchmarks and real workloads. All experiments were conducted on a pair of VMs with the same virtual hardware setup and the same software setup, except that one of the VMs was cold-restarted before the experiment. We refer this cold-restarted VM as a Fresh VM. The other VMs (Aged VM) had been running for a few days and were selected for close monitoring after slow jobs were observed. Each VM was the only tenant on its host and configured to have 40 vCPUs, 226GB RAM and 2.5 TB storage. The hosts were equipped with two 2.20GHz 12-core 24-thread Intel Processors Xeon E5-2650 v4, 504GB RAM and 7.3 TB SSD RAID-5 storage. Linux-4.4 kernel, libvirt 1.3.1 and OpenStack Nova 13.1.4 were installed for virtual machine support.

First, we ran a simple application to reproduce our observation about a Fresh VM vs an Aged VM. To simplify the experiment, we broke down a widely used pipeline in GPAS (Somatic Variant Calling) and only selected one of the tools, VarScan2 [21]. Job pipelines in GPAS are spawned as multi-processes, hence VarScan2 can run as multiple processes. The details and the reason for parallelism is explained in [10].

Since the input data for all the tests in this experiment are the same, here we do not use processing rate, but instead execution time as the performance metric. A higher execution time implies worse performance (the same as in processing rate).

We define an “n-process VarScan2 task” as a task that uses n VarScan2 processes to process the input data. We define a “test” as an experiment that concurrently runs 5 tasks of the 8-process VarScan2 on a single VM. The input data is replicated 5 times and each task performs the same computation on the same content but distinct replicas of the data. After a test completes, we measure and record the average execution time.
shows the average execution time of the tasks across several days. Every y point represents a test; the y value of a point shows the average execution time of the 5 concurrent tasks in the test. We can observe that between day 0 and 1.6 (marked by line B), the execution time of the test is relatively fast with low variance. However, after approximately 1.6 days, the performance starts to degrade. We observe that VarScan2 tasks perform normally on a Fresh VM, but perform much worse on an Aged VM.

4.3 Kernel-Level Measurement

To understand the slow performance in an Aged VM, we conducted further experiments including micro-benchmarks and in-kernel measurements in the Aged VM.

We use sysbench [29], a configurable multi-threaded benchmark tool that provides a variety of tests for benchmarking CPUs, multi threading, memory operation, and file I/O performance. We performed many varieties of experiments (not shown here for space) and found that most benchmarking results do not reveal much difference between an Aged VM and a Fresh VM (not shown), except for file I/O performance. Not only does the I/O throughput show different results; but, more interestingly, the monitored CPU utilization on Aged VM and Fresh VM are quite different when compared to that of the host OS.

A common way to monitor CPU utilization is calculating the difference of accumulated values in the pseudo file system (/proc/stat). Simply speaking, the values represent how many time slices have been used for each type (user, system, etc) and for each CPU. There are many tools that profile CPU utilization including top and scollector. We use the latter as it collects and saves raw data, and we can use other tools to calculate and visualize it in desired ways.

Figure 10 shows the comparison of CPU utilization collected from the host OS versus inside an Aged VM. In the VM, we ran a sysbench file I/O test (on an SSD). It is worth noting that there are two lines in the figure (UtilRaw and UtilDrv) representing two ways we calculate CPU utilization. UtilRaw is the raw CPU utilization number (in %) that scollector outputs in every second. In addition to the raw CPU utilization, scollector also outputs more detailed information, including cpuUserSlices, cpuSysSlices, and cpuIdleSlices. We define UtilDrv (for derived) by summing the user and system time slices and dividing by all slices (((cpuUserSlices+cpuSysSlices)/allSlices). Again the difference is that UtilDrv simply sums the cpuUserSlices and cpuSysSlices without considering the idleSlices. The figure also shows another line sys, which represents cpuSysSlices divided by all the slices (in %).

We make the following important observations: (a) System (sys) CPU utilization is high on the host and equal to the overall CPU utilization. A similar observation can be found in the Aged VM. We consider this abnormal because the workload is I/O bound. (b) At the peak utilization, the CPU utilization observed on the host is 82%, while it is only 27% on the Aged VM. Note again that there is only one VM on the host and no other heavy workloads running on the host. This implies that the hypervisor works intensively, a hidden CPU overhead. (c) On the VM, there is a gap between the two ways we measure CPU utilization (the gap between UtilDrv and UtilRaw). Normally, these two lines should overlap as in the host-level measurement (left graph). What happens here is that scollector assumes the VM always gets all the CPU slices from the host OS. However, with our method, UtilDrv, it shows there is a “loss of time” due to the hidden overhead in the hypervisor. CPU time that is supposed to be used for tasks in the VM was used for other system tasks in the host. (d) On a separate measurement on a Fresh VM (not shown for space), we found no such high system CPU usage nor a gap between the two lines.

4.4 Memory Fragmentation

A major problem of aging resources is fragmentation. We started suspecting there was a memory fragmentation problem where sequential guest pages were not mapped sequentially on the physical pages. To get more evidence, we ran concurrent processes and analyzed read operations. Roughly
speaking, a file read operation goes through five steps: 1) check the page cache to see whether the data is already in memory; 2) conduct a synchronized read request at the file system level; 3) send out an asynchronous read request at the block level; 4) wait for completion; and, 5) copy the data from the kernel to the user space. Step (5) represents the most memory-intensive step among all the steps.

We conducted an experiment that records the time spent in each of the steps. We set up four tests. The first test runs a single 1-process VarScan2 task, and the other four tests run 1, 4, and 5 (concurrent) 8-process tasks, respectively.

Table 4 shows the average time every process spends on each I/O step. Note that most of the time is spent in Step #5 (memory copying). With just 1 process (1x1), a process only takes 5 seconds in total for memory copying. With 40 processes (5x8), every process now takes 512 seconds in step #5, which is roughly a 100x slowdown. We note that there is other contention in the SSD (as can be seen in steps #1-4); but, even with 40 processes, the I/O waiting time is not as severe as the slowdown from memory-copying. We also note that we have a 48-core machine, hence CPU contention should be almost negligible with 40 processes.

4.5 The Root Cause: EPT Violation

In this section, we quantify the root cause. After considerable investigation, we found that the root cause resides in the extended page table (EPT), which is a technology invented to increase virtual memory performance for VMs. The use of EPT by the hypervisor is designed to be transparent to VM users. To our knowledge, EPT is used by only certain hypervisor implementations, such as Linux KVM. In a nutshell, EPT serves as a page table that stores the mapping between the VM memory address and the host physical memory address. Modern CPUs use the translation look-aside buffer (TLB) to store a small subset of the EPT entries. Whenever there is a TLB miss, an EPT violation occurs, which causes the hypervisor to interrupt the VM to handle the violation.

Figure 11 shows an experiment with 5 jobs using 30 cores running repeatedly on a fresh state VM for ten days. Figure 11a shows the average number of EPT violations (in millions) observed in every 5 minutes. The figure clearly shows that the longer the VM has been running, the higher the number of EPT violations. Figure 11b confirms the correlation between the number of EPT violations and job execution time.

In conclusion, VM aging leads to more frequent EPT violations causing the hypervisor to interrupt the VM more frequently. In the next two sections, we describe how we monitor and mitigate the problem.

5 Performance Management

To manage this performance problem, we discuss the two parts of our solution: monitoring and mitigation.

5.1 Monitoring

We suggest two methods to detect VM aging: monitoring EPT violation (in the host) or CPU utilization gap (in the VM), along with with the challenges.

Host-Level EPT Violation Monitoring One direct way to measure the problem is to count the number of EPT violations observed in the hypervisor, however the result is relative—how do we know whether the number represents a higher than normal number of EPT violations. We found another more concrete metric to measure this problem: address distance of subsequent EPT violations (which basically attempts to measure the level of memory fragmentation). For example, if two subsequent violations at time $T$ and $T+t$ are about translation misses of guest pages #100 and #2000, respectively, then the distance recorded is $1900\times4KB$. Essentially, we argue that when the addresses of subsequent EPT violations are farther apart, the memory tends to be more fragmented and more EPT violations will occur, causing more time to be spent managing EPT violations.

We return to the experiment in Section 4.5 and this time plot the distribution of address distances of subsequent EPT violations. Figure 12 shows different distributions categorized based on the age of the VM age. Notice that older VMs have distinctly larger address distances. For example, in a 10-day old VM, we can see a distance of at least 50GB in roughly 40% of the time ($x=50GB$, $y=0.6$).

This method requires access to the host. It can provide performance alerts in advance. For example, the distance distribution in a 3-day old VM can be clearly distinguished from a fresh VM. Here, the resulting job execution time has...
been increased by 27% (which was hard to observed in the middle of the job). Thus, this kind of monitoring allows us to predict job performance degradation even before the job ends. In terms of performance overhead, sampling violations in an online manner may bring an impact to system performance. However, our experiment where the trace is enabled for five minutes every ten minutes does not show a negative impact on performance.

**VM-Level /proc/stat Monitoring** While the above method requires host-level access, we now present another method that can be done at the VM level. As explained before, the Linux kernel implements the proc pseudo-filesystem which provides an interface to kernel data structures. The /proc/stat file provides time-slice statistics across user, system, and idle processes from the time the system boots up. In our deployment, the Linux time slice is configured to 10ms.

Inspired by the “gap” shown in Figure 10 earlier, it is possible for users to monitor the gap at the VM level. The gap is caused by a phenomenon where a time slice in the VM is actually (and significantly) less than 10ms because the hypervisor is handling EPT violations. Thus, we can introduce a simple metric, vCPU Efficiency, which is the sum of all the time-slice values in /proc/stat (user, sys, and idle values) divided by the real time slices that have elapsed (since the last time we read /proc/stat). The metric should be near 100%, but when EPT violation is high, it is expected that the efficiency will be much lower than 100%.

Table 5 shows vCPU Efficiency and the job execution time for the same experiments we ran before. Here, we select one “heavy” and one “light” application, where the heavy application uses all 6 available cores per job and the light application uses 1 core per job. We can see that for heavy workloads, there is a large difference in vCPU Efficiency and execution time. For example, when vCPU Efficiency drops from 99% to 83%, the resulting job execution time increases from 16 to 39 hours.

The disadvantage of this method is that we cannot detect VM aging unless we run a heavy application that can be impacted by the aging. Table 5 shows that for a light application, there is no visible difference in the vCPU Efficiency and execution time, even though the VM is already degraded at the time of running. We also want to emphasize that VM aging cannot be crudely defined by the number of days a VM has been up running. In our deployment, VMs age fast (after 3-6 days) because we ran complex bioinformatics pipelines.

### Table 5: vCPU Efficiency, §5.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application / VM</th>
<th>vCPU Efficiency (%)</th>
<th>Execution Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heavy / Fresh VM</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>16.0 hrs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy / Aged VM</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>39.0 hrs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light / Fresh VM</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>5.4 hrs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light / Aged VM</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>5.6 hrs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 6: Pros and cons of five mitigation methods, §5.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mitigation</th>
<th>Pros</th>
<th>Cons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Using Huge Pages</td>
<td>Performance is close to bare metal nodes.</td>
<td>Huge page VMs are more complicated to configure, and less flexible. Benefits of huge pages could be offset with even larger memory size and memory usage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restarting VM</td>
<td>Performance is best after restarting.</td>
<td>The system must support job checkpointing. Longer down time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defragmenting Memory</td>
<td>Performance is improved, short down time.</td>
<td>Cannot provide the best performance. Improvement is only temporary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Running on bare metal</td>
<td>Performance is best and sustainable.</td>
<td>Does not provide the flexibility, management advantages, nor security isolation of VMs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using public clouds</td>
<td>Based on one-week experiments, the performance is best and sustainable. Easy to manage.</td>
<td>Higher costs for some workloads.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2 Mitigations

This section describes several ways that we tried to address the problem. The choice of which mitigation to use depends upon the system requirements, and system administrators will need to decide which mitigation technique works best for them. Table 6 summarizes the pros and cons of the mitigation techniques we discuss below.

**Using Huge Pages** Just like a standard page table, the EPT size increases as the memory grows larger. Also the smaller the page size, the higher the probability of misses. Increasing the page size to 1MB for example (i.e. using “huge” pages) shrinks the size of the EPT table and reduces the probability
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the fresh state, this method is still 44% slower and EPT vio-
lations are nearly 100 times more. In other words, memory
increasing application memory usage expected in the future
permanent solution given the growing sizes of memory and the
application memory usage expected in the future [30]. Another option is to keep the 4KB page unit, but allo-
crate smaller VMs to reduce memory fragmentation. However,
in GPAS, resource requirements differ across jobs, and
many jobs require large memory VMs.

Restarting VMs to avoid performance degradation Another
method is to restart the VMs occasionally to “reset”
the memory fragmentation. According to Figure 11, it is
possible to detect EPT violations early before performance
degradates significantly. With such a detection, we can de-
cide when is a proper time to restart. We conducted a sim-
ple experiment with the same jobs as in Figure 11. Table 7
shows that restarting increase the number of jobs finished per
day. Here, “proactive restart” implies restarting the VM af-
ther every job finishes (i.e., do not reuse the VM across jobs)
and “slowdown-triggered restart” implies restarting when the
monitored vCPU Efficiency drops below 90%. The through-
put numbers in Table 7 might also suggest that restarting in
the middle of a long job might improve its execution time.
However, this requires checkpointing the job progress, which
a feature that is not supported in GPAS.

Defragmenting Memory The burst of EPT violations in
aging VMs is essentially caused by the loss of data locality
of the VM memory on the host physical memory. We can use
the built-in memory defragmentation tool in Linux to reorga-
nize the memory layout. A simple experiment with VarScan2
workloads shows that defragmentation indeed helps decrease
EPT violations. As shown in Table 8, the test runs 21% faster
after defragmentation when the VM has been heavily used
for 7 days. The number of EPT violations during the test is
decreased by 58%. However, comparing to performance of
the fresh state, this method is still 44% slower and EPT vio-
lations are nearly 100 times more. In other words, memory
defragmentation can be a temporary method to improve per-
formance by a small margin, but restarting VMs leads to a
better outcome.

Running on Bare Metal In GPAS, the most viable al-
ternative is to run jobs directly on bare metal nodes without

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Restart Strategy</th>
<th>Jobs per day</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proactive restart</td>
<td>1.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slowdown-triggered restart</td>
<td>1.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No restart</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Rebooting VM mitigation, §5.2.

of misses. However, in GPAS this is not an easy option to
adopt. Huge page VMs are less flexible. Configuring and de-
bugging huge page VMs in a production environment takes
time. Hence, it is not easy to reconfigure and troubleshoot
all the machines with a huge page configuration. In addition,
a huge page size that is “huge” enough for now is not a per-
manent solution given the growing sizes of memory and the
increasing application memory usage expected in the future
[30]. Another option is to keep the 4KB page unit, but allo-
crate smaller VMs to reduce memory fragmentation. However,
in GPAS, resource requirements differ across jobs, and
many jobs require large memory VMs.

In summary, given these benefits, the GDC platform uses
a combination of bare-metal and VM deployments. The statistics presented below are
from job pipelines that have more than one hundred jobs on
bare metal nodes.

In Figure 13, a Gaussian kernel density estimation is cal-
culated for jobs of four particular pipelines on bare metal (BM) nodes and VMs. Bare-metal jobs exhibit much less
variance than VM jobs (the bell shapes of bare-metal jobs
are more localized across the x-axis). In addition, bare-metal
jobs have higher processing rate than VM jobs. The 95th percentile processing rate is marked in the graphs. Note that
the processing rate tail of the bare metal jobs is relatively
short.

Table 9 shows the performance improvements of using
bare metal vs VMs for the fifteen GPAS pipelines that had at
least 100 or more bare metal jobs. The processing rate
improvement (in %) at is shown in the table for different per-
centiles. For example, the 95th percentile processing rate resides for bare metal nodes and VMs.

The caveat is that not all research projects (jobs) can run in this mode; some research projects require the security
isolation provided by running the jobs in a secure VM. For
this reason, GPAS now uses a combination of bare-metal
and VM deployments. The statistics presented below are
from job pipelines that have more than one hundred jobs on
bare metal nodes.

Using Public Clouds We next turn to the question of
whether there are problems with long running bioinformatic
pipelines on the virtualization stacks used in public clouds. Different virtualization stacks are likely to use different approaches, which may, or may not, have the same issues with EPT violations. Some vendors [31, 32] recommend in their documentation that VMs with large memories use configurations with huge page memory, but with no more specific guidance given. On the other hand, hypervisors such as Xen, use an approach to implement virtual machine memory management that directly maps guest virtual address to host physical address (called direct paging). For this reason, they do not incur any additional overhead when resolving the mapping from guest to host, as KVM does.

We did experiments using Amazon Web Services (AWS) and Google Cloud Platform (GCP) to understand whether there are any problems with long running bioinformatics pipelines in their virtualization stacks. To simplify the experiments, we ran VarScan2 using open access data so that the full security and compliance infrastructure normally required by GPAS would not have to be used.

Amazon Web Services has developed their own Nitro system based on KVM. We rented a dedicated host (z1d) and allocated a large memory VM (12xlarge). The one-week experiment does not show performance degradation. For the dataset we used, the minimum execution time is 3.6 hours and the maximum is 3.9 hours, as shown in Table 10. Nitro may offload many tradition virtualization functions to dedicated hardware, which we suspect avoids the address translation overhead.

Google Cloud Platform also developed their hypervisor based on KVM [33]. We rented a 96-core sole-tenant host to avoid sharing with other users and allocated a 90-core 576GB VM on the host. We repeated the same experiment while scaling the maximum number of jobs to 14. The experiment results also does not show any degradation either. The minimum and maximum execution times are 5.7 and 6.0 hours, respectively. Although they use KVM, the same problem might not appear due to one of the following potential reasons: they use huge pages; they use software-based memory management instead of EPT; or the CPUs they use have larger TLBs.

In summary, public cloud platforms do not have the problems with performance degradation for long running pipelines that we observed with our on-premise OpenStack/KVM platform. On the other hand, as mentioned, the large scale GPAS on-premise system has lower costs than public clouds for many of the GDC workloads.

For all of the reasons stated in this section, the GDC platform uses a combination of VM and bare-metal, with occasional VM restarts. The GDC also uses public clouds for some workloads, to provide flexibility, and for burst computing. In summary the GDC today uses a hybrid on-premise/public cloud to take advantage of the flexibility of public clouds and the lower costs provided by large scale on-premise clouds for some workloads.

### 6 Future Challenges

After addressing the EPT violation problem, our future goal is to improve resource utilization of our cluster. The GPAS job management system runs jobs that are encapsulated as CWL workloads [7] and Dockerized. Data that is submitted to the GDC is organized into projects or portions of a project called batches. First, GPAS must schedule different competing projects/batches. For simplicity, we will just describe the process for scheduling projects, since scheduling batches is similar but more complicated. Projects typically contain multiple data types and the appropriate CWL pipelines must be run over each data type. In the first step, GPAS schedules the running of the required CWL pipelines over the different data types in each project. In the second step, CWLtool processes the DAG in the CWL pipeline and schedules each step in the DAG. In the third step, SLURM manages the running of jobs submitted by CWLtool on the VM pool of the available compute nodes.

Currently, each bioinformatics pipeline is encapsulated in a single CWL workflow that is containerized, and the container is scheduled and assigned to a virtual machine for execution. The pipelines were developed by the research community over a period of time and some employ threads efficiently, while others are less efficient. Since portions of pipelines may be either CPU-bound or I/O bound, inefficiencies can arise. For example, Figure 14 shows five Somatic-Variant-Calling (I/O intensive) jobs consuming different input files. The left figure shows that I/O utilization is full but the total bandwidth is lower than the maximum bandwidth of the hard drive (due to seek contention). The right figure shows that for most of the time, CPU is spent in waiting for I/O. The end part (5PM) of the figure also highlights the problem in the last paragraph where there is low I/O activity but the CPUs are not fully utilized.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentile</th>
<th>Improvement</th>
<th>Percentile</th>
<th>Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25\textsuperscript{th}</td>
<td>14 – 78</td>
<td>95\textsuperscript{th}</td>
<td>22 – 95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>median</td>
<td>18 – 79</td>
<td>97\textsuperscript{th}</td>
<td>20 – 97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75\textsuperscript{th}</td>
<td>19 – 81</td>
<td>max</td>
<td>28 – 100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: Running on bare metal, §5.2. Processing rate improvements on different percentiles by running jobs on bare metal nodes are listed in the table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>One on-prem VM</th>
<th>Tests</th>
<th>Min (hrs)</th>
<th>Max (hrs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amazon Web Services</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Cloud Platform</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10: DNA alignment workload execution time on public cloud, §5.2.
Inefficiencies can also arise due to the fact that currently GPAS assigns a VM per CWL container, and different portions of the CWL workflow benefit from different number of processors. As a specific example, assume we have a machine with three processors (P1–P3), and two jobs A and B, each of which has three serialized tasks (1, 2, 3) and task #3 runs as threads. Assume that the maximum resource that A and B need are two processors, but that these are just needed for a portion of the pipeline. In this case, we have a classical scheduling allocation problem, if we devote two processors for A and B, then there are periods in which the CPUs are under utilized as shown in the Figure (the white spaces).

It would be more efficient to allocate the processors as shown on the right, where we allow both jobs A and B to be assigned on the same machine even though the total processors needed exceeds the number of processors (4 > 3). A simple simulation of some jobs in our cluster shows such an approach like this can increase CPU utilization up to 20% and reduce job execution time up to 15%.

While there is a vast literature on job/task scheduling (see Section 7), the challenge here is that the CWL workflows must either be rewritten and an appropriate scheduling algorithm used or the CWL execution engine itself must have a greater ability to parallelize portions of the DAG being executed. Both of these approaches are currently being developed.

## 7 Related work

We now discuss related work briefly for space (please see our supplemental material for more [10]).

The introduction of EPT is aimed to increase the performance of VM memory management. In its early stage of development, many found it to be effective in reducing the translation overhead compared to software-based solutions [34]. Multiple recent studies [4, 35–37] show that short-term benchmarks running on more advanced modern CPUs, the overhead from TLB misses and EPT violations is small and the VM performance is comparable to bare-metal performance. We found this is not true for our large bioinformatics jobs. Huge pages can reduce TLB misses to a large extent [38, 39], but it is not always a viable solution. More recent research in the community [30, 40–44] has devoted themselves to devise a better virtual memory management or mitigate the overhead of TLB misses. Another lesson that can be taken here is the need for tools to quickly reproduce memory (allocation) aging just like the popular utility of filesystem aging tools [45–53].

### 8 Conclusion

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to conduct a prolonged performance evaluation of virtualization stack for jobs that are both long running and memory intensive, such as bioinformatics jobs, and hence causing extreme virtual memory fragmentation. Diagnosing this problem has been a long and onerous process, primarily because the problem cannot be quickly reproduced; every experiment must be repeated for days to provide the evidence required. We hope the contributions of this paper can help other deployments similar to ours and lead to new research activities (e.g., memory aging tools).
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Abstract

The scale of computer clusters has grown significantly in recent years. Today, a cluster may have 100 thousand machines and execute billions of tasks, especially short tasks, each day. As a result, the scheduler, which manages resource utilization in a cluster, also needs to be upgraded to work at a much larger scale. However, upgrading the scheduler — a central system component — in a large production cluster is a daunting task as we need to ensure the cluster’s stability and robustness, e.g., user transparency should be guaranteed, and other cluster components and the existing scheduling policies need to remain unchanged. We investigated existing scheduler designs and found that most cannot handle the scale of our production clusters or may endanger their robustness. We analyzed one most suitable design that follows a shared-state architecture, and its limitations led us to a fine-grained staleness-aware state sharing design, called partitioned synchronization (ParSync). ParSync features the simplicity required for maintaining the robustness of a production cluster, while achieving high scheduling efficiency and quality in scaling. ParSync has been deployed and is running stably in our production clusters.

1 Introduction

In Alibaba, we operate large clusters each containing tens of thousands of machines. Every day, billions of tasks are submitted to, scheduled and executed in a cluster. A cluster scheduler, or scheduler for short, manages both machines and tasks in a cluster. Based on the resource requirements (e.g., CPU, memory, network bandwidth) of tasks, a scheduler matches tasks to appropriate resources using various scheduling algorithms and makes complex trade-offs among multiple scheduling objectives such as scheduling efficiency, scheduling quality, resource utilization, fairness and priority of tasks. The ability to balance these objectives largely depends on both technical and business factors, and thus varies from company to company and cluster to cluster.

Due to the rapid growth in our businesses in recent years, we have faced serious challenges in scaling our scheduler, which is a centralized architecture similar to YARN [44], as there have been substantially more tasks and machines in our clusters. Today, the size of some of our clusters is close to 100k machines and the average task submission rate is about 40k tasks/sec (and considerably higher in some months). This scale simply exceeds a single scheduler’s capacity and an upgrade to a distributed scheduler architecture is inevitable.

In this paper, we present a design for a distributed scheduler architecture that can handle the scale of our cluster size and task submission rate, while at the same time achieving low-latency and high-quality scheduling. The design presented also satisfies two hard constraints (§2): backward compatibility and seamless user transparency. The scheduler’s robustness and stability derived from these constraints are of vital importance for our production environment.

Cluster schedulers have been extensively studied [9, 13, 14, 17, 25, 30, 32, 36, 37, 39, 44, 45] and we discuss the suitability of existing schedulers for our cluster environment and workloads in §3. Among them, a shared-state scheduler architecture, described in Omega [39], is able to handle our cluster size and satisfy the two hard constraints because it requires minimal intrusive architectural changes. In Omega, a master maintains the cluster state, which indicates the availability of resources in each machine in the cluster. There are multiple schedulers, each of which maintains a local copy of the cluster state by synchronizing with the master copy periodically. Each scheduler schedules tasks optimistically based on the (possibly stale) local state and sends resource requests to the

†This work was done when the authors were visiting Alibaba.

‡Co-first-authors ordered alphabetically.
master. As multiple schedulers may request the same piece of resource, this results in scheduling conflicts. The master grants the resource to the first scheduler that requested it, and the other schedulers will need to reschedule their task. The scheduling conflicts and rescheduling overheads lead to high latency when the task submission rate is high, which we validate in §4 using both analytical models and simulations. Our results show that the contention on high-quality resources and the staleness of local states are the two main contributors to high scheduling latency as they both substantially increase scheduling conflicts.

Then in §5, we propose partitioned synchronization (ParSync) to mitigate the negative impacts of these two factors. ParSync partitions the cluster state into $N$ parts ($N$ is the number of schedulers), such that each scheduler synchronizes $1/N$ of distinct partitions instead of the entire state each time. As a result, at any time each scheduler has a fresh view of $1/N$ of the partitions and can first schedule its tasks to these partitions. This significantly reduces the contention (with other schedulers) on high-quality resources. Based on when a partition is synchronized, a scheduler knows how stale its partitions are; thus, algorithm designers can now better balance scheduling latency and scheduling quality by adjusting the preference to fresher partitions. We also devise an adaptive strategy to dynamically choose between lowering scheduling latency and improving scheduling quality. We validate the effectiveness of ParSync and various scheduling algorithms developed based on ParSync in §6. ParSync has been deployed in Fuxi 2.0, which is the latest version of the distributed cluster scheduler in Alibaba, and is running stably in our production clusters, where each production cluster contains thousands to 100K machines.

2 Background and Challenges

Workload statistics. Millions of jobs are submitted to a cluster each day in Alibaba. Figure 1a (solid curve) plots the number of jobs processed in a cluster each day in a randomly picked month, which ranges from 3.34 to 4.36 million jobs. A job consists of many tasks and Figure 1a (dotted curve) shows that the number of tasks each day ranges from 3.1 to 4.4 billion. The majority of tasks are short tasks. As shown in Figure 1b, 87% of tasks are completed in less than 10 seconds.

Motivation for scheduler upgrade. Our previous cluster scheduler follows a typical master-worker architecture [44]. A single master manages all the resources in a cluster and handles all the scheduling work. Each worker machine has an agent process, which sends the latest status of the worker via heartbeat messages to the master. The master receives jobs submitted by users and then places each job in its corresponding quota group [26]. The cluster operator configures a quota group to specify the minimum and maximum amounts of resources the group can acquire. In particular, when the cluster is overloaded, resources have to be divided among all the groups by weighted fairness (based on their quotas).

In recent years, the scale of our cluster has significantly increased and a single cluster can have 100k machines. Statistically partitioning a large cluster is not an option because there are some extremely large jobs from critical projects and a large cluster is required to ensure that these large jobs and a large number of daily production jobs can be both processed without extended delay. There are also important technical reasons (e.g., resource fragmentation [45], limited visibility [39]) and business factors (e.g., projects need to access the data of other projects in the same business unit that stores its data in a single cluster for operational and management reasons), which require scheduling over an entire large cluster rather than breaking it down into smaller ones.

However, the previous monolithic single-master architecture could not handle the scale of the current clusters in Alibaba. First, the 10x larger number of machines requires a larger time gap between two consecutive heart-beat messages from a worker to the master so that the master, which is on the critical path of all decisions, would not be overloaded. But a larger gap is more likely to leave idle machines unused for a longer period of time during the gap. Second, the significantly larger number of tasks simply exceeds the capability of a single scheduler. Specifically, our previous scheduler could only handle task submission rates in the range of a few thousand tasks per second, but the average task submission rate is 40K/sec (and the peak is 61K/sec) for the 30 days in Figure 1a.

Objectives and constraints. In addition to the scalability challenges posed by both the workload and the cluster size, the new scheduler should also achieve a good trade-off among various scheduling objectives. We focus on the following objectives: (1) scheduling efficiency or delay, i.e., how long a task waits for its required resources to be allocated; (2) scheduling quality, i.e., whether the resource preference of a task (e.g., machines where its data are stored, machines with larger memory or faster CPUs) is satisfied; (3) fairness [19] and
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As many schedulers have been proposed, we first examine if clusters and achieves higher utilization [45].

Second, each scheduler in the shared-state architecture can run a different scheduling strategy programmed in separate code bases for different types of jobs, as to avoid the software engineering difficulties of maintaining all strategies in one code base and using multi-threading for solving head-of-line blocking in monolithic architecture. Second, each scheduler has a global view of the cluster, thus solving the problem of limited visibility in two-level schedulers such as Mesos [25]. This allows global policies (e.g., fairness and priority) to be implemented. Third, each scheduler can assign tasks to any machine in the cluster instead of a fixed subset of partitions, which reduces resource fragmentation in statically partitioned clusters and achieves higher utilization [45].

3 Can We Adopt an Existing Scheduler?

As many schedulers have been proposed, we first examine if our problem can be addressed by an existing scheduler.

3.1 Shared-State Architecture

Omega [39] proposed the shared-state scheduler architecture as described in §1. This architecture addresses the limitations in monolithic, two-level, and static partitioning approaches, respectively. First, each scheduler in the shared-state architecture can run a different scheduling strategy programmed in separate code bases for different types of jobs, as to avoid the software engineering difficulties of maintaining all strategies in one code base and using multi-threading for solving head-of-line blocking in monolithic architecture. Second, each scheduler has a global view of the cluster, thus solving the problem of limited visibility in two-level schedulers such as Mesos [25]. This allows global policies (e.g., fairness and priority) to be implemented. Third, each scheduler can assign tasks to any machine in the cluster instead of a fixed subset of partitions, which reduces resource fragmentation in statically partitioned clusters and achieves higher utilization [45].

The shared-state architecture is a neat design that also satisfies our two hard constraints given in §1. First, interactions between application masters, worker agents and schedulers would require little change. An application master still talks to only one scheduler and performs application-level scheduling on a pool of committed resources. An agent reports the status of each task to its corresponding scheduler in the same way. Thus, backward compatibility is ensured. Second, users rely on the behaviors of global policies such as fairness and priority to organize their workflows to ensure job completion before deadline and effective resource utilization. They may have accumulated many scripts for arranging job submissions over the years. With global policies unchanged, these scripts can be reused.

With the hard constraints resolved, we move on to analyze whether this architecture also meets our other design goals given in §1, i.e., scalability, low latency and high scheduling quality. We present our analysis in §4, but before that, we also consider other alternatives below.

3.2 Schedulers Focusing on Scalability

Shared-state approaches. Apollo [9], Mercury [30] and Yaq-d [37] also use a shared state. They do not resolve conflicts by a centralized coordinator as in Omega, but let schedulers push tasks to distributed queues in workers. Based on task duration estimation, Apollo shares a wait-time matrix (WTM) as the state to keep the queue length in each worker. The WTM allows a scheduler to infer future resource availability instead of being limited to present resource availability. Yaq-d discusses queue sizing and reordering strategies based on wait time. In Mercury, tasks with guaranteed resources are handled by a centralized scheduler in order to enforce fairness and priority, while other tasks are handled by distributed schedulers.

These schedulers are not as general as Omega’s design (e.g., their designs cannot be easily adopted in cluster) for the following reasons. First, task duration estimation can be inaccurate due to little prior information, changing input data size, data skewness [11,33] and temporal interference [8,16]. Task duration estimation is particularly difficult for modern clusters (e.g., clouds, our data centers) as they process diversified tasks from both internal and external users running on a broad range of systems. Second, predicted resource availability improves scheduling quality primarily due to disk locality, e.g., in Apollo’s cluster [9]. A scheduler would assign a task to a busy machine as long as the benefit from disk locality is greater than the extra time the task waits to be executed. However, disk locality becomes less important [7] when faster switches, NICs [1,6] and compressed file format [2–5,42] are in use. Third, distinguishing tasks as in Mercury complicates the intra-job scheduling design of the applications, which compromises backward compatibility.
Other approaches. There are also distributed schedulers that do not share a cluster state. Sparrow [36] uses batch sampling and late binding to improve scheduling efficiency and task completion time. Tarcil [17] extends Sparrow by dynamically adjusting sampling sizes. Hawk [14] dispatches long batch jobs to a centralized scheduler, which adopts the least-waiting-time strategy, and short jobs to a set of distributed schedulers. Hawk also reserves a small portion of the cluster for short jobs and uses task stealing to avoid short tasks being blocked by long tasks. Eagle [13] takes one step further to proactively avoid assigning a short task to a machine with long tasks running or waiting. It also enables a worker machine to repetitively fetch remaining tasks from a job to mimic the least-remaining-time-first strategy.

The designs of these schedulers are also not general and adopting them has the following key concerns. First, they also rely on accurate task duration estimation as in shared-state approaches. Second, Sparrow does not have a global view of a cluster to implement global policies, and its strategy is customized for fine-grained tasks of Spark jobs [35] and the duration of such tasks is in the range of milliseconds. Hawk and Eagle focus on using a single scheduling algorithm to reduce the JCT of homogeneous workloads. In contrast, Omega’s design offers a global cluster view and allows multiple schedulers to run different scheduling algorithms.

3.3 Other Related Work

Schedulers such as YARN [44], Mesos [25], Borg [41,45] and Kubernetes [32] consider various issues in production clusters such as generality, extensibility, robustness and resource utilization, in contrast to schedulers discussed in §3.2 which focus on high scalability and low scheduling latency. Apart from scheduler architectures, many scheduling algorithms have been proposed. [23, 29, 31] focus on intra-job task scheduling to optimize job completion time. Job scheduling algorithms that aim to achieve objectives such as fairness [10, 19, 27, 47], high resource utilization [12,15,16,20,21,27,28,34,40,46], job completion time [22,43], and workload autoscaling [38] may also be adopted in our schedulers according to the application needs of our clusters. These works do not focus on scheduler architecture design and are orthogonal to our work.

4 An Analysis on Scheduling Conflicts

In §3 we singled out Omega’s shared-state architecture [39] as a potential solution to our problem. As mentioned in §1, multiple schedulers may contend for the same piece of resource, which leads to conflicts and hence scheduling delay. Thus, we want to study the following questions: (1) What are the factors that determine the conflict rate? how important is each of these factors? (2) How bad can the scheduling delay be? (3) How can we avoid or alleviate the scheduling delay? What price do we need to pay?

4.1 Conflict Modeling

We first quantify conflicts by constructing an analytical model for scheduling using the shared-state architecture presented in §1. The scheduling of a task may be delayed when there are not enough available resources to be allocated for the submitted tasks, or when there are enough available resources but the scheduler cannot keep up with the task submission rate. As we focus on the scheduler design, we only investigate the second case, i.e., the scheduler is the potential bottleneck of allocating available resources to tasks in time.

One extreme case that puts schedulers on the test is when the task submission rate and the resource needs of the tasks just match with the total amount of resources in a cluster. Suppose that there are $S$ slots of resources in the cluster and each task takes one slot for its execution. At each unit of time (UT), $J$ tasks are submitted for scheduling and each of the tasks runs for a fixed duration of $T$ UT. If we have a single ideal scheduler that assigns tasks without delay and incurs no conflict, then all the $J$ tasks will be committed immediately as long as there are available slots. We say that a task is committed when its requested resources are allocated. In reality, however, we do not have such an ideal scheduler. Instead, we have multiple schedulers that can lead to conflicts. By queuing theory, the scheduling delay will grow to infinity. However, as we will discuss below, this extreme case helps us see how much overhead due to conflicts is added by introducing multiple schedulers and how much price we should pay to fix this problem. We are particularly interested in this extreme case as it gives the scheduler the most pressure.

Now suppose that a scheduler can only schedule and commit $K < J$ tasks within each UT given that there is no conflict. To keep up with the task submission rate, i.e., $J$ tasks/UT, we need to use at least $N = J/K$ schedulers to share the scheduling load. We assume that tasks are uniformly distributed to the schedulers and each scheduler independently makes its own scheduling decision based on the latest synchronized local cluster state, where available slots are randomly chosen for assignment. We will discuss the implications of these assumptions in §4.2.

We name the above setting as the Baseline. As conflicts cannot be avoided in reality, a scheduler cannot commit all its $K$ tasks within the current UT when conflicts occur, which leads to scheduling delay. We investigate how many conflicts can be incurred. Consider that the cluster has $S_{idle}$ idle slots. We denote the number of schedulers picking slot $i$ as a random variable $X_i$. Since each scheduler picks a slot with probability $K S_{idle}^{-1} X_i$ follows a binomial distribution. We denote the number of conflicts at slot $i$ as a random variable $Y_i = \max(X_i - 1, 0)$. 
Then, we can deduce the expectation of $Y_i$ as:

$$E(Y_i) = 0 \cdot \Pr\{X_i \leq 1\} + \sum_{j=1}^{N-1} j \cdot \Pr\{X_i = j + 1\}$$

$$= \sum_{j=1}^{N-1} (j + 1) \cdot \Pr\{X_i = j + 1\} - \sum_{j=1}^{N-1} \Pr\{X_i = j + 1\}$$

$$= E(X_i) - \Pr\{X_i = 1\} - (1 - \Pr\{X_i = 1\} - \Pr\{X_i = 0\})$$

$$= NK \cdot \frac{1}{S_{idle}} + 1 + \left(1 - \frac{K}{S_{idle}}\right)^N \quad (1)$$

Since we have $S_{idle}$ idle slots in total, the expectation of the total number of conflicts is given by:

$$E(\sum_{i=1}^{S} Y_i) = S_{idle} \cdot E(Y_i) = NK - S_{idle} + S_{idle} \cdot \left(1 - \frac{K}{S_{idle}}\right)^N \quad (2)$$

To reduce conflicts, naturally we may consider to add more slots (so as to reduce the contention for resources) or more schedulers (so as to increase the capacity to handle conflicts). We analyze each of them as follows.

**Adding extra slots.** Merely adding extra slots to a cluster can never reduce the expectation of the number of conflicts to 0 according to Eq.(2). We may reduce conflicts by adding more extra slots, but Eq.(2) shows that the effect of increasing the number of extra slots (i.e., $S_{idle}$) is superlinearly diminishing.

**Adding extra schedulers.** In the Baseline setting, each scheduler is operating at its full capacity and does not have room to resolve conflicts. By adding more schedulers, each scheduler may handle less than $K$ tasks in each UT and now have time to reschedule tasks due to conflicts. However, this may lead to more conflicts, as the following analysis shows. Suppose now we have $A \cdot N$ tasks (where $A > 1$) instead of $N$ schedulers, and thus each scheduler has $\frac{A}{N}$ tasks to schedule. Substituting $N$ with $A \cdot N$ and $K$ with $\frac{K}{N}$ in Eq.(2), we obtain:

$$f(A) = E(\sum_{i=1}^{S} Y_i) = \frac{N}{A} \cdot K - S_{idle} + S_{idle} \cdot \left(1 - \frac{K}{A \cdot S_{idle}}\right)^{A \cdot N} \quad (3)$$

$$= C_1 + C_2 \cdot (1 - \frac{1}{x})^{x \cdot C_3}, \quad (4)$$

where $C_1 = NK - S_{idle}$, $C_2 = S_{idle}$, $C_3 = \frac{NK}{S_{idle}}$, and $x = \frac{S_{idle}}{K}$.

In Eq.(4), since $C_1$, $C_2$ and $C_3$ are independent of $A$ and $C_2, C_3 > 0$, $f(A)$ increases if $(1 - \frac{1}{x})^x$ increases. Since $(1 - \frac{1}{x})^x$ increases monotonically as $A$ increases when $x \geq 1$, $f(A)$ also increases as $A$ increases, i.e., the expected number of conflicts increases when more schedulers are added. Thus, we need to find out whether the overhead of having more conflicts can be covered up by the benefit of having more time for rescheduling tasks such that these tasks will be committed within the same UT in which they are submitted.

**Adding extra slots and schedulers.** Due to the diminishing returns by adding extra slots only or schedulers only, it is reasonable to believe that adding both of them can lead to a more cost-effective solution. However, as $S_{extra}$ and $A$ are intertwined in Eq.(4) and Eq.(4) only indicates the number of conflicts in a single round of scheduling, it is hard to derive an accurate mathematical solution for $S_{extra}$ and $A$ to achieve 0 scheduling delay in a series of rounds of scheduling. Nevertheless, we can make use of the equations we have derived for quantifying conflicts to construct a simulator for the scheduling process. By simulating different combinations of $N, J, K, S$, with the constraints $J \ast T = S$ and $N \ast K = J$, we can examine the minimal requirements for $S_{extra}$ and $A$.

### 4.2 The Implications of Our Assumptions

Before we present the simulation, we remark that although the assumptions made in §4.1 lead to an easier analysis, some of them diverge from reality in the following aspects:

[A1] It is assumed that schedulers pick slots for tasks in a uniformly random fashion. In reality, some machines may be preferred (e.g., because of more advanced hardware or data locality) and result in more conflicts than the expectation.

[A2] It is (implicitly) assumed that all the schedulers schedule tasks synchronously round after round, and the local cluster states can be synchronized with the master state as frequently as we want. However, in reality each scheduler acts asynchronously with each other. We also cannot piggyback the synchronization of the cluster state on the return trip of every commit request as in Omega [39], as explained in Footnote 1 in §1. Instead, a time gap $G$ is set between two synchronizations of a local state with the master. In-between the gap, when a scheduler commits a task to some slot, the slot’s status in the master state and the scheduler’s local state is updated. Such updates make the local states of other schedulers stale, and scheduling decisions based on a stale view of the state lead to more conflicts than indicated by our equations in §4.1.

[A3] We assume conflicts are uniformly incurred on schedulers. But in reality commit requests from schedulers are handled by the master in an FIFO manner and thus schedulers whose requests are sent earlier will get fewer conflicts.

### 4.3 Simulation Analysis

We construct a simulator following most of the setting in §4.1. We also integrate the factors listed in §4.2 into the simulator as follows.

To address [A1], we assign a score to each slot based on a normal distribution and schedulers pick desired slots by weighted sampling according to their scores (instead of in a uniformly random fashion as in §4.1). We vary the variance of slot scores to control how much slots should be contended.

To address [A2], we set a synchronization gap $G$. At each time period $G$, schedulers synchronize their local state with
the master state. Each scheduler makes its scheduling decisions independently based on its own local state, which may become stale until its next synchronization. Since $G$ controls the staleness of the local states, we vary $G$ to examine its impact on scheduling delay.

To address [A3], commit requests are sent to the master asynchronously by schedulers in our simulation and the requests are processed in FIFO. We also distribute the master state by partitioning so that commit requests to a slot are only sent to the partition that contains the slot. We vary the number of partitions to examine the effects of having a long queue at a single master versus shorter queues at distributed partitions.

**Simulation setting.** We assume that the cluster has 200K slots, and each task takes 1 slot and uses it for 5s, which is to simulate a typical scenario in our cluster, i.e., task submission rate is around 40K tasks/s and the duration of most tasks is between 1s to 10s (§2). Suppose that a scheduler takes 0.25ms to schedule a single task (close to our real scheduling latency) and thus we need at least 10 schedulers to just match with the 40K/s task submission rate (assuming no conflicts). Tasks are submitted in batches, where each batch has 100 tasks, and 10 batches are submitted to each scheduler in each second. Each scheduler makes scheduling decisions for a whole batch and schedules the next batch only after the tasks in the current batch have all been committed.

We vary task submission rate $R$, synchronization gap $G$, slot scores, and the number of partitions $P$ of the master state, to examine how $S_{extra}$ changes with $A = 2, 4, 8$. We want to find which factors are the main contributors to conflicts. For each simulation, we use the following default setting: $R = 40K/s$, $G = 0.5s$, a normal distribution of slot scores with mean = 10 and variance $V = 2$, and $P = 1$ (i.e., no partitioning).

In the simulation, we try to find the minimum number of combinations of $A$ and $S_{extra}$ to achieve a small scheduling delay. With a larger $A$, the number of tasks $B$ in one batch is adjusted to $B_{new} = \frac{A}{P}$. With a larger $S_{extra}$, the number of conflicts decreases. In the simulation, tasks are submitted at a fixed rate for 90 seconds (similar patterns are observed after 90s), and we say that the scheduling delay is small when the simulation finishes in less than 110% × 90s = 99s.

**Simulation results.** Figures 2a, 2b and 2c show that a significant number of extra slots needs to be added as we increase $R$, $G$ or $V$. This is because a larger $R$ means more work for each scheduler, a larger $G$ means making scheduling decisions based on a staler state and for longer time, and a larger $V$ means more contentions for higher-quality slots, all of which lead to more conflicts. To maintain the same scheduling delay, more extra slots can help reduce the contentions for slots and hence conflicts. However, Figure 2d shows that the impact of $P$ is minimal. This is because even when the master state is not partitioned, some schedulers may have more conflicts at one point of time but the number of conflicts evens out among all schedulers over time.

**Figure 2:** Simulation results

In each simulation, we also increase the number of schedulers to 2, 4 and 8 times more to see how a larger $A$ helps reduce scheduling delay. Figures 2a-2d consistently show that increasing $A$ has diminishing benefits. This conforms with our findings in §4.1 as sharing the same total amount of work by more schedulers leads to more conflicts. Moreover, it is costly to operate many schedulers in a real cluster, as we use active standbys to replace failed ones to meet our SLAs.

Adding a large number of extra slots and schedulers is a big price to pay for a large-scale production cluster, considering both the extra machine costs and daily operation costs. Thus, we want to look for a new solution. According to the simulation results, task submission rate, slot scores and synchronization gap are the main factors that contribute to conflicts. However, we cannot change task submission rate as it is fixed by the workloads. Slot scores are related to the resources desired by tasks, which may be compromised (e.g., a task may also accept a fast machine instead of the fastest machine) to alleviate the contentions and hence reduce conflicts. Synchronization gap affects performance as it controls the staleness of the local states, which in turn determine the probability of conflicts. Our solution will focus on the last two factors, i.e., slot quality and staleness of the local states.

5 Partitioned Synchronization

As our solution aims to reduce conflicts, we first describe an alternative that offers no-conflict guarantee, namely pessimistic scheduling. One implementation of pessimistic scheduling is to let each scheduler have exclusive partitions of a cluster, but this can lead to resource under-utilization as some partitions may hold idle resources that can be used by other schedulers [39, 45]. Another implementation is by applying
5.1 The Design

**Observation.** We found that scheduling delay increases disproportionately within the period $G$. When the cluster state is just synchronized, it is fresher and scheduling has fewer conflicts. But when the state becomes more outdated towards the end of $G$, scheduling decisions result in more conflicts. Conflicts lead to rescheduling, which may in turn cause new conflicts, and hence rescheduling recursively. Consider our default simulation setting in §4.3 and $S_{	ext{ratio}} = 15,000$, and divide $G$ into two equal intervals: 0s-0.25s and 0.25s-0.5s. The average conflict rate in the first interval is 48% and that in the second interval is increased to 64%. As a result, the average delay of the first interval is only 23% of the total average delay, while the second interval contributes to 76% of the total. In other words, most of the delay is caused by the stalier view of the cluster state in the later interval of $G$.

**Main idea.** Our main idea is to reduce the staleness of the local states and to find a good balance between resource quality (i.e., slot score) and scheduling efficiency, as these two are the main contributors to conflicts according to our findings in §4.3. We present our solution, partitioned synchronization (ParSync), as follows.

ParSync logically partitions the master state into $P$ parts. Assume that we have $N$ schedulers, where $N \leq P$. Each scheduler still keeps a local cluster state, but different schedulers synchronize different partitions of the state each time, in contrast to synchronizing the entire state (let us denote it as StateSync) as in the approach discussed in §4. Specifically, assume (for simplicity) $P$ is a multiple of $N$, the $i$-th scheduler starts its synchronization from the $\left(\frac{P}{N} \times (i-1) + 1\right)$-th partition to the $\left(\frac{P}{N} \times i\right)$-th partition of the state in each round of synchronization, and the subsequent rounds of synchronization continue in a round-robin manner. Thus, in each round, all schedulers synchronize different partitions of the cluster state. This is also why we require $P \geq N$, as otherwise some schedulers would synchronize the same partition(s).

**How does ParSync work?** First, each scheduler has a fresh view of $\frac{P}{N}$ partitions of the cluster resources, so that the scheduler can commit its tasks to available slots in these partitions with a high success rate (since its view on these partitions is fresher than that of any other schedulers). This design is particularly favorable for scheduling short tasks in a highly contended cluster like ours. For short tasks, it is more critical to acquire resources sooner for their execution, instead of spending long time to find the most suitable slots because better slots may not compensate for the scheduling delay (which itself can be comparable with or even longer than the execution time of a short task). Note that the majority of the tasks in our workloads are short tasks, as shown in Figure 1b.

Second, ParSync also effectively reduces the average staleness of the entries in a local cluster state, which we explain as follows. As the granularity of synchronization is changed from the entire cluster state to $\frac{P}{N}$ partitions, which effectively changes the synchronization gap to $\frac{G}{N}$. In contrast to synchronizing the entire state at every $G$ time units, with ParSync each scheduler synchronizes $\frac{P}{N}$ partitions of its local state at every $\frac{G}{N}$ time units. Now let us define the staleness of a partition as the period of time since its latest synchronization, and let AS be the average staleness of all the partitions of a local state. Whether ParSync is used or not, the average of “AS”s over all time points is always $\frac{G}{2}$. However, ParSync reduces the variance of “AS”s, which we explain as follows.

Suppose that there is only one partition, then the minimum and maximum AS are 0 and $G$ (at time 0 and $G$, respectively). If there are two partitions, then the minimum and maximum AS are $(0 + \frac{G}{2})/2 = \frac{G}{4}$ and $(\frac{G}{2} + G)/2 = \frac{3G}{4}$. Thus, when we increase the number of partitions from 1 to 2, we also bound the AS in the range of $[\frac{G}{4}, \frac{3G}{4}]$ instead of $[0, G]$. Intuitively speaking, using more partitions here is like sacrificing the period when the AS is small (i.e., $[0, \frac{G}{4}]$) to avoid the period when the AS is large (i.e., $[\frac{3G}{4}, G]$). But this sacrifice can lead to significant reduction in the scheduling delay, because conflicts increase much faster in the later interval of $G$ as we discussed in the Observation earlier.

As having more partitions bounds the AS in a smaller range, consequently the variance of AS is also reduced. When the number of partitions becomes sufficiently large, we push the minimum and maximum AS close to $\frac{G}{2}$. Thus, the eventual effect of ParSync on scheduling delay can be approximately viewed as reducing $G$ to $\frac{G}{2}$, which also means that we reduce the average staleness of a local state.

The above analysis is important because our Observation earlier also indicates that a reduction in the staleness of the local state can significantly reduce the number of conflicts and hence also the scheduling delay.

ParSync allows us to better balance resource quality and scheduling efficiency. For example, as conflicts are less likely to happen in periods when the cluster is not in intensive use, a scheduler may take higher risk of rescheduling and try to commit tasks to high-quality slots in other staler partitions (instead of its freshest $\frac{P}{N}$ partitions). In this case, ParSync may adopt optimistic scheduling to prioritize resource quality (i.e., slot score). In contrast, a scheduling strategy aiming for successful commits may take a pessimistic approach (but with all schedulers concurrently working). In addition, each scheduler still has a global view of the cluster and hence global scheduling policies can also be implemented.
We further analyze the effectiveness of ParSync by simulation. (i.e., values of the parameters as in §4.3.)

4.3 SameSyn vs. DiffSyn

We first compare two synchronization strategies: (1) **DiffSyn**: each scheduler synchronizes different partitions of the cluster state, i.e., the strategy used in ParSync; (2) **SameSyn**: all schedulers synchronize the same partitions, i.e., all schedulers synchronize the \(\left(\frac{P}{N} \ast (i - 1) + 1\right)\)-th to \(\left(\frac{P}{N} \ast i\right)\)-th partitions in the \(i\)-th round, for \(1 \leq i \leq N\). In this simulation, a scheduler may pick slots from any partition in the cluster (i.e., using optimistic scheduling).

We vary task submission rate \(R\), synchronization gap \(G\), the variance of slot scores \(V\), and the number of schedulers (i.e., \(AN\)) from \(N\) to \(4N\), where \(N = 10\). As shown in Figures 3(a)–(c), SameSyn requires more extra slots than DiffSyn in order to achieve the same latency, which can be explained as follows.

We found that schedulers tend to pick slots from fresher partitions. This is because when a scheduler tries to commit a task to a slot, it also updates the status of the slot in its local partition to “taken” (either by this task or already taken). Over time, more and more slots in the staler partitions are marked “taken”, which are refreshed until the partitions are synchronized. This becomes a problem for SameSyn because all schedulers are competing for available slots from the same fresher partitions, thus leading to more conflicts. In contrast, under DiffSyn, the fresher partitions of each scheduler are different, meaning that each scheduler always has higher commit rate in its own fresher partitions. Each scheduler under DiffSyn still has high conflict rate when committing tasks to its staler partitions, but this situation also happens to SameSyn.

**Scheduling strategies.** We examine three scheduling strategies: **Quality-first**, **Latency-first**, and **Adaptive**. In Quality-first, a scheduler schedules a task by first choosing the partition with the highest average slot score and then picking available slots by weighted sampling based on slot scores. In Latency-first, each scheduler schedules a task by first picking slots from its freshest partitions, but if suitable slots are not found, then it looks for slots in other partitions (from the least stale partition first).

Adaptive uses Quality-first when it does not incur much scheduling delay, while it adopts Latency-first when scheduling efficiency is more critical. It calculates an exponential moving average (EMA) of scheduling delay, such that Quality-first is used when the EMA is smaller than a threshold \(\tau\), and Latency-first is used otherwise. Note that \(\tau\) is usually the SLA for the scheduling delay specified by the cluster operator or users. Here we intend to show that the adaptive strategy can bound the scheduling delay by \(\tau\) when the cluster is busy, and attain high slot quality as Quality-first when the cluster is not busy, instead of arguing what is the best trade-off we can make. We run simulation by setting \(\tau = 1.5\) as a demonstration.

We simulate three scenarios that may happen in our production cluster on a typical day as follows. We create two groups of schedulers, A and B, and divide the timeline into three phases: (1) A and B are both operating at \(2/3\) of their full capacity; (2) A is operating at full capacity while B remains the same; (3) A and B are both operating at full capacity. Each phase is run for 30s.

**Scheduling strategies.** We examine three scheduling strategies: **Quality-first**, **Latency-first**, and **Adaptive**. In Quality-first, a scheduler schedules a task by first choosing the partition with the highest average slot score and then picking available slots by weighted sampling based on slot scores. In Latency-first, each scheduler schedules a task by first picking slots from its freshest partitions, but if suitable slots are not found, then it looks for slots in other partitions (from the least stale partition first).

Adaptive uses Quality-first when it does not incur much scheduling delay, while it adopts Latency-first when scheduling efficiency is more critical. It calculates an exponential moving average (EMA) of scheduling delay, such that Quality-first is used when the EMA is smaller than a threshold \(\tau\), and Latency-first is used otherwise. Note that \(\tau\) is usually the SLA for the scheduling delay specified by the cluster operator or users. Here we intend to show that the adaptive strategy can bound the scheduling delay by \(\tau\) when the cluster is busy, and attain high slot quality as Quality-first when the cluster is not busy, instead of arguing what is the best trade-off we can make. We run simulation by setting \(\tau = 1.5\) as a demonstration.

We simulate three scenarios that may happen in our production cluster on a typical day as follows. We create two groups of schedulers, A and B, and divide the timeline into three phases: (1) A and B are both operating at \(2/3\) of their full capacity; (2) A is operating at full capacity while B remains the same; (3) A and B are both operating at full capacity. Each phase is run for 30s.

**Scheduling strategies.** We examine three scheduling strategies: **Quality-first**, **Latency-first**, and **Adaptive**. In Quality-first, a scheduler schedules a task by first choosing the partition with the highest average slot score and then picking available slots by weighted sampling based on slot scores. In Latency-first, each scheduler schedules a task by first picking slots from its freshest partitions, but if suitable slots are not found, then it looks for slots in other partitions (from the least stale partition first).

Adaptive uses Quality-first when it does not incur much scheduling delay, while it adopts Latency-first when scheduling efficiency is more critical. It calculates an exponential moving average (EMA) of scheduling delay, such that Quality-first is used when the EMA is smaller than a threshold \(\tau\), and Latency-first is used otherwise. Note that \(\tau\) is usually the SLA for the scheduling delay specified by the cluster operator or users. Here we intend to show that the adaptive strategy can bound the scheduling delay by \(\tau\) when the cluster is busy, and attain high slot quality as Quality-first when the cluster is not busy, instead of arguing what is the best trade-off we can make. We run simulation by setting \(\tau = 1.5\) as a demonstration.

We simulate three scenarios that may happen in our production cluster on a typical day as follows. We create two groups of schedulers, A and B, and divide the timeline into three phases: (1) A and B are both operating at \(2/3\) of their full capacity; (2) A is operating at full capacity while B remains the same; (3) A and B are both operating at full capacity. Each phase is run for 30s.

Figure 4 plots the median and the 10th-90th interval of the slot scores and scheduling delay of Group A (dark color) and Group B (pale color), respectively. We also plot the cluster utilization rate as a thick dashed curve in Figures 4b, 4d and 4f for reference.

During Phase 1, the three strategies have similar slot quality and scheduling delay. This is because the task submission rate is only \(2/3\) of the full load and the cluster is only \(60\%\)–\(70\%\) utilized, and thus all schedulers (from both groups) have high-quality slots to pick without incurring many conflicts.

During Phase 2, the three strategies start to behave differently as Group A is now undergoing a stress test. When Quality-first is used, Figure 4a shows that the slot quality is not degraded compared with Phase 1; but Figure 4b reveals the real problem as the scheduling delay of Group A schedulers surges, while that of Group B remains stable. Thus, Quality-first is not effective when the scheduling load is high. When Latency-first is used, Figures 4c&4d show that both the slot quality and scheduling delay of both groups only become slightly worse. This is because even though Group A is fully loaded, the overall cluster utilization rate is only about \(80\%\) and thus the schedulers can still have enough quality slots to pick from their freshest partitions. When Adaptive is used, Figure 4f shows that the scheduling delay of Group A
We conducted our experiments in a high-fidelity testing environment called Wind Tunnel. Note that although ParSync is deployed in large production clusters in our company, conducting real experiments to evaluate ParSync’s scalability on these large clusters is prohibited by company policy as not to cause unexpected interruption to normal business operations. The company relies heavily on Wind Tunnel to test the robustness and performance of every cluster scheduler component and scheduling algorithm, and any change must be tested extensively in Wind Tunnel before applied to the production clusters.

The results obtained from Wind Tunnel are close to the true performance of the schedulers in our production clusters as Wind Tunnel uses the same codebase of the entire production cluster system and it incorporates critical factors from our production environment. First, in Wind Tunnel, each scheduler or resource manager is deployed on an independent machine and executes code used in production. A set of machines is then used to simulate resource slots in a production cluster. The interaction between schedulers, resource managers, and workers are the same as in production. Wind Tunnel makes the staleness of local states to be more reflective of real situations by deploying resource managers and schedulers on a real network topology. Second, the schedulers execute the same scheduling logic as in our production cluster, which enables the evaluation to reproduce the true scheduling capacity of each scheduler. Third, each job has a list of preferred slots computed at runtime for its tasks (instead of using a static score for each slot as in the simulations in §5.2) to better reflect the contentions on slots in reality.

The main difference between the high-fidelity simulation by Wind Tunnel and a production cluster is that the execution of a task is effectively “sleeping”, and each worker machine in Wind Tunnel is simulating many worker machines in a production cluster. All the rest are based on the same code base. Therefore, the results obtained from Wind Tunnel are similar to the results obtained from the production clusters.

Settings. In the experiments, we used the following default settings unless otherwise specified. We deployed 20 machines in Wind Tunnel for schedulers and 2 machines for resources managers. We used another 30 machines in Wind Tunnel to simulate 200k slots and each resource manager oversees 100k slots. The workload we used was sampled from the production trace whose statistics is shown in Figure 1. The baseline peak task submission rate from the sampled workload is around 40k/s, and we varied the rate to 50%, 80% and 95% of 40k/s to simulate different levels of pressure. The cluster state was partitioned into 20 parts in ParSync. The synchronization gap in our production cluster is around 0.5s.

To deploy ParSync in our cluster, we discuss some details to important issues such as what changes are needed in the upgrade, how the scheduling objectives are achieved, and how the cluster is partitioned in Supplemental Material B in [18].

6 Performance Evaluation

Figure 4: The performance of different scheduling strategies (dotted green line denotes the cluster utilization)

(a) Quality-first: Quality
(b) Quality-first: Delay
(c) Latency-first: Quality
(d) Latency-first: Delay
(e) Adaptive: Quality
(f) Adaptive: Delay
Performance metrics. We use scheduling delay and scheduling quality as the major measures. Scheduling quality is the percentage of tasks that are allocated to their preferred slots. We also report the scheduling throughput and the number of conflicts to analyze the performance.

6.1 Performance Comparison

There are many works related to cluster scheduling (§3). The scheduling algorithms mentioned in 3.3 are orthogonal to our work as many of them can also be applied for scheduling in ParSync. As discussed in §3.2, most existing schedulers are not as general as Omega's shared-state design (§3.1), as they have specific requirements (e.g., accurate task duration estimation, strong disk locality) or cannot provide important features such as backward compatibility, support of multiple scheduling algorithms and global view. While these schedulers are effective in their own settings, we do not compare ParSync with them since the design objectives are different (and it is also difficult to create an environment in Wind Tunnel for a fair comparison, if possible, with these systems).

Instead, we compared ParSync with StateSync, which simulates Omega. We also tested StateSync with only 1 scheduler, which simulates our previous centralized scheduler (similar to YARN), but the delay is nearly two orders of magnitude worse than StateSync and thus we do not report the details.

For ParSync, we tested Latency-first, Quality-first and Adaptive (τ = 2s) introduced in §5.2. StateSync adopts the shared-state architecture in §4, which synchronizes the entire state each time. Both ParSync and StateSync used 20 schedulers. Tasks were submitted during a 300-second period, which was divided into five 60-second phases with different submission rates: 50%, 80%, 95%, 80%, 50% of 40k/s. The 50%, 80% and 95% rates simulate medium, medium-heavy and heavy loads of a cluster.

Figure 5a shows that the average scheduling delay of ParSync using Latency-first is significantly smaller than the other approaches throughout the five phases. The delay of ParSync using Adaptive is bounded by τ. The delay of Quality-first increases much faster than Latency-first and Adaptive during the peak periods (e.g., Phase 3), but is still much smaller than that of StateSync. Starting from Phase 2, StateSync’s delay increases rapidly as its schedulers are not able to handle the high task submission rate and uncommitted tasks starts to accumulate. The high delay starts to drop only in Phase 5 when the accumulated tasks from the previous phases are gradually committed. Although Figure 5b shows that the scheduling quality of StateSync is actually quite good, its high scheduling delay makes it infeasible for production use.

The results verify our findings in §4 that sharing the whole cluster state without partitioned synchronization cannot scale to handle high task submission rates in our cluster, as the number of conflicts and the scheduling delay increase rapidly.

6.2 Scheduling Delay and Scheduling Quality

Next we analyze in details the performance of ParSync, as reported in Figure 6 and Figure 7. In each figure, the dark curve plots the median and the shadows plot the 10- and 90-percentile values among the 20 schedulers.

Scheduling throughput. Figures 6a and 7a show that both Latency-first and Quality-first can handle the task submission rate. In Phase 3, schedulers using Quality-first have throughput lower than 1.9K/s in Figure 7a (note that on average, each of the 20 schedulers receives 1K, 1.6K, 1.9K, 1.6K, and 1K tasks per second in each of the five phases). This is because of the surge in the scheduling delay in Phase 3 (Figure 7b), and hence some tasks are accumulated and only successfully committed during Phase 4. This also explains why the throughput of most schedulers goes above 1.6K/s at the beginning of Phase 4. Figures 6a and 7a also show that the
We also remark that Quality-first's high delay is not primarily due to increasing scheduling conflicts as shown in Figure 7c. There are more conflicts during Phase 2 to Phase 4 as the number of conflicts of Quality-first increases with the task submission rate, which is mainly due to increasing scheduling conflicts as shown in Figure 6c. The median and mean delay roughly follow the task submission rate in each phase. We also observed that the total number of uncommitted tasks accumulated by each scheduler in each second is small and does not keep growing even during Phase 3 (see detailed results in Supplemental Material A.1 in [18]). This demonstrates that Latency-first is able to sustain and provide reasonable latency under heavy scheduling loads even if the peak period continues. In contrast, Figure 7b shows that using Quality-first, the scheduling delay increases rapidly in Phase 2 and Phase 3. The delay starts to drop in Phase 4 but is still high because it needs to clear the accumulated uncommitted tasks, which surges from 1,700 in Phase 2 to 5,800 in Phase 3 (1,700 and 5,800 are median values, details are reported in Supplemental Material A.1 in [18]). This is because Quality-first has a higher scheduling overhead as it checks all partitions to find preferred slots, its delay increases quickly when there are a large number of tasks to schedule. We also remark that Quality-first’s high delay is not primarily due to conflicts, as the number of conflicts of Quality-first is not much larger than that of Latency-first in Phase 3 as shown in Figures 6b and 7c.

**Number of Conflicts.** Figure 6c shows that Latency-first has an insignificant number of conflicts in Phase 1 as there are plenty of idle slots inside the freshest partition of each scheduler. There are more conflicts during Phase 2 to Phase 4 as a scheduler may schedule some tasks to other less fresh partitions due to insufficient idle slots in its freshest partition. Interestingly, we observe an inverse pattern in Figure 7c, as Quality-first has a higher number of conflicts in Phase 1 and Phase 5 than in other phases. We examined the details and found that, in Phase 1 and Phase 5, Quality-first schedulers schedule tasks to preferred slots in all the partitions evenly since they all have plenty of idle slots. But from Phase 2, each scheduler starts to have an increasingly more idle slots in its own fresher partitions than in staler partitions (as discussed in §5.1). Thus, each scheduler tends to schedule more tasks to its fresher partitions, which incurs fewer conflicts.

**Scheduling quality.** Figures 6d and 7d show that Quality-first achieves considerably better quality than Latency-first. Note that there are always some tasks that may not get their preferred slots, as tasks are competing for preferred slots that may not be enough for all the tasks wanting them. Thus, the percentage of tasks getting their preferred slots drops accordingly when more tasks are submitted in Phases 2-4. However, Quality-first is actually able to allocate most slots to tasks that prefer them, although this is at the cost of higher delay when the scheduling load is heavy.

Compared with the more ideal simulation results in Figure 4, we observe more variations in the results shown in Figures 6 and 7 due to the introduction of real factors in our production cluster. But overall, the results are still consistent with our findings in §5.2, except that the trade-off between latency and quality becomes more obvious in Figures 6 and 7. The results in Figure 5 also validate that StateSync cannot handle our high task submission rates as ParSync does.

### 6.3 The Performance of the Adaptive Strategy

In this set of experiments, we evaluated how the latency threshold \( \tau \) affects the performance of ParSync using the Adaptive strategy, by setting \( \tau = 1000, 2000 \) and 3000. The range \( 1000 \leq \tau \leq 3000 \) is representative of our workloads and it is not common to set the delay bound higher than 3,000 ms. We ran the same five phases as in the experiments in §6.2.

Figure 8 reports the median values (more details are reported in Supplemental Material A.2 in [18]) of the scheduling delay and quality of all schedulers. For all values of \( \tau \), Adaptive’s performance in Phases 1 and 5 is similar to that of Quality-first (see Figure 7), because Adaptive uses Quality-first when the scheduling load is not heavy. From Phase 2 to Phase 4, while Quality-first’s delay increases quickly as reported in Figure 7b, Figure 8a shows that Adaptive can effectively bound the delay at \( \tau \). Whenever the EMA is greater than \( \tau \) during Phases 2-4, Adaptive switches to use Latency-first and thus it does not accumulate uncommitted tasks as in Quality-first. Consequently, its delay also drops quickly from Phase 3 to Phase 4, in contrast to Figure 7b. However,
Table 1: The effects of slot quality: in each cell, \( \text{left middle right values} = \text{Latency-first Adaptive}(\tau=1000) \) \( \text{Quality-first results} \) (STET: average sum of task execution time; JSD: average job scheduling delay; JCT: average job completion time)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric(sec/(\alpha))</th>
<th>0.9</th>
<th>0.8</th>
<th>0.7</th>
<th>0.6</th>
<th>0.5</th>
<th>0.4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STET</td>
<td>922 914 904</td>
<td>888 871 854</td>
<td>858 822 772</td>
<td>836 788 712</td>
<td>797 726 622</td>
<td>762 690 542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSD</td>
<td>0.4 0.8 3.7</td>
<td>0.4 0.8 3.3</td>
<td>0.4 0.8 2.9</td>
<td>0.4 0.8 2.0</td>
<td>0.4 0.8 1.9</td>
<td>0.4 0.7 1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JCT</td>
<td>10.3 10.6 12.7</td>
<td>10.3 10.5 12.1</td>
<td>10.2 10.3 11.2</td>
<td>10.2 10.0 9.9</td>
<td>10.1 9.5 9.1</td>
<td>10.1 8.6 8.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8: Results of the Adaptive Strategy

Figure 8b shows that Adaptive’s scheduling quality also drops in Phases 2-4, although its quality is still higher than that of Latency-first in Figure 6d because Adaptive uses Quality-first to get more quality slots until the EMA reaches \( \tau \). This is also why the quality of \( \tau = 3000 \) is generally better than those of \( \tau = 2000 \) and \( \tau = 1000 \).

Overall, the results demonstrate the effectiveness of Adaptive in balancing scheduling delay and quality under different values of \( \tau \). We report more details in Supplemental Material A.2, which show that we can choose different values of \( \tau \) to bound scheduling delay without significantly affecting scheduling quality, throughput and the number of conflicts.

6.4 The Effects of Slot Quality

Running a task in its preferred slot reduces the task execution time (TET). The shorter the TET, the more room it creates for tolerating scheduling delay. Thus, if scheduling tasks to their preferred slots can shorten their TET significantly, Quality-first could be preferred to Latency-first. To test the effects of slot quality, we use a factor \( \alpha \) to adjust the benefit of running a task in its preferred slot as follows: if the TET of running a task in a non-preferred slot is \( t \), then its TET in a preferred slot is \( \alpha t \), where \( 0 < \alpha < 1 \).

Table 1 reports the average sum of TET (STET, i.e., the sum of the TET of all tasks in a job, averaged over all jobs), average job scheduling delay (JSD, i.e., the duration between the time when a job is submitted and when all its tasks are committed), and average job completion time (JCT, i.e., the duration between the time when a job is submitted and when all its tasks are completed).

When we increase the benefit of preferred slots (i.e., smaller \( \alpha \)), Quality-first is favored in terms of STET since it schedules more tasks to their preferred slots than both Latency-first and Adaptive as reported in §6.2 and §6.3. The JSD of Quality-first also decreases as \( \alpha \) becomes smaller, because shorter TET releases occupied slots to other tasks earlier and hence leads to fewer conflicts. However, due to the higher scheduling overhead of Quality-first, its JSD is still much larger than that of Latency-first. In terms of JCT, since it benefits from both shorter TET and JSD, Quality-first starts to achieve a smaller JCT than Latency-first when the benefit of preferred slots exceeds its scheduling overhead, i.e., when \( \alpha \leq 0.6 \). In comparison, the JCT of Adaptive always closely follows the best one of Quality-first and Latency-first, which proves the effectiveness of the adaptive strategy.

6.5 Other Experimental Results

We also examined the effects of the number of partitions (which also changes the synchronization gap) and the scalability of ParSync. Due to the page limit, we report the details in Supplemental Material A.3 and A.4 in [18], and summarize the results here: (1) increasing the partition number has almost no impact on the scheduling performance; and (2) ParSync achieves stable performance as the scale of the cluster and task submission rate increases by 1 to 4 times of the capacity of our current cluster.

7 Conclusions

We presented ParSync, which increases the scheduling capacity of our production cluster from a few thousand tasks per second on thousands of machines to 40K tasks/sec on 100K machines. ParSync effectively reduces conflicts in contending resources to achieve low scheduling delay and high scheduling quality. The simplicity of ParSync allows us to maintain user transparency and backward compatibility that are essential to our production clusters.
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Abstract

Incidents and outages dramatically degrade the availability of large-scale cloud computing systems such as AWS, Azure, and GCP. In current incident response practice, each team has only a partial view of the entire system, which makes the detection of incidents like fighting in the “fog of war”. As a result, prolonged mitigation time and more financial loss are incurred. In this work, we propose an automatic incident detection system, namely Warden, as a part of the Incident Management (IcM) platform. Warden collects alerts from different services and detects the occurrence of incidents from a global perspective. For each detected potential incident, Warden notifies relevant on-call engineers so that they could properly prioritize their tasks and initiate cross-team collaboration. We implemented and deployed Warden in the IcM platform of Azure. Our evaluation results based on data collected in an 18-month period from 26 major services show that Warden is effective and outperforms the baseline methods. For the majority of successfully detected incidents (∼68%), Warden is faster than human, and this is particularly the case for the incidents that take long time to detect manually.

1 Introduction

Reliability is a key quality attribute of large-scale cloud systems such as AWS, Azure, and Google Cloud Platform (GCP). Although tremendous effort has been devoted to improving reliability, cloud systems still suffer from incidents and outages [8, 10, 11]. Monitoring is widely used by cloud systems to check their runtime status. A monitoring system collects, processes, and aggregates quantitative data about a cloud system. When a system problem occurs, an alert is sent to an on-call engineer, who is expected to triage the problem and work toward its mitigation. A severe enough alert (or a group of aggregated alerts) is escalated as an incident.

Timely incident management is the key to reduce the system downtime. However, according to our experience, a reactive and ad-hoc incident detection is often employed in practice, which hinders effective incident management. We motivate our work using a real-world example. Fig. 1 shows the timeline of an incident caused by a flawed configuration change in the Storage service. The failed storage accounts affected several SQL databases, and the failure was further propagated to Web Application instances that were depending on the impaired databases. The failure triggered cascading alerts for Storage, SQL, and Web Application at 3:54 am, 4:00 am, and 4:25 am, respectively. After many rounds of discussions (which took nearly 50 minutes), the engineers finally realized that this was a cross-service issue, and an incident was declared. An experienced Incident Commander (IC) [4, 6] was then engaged to coordinate the mitigation process. Eventually, at 5:27 am, the incident was mitigated and all services were back to normal.

In this work, we focus on automatic incident detection for cloud systems, so that incidents could be declared and mitigated as early as possible. Incident declaration turns the mitigation process from chaotic to managed, especially for issues that require cross-team collaboration: the mitigation tasks are prioritized, teams are aligned, and customer impact is reduced. Our study is based on the Incident Management (IcM) platform of Microsoft Azure, one of the world-leading cloud computing platform. Though different companies [1–3]
implement slightly different incident response processes, we argue that they are essentially similar.

Incident detection is challenging. For a cloud system with extraordinary complex dependency among thousands of components, the on-call engineers, like in the fog of war, usually only have a partial view of the big picture. In the above-mentioned example, the engineers handling the storage alert could only see the affected storage accounts, but it was time-consuming to understand who was impacted. For engineers in the SQL and Web Application teams, it also took them a considerable amount of time to understand that they were affected by the underlying services. According to our interview with on-call engineers from the several service teams, such a diagnostic process could take as long as an hour. Also, there were a large number of concurrent alerts, making the situation even more challenging. Better communication processes/protocols can help, but will not solve the problem completely.

In this work, we propose Warden for effective and timely incident detection in IcM. Warden detects alerts that can potentially turn into incidents by employing a data-driven approach. A simple rule-based approach with human knowledge is insufficient in practice as it can be easily overwhelmed by a massive number of complex and ever-changing rules in a large-scale production cloud system. An example rule is “once a Storage alert was immediately followed by a SQL alert and they happened in the same datacenter, it is likely that they were related and constituted an incident”.

We develop a machine learning model to detect the incidents, and point out incident-indicating alerts for the on-call engineers. We have evaluated Warden using data collected in an 18-month period from 26 major services on Azure. According to our experimental results, Warden is effective and outperforms the baseline methods. Warden is also faster than human for the majority of successfully detected cases (∼68%).

Our major contributions are summarized as follows:

- We study the problem of incident detection in the incident management (IcM) platform of Microsoft Azure. We have identified the obstacles that result in prolonged incident declaration time.

- We propose Warden, a framework to automatically detect incidents based on alerts in IcM. Warden quickly detects incidents and assists in task prioritization and cross-team collaboration.

- We evaluate Warden with real-world data collected from 26 major services on Azure. The evaluation results confirm the effectiveness of the proposed approach. We have successfully deployed Warden in IcM.

2 Background and Problem Formulation

In this section, we briefly describe the basic concepts about alerts and incidents and then formulate the incident detection problem. To help explain the concepts and the problem, we perform an empirical study of 5 services (named Big5) of Azure, namely Compute, Storage, Networking, SQL DB, and Web Application. These 5 services are common to almost all cloud computing platforms.

Figure 2: Main fields of an alert. Additional fields (grey colored) are appended when an alert is escalated into an incident. The escalated alert becomes the primary alert of the incident, while related alerts are manually linked.

2.1 Alerts and Incidents

Alerts represent system events that require attention, such as API timeouts, operation warnings, unexpected VM reboots, or network jitters. An alert consists mainly of fields shown in Fig. 2. Each alert has an impact starting time. Its mitigation time is filled when the problem is fixed. Alerts have different severity levels - low, medium, and high. Alerts are reported by monitors, which are continuously running programs that keep tracking the health status of a certain aspect of a service component. Each alert carries its monitor ID. Most alerts has its region information and some with more fine-grained location information such as datacenter or cluster.

Figure 3 shows the number of alerts per day for Big5 services in an one-year time frame. There are tens of thousands of concurrent alerts produced by a large number of components in the cloud system. Even for high severity alerts, the number could be hundreds or even several thousands. Figure 4 shows the number of active monitors per month. The number is gradually increasing as the platform scaling up and being improved.

In general, incidents are declared under severe situations. Often, problems taking a long time to solve or requiring cross-team collaboration are also declared as incidents. One incident usually triggers correlated alerts [21, 53]. An incident is thus
escaped from one alert or a group of correlated alerts. Additional fields are added when alerts are escalated into incidents as shown in Fig. 2. The primary alert of an incident is usually the one closest to the root cause or with the earliest alerting time. The incident commander and the on-call engineers manually link related alerts with the primary alert based on expert knowledge. In the one-year-length period, there were several hundreds of incidents caused by the Big5 services, among which \( \sim 67\% \) are incidents impacting more than one service. These incidents are typically the hard ones for detection and mitigation due to the partial view issue.

Fast incident detection is critical for ensuring timely incident management. The time to declare incidents takes around one-third of the whole mitigation time in our study. Figure 5 shows the histogram of time to declare incidents for the Big5 services. We normalized the time to declare incidents in Fig. 5 to protect company sensitive data. The reader could use the public incident reports [8,10,11] as a reference for the incident mitigation time. About one-third of the incidents are declared within minutes. Most of these incidents are single service issues that could be straightforwardly detected based on rules. Nearly half (47.6\%) of the incidents take more than 30 NTUs (normalized time units) to declare, and a long tail of incidents require even hours. We manually analyzed these cases and found that most of these cases fall into the category where a small issue slowly turns into a big one. Our proposed approach is thus helpful by detecting incidents from a global perspective.

### 2.2 Problem Formulation

We now formally define the problem of incident detection. We denote the current wall clock as \( t \). The input is the set of alerts coming from different services within the time window \( W_t \) whose duration is \( (t-w; t] \), where \( w \) is the length of the window. One monitor can be triggered many times over its lifetime. The series of alerts reported by any monitor \( m \) is called an alert signal, denoted as \( s^m \).

From the input time window, we want to estimate the probability of \( P_t = P(I_t | A_t) \), where \( I_t \in \{0,1\} \) is the indicator of incident. \( A_t \) is the observed set of alert signals in the time window that ends at \( t \). We then infer that an incident has occurred by examining whether \( P_t \) surpasses a threshold.

In addition, we need to extract a subset of alert signals which are indicating the incident from the time window, denoted as \( \hat{A}_t \subset A_t \). System failures often lead to correlated alert signals. The physical meaning is that each alert signal \( s^m \in \hat{A}_t \) therein is one symptom caused by the underlying incident. We name \( \hat{A}_t \) as incident-indicating alert signals. According to our definition, we shall have \( P_t = P(I_t | \hat{A}_t) = P(I_t | \hat{A}_t) \).

In summary, we divide the incident detection problem into two steps. The first step is incident detection based on the observed alert signals from different services in a recent time window. The second step is to understand which alert signals are likely caused by the detected incident, i.e., identify the incident-indicating alert signals. When we detect the incident, we only notify the relevant on-call engineers. We describe the details of our solution in the next section.

## 3 The Proposed Approach

The workflow of Warden is shown in Fig. 6, which consists of the following major steps:

**Alert signal selection** Monitoring a very large-scale system is challenging due to the sheer number of components being watched. The raw alert data is not only large in volume but also contains noise. Therefore, we select only a subset of monitors which exhibit relatively strong association with incidents. Details about alert signal selection could be found in Sec. 3.1.

**Incident Detection** We adopt a data-driven paradigm for incident detection. We carefully extract a set of features from alerts in a recent time window based on domain knowledge in Sec. 3.2.1. Then, the feature vector is fed to a Balanced Random Forest (BRF) [37] model constructed offline. With this model, we could detect the occurrence of incidents. Section 3.2.2 explains how we train and apply the model.

**Incident-indicating alerts identification** We developed a novel approach to identify the incident-indicating alerts. We start by dividing the alert signals into groups. Then, we assign
a score to each group based on an algorithm of our design called Group Shapely Value (GSV). The group of alert signals with the highest importance score is identified as the incident-indicating alerts. We explain the grouping and group-based model interpretation in Sec. 3.3. This approach is inspired by model interpretation [43], which is about understanding the relationship between inputs and outputs of a machine learning model. However, our goal is to extract a group of alerts indicating the detection result as shown in Fig.6 (3). The difference between incident-indicating alert identification and model interpretation is discussed in Sec. 5.

**Notification** We integrated our system into the IcM of Azure. A notification is pushed to all involved alerts when a potential incident is detected. When the corresponding on-call engineers are aware of the detected emerging issue, they could better understand the big picture and form a collaboration group to declare and resolve the incident. We introduce the practical usage scenario in Sec. 3.4.

### 3.1 Alert Signal Selection

Feeding alerts from all monitors could overwhelm the detection model. Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the number of active monitors and produced alerts for the Big5 services, respectively. There are even more monitors and alters considering other services. In contrast, the number of incidents is relatively small.

The purpose of alert signal selection is to identify a subset of monitors which emit alerts exhibiting a relatively high correlation with incidents. For this purpose, we calculate a score for each monitor. The higher the score, the more likely the alert signal from this monitor will indicate that the cloud is experiencing an incident. If we observe that the alerts from a certain monitor co-occur with incidents frequently, we should assign a high score to that monitor. With this intuition, we adopt the Weighted Mutual Information (WMI) [26]. WMI is a measure of the mutual dependence between two variables, i.e., quantifying the “amount of information” obtained about one random variable through observing the other random variable [50].

Formally, denote \( I \) as the set of all incident. For each monitor \( m \), we could calculate the WMI between the alert signal \( s^m \) and all incidents, i.e., \( I(s^m; I) \). One monitor is usually only effective in detecting a specific problem. However, there are many different types of incidents. Therefore, calculating the WMI of one monitor against all incidents is not appropriate in characterizing its effectiveness, especially given one incident type may have far more cases than another type. Yet, a minority incident type may be equally, if not more, important than a majority type.

We divide all incidents into different subtypes based on their owning team that handled this incident. We notice that, in a production organization, each team usually focuses on specific functionalities [17, 18, 30]. Therefore, we assume that all incidents handled by the same team are similar, and therefore, constitute a subtype of incidents. We use \( i \in I \) to denote the a subtype of incidents. Then, the WMI between \( s^m \) and \( i \) could be calculated in Eq. (1).

\[
I(s^m; i) = \sum_{s^m} \sum_i w(s^m, i) \cdot P(s^m, i) \cdot \log \left( \frac{P(s^m, i)}{P(s^m)P(i)} \right) (1)
\]

Both \( s^m \) and \( i \) are series of events with \( s^m, i \in \{0, 1\} \). Eq. (1) essentially elaborates all value combinations of the two variables and examines their inherent dependence. We divide historic data into windows in order to calculate Eq. (1). For instance, to derive the joint probability \( P(s^m = 1, i = 1) \), we simply count the number of windows containing both events. This value is then divided by the total number of windows. Other joint and marginal probabilities could be derived in a similarly way. The coefficients \( w(s^m, i) \) in Eq. (1) are used to assign different weights to different value combinations.

Once we have the WMI for every pair of monitor and incident subtype, we can calculate the sum of score for \( m \) by going through all incident subtypes. We use this score to rank the monitors and pick the top 150, which are most effective for incident detection. We will evaluate the number of selected monitors in Sec. 4.6.2. The alerts not reported by the selected monitors are ignored by our system.

Figure 6: (1) Recent alert signals in a time window are selected and cached. (2) A feature vector is extracted and fed to a model for incident detection. (3) We extract a group of alert signals which most significantly indicate the detection result. (4) Relevant on-call engineers are notified for further investigation.
3.2 Incident Detection

We formulate the incident detection problem as a binary classification problem. The input consists of alert signals in a time window. A classifier is trained offline based on the historic labelled samples. Then, we apply the trained model for online incident detection.

3.2.1 Feature Extraction

We identify the following features from alerts generated by selected monitors in a time window:

**Alert signals:** The first set of features characterize the alert signals. Each alert signal is a series of alerts generated by a certain monitor within the time window.

- Alert count. In the event of a malfunction, the alert signal is typically stronger than usual. As a result, we count the total number of alerts and the high-severe alerts for each monitor, respectively. Multiple services may start to report alerts, and we, therefore, count the number of alerts from each service. Besides, we count the total number of alerts, the total number of monitors reporting high-severe alerts, and the total number of services, respectively.

- Alert burst. We adopt a time window length of 3 hours\(^1\). Our window size is large enough to accommodate related alerts. However, under certain conditions, alerts erupt only in a small time and space. For instance, a partial power failure may hit only a few racks in a datacenter. To capture this feature, we calculate the max number of monitors reporting alerts and the max number of high-severity alerts in any datacenter, respectively. Likewise, in the temporal dimension, we calculate the two features for all child sliding windows of 10/30/60 minutes in length, respectively.

**Engineer activities:** Engineers leave their footprints when they are working on alerts in IcM. The second set of features characterize the intensiveness of engineer activities. Engineers could post their diagnosis logs on the alert page. They could also launch a bridge meeting for online discussion. The bridge meetings are hosted by IcM and attached to the alerts. If people in one service want to reach out to another service, they could use the notification tool in IcM which automatically routes them to the on-call team in the other service. Though private communications (via personal phone calls or IM apps) still exist, most traffic today is through IcM.

- Diagnosis log count. The engineers tend to leave diagnosis logs on the alert web pages as well as in the bridge meetings. We count the number of discussion posts for each alert and the number of concurrent bridge meetings in IcM, respectively.

- Notification count. Notifications are sent to initiate cross-team collaborations. We thus count the number of notifications within the time window.

In addition to the aforementioned features, we also include features about time (day and hour) and location (Region ID). We illustrate the process of feature extraction using a dummy example of 5 alerts in Fig. 7. We show a few example columns of the derived feature vector.

3.2.2 Model Construction

We construct data samples using alert data with a sliding window to training an incident detection model. The window size is set to 3 hours as discussed in the previous section. The window is sliding with a stride length of 5 minutes, which is small enough in order not to miss any significant changes. The label of the sliding windows overlapping with incidents is positive; otherwise, negative. The labeling methodology is illustrated in Fig. 8. The two vertical bars represent the impact starting time and the mitigation time of the incident, respectively. The example sliding window (i.e., the shadowed rectangle) in Fig. 8 is thus labeled as positive. The 5-minute stride length is only used for offline model construction. For online usage, Warden runs once every minute. More details could be found in Sec. 3.4.

Not all alert signals in the window are part of the incident. In Fig. 8, only the alerts marked by the dashed curve are symptoms of the incident. This group of alert signals is \( \hat{A} \) according to our definition in Sec. 2.2. In our evaluation, we use the links between alerts to obtain the relationship between an incident and its related alerts. The links were manually labelled by on-call engineers or the incident commander during the incident mitigation process. We note that the related alerts are only available for historic data. For online detection, this information is unknown (or partially unknown).

Once we have the extracted features and the labels, we train a model and apply it for online incident detection. In our

\(^1\) According to our empirical study, over 80% alerts are triggered within 3 hours after the impact start time.
context, the number of incidents is much smaller than that of alerts. We therefore choose the BRF [37] classifier because of its robustness to noise and ability to handle imbalanced data. Warden is a generic framework, and any model could be plugged in for the classification task. More details about the model selection are presented in Sec. 4.6.1.

The output of the model is the probability \( P_t \in [0.0, 1.0] \). We use a confidence threshold as discussed in our problem formulation in Sec. 2.2. If the confidence is higher than the threshold, we believe a potential incident is happening.

### 3.3 Identifying the Incident-indicating Alerts

We need to inform the right people when a potential incident is detected, and otherwise, it is non-actionable. In other words, we need to find out which alerts in the window are related to the detected incident, as illustrated in Fig. 8. After we identify these incident-indicating alerts, we notify their responsible on-call engineers.

It is a non-trivial task given many concurrent alert signals in the window. We propose a novel approach inspired by two intuitions: first, the target alert signals must be a group of correlated alert signals due to the same reason; second, the target alert signals should contribute significantly to the detection result. Such a group of correlated alerts is indicative of the detected incident.

Our approach has two steps. We first group alert signals that are likely related to each other into signal groups. Then, we interpret the incident detection model on a group basis.

#### 3.3.1 Alert signal grouping

Correlated alert signals could be identified based on statistics on their co-occurrence history. We put two alert signals into the same group under one of the two conditions: (1) they co-occur frequently in history; (2) they fire from the same cluster.

An alert signal is a series of events. We thus first characterize the correlation between a pair of alert signals as we did for monitor selection in Sec. 3.1. We use a threshold to tell if one is strongly correlated with another. In addition, we conduct statistics on related alerts for historic incidents. For each incident, people manually link related alerts. If two alert signals are frequently linked in history (more than 3 times), we believe that they are correlated if they present in the same time window.

Then, if two alert signals fire in the same cluster, we believe that they are correlated. In a large-scale cloud computing platform like Azure, a cluster is usually dedicated for a certain functionality (e.g., for storage, compute, or database). If two alert signals emerge from the same cluster in a short time frame, they are inherently related in a high probability.

We apply the aforementioned rules to group alert signals in the current time window. After grouping, the alert signals are divided into corresponding groups, as illustrated in Fig. 6.

#### 3.3.2 Group-based Model Interpretation

We now discuss how to obtain the incident-indicating alerts. The basic idea is to rank the signal groups according to their contribution to the prediction result of the detection model. Then, we pick the top group of alert signals.

For this purpose, we develop a novel algorithm called Group Shapely Value (GSV). GSV is heavily inspired by the Shapely Value method [47] which is a model-agnostic interpreter.

**Algorithm 1 Group Shapely Value (GSV)**

**Require:**
- The classification model, \( M \);
- A testing window, \( \mathcal{W}_t \);
- The alert signal groups set associated with \( \mathcal{W}_t, G_t \);
- The target group, \( g \in G_t \);
- Background training data, \( B \);
- Sampling rounds, \( n \)

**Ensure:**
- The Shapely Value \( c \) for target group \( g \):
  1. \( \varphi = 0 \)
  2. for 1 to \( n \) do
     3. Randomly select a subset \( G'_t, G'_t \subseteq G_t \)
     4. \( G_{\text{other}} = G_t \setminus (g \cup G'_t) \)
     5. Randomly select a sample \( x_b \in B \)
     6. \( b_1 = x_t(G_{\text{other}}) \lor x_t(g) \lor x_t(G'_t) \)
     7. \( b_2 = x_t(G_{\text{other}}) \lor x_t(g) \lor x_t(G'_t) \)
     8. \( \varphi = \varphi + M(b_1) - M(b_2) \)
  9. end for
  10. \( c = \frac{\varphi}{n} \)

The original Shapely Value method only estimates the importance for each feature value. In contrast, GSV is able to interpret the model for each alert signal group.

The intuition behind GSV is that we assemble combinations of alert signal groups to evaluate the contribution from each individual group. We leverage the Monte Carlo approximation method [47] to overcome the combination explosion problem.
problem. The details of GSV can be referred in Algorithm 1. The input of the algorithm are the model $M$ and the set of alert signal groups in the time window denoted as $G$, obtained in the previous grouping step. GSV requires a set of background data $B$, which is randomly sampled from the training data. $n$ is a hyper-parameter which is typically set to several hundred.

In Algorithm 1, we construct two synthetic samples $b_1$ and $b_2$ in each iteration, as shown in Line 6 and Line 7, respectively. Then, we calculate their difference in prediction probabilities by the model $M$. The operator $x(\cdot)$ retains only the feature values from a subset of alert signal groups of the testing sample $x$. Intuitively, the difference between $b_1$ and $b_2$ indicates the significance of the current value of $g$ (i.e., $x_i(g)$) given a background sample $x_b \in B$. The iteration continues for $n$ rounds and the accumulated $\phi$ is normalized to $c$. We use $c$ as the score for the group $g$. We pick the group with the highest score as the incident-indicating alert signals.

### 3.4 Using Warden in Practice

To facilitate using Warden in practice, we develop a Web-based UI as shown in Fig. 9. The UI consists of two parts: (A) a “Recommended Action” panel located on each alert page, and (B) a dashboard of “Emerging Issues” for all detected incidents. Each detected incident is with a list of incident-indicating alerts.

Warden runs periodically at a fixed interval (in our practice, Warden runs once every minute, and the main task takes around 20 seconds). When Warden detects a potential incident, a notification is pushed to the “Recommended Action” panels of all identified incident-indicating alerts. Our notification is basically saying: this alert is of high priority and it may be part of an emerging incident. Please check other alerts are likely triggered by the same issue as well. When the engineer sees the notification pops up in the “Recommended Action” panel, she or he could click to jump to the dashboard for more details. The list of related alerts on the dashboard helps the engineers to understand the big picture, prioritize their work, and initiate cross-team collaboration. We will describe real-world cases in Sec. 4.7.

### 4 Experimentation

In our evaluation, we aim to answer the following research questions:

- **RQ1**: How effective is Warden in detecting incidents?
- **RQ2**: How fast can Warden detect incidents compared with human?
- **RQ3**: How accurate can Warden extract incident-indicating alert signals?
- **RQ4**: What is the impact of key system settings on incident detection performance?

#### 4.1 Dataset

To evaluate Warden, we collect alert data (~240G) from the IcM of Azure within a 18-month-length period, starting from Oct.2018. We carefully selected 26 major services of Azure, including the Big5. Hundreds of people in dozens of teams are behind each service. The total number of incidents reported by the 26 services accounts for $\sim 72\%$ of all incidents in Azure. The dataset includes over 10 million alerts. We use the data in the last two month for testing and the previous months for training. Our training and testing data contain around 82% and 18% of all incidents, respectively. We organize our dataset into sliding windows and conduct data labeling as discussed in Sec. 3.2.2. The positive-to-negative ratio is around 1:25. More details about our dataset could be found in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Incident</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Testing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low-severity alert</td>
<td>31.4%</td>
<td>7.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Med-severity alert</td>
<td>51.6%</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-severity alert</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Details about the dataset for experimentation.

#### 4.2 Evaluation Metrics

Warden runs on a fixed interval. Once a potential incident is inferred, Warden notifies related on-call engineers. The metric we care most about is the accuracy of incident detection and incident-indicating alert identification. For incident detection, we calculate the precision, recall, and F1-score. Precision measures the ratio of the sliding windows identified by Warden are truly containing incidents. Recall measures
the ratio of positively labeled windows recognized by Warden. F1-score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. We also calculated AUC-PR in model selection, which is the area under the precision-recall curve. For incident-indicating alerts identification, we use Jaccard Index [33] to measure the difference between the identified group of alerts versus the manually linked alerts.

### 4.3 RQ1: Incident Detection Effectiveness

To our best knowledge, Warden is the only deployed system for incident detection based on monitor reported alerts in large-scale cloud systems. To better evaluate the effectiveness of incident detection, we compare Warden with the following baselines:

**Anomaly detection** Anomaly detection is a widely used approach to discover system faults. An incident is detected if the actual number of alerts is significantly higher than the prediction. We implement our baselines based on Prophet [49] from Facebook, which is widely adopted for time-series forecasting. The first baseline, namely anomaly-H, is evaluated on high-severity incidents; the second, namely anomaly-S, is evaluated on incidents reported by our selected monitors.

**AirAlert** AirAlert [23] uses a XGBoost [20] model to predict outages with only the alert count features from each monitor. We implemented AirAlert with input from our selected monitors.

The comparison results of Warden with the three baselines are presented in Fig. 10. There is a trade-off between precision and recall for a certain model. As discussed in Sec. 3.2.2, we use a confidence threshold to tune our model. In Fig. 10, we tune the models to change their precision to different values (0.5 ~ 0.9) and record the corresponding recall values. The x-axis of Fig. 10 is the precision and the bar charts show the corresponding recall values. The results show that Warden is effective and outperforms the baseline methods.

The anomaly detection based approaches achieve very low recall. The key reason is that an incident does not necessarily cause a spike, especially given the large volume of alerts. Only those incidents with extremely large impact (usually referred to as outages) could lead to high peaks. The anomaly-S achieves slightly higher recall than anomaly-H, which demonstrates the effectiveness of our monitor selection. AirAlert achieves better performance than the anomaly detection based approaches. As discussed in Sec. 3.2.1, we identified more features in addition to alert count. With the full set of features, Warden significantly outperforms AirAlert. This evaluation result justifies the effectiveness of feature engineering.

False alarms could be annoying to deal with in real-world scenario, as they can cause incorrect task prioritization or unnecessary communication. To avoid spamming the engineering team with false alarms, we ensure a precision of above 90%, which corresponds to a recall of ~ 58%. The achieved F1-score is 0.71.

### 4.4 RQ2: Fast Incident Detection

We compare the detection time using Warden and the manual incident declaration time for incidents in our test dataset. For all successfully detected incidents, Warden is able to perform detection faster than human in ~ 68% of cases. The time saving for an incident is measured between the notification time reported by Warden and the incident declaration time reported by the on-call engineers. The median time saving for these cases is 21.8 NTUs, which accounts for ~ 15% of the whole time-to-mitigate for these incidents. The readers could use the public incident reports [8, 10, 11] as a reference for incident mitigation time.

Figure 11 compares the time taken by manual incident declaration and that by Warden. Each cross in the figure represents one case in our testing dataset. It is clear Warden beats human for majority of cases. Moreover, we can see that Warden can particularly help reduce the incident detection time for those cases performed poorly by human. In practice, for those cases when Warden falls behind human, we simply
ignore them without sending notifications. To make the figure more compact, we only show data points within 60 NTUs.

4.5 RQ3: Accuracy of Extracting Incident-indicating Alert Signals

It is tricky to evaluate how accurately can Warden extract the incident-indicating alert signals from the current time window. Our ground truth is based on manually linked alerts in incidents. As discussed in Sec. 2.1, the incident commander and on-call engineers manually link related alerts to the primary alert of an incident. Since this is done manually, it is easy to miss some related alerts. Accordingly to our empirical study, usually, only partial alerts are linked during a failure event. Therefore, it is infeasible to rely on the manual links for evaluation. However, we discovered that the impacted services are more reliable. When an incident occurs, more than one alert usually gets triggered for each impacted service. People usually selectively pick one or a few alerts and add to the primary alert, which are used to track the health status of that service. As a result, we use only the group of impacted services, instead of the linked alert signals, for evaluation.

We extract the incident-indicating alerts from the current time window as described in Sec. 3.3. For evaluation, we compare the owning services of the identified alert signals with the actual impacted services. Figure 12 shows the CDF of the Jaccard indices for the cases recalled by Warden in our testing dataset. First of all, we can see that Warden achieves a perfect alignment with the ground truth for 53% cases. For 78% cases, the Jaccard index is above or equal to 50%. Moreover, the curve in Fig. 12 is constantly above 0, which means that Warden can find at least one impacted service when incidents have been detected. In general, Warden can accurately find the impacted services inside the current time window.

4.6 RQ4: The Impact of Key System Settings

So far we have evaluated our system with a fixed set of settings. We now address the question of how different system settings affect the performance. Specifically, we examine three sub-questions: (1) What is the impact of different classification models on incident detection? (2) how many monitors should we select? and (3) how much data and how often is required to train our model?

4.6.1 Classification Model Selection

Warden uses a classification model for incident detection. We evaluated a few popular candidates, namely Penalized Linear Regression (PLR) [23], SVM [24], Balanced Random Forest (BRF) [37], and LightGBM [36]. To account for data imbalance, we assign different class weights to positive/negative samples for PLR, SVM, and LightGBM; for BRF, we adjust the sampling rate. These settings are all tuned with grid search using validation data. The results are shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>AUC-PR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PLR</td>
<td>0.505</td>
<td>0.361</td>
<td>0.840</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>0.604</td>
<td>0.655</td>
<td>0.561</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LightGBM</td>
<td>0.680</td>
<td>0.658</td>
<td>0.704</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRF</td>
<td>0.704</td>
<td>0.658</td>
<td>0.757</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The comparison results of different models.

We mainly use the AUC-PR for comparison. Since AUC-PR does not apply for SVM, we also record the F1-score and the corresponding precision and recall. BRF achieves the highest AUC-PR of 0.73 compared with PLR and LightGBM. For BRF and SVM, we could see BRF achieves higher precision and recall. In conclusion, BRF outperforms the other candidates, and therefore we adopt BRF in our system.

4.6.2 Alert signal selection

In Sec. 3.1, we have derived a score for each monitor and ranked all monitors accordingly. One remaining question is how many monitors should be selected. Intuitively, selecting more monitors will improve the coverage by detecting more incidents. However, more monitors also increase the complexity of the model as well as the data volume. Therefore, we try to find the minimum set of monitors while achieving satisfactory precision and recall.

We measure the recall at different precision values (0.6, 0.7, and 0.8) varying the number of monitors. The results are presented in Fig. 13, where the x-axis denotes the number of monitors and the y-axis shows the recall. The three curves are the recall values with different precision values, respectively. The number of monitors is ranging from 25 to 300.

We can see that the recall rises significantly for all three curves, when the number of monitors increases from 25 to 150, which is in line with our expectation. This observation indicates that a moderate fraction of incidents could be detected with a relatively small number of monitors. Then, increasing the number (when exceeds 150) would not increase the coverage as the newly-added monitors become less indicative of incidents. On the other hand, adding more monitors will increase the number of alerts to process. As a result, we set the number of selected monitors to 150 in our system.

4.6.3 Training data and frequency

We also evaluate our model with different training data lengths. Specifically, we keep the later two months in our dataset for testing and vary the length of training data from 1 to 16 months. For each round, we record the F1 score and the result is shown in Fig. 14.

The x-axis shows the length of training data from 1 to 16 months, and the y-axis is the F1 score. We can see that F1 rises
with more training data. However, the gain becomes minor with the training data length exceeding 9 months. Therefore, for production usage, we collect data from the last 12 months for training, which is sufficient to reach optimal performance.

Another question is how often we need to retrain the model. We use 9 months of data for training and 2 months for testing. We interleave the training and testing data by $m$ days, where $m$ ranges from 0 to 80. We record the F1 scores with different interleaving intervals. Fig. 15 shows the result where the x-axis is the interleaving days and the y-axis is the mean F1 score. The dashed line is the regression fit which clearly shows a decreasing trend.

We can see a decline in performance as the data evolves (e.g., newly added monitors as shown in Fig. 4). In our system, we retrain our model on a weekly basis to capture incremental data changes. Our training is conducted on a node with 48 cores and 512 G memory. The training process with a 12-month dataset takes 16 cores and ~8G memory, and costs ~1.2 hours.

4.7 Case Studies

Warden has been deployed online in IcM of Azure for around 3 months till May 2020. In this section, we describe two real-world cases.

Case 1: power failure incident The first case is an incident caused by a datacenter power failure. Counterintuitively, not all incidents caused by power issues are easy to detect. Few power issues lead to real incidents due to resource redundancy. In this case, the region of the datacenter was hit by an ice storm, resulting in a large-scale power failure. The affected racks lost power when their supporting UPS units drained. It took tens of minutes before running out of power supply.

Multiple services got affected gradually during this incident. Warden sent out an initial notification at receiving alerts from the Compute service. The alerts were about “Compute Manager QoS degradation”. Our notification immediately attracted the attention of the on-call engineer. When the engineer was investigating the problem, Warden gradually identified more than 10 alert signals (including “Virtual machines unexpected reboot”, “Web Application probe alert”, “TOR dead event”, “Too many partition load failures”, “API Unexpected Failures”, etc.) in following time intervals. Not only the inference confidence of the model was raised substantially, but also more on-call engineers from multiple teams were engaged. They were on the same page, and a bridge meeting was set up for collaborative problem-solving. Without Warden, the engineers in different service teams would have to run individual diagnoses and discuss back-and-forth for a prolonged time until they realized that they were impacted by a power failure.

Case 2: networking incident The second case is an incident caused by TOR (top-of-rack router) down. When the TOR device is down, a VM will lose the connection to its storage, resulting in an unexpected reboot. Meanwhile, the issue of VM unexpected reboot could also be caused by storage problems such as disk failures. The current practice is that on-call engineers run diagnostic tools to find out the root cause [51]. This diagnosis is time-consuming and requires cross-team collaboration.

In this case, a VIP customer’s service was impacted and timely root cause analysis (RCA) was required. When the TOR down alert was received, Warden notified the Networking on-call engineer immediately. Several minutes later, the alert from the Compute service arrived, and Warden correlated the two alerts together. When the RCA request came to the Compute team, it was immediately concluded the incident was caused by the networking issue. Timely RCA helped increase our customer’s confidence.

5 Discussions

Why can incidents be detected? Incidents can be caused by one-off issues like code bugs or flawed configurations. Once these issues get fixed, they might never happen again. However, the detection is not based on the root causes, but on symptoms (the triggered alerts) which indeed exhibits
certain repetitive patterns. In addition, some root cause issues indeed happen again and again, like hardware failures. For example, we examined the incidents caused by cluster-level partial power failures in history. The consequential impact vary slightly from one case to another. Therefore, it is also non-trivial to detect based on manually crafted rules. In conclusion, a data-driven approach is appropriate for incident detection.

**Generalizability of the proposed approach** Incident detection is a common problem for all cloud platforms. Different companies implement different incident response processes. For example, Azure has a 4-step incident management process as discussed in [17]. The steps are detection, triage, mitigation, and resolution. GCP employs a very similar 4-step process as described in [1], with more detailed child processes in each step. NIST proposed a high level of abstraction for incident response with similar steps in [5]. Warden relies on the monitoring system which is a key building block to ensure service reliability. Therefore, our proposed approach could be extended to all these incident response platforms.

**Trade-off in detection accuracy and delay** Warden aims to detect the incidents as early as possible. However, there is a trade-off between the accuracy and the delay. We can wait for long enough until the alerts accumulate so that we can accurately detect incidents. On the other hand, we can make detection with only early weak signals, which will save time but also lower our confidence. So far, the primary audience of our system are the on-call engineers. Therefore, we conducted user studies to understand their practical concern. We conclude a precision above 90% is satisfactory for real usage, and we then tune our system accordingly.

**Difference between incident-indicating alert identification and model interpretation** Identifying the incident-indicating alerts is not solely a model interpretation problem [43]. Algorithms, such as SHAP or LIME [40, 41, 45], rank the input features based on their contribution to the prediction result, without considering the inherent relationship between the features. In our system, the features are constructed from the alert signals and we want to understand the contribution of each alert signal, instead of individual features.

## 5.1 Threats to Validity

**Subject system:** We have limited our evaluations to 26 major services on Azure, which produce the majority of incidents. The services we pick are representative of large-scale cloud computing platforms. For example, the Compute, Networking, and Storage are the three most fundamental services. We also include SQL DB, Web Application, Backup, Data Pipeline, etc., which are common services provided by all platforms such as AWS, Azure, and GCP. The incidents in our dataset are caused by a variety of common reasons. The top 5 deterministic reasons are code bug, network hardware issue, configuration, code defect, and design flaw. In our future plan, we will extend our evaluations with more services.

**Label quality:** We rely on manually linked alerts in our evaluation in Sec. 4.5. In practice, usually, only part of related alerts are linked correctly. The major problem is the missing links. Instead of manually linking all related alerts, the on-call engineers often only selectively link one alert for one service to track the cause-effect relationship. As a result, we have to evaluate the correctness of our extracted alerts on a service basis. Sometimes, people may even fail to involve a truly impacted service or add wrong links between irrelevant alerts. We incorporated experts from IcM to verify our label data and made a number of corrections. The label quality problem is thus greatly mitigated.

### 6 Related Work

**Fault Detection and Localization:** A significant amount of work [14, 28, 29, 31, 32, 34, 42, 44, 48, 51] exists on failure detection in cloud environments. Researchers [28, 31, 44] have advocated the scenario where minor failures from low-level services may cause large-scale impact to dependent services, which actually motivates our work of using alerts from multiple services to detect incidents. Some work [13, 25, 35, 42, 51] leverages the service dependency graph or API invocation chain to localize the root cause. Other work [14, 29, 32] proposes to use agents in distributed systems for failure detection and localization. In this work, we lay our foundation on top of the existing failure monitoring infrastructure built by individual services. We do not assume that we know the hierarchical dependency among components, which we believe is challenging for a large-scale dynamically changing cloud computing platform.

**Time-Series Anomaly Detection:** We notice that there is a body of work on anomaly detection and root cause localization for multi-dimensional time-series data [16, 38, 52]. There are plenty of commercial anomaly detection frameworks [7, 9, 12] offered by companies. In contrast, our work is based on alert data produced by cloud monitors. The alert data (described in Sec. 2.1) is very different from time-series metric data or console logs, and is commonly seen in cloud systems. Besides, our approach can not only detect the occurrence of cross-service incidents but also identify the incident-indicating alerts. We propose a novel algorithm called GSV for extracting the incident-indicating alerts. Finally, we target incidents that require cross-team collaboration (i.e., cross-service incidents). Therefore, we believe our work is novel and significantly different from the related work on time-series anomaly detection.

**Incident Management:** Haryadi et al. [27] analyze hundreds of officially published outages. Recently, there are also increasing interests in incident triage [17, 18, 39, 46, 56]. Jun-
jie et al. [19] use deep learning to find low severity incidents that represent self-healing or transient issues. Yujun et al. [22] study the problem of grouping different incidents with intrinsic relationships. Incident detection or prediction has gained increasing interest in recent years. A few recent work leverages customer feedback [55], tweets [15], or alerts with rich textual information [54] to detect real-time issues for online systems. They focus on extracting effective indicators from textual information. However, in our system, the alerts carry only machine generated texts as shown in Fig. 9 which is different from natural languages. Our previous work AirAlert [23] uses monitor generated alerts to predict several specific types of outages. In this work, Warden is designed for generic incident detection. We compare the performance of Warden with AirAlert in Sec. 4.3.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we propose Warden, a framework to automatically detect incidents. We train an inference model based on historic failure patterns with input from a set of carefully selected monitors. Upon detecting potential incidents, Warden extracts a set of related alert signals and notifies relevant on-call engineers. This information assists the on-call engineers to prioritize their tasks and initiate cross-team collaboration. We have evaluated Warden using data collected from 26 major services on Azure. The evaluation results confirm the effectiveness of Warden. Furthermore, Warden has been successfully deployed in production.

We notice that not all incidents are covered by the monitoring system. Therefore, in our future work, we plan to exploit more signals such as the customer submitted support cases and social streams for incident detection.
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Abstract
Deep learning researchers and practitioners usually leverage GPUs to help train their deep neural networks (DNNs) faster. However, choosing which GPU to use is challenging both because (i) there are many options, and (ii) users grapple with competing concerns: maximizing compute performance while minimizing costs. In this work, we present a new practical technique to help users make informed and cost-efficient GPU selections: make performance predictions with the help of a GPU that the user already has. Our technique exploits the observation that, because DNN training consists of repetitive compute steps, predicting the execution time of a single iteration is usually enough to characterize the performance of an entire training process. We make predictions by scaling the execution time of each operation in a training iteration from one GPU to another using either (i) wave scaling, a technique based on a GPU's execution model, or (ii) pre-trained multilayer perceptrons. We implement our technique into a Python library called Habitat and find that it makes accurate iteration execution time predictions (with an average error of 11.8%) on ResNet-50, Inception v3, the Transformer, GNMT, and DCGAN across six different GPU architectures. Habitat supports PyTorch, is easy to use, and is open source.

1 Introduction
Over the past decade, deep neural networks (DNNs) have seen incredible success across many machine learning tasks [26, 37, 39, 50, 93, 96, 99]—leading them to become widely used throughout academia and industry. However, despite their popularity, DNNs are not always straightforward to use in practice because they can be extremely computationally-expensive to train [23, 53, 95, 109]. This is why, over the past few years, there has been a significant and ongoing effort to bring hardware acceleration to DNN training [10, 16, 35, 36, 45, 78, 80].

As a result of this effort, today there is a vast array of hardware options for deep learning users to choose from for training. These options range from desktop and server-class GPUs (e.g., 2080Ti [70] and A100 [78]) all the way to specialized accelerators such as the TPU [45], AWS Trainium [10], Gaudi [36], IPU [35], and Cerebras WSE [16]. Having all these options offers flexibility to users, but at the same time can also lead to a paradox of choice: which hardware option should a researcher or practitioner use to train their DNNs?

A natural way to start answering this question is to first consider CUDA-enabled GPUs. This is because they (i) are commonly used in deep learning; (ii) are supported by all major deep learning software frameworks (PyTorch [86], TensorFlow [1], and MXNet [19]); (iii) have mature tooling support (e.g., CUPTI [76]); and (iv) are readily available for rent and purchase. In particular, when considering GPUs, we find that that there are many situations where a deep learning user needs to choose a specific GPU to use for training:

• Choosing between different hardware tiers. In both academia and industry, deep learning users often have access to several tiers of hardware: (i) a workstation with a GPU used for development (e.g., 2080Ti), (ii) a private GPU cluster that is shared within their organization (e.g., RTX6000 [84]), and (iii) GPUs that they can rent in the cloud (e.g., V100 [66]). Each tier offers a different cost, availability, and performance trade-off. For example, a private cluster might be “free” (in monetary cost) to use, but jobs may be queued because the cluster is also shared among other users. In contrast, cloud GPUs can be rented on-demand for exclusive use.

• Deciding on which GPU to rent or purchase. Cloud providers make many different GPUs available for rent (e.g., P100 [62], V100, T4 [71], and A100 [78]), each with different performance at different prices. Similarly, a wide variety of GPUs are available for purchase (e.g., 2080Ti, 3090 [82]) both individually and as a part of pre-built workstations [52]. These GPUs can vary up to 6× in price [98] and 6× in peak performance [79].

• Determining how to schedule a job in a heterogeneous
**GPU cluster.** A compute cluster (e.g., operated by a cloud provider [8,32,58]) may have multiple types of GPUs available that can handle a training workload. Deciding which GPU to use for a job will typically depend on the job’s priority and performance on the GPU being considered [18,61].

• **Selecting alternative GPUs.** When a desired GPU is unavailable (e.g., due to capacity constraints in the cloud), a user may want to select a different GPU with a comparable cost-normalized performance. For example, when training ResNet-50 [37] on Google Cloud [31], we find that both the P100 and V100 have similar cost-normalized throughputs (differing by just 0.8%). If the V100 were to be unavailable, a user may decide to use the P100 instead since the total training cost would be similar.

What makes these situations interesting is that there is not necessarily a single “correct” choice. Users make GPU selections based on whether the performance benefits of the chosen configuration are worth the cost to train their DNNs. But making these selections in an informed way is not easy, as performance depends on many factors simultaneously: (i) the DNN being considered, (ii) the GPU being used, and (iii) the underlying software libraries used during training (e.g., cuDNN [74], cuBLAS [77]).

To do this performance analysis today, the common wisdom is to either (i) directly measure the computational performance (e.g., throughput) by actually running the training job on the GPU, or (ii) consult existing benchmarks (e.g., MLPerf [53]) published by the community to get a “ballpark estimate.” While convenient, these approaches also have their own limitations. Making measurements requires users to already have access to the GPUs they are considering; this may not be the case if a user is deciding whether or not to buy or rent that GPU in the first place. Secondly, benchmarks are usually only available for a subset of GPUs (e.g., the V100 and T4) and only for common “benchmark” models (e.g., ResNet-50 [37] and the Transformer [99]). They are not as helpful if you need an accurate estimate of the performance of a custom DNN on a specific GPU (a common scenario when doing deep learning research).

In this work, we make the case for a third complementary approach: making performance predictions. Although predicting the performance of general compute workloads can be prohibitively difficult due to the large number of possible program phases, we observe that DNN training workloads are special because they contain repetitive computation. DNN training consists of repetitions of the same (relatively short) training iteration, which means that the performance of an entire training process can be characterized by just a few training iterations.

We leverage this observation to build a new technique that predicts a DNN’s training iteration execution time for a given batch size and GPU using both runtime information and hardware characteristics. We make predictions in two steps: (i) we measure the execution time of a training iteration on an existing GPU, and then (ii) we scale the measured execution times of each individual operation onto a different GPU using either wave scaling or pre-trained multilayer perceptrons (MLPs) [29]. Wave scaling is a technique that applies scaling factors to the GPU kernels in an operation, based on a mix of the ratios between the two GPUs’ memory bandwidth and compute units. We use MLPs for certain operations (e.g., convolution) where the kernels used differ between the two GPUs; we describe this phenomenon and the MLPs in more detail in Sections 3.2 and 3.4. We believe that using an existing GPU to make operation execution time predictions for a different GPU is reasonable because deep learning users often already have a local GPU that they use for development.

We implement our technique into a Python library that we call Habitat, and evaluate its prediction accuracy on five DNNs that have applications in image classification, machine translation, and image generation: (i) ResNet-50, (ii) Inception v3 [97] (iii) the Transformer, (iv) GNMT [102], and (v) DCGAN [89]. We use Habitat to make iteration execution time predictions across six different GPUs and find that it makes accurate predictions with an average error of 11.8%. Additionally, we present two case studies to show how Habitat can be used to help users make accurate cost-efficient GPU selections according to their needs (Section 5.3).

We designed Habitat to be easy and practical to use (see Listing 1). Habitat currently supports PyTorch [86] and is open source: [github.com/geoffxy/habitat] [105,106].

In summary, this work makes the following contributions:

• Wave scaling: a new technique that scales the execution time of a kernel measured on one GPU to a different GPU by using scaled ratios between the (i) number of compute units on each GPU, and (ii) their memory bandwidths.

• The implementation and evaluation of Habitat: a new library that uses wave scaling along with pre-trained MLPs to predict the execution time of DNN training iterations on different GPUs.

---

Listing 1: An example of how Habitat can be used to make iteration execution time predictions.

```python
import habitat

tracker = habitat.OperationTracker(
    origin_device=habitat.Device.RTX2070,
)

with tracker.track():
    run_my_training_iteration()

trace = tracker.get_tracked_trace()

print("Pred. iter. exec. time: {:.2f} ms".format(
    trace.to_device(habitat.Device.V100).run_time_ms,
))
```

2In our experience, we often ran into situations where the V100 was unavailable for rent because the cloud provider had an insufficient supply.
2 Why Predict the Computational Training Performance of DNNs on Different GPUs?

This work presents a new practical technique for predicting the execution time of a DNN training iteration on different GPUs, with the goal of helping deep learning users make informed cost-efficient GPU selections. However, a common first question is to ask why we need to make these performance predictions in the first place. Could other performance comparison approaches (e.g., simple heuristics or measurements) be used instead? In this section, after providing some background about DNN training, we outline the problems with these alternative approaches to further motivate the need for practical performance predictions.

2.1 Background on DNN Training

DNNs, at their heart, are mathematical functions that produce predictions given an input and a set of learned parameters, also known as weights [29]. They are built by combining together a series of different layers, each of which may contain weights. The layers map to mathematical operations. For example, a fully connected layer is implemented using matrix multiplication [29]. To produce predictions, a DNN takes a tensor (an n-dimensional array) as input and applies the operations associated with each layer in sequence.

**Training.** A DNN learns its weights in an iterative process called training. Each training iteration operates on a batch of labelled inputs and consists of a forward pass, backward pass (using backpropagation [90]), and weight update. The forward and backward passes compute gradients for the weights, which are then used by an optimization algorithm (e.g., stochastic gradient descent [12] or Adam [49]) to update the weights so that the DNN produces better predictions. These steps are repeated until the DNN makes acceptably accurate predictions.

**Computational performance.** Although conceptually simple, prior work has shown that DNN training can be an extremely time-consuming process [23, 53, 95, 109]. There are two primary factors that influence the time it takes a DNN to reach an acceptable accuracy during training [59]: (i) statistical efficiency, and (ii) hardware efficiency. Statistical efficiency governs the number of training iterations (i.e., weight updates) required to reach a target test accuracy whereas hardware efficiency governs how quickly a training iteration runs. In this work, we focus on helping deep learning users make informed cost-efficient hardware configuration selections to improve their DNN’s hardware efficiency. As a result, we compare the performance of different GPUs when training a DNN using the time it takes a training iteration to run. This metric equivalently captures the training throughput for that particular DNN.

2.2 Why Not Measure Performance Directly?

Perhaps the most straightforward approach to compare the performance of different GPUs is to just measure the iteration execution time (and hence, throughput) on each GPU when training a given DNN. However, this approach also has a straightforward downside: it requires the user to actually have access to the GPU(s) being considered in the first place. If a user is looking to buy or rent a cost-efficient GPU, they would ideally want to know its performance on their DNNs before spending money to get access to the GPU.

2.3 Why Not Apply Heuristics?

Another approach is to use heuristics based on the hardware specifications published by the manufacturer. For example, one could use the ratio between the peak floating point operations per second (FLOPS) of two GPUs or the ratio between the number of CUDA cores on each GPU. The problem with this approach is that these heuristics do not always work. Heuristics often assume that a DNN training workload can be scaled perfectly on a GPU, which is not true in general [109].

To show an example of when simple heuristics do not work well, we use a GPU’s peak FLOPS to make iteration execution time predictions. We measure the execution time of a DCGAN training iteration on the T4 and then use this measurement to predict the iteration execution time on different GPUs by multiplying by the ratio between the devices’ peak FLOPS. Figure 1 shows the measured and predicted execution times on each GPU, along with the prediction error as a percentage. The main takeaway from this figure is that using simple heuristics can lead to high prediction errors; the highest prediction error in this experiment is 64.9%, and all the prediction errors are at least 42.5%. In contrast, Habitat can make these exact same predictions with an average error of 10.2% (maximum 21.8%).

---

3We use a batch size of 128 LSUN [104] synthetic inputs. See Section 5.1 for details about our methodology.
2.4 Why Not Use Benchmarks?

A third potential approach is to consult published benchmarking results [23, 53, 81, 109]. However, the problem with relying on benchmarking results is that they are limited to a set of “common” DNNs (e.g., ResNet-50 or BERT [26]) and are usually only available for a small selection of GPUs (e.g., the T4, V100, and A100). Moreover, benchmarking results also vary widely among different models and GPUs [53, 81, 109]. Therefore if no results exist for the GPU(s) a user is considering, or if a user is working with a new DNN architecture, there will be no benchmark results for them to consult.

2.5 Why Not Always Use the “Best” GPU?

Finally, a fourth approach is to always use the most “powerful” GPU available with the assumption that GPUs are already priced based on their performance. Why make performance predictions when the cost-efficiency of popular GPUs should be the same? However, this assumption is a misconception. Prior work has already shown examples where the performance benefits of different GPUs changes depending on the model [18, 61, 109]. In this work, we also show additional examples in our case studies (Section 5.3) where (i) cost-efficiency leads to selecting a different GPU, and (ii) where the V100 does not offer significant performance benefits over a common desktop-class GPU (the 2080Ti).

Summary. Straightforward approaches that users might consider to make GPU selections all have their own downsides. In particular, existing approaches either require access to the GPUs themselves or are only applicable for common DNNs and GPUs. Therefore there is a need for a complementary approach: making performance predictions—something that we explore in this work.

3 Habitat

Our approach to performance predictions is powered by three key observations. In this section, after describing these observations, we outline the key ideas behind Habitat.

3.1 Key Observations

Observation 1: Repetitive computation. While training a DNN to an acceptable accuracy can take on the order of hours to days [23, 53, 109], a single training iteration takes on the order of hundreds of milliseconds. This observation improves the predictability of DNN training as we can characterize the performance of an entire DNN training session using the performance of a single iteration.

Observation 2: Common building blocks among DNNs. Although DNNs can consist of hundreds of operations, they are built using a relatively small set of unique operations. For example, convolutional neural networks typically comprise convolutional, pooling, fully connected, and batch normalization layers. This observation reduces the problem of predicting the performance of an arbitrary DNN’s training iteration to developing prediction mechanisms for a small set of operations.

Observation 3: Runtime information available. When developing DNNs, users often have a GPU available for use in their workstations. These GPUs are used for development purposes and are not necessarily chosen for the highest performance (e.g., 1080Ti [64], TITAN Xp [68]). However, they can be used to provide valuable runtime information about the GPU kernels that are used to implement a given DNN. In Section 3.3, we describe how we can leverage this runtime information to predict the performance of the GPU kernels on different GPUs (e.g., from a desktop-class GPU such as the 2080Ti [70] to a server-class GPU such as the V100 [66, 67]).

3.2 Habitat Overview

Habitat records information at runtime about a DNN training iteration for a specific batch size on a given GPU (Observation 3) and then uses that information to predict the training iteration execution time on a different GPU (for the same batch size). Predicting the iteration execution time is enough (Observation 1) to compute metrics about the entire training process on different GPUs. These predicted metrics, such as the training throughput and cost-normalized throughput, are then used by end-users (e.g., deep learning researchers) to make informed hardware selections.

To actually make these predictions for a different GPU, Habitat predicts the new execution time of each individual operation in a training iteration. Habitat then adds these predicted times together to arrive at an execution time prediction for the entire iteration. For an individual operation, Habitat makes predictions using either (i) wave scaling (Section 3.3), or (ii) pre-trained MLPs (Section 3.4).

The reason why Habitat uses two techniques together is that wave scaling assumes that the same GPU kernels are used to implement a given DNN operation on each GPU. However, some DNN operations are implemented using different GPU kernels on different GPUs (e.g., convolutions, recurrent layers). This is done for performance reasons as these operations are typically implemented using proprietary kernel libraries that leverage GPU architecture-specific kernels (e.g., cuDNN [21], cuBLAS [77]). We refer to these operations as kernel-varying, and scale their execution times to different GPUs using pre-trained MLPs. Habitat uses wave scaling for the rest of the operations, which we call kernel-alike.

3.3 Wave Scaling

Wave scaling works by scaling the execution times of the kernels used to implement a kernel-alike DNN operation. The
computation performed by a GPU kernel is partitioned into groups of threads called thread blocks [28], which typically execute in concurrent groups, resulting in waves of execution. The key idea behind wave scaling is to compute the number of thread block waves in a kernel and scale the wave execution time using ratios between the origin and destination GPUs.

We describe wave scaling formally in Equation 1. Let \( T_i \) represent the execution time of the kernel on GPU \( i \), \( B \) the number of thread blocks in the kernel, \( W_i \) the number of thread blocks in a wave on GPU \( i \), \( D_i \) the memory bandwidth on GPU \( i \), and \( C_i \) the clock frequency on GPU \( i \). Here we let \( i \in \{0, d\} \) to represent the origin and destination GPUs. By measuring \( T_o \) (Observation 3), wave scaling predicts \( T_d \) using

\[
T_d = \left[ \frac{B}{W_d} \right] \left[ \frac{D_o W_d}{D_d W_o} \right]^\gamma \left[ \frac{C_o}{C_d} \right]^{1-\gamma} \left[ \frac{B}{W_o} \right]^{-1} T_o
\]  

(1)

where \( \gamma \in [0, 1] \) represents the “memory bandwidth boundedness” of the kernel. Habitat selects \( \gamma \) by measuring the kernel’s arithmetic intensity and then leveraging the roofline model [101] (see Section 4.2).

As shown in Equation 1, wave scaling uses the ratios between the GPUs’ (i) memory bandwidths, (ii) clock frequencies, and (iii) the size of a wave on each GPU. The intuition behind factors (i) and (iii) is that a higher relative memory bandwidth allows more memory requests to be served in parallel whereas having more thread blocks in a wave results in more memory requests being made. Thus, everything else held constant, waves in memory bandwidth bound kernels (i.e., large \( \gamma \)) should see speedups on GPUs with more memory bandwidth. The intuition behind factor (ii) is that higher clock frequencies may benefit waves in compute bound kernels (i.e., small \( \gamma \)).

For large \( \frac{B}{W_i} \) (i.e., when there are a large number of waves) we get that \( \frac{B}{W_i} \approx B/W_i \). In this case, Equation 1 simplifies to

\[
T_d = \left( \frac{D_o}{D_d} \right)^\gamma \left( \frac{W_o}{W_d} \right)^{1-\gamma} \left( \frac{C_o}{C_d} \right)^{1-\gamma} T_o
\]  

(2)

Habitat uses Equation 2 to predict kernel execution times because we find that in practice, most kernels are composed of many thread blocks.

Habitat computes \( W_i \) for each kernel and GPU using the thread block occupancy calculator that is provided as part of the CUDA Toolkit [80]. We obtain \( C_i \) from each GPU’s specifications, and we obtain \( D_i \) by measuring the achieved bandwidth on each GPU ahead of time. Note that we make these measurements once and then distribute them in a configuration file with Habitat.

### 3.4 MLP Predictors

To handle kernel-varying operations, Habitat uses pre-trained MLPs to make execution time predictions. We treat this prediction task as a regression problem: given a series of input features about the operation and a target GPU (described below), predict the operation’s execution time on that target GPU. We learn an MLP for each kernel-varying operation that Habitat currently supports: (i) convolutions (2-dimensional), (ii) LSTMs [38], (iii) batched matrix multiplies, and (iv) linear layers (matrix multiply with an optional bias term). As we show in Section 5, relatively few DNN operations are kernel-varying and so training separate MLPs for each of these operations is a feasible approach. Furthermore, these MLPs can be used for many different DNNs as these operations are common “building blocks” used in DNNs (Observation 2).

#### Input features.

Each operation-specific MLP takes as input: (i) layer dimensions (e.g., the number of input and output channels in a convolution); (ii) the memory capacity and bandwidth on the target GPU; (iii) the number of streaming multiprocessors (SMs) on the target GPU; and (iv) the peak FLOPS of the target GPU, specified by the manufacturer.

#### Model architecture.

Each MLP comprises an input layer, eight hidden layers, and an output layer that produces a single real number—the predicted execution time (this includes the forward and backward pass) for the MLP’s associated operation. We use ReLU activation functions in each layer and we use 1024 units in each hidden layer. We outline the details behind our datasets and how these MLPs are trained in Section 4.3.

### 4 Implementation Details

Habitat is built to work with PyTorch [86]. However, the ideas behind Habitat are general and straightforward to implement in other frameworks as well. Habitat performs its analysis using a DNN’s computation graph, which is also available in other frameworks (e.g., TensorFlow [1] and MXNet [19]).

#### 4.1 Extracting Runtime Metadata

Habitat extracts runtime metadata in a training iteration by “monkey patching” PyTorch operations with special wrappers. These wrappers allow Habitat to intercept and keep track of all the operations that run in one training iteration, as they are executed. As shown in Listing 1, users explicitly indicate to Habitat when to start and stop tracking the operations in a DNN by calling `track()`.

#### Execution time.

To measure the execution time of each operation, Habitat re-runs each operation independently with

---

\( ^4 \)The clock’s impact on execution time depends on other factors too (e.g., the GPU’s instruction set architecture). Wave scaling aims to be a simple and understandable model and therefore does not model these complex effects.

\( ^5 \)This is, in part, because implementing performant architecture-specific kernels for each kernel-varying operation takes significant engineering effort.
the same inputs as recorded when the operation was intercepted. Habitat also measures the execution time associated with the operation’s backward pass, if applicable. The reason why Habitat makes measurements by re-running the individual operations is that the operations could be very short (in execution time). Thus, Habitat needs to run them multiple times to make accurate measurements. Habitat uses CUDA events [73] to make these timing measurements.

Kernel metadata and metrics. Habitat uses CUPTI [76] to record execution times and metrics (see Section 4.2) for the kernels used to implement each operation in the DNN. This information is used by wave scaling.

### 4.2 Selecting Gamma (γ)

Recall from Section 3.3 that wave scaling scales its ratios using γ, a factor that represents the “memory bandwidth boundedness” of a kernel. In this section, we describe in more detail how Habitat automatically selects γ for each kernel.

**Roofline model.** Habitat uses the roofline model [101] to estimate a kernel’s memory boundedness. Figure 2 shows an example roofline model. The roofline model introduces the notion of a kernel’s arithmetic intensity: the number of floating point operations it performs per byte of data read or written to memory (represented by x in Figure 2).

A key idea behind the roofline model is that it models a kernel’s peak performance as the minimum of either the hardware’s peak performance (P) or the hardware’s memory bandwidth times the kernel’s arithmetic intensity (D · x) [101].

This minimum is shown by the solid line in Figure 2. The arithmetic intensity where these two limits meet is called the “ridge point” (R), where $R = P / D$. The model considers a kernel with an arithmetic intensity of $x$ to be memory bandwidth bound if $x < R$ and compute bound otherwise. For example, in Figure 2, a kernel with an arithmetic intensity of $x_1$ would be considered memory bandwidth bound whereas a kernel with an intensity of $x_2$ would be considered compute bound.

Wave scaling leverages the observation that a kernel’s arithmetic intensity is fixed across GPUs (i.e., arithmetic intensity only depends on the kernel’s code). $R$ changes across GPUs because $P$ and $D$ vary among GPUs, but can be computed using a GPU’s performance specifications. Therefore, if Habitat computes a kernel’s arithmetic intensity, it can use the arithmetic intensity’s distance from the destination GPU’s ridge point to estimate the kernel’s memory bandwidth boundedness (on the destination GPU).

**Selecting γ.** When profiling each kernel, Habitat gathers metrics that allow it to empirically calculate the kernel’s arithmetic intensity (floating point efficiency, number of bytes read and written to DRAM). If we let $x$ be the kernel’s measured arithmetic intensity and $R = P / D$ for the destination GPU (using the notation presented above), Habitat sets $γ$ using

$$γ = \begin{cases} 
(-0.5/R)x + 1 & \text{if } x < R \\
0.5R/x & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}$$

This equation means that $γ$ decreases linearly from 1 to 0.5 as $x$ increases toward $R$. After passing $R$, $γ$ approaches 0 as $x$ approaches infinity.

**Practical optimizations.** In practice, gathering metrics on GPUs is a slow process because the kernels need to be replayed multiple times to capture all the needed performance counters. To address this challenge, we make two optimizations: (i) we cache measured metrics, keyed by the kernel’s name and its launch configuration (number of thread blocks and block size); and (ii) we only measure metrics for operations that contribute significantly to the training iteration’s execution time (e.g., with execution times at or above the 99.5th percentile). Consequently, when metrics are unavailable for a particular kernel, we set $γ = 1$. We believe that this is a reasonable approximation because kernel-alike operations tend to be very simple (e.g., element-wise operations) and are therefore usually memory bandwidth bound.

### 4.3 MLPs: Data and Training

In this section, we describe the details behind Habitat’s MLPs: how we (i) collect training data, (ii) preprocess the data, and (iii) train the MLPs.

#### 4.3.1 Data Collection

We gather training data by measuring the forward and backward pass execution times of kernel-varying operations at randomly sampled input configurations. An input configuration is a setting of an operation’s parameters (e.g., batch size and number of channels in a convolution). We use predefined ranges for each operation’s parameters, as described in more detail below, and ignore any configurations that result in running out of memory. We make these measurements for all six of the GPUs listed in Section 5.1. We use the same seed when sampling on different GPUs to ensure we have measurements for the same random input configurations across all the GPUs.
We create the final dataset by joining data entries that have the same operation and configuration, but with different GPUs.

**2D convolutions.** For convolutions, we vary the (i) batch size (1 – 64), (ii) number of input features (3 – 2048) and output channels (16 – 2048), (iii) kernel size (1 – 11), (iv) padding (0 – 3), (v) stride (1 – 4), (vi) image size (1 – 256), and (vii) whether or not there is a bias weight. We only sample configurations with square images and kernel sizes. During sampling, we ignore any configurations that result in invalid arguments (e.g., a kernel size larger than the image). We selected these parameter ranges by surveying the convolutional neural networks included in PyTorch’s torchvision package [24].

**LSTMs.** For LSTMs, we vary the (i) batch size (1 – 128), (ii) number of input features (1 – 1280), (iii) number of hidden features (1 – 1280), (iv) sequence length (1 – 64), (v) number of stacked layers (1 – 6), (vi) whether or not the LSTM is bidirectional, and (vii) whether or not there is a bias weight.

**Batched matrix multiply (bmm).** For a batched matrix multiply of $A \times B$ where $A \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times l \times m}$ and $B \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times m \times r}$, we vary the (i) batch size ($n$) (1 – 128), and (ii) the $l$, $m$, and $r$ dimensions (1 – 1024).

**Linear layers.** For linear layers, we vary the (i) batch size (1 – 3500), (ii) input features (1 – 32768), (iii) output features (1 – 32768), and (iv) whether or not there is a bias weight.

### 4.3.2 Data Preprocessing

After collecting data on the GPUs, we build one dataset per operation by (i) adding the forward and backward execution times to arrive at a single execution time for each operation instance on a particular GPU, and (ii) attaching additional GPU hardware features to each of these data points. We attach the GPU’s (i) memory capacity and bandwidth; (ii) number of streaming multiprocessors (SMs); and (iii) peak FLOPS, as specified by the GPU manufacturer.

We present the characteristics of the final datasets in Table 1. We add four to the number of features to account for the four GPU features (described above) that we add to each data point. Similarly, in the dataset size column we show the total number of unique operation configurations that we sample. We multiply by six because we make measurements on six different GPUs.

### 4.3.3 Training

We implement our MLPs using PyTorch. We train each MLP for 80 epochs using the Adam optimizer [49] with a learning rate of $5 \times 10^{-4}$, weight decay of $10^{-4}$, and a batch size of 512 samples. We reduce the learning rate to $10^{-4}$ after 40 epochs. We use the mean absolute percentage error as our loss function:

$$L = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left| \frac{\text{predicted}_i - \text{measured}_i}{\text{measured}_i} \right|$$

We assign 80% of our data samples to the training set and the rest to our test set. None of the configurations that we test on in Section 5 appear in our training sets. We normalize the inputs by subtracting by the mean and dividing by the standard deviation of the input features in our training set.

### 5 Evaluation

Habitat is meant to be used by deep learning researchers and practitioners to predict the potential compute performance of a given GPU so that they can make informed cost-efficient choices when selecting GPUs for training. Consequently, in our evaluation our goals are to determine (i) how accurately Habitat can predict the training iteration execution time on GPUs with different architectures, and (ii) whether Habitat can correctly predict the relative cost-efficiency of different GPUs when used to train a given model. Overall, we find that Habitat makes iteration execution time predictions across pairs of six different GPUs with an average error of 11.8% on ResNet-50 [37], Inception v3 [97], the Transformer [99], GNMT [102], and DCGAN [89].

#### 5.1 Methodology

**Hardware.** In our experiments, we use the GPUs listed in Table 2. For the P4000, 2070, and 2080Ti we use machines whose configurations are listed in Table 3. For the T4 and V100, we use g4dn.xlarge and p3.2xlarge instances on AWS respectively [7]. For the P100, we use Google Cloud’s

### Table 1: A summary of the datasets used for our MLPs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Dataset Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2D Convolution</td>
<td>7 + 4</td>
<td>91,138 × 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM</td>
<td>7 + 4</td>
<td>124,176 × 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batched Matrix Multiply</td>
<td>4 + 4</td>
<td>131,022 × 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear Layer</td>
<td>4 + 4</td>
<td>155,596 × 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2: The GPUs we use in our evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GPU</th>
<th>Generation</th>
<th>Mem.</th>
<th>Mem. Type</th>
<th>SMs</th>
<th>Rental Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P4000</td>
<td>Pascal</td>
<td>8 GB</td>
<td>GDDR5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P100</td>
<td>Volta</td>
<td>16 GB</td>
<td>HBM2</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>$1.46/hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V100</td>
<td>Volta</td>
<td>16 GB</td>
<td>HBM2</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>$2.48/hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2070</td>
<td>Turing</td>
<td>8 GB</td>
<td>GDDR6</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2080Ti</td>
<td>Turing</td>
<td>11 GB</td>
<td>GDDR6</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>Turing</td>
<td>16 GB</td>
<td>GDDR6</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>$0.35/hr</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

4Google Cloud pricing in us-central1, as of June 2021.
Table 3: The machines we use in our evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>Freq.</th>
<th>Cores</th>
<th>Main Mem.</th>
<th>GPU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Xeon E5-2680 v4 [41]</td>
<td>2.4 GHz</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>128 GB</td>
<td>P4000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryzen TR 1950X [5]</td>
<td>3.4 GHz</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16 GB</td>
<td>2070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPYC 7371 [6]</td>
<td>3.1 GHz</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>128 GB</td>
<td>2080Ti</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: The DNNs and training configurations we use.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Arch. Type</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Image Classif.</td>
<td>ResNet-50</td>
<td>Convolution</td>
<td>ImageNet [91]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inception v3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transformer</td>
<td>Attention</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image Gen.</td>
<td>DCGAN [89]</td>
<td>Convolution</td>
<td>LSUN [104]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

n1-standard instances [30] with 4 vCPUs and 15 GB of system memory.

Runtime environment. We run our experiments inside Docker containers [27]. Our container image uses Ubuntu 18.04 [15], CUDA 10.1 [80], and cuDNN 7 [74]. On cloud instances, we use the NVIDIA GPU Cloud Image, version 20.06.3 [83]. We use PyTorch 1.4.0 [86] for all experiments.

Models and datasets. We evaluate Habitat by predicting the training iteration execution time for the models listed in Table 4 on different GPUs. For ResNet-50 and Inception v3 we use stochastic gradient descent [12]. We use Adam [49] for the rest of the models. We use synthetic data (sampled from a normal distribution) of the same size as samples from each dataset.³ For the machine translation models, we use a fixed sequence length of 50—the longest sentence length typically used—to show how Habitat can make predictions for a lower bound on the computational performance.

Metrics. In our experiments, we measure and predict the training iteration execution time—the wall clock time it takes to perform one training step on a batch of inputs. We use the training iteration execution time to compute the training throughput and cost-normalized throughput for our analysis. The training throughput is the batch size divided by the iteration execution time. The cost-normalized throughput is the throughput divided by the hourly cost of renting the hardware.

Measurements. We use CUDA events to measure the execution time of training iterations and DNN operations. We run 3 warm up repetitions, which we discard, and then record the average execution time over 3 further repetitions. We use CUPTI [76] to measure a kernel’s execution time.

³We verified that the training computation time does not depend on the values of the data itself.

5.2 How Accurate are Habitat’s Predictions?

To evaluate Habitat’s prediction accuracy, we use it to make training iteration execution time predictions for ResNet-50, Inception v3, the Transformer, GNMT, and DCGAN on all six GPUs listed in Section 5.1. Recall that Habitat makes execution time predictions by scaling the execution time of a model and specific batch size measured on one GPU (the “origin” GPU) to another (the “destination” GPU). As a result, we use all 30 possible (origin, destination) pairs of these six GPUs in our evaluation.

5.2.1 End-to-End Prediction Accuracy

Figure 3 shows Habitat’s prediction errors for these aforementioned end-to-end predictions. Each subfigure shows the predictions for all five models on a specific destination GPU. We make predictions for three different batch sizes (shown on the figures) and plot both the predicted and measured iteration execution times. Since we consider all possible pairs of our six GPUs, for each destination GPU we plot the average predicted execution times among the five origin GPUs. Similarly, we show the average prediction error above each bar. From these figures, we can draw three major conclusions.

First, Habitat makes accurate end-to-end iteration execution time predictions since the average prediction error across all GPUs and models is 11.8%. The average prediction error across all ResNet-50, Inception v3, Transformer, GNMT, and DCGAN configurations are 13.4%, 9.5%, 12.6%, 11.2%, and 12.3% respectively.

Second, Habitat can predict the iteration execution time across GPU generations, which have different architectures, and across classes of GPUs. The GPUs we use span three generations (Pascal [63], Volta [67], and Turing [72]) and include desktop, professional workstation, and server-class GPUs.

Third, Habitat is general since it supports different types of DNN architectures. Habitat works with convolutional neural networks (e.g., ResNet-50, Inception v3, DCGAN), recurrent neural networks (e.g., GNMT), and other neural network architectures such as the attention-based Transformer. In particular, Habitat makes accurate predictions for ResNet, Inception, and DCGAN despite the significant differences in their architectures; ResNet has a “straight-line” computational graph, Inception has a large “fanout” in its graph, and DCGAN is a generative-adversarial model.

5.2.2 Prediction Error Breakdown

Figure 4 shows a breakdown of the prediction errors for the execution time of individual operations, which are listed on the x-axis. The operations predicted using the MLP predictors are shown on the left (conv2d, lstm, bmm, and linear). Wave scaling is used to predict the rest of the operations. Above each bar, we also show the importance of each operation as
a percentage of the iteration execution time, averaged across all five DNNs. The prediction errors are averaged among all pairs of the six GPUs that we evaluate and among ResNet-50, Inception v3, the Transformer, GNMT, and DCGAN. From this figure, we can draw two major conclusions.

First, MLP predictors can be used to make accurate predictions for kernel-varying operations as the average error among the conv2d, lstm, bmm, and linear operations is 18.0%. Second, wave scaling can make accurate predictions for important operations; the average error for wave scaling predictions is 29.8%. Although wave scaling’s predictions for some operations (e.g., __add__, __scatter) have high errors, these operations do not make up a significant proportion of the training iteration execution time (having an overall importance of at most 0.3%).

### 5.2.3 Prediction Contribution Breakdown

We also examine how wave scaling and the MLPs each contribute to making Habitat’s end-to-end predictions. In our evaluation, Habitat uses wave scaling for 95% of the unique operations; it uses MLPs for the other 5%. In contrast, when looking at execution time, Habitat uses wave scaling to predict 46% of an iteration’s execution time on average; it uses MLPs for the other 54%.

These breakdowns show that both wave scaling and the MLPs contribute non-trivially to Habitat’s predictions—each is responsible for roughly half of an iteration’s execution time. Additionally, the unique operation breakdown shows that most operations are predicted using wave scaling. This observation highlights a strength of Habitat’s hybrid approach of using both wave scaling and MLPs: most operations can be automatically predicted using wave scaling; MLPs only need to be trained for a few kernel-varying operations.

### 5.2.4 MLPs: How Many Layers?

In all our MLPs, we use eight hidden layers, each of size 1024. To better understand how the number of layers affects the MLPs’ prediction accuracy, we also conduct a sensitivity

---

Figure 3: Iteration execution time predictions averaged across all other “origin” GPUs we evaluate.
5.3 Does Habitat Lead to Correct Decisions?

One of Habitat’s primary use cases is to help deep learning users make informed and cost-efficient GPU selections. In the following two case studies, we demonstrate how Habitat can make cost-efficiency predictions that empower users to make correct selections according to their needs.

5.3.1 Case Study 1: Should I Rent a Cloud GPU?

As mentioned in Section 1, one scenario a deep learning user may face is deciding whether to rent GPUs in the cloud for training or to stick with a GPU they already have locally (e.g., in their desktop). For example, suppose a user has a P4000 in their workstation and they want to decide whether to rent a P100, T4, or V100 in the cloud to train GNMT.

With Habitat, they can use their P4000 to make predictions about the computational performance of each cloud GPU to help them make this decision in an informed way. Figure 6a shows Habitat’s throughput predictions for GNMT for the P100, T4, and V100 normalized to the training throughput on the P4000. Additionally, Figure 6b shows Habitat’s predicted training throughputs normalized by each cloud GPU’s rental costs on Google Cloud as shown in Table 2. Note that (i) we make all these predictions with the P4000 as the origin device, (ii) we make our ground truth measurements on Google Cloud instances, and (iii) one can also use Habitat for a similar analysis for other cloud providers. From these results, the user can make two observations.

First, both the P100 and V100 offer training throughput speedups over the P4000 (up to $2 \times$ and $4.0 \times$ respectively) whereas the T4 offers marginal throughput speedups (up to $1.4 \times$). However, second, the user would also discover that the T4 is more cost-efficient to rent when compared to the P100 and V100 as it has a higher cost-normalized throughput. Therefore, if the user wanted to optimize for maximum computational performance, they would likely choose the V100. But if they were not critically constrained by time and wanted to optimize for cost, sticking with the P4000 or renting a T4 would be a better choice.

Habitat makes these predictions accurately, with an average error of 10.7%. We also note that despite any prediction errors, Habitat still correctly predicts the relative ordering of these three GPUs in terms of their throughput and cost-normalized

study where we vary the number of hidden layers in each MLP (2 to 8) along with their size (powers of two: $2^3$ to $2^{11}$). Figure 5 shows each MLP’s test mean absolute percentage error after being trained for 80 epochs. From this figure we can draw two major conclusions.

First, increasing the number of layers and their sizes leads to lower test errors. Increasing the size of each layer beyond $2^9$ seems to lead to diminishing returns on each operation. Second, the MLPs for all four operations appear to follow a similar test error trend. Based on these results, we can also conclude that using eight hidden layers is a reasonable choice.

Figure 5: Test error as we vary the number of layers and their sizes in each MLP. The x-axis is in a logarithmic scale.
In the previous case study, Habitat correctly predicts that the V100 provides the best performance despite not being the most cost-efficient to rent. This conclusion may lead a naïve user to believe that the V100 always provides better performance when compared to a desktop-class GPU (the 2080Ti). Notably, in both case studies, Habitat correctly predicts each of these findings. As a result, deep learning researchers and practitioners can rely on Habitat to help them make correct decisions based on their needs (optimizing for cost or pure performance).

### 5.3.2 Case Study 2: Is the V100 Always Better?

In the previous case study, Habitat correctly predicts that the V100 provides the best performance despite not being the most cost-efficient to rent. This conclusion may lead a naïve user to believe that the V100 always provides better training throughput over other GPUs, given that it is the most advanced and expensive GPU available in the cloud to rent. In this case study, we show how Habitat can help a user recognize when the V100 does not offer significant performance benefits for their model.

Suppose a user wants to train DCGAN and already has a 2080Ti that they can use. They want to find out if they should use a different GPU to get better computational performance (training throughput). They can use Habitat to predict the training throughput on other GPUs. Figure 7 shows Habitat’s throughput predictions along with the measured throughput, normalized to the 2080Ti’s training throughput. Note that we use a batch size of 64 as it is the default batch size in the DCGAN reference implementation [22] and 128 because it is the size reported by the authors in their paper [89].

From this figure, the user would conclude that they should stick to using their 2080Ti as the V100 would not be worth renting. The V100 offers marginal throughput improvements over the 2080Ti (1.1×) while the P100, P4000, 2070, and T4 all do not offer throughput improvements at all. The reason the V100 does not offer any significant benefits over the 2080Ti despite having more computational resources (Table 2) is that DCGAN is a “computationally lighter” model compared to GNMT and so it does not really benefit from a more powerful GPU. Habitat makes these predictions accurately, with an average error of 7.7%.

**Summary.** These case studies show examples of situations where (i) the GPU offering the highest training throughput is not the same as the most cost-efficient GPU, and where (ii) the V100 does not offer significantly better performance when compared to a desktop-class GPU (the 2080Ti). Notably, in both case studies, Habitat correctly predicts each of these findings. As a result, deep learning researchers and practitioners can rely on Habitat to help them make correct cost-efficient GPU selections according to their needs.

### 6 Discussion

In this section, we discuss how Habitat can be extended to support additional (i) training setups, and (ii) deep learning frameworks. In doing so, we also highlight opportunities for future work and describe some challenges and opportunities associated with supporting additional hardware accelerators.

#### 6.1 Additional Training Setups

Habitat is designed to make accurate cross-GPU execution time predictions for DNN training. However, users may also face situations where they need performance predictions for more complex training setups such as (i) distributed training [25], (ii) mixed precision training [55], or (iii) needing...
predictions for batch sizes larger than what can fit on the origin GPU. In this subsection, we outline how Habitat could be extended to support these setups.

6.1.1 Distributed Training

Predicting the execution time of a distributed training iteration generally reduces to predicting (i) the computation time on the cluster’s GPUs, (ii) the communication time among the GPUs and/or nodes, and (iii) how the communication overlaps with the computation. For data parallel training [25], several prior works present techniques for predicting the data parallel iteration execution time given the execution time on a single GPU [87, 88, 110] (i.e., tasks (ii) and (iii)). Habitat’s computation predictions (task (i)) could be used as an input to these existing techniques.

For more complex distribution schemes such as model parallel [25] and pipeline parallel training [40, 60], Habitat could still be used for task (i), but the user would need to split up their model based on the distributed partitioning scheme before profiling it with Habitat. However, for tasks (ii) and (iii), new prediction techniques would need to be developed. This is something we leave to future work.

6.1.2 Mixed Precision Training

The Daydream paper [110] presents a technique for predicting the performance benefits of switching from single to mixed precision training on the same fixed GPU. If users want to know about the performance benefits of mixed precision training on a different GPU, they can use Daydream’s technique in conjunction with Habitat.

To show that this combined approach can work in practice, we use a P4000 to predict the execution time of a ResNet-50 mixed precision training iteration on the 2070 and 2080Ti. On the P4000, we first use Habitat to predict the single precision iteration execution time on the 2070 and 2080Ti. Then, we apply Daydream’s technique to translate these predicted single precision execution times into mixed precision execution times. We also repeat this experiment between the 2070 and 2080Ti. Overall, we find that this approach has an average error of 16.1% for predictions onto the 2070 and 2080Ti.

To distinguish between the errors introduced by Habitat versus Daydream, we also apply Daydream’s technique to the measured (i.e., ground truth) single precision iteration execution times. We find that Daydream’s technique alone has an average error of 10.7% for the 2070 and 2080Ti. Thus we believe the additional error introduced by also using Habitat is reasonable, given the extra functionality. So overall, we conclude that Habitat with Daydream should be able to effectively support mixed precision predictions on other GPUs.

9We use the same experimental setup and batch sizes as described and shown in Section 5.1 and Figure 3. We compare our iteration execution time predictions against training iterations performed using PyTorch’s automatic mixed precision module.

6.1.3 Larger Batch Sizes

Recall that Habitat’s iteration execution time predictions are for a model and a specific batch size. This means that the origin GPU must be able to run a training iteration with the desired batch size (for Habitat’s profiling pass).

One potential approach to making predictions for batch sizes larger than what can run on the origin GPU is as follows. First, use Habitat to make iteration execution time predictions for multiple (e.g., three) different batch sizes that do fit on the origin GPU. Then, build a linear regression model on these predicted values to extrapolate to larger batch sizes. This approach is based on our prior work, where we observed an often linear relationship between the iteration execution time and batch size [107]. We leave the handling of models where only one batch size fits on the origin GPU to future work.

6.2 Additional Deep Learning Frameworks

Recall that Habitat predicts the execution time of operations using either (i) wave scaling or (ii) pre-trained MLPs, depending on whether the operation is kernel-alike or kernel-varying. Therefore, as long as Habitat has information about a DNN’s operations and their parameters (e.g., batch size, number of channels), Habitat will be able to apply its techniques to make execution time predictions for a different GPU. Ultimately this means that adding support for other deep learning frameworks (e.g., TensorFlow or MXNet) boils down to extracting the underlying operations that run during a training iteration and sending the operations to Habitat (i.e., extracting the computation graph). Since the other major deep learning frameworks (TensorFlow and MXNet) both already use computation graphs internally [1, 19], we believe that adding support for them would be straightforward to implement.

6.3 Additional Hardware Accelerators

As described in Section 1, there are also other hardware options available beyond GPUs that can be used for training (e.g., the TPU [45], AWS Trainium [10], and Gaudi [36]). Therefore, a natural opportunity for future work is to explore execution time predictions for these other hardware accelerators. We outline two challenges that arise when going beyond GPUs, as well as two examples of ways that Habitat’s guiding principles can be applied to these prediction tasks.

Challenges. First, specialized deep learning accelerators may have a different hardware architecture when compared to GPUs—necessitating different performance modeling techniques. For example, the TPU uses a systolic array [14, 45] whereas GPUs are general-purpose SIMT processors [85]. Second, accelerators such as the TPU rely on tensor compilers (e.g., XLA [34] or JAX [13]) to produce executable code from the high-level DNN model code written by an end-user. The compiler may apply optimizations that change the oper-
ations. These changes make the high-level operation-based analysis that Habitat performs more difficult to realize.

Opportunities. Despite these challenges, we believe that there are also opportunities to apply Habitat’s key idea of leveraging runtime-based information from one accelerator to predict the execution time on a different accelerator. For example, as of June 2021, Google makes two versions of the TPU available for rent (v2 and v3) [33] and has announced the v4 [51]. Execution times measured on the TPU v2 could potentially be used to make execution time predictions on the v3 and v4 and vice-versa. Similarly, assuming that the AWS Trainium also uses a systolic array, it may also be possible to leverage execution time measurements on the TPU to make execution time predictions for the Trainium and vice-versa.

7 Related Work

The key difference between Habitat and existing DNN performance modeling techniques for GPUs [46, 87, 88] is in how Habitat makes execution time predictions. Habitat takes a hybrid runtime-based approach; it uses information recorded at runtime on one GPU along with hardware characteristics to scale the measured kernel execution times onto different GPUs through either (i) wave scaling, or (ii) pre-trained MLPs. In contrast, existing techniques use analytical models [87, 88] or rely entirely on machine learning techniques [46]. The key advantage of Habitat’s hybrid scaling approach is that wave scaling works “out of the box” for all kernel-alike operations (i.e., operations implemented using the same kernels on different GPUs). Ultimately, this advantage means that new analytical or machine learning models do not have to be developed each time a new kernel-alike operation is introduced.

DNN performance models for different hardware. There exists prior work on performance models for DNN training on GPUs [46, 87, 88], CPUs [100], and TPUs [47]. As described above, Habitat is fundamentally different from these works because it takes a hybrid runtime-based approach when making execution time predictions. For example, Paleo [88] (i) makes DNN operation execution time predictions using analytical models based on the number of floating point operations (FLOPs) in a DNN operation, and (ii) uses heuristics to select the kernels used to implement kernel-varying operations (e.g., convolution). However, an operation’s execution time is not solely determined by its number of FLOPs, and using heuristics to select an analytical model cannot always capture kernel-varying operations correctly. This is because proprietary closed-source kernel libraries (e.g., cuDNN [21, 74], cuBLAS [77]) may select different kernel(s) to use by running benchmarks on the target GPU [44, 75].

Performance models for compilers. A complementary body of work on performance modeling is motivated by the needs of compilers: predicting how different implementations of some high-level functionality perform on the same hardware. These models were developed to aid in compiling high-performance (i) graphics pipelines [2], (ii) CPU code [54], and (iii) tensor operators for deep learning accelerators [20, 47]. These models have fundamentally different goals compared to Habitat, which is a technique that predicts the performance of different GPUs running the same high-level code.

General scalability predictions. Wave scaling is similar in spirit to ESTIMA [17], since both use the idea of making measurements on one system to make performance predictions for a different system. However, ESTIMA is a scalability predictor for CPU programs. Wave scaling instead targets GPU kernels, which run under a different execution model when compared to CPU programs.

Repetitiveness of DNN training. Prior work leverages the repetitiveness of DNN training computation to optimize distributed training [43, 48, 60], schedule jobs in a cluster [18, 61, 103], and to apply DNN compiler optimizations [94]. The key difference between these works and Habitat is that they apply optimizations on the same hardware configuration. Habitat exploits the repetitiveness of DNN training to make performance predictions on different hardware configurations.

DNN benchmarking. A body of prior work focuses on benchmarking DNN training [3, 23, 53, 109]. While these works provide DNN training performance insights, they do so only for a fixed set of DNNs and hardware configurations. In contrast, Habitat analyzes DNNs in general and provides performance predictions on different GPUs to help users make informed GPU selections.

8 Conclusion

We present Habitat: a new runtime-based library that uses wave scaling and MLPs as execution time predictors to help deep learning researchers and practitioners make informed cost-efficient decisions when selecting a GPU for DNN training. The key idea behind Habitat is to leverage information collected at runtime on one GPU to help predict the execution time of a DNN training iteration on a different GPU. We evaluate Habitat and find that it makes cross-GPU iteration execution time predictions with an overall average error of 11.8% on ResNet-50, Inception v3, the Transformer, GNMT, and DCGAN. Finally, we present two case studies where Habitat correctly predicts that (i) optimizing for cost-efficiency would lead to selecting a different GPU for GNMT, and (ii) that the V100 does not offer significant performance benefits over a common desktop-class GPU (the 2080Ti) for DCGAN. We have also open sourced Habitat (github.com/geoffxy/habitat) to benefit both the deep learning and systems communities [105, 106].
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Abstract

GPUs are the workhorse in modern server infrastructure fueling advances in a number of compute-intensive workloads such as deep neural network (DNN) training. Several recent works propose solutions on sharing GPU resources across multiple concurrent DNN training jobs, but none of them address rapidly increasing memory footprint introduced by such job co-locations, which greatly limit the effectiveness of sharing GPU resources. In this paper, we present Zico, the first DNN system that aims at reducing the system-wide memory consumption for concurrent training. Zico keeps track of the memory usage pattern of individual training job by monitoring its progress on GPU computations and makes memory reclaimed from the job globally sharable. Based on this memory management scheme, Zico automatically decides a strategy to share memory among concurrent jobs with minimum delay on training while not exceeding a given memory budget such as GPU memory capacity. Our evaluation shows that Zico outperforms existing GPU sharing approaches and delivers benefits over a variety of job co-location scenarios.

1 Introduction

Recent advances in deep neural networks (DNNs) have made tremendous progress on a wide range of applications, including object detection [24], language model [11, 47], translation [40], and speech recognition [27]. As a number of new DNN models are being explored, developers take advantage of hardware accelerators to train the models, such as TPU [22] and GPU, which is the most popular choice. GPUs are the workhorse in server infrastructure and yet becoming highly contended resources at the same time [20, 43].

To utilize expensive GPU resources, efficient GPU sharing mechanisms have become indispensable. Prior work focuses on either temporally multiplexing GPU in its entirety [26,43,44] or spatially sharing compute units [10]. The temporal sharing is a software mechanism that dedicates both compute cores and memory in GPU solely to single training for a time quantum (e.g., 1 minute). Despite the good flexibility, this approach often cannot efficiently utilize GPU resources. For example, most compute resources are left idle for common translation models such as GNMT [42] and language models such as RHN [47]. These training algorithms include a number of RNN modules [28], such as LSTM [12] and GRU [8] networks, which exhibit a small degree of data parallelism to GPU, causing under-utilization of GPU resources. As a different approach, the spatial sharing can provide better throughput than the temporal sharing as long as a single training job does not fully saturate GPU compute resources [44]. However, a limitation in applying the spatial sharing is the working set size of concurrent jobs, which grows substantially with the job co-location. If the working set does not fit in GPU memory, the system has to kill a job or swap GPU memory to the host, which overshadows the performance benefit of the spatial sharing. Therefore, to make the spatial sharing widely applicable, it is essential to reduce the memory footprint of co-located training jobs.

We observe that sharing intermediate data generated during co-located training jobs significantly reduces the total memory footprint. Training is a highly iterative procedure first navigating layers in order (forward pass) and then the same layers in reverse order (backward pass) for each batch of input data. During the training procedure, intermediate outputs from model layers called feature maps dominate memory footprint [18,32]. Feature maps are generated in each layer during the forward pass and later consumed in the backward pass to update the layer. Due to the regular bi-directional execution, memory consumption in a single training job commonly exhibits a cyclic pattern — memory consumption gradually increases in the forward pass and then decreases in the backward pass. Thus, a simple yet effective strategy to save memory consumption is creating a large GPU memory pool and elastically sharing the memory pool for concurrent training jobs. To increase sharing opportunity, coordination of concurrent training jobs is needed to make them run different passes, e.g., forward pass for job A (increasing its working set) and backward pass for job B (decreasing its working set). This
approach results in memory allocations of a job to happen simultaneously with memory deallocations of the other job, efficiently reducing the system-wide memory footprint.

Despite that the sharing idea is plausible, the way today’s DNN frameworks execute training on GPU poses significant challenges. Current frameworks are mainly designed for a solo training case. Following dataflow dependency, they allocate the memory required for each DNN kernel computation ahead of time and issue as many kernels as possible to the GPU stream, i.e., work queue per job for its GPU computations, in order to saturate the GPU’s internal compute resources. This leads to GPU computations asynchronous and in parallel with CPU processing. Thus, the platforms are unaware of progress on the GPU computations and when memory is indeed consumed by GPU. Without proper handling of the asynchrony, shared memory does not guarantee correctness such as preventing memory corruptions in shared untapped memory of a waiting kernel by other training jobs.

In this paper, we propose Zico, a DNN platform that enables efficient memory sharing for concurrent training. Zico retrofits a widely used DNN platform, TensorFlow, to maximize the overall throughput of concurrent training. The goal of Zico is finding the best coordinated executions of concurrent training to fully utilize GPU computational and memory resources. To achieve the goal, (i) Zico accurately monitors computational progress of training jobs. Based on that, Zico allocates and deallocates memory for DNN kernels, informing memory usage patterns closer to GPU’s view. (ii) Zico incorporates runtime information (e.g., iteration times, memory usage patterns, and GPU memory limit) and executes a job scheduler, called scrooge scheduler, to efficiently steer concurrent jobs to utilize the shared memory pool. (iii) Zico efficiently organizes the entire GPU space as an elastic shared memory pool to support scrooge scheduler.

To detect computational progress of asynchronous kernels, Zico leverages a specific kernel called CUDA event, which notifies progress of GPU kernels. Zico uses CUDA event to identify allocation and release time of memory used by a GPU kernel. Based on the information, Zico executes our novel scrooge scheduler to forecast the memory consumption trend of concurrent training at the iteration boundary and introduces the minimum stall time on each iteration. Nevertheless, the memory usage trend of the co-scheduled jobs varies according to how they interfere each other in the use of GPU compute units. To apply their dynamic behaviors, scrooge scheduler refines decisions based on feedback collected at runtime.

Zico organizes the memory pool as a collection of chunks called regions and separates their uses based on data characteristics. DNN training generates several types of data as tensors, categorized mainly as ephemeral tensors with high occurrences and long-lived tensors like feature maps which constitute the most memory footprint. By separating regions by type, Zico ensures that memory stored with feature maps does not interfere with other transient data while making their demands follow the cyclic pattern of training iteration. This design choice allows our scheduling decisions to be applied with little disruption without losing sharing opportunity.

Being prototyped on a popular DNN framework, TensorFlow, we evaluate Zico experimentally using six models ranging from translation to object detection on V100 and RTX 2080 Ti GPUs. The results show that Zico enables effective memory sharing over a wide range of memory consumption trends. For high memory footprint, Zico is up to 8.3x and 1.6x faster than traditional spatial sharing and temporal sharing approaches, respectively, especially when concurrently training non-identical models. Furthermore, for low memory footprint, where no stall on concurrent training is needed, Zico behaves similarly to traditional spatial sharing and is up to 1.6x faster than temporal sharing. Overall, Zico achieves speedups, regardless of whether concurrent training is based on the same or distinct models.

2 Background

2.1 Deep Neural Network Training

The training process typically relies on iterative optimization methods like stochastic gradient descent (SGD) [13], Momentum [39], and Adam [23]. In each iteration, forward pass (FP) is followed by backward pass (BP) on a batch of training dataset. During FP, by computing on the layer’s input, weights, and bias, each layer outputs feature maps to be used as an input to the next downstream layer. At the end of FP, the last layer produces a loss representing the accuracy of the current model on the input batch. Using the loss value, BP computes the gradients by flowing the layers in reverse order and aggregates the gradient values to update model parameters (i.e., layers’ weights and bias). On finishing BP, the training repeats FP and BP on the next batch. As the batch size is usually fixed, the computation load and the memory usage characteristic are usually very similar across iterations [15, 43].

It is widely known that model parameters occupy only a small fraction of memory, and the majority is consumed to store feature maps generated in the FP computation [18, 32, 43]. BP needs feature maps to calculate the gradients at each layer. Hence, unless recomputed [6, 14, 19], feature maps are usually kept on memory for a long time until they are no longer accessed in BP. The amount of memory consumption is determined by several factors, such as the number of layers, layer size and type, input batch size, etc. There is also other intermediate data training iteration creates, e.g., gradient maps that represent the output of each layer during BP, local data local in each kernel, etc. They are all ephemeral as memory is released soon after its allocation [18, 32]. For brevity, we assume all memory allocations in DNN training are based on tensors.
2.2 GPU Sharing Use Cases

Users run training either on shared GPU clusters or on dedicated servers. For both cases, GPU sharing is becoming a fundamental technique to better utilize GPU resources. In this subsection, we introduce two specific scenarios that can take advantage of sharing GPUs.

Hyperparameter tuning (inter-job). With the increasing popularity of applications fueled by DNN, a number of new models are being developed by DNN practitioners every day. A model for developing exposes many high-level properties, e.g., learning rate and momentum, as hyperparameters that need to be optimized. This task is known as hyperparameter tuning [3]. As hyperparameters constitute a large search space, there are several popular tools such as Hyperdrive [35] and HyperOpt [4] that automate hyperparameter optimization and construct a new model with the best (or desired) quality for users. These tools usually generate a large number of closely related training jobs (as much as 100s [26, 43]) that explore a different set of hyperparameters for the same reference model. Nevertheless, spatial GPU sharing has greater performance potential for this workload, as discussed in Section 7.

Hyperparameter tuning jobs dominate training workloads run atop shared GPU clusters [20, 26, 43]. To get them timely done on heavily contended GPUs, prior works propose several techniques such as temporal and spatiotemporal sharing to apportion a single GPU over multiple training jobs [43, 44].

Gradient accumulation (intra-job). Gradient accumulation is a promising method to speed up model convergence when hyperparameters other than batch size are stabilized. It runs a set of consecutive mini-batches and accumulates the gradients of those mini-batches before updating model parameters. The essential goal is to give an illusion of training on a large batch that better improves convergence without oversubscribing GPU memory by using small mini-batches. A common practice has been to process these mini-batches sequentially.

Nonetheless, efficient spatial GPU sharing can offer sharing incentive to concurrent training on mini-batches. One might wonder whether spatial sharing on this training is indeed plausible. Based on our observation, translation or speech recognition models (e.g., GNMT [42]) often underutilize GPU compute resources, making it beneficial to share GPU computes. On top of it, our system supports highly effective sharing of GPU memory, enabling in concurrent training each to use a mini-batch size slightly smaller, if not the same, than the original mini-batch size. Altogether, our system opens up a new opportunity to speed up training for gradient accumulation, which we will discuss in Section 7.

2.3 Spatial GPU Sharing

NVIDIA has developed Multi-Process Service (MPS) [10], an alternative way to share GPU among multiple CUDA processes. With MPS, NVIDIA V100 GPU supports up to 48 processes to run concurrently on a single GPU, with each process assigned with separate GPU compute resources, i.e., SMs [10]. In NVIDIA A100 [29], a newer generation, GPU sharing architecture further partitions HW paths in the memory system, e.g., memory controllers and address busses, to prevent the concurrent processes from interfering with each other when demands for memory bandwidth are high. NVIDIA’s GPU sharing mechanisms have two commonalities. First, they are mainly designed for sharing “compute resources” spatially. Second, they attribute GPU sharing to demands for protection among untrusted users requiring strong isolation.

Since not all use cases require strong isolation among training jobs, e.g., hyperparameter tuning driven by a single user [26], recent work supports a spatial GPU sharing similar to MPS in a single process domain [44]. Regardless of protection level, the underlying mechanism enabling spatial sharing within GPU is very similar, if not the same — and so is the resulting performance.

3 Challenges for Memory Sharing

GPU has a limited amount of HW resources, requiring it to be used in high efficiency. As GPU’s compute and memory resources are shared to run concurrent training limiting per-training resource capacity, it is crucial to thoroughly understand the current practices in DNN frameworks and uncover challenges for spatial GPU training. In this section, we discuss three major challenges to address in Zico.

3.1 Memory Bloating

Major DNN frameworks [1, 5, 31] typically maintain feature maps in memory until they are no longer accessed. As discussed earlier, feature maps have a relatively longer lifespan between the first access and the last access, making the most of in-use memory consumed to store the feature maps. Figure 1 compares cumulative distributions of lifespans for feature maps and other data in NASNet training. As the figure shows, feature maps exhibit longer lifespans with 134ms on average and 234ms as median value as opposed to 18ms on average and 2ms as median value in the other data. We further investigate cumulative distributions of tensor sizes of the two data types, showing that feature maps are larger. In consequence, as shown in Figure 2, feature maps lead to the peak
memory consumption substantially higher than the minimum that corresponds to the model size in each iteration. We call this issue memory bloat.

Traditional spatial GPU sharing mechanisms are vulnerable to memory bloat. DNN frameworks like TensorFlow do not tend to be designed for memory sharing with internal memory manager maintaining a local pool of memory for single training. Thus, no memory release to GPU happens. This results in peak memory usages from concurrent training, all adding up and consequently saturating GPU memory even in the modest memory footprint for individual training. To illustrate, let us consider concurrent training of two identical models, with each demanding more than half of GPU memory as an example. In this case, the memory demand across the two local memory pools exceeds GPU memory capacity, beginning to take advantage of CPU-side memory as a swap space. To facilitate this, recent NVIDIA GPUs, including V100, provide a feature known as Unified Virtual Memory (UVM), which is transparent to DNN platforms.

We found that using UVM for DNN training is currently costly and severely affects overall performance despite great flexibility. To confirm the effect, we compare throughput between solo training versus concurrent training for ResNet-50 using NVIDIA V100 when a training job occupies 70% GPU memory. To make the comparison fair, we configure a single training job to use 50% GPU resources set by MPS. There is a dramatic throughput degradation in concurrent training (i.e., 8 times slower) as it suffers from GPU memory oversubscription. Therefore, we should decrease the risk of GPU memory being used up during concurrent training.

3.2 Workload Variability

As an additional challenge, we explain a workload characteristic that makes memory optimization for spatial GPU sharing fundamentally complicated. Although all models follow a cyclic pattern in memory usage, as shown in Figure 2, memory usage patterns are inherently different across models. For example, ResNet-50 has a beefy shape in which memory bloat appears for a fairly large time duration. In contrast, GNMT has a lean shape in which peak memory appears for a short period and quickly disappears. Therefore, such variability must be taken into account in designing a scheduling policy for concurrent training.

Nonetheless, we take advantage of an observation that a similar memory usage pattern repeats over iterations for a single model. DNN frameworks require that computation kernels be ordered in a specific way, e.g., following topological sort, thus keeping the corresponding memory operations ordered across iterations [32]. So, we believe this determinism is prevalent in most of the training tasks.

3.3 Asynchrony with GPU Processing

CPU processing in DNN frameworks is in parallel with GPU computations. Before issuing a kernel to a GPU stream, the memory manager in the platform allocates tensors required for the kernel computation. After issuing the kernel and returning immediately, CPU processing brings back its control and can do any subsequent task asynchronously with GPU computations. Meanwhile, GPU may or may not execute the issued kernel depending on whether earlier kernels are still pending or not.

Driven by this GPU-specific property, DNN frameworks produce a static schedule of DNN kernels mainly customized for single training, in which kernel operations are ordered based on dependencies every iteration. DNN frameworks usually allocate the memory required for kernel operations in sequence ahead of time while issuing as many kernels as possible to the stream to saturate GPU. This way of exercising GPU for single training has been common because there is no concern regarding correctness in memory allocations. Specifically, suppose we use a released tensor memory from a kernel to allocate it for the next kernel, even though the earlier kernel is not completed by GPU yet. In that case, memory corruption does not occur since kernels in the GPU stream are processed sequentially.

However, it is critical to make the CPU process keep track of GPU memory usage trends precisely to enable memory sharing for concurrent training. To illustrate the current limitation concretely, let us show effective memory observed in TensorFlow during training ResNet-50 in Figure 3. In the figure, training exhibits a cyclic pattern for a short period followed by a long pause due to kernels pending on GPU during an iteration. Unlike the CPU’s view, the actual memory usage trend from GPU’s view appears in Figure 2(a), which perfectly follows a continuous cycling pattern.

In summary, for concurrent training with multiple GPU streams, today’s approaches that make memory sharing decisions based on CPU’s view are vulnerable to memory cor-
Figure 3: GPU memory usage from CPU view (ResNet-50).

4 Design Overview

Zico aims at providing efficient spatial GPU sharing by enabling coordinated job scheduling and GPU memory management for concurrent training. As a system currently built on TensorFlow, the framework keeps tracking the lifespans of memory used in each training and produces a schedule of concurrent training executions to avoid GPU memory over-subscription. We seek to achieve the following goals in the design of Zico:

- **High performance.** A single iteration runs for a short time duration from tens to hundreds of milliseconds. Thus, a modest overhead with memory sharing in each iteration can manifest as a long delay in the entire training. We should attempt to minimize such overhead and achieve high performance.

- **Wide model support.** Section 3.2 demonstrates a wide range of patterns in memory demand across models during training. Our memory sharing strategy should be general, not restricted to specific memory patterns. The concurrent training may not expose similar or the identical models.

- **Common approach.** Our approaches are mainly compatible with DNN platforms that express a job execution as a computation graph ahead of time, e.g., TensorFlow [1], Caffe [21], and MXNet [5]. The other platforms are based on imperative programming and train a model without constructing a computation graph, namely, the eager mode. The memory-aware scheduler in Zico makes decisions based on observed memory demands at runtime, making it also applicable to the eager mode.

Zico has two key system modules as shown in Figure 4: (i) **scrooge scheduler**, a processing unit that orchestrates executions of concurrent training driven by memory demand patterns; and (ii) **memory manager**, a unified memory allocator that handles both inter- and intra-training memory requests.

**Scrooge scheduler.** Zico monitors GPU progress to capture precise memory usage in GPU for each training over time. On observing memory usage, Zico schedules concurrent jobs to achieve the best possible performance in training while putting the total memory consumption within a predefined budget, which does not exceed GPU memory capacity. This is a sophisticated problem to which a naive strategy rarely works. When memory is sufficient for running concurrent training without sharing, no coordination among jobs might be necessary. In contrast, when memory is tight, we need a schedule of concurrent training in order not to exceed the given memory budget. A simple approach towards saving memory consumption can be coordinating training jobs in such a way that forward pass execution (i.e., memory allocation phase) is overlapped with backward pass execution (i.e., memory deallocation phase) as much as possible. However, when memory demand patterns are beefy such as in Figure 2(a), the system-wide memory usage can blow up because the memory demand in the forward pass grows fast while the backward pass shrinks its memory demand relatively slowly.

To provide concrete guidance for memory sharing, we devise scrooge scheduler that facilitates an objective function helping forecast the system-wide memory demand in the future. Before starting a new iteration, the scheduler takes into account the lifespans of in-use memory regions, which are sharable memory units in Zico. Then, the scheduler predicts whether allowing the iteration immediately will consume memory less than the memory budget. If this is nearly impossible, the scheduler estimates the minimum stall time to be applied on the new iteration so that memory allocations in the forward pass to be issued later are safely fulfilled when more memory is available. It is essential to maintain precise region lifespan in order to make a correct decision in the scheduling. To meet this goal, Zico iteratively refines region lifespan based on feedback collected from prior iterations at runtime.

Scrooge scheduler is agnostic to programming model in DNN platforms and only relies on information on memory demand patterns. For this reason, Zico is able to perform spatial memory sharing as long as memory requests are appropriately clustered on regions and their lifespans can be estimated. As explained next, we facilitate tensor types to constitute regions for sharing, but many different ways are indeed possible — e.g., classification based on tensor access time intervals in eager mode [2].

**Memory manager.** Zico organizes the entire GPU memory space into a collection of regions, which is a contiguous memory space that stores a set of tensors in the same type. Using regions is a natural choice for us to mitigate the sharing overhead and to keep memory stored with feature maps not contended with other tensor data. Using regions further assists job scheduling decision to be made promptly. Scrooge scheduler makes use of memory demand pattern that changes dynami-
cally within an iteration. If we consider memory changes at the granularity of tensor, we may need to investigate too many time points along the way, putting a strain on the scheduler. Details will be discussed in Section 5.

The memory manager separates memory space into two areas, **sharable** and **non-sharable**. The sharable area represents currently unused memory that can be granted to any in-flight training in need of more space (mainly for feature maps), whereas the non-sharable area constitutes job-local memory pools. Zico analyzes the computational graph and extracts type information on tensors at runtime. During training iterations, allocation requests for feature map tensors are always served from their own regions first in the local memory pool. If regions in the local memory pool are used up, the memory manager assigns a new region from the sharable area. In general, feature maps demand the most regions in the system and these regions are mainly shared across concurrent training jobs.

The current design of Zico limits two training jobs to share a common memory area since many models we observe, including models in Figure 2, exhibit rather beefy memory demand patterns or high GPU utilization. For co-locating more than two jobs, a feasible approach is to organize the jobs into a group of pairs and schedule each pair independently with its own memory budget. This is a natural extension to Zico, so we leave it as a future work.

**Protection level.** We provide Zico as a single framework instance mainly for performance reason. Existing multi-process solutions such as MPS do not promise good performance for elastic memory space sharing across different processes. For example, to grant memory across two MPS processes, we require invoking CUDA APIs such as `cudaMalloc` and `cudaFree` quite frequently at each training iteration. Among these API, `cudaFree` is known to stall GPU’s pipelined execution upon invoked [9], making itself harmful if recklessly used. Our measurement also reveals that a single ResNet-50 training that allocates memory using these APIs becomes 7x slower than the training that allocates memory locally.

Note that key scenarios discussed in Section 2.2 are enough to train models in the same protection domain. Apart from it, we design Zico to be useful for a variety of scenarios as long as isolation is not a primary concern, e.g., the same tenancy with trusting users in a shared GPU cluster.

### 5 Scheduling Algorithm

In this section, we formalize the scheduling problem for concurrent training and introduce the **scrooge scheduler**. All related implementation details on how to obtain memory usage patterns are explained in Section 6.

#### 5.1 Problem Definition

We make use of memory consumption at the region level to shape the memory pattern of a job. Despite the coarser-grained leveling of memory utilized by tensors, using regions still provides meaningful information to compute memory sharing potential. Since regions allocated for feature maps are the main target for sharing, in the problem formulation, we assume all regions for a job have the lifetime that spans the forward-backward passes for a single iteration.

Formally, we denote $M$ regions required for an iteration of a training job as $\{R_i : 1 \leq i \leq M\}$ following the allocation order, with region $R_i$ having two parameters to indicate its lifespan: $Time(R_i(a))$ for the allocation time and $Time(R_i(d))$ for the deallocation time. Assume at time moment $T$ that there are $K$ active regions in the system that indicate the sum of memory footprint of the concurrent jobs. To achieve efficient GPU memory provisioning, we need to minimize the time delay to be applied on each training iteration without overcommitting the system-wide memory budget $C$. This objective turns into the following formulation:

$$\arg\min_{\text{TimeShift}} \left( Time(R_1(d)) - Time(R_1(a)) + \text{TimeShift} \right)$$

subject to

$$\sum_{i=1}^{K} Size(\hat{R}_i) \leq C$$

at any time $T$ over a training iteration, where $\{Size(\hat{R}_i) : 1 \leq i \leq K\}$ are the sizes of active regions in the system.

Intuitively, Equation 1 represents that an iteration, whose duration corresponds to $Time(R_1(d)) - Time(R_1(a))$, must be delayed by the minimum \text{TimeShift}. Note that there are other costs such as model synchronization in distributed training that affect training time. They are mostly static [15,25,37,45] and can be easily factored in.

#### 5.2 Time Shift Model

From the perspective of memory sharing, the worst case possible is having forward passes of all training jobs run simultaneously. This may lead to no memory sharing opportunity as regions being freed out in the backward pass of a job may not be used by the other training job. Therefore, when it comes to exceeding the memory budget $C$, scrooge scheduler adds a time delay driven by the \text{TimeShift} parameter to a training iteration appropriately to ensure that memory allocations during the forward pass occur when enough memory is available.

Since DNN training is highly periodic and deterministic, when training on an apportioned GPU compute capacity is stabilized, we see almost no variations on the region lifespans over iterations. Moreover, for each iteration, allocation times for adjacent regions exhibit strong temporal dependency. In other words, the time interval between $Time(R_i(a))$ and
\( Time(R_{i+1}(a)) \) for a job is almost static and does not change drastically over iterations. Similarly, deallocations of any two consecutive regions have such strong temporal dependency. This observation suggests that \( TimeShift \) is the most effective when applied to the entire iteration, not an individual region. Suppose we postpone the allocation of an arbitrary region \( R_i \) by \( TimeShift \). In that case, deallocations of the regions between \( R_1 \) and \( R_i \) will be all postponed by \( TimeShift \), because allocations for the regions subsequent to \( R_i \) get delayed by \( TimeShift \) and temporal dependencies during deallocations are still preserved. This results in increasing overall memory usage for the iteration unnecessarily.

### 5.3 Memory Sharing Algorithm

Now, we explain how \( scrooge \) scheduler works to enable spatial memory sharing. \( scrooge \) scheduler optimizes for the minimum possible iteration time based on Equation 1 at runtime. To solve the problem, the scheduling algorithm must address two challenges: C-1) The lifespan of the region, \( L(R) \), changes according to how two training jobs execute under co-location; C-2) While \( L(R) \) is changing, the schedule has to find an optimal \( TimeShift \) in Equation 1. \( scrooge \) scheduler performs iterative searching steps to reach the goal. For C-1, \( scrooge \) scheduler introduces a feedback-driven online process in which the scheduler monitors lifespans of all \( R \) during the current step and updates them to use in the next step. For C-2, at each step, \( scrooge \) scheduler decides \( TimeShift \) of the co-located training jobs toward minimizing their iteration times. After several steps, the lifespans are adjusted enough and stabilized. \( TimeShift \) should be estimated in an iteration basis to determine when the current iteration has to start.

**Profiling phase (The first search step).** When a new training job is issued, \( scrooge \) scheduler initiates profiling phase during which it collects basic information on the new job. In particular, the scheduler runs the first iteration of the new job in an isolated manner. During this profiling phase, \( scrooge \) scheduler identifies regions by type and obtains lifespan for each feature map region in the solo run.¹

**Informed phase.** After the profile phase, \( scrooge \) scheduler knows useful information for co-locating jobs. In this informed phase, for a new iteration to be started for a job (e.g., job A) with \( TimeShift = 0 \), the scheduler navigates through time progress using lifespan information and predicts if the memory constraint in Equation 2 is violated or not. If violated, the scheduler waits for time \( T \), which leads to \( TimeShift \rightarrow T \), and does the prediction again. This time-shifting continues until the scheduler meets the memory constraint --- this is guaranteed as the other co-located job (e.g., job B) will ultimately release all regions at the end of its backward pass.

To illustrate, for job A’s forward pass, \( Time(R_{i+1}^{job A}(a)) - Time(R_{i}^{job A}(a)) \) indicates the time duration in which the job A uses \( Size(R_{i}^{job A}(a)) \) amount of memory, which corresponds to the allocation of the first region \( R_{i}^{job A} \). Likewise, \( Time(R_{N}^{job A}(a)) - Time(R_{i}^{job A}(a)) \) indicates the time taken for the entire forward pass in which job A gradually demands more memory by allocating regions from \( R_{i+1}^{job A} \) to \( R_{N}^{job A} \). In this way, \( scrooge \) scheduler can forecast the memory demand trend for job A’s forward pass and similarly the trend for its backward pass.

To fulfill the condition in Equation 2, \( scrooge \) scheduler also needs to know the memory demand trend of the co-located job B. Assume that job B deallocates its \( R_{i+1} \), i.e., \( R_{i+1}^{job B} \), when the scheduler attempts to schedule job A’s forward pass. Then, \( scrooge \) scheduler knows that during \( Time(R_{i}^{job B}(d)) - Time(R_{i+1}^{job B}(d)) \), job B will use \( \sum_{i} Size(R_{i}^{job B}) \) amount of memory. As such, as job B gradually deallocates its in-use regions from \( R_{i}^{job B} \) to \( R_{i+1}^{job B} \) in order over time, job B will ultimately release \( \sum_{i} Size(R_{i}^{job B}) \) amount of memory after \( Time(R_{i}^{job B}(d)) - Time(R_{i+1}^{job B}(d)) \).

With this memory trend information on job A and job B, \( scrooge \) scheduler can decide during Job B’s backward pass, if Job A can start by computing 1) the amount of memory required by Job A as time progresses and 2) the amount of memory released by job B as time progresses in terms of regions. This brings out the system-wide active regions as time progresses, which \( scrooge \) scheduler uses to predict if memory consumption will always fit in the defined memory budget, i.e., if Equation 2 is satisfied.

In the informed phase, we first use a memory budget which is lower than the actual memory budget \( C \) to calculate region lifespans under a conservative schedule that incurs a smaller interference among jobs and thus a less aggressive memory sharing. At this time, the execution of concurrent training is far from optimal, i.e., having long time shifts. From this point, \( scrooge \) scheduler iteratively optimizes the objective function. The scheduler gradually increases the lowered memory budget to allow more interference over time and keeps updating region lifespans until it reaches back the memory budget \( C \). It is necessary to calculate region lifespans under co-location with such adaptation because co-scheduling jobs that together have >100% compute demands than the GPU’s capacity will inadvertently interfere with the lifespan calculations.

Note that \( scrooge \) scheduler works regardless of training two heterogeneous models or when forward passes of the two jobs overlap. Although scheduling is a per-iteration process, it operates at a low cost as memory patterns are already discretized into region level (the scheduling overhead will be discussed in Section 7.4). In reality, the slowdown for each training is very predictable when two training jobs exhibit very similar GPU compute demands. A rare but challenging case is when a beefy model is trained along with a lean model which suddenly suffers from a dramatic slowdown from co-location. This case results in memory not being released from the lean model for a long time while the beefy model keeps allocating memory, leading to the system-wide

¹This profiling can also be done offline to reduce online profiling cost.
memory usage going over GPU memory capacity. In this case, Zico gives up an attempt on spatial GPU sharing and falls back to time-multiplexing.

**Deadlock potential.** With concurrent jobs in phases of increasing memory allocation, the deadlock could happen when there is insufficient memory to allocate to these in-flight jobs. Scrooge scheduler does not start the current iteration of a training job if global memory consumption would go beyond the memory budget during its forward-backward passes. In the worst case, scrooge scheduler will schedule the current iteration when the co-located job finishes its iteration (releasing all memory), guaranteeing training progress similar to temporal sharing and thus preventing the deadlock. Such planned execution should be accompanied by tracking of memory used by GPU, which we will explain in the next section.

6 Memory Management with Concurrency

We discuss how to track GPU memory usage for sharing, classify tensors according to usage type, and manage GPU memory for tensors of different types using regions.

6.1 Tracking Memory Usage in GPU

Most of existing DNN platforms are mainly customized for single-job training and unaware of memory sharing among concurrent training jobs. As described in Section 3.3, inherent asynchrony between CPU and GPU does not incur any correctness issue for memory operations when there is only one job to run on the platform. However, for concurrent training with each job assigned with its own GPU stream, we should not make memory released by CPU readily available for the co-located jobs, since kernel computations to be launched on the multiple GPU streams are independent and unordered. In essence, the memory corruption could occur because there is no dependency among kernels in different GPU streams.

We apply two techniques to support efficient memory sharing without the corruption.

**Memory deallocation.** For memory deallocation, rather than immediately releasing the memory based on CPU point of view, we must wait until GPU actually completes the corresponding kernel execution. Zico facilitates CUDA event to meet this requirement. CUDA event is a specific kernel that can be inserted into the GPU stream and monitored by CPU for its completion. Once GPU reaches a CUDA event, it is guaranteed that kernels launched before the detected CUDA event have finished the execution. Hence, tensors of those kernels can be safely released if no longer accessed. Tracking in-use memory with CUDA event is not cost-free, requiring CPU cycles. To reduce the overhead, Zico inserts CUDA event periodically at a certain memory allocation granularity (currently, 8 MB for CNNs and 256 MB for RNNs). We discuss the sensitivity of the granularity in Section 7.4.

**Memory allocation.** The memory tracking brings out another issue, namely, early memory allocation. Although deallocation of memory occurs after the actual kernel completion as a result of the memory tracking, its allocation occurs by CPU when the kernel is issued to the GPU stream. Thus, the allocation time is typically earlier than the time the kernel actually starts its execution, accesses the memory, and completes the execution within GPU. It is always desirable to maintain a small number of in-flight kernels (i.e., kernels pending on GPU stream), since this way would narrow the above time gap and ultimately avoid unnecessary pre-allocations of memory by CPU: otherwise, the system makes memory allocations too early compared to the actual time the memory is utilized by GPU kernels. Oftentimes, we found memory consumption soars up due to a number of in-flight kernels issued at full CPU speed. To address this issue, Zico limits the number of in-flight kernels to a certain level just sufficient to keep GPU busy. Currently, the right number is obtained via offline profiling for each model while not causing a loss in overall training performance. It can be also easily found online by running a few iterations over varying numbers of in-flight kernels to be limited in the GPU.

6.2 Tensor Classification

With a computation graph constructed for training, Zico differentiates the tensors used by GPU kernel operators forming the graph. In general, we classify the current tensors into three types: feature map tensors, gradient map tensors, and temporary tensors, where temporary tensors are neither feature maps nor gradient maps. A temporary tensor is mostly created by an operator and used internally, not later accessed by other operators. To correctly classify tensors in this way, we exploit three pieces of information available for a tensor: by considering the operator creating the tensor as the source operator, (i) whether the source belongs to the forward pass; (ii) whether there is any destination operator accessing the tensor outside the source; and (iii) whether the destination belongs to the backward pass. Feature map tensors will meet all three conditions while gradient map tensors are distinguished from complying with (ii) and (iii) only. The remaining tensors are all sorted into temporary tensors.

For the proposed tensor classification, we need to identify whether a computation kernel is involved in the forward pass or the backward pass. Memory manager in Zico pinpoints the peak memory as the starting point of the backward pass. This method exploits the fundamental property of DNN training that a forward pass is a memory allocation phase and a backward pass is a memory deallocation phase. This method is a simple but generic approach that does not depend on DNN implementation and does not belong to a specific framework.
6.3 Managing Memory Regions

Based on the tensor classification, the memory manager in Zico accepts the tensor type as parameter and then allocates the tensor on a region according to the type. The region-based memory management is a basic mechanism in TensorFlow and we extend it to build our own memory sharing system.

The essential goal of Zico’s memory management policy is to promote spatial sharing with low interference between co-scheduled training jobs. Based on separating sharable regions (global) from non-sharable regions (job-local), we assure no contention occurs when non-sharable regions are enough to allocate new tensors for the local job. Further, within the local regions, temporary tensors are stored exclusively on a few regions managed by their own free block lists which manage empty memory space for allocating new tensors. Temporary tensors are small in size and frequently allocated and soon deallocated, thus contending with other types of tensors for accessing free block lists unless managed separately.

The size of the sharable and non-sharable area changes elastically depending on runtime demands. As a region stores tensors in the same type, for feature map tensors the demand will increase and decrease within each iteration. Thus, during forward pass, the local memory manager will continuously request regions from the sharable area and then during the backward pass, these regions will be returned back to the sharable area. The free regions in the sharable area are shared through a free list for which updates are synchronized by a lock. To prevent the potential contention on the lock, the granularity of the regions needs to be chosen carefully. We experimentally validated different region sizes over diverse training jobs. From the sensitivity study, we chose the region size to be at least tens of MB to minimize lock contention. The results of the sensitivity study can be found in Section 7.4.

7 Evaluation

Experimental setup. We implement Zico in TensorFlow 1.13.1 and compare it with spatial sharing using MPS (MPS)\(^2\) and temporal sharing with no job switching overhead (Temporal), which is similar to the approach taken in the state-of-the-art [44]. We select six training benchmarks across different DNN tasks including NASNet [48], ResNet-110 [16], ResNet-50 [16], GNMT [42], RHN [47], and BERT [11]. All models use the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) optimizer.

The evaluation is performed on two machines. Machin1 has an NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU with 32 GB GPU memory, 3.8 GHz Intel Xeon(R) Gold 5222 4 CPU cores and 64 GB of host memory. Machin2 has an NVIDIA RTX 2080 Ti GPU with 11 GB GPU memory, 3.8 GHz Intel Xeon(R) Gold 5222 4 CPU cores and 64 GB of host memory. Both machines run Ubuntu 16.04. We use Machin1 and Machin2 to evaluate large models and small models, respectively.

7.1 Training Same Models

We first compare Zico, MPS, and Temporal when two identical models are concurrently trained. The memory budget in Zico is configured as GPU memory capacity.

Figure 5 shows the throughput of the six models when training over different input batch sizes (i.e., number of samples) in x-axis. For each model, some of the batch sizes are chosen to have MPS exceed GPU memory capacity to show how effective Zico is in such cases. The figure shows that compared to temporal sharing, Zico achieves higher throughput across all batch sizes in all models. In particular, Zico outperforms Temporal by on average 35% for NASNet and 37% for GNMT across the batch sizes. These results are rather surprising as the largest batch size in each model results in memory consumption in solo training that reaches close to the GPU memory limit. Even in such an extreme memory usage scenario, Zico finds an optimal time point to start the forward pass of a job while the backward pass of the other job is in progress. Therefore, Zico does not have any model being completely time-multiplexed, making it co-schedule the jobs more efficiently than Temporal.

Zico achieves comparable throughput with MPS from small to modest batch sizes for each model. MPS is sometimes slightly better than Zico. This is not because MPS provides a better schedule for concurrent training but mainly because the underlying setup is different: Zico runs on a single framework and MPS runs two training jobs on different framework instances and processes. Nonetheless, throughput in MPS drops significantly when models are trained on large batch sizes.
Figure 6: Aggregated memory usage for training the same models. For each model, bars are sorted by the batch sizes as used in Figure 5. The red bars indicate the batch sizes of aggregated memory usage beyond GPU memory capacity.

On training large batches, MPS suffers from GPU memory oversubscription that accompanies UVM overhead. Subsequently, as compared to MPS, Zico is up to 4.7 times faster across models. Note that the solo training of RHN incurs high memory usage even with small batch sizes, causing memory oversubscription for MPS across all batch sizes. Figure 6 presents the system-side memory usage (which sums up the memory usage of the two co-located jobs) to reveal the degree of GPU memory oversubscription handled by Zico.

In Figure 7, we show how memory usage patterns are coordinated in Zico to reduce the system-wide memory footprint. For the space reason, we select only two models, ResNet-110 and BERT, for which concurrent training is scheduled slightly differently. In ResNet-110, almost no delay on each iteration occurs, i.e., $TimeShift \approx 0$, making it behave similar to the non-coordinated spatial GPU sharing. On the contrary, in each scheduling interval of BERT, there is a slight delay applied to every iteration to keep memory consumption within the budget. It is worth noting that for training the same models, the memory-aware schedules across iterations for a job are very regular, making scheduling decisions across the co-located jobs rather deterministic. We also found out training the same models entails an almost similar, if not the same, slowdown for each job. Hence, scrooge scheduler can quickly stabilize its memory-aware scheduling across jobs even without beginning from a low memory budget during the informed phase.

In general, Zico delivers more benefit to less computation-intensive models such as GNMT. Over GPU generations, GPU compute capacity scales faster than GPU memory capacity does, keeping the bottleneck pushed towards GPU memory capacity. With this trend continued, the advantage of Zico over temporal sharing is likely to grow in the future.

### 7.2 Training Non-identical Models

Now, we use two distinct models in concurrent training. In this experiment, we select five models to make combinations based on different GPU compute demands: GNMT (low), RHN (low), NASNet (high), ResNet-110 (high), and BERT (high). Figure 8 shows the throughput normalized by Temporal over diverse co-location combinations which all oversubscribe GPU memory capacity. In the figure, we put the memory demand of individual training in the parenthesis, computed as the percentage of GPU memory capacity, which is obtained by varying batch sizes for the model.

For training non-identical models, we organize co-location combinations into three scenarios: (i) including both models with low GPU utilization (i.e., RH+GT), (ii) including one model with low GPU utilization (i.e., NN+GT and BT+GT), and (iii) including both models with high GPU utilization (i.e., NN+RN). First, Figure 8 shows that Zico significantly outperforms MPS regardless of GPU utilization between the co-located jobs. Zico is around 5.7x faster than MPS on average, specifically faster up to 5.1x in RH+GT, 8.3x in NN+GT, 6x in BT+GT; and 6.5x in NN+RN. Our conclusion repeats: MPS experiences significant performance degradation under GPU memory oversubscription.

In comparison to Temporal, Zico achieves higher throughput by 42% in RH+GT, 46% in NN+GT, 27% in BT+GT, and 15% in NN+RN on average. That is, Zico favors scenario (i) and (ii) over (iii) because ample GPU cycles are available by running a model with low compute demand. Nonetheless, in Zico, since any of co-located jobs starts training once memory constraint is met, no fair use of compute resources is guaranteed. As a result, in the NN(30%)+GT(90%), Zico obtains a great throughput improvement for GT over Temporal but slightly worse performance for NN due to a bit fewer iterations scheduled within a time duration as opposed to Temporal. We leave balancing individual job throughput on top of increasing the aggregated throughput as future work.

It is also worth noting that Zico achieves different scheduling ratio for the co-located jobs depending on their memory usage patterns. To illustrate, we show memory usage patterns in RN+NN in Figure 9, where ResNet-110 has relatively shorter iteration time compared to NASNet. On the given memory budget, Zico decides to schedule executions of the two jobs in such a way that ResNet-110 runs its iterations more frequently than NASNet does — Zico keeps scheduling ResNet-110 during time periods with low-to-moderate memory usages in NASNet to maximize GPU memory utilization.
7.3 Dynamic Memory Budget Change

Recall that for co-locating more than two jobs, e.g., four jobs, we propose to organize the jobs into a group of pairs and schedule each pair independently with a lower memory budget. Then, when some of the jobs depart, the system would have fewer pairs and need to make a schedule based on the increased memory budget. Therefore, adapting to the memory budget change is a fundamental functionality required in Zico to deal with the dynamic workload. In this section, we evaluate Zico scheduling decisions when several continuous changes are made on the memory budget.

Figure 10 shows how Zico schedules two NASNet training jobs while decreasing the memory budget and then increasing it back. Before the first change, the two jobs run concurrently with zero delay by virtue of scrooge scheduler between consecutive iteration executions of a job under the budget set as 70% GPU memory. Around A time point, the memory budget is set down to 50% and Zico begins to schedule the co-located jobs more conservatively. During this period, each job exhibits a wider gap (140 ms) between consecutive iterations. Around B time point, the memory budget returns back to 70% and Zico now takes a more aggressive schedule on memory sharing. At this moment, we attempt to further increase the memory budget to fully utilize GPU memory, but we do not see any change in both throughput and memory footprint. The reason is that 70% GPU memory is already enough to make an ideal scheduling decision for Zico with no TimeShift. That is, Zico does not overuse GPU memory unnecessarily.

7.4 Design Validation

GPU memory tracking. As explained in Section 6.1, tracking in-use memory is essential to share memory with the correctness between multiple GPU streams. Table 1 shows the sensitivity of memory tracking granularity. If CUDA event is inserted too frequently, it imposes overhead on CPU and leads to delaying training iteration. For instance, inserting CUDA event for every GPU kernel launch slows down the training up to more than 50% in GNMT. To mitigate this overhead, CUDA event is inserted periodically in Zico. For models which use CPU intensively like GNMT, due to the significant number of light-weight kernels to issue, coarse-grained tracking is required to avoid this overhead. On the other hand, fine-grained tracking is not required for models like RHN and BERT as their memory footprint is smaller.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GPU tracking</th>
<th>NN</th>
<th>RN-110</th>
<th>RN-50</th>
<th>GNMT</th>
<th>RHN</th>
<th>BERT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine-grained</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coarse-grained</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Throughput with memory tracking (normalized to the throughput with no memory tracking). All, Fine-grained, and Coarse-grained track GPU memory for every kernel launch, 8 MB allocation, and 256 MB allocation, respectively.
We faithfully compare Zico with both temporal and spatial tensor swapping/recomputation. Prior works make use of Temporal GPU sharing, Temporal/Spatial GPU sharing. 534

Table 2: Throughput with different sharing granularity (normalized to sharing granularity of 64 MB region size).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Granularity</th>
<th>NN</th>
<th>RN-110</th>
<th>RN-50</th>
<th>GNMT</th>
<th>RHN</th>
<th>BERT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tensor</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small region</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

other hand, for models which use CPU less like CNN models and BERT, even fine-grained tracking does not bring out the actual delay of the training iteration. Zico chooses the right memory tracking granularity, minimizing the overhead.

Sharing granularity. As mentioned in Section 6.3, if the sharing granularity is too fine-grained, e.g., tensor granularity, the contention of shared lock becomes non-negligible. Table 2 shows the sensitivity of different sharing granularity choices, where the size of small region is set to 512 KB. The table presents the normalized throughput with respect to using our default region size (64 MB) for memory sharing. The tensor-level sharing could introduce up to 10% of throughput degradation as shown in GNMT.

Scheduling. Making a scheduling decision in our scrooge scheduler takes \(O(n)\) time complexity, where \(n\) is a small number of regions exercised by co-located jobs. The observed overhead is only a few hundreds of nanoseconds, and hence scrooge scheduler has nearly zero scheduling overhead. Moreover, the scheduling process of one job does not interfere with the scheduling process of counterpart co-located job, since each job has a dedicated CPU thread.

8 Related Work

Temporal/Spatial GPU sharing. Temporal GPU sharing represents software-based techniques that time-share GPU for DNN workloads. Gandiva [43] proposes a GPU time-slicing mechanism for the first time to mainly accelerate hyperparameter tuning jobs. It initiates job switching at iteration boundary to reduce CPU-GPU communication overhead. Salus [44] tries to remove the switching overhead by making model parameters of a job resident in GPU memory even when the job is inactive. It further integrates a spatial sharing mechanism to harness underutilized memory in a similar way to MPS [10]. We faithfully compare Zico with both temporal and spatial sharing in Section 7.

Tensor swapping/recomputation. Prior works make use of host memory as a swap storage for DNN training to mitigate memory footprint in GPU [17,32,36]. vDNN [36] predictively swaps tensors ahead of time to overlap CPU-GPU communication with GPU computation during training. It mainly focuses on swapping the inputs of convolutional layers as they tend to have long lifespans in CNN models. SwapAdvisor [17] considers memory allocation and operator scheduling to jointly optimize for swapping decisions. Capuchin [32] proposes a computational graph agnostic technique that estimates the costs of tensor swapping and recomputation to make the best choice between the two.

Other prior works study dropping tensors created in forward pass and recomputing them in backward pass [6, 19, 41]. SuperNeurons [41] introduces a cost-aware recomputation technique to remove tensors from convolution layer, which are cheap to recompute. Checkmate [19] formulates tensor recomputation into an optimization problem and provides an approximation algorithm to recompute tensors timely. Similar to tensor swapping, tensor recomputation reduces memory footprint for a single training. The goal of Zico is different; Zico reduces global memory footprint for concurrent training.

Compression. Many approaches were invented to reduce memory footprint of DNN training, including HW-based compression techniques [7, 30]. There are also a few SW-based memory compression techniques. Gist [18] proposes a series of layer-specific encoding techniques to compress tensors including feature maps. Echo [46] proposes a compression technique more effective on LSTM RNN training driven by internal operator dependencies. Zico is complementary and can be combined with tensor compression techniques.

9 Concluding Remarks

We present our attempt on realizing GPU memory sharing across concurrent training. The proposed system, Zico, is the first introducing a memory-aware scheduler that coordinates training iterations among co-located jobs with minimum stall times. Zico works generally for co-locating both identical models or non-identical models regardless of the iteration time and the memory pattern of each model. Our experimental results show that Zico outperforms existing GPU sharing approaches. With growing model sizes, very large models such as GPT family [33,34,38] are preferred to run with model parallelism or data parallelism to accommodate intermediate tensors on GPU memory. Despite diverse parallelism in use, we believe Zico benefits both cases as we still see increasing and decreasing memory usage within an iteration.
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Abstract

Data augmentation is a widely adopted technique for improving the generalization of deep learning models. It provides additional diversity to the training samples by applying random transformations. Although it is useful, data augmentation often suffers from heavy CPU overhead, which can degrade the training speed. To solve this problem, we propose data refurbishing, a novel sample reuse mechanism that accelerates deep neural network training while preserving model generalization. Instead of considering data augmentation as a black-box operation, data refurbishing splits it into the partial and final augmentation. It reuses partially augmented samples to reduce CPU computation while further transforming them with the final augmentation to preserve the sample diversity obtained by data augmentation. We design and implement a new data loading system, Revamper, to realize data refurbishing. It maximizes the overlap between CPU and deep learning accelerators by keeping the CPU processing time of each training step constant. Our evaluation shows that Revamper can accelerate the training of computer vision models by $1.03 \times 2.04 \times$ while maintaining comparable accuracy.

1 Introduction

Deep learning (DL) is at the heart of modern AI-based applications, enabling various services such as computer vision [19, 20, 33, 34], automatic speech recognition [38], and natural language processing [17, 35]. DL models are trained by repeatedly adjusting the parameters of the models in order to minimize their loss with regard to training samples. The trained models must ensure generalization, the ability to appropriately process previously unseen input data.

Recently, data augmentation has been widely used in deep neural network (DNN) training to improve generalization of DL models including image classification [14, 15, 36, 39], object detection [15, 36], and automatic speech recognition [29]. By applying several transformations on training samples in a random manner [14, 15, 29], data augmentation provides additional samples to model training and thus helps improve model generalization. Because data augmentation is a stochastic process, every augmented sample is unique (Figure 1 (a)). Better model generalization from data augmentation, however, comes at the cost of expensive CPU operations. This CPU overhead often causes data augmentation to become a performance bottleneck of DNN training [4, 9, 13, 30].

To address the CPU overhead from data augmentation, recent works such as NVIDIA DALI [4] and TrainBox [30] utilize hardware accelerators such as GPUs and FPGAs for optimizing data augmentation. However, the stochastic nature of data augmentation makes it difficult to exploit accelerators that are optimized for parallel execution of homogeneous operations. Data echoing [9, 13], on the other hand, tries to reduce the amount of computation by splitting training pipelines into the upstream and downstream pipelines, and reusing previously prepared samples from the upstream pipeline in the

Figure 1: A high-level introduction of (a) standard training, (b) data echoing [9, 13] after augment, and (c) data refurbishing (ours). The dotted rectangles indicate computation saved by sample reuse.

∗Corresponding author.
downstream pipeline. However, it considers augmentation as a black-box operation and splits the DNN training pipeline to only before or after the augmentation. If the pipeline is split before data augmentation, the overhead from data augmentation remains unchanged. However, with the other option, the augmented samples are reused multiple times without further transformations as shown in Figure 1 (b). This decreases the number of unique samples generated from data augmentation—the sample diversity—to a great degree and degrades the accuracy of trained models.

To solve this problem, we propose data refurbishing, a novel sample reuse mechanism for fast DNN training data preparation. Data refurbishing splits the original data augmentation pipeline into the partial augmentation and final augmentation according to the given split policy, and reuses the intermediate results generated from the partial augmentation (Figure 1(c)). The partially augmented samples produced from the partial augmentation are cached, reused for a designated number of times, and renewed to preserve the diversity of augmented samples. The final augmentation applies the remaining portion of the full augmentation pipeline to the cached samples and produces fully augmented samples to be used for gradient computation.

Although reused, each partially augmented sample undergoes the final augmentation to produce a diverse set of augmented samples to be used for gradient computation. The number of unique samples, thus, remains almost the same, preserving the original sample diversity and model generalization. As such, data refurbishing is able to reduce CPU overhead from data augmentation with little generalization loss. Reducing computation overhead while maintaining enough sample diversity, this approach provides better trade-offs between training speed and model generalization than data echoing. We demonstrate these benefits both mathematically and empirically. Such characteristics make data refurbishing especially useful for exploration tasks, such as hyperparameter optimization [10, 27], which requires much DNN training with various configurations.

We design Revamper, a new caching and data loading system, to realize data refurbishing. Revamper shares similarity with systems that adopt intermediate data caching [18, 37], but it differs from such systems in that Revamper addresses new challenges that are specific to the context of DNN training. Because with data refurbishing a mixture of cached and noncached samples is used for gradient computation, the CPU processing time may fluctuate depending on the number of cache misses in each step, which can deteriorate computation overlap between the CPU and DL accelerators. Revamper maintains a constant CPU computation overhead across epochs with the balanced eviction and within each epoch with the cache-aware shuffle, where an epoch denotes a complete pass on the entire dataset. The balanced eviction resolves the inter-epoch computation skew by evicting cached samples in a way that the number of cache misses is evenly distributed across epochs. To address the intra-epoch computation skew, the cache-aware shuffle utilizes information from the cache store to prepare training samples for each step to make the number of cache misses uniform over training steps.

Revamper is implemented on PyTorch 1.6 [31], a widely used DL framework for DNN training. Its interface overrides the existing PyTorch dataloader so that users can utilize Revamper by giving a few additional parameters such as how to split the given augmentation pipeline and how many times to reuse each cached sample. Our evaluations on various computer vision models and datasets demonstrate that Revamper can reduce training time for DNN models by 1.03×–2.04× while maintaining comparable top-1 validation accuracy. Although we focused on evaluating Revamper on vision tasks where data augmentation is most widely used, it is notable that Revamper can also be applied to other domains such as speech [29] and language tasks [32], when augmentation pipelines can be split into multiple transformations.

2 Background

2.1 DNN Training

DNN training "trains" a DL model to perform a certain task by repeatedly adjusting the model weights with regard to the given set of training samples. Broadly speaking, training DNNs consists of two steps: data preparation and gradient computation. Until a certain termination condition is satisfied (e.g. target validation accuracy is met), the two steps are repeated for multiple epochs.

**Data Preparation** The data preparation step prepares training data to be fed to the DL model. Figure 2 describes a typical data preparation procedure, which is generally performed on CPU [8, 31]. The process starts with reading in the training data residing on a local or a remote storage in a random order in order to give randomness for each epoch. In general, each training data entry is a tuple of \((x_i, y_i)\), where \(x_i\) represents the training sample at index \(i\) (e.g. an image, an audio clip, and a text snippet) and \(y_i\) the corresponding target of \(x_i\) (e.g. class and original text). The loaded training data are decoded and formatted into tensors, multi-dimensional arrays of numbers used in gradient computation.
Often, training data undergo random transformations called data augmentation (§ 2.2) in the next step. This optional step gives greater variation in the training set and helps train a more generalized DL model. The decoded and transformed data are collated into mini-batches before being sent to DL accelerators such as GPU and TPU. This mini-batching is necessary to perform stochastic gradient descent or its variants.

**Gradient Computation** The gradient computation step actually trains a DL model by adjusting the model parameters with regard to the gradients computed from the training data. This is done via forward computation and backward propagation. Forward computation calculates the loss, or the deviation of the produced result from the target value, for the given mini-batch of training samples. Backward propagation traverses the model in a reverse order and recursively computes the gradient of each layer with respect to the loss. The model parameters are then adjusted proportional to the gradients to minimize the loss.

It is important to note that the data preparation and the gradient computation steps can be overlapped, as they are typically executed on different hardware. Thus, ideally the processing time of data preparation can be hidden by that of gradient computation, and so the former has not been considered to have a significant impact on the speed of DNN training. However, recent development of specialized hardware accelerators [2, 3] has dramatically reduced the processing time required for the gradient computation step. Accordingly, the data preparation step is becoming the bottleneck of DNN training as pointed out in the recent works [9, 13, 30].

### 2.2 Data Augmentation

During the data preparation step, several random distortions, referred to as transformations, are applied to increase the effective number of training samples and thus to improve the generalization of DL models. These data transformation steps are collectively called data augmentation. Data augmentation is a common technique in many domains of DL, including computer vision [14, 15, 36, 39], automatic speech recognition [29] and natural language processing [12, 32].

A data augmentation pipeline is usually a sequence of multiple transformations. Here, each transformation is referred to as a layer. For example, RandAugment [15] consists of a sequence of RandAugment layers (Figure 2), each of which randomly applies one of the 14 distortions (e.g., shear, rotate, and solarize) to each sample. AutoAugment [14] searches a set of effective transformation sequences before training, and applies a sequence randomly selected from the set in every training step. As an example of an extreme use of data augmentation, Karas et al. [23] deployed at most 18 consecutive transformation layers when training generative adversarial network (GAN) models with limited data.

Multi-layered augmentations can also be seen in other domains. For example, SpecAugment [29], an augmentation method for automatic speech recognition tasks, can be decomposed into three transformation layers (time warp, frequency masking, and time masking). Such transformations are known to be computationally expensive, which is why popular speech recognition frameworks such as DeepSpeech provides an option that caches and reuses previously augmented samples [7]. Another example is CoSDA-ML [32] in natural language processing, which translates \( N \) random tokens into different languages. CoSDA-ML can be decomposed into \( N \) consecutive random transformation layers, each of which selects a token and translates it to a token in a randomly chosen language.

### 3 Motivation

#### 3.1 Overhead of Data Augmentation

Data augmentation improves model generality, but it is often a bottleneck in DNN training due to its heavy CPU overhead from the multiple layers of transformations. To analyze the overhead of data augmentation, we measure the training throughput of ResNet-50 [19] model, a widely-used DL model for image classification, using the ImageNet [16] dataset with an example data preparation pipeline. As for data augmentation, we apply varying number of RandAugment [15] layers along with the random crop and random horizontal flip transformations. The number of RandAugment layers \( N \) is adjusted from zero to eight to investigate the CPU overhead from various loads of data augmentation. When \( N \) is zero, only the random crop and random horizontal flip are applied to training samples. We employ one NVIDIA V100 GPU and four physical CPU cores for the training, which is similar to an Amazon Web Service (AWS) p3.2xlarge instance, a standard cloud virtual machine used for DNN training.

Figure 3 plots the measured throughput of data preparation pipelines with different number of data augmentation layers. When only the random crop and flip are applied \( (N = 0) \), the
throughput of data preparation exceed that of gradient computation on GPU, making the data preparation step completely overlap with GPU operations. On the other hand, when the number of RandAugment layers is set to 2, which is known to produce the highest validation accuracy when training ResNet-50 on the ImageNet dataset [15], the DNN training process is bottlenecked by the data preparation. This problem becomes more severe as the number of data augmentation increases and the CPU overhead from data augmentation becomes heavier. From the result, we observe that the CPU overhead from data augmentation can be too large to be fully overlapped with the gradient computation, and thus data augmentation can be the main bottleneck in DNN training process.

### 3.2 Limitations of Existing Approaches

As the data preparation step is becoming the bottleneck for DNN training, there has been effort to reduce this overhead. However, due to the stochastic nature of data augmentation, such effort has failed to efficiently reduce the CPU overhead introduced by data augmentation pipelines.

**Utilizing Hardware Accelerators** Recent works such as NVIDIA DALI [4] and TrainBox [30] leverage hardware accelerators like GPUs and FPGAs for data augmentation. Unlike the gradient computation, which applies identical and deterministic computations to each training sample, data augmentation applies stochastic operations to each sample in a random fashion. Hence, it is difficult for data augmentation to efficiently utilize such hardware accelerators, which are optimized for massive parallel execution of homogeneous operations [9]. In addition, because such accelerators are frequently used for gradient computation, this approach may make the data preparation and gradient computation not overlapped.

**Data Echoing** Data echoing [9, 13] splits DNN training pipelines into the upstream and downstream pipelines, and reuses previously produced samples from the upstream pipeline in the downstream. For example, if we split the pipeline in Figure 2 between Format and Augment operations, the upstream pipeline would be Read-Decode-Format and the downstream pipeline would be Augment-Collate-Transfer. This approach is useful when the deterministic part of the data preparation pipeline, such as I/O from a remote storage, is the bottleneck. However, data echoing becomes less effective when stochastic data augmentation is the slowest part. With data echoing, the entire data augmentation pipeline is considered as a black-box operation, and so the samples are reused either before or after the augmentation process. If a sample is reused before the data augmentation, the reused sample needs to be re-augmented, and thus the overhead from data augmentation remains the same. Or, when fully augmented samples are simply reused for gradient computation, the number of unique augmented samples significantly decreases. As a result, data echoing fails to reduce the CPU overhead from data augmentation without severely harming the generalization of trained models. We further demonstrate this limitation in § 7.

Our observation suggests that it is necessary to devise a mechanism to reduce the computation overhead of CPU-heavy data augmentation techniques, while preserving generalization of the model obtained by data augmentation.

### 4 Data Refurbishing

We propose data refurbishing, a simple and effective sample reuse mechanism for input pipelines of DNN training that alleviates CPU computation for data augmentation while preserving the generalization of trained models. Data Refurbishing caches and reuses partially augmented samples generated from the partial augmentation, which consists of the first few transformations in the full augmentation pipeline. The rest of the augmentation pipeline—the final augmentation—is applied to the partially augmented samples from the cache in order to produce fully augmented samples. Reusing partially augmented samples reduce CPU computation while further transforming them with the final augmentation maintains the sample diversity obtained by data augmentation.

Data refurbishing introduces two additional configurations, the reuse factor and the split policy. The reuse factor represents how many times to reuse each cached sample, and the split policy determines how to split the full augmentation pipeline into the partial and final augmentations. Note that configuring Revamper is simple since its configuration space is small. The reuse factor is an integer that is typically smaller than five, and the number of split strategies, which is identical to the number of augmentation layers, does not exceed twenty even in extreme cases [23]. Applying data augmentation without reusing data—the standard data augmentation—and data echoing are both special cases of data refurbishing, as will be explained later in this section.

Data refurbishing can reduce the CPU computation required for data augmentation with minimal loss of the generalization of the trained model, given that the final augmentation provides enough sample diversity. In the rest of this section, we mathematically explain how data refurbishing preserves the sample diversity produced from the standard data augmentation.

**Problem Formulation** Let $\mathcal{X}$ and $\mathcal{X}'$ denote the sample space before and after augmentation, respectively. An augmentation $A$ can then be represented as a finite set of functions such that $A := \{f_1, f_2, \ldots, f_A\}$ for every $f_i : \mathcal{X} \rightarrow \mathcal{X}'$. Note that, in the standard data augmentation, we randomly choose $f_i \in A$ and produce an augmented sample $f_i(x)$ for a given input sample $x \in \mathcal{X}$ in every epoch. Then, the partial augmentation $A_P$ and the final augmentation $A_F$ of $A$ can also be represented as some augmentations that satisfy $\{f_F \circ f_P \mid f_P \in A_P, f_F \in A_F\} = A$. In the rest of this section, we make the following assumptions to simplify our analysis.
Assumption 1. Discrete Uniform Distribution
For an augmentation \( A \), the probability of choosing \( f \in A \) is uniform.

\[
\forall f \in A \ P(f) = \frac{1}{|A|}
\]

Assumption 2. Balanced Eviction
All the cached samples are reused exactly \( r \) times before being evicted from the cache.

Assumption 3. Uniqueness of Composed Augmentation
Any composition of partial and final augmentation functions always produces a unique fully augmented sample.

\[
\forall f, g \in A \quad \forall x \in \mathcal{X} \\
((f \neq g) \lor (f \neq g)) \rightarrow (f \circ g)(x) \neq (g \circ g)(x)
\]

Now let \( A(x) \) denote the set of all possible augmented samples produced by an augmentation \( A \) given an input sample \( x \). Then, Assumption 3 implies that \( A(x) = \{f_1(x), f_2(x), \ldots, f_{|A|}(x)\} \) and \( |A| \times |A| = |A| = |A(x)| \).

Under the above formulation, applying data refurbishing for \( k \) epochs with reuse factor \( r \) to an augmentation \( A \) for an input sample \( x \in \mathcal{X} \) can be represented as a sampling process such that the samples are taken \( r \) times from \( A_F(y) \) for every \( y \) sampled \( \frac{k}{r} \) times from \( A_F(x) \), respectively. Given \( k \), data refurbishing can have any \( 1 \leq r \leq k \) by the definition. Note that data echoing and the standard data augmentation are both the special cases of data refurbishing, since data echoing is equivalent to data refurbishing with \( (A_F = \{I\}) \) and \( (r > 1) \), and the standard data augmentation is equivalent to data refurbishing with \( (A_F = A) \) or \( (r = 1) \), where \( I \) denotes the identity function.

Therefore, the following theorem holds:

Theorem 1. Expectation of Unique Samples

\[
E(U) = |A| \left(1 - \left(1 - \frac{|A_F|}{|A|} + \frac{|A_F|}{|A|} \left(1 - \frac{1}{|A_F|}\right)^r\right)^{\frac{k}{r}}\right)
\]

where \( U \) denotes the number of unique samples produced by applying data refurbishing to \( A \) given a single input sample.

The proof is given in the supplemental material.

In Theorem 1, \( E(U) \) is maximized when the standard data augmentation \( (r = 1 \text{ or } |A_F| = |A|) \) is applied, and minimized when data echoing \( (r > 1 \text{ and } |A_F| = 1) \) is applied. The expected number of unique samples of data refurbishing lies between the two.

Figure 4 visualizes the impact of \( r \) and \( \frac{\log|A_F|}{\log|A|} \) to \( \frac{E(U)}{E(U^*)} \) where \( E(U^*) \) denotes the expected number of unique samples of the standard data augmentation. In this figure, we assumed the same data augmentation pipeline used in our evaluation (§ 7), which consists of two RandAugment layers followed by a random crop and a random horizontal flip layers. Intuitively, \( \log|A| \) means the number of transformations comprising the data augmentation pipeline, since \( |A| \) grows exponentially as the number of transformations increases. Therefore, the y-axis means the ratio of the number of transformations of final augmentation to that of full augmentation pipeline, assuming each transformation can produce the same number of unique outputs from a given input.

As the figure shows, data refurbishing is robust to the growth of reuse factor \( r \) given that \( \frac{\log|A_F|}{\log|A|} \) is greater than 0.4. However, when \( \frac{\log|A_F|}{\log|A|} \) decreases below 0.4, the expected number of unique samples decreases sharply as \( r \) grows. This suggests that we can save computation without significant loss of the model generalization as long as the final augmentation provides sufficient sample diversity.

Based on the above analysis, the goal of a good split policy is to find a split where the final augmentation provides sufficient sample diversity above some threshold with the minimal amount of computation. To do so, it is most desirable for the final augmentation to consist of the transformations that provide high sample diversity with little computation. In our evaluation setup in § 7, for example, one RandAugment layer is computationally heavy but can produce only 14 possible augmented samples from an input sample; on the other hand, random crop (padding = 3) along with random horizontal flip can produce a total of 98 augmented samples from an input sample with fewer CPU cycles.

However, if this property does not hold (i.e., the last few layers do not provide sufficient diversity or are computationally heavy), achieving both fast training speed and high accuracy would be challenging. To address this issue, we propose a simple split policy that only uses RandAugment layers for high diversity and standard data augmentation for fast training speed.

![Figure 4: The normalized expected number of unique samples. The x-axis represents reuse factor r, y-axis \( \frac{\log|A_F|}{\log|A|} \), and z-axis the normalized expected number of unique samples with respect to that of the standard data augmentation, \( E(U^*) \). Intuitively, the y-axis means the ratio of the number of transformations of final augmentation to that of full augmentation pipeline.](image)
with data refurbishing might be difficult. In this case, one can consider reordering transformations inside the augmentation pipeline given that the transformations are interchangeable or such reordering puts negligible effect on augmented samples.

5 Revamper Design

We design Revamper, a new data loading system that efficiently implements data refurbishing. It incorporates data refurbishing to existing data preparation procedures of DL frameworks such as PyTorch [31] and TensorFlow [8] by replacing existing data loading systems such as PyTorch dataloader and tf.data [28].

In traditional data loading systems, all the samples in each epoch and step undergo the same data-preparation pipeline. However, with data refurbishing, a mixture of cached and non-cached samples are used to prepare fully augmented samples for the gradient computation. Because cached samples only need the final augmentation to be further applied whereas non-cached samples require both partial and final augmentation, the amount of computation needed for each step and epoch may fluctuate with the number of cache misses. This then causes fluctuation in the CPU processing time. However, the gradient computation time on DL accelerators is consistent throughout the training process, both with and without data refurbishing. For this reason, the CPU processing time may not be effectively overlapped with the DL accelerator processing time when data refurbishing is implemented in a naïve fashion.

Revamper overcomes this challenge by keeping the number of cache misses constant both across epochs and within each epoch, which effectively makes the CPU processing time for each mini-batch consistent throughout the training. First, the balanced eviction strategy evenly distributes the number of cache misses across epochs while ensuring that every cached sample is used for gradient computation for the same number of times. Within an epoch, the cache-aware shuffle leverages the cache information to choose training samples for mini-batches in order to keep the CPU computation time constant for each step.

We explain broader contexts where Revamper can be used. Revamper is applicable to both local (i.e., only one DL accelerator is used) and distributed (i.e., multiple DL accelerator or machines are used) training environments, because independent Revamper processes are created for each DL accelerator or machine. However, it assumes that training data is accessible from the local disk of each machine, which requires the size of training data that are assigned to each machine to be smaller than the capacity of its local disks. Hence, Revamper currently does not consider network overhead from fetching training data from a shared cloud storage. For such environments, one can consider using distributed caching systems for DNN training [25] along with Revamper.

5.1 Revamper Overview

Before going into Revamper, we briefly explain the existing data loading systems with the architecture of PyTorch dataloader as an example. Figure 5 explains the architecture of PyTorch dataloader, which consists of one main process and one or more worker processes. Each training sample is typically represented with a sequential integer spanning from 0 to \(N-1\), where \(N\) denotes the total number of samples. The order of training samples within each epoch is decided by the batch shuffler, which randomly chooses the sample indices for mini-batches. The mini-batch indices are transferred to a worker process. After receiving them, the worker process reads, decodes, and formats the corresponding training samples from the data store. The read samples are then augmented following the user-given augmentation pipeline, making fully augmented samples. The augmented samples are then collated to make a batched sample and transferred to DL accelerators for gradient computation.

The architecture of Revamper (Figure 6) differs from those of traditional data loading systems, mainly in that (1) it has a cache store that stores partially augmented samples in memory or on disk and (2) its main process maintains a separate shuffler that selects the indices to be evicted from the cache. In addition, Revamper adopts the balanced eviction and cache-aware shuffle to stabilize the data preparation time of each mini-batch. Even with such modifications, the epoch boundaries are still intact, meaning that all the original training samples are used exactly once within each epoch of DNN training.

Data Preparation Procedure Figure 6 illustrates the end-to-end data preparation procedure of Revamper in detail. (1) Before starting each training epoch, the evict shuffler selects the samples that need to be evicted from the cache store, following the balanced eviction strategy. By doing so, Revamper balances the number of non-cached samples across epochs while ensuring that each cached sample is reused for the same number of times. (2) The cache store then invalidates the selected samples. (3) After the eviction, the main process...
allocates mini-batch indices to each worker sampled from the batch shuffler. When sampling mini-batch indices, the batch shuffler adopts the cache-aware shuffle in order to make the CPU processing time of each mini-batch stable. (4) Each worker process fetches mini-batch indices from the request queue and reads the corresponding cached samples from the cache store. (5) For the missed samples, the worker process reads the original training samples from the data store and (6) applies the partial augmentation. (7) The worker process then stores the new partially augmented samples in the cache store in order to reuse them in the future epochs. (8) Once all the partially augmented samples for the requested indices are ready, the worker process applies the final augmentation to them. (9) Finally, the fully augmented samples are collated and transferred for the gradient computation.

**Cache Store** The cache store provides an interface similar to that of key-value stores. It supports `get(I), put(I, S),` and `remove(I)` methods, where `I` denotes an index and `S` denotes a partially augmented sample to be cached. Partially augmented samples are either stored in memory or on disk according to the user-given `store_disk`. If the `store_disk` is turned off, partially augmented samples are stored in an in-memory hash map that maps indices and the corresponding cached samples. Hash maps are appropriate for DNN training, because it provides $O(1)$ data access by sacrificing performance of range access (i.e., reading all the indices from $k_1$ to $k_2$), which is not necessary during DNN training.

Storing partially augmented data on disk is useful when training models with a large dataset whose size exceeds a hundred of GBs [16]. Revamper performs disk I/O in one of the following two ways depending on the size of partially augmented samples. If the size of each sample is below threshold (16KB by default), Revamper batches multiple I/O requests to reduce system call overhead. To batch write requests, the cached samples are firstly written to in-memory write buffers and flushed to shared log files when the buffers are full. Revamper also batches multiple sample reads within a minibatch by packing multiple read requests into a single system call using the AIO library of Linux [26]. The cache store periodically clears up invalidated data through background compaction [5], which makes new log files that contain only the valid samples. If the size of each sample is large enough, on the other hand, system call overhead becomes negligible. In this case, Revamper stores each sample in a separate encoded file in order to avoid compaction overhead.

**5.2 Balanced Eviction**

The balanced eviction is a cache eviction policy that maintains an even spread of computation overhead across the training epochs as well as ensures that each sample is reused for the same number of times. Preparing data from the non-cached samples requires more computation than doing so from the cached samples, because the former needs both the partial and final augmentations to be applied. The computation overhead of each epoch may thus vary depending on the number of cache misses in the epoch when a naïve design of data refurbishing such as the reference count algorithm is used. The reference count algorithm maintains the remaining reference for each cached data and evicts the cached data when a sample’s corresponding reference becomes zero. Although this algorithm ensures that each sample is reused for the same number of times, this approach results in uneven distribution of computation overhead across epochs. As shown in Figure 7 (a), some epochs need to prepare a large number of non-cached samples while others do not, because the remaining references of all the indices decrease at the same rate and become zero at the same time. Such uneven distribution of non-cached samples increases the blocking time between CPU and DL accelerators. Because computation required for

![Figure 6: The architecture of Revamper and its end-to-end data preparation procedures.](image)

![Figure 7: An example distribution of cache misses with (a) reference count algorithm and (b) the balanced eviction.](image)
While the balanced eviction effectively addresses the inter-process communications, the intra-process communications are skewed to a small number of epochs, DL accelerators may wait CPU in such epochs and vice versa in the other epochs.

To solve this problem, we propose the balanced eviction. At the start of each training epoch, the evict shuffler samples \(N/r\) indices to be evicted, where \(N\) denotes the number of training samples and \(r\) denotes the reuse factor. In addition, the shuffler samples the indices without replacement and repeats the same sampling order until the end of training process. By adopting this strategy, the balanced eviction evenly distributes the computation overhead across epochs after the first epoch, by evicting the same number of partially augmented samples in each epoch. It also ensures that except for the first \(r\) epochs, each cached sample is reused exactly \(r\) times. Figure 7 (b) illustrates an example of the data loading procedure with \(N = 6\) and \(r = 3\). After the first epoch, two \((N/r = 2)\) samples are evicted from the cache and replaced with new partially augmented samples. All the cached samples are also evicted every three \((r = 3)\) epochs, because the evict shuffler always selects indices in a same order.

5.3 Cache-Aware Shuffle

While the balanced eviction effectively addresses the inter-epoch computation skew, the intra-epoch computation skew may still slow down the training speed. Figure 8 (a) illustrates a worst-case example that can happen when the batch shuffler does not adopt the cache-aware shuffle. The non-cached indices are skewed to the first and the third mini-batch, whereas the second batch only contains cached indices. Because the processing time of the data preparation fluctuates while that of the gradient computation remains the same, this results in unnecessary blocking between CPU and DL accelerators.

The cache-aware shuffle solves this problem by leveraging cache information when deciding the indices of the samples for each mini-batch. Because cached samples are evicted only before starting each training epoch, Revamper knows the indices of the evicted samples by the beginning of each epoch. By utilizing this knowledge, the cache-aware shuffle prepares mini-batches in a way that each mini-batch has the same ratio of cached to non-cached samples. Figure 8 (b) shows that the cache-aware shuffle makes the processing time for all mini-batches stable and helps avoid blocking time between CPU and DL accelerators. We ensure the randomness of the mini-batch indices by randomly sampling from both non-cached indices and cached indices. This does not adversely affect the validation accuracy of trained models as shown in § 7.4, because the training order has little impact on the model accuracy as long as it is random [25].

6 Implementation

We implement Revamper with 2000+ lines of code based on PyTorch 1.6 [31] with Python 3.7. Revamper overrides the existing PyTorch dataloader with almost identical interface except for additional parameters such as the reuse factor, the final and partial augmentation, and whether to store cached samples to disk or not. To use Revamper, users only need to override the existing torch.utils.data package with our code.

Due to the global interpreter lock (GIL) of Python [11], Revamper workers are executed on separate processes, which makes it hard to share cached samples among the workers if the samples are stored in memory. As a workaround, Revamper puts cached samples inside the main process and transfers them to necessary workers. Such inter-process tensor transfer may cause frequent shared memory allocation, because PyTorch’s multiprocessing.Queue puts tensors inside the shared memory region when they are transferred between processes. To avoid this problem, Revamper preallocates buffers in the shared memory region and reuses those buffers for inter-process communications.

7 Evaluation

Environment We perform our evaluation on a dedicated training server equipped with 2×Intel Xeon E5-2695v4 CPU (18 cores, 2.10GHz, 45MB Cache), 256GB DRAM, a NVIDIA V100 GPU, and a Samsung 970 Pro 1TB NVMe SSD. We adjust the ratio of the number of CPU cores to the number of GPUs by setting different numbers of CPU cores using a docker container [6] and fixing the number of GPUs to one. By default, we set the CPU-GPU ratio to four, which effectively emulates the ratio in AWS P3 instances [1], but we also evaluate Revamper on different CPU-GPU ratios. Our evaluation is done on PyTorch 1.6. We replace PyTorch...
We do not evaluate a baseline without augmentation, since random crop and random flip are considered as the norm for training computer vision models. Such baseline only results in a lower accuracy with little improvement on training throughput compared to the simplified setting, as training models without augmentation has been reported to result in a significantly lower accuracy [30], and the simplified setting already makes training throughput bounded by GPUs.

### Augmentation and Split Policy

We apply RandAugment [15] and AutoAugment [14], the two state-of-the-art data augmentation techniques, accompanied with the random crop and random horizontal flip. After § 7.2, we use RandAugment for the data augmentation methodology.

In most of the experiments except for § 7.2, we use a single split policy: RandAugment or AutoAugment layers for the partial augmentation, and the rest of augmentation (i.e., random crop and random horizontal flip) for final augmentation.

#### 7.1 Comparison with Baselines

**ImageNet Training with RandAugment**  
We first evaluate the training throughput and the top-1 accuracy of ResNet-50 trained on ImageNet dataset with RandAugment using Revamper and the other baselines. We follow the model hyper-parameters (or configurations) from [15]. We set the number of RandAugment layers (N) to 2 and the distortion magnitude (M) to 9. Then we have a total of four transformation layers, including random crop and flip layers. We also follow the original paper when configuring other hyperparameters, such as the learning rate per batch size, the optimizer and its configurations, and the number of total epochs. We evaluate Revamper and data echoing with two different reuse factors, 2 and 3. For the simplified setting, we use a simpler data augmentation pipeline consisting of a random crop and a random horizontal flip layers. We execute three runs for each point and report the averaged results.

As shown in Figure 9 (a), when training ResNet-50, Revamper achieves top-1 accuracy comparable to the accuracy of 77.82% under the standard setting with better training throughput. With the reuse factor of 2, 77.81% accuracy is achieved with 1.59× training speed-up. With the reuse factor increased to 3, the training throughput improves by 2.04× while maintaining a comparable accuracy of 77.77%. On the other hand, data echoing fails to achieve comparable validation accuracy, having only 77.37% and 76.93% top-1 accuracy for the reuse factor of 2 and 3, respectively. The result demonstrates that Revamper is beneficial over data echoing in that Revamper can maintain comparable accuracy to that of the standard setting, whereas data echoing cannot avoid accuracy degradation even with the smallest reuse factor 2. For example, Revamper with the reuse factor 3 provides 0.84% validation accuracy improvement compared to data echoing with the same reuse factor.

The result also shows that Revamper provides better trade-
off points between training throughput and accuracy than data echoing. For example in ResNet-50, compared to data echoing with the reuse factor 2, Revamper with the reuse factor 3 provides faster training throughput (299.66 images/sec vs. 285.25 images/sec) and better validation accuracy (77.77% vs. 77.37%).

The simplified setting achieves the worst validation accuracy with the training throughput similar to that of Revamper with the reuse factor 3, demonstrating that naively removing transformations from the pipeline does not provide a good trade-off between training throughput and accuracy.

**CIFAR-10 Training with RandAugment** Next, we present the performance of our evaluation of training models on a small dataset. We set the number of RandAugment layers ($N$) to 2 and the distortion magnitude ($M$) to 10. Same as ImageNet training, we evaluate data refurbishing and data echoing with two reuse factors, 2 and 3. For the simplified setting, we evaluate two different augmentations: one with random crop and random horizontal flip and the other with an additional RandAugment layer. We execute three runs for each point and report the averaged results.

The evaluation results are summarized in Figure 10. For VGG-16 (Figure 10 (a)) and MobileNet-V1 (Figure 10 (c)), Revamper achieves 1.42 ×−1.73 × speed-up while maintaining validation accuracy comparable to the standard setting. However, for ResNet-18 (Figure 10 (b)) and EfficientNet-B0 (Figure 10 (d)), Revamper does not show significant training throughput improvement, exhibiting only 1.03 ×−1.08 × speed-up. This is because these models require more GPU computation time for the gradient computation, and so the training process is bottlenecked by the GPUs rather than the CPUs. Such results suggest that Revamper is beneficial only when DNN training tasks are CPU-bound, but we predict that more training tasks will benefit from Revamper in near future considering rapid performance improvement of DL accelerators [2, 3].

Although data echoing and the simplified setting show an improved training throughput, their validation accuracy deviates much from that of the standard setting. Figure 10 also shows that at many points Revamper demonstrates both higher accuracy and faster training throughput compared to those of data echoing and the simplified setting. Likewise, Revamper provides better trade-offs between training throughput and accuracy than the other baselines.

**CIFAR-10 Training with AutoAugment** We then evaluate DNN models trained with AutoAugment [14] on CIFAR-10. We use the same configuration we used in the RandAugment evaluation except for the augmentation method. For the simplified setting, we evaluate a data augmentation pipeline with random crop and random horizontal flip, since we cannot manually adjust the number of layers once the policy is found by AutoAugment. We execute three runs for each point and report the averaged results.

Figure 11 demonstrates the results. Compared to the stan-
We evaluate and analyze the trade-offs between training throughput and accuracy for different split policies. The final augmentation contains the last one to three transformation layers of the RandAugment pipeline from Figure 2. Figure 12 summarizes how the number of final augmentation layers affects training throughput and accuracy. Training throughput decreases as the number of the transformations in the final augmentation increases due to heavier CPU overhead. On the other hand, the top-1 accuracy peaks when the final augmentation consists of two transformations and does not increase with additional transformations. This is because the final augmentation with two transformations provides enough sample diversity. As we describe in §4, once enough sample diversity has been achieved, further providing sample diversity does not significantly improve the model generalization but only degrades the training throughput.

7.2 Augmentation Split Policy

We evaluate and analyze the trade-offs between training throughput and accuracy for different split policies. The final augmentation contains the last one to three transformation layers of the RandAugment pipeline from Figure 2. Figure 12 summarizes how the number of final augmentation layers affects training throughput and accuracy. Training throughput decreases as the number of the transformations in the final augmentation increases due to heavier CPU overhead. On the other hand, the top-1 accuracy peaks when the final augmentation consists of two transformations and does not increase with additional transformations. This is because the final augmentation with two transformations provides enough sample diversity. As we describe in §4, once enough sample diversity has been achieved, further providing sample diversity does not significantly improve the model generalization but only degrades the training throughput.

7.3 CPU-GPU Ratio

We evaluate the training throughput change of training MobileNet-V1 on the CIFAR-10 dataset and ResNet50 on the ImageNet dataset with CPU-GPU ratios varying from two to six. As summarized in Figure 13, the training throughput of Revamper scales well upon the increasing number of CPUs, as long as it is not bottlenecked by DL accelerators. Also, the performance gain from Revamper is maximized in training environments with fewer CPUs.

7.4 Revamper Key Design Features

Revamper provides distinctive features—the balanced eviction and cache-aware shuffle—in order to efficiently support data refurbishing. We evaluate how these features further improve the DNN training throughput compared to the naïve approach with the reference count algorithm and the random shuffle. As Table 1 shows, the naïve approach provides 1.15× faster training throughput for VGG16 training on CIFAR-10 than the standard data loading system, but with the balanced eviction and cache-aware shuffle, the speed-up gain can be as much as 1.42× compared to the standard one. For ResNet18, however, there is no evident additional speed-up gain with the balanced eviction and the cache-aware shuffle. Since the heavy GPU computation needed for ResNet18 training causes the gradient computation to be the main bottleneck, data refurbishing itself has no significant improvement in the training throughput. In summary, the balanced eviction and the cache-aware shuffle of Revamper contributes much to training throughput improvement whenever the DL accelerator is not the main bottleneck. Cache-aware shuffle, although it adjusts the sample order when preparing each mini-batch, does not adversely affect the accuracy of the model, as evidenced in Figure 14. As such, the balanced eviction strategy and cache-aware shuffle help Revamper support data refurbishing efficiently without negatively affecting the model generalization.
7.5 Robustness to Hyperparameter Change

In this evaluation, we show that Revamper preserves the model accuracy of the standard setting under various hyperparameters. We have varied two hyperparameters—the initial learning rate and the distortion magnitude of RandAugment. As shown in Figure 15, the accuracy of the model trained with Revamper is well aligned with the one trained with the standard setting. This indicates that Revamper can achieve the validation accuracy comparable to that of the standard setting on various hyperparameter configurations.

8 Related Work

We discussed the limitations of existing approaches that accelerate data augmentation in § 3.2. In this section, we introduce other works that are closely related to our system.

Accelerating Data Preparation Quiver [25] proposes a caching system between local and remote storage shared by multiple DNN training jobs, in order to optimize slow data read from remote storage with limited cache. To achieve this goal, it leverages internal information of DL frameworks to optimize cache loading and eviction. Quiver and Revamper differ in that Quiver focuses on sharing cached training data among multiple tasks while ensuring randomness of training order, whereas Revamper focuses on reusing partially augmented data while keeping sample diversity obtained from data augmentation. OneAccess [21] proposes to use a shared data preparation pipeline to train multiple DNN models with the same dataset. Revamper, on the other hand, focuses on optimizing data augmentation within a single DNN training task. SMOL [22] dynamically adjusts the fidelity of input data to avoid data preparation bottlenecks at inference time. Unlike SMOL, Revamper focuses on fast DNN training with data augmentation rather than DNN inference.

Intermediate Data Caching Many data processing systems such as Spark [37] and Nectar [18] adopts intermediate data caching, which caches and reuses frequently used intermediate results in order to reduce computation overhead. Similarly, Revamper reuses intermediate results in the augmentation pipeline but instead handles stochastic data. In the context of DL pipelines, it is necessary to consider new aspects that have not yet been considered in previous work, such as maintaining the diversity of augmented samples and maximizing computation overlap between CPU and DL accelerators. In this work, we propose complete system design and implementation that address these new challenges.

9 Conclusion

In this paper, we present data refurbishing, a novel sample reuse mechanism that accelerates DL training while maintaining model generalization. We realize this idea by designing and implementing Revamper, a new caching and data loading system that solves system-side challenges from caching partially augmented data. Revamper has shown $1.03 \times -2.04 \times$ speed-up in DNN training while maintaining comparable accuracy. We hope that this work will encourage further research to rethink well-studied topics like caching in systems in the new context of deep learning.
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Abstract

Large-scale model training has been a playing ground for a limited few users, because it often requires complex model refactoring and access to prohibitively expensive GPU clusters. ZeRO-Offload changes the large model training landscape by making large model training accessible to nearly everyone. It can train models with over 13 billion parameters on a single GPU, a 10x increase in size compared to popular framework such as PyTorch, and it does so without requiring any model change from data scientists or sacrificing computational efficiency.

ZeRO-Offload enables large model training by offloading data and compute to CPU. To preserve compute efficiency, it is designed to minimize data movement to/from GPU, and reduce CPU compute time while maximizing memory savings on GPU. As a result, ZeRO-Offload can achieve 40 TFlops/GPU on a single NVIDIA V100 GPU for 10B parameter model, compared to 30TF using PyTorch alone for a 1.4B parameter model, the largest that can be trained without running out of memory on GPU. ZeRO-Offload is also designed to scale on multiple-GPUs when available, offering near-linear speedup on up to 128 GPUs. Additionally, it can work together with model parallelism to train models with over 70 billion parameters on a single DGX-2 box, a 4.5x increase in model size compared to using model parallelism alone.

By combining compute and memory efficiency with ease-of-use, ZeRO-Offload democratizes large-scale model training making it accessible to even data scientists with access to just a single GPU.

1 Introduction

Since the advent of the attention-based deep learning (DL) models in 2017, we have seen an exponential growth in DL model size, fueled by substantial quality gains that these attention based models can offer with the increase in the number of parameters. For example, the largest language model in literature had less than 100M parameters in 2017. It grew to over 300M with BERT [6] in 2018, and increased to tens of billions in 2019 with models such as GPT-2 [3], T5 [20], Megatron-LM [28] and Turing-NLG [25]. Today, the largest language model GPT-3 [2] has a staggering number of 175B parameters. With the three orders of magnitude growth in model size since 2017, the model accuracy continues to improve with the model size [12]. Recent studies in fact show that larger models are more resource-efficient to train than smaller ones [12] for a given accuracy target. As a result, we expect the model size to continue growing in the future.

However, accessibility to large model training is severely limited by the nature of state-of-art system technologies. Those technologies make entry into the large model training space prohibitively expensive. To be more specific, distributed parallel DL training technologies such as pipeline parallelism [10], model parallelism [28], and ZeRO [21] (Zero Redundancy Optimizer) allow transcending the memory boundaries of single GPU/accelerator device by splitting the model states (parameters, gradients and optimizer states) across multiple GPU devices, enabling massive models that would otherwise simply not fit in a single GPU memory. All record-breaking large models such as GPT-2, Megatron-LM, Turing-NLG, and GPT-3, were trained using a combination of the aforementioned technologies. However, all of these DL parallel technologies require having enough GPU devices such that the aggregated GPU memory can hold the model states required for the training. For example, training a 10B parameter model efficiently requires a DGX-2 equivalent node with 16 NVIDIA V100 cards, which costs over 100K, beyond the reach of many data scientists, and even many academic and industrial institutions.

Heterogeneous DL training is a promising approach to reduce GPU memory requirement by exploiting CPU memory. Many efforts have been made in this direction [8, 9, 11, 17, 23, 24, 32–34]. Nearly all of them target CNN based models, where activation memory is the memory bottleneck, and model size is fairly small (less than 500M). However, the primary memory bottleneck for recent attention based large model training are the model states, instead of activation memory. There is an absence in literature studying these workloads for heterogeneous DL training. Additionally, existing efforts on heterogeneous training are further limited in two major ways: i) nearly all of them exploit CPU memory, but not CPU compute, which we show can be used to significantly reduce the CPU-GPU communication overhead, and
ii) they are mostly designed for and evaluated on single GPU [9,11,23,34], without a clear path to scaling efficiently on multiple GPUs, which is crucial for large model training.

Addressing the aforementioned limitation, we attempt to democratize large model training by developing ZeRO-Offload, a novel heterogeneous DNN training technology designed specifically for large model training. ZeRO-Offload exploits both CPU memory and compute for offloading, while offering a clear path towards efficiently scaling on multiple GPUs by working with ZeRO-powered data parallelism [21]. Additionally, our first principle analysis shows that ZeRO-Offload provides an optimal and the only optimal solution in maximizing memory saving while minimizing communication overhead and CPU compute overhead for large model training.

ZeRO-Offload is designed around three main pillars: i) Efficiency, ii) Scalability, and iii) Usability.

**Efficiency:** The offload strategy in ZeRO-Offload is designed with the goal of achieving comparable compute efficiency to the state-of-art non-offload strategies but for significantly larger models. To achieve this goal, we rely on first principle analysis to identify a unique optimal computation and data partitioning strategy between CPU and GPU devices. This strategy is optimal in three key aspects: i) it requires orders-of-magnitude fewer computation on CPU compared to GPU, preventing the CPU compute from becoming a performance bottleneck, ii) it minimizes the communication volume between CPU and GPU preventing communication from becoming a bottleneck, and iii) it provably maximizes memory savings on GPU while achieving minimum communication volume.

Our analysis shows that to be optimal in the aforementioned regards, we must offload the gradients, optimizer states and optimizer computation to CPU, while keeping the parameters and forward and backward computation on GPU. This strategy enables a 10x increase in model size, with minimum communication and limited CPU computation, which allows us to train 13B parameters on a single NVIDIA V100 GPU at 40 TFLOPS, compared to 30 TFLOPS on the same GPU with 1.2B parameters, the largest model that can be trained without any CPU offloading.

Offloading optimizer computation requires CPU to perform \(O(M)\) computation compared to \(O(MB)\) on GPU where \(M\) and \(B\) are the model size and batch sizes respectively. In most cases, the batch size is large, and CPU computation is not a bottleneck, but for small batch sizes, the CPU compute can be a bottleneck. We address this using two optimizations: i) an efficient CPU optimizer that is up to 6x faster than the state-of-art, and ii) One-step delayed parameter update that allows overlapping the CPU optimizer step with GPU compute, while preserving accuracy. Together, they preserve efficiency for ZeRO-Offload even with small batch sizes.

**Scalability:** Good scalability is crucial to take advantage of multiple GPUs that may be available to some data scientists. In the DL community, data parallelism is generally used as the de facto standard to scale DL training to multiple GPUs [5,26,35]. However, it is not designed to work with heterogeneous training and presents scalability challenges because of the replication of data and computation in data parallel training. Data parallel training replicates all the model states such as optimizer states, parameters, and gradients, and it also replicates the optimizer computation on each GPU. Therefore, offloading model states or optimizer computation to CPU in combination with data parallelism will result in significant replication of communication and CPU compute: increase the CPU memory requirement proportionally to the data parallelism degree while limiting throughput scalability due to the increased communication.

To address these challenges, ZeRO-Offload combines unique optimal offload strategy with ZeRO [21] powered data parallelism instead of traditional data parallelism. The symbiosis allows ZeRO-Offload to maintain a single copy of the optimizer states on the CPU memory regardless of the data parallel degree. Furthermore, it keeps the aggregate communication volume between GPU and CPU, as well as the aggregate CPU computation a constant regardless of data parallelism, allowing ZeRO-Offload to effectively utilize the linear increase in CPU compute with the increase in the data parallelism degree. As a result, ZeRO-Offload achieves excellent scalability on up to 128 GPUs.

In addition to working with ZeRO powered data parallelism, ZeRO-Offload can be combined with model parallelism [27,28] to achieve higher memory savings, when multiple GPUs are available.

**Usability:** ZeRO-Offload is available as part of an Open-Source PyTorch library, DeepSpeed (www.deepspeed.ai). Unlike most strategies discussed in Section 2, ZeRO-Offload does not require model refactoring to work. In fact, PyTorch users can enable ZeRO-Offload with few lines of code change to their existing training pipeline as shown in Figure 1, allowing to train 10x larger models easily.

**Contributions.** To the best of our knowledge, ZeRO-Offload is the first fully distributed all-reduced based training framework using CPU memory and computation resources to train large-scale models. We summarize contributions are as follows:

---

Figure 1: ZeRO-Offload can be enabled with a few lines of change. The code on left shows a standard training pipeline, while the right shows the same pipeline with ZeRO-Offload enabled.
• A unique optimal offload strategy for heterogeneous large model training on GPU + CPU system that enables 10x larger model on a single GPU without sacrificing efficiency (Sec. 3 and Sec. 4.1).
• Highly scalable multi-GPU design through i) a symbiotic combination of offload strategy with ZeRO powered data parallelism (Sec. 4.2), allowing ZeRO-Offload to achieve near-linear scalability, and ii) seamless integration with model-parallel training [28], enabling even larger models than using ZeRO-Offload or model parallelism alone (Sec. 4.2).
• Open-source implementation of ZeRO-Offload in PyTorch.
• Extensive evaluation demonstrating i) Model Scale: 10x increase in model size with up to 13B on a single GPU and 4x increase in model size over model parallelism with up to 70B parameters on a DGX-2 node. ii) Efficiency: Over 40 TFlops for a 10B parameters on a single NVIDIA V100, compared to 30 TFLOPS on the same GPU with 1.4B parameters, the largest model that can be trained without any CPU offloading; Outperform two state-of-the-art heterogeneous DL training frameworks by 22% and 37% respectively on a single GPU. iii) Scalability: Near-perfect linear scalability for a 10B parameter model on up to 128 GPUs. iv) CPU overhead reduction with our ADAM implementation with 6x speedup over PyTorch optimizer and up to 1.5X improvement in end-to-end throughput with delayed parameter update optimizations (Sec. 6).

2 Background and Related Work

Memory consumption in large model training. The full spectrum of memory consumption during DL model training can be classified into two parts: i) model states and ii) residual states [21]. Model states include parameters, gradients, and optimizer states (such as momentum and variances in Adam [13]); Residual states include activations, temporary buffers, and unusable fragmented memory.

Model states are the primary source of memory bottleneck in large model training. We consider the memory consumption due to model states for large transformer models such as Megatron-LM (8 billion) [28], T5 (11 billion) [20], and Turing-NLG [25] (17.2 billion). They are trained with float-16 mixed precision training [16] and Adam optimizer [13].

Mixed precision training often keeps two copies of the parameters, one in float-16 (fp16) and the other in float-32 (fp32). The gradients are stored in fp16. In addition to the parameters and gradients, the Adam optimizer keeps track of the momentum and variance of the gradients. These optimizer states are stored in fp32. Therefore, training a model in mixed precision with the Adam optimizer requires at least 2 bytes of memory for each fp16 parameter and gradient, and 4 byte of memory for each fp32 parameter, and the momentum and variance of each gradient. In total, a model with $M$ parameters requires $16 \times M$ bytes of memory. Therefore, the model states for Megatron-LM, T5 and Turing-NLG require 128 GB, 176 GB and 284 GB, respectively, which are clearly beyond the memory capacity of even the current flagship NVIDIA A100 GPU with 80 GB of memory.

Significant amount of work has been done in the recent years to enable large model training, which requires more memory than what is available on a single GPU to fit these model and residual states. These efforts can be classified broadly into two categories: i) scale-out training and ii) scale-up training based approaches. We discuss them as follows.

Scale out large model training. Scale-out training uses aggregate memory of multiple GPUs to satisfy the memory requirement for large model training. Two prominent examples of scale out training is model parallelism [5, 28] and pipeline parallelism [7, 10], both partitioning the model states and the residual states across multiple GPUs. Model parallelism [5, 28] partitions the model vertically and distributes the model partitions to multiple GPU devices in order to train large models. Pipeline parallelism [7, 10] on the other hand parallelizes model training by partitioning the model horizontally across layers. Both of these approaches must change the user model to work, therefore can limit usability.

A recent work, ZeRO [21], provides an alternative to model and pipeline parallelisms to train large models. ZeRO splits the training batch across multiple GPUs similar to data parallel training [5, 26, 35], but unlike data parallel training which replicates all the model states on each GPU, ZeRO partitions them across all GPUs, and uses communication collectives to gather individual parameters as needed during the training. ZeRO does not require changes to the user model to work, making it more generic than model or pipeline parallel training. It also offers better compute efficiency and scalability.

Despite the ability of model and pipeline parallelisms, and ZeRO to train large models, they all require multiple GPUs such that the aggregate GPU memory can hold the model and residual states for training large models. In contrast, ZeRO-Offload is designed to fit a larger model by offloading model states to CPU memory and can train a 10x larger model on a single GPU without sacrificing efficiency. When multiple GPUs are available, ZeRO-Offload is designed to work together with ZeRO to offer excellent scalability, or in conjunction with model parallelism to fit even larger model sizes that is not possible with ZeRO-Offload or model parallelism alone.

Scale up large model training. Existing work scales up model size in a single GPU through three major approaches. The first approach trades computation for memory saving from activations (residual memory) by recomputing from checkponts [4]. The second approach uses compression techniques such as using low or mixed precision [16] for model training, saving on both model states and activations. The third approach uses an external memory such as the CPU memory as an extension of GPU memory to increase memory capacity during training [8, 9, 11, 17, 23, 24, 33].

Our work, ZeRO-Offload falls under the third approach.
Unlike ZeRO-Offload, the above efforts only offload data to CPU but not compute, and they use smaller models training. Furthermore, none of the above works is communication optimal, leading to extra communication between CPU and GPU and hurting training throughput. In contrast, a recent work called L2L [18] can enable multi-billion parameter training by managing memory usage in GPU layer by layer. In particular, L2L synchronously moves tensors needed in the upcoming layer into GPU memory for computation and keeps the rest of tensors into CPU memory for memory saving. In comparison to ZeRO-Offload, it offers limited efficiency due to extra communication overhead, does not offer a way to scale out across devices, and requires model refactoring, making it difficult to use.

ZeRO powered data parallel training. ZeRO-Offload works with ZeRO to scale DL training to multiple GPUs. ZeRO has three stages, ZeRO-1, ZeRO-2 and ZeRO-3 corresponding to the partitioning of the three different model states, optimizer states, gradients and parameters, respectively. ZeRO-1 partitions the optimizer states only, while ZeRO-2 partitions gradients in addition to optimizer states, and ZeRO-3 partitions all model states. ZeRO-Offload works symbiotically with ZeRO-2, and therefore we discuss it further.

In ZeRO-2, each GPU stores a replica of all the parameters, but only updates a mutually exclusive portion of it during the parameter update at the end of each training step. As each GPU only updates a portion of the parameters, they only store optimizer states and gradients required to make that update. After the update, each GPU sends its portion of the updated parameters to all the other GPUs using an all-gather communication collective. ZeRO-2 computation and communication schedule is described below:

During the forward pass, each GPU computes the loss with respect to a different mini-batch. During the backward propagation, as each gradient is computed, it is averaged using a reduce operator at the GPU/GPUs that owns the gradient or part of the gradient. After the backward pass, each GPU updates its portion of the parameters and optimizer states using the averaged gradients corresponding to that portion. After this, an all-gather is performed to receive the rest of the parameter update computed on other GPUs.

3 Unique Optimal Offload Strategy

ZeRO-Offload is designed to enable efficient large model training on a single or multiple GPUs by offloading some of the model states from GPU to CPU memory during training. As discussed in Sec. 2, model states: parameters, gradients, and the optimizer states, are the primary source of memory bottleneck in large model training. By offloading some of these model states to CPU, ZeRO-Offload can enable training of significantly larger models. However, identifying the optimal offloading strategy is non-trivial. There are numerous ways to offload model states to CPU memory, each with a different trade-off in terms of CPU computation, and GPU-CPU communication, both of which can limit the training efficiency.

To identify the optimal offloading strategy, ZeRO-Offload models the DL training as data-flow graph and uses first principle analysis to efficiently partition this graph between CPU and GPU devices. ZeRO-Offload partitions the graph in a way that is optimal in three key aspects: i) it requires orders-of-magnitude fewer computation on CPU compared to GPU, which prevents CPU from becoming a performance bottleneck (Sec. 3.1), ii) it guarantees the minimization of communication volume between CPU and GPU memory (Sec. 3.3), and iii) it provably maximizes the memory savings while achieving minimum communication volume (Sec. 3.4). In fact, ZeRO-Offload can achieve high efficiency during training that is comparable to non-offload training and it is unique optimal, meaning no other solution can offer better memory savings without increasing the communication volume or increasing CPU computation.

In this section, we discuss the derivation of our unique optimal offload strategy. Our strategy is specifically designed for mixed precision training with Adam optimizer which is the de facto training recipe for large model training.

3.1 DL Training as a Data-Flow Graph

The DL training workload can be represented as a weighted directed graph of data and computation, as shown in Figure 2, where the circular nodes represents model states (parameter16, gradient16, momentum16, variance16), and the rectangular nodes represents computation (forward, backward, param update). The edges in the graph represents the data flow between the nodes, and the weight of an edge is the total data volume in bytes that flows through it during any given training iteration. For a model with M parameters, the weight of the edges in this graph is either 2M where the source node produces fp16 model states, or 4M where the source node produces fp32 model states.

An offload strategy between GPU and CPU can be represented using a two-way partitioning of this graph, such that computation nodes in a partition would be executed on the device that owns the partition, and the data nodes in the partition will be stored on device that owns the partition. The total data volume that must be communicated between GPU and CPU is given by the weight of edges running across two partitions.

There are numerous ways to partition this graph. In the following sections, we use first principles to simplify the data offload strategy. Given that they are significantly smaller than model states, we ignore them for the purpose of our analysis. Furthermore, the first and second approaches described in Sec. 2 can be used in conjunction with ZeRO-Offload to reduce activation memory.
flow graph to reduce the number of possible choices based on three different efficiency metric: i) CPU computation overhead, ii) communication overhead, and iii) memory savings.

3.2 Limiting CPU Computation

The CPU computation throughput is multiple orders of magnitude slower than the GPU computation throughput. Therefore, offloading large computation graph to CPU will severely limit training efficiency. As such, we must avoid offloading compute intensive components to the CPU.

The compute complexity of DL training per iteration is generally given by $O(MB)$, where $M$ is the model size and $B$ is the effective batch size. To avoid CPU computation form becoming a bottleneck, only those computations that have a compute complexity lower than $O(MB)$ should be offloaded to CPU. This means that the forward propagation and backward propagation both of which have a compute complexity of $O(MB)$ must be done on GPU, while remaining computations such as norm calculations, weight updates etc that have a complexity of $O(M)$ may be offloaded to CPU.

Based on this simple observation we fuse the forward and backward nodes in our data flow graph into a single super-node (FWD-BWD) and assign it to GPU.

3.3 Minimizing Communication Volume

The CPU memory bandwidth is at least an order of magnitude faster than the PCI-E bandwidth between CPU and GPU, while the GPU memory is another order of magnitude faster than even the CPU memory. Therefore, we must minimize the communication volume between CPU and GPU memory to prevent the PCI-E bandwidth from becoming a training performance bottleneck. To do so we must first identify the theoretical minimum communication volume for a model-state offload strategy.

The minimum communication volume for any model-state offload strategy is given by $4M^2$. Note that after fusing the forward and backward into a single super-node as discussed in Sec. 3.2, each node in our data flow graph is part of a cycle. Therefore, any partitioning of this graph would require cutting at least two edges, each of which has an edge weight of at least $2M$, resulting in a total communication of at least $4M$.

If we choose to limit the communication volume to this bare minimum, we can greatly simplify our data-flow graph and reduce the number of partitioning strategies to a handful:

Creating fp32 super-node. Notice that any partitioning strategy that does not co-locate the fp32 model states with their producer and consumer nodes cannot achieve the minimum communication volume of $4M$. Such a partition must cut at least one edge with a weight of $4M$, and the other with at least $2M$, resulting in a communication volume of at least $6M$. Therefore, to achieve the minimum communication volume, all offload strategies must co-locate fp32 model states with their producer and consumer operators, i.e., the fp32 model states (momentum32, variance32 and parameter32) must be co-located with the Param Update and the float2half computation.

This constraint allows us to treat all the aforementioned fp32 data and compute nodes in the data flow graph as a single super-node that we refer to as Update Super. We show this reduced data flow graph in Figure 2, consisting of only four nodes: FWD-BWD Super node, p16 data node, g16 data node, and Update Super node.

p16 assignment. To achieve the minimum communication volume, p16 must be co-located with FWD-BWD Super because the edge weight between these two nodes is $4M$. Separating these two nodes, would increase the communication volume to $6M$ (i.e., $4M + 2M$). Since, we have already assigned node FWD-BWD Super to GPU to limit computation on CPU, p16 must also be assigned to GPU.

3.4 Maximizing Memory Savings

After simplifying the data flow graph to minimize communication volume, only g16 and Update Super remain to be assigned. Notice that at this point, all partitions will result in minimum communication volume, so we can prune the choices further to maximize the memory savings on GPU. Table 1 shows the memory savings of all valid partitioning strategies that minimize the communication volume. The maximum memory savings of 8x can be achieved by offloading both g16 and Update Super to CPU.

Table 1: Memory savings for offload strategies that minimize communication volume compared to the baseline.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FWD-BWD</th>
<th>p16</th>
<th>g16</th>
<th>Update</th>
<th>Memory</th>
<th>Reduction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gpu</td>
<td>gpu</td>
<td>gpu</td>
<td>gpu</td>
<td>16M</td>
<td>1x (baseline)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g16</td>
<td>g16</td>
<td>g16</td>
<td>g16</td>
<td>4M</td>
<td>1.14x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g16</td>
<td>g16</td>
<td>g16</td>
<td>g16</td>
<td>4M</td>
<td>4x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g16</td>
<td>g16</td>
<td>g16</td>
<td>g16</td>
<td>4M</td>
<td>8x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please note that it is possible to reduce the communication volume further by only offloading partial model states. For simplification, we assume that an offload of a model state implies that we offload the entire model state. Our analysis on the memory savings per communication volume, still holds even if we offload partial model states.
3.5 A Unique and Optimal Offload Strategy
ZeRO-Offload allocates all the fp32 model states along with the fp16 gradients on the CPU memory, and it also computes the parameter updates on CPU. The fp16 parameters are kept on GPU and the forward and backward computations are also done on GPU.

We arrive at this offload strategy by simplifying our data flow graph and eliminating all other partitioning strategies as they do not limit GPU computation, minimize communication volume, or maximize memory savings. Therefore, ZeRO-Offload is not only optimal in terms of the aforementioned metrics, it is also unique; there can be no other strategy that can offer more memory savings than ZeRO-Offload without increasing the compute complexity on the CPU or incur additional GPU-CPU communication volume.

4 ZeRO-Offload Schedule
In this section, we discuss the concrete computation and communication schedule for implementing ZeRO-Offload on a single GPU system based on our offload strategy. We then show how we extend this schedule to work effectively on multi-GPU systems by combining our offload strategy with ZeRO data parallelism and model parallelism.

4.1 Single GPU Schedule
As discussed in Sec. 3, ZeRO-Offload partitions the data such that the fp16 parameters are stored in GPU while the fp16 gradients, and all the optimizer states such as fp32 momentum, variance and parameters are stored in CPU.

During the training, we begin by computing the loss via the forward propagation. Since the fp16 parameters are already presented on GPU, no CPU communication is required for this part of the computation. During the backward propagation on the loss, the gradient for different parameters are computed at different point in the backward schedule. ZeRO-Offload can transfer these gradients for each parameter individually or in small groups to the CPU memory immediately after they are computed. Therefore, only a small amount of memory is required to temporarily hold the gradients on the GPU memory before they are transferred to CPU memory. Furthermore, each gradient transfer can be overlapped with the backpropagation on the remainder of the backward graph, allowing ZeRO-Offload to hide a significant portion of the communication cost.

4.2 Scaling to Multi-GPUs
ZeRO-Offload in its entirety is a symbiotic integration of ZeRO-Offload strategy described in Sec. 3 and ZeRO-powered data parallelism discussed in Sec. 2, which allows ZeRO-Offload to scale to hundreds of GPUs efficiently. ZeRO-Offload preserves the model state partitioning strategy of ZeRO Stage-2 (optimizer state and gradient partitioning), while offloading the partitioned gradients, optimizer states and the corresponding parameter updates to CPU.

The key benefit of doing this partitioning before offloading is that for systems with more than 1 GPU, each data parallel process is only responsible for updating a subset of the parameters. The aggregated communication volume from all the data parallel GPUs to CPU remains constant, and CPU resources are used in parallel to jointly compute a single weight update. As a result, the total CPU update time decreases with increased data parallelism, since the CPU compute resources increase linearly with the increase in the number of compute nodes. This allows ZeRO-Offload to achieve very good scalability, as the overhead of communication across GPUs is offset by the reduction in the CPU optimizer step.

ZeRO-Offload partitions gradients and optimizer states among different GPUs, and each GPU offloads the partition it owns to the CPU memory and keeps it there for the entire training. During the backward propagation, gradients are computed and averaged using reduce-scatter on the GPU, and each GPU only offloads the averaged gradients belonging to its partition to the CPU memory. Once the gradients are available on the CPU, optimizer state partitions are updated in parallel by each data parallel process directly on the CPU. After the update, parameter partitions are moved back to GPU followed by an all-gather operation on the GPU similar to ZeRO-2 to gather all the parameters. Figure 4 shows the data
placement model parameters, gradients and optimizer states for ZeRO-Offload and the details of the ZeRO-Offload data parallel schedule is presented in Figure 5. The all gather operation described above is shown as a sequence of broadcast operations in the Figure.

Model Parallel training ZeRO-Offload can also work together with tensor-slicing based model parallelism (MP) frameworks such as Megatron-LM [28]. It does so by offloading the gradients, optimizer states and the optimizer computation corresponding to each MP process allowing ZeRO-Offload to train significantly larger models than possible than using model parallelism alone. Sec. 6 provides more details.

5 Optimized CPU Execution

We speedup the CPU execution time for the parameter updates with two optimizations. First, we implement a fast CPU Adam optimizer using high performance computing techniques offering significant speedup over state-of-art Pytorch implementation. Second, we develop a one-step delayed parameter update schedule that overlaps the CPU parameter update computation with the forward and backward computation on the GPU, hiding the CPU execution time when enabled.

5.1 Implementing the CPU Optimizer

We use three levels of parallelism for improving the performance of the CPU optimizer. 1) SIMD vector instruction [15] for fully exploiting the hardware parallelism supported on CPU architectures. 2) Loop unrolling [31], an effective technique for increasing instruction level parallelism which is crucial for better memory bandwidth utilization. 3) OMP multithreading for effective utilization of multiple cores and threads on the CPU in parallel. Using these technique, we present a significantly faster implementation of Adam optimizer compared to state-of-art PyTorch implementation.

Mixed Precision Training with Adam ADAM is an optimization algorithm used for deep-learning training, which takes the loss gradients together with their first and second momentums to update the parameters. Therefore, in addition to the model parameters, ADAM requires two more matrices of the same size \(M\) saved during the training. In the mixed precision training mode, there are two versions of the parameters stored in memory: one in fp16 (parameter16) used for computing the activations in the forward pass (on GPU), and one master copy in fp32 (parameter32) which is updated by the optimizer (on CPU). The p16 is updated with the parameter32 through float2half casting, at each training step. Moreover, the momentum and variance of the gradients are saved in fp32 (on CPU), to prevent the precision loss for updating the parameters. Please refer to [13] for further detail on ADAM’s algorithm.

```python
for_parallel rank in range(world_size):
    initialize_layers()
    for batch in dataset:
        x = forward(batch)
        compute_loss(x, batch).backward()
        backward(x.grad)
        step()

    if _is_owner(i):
        return True if rank owns i else False

def initialize_layers():
    for i in range(num_layers):
        l = layers[i]
        allocate_on_gpu l.param_fp16
        if _is_owner(i):
            allocate_on_cpu l.param_fp32
            allocate_on_cpu l.optim_states_fp32
            allocate_on_cpu l.cpu_grad

    def forward(x):
        for i in range(num_layers):
            x = layers[i].forward(x)
        return x

    def backward(dx):
        for i in range(num_layers, 0, -1):
            dx_layers[i].backward(dx)
            reduce(layers[i].grad, dest_rank = _owner_rank(i))
        if _is_owner(i) l.cpu_grad.copy(l.grad)
        else pass
        del layers[i].grad

    def step():
        for i in range(num_layers):
            l = layers[i]
            if _is_owner(i):
                update_in_cpu(l.optim_states_fp32, l.param_fp32)
            l.param_fp16.copy(l.param_fp32)
            BROADCAST(l.param_fp16, src=_owner_rank(i))
```

Figure 5: Code representing ZeRO-Offload that combines unique optimal CPU offload strategy with ZeRO-powered data parallelism.

Optimized Implementation Algorithm 1 elaborates the ADAM’s implementation detail using SIMD operations. As shown, the Adam function receives the optimizer parameters such as \(\beta_1, \beta_2, \text{ and } \alpha\), and the gradient, momentum, variance and master copy of parameters (parameter32) as the input. We also use some parameters specific to the implementation, like the \(\text{simd_width}\) and \(\text{unroll_width}\). The Adam optimizer sends back the updated variance, momentum, and parameter in both fp16 (to GPU) and fp32 (to CPU).

We firstly read the data, including parameter, gradient, momentum and variance, into the vector registers (line 7). Then, we use several fused multiply-add (FMA) vector operations to perform the main execution pipeline which is repeated by the unrolling width. Note that the rest of operations, such as multiply, division, and sqrt, also run in vector mode. For the best performance we use AVX512 simd instruction set and an \(\text{unroll_width}\) of 8 based on auto-tuning results.

In addition to the CPU-Adam optimizer, we implement
the CPU-to-GPU fp16 parameter-copy in a tiled manner (line 15). We overlap the CPU and GPU execution by parallelizing the Adam computation and copying the parameters over to GPU. As we process Adam computation of the current tile of data on CPU, we write the parameters back to GPU for the previously processed tile. This way, we reduce the idle time of GPU to start the processing of the next training step.

5.2 One-Step Delayed Parameter Update

Despite using a highly optimized CPU optimizer, the CPU computation overhead can become a bottleneck during training with very small batch sizes, when the GPU computation time is not much larger than CPU compute. For such limited cases, we develop one-step delayed parameter update (DPU) that overlaps CPU and GPU compute to hide the CPU computation overhead by delaying the parameter update by a single step. We verify that DPU does not impact the final accuracy of training in the evaluation.

DPU training schedule Figure 6 shows the workflow of ZeRO-Offload training process with delayed parameter update. 1 The first \( N - 1 \) steps, are trained without DPU to avoid destabilizing the training during the early stages where gradients change rapidly. 2 On step \( N \), we obtain the gradients from the GPU, but we skip the CPU optimizer step, and do not update the fp16 parameters on the GPU either. 3 At step \( N + 1 \), we compute the parameter updates on the CPU using gradients from step \( N \), while computing the forward and backward pass on the GPU in parallel using parameters updated at step \( N - 1 \). From this step onwards, the model at \((i + 1)\)th step will be trained using the parameters updated with gradients from \((i - 1)\)th step instead of parameters updated at \(i\)th step, overlapping CPU compute with GPU compute.

Accuracy trade-off. Since DPU changes the semantics of the training, it is reasonable to ask if there is a trade-off between model accuracy and training efficiency. To answer this question, we evaluated DPU on multiple training workloads and found that DPU does not hurt convergence if we introduce DPU after a few dozen iterations instead of introducing it at the beginning. Our evaluation result in Sec. 6 shows that compared with training with ZeRO-Offload only, training with delayed parameter update achieves same model training accuracy with higher training throughput.

6 Evaluation

This section seeks to answer the following questions, in comparison to the state-of-the-art:

(i) How does ZeRO-Offload scale the trainable model size compared to existing multi-billion parameter training solutions on a single GPU/DGX-2 node?
(ii) What is the training throughput of ZeRO-Offload on single GPU/DGX-2 node?
(iii) How does the throughput of ZeRO-Offload scale on up to 128 GPUs?
(iv) What is the impact of our CPU-Adam and delay parameter update (DPU) on improving throughput, and does DPU change model convergence?

6.1 Evaluation Methodology

Testbed. For the evaluation of model scale and throughput, we conduct our experiments on a single DGX-2 node, whose details are shown in Table 2. For the evaluation of throughput scalability, we conduct experiments on 8 Nvidia DGX-2 nodes connected together with InfiniBand using a 648-port Mellanox MLNX-OS CS7500 switch. Workloads. For the performance evaluation, we focus on evaluating GPT-2 [19] like Transformer based models [30]. We vary the hidden dimension and the number of Transformer blocks to obtain models with a different number of parameters. Note that scaling the depth alone is often not sufficient because it would make training more difficult [12]. Table 3 shows the configuration parameters used in our experiments.

For convergence analysis, such as the delayed parameter update, we use GPT-2 [19] and BERT [6], both of which are commonly used as pre-trained language models and have demonstrated superior performance in many NLP tasks (e.g., natural language understanding and inference) than recurrent neural networks or convolutional neural networks. We use BERT-large, same as the one from [6], which has 24-layer, 1024-hidden, 16-heads, and 336M parameters. Similar
to [21, 28], we fine-tune BERT on the Stanford Question Answering Dataset (SQuAD) [1], which is one of the most widely used reading comprehension benchmark [22]. Unless otherwise stated, we follow the same training procedure and hyperparameter settings as in [6, 19].

**Baseline.** We compare the effectiveness of ZeRO-Offload with state-of-arts multi-billion parameter training solutions:
- **PyTorch DDP:** This is the existing PyTorch Transformer implementation using DistributedDataParallel [14].
- **Megatron [28]:** One of the current state-of-the-art multi-billion parameter model training solutions, which employs model parallelism to train up to 8.3B parameter models using 512 GPUs.
- **SwapAdvisor [9]:** SwapAdvisor explores a genetic algorithm to guide model-agnostic tensor swapping between GPU and CPU memory for GPU memory saving.
- **L2L [18]:** L2L enables training of deep Transformer networks by keeping one Transformer block at a time in GPU memory and only moves tensors in the upcoming Transformer block into GPU memory when needed.
- **ZeRO-2 [21]:** ZeRO extends data parallelism by eliminating memory redundancies across multiple GPUs, allowing to train models up to 170B parameters with high training throughput using 25 DGX-2 nodes. ZeRO-2 achieves the SOTA results for large model training and is a strong baseline.

## 6.2 Experimental Results

### 6.2.1 Model Scale

As an important step toward democratizing large model training, in this part, we first test the largest trainable models on a single GPU as well as 16 GPUs in a single DGX-2 node.

**Single GPU.** The largest model can be trained using PyTorch DDP on a single GPU with 32GB memory is 1.4B, before running out of memory, as shown in figure 7. Both Megatron and ZeRO-2 do not increase the trainable model size on a single GPU in comparison to PyTorch, because they both utilize the aggregated GPU memory to fit larger models. In contrast, ZeRO-Offload enables 13B model training on a single GPU, which is more than 9X larger than using PyTorch, Megatron, and ZeRO-2. This is mainly because of ZeRO-Offload’s strategy for maximizing the memory savings on GPU by offloading expensive states such as optimizer states and the majority of gradients to CPU memory. The largest model can be trained with SwapAdvisor on a single GPU is 8B, which is 38% smaller than the model can be trained with ZeRO-Offload. SwapAdvisor relies on a black-box approach and uses a simulator to predict which tensors are more frequently used in order to keep them in GPU memory to maximize training throughput. The prediction can not be fully accurate, and therefore SwapAdvisor keeps more tensors in GPU memory than ZeRO-Offload does. On the other hand, L2L is able to train even larger models (e.g., 17B) on a single GPU by frequently moving weights from unused layers to CPU memory. However, the largest model size does not increase when training L2L with multiple GPUs, which is discussed next.

**Multi-GPU in single DGX-2.** We further perform model scale tests with 4 and 16 GPUs in a single DGX-2 node, respectively. As shown in Figure 7, the maximum trainable model size stays the same for PyTorch, L2L and SwapAdvisor, because all of them do not handle memory redundancies in data parallelism. As a result, their scalability is bounded by the model scale on a single GPU. Both Megatron and ZeRO-2 support large model training with more GPUs, but they cannot scale efficiently beyond 15B parameters, even with 16 GPUs. Megatron supports larger models than ZeRO-2, because ZeRO-2 still incurs memory redundancies on model weights. On the other hand, ZeRO-Offload easily enables training of up to 70B parameter models by partitioning and offloading optimizer states and gradients to CPU memory.
combined with model parallelism. Overall, ZeRO-Offload increases the model scale on a single DGX-2 node by 50X, 4.5X, 7.8X, and 4.2X than using PyTorch, Megatron, ZeRO-2, and L2L, respectively.

6.2.2 Training Throughput

Single GPU. Next, we compare the training throughput of SwapAdvisor, L2L, and ZeRO-Offload, for models with billion-scale parameters, on a single GPU. We do not include Megatron and ZeRO-2 in this comparison, because both of them cannot train models bigger than 1.4B parameters due to OOM. We evaluate SwapAdvisor, L2L and ZeRO-Offload with the same training batch size (e.g., 512) and same micro-batch sizes (shown in table 3), with gradient accumulation enabled. We also disable delayed parameter update in this experiment so that the comparison is only from the system efficiency perspective. We evaluate the performance improvement and its impact on the convergence of delayed parameter update in Section 6.2.4.

Figure 8 shows that ZeRO-Offload outperforms SwapAdvisor by 23% (up to 37%) in training throughput. SwapAdvisor relies online genetic algorithm to make tensor swapping decision, which takes hours to find an optimal tensor swapping solution in terms of maximizing the overlapping of computation and tensor swapping. Before getting the optimal tensor swapping solution, SwapAdvisor tries random tensor swapping solutions and hurts training performance.

Figure 8 shows that ZeRO-Offload outperforms L2L by 14% on average (up to 22%) in throughput (TFLOPS). The performance benefit of ZeRO-Offload comes from the following two aspects. First, ZeRO-Offload has a lower communication cost between CPU and GPU than L2L. For a model with $M$ parameters, L2L requires $28M$ data communication volume between GPU and CPU, which is a sum of the weights, gradients, and optimizer states of each layer of the model. As analyzed in Sec. 4.1, the communication volume between CPU and GPU memory in ZeRO-Offload is $4M$, which is 7x smaller than L2L. The reduced communication volume significantly mitigates the bottleneck from CPU-GPU communication. Second, compared with L2L, the parameter update of ZeRO-Offload happens on CPU instead of GPU, but our optimized CPU-Adam implementation achieves a quite comparable parameter update performance than the PyTorch Adam implementation on GPU (evaluated in Sec. 6.2.4). Therefore, although the optimizer update on GPU in L2L is slightly faster than the optimizer update on CPU in ZeRO-Offload, the communication overhead introduced by L2L leads to an overall slower throughput than ZeRO-Offload.

Multi-GPU in single DGX-2. Next, we compare the training throughput of PyTorch, ZeRO-2, Megatron, ZeRO-Offload without model parallelism (w/o MP), and ZeRO-Offload with model parallelism (w/ MP) in one DGX-2 node. When using MP, we use a MP degree that gives the best performance for both baseline and ZeRO-Offload. We use a total batch size of 512 for all the experiments using a combination of micro-batch per GPU and gradient accumulation. To get the best performance for each configuration, we use the largest micro batch that it can support without OOM. We exclude L2L [29] in this test because its implementation does not support multi-GPU training.

Figure 10 shows the throughput per GPU results when training on multiple GPUs. We make the following observations:

- For 1B to 15B models, ZeRO-Offload achieves the highest throughput and has up to 1.33X, 1.11X, 1.64X higher speeds than PyTorch, ZeRO-2, and Megatron, respectively. By offloading all the optimizer states to CPU with low overhead, ZeRO-Offload can train with larger micro-batch sizes giving higher throughput.
- ZeRO-2 runs out of memory once the model size is beyond 8B due to lack of enough aggregated GPU memory to store the model states on 16 GPUs. Instead, ZeRO-Offload scales to 13B, without model parallelism because it offloads optimizer states and the majority of gradients to CPU memory.
- When combined with model parallelism, ZeRO-Offload enables training up to 70B parameter models with more than 30 TFLOPS throughput per GPU. In contrast, Megatron supports only up to 15B parameter models before running out of memory, using just model parallelism.
- Compared ZeRO-Offload with ZeRO-2 and Megatron, ZeRO-Offload outperforms ZeRO-2 and Megatron in throughput for 1–8B and 1–13B parameter models, respectively. ZeRO-Offload is faster than Megatron, because it eliminates frequent communication between different GPUs and can train with larger micro batch sizes. ZeRO-Offload outperforms ZeRO-2 also due to larger micro batch sizes.

6.2.3 Throughput Scalability

We compare the throughput scalability of ZeRO-2 and ZeRO-Offload\(^3\) on up to 128 GPUs in Figure 11 and make the following key observations: First, ZeRO-Offload achieves near perfect linear speedup in terms of aggregated throughput (green line) running at over 30 TFlops per GPU (blue bars). Second, from 1 to 16 GPUs, while ZeRO-2 runs out of memory, ZeRO-Offload can effectively train the model, turning the model training from infeasible to feasible. Third, with 32 GPUs, ZeRO-Offload slightly outperforms ZeRO-2 in throughput. The improvement comes from additional memory savings on GPU from ZeRO-Offload, which allows training the model with larger batch sizes that lead to increased GPU computation efficiency. Fourth, with more GPUs (such as 64

\(^3\)We do not include comparison against Megatron because it consistently performs worse than ZeRO-Offload, as shown in Figure 10. Given the communication overhead added by model parallelism, scaling out Megatron training can not achieve higher throughput than ZeRO-Offload even with linear scalability.
Figure 7: The size of the biggest model that can be trained on single GPU, 4 and 16 GPUs (one DGX-2 node).

Figure 8: The training throughput with PyTorch, L2L, SwapAdvisor and ZeRO-Offload on a single GPU with a batch size of 512.

Figure 9: The training throughput is compared for w/o DPU and w/ DPU to GPT-2. Batch size is set to 8.

Figure 10: Training throughput with PyTorch, ZeRO-2, Megatron-LM, ZeRO-Offload without model parallelism and ZeRO-Offload with model parallelism.

Figure 11: Comparison of training throughput between ZeRO-Offload and ZeRO-2 using 1–128 GPUs for a 10B parameter GPT2.

6.2.4 Optimized CPU Execution

A. CPU-Adam efficiency. In this part, we evaluate our Adam implementation against the PyTorch Adam on CPU. Table 4 shows the optimizer execution time of the two implementations for model parameters from 1 to 10 billion. Compared to PyTorch (PT-CPU), CPU-Adam reduces the execution time by over 5X for all the configurations and 6.4X for the case with 1B parameters. The CPU-Adam optimizer achieves high speedups by exploiting the instruction-level parallelism, thread-level parallelism, and the tile-based data copy scheme (as shown in line 15 of Algorithm 1). Meanwhile, although CPU-Adam has a slower speed than the PyTorch Adam implementation on GPU (PT-GPU), the performance gap is not very huge, and the CPU computation is not a bottleneck of the training throughput.

B. One-step Delayed parameter update (DPU). Figure 9 shows the comparison of the training throughput of GPT-2 with and without DPU. As shown, with DPU enabled, the training achieves 1.12–1.59, updated times higher throughput than without it, for a wide range of model sizes for a small micro batch size of 8. This is expected because DPU allows the optimizer updates to overlap with the next forward computation such that the GPU does not have to be slowed down by the CPU computation and CPU-GPU communication. But, what about accuracy?

Convergence impact We study the convergence impact of DPU on both GPT-2 and BERT. Figure 12 shows the pre-training loss curves over 100K training iterations using PyTorch (unmodified GPT-2), and Figure 13 shows the loss curves of fine-tuning Bert-large model on SQuAD using ZeRO-Offload without DPU, and ZeRO-Offload with DPU. In both cases, DPU is enabled after 40 iterations allowing the training to stabilize in its early stage before introducing DPU.

We observe that the training curves of the unmodified GPT-2 and ZeRO-Offload w/o DPU are exactly overlapped, because ZeRO-Offload w/o DPU performs only system optimizations and does not alter training dynamics. On the other hand, the training curve from ZeRO-Offload with DPU converges slightly slower at the very beginning of the training (e.g., barely can be seen at 2K-5K iterations) and quickly catches up after 5K iterations. For the remaining of the training, the training loss matches the original training until the model converges.

For Bert-Large fine-tuning, we can see that although the training losses are not exactly the same, they converge in the same trend and are largely overlapped. Without changing any hyperparameters, ZeRO-Offload + DPU achieves the same
Table 4: Adam latency (s) for PyTorch (PT) and CPU-Adam.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>CPU-Adam</th>
<th>PT-CPU</th>
<th>PT-GPU (L2L)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 billion</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 billion</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 billion</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>5.71</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 billion</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>11.93</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 billion</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>14.76</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

final F1 score (92.8) as the baseline. From these results on both GPT-2 pretraining, and Bert-Large fine-tuning, we empirically verify that DPU is an effective technique to improve the training throughput of ZeRO-Offload without hurting model convergence and accuracy. The 1-step staleness introduced by DPU is well tolerated by the iterative training process once the model has passed the initial training phase.

6.2.5 Performance Breakdown and Analysis

To better understand the performance benefit from offload strategies and optimization techniques in ZeRO-Offload, we evaluate the training throughput of PyTorch, ZeRO-Offload with PT-CPU, ZeRO-Offload with CPU-Adam (refer as ZeRO-Offload), and ZeRO-Offload with DPU. We perform the evaluation with various batch sizes with 1-billion GPT-2 model on a single GPU. Figure 14 shows the result.

From batch size 1 to 8, PyTorch outperforms ZeRO-Offload with PT-CPU by 16% on average. This is because when the model can fit on GPU memory, PyTorch does not incur any communication overhead. Meanwhile, PyTorch adopts PyTorch GPU Adam (PT-GPU) for optimizer computation on GPU. To reduce the performance loss because of communication and optimizer computation on CPU, ZeRO-Offload optimizes execution on CPU. (1) By optimizing CPU optimizer, ZeRO-Offload implements CPU-Adam and improves the performance by up to 10% compared with using offload strategy only (i.e., ZeRO-Offload with PT-CPU). (2) PyTorch outperforms ZeRO-Offload by 8% on average when the model can fit on GPU memory. As shown in table 4, the performance gap between CPU-Adam and PT-GPU is not very large. Therefore, the performance degradation from PyTorch to ZeRO-Offload in Figure 14 are mainly coming from tensor migration overhead between GPU and CPU memory. (3) ZeRO-Offload further introduces one-step delayed parameter update, which overlaps computation on CPU with computation on GPU and improves performance by 7% compared with using ZeRO-Offload without DPU. In summary, leveraging optimized CPU execution, ZeRO-Offload has similar performance as PyTorch when ZeRO-Offload and PyTorch training with the same batch size on GPU.

As the batch size increases, out-of-memory on GPU memory happens in training with PyTorch. The training throughput increases in ZeRO-Offload as the batch size increasing. With unique optimal offload strategy, ZeRO-Offload outperforms PyTorch by 39% for the maximum training throughput that can be achieved on a single GPU with 1-billion model.

7 Conclusions

We presented ZeRO-Offload, a powerful GPU-CPU hybrid DL training technology with high compute efficiency and near linear throughput scalability, that can allows data scientists to train models with multi-billion parameter models even on a single GPU, without requiring any model refactoring. We open-sourced ZeRO-Offload as part of the DeepSpeed library (www.deepspeed.ai) with the hope to democratize large model training, allowing data scientist everywhere to harness the potential of truly massive DL models.
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Abstract

A data center network is an environment with rich path diversity, where a large number of paths are available between end-host pairs across multiple tiers of switches. Traffic is split among these paths using ECMP (Equal-Cost Multi-Path routing) for load balancing and failure handling. Although it has been well studied that ECMP has its limitations in traffic polarization and path ambiguity, it remains the most popular multi-path routing mechanism in data centers because it is stateless, simple, and easy to implement in switch ASICs.

In this paper, we analyze the ECMP hash algorithms used in today’s data center switch ASICs, aiming for lightweight path control solutions that can address the ECMP limitations without any changes to existing data center routing and transport protocols. Contrary to common perceptions about the randomness of ECMP hashing, we reveal the linear property in the hash algorithms (e.g. XOR and CRC) used in widely deployed switch ASICs in data centers. Based on the hashing linearity, we propose relative path control (RePaC), a new lightweight, and easy-to-deploy path control mechanism that can perform on-demand flow migration with deterministic path offsets. We use a few case studies to show that RePaC can be used to achieve orders of magnitude faster failover and better path planning with up to 3 times link utilization gain in hyper-scale data centers.

1 Introduction

To support the high bandwidth and high availability requirements of cloud and big data applications, data center networks are often designed with rich path diversity. Typical data center network topologies, such as FatTree [1], Clos [10], or Hyper-Cube [16], offer hundreds of paths across multiple tiers of switches between any pair of servers. In such a multi-path network, managing a large number of paths among all endpoint pairs is challenging. The path selection mechanism is always a key part of data center network design to fully utilize the high bandwidth from these paths and achieve good traffic load balance and fault-tolerance properties.

The multi-path IP routing protocol (e.g. BGP [27]) with ECMP [20] is the most common routing scheme in many production data centers [13, 26]. In such networks, reachable network prefixes and available paths are propagated to all the switches using BGP, and each switch uses ECMP to select a next hop based on the hash value from specified packet header fields. To understand the performance of ECMP-based routing, much research has been done. A common perception is that ECMP offers reasonable load balancing and fault tolerance among a large number of uniform flows, however, it is difficult to perform any explicit path control on ECMP because it is stateless, and its hashing calculation is random [18,21,46]. Besides, ECMP suffers from traffic polarization because it performs static load balancing based on header fields without considering flow sizes [2].

Many alternative path control mechanisms, such as Hedera [2], XPath [21] and Multi-path TCP [36, 37], have proposed to redesign routing and transport layers to better leverage the path diversity. However, these proposals often require a redesign in either the server network stack or routing protocol of data center switches. As a result, although these proposals offer many advantages over ECMP on dynamic load balancing and precise path control, they have seen very limited deployment in today’s production data centers. For the path selection mechanism, ECMP remains the common practice because it is stateless, simple, and easy to implement in switch ASICs.

In this work, we take a different approach to address the ECMP limitations in load balancing and failure handling. Given the wide deployment of BGP with ECMP routing, we look for solutions that require minimal changes to server software stack and data center routing protocols. Instead of treating ECMP as a random path selection black-box, we analyze the ECMP path selection process and investigate typical hash algorithms used in the most popular data center switch ASICs on the market. Our study reveals that most widely-deployed switches use XOR, CRC or their variants for ECMP hashing. These hash algorithms hold a linear property ($ECMP(a) \oplus ECMP(b) = ECMP(a \oplus b) \oplus ECMP(0)$),
which guarantees a deterministic mapping between packet header changes and path changes. We analyze how hashing linearity affects traffic load balance and how the hashing linearity can be used to control the flow paths to better leverage the path diversity.

We propose a relative path control (RePaC) scheme, which uses the deterministic mapping between the header change and path change to perform on-demand flow migration for failure handling and load balancing. We validate the hashing linearity and relative path control scheme on a testbed with the same ECMP configuration as our production data centers. Our evaluation shows that RePaC can achieve fast failover and better traffic engineering for TCP and RDMA applications. With RePaC, failover speeds up by orders of magnitude compared with existing in-network failover approaches. RePaC also outperforms MPTCP with 2(4) subflows in recovery success rate by 36%(21%). In addition, RePaC-based traffic engineering reduces flow completion time by up to 25% and improves link utilization by up to three times. Proven to be simple and effective, RePaC can be readily deployed in production data centers with no changes required in the routing and transport protocols.

As far as we know, our work is the first study that investigates the linear property of ECMP hash algorithms and discusses its applications to data center path control. We show the feasibility of leveraging the hash algorithm properties to develop flexible path control algorithms for load balancing and failure handling, which contradicts the common perception about the randomness and ambiguity of ECMP path selection. The resulting solution RePaC is lightweight, easy to deploy in production data centers, and easy to integrate with a large spectrum of applications. Our work sheds light on a new perspective of multi-path routing, traffic engineering and application design in data centers.

2 Background and Motivation

2.1 Data Center Networking Primer

Most data center networks adopt some variant of a multi-rooted tree topology. Figure 1 shows an example of a Clos-structured data center network with three tiers of switches, which provides abundant paths between any pair of servers to achieve high aggregated bandwidth and tolerate potential link and device failures. To better utilize the available paths in the network, multi-path routing is the key part of the data center network design, with load balancing and fault tolerance as two primary design goals.

Multi-path BGP with ECMP is the most common multi-path routing design in hyperscale data centers [27]. In this design, switches establish BGP sessions among each other over the connected links and choose next hops based on BGP routing information. Multiple equal-cost next hops are grouped as ECMP groups when routes are installed into the routing table in the switch ASIC. When a packet reaches a switch, a random next hop will be selected in the ECMP group, so flows can be evenly distributed among parallel links for load balancing. As shown in Figure 1, if a packet is being sent to switch L3 via switch L1, the BGP session running on L1 will first decide all equal-cost next hops, S1 and S2. In ECMP, each switch distributes packets based on a hashing value calculated from specific packet header fields. ECMP would select one from S1 and S2. If ECMP distributes flows to S1 and S2 evenly, load balancing is fulfilled. To support failover, the in-network BGP sessions send keepalive messages to detect whether the link is still available. In case of failure, BGP tears down the session of the malfunctioning link, and the corresponding next hop is removed from ECMP. Therefore ECMP is critical for both load balancing and failure handling in data center networks.

2.2 The Limitations of ECMP

Many previous studies have shown that ECMP has several key limitations in practice. First, ECMP fails to leverage the path diversity in a lot of scenarios. Hedera [2] shows ECMP may cause significant bandwidth loss when flows are not evenly distributed. The situation becomes worse when large and long-lived flows co-exist. Second, ECMP distributes traffic using random hash algorithms, which makes it difficult to perform precise path control. A lot of fine-grained flow scheduling and traffic engineering mechanisms cannot be done in data center networks over ECMP [5, 21].

Due to the aforementioned limitations, a common perception of ECMP is that ECMP provides decent load balancing among a large number of flows evenly distributed across a large header space. However, ECMP works under strong assumptions about traffic patterns, and it may fail in many cases with traffic polarization, slow failover, and under-utilized links. And it is difficult to perform deterministic path control because ECMP path selection is random.

Several previous studies have proposed alternative solutions to address the limitations of ECMP from both routing and transport layers. For example, Hedera [2] is proposed to perform dynamic flow scheduling based on a traffic matrix using OpenFlow. XPath [21] proposes to enable explicit path control for data center applications using pre-installed routes. FUSO [8] proposes a multi-path loss recovery mechanism.
on MPTCP to enable fast failure recovery in data centers. However, these solutions require major redesigns of the data center routing protocol or server network stacks. And major redesigns of routing and transport protocols have huge impacts on the data center applications and daily network operations. As a result, these solutions still have very limited deployment in today’s production data centers.

ECMP still has wide deployment in many production data centers for multi-path routing, however, the implementation of the ECMP hashing mechanism remains a mystery for the research community. There isn’t a thorough analysis of the details of the ECMP mechanism on popular data center switch ASICs. Volur [47] is the only study we have seen, which tries to model ECMP as a deterministic mapping from headers to paths. It aggregates all the mappings from all switches and uses model replay to predict ECMP path selection. However, Volur still treats ECMP as a black-box model, and a full network model replay incurs too much overhead for real-time traffic engineering and path control in large data centers.

This dilemma of path control in data centers motivates us to dig into the black-box of ECMP implementation of widely-deployed data center switches and look for lightweight solutions to address the ECMP limitations. Such solutions can be incrementally deployed to a large volume of existing data centers and benefit data center applications without a major redesign of the network. We explore the factors that affect ECMP path selection and reveal an interesting property, linearity of hash algorithms used by most merchantise switch ASICs, which could be used to enable a new relative path control scheme.

3 Demystifying ECMP Path Selection

Our analysis of ECMP path selection is based on the ECMP implementation of popular switch ASICs available on the data center switch market. We look into the publicly available open source repositories and documents about the ECMP implementation on widely deployed switch ASICs [6,12,31,33]. We also investigate the ECMP configurations from the widely-adopted open switch abstraction interface (SAI) [34], which is supported by most switch ASIC vendors, such as Broadcom, Barefoot, CISCO, Mellanox, and Marvell [29]. We consider the variations of ECMP implementations [20,32,38] and validate our analysis with commercial switches. Specifically, our validation covers Broadcom Tomahawk series, Trident series, and Barefoot Tofino series [7].

3.1 Modeling ECMP Path Selection

ECMP is typically implemented as part of the routing table matching stage in the switch ASIC pipeline. When multiple routes are available for a given network prefix, equal-cost next hops are added into an ECMP group in the routing table. When a routing table entry is matched for an incoming packet, the packet will be forwarded to one of the next hops in its ECMP group, based on the hashing of the packet header fields [33]. Figure 2 shows a general ECMP processing model from typical switch ASICs. The input of ECMP is header fields, and the output is a next hop ID. There are four stages in ECMP processing: pre-processing, hashing, post-processing, and bucket mapping. We use the following functions to denote the ECMP stages: Pre\_proc(), Hash(), Post\_proc(), Bucket\_B(). The overall ECMP processing can be described as:

\[
ECMP(h) = \text{Bucket}^N_B(\text{Post\_proc}(\text{Hash}(\text{Pre\_proc}(h))))
\]

(1)

where the hash function plays a key role in path selection.

In the Pre\_proc(h) stage, the \(H\)-bit input packet header fields \(h\), with range \(\{0,1\}^H\), together with a configurable hash seed are processed using bit-wise operations, such as AND, XOR, shifting and masking. For example, if we use source and destination IP addresses and port numbers as input, \(H\) would be 96. Then \(\text{Hash}(\cdot)\) denotes the hash function from \(\{0,1\}^I\) to \(\{0,1\}^O\), where \(I\) is the length of the pre-processed input and \(O\) is the length of the output hash result, both in number of bits. \(O\) is usually 32 or 16 since most switches use 32-bit or 16-bit values to represent hash results [12,31]. In the Post\_proc() stage, the hash result is further shuffled using bit-wise operations. Then \(\text{Bucket}^N_B(\cdot)\) performs modulo operations to map the post-processed hash result \(\{0,1\}^O\) to one of the next hops in the ECMP group \(\{0,\ldots,N-1\}\) placed in \(B\) hash buckets, where \(N\) is the number of next hops. The entire ECMP process is a mapping from \(\{0,1\}^H\) to a number in \(\{0,\ldots,N-1\}\).

3.2 The Linearity of ECMP Process

In this section, we discuss the linear property of the most common ECMP hash functions, and how linearity impacts the path selection. **Hash functions overview:** The commercial switch ASICs support various hash functions for ECMP, such as random, XOR, CRC and Pearson hashing [11,24,31]. Among them, CRC and XOR are two popular hash algorithms defined in SAI [34], and supported by most switch vendors [29]. There are two reasons that CRC and XOR are widely adopted. These two algorithms have been used in communication systems with mature and efficient ASIC implementation, which includes plenty of circuit optimization [31,42,45]. In addition, previous analysis has shown that CRC and XOR algorithms have good load balancing performance given a uniform distribution of flows [49]. The SAI [34] also cites the random hash algorithm, but it is not commonly used in the ECMP implementation of modern switches. The reasons are twofold. First, packet-level random path selection will result in a nightmare in network monitoring
and troubleshooting. Second, packets from the same flow need to be hashed onto the same path to avoid the out-of-order issues that affect end-to-end transport performance. There are other hash algorithms that are not included in SAI, such as Pearson hashing, which are proprietary of a specific switch ASIC vendor. In this paper, we will focus on the properties of the most common hash functions using CRC and XOR.

**The linearity of hash functions:** We define the hashing linearity as follows: a hash function is linear, if

\[
\text{Hash}(h_i) + \text{Hash}(h_j) = \text{Hash}(h_i \oplus h_j) + \text{Hash}(0) \tag{2}
\]

where \(h_i\) and \(h_j\) are arbitrary packet headers, and \(\text{Hash}(0)\) is the hash result for a packet with all 0’s, which is a constant given the initial hashing seed. Both XOR and CRC hashing satisfy hashing linearity. The detailed proof of CRC/XOR hash linearity can be found in supplemental materials [48].

**Insight:** If the linear hash function is fixed, for any packet header \(h_i\), the hash value after a relative change \(\Delta\) on the original header fields is deterministic, i.e., \(\text{Hash}(h_i \oplus \Delta) = \text{Hash}(h_i) \oplus \text{Hash}(\Delta) \oplus \text{Hash}(0)\). In other words, as long as we know the mapping from \(\Delta\) to \(\text{Hash}(\Delta)\) and \(\text{Hash}(0)\), we can predict the relative hash value change.

**The linearity of ECMP:** We prove the linearity of ECMP by proving the linearity of the other three procedures \(\text{Pre}_{\text{proc}}\), \(\text{Post}_{\text{proc}}\), and \(\text{Bucket}^N\). The pre-processing and post-processing functions are bit-wise operations used to shuffle certain fields of the packet header or hash result to cope with hash polarization [20, 24, 31]. Hash polarization would cause load imbalance when hashing results favor certain buckets over others. Pre-processing usually uses bit-wise operations such as AND, XOR, bit shifting and masking. Post-processing uses XOR-folding of 32-bit hash results to get a 16-bit result [38]. Our analysis shows that these bit-wise operations in pre-processing and post-processing functions do not affect the linear property of ECMP path selection. The detailed proof can be found in supplemental materials [48].

Linearity also holds for the \(\text{Bucket}^N\) function if \(N\) and \(B\) are both powers of two, which is expected if a fat-tree topology is used. Then the modulo operation is equivalent to a bit-wise shifting, which is proved to be linear. There are two scenarios in which linearity does not apply for ECMP. The first scenario is that the next hop ID of the Bucket is randomized. However, we can reorder buckets based on the next hop ID after bucket mapping updates, which is commonly adopted for consistent hashing. The second scenario is that the number of buckets is not a power of two \(2^k\), where \(k\) is an integer. The number of buckets depends on the topology.

If a fat-tree topology is used, the number of buckets is \(2^k\). If the data center adopts a variation of a fat-tree topology, each switch can enable consistent hashing by adding virtual nodes to make the bucket number as \(2^k\) [33]. Thus we have

\[
\text{ECMP}(h_i \oplus \Delta) = \text{ECMP}(h_i) \oplus \text{ECMP}(\Delta) \oplus \text{ECMP}(0) \tag{3}
\]

where \(h_i\) and \(h_j\) are arbitrary packet headers, \(\text{ECMP}(0)\) is the output given an all 0’s header, a constant for a given ECMP configuration.

**Linearity upon link and device failures:** In the case of link and device failures, the number of next hops \(N\) varies and may not always be a power of two, which breaks the linearity of the whole ECMP process. We leverage consistent hashing and bucket remapping to guarantee linearity for most links in the ECMP group. We illustrate our ideas with an example with two link failures. In the case of failures, for example both next hop 4 and 7 fail as shown in Figure 3, removing two buckets \((\text{Bucket}^6)\) will break linearity since 6 is not a power of two. If we keep these two buckets and simply adopt consistent hashing to remap these two buckets to two random available next hops, the load is imbalanced given 8 buckets are mapped to 6 hops. We thus remap these two buckets to 6 virtual entries and map these entries to available next hops uniformly as shown in Figure 3. Therefore, we can still...
preserve the linearity for available links by fixing the hash bucket \( B \) as a power of two. The load balancing performance is equivalent to an ECMP table with size of the least common multiples of \( B \) and \( N \). And the \( \text{Bucket}_B^N() \) function can be modeled as follows:

\[
\text{Bucket}_B^N() = \text{Bucket}_B^N() \text{ is down?} \quad \text{Bucket}_B^N() : \text{Bucket}_B^N() \quad (4)
\]

where \( \text{Bucket}_B^N() \) holds linearity as \( B \) is a power of two. And the non-linear function \( \text{Bucket}_B^N() \) is a modulo operation over \( N \) followed by a mapping from \( \{0, ... , N-1\} \) to all available next hop IDs.

As stated in [15], links and devices inside data center networks usually have four 9’s of high availability. Before BGP updates bucket mapping upon the first link failure, linearity still holds since the output of \( \text{Bucket}() \) remains the same. The linearity-based path control might fail upon more failures, but the probability is low. For example, the probability that more than 1 failure happens in the same ECMP group is only 41% [15]. We analyzed the probability that linearity holds under various link failure ratios as shown in Table 1. We consider the probability of occurrence with various numbers of failed links under different link failure ratios. Given \( F \) next hops removed due to failure links, \( \text{Bucket}_B^N() \) holds linearity with a probability of \( 1 - F/B \). Based on our observation of 1%-0.01% failure rate \( \sigma \) in our production data centers of more than 1500 links, the probability that linearity holds is more than 99% even when link failures are considered. Here we assume link failures are independent. If we assume the probability of link failures under the same ECMP group is positively correlated, the probability of recovery decreases. However, according to previous studies [15] and our observations in our own data centers, the probability of concurrent failures in one ECMP group is low.

**Validation:** We validate linearity in commercial switches by checking whether Equation 3 holds. We configure the switch with 8 next hops. First, we generate 1 million packet headers with random IP addresses, port numbers, protocol field and reserved fields. For each header, we record the output of ECMP before and after adding the offset \( \Delta \), which are denoted as \( \text{ECMP}(h_i) \) and \( \text{ECMP}(h_i \oplus \Delta) \), where \( h_i \) are random packet headers and \( \Delta \) ranges from 0 to \( 2^k - 1 \) for a \( k \) bit field. We do the same for another random packet header \( h_j \). Finally, as shown in Figure 4, by comparing whether \( \text{ECMP}(h_i) \oplus \text{ECMP}(h_j \oplus \Delta) = \text{ECMP}(h_i \oplus \Delta) \oplus \text{ECMP}(h_j) \), we verify that switches from Broadcom and Barefoot all satisfy the linearity. We also compare with different hashing seed configurations. The results show that linearity holds for different seed settings from 0 to \( 2^{32} - 1 \). Linearity holds for validated vendors under XOR hashing, CRC hashing, and variants of XOR/CRC hashing (e.g. optimized hashing by concatenating COR hashing results and CRC hashing results). Besides the Broadcom and Barefoot switches that we validated in the paper, switches from 100+ platforms with SAI also support linear hashing [29, 34].

**3.3 The Path Linearity**

Our previous analysis has demonstrated the linearity of ECMP path selection in single switches. In this section, we analyze the linearity behavior of ECMP in the multi-hop environment and discuss how the linearity can be used for path control.

**Multihop linearity:** In the multi-hop environment, a path is defined as a list of end hosts and switches, for example, \( (A \rightarrow L_1 \rightarrow S_2 \rightarrow C_3 \rightarrow S_4 \rightarrow L_4 \rightarrow B) \) is a path from the end host A to the end host B in Figure 1. In general, a path is modeled as \( (\text{sender}, s_1, ... , s_x, \text{receiver}) \), \( s_i \in \{0,...,N-1\} \), where \( X \) is the number of hops, \( N \) is the number of equal-cost next hops at hop \( i \), and \( s_i \) is the next hop ID chosen by hop \( i-1 \). There can be one or more links between the end host and leaf switches.\(^1\)

We compile the path as the concatenation of the binary representation of next hop selections \( \text{Path}(h) = s_1 \cdot s_2 \cdot ... \cdot s_X \), where the sender and receiver are omitted. In a typical three-tier data center network, \( X = 5 \) for inter-pod traffic and 3 for intra-pod traffic, where a pod is an aggregation of leaf and spine switches as shown in Figure 1. Since ECMP decides the next hop at each switch, we have \( s_i = \text{ECMP}_{s_{i-1}}(h) \), \( i = 1,...,X \). In order to calculate a path, we need the ECMP functions of all switches along the path. However, since we are only interested in the linearity, we aim to calculate \( \text{Path}(h \oplus \Delta) \). As our analysis shows, the linearity \( \text{ECMP}(h) \) holds at a single hop. For two hops \( h_1 \cdot h_2 \), concatenation of \( s_1 = \text{ECMP}_{\text{sender}}(h) \) and \( s_2 = \text{ECMP}_{s_1}(h) \) still satisfies \( \text{ECMP}_{\text{sender}}(h \oplus \Delta) \cdot \text{ECMP}_{s_1}(h \oplus \Delta) = \text{ECMP}_{\text{sender}}(h) \cdot \text{ECMP}_{s_1}(h) \oplus \text{ECMP}_{\text{sender}}(\Delta) \cdot \text{ECMP}_{s_1}(\Delta) \oplus \text{ECMP}_{\text{sender}}(0) \cdot \text{ECMP}_{s_1}(0) \) under the assumption that the selection of \( s_1 \) will not affect \( \text{ECMP}_{s_1}(\Delta) \) and \( \text{ECMP}_{s_1}(0) \). Note this assumption holds as long as switches in the same ECMP group are configured with the same hashing configuration. By the same methodology, we can prove the linearity for the concatenation of the entire path. Then we have

\[
\text{Path}(h \oplus \Delta) = \text{Path}(h) \oplus \text{Path}(\Delta) \oplus \text{Path}(0) \quad (5)
\]

\(^1\)If there are several leaf switches to choose, the end host usually adopts Link Aggregation Control Protocol (LACP) to choose the next hop based on the hashing result of packet header fields like ECMP [4, 9]. Our analysis on ECMP linearity applies to LACP.
Pathmap: Equation 5 suggests that with the linearity of ECMP path, given a relative change to an arbitrary packet header \((h \oplus \Delta)\), we can predict the corresponding ECMP path change as \(\text{Path}(h \oplus \Delta) = \text{Path}(h) \oplus O(\Delta)\), where \(O(\Delta) = \text{Path}(\Delta) \oplus \text{Path}(0)\). This mapping relationship from \(\Delta\) to \(O(\Delta)\) can be modeled with a pathmap structure. As shown in Figure 5, we use a \(K \times 2\) table to represent the pathmap of a single switch, where \(K\) is the number of bits used for path control, and each column corresponds with the northbound and southbound path offset \(O(\Delta)\) for corresponding header offset \(\Delta\). If there are \(N\) hops, we need a \(K \times N\) table. Here we use \(K\) entries since we can represent the entire header space by XORing \(\Delta\), where \(\Delta\) are headers 0...010...0 with only one significant bit. With this model, we compress the ECMP model exponentially from the header space \(2^K\). In most well-defined packet headers, the number of bits that can be used for path control is limited, which restricts the size of the pathmap.

Insights: Given the proven linearity, we can control the relative path change by changing certain header fields. This is feasible since hashing linearity is a built-in property for linear hashing algorithms. To extend hashing linearity to path linearity and improve accuracy upon link failure, we also need to adopt several ECMP hashing configurations, i.e., consistent hashing, bucket remapping, and the same hashing configuration for the same ECMP group.2

4 Relative Path Control

4.1 Design

Our analysis of the ECMP hash linearity suggests a deterministic mapping between the packet header changes and path changes. It provides a powerful tool to predict the relative path offset \(O(\Delta)\) based on a packet header offset \(\Delta\).

We propose a relative path control algorithm, RePaC, based on the insight from hashing linearity. RePaC has two parts: offline pathmap collection and online path control. The offline pathmap collection module acquires the mapping from relative header change to the relative path change based on the static configuration of the network. The online module decides the header change accordingly and alters packets to navigate certain flows to a different path with deterministic offset. The overall procedure is shown in Figure 6.

Offline pathmap collection: In order to collect the pathmap for a switch as shown in Figure 5, we need to send the packets with reference headers with different offsets \(\Delta\) to northbound and southbound egress ports on the switch. As introduced in Section 3.3, \(\Delta\) is 0...010...0 with a single significant bit, and the position of the significant bit ranges from 1 to \(K\), where \(K\) is the number of controllable bits in the packet header. The pathmap of a switch depends on the static ECMP hash configuration. So to collect the pathmap for a whole data center network, we need to consider different hashing algorithms (e.g., XOR, CRC with different polynomials) and different hashing seeds. In production data centers, the switches in the same tiers of the network are often designed to use the same ECMP configurations for the simplicity of network management and operations. Then we only need to collect pathmaps for three types of ECMP hash configurations for a typical data center network in a 3-tier Clos topology. Note if the hashing algorithm is fixed, the mapping between the hashing seed and pathmap is deterministic, which reduces the overhead of collecting pathmaps from switches with different hashing seeds. The offline pathmap collection can be easily done on today’s network management systems.

Online path control: The online path control module has two parts, the triggering function and the decision function. The triggering function is triggered when path control is needed, for example, upon failures. The decision function decides the path header offset. Users can design the decision function based on application requirements. We define a utility function \(util(\Delta)\) for path control. The target of path control is \(\Delta = \argmax(\text{util}(\Delta))\). For example, if the target is to change the path, we define \(util(\Delta) = \text{Path_changed}(\Delta)\), where \(\text{Path_changed}(\Delta)\) is a function to check whether applying header offset \(\Delta\) could change the path. We showcase how to design the utility function in Section 4.2.

Based on the designed utility function, the pathmap can be reconstructed in different formats to facilitate searching for an offset for a specified relative path change. For example, a pathmap can be compressed into a hashmap with keys as desired path changes and values as all possible header offsets. For solutions that are not sensitive to the value of relative path change, for example, a failover solution that aims to use

---

2Supplemental materials [48] discuss a solution with relaxed requirements that allow different hashing seeds.
a specific path change, the pathmap can be compressed to a list of desired header offsets that can lead to the desired path change. The structure of the pathmap is decided by the granularity of path control required by applications.

Another key question is which header fields to use for path control. Options depend on what user-defined fields are configured for ECMP hashing. By default, switches might only configure IP addresses and port numbers for ECMP hashing. Based on [28], SAI-supported switches can configure all header fields for hashing. Among all the fields, the high significant bits of TTL fields (8 bits) are typically usable since the number of hops in data centers is small. If switches do not support user-defined fields, the source port number (16 bits) can be leveraged though it might require changes of the port allocation. Besides, the source IP address can be controlled with certain flexibility in incast scenarios if there is a configurable DHCP server inside the pod to assign IP addresses dynamically.

4.2 The Applications of Relative Path Control

In this section, we present two case studies to demonstrate the applications of relative path control.

4.2.1 RePaC for fast failover

Leveraging relative path control, we design a lightweight and fast failover mechanism to detect path failures at the transport layer and update the packet headers to migrate the traffic from the failed path. Our approach relates to the previous end-host-based failure recovery [19,23] but gives strong guarantees on path control with the ECMP hashing linearity and does not require any changes to the network protocols and switch hardware. We demonstrate a failover mechanism with TCP traffic as an example. The RePaC-based failover mechanism generally applies to any network layer protocol with a retransmission mechanism.

The RePaC-based fast failover involves retransmission-triggered failure detection and failure recovery by altering packet headers. It works as shown in Algorithm 1. Our algorithm detects the second retransmission of each flow to trigger failure recovery, then every packet in that flow will be marked for path control. We choose the higher four bits of TTL fields and TCP five tuples as input for ECMP(). In this case, we can vary the higher four bits of TTL fields, so Δ is in \{0001, 0010, 0100, 1000\}.

![Figure 7: Example network. Flow polarization causes under-utilization of paths.](image)

Algorithm 1 Failure recovery

**Input:** Packet \( p \) and corresponding flow \( f \)

**Output:** Packet \( p \) with \( f\).mark within path marking period.

1. **if** \( p \) is a repeated retransmission **then**
   1. Update \( f\).mark = SelectNextMark(\( p \))
   2. **Begin** path marking period
2. **end if**

After failure recovery is triggered, we mark the reserved bits with a different value to reroute this packet to a different path. In theory, if the path offset \( O(\Delta) \) is non-zero at each hop, we can ensure the new path \( Path(h \oplus \Delta) \) has no overlapping links or devices with \( Path(h) \), where \( h \) is the packet header of the flow affected by the failure. With RePaC, we can generate a path mapping table from all marking values to the network path change, as illustrated in Figure 5. And we design the utility function as \( util(\Delta) = Path\_changed(\Delta) \), where \( Path\_changed(\Delta) \) is a simple function to check whether \( O(\Delta) \) is non-zero for each hop, which indicates that the next hop selected at each hop would be different from the previous path. Then we use a subset of eligible \( \Delta \) as marking values for fast failover purposes. If we cannot find an \( O(\Delta) \) with all hops changed, we select the one with the most changes. RePaC will stop path marking after a configurable timer. We set the timer as the failure detection time in BGP. Path marking will be triggered again if BGP fails to recover the failure.

4.2.2 RePaC for traffic engineering

Given the multi-path nature of data center networks, traffic engineering, the ability to schedule traffic on many non-overlapped paths to better leverage the network bandwidth, has been a key part of data center network design [2,5,30,37]. Compared to existing proposals, such as Hedera [2], MicroTE [5], and XPath [21], RePaC provides a lightweight tool for us to plan and distribute flows in data center networks for traffic engineering without any changes to the switch hardware and routing protocols.

Path planning using RePaC: Given the topology and ECMP configurations of the network, we derive the pathmap \( M \), a map between each path offset \( O(\Delta) \) and the corresponding header offset \( \Delta \), by sending probing packets with different \( \Delta \). Here we show an example for the network in Figure 7. We consider the lower 6 bits of src_port is controllable and probe switch L1 for \( O(\Delta) \) to get Table 2. Table 2 shows how changing a bit in src_port changes the selected hop ID. XORing all possible hop ID changes results in four different path offsets.
We implement RePaC uses six headers to get $O(\Delta)$. Table 3: Calculated $M = (O(\Delta), \Delta)$ for path planning. For each $\Delta = 0, \ldots, 63$, RePaC calculates the Path ID.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$O(\Delta)$</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Algorithm 2 Load based path planning

**Input:** Pathmap $M$ as illustrated in Table 3, Path ID $p$ with the minimum load $L_p$.

**Output:** assign a packet header $h_i$ for $flow_i$ to minimize the deviation of bandwidth utilization $L_p$ for each path $h_{ref} \gets$ a random valid packet header; $L_p \gets 0$ for all paths $for flow_i$ in all flows do

3: Find $\Delta \in M$ for Path ID $p$ with the minimum load $L_p$ $h_i \gets h_{ref} \oplus \Delta$ $L_p \gets L_p + \Delta$ $end for$

Figure 8: Test topology traffic on servers to perform TCP failover, and a path planner application that generates the best paths for applications. We implement flow monitoring with the VNIC, which maintains a soft stateful flow table. For each TCP flow, RePaC checks for packet retransmissions and marks packets to perform traffic failover as discussed in Algorithm 1. The total software modules are implemented in 1066 lines of C code. The RePaC library is a lightweight software module that can be easily installed on servers.

We evaluate the performance of RePaC in a fat-tree topology as shown in Figure 8. In this testbed, all the links are 25Gbps. 8 spine switches (Broadcom Trident 3) interconnect 4 leaf switches (Broadcom Tomahawk 3). We run SONiC [35] (an open-source network operating system) on all switches and adopt different ECMP configurations at each tier to avoid traffic polarization. Four physical servers are connected to leaf switches L1 & L2, and another four are connected to L3 & L4. With each server connected to two switches, the server can still connect to another leaf switch if one fails. Each server is equipped with Linux 3.10 or Linux 4.19 and TCP NewReno. These settings are consistent with our production data center networks.

5.2 Effectiveness and Overhead

Path control upon link and device failures: We first evaluate the accuracy of path control under various failure scenarios. Link and device failures are injected based on failure statistics collected in production data centers during one week. We gauge the accuracy of path control by calculating the percentage that the selected path is the expected path. We test with various numbers of spine switches to validate the perfor-

Table 2: Probed results. Six controllable bits generate six values (e.g. $i$, $i \oplus 4$, $i \oplus 32$, $i \oplus 36$) for those 4 flows to ensure that all four possible paths are utilized.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\Delta$</th>
<th>000001</th>
<th>000010</th>
<th>000100</th>
<th>001000</th>
<th>010000</th>
<th>100000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$O(\Delta)$</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We simulate link failures by issuing `ifconfig down`. We use MPTCP v0.90 with the redundant scheduler without adding any centralized controller or advanced hardware module. At each server, we allocate about 64 bytes of extra memory for each connection to keep track of its state. This brings a few extra memory accesses to the data path. We observe no degradation in packet processing speed with different workloads.

### 5.3 RePaC for Failover Evaluation

**Experiment methodology:** We study the failover performance of RePaC by measuring throughput and downtime under common failure scenarios. We run a high-priority application on the VNIC interface to collect throughput measurements at a 20ms interval, which also helps us determine the downtime upon failure. We consider two failure scenarios, silent drop failures and link failures. We simulate silent drop failures by configuring an ACL to discard the data traffic. We simulate link failures by issuing `ifconfig down` command to deactivate one of the interfaces from receiving and sending data from switch CLI. There are many existing studies on failover [19, 23, 43, 44, 50]. Among them, MPTCP is a fair baseline as an end-host-based mechanism. MPTCP employs a group of subflows with random paths for failover without adding any centralized controller or advanced hardware. We use MPTCP v0.90 with the redundant scheduler for comparison with RePaC. We test MPTCP with the redundant scheduler over the default scheduler since it provides better fault tolerance by sending redundant copies through all subflows.

### Failure recovery performance:

We compare RePaC with both end-to-end and in-network failover design. Compared with end-to-end failover MPTCP, which recovers with a random backup path, RePaC provides better recoverability. Compared with in-network failover approaches, RePaC covers more failure types and reduces downtime by orders of magnitude.

We first compare RePaC with MPTCP in Figure 9. Figure 9a shows an example trace the silent drop on leaf switch L1 get recovered after silent drop failure with RePaC. Flow 3 and flow 4 are forwarded to L1 by ECMP and hence dropped by ACL. Both flows experience around 1 second of disruption and then are re-routed to switch L2. Flow 1 and flow 2 forwarded by switch L2 only experience oscillation. During the oscillation, the throughput of flow 1 and flow 2 first doubles when the other two flows stop transmission, then returns to similar throughput before as before. All flows eventually share the bandwidth of the bottleneck link fairly with congestion control. Note that the bottleneck is the L3-E5 link, so the throughput before and after the failover are similar. In comparison, Figure 9b shows that MPTCP failover performance is unsatisfactory. We configure each flow with 4 subflows to increase the path diversity. Figure 9b shows that MPTCP can recover all affected flows except flow 1 because all subflows of flow 1 are dropped. The throughput of flows 2-4 increases after flow 1 is deactivated. Overall throughput performance with MPTCP is worse than RePaC since MPTCP with the redundant scheduler copies packets on all available subflows.

We further compare the failure recovery ratio between RePaC and MPTCP with different numbers of subflows for MPTCP. We define the recovery ratio as the probability that a flow affected by failure is recovered. As shown in Figure 10, MPTCP offers a higher recovery ratio with more subflows. Although MPTCP provides a reasonable recovery ratio with the redundant scheduler, RePaC performs better by leveraging path diversity with the pathmap. RePaC outperforms MPTCP with 2(4) subflows by 36%(21%). RePaC outperforms MPTCP because MPTCP cannot guarantee there exists at least a subflow unaffected by the failure.

We also compare RePaC with in-network failover mechanisms under various failure scenarios. As shown in Figure 11a, we start a single TCP flow from E1 to E5 and measure the downtime after simulating a device failure at L1. We simulate the device failure by deactivating all the interfaces. In prac-
RePaC and MPTCP.

tice, device failures might be triggered by hardware failure, unexpected reboot, or power loss. Although this type of failure can be detected by Link Aggregation Control Protocol (LACP) using heartbeat signals, it takes up to 90 seconds. In comparison, RePaC significantly reduces the downtime by orders of magnitude. Note the recovery Algorithm 1 initiates path control after the second TCP retransmission. Our solution performs better with a smaller minimum RTO. RePaC reacts to failures in around 60ms with a 20ms minimum RTO. Theoretically, RePaC can provide sub-ms recovery if the end hosts adopt high-resolution timers.

In Figure 11b, we evaluate how our solution can cooperate with the existing in-network failover approaches used in data centers, such as link scan, Bidirectional Forwarding Detection (BFD), LACP, and BGP. We compare the downtime caused by two types of failures, silent drop failures and link down events. For silent drop failures, our design can recover affected flows within three times of RTO, as shown in the solid line in Figure 11b. After a link down failure is injected, RePaC is triggered faster than in-network approaches when the second retransmission is triggered before the shortest in-network failover timers (130 ms for the link scan function). Note RePaC kicks in after around the triple of the minimum RTO. When the minimum RTO increases, RePaC will not be triggered since the link scan function would recover failures faster. In summary, Figure 11 proves RePaC can cooperate well with existing failover mechanisms and help to reduce the flow downtime.

5.4 RePaC for Traffic Engineering Evaluation

Experiment methodology: We gauge the performance of load balancing and flow completion time of RePaC compared with random path selection, precise path control via XPath [21], and in-network load balancing via CONGA [3]. We evaluate RePaC for load balancing under two scenarios: one-to-one flows and many-to-one incast flows. For one-to-one flows, we vary the src_port to vary the path selection of these parallel flows. For many-to-one incast flows, we vary src_ip and src_port for four servers under the same rack. We assume the source port number is flexible for traffic engineering applications. For many-to-one flows, we assume the source IP address is also assignable. We vary the least signifi-

Figure 10: Recoverability comparison between RePaC and MPTCP.

Figure 11: Downtime comparison under various minimum RTOs

cant 8 bits of src_ip inside a cluster to improve path diversity. We test with three representative traffic patterns, same-size flows, webserver flows, and Hadoop flows. Webserver flows follow a uniform size distribution, and Hadoop flows follow a skewed size distribution [40].

Load balance performance: In Figure 12, we compare the bandwidth utilization of RePaC path planning with random path planning. The bandwidth utilization is measured using the average utilization ratio of the links in the network. For one-to-one flows, as seen in Figure 12a, RePaC increases the bandwidth utilization by up to 3 times when the total number of flows is 16. For many-to-one connection, Figure 12b shows the bandwidth utilization of links when flows of the same size from different sources are sent to a single destination. Our solution can evenly distribute the flows across different paths, achieving well-balanced bandwidth utilization. For the webserver case, as shown in Figure 12c, the bandwidth utilization increases from 0.54 to 0.99 using RePaC, compared to 0.34 to 0.85 with random selection as the number of flows increases from 16 to 4096. Figure 12d shows the bandwidth utilization for Hadoop with skewed flow size distribution. Both algorithms show low bandwidth utilization when the number of flows is small. When more flows join, RePaC can 20% to 50% better bandwidth utilization.

In Figure 13, we compare our solution with random path selection by measuring the load on each path when the number of concurrent flows increases from 16 up to 4096. Here we calculate the load at each path and plot the standard deviation over mean in Figure 13. As the number of flows increases, RePaC provides much better performance. For webserver traffic, the std./mean reduce by 58% to 97% as shown in Figure 13a. Our design tends to select a path with the least load for each flow. In Figure 13b, when the number of flows is greater than 64, the std./mean is reduced by more than 41%.

For time-sensitive applications, such as distributed file systems (DFS), flow completion time is crucial. We simulate DFS by sending 100GB of data from one host to another. We compare the completion time of all concurrent flows between RePaC and random path selection. RePaC can plan paths based on the traffic load, so elephant flows are distributed to separate paths. We notice that the average completion time of our solution is considerably less than the random path selection as shown in Figure 14a. When there are 16 flows, the comple-
Figure 12: Link bandwidth utilization of path planning.

Figure 13: Load balance of path planning. The shading area shows the std./mean. of load on each switch. Larger shading area means load is more unbalanced.

Figure 14: Flow completion time.

Figure 15: Load balance performance when topology changes switch, as shown in Figure 15b, XPath can still balance the flows using accurate path information. RePaC can distribute most flows evenly on the unchanged paths using outdated pathmaps. In conclusion, XPath has the best performance leveraging pre-installed routes and real-time path information updates. RePaC degrades because of the outdated pathmap. However, both outperform the random path selection significantly. Compared with XPath, RePaC is a lightweight solution that significantly outperforms the random scheme without redesigning the routing protocols.

6 Discussion

Our work is the first study that performs a detailed analysis on the ECMP hashing linearity and its applications to path control in data centers. More work could be done to further explore the design of multi-path hashing mechanisms and their implications to data center networks.

ECMP configuration optimization: Our analysis has demonstrated that the properties of ECMP hashing algorithms have significant impacts on traffic engineering and failover in data center networks. However, ECMP configurations in today’s production data centers are still done by operators using ad-hoc approaches. Future investigations of ECMP might reveal other interesting properties rather than linearity, which could facilitate the data center network optimization and result in a more scientific approach to network-wide configuration optimization.

Flow analysis based on hash simulation: Analysis of the ECMP path selection algorithm also sheds insights on how flows are distributed. Using real-time network topology information, network operators could build a lightweight simulation network with the model of ECMP hashing behaviors. The simulation network can answer many what-if questions about the network performance and flow distributions, such as how many flows will be affected by certain failure events.
or a congested link.

**Programmable hashing on switch ASICs:** Today’s data center switch ASICs provide limited interfaces to configure ECMP hash algorithms and parameters. Even on programmable switch ASICs (e.g. Tofino), where users can program the packet processing pipeline with network programming languages, there is still limited programmability to define ECMP hashing behaviors. Given that the hash algorithm could significantly impact the overall networking performance, a programmable interface that allows users to redesign the hash algorithms could lead to more innovations in this space.

**RePaC capable applications:** RePaC provides a lightweight mechanism for applications to predict and control the paths of packet flows in the network, without the requirements for deploying any new protocols, centralized controllers, or advanced hardware. Many applications can benefit from path diversity. For example, network probing tools, such as PingMesh [17], can guarantee full network coverage while minimizing the probing overhead with the help of pathmap. The same benefits apply to applications with low latency and high throughput requirements, such as distributed file systems or AI training clusters. RePaC provides a powerful tool for the applications to schedule flows to avoid traffic congestion and disruption.

**RePaC and future ECMP:** RePaC requires hashing linearity, which is a built-in feature for linear hashing algorithms. For future hashing algorithms, there is no conclusion on whether linear hashing is preferred or non-linear hashing. Existing ASICs combine XOR and CRC to improve hashing while keeping linearity [33]. We are not aware of any studies on the possible tradeoff between linearity and hashing performance. It is still unclear whether non-linear hashing definitely outperforms all variants of linear hashing. Lightweight path control for future variants of hashing algorithms remains an interesting research problem. In order to support RePaC, ECMP can only adopt linear hashing algorithms. We expect future standardizations of ECMP to include linearity as another metric to consider besides hashing performance.

### 7 Related Work

**End-host based path control:** There are two spectrums of end-host-based path control. The first spectrum of approaches gets rid of ECMP and redesigns the routing protocols in the network [21, 22, 39, 41]. XPath is the most recent work, which identifies and pre-installs routes on switches [21]. Though XPath reduces the routing table storage with compression algorithms, the communication between end-hosts and the path manager under topology changes and link failures incurs too much overhead. MPLS is the common practice for traffic engineering in core networks [39, 41]. However, MPLS is not suitable for data centers since it can only support a limited number of tunnels. The OpenFlow-based solution relies on on-chip forwarding rules and compresses forwarding rules with a tiny flow table [22]. However, this approach does not apply to data centers due to too many flows. Fundamentally, these approaches require excessive routing/forwarding tables because of the large scale of header space and the variability of paths.

Another spectrum still keeps ECMP as the path selection in switches but extracts the path selection model. Volur [47] attempts to provide path control with a centralized controller that aggregates routing information from in-network switches and disseminates routing information to end-hosts. However, the path selection model incurs too much overhead since it uses a mapping from the entire header space to all possible paths. The header space grows exponentially to the number of bits in header fields used by ECMP. We argue that explicit path control is not necessary so that we can reduce the complexity of the path selection model. Compared with this spectrum of work, we leverage the linearity of ECMP path selection and reduce the model complexity significantly.

**Failover and traffic engineering:** While our work is closely related to prior studies on failover [14, 19, 23, 25, 43, 44, 50] and traffic engineering [2, 3, 5], it is also fundamentally different. First, RePaC enables path control, which is different from the random path selection scheme in [19, 23, 44]. Second, RePaC is lightweight and easy to deploy, while existing approaches rely on advanced programmable switches [3, 14, 19, 43, 44, 50], switch redesigning (e.g. installing Openflow) [5], or a centralized scheduler to get path information [2]. Third, RePaC enables data traffic based path discovery, which outperforms traceroute traffic based approach [25] since the header fields in original data traffic and traceroute traffic are different.

### 8 Conclusion

In this paper, we analyze the ECMP hash algorithms used in today’s data center switch ASICs. Our analysis shows that the hash algorithms (e.g. XOR and CRC) used in the most popular switch ASICs on the market maintain linearity. We analyze how linearity sheds insights on relative path control. We design RePaC to leverage linear property and show that RePaC can be used in two representative applications, faster failover and traffic engineering. Through extensive evaluation in production data centers, we show that RePaC is easy to deploy and benefits failover and traffic engineering.
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Abstract
We introduce Express-Lane (X-Lane), a novel system for mitigating interference in data center infrastructure to improve the liveness of coordination services. X-Lane follows a novel design from the ground up to achieve interactions with ultra-low latency in the single-digit microsecond range and jitter in the nanosecond range, while the remaining interaction is treated as usual. To show X-Lane’s applicability and generici

1 Introduction
In the last decade, a tremendous increase in Internet connectivity and the need for more computational performance changed the way we conceive applications. Today, most new applications are conceived as distributed, and in particular cloud-based, applications. The design of data centers and middleware layers then has to take into account all requirements for distributed coordination, including performance, fault-tolerance, and consistency [16] — a hard task.

Interference in distributed systems. Most distributed system designs treat the underlying infrastructure as a generic communication system. One of the main issues with this abstraction is the longstanding problem of interference of concurrent interactions and thus unpredictable latency of commodity networks and hosts [19]. Many distributed systems suffer from jitter induced by interference, manifesting through packets that may be arbitrarily delayed in the network (as well as reordered or dropped), and unbounded processing times.

Many applications and components have been designed to cope with the unpredictability of the infrastructure by making weak synchrony assumptions to guarantee a safe execution of their protocol. Yet, they rely on upper bounds for the latency of their interactions to ensure liveness, by way of timeouts, and as thus benefit strongly from interactions with low latency and bounded jitter. This is especially the case for coordination tasks [52] whose use is widespread in practice. Types of systems using the ZooKeeper [28] coordination service based on the popular Paxos [37] protocol by default or as option for coordination/fault tolerance include resource management (e.g., Mesos [25], YARN [54]), key-value and wide-column stores (e.g., Accumulo [20], HBase [1], etc [4], TiKV [10]), data analytics (e.g., Hadoop [12], Spark [58]), or distributed filesystems (e.g., HDFS [13]) to only name few.

X-Lane. The research question underlying this work is whether interference in data center commodity systems can be mitigated to greatly accelerate coordination tasks lying at the core of distributed systems.

Prior works on low latency communication (e.g., [14,24,41, 44,48,50]) focus on reducing 99\textsuperscript{th} percentile latency where packets may be sacrificed (dropped) to maintain a good performance in most cases (e.g., fitting a given service-level objective (SLO) for 99\% of the packets). Our goal is to address not only fast but also timely sensitive interactions for tasks that exhibit severe performance degradation upon delayed message delivery (e.g., when timeouts trigger). To this end, we aim at reducing maximum jitter to a point where it becomes so small relative to an already very low latency, that, in practice, it can be assumed to be bounded. Moreover, we include endhost response times, and only provide bounded jitter to applications that rely on it (e.g., for coordination). Thus we introduce with Express-Lane — X-Lane for short — an interference-free environment for select interactions with ultra low latency in the single-digit microsecond range and bounded jitter in nanosecond range. The remaining interactions follow common design principles. While being more generic in design compared to prior work on minimizing av-
verage latency, and also considering endhosts, X-Lane delivers significantly tighter bounds for latency and jitter for commodity hardware (HW) and software (SW).

In short, X-Lane isolates and prioritizes packets traversing it by using traffic engineering techniques to provision and monitor resources dedicated for X-Lane, and by neutralizing sources of interference inherent to data center infrastructures, i.e., interference present in endhosts/servers, switches, and links. X-Lane strives first and foremost to minimize jitter, and in the process also achieves unprecedented low latency.

Contributions and roadmap. This paper contributes:

§ 2 Design of X-Lane atop commodity HW and SW, and for intelligent network devices (smartNICs) when available;
§ 3 Traffic engineering approach incorporating residual jitter and queuing delay to perform packet-level latency analysis in X-Lane;
§ 4 Implementation of X-Lane overcoming interference causing jitter on top of commodity HW and SW, as well as improvements and simplifications taking advantage of Netronome’s NFP-4000-based smartNICs [8];
§ 5 Definition and implementation of two example asynchronous services using X-Lane: a failure detector dubbed X-FD, and a state machine replication protocol dubbed X-Raft adapted from Raft [45];
§ 6 Evaluation of X-Lane in a production data center of SAP SE through the deployment of the two services. We measure median latency and maximum jitter of X-Lane on commodity HW and SW (Linux) (5.130 µs latency and 655 ns jitter) and smartNICs (4.133 µs latency, 152 ns jitter) with heavy concomitant traffic over the course of 21 days. Further comparisons display vast improvements over DPDK [21] (1.735 × lower latency, 81,816 × lower jitter), and QJump [24] (1.501 × lower latency, 72,758 × lower jitter), which greatly affect the coordination of distributed systems. We also show the applicability of X-Lane by integrating X-Raft into the Redis key-value store [9], making it strongly consistent while decreasing latency 18× and increasing write throughput 1.5×.

We compare X-Lane to related work in §7 before we draw the conclusions and discuss future work in §8. Additional material can be found on the project website [30].

2 X-Lane Design Overview

With X-Lane we propose an explicit express lane for timely sensitive interactions, following our original design outlined in Fig. 1. X-Lane is isolated from the “regular system” which follows common design principles. This architecture is reminiscent of earlier models of separate systems [55, 56], yet realizes them concretely, in a single infrastructure, with commodity HW and SW.

2.1 Communication Model

X-Lane’s novelty is characterized by an explicit upper-bound on the latency of all the messages sent by a given process $p$ to another process $q$, i.e., X-Lane keeps the latency of every such message within $[\lambda_p^q, \lambda_p^q + \sigma_p^q]$, where $\lambda_p^q$ is the best-case latency, and $\sigma_p^q$ is its concomitant maximum jitter. In the following, we denote jitter $\delta$ as a deviation from the best-case latency $\lambda_{min}$.

We achieve bounded communication latency in X-Lane by implementing a periodic unicast protocol where a process $p$ can send a message to a given process $q$ with latency upper bound $\lambda_p^q + \sigma_p^q$, but under two constraints: $p$ can send only once during every period $\pi_p^q$, and the packet size may not exceed $\sigma_p^q$. In addition, we specifically address one-to-many communication patterns by a periodic multicast protocol that allows a process $p$ to send a message to a set of processes $Q$ with a common latency range $[\lambda_{min}^{p,Q}, \lambda_{min}^{p,Q} + \sigma_{max}^{p,Q}]$. A crucial requirement for both our protocols is that all their parameters become known by the sending process at the protocol setup time, i.e., before the first use, in order to allow services to adjust their internal timeouts for the best possible performance.

Note, purely bandwidth-oriented communication abstractions are not suitable for X-Lane, for they leave message size unspecified, while, clearly, no latency bound would hold uniformly for every message size, and queuing behind an arbitrarily large message leads to unbounded maximum jitter.

X-Lane is able to provide timely sensitive interaction that exhibits stable behavior as long as interconnecting devices function properly. Hence X-Lane is best used to improve the liveness of coordination tasks that assume an asynchronous communication model to guarantee safety properties.

Timely unicast and multicast serve as backbone for all communication between processes in X-Lane. In the following, “periodic protocol” refers to “unicast protocol or multicast protocol”. Bounding latency in the sending process is addressed in §2.4 and detailed in §4.

2.2 Components Overview

To achieve the properties provided by the two periodic protocols, X-Lane introduces a software-defined networking (SDN) controller that takes on two main orchestration responsibilities: 1) resource allocation, i.e., answering requests from services with the most suitable protocol parameters, subject to network capacity constraints; and 2) resource tuning, i.e., keeping overall usage of X-Lane low. Traffic engineering (TE) techniques that underpin this operation are presented in §3.

The X-Lane controller interacts with each endhost via a client integrated in the X-Lane (Linux) kernel module (X-KM) loaded on each endhost. The client exposes the controller API (cf. List. 1) to services forwarding requests and responses in both directions. It is important to note that only the bounded communication over X-Lane is managed by the X-Lane con-
Intrinsic jitter: In data center computing, we expose and address numerous sources of jitter (§4.3) and motivating the need for moving the intelligence closer to network devices (§4.4). The lack of bounds on jitter further makes packet delay hard to distinguish from packet loss.

2.3 Overview of Jitter Sources

To implement an express lane usable in practice for time-sensitive tasks, we need to mitigate the inherent interferences in data center computing. We expose and address numerous jitter sources in §4. In short, we identify the following causes:

- Packet loss: Packets can be lost, leading to retransmissions and thus uncertain latency. Besides intentional drops (e.g., for security), packet loss has two well-known causes:
  - Bit flip errors: Bits can get flipped in links, leading to packets being marked as corrupted and discarded (§4.1);
  - Buffer overflows: Packets are dropped when the finite resources on processing units are overloaded (§4.2).

- Intrinsic jitter: While commodity switching devices forward packets with little jitter (§4.2), endhosts and their commodity components have been becoming more complex, leading to many sources of jitter (§4.3) and motivating the need for moving the intelligence closer to network devices (§4.4). The lack of bounds on jitter further makes packet delay hard to distinguish from packet loss.

2.4 X-Lane (Based) Services

X-Lane enables processes executing on the regular system to interact with the X-Lane services that may offer timely responses thanks to the unique timing properties of communications of X-Lane. There are a few intricacies to X-Lane that developers must take into account when interacting with and/or developing these services. First, applications and services, being in separate lanes, must use a specific interface to exchange data with each other. Second, X-Lane handles communications differently than in the regular system.

Building bridges between lanes. On endhosts, services must communicate with applications which have to deal with shared processor time. This resource sharing introduces unpredictable jitter for those processes while critical interactions need an upper bound for certain tasks. Hence X-Lane provides two sets of queues, called bridges, to establish the interface between processes in X-Lane and on the regular system.

Using X-Lane services. Services are implemented as components of the X-KM (cf. §5 for already available services), and as thus have direct access to the client of the controller and to the network interface card (NIC) bridge, another X-KM component responsible for communication with the NIC. Each service has a dedicated queue in the R-X bridge where it
can receive (1) queries from applications wishing to start/stop using that service, and (2) queries and payloads specific to that service API. When an application starts using a service, the service requests network resources from the X-Lane controller and spawns a new queue in the X-R bridge dedicated to messages from this service to that application. The NIC bridge bundles up all the payloads from a service into packets and sends them over the wire at the allowed periodicity (cf. period in List 1), and unpacks payloads on the receiver side. Like drivers, the bridge implementation varies between HWs.

**Express communication on commodity HW.** While commodity NICs rapidly process and copy packets to the main memory, they are not programmable. Procedures to send and receive packets must thus be executed by the CPU.

When handling packets that belong to X-Lane, guaranteeing minimal response time and tight timing bounds for these procedures is especially challenging on commodity HW. There is an abundance of sources of jitter within the CPU itself and in the communication path between the CPU and the NIC that prevents a jitter-free streamline flow of packets. As a response, we implemented a series of countermeasures to enable X-Lane on commodity HW, greatly improving the time bounds over the regular system, as detailed in §4.3. On commodity HW, all bridges are in the main memory.

**Express communication on smartNICs.** Unlike commodity NICs, new generation NICs — so-called smartNICs — are highly programmable. Tasks can be offloaded from the CPU to the processing engine of a smartNIC, ranging from packet pre-processing to complex programs. The (relative) simplicity of the HW and SW stacks of smartNICs, over those of an endhost operated by a Linux kernel, and their proximity to the physical interface enable for packets to be processed on smartNICs with far lower latency and jitter (cf. §6.2). This makes smartNICs ideal to handle X-Lane services.

Processing for sending and receiving packets over X-Lane is confined within the smartNIC. This processing is mostly as with commodity HW, but with direct access to the packet processing pipeline and the ingress and egress buffers on the NIC (cf. §4.4). The X-R bridge is stored in the smartNIC’s memory while the R-X bridge is in the endhost main memory.

### 3 Traffic Engineering for Tunnel Trees

The key underlying mechanism of the controller are latency-bounded fixed-bandwidth tunnels, more precisely — tunnel trees (due to multicast), from sender to receiver processes.

#### 3.1 Tunnel Allocation Model

The X-Lane controller relies on SDN for tunnel setup. In particular, by acting as an SDN controller, it gets access to network-wide view in a form of a network topology graph \( G \) and the means to manage switches. For every link \((u,v) \in G\), the following information is used: bandwidth \( bw(u,v) \), size of an egress queue \( qlen(u,v) \), minimum delay \( \lambda_{\text{min}}(u,v) \), and maximum jitter \( \delta_{\text{max}}(u,v) \). Importantly, \( \lambda_{\text{min}}(u,v) \) and \( \delta_{\text{max}}(u,v) \) need only include processing and propagation delays, which are stable for switches and are made stable at endhosts by X-Lane’s endhost implementation (see §4).

A resource allocation is represented by a set \( T \) of tunnels, where every \( T \in T \) is a directed subtree of the topology graph \( G \) with a sender source \( snd(T) \) and a set of receiver sinks \( rcvs(T) \). Tunnels are in one-to-one correspondence with allocated resources shown in List 1; hence, for every \( T \in T \), we have packet size \( \sigma(T) \), period \( \pi(T) \), minimum latency \( \lambda_{\text{min}}(T) \), and maximum jitter \( \delta_{\text{max}}(T) \). X-Lane further employs TE techniques [26, 27, 31] to guarantee channel availability. The particular TE algorithm used for X-Lane is close to B4’s state-of-the-art approach [27] (with worst-case estimation of available throughput) but is built upon a finer-grained network model to allow for packet-level latency bounds.

The X-Lane controller does not make any explicit resource reservations in the network but instead relies on rate limiting at the endhosts, forcing services to adhere to periodic protocol parameters. Thus, the traffic for a given tunnel \( T \) consists of packets of size \( \sigma(T) \) entering node \( snd(T) \) precisely every \( \pi(T) \) with starting time chosen arbitrarily for each \( T \). Once a packet \( p \) from \( T \) arrives at a node \( u \), \( p \) is either delivered, if \( u \in rcvs(T) \), or \( p \) is placed into \( u \)’s egress queue(s) corresponding to next hop(s) in \( T \), provided there is sufficient buffer space, if not — \( p \) is dropped. Switching and/or processing delays at \( u \) are incorporated into latency and jitter of incoming links. At the egress queue, \( p \) waits for its turn to be transmitted according to FIFO order, and after \( \text{size}(p)/bw(u,v) \) seconds more \( p \) leaves the queue. It takes anywhere between \( \lambda_{\text{min}}(u,v) \) and \( \lambda_{\text{min}}(u,v) + \delta_{\text{max}}(u,v) \) before \( p \) enters the next hop \( v \) accounting for the minimum residual jitter remaining after applying techniques described in §4.

TE of X-Lane accounts for both the intrinsic uncertainties of the system and uncertainties arising from multiple services sharing network resources. Ultimately, TE ensures that allocation \( T \) is valid w.r.t. topology \( G \), meaning that no actual system behavior violates \( \lambda_{\text{min}}(T) \) and \( \delta_{\text{max}}(T) \) for \( T \in T \).

#### 3.2 Two-Phase Allocation Approach

Resources in X-Lane are allocated reactively, upon concrete requests by services.

To bootstrap a periodic protocol, a service calls the requestBandwidth method of the controller API passing the desired packet size and periodicity in a request structure \( r \). The controller handles \( r \) as follows: 1) a new tunnel \( T \) is allocated between the sender and receiver(s); 2) switches’ meter tables are updated for resource monitoring; 3) parameter adjustments for other affected tunnels in \( T \) are communi-
cated to corresponding services using the \texttt{bandwidthChanged} callback; 4) the approved resources with periodicity adjusted according to the allocation are returned to the service. Naturally, the new tunnel $T$ must match the request $r$, i.e., packet size $\sigma(T)$ is equal to $r$.\texttt{loadsize}, $\text{snd}(T)$ is the process that originated $r$, $\text{rcvs}(T)$ correspond to $r$.\texttt{receiver_ip}, and $\pi(T) \geq r$.\texttt{period} mind the adjustment). The returned structure reflects all the $T'$s parameters of a periodic protocol (cf. §2.1): latency range $[\lambda_{\text{min}}(T), \lambda_{\text{min}}(T) + \delta_{\text{max}}(T)]$, periodicity $\pi(T)$, and load size $\sigma(T)$. The service frees the resources by using \texttt{releaseBandwidth}. For the X-Lane properties to be reliable, every \texttt{bandwidthChanged} callback invoked by the controller comes with a grace period, during which the service can send messages under the old periodic protocol guarantees.

A distinguishing feature of our setting is the inevitable interference between already established tunnels and the new tunnel. Trying to minimize such interference, we arrive to an optimization problem underlying steps 1) and 3) above.

**Problem (X-TE).** Given a network $G$, an allocation $T$, and a sequence of service requests $r_1, \ldots, r_k$, find a sequence of new tunnels $T' = T'_1, \ldots, T'_k$ and adjust parameters of $T$, s.t., $T'_i$ matches $r_i$ for $1 \leq i \leq k$, $T \cup T'$ is valid w.r.t. $G$, and $\sum_{T \in T \cup T'}(\lambda_{\text{min}}(T) + \delta_{\text{max}}(T))$ is minimized.

Solving X-TE directly is challenging as deriving parameters (or even checking validity) for a general $T$ is highly non-trivial due to interdependency between arrival times for packets queuing behind each other. Hence to simplify the problem, we split the allocation into two phases: optimization and adjustment. The optimization phase takes as input a request sequence and decides on the matching sequence of tunnels. In the current implementation, we allocate trees one-by-one; each tree is allocated incrementally by greedily attaching receiver sinks while minimizing the current value of the X-TE's objective function. The adjustment phase alters the parameters of all tunnels so they become valid w.r.t. the network $G$. Each tree is adjusted independently using depth-first traversal calculating worst-case parameters.

### 3.3 Resource Monitoring and Tuning

In addition to its resource allocation task, the X-Lane controller improves resource utilization by monitoring and refining the set of already allocated tunnels.

**Controller oversight.** For instance, if a service wants to adjust its loadsize and/or period without disrupting other services, the \texttt{requestBandwidth} and \texttt{releaseBandwidth} methods force it to establish a new periodic protocol first, migrate all clients there, and only then release the old resources. This two-phase approach incurs artificial delay, adds complexity, and wastes X-Lane’s resources. The \texttt{changeBandwidth} method of the controller’s API shortcuts the process by leveraging the \texttt{bandwidthChange} mechanism discussed earlier.

When a service attempts to use more resources than assigned, some of its packets get dropped at a rate limiter. X-Lane can do nothing to maintain timeliness for those packets, and neither should it as the service has violated the protocol. To ensure an already broken interaction does not waste resources, the controller decreases priority of that service’s packets right after the drop, voiding their timing guarantees. Then, the jitter reduction is communicated to services sharing queues with the misbehaving one, and the latter is notified by \texttt{bandwidthChanged} with \texttt{resources.priority} set to \texttt{UNBOUNDED} and reason to \texttt{BW_EXCEEDED}. This service may recover later with \texttt{changeBandwidth}. Further, switches’ meter tables are used to identify services that behave well but \texttt{underutilize} resources. The controller reclaims a portion of their bandwidth through the \texttt{bandwidthChanged} callback with higher period and reason set to \texttt{BWUNUSED}.

In the extreme scenario when a service keeps violating the protocol and/or drives its bandwidth allocation to zero by not utilizing resources, the controller terminates the protocol unilaterally with \texttt{bandwidthTerminated}.

**Fine-grained jitter control with sub-lanes.** Earlier, we saw newly set up tunnels adding jitter to existing ones and vice versa, whose effect we incorporated in periodic protocol parameters. Certain combinations of services require a different approach. A low-traffic jitter-sensitive service (e.g., failure detection, cf. §5.1) and a throughput-oriented one needing a “small enough” latency bound (e.g., replication, cf. §5.2), affect each other in very unequal ways leading to suboptimal overall performance. The controller addresses this issue through virtual sub-lanes — virtual controller instances that use different priority levels for timely communication, isolating services in a higher-priority sub-lane from lower-priority sub-lanes. This separation needs only be reflected at the tunnel setup, where lower-priority tunnels must include jitter from higher-priority ones but not the other way around.

### 4 Overcoming Jitter in Data Centers

Comprehensive mitigation of jitter sources due to interference with the rest of the data center (outlined in §2.3) is key to achieving latency with tight bounds. In what follows we describe our technique and discuss implementation details.

#### 4.1 Bit Flips Errors in Links

Most of the messages transmitted via X-Lane are expected to be much smaller than the MTU size. To reduce the data transmission overhead, X-Lane tries to pack multiple data chunks into a single physical packet. The increased chance of packet loss due to bit flip errors is mitigated by using two custom error correction schemata that provide the same mean time to fault packet acceptance as layer 2 headers (i.e., 10$^6$ years with
4.2 Buffer Overflows and Jitter in Switches

Endhost NICs have a large amount of buffer memory available, allowing them to enqueue large numbers of packets before they are constrained to drop some. In contrast, commodity switching HW has a much smaller amount of (shared) buffer memory, that is commonly exceeded in the case of congestion, leading to packet losses ultimately hampering latency and jitter bounded communication. Commodity switches using an ASIC as forwarding processor can have their shared buffer split in multiple queues that are populated with packets from incoming traffic and are processed following a given scheduling strategy.

X-Lane uses a strict priority scheduler to realize the TE approach introduced in §3, to serve queues in order of priority, i.e., a non-empty queue is chosen over any other queue with lower priority. For each switch handling X-Lane’s flows, the X-Lane controller (cf. §2.2) dedicates the switch’s highest priority queues to X-Lane, and adapts the queues’ size to the expected load. X-Lane packets are therefore processed as fast as possible, reducing both jitter and the risk of packet drops since packets are processed before the queue is full. Furthermore, commodity switches are tail-fitted to forward packets, they thus do so deterministically in the ns range [2].

4.3 Jitter in Endhost Commodity Hardware

While the standard network stack built upon endhost commodity HW can be used for throughput-oriented communication, the many sources of jitter it contains preclude X-Lane from using it for communication with bounded latency. Fig. 2 depicts how packets are handled when received on X-Lane (green) compared to the regular system (blue); X-Lane focuses on timestamping packets as early as possible to minimize stamping jitter, doing so even before their payload is inspected, therefore performing optimistic timestamping. In the following, we give an overview of the measures implemented in X-Lane to drastically reduce jitter and latency of transmitting packets atop endhost commodity HW and SW.

First, at least a CPU core must remain available at all times for X-Lane services to promptly send and receive packets to/from other services running on other endhosts. To do so, X-Lane runs on a dedicated core (§4.3.1) and shunts preemption on it to minimize completion time of X-Lane services (§4.3.2). Second, packets must be copied between the CPU, for processing, and the NIC, for remote exchange, while avoiding jitter-prone kernel memory management (§4.3.3). Fig. 3 gives an overview of preemption sources X-Lane disables compared to a regular system.

4.3.1 Highly Responsive X-Lane Dedicated CPU Core

Execution slots on CPU cores are managed by the OS kernel scheduler which, typically, distributes these slots in a fair manner across all applications to avoid resource starvation. Timing-sensitive tasks are therefore regularly preempted to leave room for other tasks, increasing both latency and jitter for the former. Even earliest deadline first (EDF) schedulers [43] are affected by their jitter-prone environments and cannot guarantee the highest degree of responsiveness for such tasks. Furthermore, CPUs can switch between power consumption modes (i.e., C-states defined by the ACPI standard) to save energy when idle but need to wake up from an idle mode to execute a task, hampering response time [18].

X-Lane thus is pinned to a core, and isolates it from the scheduler to avoid task preemptions for a better response time. We call this core X-Lane’s core as it is (almost) exclusively managed by X-Lane. X-Lane’s core is isolated by including it in the /isolcpus kernel boot parameter. To avoid costly wake-ups, X-Lane’s core remains in the highest active state by setting the following kernel boot parameters: cpuidle=off, powersave=off, processor.max_cstate=0.
4.3.2 X-Lane’s Uninterrupted Execution

Interrupt request (IRQ) signals are generated by HW devices, e.g., I/O devices or CPU, to notify a core of an event to handle. The CPU preempts the task it is running to treat the received IRQ, which in effect increases the task’s completion time and completion jitter due to the unpredictability of these IRQs.

We mitigate these delays by shielding X-Lane’s core from as many IRQs as possible, as overviewed in Fig. 3. Those that cannot be ignored see their impact reduced (e.g., timer ticks).

**IRQ affinity.** On multi-core systems, IRQs can be distributed among cores statically — IRQs are always routed to the same core, or dynamically — IRQ affinity is set such that IRQs are handled by the core running the lowest priority task.

Most IRQs are routed away from X-Lane’s core via a static distribution while other cores use a dynamic distribution, achieved by changing each IRQ’s smp_affinity file in /proc.

**IRQ masking.** Some IRQs cannot be re-routed by setting their IRQ affinity, such as inter-processor interrupts (IPIs) that target a specific core. These IRQs can however be masked to prevent them from preemiting the targeted core.

X-Lane uses the local_irq_save(int state) kernel function to masks IRQs before it executes an X-Lane service, and it restores the IRQ state afterwards using local_irq_restore(int state) with the same parameter. The masked IRQs are routed to other cores, by adapting their affinity, to preserve the correct operation of the system.

**NMI watchdog.** The Linux kernel integrates a watchdog timer that regularly sends non-maskable interrupts (NMIs) to each core to test for HW failures; it halts the system if the HW does not handle the NMI. There exists no standard kernel mechanisms to ignore the watchdog’s NMIs.

X-Lane prevents these jitter-inducing NMIs by disabling the watchdog using the nowatchdog kernel boot parameter.

**Timer ticks.** Timer ticks are a special type of IRQs originating from CPU-local timers or external timers. They are used to run routines at a set frequency, typically between 100 and 1000 Hz, as configured in the kernel [46]. In our experiments, we have observed a substantial processing time for each of these interrupts, ranging from 1.5 µs to 50 µs.

X-Lane mitigates timer interrupts by configuring the kernel with the CONFIG_NO_HZ_IDLE=y option and adding X-Lane’s core to the nohz_full kernel boot parameter, which sets the given core to adaptive-tick mode. While this mode does not completely oust interrupts, it greatly reduces their frequency to 1 Hz, offering significant timing improvements. For even greater improvements, X-Lane masks timer interrupts during the execution of its services. Masking these IRQs however does trigger warnings from the read, copy, update (RCU) stall detector that preempts the tasks on the masked cores.

**RCU warnings.** The RCU stall detector issues a warning if a core is looping (1) in an RCU read-side critical section or (2) with interrupts and preemptions disabled. The stall detector triggers these warnings, i.e., time-wise unpredictable offloadable callbacks, once its grace period is over.

The RCU stall detector issues warnings to X-Lane’s core as a side-effect of masking timer (and other) interrupts on them. X-Lane thus offloads RCU callbacks to other cores by configuring the kernel with the CONFIG_RCU_NOCB_CPU=y option and adding X-Lane’s core to the rcu_noobs kernel boot parameter. Further, less callbacks are triggered and offloaded by increasing the grace period of the RCU stall detector set in the rcu_cpu_stall_timeout kernel boot parameter.

**Unmaskable SMIs.** System management interrupts (SMIs) are x86-specific unmaskable interrupts that force all cores to switch to system management mode to run safety-related tasks. These thus monopolize all cores for up to milliseconds, creating jitter. Some SMIs are critical to the safety of the system/HW such as the ones forcing cores throttling to prevent overheating and HW damage. These SMIs however are rare and typically do not happen in nominal scenarios.

To prevent SMIs and still protect system health, core throttling is disabled in the BIOS and X-Lane manages fans itself.

4.3.3 Packet Transfer Between X-Lane’s Core and NIC

Sending and, in particular, receiving packets on an endhost is not a task as straightforward as on a switch. The complexity of this task lies within the memory management and device management modules of the Linux kernel that contain design decisions typically favoring fairness, i.e., reducing overall latencies, over prioritizing accesses for select applications.

To reduce latency and jitter, X-Lane optimizes (1) how packets are copied between X-Lane’s core, that packs outgoing and unpacks incoming packets, and a NIC, that encodes/decodes packets to/from the wire, and how (2) these two devices notify one another that a packet is ready to be handled by the other.

**Packet copy.** When booting, the NIC’s driver initializes a queue on the NIC for outgoing packets waiting to be sent (i.e., TX ring buffer), and two queues for received packets waiting to be processed by a CPU core (i.e., RX ring buffers): one on the NIC and one in the main memory. Queues hosted on the NIC are accessible by every CPU via DMA over PCIe. However, different cores experience different access timings since computer architectures nowadays have non-uniform memory accesses (NUMA). As such, both CPU and the main memory are split into several NUMA nodes; memory accesses and device accesses via PCIe within the same NUMA node are faster than across nodes as the latter are forced to use the slower QuickPath interconnect (QPI) link.
X-Lane operates its dedicated RX ring buffers, one on the NIC and one in the main memory (X-Lane queues in Fig. 2), for packets received on the lane to prevent jitter from the regular system packets’ head-of-line blocking. The TX ring buffer remains unaffected as there is no risk of head-of-line blocking when the NIC transmits packets. In addition, X-Lane selects its dedicated core such that it runs on the NUMA node that the NIC’s PCIe lanes are connected to, thus avoiding the QPI link when performing a DMA to the NIC to send or receive packets.

Packet notification. While the NIC constantly polls its local TX ring buffer, populated by cores, and thus does not need any extra step to send packets, the NIC driver running on a core must be informed by the NIC that a packet is waiting to be processed in an RX ring buffer. The driver can be notified by: (1) receiving an IRQ sent by the NIC for each received packet, which is fast but inefficient for bursty traffic that creates a lot of IRQ masks, or (2) regularly polling the NIC’s RX ring buffer (as with DPDK [21]), that fetches packets in batches but incurs a latency penalty for older packets (at the front of the queue) and for low polling frequencies.

X-Lane uses the IRQ-based approach to optimize delivery timing. X-Lane’s core is not subject to bursty IQs as the bandwidth is carefully managed and smoothened by the X-Lane controller (cf. §2.2). As shown in Fig. 2, a NIC receiving a packet sends an IRQ to X-Lane’s core, set with a fitting IRQ mask, using receive flow steering [47] (step 1). In response, X-Lane’s core timestamps the packet, doing it as early as possible to minimize pre-stamping jitter, and copies the packet via DMA from X-Lane’s queue in the NIC to X-Lane’s queue in the main memory to prepare it for inspection (step 2). X-Lane then shares the packet timestamp with the application via the X-R bridge and only delivers the unpacked payload once it has been inspected (step 3.a), also via the X-R bridge. X-Lane does not change how packets are handled on the regular system, e.g., with NAPI, DPDK (step 3.b).

4.3.4 Endhost Implementation Discussion

Additional work in the kernel would further improve the readiness of the implementation. For instance, X-Lane is currently limited by the granularity of some kernel boot parameters that affect all cores (e.g., disabling the NMI watchdog) and would benefit from per-core feature selection to better isolate its core. Further, most of these features are statically set at boot time, or even compile time. A dynamic configuration would help X-Lane’s adaptation at runtime, reducing its endhost footprint when X-Lane is unused. Ideally, we would be able to fully isolate cores at runtime to greatly improving X-Lane’s efficiency both in terms of endhost resource utilization and implementation effort.

X-Lane currently uses one core but can scale to multiple without introducing delays as long as they are in the same NUMA node. The implementation currently focuses on Intel Xeon architecture, but AMD’s EPYC has fewer NUMA nodes yet more cores, different memory management, and PCIe 4 that could improve X-Lane’s performance.

4.4 Jitter in Endhost Specialized Hardware

As an alternative to endhost commodity HW, we propose an implementation of X-Lane on recent intelligent network devices (smartNICs) that completely avoid kernel-induced jitter since they are not managed by it.

Our implementation supports Netronome’s smartNICs with NFP-4000 network flow processors. The NFP-4000 natively supports programs in microC, a dialect of C, and P4 [15] via a P4-to-microC transpiler. We chose microC to implement X-Lane’s services on the NFP-4000-powered smartNIC as it is more expressive than P4 despite recent developments on the latter, e.g., microC can directly access packet processing, flow processing cores, internal and external memory units.

Following the NFP-4000’s architecture [8], X-Lane components are running on a flow processing island that has 12 flow processors and its own memory to buffer packets. The number of flow processors used for X-Lane can be scaled on demand to match the traffic. Unlike the commodity HW implementation, here X-Lane has direct access to the packet processing pipeline and the ingress/egress buffers closest to the physical interface which greatly reduces the jitter associated to sending/receiving packets on endhosts (cf. §4.3.3).

5 Example Services Exploiting X-Lane

We propose two services (cf. §2.4), a failure detector (FD) service and a state machine replication (SMR) service, that exploit X-Lane to accelerate asynchronous protocols. These services are available for applications as part of the X-KM.

5.1 Failure Detector X-FD

We leverage a periodic multicast protocol (cf. §2.1) that resides at the core of X-Lane to propose a heartbeat-based FD, X-FD, with a heartbeat period T. Unlike H/B [11] that outputs a vector of message counters to the application, X-FD tracks the state of remote processes in an alive table stored in the X-R bridge that can be read by any application.

X-FD operates in three successive steps. First, a user space application increments a timer value in the R-X bridge at least once per period T. Due to the jitter-prone nature of the application, the value update period must be much smaller than T (e.g., T/3 in §6.4). Second, X-FD reads the corresponding value once per T from the R-X bridge and uses it for the heartbeat message, which is sent through X-Lane every period. Finally, when the destination endhost receives the packet at the queue dedicated to X-Lane on the NIC, X-FD optimistically timestamps the packet (cf. §4.3.3) and, while the
packet’s payload is being analyzed, the alive table is updated with sender IP, port and last alive message timestamp.

5.2 State Machine Replication X-Raft
We offer a second service by adapting Raft [45], a popular SMR protocol [35, 36], to X-Lane in the form of the X-Raft service — a faster version of Raft using the periodic multicast protocol (and Raft’s acks).

We adapted the well known etcd Raft [4] without any structural modifications to the algorithm or to its different phases (e.g., leader election, log replication/recovery, membership).

X-Raft uses the R-X bridge to enable an application to interact with the SMR (e.g., to propose a value) and uses the X-R bridge to notify the application. Leader election and consensus rounds are performed in X-Lane without interacting with the application.

X-Raft uses X-FD to detect process failure and initiate leader reelection if needed. Throughput-oriented log replication packets are sent via a lower-priority sub-lane with a very small period while commit statements are piggybacked on X-FD’s low-jitter periodic messages. In addition, X-Raft batches parallel consensus instances in one packet akin to other consensus protocols [57]. Timeouts are greatly reduced thanks to X-Lane’s low latency.

The log hosted by the leader is a buffer for uncommitted inputs; an input i is removed from the log when all replicas commit to a state that includes i. X-Raft uses a ring buffer for the log that is big enough to store the logs long enough for all replicas to commit a state or fail. The commit state pointer on the ring buffer is updated when replicas commit a new state.

6 Evaluation
In this section we assess the performance of X-Lane by first evaluating the latency and jitter of the underlying switching HW (§6.1), followed by extensive evaluation of X-Lane’s communication timings (§6.2) and their variability (§6.3). We then evaluate the X-Lane-enabled services by measuring latency and accuracy of the FD service (§6.4), and latency and throughput of the SMR service both in isolation and once integrated in the Redis key-value store (§6.5).

Tab. 1 presents an overview of the implementation efforts behind each endhost component of X-Lane.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Core component</th>
<th>#LoC</th>
<th>Service (cf. §5)</th>
<th>#LoC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Controller client</td>
<td>476</td>
<td>X-FD</td>
<td>223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIC bridge</td>
<td>515</td>
<td>X-Raft</td>
<td>843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SmartNIC bridge</td>
<td>163</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Switches’ timing impact. We evaluated the impact of switches on latency and jitter by running multiple benchmarks with varying numbers of switches between endhosts. We observed a stable latency overhead per switch of 3 µs for unicast and 6 µs for multicast with no measurable jitter beyond this difference, as expected [23]. We also evaluated the accumulated impact of switches in common data center topologies [5], by running benchmarks up to a 4-hop topology; it only impacted latency, not on jitter. For this reason, we evaluated X-Lane and its services on a 1-hop topology. This topology simulates in-rack computing that represents the majority of communication in optimized systems [5].

Note that the Arista 7280CR-48 switches we used are much slower than, for instance, switches from the Arista 7150 series with processing times of 350 ns according to their data sheet [2]. Theoretically, such switches could thus reduce the latency of our setup by at least 2.6 µs, without affecting jitter.

6.2 Timing Observations
Most related works focus on reducing overall latency and maximizing network utilization, this work emphasizes jitter as another, crucial, dimension for many applications and in particular coordination tasks. Hence, we compare latency and jitter of three variants of X-Lane to each other, against QJump [24], and DPDK [21].

DPDK was used at a lower level by, and thus frames the performances of, many related works on low latency (e.g., Homa [44], Fastpass [48]), high performance OSs (e.g., IX [14], ZygOS [50]), and high performance SMRs (e.g., HoverCrafit [33]) (cf. §7).

Setup. We compare five configurations — DPDK, QJump, and three variants of X-Lane. The two main variants are specific to the used HW, and the third serves as a baseline:

- X-LanesNIC: X-Lane on intelligent network devices;
- X-LaneCOM: X-Lane on commodity HW;
- X-Laneq: X-LaneCOM with modifications made to CPU scheduling (cf. §4.3.1) and interrupts (cf. §4.3.2) disabled.

We report DPDK’s values using default settings as its maximum jitter did not vary measurably when varying its settings, only the number of packets with such high jitter.

We measured latency and jitter of the periodic unicast protocol on all configurations. We report latency as the time between a process sending a packet and the receiving process timestamping said packet. Sender and receiver processes
Table 2: Summary of X-Lane’s timings showing $0^{\text{th}}, 50^{\text{th}}, 99^{\text{th}}$, $100^{\text{th}}$ latency $\lambda$ percentiles (in $\mu$s), maximum jitter $\delta_{\text{max}}$ (in $\text{s}$) from $\lambda_{\text{min}}$, and a metric based on probability bound (i.i.d. assumption) for $10 \times \lambda_{99\text{th}}$ violation over next 100,000 packets. Replacing our Arista 7280CR-48 by an Arista 7150 could in theory reduce all latencies by 2.6 $\mu$s (cf. §6.1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>$\lambda_{\text{min}}$</th>
<th>$\lambda_{50\text{th}}$</th>
<th>$\lambda_{99\text{th}}$</th>
<th>$\lambda_{\text{max}}$</th>
<th>$\delta_{\text{max}}^{100,000}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X-Lane$_{\text{SNIC}}$</td>
<td>4.082</td>
<td>4.133</td>
<td>4.234</td>
<td>4.234</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Lane$_{\text{COM}}$</td>
<td>4.938</td>
<td>5.130</td>
<td>5.446</td>
<td>5.649</td>
<td>655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Lane$_0$</td>
<td>4.789</td>
<td>5.351</td>
<td>5.823</td>
<td>8.247</td>
<td>3.2E3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QJump</td>
<td>4.270</td>
<td>7.702</td>
<td>5.1E2</td>
<td>4.8E4</td>
<td>4.8E7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPDK</td>
<td>4.103</td>
<td>8.904</td>
<td>4.0E2</td>
<td>5.4E4</td>
<td>5.4E7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

are co-located on the same server to avoid cross-server clock skew; packets are still sent through the network. Processes sent packets with a 1 s period for QJump and DPDK due to high jitter, and a 10 ms period for X-Lane.

Dataset. The runs resulted in 181,440,000 packets for each approach, sampled over 21 days in a production data center of SAP SE. X-Lane variants ran with substantial cross-traffic and varying endhost utilization (up to an average CPU usage of 90%) while DPDK and QJump ran on an idle network of idle endhosts, setting the bar much higher for X-Lane. All possible point-to-point connections between servers were evaluated.

Latency and jitter results. Overall the results reveal: (1) holistic approaches (X-Lane$_{\text{SNIC}},$ X-Lane$_{\text{COM}}$) perform better than network-focused ones (X-Lane$_0,$ QJump) and endhost-focused ones (DPDK), (2) offloading X-Lane to smartNICs (X-Lane$_{\text{SNIC}}$) further improves timings compared to the already efficient commodity HW approach (X-Lane$_{\text{COM}}$).

Tab. 2 overviews the timing measurements while Fig. 5 complements the table by exhibiting the main percentiles of the packet jitter distribution of each configuration. Even when running on commodity HW, X-Lane$_{\text{COM}}$ shows great performance benefits compared to QJump and DPDK, e.g., $1.501 \times$ and $1.735 \times$ lower median latency, and $72.758 \times$ and $81.816 \times$ lower maximum jitter, respectively. Unsurprisingly, the results indicate that offloading X-Lane to an intelligent network device achieves the best results across the board. Compared to X-Lane$_{\text{COM}},$ X-Lane$_{\text{SNIC}}$ achieves $1.241 \times$ lower median latency and $4.377 \times$ lower maximum jitter. As jitter is the most important factor for coordination tasks in distributed systems, X-Lane shows its drastic reduction of maximum jitter makes it a prime candidate for such tasks (cf. §6.4, §6.5). The difference in timings between X-Lane$_0$ and X-Lane$_{\text{COM}}$ shows the importance of tuning on endhost commodity HW (cf. §4.3) to reduce maximum jitter, i.e., tail latencies.

Fig. 4 further shows the individual latency of 10,000 packets among the highest outliers. Some packets for QJump and DPDK, i.e., the “outliers” in Fig. 5, dramatically increase the jitter implying all the bad side-effects for coordination.

6.3 Latency Bound Tightness

We study the variability of the results obtained after 21 days of sampling in §6.2 to determine the tightness of X-Lane’s bounds. We first focus on packets whose latencies are beyond the $99^{\text{th}}$ percentile, then propose an extrapolation using a simple probability-based metric.

Beyond the $99^{\text{th}}$ percentile. Fig. 6 depicts percentiles characteristic of tail latency based on the sampled dataset. DPDK, which has the highest $\lambda_{\text{avg}},$ makes one jump at the 99.98$\text{th}$ percentile. At the 99.997$\text{th}$ percentile, we see once again that as more of QJump’s “outliers” are taken into account, there is a sharp increase in tail latency. All X-Lane variants exhibit a stable behavior with X-Lane$_{\text{SNIC}}$ being the most stable followed by X-Lane$_{\text{COM}}$ and X-Lane$_0.$ Another indication that X-Lane fully bounds the latency is the relative jitter defined as $(\lambda_{\text{max}} - \lambda_{\text{min}})/\lambda_{\text{avg}}.$ While the relative jitter is $\approx 0.02$ for X-Lane$_{\text{SNIC}},$ $\approx 0.13$ for X-Lane$_{\text{COM}},$ and $\approx 0.36$ for X-Lane$_0,$ the values for DPDK and QJump are orders of magnitude higher: $\approx 1,807$ and $\approx 1,113,$ respectively.
Probability-based metric. We consider as a metric the probability of having among the next $N$ packets at least one with latency exceeding $\lambda$, $\lambda > \lambda_{\text{avg}}$. We cannot get that probability’s true value, so we use instead an upper bound $P^*_\lambda$ under a simplifying assumption that the law of large numbers applies; i.e., packet latencies are independent and identically distributed, and we have performed enough experiments for sample mean $\lambda_{\text{avg}}$ and variance $\sigma^2$ to be close to their true values. We derive the probability bound $P^*_\lambda$ for a single violation from the following tail-bound: $P^*_\lambda \leq \sigma^2 / (\lambda - \lambda_{\text{avg}})^2$. By using an independence assumption we further get $P^*_\lambda \leq 1 - (1 - P^*_\lambda)^n$. $P^*_\lambda$ is a rough bound used only as a metric: the smaller its value is for an approach, the less that approach is prone to outliers.

Tab. 2 shows the probability to violate an SLO of $10^\times \lambda_{\text{avg}}$ over 100,000 packets. The results support a greater reliability of X-Lane’s measured latency over that of QJump and DPDK.

6.4 Failure Detector X-FD

We implemented the X-FD service (cf. § 5.1) atop all five configurations described in § 6.2 to compare the accuracy and completeness they provide in practice. We ran X-FD with 17 servers and a heartbeat period $T$ of 1 ms whose value is incremented in an application every $T/3$. We varied the latency threshold $\Lambda$ after which a process $p$ is suspected of failure by others if no message was received from $p$ in $\Lambda$.

Fig. 7 shows the rate of correct detection (i.e., accuracy) of the FDs with various threshold $\Lambda$ (i.e., timeliness of completeness). We omitted $T$ in the computation of the threshold. In practice, X-FD implemented on X-Lane reached perfect accuracy with practical thresholds well below 8 $\mu$s, and even below 5 $\mu$s for X-LaneSNIC. QJump reaches $\approx 90\%$ accuracy within 10 $\mu$s but struggles for a few milliseconds for the remaining 10% needed for perfect accuracy. DPDK takes longer.

These results mean for instance that X-Lane can detect leader failures (e.g., in Raft [45]) orders of magnitude faster than its “low-latency” counterparts. Re-elections can promptly start hence greatly improving liveness.

6.5 State Machine Replication X-Raft

We implemented X-Raft (cf. § 5.2) using X-LaneCOM and evaluated it against etcd Raft [4] by measuring the latency and throughput of write requests (i.e., operations) in groups of 3 to 9 processes, one per server. The configuration was evaluated by having an application send write requests to the group. Latencies were measured as the time between the user space sender emits a request and the time it is available for all user space applications in the group. Accesses to the log, hosted in a RAM disk, were thus not included in the latencies. The sender emits once 10 M write requests whose size follows a truncated normal distribution: $\min = 1$ B, $\max = 10$ MB and observed mean $= 25.6$ B, standard deviation $= 10$ B.

Fig. 8 shows X-Raft performs much better than etcd both in terms of average latency, 15.7 $\mu$s for X-Raft, 26 ms for etcd, and average throughput, 96 MB/s for X-Raft, 1.1 MB/s for etcd. We note that, compared to a unicast protocol, X-Raft experiences 3 $\mu$s of added delay due to the switch processing multicast (cf. § 6.1). Unlike etcd, X-Raft batches requests before sending them and relies on multicast that scales well with regard to group size. etcd’s bandwidth requirement however is linearly proportional to group size.

Treating write requests as operations, with 25.6 B mean request size, X-Raft achieves 3.7 M ops/s mean throughput. As a comparison, HovercRaft [33] achieves 1 M ops/s with 24 B requests but uses programmable switches, and NOPaxos [40] achieves 250 k ops/s (unknown size) but centralizes traffic.

Redis integration. To evaluate the genericity of X-Lane, we replaced the default inconsistent replication protocol of the Redis key-value store [9] with X-Raft. The result, a strongly consistent replicated key-value store, only took 26 lines of code of integration. Fig. 8 shows latency and write throughput for Redis and Redis+X-Raft with 3-9 servers. X-Raft reduces latency 18$\times$ on average and increases throughput 1.5$\times$.

7 Related Work

Distributed coordination and failure detection. Over the years, several authors have explored improvements of coordination for distributed systems but only considering individual components or specific problems. Seminal works like mostly-ordered multicast [49] and unreliable ordered multicast [40] are multicast approaches where the ordering is done at the switches. Both approaches greatly improve the
The DPDK framework is known for its fast and efficient packet processing capabilities. It does not consider sources of jitter on endhosts (cf. §4.3), but focuses on queues\' priorities for low latency delivery and proposes to achieve bounded latency on commodity hardware, not strong enough for applications like FDs in terms of jitter tolerance. Falcon [39] focuses on what the network layer needs to provide to implement a perfect (reliable) FD, rather than how it can do so, and resorts to program-controlled crashes when the FD falsely suspects processes of being crashed due to missed timeouts, contradicting reliability.

**Low latency.** In recent years there were numerous proposals for achieving low latency network communication. The introduced approaches typically bound latency at the 99\textsuperscript{th} percentile. The reason for the 99\textsuperscript{th} percentile is that it is hard to deal with the sources of jitter in a complex system (cf. §4.3). Tails of the tail [41], a seminal work in this area, identifies major jitter sources on endhosts, but does not consider the network, and focuses on 99\textsuperscript{th} and 99.9\textsuperscript{th} percentile latency, not 100\textsuperscript{th}. Another path leading work is QJump [24] which proposes to achieve bounded latency on commodity hardware, but focuses on queues\’ priorities for low latency delivery and does not consider sources of jitter on endhosts (cf. §4.3).

The DPDK framework is known for its fast and efficient poll mode drivers and fast packet processing capabilities. It has a wide range of driver implementations for various NICs. The DPDK developers have restructured and implemented a majority of the network device driver code and structure, DPDK operates by polling the network device from the user space application, which allows the programmer to harvest network packets bypassing the kernel network stack completely. As mentioned in §6.2 many works build on DPDK, e.g., Homa [44], Fastpass [48], IX [14], ZygOS [50]. These approaches try to optimize utilization and 99\textsuperscript{th} percentile latency. Thus, they could be applied for the regular system but as shown in §6.3 are insufficient for X-Lane.

**Time synchronization.** DTP [53], Huygens [22] and Sundial [42] are time synchronization schemes for data centers with precision below 100 ns. However, time synchronization alone does not enable interactions with bounded latency.

**Endhost synchrony.** Efforts on achieving real-time (RT) guarantees for commodity OSs like Linux are related to X-Lane. RTLinux [51] is a real-time OS microkernel running the entire Linux OS as a fully preemptive process. RTLinux treats every process as having RT requirements, while X-Lane can treat a process in fair scheduled manner, or with even stronger RT guarantees; traditional RT schedulers, e.g. EDF [43], can actually not guarantee that a specific task is performed by a given deadline, as they can not predict the system environment and are influenced by system service executions.

### 8 Conclusions

X-Lane implements unprecedented low latency and jitter for coordination interaction crucial to the liveness of many applications in data centers. As this is not needed for all types of distributed interaction, X-Lane confines these bounds to an express lane, which is carefully isolated from the regular existing environment for best-effort traffic both in the network and at the endhosts. X-Lane\’s original design uses commodity SW and HW, and smartNICs when available.

X-Lane opens up many avenues for future research, e.g., which parts of an application best benefit from X-Lane, how to design and optimize coordination protocols accordingly. We are exploring extensions and refinements of our work such as expanding the endhost implementation (cf. §4.3), adding services (e.g., clock synchronization), and enhancing X-Lane\’s safety towards practical synchronous services.
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Abstract
Emerging mobile applications involving distributed control and sensing call for accurate time synchronization over wireless links. This paper systematically studies the performance of Precision Time Protocol (PTP) in today’s Wi-Fi networks. We investigate both software and hardware PTP implementations. Our study uncovers the root causes of software PTP synchronization errors. We show that with fine-tuned system configurations and an online calibration procedure, software PTP can achieve reasonable accuracy with off-the-shelf Wi-Fi devices. Hardware PTP requires a PTP hardware timestamp clock not contained in Wi-Fi NICs. We propose a method to make use of the hardware TSF counter to emulate the PTP clock. Rigorous tests traversing various conditions show that both software and hardware PTP implementations can achieve a 1-µs level of accuracy in today’s Wi-Fi networks.

1 Introduction
Emerging mobile devices are rich in sensing, actuation, and computational capabilities. A shared time base is essential for coordinating multiple of these devices and fusing the data they collect to enable innovative applications [23, 44]. For example, if the cameras of multiple co-located smartphones are synchronized, the videos they record can be used for 3D view synthesis, which can shift the production of volumetric [20] and free viewpoint [12] videos from fixed and professional studios to flexible and amateur scenarios; If drones and robots are synchronized, a fleet of them can cooperate, e.g., to deliver a large object exceeding their individual capacities.

There are many ways to wirelessly synchronize (sync) mobile devices. Some are laboratory prototypes [31, 41] while some are already used in commercial products, e.g., GPS [38], cellular [46]. They differ in targeting accuracy and application scenarios. For general networked devices, a convenient solution is through network protocols. In this paper, we focus on synchronization in Wi-Fi networks, as Wi-Fi is prevalent and will continue to play a critical role in future edge networks.

There are several synchronization choices in Wi-Fi networks. IEEE 802.11 itself defines the Time Synchronization Function (TSF) [3], which syncs clients to the connected AP by resetting clients’ time to the time broadcasted in the AP’s beacons. However, TSF is only effective within a single AP’s coverage, whereas the mobile clients may span a larger geometrical area. For example, the logistics robots might operate across multiple APs to transport items. To achieve synchronization on such a scale (Figure 1), the industry’s standard practice is to use the Precision Time Protocol (PTP).

PTP is originally designed for LANs (IEEE 1588) [1] and can achieve nanosecond accuracy through timestamping the network packets. Attempts to extend PTP to wireless LAN or Wi-Fi can be traced back to the early Wi-Fi era [29]. The major difference from the wired situation is that the wireless channel introduces uncertainties in PTP timestamps [22]. This problem can be well addressed by hardware-assisted timestamping, i.e., hardware PTP. The representative hardware PTP design is the latest IEEE 802.11 feature - Fine Timing Measurement (FTM) [3]. An alternative way is software PTP, which timestamps packets in the host software and hence is subject to various uncertainties caused by packet loss, channel contention, and host scheduling [22, 33]. Existing studies suggest ways to eliminate the uncertainties, e.g., taking timestamps in the interrupt service routine (ISR) [33].

However, when we tried to apply the above implementations and insights to practical use, we encountered multiple friction and glitches, and finally failed. We intended to use...
PTP to improve the synchronization of mobile cameras [20] for better 3D video synthesis. Our cameras are built on the Jetson Kit [14], a typical commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) development platform. For hardware PTP, while FTM seems perfect, we found that commercial FTM WNICs are mainly for positioning purposes [27] and the synchronization interface is proprietary and not publicly available. We then implemented software PTP based on existing work, but its performance is not as good as described. We found most of the related work was conducted around a decade ago, and thus many findings are no longer sufficient to explain and improve the PTP performance on current mobile CPUs and Wi-Fi NICs. To fulfill our application goal, we were forced to revisit PTP under the context of today’s Wi-Fi networks and devices. We sought to uncover the factors affecting the PTP performance and ways to contain them.

A working PTP system mainly consists of two parts. The upper part, i.e., the PTP daemon, such as `linuxptp` [15] and `gptp` [8], implements the PTP protocol state machine and clock tuning algorithms. The lower part timestamps PTP packets, and is finished in a way to minimize any timing uncertainties. The lower part, to our knowledge, only has proprietary implementations [11]. We develop two versions of the PTP lower part. The software PTP implementation timestamps packets in the WNIC driver. The hardware PTP implementation uses the TSF counter to timestamp packets in the WNIC hardware. They are both based on hacking and modifications on an open source WNIC driver and work seamlessly with existing PTP daemons. Their source code is available at [18]. Based on those, we conduct measurements to understand PTP performance in mobile platforms and practical Wi-Fi situations. Our key findings are:

- The major causes of software PTP’s unstable performance are the power saving and performance optimization mechanisms employed in modern mobile systems. We reveal that WNIC’s interrupt mitigation and CPU’s idle power management are the dominating factors.
- With proper configurations, software PTP is reasonably accurate (sub-μs bias) and stable (1-μs jitter). A limitation of software PTP is the asymmetry interrupt responsiveness of host platforms. We propose a convenient online calibration method to address it.
- Hardware PTP can be supported by COTS WNICs by making full use of TSF counter. Although TSF counter is periodically affected by Wi-Fi TSF synchronization, our analysis suggests that it is still sufficiently accurate when the beacon frequency is as high as the default value.
- Hardware PTP is accurate, stable (sub-μs bias error and sub-μs jitter), and independent of software configurations. Similar to the wired PTP situation, calibration of the hardware timestamper is needed to achieve high accuracy when using different models of WNIC.

Our measurements traverse various workloads and conditions, covering both normal and extreme use scenarios. Our analysis provides a sound and up-to-date understanding of Wi-Fi PTP performance. The implementation incorporating our findings renders an accurate and scalable synchronization solution for general mobile systems. It allows us to continue investigating 3D video synthesis from videos captured by multiple mobile cameras.

2 Background

2.1 Clocks in Computer

A clock is a tool that measures the elapse of time, and normally consists of an oscillator and a counter. The oscillator periodically generates ticks at a fixed rate of \( R \) Hz. The counter is triggered on each tick and counts the number of ticks from the time it is powered on, says \( T_0 \). Let \( n \) denote the value of the counter, and \( n/R \) measures the elapsed time since \( T_0 \).

In practice, \( T_0 \) is arbitrary. It is more convenient to count the elapsed time \( T_{\text{off}} \) from a chosen reference time \( T_{\text{ref}} \). \( T_{\text{off}} \) can be measured by other clocks. At time \( t_i \), the counter of the clock is \( n_i \), and the “time” of the clock is defined by

\[
T_i = T_{\text{off}} + \frac{n_i}{R}.
\]

\( T_i \) measures the elapsed time since \( T_{\text{ref}} \). In particular, when \( T_{\text{off}} \) is a known absolute time, e.g., the start of 1 January 1970, we say \( T_i \) measures the absolute time. Equation (1) maps the value of the clock counter to the time of the clock through two parameters, \( \{ T_{\text{off}}, R \} \). This tuple uniquely determines the time of a clock.

Modern computers contain multiple clocks that belong to different hardware modules. This paper is related to three clocks: SYStem clock from the host computer, TSF clock from the WNIC, and PTP clock from the Ethernet NIC. Each clock has a counter, an oscillator, and the corresponding tuple \( \{ T_{\text{off}}, R \} \). System clock represents the clock that the software can refer to. In our experiments, TSC clock [10] in x86 PCs and CCNT clock [6] in ARM platforms are used as the source of system clock. We use \( T_{\text{SYs}}^\text{SYS} \) to denote the system time of the system clock, i.e., system time. When describing multiple hosts, we use an intermediate superscript to differentiate, e.g., \( T_{\text{i}}^\text{SYS} \) and \( T_{\text{i}}^\text{SYS} \) denote the system time of clock P and clock S respectively.

TSF is defined in the IEEE 802.11 standard as a mandatory feature. Every WNIC maintains a 64-bit TSF counter with a 1 MHz tick rate. TSF counter can be accessed by software through reading TSF registers. We use \( n_i^\text{TSF} \) to denote the counter value, and \( T_i^\text{TSF} \) to denote the mapped TSF time. Similarly, \( T_{\text{i}}^\text{PTP} \) denotes the time of the hardware clock of the Ethernet NIC supporting PTP protocol.

2.2 PTP Basics

PTP is defined in the IEEE 1588 standard [1] to achieve time synchronization for networked computers on the LAN scale. PTP works by timestamping PTP packets. The protocol syncing the secondary clock (S) to the primary clock (P) is explained in Figure 2. The \( \text{SYNC} \) packet is sent out...
from the host of the primary clock, and timestamped by the primary clock as $T^p_1$. The SYNC packet is received by the host of the secondary clock, and timestamped by the secondary clock as $T^S_2$. In the reverse direction, the DELAY REQUEST packet triggers two timestamps $T^S_3$ and $T^p_4$. FOLLOW UP and DELAY REPLY packets are used to convey $T^p_1$ and $T^p_4$ to the host of the secondary clock for calculating the clock offset. If the clock drift is ignored in the period of measurement, the four timestamps have the following relation: $T^p_1 - T^p_4 = \Delta - T^p_{\text{delay}} + T^p_{\text{delay}} - T^S_3 = \Delta + T^S_{\text{delay}}$, where $T^\text{delay}$ denotes the network latency between the two hosts. In a single hop network connection like Wi-Fi, this value is stable and symmetric, i.e., $T^p_{\text{delay}} = T^S_{\text{delay}}$, the offset from the primary clock can be calculated by

$$\Delta = \frac{(T^p_1 - T^S_2) + (T^p_4 - T^S_3)}{2}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

According to this offset value, the secondary clock can be adjusted, e.g., by tuning $(T^S_{\text{off}}, R^S)$, to reduce any future $\Delta$.

In practice, the synchronization accuracy of PTP depends on how precisely the four timestamps are associated with the packet transmission (Tx) and reception (Rx) events. Usually, there are errors $\delta$ between the timestamps are taken and the time the Tx/Rx events happen. Therefore, the actual relation of timestamps is:

$$T^p_1 - T^S_2 = \Delta - T^p_{\text{delay}} + \delta^p_{\text{Tx}} - \delta^S_{\text{Rx}} \hspace{1cm} (3)$$

$$T^p_4 - T^S_3 = \Delta + T^S_{\text{delay}} + \delta^p_{\text{Rx}} - \delta^S_{\text{Tx}}, \hspace{1cm} (4)$$

where $\delta^p_{\text{Rx/Tx}}$ denote the errors of Tx/Rx timestamps of the Primary/Secondary clock receptively. Equation (2) becomes:

$$\left(\frac{(T^p_1 - T^S_2) + (T^p_4 - T^S_3)}{2}\right) = \Delta - \frac{(\delta^p_{\text{Tx}} - \delta^S_{\text{Tx}}) + (\delta^p_{\text{Rx}} - \delta^S_{\text{Rx}})}{2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

As $\delta^p_{\text{Rx/Tx}}$ is unknown, the offset calculation by (2) contains errors and affects the synchronization accuracy.

In Ethernet hardware PTP implementations, timestamps are taken by the NIC hardware, and thus $\delta^p_{\text{Rx/Tx}}$ are relative stable and can be compensated. $|\Delta|$ calculated by (2) can be limited to sub-ns. Softwarre PTP timestamps packets in software routines. The uncertainties of software stack bring about variances in $\delta^p_{\text{Rx/Tx}}$ and result in synchronization errors at the ms-level. In LAN environments, as hardware PTP has been widely supported by Ethernet NICs, software PTP is usually used for testing or a temporary choice when there is no compatible PTP NICs.

3 Measurement Methodology

3.1 Testbed

Hardware. The PCs are all Lenovo ThinkCentre M920t-D224 with identical hardware (Intel i5-8500 CPU, 4 GiB RAM). The motherboard has three PCIe slots. The high throughput x16 slot is directly connected to the CPU, which

\footnote{Assuming identical PHY rate or the transmission time is compensated.}

is normally used by PCIe GPU. The remaining $\times1$ and $\times4$ peripheral slots are connected to the CPU through a PCIe switch in the Intel chipset. As the peripheral PCIe slots and the GPU slot have different access latency profiles [32], the WNICs in our experiments are all plugged into the $\times1$ peripheral slot. In fact, PCIe latency is closely related to PTP performance, but it normally does not affect the accuracy, see discussions in §4.2.1 and §5.2.1.

We use the Jetson Xavier NX development kit [14] (6 ARMv8.2 cores @ 1.4GHz, 8 GiB RAM, by default, 4 cores are disabled) to evaluate the performance of mobile platforms. The Jetson board by Nvidia has a powerful GPU, which is irrelevant to synchronization, but this board is popular for prototyping video-based edge applications, hence we adopt it for the study. The board has two PCIe slots. One is used for WNIC and the other for Ethernet NIC through an M.2. to PCIe adapter [4].

We use Atheros AR9388, an ath9k-compatible WNIC, for the measurement. ath9k is a mature open source WNIC driver that we can modify and work on. In addition to WNICs, the PCs and mobile platforms are equipped with Intel I210 Ethernet NICs, which support hardware PTP and are mainly used for measuring the accuracy of Wi-Fi synchronization (see §3.3 and Figure 3).

We mainly use the above hardware platforms to present the measurement results, but our findings and conclusions are verified with several similar platforms: Hikey 970 development board [9] (8 ARM cores), ODYSSEY board [16] (Intel Celeron J4105 CPU), and ThinkCentre (Intel i5-6500 CPU).

Software. The operating system running on PCs is Debian GNU/Linux 9.8 (stretch) with kernel 4.19.37. The Jetson board uses Debian with kernel 4.9.6 maintained by the community. NONE of them are the real-time (rt) version. We use hostapd to set up Wi-Fi Access Points on PCs. linuxptp [15] is a user space daemon that implements the PTP protocol, and sends and receives PTP packets through the network socket. It is also responsible for synchronizing two clocks in a local system through the PTP kernel interface [17], i.e., sync the system clock to the hardware PTP clock or vice versa. We do not modify linuxptp nor the PTP kernel interface. Instead, our implementation patches the ath9k driver to allow COTS Wi-Fi NICs to work properly with the existing PTP software stack.

3.2 Measurement Settings

When applying PTP to sync Wi-Fi connected devices belonging to different APs, Wi-Fi APs might play different roles. When they are in the transparent clock mode [1], Wi-Fi clients are directly synchronized to the primary clock, which is hosted, for example, by a computer connected to the backbone Ethernet. APs only help to forward PTP packets from/to the primary clock. However, they need to compensate for the forwarding delay, which is hard to achieve in COTS APs. To avoid such complexities, we adopt the boundary clock
mode [1], where the synchronization chain is divided into multiple domains. Wi-Fi clients are first synchronized to their primary clocks hosted by their APs. The APs are then synchronized to a primary clock connected to the LAN backbone. In this way, all of the clients, whether within the same AP or not, are synchronized.

As the LAN PTP is mature, we assume the APs are correctly synchronized. The boundary clock mode allows us to focus on the single-hop wireless synchronization within one AP. The following measurements are firstly conducted in the Single-AP situation to study the core impacting factors, and then in the Cross-AP situation to show the feasibility.

### 3.2.1 Single-AP Situation

The measurement settings are shown in Figure 3 (a). A PC is used as the Wi-Fi AP. It also hosts the primary clock. The associated Wi-Fi clients are either PCs or Jetson boards. The synchronization frequency (each round of procedures in Figure 2 counts as one time) is 4 times per second. For experiments other than long-term tests, synchronization data is collected for 10 mins, i.e., about 2400 offset samples (the first half is dropped to wait for synchronization algorithms to converge [39]). Experiments are conducted in a typical lab environment, using the IEEE 802.11a protocol (5 GHz, single antenna) in a relatively clean channel. To evaluate the performance, we traverse the following factors:

**Network and System Factors** are the network protocol and system-specific factors that the end systems can control and affect.

- CPU load. We study the impact of computational resources of the host system by varying the CPU usage to 0%, 50%, and 100%. **stress-ng** is used to generate CPU workload at the secondary host (client) by continually performing floating point calculation. We keep the CPU load of the primary host (the AP) unchanged, as asymmetrical conditions are more likely to introduce synchronization errors. CPU turbo boost is disabled and WNIC driver is bound to a fixed core to avoid the interference on the measurement.

- Network traffic. A socket program is developed to generate UDP traffic between the AP and clients. (a) The intensity of the traffic is characterized by the packet rate, i.e., packet per second (PPS). The fine-grained traffic pattern is randomized by varying the inter-packet space. (b) The size of the packet is the number of bytes in the UDP payload. (c) We use `iwconfig` to fix the PHY rate from 6 Mbps to 54 Mbps.

### Figure 3: Measurement Method

Note that different combinations of PPS, packet size, and PHY rate result in different amounts of *channel idle time* and *throughput*, which, according to our evaluation, have no obvious impact on the results, hence we do not list them as independent factors. Further, the network traffic is bidirectional, but we find the impact of the uplink traffic (from client to AP) is less obvious, thus only the downlink cases are presented in the paper, i.e., both CPU and network load are applied to the Wi-Fi clients.

**Wireless-specific Factors.** Wireless networks differ dramatically from wired networks in channel properties. We consider mobility, signal strength, and neighboring interference. These factors are out of the control of the end systems and have obvious impacts on general wireless transmissions. The mobility is introduced by moving and rotating the client. The received signal strength is controlled by placing the client to different locations. The interference is generated by a signal jammer, which is another pair of PCs sending random packets with Wi-Fi carrier sense turned off.

### 3.2.2 Cross-AP Situation

Based on the Single-AP setup, we measure Cross-AP synchronization by syncing APs via the LAN PTP. Figure 3 (b) is the measurement setup. Client 1 and Client 2 are synchronized by first syncing Client 1/2 to AP 1/2 and then syncing AP 2 to AP 1. The two APs are directly connected by Ethernet. A scalable way to sync more APs multiple hops away is using PTP switches. Note that the system clock of AP 2 is a boundary clock serving as the primary clock for its clients, and it is also a secondary clock from the point of view of AP 1 that AP 2 is synchronized to. We denote the synchronization chain with arrows: Client 1 → AP 1 → AP 2. In cross-AP measurements, the CPU and network load are only applied to Client 1. APs and Client 2 are load free.

### 3.3 Performance Metrics

In the Single-AP situation in Figure 3 (a), \(T_{SYS}\) is synchronized to \(T_{SYS}\) via Wi-Fi. To measure its accuracy, we use LAN PTP as the reference. The AP and client hosts are connected by an Ethernet link. The PTP clock of the client’s Ethernet NIC is synchronized to AP’s system clock through hardware LAN PTP. Note that the difference between \(T_{SYS}\) and \(T_{SYS}\) at the ns-level, thus we use \(\Delta t = T_{SYS} - T_{SYS}\) to measure the synchronization error. The mean and standard
deviation (std) of $\Delta_i$, indicating bias and stability (jitter) respectively, characterize the synchronization performance. In the Cross-AP situation, we care about how clients belonging to different APs are synchronized, and thus use the Ethernet link to connect the two clients for comparing the difference of their system clocks through the LAN PTP. The method is similar to the Single-AP situation and shown in Figure 3 (b).

4 Software PTP

This section first describes our implementation of software PTP (§4.1). We analyze its performance from a system perspective (§4.2.1). Based on that, we propose system tuning techniques to improve the performance (§4.2.2) and a calibration procedure for using with diverse host platforms (§4.2.3). We conclude the trade-offs and limitations in §4.3.

4.1 Implementation - Software PTP

The PTP mechanism does not discriminate between Wi-Fi and Ethernet, but software PTP implementations do require NIC driver support to achieve reasonable accuracy. A user-space program can take timestamps on its network socket but this just leads to a trivial NTP implementation, which has accuracy at the level of tens of ms [37]. According to equation (3)(4), software timestamps should be taken as close as possible to the Rx/Tx events to avoid software uncertainties. Therefore, Ethernet software PTP implementations normally take timestamps through the assistance of the NIC driver. However, we have not noticed any WNIC drivers provide such support, so we implement one for ath9k.

As WNICs use interrupts to inform the operating system about the Rx/Tx events, the system clock of the host is used to timestamp the PTP Tx/Rx events in the WNIC’s interrupt service routine (ISR). The timestamps are first filled into a PTP-reserved field of packets’ socket buffer, and then conveyed to and used by the kernel PTP subsystem and userspace PTP applications, e.g., Linux-PTP.

4.2 Findings and Analysis - Software PTP

Through measuring our software PTP implementation, the preliminary finding is that its synchronization is neither accurate nor stable. For example, when syncing two PCs under 48 Mbps PHY, 64 Byte size, 6000 PPS background traffic, the mean error is -1134 $\mu$s with std 992.5 $\mu$s. Results of using Jetson as the client are even worse, the mean error is -1134 $\mu$s and std 992.5 $\mu$s. The performance is not consistent with the existing studies having similar implementations but with older platforms [33]. Our newer platforms perform much worse. To uncover the reasons, we look into the cause of the inaccuracy.

4.2.1 Root Cause of Inaccuracy

PTP accuracy is determined by $T_{\text{delay}}$ and $\delta_{\text{Rx/Tx}}^{\text{PTP/S}}$, in equation (3)(4). For transmissions between Wi-Fi clients and AP, $T_{\text{delay}}^{\text{PTP/S}} = T_{\text{delay}}^{\text{Fx/S}},$ so the inaccuracy is caused by $\delta_{\text{Rx/Tx}}^{\text{PTP/S}}$. To characterize $\delta_{\text{Rx/Tx}}^{\text{PTP/S}},$ we measure its value of our platforms.

As shown in Figure 4, the measurement is aided by the TSF counter. When a packet is received, a WNIC takes several actions. First, it records the value of its TSF counter as $n_{\text{TSF}}^{\text{Rx}}$ at the time when the last bit of the packet is decoded. Second, the WNIC generates an interrupt to notify the operating system and also provides a brief description of the received packet, which contains $n_{\text{TSF}}^{\text{Rx}}$. Third, in the ISR of the WNIC driver, the operating system handles the Rx interrupt and takes software timestamp $T_{\text{SYN}}^{\text{SYS}}$. Once the software timestamp is taken, we read and record the TSF counter as $n_{\text{TSF}}^{\text{Tx}}$. Since the I/O latency of reading TSF counter is relatively stable and small, $n_{\text{TSF}}^{\text{TX}} - n_{\text{TSF}}^{\text{RX}}$ is just the number of 1 MHz ticks that $\delta_{\text{Rx}} + \frac{T_{\text{TSF}}^{\text{TX}} - T_{\text{TSF}}^{\text{RX}}}{2}$ takes. $\delta_{\text{Rx}}$ can then be obtained. As when a packet is transmitted, the WNIC also reports the Tx status through an interrupt, the process of measuring $\delta_{\text{Tx}}$ is similar. Moreover, as $\delta_{\text{Tx}}$ is close to $\delta_{\text{Rx}}$ and their trend is identical, we use $\delta_{\text{Rx/Tx}}$ to describe them interchangeably.

The results of $\delta_{\text{Rx/Tx}}$ of software timestamps are shown in Table 1, from which we identify two system optimization mechanisms, Interrupt Mitigation/Throttling and CPU Power Management, which increase $\delta_{\text{Rx/Tx}}$ and cause large jitters, corrupting the synchronization performance.

**Interrupt Mitigation.** Interrupt mitigation is a mechanism to reduce CPU overhead by aggregating NIC interrupts [13]. When multiple NIC events occur in a period, only one interrupt is generated to notify the host system. The trade-off is, interrupts of most packets are delayed and the host system is less timely in response to network events. Interestingly, while this feature is well-known in Ethernet NICs, to our knowledge, it is rarely mentioned and evaluated under the COTS Wi-Fi context. Actually, we have not noticed any WNIC driver implements and provides the configuration interface, before our software PTP implementation.

When PPS is low (row 1 of Table 1), the mean and peak of $\delta_{\text{Rx/Tx}}$ are about 500 to 700 $\mu$s, indicating most packets need to wait for at least 500 $\mu$s for an aggregated interrupt. This is because, by default, the WNIC needs to wait for 500 $\mu$s to see if there is a consecutive packet following. When PPS increases, the inter packet space is less than 500 $\mu$s. The 500 $\mu$s threshold would lead to an unbounded waiting time, so the WNIC sets another threshold to limit the maximum waiting time, which is around 2000 $\mu$s (see peaks of row 3 of Table 1).

In cases with large asymmetric PPS, interrupt mitigation affects $\delta_{\text{Tx}} - \delta_{\text{Rx}}$, and $\delta_{\text{Rx}} - \delta_{\text{Tx}}$ in (5) by more than 2000 $\mu$s, causing the sync error at a similar level. Interrupt mitigation can be disabled by hacking the WNIC (see §4.3). After doing so, the distribution of $\delta_{\text{Rx/Tx}}$ becomes much sharper (see the peak and mean difference of row 4,5,6 of Table 1), but when the CPU load is light, its mean is still as large as 176 $\mu$s (row 4 of Table 1). The reason is the following factor. 

\[ T_{\text{SYN}}^{\text{SYS}} - T_{\text{SYN}}^{\text{SYS}} \] is the PCIe WNIC read latency. For our PC’s $\times 1$ slot, it is about 1.7 $\mu$s. For Jetson’s $\times 4$ slot, it is about 1.4 $\mu$s.
When the CPU is idle, it might choose to turn off different CPU states, e.g., from C0 to C8 in Intel i5 8500. CPU in deeper C-state consumes less power, but takes more time to wake up to the active state C0, e.g., to handle interrupts. As a result, power management mechanisms tend to let CPUs stay in lighter C-states when there likely are more intensive tasks or more frequent interrupts. This explains why the bias error decreases when CPU load and PPS increase (row 4, 5, 6 of Table 1). Different CPU and PPS loads lead to 150 μs difference in δRX/TX, causing 150 μs mean error in synchronization. CPUs can be forced to stay in C0 state via its sysfs, in which it takes the least latency to respond to interrupts.

### CPU Idle Power Management
Modern CPUs leverage several mechanisms to dynamically conserve power [5]. When the CPU is idle, it might choose to turn off different numbers of hardware components, represented by different CPU idle states or C-states [43], e.g., from C0 to C8. CPU in deeper C-state consumes less power, but takes more time to wake up to the active state C0, e.g., to handle interrupts. As a result, power management mechanisms tend to let CPUs stay in lighter C-states when there likely are more intensive tasks or more frequent interrupts. This explains why the bias error decreases when CPU load and PPS increase (row 4, 5, 6 of Table 1). Different CPU and PPS loads lead to 150 μs difference in δRX/TX, causing 150 μs mean error in synchronization. CPUs can be forced to stay in C0 states via its sysfs, in which it takes the least latency to respond to interrupts.

### 4.2.2 Software PTP with Proper System Configurations
Guided by the above analysis, we improve our software PTP implementation by disabling interrupt mitigation and forcing CPUs in C0 state. When the hardware of AP and client hosts is identical, the synchronization error in most cases is within 1 μs, with std less than 1 μs (A, C, E column of Table 2). However, it becomes less accurate when the hosts hardware is heterogeneous (the right subtable of Table 2). The reasons are rooted in the following factors.

In column AA, CC, and EE of Table 2, there is a constant bias of 4.2 μs. This bias can be explained by comparing row 7-9 with row 10-12 of Table 1. Compared with Jetson, PC’s software timestamps are delayed by 4.2 μs, causing 4.2 μs residues in δRX − δTX and δRX − δTX in (5), which leads to the bias error. What causes the difference between δRX − δTX and δRX − δTX in (5)? Is ARM handling WLAN interrupts more timely than x86? These questions are out of our scope, but we have the following experience. Note that as both PC and Jetson are in C0 state in row 7-12 of Table 1, δRX/TX does not contain too much latency to wake up the CPU. Hence, δRX/TX mainly consists of two parts. One is attributed to the WNIC interrupt latency.
Table 2: Single-AP Software PTP Results. Rate: PHY rate of the Wi-Fi link (Mbps). Size: UDP payload length (Byte). PPS: packet per second. Values in the table are mean and standard deviation (std) of the synchronization error in unit of μs. The width of the color bars in each table cell illustrates the relative size of the underlying values. The bar of mean (blue)/std(red) linearly grows from right to left/from left to right. Negative mean values are shown in gray.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>PC (Client) (\text{sync.to}) PC (AP)</th>
<th>CPU Load</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rate</td>
<td>Size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>500B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6M</td>
<td>500B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6M</td>
<td>64B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>48M</td>
<td>64B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Single-AP Software PTP Results with Calibration. Notations are same as Table 2. This table is calculated from the right subtable of Table 2, taking the interrupt responsiveness of different platforms into account.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Jetson (Client) (\text{sync.to}) PC (AP)</th>
<th>CPU Load</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rate</td>
<td>Size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>500B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6M</td>
<td>500B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6M</td>
<td>64B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3 Discussion - Software PTP

Software PTP timestamps packets in ISR, which is a standard software routine in the network stack. Under certain configurations, software PTP can achieve inspiring results. The accuracy is μs-level and the std is within 2 μs, which is accurate enough for many time-sensitive applications. Next, we discuss the trade-offs and limitations.

Power Efficiency. Interrupt mitigation and CPU idle states are critical for the software PTP performance. However, completely disabling them is a concern for most mobile devices, as they are limited in battery life. A general workaround is duty cycling. Since PTP does not need to frequently exchange packets, PTP packets can be pre-scheduled at given time slots, during which the mobile host switches to the “active” mode (with Co and IMT off) for precisely timestamping PTP packets. Additionally, there are other specific alternatives. For example for retaining idle states, the AP can choose to pre-heat the client by sending a dummy packet before every PTP packet. The client will be wakened up by the pre-heat packet.

For reducing the number of interrupts while keeping responsive to PTP packets, PTP traffic can be assigned to the Rx priority queue (see the following paragraph). Moreover, since the PTP measurement is periodical, it has a negative impact on the IEEE 802.11 power-saving (PS) mode. We will discuss this issue later with hardware PTP in §5.3.

Hardware Compatibility. While software PTP is mainly finished in software routines, it depends on disabling interrupt mitigation to improve the PTP performance, which is not a typical configurable parameter in COTS WNICs. We achieve this in two ways. The first is to completely disable this feature through specific registers, which might lead to too many interrupts overwhelming the host system. Another way is to prioritize PTP packets. By default, Tx interrupt mitigation is disabled by the driver. The WNIC we tested implements two hardware Rx queues with different priorities. Packets with high IEEE 802.11 QoS priority are handled by the high-priority Rx queue, and their interrupts are delivered instantly without the mitigation delay. The above two approaches are all hardware-dependent features. While we have not confirmed the compatibility of other WNICs except for the ath9k series, we think such features are functionally reasonable and are likely supported by other modern WNICs.
5 Hardware PTP

This section first describes our implementation of hardware PTP for Wi-Fi devices (§5.1). Then we analyze its performance by considering the host system and hardware factors (§5.2.1). As a wireless synchronization approach, the impact of mobility and wireless channel conditions are considered in §5.2.2. Additionally, §5.2.3 demonstrates the feasibility of cross-AP synchronization. We summarize the benefit and limitations of hardware PTP in §5.3.

5.1 Implementation - Hardware PTP

Hardware PTP needs hardware counters to timestamp network packets, but how can the WNICs support a hardware feature that they are not originally designed for?

Our key insight is to treat the TSF clock as the hardware timestamping clock. The feasibility is based on two features. First, WNIC uses the TSF counter to timestamp network packets, for the purpose of protocol debugging, packet sniffing, etc. Second, the TSF counter can be accessed by the host operating system, through reading the TSF counter registers. The above features are the necessary conditions for a PTP hardware clock. By using the TSF counter, hardware PTP can be realized in Wi-Fi NICs in the same way as the Ethernet NICs. This subsection highlights the major procedures (①-③) shown in Figure 5:

① Generate \( T_{\text{PTSF}} \) and \( T_{\text{STSF}} \). According to equation (1), we maintain a TSF clock for each WNIC based on its TSF counter. The time of the clock is denoted as \( T_{\text{TSF}} \), which is determined by TSF counter and the clock parameters \( \{ T_{\text{off}}^{\text{TSF}}, R_{\text{TSF}} \} \).

④ Sync \( T_{\text{PTSF}} \) to \( T_{\text{PTSYS}} \). The host of the primary clock, i.e., the AP, synchronizes its TSF clock to its system clock. The method is to read each clock and tune TSF clock’s parameters \( \{ T_{\text{off}}^{\text{TSF}}, R_{\text{TSF}} \} \) to minimize the difference between \( T_{\text{PTSYS}} \) and \( T_{\text{PTSF}} \). In practice, the latency and jitter of obtaining timestamps must be taken into consideration. We adopt a sandwich-like reading sequence to access \( T_{\text{SYS}} \) and \( T_{\text{TSF}} \) multiple times, and only the one with the smallest read latency \( (T_{\text{SYS}}^{(k)} - T_{\text{TSF}}^{(k)}) \), say \( k \), are used to estimate their clock offset, i.e., \( \Delta = T_{\text{PTSF}}^{(k)} - (T_{\text{SYS}}^{(k)} + T_{\text{TSF}}^{(k)})/2 \).

② Sync \( T_{\text{STSF}} \) to \( T_{\text{PTSYS}} \). The host of secondary clock synchronizes its TSF clock to \( T_{\text{STSYS}} \) according to PTP protocol in Figure 2. Note that the WNIC hardware automatically timestamps packets with TSF counter. The value of the counter is transformed to TSF time according to ③. After each round of measurement, the time offset of two TSF clocks is estimated by \( (T_{\text{PTSYS}} - T_{\text{STSYS}}) + (T_{\text{PTSYS}} - T_{\text{STSYS}})/2 \), according to which the host of \( T_{\text{STSYS}} \) tunes its TSF clock’s parameters \( \{ T_{\text{off}}^{\text{STSF}}, R_{\text{STSF}} \} \) to minimize the offset between \( T_{\text{STSYS}} \) and \( T_{\text{PTSYS}} \). Since \( T_{\text{PTSYS}} \) has been synchronized to the primary clock \( T_{\text{PTSYS}} \) in ①, \( T_{\text{STSYS}} \) is thus synchronized to \( T_{\text{PTSYS}} \).

③ Sync \( T_{\text{STSYS}} \) to \( T_{\text{STSF}} \). The host of secondary clock synchronizes \( T_{\text{STSYS}} \) to \( T_{\text{STSF}} \) by tuning parameters \( \{ T_{\text{off}}^{\text{SYS}}, R_{\text{SYS}} \} \) like step ①. As \( T_{\text{STSYS}} \) has been synchronized to \( T_{\text{STSYS}} \) in step ②, the system clocks of two hosts, i.e., \( T_{\text{PTSYS}} \) and \( T_{\text{STSYS}} \), are then synchronized.

The above procedures mimic the implementation of hardware PTP of Ethernet NICs. However, unlike the Ethernet case, the TSF counter is not a free-running counter in Wi-Fi NICs. We analyze the impact of this difference in the following subsection.

5.2 Findings and Analysis - Hardware PTP

The measurement experiments are identical to the software PTP situation. The results are shown in Table 4. In all the cases, the mean error is less than 1 \( \mu \)s with std less than 1 \( \mu \)s. Compared with software PTP, no obvious difference is observed when using different host platforms. This is because the timestamps are taken by the WNIC hardware, and involve no operations of the host system. A similar long-term measurement is conducted using Jetson as the client. The overall mean error is \(-0.16 \mu s \) with std around 0.5 \( \mu s \). The sync std/jitter is smaller than the software PTP.

5.2.1 Potential Cause of Inaccuracy

While the accuracy is close to the resolution of the TSF counter (1 MHz), we investigate the following factors to provide a sound understanding on why and under what conditions the hardware PTP implementation works well.

Symmetry of PCIe Single-way Latency. In step ① and ③ in §5.1 and Figure 5. The TSF clock is obtained by accessing the TSF counter. This procedure relies on a PCIe read action to the WNIC registers, i.e., memory-mapped I/O (MMIO) read. To account for the read latency, the read action is sandwiched by two timestamps of the system clock and the average of the two system timestamps is used to approximate the actual time of accessing the TSF counter. In fact, the read action contains a read request and a read reply, i.e., a round trip. As a consequence, the estimation method assumes that the latencies of the read request and reply are equal, i.e., the PCIe single-way latency should be symmetrical.

We are not able to quantitatively validate the symmetry due to the lack of a PCIe analyzer. However, in general, it should approximately hold, as the same problem exists in Ethernet.
NICS (according to results in Table 4, the impact of this factor is not obvious in our WNICs). During the test, we also notice that the read latency slightly varies with the platform load, this is again related to the power management mechanisms, but it does not break the symmetry.

We note that the read latency of different hosts or PCIe slots is usually different (recall footnote 2 in §4.2.1), but the difference does not affect hardware PTP. This is because PCIe read actions only happen locally on the host system to relate the system clock to the hardware NIC clock. Whether \((T_{k}^{\text{SYS}} + T_{k}^{\text{TSF}})/2\) can accurately estimate \(T_{k}^{\text{P}}\) or not only depends on the symmetry of single-way latencies, rather than the total read latency \(T_{k}^{\text{SYS}} - T_{k}^{\text{TSF}}\).

Impact of TSF Synchronization. Note that in PTP, the timestamping clock should be a free-running clock. This is only true for the Wi-Fi AP. The TSF counters of the Wi-Fi clients are automatically set to the value of the AP’s TSF counter contained in the beacon packet broadcast by the AP every 102.4 ms. As many Wi-Fi timing functions, such as power save wake up, transmission scheduling, etc., rely on TSF, therefore disabling the TSF synchronization would lead to a mess in the Wi-Fi network. Therefore, we design a new experiment to compare the performance of hardware PTP using/not using free-running TSF counters.

We use two PCs as APs and set their system clocks as the PTP primary clock and secondary clock respectively. The two APs work in the same channel, which allows them to overhear the broadcast packets from each other. The unicast addresses of PTP packets are modified to the broadcast address, so that two APs can exchange PTP packets to allow hardware PTP to operate in the same way as before. Since they are all in the AP mode, their WNICs’ TSF counters are free-running. The synchronization results are shown in Table 5.

Comparing row 3 of Table 5 and row 1 of Table 4, there is no obvious performance increase or reduction when using a free-running TSF counter. However, when the beacon interval is increased, \(\text{i.e., the TSF synchronization frequency is reduced. The case using the free-running counter stays the same (row 2 of Table 5), while the normal configuration becomes more unstable (row 1 of Table 5). This is because the TSF counter of the Wi-Fi AP is free-running, but the TSF counter of the Wi-Fi client is periodically set to beacons. Due to the frequency drift between the two TSF counters, the value of the client’s counter jumps once it is reset by the beacons. The longer the client’s TSF counter does not sync to the beacon, the larger the jumps are. Therefore, lower sync frequency results in larger jitters in the client’s PTP clock \(T_{k}^{\text{TSF}}\), and hence the sync results.}

Comparing row 1 of Table 5 (BI=1000) and row 1 of Table 4 (BI=100), when the frequency of beacons is as high as the default (BI=100), the impact of TSF synchronization is limited due to two reasons. First, by default, the TSF counter is actually so frequently updated, that the jump values of the TSF counter are very small. For our WNICs, the clock drift is 20 ppm, meaning that the counter at most drifts 2 \(\mu\)s in each 100 TU. Second, the jumps of the TSF counter do not affect the TSF clock at the same level. This is because when an offset of TSF clocks is observed by the PTP protocol (2 of §5.1), \(T_{k}^{\text{TSF}}\) is adjusted by the rate part, \(\text{i.e., parameter } R \text{ in equation (1)}, and several control filters are used to smooth the impact of noise and outliers. Due to the above reasons, when the client’s TSF counter is frequently updated to the AP’s, it can be viewed as a “free-running” counter, which has exactly the same rate as the AP’s TSF counter but with more jitters.

Impact of TSF Offset. Hardware PTP uses the TSF counter to timestamp packets, hence \(\delta_{\text{Rx/Tx}}\) in (5) is free of the impact of the host system but is affected by the WNIC TSF offset. When WNICs have different TSF offsets, \(\delta_{\text{Rx/Tx}}\) in equation (5) will not cancel out, which results in bias error. In another experiment not presented here, we replaced the client’s WNIC with another model of Atheros NIC, then a constant positive 1 \(\mu\)s mean error occurred in all the cases. This implies \(\delta_{\text{Rx/Tx}}\) does exist and differs across models. Other indirect evidence is from the driver source code. There are registers with magic numbers for compensating TSF timestamps, which directly affect the mean errors in Table 4. Similar to the software PTP, one can use WNICs of the same model to avoid TSF offset (the host platforms may differ), otherwise, an

### Table 4: Single-AP Hardware PTP Results (\(\mu\)). Notations are same as Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>PC (Client)</th>
<th>PC (AP)</th>
<th>CPU Load</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rate</td>
<td>Size</td>
<td>PPS</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>0 0.1 0.57</td>
<td>0.2 0.44</td>
<td>-0.1 0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6M</td>
<td>100 0.14 0.41</td>
<td>-0.03 0.37</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500B</td>
<td>1000 0.1 0.45</td>
<td>-0.03 0.37</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48M</td>
<td>64B 0.11 0.39</td>
<td>0.05 0.37</td>
<td>-0.1 0.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5: Hardware PTP with Free-running TSF Counter (\(\mu\)). Notations are same as Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Client</th>
<th>PC (ROLE)</th>
<th>PC (AP)</th>
<th>CPU Load</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0 0.79 0.97</td>
<td>0.00 0.97</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0 0.79 0.97</td>
<td>0.00 0.97</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Config</th>
<th>PC (ROLE)</th>
<th>PC (AP)</th>
<th>CPU Load</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Client</td>
<td>1000 0.79 0.97</td>
<td>0.00 0.97</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP</td>
<td>100 0.79 0.97</td>
<td>0.00 0.97</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We conduct measurements of cross-AP synchronization (see Figure 3 (b)). Results are shown in Table 6. Compared with the Single-AP situation in Table 4, the mean error is similar. This is because when APs are synchronized boundary clocks, offline calibration procedure is needed to measure and correct TSF offset. A typical solution (like the hardware offset in PTP Ethernet NICs) is to measure those model-dependent values with a reference clock, then the driver maintainer corrects them in the source code.

### 5.2.2 Wireless-Specific Impacting Factors

As a wireless synchronization approach, PTP over Wi-Fi may also be affected by wireless-specific factors. We study their impact by performing PTP under different mobility, signal strength, and interference levels. The error distributions are shown in Figure 6. In most cases, no obvious difference is observed from the default case, meaning that these factors do not affect PTP synchronization. This is because both hardware and software PTP depend on the accuracy of the timestamps of the PTP packets, but these wireless factors cannot affect successfully-decoded packets\(^3\). Also, note that the neighboring interference significantly decreases the accuracy. This is because, due to the strong interference, PTP packets are jammed, postponed, and (mostly) dropped. As a result, the PTP algorithm does not have enough timestamps for clock adjustment, which significantly increases sync intervals and causes large jitters.

### 5.2.3 Cross-AP Synchronization

We conduct measurements of cross-AP synchronization (see Figure 3 (b)). Results are shown in Table 6. Compared with the Single-AP situation in Table 4, the mean error is similar. This is because when APs are synchronized boundary clocks,

\[^3\]Depending on the implementation, TSF timestamps might be related to the PHY-layer frame synchronization, which is affected by channel conditions. However, the error should be within one cyclic prefix, i.e., 0.8 \(\mu\)s in 802.11a.

### Table 7: Measurement Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Acronyms</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Network &amp; CPU Load</td>
<td>load</td>
<td>Network and CPU load are applied to (load) or not applied to (no load) the client. When applying the load, we use the same configuration as cell 6-EE of Table 1, i.e., 48 Mbps, 64 Byte, 5000 PPS, 100%, CPU.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility</td>
<td>static*</td>
<td>The mobility is introduced through holding the client to walk or rotate it, while keeping the AP static. The moving speed introduced by walking and rotating is around 1 m/s and 2 m/s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal Strength</td>
<td>-30 dBm</td>
<td>The received signal strength is adjusted by placing the client in different locations. The value is measured and reported by the WNIC hardware on the per packet basis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interference</td>
<td>none*</td>
<td>Two hosts are configured to transmit Wi-Fi packets (64 Byte @ 6 Mbps) with carrier sense disabled. Their transmissions not only occupy the channel but can also interfere with ongoing PTP transmissions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>default</td>
<td>Default configurations for comparison are denoted with *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 6: Cross-AP Hardware PTP Results (\(\mu\)s). Notations are same as Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>PPS</th>
<th>0%</th>
<th>50%</th>
<th>100%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6M</td>
<td>500B</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48M</td>
<td>64B</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6: Sync Error Distribution v.s. Wireless Impacting Factors. The central mark indicates the median, and the left and right edges of the box indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. Refer to Table 7 for the explanation of acronyms. There is no network load at -75 dBm case, as the SNR is not enough to decode 48 Mbps PHY rate packets.

The central mark indicates the median, and the left and right edges of the box indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. Refer to Table 7 for the explanation of acronyms. There is no network load at -75 dBm case, as the SNR is not enough to decode 48 Mbps PHY rate packets.

### 5.3 Discussion - Hardware PTP

We discuss the potential improvement and power efficiency of hardware PTP, and then we compare it with software PTP.

**Further Improvement.** Hardware PTP syncs two hosts with high resolution system clocks (sub ns-level) via low-resolution (1 \(\mu\)s) TSF clocks. In principle, the synchronization resolution is related to the stability, rather than the resolution of TSF clocks. A finer resolution might be achieved by sending a burst of PTP measurement packets with a fixed inter-packet interval. It might be possible to infer or interpolate sub-\(\mu\)s timestamps by analyzing the rounding/stepping patterns of TSF timestamps.

**Power Efficiency.** Hardware PTP does not need to timely activate the host system for software timestamping, since
the timestamps have been taken by the WNIC hardware and stored in the meta info associated with the packets. However, PTP traffic has a negative impact on the IEEE 802.11 PS mode, where the WNIC of the client is aggressively turned down into a low power mode when there is no traffic. The AP buffers packets for the PS client and sends notifications through the beacons. The client WNIC wakes up at every beacon to check if there are packets for it, if there are, the WNIC will heuristically stay active for a certain period. As a result, the PTP traffic stimulates the WNIC periodically, making the PS mode deficient. We measure the impact with a power meter. When there is no traffic, the PS mode can save 0.37 W. When the PTP (4 PPS) is enabled, the PS can only save 0.15 W. Considering the overall standby power of the Jetson board is only 2 to 3 W, the trade-off between synchronization accuracy and power efficiency must be carefully considered when applying PTP to low-power applications.

On the other hand, when the PS is enabled, PTP packets will be delayed for 30 to 100 ms, but the delay does not affect the synchronization performance. This is because the timestamp of a buffered packet is taken when it is sent off to the air and when it is correctly received by the client.

**Hardware v.s. Software PTP.** From Table 2 and 4, both hardware and software PTP implementations can achieve µs-level accuracy with COTS Wi-Fi devices, which we believe is sufficient for most time sensitive mobile applications. Besides, they inherit the benefit of PTP and can extend the synchronization range across multiple APs. To make the choice between them, we summarize their requirements in Table 8. When using different hosts for the primary and secondary clocks, software PTP needs to calibrate the interrupt responsiveness (int.calib. see §4.2.3). When using different WNICs, they both need offline calibration to correct hardware offsets (hw calib. see §4.2.3 and §5.2.1). We note that to support hardware PTP, the WNIC should be able to timestamp packets with its TSF counter and also provide the counter reading interface (see §5.1). While TSF is a mandatory feature of IEEE 802.11, these features are not, hence they might not be available on COTS WNICs. In short, if there are supported WNICs, hardware PTP is a convenient and accurate choice for Wi-Fi synchronization. Otherwise, software PTP is a more general and flexible choice with different levels of accuracy requiring different levels of calibration.

### Table 8: Software and Hardware PTP Requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HOST</th>
<th>WNIC</th>
<th>Software PTP</th>
<th>Hardware PTP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>same</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diff.</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>int. calib.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>same</td>
<td>diff.</td>
<td>hw calib.</td>
<td>hw calib.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diff.</td>
<td>diff.</td>
<td>int.+hw calib.</td>
<td>hw calib.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>timestamp packets</td>
<td>ISR</td>
<td>hw support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>read TSF counter</td>
<td>no need</td>
<td>hw support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>power efficiency</td>
<td>similar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 6 Other Wi-Fi Synchronization Protocols

This section compares PTP with TSF and FTM.

**TSF** synchronization is automatically finished by the WNIC hardware. The AP broadcasts the value of its TSF counter in beacon frames, according to which its client WNICs reset their TSF counters. Since TSF is originally designed for timing functions of Wi-Fi protocol, the TSF counter by default is not related to the host system clock. Therefore, we measure the difference between the TSF counters of the AP and the client to estimate the synchronization error. Their TSF counters are read and sandwiched by synchronized Ethernet PTP clocks like Figure 5. The time offset between the client and AP counter is calculated and shown in Table 9.

Similar to the hardware PTP implementation, errors of TSF synchronization are independent of the host system and the system load. There is a bias error of -4 ✿s and the jitter is larger. The bias error is attributed to different TSF offsets of the Tx and Rx chain, *i.e.*, ✿ΔRx ≠ ✿ΔTx. Bias is a common error source of single-way synchronization methods. The jitter is caused by the TSF counter jumps caused by the frequency drift. Additionally, TSF cannot be directly used to sync clocks in the cross-AP situation. We note that while the above problems are not fundamental, for example, the bias error can be calibrated, a complete solution would probably just lead to our hardware PTP implementation, which makes use of the two-way PTP measurement to factor the offset off and leverages existing PTP interface to sync clocks in a scalable manner.

**FTM/TM** is the latest feature of the IEEE 802.11 standard. They use dedicated WNIC hardware for timestamping. FTM and TM differ in resolution. TM is at the level of 10 ns, while FTM is ps-level. FTM’s high time resolution is designed for measuring the time-of-flight (ToF) of radio waves for ranging. Another goal of TM/FTM (IEEE 802.1as Clause 12 [2]) is to extend the LAN PTP synchronization to Wi-Fi devices, targeting the same problem as our PTP implementations.

Although some COTS WNICs support FTM for localization [27], they rarely expose the synchronization interface. After extensive tries, the only feasible way we found (by referring to the PTP daemon gptp [8] managed by Intel) to enable synchronization of FTM WNICs is: 1. using Intel FTM WNICs (Intel 8260 AC) with 2. proprietary Windows driver [11] 3. in the Wi-Fi direct mode (Ad-Hoc mode). We also note that even though it does work, the running protocol is TM rather than FTM (they differ in time resolution), which is observed through packet sniffing.

Given the above hardware and software, we are still not able to measure the accuracy of TM/FTM as Windows 10 does not natively support hardware PTP and Windows Server does not support the WNIC driver, thus the ground truth cannot be obtained. However, the std of the sync error can be measured and is shown in Table 10. The std is around 0.4 ✿s, which is close to our hardware PTP based on the TSF counter, but...
this value is actually very large compared with its 10 ns-level timestamp resolution. The reason is unknown but it is probably caused by the incomplete implementation or being intentionally disabled/hiden by the Intel firmware.

We believe FTM and TM provide an ideal solution for Wi-Fi synchronization, but it seems its primary goal is positioning and the synchronization feature is publicly unavailable right now. This is probably because FTM is only an optional feature of IEEE 802.11, or simply because of market reasons.

8 Conclusion
Accurate time synchronization is a key enabler for many distributed control and sensing applications. In this work, we study the performance of PTP protocol in Wi-Fi networks through systemic implementation and rigorous evaluation. The in-depth discussion and open-source implementation render a useful reference for designing and adopting PTP in Wi-Fi networks.
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Table 9: TSF Synchronization Results. Values are std (represented by channel occupancy) are generated by CPU STRES and PSFING from Sysinternals [19].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>PPS</th>
<th>CPU Load</th>
<th>std</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PC (Client)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PC (AP)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-3.60</td>
<td>-1.16</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>-3.00</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-3.65</td>
<td>-1.12</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>-3.05</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-3.70</td>
<td>-1.12</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>-3.10</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-3.75</td>
<td>-1.12</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>-3.15</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-3.80</td>
<td>-1.12</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>-3.20</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-3.85</td>
<td>-1.12</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>-3.25</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10: TM Results. Values are std of estimated synchronization error in unit of µs. Notations are same as Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>CPU Load</th>
<th>std</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.32</td>
<td>-0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.38</td>
<td>-0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.37</td>
<td>-0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.38</td>
<td>-0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.39</td>
<td>-0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.39</td>
<td>-0.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For software PTP, the majority of existing work was conducted ten years ago with IEEE 802.11b Atheros WNICs. As a result, most insights no longer sufficient to light the current situation due to the rapid evolution of mobile systems. For example, the PCI DMA latency [33] becomes a minor issue since newer WNICs use PCIe [40]. The TSC clock is stable and independent of the core frequency [35] due to the adoption of invariant TSC in modern processors [21]. The impact of the CPU and network load is studied by existing work [26, 33], but our measurement reveals that they are not major factors.

Existing discussions on CPU idle power management focus on server platforms [43]. Our work reveals its impact on mobile platforms and on synchronization performance. Further, we have not noticed any discussion on interrupt mitigation under the context of Wi-Fi networks. As far we know, Atheros 802.11b WNICs does not have this feature, and hence past work based on old WNICs is able to achieve stable software PTP performance even without realizing this factor.
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8 Conclusion
Accurate time synchronization is a key enabler for many distributed control and sensing applications. In this work, we study the performance of PTP protocol in Wi-Fi networks through systemic implementation and rigorous evaluation. The in-depth discussion and open-source implementation render a useful reference for designing and adopting PTP in Wi-Fi networks.
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Abstract
The satellite-ground integrated network is highly heterogeneous with diversified applications. It requires congestion control (CC) to achieve consistent high performances in both long-latency satellite networks and large-bandwidth terrestrial networks and cope with different application requirements. However, existing schemes can hardly achieve these goals, for they cannot balance the objectives of CC (i.e., throughput, delay) adaptively and are not objective-configurable. To address these limitations, we propose and implement a novel adaptive CC scheme named AUTO, based on Multi-Objective Reinforcement Learning (MORL). It is environment-adaptive by training a MORL agent and a preference adaptation model. The first can generate optimal policies for all possible preferences (i.e., the relative importance of objectives). The latter automatically selects an appropriate preference for each environment, by taking a state sequence as input to recognize the environment. Meanwhile, AUTO can satisfy diversified application requirements by letting applications determine the input preference at will. Evaluations on emulated networks and the real Internet show that AUTO consistently outperforms the state-of-the-art in representative network environments and is more robust to stochastic packet loss and rapid network changes. Moreover, AUTO can achieve fairness against different CC schemes.

1 Introduction
To achieve global coverage and meet the excessive custom demand for data access, the satellite-ground integrated network has attracted intensive research interest [1]. It is highly heterogeneous where a node can send data to different peers through both satellite networks located at different orbits, and ground networks including the Internet and cellular networks [2]. To achieve consistent high user experiences in all these environments with widely varying packet loss rates, round-trip time (RTT) and available bandwidth, adaptive Congestion Control (CC) is one of the key technologies [3]. Basically, it determines sending rates, convergence speeds, and the reactiveness to network fluctuations of underlining flows. It has two competing objectives, i.e., optimizing link utilization (high throughput) while avoiding congestion (low queuing delay) [4].

The two objectives have to be balanced adaptively in different environments [5], since a fixed preference (i.e., the relative importance of the objectives) can only achieve high performance in specific types of environments. To illustrate this phenomenon, we conduct an experiment by first training two Reinforcement Learning (RL) based CC schemes using the same training ground with two different preferences. We evaluated their performances in the emulated inter-datacenter network and the satellite network WINDs [6] based on Pantheon [7]. The former is high-speed and has a short buffer while the latter has a long latency. As shown in Figure 1, putting higher weight on “throughput” achieves good performance in the satellite network but meanwhile suffers from severe packet loss in the ground network. The main reason is that a saturated buffer only has little punishment on the final reward and the trained model cannot detect the congestion. In contrast, putting higher weight on “delay” suffers from slow convergence in the satellite network because it is too sensitive to delay variation.

Meanwhile, a CC schemes for the integrated network

![Figure 1: Sending rates of two CC schemes that adopts two different preferences. A fixed preference can only achieve high performance in specific types of environments.](image_url)
will serve diversified applications at the same time. Delay-sensitive applications such as online meetings require higher weight to be put on “delay”, while throughput-sensitive applications such as file synchronization require higher weight to be put on “throughput”. To cope with all these requirements, the CC scheme should be able to let applications determine the preference at will.

Lots of CC schemes have been proposed in recent years, which can be classified into heuristic-based or learning-based schemes. Unfortunately, they cannot achieve the consistent high performance in all environments nor cope with diversified application requirements [7]. We analyze the reasons in what follows.

Heuristic-based methods hard-wire actions with predefined events or signals (e.g., packet loss, delay variation) based on the analysis of network characteristics. However, the analysis is not suitable for all kinds of network environments [8]. For example, loss-based methods such as TCP Cubic [9] take packet loss as the sign of congestion and is not suitable for unreliable lossy scenarios, while the delay-based methods such as Copa [4] don’t work well in the short buffer scenarios for the delay fluctuates in a very small range [10]. Meanwhile, the hard-wire mapping fundamentally limits the objective configurability.

Existing learning-based methods can only achieve high performance in specific network environments [5, 8]. One of the main reasons is that they convert the objectives into a single reward function (RL) [5, 11–15] or utility function (online learning) [16–18] by introducing fixed empirical preferences and determine actions accordingly. Although training a series of models with different preferences to cope with different environments may alleviate this problem, the lack of an environment recognition method makes them unable to switch models adaptively.

Based on above analyses, we in this paper propose an Adaptive congestion control method based on multi-Objective reinforcement learning, abbreviated as AUTO. It first divides time into consecutive monitoring intervals and formulates the CC as an extended version of the multi-objective Markov decision process. It then trains a MORL agent and a preference adaptation model, based on which it adjusts the sending rate at the end of each interval. Compared with existing approaches, it has following characteristics.

Firstly, AUTO is environment-adaptive. It automatically balances the two objectives in different environments where the preference adaptation model can adaptively select an environment-adaptive preference for users, by taking a state sequence as input to recognize the network environment. Meanwhile, the policy agent can generate optimal policies for all possible network states and preferences. Combining the two components, AUTO achieves the consistent high performance in different environments.

Secondly, AUTO is objective-configurable. Since the MORL agent only needs to be trained once and can deal with any input preferences, AUTO can cope with diversified application requirements.

Moreover, AUTO is competitive-configurable. The input preference determines the AUTO’s delay-sensitivity and further influence its competitiveness against other flows. Therefore, AUTO can achieve fairness against different competing CC schemes and allows users to explicitly adjust the priority of different flows, by adjusting the preference.

Main contributions are summarized as follows.

1. We propose an efficient and practical Multi-Objective Reinforcement Learning (MORL) framework. It trains a single MORL agent that can recover optimal policies for all possible preferences.

2. We propose a novel environment-adaptive preference selection method. We first propose a policy similarity model, based on which we find the best preference for each training environment by comparing with the expert policy. Then we train a preference adaptation model to automatically select preferences.

3. We propose and implement AUTO based on the above framework and method. It is easy to deploy for it requires sender-only modification. It consistently outperforms than the state-of-the-art in representative scenarios and is more robust to network changes and packet loss. Moreover, it can achieve fairness against other CC methods.

4. We develop an emulation-based training suite Pantheon-Gym for MORL-based CC. It eases the training by providing standard OpenAI Gym interfaces for researchers.

2 Related Work

We classify related work on learning-based CC methods into the following three categories.

RL-based methods train a policy model with the goal of maximizing a reward function. QTCP [13] adopted the Q-Learning framework and formulate the reward function as the proportional fairness [19] of throughput and delay. RL-TCP [12] adopted a SARSA [20] based RL framework and added the packet loss rate in the reward function. Their actions specify how to change the congestion window in response to variations in the network environments and they are trained on simulators NS2 [21] and NS3 [22] respectively. Aurora [5] formulate the reward function as the weight sum of throughput and delay. Meanwhile, it implements a simulation-based gym environment. To train the agent on real network environments, authors in [14] adopt the same reward function and designed Park, which is an open platform for learning-augmented computer systems. Considering the delayed action phenomenon, an asynchronous RL framework called MVFST-RL was proposed in [11]. To combine reinforcement learning and traditional CC schemes, TCP-RL [15] took different traditional CC schemes as the action space and trained the model through emulations built by the Linux tool. To solve the CC problem
for multi-path TCP, authors in [23] proposed SmartCC, which calculates the reward according to throughput, latency, and delay jitter. Authors in [24] proposed DRL-CC, which adopts the goodput as rewards. To solve the centralized congestion control problem, Iroko [25] formulate the reward function as a function of the bandwidth utilization and the latency of all links. Its action is to regulate the sending rates of all nodes. However, the trained policy model can only be applied to the fixed network topology and is intractable for large networks.

**Online learning-based methods** try to fine-tune the sending rate and decide the adjustment direction according to a utility function and they also split the time into consecutive monitoring intervals. PCC-Allegro [16] formulates the utility function as a function of the sending rate and the loss rate, while Vivace [17] puts delay into consideration on this basis. PCC Proteus [18] defines two kinds of utility functions. It can behave as a primary protocol for primary flows or an effective “scavenger” that only utilizes the residue bandwidth of primary flows. Compared with the RL-based methods, online learning-based methods cannot learn the prevailing network regularities and have been shown to have poorer performance than RL-based methods [5].

**Inverse RL-based methods** seek to avoid the empirical preference setting by finding a reward function from the expert demonstrations. Indigo [7] trained a model to adjust the sending rate every 10 ms by directly imitating expert behaviors. This kind of method is not objective-configurable and cannot cope with different application requirements. Meanwhile, both the RL-based and inverse RL-based methods cannot achieve fairness against other flows [5], since their competitiveness is not configurable and strongly related to the training environments.

To cope with the heterogeneity of the integrated network, we in this paper propose a new kind of learning-based method, i.e., MORL-based method. It addresses the limitations of existing methods and is environment-adaptive, objective-configurable, and competitive-configurable. Thus, it can achieve consistent high user experience for flows passing through different environments and with different performance requirements.

**3 Multi-objective Reinforcement Learning based Congestion Control**

In this section, we propose practical methods for training the MORL agent that can generate optimal policies for all possible preferences.

**3.1 Congestion Control Formulation**

In order to apply the MORL framework, we first formulate the congestion control as a *Multi-Objective Markov Decision Process (MOMDP) with delayed actions*. Formally, it can be described by a tuple \((S, A, \mathcal{P}, \mathcal{R}, \Omega, \gamma, f_\Omega)\), where

- \(S \subseteq \mathbb{R}^n\) is the continuous state space;
- \(A\) is the discrete action set;
- \(\mathcal{P}\) is the Markovian transition model;
- \(\mathcal{R} : S \times A \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^2\) is the set of two reward functions and corresponds to the two objectives for CC;
- \(\Omega \subseteq \mathbb{R}^2\) is the preference space;
- \(\gamma \in [0, 1)\) is the discount factor;
- \(f_\Omega\) is the set of preference functions that convert the reward vector into one scalar according to the chosen preference \(\omega \in \Omega\).

In this work, preference \(\omega \in \Omega\) is a vector of two values, i.e., \(\omega = [\omega_H, \omega_L]\) is the weight on throughput and delay respectively. Meanwhile, we consider functions in \(f_\Omega\) are linear functions, i.e.,

\[
f_\omega(\mathcal{R}(s, a)) = \omega^T \mathcal{R}(s, a), \forall s \in S, \forall a \in A \tag{1}\]

In the MOMDP, a policy \(\pi\) is associated to an expected return for a given preference \(\omega \in \Omega\), which is denoted as

\[
J^\pi_\omega = \mathbb{E}_{s_0 \sim \mathcal{P}, a_0 \sim \pi} \left[ \sum_{t=0} T \gamma^t f_\omega(\mathcal{R}(s_t, a_t)) \right] \tag{2}
\]

where \(s_t \sim \mathcal{P}\) means state \(s_t\) is sample from \(\mathcal{P}\) and \(a_t \sim \pi\) means action \(a_t\) is selected according to policy \(\pi\).

The goal for solving MOMDP is to find the set of Pareto-optimal policies for all possible preferences, which is depicted as

\[
\Pi^* = \{ \pi \exists \omega \in \Omega, \exists \pi' : J^\pi_\omega > J^{\pi'}_\omega \}. \tag{3}
\]

**MOMDP with delayed actions** is an extension of the MOMDP, which means that actions won’t take effect immediately and therefore the state \(s_{t+1}\) is not only influenced by action \(a_t\) and state \(s_t\), but also influenced by the previous actions and states. It is caused by two reasons. Firstly, the apply of the action is delayed due to the policy lookup time [11]. Secondly, the state observation is delayed since the states are updated based on packet ACKs. After action \(a_t\) is applied, it takes about \(0.5 \cdot \text{rtt}_f\) for receiver to receive the packets sent based on \(a_t\). It takes another \(0.5 \cdot \text{rtt}_f\) to response the ACKs. Thus, the observed network state is influenced by the action made \(\text{rtt}_f\) before.

In what follows, we describe the formulation of state space, reward functions, the action set and the Monitoring Interval (MI) in detail.

**State space considering delayed actions** \((S)\). To accurately identify the network congestion without explicit network information, we select the following features to model network states. To further improve the robustness and generalization of the trained model, we try to use relative values instead of absolute values such as latency and sending rate.
• **Latency Ratio** $r_{lat}^t$ [19]. Latency ratio is the ratio of the current MI’s mean latency to minimum observed mean latency, which is one of the most important features to detect congestion.

• **Sending Ratio** $r_{send}^t$ [5]. Sending ratio is the ratio of the number of sent packets to the number of acknowledged packets. It helps agents adjust the sending rate.

• **Packet Loss Rate** $r_{loss}^t$. The $r_{send}^t$ is influenced by the inflight ACKs. To prevent the agent from overestimating the congestion level, we add $r_{loss}^t$ in the state.

• **Latency Gradient** $g_{lat}^t$ [17]. Latency gradient is the derivative of latency with respect to time. The agent can infer that the sending rate is greater than the capacity if $g_{lat}^t > 0$.

• **Action $a_t$**. Considering that the state is influenced by the previous actions (the delayed action phenomenon), the action history should be put in the state to fasten convergence [11].

The delayed action phenomenon makes the reinforcement learning more challenging, since it is hard for agents to catch the real transition for the MOMDP. Therefore, we let each state be a history of the network statistics so that the agent can capture the influence of previous action on future states. We use $h$ to represent the history length and the state $s_t \in S$ can be formulated as

$$ s_t = \{r_{lat}^{i-1}, r_{send}^{i-1}, r_{loss}^{i-1}, g_{lat}^{i-1}, a_{t-i} | i \in [0, h] \}. \quad (4) $$

**Multi-Objective Reward Functions** ($R$). The goal of the CC is to achieve both high throughput and low queuing delay. Correspondingly, we adopt the average throughput, denoted as throughput, and the negative mean RTT as reward functions, i.e.,

$$ R(s_t, a_t) = [\text{throughput}_t, -\text{rtt}_t]. \quad (5) $$

**RTT-adaptive monitoring interval.** In AUTO, the state and the rewards are calculated at the end of each MI. A short MI is not enough for capturing the real transition in long-RTT scenarios, while setting the MI too long reducing the real-time responsiveness to the network dynamics in short-RTT scenarios. To cope with the heterogeneous network environment and considering that each action takes about $0.5 \cdot \text{rtt}_{t-1}$ to take effects, we adopt the RTT-adaptive MI and set the length of each MI to

$$ |MI_t| = \min \{0.5 \cdot \text{rtt}_{t-1}, 1.5 \cdot \text{rtt}_{min}^{t} \} \quad (6) $$

where $\text{rtt}_{min}^{t}$ is the observed minimum RTT. It guarantees that the MI is longer enough and meanwhile let CC be able to quick react to congestion.

**Action set ($\mathcal{A}$).** In our proposed CC scheme, each action corresponds to an adjustment on the sending rate. To adapt to heterogeneous environments with variant bandwidth, we seek to adjust the sending rate proportionally and adopt an action set containing seven discrete values:

$$ \mathcal{A} = \{1/2, 1/3, 1/1.1, 1 \times 1.1, \times 1.3, \times 2\} \quad (7) $$

where “÷x” means “dividing the sending rate by x”, and “×x” means “multiplying the sending rate by x”.

Since the reward function is the combination of throughput and delay, the agent will observe the equivalently bad rewards when the sending rate raises to 50x or 100x bandwidth and the buffer queue is saturated. In the training stage, bonding the sending rate to reasonable limits will produce the same transitions and meanwhile decrease CPU overheads caused by packet generation and sending. Thus, we set the sending rate in MI, denoted as $sr_{t+1}$, to

$$ sr_{t+1} = \min(\text{apply}(sr_t, a_t), 500\text{Mbps}) \quad (8) $$

where $\text{apply}(sr_t, a_t)$ is a function that applies action $a_t$ on sending rate $sr_t$.

### 3.2 Parallel MORL Training Framework

The goal of the MORL agent is to achieve consistent high performance in diverse environments under different preferences. Since the optimal policy in these scenarios varies, the MORL agent has to be trained in a series of environments with different network characteristics and input preferences. It results in the catastrophic forgetting problem [26] and extended training time, where catastrophic forgetting means that the knowledge for previously learned environment is abruptly destroyed by the training in the new environment.

To cope with these issues, we utilize an efficient parallel MORL training framework as shown in Figure 2. Basically, it is an extended version of the Asynchronous Advantage Actor-Critic framework [27] and has three key points. Firstly, it is asynchronous, which means multiple agents are used to train actors in parallel and updates the global parameters periodically. To deal with the catastrophic forgetting problem, we train the agent in different environments simultaneously, by letting each agent interacts with a specific type of environment (e.g., long latency, low bandwidth, high throughput weight). Secondly, it is based on the actor-critic paradigm [28]. In the training phase, the actor updates the policy parameters in the direction suggested by the critic while the critic updates the value function parameters. Thirdly, it uses the advantage function instead of the raw value of an action [29], which helps us better compare the actions for a given state and makes the training process more stable.

The adopted framework greatly improves learning efficiency. On the one hand, it fastens the interaction through parallel training. On the other hand, it improves the sample efficiency by adopting the off-policy RL approach, which reuses any past episodes through the experience replay mechanism. Furthermore, it improves the exploration efficiency since the
To train the MORL agent with multiple reward functions, we adopt off-policy brings better explorations for sample collection, by following a behavior policy that is different from the target policy.

Deep Neural Network Model. As shown in Figure 2, we use two deep neural networks with state \( s \) and preference \( \omega \) as input and \( Q \)-values as output. The first is the actor network, which outputs the probability distribution over the action space. The second is the critic network, which outputs the utility value of the action. The parameters in two networks are denoted as \( \theta_a \) and \( \theta_c \), respectively.

The two networks share three fully connected layers, each of which uses a rectified linear activation unit (ReLU) for feature extraction from raw inputs. The extracted features are then concatenated with the preference value and fed into different fully connected layers for output.

### 3.3 Agent Training Strategies

To train the MORL agent with multiple reward functions, we update the neural network model according a generalized version of bellman equation [30]

\[
Q^\pi(s, a, \omega) = \mathbb{E}_{s' \sim p} \left[ R(s, a) + \gamma \mathbb{E}_{a' \sim \pi} \left[ Q^\pi(s', a', \omega) \right] \right] \tag{9}
\]

where \( Q \) is the Multi-Objective Q-value (MOQ-value) function. Its key idea is to use the vectorized value function to perform envelope updates. It allows our method to quickly align one preference with optimal rewards and trajectories that may have been explored under other preferences. Thus, it can learn a single parametric representation for optimal policies over the whole preference space.

Based on the above equation, we can calculate the target for a given transition \((s, a, s', r)\) at step \( k \) by

\[
y = \mathbb{E}[r + \gamma \arg\max_{\omega}\mathbb{E}_{\omega}Q(s', a, \omega; \theta_k)] \tag{10}
\]

where \( s \) and \( s' \) are the previous state and the current state, \( a \) is the adopted action, \( r \) is the reward vector, \( \omega \) is sampled according to a fixed distribution, \( \theta \) is the network parameters at step \( k \) and \( Q(\cdot; \cdot) \) is the MOQ-value function parameterized by \( \theta \). Then, we can use the mean square error (MSE) between the prediction returned by the neural networks and the target,

\[
L^A(\theta) = \mathbb{E}_{s, a, \omega} \left[ |y - Q(s, a, \omega; \theta)|^2 \right] \tag{11}
\]

3.3.1 Homotopy optimization

Unfortunately, directly optimizing \( L^A \) is challenging in practice since it is non-smooth considering that the optimal frontier contains a large number of discrete solutions. To solve this problem, we adopt homotopy optimization [31] similar to [30]. To be specific, we construct an auxiliary loss function \( L^B \) that directly optimize the scalarized Q value as,

\[
L^B(\theta) = \mathbb{E}_{s, a, \omega} [\omega^T y - \omega^T Q(s, a, \omega; \theta)]. \tag{12}
\]

Thus, the overall loss function is formulated as

\[
L(\theta) = (1 - \lambda) \cdot L^A(\theta) + \lambda \cdot L^B(\theta) \tag{13}
\]

where \( \lambda \) slowly increases from 0 to 1 in the training process and shifts the loss function from \( L^A \) to \( L^B \).

Finally, we can calculate the stochastic gradient of network parameters by

\[
d\theta_A = \frac{1}{N_0 N_1} \sum_{i,j} T_{ij} \nabla Q \tag{14}
\]

\[
d\theta_C = (1 - \lambda) \cdot \nabla_\theta L^A(\theta_c) + \lambda \cdot \nabla_\theta L^B(\theta_c) \tag{15}
\]

where \( N_0 \) and \( N_1 \) are the minibatch sizes for sampling transitions and preferences respectively and

\[
T_{ij} = [\omega^T (V_{ij} - V(s_j, \omega_j; \theta_c))] \nabla Q \log \pi(a_j | s_j, \omega_j; \theta_c). \tag{16}
\]

Here, \( V(s_j, \omega_j; \theta_c) \) is the baseline for calculating the advantage [29] and \( V_{ij} \) is the estimated optimal value, which can be calculated by

\[
V_{ij} = \begin{cases} r_j & \text{if done} \\ r_j + \gamma \arg\max_{\omega} \mathbb{E}_{\omega \in W} V(s_{j+1}, \omega'; \theta) a.w. \end{cases} \tag{16}
\]

3.3.2 Early termination trick

For training efficiency, the needle-in-the-haystack problem [14] has to be solved, which is described as follows. In the exploration stage of the training, the agent performs random walks and may be trapped in congestion states, i.e., when the sending rate is above the available network bandwidth and the buffer is saturated, the agent can only observe equivalently bad rewards (which is the combination of throughput and latency). It provides meaningless gradients and results in extremely inefficient training.
To solve this problem and stabilize the training process, we propose a simple but useful method called early termination trick. The basic idea is to increase the training step length according to the episode index. In this work, we adopt a linear function to calculate the termination index of each training step, which is depicted as

\[ f_{et}(i) = \delta_a + (i \mod \delta_b) \]  

where \( \delta_a \) is the initiate step length and \( \delta_b \) is the step growth speed.

**Algorithm 1: Agent Training Algorithm**

| Input: Minibatch sizes \( N_t \) and \( N_\alpha \); network parameters \( \theta_\pi \) and \( \theta_v \); \( \lambda \) for homotopy optimization; \( \delta_a \) and \( \delta_b \) in the early termination trick. |
| Output: Trained parameters \( \theta_\pi \) and \( \theta_v \). |
| 1. Initialize replay buffer \( D_t = \{ \} \). |
| 2. Set \( D_\alpha = U \{ \omega_t + \omega_d = 1 | \omega_t \in (0, 1), \omega_d \in (0, 1) \} \). |
| 3. for episode = 1, ..., \( M \) do |
| 4. Synchronize parameters \( \theta'_\pi = \theta_\pi \) and \( \theta'_v = \theta_v \). |
| 5. Sample a preference \( \omega \sim D_\alpha \). |
| 6. for \( t = 0, ..., N - 1 \) do |
| 7. if \( t \geq f_{et}(\text{episode}) \) then |
| 8. break |
| 9. Calculate state \( s_t \) according to Eq. (4). |
| 10. Sample an action \( a_t \sim \pi(s_t, \omega, \theta'_{\pi}) \). |
| 11. Get \( (r_t, s_{t+1}, done) \) from the environment. |
| 12. Set \( D_t = D_t \cup (s_t, a_t, r_t, s_{t+1}) \). |
| 13. if \( |D_t| \geq N_t \) then |
| 14. Sample \( (s_j, a_j, r_j, s_{j+1}) \sim D_t \). |
| 15. Sample \( W = \{ \omega_1, \omega_2, ..., \omega_{N_\alpha} \} \sim D_\alpha \). |
| 16. Calculate \( d\theta_\pi \) and \( d\theta_v \) using Eq. (14) and (15). |
| 17. Perform asynchronous update of \( \theta_v \) using \( d\theta_v \) and of \( \theta_\pi \) using \( d\theta_\pi \). |
| 18. return \( \theta_\pi \) and \( \theta_v \). |

### 3.3.3 Training algorithm

Combine the above components, we get the agent training algorithm as shown in Algorithm 1, which works as follows. We first initialize the replay buffer as an empty set (line 1) and adopt a uniform distribution for preference sampling (line 2). At the beginning of each episode, the agent synchronizes the network parameters with the global parameters (line 4). Next, it interacts with the environment to collect the trajectory for the replay buffer (lines 5-12). Considering the needly-in-the-haystack problem, the step length is calculated based on the early termination trick (lines 7-8). Then the stochastic gradient of the parameters for the actor network (\( d\theta_\pi \)) and for the critic network (\( d\theta_v \)) are calculated according to the sampled transitions and the homotopy update trick (lines 13-16). Finally, the global parameters are updated asynchronously based on \( d\theta_\pi \) and \( d\theta_v \) (line 17).

Essentially, Algorithm 1 is to iteratively apply the Bellman optimality operator \( T \) on \( Q \). Since \( T \) is a contraction mapping on the complete pseudo-metric space, Algorithm 1 will finally terminate with a MOQ-value function \( Q^* \) that is equivalent to the preferred optimal value function \( Q^\pi \) based on the Multi-Objective Banach Fixed-Point Theorem [30].

### 3.4 Pantheon-Gym: MORL Training Suite For CC

To train the models and to facilitate further research, we present Pantheon-Gym, which is an asynchronous MORL suite for CC based on the OpenAI Gym interface [32] and Pantheon [7] as shown in Figure 3. It supports MORL by returning a reward vector rather than a single scalar. Meanwhile, it interacts with the MORL agent with the standard OpenAI Gym interface, letting researchers design their own agent in an easy way.

Besides the features adopted in our state space, it also supports various kinds of features including 1) sending rate; 2) receiving rate; 3) 95th percentile latency; 4) the exponentially-weighted moving average (EWMA) of the queuing delay; 5) the EWMA of the sending rate; 6) the EWMA of the receiving rate. Users can conveniently customize their own reward functions and state space.

Compared with Aurora [5] which proposes a training suite based on a simulated network environment, Pantheon-Gym provides more realistic training data by adopting an emulated network environment. To promote bandwidth utilization and training efficiency, Pantheon-Gym trains models in an asynchronous fashion similar to MVFST-RL [11]. The agents, Gym interface and the emulated network work in different processes and communicate with each other through remote procedure calls. Therefore, the environment steps are not blocked by the policy lookup and the forward-pass in the training stage.
4 Environment-Adaptive Preference Selection Method

In this section, we propose a novel environment-adaptive preference selection method by training the preference adaptation model with the help of the expert policy. When the preference is not determined by the upper-level application, it automatically selects a suitable preference by taking the state sequences as input to recognize the network environment.

4.1 Expert Policy

In the training stage, since we know the link capacity, we can construct an expert policy \( \pi^* \) that adjusts the sending rate to the link capacity as quickly as possible. More specifically, assuming \( c \) is the link capacity, then the action produced by the expert policy at each MI is depicted as

\[
\pi^*: a_t = \arg\min_{a \in A} \min(|\text{apply}(sr, a) - c| + c + \mathbb{1}\text{apply}(sr, a) > c),
\]

where \( \mathbb{1}\text{apply}(sr, a) > c \) is a binary function that outputs 1 if \( \text{apply}(sr, a) \) is larger than the link capacity \( c \). It guarantees that actions that do not cause excessive sending rate will be prioritized.

4.2 Policy Similarity Model

We next propose a policy similarity model based on the cumulative reward distributions [33], which is used to quantify the similarity between the expert policy and the policy for a given preference \( \omega \). Based on it, we find the best preference for each training environment. Compared with ordinary methods that only use the expectations to estimate the policy, such a method achieves higher accuracy.

The cumulative reward for policy \( \pi \) is defined as

\[
\hat{R}_\pi^T = \sum_{t=0}^T \gamma^t R(s_t, a_t).
\]

Due to the transition probability, \( \hat{R}_\pi \) is a random variable in \( \mathbb{R}^2 \). For a given policy \( \pi \), we further define its Markov chain as \( M(\pi) = \{ s, a, P, R, \pi \} \). Then the cumulative distribution of \( \hat{R}_\pi \) can be formulated as,

\[
P(\varepsilon | s, a) = \Pr(\hat{R}_\pi^T \leq \varepsilon | s, a, M(\pi))
\]

By assuming this distribution follows a multi-variable Gaussian distribution \( G(\varepsilon; \Theta) \) parameterized by \( \Theta \), and adopting a Monte Carlo sampling technique to collect dataset \( D \), we can get the distribution parameters by,

\[
\Theta^* = \arg\max_{\Theta} \mathbb{E}_D(\log G(\varepsilon; \Theta))
\]

We then use the Kullback-Leibler divergence [34] between the expert and the policy generate by different preference as the similarity measurement, which is formulated by

\[
D_{KL}(G^* || G_\omega) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} G(\varepsilon; \Theta^*) \log \left( \frac{G(\varepsilon; \Theta^*)}{G(\varepsilon; \Theta_\omega)} \right) d\varepsilon
\]

where \( G^* = G(\varepsilon; \Theta^*) \) and \( G_\omega = G(\varepsilon; \Theta_\omega) \) are the Gaussian distributions for the expert policy and the policy generated by preference \( \omega \). A larger \( D_{KL} \) means that the similarity between the two policies is lower.

4.3 Preference Adaptation Model

Based on the policy similarity model, we first find the most suitable preference \( \omega \) for each training environment, under which the reward distribution is most similar to that of the expert policy (i.e., \( D_{KL}(G^* || G_\omega) \) is minimized). Then, by running a set of experiments using an indicator preference \( \hat{\omega} \), we can collect the training dataset \( D_\omega = \{ (s_0, \omega_0^0), (s_1, \omega_1^0), \ldots, (s_n, \omega_n^0) \} \), where \( S_i \) is a state trajectory, and \( \omega_i^0 \) is the most suitable preference for \( S_i \).

Build upon this dataset, the policy adaptation problem can be formulate as a classification problem where each candidate preference can be seen as a class. To solve this problem, we train a preference adaptation model named \( AdaM \) using supervised learning. \( AdaM \) is a three-layer neural network. The first two layers of it are Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM [35]) layers that can efficiently handle the sequence data while the last layer is a fully connected layer.

We adopt the cross entropy loss [36] to train \( AdaM \), which is formulated as

\[
\mathcal{L} = -\sum_{i=0}^N \omega_i \log(\omega_i^*)
\]

where \( \omega_i^* \) is the ground truth for training sample \( i \), while \( \omega_i \) is the prediction. We omit the details of the training procedure since it is a classical supervised learning.

Algorithm 2: Preference Adaptation Algorithm

\begin{algorithm}
\KwIn{Trained model \( AdaM \) and \( \pi \); indicator preference \( \hat{\omega} \); sample count \( SC \)}
\KwOut{Optimal \( \omega \) for the current environment.}
1. Initialize sequence buffer \( S = \{ \} \).
2. Observe the current state \( s \) according to Eq. (4).
3. Get instruction policy \( \pi_\hat{\omega} \).
4. for \( k = 1 \) to \( SC \) do
   5. Sample an action \( a_t \sim \pi_\hat{\omega}(s) \).
   6. Observe a new state \( s' \).
   7. Set \( S = S \cup s' \).
   8. Set \( s = s' \).
9. return \( \omega = AdaM(S) \).
\end{algorithm}

Once we train the \( AdaM \), we can use Algorithm 2 to infer the most suitable preference. It first initializes the state sequence buffer and observes the initial state (lines 1-2). Then, it collects a state sequence by interacting with the environment using the policy generated by the indicator preference \( \hat{\omega} \) (lines 3-8). Finally, we infer the best preference using the trained adaptation model \( AdaM \) (line 9).
5 Implementation and Evaluations

5.1 System Settings

Model Training and AUTO Implementation. We adopted the same training parameters as Aurora [5] to train the MORL agent as shown in Table 1. All parameters are sampled uniformly except the queue size, for which the log is sampled uniformly. The history length is set to 10. To train the preference adaptation model, we set the sample count $SC$ to 10 and set the indicator preference $\omega_t$ to $[0.3,0.7]$, i.e., the weights of throughput and delay are 0.3 and 0.7 respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bandwidth</th>
<th>Latency</th>
<th>Queue size</th>
<th>Loss rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100-500 pps</td>
<td>50-500 ms</td>
<td>2-2981 packets</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We train models with 16 workers in parallel with different sampled preferences. It takes around 7 days on a server with Intel Xeon Gold 6148 CPU and 128G memory to converge. The whole model takes about 0.5 milliseconds on our server. Using the two trained model, we implemented a user-space prototype on top of Pytorch [37] and the UDT framework [38]. It only requires modifications on the sender side and it works smoothly when any other CC scheme on the receiver-side sends per-packet ACK.

Evaluation environments. We evaluate performances in both emulated environments and the real Internet through following tools.

- Pantheon [7]. The Pantheon is a community evaluation platform. It supports performance evaluations on the Internet and meanwhile can generate calibrated network emulators that capture the diverse performance of real Internet paths. It only supports point-to-point topology and can run one scheme at once.
- CoCo-Beholder [39]. The CoCo-Beholder is an emulator based on Pantheon. It emulates multiple flows with different CC schemes on a dumbbell topology.

Compared CC algorithms. We compare AUTO with state-of-the-art methods that have been proven to achieve high performance in the heterogeneous network, including heuristic-based CC algorithms FillP [40], Copa [4], BBR [41] and LEDBAT [42], online learning based method PCC-Allegro [16] and Vivace [17], inverse RL based method Indigo [7], RL-based method Aurora [5], and statistic-based method TaoVA [43]. We further adopt classic TCP variants including TCP Cubic [9] and TCP Vegas [44] as baselines.

5.2 Achieve Consistent High Performance in Different Environments

We first show AUTO achieves consistent high performance in different network environments by evaluating its performance in three real-world, representative, and very different environments and a hybrid network environment.

5.2.1 Satellite network

The first representative environment is the satellite network, where links typically have longer RTT. We evaluate the performance on Pantheon parameterized with the real-world measurements of the WINDs satellite system [6], replicating an experiment from the PCC-Allegro paper [16]. The link has 800 ms RTT, 42 Mbps capacity, 0.74% stochastic loss rate, and a queue size of 1500. Part of the comparison algorithms have been shown to achieve high performance in this environment, including PCC-Allegro [16], Vivace [17] and Copa [4].

Figure 4(a) shows as expected, AUTO achieves different trade-off results between delay and throughput by inputting different preferences. Therefore, AUTO can cope with different application requirements. In contrast, other methods only obtain a single trade-off result.

For each comparison algorithm, there is always a preference under which AUTO achieves a better performance. Compared with methods that work well in satellite network environments, AUTO (0.8, 0.2)\(^1\) achieves similar throughput but 14% shorter delay compared to PCC-Allegro, and 30.0% higher throughput and 20.6% shorter delay than Vivace, while AUTO (0.5, 0.5) achieves 6.9% higher throughput and 12.2% shorter delay than Copa. Compared with Indigo, the throughput and the delay of AUTO (0.2, 0.8) are 19.9% higher and 5.0% shorter respectively. Compared with BBR, AUTO (0.2, 0.8) achieves 153.5% higher throughput and 5.7% shorter delay. Compared with schemes that achieve short delay, the throughput of AUTO (0.05, 0.95) is about 1.1 times of FillP, 3.1 times of Aurora, 4.0 times of TaoVA, 15.3 times of TCP Cubic, 29.2 times of TCP Vegas, and 86 times of LEDBAT.

In this environment, (0.5, 0.5) is selected as the default preference by the preference adaptation model. Its corresponding packet loss rate is shown in the blue bar in Figure 5, which is 79.0% and 85.9% lower than Copa and PCC-Allegro that achieve comparable throughput. With much higher throughput, the packet loss rate of AUTO (0.3, 0.7) is also lower than FillP, BBR, Vivace, and Aurora.

5.2.2 Cellular network

The second representative environment is the cellular network, where the links have time-varying speeds and are usually modeled as Poisson Point Processes (PPP). We emulate this environment on Pantheon parameterized with the real-world measurements of the path from Amazon Web Services (AWS) in Brazil to the Colombia cellular network, replicating an experiment from Pantheon [7]. The link has 260 ms RTT, 3.04 Mbps capacity, 0.6% stochastic loss rate, and a queue size of 426.

With different preferences, AUTO outperforms other meth-

---

\(^1\)We use AUTO ($\omega_t, \omega_d$) to represent AUTO with preference set to $[\omega_t, \omega_d]$. 

---
ods in different aspects as shown in Figure 4(b). By setting the preference to (0.6, 0.4), AUTO achieves the highest throughput. Compared with other methods that prefer high throughput, it achieves 61.1%, 28.2% and 9.7% shorter delay than TCP Cubic, TCP Vegas and FillP respectively. By putting more weight on delay, AUTO achieves shorter delay at the expense of lower throughput. Statistically, AUTO (0.3, 0.7) achieves 5.7% higher throughput and 16.3% shorter delay than Copa. With almost the same throughput, it achieves 10.2% lower latency compared with Aurora. AUTO (0.1, 0.9) achieves 4.1% higher throughput and 8.3% shorter delay than LEDBAT. For other methods that achieve low link utilization in this environment, AUTO (0.1, 0.9) achieves 9.1%, 14.5%, 38.3% and 83.3% higher throughput than TaoVA, PCC-Allegro, Vivace and Indigo respectively.

The default preference in this environment is (0.5, 0.5). Under this preference, the packet loss rate of AUTO is 0.64% and is lower than all other methods except Vivace, which achieves 0.56% packet loss rate but very low link utilization.

5.2.3 Wired network

The third representative environment is the wired network, where the links have higher bandwidth and shorter buffer. We evaluate the performance in this environment on the real Internet by utilizing two servers located at Shanghai and Hong Kong respectively. The link between the two servers has about 36.2 ms RTT and 80 Mbps capacity.

Although the link bandwidth in the evaluate environment is far beyond the training range [1.12 Mbps, 5.6 Mbps], AUTO still achieves a set of Pareto dominant results as shown in Figure 4(c). This is because the adopted state space achieves a good generalization of the model. By setting the preference to (0.3, 0.7), AUTO achieves comparable throughput as FillP, Copa, PCC-Allegro, Vivace and Indigo and meanwhile achieves shorter delay. Due to the stochastic packet loss, TCP Cubic, TCP Vegas and LEDBAT have poor performance in this test. Due to the slow convergence, the throughput of Aurora is 38.5% lower than AUTO (0.3, 0.7).

In this test, the queuing delay fluctuates in a small range because of the small queue size. If setting the throughput weight too large (≥ 0.4), AUTO will neglect the small queuing delay, which will result in high packet loss rate. Therefore, we set the throughput weight no higher than 0.3. In contrast, the delay-based method Copa cannot detect congestion correctly and therefore has large packet loss rate as shown in Figure 5. Similar to the previous results, the default preference setting (0.3, 0.7) achieves lower packet loss rate than other CC algorithms that achieve the similar throughput. Quantitatively, the packet loss rate of AUTO (0.3, 0.7) is 88.9% lower than FillP, 96.0% lower than Copa, 42.1% lower than Indigo, 57.3% lower than PCC-Allegro and is 2.7% lower than Vivace.

5.2.4 Hybrid network

To show AUTO can cope with the heterogeneous satellite-ground integrated network, we next evaluate the performance on an emulated hybrid network path using Pantheon. The hybrid path contains a satellite link with 800 ms RTT and 42 Mbps bandwidth, and a terrestrial link with 40 ms RTT and

Figure 4: Throughput v.s. 95th percentile one-way delay in three representative environments. AUTO achieves consistent high performance and can cope with different application requirements by achieving a series the Pareto dominate results.

Figure 5: Packet loss rate in the satellite, cellular, wired, and hybrid network environments.
Due to the fixed monitoring interval and thus, it achieves 22.5% higher throughput and 6.9% lower delay by 18.6% and 3.9% respectively. Mean-while, it achieves 22.5% higher throughput and 6.9% lower delay compared with Indigo.

From the perspective of packet loss rate, the default preference setting (0.3, 0.7) performs better than all other methods that achieve a link utilization rate higher than 15%. As shown in Figure 5, it still achieves 15.0%, 16.9%, 18.9%, 57.0%, 65.5% lower packet loss rate than FillP, Vivace, BBR, Copa, and Indigo respectively. Although PCC-Allegro achieves the highest throughput in this scenario, it fails to detect congestion since the chosen preference is not suitable for this scenario. It suffers from 55.11% packet loss rate, which is 13.3 × higher than AUTO(0.3, 0.7).

5.2.5 Summary
Existing CC methods cannot adapt to diversified environments. For example, BBR and FillP suffer from low throughput or long delay in the satellite, cellular, and the hybrid network environments. Due to the fixed monitoring interval and lack of consideration on delayed action phenomenon, Indigo can only achieve high performance in the wired network environment. Due to the empirical preference settings, PCC suffers from unacceptably high packet loss in the satellite environment, Vivace suffers from low throughput in both satellite and cellular network environments, while Aurora has poor performance in the satellite and the wired network environments.

In contrast, AUTO adapts to different network environments by automatically adjusting the preference. Although we adopt a relatively small training range, the trained policy model achieve high performance since there is no absolute value in the state space. Its performance can be further improved by adding more training environments. Further, by finding the Pareto-optimal frontier, AUTO can cope with different application requirements.

5.3 Adapt to Rapid Network Changes
We next show AUTO achieves high reactivity and adapts to the rapid network changes by emulating a link with dynamic available bandwidth, which changes every 5 seconds with a uniform distribution ranging from 2 Mbps to 10 Mbps. The link delay and loss rate are set to 50 ms and 1% respectively.

Figure 7(a) shows that AUTO achieves highest average throughput. Quantitatively, it reaches 5.95 Mbps and 92.3% link utilization, corresponding to a gain of 2.6%, 5.1%, 7.0%, 11.8%, 16.9%, 37.4%, 45.5%, 75%, 1.58 ×, 2.79 ×, 3.92 × over FillP, Vivace, BBR, Copa, TaoVA, Indigo, PCC-Allegro, Aurora, LEDBAT, TCP Vegas and Cubic, respectively. To further demonstrate AUTO’s reactivity, we show AUTO achieves shorter delay comparing to other algorithms that achieve comparable throughput in the blue bar. More specifically, compared with FillP, Vivace and BBR, the delay of AUTO is 25.4%, 96.6%, and 74.7% shorter.

Figures 7(b)-(m) illustrate the behavior of different CC methods across time. As shown in Figure 7(b), AUTO’s sending rate fluctuates around the available bandwidth since it adjusts the sending rate mainly according to delay variation. It tries to increase the sending rate when the latency ratio is small and to decrease otherwise. FillP and BBR also achieve good performance but have longer converge time when the bandwidth suddenly increases. Although Vivace achieves high throughput, it cannot cope with the bandwidth decrease and result in extremely long delay and high packet loss rate. Due to the slow convergence, Aurora has low reactivity and suffers from poor bandwidth utilization. Other algorithms such as Copa, Indigo, Cubic, Vegas, and LEDBAT cannot cope with the variant bandwidth or misestimate the network status due to the stochastic packet loss rate. Their and suffer from low throughput.

5.4 Resilient to Stochastic Packet Loss
Then, we show that AUTO is resilient to stochastic packet loss, which is challenging for CC algorithms since the stochastic packet loss caused by poor link quality could let CC algorithms mistakenly think that congestion occurred and further...
decrease the sending rate. We test AUTO against other algorithms under an emulated link with a rate of 12 Mbps bandwidth and an RTT of 200 ms. To further test the robustness of the trained policy model, we let the stochastic loss rate of the link range from 0% to 8%, which is beyond our training range [0%, 5%].

As shown in Figure 8, AUTO achieves consistent high link utilization under all stochastic loss rates. Even when the stochastic loss rate is set to 8%, which is outside the training range, AUTO achieves 88.25% link utilization, which is 6.9% higher than the second-highest method FillP. The main reason is that AUTO judges whether congestion occurs by jointly considering the latency ratio, the latency gradient, the sending ratio, and the loss rate. Since the stochastic loss rate only influences the last two features, AUTO still can detect congestion accurately. With a similar reason, Indigo also achieves high link utilization. In contrast, the link utilization of Aurora falls sharply when the stochastic loss rate larger than 2% due to the fixed preference. BBR adjusts the sending rate according to the estimated bandwidth and minimum latency, thus, it is less affected by the stochastic loss rate. Since packet loss is not considered in the packet arrival model, the performance of Copa degrades when the stochastic loss rate is larger than 3%. TaoVA fails to consider lots of real network parameters such as stochastic loss rate and link buffer size and its link utilization ranges from 35% to 55%. For PCC-Allegro and Vivace that adopt the fixed weight on the packet loss rate in the utility function, their performance is poor when the stochastic packet loss rate is large since the calculated utilities are always low. As for TCP Cubic, TCP Vegas and LEDBAT, they are designed for reliable network environments and are sensitive to packet loss. They achieve relatively high link utilization when there is no stochastic packet drop on the link, and their link utilization drops to about 3% when the stochastic loss rate increases to 8%.

5.5 Fairness Against Different CC Schemes

Last, we show that AUTO is competitive-configurable and can achieve fairness against different CC schemes with different competitiveness, which solves the pain point of existing offline learning-based CC methods [5]. We first set up two flows on a dumbbell topology using CoCo-Beholder [39] with one flow using AUTO and competing with another flow using other CC schemes. The bottleneck link has 100 ms RTT, 20 Mbps capacity, and a queue size of 200. After 30 seconds running, we evaluate the Jain’s Fairness Index (JFI) of the
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Figure 9: JFI between AUTO and other CC schemes v.s. the throughput weight ($\omega_t$). The delay weight is set to $1 - \omega_t$.

two flows, which is calculated by $\frac{x^2}{x^2} = x^{\text{AUTO},x_c}$ is the throughput of AUTO and the competing scheme respectively. The JFI ranges from 0.5 (worst case, the throughput of one flow is 0) to 1 (best case, the two flows have the same throughput).

As shown in Figure 9, the JFI first increases with the throughput weight and then decreases. This is because the competitiveness of AUTO increases along with the throughput weight so that the JFI increases before AUTO achieves the same competitiveness as the competing flow and decreases after. More specifically, with a small throughput weight, AUTO is extremely delay-sensitive and tends to decrease the sending rate when the competing flow causes the increase of the queuing delay. On the contrary, if higher weight is put on throughput, AUTO will be more competitive and decrease the sending rate only if the latency ratio is large.

Therefore, AUTO can always find a suitable preference such that the two flows achieve comparable throughput on the shared link. When competing with CC schemes with high competitiveness, AUTO achieves the fairness by increasing the throughput weight. For example, FillP, BBR and TCP Cubic have high competitiveness for the first two adjust the sending rate based on the estimated bandwidth and the last reduces the congestion window size only when there is packet loss. As shown in Figures 9(a)-(c), by setting preference to (0.9, 0.1), (0.95, 0.05) and (0.95, 0.05), AUTO achieves the fairness against FillP, BBR and TCP Cubic respectively. In contrast, by putting higher weight on delay, AUTO can play well with delay-sensitive CC algorithms. Among the selected CC schemes, Indigo, Vivace and Aurora are more delay-sensitive due to their selected features or the rate adjusting mechanism. As shown in Figure 9(h)-(j), AUTO achieves the fairness against these three algorithms by setting the preference to (0.2, 0.8), (0.25, 0.75), and (0.3, 0.7) respectively.

Meanwhile, the competitive-configurable characteristic also supports users to explicitly set the priority for different flows. For example, users can adjust the throughput weight of flows that require high bandwidth (e.g., file downloading) to larger than that of delay-sensitive flows (e.g., online meeting). By doing so, the performance of delay-sensitive can be guaranteed while other flows only use the residue bandwidth.

6 Conclusion

We proposed AUTO, an adaptive CC algorithm based on multi-objective reinforcement learning for the heterogeneous satellite-ground integrated network. It doesn’t target at finding the optimal result for a single preference, but instead aims for finding optimal policies for all possible preferences. Thus, AUTO can cope with heterogeneous network environments and diversified application requirements using a single agent, by taking different preferences as input. To adjust the preference adaptively in different environments, we next proposed an environment-adaptive preference selection method by training a preference adaptation model. To train the agent on emulated environments and to facilitate further research, we developed a training suite Pantheon-Gym for MORL-based CC. Evaluation results show that AUTO achieves consistent high performance in representative network environments, adapts to rapid network changes, is resilient to stochastic packet loss, and can achieve fairness against different CC schemes.
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Abstract

In this work, we ask: what would it take for, say, a campus network operator to tell the network, using natural language, to “Inspect traffic for the dorm”? How could the network instantly and correctly translate the request into low-level configuration commands and deploy them in the network to accomplish the job it was “asked” to do? We answer these questions by presenting the design and implementation of LUMI, a new system that (i) allows operators to express intents in natural language, (ii) uses machine learning and operator feedback to ensure that the translated intents conform with the operator’s goals, and (iii) compiles and deploys them correctly in the network. As part of LUMI, we rely on an abstraction layer between natural language intents and network configuration commands referred to as Nile (Network Intent Language). We evaluate LUMI using synthetic and real campus network policies and show that LUMI extracts entities with high precision and compiles intents in a few milliseconds. We also report on a user study where 88.5% of participants state they would rather use LUMI exclusively or in conjunction with configuration commands.

1 Introduction

Deploying policies in modern enterprise networks poses significant challenges for today’s network operators. Since policies typically describe high-level goals or business intents, the operators must perform the complex and error-prone job of broking each policy down into low-level tasks and deploying them in the physical or virtual devices of interest across the entire network. Recently, intent-based networking (IBN) has been proposed to solve this problem by allowing operators to specify high-level policies that express how the network should behave (e.g., defining goals for quality of service, security, and performance) without having to worry about how the network is programmed to achieve the desired goals [17]. Ideally, IBN should enable an operator to simply tell the network to, for example, “Inspect traffic for the dorm”, with the network instantly and correctly breaking down such an intent into configurations and deploying them in the network.

In its current form, IBN has not yet delivered on its promise of fast, automated, and reliable policy deployment. One of the main reasons for this shortcoming is that, while network policies are generally documented in natural language, we cannot currently use them as input to intent-based management systems. Despite growing interest from some of the largest tech companies [7, 47, 62] and service providers [32, 38, 52], only a few research efforts [4, 13] have exploited the use of natural language to interact with the network, but they lack support for IBN or other crucial features (e.g., operator confirmation and feedback). However, expressing intents directly in natural language has numerous benefits when it comes to network policy deployment. For one, it avoids the many pitfalls of traditional policy deployment approaches, such as being forced to learn new network programming languages and vendor-specific Command-Line Interfaces (CLI), or introducing human errors while manually breaking down policies into configuration commands. At the same time, its appeal also derives from the fact that it allows operators to express the same intent using different phrasings. However, the flexibility makes it challenging to generate configurations, which must capture operator intent in an unambiguous and accurate manner.

In this paper, we contribute to the ongoing IBN efforts by describing the design and implementation of LUMI, a new system that enables an operator “to talk to the network”, focusing on campus networks as a use case. That is, LUMI takes as input an operator’s intent expressed in natural language, correctly translates these natural language utterances into configuration commands, and deploys the latter in the network to carry out the operator’s intent. We designed LUMI in a modular fashion, with the different modules performing, in order: information extraction, intent assembly, intent confirmation, and intent compillation and deployment. Our modular design allows for easy plug-and-play, where existing modules can be replaced with alternative solutions, or new modules can be included. As a result, LUMI’s architecture is extensible and evolvable and can easily accommodate further improvements or enhancements.
In addressing the various challenges above, we make the following contributions:

**Information extraction and confirmation.** We build on existing machine learning algorithms for Named Entity Recognition (NER) [30] to extract and label entities from the operator’s natural language utterances. In particular, we implement NER using a chatbot-like interface with multi-platform support (§3) and augment the existing algorithm so that LUMI can learn from operator-provided feedback (§5).

**Intent assembly and compilation.** We introduce the Network Intent Language (Nile), use it as an abstraction layer between natural language intents and network configuration commands for LUMI, and illustrate its ability to account for features critical to network management such as rate-limiting or usage quotas (§4). We also show how LUMI enables compilations of Nile intents to existing network programming languages (§6), such as Merlin [57].

**Evaluation.** We evaluate (§8) LUMI’s accuracy in information extraction, investigate LUMI’s ability to learn from operator-provided feedback and measure both the compilation and deployment times in a standard campus topology [5]. Using our own datasets consisting of synthesized intents as well as real-world intents derived from network policies published by 50 different campus networks in the US, we show that LUMI can extract entities with high precision, learn from the feedback provided by the operator, and compile and deploy intents in less than a second.

**User study.** In addition to an in-depth evaluation of LUMI, we also report our main findings of a small-scale user study, with 26 subjects (§9). The study was performed to get feedback from subjects on the perceived value of using natural language for network management with LUMI and soliciting user feedback during the intent confirmation stage.

**Prototype.** We implemented our prototype of LUMI using a combination of tools and libraries (e.g., Google Dialogflow [28], Scikit-learn library [49]). The full implementation as well as all datasets used in our evaluation are available on the project’s website [39].

Together, the results of our evaluation and user study show that LUMI is a promising step towards realizing the vision of IBN of achieving fast, automated, and reliable policy deployment. By allowing operators to express intents in natural language, LUMI makes it possible for operators to simply talk to their network and tell it what to do, thus simplifying the jobs of network operators (i.e., deploying policies) and also saving them time. While promising, developing LUMI into a full-fledged production-ready system poses new and interesting challenges on the interface of networking and NLP, which we detail in §10.

2 **Lumi in a Nutshell**

Figure 1 illustrates the high-level goal of LUMI with the intent example “Hey, Lumi! Inspect traffic for the dorm” and shows the breakdown of the workflow by which LUMI accomplishes the stated objective. Below, we provide a brief overview of the four key components that define this workflow (i.e., the LUMI pipeline) and refer to the subsequent sections for a more in-depth description and design choices of each of these modules.

First, for the Information Extraction module (described in Section 3), we rely on machine learning to extract and label entities from the operator utterances and implement them using a chatbot-like conversational interface. The extracted entities form the input of the Intent Assembly module (described in Section 4), where they are used to compose a Nile network intent. Nile closely resembles natural language, acts as an abstraction layer, and reduces the need for operators to learn new policy languages for different types of networks. Then, as part of the Intent Confirmation module (described in Section 5), the output of the Intent Assembly module (i.e., a syntactically-correct Nile intent) is presented to the network operator, and their feedback is solicited. If the feedback is negative, the system and the operator iterate until confirmation, with the system continuously learning from the operator’s feedback to improve the accuracy of information labeling over time. Finally, once the system receives confirmation from the operator, the confirmed Nile intent is forwarded to the Intent Deployment module. Described in Section 6, this module’s main task is to compile Nile intents into network configuration commands expressed in Merlin and deploy them in the network. In Section 6, we also explain why we picked Merlin as a target language over other alternatives.

3 **Information Extraction**

The main building blocks for LUMI’s Information Extraction module are a chatbot interface as the entry point into our system and the use of Named Entity Recognition (NER) [30] to extract and label entities from the operators’ natural language intents. Given the popularity of personal assistants, such as Google Assistant, Amazon’s Alexa or Apple’s Siri, our goal in providing a natural language interface for LUMI goes beyond facilitating the lives of traditional network operators and seeks to also empower users with little-to-no knowledge of how to control their networks (e.g., home users).

Even in the case of the traditional user base of network operators, providing a natural language interface to interact with the system benefits teams composed of operators with
different levels of expertise or experience. This type of interface is particularly relevant in campus or enterprise networks with small groups and in developing countries where network teams are often understaffed and lack technical expertise. In short, while deploying a policy as simple as redirecting specific traffic for inspection can be a daunting task for an inexperienced operator, nothing is intimidating about expressing that same policy in natural language and letting the system worry about its deployment, possibly across multiple devices in the network.

Solving the NER problem typically involves applying machine learning (for extracting named entities in unstructured text) in conjunction with using a probabilistic graphical model (for labeling the identified entities with their types). Even though, in theory, NER is largely believed to be a solved problem [43], in practice, to ensure that NER achieves its purpose with acceptable accuracy, some challenges remain, including careful “entity engineering” (i.e., selecting entities appropriate for the problem at hand) and a general lack of tagged or labeled training data.

Below, we first discuss the entity engineering problem and propose a practical solution in the form of a hierarchically-structured set of entities. Next, we describe in more detail the different steps that the NER process performs to extract named entities from a natural language intent such as “Inspect traffic for the dorm” and label them with their types. Finally, to deal with the problem caused by a lack of labeled training data, we describe our approach that improves upon commonly-used NER implementations by incorporating user feedback to enable LUMI to learn over time.

Table 1: Hierarchical set of entities defined in Lumi.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Entity Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Common</td>
<td>@middlebox, @location, @group, @traffic, @protocol, @service, @qos_constraint, @qos_metric, @qos_unit, @qos_value, @date, @datetime, @hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite</td>
<td>@origin, @destination, @target</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immutable</td>
<td>@operation, @entity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.1 Entity Selection

To ensure that NER performs well in practice, a critical aspect of specifying the underlying model is entity engineering; that is, defining which and how many entities to label in domain application-specific but otherwise unstructured text. On the one hand, since our goal with LUMI is to allow operators to change network configurations and manipulate the network’s traffic, the set of selected entities will affect which operations are supported by LUMI. As discussed in more detail in Section 4, LUMI-supported actions are dictated almost entirely by what intent constructions Nile supports. At the same time, we would like to consider a generic enough set of entities to enable users to express their intents freely, independent of Nile. Moreover, the selected set of entities should also allow for easy expansion (e.g., through user feedback; see Section 3.4 below) while ensuring that newly added entities neither introduce ambiguities nor result in unforeseen entries that might break the training model.

On the other hand, the selected set of entities directly influences the trained model’s accuracy, especially if the entities have been chosen poorly. Therefore, it is crucial to pick a set of entities that is at the same time rich enough to solve the task at hand and concise enough to avoid ambiguities that might hamper the learning process. For instance, one common source of uncertainty in network intents is highlighted with the two examples “Block traffic from YouTube” and “Block traffic from the dorms”. Here, the word ‘from’ appears in both intents but is used for two different purposes. While in the first example, it specifies a service, in the second example, it defines a location. If we choose to tag both entities (i.e., “YouTube” and “dorms”) with the same entity type (e.g., “location”) to avoid ambiguities, we lose information on what is being tagged (i.e., service vs. location). However, if we simply use different entities for both cases (e.g., “service” and “location”), we generate an ambiguity (e.g., very similar phrasings produce entirely different results) that causes the accuracy of the NER model to decrease as similar example intents are encountered (e.g., “Block traffic from Twitter”).

With these design requirements in mind, we defined the set of LUMI entities hierarchically and organized them into three different categories: common, composite, and immutable entities (see Table 1). Here, common entities form the bottom of the hierarchy, comprise raw textual values, and largely determine what LUMI can understand. For instance, the textual values in the common entity class @middlebox are network functions such as firewalls, packet inspection, and traffic shaping. The hierarchy’s intermediate level consists of composite entities. The entities in this class do not have any inherent nouns, verbs, or even synonyms associated with them; they only establish a relationship between common entities through the aggregation of prepositions. For instance, the composite entity class @origin consists of composite values such as “from @location” and “from @service”. Composite entities help avoid the ambiguity problem mentioned earlier. Finally, immutable entities make up the top of the hierarchy and form the core of LUMI. In particular, while the entity class @operation expresses the operations that Nile supports, the entity class @entity consists of a list of LUMI-supported common entities.

### 3.2 Entity Encoding: Bi-LSTMs

Figure 2 shows the overall NER architecture that we use in LUMI and illustrates the critical intuition behind NER; that is, finding named entities in unstructured text (e.g., “Inspect traffic for the dorm” in Step 1 in Figure 2) and labeling them
with their types (e.g., Step 6 in Figure 2). With respect to the machine learning part of the NER problem, standard approaches leverage Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) [34]; i.e., a family of neural networks that processes arrays of data sequentially, where the output of one element is carried over as input to the next element in the sequence. However, RNNs typically require numerical inputs and not words. Therefore, when applied in the context of our text processing problem, e.g., with their types (e.g., synonyms, so that words with similar meanings (e.g., ‘dormitories’ and ‘housing’) have similar embedded vectors, which in turn allows an RNN to process them similarly.

Before processing the output of word2vec, we need to specify the type of RNN model in our architecture. The Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) model has been a popular choice for text processing [25] as it can capture and carry over dependencies between words in a phrase or intent (e.g., to identify multi-word expressions). It also creates a context-full representation of each processed word as an encoded array of numerical values. However, to further enhance each word’s context, in our LUMI design of the information extraction stage, we rely in Step 3 on an enhanced version of LSTM, the so-called Bi-LSTM model [16, 36]. The Bi-LSTM approach yields the best results for the English language in a majority of evaluated cases [63]. In a Bi-LSTM, a phrase is evaluated by two LSTMs simultaneously, from left-to-right and from right-to-left, and the outputs of the two LSTMs are then concatenated to produce a single output layer at a given position, as shown in Step 4.

### 3.3 Entity Labeling: CRFs

The labeling part of the NER problem consists of using the context-full encoded vectors of words to represent the “observed” variables for a type of probabilistic graphical models known as Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) [33], as shown in Step 5. CRFs are a widely-used technique for labeling data, especially sequential data arising in natural language processing. Their aim is to determine the conditional distribution $P(Y|X)$, where $X = \{x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n\}$ represents a sequence of observations (i.e., encoded vectors of words in a sentence) and $Y = \{y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_m\}$ represents the “hidden” or unknown variable (i.e., NER tags or labels) that needs to be inferred given the observations. CRFs admit efficient algorithms for learning the conditional distributions from some corpus of training data (i.e., model training), computing the probability of a given label sequence $Y$ given observations $X$ (i.e., decoding), and determining the most likely label sequence $Y$ given $X$ (i.e., inference).

The technical aspects of the specific CRF model we use in this work are described in detail in LUMI’s website [39] and show the flexibility afforded by CRF models to account for domain-specific aspects of labeling sequential data (e.g., accounting for the likelihood of an entity label being succeeded by another). However, irrespective of the specific CRF model used, the method outputs as the most likely tag for a given word the one with the highest probability among all tags. Specifically, at the end of Step 5, the result of the NER algorithm is provided in the form of named entities with IOB tagging [30]. In IOB tagging, each named entity tag is marked with an indicator that specifies if the word is the beginning (B) of an entity type or inside (I) of an entity type. If a word does not match any entity, then the algorithm outputs an (O) indicator (for “outside”). Note that by using IOB tagging, it is possible to distinguish if two side-by-side words represent a single entity or two completely different entities. For instance, without IOB-tagging, it would be impossible to tag an operation like “rate limiting” as one single named entity. Finally, we parse the IOB-tagged words resulting from the NER model, build a dictionary with the identified entities, and output it in Step 6 as the final result of LUMI’s Information Extraction module.

### 3.4 NER and Learning

The described NER process is an instance of a supervised learning algorithm. It uses a corpus of training data in the form of input-output examples where input is an intent (i.e., phrase with named entities defined in LUMI and other words or non-entities), and an output is the list of named entities with IOB tagging (i.e., correct entity tags or labels). The primary training step consists of both adapting the weights of the Bi-LSTM model to extract the desired $X$ vector and re-calculating the conditional distribution $P(X|Y)$ to infer the correct NER tags $Y$ and may have to be repeated until convergence (i.e., Steps 3-5).
Note that retraining can be done each time the existing corpus of training data is augmented with new key-value pairs or with existing entities used in a novel context (i.e., requiring a new tag). A basic mechanism for obtaining such new key-value pairs or for benefiting from the use of existing entities in a novel context is to engage users of LUMI and entice their feedback in real-time, especially if this feedback is negative and points to missing or incorrect pieces of information in the existing training data. By enticing and incorporating such user-provided feedback as part of the Intent Confirmation stage (see Section 5 for more details), LUMI’s design leverages readily available user expertise as a critical resource for constantly augmenting and updating its existing training data set with new and correctly-labeled training examples that are otherwise difficult to generate or obtain. After each new set of key-value pairs is obtained through user feedback, LUMI immediately augments the training corpus and retrain the NER model from scratch.

In light of the hierarchical structure of our LUMI-specific entities set, with user-provided feedback, we aim to discover and learn any newly-encountered common entities. Moreover, as the data set of common entities is augmented with new training instances, the accuracy of identifying composite entities also improves. With respect to the immutable entities, since the entity class @operation dictates what operations LUMI supports and understands, these operations cannot be learned from user-provided feedback. However, given the limited set of LUMI-supported operations, a relatively small training dataset should suffice to cover most natural language utterances that express these operations. As for the entity class @entity, being composed of a list of LUMI-supported common entities, it ensures that user-provided feedback can be correctly labeled.

4 Intent Assembly

Using a chatbot interface with NER capabilities as the front end of LUMI solves only part of the network intent refinement and deployment problem. For example, if a network operator asks a chatbot “Please add a firewall for the backend.”, the extraction result could be the following entities: [middleboxes: ‘firewall’], [target: ‘backend’]. Clearly, these two key-value pairs do not translate immediately to network configuration commands. Assembling the extracted entities into a structured and well-defined intent that can be interpreted and checked for correctness by the operator before being deployed in the network calls for introducing an abstraction layer between natural language intents and network configuration demands.

To achieve its intended purpose as part of LUMI, this abstraction layer has to satisfy three key requirements. First, the operations supported by the abstraction layer’s grammar have to specify what entities to extract from natural language intents. Instead of trying to parse and piece together every possible network configuration from user utterances, we require that a predefined set of operations supported by the abstraction layer’s grammar guide the information extraction process. As a result, when processing the input text corresponding to a network intent expressed by the operator in natural language, we only have to look for entities that have a matching operation in the abstraction layer’s grammar, as those are the only ones that the system can translate into network configurations and subsequently act upon.

A second requirement for this abstraction layer is to allow for easy confirmation of the extracted intents by the operators by having a high level of legibility. We note that requiring confirmation does not burden the operators in the same manner that requiring them to express their network intents directly in the abstraction layer’s language would. For instance, it is well-known that a person who can understand a written sentence cannot necessarily create it from scratch (i.e., lacking knowledge of the necessary grammar).

Finally, the abstraction layer is also required to allow different network back-ends as targets given that a wide range of candidate network programming languages [6, 11, 21, 31, 46, 54, 57] exist, and none of them seem to have been favored more by operators or industry yet. Using an abstraction layer on top of any existing languages allows us to decouple LUMI from the underlying technology, so we can easily change it if a better option arises in the future.

4.1 Nile: Network Intent Language

To satisfy the above requirements, in our design of the Intent Assembly module (i.e., stage two of the LUMI pipeline), we rely on the Network Intent Language (Nile) to serve as our abstraction layer language. In a previous work [29], we proposed an initial version of Nile that provided minimal operation support for intent definition and focused primarily on service-chaining capabilities. Here, we extend this original version to cover crucial features for network management in real-world environments (e.g., usage quotas and rate-limiting). Closely resembling natural language, the extended version of Nile has a high level of legibility, reduces the need for operators to learn new policy languages for different types of networks, and supports different configuration commands in heterogeneous network environments. Operationally, we designed this module to ingest as input the output of the information extraction module (i.e., entities extracted from the operator’s utterances), assemble this unstructured extracted information into syntactically-correct Nile intents, and then output them.

Table 2: Overview of Nile-supported operations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Required</th>
<th>Policy Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>from/to endpoint</td>
<td>group/endpoint/service/traffic</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for</td>
<td>traffic/service/protocol</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>allow/block</td>
<td>quota/bandwidth</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>ACL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>set/unset</td>
<td>hour/date/datetime</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>QoS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>add/remove middlebox</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Service Chaining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>start/end</td>
<td>Service Chaining</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Temporal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2 shows the main operations supported by our extended version of Nile, and the full grammar of Nile is made available in LUMI’s website [39]. Some of the operations have opposites (e.g., allow/block) to undo previously deployed intents and enable capturing incremental behaviors stated by the operators. Some operations in a Nile intent are mandatory, such as from/to or for. More specifically, an operator cannot write an intent in Nile without stating a clear target (using for) or an origin and a destination (using from/to) when the direction of the specified traffic flow matters.

To enforce the correct syntax of the assembled intent, we leverage the Nile grammar to guarantee that the intent contains the required information for correct deployment. If the grammar enforcement fails due to the lack of information, the system prompts the operator via the chatbot interface to provide the missing information. Assume, for example, that the operator’s original intent stated “Please add a firewall.”, without providing the target of the intent. Since specifying a target is required according to the Nile grammar, the module will not attempt to construct a Nile program but will instead interact with the operator to obtain the missing information.

4.2 Nile Intents: An Example

With Nile, we can express complex intents intuitively. For example, an input like “Add firewall and intrusion detection from the gateway to the backend for client B with at least 100mbps of bandwidth, and allow HTTPS only” is translated to the Nile intent shown in Listing 1. The group function is used as a high-level abstraction for clients, groups of IP addresses, VLANs, or any other aggregating capacity in low-level network configurations. Note that the IDs provided by the operator must be resolved during the compilation process, as they represent information specific to each network. This feature of the language enhances its flexibility for designing intents and serving as an abstraction layer. The example illustrates how Nile provides a high-level abstraction for structured intents and suggests that the grammar for Nile is expressive enough to represent many real-world network intents.

```python
define intent qosIntent:
    from endpoint(’gateway’)
    to endpoint(’database’)
    for group(’B’)
    add middlebox(’firewall’), middlebox(’ids’)
    set bandwidth(’min’, ’100’, ’mbps’)
    allow traffic(’https’)
```

Listing 1: Nile intent example.

5 Intent Confirmation (Feedback)

The major challenge with using natural language to operate networks (e.g., as part of IBN) is that the method is inherently ambiguous. There are many different forms in which an operator can express the same intent in different network environments in natural language. Despite recent advances, natural language processing is prone to producing false positives or false negatives, resulting in incorrect entity tagging, leading to deploying incorrect network configuration commands. However, to be of practical use, network configurations are required to be unquestionably unambiguous and correct-by-construction.

One approach to address this challenge is to create an extensive dataset with training phrases and entities. However, it is unrealistic to expect that such a dataset will cover every possible English language (or any other language for that matter) example of phrase construction with domain-specific entities. Operators are free to use terms or expressions that the system has never encountered in the past. However, without proper safeguards, any such new phrase will likely result in misconfigurations of the network. An alternative approach to implementing a reliable intent deployment process is through “learning from the operator.” Here, the basic idea is to leverage the operators’ existing knowledge by requesting their feedback on the information extracted from natural language intents. Then, in the case of negative feedback, it is critical to engage with the operators to identify missing or incorrect pieces, include this such acquired new knowledge as additional phrases or entities in the original training dataset, and retrain the original learning model.

Our solution to deal with the ambiguity inherent in using natural language to express network intents follows the learning approach and leverages the chatbot interface implemented as part of our first module. In particular, in designing the intent confirmation module for realizing stage three of the four-stage LUMI pipeline, we require the output of the intent assembly module (i.e., syntactically-correct Nile intents) to be confirmed by the operator. When presented with assembled intents that result in false positives or negatives, the operator is asked to provide feedback that we subsequently use to augment the original training dataset with new labeled data; that is, LUMI is capable of learning new constructs over time, gradually reducing the chances of making mistakes. While this interaction may slow down initial intent deployments until LUMI adapts to the operator’s usage domain, it is essential to guarantee reliable intent refinement and deployment.

Extracting pertinent information from user feedback also requires identifying specific entities in the user text, similarly to extracting entities from an input network intent. To this end, LUMI uses the same NER model for both tasks, relying primarily on the immutable @entity for extracting which entity class is being augmented and what value is being added. Relying on the same NER model also requires us to train the model to identify and extract entities in the received user feedback. However, since we limit LUMI’s interactions with the user to answering simple questions, processing user feedback does not require a large set of training samples.

To reduce an operator’s need for technical knowledge during this intent confirmation stage, we opted for supporting feedback interactions that induce the operator to provide the information that LUMI needs (i.e., offering suggestions and asking complementary questions). Also, to provide operators
with more flexibility and not insist that they have to use specific keywords, this module compares the entities and values provided by the operators with synonyms already in the training dataset. Figure 3 illustrates a case where, due to a lack of training, LUMI misses an entity in the input text, and the confirmation mechanism lets operators easily catch this mistake and provide the necessary feedback for LUMI to learn. Also, note that our design of this module is conservative in the sense that operator feedback is requested for each assembled intent, irrespective of the level of confidence that LUMI has concerning its accuracy.

![Figure 3: LUMI’s feedback mechanism in action.](image)

6 Intent Deployment

The fourth and last stage of LUMI compiles the operator-confirmed Nile intents into code that can be deployed on the appropriate network devices and executes the original network intent expressed by the operator in natural language. Fortunately, the abstraction layer provided by Nile enables compilations to a number of different existing network configurations, including other policy abstractions languages such as Merlin [57], OpenConfig [48], Janus [2], PGA [51], and Kinetic [31].

For our design of LUMI’s Intent Deployment module, we chose to compile structured Nile intents into Merlin programs. We picked Merlin over other alternative frameworks because of its good fit with Nile, the network features it supports, its performance, and the availability of source code. Also, given that none of the existing network programming languages natively supports all features proposed in Nile, we opted for the one that had the largest intersection of supported operations. In the process, we mapped each Nile feature to a corresponding Merlin feature.

**Resolving logical handles.** Logical handles in Nile intents are decoupled from low-level IP addresses, VLAN IDs and IP prefixes, which LUMI now resolves (e.g., dorm →10.1.2.0/24) using information provided during the bootstrap process. ACLs rules are resolved similarly. Once LUMI produces Merlin programs with resolved identifiers (i.e., VLAN IDs, IPs and prefixes), compilation to corresponding OpenFlow rules is handled by Merlin.

**Temporal constraints and QoS.** As Merlin does not support temporal policies, LUMI stores every confirmed Nile intent so that it can install or remove device configurations according to times and dates defined by the operator. We achieve quota restrictions (not natively supported by Merlin) by relaying all traffic marked with a quota requirement to a traffic-shaping middlebox, taking advantage of Merlin’s support for middlebox chaining. Other QoS policies, such as rate-limiting, are already supported in Merlin.

**Middlebox chaining.** LUMI focuses on middlebox chaining, i.e., correctly relaying traffic specified in the intents through a specified middlebox. Since the actual configuration of each middlebox is currently done outside of LUMI, LUMI can handle chaining policies associated with any middlebox type, virtual or physical, compilation for which is straightforward since Merlin natively supports middlebox chaining.

7 Implementation

We implemented LUMI’s prototype using different tools and libraries for each module of the LUMI-pipeline. For the chatbot interface and NER, we used Google Dialogflow [28] because of its conversational interface and multi-platform integration. However, these stages can be easily implemented with other open-source NLP frameworks (e.g., SpaCy [26] and Stanford CoreNLP [41]) or machine learning toolkits such as Scikit-learn [49] and Keras [18]. We exported the Dialogflow implementation of LUMI as JSON files and uploaded them to GitHub [39], so other researchers can build on our work and reproduce our results.

We implemented the WebHook service that Dialogflow calls with the extracted entities in Python. This service builds the Nile intents and interacts with the chatbot interface if necessary. We implemented the compilation of Nile programs into Merlin programs and the deployment of the resulting Merlin program as a separate Python RestAPI service that the previous WebHook service calls after the operator confirms that the intent is correct. We developed this module as a separate service so that it can be deployed on a local server with access to the network controller. All the other modules can be deployed on a cloud server. The full implementation of LUMI, comprising over 5,451 lines of Python code and 1,079 lines of JavaScript and HTML, a working demo, and all datasets used in the course of this work are publicly available [39].

8 Evaluation

In this section, we first evaluate the accuracy of our Information Extraction module to show that LUMI extracts entities with high precision and learns from operator-provided feedback. We then show that LUMI can quickly compile Nile intents into Merlin programs and deploy them. To assess the accuracy of the Information Extraction module, we use the standard metrics Precision, Recall, and F1-score. For the
evaluation of the Intent Deployment stage, we measure the compilation time for translating Nile intents into Merlin statements and their deployment time.

8.1 Information Extraction

Evaluating systems like LUMI is challenging because of (i) a general lack of publicly available datasets that are suitable for this problem space (several operators we contacted in industry and academia gave proprietary reasons for not sharing such data), and (ii) difficulties in generating synthetic datasets that reflect the inherent ambiguities of real-world Natural Language Intents (NLIs).

To deal with this problem, we created two hand-annotated datasets for information extraction. The dataset alpha is “semi-realistic” in the sense that it is hand-crafted, consisting of 150 examples of network intents that we generated by emulating an actual operator giving commands to LUMI. In contrast, the campi dataset consists of real-world intents we obtained by crawling the websites of 50 US universities, manually parsing the publicly available documents that contained policies for operating their campus networks, and finally extracting one-phrase intents from the encountered public policies. From those 50 universities, we were able to extract a total of 50 different network intents. While some universities did not yield any intents, most universities published network policies related to usage quotas, rate-limiting, and ACL, and we were able to express all of them as Nile intents. We manually tagged the entities in each of these 200 intents to train and validate our information extraction model.

We used both datasets, separately and combined, to evaluate our NER model, with a 75%-25% training-testing random split. The small size of each dataset precludes us from performing conventional cross-validation. Table 3 shows the results for the alpha dataset, for the campi dataset, and for a combination of the two and illustrates the high accuracy of LUMI’s information extraction module. Given the way we created the training examples for the alpha dataset, the excellent performance in terms of Precision, Recall, and F1-score is reassuring but not surprising. In creating the intent examples, we paid special attention to extracting all the entities defined in LUMI (see Section 3.1) and also creating multiple intents for each entity class.

Table 3: Information extraction evaluation using the alpha and campi dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th># of Entries</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>alpha</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>0.996</td>
<td>0.987</td>
<td>0.991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>campi</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.979</td>
<td>0.989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alpha + campi</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.992</td>
<td>0.969</td>
<td>0.980</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At the same time, despite the largely unstructured nature and smaller number of intent examples in the campi dataset, the results for that dataset confirm the above observation.

Even though the example intents in this case were not designed with the NER model in mind, LUMI’s performance remains excellent and is essentially insensitive to the differences in how the intent examples were generated. We attribute this success of LUMI at the information extraction stage to both continued advances in using machine learning for natural language processing and the fact that the complete set of LUMI-defined entities is relatively small and at the same time sufficiently expressive.

8.2 Intent Confirmation and Feedback

To evaluate the impact of operator-provided feedback on LUMI’s ability to learn, we first trained our NER model using 75% of the combined alpha and campi datasets (i.e., a total of 150 training examples) and then used the remaining 25% of examples (i.e., a total of 50 test entries) as new intents that we presented LUMI in random order. We fed each of the 50 test intents into the NER model for information extraction and evaluated the Precision and Recall on a case-by-case basis. If a new intent generated False Positives or False Negatives, we inserted the intent into NER’s existing training dataset, alongside the pre-tagged entities, mimicking the operator’s feedback given during the Intent Confirmation stage.

The results for this experiment (Precision, Recall and F1-score) are shown in Figures 4a and 4b. Since each point in the plots represents the Precision/Recall for one specific test sample rather than for the global model, the depicted values fluctuate as test samples are checked one after another. As can be seen, while Precision quickly reaches and then stays at 1.0, the Recall metric dips each time the model encounters an entity or construct it has not yet seen (i.e., resulting in a False Negative). However, as more of these examples become part of NER’s training data through the feedback mechanism (and because of re-training of the model after each new example is added), these dips become less frequent. Out of the 50 test intents, only eight resulted in a dip in Recall; that is, were used as feedback. Note, however, that the cases where the model does not identify an entity are precisely the situations where feedback is most informative and enables the model to learn for the benefit of the users.

To assess how often a user has to rely on the feedback mechanism, we repeated our experiment 30 times, each time with a different 75-25 training-testing split. The resulting mean values for Precision and Recall are shown in Figures 4c and 4d, with corresponding 95% confidence intervals. As expected, over the 30 repetitions, both Precision and Recall remain close to 0.99, with very small fluctuations. And just as in the previous experiment, whenever there is a significant variation in Precision or Recall (i.e., large confidence intervals), we added that particular intent example to NER’s latest training dataset and retrained the model. We attribute the fact that about 20% of the test examples were used as feedback to the small size of our training dataset, but argue that having only this many feedbacks is a positive outcome.
pared to existing alternative methods, what is the perceived value of a system like LUMI that leverages natural language for real-time network management?

In this section, we describe the experiments we conducted, the participants’ profiles, and the obtained results. We set up the user study as an online experiment that users could access and participate in anonymously. To select participants for the user study from different technical backgrounds and still keep their anonymity, we distributed a link to the online user study in mailing lists of both networking research groups and campus network operators. According to the guidelines of our affiliated institution, due to the fully anonymous nature of the experiment, no IRB approval was required to conduct this study, so this work does not raise any ethical issues.

9.1 Methodology

Participating users were asked to fill out a pre-questionnaire (e.g., level of expertise, degree of familiarity with policy deployment, and use of chatbot-like interfaces) and then take on the role of a campus network operator by performing five specific network management tasks using LUMI. Based on the information these users provided in their pre-questionnaire, we had participants from three different continents: the Americas (88.5%), Europe (7.7%), and Asia (3.8%).

Each of the tasks required the user to enforce a specific type of network policy: (i) reroute traffic from the internet to an inspection middlebox; (ii) limit the bandwidth of guest users using torrent applications; (iii) establish a data usage quota for students in the university dorms; (iv) block a specific website for students in the labs, and (v) add a daily temporal bandwidth throttle to the server racks from 4pm to 7pm. Every interaction users had with LUMI was logged to a database for post-analysis.

After finishing the tasks, users were asked to complete a post-questionnaire (e.g., number of completed tasks, the perceived value of LUMI, and comments on its usability). The complete set of management tasks presented to the users and all the results are available on the LUMI’s website. Out of the 30 participants, four did not complete the online questionnaires and were excluded from the study, leaving a total of 26 subjects. Figure 5 shows a breakdown of the user profiles by type of job, level of experience with network management, and familiarity with chatbot-like interfaces.

9.2 Information Extraction and Feedback

To assess the accuracy of our Information Extraction module, we use the number of tasks each participant concluded. For
completing any given task, a specific set of labeled entities was required to build the correct Nile intent. Hence, each user’s number of completed tasks reflects how accurately LUMI identified the entities in the input texts. The results in the left part of Figure 6 show that most users completed either 5/5 or 4/5 tasks. Some examples of successful intents for each task can be found on LUMI’s website [39]. An analysis of the users’ interactions with the system revealed that LUMI had trouble understanding temporal behavior (e.g., “from 4pm to 7pm”), likely due to a lack of such training examples. This issue prevented some users from completing all five tasks. One user could not complete any task, reported because of an outage in the cloud provider infrastructure used to host LUMI.

Figure 6: LUMI information extraction and feedback.

To evaluate the value of LUMI’s feedback mechanism as part of the Intent Confirmation module, we considered all intents that the 26 users generated and checked how many were confirmed and how many were rejected. If an intent was rejected, the user could provide feedback to correct it, thus improving LUMI. Such a corrected intent could then once again be accepted or rejected by the user. The right-hand side of Figure 6 gives the breakdown of the intents and shows that, most of the time, LUMI correctly interpreted the users’ intents; in the few times feedback was needed, LUMI was able to correct and learn more often than not. This result is encouraging given the somewhat limited amount of data with which LUMI was trained.

On further analysis of the interactions that users had with LUMI, we observed that the feedback mechanism worked as expected in cases where the participants used a different or unusual phrasing of their intents. For instance, one user expressed the intent for task 3 in an unstructured manner, as “student quota dorms 10GB week”, in which LUMI was not able to recognize the word “dorms” as a @location entity. However, the user then provided feedback that was successful in correcting the original Nile intent.

One concrete example where the feedback was unsuccessful happened in task 3, with a user that typed the intent “Lumi, limit students to 10GB maximum download per week in dorms”. Lumi was only trained to recognize phrases of the form “10GB per week”, and the additional text in between resulted in Lumi being unable to recognize the user’s phrase. When asked what information LUMI had missed, the user provided feedback indicating that “10gb/wk” was an entity class and “Gb per week” was the value, instead of labeling “Gb per week” as a @qos_unit entity. We note that Lumi is an initial prototype, and such cases can be avoided in the future by improving the clarity of suggestions LUMI makes to the user, and by including sanity checks on user inputs.

9.3 Users Reactions and Usability

In the post-questionnaire, we asked the users to comment on LUMI’s usability and overall merit by answering three questions: (i) How easy was it to use LUMI to configure the network? (ii) Compared to traditional policy configuration, how much better or worse was using LUMI instead? and (iii) Would they rather use LUMI to enforce policies or conventional network configuration commands. Figures 7, 8 and 9 summarize the users’ responses, broken down by expertise in network management. The results show that the participants’ overall reaction to LUMI was very positive, with most of them stating that they would either use LUMI exclusively or, depending on the tasks, in conjunction with configuration commands. Note that the expert users who identified themselves as campus network operators all had a positive reaction to LUMI. Overall, among all different levels of expertise, 88.5% of participants stated they would rather use LUMI exclusively or in conjunction with configuration commands.

We also asked participants to provide insights they had that could help us improve the implementation and design of LUMI. One important feedback we received was the lack of support for querying the network state. For example, one participant stated:

“Many network management tasks are about monitoring something or figuring out what’s happening, not just installing a new policy...”

While LUMI was not designed with this goal in mind, we do not foresee any major NLP challenge to incorporate such features into it, as the entity set could be extended to cover this use case. Acquiring the state information from the network requires further investigation, but Lumi’s modular design makes it simpler to plug in a new module or an existing one [13] to query the network devices. This would enable LUMI to “understand” changes made through other tools, as LUMI will likely co-exist with different management applications in real deployments. Overall, the feedback received from participants was positive and highlighted the promise and value of LUMI.

Figure 7: User reaction to LUMI’s usability, by expertise on network management.
Figure 8: User reaction to LUMI’s when compared to traditional network configuration, by expertise on network management.

Figure 9: User reaction to LUMI’s when compared to traditional network configuration, by expertise on networking.

10 Ongoing Work and Open Problems

While we consider LUMI to be a promising and necessary step towards fully realizing IBN, several challenges remain and are part of our ongoing work.

10.1 Ambiguities in natural language policies

NLP policies have the potential for ambiguities. In exploring this issue further, we extracted pairs of intents from our campi dataset and generated 213 pairs in all. Furthermore, we adapted existing NLP efforts on contradiction detection in general text [24, 37, 40, 42, 53, 55, 60] by developing a Random Forest Classifier trained to classify pairs of network intents based on contradiction indicators (features) found between the two input intents. The classifier flagged 9 cases with potential contradictions.

Manual inspection of all 213 intent pairs indicated that most of these cases were benign. They typically corresponded to cases where universities expressed policies that depended on a user’s total traffic usage over different time periods (e.g., a 10 GB weekly limit vs a 5 GB daily limit). In these cases, the two policies could be applied in any order with no negative consequences. One interesting case, however, was a campus that expressed two different policies at different locations on their website. The first policy indicated H323 video conferencing was allowed by the University firewall, while the second indicated MSN audio and video communications were not allowed. This is a case where the relative precedence between the two policies impacts their joint effect.

Part of our ongoing work is to combine LUMI with formal methods to help detect ambiguities that are potentially of concern. Specifically, translating NLP policies into LUMI intents enables the use of automated methods that can check whether the impact of applying two policies is sensitive to their relative ordering, but also provides opportunities to use methods for detecting policy conflicts [2, 51].

10.2 Deploying Lumi in a production network

The initial design of LUMI was aimed at solving management problems that arise in a Campus network environment. We have been engaged in discussions with operators of our campus network regarding validating LUMI in production. Below, we discuss some of the issues raised by the operators and outline challenges and potential solutions.

Co-existing with current technologies. Most campus networks consist of legacy network equipment from multiple vendors with vendor-specific configuration interfaces. Getting LUMI “production-ready” requires developing a Nile compiler that can accommodate this diversity in legacy devices. Since the Nile abstraction offers isolation from the system’s interface and minimizes the need for changes in the early stages of the LUMI pipeline, it is well-suited for Open-Config [48], a vendor-neutral model for network management that is supported by an increasing number of devices.

Extending LUMI for other use-cases. While we have focused on Campus networks, deploying LUMI in other environments may require extending its feature set. For example, unlike the Campus networks we have access to, multi-tenant data-center networks may use VXLANs or NVGRE as solutions to scalably share network infrastructure between tenants. However, LUMI is easily extended to support such features, and we illustrate the four generic steps required for such extension with the VXLAN example. In a first step, one must decide the abstraction level in which LUMI should handle natural language text. Consistent with LUMI’s design philosophy, for VXLAN support, a high-level intent could be “Block incoming traffic for tenant A”, where “tenant A” refers to a specific VXLAN Network Identifier (VNI). Next, LUMI’s training dataset has to be augmented appropriately, the Nile language must be extended with new keywords (e.g., a tenant(‘A’) operator for the VXLAN example), and the Nile compiler has to be instrumented to handle the new set of configurations. In the case of VXLAN, similarly to VLANs, tenants names must be mapped to VNIs. Lastly, since OpenFlow switches support VXLANs, all that is needed is to extend Merlin to allow matching traffic based on VNI for each tenant.

Creating sandbox environments. Migrating LUMI to production requires that operators have trust in LUMI. Based on our discussions with operators, a mirrored sandbox environment [3] could be a good starting point.

10.3 How to verify if Lumi is correct?

We discuss potential sources of errors in each stage of the LUMI pipeline and possible solution approaches.

Translating human language to Nile intents. Information extraction from natural language is inherently prone to errors. LUMI alleviates this problem by asking operators for
feedback and using their responses to check if the extracted information was correct. Over the longer term, we plan to leverage ongoing ML research efforts that focus on making ML models more robust and secure so they can be deployed in security- and safety-critical settings such as production network environments [9, 27].

**Compiling Nile intents.** Recent works on formal network verification [1, 10, 50] provide sub-second verification of waypointing, reachability, and isolation properties and are well suited for verifying configurations generated by LUMI-compiled intents. LUMI supports time-constrained intent deployment as well as QoS features. Despite recent work on verifying such properties (e.g., [31, 58]), more advances may be needed in the area, including the possible adaption of existing verification techniques to a LUMI-specific setting.

**Post-deployment behavior monitoring.** Ultimately, we envision the LUMI pipeline shown in Figure 1 to include a monitoring module for verifying that the deployed configurations respect the intents produced by the refinement process and achieve the objective(s) that the operator expressed (in natural language) in the first place. By monitoring both the traffic and configurations of specific devices affected by a deployed intent, such a module would allow operators to query at any time if the deployed intent produced the desired network behavior [22], thereby improving the operators’ trust in relying on LUMI. However, deciding which traffic, devices, and properties to monitor will require instrumenting networks with an unprecedented level of control that is currently only possible by leveraging the latest programmable data plane technologies [8, 23]. At the same time, the development of such a module can be viewed as a first step towards realizing the vision of self-driving networks [12, 19, 45].

11 Related Work

**Natural language in networking.** Very few prior works use natural language to interact with the network. In [13], the authors present Net2Text, a system that allows network operators to query network-wide forwarding behaviors using natural language, but it does not allow operators to configure the network. Alsudais et al. [4] proposes using natural language to deploy network intents. It uses the Stanford CoreNLP Parts-of-Speech (POS) Tagger [61] to parse and structure the input text but does not cover NLP aspects relevant to LUMI such as intent confirmation for user feedback and learning over time.

**Network programming languages.** Recent works on IBN feature several intent languages, frameworks, and compilers to efficiently deploy intents in network devices and middleboxes [2, 6, 21, 31, 51, 54, 57, 59]. At the same time, Cocoon [54] introduces a framework to guarantee the correctness of SDN programs that resembles our approach, but it uses first-order logic. With LUMI, we examine the use of machine learning to convert natural language intents into lower-level configurations without the need for using a specific programming language.

**Natural language processing.** Information extraction has been addressed with different methods and techniques, including (i) only CRF models [20]; (ii) character-level embeddings instead of whole words [34], and (iii) rule-based approaches [15]. Yet, recent studies [63] show the benefits of the approach considered as part of LUMI. To our knowledge, the problem of using natural language for management tasks has not received much attention in the networking domain.

**IBN.** INSpIRE [56] focuses on intents related to security middleboxes and uses a refinement process to determine which middleboxes should compose a service chain to fulfill an intent. Cheminod et al. [14] propose an automatic process for refining, deploying, and enforcing ACL policies that use set notation for policy specification. PGA [51] applies a graph-based abstraction to compose high-level policies and deploy them in SDN networks. Janus [2] extends PGA to support policies with QoS requirements, mobility, and temporal dynamics. However, these proposals differ from LUMI as they are not concerned with using natural language or obtaining feedback from the network operator.

12 Conclusions

In this paper, we propose LUMI, a novel end-to-end intent refinement and deployment system that allows operators to express their intents in natural language and then check and confirm the intents before deploying them in the network. By demonstrating that LUMI can successfully deal with a wide range of network policies, this paper represents a promising step towards realizing the vision of intent-based networking with natural language. Still, much work remains. For example, while our design choices for LUMI’s different modules resulted in a working prototype, other features might be necessary for a production-ready version of the system. However, LUMI’s modular design can readily accommodate such improvements. Also, since LUMI in its current form is mainly intended for use in campus networks, supporting other environments (e.g., home or enterprise networks) will most likely require that the set of Nile operations and functions (and in turn the set of LUMI entities) be judiciously extended.
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Abstract
As a common choice for fault tolerance in today’s storage systems, erasure coding is still hampered by the induced substantial traffic in repair. A variety of erasure codes and repair algorithms are designed in recent years to relieve the repair traffic, yet we unveil via careful analysis that they are still plagued by several limitations, which restrict or even negate the performance gains. We present \textit{RepairBoost}, a scheduling framework that can assist existing linear erasure codes and repair algorithms to boost the full-node repair performance. \textit{RepairBoost} builds on three design primitives: (i) repair abstraction, which employs a directed acyclic graph to characterize a single-chunk repair process; (ii) repair traffic balancing, which balances the upload and download repair traffic simultaneously; and (iii) transmission scheduling, which carefully dispatches the requested chunks to saturate the most unoccupied bandwidth. Extensive experiments on Amazon EC2 show that \textit{RepairBoost} can accelerate the repair by 35.0-97.1\% for various erasure codes and repair algorithms.

1 Introduction
Today’s storage systems are often composed of a large number of storage nodes (called “nodes” for brevity) to accommodate the explosively increasing data volume, making failures arise unexpectedly yet prevalently. To protect data reliability even in the presence of failures, many storage systems resort to replication \cite{14} and erasure coding \cite{47}, both of which rely on pre-storing additional redundancy to repair the lost data. As opposed to replication that simply stores identical replicas, erasure coding can assuredly attain the same fault tolerance degree with much less storage consumption \cite{59}, and hence is much more preferable in commodity storage systems \cite{4–6,41,43}. In principle, erasure coding consists of two lightweight computational operations, namely encoding (i.e., generating redundant chunks based on the original data chunks) and decoding (i.e., repairing the original data chunks based on the surviving chunks), so as to realize the efficient transformation between the original data and redundancy.

Although being storage-efficient, erasure coding is prone to substantial repair traffic (i.e., the amount of data transmitted over the network for repair), as it often needs to retrieve multiple surviving chunks to repair a single chunk. To relieve the I/O amplification problem in repair, existing studies mainly resort to the following approaches: (i) constructing new theoretical erasure codes with provably reduced repair traffic (e.g., Locally Repairable Codes \cite{21,28,52}, Rotated-RS codes \cite{27}, and regenerating codes \cite{13,44,49,58}); (ii) designing efficient repair algorithms to parallelize the repair process \cite{22,32,40,56}; and (iii) utilizing machine-learning-based prediction techniques \cite{16,34,42} to proactively restore the data with the repair algorithms before failure occurrence \cite{38,54} (see §2.2 for details).

Our observation is that most existing erasure codes and repair algorithms mainly focus on the single-chunk repair, yet the full-node failure (i.e., all the chunks in a node are permanently lost) must simultaneously manipulate the repair of multiple chunks. Thus, \textit{there exists a gap between the deployment of existing repair approaches and the requirement of full-node repair}. Such a gap leads to several practical limitations: (i) they do not specifically leverage the full-duplex transmission to saturate the available bandwidth; (ii) they fail to carefully schedule the transmission of chunks to fully utilize the bandwidth at all times; (iii) they neglect the elastic cooperation of different repair algorithms to meet diverse reliability guarantees \cite{25} and access popularities \cite{9,23}; and (iv) they have dedicated repair strategies with the pre-specified data routing among nodes, thereby increasing the implementation complexity (see §2.3 for details). Therefore, how to seamlessly deploy existing repair approaches to efficiently tackle the full-node repair remains a challenging yet crucial issue in erasure-coded storage.

We bridge this gap by designing \textit{RepairBoost}, a scheduling framework that can assist a variety of erasure codes and repair algorithms to speed up a full-node repair. The main idea behind \textit{RepairBoost} is to formulate a single-chunk re-
pair through a repair directed acyclic graph (RDAG), which characterizes the data routing over the network and the dependencies among the requested chunks for repair. RepairBoost then decomposes an RDAG into multiple repair tasks, each of which performs data uploads and downloads to facilitate the repair. RepairBoost balances the repair traffic and bandwidth utilization in the full-node repair through the following two steps: (i) it carefully dispatches the repair tasks of multiple RDAGs to the corresponding nodes for balancing the overall upload and download repair traffic; and (ii) it coordinates the execution orders of repair tasks to saturate the utilization of the available upload and download bandwidth. To summarize, our main contributions include:

- [Design] We propose RepairBoost to assist existing erasure codes and repair algorithms for speeding up the full-node repair. RepairBoost formulates a single-chunk repair through an RDAG. It then balances the upload and download repair traffic via carefully assigning the repair tasks of RDAGs to the nodes. RepairBoost also formulates the maximum flow problem [57] to schedule the data transmission for saturating the unoccupied bandwidths (§3.1–§3.3).
- [Generality] We also show that RepairBoost can be extended to tackle multiple node failures and boost the repair in heterogeneous environments (§3.4).
- [Implementation] We implement a prototype of RepairBoost with C++, which can be an independent middleware deployed atop existing storage systems for repair scheduling. We also demonstrate the portability of RepairBoost by integrating it into Hadoop HDFS 3.1.4 with limited modifications to the codebase (with around 270 LoC added) (§4).
- [Evaluation] We evaluate the performance of RepairBoost on Amazon EC2 [8], showing that it can support a variety of erasure codes and repair algorithms and increase the repair throughput by 35.0–97.1% (§5).

The source code of our RepairBoost prototype can be reached via https://github.com/shenxj/repairboost-code.

2 Background

We start with the basics of erasure coding (§2.1) and elaborate on existing attempts for repair acceleration in erasure-coded storage (§2.2). We also summarize the limitations that remain to be addressed (§2.3).

2.1 Basics

Erasure coding introduces slight computational operations to reduce the storage overhead for reliability assurance [59]. It operates on data in units of chunks, which are a collection of data with the size of several megabytes (e.g., 64 MB in Hadoop HDFS [6] and 256 MB in Facebook’s data-warehouse cluster [48]). Formally, erasure coding can be configured via two integer parameters, namely $k$ and $m$, which tune the storage efficiency and fault tolerance assurance. A $(k, m)$ erasure code encodes every $k$ equal-sized data chunks \( \{D_1, D_2, \cdots, D_k\} \) at a time to generate additional $m$ redundant chunks (called parity chunks) \( \{P_{k+1}, P_{k+2}, \cdots, P_{k+m}\} \). In this paper, we mainly consider the linear erasure codes, where each parity chunk can be expressed as a linear combination of the $k$ data chunks via the Galois Field arithmetic [46], given by

\[
P_{k+j} = \sum_{i=1}^{k} \alpha_{i,j} D_i,
\]

where $\alpha_{i,j}$ \((1 \leq i \leq k \text{ and } 1 \leq j \leq m)\) is the encoding coefficient used by the data chunk $D_i$ to calculate the parity chunk $P_{k+j}$. Such $k + m$ data and parity chunks that are encoded together collectively constitute a stripe (or a coding group [33, 62]), ensuring that any $k$ out of $k + m$ chunks of the same stripe always suffice to restore (decode) the original $k$ data chunks (a.k.a. Maximum Distance Separable (MDS) property in coding theory). In other words, the $(k, m)$ erasure code can tolerate any $m$ chunk failures for every stripe.

In practice, data chunks in storage systems are often organized into multiple stripes, which are independently manipulated by erasure coding. Hence, by distributing the $k + m$ chunks of each stripe across $k + m$ distinct nodes (i.e., one chunk per node), we can always guarantee data reliability in the face of no more than any $m$ node failures. In this paper, we equally treat the data and parity chunks in repair, and just refer to them as “chunks.”

A variety of erasure codes have been proposed for decades, where Reed-Solomon (RS) codes [51] are the most popular code construction used in production storage (e.g., Ceph [4], Hadoop HDFS [6], QFS [43], Facebook f4 [41], and Yahoo Cloud Object Store [5]), since they support any parameters of $k$ and $m$. For simplicity, we denote the RS code configured by the parameters $k$ and $m$ as RS($k, m$) and use it as our case study throughout the paper. For example, Figure 1(a) depicts a stripe of RS(4,2). We also show that our work is applicable to other linear erasure codes (§5.3).

2.2 Repair

Repair in erasure-coded storage is often classified into (i) full-node repair, which restores all lost chunks in a failed node (e.g., caused by a disk failure), and (ii) degraded reads to the temporarily unavailable chunks (e.g., caused by system upgrades and network disconnections) or the chunks that have not yet been repaired in the full-node repair. In this paper, we mainly focus on the single full-node repair, which is recognized as one of the top causes of service downtime [35]. Our work can also tackle multiple node failures (§3.4).

The full-node repair has to manipulate the repair across multiple stripes. Although being storage-efficient, erasure coding is prone to a high repair penalty. For example, RS($k, m$) needs to retrieve $k$ surviving chunks of the same stripe to recover a lost chunk, thereby amplifying the storage and network I/Os in repair by $k$ times. Specifically, suppose that a chunk $C^*$ fails and \( \{C_1, C_2, \cdots, C_k\} \) is the set of $k$ chunks
While erasure codes specify a repair solution for a lost chunk, including the data routing and execution orders among the surviving nodes. Figure 2(a) shows the repair solution of \(D_1\) under the conventional repair (CR) for RS(4,2), where it transmits four surviving chunks \(\{D_2, D_3, D_4, P_3\}\) at the same time to the destination node \(N_1\). Suppose that a chunk can be transmitted over a network link in a timeslot. The conventional repair takes four timeslots for \(N_1\) to download the four chunks, because of the congestion of the download link of \(N_1\). PPR [40] relieves the network congestion by decomposing a single-chunk repair into multiple sub-stages and executing them in parallel, so as to fully utilize the available bandwidth. Figure 2(b) depicts a single-chunk repair solution under PPR for RS(4,2), which accomplishes the repair in three timeslots: (i) in the first timeslot (i), we transmit \(D_3\) to \(D_2\) and add them together (as in Equation (1)) to generate an intermediate chunk \(I_1\), while at the same time sending \(P_3\) to \(D_4\) to generate another intermediate chunk \(I_2\); (ii) in the second timeslot (ii), we transmit \(I_2\) to \(I_1\) and add \(I_2\) with \(I_1\) to restore the lost chunk \(D_1\) (as in Equation (1)); and (iii) in the third timeslot (iii), we deliver \(D_1\) to the destination node. Thus, PPR exploits the available bandwidth across multiple nodes at each timeslot to mitigate the network congestion in a single-chunk repair. ECBPipe [32] further reduces the repair time to almost one timeslot by decomposing the repair of a lost chunk into the pipelined repair operations of multiple smaller sub-chunks.

**Proactive repair with erasure coding:** Both repair-efficient erasure codes and repair algorithms are reactive, implying that they launch the repair operation only after failures truly occur. Proactive repair [38,54] further reduces the window of data vulnerability by using machine-learning-based failure prediction models (e.g., Bayes classifier [16], support vector machines [42], and random forest [34]), such that it can detect in advance the nodes impending to fail and proactively repair the data in such nodes before the failure occurrence. Proactive repair can be realized by the data migration and the decoding of chunks based on erasure coding [54], where we mainly focus on the latter in this paper.

### 2.3 Limitations

By examining existing attempts to accelerate the repair of erasure-coded storage, we identify the following limitations that, if not properly addressed, will limit the performance gains when they are directly employed for the full-node repair.

**Limitation 1 (L1): Failing to utilize the full duplex transmission.** Most existing studies overlook the full duplex transmission [12,36] in repair, which enables a node to send (upload) and receive (download) data simultaneously and independently; as a result, they cannot properly balance the upload and download repair traffic in the full-node repair. Figure 3 shows two examples of repair under CR (where \(N_i\) is the \(i\)-th...
node), where the first example needs to download four chunks (at N3) to accomplish the repair, while the latter only uploads and downloads at most two chunks for repair. This example indicates that balancing the upload and download repair traffic in the full duplex transmission has the potential to reduce the overall repair time, which is determined by the node with the most upload or download repair traffic.

Specifically, the repair-efficient codes [13,21,44,48,49,58] reduce a single chunk’s repair traffic without concerning traffic balancing. Some repair algorithms (e.g., ECPipe [32] and PPR [40]) mainly focus on accelerating a single chunk’s repair, while paying limited attention to balance the upload and download repair traffic in the full-node repair. Although ClusterSR [55] balances the inter-cluster upload and download repair traffic, it still does not balance the upload and download bandwidths in general storage systems.

Limitation 2 (L2): Failing to fully utilize the bandwidth at each timeslot. While existing repair algorithms can relieve the download bottleneck within a single-chunk repair (e.g., PPR [40] and ECPipe [32]), they simply combine the repair solutions of multiple chunks to cope with the full-node repair. This may unintentionally lead to the link congestion again and make the bandwidth under-utilized in the full-node repair.

Figure 4 shows how transmission scheduling affects the repair. In Figure 4(a), after the transmissions of C2 and C4 in the first timeslot, the transmissions of C3 (from the node N5 to N1) and C7 (from N2 to N3) compete for the bandwidth of the download link of N5. Figure 4(a) gives priority to C3 in the second timeslot. Since C6 can only be transmitted after receiving C7, Figure 4(a) finally needs four timeslots. As a comparison, Figure 4(b) sends C7 at the second timeslot, allowing the transmission of C6 and C3 to be performed in parallel without bandwidth competition. Hence, Figure 4(b) only uses three timeslots. This example indicates that the repair solutions in the full-node repair should be carefully scheduled.

Limitation 3 (L3): Inflexibility. Many repair algorithms [22,32,40,55,56] treat every chunk equally and repair all the lost chunks using the same repair algorithm. This repair fashion is simple yet inflexible, as it cannot elastically combine different repair algorithms, and make them cooperate for diverse reliability requirements [25] and skewed access popu-

![Figure 3: L1 (Failing to utilize the full duplex transmission). The repair time is determined by the most loaded node (with the red color in the background).](image)

![Figure 4: L2 (Failing to fully utilize the bandwidth at each timeslot). The transmission scheduling affects the bandwidth utilization.](image)

3 RepairBoost Design

We present RepairBoost, a scheduling framework that can assist a variety of erasure codes and repair algorithms to boost the full-node repair performance.

Assumptions: RepairBoost is designed based on the following assumptions. First, RepairBoost mainly focuses on a single full-node repair, which is reported as the most predominant failure event in practice (e.g., 98% of the total failure events [50]). Nevertheless, RepairBoost can be extended to tackle a multi-node failure (i.e., more than one node in a stripe fails) (§3.4). Second, to simplify our discussion, we elaborate RepairBoost using RS codes in homogeneous environments (i.e., with identical link bandwidth), yet we also show that RepairBoost works for other erasure codes (§5.3) and can be deployed in heterogeneous environments (i.e., with different link bandwidth) (§3.4).

Overview: RepairBoost uses the following techniques to address the limitations aforementioned (§2.3). It first abstracts a single-chunk repair solution via a general repair directed acyclic graph (RDAG) (§3.1). By supporting the scheduling of multiple RDAGs, RepairBoost can achieve both flexibility (i.e., allowing the collaboration of different repair algorithms; L3 addressed) and generality (i.e., being workable for various erasure codes and repair algorithms; L4 addressed).

RepairBoost then decomposes multiple RDAGs into vertices that have dedicated repair tasks. It then carefully assigns
the repair tasks to the nodes, so as to balance the overall upload and download repair traffic across the surviving nodes (§3.2; L1 addressed).

RepairBoost finally constructs a directed network based on the surviving nodes and the corresponding repair tasks. It then determines the chunks to be transmitted by solving a maximum flow problem [57], so as to fully saturate the unoccupied upload and download bandwidth at each timeslot (§3.3; L2 addressed).

3.1 Repair Abstraction

**RDAG construction:** We first formalize a single-chunk repair solution through a directed acyclic graph (DAG), which is called the Repair DAG (RDAG). For RS(k, m), the RDAG of a lost chunk can be initialized over k + 1 vertices, where the k vertices \{v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_k\} represent the k nodes that store the requested surviving chunks for repair, while \(v_{k+1}\) denotes the destination node. Also, we employ directed edges among vertices to represent the data routing directions specified in repair algorithms.

We construct the edges based on the following rules. Given two vertices \(v_i\) and \(v_j\) (1 ≤ i ≠ j ≤ k + 1), we use a directed edge \(e_{i,j}\) to indicate that \(v_j\) is designated to send a surviving chunk to \(v_j\). Hence, if \(e_{i,j}\) exists, we say that \(v_j\) is a child of \(v_i\), and conversely \(v_j\) is the parent of \(v_i\). For \(v_j\) (where \(j \neq k + 1\), it has to collect all the requested surviving chunks from its children, add them together with the local data it stores using the decoding coefficient (see Equation (1)), and send the result to its parent. Therefore, in this RDAG, \(v_j\) can send a chunk for repair once all the chunks required from its children are received. As the full-node repair has to recover multiple chunks, a node may have multiple parents and children across different RDAGs.

**Repair process guided by RDAG:** The repair starts from the leaf vertices (i.e., those that do not have any child) and ends at \(v_{k+1}\); for each edge \(e_{i,j}\) (1 ≤ i ≠ j ≤ k + 1), if \(v_i\) has sent the requested chunk to \(v_j\) for repair, we remove \(e_{i,j}\) from the RDAG; further, for each leaf vertex \(v_i\), if there is no edge connecting to it (indicating that \(v_i\) has already transmitted all the requested chunks to its parents), we remove \(v_i\) from the RDAG as well. Hence, as the repair proceeds, the number of vertices in the RDAG will gradually decrease and the lost chunk is successfully repaired once the vertex \(v_{k+1}\) becomes a leaf vertex eventually.

**Example:** We take the RDAG of PPR in Figure 5 as an example, where \(k = 4\). Suppose that the four requested surviving chunks in \{v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_4\} are denoted by \{C_1, C_2, \ldots, C_4\}, respectively. In the first stage, \(v_1\) sends a chunk \(\beta_1 C_1\) to its parent \(v_2\) (where \(\beta_1\) is the decoding coefficient of \(C_1\); see Equation (1)), while at the same time \(v_3\) sends another chunk \(\beta_2 C_3\) to its parent \(v_4\). We also update the RDAG by removing \(e_{1,2}, e_{3,4}, v_1,\) and \(v_3\). In the second stage, the leaf vertex \(v_2\) combines \(\beta_1 C_1\) with its stored chunk \(C_2\) and sends the result \(\beta_1 C_1 + \beta_2 C_2\) to its parent \(v_4\). In the third stage, after collecting two chunks from its children, \(v_4\) combines \(\beta_1 C_1 + \beta_2 C_2, \beta_3 C_3,\) and its locally stored chunk \(C_4\) to restore the lost chunk \(C^* = \sum_{i=1}^{\beta_1} \beta_i C_i\), and finally sends \(C^*\) to \(v_5\). The repair of \(C^*\) completes when \(v_5\) becomes a leaf vertex.

**Advantages of an RDAG:** The RDAG design has the following advantages. First, an RDAG is a general formalization of a single-chunk repair solution. That is, we can construct an RDAG for any given repair algorithm once we identify the surviving chunks needed for repair and the data routing strategy performed among them. Thus, RepairBoost is applicable to a variety of erasure codes (e.g., RS codes, LRCs, and regenerating codes) and single-stripe repair algorithms (e.g., CR, PPR, and ECPipe). This design also resolves the tensions of deploying specific repair algorithms (i.e., being general) and facilitates their co-existence (i.e., being flexible).

Second, an RDAG describes how data is transmitted over the network and also the dependency (or relationship) among the k surviving chunks involved in the repair. Given an RDAG, we can readily identify that the leaf vertices with different parents in an RDAG can be potentially transmitted in parallel to occupy the available bandwidth without network congestion (e.g., v_1 and v_3 in Figure 5). We leverage this property in the transmission scheduling (§3.3).

Third, an RDAG also indicates the repair tasks of each vertex. For example, we can learn that \(v_4\) in Figure 5 needs to download two chunks and upload one chunk in the repair. We explore the traffic balancing through the assignment of repair tasks (§3.2).

**Discussion:** OpenEC [29] proposes an ECDAG to characterize the encoding and decoding processes. Both an RDAG and an ECDAG are fundamentally different in the following aspects: (i) physical meanings of edges: the edges in an ECDAG represent the encoding and decoding operations, while the edges in an RDAG specify the routing and dependencies in repair; (ii) graph structures: an ECDAG introduces virtual vertices to denote the intermediate chunks generated, while an RDAG is built over the chunk repaired and the surviving chunks for repair; and (iii) graph maintenance: an ECDAG keeps the graph unchanged throughout the encoding and decoding processes, while an RDAG is iteratively updated with the repair progress.
Algorithm 1 Mapping of Intermediate Vertices

Input: \( T \) (set of intermediate vertices)

Output: The mapping \( M \) from intermediate vertices to nodes

```
1: procedure Main(T)
2:   Set \( M = \emptyset \)
3:   Sort \( T \) in descending order
4:   while \( T \neq \emptyset \) do
5:     \( T = \text{Pop}(T) \)
6:     Establish \( X \)
7:     \( N^* = \text{Map}(T, X) \)
8:     Append \((T, N^*)\) to \( M \)
9:   return \( M \)
10: end procedure
11: function Map(T, X)
12:   Set \( N^* = \arg\min\{d_{N_i} | N_i \in X\} \)
13:   \( T = T - \tau \)
14:   \( u_{N^*} = u_{N^*} + u_{\tau} \)
15:   \( d_{N^*} = d_{N^*} + d_{\tau} \)
16: return \( N^* \)
17: end function
```

3.2 Repair Traffic Balancing

After constructing the RDAGs for the lost chunks in a failed node, RepairBoost then assigns the repair tasks by mapping the vertices to the nodes, such that (i) the fault tolerance degree (i.e., the tolerable number of failed nodes) offered by erasure coding must be preserved after repair, and (ii) the upload and download repair traffic across the whole system should be as balanced as possible.

Retaining fault tolerance degree: Given an RDAG of a lost chunk, we assign the \( k \) vertices \( \{v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_k\} \) to the \( k \) nodes that store the surviving chunks of the same stripe. We also map \( v_{k+1} \) to the node that does not store any chunk of the same stripe before the repair. By doing so, RepairBoost ensures that the \( k + m \) chunks of the same stripe still reside in \( k + m \) different nodes after repair, thereby retaining the node-level fault tolerance offered by erasure coding (§2.1).

Balancing repair traffic: Given an RDAG, we represent the repair task of a vertex \( v_i \) by a tuple \((u_{v_i}, d_{v_i})\) (where \( 1 \leq i \leq k + 1 \)), which indicates the numbers of chunks being uploaded and downloaded by \( v_i \) in this RDAG, respectively.

We classify the vertices of an RDAG into three categories: (i) the leaf vertex \( v_i \), which only sends ( uploads) surviving chunks for repair (i.e., \( u_{v_i} > 0 \) and \( d_{v_i} = 0 \)); (ii) the root vertex, which only receives ( downloads) data for repair (i.e., \( u_{v_i} = 0 \) and \( d_{v_i} > 0 \)); and (iii) the intermediate vertex, which receives (downloads) multiple chunks from its children and sends (uploads) one intermediate chunk to its parent (i.e., \( u_{v_i} = 1 \) and \( d_{v_i} > 0 \)). For example, in Figure 5, \( v_1 \) is a leaf vertex, \( v_2 \) is an intermediate vertex, and \( v_3 \) is the root vertex.

After collecting the three kinds of vertices from multiple RDAGs, our main idea is to give priority to map the intermediate and root vertices to the nodes, with the primary objective of balancing the download repair traffic at first. We then carefully assign the leaf vertices to further balance the upload repair traffic. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code of the mapping algorithm for the intermediate vertices.

Algorithm details: Let \( T \) be the set of the intermediate vertices that have not been assigned yet. Let \( M \) be the mapping established. RepairBoost first initializes \( M \) as an empty set and sorts the intermediate vertices in \( T \) by the number of chunks required to be downloaded in descending order (Lines 2-3 in Algorithm 1). It then pinpoints the vertex \( \tau \) that needs to download the most chunks for repair among the vertices of \( T \) (Line 5). RepairBoost finds the set of nodes (denoted by \( X \)) that store the surviving chunks requested in the RDAG of \( \tau \) but have not been assigned the repair task of this RDAG (Line 6). It then searches the node for \( \tau \) by calling the Map function (Line 7).

In the Map function, RepairBoost selects the node \( N^* \) that has the least download traffic among the ones in \( X \) (Line 13, where \( d_{N_i} \) denotes the number of downloaded chunks of the node \( N_i \)). It then maps \( \tau \) to \( N^* \). RepairBoost later excludes \( \tau \) from the set of \( T \) (Line 14), and increases the numbers of the uploaded and downloaded chunks (denoted by \( u_{N^*} \) and \( d_{N^*} \)) of \( N^* \) by the task of \( \tau \) (Lines 15-16). The mapping indicates that \( N^* \) will serve as \( \tau \) in the corresponding RDAG by uploading and downloading the requested surviving chunks specified to \( \tau \). RepairBoost repeats the above steps until all the intermediate vertices have been assigned to the corresponding nodes (Lines 4-9).

We analyze the computational complexity of Algorithm 1. Suppose that the number of nodes participating in repair is \( n \) and \( |T| \) is the number of intermediate vertices in \( T \). We note that: (i) the sorting of the intermediate vertices (Line 3) incurs a computational complexity of \( O(|T| \cdot \log(|T|)) \), and (ii) the mapping of an intermediate vertex (Lines 5-8) incurs a computational complexity of \( O(n \cdot \log n) \), which will be executed for \( |T| \) times (Line 4). Thus, the overall computational complexity of Algorithm 1 is \( O(|T| \cdot \log(|T|) + |T| \cdot n \cdot \log n) \).

RepairBoost then maps the root and leaf vertices to the corresponding nodes in the similar way, except the following differences: (i) when mapping the root vertex of an RDAG, RepairBoost selects the node with the lightest download repair traffic among the ones, which does not store any chunk within the same stripe of the repaired chunk; (ii) when mapping the leaf vertices of an RDAG, RepairBoost chooses the nodes with the lightest upload repair traffic among the ones, which not only store the surviving chunks within the same stripe of the repaired chunk, but also have not been mapped with any vertex of this RDAG.

Example: Figure 6 shows an example of mapping an RDAG to the nodes. Given an RDAG, we decompose it into vertices with the tuples \((u_{v_i}, d_{v_i})\) (1 \( \leq i \leq k + 1 \) and \( k = 4 \) in this example), which specify the numbers of uploaded and downloaded chunks for repair (Step 1). For example, \( v_2 \) needs to upload and download one chunk. To map the intermedi-
After establishing the mapping from the RDAGs to the nodes (§3.2), it does not necessarily achieve the lower-bound of \( \{ N_1, N_2, \ldots, N_5 \} \) that store the surviving chunks, we map \( v_4 \) to \( N_5 \), and update the numbers of uploaded and downloaded chunks afforded by \( N_5 \) afterwards (Step ❸). After all the five vertices of an RDAG have been assigned, we can learn the data routings among nodes \( \{ N_1, N_2, \ldots, N_5 \} \) to repair the chunk (Step ❸).

### 3.3 Transmission Scheduling

After establishing the mapping from the RDAGs to the nodes for balancing the overall upload and download repair traffic (§3.2), it does not necessarily achieve the lower-bound of the repair time, as the bandwidth may not be utilized at each timeslot during the repair (L2 in §2.3).

To further saturate the bandwidth utilization, RepairBoost formulates the transmission scheduling as a maximum flow problem [57]. Specifically, suppose that there are \( n \) nodes participating in the full-node repair. We can construct a network based on the RDAGs of the lost chunks. This network is built over \( 2n + 2 \) vertices (Figure 7), with a source \( s \), a sink \( t \), \( n \) sender vertices \( \{ S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_n \} \) representing the \( n \) nodes that can potentially send data for repair, and another \( n \) receiver vertices \( \{ R_1, R_2, \ldots, R_n \} \) representing the \( n \) routings that may receive data at the same time. We then establish the connections as follows: for any two vertices \( S_i \) and \( R_j \) (\( 1 \leq i \neq j \leq n \)), we establish the connection between \( S_i \) and \( R_j \) once \( S_i \) can send a chunk to \( R_j \) according to the RDAGs. Each connection between \( S_i \) and \( R_j \) is assigned with the capacity of one, implying that we can send one surviving chunk at a time from \( S_i \) and \( R_j \). Thus, our objective is to find a maximum flow over the network whose capacity denotes the most chunks that can be transmitted simultaneously at this timeslot, so as to saturate the available upload and download bandwidth.

After establishing the maximum flow, we dispatch the chunks according to the selected edges of the maximum flow. If \( S_i \) has many chunks to be sent, we prefer to send a chunk, such that sending this chunk can make a parent of \( S_i \) become a leaf vertex in an RDAG in the next timeslot (§3.1). Our objective is to establish the maximum flow, while at the same time helping increase the number of edges of the network in the next scheduling. This can potentially increase the capacity of the maximum flow in the next transmission.

Once the chunks associated with the edges of the maximum flow have all been transmitted, we accordingly delete the corresponding edges in the RDAGs and update the network based on the residual RDAGs. We repeat the scheduling until all the lost chunks of the failed node have been repaired.

**Example:** Figure 7 shows an example to repair two chunks among five surviving nodes (i.e., \( n = 5 \)). There are three nodes (i.e., \( N_1, N_2, \) and \( N_4 \)) that can send chunks for repair (marked in yellow color) in the RDAGs at the very beginning. We construct the network (Step ❶) based on the two RDAGs and find the maximum flow (Step ❷). The maximum flow indicates that we can send the chunks as follows for transmitting the most chunks simultaneously: \( N_1 \rightarrow N_5 \) (in the RDAG of the chunk 1), \( N_2 \rightarrow N_1 \) (in the RDAG of the chunk 2), and \( N_4 \rightarrow N_5 \) (in the RDAG of the chunk 2). We then update the RDAGs by removing the edges associated with the transmitted chunks and marking the leaf vertex at this time (Step ❸). We repeat the construction of the network and the finding of the maximum flow for the residual RDAGs (Step ❹).

**Complexity analysis:** Suppose that there are \( n \) nodes and \( e \) edges in a network. We can use Dinic’s algorithm [24] to find the maximum flow, whose computational complexity is \( O(n^2 e) \).

### 3.4 Extensions

**Multi-node repair:** We offer two options when using RepairBoost to cope with multi-node repair. The first approach is to simply repair each failed node individually until all the failed nodes are repaired successfully. The second approach is to give priority to repairing the stripes that comprise more failed chunks or popularly accessed chunks, so as to meet the requirements on system reliability and access performance.
**Heterogeneous environments**: RepairBoost can also be adapted to heterogeneous environments. When given the available link bandwidth, RepairBoost can deduce the time to upload and download a chunk at first. It can amend the repair traffic balancing (§3.2) by mapping the vertices to the nodes based on the times for uploading and downloading a chunk (rather than the numbers of uploaded and downloaded chunks in the design for homogeneous environment). This can ensure that the upload and download times are almost the same across the nodes.

RepairBoost then adopts the following ways in the polling mode for transmission scheduling: (i) it pinpoints the node (denoted by $N$) that spends the least time in uploading and downloading data for repair; (ii) it sorts the set of links $L$ connected to $N'$ based on the available bandwidth; and (iii) it picks the link from $L$ that owns the largest upload or download bandwidth for data transmission. RepairBoost repeats the above steps until all the requested chunks are transmitted.

**Adaptation to network conditions**: RepairBoost can also adapt to network conditions (e.g., random network congestion). Specifically, RepairBoost can break an entire full-node repair process into several subprocesses, each of which repairs a number of single chunks. RepairBoost can then monitor the completion times of nodes in each subprocess to infer the network status, and proactively adjust the repair solutions of next subprocesses. For the node that takes the longest (resp. shortest) time in a subprocess, we can speculatively lessen (resp. increase) the upload and download repair traffic it affords in the next subprocess to balance the repair time across the surviving nodes.

4 Implementation

We implement a prototype of RepairBoost in C++ with around 3,200 lines of codes (LoC), which can serve as an independent middleware running atop existing storage systems to instruct the repair operations on behalf of them. We realize the encoding and decoding functionalities based on the coding library Jerasure v2.0 [2]. We maintain an in-memory key-value store in each node and transmit data through the interfaces of Redis [3].

**System architecture**: Figure 8 presents the architecture of RepairBoost, which comprises a coordinator sitting on the metadata server and multiple agents running on the nodes (with one agent per node). The coordinator manages the metadata of stripes (e.g., the mapping from chunks to stripes, and the nodes that the $k + m$ chunks of every stripe reside), while the agents are standby to wait for the repair commands and perform the repair operations cooperatively.

**Operating flow**: Once a node failure event is reported to the metadata server, the coordinator first pinpoints the IDs of the lost chunks as well as the identities of the associated stripes. It then establishes the repair solution of each lost chunk, including the $k$ surviving chunks selected to participate in the repair, the data routing among the nodes, and the destination node to store the repaired chunk. The repair solutions are sealed into repair commands whose format is pre-determined and understood by the agents, which will then be sent to the agents that involve in the repair operations (Step ❶).

Upon receiving the repair commands, the agents first extract the repair solutions. They then work cooperatively by (i) reading the requested surviving chunks locally stored, (ii) sending them to the appointed relay nodes, and (iii) decoding (repairing) the lost chunks and storing them locally (Step ❷). To accelerate the repair operations, RepairBoost partitions a chunk into many smaller packets and uses the multi-threading technique to pipeline the disk I/O, network transmission, and computation in unit of packets.

**Integration with Hadoop HDFS**: We also integrate RepairBoost into Hadoop HDFS 3.1.4 [6] by adding around 270 LoC. We deploy the coordinator in the NameNode and run agents in the DataNodes. Specifically, when the NameNode is aware of the node failure through periodical heartbeats issued by the DataNodes, the coordinator intercepts the repair commands and calculates the repair solutions via extracting the metadata information (about the addressing of stripes and chunks) from the NameNode. Then we trigger RepairBoost to repair the lost data on behalf of HDFS. To facilitate the integration, RepairBoost also adds a RepairBoostReconstructor class in the erasurecode package of the DataNode, which collects the repaired chunks from its agent and writes them to the underlying storage of HDFS.

5 Performance Evaluation

We carry out extensive testbed experiments to evaluate the performance of RepairBoost. We summarize our major findings as follows: (i) RepairBoost can improve the repair throughput by 35.0-97.1% (§5.2-§5.4); (ii) RepairBoost can assist the

---

2Although Hadoop HDFS 3.1.4 employs Intel ISA-L [1] for erasure coding realizations, we can still employ Jerasure Library to repair the lost data with the same Cauchy matrix [2]. We have confirmed the decoding correctness in our evaluation.

3RepairBoost accesses the metadata of the Namenode via executing the command “hdfs fsck / -files -blocks -locations”.

---

![Figure 8: System architecture of RepairBoost. For simplicity, we only illustrate the repair of a single stripe. The node with green color denotes the destination node of this stripe.](image-url)
repair for a variety of erasure codes and repair algorithms (§5.3); (iii) RepairBoost is more advantageous in the environment with lower network bandwidth (§5.2); (iv) RepairBoost retains its effectiveness when being used in heterogeneous environments and multi-failure repair (§5.4).

5.1 Setup

Testbed and preparations: We evaluate the performance of RepairBoost on Amazon EC2 [8] to unveil its performance in a real-world cloud scenario. We set up 17 virtual machine instances with the type of m5.large in the US East (North Virginia) region. Each instance runs Ubuntu 16.04.7 LTS, and is equipped with two vCPUs with 2.5 GHz Intel Xeon Platinum, 8 GB RAM, and 40 GB of EBS storage. The network bandwidth between any two instances is around 1 Gb/s (measured by iperf) and the disk bandwidth is around 130 MB/s. Among the 17 instances, we run the RepairBoost coordinator on one instance and deploy the RepairBoost agents on the remaining 16 instances.

Before triggering the repair, we first warm up the system by writing sufficient data encoded by the selected erasure coding scheme. Then we erase the data of one instance to mimic a node failure and launch RepairBoost for data repair. We measure the latency, from the time when the failure event is reported to the time when all the lost data is repaired and persisted. We mainly focus on the repair throughput, defined as the size of data repaired per time unit. A higher repair throughput indicates a shorter window of vulnerability and hence stronger data reliability.

Erasure codes and repair algorithms: We demonstrate the flexibility, generality, and effectiveness of RepairBoost via deploying RepairBoost atop the following representative erasure codes and repair algorithms. We mainly consider three representative erasure codes: (i) the conventional RS codes [51] that are popularly used in today’s storage systems; (ii) LRCs [21,52] that trade additional storage overhead for reducing the repair traffic, and (iii) Butterfly code [44], a systematic minimum storage regenerating (MSR) code with the minimum repair traffic for a single-node repair.

We also focus on three typical repair algorithms: (i) the conventional repair that transmits $k$ chunks directly to the destination node for repair; (ii) PPR [40], which decomposes a single-chunk repair into sub-stages and exploits the execution parallelism of the sub-stages; and (iii) ECPipe [32], which partitions a chunk into equal-sized slices and pipelines their transmission across the surviving nodes for repair.

Selection of baseline: To select an appropriate baseline approach for comparison, we consider two candidates: a random selection (RAN) approach and an LRU-based selection approach. Specifically, the random selection randomly chooses $k$ nodes for data retrieval from the $k + m - 1$ nodes that store the surviving chunks of the corresponding stripe, and also a destination node for data repair from the remaining nodes (§3.2). In the LRU-based selection, we track the timestamp of each node when it was last selected for repair, and choose the $k$ nodes for data retrieval from the $k + m - 1$ corresponding nodes and a destination one for data repair with the smallest timestamps. When the nodes to be selected have the same timestamp, the LRU-based selection always chooses the one with the smallest node ID.

We evaluate the load balancing degrees of the two approaches as $L_{\text{balanced}}$, where $L_{\text{balanced}}$ represents the maximum upload and download repair traffic of a node across the system, while $L_{\text{balanced}}$ denotes the upload (or download) repair traffic that is balanced on a node. We can determine $L_{\text{balanced}}$ by dividing the amount of repair traffic by the number of surviving nodes.

We consider two representative configurations for each erasure code: RS(6,3) (also used in QFS [43] and Hadoop HDFS [6]), RS(10,4) (used in Facebook f4 [41]), LRC(6,2,2) (also deployed in Windows Azure Storage [21]), LRC(8,2,2) [28], RC(4,2,5) [44] and RC(5,3,6) (a high-rate MSR code that requires $d = k + 1$ [53]). We randomly distribute the chunks of a stripe across 16 nodes and repeat the test for five runs.

Table 1 gives the load balancing degrees of both the random selection and the LRU-based selection. We see that the random selection generates more balanced repair traffic in most cases. The reason is that the LRU-based selection prioritizes the nodes that have the smallest timestamps and IDs, and the repair traffic becomes progressively imbalanced when more chunks are repaired. Thus, we choose the random selection as the baseline for comparison.

Default configurations: Unless otherwise specified, we select the following default configurations throughout the evaluation. We set the chunk size to 64 MB (the default value in Hadoop HDFS) and the packet size to 1 MB. We mainly consider the following erasure codes: RS(6,3) [6,43], LRC(6,2,2) [21], and Butterfly(4,2) [44]. We repair 100 chunks in each test and repeat it for five runs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>CR RAN</th>
<th>CR LRU</th>
<th>ECPipe RAN</th>
<th>ECPipe LRU</th>
<th>PPR RAN</th>
<th>PPR LRU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RS(6,3)</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>1.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS(10,4)</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>2.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRC(6,2,2)</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>1.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRC(8,2,2)</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC(4,2,5)</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>1.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC(5,3,6)</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We first study the effectiveness of the parameters configured in RepairBoost on the actual repair performance.

---

\[ ^4 \text{We use RC}(k,m,d) \text{ to represent the regenerating code that encodes } k \text{ data chunks into } k + m \text{ coded chunks, where a data chunk can be repaired by retrieving data from any } d \geq k \text{ surviving coded chunks [13].} \]
Experiment 1 (Impact of network bandwidth and packet size): We first assess the impact of network bandwidth on the repair throughput when coupling RepairBoost with existing repair algorithms. We vary the network bandwidth from 0.5 Gb/s (i.e., the network bandwidth dominates the repair) to 5 Gb/s (i.e., the disk bandwidth dominates the repair), and evaluate the repair throughput in different repair scenarios.

Figures 9(a), 9(c), and 9(e) show that the repair throughput generally increases with the available network bandwidth, as more data can be transmitted per time unit. Overall, RepairBoost can improve the repair throughput by 72.3% on average for different repair algorithms when compared to the baseline. In addition, we identify that RepairBoost is more advantageous in the network-bandwidth-dominated scenario, as RepairBoost balances the repair traffic and arranges the data transmission for maximizing the utilization of network bandwidth in repair. Specifically, the improvement of RepairBoost on the repair throughput increases from 53.0% (when the network bandwidth is 5 Gb/s) to 96.4% (when the network bandwidth is 0.5 Gb/s). It is worth noting that RepairBoost mainly considers the application scenario where the data transfers across the network dominate the repair performance, which conforms to the assumptions made by many previous studies [19, 40, 56, 58]. Even in the scenario with high-performance network systems (e.g., InfiniBand [45]) for fast memories (e.g., Intel Optane DIMM [61]), RepairBoost can still maintain its performance gain, since the network bandwidth is likely to be more stringent than the aggregated memory bandwidth (e.g., 44.8 Gb/s of the network bandwidth in RDMA versus 84.8 Gb/s of the write bandwidth in six Optane DIMMs [26]).

As RepairBoost employs multi-threading to pipeline the disk I/O and data transmission in repair, we also study the impact of packet size on the repair performance, where the packet size is changed from 1 MB (i.e., 64 packets per chunk) to 64 MB (i.e., one packet per chunk).

Figures 9(b), 9(d), and 9(f) indicate that the repair throughput decreases when the packet size increases, since the available disk and network bandwidth can be more extensively utilized in repair when a chunk comprises more packets. The multi-threading feature has no effect when the packet size reaches 64 MB (i.e., the chunk size), thereby leading to the lowest repair throughput. Overall, RepairBoost improves the repair throughput by 97.1% compared to the baseline under different packet sizes.

Experiment 2 (Computation time): We allocate one instance on Amazon EC2 with the same configurations as described in §5.1. We measure the computation time needed by RepairBoost to generate the repair solutions under different numbers of nodes (denoted by n) and repaired chunks.

Figure 10 shows the results. We make three observations. First, when the number of nodes is fixed, the computation time of RepairBoost gradually increases with the number of chunks being repaired, as RepairBoost has to process more RDAGs in the repair traffic balancing and transmission scheduling. Second, when the number of repaired chunks is fixed, the computation time drops when more nodes can participate in the repair, as RepairBoost can dispatch more chunks at a time. Third, the computation time needed by RepairBoost is always less than 0.9 seconds, thereby demonstrating that it is qualified to be deployed in the online repair scenario.

As the coordinator is only in charge of solving for the repair solutions and interacting with agents (§4), this experiment can evaluate the scalability of RepairBoost to some extent. When RepairBoost is deployed in a large-scale system (e.g., with thousands of nodes), we offer two options to further reduce the computation time. First, we can break a full-node repair into several subprocesses and iteratively repair a small number of chunks for each subprocess. Second, we can compute the repair solutions in advance and perform the repair based on the pre-computed results when a failure happens.
5.3 Experiments on RepairBoost Property

We also analyze the properties of RepairBoost, in terms of generality and technique breakdown.

Experiment 3 (Generality): We validate the generality of RepairBoost using a variety of representative erasure codes. Given an erasure code, we measure the repair throughput when RepairBoost is coupled with different repair algorithms. Note that we only consider CR for Butterfly(4, 2) as it repairs a chunk with multiple sub-chunks coming from different surviving chunks.

Figure 11 shows that all the repair algorithms assisted by RepairBoost can boost the repair for different erasure codes, thereby demonstrating the generality of RepairBoost. Overall, RepairBoost can improve the repair throughput by 60.4% on average for different erasure codes when compared to the baseline. RS(6, 3) has the lowest repair throughput (Figure 11(a)), as most of the time it needs to retrieve the most chunks for repair. While LRC(6, 2, 2) comprises the same number of data chunks (i.e., k) as RS(6, 3) within a stripe, it achieves a higher repair throughput (Figure 11(b)), as it only retrieves three chunks to accomplish most of a single-chunk repair. Butterfly(4, 2) reaches the highest repair throughput (Figure 11(c)), as it needs to fetch only half of the remaining data (i.e., \( \frac{k+1}{2} \) surviving chunks on average per failed chunk).

We also identify that ECPipe reaches the lowest repair throughput for both RS(6, 3) and LRC(6, 2, 2). The root cause is that an RDAG under ECPipe only has one chunk to be transmitted at a time, hence limiting the repair parallelism.

Experiment 4 (Breakdown analysis): We decompose RepairBoost to demonstrate the effectiveness of each designed technique. For simplicity of presentation, we abbreviate the techniques of RepairBoost as follows: (i) repair traffic balancing (RTB), which balances the upload and download repair traffic (§3.2) without performing transmission scheduling, and (ii) transmission scheduling (TS), which simply schedules data transmission (§3.3) without considering repair traffic balancing.

Figure 12 shows the repair throughput of the baseline, RTB, TS, and RepairBoost. We make two observations. First, the effectiveness of RTB and TS varies across different repair algorithms. For example, TS outperforms RTB for PPR and ECPipe, but reaches a lower repair throughput for CR. Second, RepairBoost always reaches the highest repair throughput, indicating that the two techniques in RepairBoost are complementary without comprising the effectiveness of each other. Specifically, RepairBoost achieves 45.7% and 19.8% higher repair throughput than RTB and TS, respectively.

5.4 Experiments on Practicality

We further assess the practicality of RepairBoost by measuring its performance when tackling multi-failure repair and the single-node failure in heterogeneous environments.

Experiment 5 (Performance on multi-node repair): We extend RepairBoost and study its performance when repairing multiple failed nodes. We erase the data stored in a number of nodes to mimic multiple node failures. We then schedule the RDAGs of the lost chunks for repair. As RS(6, 3) can tolerate at most three node failures, this experiment measures the repair throughput when the number of failed nodes increases from one to three.

Figure 13 indicates that RepairBoost also speeds up the repair for multiple failures. Specifically, RepairBoost can improve the repair throughput by 39.5% (when tackling a single node failure) and by 35.7% (when tackling triple node failures). The repair throughput gained by RepairBoost drops slightly when more nodes fail, as fewer surviving nodes can be selected for RepairBoost to balance repair traffic and schedule transmission.

Experiment 6 (Performance with bandwidth heterogeneity): We finally assess the performance of RepairBoost in the presence of bandwidth heterogeneity. We organize the 16 instances with agents into four clusters, where each cluster comprises four instances and the intra-cluster bandwidth is 1 Gb/s. We then use the Linux bandwidth control tool tc to throttle the inter-cluster bandwidth for producing the bandwidth diver-
We review existing studies to accelerate full-node repair from work congestion in repair. PPR [40] partitions an entire repair when the inter-cluster bandwidth reduces to 0.05 Gb/s (Figure 14(a)), and increases to 36.8% when the inter-cluster bandwidth reduces to 0.05 Gb/s (Figure 14(b)).

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figs/fig6.png}
\caption{Experiment 6 (Performance with bandwidth heterogeneity).}
\end{figure}
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\section{Conclusion}

Erasure coding is a storage-efficient means to assure data reliability, yet it is prone to magnify the repair traffic. We present RepairBoost, a scheduling framework that boosts the full-node repair for various erasure codes and repair algorithms. RepairBoost employs a graph abstraction, called an RDAG, to characterize the single-chunk repair solution. It then carefully assigns the repair tasks of the RDAGs to the nodes for balancing the upload and download repair traffic. RepairBoost further schedules the transmission of chunks to saturate the unoccupied bandwidths. Extensive experiments on Amazon EC2 demonstrate the generality, flexibility, and effectiveness of RepairBoost.
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Abstract

Log-Structured Merge-Tree (LSM-tree) based key-value (KV) store provides write-intensive applications with high throughput on Hard Disk Drive (HDD). Recently, the emerging Interlaced Magnetic Recording (IMR) technology makes the IMR based HDD become another desirable option to construct a cost-effective KV store because of its high areal density. Nevertheless, we observe that deploying LSM-tree based KV store on IMR based HDD may suffer noticeable degradation on throughput of incoming reads/writes. Thus, this paper presents KVIMR, a data management for constructing a cost-effective yet high-throughput LSM-tree based KV store on IMR based HDD. KVIMR is architected as a middleware, interposed between LSM-tree based KV store and IMR based HDD, to embrace the compatibility for mainstream LSM-tree based KV store implementations with limited modifications. Technically, KVIMR adopts a novel Compaction-aware Track Allocation scheme, which leverages the special properties behind the compaction process to remedy the throughput degradation. KVIMR further utilizes a novel Merged RMW approach to improve the efficiency of persisting a multi-track-sized file of KV store into IMR tracks with the ensured crash consistency. Our evaluations on several well-known LSM-tree based KV store implementations reveal that KVIMR not only improves the overall throughput by up to $1.55 \times$ under write-intensive workloads but even achieves $2.17 \times$ higher throughput under high space usage of HDD, as compared with the state-of-the-art track allocation scheme for IMR.

1 Introduction

Persistent key-value (KV) stores have gained popularity in diverse data-intensive applications, ranging from electronic commerce [15], internet services [43], to cloud environments [13, 33], because of its high efficiency in insertions, point and range queries, and deletions. Among various implementations of KV store, Log-Structured Merge-Tree (LSM-tree) [38] based KV stores (e.g., BigTable [13], Cassandra [34], LevelDB [21], HBase [26], HyperLevelDB [17] and RocksDB [18]) demonstrate its strength in delivering high write throughput on the mechanical hard-disk drive (HDD). The reason is that the LSM-tree takes advantage of the sequential access strength of HDD [38] by first batching the inserted KV pairs in memory and then persisting the batched data from memory into HDD sequentially.

With the explosive growth of data, how to construct a cost-effective KV store has become another vital challenge. However, the most common type of HDD, i.e., the Conventional Magnetic Recording (CMR) based HDD, has reached its bottleneck in providing higher areal density [11] to lower its cost-per-GB because of the super-paramagnetic effect [37]. Among various novel technologies that can break such areal density limitation [12, 16, 28, 30–32, 35, 40, 44, 46, 55], Shingled Magnetic Recording (SMR) technology [10, 47] is an eligible alternative of CMR for offering higher areal density gain with limited manufacturing changes [49, 51]. Different from the CMR track layout in which a small guard space is introduced to every two physically-adjacent tracks (as shown in Figure 1a), every SMR track is partly overlapped by its subsequent one(s), making that SMR tracks are placed closer to each other (as shown in Figure 1b). However, with this “shingled” track layout, data updates to a single SMR track may incur the time-consuming track rewrites over a great amount of subsequent tracks along the shingled direction, so as to avoid losing any valid data [10, 51]. Although lots efforts have been made to tackle the track rewrite issue for SMR based HDD at different layers [10, 27, 39, 41, 42, 51–53], the applicability of SMR based HDD is still limited because of its long write tail-latency [51].
More recently, the emerging Interlaced Magnetic Recording (IMR) technology [28] has been validated for being effective in delivering even-higher areal density with reduced track rewrite issue than the SMR [22], making the IMR become a more desirable successor to the CMR. In general, the areal density gain of IMR is mainly attributed to the linear density increasing of tracks with different laser currents [22, 23]. As shown in Figure 1c, IMR embraces a new “interlaced” track layout to organize tracks into top tracks and bottom tracks, with each bottom track overlapped partially by two adjacent top tracks. With this interlaced track layout, any top tracks can be freely updated without incurring any track rewrites; whilst updates to a bottom track would only introduce at most two track rewrites on its two adjacent top tracks. Moreover, to conduct track rewrites with ensured crash consistency, the read-modify-write (RMW) approach [25] is presented.

Inspired by the ever-high areal density and the reduced track rewrite issue of IMR technology, this paper for the first time, seeks for the possibility in constructing a cost-effective yet high-throughput LSM-tree based KV store on IMR based HDD. Nevertheless, we observe that deploying LSM-tree based KV stores on IMR based HDD may still suffer noticeable degradation on throughput of incoming reads/writes. The reason is that the RMW process of IMR based HDD may amplify the background I/Os introduced by the compaction process of LSM-tree based KV store, and such amplified background I/Os may thereby degrade the efficiency of the compaction process and further slow down the throughput of incoming reads/writes [9, 39, 53]. Moreover, none of the existing designs for managing IMR tracks is able to well remedy such throughput degradation, because the special software behavior, hid behind compaction process of the LSM-tree based KV store, is out of their design considerations.

With the goal of alleviating the noticeable throughput degradation caused by the IMR technology, this paper presents KVIMR, a data management middleware for constructing a cost-effective yet high-throughput LSM-tree based KV store on IMR based HDD. In particular, KVIMR is architected as a middleware, sitting between LSM-tree based KV store and IMR based HDD, in order to facilitate 1) the support for various existing implementations of LSM-tree based KV store with limited modifications and 2) the direct and efficient management on IMR based HDD.

To make KVIMR be aware of the software behaviour of LSM-tree based KV store with limited overhead, the most key semantic information (i.e., the “level” information) regarding the data of LSM-tree is passed to KVIMR along with data writes. Given the “level” information as a clue, KVIMR introduces a novel Compaction-aware Track Allocation scheme to allocate tracks for data of LSM-tree KV store according to the “level” information. This scheme effectively remedies the throughput degradation and improves the compaction efficiency by 1) minimizing the time-consuming RMWs when persisting data files (i.e., SSTables) of LSM-tree based KV store and 2) efficiently accessing the data files of LSM-tree based KV store during the compaction process. To further improve the compaction efficiency when the time-consuming RMWs are inevitable, KVIMR employs a novel Merged RMW approach to efficiently persist a multi-track-sized data file of LSM-tree based KV store into IMR tracks. Its key idea is to re-order the multiple “track-by-track” RMWs into a single “merged” RMW while still nicely ensure the crash consistency. With this approach, KVIMR significantly reduces the number of required sync-like functions, which have adverse effects on I/O performance of HDD [2, 24, 45], and avoids redundant track rewrites caused by the track-by-track RMW approach.

KVIMR is developed in C++ and provides a POSIX complaint interface for the existing LSM-tree KV store implementations to interact with IMR based HDD. Specifically, we modify three well-known LSM-tree KV stores, i.e., RocksDB [18], LevelDB [21], and HyperLevelDB [17], by replacing the native file operations with a similar set of file operations provided by KVIMR to access the data files in an emulated IMR based HDD. Our evaluations on these three LSM-tree based KV store implementations reveal that KVIMR not only improves the overall throughput by up to 1.55× under write-intensive workloads but even achieves 2.17× higher throughput under high space usage of HDD, as compared with the state-of-the-art track allocation scheme for IMR.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the background and motivation regarding this work. Section 3 introduces the design of KVIMR. Then, Section 4 provides the implementation details and demonstrates the evaluation results. Finally, Section 5 presents relevant studies and Section 6 concludes this work.

2 Background and Motivation

2.1 LSM-Tree based KV Store

Because of the strength in delivering high write throughput on the mechanical HDD, Log-Structured Merge-Tree (LSM-tree) [38] inspires many well-known key-value (KV) stores, such as RocksDB [18], LevelDB [21], and HyperLevelDB [17]. In general, these LSM-tree based KV stores embrace a similar design concept, borrowed from LSM-tree, on managing KV pairs in the HDD, and support a similar set of KV operations such as put, get and delete operations.

The put operation is for inserting KV pairs into the KV store. To deliver high throughput of put operations on HDD, LSM-tree based KV store first batches all the inserted KV pairs in an in-memory sorted skiplist namely Memtable. When the Memtable exceeds its size limit (e.g., 64 MB in RocksDB [18]), LSM-tree based KV store creates a new Memtable to keep accommodating new KV pairs, while the old Memtable is converted to an immutable in-memory sorted skiplist namely Immutable Memtable. In the background, an important thread takes over the Immutable Memtable
and persists it into HDD as an in-disk sorted string table (SSTable). In addition, all the SSTables in the disk are organized into multiples levels (i.e., $L_0 \sim L_n$), similar to the multiple in-disk components of the LSM-tree [38], and the size limit of each level increases exponentially by a factor (e.g., 10 in both LevelDB [21] and RocksDB [18]) from $L_1$ to larger level(s). Moreover, the SSTable converted from the Immutable Memtable is usually placed at $L_0$ first; then, once the total size of SSTables of any level $L_i$ exceeds its size limit, the background thread keeps performing the compaction process in a cascading way to compact the KV pairs from smaller levels to larger levels, until all levels are within their size limits. Specifically, the compaction process 1) picks one SSTable in $L_i$, 2) merges it with all SSTables with overlapped key ranges in $L_i \sim L_{i+1}$, 3) creates new SSTable(s) into $L_{i+1}$, and finally 4) deletes all stale SSTables from the KV store sooner or later.

Besides of the put operation, LSM-tree based KV store also supports the get operation to read out the value associated with the given key. Specifically, to find out the latest version of value, LSM-tree based KV store searches the requested key-value pair(s) from Memtable, Immutable Memtable, and SSTables from smaller levels to larger levels in order. Moreover, LSM-tree based KV store also supports the delete operation to remove specific KV pair(s) from the KV store.

### 2.2 Interlaced Magnetic Recording

Interlaced Magnetic Recording (IMR) [28] is a new disk technology that adopts the “interlaced” track layout to increase the areal density by shortening the distance between adjacent tracks. As shown in Figure 1c, tracks of IMR based HDD are organized into top tracks and bottom tracks, and each bottom track (e.g., Track #2) is overlapped partially by two adjacent top tracks (e.g., Tracks #1 and #3). However, with this interlaced track layout, writing data into any bottom track will destroy the (valid) data stored in the two adjacent top tracks. Thus, in order to protect the (valid) data of top tracks against data loss on writing data into bottom tracks, the read-modify-write (RMW) approach [25] is introduced; specifically, it ensures the crash consistency by quarantining that the following sequence of “read-modify-write” can be enforced: 1) “Read”: Backing up the valid data of the two adjacent top tracks in a backup region; 2) “Modify”: Writing the updated data properly to the bottom track; and 3) “Write”: Re-writing the backed-up valid data back to the adjacent top tracks.

Since the RMW is time-consuming [48], most existing studies for IMR based HDD focus on how to minimize the probability of incurring the RMWs. Specifically, some propose to reduce RMWs via track allocation (i.e., how IMR tracks are allocated to accommodate the written data). For example, Gao et al. present a three phase track allocation to allocate tracks based on three phases of disk space usage [19, 20]: In the first phase, data are placed into bottom tracks only until all the bottom tracks are full of data (i.e., 0% ~ 50% space usage); in the second phase, data are placed into every other top tracks until half of the top tracks are used (i.e., 50% ~ 75% space usage); and in the third phase, data are placed into the rest of top tracks (i.e., 75% ~ 100% space usage). As a result, the first phase would not incur any RMW(s), while the second phase (resp. to the third phase) ensures at most one (resp. to two) top track(s) will be re-written on writing data into any bottom track. Based on the three phase track allocation, Wu et al. further propose a zigzag track allocation to reverse the track allocation order in the second phase, making every other top tracks be allocated from inner tracks to outer tracks, for better preserving data locality [48, 50].

Another series of studies tries to minimize the probability of incurring the RMWs by considering the update frequencies of data. Notably, in the literature, the frequently-updated data (resp. to less-frequently-updated data) are also referred to as the hot data (resp. to cold data). For example, Wu et al. propose a top buffer design to exploit a few top tracks as “write buffer” to place the hot data, and a block swap method to exchange the hot data in bottom tracks with the cold data in top tracks, so as to reduce the RMWs caused by updating hot data in bottom tracks [48, 50]. More recently, Hajkazemi et al. propose three new track-level techniques, namely track flipping, selective track caching, and dynamic track, to reduce the amount of writes to bottom tracks by moving hot data to top tracks and cold data to bottom ones in different ways [25]. However, please note that, although time-consuming RMWs can be indeed reduced by considering the update frequencies of data, not all sorts of applications can be benefited from this series of studies. For example, the data of LSM-tree based KV stores (i.e., SSTable), which is our target application, are written once but never updated before being deleted.

### 2.3 Motivation: Degradation on Throughput and Compaction Efficiency

In order to investigate how serious the performance of LSM-tree based KV store would be degraded by the time-consuming RMW process of IMR technology, we deploy the widely used RocksDB on an 100 GB, emulated IMR based HDD. In particular, in order to reasonably allocate IMR tracks for accommodating SSTables, we implement the classical sequential allocation scheme [41] (denoted as Seq), and the state-of-the-art, IMR based three-phase allocation scheme [19, 20, 50] (denoted as 3Phase). Moreover, to fairly compare and demonstrate that how the performance of IMR based three-phase allocation is affected by the RMW process, we also deploy RocksDB on an 100 GB CMR based HDD and adopts three-phase allocation scheme to allocate CMR tracks for accommodating SSTables (denoted as CRM). More details about the implementations can be found in Section 4.1.

Figure 2a shows the performance of randomly loading/inserting 75 millions of 1 KB KV pairs, generated by YCSB [14], into RocksDB, where the x-axis denotes different
schemes of track allocation and the y-axis shows the throughput (i.e., the number of I/Os per second). It can be observed that, although the IMR based 3phase indeed effectively achieves 1.53 $\times$ higher throughput than the classical Seq, there still exists a large room for improvement since the IMR based 3phase also suffers 38.97% degradation on throughput as compared to that of CMR. Since it is known that the write throughput of a LSM based KV store could be significantly affected by the compaction process [9, 39, 53], Figure 2b further shows the compaction efficiency, which is regarded as the average time required by a compaction process, achieved by different track allocation schemes. It can be observed that, as compared with CMR, Seq and 3phase require 2.59$x$ and 1.68$x$ longer time to complete a compaction process on average, and result in the observed the degradation on throughput.

Furthermore, based on our observation, the observed compaction efficiency degradation of Seq and 3phase can be mainly attributed to the time-consuming RMW process of IMR technology. The reason is that the compaction process involves persisting SSTables into HDD, and the time-consuming RMW process could be thereby frequently triggered during the compaction process. Thus, to explicitly demonstrate how the compaction efficiency is affected by the RMW process, Figure 2c shows the total time of persisting SSTables (during the compaction processes) required by different track allocation schemes and indicates the portion of time spent on rewriting top tracks during the RMW process. It can be observed that, when compared with CMR, the total time of persisting SSTables required by Seq and 3phase is noticeably lengthen by around 4.42$x$ and 2.24$x$ respectively. The reason is that Seq and 3phase entail 25145.76 and 9681.21 seconds on rewriting top tracks during the RMW process, which account for 76.13% and 57.74% of their respective total time of persisting SSTables. Motivated by such observed degradation on throughput and compaction efficiency, a novel middleware KVIMR is proposed in Section 3 to deliver high throughput on IMR based HDD with limited changes to the well-known LSM-tree based KV store implementations.

3 KVIMR

3.1 System Architecture

As shown in Figure 3, KVIMR is architected as a middleware between LSM-tree based KV store and IMR based HDD, so as to facilitate 1) the support for various LSM-tree based KV store implementations with limited modifications and 2) the direct and efficient management on IMR based HDD.

![System Architecture of KVIMR](image)

Figure 3: The System Architecture of KVIMR.

To realize this objective, KVIMR provides a POSIX compliant interface so that the upper LSM-tree based KV store can easily access its SSTables through a similar set of common file operations (i.e., kvread/kvwrite/kvsync/kvunlink operations) on IMR based HDD with very limited modifications. Besides, to make the KVIMR be aware of the special compaction behaviour behind the LSM-tree based KV store, we promote to pass the “level” information of SSTables along with the kvwrite file operation on writing SSTables. Notably, since the level information is one of key design principles of the LSM-tree, it can be widely found in the mainstream LSM-tree based KV store implementations, such as RocksDB [18], LevelDB [21] and HyperLevelDB [17]. Thus, we argue that the attempt to pass down the level information will not limit the applicability but instead increase the generality and compatibility of KVIMR. It is also worth noting that, based on our experience in integrating KVIMR with the three aforementioned LSM-tree based KV store implementations, the modifications of replacing POSIX interface (with file operations provided by KVIMR) and passing level information to KVIMR are just about 100 lines of codes for each KV store implementation.

On the other hand, in our implementation, by employing the existing pread/pwrite/fdatasync system calls with the _O_DIRECT flag, KVIMR directly manages the data of files (e.g., SSTables) and performs the RMW approach on tracks of the emulated IMR based HDD (please see Section 4.1 for details). Please note that recent researches have demonstrated that the host-managed HDD model and the libzbc interface [4] can simplify and facilitate the direct management on SMR based HDD [52, 53]. We envision such host-managed HDD model and library (referred to as
IMRLib in Figure 3) will also be available for IMR based HDD with the provision of fundamental functions (such as reading/writing/syncing data and exposing track information), so that a unified application programming interface (API) can be offered for the development of KVIMR. We leave the IMRLib extension to KVIMR in the future.

If we take a closer look at Figure 3, the core KVIMR engine maintains an SSTable-to-Track Map and allocates a Write Buffer in the DRAM space of the host system, and incorporates four Handlers to take over the kvread/kvwrite/kvsync/kvunlink file operations from the upper LSM-tree based KV store respectively. Their main functionalities and interactions are summarized as follows:

- **SSTable-to-Track Map (or S2TMap)** maintains the one-to-many relationship between an SSTable and multiple IMR tracks allocated for it, because the SSTable size in the mainstream LSM-tree based KV store implementations is usually larger than the IMR track size (which is 2 MB [25, 50]). We implement S2TMap as `map<sstable id, track list>` and only allocate an IMR track for a single SSTable file for simplicity. Notably, since S2TMap is the key metadata of KVIMR, how to maintain and promise the crash consistency of S2TMap will be discussed in detail in Section 3.4.

- **Write Handler** is responsible for temporarily buffering the written SSTable in the Write Buffer (in the DRAM space) whenever the background thread (i.e., compaction process) of KV store invokes kvwrite operations to pass down the SSTable data into middleware, so that the entire SSTable can be later persisted into the IMR based HDD by the Sync Handler in one shot. Notably, at runtime, the Write Buffer of KVIMR only holds a few SSTables at any given time, since each compaction process/thread only creates one SSTable at a time and will persist it into the storage by the Sync Handler. That is, once an SSTable is persisted, KVIMR immediately releases the corresponding DRAM space to keep low demand of Write Buffer.

- **Sync Handler** is in charge of persisting the buffered SSTable into IMR tracks (based on different track allocation schemes) whenever the background thread (i.e., compaction process) of KV store needs to ensure the SSTable data are persisted in HDD by invoking kvsync operation. In addition, during the process of SSTable persisting, the Sync Handler also performs the RMW approach to rewrite tracks (if needed) to ensure the crash consistency of written data, and builds the relationship between the specified SSTable and the allocated tracks in S2TMap to facilitate the subsequent accesses to persisted SSTables. Moreover, at runtime, to efficiently determine whether the RMW approach is needed, KVIMR also maintains a bitmap in the DRAM space to keep track of the allocation status of tracks. However, this bitmap does not have to be persisted in HDD since it can be easily rebuilt by scanning S2TMap.

- **Read Handler** fetches the requested part of an SSTable from the corresponding track(s) of the IMR based HDD by looking up the S2TMap whenever the KV store needs to read the content of SSTable by invoking kvread operation (e.g., upon performing the compaction process or servicing get operations).

- **Unlink Handler** is to remove an SSTable from HDD and label the corresponding track(s) as free tracks (i.e., tracks containing no valid data) by resetting the corresponding entries in S2TMap whenever the background thread (i.e., compaction process) of KV store invokes kvunlink operation to delete an SSTable from HDD.

Among these four handlers, the Sync Handler plays the most critical role to affect the throughput of incoming reads/writes, since how SSTables are persisted into tracks of IMR based HDD may largely affect the number of incurred time-consuming RMWs and the efficiency of the background compaction process. Thus, in the following sections, we shall mainly focus on the design of the Sync Handler.

### 3.2 Compaction-aware Track Allocation

Given the level information of SSTables as a clue, this section explores how to leverage the special behavior behind compaction process to properly allocate the two-tier IMR tracks for accommodating the multi-level SSTables. Specifically, Section 3.2.1 first introduces two special properties, namely compaction frequency and compaction locality, extracted from the compaction process. Then, based on the observed properties and the level information of SSTables, Section 3.2.2 introduces a novel Compaction-aware Track Allocation scheme to alleviate the throughput degradation by 1) minimizing the time-consuming RMWs and 2) efficiently accessing the SSTables during the compaction process.

#### 3.2.1 Special Properties of Compaction Process

**Compaction Frequency.** In an LSM-tree based KV store, SSTables of different levels usually have different frequencies of being compacted (i.e., compaction frequency) by the compaction process. The reason is twofold: First, as introduced in Section 2.1, the compaction process usually takes place in a cascading way, from smaller levels to larger levels; second, the size limits of different levels increase exponentially along with the levels. As a result, the SSTables of smaller levels are more likely to be compacted frequently than that of larger levels [29, 54]. In other words, the lifespan of SSTables of larger levels tends to be longer than that of smaller levels.

**Compaction Locality.** Based on our investigation, there exists a very special access locality, namely compaction locality, among different rounds of compaction process in LSM-tree based KV store. Specifically, as introduced in Section 2.1, a single round of compaction process merges the victim SSTable and the existing SSTables with overlapped key ranges into new SSTables with close key ranges. Moreover, since these newly generated SSTables are composed of KV pairs of
close key ranges, they (or part of them) are more likely to be involved (specifically, read and unlink) in the latter round(s) of compaction process as compared to other SSTables with far key ranges. That is, there exists a special access tendency that the SSTables generated by a round of compaction process are likely to be involved in the latter round(s) of compaction process, and we refer it as compaction locality.

3.2.2 Design of Compaction-aware Track Allocation

Based on the two observed special properties, this section presents the design of the Compaction-aware Track Allocation scheme, which comprises two major steps, namely Step 1) Level based Bi-Tiering and Step 2) Relaxed-Sequential Track Allocation, in allocating tracks for an SSTable.

Step 1) Level based Bi-Tiering The first step determines which tier of tracks (i.e., either top tier of tracks or bottom tier of tracks) should be used to accommodate an SSTable based on its level information.

Based on the property of compaction frequency, the lifespan of SSTables of larger levels tends to be longer than that of smaller levels. Such property inspires us that, if bottom tracks can be allocated to accommodate SSTables with larger levels (rather than smaller levels), the bottom tracks will be occupied by SSTables with longer lifespan and will not be frequently re-allocated by other SSTables with shorter lifespan. That is, the key idea of the first step is to allocate bottom tracks to accommodate SSTables of larger levels, so that the probability of incurring the RMWs on allocating bottom tracks could be thereby minimized.

As shown in Figure 4, in our implementation, we propose to allocate the bottom tracks only for SSTables of the “current largest” level (e.g., \(L_5\)), while allocate the top tracks for SSTables of the non-largest levels (e.g., \(L_0\sim L_4\)). This is because, given that the total capacity of bottom tracks and top tracks in IMR based HDD are roughly the same [19, 20] while the size limits among levels in LSM-tree based KV store increase exponentially by a factor (which is usually larger than 2 [17, 18, 21, 36]), the bottom tracks would be fully allocated by SSTables of the largest level when the LSM-tree grows.

\[\text{LSM-Tree based KV Store}\]

Moreover, as astute readers may have noticed, when the LSM-tree keeps growing, the size limit of the largest level may become larger than the total capacity constituted by all bottom tracks; as a result, accommodating all the SSTables of the largest level in bottom tracks may become impossible. However, we argue that this situation will not contradict the design concept of the first step. The reason is that, although we have no choice to accommodate some SSTables of the largest level in top tracks, all the bottom tracks can still be allocated only by SSTables of the largest level, so that the probability of incurring the RMWs on allocating bottom tracks can be still effectively minimized.

Step 2) Relaxed-Sequential Track Allocation The second step further determines which tracks in the specific tier (that is decided by the Level based Bi-Tiering (i.e., Step 1)) should be allocated to accommodating an SSTable.

The design principle of the second step is inspired by the following two observations. First, according to the property of compaction locality, the SSTables generated by a round of compaction process are likely to be involved in the latter round(s) of compaction process. Second, since IMR based HDD adopts the similar rotational disk mechanisms of CMR based HDD, accessing data sequentially is also much efficient than accessing it randomly in IMR based HDD. Thus, we argue that it may be beneficial to accommodate the SSTables generated by a round of compaction process into tracks “as sequential as possible”. The reason is that the SSTables generated by a round of compaction process can be sequentially written into tracks with high sequential write performance, and also be sequentially compacted by the latter round(s) of compaction process with high sequential read performance.

However, in order to comply with the proposed Level based Bi-Tiering (i.e., Step 1) and avoid any data migrations or RMWs, a Relaxed-Sequential Track Allocation is instead adopted to relax the degree of sequentiality on track allocation from two aspects: First, since all the SSTables generated in a round of compaction process must belong to same level, the proposed Level based Bi-Tiering would suggest accommodating all of these SSTables in the same tier of tracks (i.e., either bottom tracks or top tracks). Thus, instead of allocating the tracks in the strictly-sequential order (i.e., one bottom track followed by the adjacent top track), we propose to allocate bottom tracks and top tracks separately to accommodate SSTables in the relaxed-sequential order (i.e., one bottom track followed by the adjacent bottom track, or one top track followed by the adjacent top track). Second, when allocating tracks in the relaxed-sequential order, we propose to further relax the degree of sequentiality by “skipping” the track(s) which are currently allocated by other SSTables or may incur the time-consuming RMWs if possible. However, if none of the unallocated/free bottom tracks can be allocated without incurring RMWs, we propose to allocate the nearest unallocated bottom track to best preserve the degree of sequentiality.

![Figure 4: The Level based Bi-Tiering (Step 1).](image)
3.3 Merged Read-Modify-Write

To further improve the compaction efficiency when the time-consuming RMWs are inevitable, this section explores how to improve the efficiency of persisting the buffered SSTable from the Write Buffer into the allocated tracks. Specifically, Section 3.3.1 first introduces the process of persisting the buffered SSTable when the Naïve RMW approach [25] is employed. Then, Section 3.3.2 reveals the potential inefficiency of the Naïve RMW approach and introduces a novel Merged RMW approach which re-orders multiple RMWs into a “merged RMW” with the improved persisting efficiency and the ensured crash consistency.

3.3.1 SSTable Persisting with Naïve RMW

Algorithm 1 shows the process of SSTable Persisting with Naïve RMW, which persists the buffered SSTable (denoted as SST) from the Write Buffer into the allocated track(s) (denoted as TrackList) when the Naïve RMW approach [25] is employed. Notably, the notations SST[i] and TrackList[i] denote that the ith track-size content of the SST should be persisted into the ith allocated track in TrackList.

First of all, the content of the buffered SSTable are persisted into the allocated tracks on a track-by-track basis (i.e., at the granularity of a track [25]) (Lines 1~14). Specifically, if track rewrite(s) are incurred when writing SST[i] into TrackList[i], the Naïve RMW is performed as follows (Lines 4~12): First, it performs back-up (Lines 5~6), followed by invoking a sync-like function to ensure the valid data of the adjacent top track(s) are safely persisted into BackupRegion (Line 7); Second, it writes the content of SST[i] into the TrackList[i] (Line 8), followed by invoking a sync-like function to ensure SST[i] is safely persisted into the IMR based HDD (Line 9); Thirdly, it performs move-back (Lines 10~11), followed by invoking a sync-like function to ensure the backed-up valid data are safely persisted into adjacent top tracks (Line 12). Otherwise, if track rewrite(s) are not incurred when writing SST[i] into TrackList[i], SST[i] are directly written into the TrackList[i] (Lines 13~14). Finally, a sync-like function is invoked to ensure that the entire SST is safely persisted into the IMR based HDD (Line 15).

Please be noted, in general, the sync-like function (e.g., sync [2,7], fdatasync [3], flush [4]) is used to ensure that the data previously written by the write-like function(s) can be safely persisted into the storage device such as HDD. That is, the sync-like functions invoked during the naïve RMWs (i.e., Lines 7, 9 and 12) are actually served as critical write barriers to ensure that the correct sequence of “read-modify-write”, as described in [25], can be enforced. This also explains why for most of cases, there is no need to invoke a sync-like function after writing the SST[i] into TrackList[i] which does not incur any track rewrite(s) (i.e., Lines 13~14). However, if there exist un-synced track(s) which are adjacent to the to-be-written TrackList[i], a sync-like function may be invoked to ensure the valid data of un-synced tracks are persisted into HDD by a correct sequence (Lines 2~3).

Algorithm 1: SSTable Persisting with Naïve RMW

```
Algorithm 1: SSTable Persisting with Naïve RMW

Input: SST: the content of an SSTable to be persisted.
Input: TrackList: the list of the allocated tracks for SST.
for i ← 0 to TrackList.size do
    if any adjacent tracks of TrackList[i] is unsynced then
        sync: // ensure valid data are persisted
      end if
      if writing to TrackList[i] incurs top track rewrite(s) then
        /* -- Naïve RMW Begin -- */
        read the valid data from adjacent top track(s);
        write the valid data into BackupRegion;
        sync: // ensure valid data are persisted
        write SST[i] to TrackList[i];
        sync: // ensure SST[i] is persisted
        read the valid data from BackupRegion;
        write back the valid data into adjacent top track(s);
        sync: // ensure valid data are persisted
        /* -- Naïve RMW End -- */
      end if
    else
      write SST[i] to TrackList[i];
      sync: // ensure the entire SST is persisted
    end if
```

3.3.2 SSTable Persisting with Merged RMW

Although the process of SSTable Persisting with Naïve RMW (i.e., Algorithm 1) looks simple and elegant, nevertheless, based on our investigation, there exist two sources of inefficiency hid behind it when the size of an SSTable is (much) larger than the size of an IMR track. First, although the sync-like functions ensure the Naïve RMW approach against unexpected crashes, they also bring severe performance degradation to the whole process. The rationale behind this is that the sync-like functions have adverse effects on I/O performance of HDD [2,24,45]. Second, since Naïve RMW approach must be performed on a track-by-track basis, the valid data of some top tracks are actually backed up and written back redundantly, resulting in the doubled read, write and sync workloads.

Thus, in order to further improve the efficiency of persisting the buffered SSTable from the Write Buffer into the allocated track(s) when the RMWs are incurred, this section introduces a novel Merged RMW approach. Its key idea is to re-order multiple track-by-track naïve RMWs into a single “merged RMW”, so as to significantly reduce the number of required sync-like functions and avoid redundant track rewrites while still ensure the crash consistency.

Algorithm 2 depicts the process of SSTable Persisting with Merged RMW, which persists the buffered SSTable (denoted as SST) from the Write Buffer into the allocated track(s) (denoted as TrackList) by employing the newly proposed Merged RMW approach. First of all, different from the process shown in Algorithm 1, this process firstly performs the
Algorithm 2: SSTable Persisting with Merged RMW

Input: SST: the content of an SSTable to be persisted.
Input: TrackList: the list of the allocated tracks for SST.

// The parts of SST incurring track rewrites
if persisting SST incurs track rewrites then
  /* -- Merged RMW Begin -- */
  for i ← 0 to TrackList.size do
    if writing to TrackList[i] incurs track rewrites then
      read the valid data from adjacent top track(s);
      write the valid data to BackupRegion;
    end if
  end for
  sync: // ensure valid data are persisted
  for i ← 0 to TrackList.size do
    if writing to TrackList[i] incurs track rewrites then
      write SST[i] to TrackList[i];
    end if
  end for
  sync: // ensure SST[i] is persisted
  for i ← 0 to TrackList.size do
    if writing to TrackList[i] incurs track rewrites then
      read the valid data from BackupRegion;
      write back the valid data into adjacent top track(s);
    end if
  end for
  sync: // ensure valid data are persisted
  /* -- Merged RMW End -- */
// The rest parts of SST w/o track rewrites
for i ← 0 to TrackList.size do
  if SST[i] is un-written & TrackList[i] is a bottom then
    write SST[i] to TrackList[i];
  end if
end for
sync: // ensure data to bottom are persisted
for i ← 0 to TrackList.size do
  if SST[i] is un-written & TrackList[i] is a top then
    write SST[i] to TrackList[i];
  end if
end for
sync: // ensure the entire SST is persisted

The Merged RMW approach to handle all the allocated bottom track(s) that would incur top track rewrite(s) on a batch basis as follows (Lines 1~15): First, it backs up the valid data of all the involved adjacent top track(s) into the BackupRegion in a batch (Lines 2~5) before invoking the first sync-like function to ensure all of these valid data are safely persisted into the IMR based HDD (Line 6); Second, it writes the content of SST into all the involved bottom tracks in a batch (Lines 7~9) before invoking the second sync-like function to ensure these written parts of SST are safely persisted into the IMR based HDD (Line 10); Thirdly, it moves back all the backed-up valid data from the BackupRegion into the adjacent top track(s) in a batch (Lines 11~14) before invoking the third sync-like function to ensure these backed-up valid data are safely persisted into the IMR based HDD (Line 15).

Next, this process persists the remaining parts of SST, which would not incur top track rewrite(s), into the corresponding tracks (Lines 16~23) as follows: First, this process gives the highest priority to write the un-written parts of SST into their corresponding bottom tracks in a batch (Lines 16~18). This is because, if the un-written parts of SST are written into top tracks first, the subsequent writes to adjacent bottom tracks may instead incur extra track rewrites over those “just-written” top tracks. Then, a sync-like function should be invoked (Line 19) to ensure the data writes to bottom tracks (if any) are persisted into HDD. Finally, this process writes the un-written parts of SST into their corresponding top tracks in a batch, followed by invoking a sync-like function to ensure the entire SST are safely persisted into HDD (Lines 20~23).

Compared with the SSTable persisting process with Naïve RMW approach (i.e., Algorithm 1), the SSTable persisting process with the Merged RMW approach not only significantly minimizes the number of required sync-like functions (specifically, at least 1 and at most 5), but also avoids the redundant backup and write-back of top tracks (since the involved top tracks are only backed up and written back once). Moreover, the Merged RMW approach nicely ensures the crash consistency for the SSTable by backing up the parts of SSTable residing in top tracks into the BackupRegion, before writing any data into bottom tracks that would incur top track rewrites. However, it is worth noting that the Merged RMW approach requires a larger BackupRegion than the Naïve RMW approach, in order to back up the valid data of all the involved adjacent top track(s) in a batch. Specifically, the size of the BackupRegion required by the Merged RMW approach is just twice as the size of an SSTable, which should be a negligible storage overhead compared with the total capacity of HDD.

Notably, as astute readers may have noticed, an alternative approach, which organizes all tracks into “regions” of a fixed number of consecutive tracks, is also able to reduce the numbers of track rewrites and sync-like functions as does KVIMR. That is, this approach may always write a whole SSTable into a fixed-sized region by writing all the bottom tracks then all the top tracks in the region. Although such approach looks simple and effective indeed, however, we argue that it might inevitably waste the disk space (since the actual sizes of SSTables are not fixed and could be smaller than the fixed SSTable size limit in the mainstream LSM-tree based KV store implementations). Thus, KVIMR adopts a more flexible Compaction-aware Track Allocation and Merged RMW to avoid such space waste issue while reduce the numbers of track rewrites and sync-like functions.

3.4 Crash Consistency

Since the proposed KVIMR does not introduce significant changes to the core design of LSM-tree based KV stores, the crash consistency mechanisms of different LSM-tree based KV stores still remain and work nicely in the same way.

KVIMR further ensures the crash consistency regarding its key metadata (i.e., SSTable-to-Track Map (S2TMap)) as follows: First, to avoid incurring the time-consuming RMW
processes over IMR tracks, we propose to persist the track-level S2TMap into a few reserved top tracks of IMR based HDD or other persistent storage device, which can be freely updated, in the system. Second, to better manage the persisting overhead, we propose to persist S2TMap whenever the LSM-tree based KV store persists their key metadata (e.g., the manifest file) after each successful compaction process. This ensures that the metadata of KVIMR can always be consistent with that of the LSM-tree based KV store, so that both LSM-tree based KV store and KVIMR can be recovered to a consistent state successfully after unexpected system crashes.

4 Evaluation

4.1 Evaluation Setup

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed KVIMR middleware. Since there is no available real products of IMR based HDDs to date, we follow the emulation approach suggested in [39] to emulate an 100 GB IMR based HDD with a real CMR based HDD (model no. ST500DM002 [1]) so that the evaluated results can accurately reflect actual performance of the disk internal activities. Particularly, we split the LBA range into 2 MB tracks as suggested in [25, 50], organize the tracks by the interlaced track layout of IMR, and read/write to tracks with IMR-like restrictions [28]. In addition, we architect the KVIMR as a middleware as introduced in Section 3.1 and develop KVIMR in the user-space using C++, and employ the existing pread/pwrite/fdatasync system calls with the O_DIRECT flag to directly manage SSTables and perform the RMW approach over tracks of the emulated IMR based HDD. Moreover, the following schemes are implemented and integrated with the KVIMR middleware for evaluation purposes:

- **Seq** allocates all tracks in a sequential order (i.e., one track followed by the subsequent one(s)) but skips tracks that have been allocated by other SSTables; and it adopts the Naive RMW approach [25] to perform track rewrites.
- **3Phase** allocates the unused tracks in the following order: bottom tracks, every other top tracks, and the rest of top tracks [19, 20]; and it adopts the Naive RMW approach [25] to perform track rewrites.
- **KVIMR−N** denotes the proposed Compaction Aware Track Allocation scheme (presented in Section 3.2) with the Naive RMW approach [25].
- **KVIMR−M** denotes the proposed Compaction Aware Track Allocation scheme (presented in Section 3.2) with the proposed Merged RMW approach (presented in Section 3.3).

On the other hand, we modify three well-known implementations of LSM-tree based KV store, i.e., RocksDB [18], LevelDB [21], and HyperLevelDB [17], so that they can access its SSTables through a set of POSIX complaint file operations provided by the KVIMR middleware as presented in Section 3.1. The metadata (e.g., manifest, WAL) of these LSM-tree based KV store implementations are currently kept in an SSD alongside (like GearDB’s implementation [53]). However, since the size of metadata is relatively small, these metadata can also be managed in a few IMR tracks with little performance impact. Notably, because of limited page length, we mainly demonstrate the evaluation results collected from RocksDB. In addition, we adopt the default settings [18] (e.g., the SSTable size is 64 MB, kL0_SlowdownWritesTrigger and kL0_StopWritesTrigger are 20 and 36 respectively) to configure RocksDB, but further set the compaction_readahead_size to 2 MB (as suggested in [6]) and bloom_bits to 10 (as suggested in [6]) to have better performance on HDD. Moreover, we revise the benchmark tool db_bench released with RocksDB, LevelDB, and HyperLevelDB, so as to evaluate the performance of different schemes under various workloads generated by YCSB [14]. All the experiments are conducted on a workstation PC, which is equipped with two Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-1630 v4 @ 3.70 GHz processors and 16 GB DDR4 DIMM memory, where the operating system is 64-bit Ubuntu 14.04.1 LTS with Linux kernel version 3.13.0.

4.2 Evaluation Results

4.2.1 Overall Load Performance

This section investigates the overall performance under different schemes by randomly loading/inserting 75 millions of 1 KB KV pairs into RocksDB. Figure 5 shows the overall performance results, where the x-axis of each sub-figure denotes different schemes and the y-axis of each sub-figure shows the results from different performance metrics. For ease of the comparison, the throughput of adopting three-phase allocation scheme to allocate CMR tracks for accommodating SSTables (denoted as CMR as in Section 2.3) is also plotted in Figure 5 as a horizontal dashed line. From Figure 5a, we can firstly observe that both KVIMR−N and KVIMR−M achieve significant throughput improvements when compared with Seq and 3Phase. Specifically, KVIMR−N achieves 1.44× and 2.21× higher throughput than that of Seq and 3Phase. Moreover, it can be also observed that KVIMR−M further improves the throughput by 7.0% as compared to KVIMR−N, because of the improved compaction efficiency contributed by the proposed Merged RMW approach. More encouragingly, KVIMR−M achieves a comparable throughput as compared to CMR with only about 5.5% degradation.

To better demonstrate the compaction efficiency of different schemes, Figures 5b and 5c respectively demonstrate the number of compactions and the sum of execution time of compactions (or cumulative compaction time [18]) during the loading process. It can be clearly observed from Figure 5b that all the schemes share similar number of compactions. This is because all the schemes are implemented as middleware (similar to the proposed KVIMR), and the design regarding how RocksDB performs compaction processes...
is not changed. However, from Figure 5c, we can observe that, KVIMR-N and KVIMR-M effectively reduce the cumulative compaction time required to complete a similar numbers of compactions, and thereby greatly improve the compaction efficiency (i.e., the average time required to perform a compaction process). Specifically, KVIMR-N largely reduces the cumulative compaction time by 55.61% and 31.69% as compared to Seq and 3Phase. Moreover, KVIMR-M further reduces the cumulative compaction execution time by 7.67% as compared to KVIMR-N.

Based on our investigation, the improvement on the overall throughput and the reduction on the cumulative compaction time (achieved by KVIMR-N and KVIMR-M) can be mainly attributed to the prevention of time-consuming RMW processes, which may incur additional track rewrites and sync calls to slow down the efficiency of persisting SSTables. Figures 5d and 5e reveal the numbers of (top) track rewrites and the numbers of sync calls incurred by different schemes during the loading process. It can be firstly observed that, KVIMR-N and KVIMR-M significantly reduce the numbers of top track rewrites and sync calls as compared to Seq and 3phase. Specifically, KVIMR-N decreases the number of top track rewrites by 91.11% and 68.14% and diminishes the number of sync calls by 94.99% and 77.32% as compared to Seq and 3phase, respectively. The main reason behind such reductions is that, KVIMR-N leverages the compaction frequency to allocate the IMR tracks for accommodating SSTables, so as to minimize the occurrence of time-consuming RMW processes. It is also worthy to see that, compared to KVIMR-N, KVIMR-M further reduces the numbers of top track rewrites and sync calls by 37.53% and 64.55%. The is because KVIMR-M adopts the proposed Merged RMW to cleverly circumvent the redundant top track rewrites and bound the number of sync calls, when the time-consuming RMWs cannot be fully avoided by the proposed Compaction-aware Track Allocation.

4.2.2 Load Performance Changes

Besides the overall performance results presented in Figure 5, it is also valuable to investigate how the throughput and other performance metrics actually change along the whole loading process. Figures 6a, 6b and 6c respectively show the throughput, the number of incurred track rewrites, and the number of invoked sync calls for loading every 1 million of KV pairs, where the x-axis of each sub-figure denotes the accumulated number of inserted/loaded KV pairs.

First of all, from Figure 6a, we can observe that, compared with Seq and 3Phase, KVIMR-N and KVIMR-M lead to the much higher throughputs, almost for every 1 million of inserted KV pairs along the whole loading process. The main reason behind this is that, as revealed by Figures 6b and 6c, KVIMR-N and KVIMR-M incur much less number of top track rewrites and sync calls during the whole loading process. Interestingly, after inserting about 60 millions of KV pairs, KVIMR-M starts to achieve the highest throughput than the rest of schemes. For example, KVIMR-M achieves 26.27% higher throughput than that of KVIMR-N for the last 1 million of in-
inserted KV pairs. The reason is that, when the RMW processes are inevitable during the late loading process, the proposed Merged RMW approach can cleverly avoid redundant top track rewrites and bound the number of sync calls, resulting in the improved efficiency of persisting SSTables.

By contrast, Seq achieves the lowest throughput almost during the whole loading process, and 3Phase starts to encounter noticeable throughput degradation after inserting about 50 millions of KV pairs and suffers very low throughput as Seq at the very end of the loading process. In particular, as observed from Figure 6a, KVIMR-N achieves 2.01 × and 2.17 × higher throughput than that of Seq and 3Phase respectively for the last 1 million of inserted KV pairs. Such serious throughput degradations of Seq and 3Phase can be attributed to their track allocation designs. Particularly, Seq writes the SSTable data in a strictly-sequential order (i.e., one track followed by the subsequent one(s)), resulting in that the time-consuming RMW processes are mostly incurred whenever writing to any bottom track(s). On the other hand, 3Phase only utilizes bottom tracks to accommodate the SSTable data and fully avoids RMW processes during the first phase (i.e., before inserting 50 millions of KV pairs). However, when 3Phase starts to allocate top tracks to accommodate SSTables afterwards, it may incur more and more RMW processes as the space usage of HDD increases due to the lack of consideration regarding compaction frequency.

4.2.3 Throughput under Different Workloads

To further investigate the throughput under read-write mixed workloads, we randomly insert and retrieve 7.5 millions of KV pairs after loading the 75 millions of KV pairs into RocksDB. In particular, three workloads of different read/write (R/W) ratios (i.e., R90%:W10%, R50%:W50%, and R10%:W90%) generated by YCSB [14], which follow the Zipfian distribution, are used to represent different write intensities. Figure 7a shows the throughputs of different schemes, where the x-axis denotes different R/W ratios and the y-axis shows the throughput. It can be firstly observed that all the evaluated schemes increase as the write intensity (or write ratio) increases. This is because, randomly reading a large amount of KV pairs from LSM-tree based KV store might seriously slow down the overall throughput due to the poor random access performance of HDD.

More importantly, as revealed by Figure 7a, KVIMR-N and KVIMR-M are more effective in improving the throughput as the write intensity keeps increasing, as compared to Seq and 3Phase. Specifically, KVIMR-N and KVIMR-M lead to at least 2.28%, 10.22% and 28.93% throughput improvements (than that of Seq and 3Phase) under workloads of R90%:W10%, R50%:W50% and R10%:W90% respectively. This is because, as shown in Figure 7b, for all the evaluated schemes, the number of incurred compactions increases as the write intensity increases. Such increasing number of compactions implies that more SSTables need to be persisted into HDD, leaving a larger room for KVIMR-N and KVIMR-M to reduce the number of track rewrites and sync calls for higher throughput gains (under workloads of higher write intensities).

4.2.4 Throughput under Different Sizes of SSTable

To understand how the impact of SSTable size on the throughput, we randomly loading/inserting 75 millions of 1 KB KV pairs into RocksDB under different sizes of SSTable. Specifically, as suggested in the [8], since HDD typically demonstrates better performance under larger sizes of SSTable, this section mainly evaluates the throughput of different schemes when SSTable size ranges from 64MB to 512MB.

Figure 8 shows the overall load performance results, where the x-axis denotes different SSTable sizes and the y-axis shows the throughput. It can be firstly observed that all the schemes achieve higher throughput with larger SSTable sizes. Besides, KVIMR still effectively and stably achieves better throughput than that of Seq and 3Phase as the SSTable size increases. More interestingly, as compared to KVIMR-N, KVIMR-M tends to be more effective in improving the throughput when the SSTable size increases. Specifically, the performance gaps between KVIMR-N and KVIMR-M are 7.0%, 5.9%, 13.0%, 16.8% with SSTables sizes of 64 MB, 128 MB, 256 MB and 512 MB respectively. The key reason of such increasing performance gap is that the Merged RMW adopted
by KVIMR-M has potential to circumvent more redundant top track rewrites and reduce more number of sync calls with larger SSTable sizes.

4.2.5 Support for Other LSM-tree based KV Stores

To demonstrate the great compatibility of KVIMR, we further conduct the load throughput evaluation (i.e., loading 75 millions of 1 KB KV pairs generated by YCSB [14]) on other two well-known LSM-tree based KV stores: LevelDB [21], and HyperLevelDB [17]. Notably, to present the performance results on the same basis, we apply the same configurations adopted by RocksDB to both LevelDB and HyperLevelDB for achieving better HDD performance. That is, we set the SSTable size to 64 MB, set the size limit of level 1 to 256 MB and set kL0_SlowdownWritesTrigger and kL0_StopWritesTrigger to 20 and 36 respectively. Moreover, since LevelDB and HyperLevelDB lack the design of compaction_readahead_size, we instead set the block_size to 2 MB to have better performance on HDD as suggested by [6].

![Figure 9: Throughput of Loading 75 Millions of KV Pairs into Other Well-Known LSM-tree based KV Stores.](image)

Figures 9a and 9b show the overall throughput achieved by LevelDB and HyperLevelDB respectively upon loading 75 millions of 1 KB KV pairs. It can be clearly observed that the trends of overall throughputs achieved by the evaluated schemes under LevelDB and HyperLevelDB are quite similar to what we can observe under RocksDB (see Figure 5a). That is, KVIMR-N and KVIMR-M still effectively achieve better throughputs than that of Seq and 3Phase by at least 55.43% and 21.16% under LevelDB respectively (and by at least 60.41% and 23.59% under HyperLevelDB respectively).

5 Related Work

There exist some mentionable studies proposed to address the track rewrite issue of Shingled Magnetic Recording (SMR) based HDD by introducing the following techniques to the existing LSM-tree based KV store implementations. For example, SMRDB [39] proposes to enlarge the SSTable size to the band/zone size of SMR based HDD to avoid track rewrites, arranges SSTables into only two levels with the key ranges of SSTables overlapped within the same level, and presents a new cost-considered compaction design. Another study called SEALDB [52] proposes to group the SSTables involved in a compaction into a set, and then sequentially writes a set of SSTables into a variable-sized dynamic band to mitigate the track rewrite issue. A more recent study namely GearDB [53] proposes to sequentially write the SSTables of the same level into the same SMR band/zone, and further introduces a Gear Compaction to avoid garbage collection in SMR based HDD.

The aforementioned designs indeed take effect at mitigating the track rewrite issue of SMR; however, they could be ineffective when blindly applied to IMR based HDD since SMR and IMR technologies adopt naturally-different track layouts. Specifically, all these designs must write the SSTables into SMR tracks in a “strictly-sequential” order (i.e., one track followed by the subsequent one(s)). As revealed by our evaluation, sequentially writing SSTables into IMR tracks may incur serious throughput degradation, since writing to any bottom track may cause the time-consuming RMWs to rewrite its adjacent top track(s) in the IMR based HDD. On the other hand, all these designs are developed by revamping the existing LSM-tree based KV store (i.e., LevelDB [21]). That is, they are all tightly-coupled with one specific implementation of the LSM-tree based KV store, making them costly to be upgraded with the software updates of KV store and integrated with other representative implementations of the LSM-tree based KV store, such as the widely deployed RocksDB [18].

6 Conclusion

This paper presents KVIMR, a data management middleware, to construct a cost-effective yet high-throughput LSM-tree based KV store on IMR based HDD. KVIMR delivers great compatibility for mainstream LSM-tree based KV store implementations without introducing significant modifications by being architected as a middleware sitting between LSM-tree based KV store and IMR based HDD. Technically, KVIMR remedies the throughput degradation resulted from IMR through the proposing of two novel designs: a Compaction Aware Track Allocation scheme to minimize the time-consuming RMWs and efficiently access the SSTables during the compaction process, and a Merged RMW approach to improve the efficiency of persisting an SSTable into IMR based HDD when the time-consuming RMWs are inevitable. Our evaluations on three well-known LSM-tree based KV store implementations (i.e., RocksDB, LevelDB, and HyperLevelDB) reveal that KVIMR not only improves the overall throughput by up to 1.55× under write-intensive workloads but even achieves 2.17× higher throughput under high space usage of HDD, as compared with the state-of-the-art three-phase track allocation scheme for IMR.
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Abstract

Modern key-value (KV) stores adopt the LSM-tree as the core data structure for managing KV pairs, but suffer from high write and read amplifications. Existing LSM-tree optimizations often make design trade-offs and are unable to simultaneously achieve high performance in writes, reads, and scans. To resolve the design tensions, we propose DiffKV, which builds on KV separation to carefully manage the ordering for keys and values. DiffKV manages keys using the conventional LSM-tree with fully-sorted ordering (within each level of the LSM-tree), while managing values with partially-sorted ordering with respect to the fully-sorted ordering of keys in a coordinated way for preserving high scan performance. We further propose fine-grained KV separation to differentiate KV pairs by size, so as to realize balanced performance under mixed workloads. Experimental results show that DiffKV can simultaneously achieve the best performance in all aspects among existing LSM-tree-optimized KV stores.

1 Introduction

Key-value (KV) storage, which abstracts data as KV pairs, becomes a critical storage paradigm for supporting a variety of applications, such as search engines [4, 11, 23, 53], distributed file systems [1, 28], data deduplication [18, 41], graph stores [7, 22, 37, 64], and OLTP/OLAP databases [3, 8, 11, 19, 30, 31, 33, 43, 50, 65]. Such storage paradigms mainly provide three operations: (i) writes, which insert KV pairs, (ii) reads, which retrieve the value of a single key, and (iii) scans, which retrieve the values over a key range. In particular, scans are essential operations for KV stores in various applications; for example, graph computation tasks may traverse multiple nodes or edges [2, 7, 37], and OLAP databases traverse multiple entries in a table for data filtering or aggregation [8, 30, 33, 50]. Thus, optimizations for scans have also been specifically studied in the literature [43, 55, 62, 65].

To better leverage the efficiency of sequential I/Os and preserve the data ordering for fast scans, modern KV stores (e.g., [10, 24, 27, 42, 52]) often adopt the Log-Structured-Merge-tree (LSM-tree) [46]. At a high level, the LSM-tree builds on three properties (see §2.1 for details): (i) it organizes KV pairs in a log-structured layout, in which updating KV pairs is treated as issuing sequential writes of KV pairs to persistent storage with high performance; (ii) it adopts a multi-level structure that keeps KV pairs fully sorted within each level, so as to support efficient reads and scans without specialized in-memory index structures; and (iii) it mitigates the write overhead by gradually moving KV pairs from lower levels to higher levels via compaction, so as to maintain high storage scalability. However, the compaction incurs substantial amounts of I/Os, as the KV pairs in adjacent levels need to be retrieved and written back to maintain sorted ordering. It is well known that LSM-tree KV stores suffer from severe write and read amplifications, especially when the number of levels of the LSM-tree increases with the growing volume of KV pairs being managed [42, 52, 58].

To reduce the compaction overhead, a number of LSM-tree optimization techniques have been proposed in the literature. One direction of work is to relax the fully-sorted nature in each level of the LSM-tree, thereby alleviating the compaction overhead [17, 52, 55]. However, as the degree of fully-sorted ordering is relaxed, the scan performance also degrades. Another direction of work is based on KV separation, which separates the storage of keys and values by keeping only keys (in fully-sorted ordering) in the LSM-tree and performing value management in a dedicated storage area [10, 20, 38, 42, 49, 51, 63]. KV separation alleviates the compaction overhead as the LSM-tree size now significantly decreases without storing the values, and is particularly suited for practical KV workloads whose KV pairs are composed of large-size values [5, 9, 30, 38, 44, 59] (see §2.2 for details). However, it degrades the scan performance, especially for the values with small-to-medium sizes that are also common in practice [5, 9], since each scan needs to issue random I/Os to the values over a key range that are no longer fully sorted (in contrast, the random I/O overhead is amortized for large values). Also, KV separation incurs extra garbage collection (GC) overhead [10], thereby triggering additional I/O overhead beyond the compaction in the LSM-tree. In short, existing LSM-tree optimizations are still limited by tight performance tensions between reads/writes and scans, in terms of (i) the degrees of ordering in keys and values, and (ii) the management of KV pairs of varying sizes.

To this end, we design a novel KV store, DiffKV, that realizes balanced I/O performance on commodity storage devices (e.g., solid-state drives (SSDs)). Its main idea builds on the differentiated KV management in two aspects. First, DiffKV
differentiates the storage management of keys and values as in conventional KV separation, and takes one step further to carefully coordinate the differentiated management of the ordering for keys and values. Specifically, it keeps keys fully sorted in each level of the LSM-tree as in conventional KV separation for fast reads and scans, while keeping values partially sorted, such that the (partially-sorted) ordering of values is coordinated with respect to the (fully-sorted) ordering of keys. We design a new LSM-tree-like structure called the vTree for value management, such that the sorting of values in the vTree is triggered by the compaction of the LSM-tree. In this way, we limit the overhead of sorting values, yet we still maintain high scan performance via the partially-sorted ordering for values. Second, DiffKV differentiates the management of values via fine-grained KV separation, such that the KV pairs of different size groups are specifically managed for maintaining balanced performance under mixed workloads.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that examines the differentiated ordering for KV pairs. Traditional LSM-tree KV stores without KV separation always couple keys and values together and only realize a single kind of ordering [24, 27, 52]. While existing KV separation designs [10, 20, 38, 42, 49, 51, 63] decouple keys and values, the values are unsorted, and they cannot be tuned to realize different degrees of ordering for balanced performance. Our main contributions are summarized as follows.

- We present DiffKV, which coordinates the differentiated management of ordering for keys and values, so as to simultaneously improve the performance of writes, reads, and scans. Specifically, DiffKV manages values in the vTree structure for the partially-sorted ordering of values.
- We propose multiple merge optimization techniques to reduce the sorting overhead in the vTree, and also develop a state-aware lazy GC scheme to realize high space efficiency and high performance.
- We propose fine-grained KV separation and differentiate the management of small, medium, and large KV pairs for optimizing mixed workloads. In addition to the LSM-tree and the vTree, we also propose a hotness-aware multi-log design for efficiently managing large KV pairs.
- We implement a DiffKV prototype atop Titan [51], an open-source KV store that implements KV separation with optimized techniques. Evaluation results show that DiffKV achieves the best performance in writes, reads, scans, and space utilization compared to state-of-the-art KV stores, including RocksDB [24], PebblesDB [52], and Titan [51].

We release the source code of our DiffKV prototype at https://github.com/ustcadsl/diffkv.

2 Background and Motivation

We first introduce the basics of an LSM-tree KV store. We then discuss the strengths and weaknesses of different LSM-tree optimizations to motivate our DiffKV design.

2.1 LSM-tree KV Store

Storage structure. Figure 1(a) depicts a simplified storage structure of a conventional LSM-tree KV store (e.g., LevelDB [27] and RocksDB [24]). An LSM-tree KV store comprises \( n + 1 \) levels on disk, denoted by \( L_0, L_1, \ldots, L_n \) (from lowest to highest), and the capacity of a higher level \( L_i \) is a multiple (e.g., \( 10 \times \) by default in LevelDB [27]) of that of a lower level \( L_{i-1} \) (where \( 1 \leq i \leq n \)). It stores KV pairs in entirety as multiple disk files, called SSTables, in multiple levels. It also has two in-memory write buffers, namely MemTable and Immutable MemTable, and flushes the Immutable MemTable to level \( L_0 \) on disk with append-only writes. One main feature of the LSM-tree KV store is that all KV pairs in each of the levels from \( L_1 \) to \( L_n \) are fully sorted by keys to support fast scans, while KV pairs in \( L_0 \) are unsorted across different SSTables for fast flushes.

Write process. To write a KV pair, an LSM-tree KV store first inserts the KV pair into the MemTable, which keeps all buffered KV pairs sorted by keys in a skip-list. When the Memtable is full, it becomes an Immutable MemTable, which is then flushed to level \( L_0 \) as a new SSTable. The SSTable comprises the sorted KV pairs and some metadata (e.g., Bloom filters) for indexing. Meanwhile, the KV store generates a new MemTable to receive the subsequent new writes. When \( L_i \) is full (where \( i \geq 0 \)), its SSTables will be integrated into \( L_{i+1} \) by a compaction operation. To compact an SSTable \( S \) from \( L_i \) into \( L_{i+1} \), the KV store reads \( S \) and all SSTables in \( L_{i+1} \) that have overlapped key ranges with \( S \), then sorts all KV pairs by keys and creates new SSTables. It finally writes them back into \( L_{i+1} \). Thus, compaction induces to severe write amplification, which can reach up to a factor of \( 50 \times \) [42].

Read process. To read a KV pair, an LSM-tree KV store first searches for the KV pair in memory. If the KV pair does not exist, the KV store performs binary search in each level of the LSM-tree, starting from the lowest level \( L_0 \) to the higher levels. For each level, it identifies an SSTable and checks its Bloom filter to see if the KV pair exists.

To scan KV pairs, the KV store first finds the starting key in each level. It then sequentially reads the KV pairs that fall in the queried range. It finally returns the set of KV pairs.

2.2 LSM-tree Optimizations and Limitations

We discuss two major classes of LSM-tree optimizations on how they reduce the compaction overhead of LSM-tree KV stores: (i) relaxing fully-sorted ordering [17, 52, 55] and (ii) KV separation [10, 20, 38, 42, 49, 51, 63]. Other types of optimizations are reviewed in §6.

Relaxing fully-sorted ordering. We consider PebblesDB [52], which realizes a fragmented LSM-tree, as a representative example, as shown in Figure 1(b). PebblesDB divides each level into several disjoint groups by guards, in which the key ranges of SSTables in the same group may overlap with each other. To compact a group of SSTables from \( L_i \) to
KV separation. Figure 1(c) illustrates the typical structure of KV separation in Wisckey [42] and Titan [51]. KV separation stores keys and values separately, in which keys and their references to values are treated as new KV pairs and stored in the LSM-tree, while the original values are separately stored in an append-only log, which is implemented as multiple blob files in Titan. For medium-to-large value sizes, as the keys and value references often have much smaller sizes than the original values. In this case, the total data volume in the LSM-tree is significantly reduced, so the compaction overhead and hence the write amplification are alleviated. In addition, a smaller LSM-tree reduces read amplification and hence improves read performance.

KV separation is a well-known optimization technique for LSM-tree KV stores, as KV pairs with large values sizes are commonly found in real-world KV workloads. For example, TiDB [30], a transactional database built atop a KV storage layer, maps every row of a database table into a KV pair whose value size can grow to hundreds of kilobytes. Atlas [38] maintains KV pairs of cloud storage with value sizes larger than 128 KB. Also, field studies [5, 44, 59] indicate that large-size values contribute to a considerable fraction of traffic in practical KV workloads, and the recent study by Facebook [9] shows that KV pairs for social graph data can have an average value size as large as 1 KB. Finally, the values with medium-to-large sizes (e.g., from 1 KB to 16 KB) are often chosen in the evaluation benchmarks of KV stores (e.g., [10, 42, 52]).

However, since KV separation writes values into an append-only log, the values of a consecutive range of keys are now scattered in different positions in the log. Thus, the scan operation need to issue random reads to values, thereby leading to low scan performance in KV separation especially for the KV workloads whose values have small-to-medium sizes [5, 9] (e.g., in OLTP applications [5], more than 90% of values are smaller than 1 KB). Furthermore, KV separation needs to perform GC to reclaim the space of invalid values in the append-only log, and frequent GC operations incur extra I/O overhead [10].

2.3 Trade-off Analysis

We evaluate the design trade-offs of existing LSM-tree designs and optimizations. We consider three open-source KV stores: (i) RocksDB [24], which represents the state-of-the-art LSM-tree KV store with optimized performance; (ii) PebblesDB [52], which relaxes the fully-sorted ordering of each LSM-tree level for reduced compaction overhead; and (iii) Titan [51], which realizes KV separation with optimized implementation (e.g., managing values in multiple small Blob files instead of a large append-only log and using multi-threading to reduce GC overhead). We evaluate write amplification (i.e., the ratio of total write size to user write size) and performance, based on the testbed and configurations in §5.1.

Write performance. Figure 2 shows the write performance of loading a 100 GB database with different value sizes (varying from 128 bytes to 16 KB). From Figure 2(a), both PebblesDB and Titan significantly reduce the write amplification of RocksDB, and their write amplification ratios decrease as the value size increases. For example, for a value size of 16 KB, the write amplification ratios of RocksDB, PebblesDB, and Titan are 9.4×, 4.3×, and 1.3×, respectively.
We present DiffKV, a novel LSM-tree KV store that aims for
write throughput, especially for large-size values. Write throughputs of 2.7 \times \text{and } 8.7 \times \text{, respectively. In short, the LSM-tree optimizations of relaxing fully-sorted ordering and KV separation are effective to reduce write amplification and hence increase write throughput, especially for large-size values.

**Read and scan performance**. Figure 3 shows the read and scan performance of RocksDB (‘R’), PebblesDB (‘P’), and Titan (‘T’). For read performance, we issue read requests (i.e., random point queries) to a randomly loaded 100 GB KV store; for scan performance, we issue scan requests to 100 KV pairs. From Figure 3(a), relaxing fully-sorted ordering degrades the read performance, so the read throughput of PebblesDB is lower than that of RocksDB. Titan uses KV separation, which largely reduces the LSM-tree size, so its read throughput is evidently higher than that of RocksDB: for example, its throughput 2.0 \times of that of RocksDB for a value size of 16 KB.

For scans, both PebblesDB and Titan perform worse than RocksDB, especially for small-to-medium size values. Figure 3(b) provides a latency breakdown for scans. For example, for a value size of 1 KB, the scan latencies of PebblesDB and Titan are 1.5 \times and 2.4 \times of that of RocksDB, respectively. Most of the scan time is spent on iteratively reading values (e.g., more than 90\% for Titan). As the value size becomes larger (e.g., 16 KB), the differences of scan latencies among the KV stores are smaller, as accessing large-size values has smaller random read overhead. For the KV workloads that are subject to the performance trade-offs between reads/writes and scans, while relaxing the degree of ordering for values (e.g., using the fragmented LSM-tree or an unsorted append-only log in KV separation) reduces write amplification and improves write throughput, it sacrifices the scan performance, especially for values with small-to-medium sizes.

**3 DiffKV Design**

We present DiffKV, a novel LSM-tree KV store that aims for balanced performance in writes, reads, and scans. Figure 4 depicts the system architecture of DiffKV. DiffKV builds on KV separation for on-disk KV pairs, such that keys and values are decoupled during the flush of KV pairs from memory to disk and then they are separately stored. It also realizes partially-sorted ordering for values, so as to maintain high scan performance. To achieve this, DiffKV leverages a new LSM-tree-like multi-level tree, called the vTree, to manage values. As in the LSM-tree, the vTree comprises multiple levels, each of which can only be written in an append-only way. The difference between the vTree and the LSM-tree is that the vTree only stores values which are not necessarily fully sorted by their keys within each level; instead, they are allowed to be partially sorted for high scan performance.

To realize partially-sorted ordering for values, the vTree also necessitates a compaction-like operation as in the LSM-tree, which we call a merge operation to differentiate itself from a compaction operation in the LSM-tree. To reduce the merge overhead, DiffKV makes the compaction of the LSM-tree and the merge of the vTree be executed in a coordinated manner so as to reduce the overall overhead.

To make DiffKV compatible with existing LSM-tree store designs, it still follows the same in-memory data management as in conventional LSM-tree KV stores with an on-disk write-ahead log (WAL). Specifically, as depicted in Figure 4, DiffKV first writes KV pairs to the WAL, inserts them into the MemTable in memory, and finally flushes the Immutable MemTable to disk with KV separation.

**3.2 Data Organization**

The vTree adopts hierarchical data organization. It consists of multiple levels. Each level consists of sorted groups, and each sorted group further consists of multiple vTables (Figure 4). In the following, we elaborate their design details.

**vTable**. DiffKV organizes values as vTables, each of which has a fixed size (e.g., 8 MB by default). Note that each flush of an immutable MemTable may generate multiple vTables depending on the value size and MemTable size. A vTable includes a data area that stores the values of KV pairs in a sorted order based on their keys, as well as
a metadata area that records the necessary metadata, such as the data size of the vTable, and the smallest and largest keys of the values in this vTable. Note that the Bloom filter is not required in the vTable (as opposed to the SSTable in the LSM-tree), since the values are still indexed by their keys in the LSM-tree. Thus, the metadata in each vTable has a very small size and brings limited storage overhead.

**Sorted group.** Each sorted group is a collection of vTables, and all vTables in a sorted group are fully sorted according to their corresponding keys. In other words, the key ranges of any two vTables in a sorted group have no overlaps. For ease of presentation, we also apply the concept of a sorted group for the LSM-tree, such that any set of SSTables in the LSM-tree that are fully sorted are also called a sorted group (e.g., all SSTables in the same level in the LSM-tree form a sorted group). In DiffKV, all vTables generated in one flush form a sorted group, so as to preserve the ordering of values in each immutable MemTable. We use the number of sorted groups as an indicator to measure the degree of ordering in the vTree. As the number of sorted groups increases, the degree of ordering decreases. In one extreme, if all SSTables/vTables form one sorted group, then we have the maximum degree of ordering, as all KV pairs are fully sorted.

**vTree.** The vTree consists of multiple levels, each of which is formed by multiple sorted groups. While the values in each sorted group are fully sorted, the values in a level of the vTree are not necessarily fully sorted, as they may belong to multiple sorted groups that have overlaps in the key range. As the vTree allows each level to have multiple sorted groups, a merge operation does not need to sort all values in successive two levels in the vTree; this alleviates the I/O overhead as opposed to the compaction in the LSM-tree.

### 3.3 Compaction-Triggered Merge

The vTree regularly performs merge operations to have partially-sorted ordering for values. Each merge reads a number of vTables and checks which values in the vTables remain valid. This can be done by querying the LSM-tree to retrieve the latest value location. Also, each merge needs to update the LSM-tree for the latest value locations of the valid values. To limit the merge overhead in the vTree, the merge operations in the vTree are not executed independently, but are triggered by the compaction operations in the LSM-tree in a coordinated manner. We call such a merge operation to be a compaction-triggered merge operation.

To explain the idea, we consider a simplified case in which we let each level in the vTree be coupled with only one level in the LSM-tree, and use $L_i$ and $vL_i$ to denote level $i$ of the LSM-tree and vTree, respectively. If $L_i$ and $vL_i$ are correlated, then it means that for each KV pair, if the key is stored at level $L_i$ in the LSM-tree, then the value of the KV pair can only be stored at level $vL_i$ in the vTree. However, level $vL_i$ in the vTree is not required to preserve the same fully-sorted ordering with its correlated level $L_i$ in the LSM-tree.

![Figure 5: Compaction-triggered merge.](image-url)

Figure 5 shows the idea of a compaction-triggered merge, which operates as follows. When a compaction operation is triggered to compact keys from $L_i$ to $L_{i+1}$ in the LSM-tree, it also triggers a merge operation that moves the corresponding values from $L_i$ to $L_{i+1}$ in the vTree. In the merge operations, there are two major issues: (i) which values should be involved in the merge and (ii) how to write back these values to level $L_{i+1}$ in the vTree. First, we merge only the values at level $vL_i$, and their corresponding keys must participate in the compaction in the LSM-tree. We call the value whose key participates in the compaction to be the compaction-related value for ease of presentation. Second, we reorganize all compaction-related values at level $vL_i$ to generate new vTables and write these vTables to level $L_{i+1}$ in an append-only manner. For the example in Figure 5, the values $V_{33}$, $V_{13}$, $V_{35}$, $V_{28}$, $V_{39}$ are compaction-related values, and $V_{33}$, $V_{13}$, $V_{35}$ will be involved in the merge, and finally appended to level $L_{i+1}$ after sorting.

Note that all values in the generated vTables in each merge are fully sorted; that is, they form only one single sorted group. However, we point out that the merge operation does not require to reorganize all vTables in both levels of $L_i$ and $vL_{i+1}$ in the vTree. That is, when merging, a new sorted group is created in level $L_{i+1}$ with all vTables from level $L_i$ and $vL_i$ it. This avoids the rewrites of all values at level $vL_{i+1}$, thereby mitigating write amplification. In addition, the old vTables at $vL_i$ will not be deleted during a merge, as they may still contain valid values, and they will be reclaimed later by GC.

The benefits of a compaction-triggered merge are two folds. First, merging only compaction-related values makes it very efficient to identify which values are still valid, as the corresponding keys also need to be read out from the LSM-tree during a compaction. In contrast, if the vTree is independent of the LSM-tree and triggers merge operations independently, then it needs to query the LSM-tree and compare the value locations to determine the validity of values, thereby inevitably incurring large query overhead. Second, as the locations of valid values are changed when generating new vTables during a merge operation, the LSM-tree needs to be updated accordingly to maintain the latest value locations. Since only the compaction-related values are merged, updating the value locations in the LSM-tree can be executed by directly updating the KV pairs participating in the compaction. Thus, the overhead of updating value locations can be hidden in the compaction operation as the compaction itself needs to rewrite the KV pairs in the LSM-tree.
3.4 Merge Optimizations

Compaction-triggered merge operations incur limited merge overhead caused by checking the validity of values and writing back new value locations into the LSM-tree. However, letting each compaction operation trigger a merge operation may cause frequent merge operations. For example, if each level in the vTree is correlated with only one level in the LSM-tree, then each compaction operation must trigger a merge operation in the vTree. To further reduce the merge overhead in the vTree, we propose two merge optimizations.

Lazy merge. We propose lazy merge to limit the merge frequency, and hence the merge overhead, in DiffKV. Our idea is to aggregate multiple lower levels in the vTree as a single level, and correlate the aggregate level with multiple levels in the LSM-tree. Specifically, as depicted in Figure 6, we aggregate all levels vL0, …, vLn-2 in the vTree as a single level and correlate the aggregate level with levels from L0 to Ln-2 in the LSM-tree. Thus, any compaction between level L0, …, Ln-2 will not trigger a merge operation; in other words, the merge operations between level vL0, …, vLn-2 will be delayed unless the values need to be merged into level vLn-1.

Lazy merge significantly reduces the number of merge operations and the amount of data size being merged, but sacrifices the degree of ordering for the values in lower levels in the vTree. Nevertheless, we argue that the sacrifice poses limited degradation to the scan performance. Recall that the LSM tree increases its capacity toward higher levels (e.g., the size of L1 is 10× of that of L0-1 in LevelDB [27]) (§2.1). Thus, the last two levels Ln-1 and Ln contain the majority of KV pairs. The uneven data distribution across levels implies that most values are actually retrieved from the last two levels of the vTree for scans, so the degree of ordering of values in the last two levels is the dominant factor that determines the scan performance. In other words, the low levels of the vTree only have limited impact on scan performance, and the frequent merge operations in the low levels do not help scan performance but instead incur large merge overhead.

Scan-optimized merge. We adjust the degree of ordering for values in the vTree via scan-optimized merge, so as to maintain high scan performance. Recall that in a compaction-triggered merge operation, say merging the values from vL0 to vL1, only the values in the lower level vL0 are reorganized and appended to the higher level vL1, while the values in level vL1 are not involved in the merge operation and will not be sorted (§3.3). This append-only merge policy mitigates write amplification, but may result in too many sorted groups, which may have overlapped key ranges as values are not sorted across sorted groups. Thus, our idea is to find out the vTables which have overlapped key ranges with many other vTables, and also make them participate in the merge process regardless of which level they reside. With this, we can preserve a higher degree of ordering for values in the vTree, and thus benefit the scan performance.

Figure 7 depicts the idea of scan-optimized merge. After the normal compaction-triggered merge, we further check the vTables that contain compaction-related values at level vLi+1. Our goal is to identify the set of vTables that satisfy two conditions: (i) at least one vTable in the set has overlapped key range with others, and (ii) the number of vTables (i.e., the set size) is larger than a pre-defined threshold, denoted by max_sorted_run. The rationale is that if such a set of vTables exists, then the scan performance may degrade as these vTables are not in a sorted order. We add a scan optimization tag for these vTables, so that they will always participate in the next compaction-triggered merge and increase the degree of ordering for values in tagged vTables.

To identify the set of vTables for tagging, we first retrieve the start and end keys of each vTable containing compaction-related values at level vLi+1, and sort these keys. For each checked vTable, we count the number of vTables that have overlapped key ranges with it, and this can be done by scanning once the sorted key string. For example, as in Figure 7, consider a checked vTable [26–38]. By scanning the sorted string, we can count the number of start keys before key 38 (i.e., five in this case) and the number of end keys before key 26 (i.e., one in this case). By subtracting the two numbers, we can obtain the number of vTables that have overlapped key ranges with vTable [26–38], which is four including itself (i.e., vTables [15–28], [29–34], [37–48], and [26–38]). Finally, if the number of vTables with overlapped key ranges is larger than the threshold max_sorted_run, then we add a scan optimization tag for all these vTables to include them in the next compaction-triggered merge. We persist the optimization tags in a manifest file, which is already used by existing systems to track the version changes of KV pairs after each compaction; the persistence overhead is negligible.

Scan-optimized merge is an enhancement to compaction-triggered merge: a compaction-triggered merge operation only

---

**Figure 6:** Lazy merge.

**Figure 7:** Scan-optimized merge.
appends values in a lower level to its next higher level, while a scan-optimized merge operation further includes certain values in the higher level into the merge to increase the degree of ordering of values in the vTree. Note that scan-optimized merge incurs limited merge overhead (see Figure 15 in §5.4) for two reasons. First, we allow each level in the vTree to have multiple sorted groups (i.e., the whole level is not necessarily fully sorted). Second, not all values in a tagged vTable participate in the merge, but instead only the compaction-related values are merged.

3.5 Garbage Collection

The vTree rewrites compaction-related values to new vTables (§3.3), so it necessitates garbage collection (GC) to reclaim the space of invalid values (in the LSM-tree, its invalid data is reclaimed via compaction). To reduce the GC overhead, we propose a state-aware lazy approach based on the amount of invalid values in each vTable.

State awareness. DiffKV tracks the amount of invalid values in each vTable in a hash table. Each time when a vTable participates in a merge operation, DiffKV counts the amount of values being retrieved from the vTable and updates the amount of invalid values in the old vTable in the hash table. It also inserts an entry for any new vTable in the hash table. The updates to the hash table are executed during a merge operation, so the overhead is limited. Also, each entry in the hash table only occupies few bytes for each vTable, so the memory overhead of the hash table is limited.

Lazy GC. DiffKV takes a lazy approach to limit the GC overhead. It selects a vTable as a GC candidate if the vTable has a fraction of invalid values greater than a predefined threshold (denoted by gc_threshold). Note that DiffKV does not immediately reclaim the candidate vTables; instead, it simply marks a GC tag for each candidate, and delays the GC until the next compaction-triggered merge. Specifically, if a vTable with a GC tag is involved in a compaction-triggered merge, the values contained in this vTable will always be rewritten to the next higher level (similar to scan-optimized merge).

Lazy GC avoids the extra overhead of querying the LSM-tree for the validity of values in the candidate vTable and updating the LSM-tree for the new locations of the valid values. It is now delayed to be executed together with the merge operation, so that the overhead of querying and updating the LSM-tree can be hidden within the merge operation.

3.6 Discussion

Optimizing compaction at \( L_0 \). As KV separation is executed during flushes, SSTables at level \( L_0 \) in the LSM-tree may be very small, especially when KV pairs are large, so we propose a simple optimization called selective compaction to aggregate small SSTables at \( L_0 \). Specifically, we trigger intra-level compaction which simply combines multiple small SSTables at \( L_0 \) to generate a new large one without merging with SSTables at \( L_1 \). With selective compaction, the size of SSTables at \( L_0 \) will eventually become comparable to that of SSTables at \( L_1 \), and hence no extra compaction overhead will be introduced due to KV separation.

Crash consistency. DiffKV is implemented on Titan (which builds on RocksDB) (§5), and provides the same level of consistency as RocksDB after system crashes. To guarantee data consistency, DiffKV uses a write-ahead log (WAL), and writes KV pairs to the WAL before writing to the MemTable. Also, DiffKV provides crash consistency for the hash table that records the amount of invalid data in each vTable (§3.5). As the hash table is updated after compaction, DiffKV appends the update information into the manifest file (§3.4) after compaction, so it can be restored when DiffKV recovers from a crash.

4 Fine-grained KV Separation

The benefit of KV separation is significant for large KV pairs, but diminishes for small KV pairs (§2.3). However, mixed workloads with varying value sizes are also common; for example, the value size may vary in a large range under the generalized Pareto distribution [25]. In this section, we further enhance DiffKV via fine-grained KV separation by distinguishing KV pairs by value sizes, so as to achieve balanced performance under mixed workloads.

4.1 Differentiated Value Management

DiffKV classifies KV pairs into three groups based on the value size, by using two parameters, namely value_small and value_large, as depicted in Figure 8. For KV pairs whose value size is larger than value_large (i.e., large KV pairs), DiffKV adopts KV separation, and manages values with a hotness-aware multi-log design called vLogs. For KV pairs whose value size is between value_small and value_large (i.e., medium KV pairs), DiffKV stores values in the vTree and keep both keys and value locations in the LSM-tree. For KV pairs whose value size is smaller than value_small (i.e., small KV pairs), DiffKV bypasses KV separation and stores the whole KV pairs directly in the LSM-tree. As a result, DiffKV achieves balanced performance for different value sizes.

Note that for large KV pairs, DiffKV adopts the workflow as in Wisckey [42], in which KV separation is performed before writing to MemTable (see Figure 8). Specifically, DiffKV directly flushes the values of large KV pairs into vLogs, treats their keys and value locations as new KV pairs, and writes

![Figure 8: Fine-grained KV separation.](image-url)
them to MemTable as regular user data. The benefits of performing KV separation early for large KV pairs are two-fold. First, by directly flushing large-size values into vLogs and keeping only small-size value locations in the MemTable, we can save substantial memory space, while still guaranteeing high write performance due to large sequential I/Os. Second, as large-size values are first written to disk, there is no need to write them to the WAL, and this reduces the amount of I/Os. Note that for small and medium KV pairs, as well as the keys and value locations for large KV pairs, they still need to be written to the WAL so as to guarantee consistency (§3.6).

4.2 Hotness-aware vLogs

Structure of vLogs. A vLog is designed as a simple circular append-only log, which consists of a set of unsorted vTables. Unsorted vTables share a similar storage format with vTables described in §3.2, and the only difference is that values are written to unsorted vTables with append, so they are not sorted even within each unsorted vTable. The reason why we do this is because KV separation for large KV pairs is performed before writing to the MemTable, and values for large KV pairs are flushed to disk immediately after KV separation so as to avoid writing to WAL, so there is no way to sort the values in each vTable (see Figure 8). In fact, there is no need to sort these values as they have a large size, and hence they can already benefit from large I/Os without batched writes.

GC for vLogs. To reduce GC overhead, we leverage a hotness-aware design by employing a simple yet efficient parameterless hot-cold separation scheme. As shown in Figure 9, we adopt two vLogs, namely a hot vLog and a cold vLog, to store hot and cold values, respectively. Each vLog has its own write frontier, and we call them write head and GC head, respectively. To realize hot-cold separation, the data from user writes are appended to the write head in the hot vLog, and the data from GC writes (i.e., the valid values that need to be written back after GC) are appended to the GC head in the cold vLog. The rationale is that the values reclaimed by GC are usually accessed less frequently than the recently written user data, so they can be regarded as cold data. One benefit of this design is that it is simple to implement, as no parameter is required to realize hot-cold identification. Clearly, we can also apply alternative hotness-aware classification schemes.

DiffKV employs a greedy algorithm to reduce GC cost, and the idea is to reclaim the unsorted vTables which have the largest amount of invalid values. Specifically, DiffKV monitors the ratio of invalid values of each unsorted vTable during compaction, and maintains a GC queue in memory to track all candidate vTables, which are the unsorted vTables with the ratio of invalid values being greater than the threshold gc_threshold. Note that the GC queue only keeps the metadata of each unsorted vTable, and it is maintained in a descending order according to the ratio of invalid values. When GC is triggered, DiffKV simply selects unsorted vTables tracked in the queue head (e.g., t1, and t2 in Figure 9), then appends the valid values in the selected vTables to the GC head in the cold vLog. For performance consideration, DiffKV implements GC as a background process with multiple GC threads.

5 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate and compare DiffKV with the three state-of-the-art KV stores introduced in §2.3: RocksDB [24], PebblesDB [52], and Titan [51]. For fair comparisons with Titan, we also implement DiffKV based on it and our modifications contain around 2.1K lines of code.

5.1 Setup

Testbed. We conduct experiments on a single machine equipped with an 12-cores Intel Xeon E5-2650v4 CPU, 16 GB memory, and Samsung 860 EVO 480 GB SSD. The machine runs Ubuntu 18.04 LTS with Linux kernel 4.15.

Workload. We modify YCSB-C [48, 54], a C++ version of YCSB [14], to generate workloads based on the workload statistics in [9]. We fix the key size as 24 bytes, and configure the value size with the generalized Pareto distribution [29], whose probability density function is:

\[ f(x) = (1/\sigma)(1+k(x-\theta))/\sigma^{(1+k)/k} \]

where \( x \) represents the value size, \( k, \theta, \) and \( \sigma \) are adjustable parameters. By default, we limit the maximum value size as 128 KB, and set \( k = 0.92, \sigma = 226, \theta = 0 \) by using the most common workload setting in [25]. Under this setting, the average value size is 1 KB.

System configuration. We refer to the official tuning manual for experimental verification [26]. For all KV stores, we use the recommended configuration by setting MemTable size as 64 MB, SSTable size as 16 MB, configure Bloom filters by setting 10 bits/key. Since our testbed machine has 12 cores, to speedup compactions and also limit overall CPU usage, we use 8 background threads for compaction by following the optimization tuning guide. We also allocate 8 GB memory for block cache and leave the rest for page cache in operating system. For Titan, as GC affects both space usage and foreground write performance, we consider three cases: (i) no GC (No-GC), which achieves the best write performance, but incurs the largest space overhead; (ii) background GC (BG-GC), in which GC is executed in the background without blocking foreground writes; and (iii) foreground GC (FG-GC), in which a limit on space usage is set and GC may block
foreground writes if the free space drops below the predefined limit. For DiffKV, the two thresholds for differentiating small, medium, and large KV pairs are set as 128 bytes and 8 KB, respectively. We limit the vTable size as 8 MB, and set a GC tag to a vTable if it contains more than 30% invalid data. We study the impact of these parameters in §5.6. Each experiment was run at least five times.

5.2 Microbenchmarks

We first study the throughput and latency performance of various KV operations with the following workloads: (i) insert 10 GB KV pairs, (ii) update 300 GB KV pairs, (iii) read 10 GB KV pairs, and (iv) scan 10 GB KV pairs. We first randomly load 100 GB KV pairs, then issue the requests of each workload, and finally clear all KV pairs from the KV store to avoid interference. For scans, we use the widely used configuration for performance evaluation [8, 14, 43, 65], i.e., we issue 16 scan threads, each of which reads 100 KV pairs. We also study the impact of other scan settings in §5.5. By default, we use a Zipf distribution with the skewness parameter 0.9 for each workload. We also run our evaluation under uniform workloads and observe similar conclusions, so we omit the results in the interest of space.

Throughput. Figure 10(a) shows the throughput results, normalized with respect to the throughput of RocksDB for ease of comparison. Compared to RocksDB and PebblesDB, DiffKV achieves 3.8× and 2.7× insert throughput, 3.7× and 2.3× update throughput, 2.6× and 3.4× read throughput, respectively. Thus, DiffKV significantly improves both write and read throughput, with comparable scan performance.

Compared to Titan, DiffKV always improves the scan performance significantly, regardless of the GC policy used in Titan. For example, DiffKV achieves 3.2× scan throughput over Titan. For write performance, even compared to the case of NO-GC (i.e., the case of best write performance for Titan), DiffKV still has similar write performance. Furthermore, compared to the case of using foreground GC in Titan, DiffKV achieves 1.7× update throughput. Note that since the throughput results are evaluated in OPS, the throughput of scans is much lower than that of other operations.

Average latency. Figure 10(b) shows the latency results. Compared to RocksDB and PebblesDB, DiffKV reduces the latency of inserts, updates, and reads by up to 63.8%-78.1%, with a similar scan latency. Compared to Titan, DiffKV has similar latencies for inserts, writes, and reads, while reducing the scan latency by up to 43.2%.

Space usage. Figure 10(c) shows the space usage under GC, in which we randomly load 100 GB KV pairs and update 300 GB KV pairs with a Zipf distribution. As no GC is triggered in the load phase, all KV stores show the same space usage. However, after the update phase, Titan incurs large space usage if it disables GC or uses background GC only. DiffKV reduces space usage by up to 18%-53.7% compared to Titan (NO-GC) and Titan (BG-GC).

Tail Latency. We evaluate the 99-th percentile tail latency as shown in Figure 11. We normalize the results with respect to PebblesDB. Compared to RocksDB and PebblesDB, DiffKV has a much lower tail latency for inserts, updates, and reads. For example, it reduces the tail latency of inserts, updates, and reads of RocksDB by 96.5%, 94.3%, and 82.7%, respectively, while keeping similar tail latency for scans. Compared to Titan, DiffKV has a similar tail latency for inserts, updates and reads, but reduces the scan tail latency by 50.4%.

5.3 YCSB Evaluation

We show the performance of DiffKV under the YCSB workloads (Table 1). Each workload performs 100M operations on a randomly loaded 100 GB data store, other settings are the same as before. We consider both uniform distribution
and Zipf distribution with parameter 0.9, except workload D which reads the latest data as defined by the benchmark [14].

**Throughput.** Figure 12 shows the throughput results, normalized with respect to the throughput of RocksDB. Compared to RocksDB, DiffKV achieves 1.7-4.5× throughout for all read- or write-intensive workloads (i.e., all except workload E), and achieves similar performance under the scan-dominant workload E. Note that RocksDB has KV pairs fully sorted in each level, so it represents the best case in terms of scan performance. Compared to Titans, DiffKV achieves 2× scan throughput, while keeping similar performance under other workloads regardless of whether background GC or foreground GC are used. In short, DiffKV achieves balanced performance in all aspects.

**Tail latency.** Figure 13 shows the tail latency results. As YCSB workloads are mixed with different operations with highly different latencies, we show the tail latency of each type of operations. We normalize the results with respect to Titan (NO-GC). We observe a similar conclusion as in the case of microbenchmarks. That is, compared to RocksDB and PebblesDB, DiffKV significantly reduces the tail latency of inserts, updates and reads; compared to Titan, DiffKV reduces the tail latency of scans, so it always performs almost the best in all performance aspects.

**Space usage.** We show the space usage under YCSB workload A, which has 50% updates. We observe similar results as in Figure 10(c), i.e., DiffKV increases the space usage by 11.9% and 0.7% compared to RocksDB and PebblesDB, respectively. Also, the LSM-tree, vTree, and vLogs incur 5%, 63.5%, and 31.5% of space in DiffKV, respectively.

### 5.4 Analysis on Merge Optimizations

We evaluate the merge optimization techniques of DiffKV (§3.3-§3.4) and show how they address the write-scan trade-off and realize the balanced performance for DiffKV.

We first compare the merge overhead in DiffKV with the GC overhead in Titan. Here, we deploy only the compaction-triggered-merge (CTM) in DiffKV and focus on the effectiveness of the coordinated design. Figure 14(a) shows the time cost breakdown for GC in Titan and merge in DiffKV. We issue a workload of updating 300 GB KV pairs with a Zipf distribution on a randomly loaded 100 GB KV store, using the default background GC for Titan. DiffKV costs much less time than Titan for value management, with a 60.7% reduction of time cost. The time saving mainly comes from the coordinated merge design, in which the overhead of looking up the LSM-tree and updating the new value locations to LSM-tree can be avoided via the compaction-triggered merge. However, as compaction must wait for the completion of the triggered merge, the compaction time slightly increases. Such an overhead can be mitigated via the merge optimizations (i.e., lazy merge and scan-optimized merge).

Figure 15 studies the impact of the merge optimizations. Lazy merge (LM) further reduces the number of merge operations and the amount of merged data size compared to using only the compaction-triggered merge (CTM), by 65.5% and 66.2%, respectively. However, it increases the number of sorted groups in vTree, which is the key factor of influencing scan performance. For example, lazy merge adds up to 20% sorted groups in the last two levels. By further in-
corporating scan-optimized merge (SOM), the number of sorted groups reduces significantly, by up to 68% compared to lazy merge. Meanwhile, the merge overhead keeps almost the same. Due to the reduced number of sorted groups, the scan performance improves. For example, as shown in Figure 16, scan-optimized merge increases 18% of scan throughput and reduces 27% of the 99th tail latency compared to lazy merge. In summary, by combining lazy merge and scan-optimized merge with the coordinated design, DiffKV guarantees desired ordering for values with limited merge overhead, and hence achieves balanced performance in all aspects.

5.5 Scan Performance

Recall that the main benefit of DiffKV over Titan is its scan improvement. We further examine the scan performance by varying the scan length (i.e., the number of KV pairs read by each scan) and the number of scan threads (i.e., the number of threads initiated by clients for concurrent access).

Figure 17(a) shows the scan performance versus the scan length (from 20 to 10000), while fixing the total read size as 10 GB. As GC does not influence scan performance for Titan, we focus on only the case without GC. DiffKV significantly outperforms Titan, and as the scan length increases, the performance gain further increases. The reason is that Titan stores values in an unsorted manner and hence has poor scan performance, while DiffKV maintains a partial ordering for values. Even compared to RocksDB, which represents the optimum for scan, DiffKV still reaches 83% of scan throughput when the scan length is 20, and the ratio further increases to 96% when the scan length increases to 10000. Thus, DiffKV achieves similar scan performance with RocksDB.

Figure 17(b) studies the impact of the number of scan threads (from 8 to 64), while fixing the scan length as 100. DiffKV still significantly outperforms Titan, and achieves comparable performance with RocksDB under all settings.

5.6 Tunable Parameters

We analyze the sensitivity of the parameters in DiffKV. First, the parameter value\_small is used to differentiate small and medium KV pairs. In other words, for each value size, if KV separation brings no benefit to write, then we should treat this kind of KV pairs as small ones and keep them in the LSM-tree; otherwise, we should leverage KV separation and store values in vTree. Thus, to find an appropriate setting for parameter value\_small, we compare the write performance of using the LSM-tree and the vTree under different value sizes. Figure 18(a) shows the load throughput versus the value size. When the value size is at least 128 bytes, using the vTree improves write performance (i.e., KV separation is beneficial). Thus, we set value\_small as 128 bytes by default.

Second, we justify how to set an appropriate value for value\_large, which influences both the write and scan performance. A smaller value\_large means more KV pairs are regarded as large ones and stored in vLogs. We focus on a mixed workload generated with the default parameters (§5.1), and show the write and scan performance by varying value\_large from 1 KB to 32 KB. As shown in Figure 18(b), when value\_large increases from 8 KB to 32 KB, the marginal improvement of the scan performance is very limited. This implies that managing KV pairs whose value sizes are larger than or equal to 8 KB with vLogs only slightly degrades the scan performance. On the other hand, for write throughput, compared to the case of setting value\_large as 1 KB, it already achieves about 80% of the throughput when the parameter is set as 8 KB. Thus, we set value\_large as 8 KB by default.

Third, the parameter max\_sorted\_run controls the number of sorted groups in each of the last two levels in vTree, so it influences the scan performance and merge overhead, i.e., it determines the write-scan trade-off. Figure 18(c) shows the write-scan trade-off by varying max\_sorted\_run from 15 to one. Here, we run a workload which scans 10 GB data on a randomly loaded 100 GB data store and each scan requests 100 KV pairs. When there are more than 10 sorted groups in each level, both the write and scan performance change slowly, so we set max\_sorted\_run as 10 by default.

Finally, we study the impact of gc\_threshold on write performance and space usage. Recall that a VTable will be set with a GC tag if its invalid data exceeds the threshold defined by gc\_threshold, so a smaller gc\_threshold means more frequent GC, and both the write performance and space usage should
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\caption{Empirical study on tunable parameters in DiffKV. Figure (a) justifies the setting of value\_small by comparing the write performance of using LSM-tree and vTree under different value sizes. Figure (b) justifies the setting of value\_large by studying its impact on write and scan performance. Figure (c) justifies the setting of max\_sorted\_run. Figure (d) shows the impact of gc\_threshold.}
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decrease. Figure 18(d) shows the results. As gc\_threshold increases, the increased write throughput becomes smaller. This implies that with the lazy GC, the impact of GC on write performance is limited. On the other hand, the space usage significantly increases (from 158.8 GB to 216.2 GB) when we increase gc\_threshold from 0.3 to 0.9. Thus, we set gc\_threshold as 0.3 by default.

\section{Related Work}

Research on KV stores has received a lot of attentions. In addition to building KV stores on new hardware like non-volatile memory [12, 13, 21, 34–36, 39, 44, 61] or characterizing real-world KV workloads [5, 9], many studies focus on optimizing the read/write performance of LSM-tree KV stores [6, 10, 15, 16, 32, 40, 42, 52, 56, 58, 62, 63].

Extensive efforts focus on reducing the compaction overhead of LSM-tree KV stores. One line of studies follows the idea of relaxing the fully-sorted ordering of KV pairs. PebblesDB [52] proposes a fragmented LSM-tree that relaxes the fully-sorted ordering of KV pairs by dividing each level into multiple non-overlapped segments and allowing KV pairs within each segment to be unsorted. dCompaction [47] delays compaction by constructing virtual SSTables that contain only metadata for multiple SSTables with overlapped ranges, and it can also be regarded as a relaxation of the fully-sorted ordering of KV pairs. Dostoevsky [17] introduces a lazy-leveling merge policy by adopting the leveling policy only for the last level and using tiering for other levels. The ideas of relaxing the fully-sorted ordering are also found in VT-Tree [57], LWC-tree [60], SlimDB [55], and SifrDB [45].

Another line of studies of mitigating the write amplification problem is KV separation. WisKey [42] is the first work that proposes this technique by storing values in a separate append-only circular log, and Bourbon [15] extends WisKey by integrating a learning approach for indexing the values. Based on KV separation, a lot of efforts are made to reduce the overhead of log management for values, especially the GC overhead [10, 20, 49, 51]. HashKV [10] leverages hash-based data grouping so as to reduce the GC cost of the circular log. BadgerDB [20] reuses the write-ahead log (WAL) as a value log, so as to save the data flush overhead. Titan [51] adopts KV separation and leverage BLOB files for value management. We point out that all these studies follow the design of append-only logs for value management. In contrast, DiffKV proposes the vTree for maintaining the partially-sorted ordering for values, so as to realize balanced I/O performance.

Multiple studies also leverage hash indexing or optimize the Bloom filter to improve read and write performance. For hash indexing, LSM-trie [58] utilizes a hash-based trie structure to improve the performance for small KV pairs, while UniKV [63] unifies hash indexing and the LSM-tree to simultaneously improve both read and write performance. For the Bloom filter optimization, Monkey [16] proposes to differentiate Bloom filters between different levels; ElasticBF [40] further develops a fine-grained elastic Bloom filter scheme to improve read performance; SuRF [62] introduces a succinct range filter to optimize both reads and scans.

Unlike existing studies that usually possess performance trade-offs, DiffKV aims to realize balanced I/O performance by simultaneously improving the performance of writes, reads, and scans. DiffKV adopts KV separation, and takes one step further to adopt a new vTree structure with a coordinated design to realize the differentiated ordering for keys and values. It also adopts fine-grained KV separation, so as to realize balanced performance under mixed workloads.

\section{Conclusion}

In this paper, we propose to leverage differentiated ordering for keys and values to simultaneously achieve high performance for writes, reads, and scans. We develop DiffKV, which follows KV separation and utilizes a new structure vTree for value management with a partial ordering. By leveraging a coordinated design and multiple merge optimizations, DiffKV achieves efficient writes, reads, and scans with low storage cost, and thus realizes balanced performance in all aspects.
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Abstract

The Zoned Namespace (ZNS) interface represents a new division of functionality between host software and flash-based SSDs. Current flash-based SSDs maintain the decades-old block interface, which comes at substantial expense in terms of capacity over-provisioning, DRAM for page mapping tables, garbage collection overheads, and host software complexity attempting to mitigate garbage collection. ZNS offers shelter from this ever-rising block interface tax.

This paper describes the ZNS interface and explains how it affects both SSD hardware/firmware and host software. By exposing flash erase block boundaries and write-ordering rules, the ZNS interface requires the host software to address these issues while continuing to manage media reliability within the SSD. We describe how storage software can be specialized to the semantics of the ZNS interface, often resulting in significant efficiency benefits. We show the work required to enable support for ZNS SSDs, and show how modified versions of f2fs and RocksDB take advantage of a ZNS SSD to achieve higher throughput and lower tail latency as compared to running on a block-interface SSD with identical physical hardware. For example, we find that the 99.9th-percentile random-read latency for our zone-specialized RocksDB is at least 2–4× lower on a ZNS SSD compared to a block-interface SSD, and the write throughput is 2× higher.

1 Introduction

The block interface presents storage devices as one-dimensional arrays of fixed-size logical data blocks that may be read, written, and overwritten in any order. Introduced initially to hide hard drive media characteristics and to simplify host software, the block interface worked well for many generations of storage devices and allowed great innovation on both sides of the storage device interface. There is a significant mismatch, however, between the block interface and current storage device characteristics.

For flash-based SSDs, the performance and operational costs of supporting the block interface are growing prohibitively [22]. These costs are due to a mismatch between the operations allowed and the nature of the underlying flash media. Although individual logical blocks can be written to flash, the medium must be erased at the granularity of larger units called erase blocks. The SSD’s Flash Translation Layer (FTL) hides this mismatch by using substantial DRAM for dynamic logical-to-physical page mapping structures, and by reserving substantial fractions (over-provisioning) of the drive’s media capacity to lower the garbage-collection overhead of erase-block data. Despite these efforts, garbage collection often results in throughput limitations [17], write-amplification [3], performance unpredictability [33, 64], and high tail latencies [16].

The NVMe Zoned Namespace Command Set specification [8], or ZNS for short, has recently been introduced as a new interface standard for flash-based SSDs. Instead of a single array of logical blocks, a ZNS SSD groups logical blocks into zones. A zone’s logical blocks can be read in random order but must be written sequentially, and a zone must be erased between rewrites. A ZNS SSD aligns zone and physical media boundaries, shifting the responsibility of data management to the host. This obviates the need for in-device garbage collection and the need for resource and capacity over-provisioning (OP). Further, ZNS hides device-specific reliability characteristics and media-management complexities from the host software.

Figure 1 illustrates some of the costs of the block interface and the corresponding potential benefits of ZNS. The three lines represent throughput for identical SSD hardware exposed as a ZNS SSD (0% OP) and as a block-interface SSD (measured with 7% OP and 28% OP), while concurrently overwriting the drive’s usable capacity 4 times. All three SSDs provide high throughput for the first 2TB (which is their raw capacity), but then the block-interface SSD expe-
riences a sharp drop in throughput as in-device garbage collection kicks in. As expected, due to the reduction in garbage collection overhead, 28% OP provides higher steady-state write throughput than 7% OP. The ZNS SSD sustains high throughput by avoiding in-device garbage collection and offers more usable capacity (see line length) by eliminating the need for over-provisioning.

This paper describes the ZNS interface and how it avoids the block interface tax (§2). We describe the responsibilities that ZNS devices jettison, enabling them to reduce performance unpredictability and significantly eliminate costs by reducing the need for in-device resources (§3.1). We also describe an expected consequence of ZNS: the host’s responsibility for managing data in the granularity of erase blocks. Shifting FTL responsibilities to the host is less effective than integrating with the data mapping and placement logic of storage software, an approach we advocate (§3.2).

Our description of the consequences and guidelines that accompany ZNS adoption is grounded on a significant and concerted effort to introduce ZNS SSD support in the Linux kernel, the fio benchmark tool, the f2fs file system, and the RocksDB key-value store (§4). We describe the software modifications required in each use case, all of which have been released as open-source to foster the growth of a healthy community around the ZNS interface.

Our evaluation shows the following ZNS interface advantages. First, we demonstrate that a ZNS SSD achieves up to 2.7× higher throughput than block-interface SSDs in a concurrent write workload, and up to 64% lower average random read latency even in the presence of writes (§5.1). Second, we show that RocksDB on f2fs running on ZNS SSD achieves at least 2-4× lower 99.9\textsuperscript{th} percentile random read latency than RocksDB on file systems running on block-interface SSDs. RocksDB running directly on a ZNS SSD using ZenFS, a zone-aware backend we developed, achieves up to 2× higher throughput than RocksDB on file systems running on block-interface SSDs (§5.2).

The paper consists of five key contributions. We present the first evaluation of a production ZNS SSD in a research paper, directly comparing it to a block-interface SSD using the same hardware platform, and optional multi-stream support. Second, we review the emerging ZNS standard and its relation to prior SSD interfaces. Third, we describe the lessons learned adapting host software layers to utilize ZNS SSDs. Fourth, we describe a set of changes spanning the whole storage stack to enable ZNS support, including changes to the Linux kernel, the f2fs file system, the Linux NVMe driver and Zoned Block Device subsystem, the fio benchmark tool, and the development of associated tooling. Fifth, we introduce ZenFS, a storage backend for RocksDB, to showcase the full performance of ZNS devices. All code changes are open-sourced and merged into the respective official codebases.

2 The Zoned Storage Model

For decades, storage devices have exposed their host capacity as a one-dimensional array of fixed-size data blocks. Through this block interface, data organized in a block could be read, written, or overwritten in any order. This interface was designed to closely track the characteristics of the most popular devices at the time: hard disk drives (HDDs). Over time, the semantics provided by this interface became an unwritten contract that applications came to depend on. Thus, when SSDs were introduced, they shipped with complex firmware (FTL) that made it possible to offer the same block interface semantics to applications even though they were not a natural fit for the underlying flash media.

The Zoned Storage model, originally introduced for Shin-gled Magnetic Recording (SMR) HDDs [19, 20, 35], was born out of the need to create storage devices free of the costs associated with block interface compatibility. We detail those costs with respect to SSDs (§2.1), and then continue to describe existing improvements to the block interface (§2.2) and the basic characteristics of zoned storage (§2.3).

2.1 The Block Interface Tax

Modern storage devices, such as SSDs and SMR HDDs, rely on recording technologies that are a mismatch for the block interface. This mismatch results in performance and operational costs. On a flash-based SSD, an empty flash page can be programmed on a write, but overwriting it requires an erase operation that can occur only at the granularity of an erase block (a set of one or more flash blocks, each comprising multiple pages). For an SSD to expose the block interface, an FTL must manage functionality such as in-place updates using a write-anywhere approach, mapping host logical block addresses (LBAs) to physical device pages, garbage collecting stale data, and ensuring even wear of erase blocks.

The FTL impacts performance and operational costs considerably. To avoid the media limitations for in-place updates, each LBA write is directed to the next available location. Thus, the host relinquishes control of physical data placement to the FTL implementation. Moreover, older, stale versions of the data must be garbage collected, leading to performance unpredictability [1, 10] for ongoing operations.

The need for garbage collection necessitates the allocation of physical resources on the device. This requires media to be over-provisioned by up to 28% of the total capacity, in order to stage data that are being moved between physical addresses. Additional DRAM is also required to maintain the volatile mappings between logical and physical addresses. Capacity over-provisioning and DRAM are the most expensive components in SSDs [18, 57], leading to higher cost per gigabyte of usable capacity.

2.2 Existing Tax-Reduction Strategies

Two major approaches for reducing the block interface tax have gained traction: SSDs with stream support (Stream
SSDs) and Open-Channel SSDs (OCSSDs).

**Stream SSDs** allow the host to mark its write commands with a stream hint. The stream hint is interpreted by the Stream SSD, allowing it to differentiate incoming data onto distinct erase blocks [32] which improves the overall SSD performance and media lifetime. Stream SSDs require that the host carefully marks data with similar lifetimes in order to reduce garbage collection. If the host mixes data of different lifetimes into the same stream, Stream SSDs behave similarly to block-interface SSDs. A Stream SSD must carry the resources to manage such an event, so Stream SSDs do not shed the costs of block-interface SSDs for extra media over-provisioning and DRAM. We compare the performance of a Streams SSD with a ZNS SSD in §5.3.

**Open-Channel SSDs** allow host and SSD to collaborate through a set of contiguous LBA chunks [9, 38, 46, 60]. OCSSDs can expose these chunks such that they align with the physical erase block boundaries of the media. This eliminates in-device garbage collection overhead and reduces the cost of media over-provisioning and DRAM. With OCSSDs, the host is responsible for data placement. This includes underlying media reliability management such as wear-leveling, and specific media failure characteristics (depending on the OCSSD type). This has the potential to improve SSD performance and media lifetime over Stream SSDs, but the host must manage differences across SSD implementations to guarantee durability, making the interface hard to adopt and requiring continual software upkeep.

The ZNS interface, which we describe next, builds on the lessons of OCSSDs and SMR HDDs. It utilizes, and is compatible with, the zoned storage model defined in the ZAC/ZBC [28, 29] specifications. It adds features to take advantage of the characteristics of flash-based SSDs. ZNS aims to eliminate the mismatch between SSD media and the device interface. It also provides a media-agnostic next-generation storage interface by avoiding to directly manage media-specific characteristics like OCSSD [59].

### 2.3 Tax-free Storage with Zones

The fundamental building block of the zoned storage model is a zone. Each zone represents a region of the logical address space of the SSD that can be read arbitrarily but must be written sequentially, and to enable new writes, must be explicitly reset. The write constraints are enforced by a per-zone state machine and a write pointer.

A per-zone **state machine** determines whether a given zone is writeable using the following states: **EMPTY**, **OPEN**, **CLOSED**, or **FULL**. Zones begin in the **EMPTY** state, transition to the **OPEN** state upon writes, and finally transition to **FULL** when fully written. The device may further impose an open zone limit on the number of zones that can simultaneously be in the **OPEN** state, e.g., due to device resource or media limitations. If the limit is reached and the host attempts to write to a new zone, another zone must be transitioned from the **OPEN** to the **CLOSED** state, freeing on-device resources such as write buffers. The **CLOSED** zone is still writeable, but must be transitioned to the **OPEN** state again before serving additional writes.

A zone’s **write pointer** designates the next writeable LBA within a writeable zone and is only valid in the **EMPTY** and **OPEN** states. Its value is updated upon each successful write to a zone. Any write commands issued by the host that (1) do not begin at the write pointer, or (2) write to a zone in the **FULL** state will fail to execute. When a zone is reset, through the reset zone command, the zone is transitioned to the **EMPTY** state, its write pointer is updated to the zone’s first LBA, and the previously written user data is no longer accessible. The zone’s state and write pointer eliminate the need for host software to keep track of the last LBA written to a zone simplifying recovery, e.g., after an improper shutdown.

Whilst the write constraints are fundamentally the same across zoned storage specifications, the ZNS interface introduces two concepts to cope with the characteristics of flash-based SSDs.

The **writeable zone capacity** attribute allows a zone to divide its LBAs into writeable and non-writeable, and allows a zone to have a writeable capacity smaller than the zone size. This enables the zone size of ZNS SSDs to align with the power-of-two zone size industry norm introduced with SMR HDDs. Figure 2 shows how zones can be laid out over the logical address space of a ZNS SSD.

The **active zone limit** adds a hard limit on zones that can be in either the **OPEN** or **CLOSED** state. Whereas SMR HDDs allow all zones to stay in a writeable state (i.e., **CLOSED**), the characteristics of flash-based media, such as program disturbs [15], require this quantity to be bounded for ZNS SSDs.

Although the ZNS interface increases the responsibilities of host software, our study shows various use cases can benefit from a set of techniques (§3.2) that ease its adoption.

### 3 Evolving towards ZNS

This section outlines aspects of ZNS SSDs that affect application performance, both in terms of hardware impact (§3.1) and adapting host applications to the ZNS interface (§3.2).
3.1 Hardware Impact

ZNS SSDs relinquish responsibilities traditionally carried out by the FTL, associated with supporting random writes. The ZNS interface enables the SSD to translate sequential zone writes into distinct erase blocks, thus eliminating the interface-media mismatch. Since random writes are disallowed by the interface and zones must be explicitly reset by the host, the data placement managed by the device occurs at the coarse-grained level of zones. This means that the SSD garbage collection routine responsible for moving valid data between erase blocks (to free up writeable capacity) becomes the responsibility of the host. This implies that write amplification on the device is eliminated, which eliminates the need for capacity over-provisioning, while also improving the overall performance and lifetime of the media [17, 23]. We quantify these benefits in §5.

While ZNS offers significant benefits for the end-user, it introduces the following tradeoffs in the design of the SSD’s FTL.

Zone Sizing. There is a direct correlation between a zone’s write capacity and the size of the erase block implemented by the SSD. In a block-interface SSD, the erase block size is selected such that data is striped across multiple flash dies, both to gain higher read/write performance, but also to protect against die-level and other media failures through per-stripe parity. It is not uncommon for SSDs to have a stripe that consists of flash blocks from 16-128 dies, which translates into a zone with writeable capacity from hundreds of megabytes to low single-digit gigabytes. Large zones reduce the degrees of freedom for data placement by the host, so we argue for the smallest zone size possible, where die-level protection is still provided, and adequate per-zone read/write performance is achieved at low I/O queue depths. If the end-user is willing to compromise on data reliability, the stripe-wide parity can be removed, and thus smaller writeable sizes can be achieved, but at the expense of host complexity, such as host-side parity calculation and deeper I/O queue depths to get the same performance as ZNS SSDs with larger zones or block-interface SSDs.

Mapping Table. In block-interface SSDs, the FTL maintains a fully-associative mapping table [21] between LBAs and their physical locations. This fine-grained mapping improves garbage collection performance, but the table size often requires 1GB of mappings per 1TB of media capacity. For consumer and enterprise SSDs, mappings are typically stored within device DRAM, whereas embedded SSDs may deploy a caching scheme at the expense of lower performance. Because ZNS SSD zone writes are required to be sequential, we can transition from complex, fully-associative mapping tables to coarse-grained mappings maintained either entirely at the erase block level [34] or in some hybrid fashion [31, 48]. As these mappings account for the largest usage of DRAM on an SSD, this can significantly reduce or even completely eliminate the need for DRAM.

Device Resources. A set of resources is associated with each partially-written erase block (i.e., active zone). This set includes hardware resources, such as XOR engines, memory resources, such as SRAM or DRAM, and power capacitors to persist parity data following a power failure. The data and parity can range from hundreds of kilobytes to megabytes, e.g., due to two-step programming [13]. Due to these requirements and associated costs, ZNS SSDs are expected to have 8-32 active zones. Although the number of active zones can be further increased by adding extra power capacitors, utilizing DRAM for data movement, reduce parity requirements, or deploying a form of write-back cache (e.g., SLC).

3.2 Host Software Adoption

We now discuss three approaches for adapting host software to the ZNS interface. Applications that perform mostly sequential writes are prime candidates for adopting ZNS, such as Log Structure Merge (LSM) tree-based databases. Applications that primarily perform in-place updates are more challenging to support without fundamental modifications to core data structures [47].

Host-side FTL (HFTL). An HFTL acts as a mediator between (1) a ZNS SSD’s write semantics and (2) applications performing random writes and in-place updates. The HFTL layer is similar to the responsibilities of the SSD FTL, but the HFTL layer manages only the translation mapping and associated garbage collection. Although it has less responsibility than an SSD FTL, an HFTL must manage its utilization of CPU and DRAM resources because it shares them with host applications. An HFTL makes it easier to integrate host-side information and enhances control of data placement and garbage collection, while also exposing the conventional block interface to applications. Existing work, such as dm-zoned [44], dm-zap [24], pblk [9], and SPDK’s FTL [40], shows the feasibility and applicability of an HFTL, but only dm-zap currently supports ZNS SSDs.

File Systems. Higher-level storage interfaces (such as the POSIX file system interface) enable multiple applications to access storage by means of common file semantics. By integrating zones with higher layers of the storage stack, i.e., ensuring a primarily sequential workload, we eliminate the overhead that is otherwise associated with both HFTL and FTL data placement [30], as well as the indirect overhead [64] associated with them. This also allows additional data characteristics known to higher storage stack layers to be used to improve on-device data placement (at least to the degree that the application’s actual workload allows this information to permeate to such layers).

The bulk of the file systems developed today primarily perform in-place writes and are generally difficult to adapt to the Zoned Storage model. Some file systems, however, such as f2fs [36], btrfs [53], and zfs [41] exhibit overly-sequential
write patterns and are already adapting so that they can support zones [4, 43]. Although not all of their writes are sequential (such as superblock and some metadata writes), file systems like these can be extended with strict log-structured writes [43], a floating superblock [4], and similar functionality to bridge the gap. These file systems effectively mimic the HFTL logic (with the LBA mapping table managed on-disk through metadata) while also implementing garbage collection to defragment data and free up space for new writes. Although zone support exists for f2fs and btrfs, they support only the zone model that is defined in ZAC/ZBC. As part of this work, we implement the necessary changes to f2fs to showcase the relative ease of supporting ZNS’s zone model, and evaluate its performance (§4.1).

**End-to-End Data Placement.** In an ideal world, zone-write semantics would be aligned with an application’s existing data structures. This would allow the highest degree of freedom by enabling the application to manage data placement, while at the same time eliminating indirection overheads from file-system and translation layers. While end-to-end data placement enables a collaboration between the application and ZNS SSD, and has the potential to achieve the best write amplification, throughput, and latency improvements, it is as daunting as interacting with raw block devices.

File semantics are a useful abstraction, and by forgoing them one must not only integrate zone support, but also provide tools for the user to perform inspection, error checking, and backup/restore operations. Like file systems, applications that exhibit sequential write patterns are prime candidates for end-to-end integration. This includes LSM-tree-based stores such as RocksDB, caching-based stores such as CacheLib [7], and object stores such as Ceph SeaStore [55]. To showcase the benefits of end-to-end integration, we introduce ZenFS, a new RocksDB zoned storage backend and compare it to both (1) the XFS file system and (2) the f2fs file system, with and without integrated ZNS support.

### 4 Implementation

We have added support to four major software projects to evaluate the benefits of ZNS. First, we made modifications to the Linux kernel to support ZNS SSDs. Second, we modified the f2fs file system to evaluate the benefits of zone integration at a higher-level storage stack layer. Third, we modified the fio [6] benchmark to support the newly added ZNS-specific attributes. Fourth, we developed ZenFS [25], a novel storage backend for RocksDB that allows control of data placement through zones, to evaluate the benefits of end-to-end integration for zoned storage. We describe the relatively few changes necessary to support ZNS when building upon the existing ZAC/ZBC support for the first three projects [5, 42, 52] (§4.1) and finally detail the architecture of ZenFS (§4.2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Lines Added</th>
<th>Lines Removed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linux Kernel</td>
<td>647</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f2fs (kernel)</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f2fs (mkfs tool)</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fio</td>
<td>342</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZenFS (RocksDB)</td>
<td>3276</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>4729</strong></td>
<td><strong>165</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Lines modified across projects to add ZNS support.

#### 4.1 General Linux Support

The Linux kernel’s Zoned Block Device (ZBD) subsystem is an abstraction layer that provides a single unified zoned storage API on top of various zoned storage device types. It provides both an in-kernel API and an ioctl-based user-space API supporting device enumeration, report of zones, and zone management (e.g., zone reset). Applications such as fio utilize the user-space API to issue I/O requests that align with the write characteristics of the underlying zoned block device, regardless of its low-level interface.

To add ZNS support to the Linux kernel and the ZBD subsystem, we modified the NVMe device driver to enumerate and register ZNS SSDs with the ZBD subsystem. To support the ZNS SSD under evaluation, the ZBD subsystem API was further extended to expose the per zone capacity attribute and the active zones limit.

**Zone Capacity.** The kernel maintains an in-memory representation of zones (a set of zone descriptor data structures), which is managed solely by the host unless errors occur, in which case the zone descriptors should be refreshed from the specific disk. The zone descriptor data structure is extended with a new zone capacity attribute and versioning, allowing host applications to detect the availability of this new attribute.

Both fio and f2fs are updated to recognize the new data structure. Whereas fio simply had to avoid to issue I/Os beyond the zone capacity, f2fs required additional changes. f2fs manages capacity at the granularity of segments, typically 2MiB chunks. For zoned block devices f2fs manages multiple segments as a section, the size of which is aligned to the zone size. f2fs writes sequentially across a section’s segments, and partially writeable zones are not supported. To add support for the zone capacity attribute in f2fs, the kernel implementation, and associated f2fs-tools, two extra segment types are added to the three conventional segment types (i.e., free, open, and full): an unusable segment type that maps the unwriteable part of a zone, and a partial segment type that covers the case where a segment’s LBAs cross both the writeable and the unwriteable LBAs of a zone. The partial segment type explicitly allows optimizing for the case when segment chunk size and the zone capacity of a specific zone are unaligned, utilizing all of the writeable capacity of a zone.

To allow backward compatibility for SMR HDDs, which do not expose zone capacity, the zone capacity is initialized...
to the zone size attribute.

Limiting Active Zones. Due to the nature of flash-based SSDs, there is a strict limit on the number of zones that can be active simultaneously, i.e., either in OPEN or CLOSED state. The limit is detected upon zoned block device enumeration, and exposed through the kernel and user-space APIs. SMR HDDs do not have such a limit and the attribute is initialized to zero (read: infinity).

No modifications were made to fio to support the limit, so it is the responsibility of the fio user to respect the active-limit constraint, which otherwise results in an I/O error when no more zones can be opened.

For f2fs, the limit is linked to the number of segments that can be open simultaneously. f2fs limits this to a maximum of 6, but can be reduced to align with the available active zone limit. This limit is set at the time the file system is created, and f2fs tools is modified to check for the zone active limit, and if the zoned block device does not support enough active zones, the number of open segments is configured to align with what is available by the device.

f2fs requires its metadata to be stored on a conventional block device, necessitating a separate device. We do not directly address this in our modifications, as the evaluated ZNS SSD exposes a fraction of its capacity as a conventional block device. If this is not supported by the ZNS SSD, write-in-place functionality can be added similar to btrfs [4], or a small translation layer [24] can expose a limited set of zones on the ZNS SSD through the conventional block interface. Note that the Slack Space Recycling (SSR) feature (i.e., random writes) is disabled for all zoned storage devices, which decreases the overall performance. However, due to overall higher performance achieved by ZNS SSDs, we demonstrate superior performance to block-interface SSDs which have SSR enabled (§5.2).

4.2 RocksDB Zone Support

In this section we show how to adapt the popular key-value database RocksDB to perform end-to-end data placement onto zoned storage devices using the ZenFS storge backend. ZenFS takes advantage of the log-structured merge (LSM) tree [45] data structure of RocksDB that it uses to store and maintain its data, and its associated immutable sequential-only compaction process.

The LSM tree implementation consists of multiple levels, as shown in Figure 3. The first level ($L_0$) is managed in-memory and flushed to the level below periodically or when full. Intermediate updates between flushed are made durable using a Write-Ahead Log (WAL). The rest of the levels ($L_1, ..., L_n$) are maintained on-disk. New or updated key-value data pairs are initially appended to $L_0$, and upon flush the key-value data pairs are sorted by key, and then written to disk as a Sorted String Table (SST) file.

The size of a level is typically fitted to a multiple of the level above, and each level contains multiple SSTs with each

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Memtable (64MiB) – Unsorted</th>
<th>Host DRAM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 0 (512MiB)</td>
<td>Persistent Storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 1 (1GiB)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2 (2GiB)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Data organization in RocksDB. Dark grey squares represent SSTs. Light grey with lines squares represent SSTs selected for compaction.

SSD containing an ordered set of non-overlapping key-value data pairs. Through an explicit compaction process, an SST’s key-value data pairs are merged from one level ($L_i$) to the next ($L_{i+1}$). The compaction process reads key-value data pairs from one or more SSTs and merges them with the key-value pairs from one or more SSTs in the next level. The merged result is stored in a new SST file and replaces the merged SSTs in the LSM tree. As a result of this process, SST files are immutable, written sequentially, and created/removed as a single unit. Furthermore, hot/cold data separation is achieved as key-value data pairs are merged into levels below.

RocksDB has support for separate storage backends through its file system wrapper API that is a unified abstraction for RocksDB to access its on-disk data. At its core, the wrapper API identifies data units, such as SST files or Write-Ahead Log (WAL), through a unique identifier (e.g., a file-name) that maps to a byte-addressable linear address space (e.g., a file). Each identifier supports a set of operations (e.g., add, remove, current size, utilization) in addition to random access and sequential-only byte-addressable read and write semantics. These are closely related to file system semantics, where identifier and data is accessible through files, which is RocksDB’s main storage backend. By using a file system that manages files and directories, RocksDB avoids managing file extents, buffering, and free space management, but also looses the ability to place data directly into zones, which prevents end-to-end data placement onto zones, and therefore reduces the overall performance.

4.2.1 ZenFS Architecture

The ZenFS storage backend implements a minimal on-disk file system and integrates it using RocksDB’s file-wrapper API. It carefully places data into zones while respecting their access constraints, and collaborates with the device-side zone metadata on writes (e.g., write pointer), reducing complexity associated with durability. The main components of ZenFS are depicted in Figure 4 and described below.

Journaling and Data. ZenFS defines two types of zones: journal and data zones. The journal zones are used to recover the state of the file system, and maintains the superblock data structure, and mapping of WAL and data files to zones, whereas the data zones store the file content.

Extents. RocksDB’s data files are mapped and written to a
set of extents. An extent is a variable-sized, block-aligned, contiguous region that is written sequentially to a data zone, containing data associated to a specific identifier. Each zone can store multiple extents, but extents do not span zones. Extent allocation and deallocation events are recorded in an in-memory data structure and written to the journal when a file is closed or the data is requested to be persisted by RocksDB through an fsync call. The in-memory data structure keeps track of the mapping of extents to zones, and once all files with allocated extents in a zone has been deleted the zone can be reset and reused.

Superblock. The superblock data structure is the initial entry point when initializing and recovering ZenFS state from disk. The superblock contains a unique identifier for the current instance, magic value, and user options. A unique identifier (UUID) in the superblock allows the user to identify the file-system even if the order of block device enumeration on the system changes.

Journal. The responsibility of the journal is to maintain (1) the superblock and (2) the WAL and data file to zone translation mapping through extents.

The journal state is stored on dedicated journal zones, and is located on the first two non-offline zones of a device. At any point in time, one of the zones are selected as the active journal zone, and is the one that persists updates to the journal state. A journal zone has a header that is stored at the beginning of the specific zone. The header stores a sequence number (incremented each time a new journal zone is initialized), the superblock data structure, and a snapshot of the current journal state. After the header are stored, the remaining writable capacity of the zone is used to record updates to the journal.

To recover the journal state from disk, three steps are required: ① the first LBA for each of the two journal zones must be read to determine the sequence number of each, where the journal zone with the highest value is the current active zone; ② the full header of the active zone is read and initializes the initial superblock and journal state; and finally ③ journal updates are applied to the header’s journal snapshot.

The amount of updates to apply is determined by the zone’s state, and its write pointer. If the zone is in the OPEN (or CLOSED) state, only records up to the current write pointer value are replayed to the journal, whereas if the zone is in the FULL state, all records stored after the header are replayed. Note that if the zone is full, after recovery a new active journal zone is selected and initialized to enable persisting journal updates.

The initial journal state is created and persisted by an external utility that is similar to existing file system tools that generate the initial on-disk state of a file system. It writes the initial sequence number, superblock data structure and an empty snapshot of the journal to the first journal zone. When ZenFS is initialized by RocksDB, the above recovery process is executed, after which it is ready for data accesses from RocksDB.

Writable Capacity in Data Zones. Ideal allocation, resulting in maximum capacity usage over time, can only be achieved if file sizes are a multiple of the writeable capacity of a zone allowing file data to be completely separated in zones while filling all available capacity. File sizes can be configured in RocksDB, but the option is only a recommendation and sizes will vary depending on the results of compression and compaction processes, so exact sizes are not feasible. ZenFS addresses this by allowing a user-configurable limit for finishing data zones, specifying the percentage of the zone capacity remaining. This allows the user to specify a file size recommendation of, e.g., 95% of device’s zone capacity by setting the finish limit to 5%. This allows for the file size to vary within a limit and still achieve file separation by zones. If the file size variation is outside the specified limit, ZenFS will make sure that all available capacity is utilized by using its zone allocation algorithm (described below). Zone capacities are generally larger than the RocksDB recommended file size of 128 MiB and to make sure that increasing the file size does not increase RocksDB write amplification and read tail latencies we measured the impact on different file sizes. Table 2 shows that increasing SST file sizes does not significantly reduce performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SST file size</th>
<th>128 MiB</th>
<th>256 MiB</th>
<th>512 MiB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Write Amp.</td>
<td>11.9×</td>
<td>12.0×</td>
<td>12.0×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Runtime (s)</td>
<td>15,430</td>
<td>15,461</td>
<td>14,918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99.99 RW lat (ms)</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99.99 RWL lat (ms)</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: RocksDB’s write amplification and runtime during the fillrandom benchmark, and 99.99-th percentile tail latencies during the readwhilewriting benchmark with no rate limits (RW) and with writes rate-limited to 20 MiB/s (RWL), with different SST file sizes.
Data Zone Selection. ZenFS employs a best-effort algorithm to select the best zone to store RocksDB data files. RocksDB separates the WAL and the SST levels by setting a write-lifetime hint for a file prior to writing to it. Upon the first write to a file, a data zone is allocated for storage. ZenFS tries first to find a zone based on the lifetime of the file and the max lifetime of the data stored in the zone. A match is only valid if the lifetime of the file is less than the oldest data stored in the zone to avoid prolonging the life of the data in the zone. If several matches are found, the closest match is used. If no matches are found, an empty zone is allocated. If the file fills up the remaining capacity of the allocated zone, another zone is allocated using the same algorithm. Note that the write life time hint is provided to any RocksDB storage backend, and is therefore also passed to other compatible file systems and can be used together with SSDs with stream support. We compare both approaches to pass hints in §5.3. By using the ZenFS zone selection algorithm and the user-defined writeable capacity limits, the unused zone space or space amplification is kept at around 10%.

Active Zone Limits. ZenFS must respect the active zone limits specified by the zoned block device. To run ZenFS, a minimum of three active zones are required, which are separately allocated to the journal, WAL, and compaction process. To improve performance, the user can control the number of concurrent compactions. Our experimentation has shown that by limiting the number of concurrent compactions, RocksDB can work with as few as 6 active zones with restricted write performance, while more than 12 active zones does not add any significant performance benefits.

Direct I/O and Buffered Writes. ZenFS leverages the fact that writes to SST files are sequential and immutable and performs direct I/O writes for SST files, bypassing the kernel page cache. For other files, such as the WAL, ZenFS buffers writes in memory and flushes the buffer when it is full, the file is closed, or when RocksDB requests a flush. If a flush is requested, the buffer is padded to the next block boundary and an extent with the number of valid bytes is stored in the journal. The padding results in a small amount of write amplification, but it is not unique to ZenFS, and is similarly done in conventional file system.

5 Evaluation
To evaluate the benefits and compare the performance of ZNS SSDs, we utilize a production SSD hardware platform that can expose itself as either a block-interface SSD or a ZNS SSD. As such, we enable an apples-to-apples comparison between the two interfaces. The block-interface SSD is formatted to have either 7% OP or 28% OP, and supports streams. ZNS SSD-specific details are shown in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SSD Interface</th>
<th>Conv.</th>
<th>Conv.</th>
<th>ZNS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Media Capacity</td>
<td>2 TiB</td>
<td>2 TiB</td>
<td>2 TiB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host Capacity</td>
<td>1.92 TB</td>
<td>1.60 TB</td>
<td>2 TB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over-provisioning</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Placement Type</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Zones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Active Zones</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone Size</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>2048 MiB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone Capacity</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1077 MiB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Feature summary of the evaluated SSDs

apples-to-apples comparison between the block-interface SSDs and the ZNS SSD. We find that the ZNS SSD achieves higher concurrent write throughput and lower random read latency in the presence of writes.

• End-to-end application performance (§5.2). We compare the performance of RocksDB on a block-interface SSD running the XFS and f2fs file systems, with the performance of RocksDB when running on a ZNS SSD using our ZenFS backend. We find that RocksDB achieves up to 2× higher read and write throughput, and an order of magnitude lower random read tail latency when running over the ZNS SSD.

• End-to-end performance comparison with SSD Streams (§5.3). We compare the performance of the ZNS SSD with a Streams-enabled block-interface SSD, by running RocksDB on XFS and f2fs. We find that RocksDB achieves up to 44% higher throughput on ZNS and up to half the tail latency compared to the Stream SSD.

All experiments are performed on a Dell R7515 system with a 16-core AMD Epyc 7302P CPU and 128 GB of DRAM (8 × 16GB DDR4-3200Mhz). The baseline system configuration is an Ubuntu 20.04 distribution, updated to the 5.9 Linux kernel—the first version that includes our contributions as described in §4.1. RocksDB experiments were carried out on RocksDB 6.12 with ZenFS included as a backend storage plugin.

5.1 Raw I/O Characteristics
To ensure that the same workload is applied to both the block-interface SSD and ZNS SSDs, we divide the block-interface SSD address space into LBA ranges that have the same number of LBAs as the zone capacity exposed by the ZNS SSD. These zones, or LBA ranges, respect the same sequential write constraint as ZNS, but the zone reset is simulated by trimming the LBA range before writing. We measure performance after the SSD has reached its steady-state with a given workload.

Sustained Write Throughput. We evaluate SSD throughput to show the internal SSD garbage collection impact on throughput and its ability to consume host writes. The experiment issues 64KiB write I/Os to 4 zones. When one zone
is full, a new zone is chosen, reset, and written sequentially. While running the experiment, we measure the drive’s ability to reach a specific host write throughput target ranging from 0 to 1GiB/s. Figure 5 (a) shows the achieved write throughput for each write target. The block-interface SSDs sustain target writes up to 300MiB/s (0% OP) and 500MiB/s (28% OP), whereas the ZNS SSD sustains 1GiB/s. This aligns with the measured steady-state throughput shown in Figure 1, which shows that the block-interface SSDs achieve 370MiB/s (7% OP) and 590MiB/s (28% OP), respectively. The ZNS SSD with 0% OP, however, reaches 1010MiB/s. This is 1.7 – 2.7× higher write throughput, and 7 – 28% more storage capacity which is no longer required by the device-side garbage collection.

The ZNS SSD achieves higher throughput and lower write amplification as it can align writes onto distinct erase blocks and avoid garbage collection. The block-interface SSD mixes data onto the same erase block, which is ultimately garbage collected at separate points in time, increasing garbage collection overhead.

Random Reads and Writes. To demonstrate the reduced latency of random reads on a ZNS SSD, a second process is added to the previous experiment, which simultaneously performs random 4 KiB read I/Os across the SSD. We measure its average read latency while gradually increasing the host write target. Figure 5 (b) shows the average random read latency of the block-interface SSDs and the ZNS SSD. With no ongoing writes, both block-interface SSDs report a 4KiB read latency of 85µs. Compared to the SSDs with 7% and 28% OP, the random latency of the ZNS SSD is 19% and 5% lower at 50MiB/s write throughput, 45% and 16% lower at 150MiB/s write throughput, and finally 64% and 27% lower at 300MiB/s write throughput. The ZNS SSD’s throughput continues to increase linearly with the write target, unlike the block-interface SSDs.

5.2 RocksDB

Next, we demonstrate the performance improvements achieved by RocksDB when it runs on a ZNS SSD accessed either through f2fs with ZNS support added, or on top of our end-to-end optimized storage backend ZenFS. We compare these two setups against RocksDB running on XFS and f2fs using the block-interface SSD. f2fs supports both storage interfaces, allowing us to compare the impact of a file system running on top of a ZNS SSD. Furthermore, ZenFS is optimized for ZNS, showing the benefits of integrating data placement into an I/O intensive application.

Five workloads are executed for each setup. fillrandom is a write-intensive workload pre-conditioning the SSDs for follow-on benchmarks by issuing writes to fill drive capacity several times. Second, overwrite measures the overall performance when overwriting. Third, readwhilewriting performs random reads while writing. Fourth, random reads performs as described. Finally, readwhilewriting performs as described with the addition of write rate-limiting. The last three benchmarks are run three times each and their results are averaged.

The benchmarks are scaled to 80% of the SSD. As a result, the actual over-provisioned space is 27% and 48% with respect to 7% OP and 28% OP. In the interest of space, we show mainly the 28% results, but show the performance difference for the write-heavy benchmarks and the rate-limited readwhilewriting benchmark. A 128 MiB target SST file size is used in all benchmarks except for the ZenFS workloads where the target file size is configured to align with the zone capacity.

Write Throughput. We first study the write throughput improvements, using two write-heavy benchmarks on the SSD with 28% OP and the ZNS SSD. First, we populate the database using the fillrandom benchmark with 3.8 billion 20B keys and 800B values (compressed to 400B). Then, we randomly overwrite all values using the overwrite benchmark.

Figure 6 shows the average throughput of the two benchmarks over the four setups. In the fillrandom benchmark, we report the average of write operations per second (ops/s) for each run and is executed from a clean state. Thus, the result is impacted by the lower garbage collection overhead until the SSD reaches a steady-state. As a result, the full write amplification impact can be first seen in the overwrite benchmark. Both benchmarks show the XFS and f2fs setups perform lower than f2fs (ZNS) and ZenFS. The most significant impact is seen in the overwrite benchmark, in which the garbage collection overhead heavily impacts the overall performance.
ZenFS is 183% faster than XFS, and f2fs (ZNS) performs 42% better than XFS and 33% better than f2fs.

While the performance of f2fs ZNS increases, the garbage collection overhead associated to large section size requires more data to be moved upon cleaning, which ultimately impacts the host-side garbage collection. To confirm, we measure the write amplification factor on the block-interface SSD, which is reported as $2.0 \times$ for XFS, and $2.4 \times$ for f2fs, whereas no device-side garbage collection (i.e., $1.0 \times$) occurred for f2fs (ZNS) and ZenFS.

**Read While Writing.** As we have already shown (§5.1), the ZNS SSD achieves lower read latency during concurrent writes because there are no in-device garbage collection operations to interfere with reads during writes. We now demonstrate how this affects the latency of RocksDB reads when using two read-intensive benchmarks: **randomread** and **readwhilewriting**. The first initiates 32 threads that perform a random reads of key-value pairs on a drive that has been pre-conditioned by the write-intensive benchmarks. The second initiates an extra thread that performs random overwrites, in addition to the 32 threads performing reads.

First, we run the **randomread** benchmark, next we run **readwhilewriting** while rate-limiting writes to 20 MiB/s (i.e., 25.6 Kops/s), and finally we run **readwhilewriting** with no rate-limiting of writes. We run each of these benchmarks for 30 minutes, two times, again in the same four setups as before, and report read/write throughput in Figure 7 and the average and tail read latencies per operation in Figure 8.

For the **randomread** benchmark, we observe that each combination achieves similar number of write ops/s and average latency, which is expected as there is no writes ongoing. However, the 99th percentile (P99) latencies show that ZenFS is 25% lower than XFS, and 6% lower than f2fs, while f2fs (ZNS) has 32% lower latency than XFS and 16% lower than f2fs.

Next, we study the throughput when performing rate-limited writes. We first notice that only ZenFS is able to sustain 20 MiB/s writes while reading, with the other file systems are doing 15% less writes. f2fs (ZNS) performs the most read ops/s, followed by ZenFS, f2fs and XFS. Furthermore, we observe that ZenFS and f2fs (ZNS) have the lowest average latencies, and are able to achieve P99.9 read latencies that are $2 \times$ and $4 \times$ lower than for XFS and f2fs, respectively.

Finally, we remove the write rate-limit, and then measure the overall impact. Removing the write limit allows ZenFS to achieve $2 \times$ the write ops/s compared to f2fs and XFS on consumer SDDs at higher level of read ops/s. f2fs (ZNS) achieves the highest amount of read ops/s and significantly higher write throughput than XFS and f2fs. The P99.99 read tail latencies stand out for ZenFS and f2fs (ZNS) which are an order of magnitude lower than f2fs and XFS.

**Impact of Capacity Over-Provisioning.** We also evaluate the impact of SSD capacity over-provisioning on RocksDB performance. Whereas block-interface SSDs thrive on unused capacity, as garbage collection is improved and thereby lowering its write amplification factor. The ZNS SSD do not exhibit this behavior and can use all available capacity, while still maintaining a write amplification factor of $\sim 1 \times$.

Figure 9 shows the measured number of operations per second for XFS and f2fs when executing the **fillrandom**, **overwrite**, and rate-limited textitreadwhilewriting benchmarks. The benchmarks are executed with 7% OP and 28% OP, respectively. For the **fillrandom** benchmark, an improvement between 14% and 16% in overall operations is seen, whereas in the **overwrite** benchmark, XFS only sees a modest 4% improvement, while f2fs is improved by 25%. Finally, in the **readwhilewriting** benchmark we see an improvement between...
12% and 18% for f2fs and XFS. While the overall throughput is important, the latency is as well. For XFS, the tail latency improves by 30% and by 23% for P99 and P99.9. Thus, if latency is more important than throughput, then one must budget with addition over-provisioning to lower the overall latency caused by extra garbage collection.

5.3 Streams

Finally, we evaluate the performance of a block-interface SSD with stream support against the performance of a ZNS SSD.

Figure 10 shows the throughput of the fillrandom and overwrite benchmarks executing on top of a block-interface SSD with 7% OP and with streams enabled or disabled on top of XFS and f2fs. RocksDB on XFS shows higher throughput by 11% and 16% with Streams on fillrandom and overwrite respectively. RocksDB on f2fs shows higher throughput by 24% and 4% with Streams on fillrandom and overwrite respectively. f2fs (ZNS) achieves 17% and 44% higher throughput compared to f2fs on a block-interface SSD with Streams for fillrandom and overwrite respectively.

Furthermore, the P99 latency for f2fs drops from 9,435µs to 6,529µs with Streams support. This is very close to ZenFS’s P99 latency during the same benchmark of 3,734µs. We therefore find that RocksDB achieves up to 44% higher throughput on ZNS and close to half the tail latency compared to a blockinterface SSD with streams [56].

6 Related Work

This section covers related work on host-device collaboration, research platforms, and key-value store designs. This section covers work that was not already covered as necessary background (§2.2).

Host-Device Collaboration. Significant research has gone into optimizing the storage interface between host and SSD. Josephson et al. implement DFS [30], a host-side file system tightly integrated with the underlying hardware. SDF [46] exposes individual flash dies to the host through a custom-designed storage controller, and FlashBlox [26] uses dedicated channels and dies for each application to improve isolation. Application-Managed Flash [38] defines an interface based on fixed-size segments that can be written sequentially and reset by a trim operation. ZNS does not fix the number of erase blocks per zone, which allows the SSD implementation to map erase blocks dynamically to zones. Zhang et al. examine sharing the responsibility of data placement by enabling the SSD to notify the host upon data relocation events [67]. ZNS provides a path to have both high performance and low cost, while leaving the reliability and coarse-grained management to the device.

Research Platforms. Various SSD hardware [14, 37, 58] and software [11, 39, 66] platforms have been developed over the years to expose the characteristics inherent to SSDs [10, 23]. This enables key research on storage interfaces [30, 54, 63] and makes it possible to improve upon the block device interface [27, 62]. Each of these works target specific optimizations and platforms, enabling the storage community to build on them. ZNS is built upon these advancements, each of which has enabled further exploration of the block interface design space.

Key-value Store Designs. Previous work introduces multiple key-value store designs for non-block interfaces. LOCs [61] takes end-to-end design to the extreme and modifies LevelDB to leverage the channel parallelism in OCSSDs. Unlike LOCs, which is tied to a specific OCSSD platform, ZenFS targets the general zone interface and thereby enables RocksDB to run on both ZNS SSDs and HM-SMR HDDs. Similarly, SMRDB [49], GearDB [65], and BlueFS [2] target strictly HM-SMR HDDs and are therefore unable to take the advantage of ZNS extensions and run on ZNS SSDs.

Conclusion

ZNS enables higher performance and lower-cost-per-byte flash-based SSDs. By shifting responsibility for managing data organization within erase blocks from FTLs to host software, ZNS eliminates in-device LBA-to-page maps, garbage collection and over-provisioning. Our experiments with ZNS-specialized f2fs and RocksDB implementations show substantial improvements in write throughput, read tail latency, and write-amplification when compared to conventional FTLs running on identical SSD hardware.
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Abstract

DM-cache is a component of the device mapper of Linux kernel, which has been widely used to map SSDs and HDDs onto higher-level virtual block devices that take fast SSDs as a cache for slow HDDs to achieve high I/O performance at low monetary cost. While enjoying the benefit of persistent caching where SSDs accelerate normal I/O without affecting durability, the current design of DM-cache suffers from long crash recovery times (at the scale of hours) and low availability. This is because its metadata of dirty bits has to be asynchronously persisted for high I/O performance, which consequently causes all cached data on SSDs to be assumed dirty and to be recovered after the system is restarted.

This paper presents MapperX, a novel extension to DM-cache that uses an on-disk adaptive bit-tree (ABT) to synchronously maintain the metadata of dirty bits in a hierarchical manner. Leveraging spatial locality of block writes, MapperX achieves controlled metadata persistence overhead with fast crash recovery by adaptively adding/deleting leaves in the ABT where different levels represent the states of blocks with different granularity. We have implemented MapperX for Linux DM-cache module. Experimental results show that the MapperX based hybrid storage device outperforms the original DM-cache based hybrid device by orders of magnitude in crash recovery times while only introducing negligible metadata persistence overhead.

1 Introduction

SSDs (solid state drives) are preferable to HDDs (hard disk drives) in building cloud storage systems [11, 31, 33, 35, 43, 44, 51, 65, 66] as SSDs significantly outperform HDDs in random small I/O [13, 14, 26, 27, 40] which is dominant in the cloud [44, 48]. Since currently SSDs are still much more expensive than HDDs, in recent years we see a trend of adopting HDD-SSD hybrid storage for high I/O performance at low monetary cost. For instance, URSA [38] is a distributed block storage system which stores primary replicas on SSDs and replicates backup replicas on HDDs; and SSHD [28] integrates a small SSD inside a large HDD of which the SSD acts as a cache.

As the demand of HDD-SSD hybrid storage increases, Linux kernel has supported users to combine HDDs and SSDs to jointly provide virtual block storage service. DM-cache [5] is a component of the device mapper [4] in the kernel, which has been widely used in industry to map SSDs and HDDs onto higher-level virtual block devices that take fast SSDs as a cache for slow HDDs. DM-cache records the mapping between SSDs and HDDs for each cached block in its metadata. When DM-cache adopts the default writeback mode, a block write will go only to the SSD cache and get acknowledged after being marked dirty, so that the dirty block could be demoted from the SSD cache to the HDD later in a batch for accelerating random small I/O. Linux kernel also provides other modules (Bcache [3] and Flashcache [9]) which have similar functionalities with DM-cache.

While enjoying the performance benefit of persistent caching without affecting data durability [68], in the current design of DM-cache and its variations the metadata of dirty bits has to be asynchronously persisted (with a hard-coded period of one second), otherwise the synchronous update overhead of the metadata for each write would be overwhelming. Unfortunately, asynchronous metadata update causes all cached data on SSDs to be assumed dirty once the system crashes and gets restarted, which results in long crash recovery times and consequently low availability. For example, in our production storage cluster we use DM-cache to combine SSDs with HDDs for hybrid block storage, and it will take more than two hours (depending on the locality of workloads) to recover from a crash even if most cached blocks are clean. The low availability caused by asynchronous metadata update prevents Linux kernel’s hybrid storage mechanisms from being widely applied in availability-sensitive scenarios.

To address this problem, in this paper we present MapperX, a novel extension to DM-cache that uses an on-
disk adaptive bit-tree (ABT) to synchronously maintain the metadata of dirty bits in a hierarchical manner. Workloads in the cloud usually have adequate write locality [36, 38, 48], which can be exploited to use one bit to represent the state of a range of consecutive blocks and thus effectively reduce the number of actual persistence operations for synchronous metadata update. Leveraging spatial locality of block writes, MapperX achieves controlled metadata persistence overhead with fast crash recovery by adaptively adding/deleting leaves at different levels in the ABT, which represent the states of blocks with different granularity.

We have implemented MapperX for Linux DM-cache module. Experimental results show that for workloads with certain localities the MapperX based hybrid storage device outperforms the original DM-cache based hybrid device by orders of magnitude in crash recovery times while only introducing negligible metadata persistence overhead.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the background and problem of DM-cache. Section 3 presents the design of MapperX. Section 4 evaluates the performance of MapperX and compares it with the original DM-cache. Section 5 discusses related work. And finally Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Background

2.1 DM-Cache Overview

DM-cache is a component of the Linux kernel’s device mapper, a volume management framework that allows various mappings to be created between physical and virtual block devices. DM-cache allows one or more fast flash-based SSDs (cache devices) to act as a cache for one or more slower mechanical HDDs (origin devices). In this section we briefly introduce the basic caching mechanism of DM-cache.

Like most cache solutions, DM-cache has three operating modes, namely, writeback, writethrough, and passthrough, among which only the default writeback mode can accelerate small writes (by asynchronously persisting SSD-cached data to HDDs). In this paper we focus on DM-cache’s writeback mode. Linux provides DM-cache with various (plug-in) cache policy modules, such as multi-queue (MQ) and stochastic multi-queue (SMQ), to determine which blocks (and when) should be migrated from an HDD to an SSD (a.k.a. promoted) or from an SSD to an HDD (a.k.a. demoted). The cache policy is orthogonal to this paper, and we simply adopt the default SMQ policy which performs the best for most workloads.

DM-cache can use either the SSD cache device or a separate metadata device to store its metadata, which includes the mapping (between the cached blocks on SSDs and the original blocks on HDDs) and the dirty bits, as well as other policy-related metadata such as per-block hit counts. DM-cache adopts a fixed (but configurable before cache creation) block size typically between 32KB and 1MB.

Consider a small write to a virtual DM-cache device in the writeback mode.

If the target block is already in the SSD cache, then as shown in Fig. 1, (i) the new data (W) is written to the SSD, (ii) the corresponding bit of the block is set dirty in memory, and (iii) the write is acknowledged. The cached block will be asynchronously persisted to the HDD according to the cache policy. There are two kinds of metadata: the metadata for the cached block’s mapping (between SSD and HDD) already exists and thus needs no persistence; and the metadata for the block’s dirty bit has to be asynchronously persisted (one persistence per second by default), because once being synchronously persisted this update will be on the critical path of writing W which would greatly affect the performance of cached writes, as demonstrated in the next subsection. In original DM-cache the persistence of dirty bits is not for crash recovery but for (e.g., battery-backed) graceful shutdown which happens after dirty bits are (incrementally) persisted, so that up-to-date dirty-bit metadata can be read after reboot.

If the target block is not yet in the cache, then the processing is slightly complex: when the write is not aligned with a block, the block needs to be first promoted to the cache with the first kind of (mapping) metadata being persisted, after which the processing is the same as cached block writes. Note that the mapping metadata must be synchronously updated, in which case the synchronous update of the dirty-bit metadata is less harmful because the number of metadata writes only increases from one to two. In contrast, if the mapping metadata needs no update then the number of metadata writes sharply increases from zero to one. Mapping metadata update is largely decided by the locality of the workloads together with the replacement policy. Generally speaking, higher locality of writes causes less changes of mapping metadata which makes synchronous dirty-bit per-
Figure 2: Synchronous updates of dirty bits severely affect the I/O performance, evaluated using one HDD + one SSD.

sistence have higher negative impact on the performance of cached writes, and vice versa.

2.2 The Main Drawback of DM-Cache

To demonstrate the runtime performance problem of persisting dirty bit for each write, we compare the IOPS of DM-cache with synchronous and asynchronous updates, respectively. We use fio to perform random writes (rw = randwrite) and evaluate the IOPS (writes per second) with iodepth=16, using various cache block sizes ranging from 64 KB to 256 KB. The fio write sizes are the same as the cach block sizes. The result (Fig. 2) shows that the performance is severely affected when adopting synchronous update for dirty-bit metadata, causing several times IOPS degradation. The high overhead prevents synchronous update of dirty-bit metadata from being adopted by DM-cache.

Unfortunately, asynchronous metadata update causes all cached data on SSDs to be assumed dirty once the system crashes and gets restarted, which results in long crash recovery times and consequently low availability. For example, in our production block storage system where we use DM-cache to combine multiple SSDs with multiple HDDs on each storage machine, it takes more than two hours (depending on the workloads) to recover from a power failure (by demoting all cached blocks) even if most blocks are clean. The low availability (caused by asynchronous metadata update) prevents Linux’s HDD-SSD hybrid cache mechanisms (like DM-cache) from being widely applied in availability-sensitive scenarios.

3 MapperX Design

3.1 Synchronous Metadata Update

The timing of dirty-bit metadata update is a dilemma for HDD-SSD hybrid devices. The asynchronous update mechanism periodically updates dirty bits for not affecting normal writes but suffers from long crash recovery time (since all SSD-cached blocks have to be assumed dirty and get recovered even if most of them are clean); while the synchronous update mechanism keeps all dirty bits up-to-date for fast crash recovery but greatly increases the latency of cached writes. Although the-state-of-the-art caching solution (DM-cache) adopts asynchronous update for high I/O performance, in this paper we propose to take the synchronous update mechanism for fast crash recovery.

The challenge is that there is no trade-offs for the timing of dirty-bit metadata update, because once the metadata is asynchronously updated even only one outdated bit state would require demotion of all cached blocks to ensure data durability after crash recovery. To address this challenge, our key idea is to adjust the granularity, instead of the timing, of dirty-bit metadata update to smoothly trade off between normal I/O performance and crash recovery time.

Workloads in the cloud usually have adequate write locality which can be leveraged to use one bit to represent the state of a range of consecutive blocks, as long as we can (roughly) know the effective range of the bit. Note that false positives of the effective range are not critical: if one clean block is wrongly included in the effective range of a dirty bit, the price is simply an unnecessary demotion of that block in crash recovery.

There is an in-memory bitmap that precisely records the state of every block. We first extend the in-memory bitmap to a (logical) hierarchical complete bit-tree or CBT (as shown in Fig. 3(left)), where the leaves are the bits of the bitmap and each inner node is the disjunction of its direct children. Then, MapperX maintains a summary of the CBT on the metadata device, which we refer to as on-disk adaptive bit-tree (ABT), as shown in Fig. 3(right). The ABT is synchronously updated for each write request, but most updates do not cause disk writes for metadata persistence, as discussed below. Each inner node of the ABT represents a range of consecutive blocks, and thus only the first dirty block within the range causes a write to the metadata device and subsequent writes of blocks in the range need no persistence. Initially, the ABT only has a root node representing the states of all cache blocks, which will change from clean to dirty after the first block write.

MapperX proposes a synchronous ABT update mecha-
Algorithm 1  Synchronous bit-tree update of MapperX

1: procedure BITTREEUPDATE(Block b, Adaptive bit-tree abt)
2:   Update in-memory bitmap by b
3:   Calculate affected inner nodes of complete bit-tree (cbt) ▷ Dirty if any child dirty, clean if all children clean
4:   if b causes leaf node L of abt to become dirty then
5:     Update abt on disk according to cbt
6:   end if
7:   return SUCCESS
8: end procedure

9: procedure PERIODICADJUST(Period p, SLA n, Adaptive bit-tree abt)
10:   W ← total number of client writes during p
11:   N ← total number of metadata writes during p
12:   if N/W ≥ 1/10^n then ▷ Too many metadata writes
13:     parents ← all direct parents of the leaves in abt
14:     target parent ← the parent from parents which has experienced the most metadata writes during p
15:     Delete all children of target_parent in abt
16:   else
17:     target_leaf ← the leaf from all leaf nodes of abt which has experienced the least metadata writes in p
18:     Generate d children for target_leaf in abt and set their states according to cbt ▷ d is the degree of abt
19:   end if
20:   return SUCCESS
21: end procedure

ism (Algorithm 1), which can adaptively adjust the metadata persistence frequency. The basic idea is to control the effective range of the corresponding bits of the leaves (i.e., the granularity of metadata update) by adding/deleting leaves in the ABT. Leaves at higher levels (farther from the root) in the ABT represent the states of a smaller range of blocks and thus increasing the levels of the ABT will increase the metadata persistence overhead while reducing the expected recovery time, and vice versa. When adding child leaves to an existing leaf node, the information about which children are dirty can be obtained from the logical CBT (calculated from the in-memory bitmap).

Since the user-perceived I/O performance is usually described as tail latencies, e.g., 99.9th percentile latency guarantee requires only one out of 1000 writes can be affected by dirty-bit metadata update, we use the number of nines (n) of the SLA (service-level agreement) to control the summary levels of the ABT.

The BITTREEUPDATE procedure first updates the in-memory bitmap and calculates the affected nodes in the complete bit-tree (Lines 2–3). Then, if the current block write causes a leaf node to change from clean to dirty, we will persist the updated ABT (Lines 4–6).

Figure 4: Example of a virtual ABT (degree d = 2, level m = 4) stored in a flat bit array for the actual ABT (Fig. 3(left)). For \( d^m - 1 = 8 \) leaves (representing 8 blocks), there are totally \( \sum_{i=0}^{m-1} d^i = d^m - 1 = 15 \) nodes in the tree, which can be stored using 15 bits (0010 1000 0000 000).

The PERIODICADJUST procedure decides whether to add or delete leaf nodes in the ABT according to the statistics of the last period (p). The period is configurable and by default set as one second. If there are too many metadata writes compared to the SLA in p, then we will remove all the children of the parent that has experienced the most metadata writes during p (Lines 12–15). Otherwise we will add children to the leaf node that has experienced the least metadata writes during p (Lines 16–18). Similar to the original DM-cache, MapperX can synchronously or asynchronously update the ABT (without add/deleting leaves) when the dirty blocks are demoted to the HDD.

3.2  Fast Crash Recovery

Since the ABT is synchronously updated for every write request, the leaf nodes in the ABT has no false negatives for dirty states. That is, when a leaf is not dirty, each of the blocks it represents are guaranteed to be not dirty and we can safely skip these blocks in crash recovery. Therefore, the recovery procedure of MapperX-based DM-cache devices is straightforward: for each dirty leaf L of the ABT, demote all SSD-cached blocks of L to the HDD.

3.3  Implementation

We have implemented MapperX on CentOS 7 by augmenting the original DM-cache with BITTREEUPDATE and PERIODICADJUST in Algorithm 1, and realizing the in-memory CBT and the on-disk ABT structures in Fig. 3.

In order not to introduce extra storage overhead, we reuse DM-cache’s four-byte dirty-bit metadata structure of each cached block, of which DM-cache uses only the last two bits (a dirty bit and a valid bit) leaving the first 30 bits available for MapperX. We organize the first 30 bits of all cached blocks’ metadata structures into a flat bit array. To minimize the update overhead of adding/deleting leaves, we store ABT as the virtual ABT or V-ABT (Fig. 4) which has the same numbers of levels and leaves as the CBT but where only the ABT’s dirty leaves are 1 and all other inner/leaf nodes are 0. We use the flat bit array for statically representing the states of all inner/leaf nodes in the V-ABT (each bit for one node started from the root in a breadth-first manner).
4 Evaluation

Our test machine has an Intel gold 6240 36-core 2.60GHz CPU and 64GB RAM, running CentOS 7. The machine has one SATA 7200RPM 2TB HDD and one NVMe 400GB SSD. We configure the DM-cache virtual block device with 1TB HDD storage device, 128GB SSD cache device, and 1GB SSD metadata device. The client runs the fio benchmark tool [8] to perform random writes (rw=randwrite) that all hit the SSD cache for three hundred seconds. Note that cache miss should be avoided in this test because otherwise the poor performance of HDD storage would dominate the overall performance making MapperX and DM-cache have no difference.

4.1 Micro Benchmarks

We first compare the latency of random writes of MapperX and DM-cache. The cache block size ($bs$) is 64KB ∼ 256KB, and the fio write block size is equal to the cache block size. The degree of the tree is $d = 4$. We evaluate the latency using one fio thread with $iodepth = 1$. We use $\beta$ to represent the expected ratio of metadata writes to all writes (i.e., $\beta = 1/10^n$ where $n$ is the SLA) and set $\beta = 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001$, respectively. We set $max$ level = 7 (maximum number of levels), which limits the ABT to have $d_{max}$ level = 16K leaves each representing 1024, 512, and 256 blocks for $bs$ = 64KB, 128KB, and 256KB (for the 1TB HDD storage), respectively. The original DM-cache adopts asynchronous metadata update (which equals to set $max$ level = 1). The results are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 respectively for the mean and tail latencies. The results show that the latency overhead of MapperX slightly increases as $\beta$ increases from 0.0001 to 0.01, but the overhead is small compared to the original DM-cache.

We compare the IOPS (number of writes per second) of random writes of MapperX and DM-cache. The configuration is the same as that in the latency test except that we use one fio thread with $iodepth = 16$. The result is shown in Fig. 7, where MapperX has similar IOPS with DM-cache, which proves that the IOPS overhead of MapperX is small compared to the original DM-cache. Note that higher latency does not necessarily cause lower throughput (and vice versa), because NVMe SSD supports high parallelism which enables it to mask I/O delays with parallel I/O requests flying over the wire and waiting in the pipeline.

4.2 Trace-Driven Evaluation

We compare the recovery performance of MapperX ($bs = 128$) and the original DM-cache, using the public I/O traces from Microsoft Research [1] that capture block-level I/O (below the filesystem cache) of various desktop/server applications running for one week. The result is shown in Fig. 8, where the original DM-cache has to recover all the cached blocks because of its asynchronous dirty-bit metadata

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Latency (ms)</th>
<th>bs=64</th>
<th>bs=128</th>
<th>bs=256</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\beta = 0.0001$</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta = 0.001$</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta = 0.01$</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sync</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IOPS (writes per sec)</th>
<th>bs=64</th>
<th>bs=128</th>
<th>bs=256</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\beta = 0.0001$</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta = 0.001$</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>2500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta = 0.01$</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sync</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>3500</td>
<td>4000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relative recovery times</th>
<th>hm</th>
<th>mds</th>
<th>prn</th>
<th>proj</th>
<th>prxy</th>
<th>rsch</th>
<th>src</th>
<th>stg</th>
<th>ts</th>
<th>usr</th>
<th>wdev</th>
<th>web</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\beta = 0.0001$</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta = 0.001$</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>0.998</td>
<td>0.997</td>
<td>0.996</td>
<td>0.995</td>
<td>0.994</td>
<td>0.993</td>
<td>0.992</td>
<td>0.991</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.989</td>
<td>0.988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta = 0.01$</td>
<td>0.9999</td>
<td>0.9998</td>
<td>0.9997</td>
<td>0.9996</td>
<td>0.9995</td>
<td>0.9994</td>
<td>0.9993</td>
<td>0.9992</td>
<td>0.9991</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>0.9989</td>
<td>0.9988</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
update. In contrast, MapperX only needs to recover much fewer blocks owing to its synchronous dirty-bit metadata update. For example, the recovery time of MapperX with $\beta = 0.01$ for the proj trace is only 0.6% that of DM-cache. Generally speaking, less locality leads to fewer ABT levels, fewer normal-time ABT updates, and longer crash recovery time (due to higher false-positive rates), with the design of the original DM-cache at the extreme end.

5 Related Work & Discussion

DM-cache [5], Bcache [3] and Flashcache [9] are Linux kernel modules which are used to combine fast SSDs with slow HDDs as a virtual block device. The difference is that Bcache utilizes a btree cache structure, while Flashcache’s cache is structured as a set-associative hash table. LVM-cache [12] is built on top of DM-cache using logical volumes to avoid calculation of block offsets and sizes. DM-cache can also be used as the client-side local storage for caching of virtual machines in storage area networks (SANs).

DM-cache and its variations asynchronously update dirty bits and thus cannot recover from crashes with up-to-date dirty-bit information. Consequently, all cached blocks on SSD have to be assumed dirty, which makes cached blocks have to be written to HDD. In contrast, MapperX uses ABT to synchronously update dirty bits, providing flexibility of whether to write dirty data to HDD on recovery. Since recovery from crashes takes time, it is natural for MapperX to take a little more time (usually several minutes depending on the volume of dirty data) for demotion.

In addition to DM-cache/LVM-cache/Bcache/Flashcache provided by Linux kernel, several SSD-HDD hybrid designs use SSD as a cache layer. For example, Nitro [37] designs a capacity-optimized SSD cache for primary storage. Solid State Hybrid Drives (SSHD [28]) integrate an SSD inside a traditional HDD and realize SSD cache in a way similar to Nitro. URSA [38] is a distributed block storage system which stores primary replicas on SSDs and replicates backup replicas on HDDs. Griffin [60] designs a hybrid storage device that uses HDDs as a write cache for SSDs to extend SSD lifetimes. Compared to these studies, MapperX mainly focuses on the tradeoff between normal write performance and recovery times, using the ABT to adaptively adjust the range represented by the leaves.

Journal [38] based metadata write is inefficient [63] for DM-cache because of expensive write ordering [22]. For consistency, journal-based solutions always impose ordering constraint on writes (e.g., data $\rightarrow$ sync $\rightarrow$ metadata $\rightarrow$ sync) [21], which both increases latency and decreases throughput. In DM-cache and MapperX, if the blocks are already in the cache then the writes need not update the mapping metadata, so they only need one SSD write for DM-cache (Fig. 1) and (if ABT unchanged) for MapperX.

Log-structured solutions [24] are inefficient for DM-cache, because log-style writing always causes changes of the SSD-HDD mapping metadata (due to new block allocation) which has to be updated even for cache-hit write requests. In contrast, this can be avoided by DM-cache and MapperX for cache-hit write requests when mapping metadata keeps unchanged, where only one metadata write is needed (Fig. 1). Moreover, garbage collection (GC) [49] for old versions is expensive for log-structured systems.

Hardware-based, out-of-band solutions [17] require special hardware and driver supports with high programming complexity, and recently-emerging open-channel SSDs [7] are not readily available. As far as we know, large cloud providers that own millions of SSDs only have a few thousands SSDs with open-channel customization support. Further, synchronous update of SSD page states can be viewed as a special case of ABT where each leaf represents a page. This is inefficient for workloads with good locality where page states frequently change: writing a page back to HDD requires to synchronously change its state (clean) on SSD, which can be avoided by ABT if the higher-level node state keeps unchanged (dirty). On the other hand, NVM (non-volatile memory) [6] based solutions [15, 19, 20, 62, 71] are promising but expensive. NVM is still uncommon in the cloud, and the relatively-small NVM is expected to be used in more critical scenarios.

6 Conclusion

This paper presents MapperX, a novel extension to DM-cache that uses an on-disk bit-tree to synchronously persist the dirty-bit metadata in a hierarchical manner. Experimental results show that MapperX significantly outperforms DM-cache in crash recovery times while only introducing negligible metadata write overhead. In our future work, we will apply EC [34, 39, 45, 55, 70] for ABT, study the impact of MapperX on durability and consistency [30, 32, 46, 52, 58], apply ABT in distributed file systems [21, 23, 29, 36, 50, 53, 56, 59] and object storage systems [2, 16, 47, 64, 67], apply bloom filters [25, 42, 57, 61, 69] and compression [18, 41, 54] in ABT, and improve ABT’s adjustment policy.

The source code of MapperX is available at [10].
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Abstract
With the arrival of tiered memory systems comprising various types of memory, such as DRAM and SCM, the operating system support for memory management is becoming increasingly important. However, the way that operating systems currently manage pages was designed under the assumption that all the memory has the same capabilities based on DRAM. This oversimplification leads to non-optimal memory usage in tiered memory systems. This study performs an in-depth analysis of page management schemes in the current Linux design extending NUMA to support systems equipped with both DRAM and SCM (Intel’s DCPMM). In such multi-tiered memory systems, we find that the critical factor in performance is not only the access locality but also the access tier of memory. When considering both characteristics, there are several alternatives to page placement. However, current operating systems only prioritize access locality. This paper explores the design space of page management schemes, called AutoTiering, to use multi-tiered memory systems effectively. Our evaluation results show that our proposed techniques can significantly improve performance for various workloads, compared to the stock Linux kernel, by unlocking the potential of the multi-tiered memory hierarchy.

1 Introduction
With the advent of in-memory computing, such as dataanalytics, key-value stores, and graph processing, the demand for high-density DRAM has been steadily increasing in recent years [27]. However, due to the challenge of scaling DRAM density, a new class of memory has received attention to bridge the performance gap between DRAM and SSD. For example, Intel recently unveiled its non-volatile memory based on 3D Xpoint technology, called Optane DC Persistent Memory Module (DCPMM) that provides more density than DRAM while outperforming flash-based SSDs [23]. Cloud vendors such as Google, Oracle, Microsoft, and Baidu have adopted such storage class memory (SCM) in their cloud services [4, 14, 17, 25].

Figure 1: Software-managed tiered memory system augmented on the NUMA architecture

Since modern server systems are built with the Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) architecture, future large-memory systems will take the shape of tiered memory augmented on traditional NUMA architecture, called multi-tiered memory. Figure 1 presents a real-world multi-tiered memory system used throughout this study. Each compute chip has two types of memory: DRAM (upper-tier) and Intel’s DCPMM (lower-tier). We configure both DRAM and DCPMM to be fully exposed to software as memory.

This paper presents that the recent advancement in Linux [15] and tiered memory studies [16, 20, 35] do not lead to optimal page placement in multi-tiered memory systems. As the new class of memory becomes part of the main memory, the critical factor in performance is not only the access locality but also the access tier of memory. However, current page placement schemes have been established for DRAM-only NUMA architecture and only consider locality between threads and memory [2, 8, 12, 13, 21, 38]. As a result, the current design is far from exploiting the potential benefits of multi-tiered memory systems. For example, suppose the local DRAM becomes full when promoting pages from the lower-tier (DCPMM) to the upper-tier (DRAM) memory. In this case, the current state of the art leaves the page on the lower-tier memory, regardless of the availability of the remote DRAM (of the upper-tier). Such a decision is reasonable for DRAM-only NUMA systems because there is no difference between alternatives. However, in multi-tiered memory sys-
tems, we cannot consider every possible alternative equivalent to the access tier. When placing pages, the access tier of memory should be considered before the access locality because the access tier has a more significant impact on performance.

This limitation motivates us to revisit the page management schemes of the commodity OSes and explore the design space of page management for multi-tiered memory systems. In this study, we introduce a set of new page management schemes. Our first scheme, called AutoTiering-CPM, conservatively looks for promotion or migration alternatives using the access tier and locality metric when failing to find the best memory node (e.g., local DRAM).

Although this conservative approach can achieve better performance by considering alternatives, such a design does not unlock the full potential of software-managed tiered memory. To effectively utilize the limited capacity of upper-tier memory, we design a page reclamation scheme tailored to multi-tiered memory systems. Our second technique is opportunistic page promotion or migration, called AutoTiering-OPM, which judiciously demotes pages from the upper-tier memory. To reclaim effective, we predict the least accessed page as a victim in the upper-tier memory by estimating the access frequency of pages. When deciding on which page to promote, our OPM compares the page with the victim to determine which is relatively more accessed. With OPM, we can achieve better effectiveness of the upper-tier memory while reducing the memory accesses to the lower-tier memory.

Unless there is a free space in the upper-tier memory, a promotion operation waits until the completion of a demotion operation. To hide the latency of demoting pages from the critical path, we reserve a set of free pages in the upper-tier memory to serve the promotion requests immediately. When the number of reserved pages exceeds a threshold, our kdemoted wakes up and reclaims the least accessed page to the free page pool in the background. kdemoted differs from the traditional reclamation because it is only responsible for demoting pages to the lower-tier memory and not storage.

In this study, we implement our proposed schemes on top of Linux kernel v5.3. We take advantage of the AutoNUMA facility, which periodically scans memory pages and marks them inaccessible to capture non-local DRAM accesses. Once the pages are reaccessed, it incurs a page fault, called NUMA hinting page fault. We take the NUMA faults as demand signals for the page promotion from the DCPMM nodes or the migration from the remote DRAM node. We build the access history per page with the fault-based facility and use this information when demoting pages.

The experimental results show that our AutoTiering can significantly improve the performance of various applications. GraphMat and graph500 show performance increases around 2.3× and 6.9×, respectively, compared with the baseline Linux kernel [15]. Most of the SPECAccel workloads show a 2× speedup. Compared to Intel’s recent approach [36], our performance improvement shows up to a 3.5× speedup.

![Figure 2: Memory access latency and bandwidth for multi-tiered and DRAM-only memory systems](image-url)
2.2 Performance Characteristics

We describe the distinct performance characteristics of a software-managed tiered memory system that runs with the Linux operating system. Figure 1 presents the system organization used in this study. There are two CPU sockets in the system. For each CPU socket, one DRAM node and one DCPMM node are attached. The entire physical address space is comprised of both the DRAM and DCPMM nodes.

In multi-tiered memory systems, the critical factors in performance are not only the access locality but also the access tier of memory. Figure 2a shows read access latency and bandwidth for each of the four memory nodes measured from MLC [18]. Accessing the local DRAM outperforms the other three memory nodes, which is well established in traditional NUMA architecture. On the other hand, we observe that local DCPMM (L-DCPMM) is slower than that of remote DRAM (R-DRAM) due to the device characteristics. This is in stark contrast with the conventional wisdom that local memory is always faster than remote memory. Note that we also observe a similar pattern in a bandwidth measurement.

Similarly, Figure 2b shows the same type of evaluation over the four CPU (Intel Xeon Gold 6242) sockets with DRAM-only systems. There is no significant difference in latency and bandwidth for access to any remote DRAM nodes. Due to this, placing pages on the remote DRAM nodes in DRAM-only systems is a relatively simple task.

These distinct characteristics motivate us to explore the design space of page management in operating systems. The operating systems need to have the ability to (re)locate memory efficiently and dynamically by understanding the performance characteristics of multi-tiered memory systems. Unlike the DRAM-only systems, not all the remote memory nodes can be considered equal due to the access tier.

2.3 OS Support of Multi-Tiered Memory

The multi-tiered memory hierarchy that is the focus of this paper is distinct from traditional two-tiered memory. Nevertheless, the current Linux still relies on the existing NUMA framework to support multi-tiered memory systems. Such limited OS support makes the page placement sub-optimal in multi-tiered memory architectures. Although we can redefine the NUMA distance table according to the access latency, it does not exploit the full potential of the multi-tiered memory systems. First, Linux classifies memory nodes as either local or remote in a binary way. When promoting or migrating pages, several alternatives among the remote nodes are not considered at all. Second, the Linux does not support demoting (or reclaiming) pages from the upper-tier to the lower-tier memory. In this study, we revisit page placement strategy by considering performance characteristics across access-tier as well as access-locality.

3 Analysis of Page Management to Multi-Tiered Memory Systems

In this section, we investigate existing page management techniques of Linux that have been designed for DRAM-only NUMA systems. Then, we identify the lack of sufficient support for tiered memory systems. Although AutoNUMA [33] can be used for such multi-tiered memory, we observe that it fails to take full advantage of the multi-tiered memory.

3.1 Initial Page Placement

With the introduction of storage class memory (e.g., Optane DCPMM) in main memory, conventional page placement based only on the access locality has a negative impact on performance because the most critical factor in performance is not only the locality but also the memory tier. Meanwhile, current page placement schemes in operating systems have been well established for DRAM-based NUMA architecture, considering the access locality only between threads and memory [8, 13, 21]. In Linux, the default page allocation policy tries to use local memory as much as possible to minimize the performance penalty incurred by accessing remote memory. Only if there is no free space in the local memory, the memory allocator looks for free space on a remote memory node known as a fallback path [9].

As a result, the default (local-first) allocation policy is considered harmful in multi-tiered memory systems. The numbers in Figure 1a present the order used in the default fallback path when a thread runs on CPU-0, considering only the physical distance. If the local-DRAM node does not have enough free space, the memory allocator examines the fallback path to determine which memory node the allocation request should be sent. We anticipate that the allocator should ask the remote DRAM node to get a free page because this node provides better performance than the local DCPMM node. Surprisingly, however, the fallback path in the state-of-the-art Linux kernel indicates the local DCPMM (lower-tier). It had not taken into account the distinct characteristic that the memory type is more sensitive to performance than the access locality in multi-tiered memory systems.

**Problem:** If the local DRAM is full, the fallback prioritizes allocating from the local DCPMM (lower-tier), even though the remote DRAM (upper-tier) performs better.

3.2 Dynamic Placement

Although initial page placement plays a crucial role in the given memory space, the decision may not represent optimal performance because it depends on the memory access traffic at runtime. To adjust the placement of pages according to access patterns, the AutoNUMA facility has been included as part of Linux, automatically migrating pages to a mem-
ory node closer to the thread running at runtime [33]. The operating system examines the access locality to find whether the accessed page is placed on the local memory or remote memory. If this is on the remote memory, the page is migrated to the local memory to avoid the remote accesses for subsequent requests. This approach improves the performance of applications running on DRAM-only NUMA systems.

However, we find that the current design does not exploit the advantages of the multi-tiered memory hierarchy. Figure 3 presents memory usage across the memory nodes for graph500 with the 128GB dataset as time goes by. The detailed experimental setup is explained in Section 5. First, we notice that the upper-tier memory is ineffectively used because more frequently accessed pages (dark red) mainly reside in the lower-tier memory (node-2). In contrast, less frequently accessed pages are placed on the upper-tier memory. The primary reason for this is that the current memory management does not allow page promotion or migration to the upper-tier memory when there is no free space. Although such a design decision is reasonable for DRAM-only systems, we need to reconsider this assumption for multi-tiered memory systems. Figure 4 depicts three cases whereby AutoNUMA encountered page promotion or migration failure due to lack of free space in local DRAM.

Even though the page promotion or migration cannot be made to the best memory node satisfying the access tier as well as the access locality, there are effective alternatives to placement in multi-tiered memory systems. When page promotion fails from remote DCPMM to local DRAM, for example, we have two possible workarounds: placing the page either on the remote DRAM or on the local DCPMM. Pages in the lower-tier are not promoted when the upper-tier is fully utilized.

Second, we observe the skewed page distribution across the memory nodes in the lower-tier memory. This is because the page movement to CPU-less nodes (DCPMM) is not considered in the current Linux operating systems. Since the traditional OSes were designed under the assumption that memory access performance is highly affected by the access locality between CPU and memory nodes, moving pages to CPU-less nodes does not occur. Only if the destination upper-tier memory has free space, the pages residing in the CPU-less node (lower-tier memory) can be promoted through AutoNUMA. Figure 1a shows arrows all the possible page promotion and migration paths that the stock Linux kernel currently supports. Even though the upper-tier memory is full, so that the operating system cannot place pages on the preferred access tier, we need to be able to preserve the access locality in the lower-tier memory by freely allowing page movement across any CPU-less nodes.

![Figure 3: Page distribution and access intensity of graph500 across memory nodes. (Darker colors refer to pages that are accessed relatively more frequently.)](image)

![Figure 4: Page promotion and migration failure cases.](image)

### Problem:

Pages are never migrated to the CPU-less (lower-tier) nodes due to a NUMA policy that does not apply to multi-tiered memory systems.

### 3.3 Page Reclamation

The current page reclamation is also designed for DRAM-only systems backed by storage-based swap devices rather than tiered memory systems. Traditionally, kswapd reclaims the inactive pages in memory directly to the storage regardless of the memory tier when the memory node is exhausted. It would make sense to reclaim pages in the lower-tier memory to the storage device. However, this is not a desirable solution for the upper-tier memory pages when the lower-tier has enough space. This limitation is intertwined with the two problems explained in Section 3.2.

### Problem:

Frequently accessed pages from the lower-tier cannot be promoted without demoting less frequently accessed pages from the upper-tier.
In Linux operating systems, part of the virtual address space for each process can be mapped, either the file-backed or the anonymous region. The pages in the file-backed region contain the contents of an existing file(s) on memory so that subsequent file I/O operations of the same file can be replaced with memory access. On the other hand, pages belonging to the anonymous region do not represent any file contents. This is used for keeping arbitrary data on memory (e.g., `malloc`). For each memory region, the Linux operating system classifies memory pages into active or inactive. The kernel has inactive lists containing pages that might not be in use while keeping recently accessed pages on the active list. However, the current page classification is too conservative to precisely differentiate which pages are frequently or less frequently accessed from the active and inactive lists.

**Problem**: Binary page classification (either active or inactive) is too coarse-grained to be used for tiering.

Last, current page reclamation is very carefully performed in the background to hide the cost of accessing the storage devices from the critical path. In tiered memory systems, however, the cost of demoting pages to the lower-tier memory is cheaper than that of swapping out pages to the storage. We need to decouple the demotion to the lower-tier memory from traditional reclaim to the storage.

## 4 Automatic Multi-Tiered Memory

This section explores the design space of page management to tiered memory systems. The goal of our page management is to extract the full advantage of multi-tiered memory to improve the performance of large-memory applications. To keep our design simple, we base our design on the AutoNUMA facility. Table 1 summarizes the supported mechanisms for each design space. In the following subsections, we explain the design and implementation of each scheme.

### 4.1 Exploiting Multi-Tiered Memory

As depicted in Figure 4, we take the NUMA fault as a demand signal for page promotion or migration from the DCPMM nodes or the remote DRAM node. Note that the current AutoNUMA deals with the promotion and migration requests only if the upper-tier (local DRAM) memory has free space. Otherwise, the request is discarded, and the faulted page remains in the original memory. When the local DRAM is fully occupied, our proposed design allows the pages to be promoted or migrated into the next best memory node in the multi-tiered memory hierarchy. This approach can exploit the advantage of the multi-tiered memory hierarchy, providing higher performance than the stock Linux kernel.

Figure 5 describes how we react when the local DRAM is full. There are three sources of demand for page migration or promotion to local DRAM in the multi-tier memory system. The multi-tier hierarchy opens up new opportunities to design memory placement. First, (5a) when the faulted page resides in the local DCPMM (1), we promote the page to the remote DRAM as the second best location (2). Since the remote DRAM provides lower latency and higher bandwidth than local DCPMM, we can improve the performance of applications to which memory was initially allocated in the lower-tier memory. Second, (5b) if the faulted page resides in the remote DCPMM (3), we have two alternatives to ex-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem / limitation</th>
<th>Our solution</th>
<th>Section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Allocation fallback does not consider the access tier</td>
<td>Promotion or migration to alternatives</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pages are not promoted when upper-tier is full</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pages are never demoted or reclaimed to lower-tier memory</td>
<td>Demotion for the least-accessed pages</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page classification is too coarse-grained (binary)</td>
<td>Fine-grained access history estimation</td>
<td>4.2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page reclamation to lower-tier &amp; to storage needs to be decoupled</td>
<td>Foreground promotion &amp; background demotion</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Problems with current page management implementation, and our solutions.
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**Figure 5**: Our conservative design: exploiting multi-tiered memory hierarchy (L: Local, R: Remote)
exploit the advantage of the multi-tier memory hierarchy. We attempt to promote the page to the remote DRAM (2). If the remote DRAM also does not have free space, we try to migrate the page to the local DCPMM (3). Unlike the stock Linux kernel, our modified kernel supports migrating the page to CPU-less nodes (local DCPMM). We call this **AutoTiering Conservative Promotion and Migration (CPM)**. Last, (5c) the faulted page is in the remote DRAM (1). This means that the page is already in the second best location. The existing AutoNUMA is unable to complete the page migration operations between the upper-tier memory nodes. As a result, it leads to sub-optimal performance. In such a case, we consider the page exchange option to satisfy the demand for memory affinity (2). The prior study proposed the page exchange mechanism for tiered memory [35]. We repurpose the mechanism to resolve the migration failures between the same tier memory nodes as well. Internally, for each memory node, we keep track of which pages fail to be migrated. We then leverage this information to determine the migration demand that can be resolved with the exchange operation. We call this **AutoTiering CPM with Exchange (CPMX)**.

Since this design does not require significant changes in the existing Linux operating system, it is easily integrated on top of the AutoNUMA facility. We anticipate that our conservative design can be a practical solution for such software-managed tiered memory systems.

### 4.2 Opportunistic Promotion and Migration

As we design a conservative approach for finding the best alternative, this is limited to extracting the full performance benefit of software-managed tiered memory. In our conservative design, frequently used pages can reside in the lower-tier (DCPMM) memory while the upper-tier (DRAM) memory holds infrequently accessed data. To relieve such undesirable memory placement, we explore a progressive strategy, opportunistically demoting a page from the upper-tier memory to create free space. This is the main difference between conservative and progressive designs. By demoting a page, the request for page promotion can be successful. For page demotion to be effective, we need to have the ability to select a page that is highly unlikely to be reused within a short time. Otherwise, the wrong selection can have a negative impact on performance. We explain how we select a page for the demotion in the following subsection (4.2.1).

![Figure 6: Our progressive approach works with page eviction](image)

Figure 6 depicts how our progressive approach works with page demotion. When the NUMA page fault occurs (1), we find the least accessed page from the upper-tier (local DRAM) memory and compare the access frequency of the least accessed page with the faulted page. If the selected page is relatively less frequently accessed than the faulted page, we demote the selected page to place the faulted page on the higher-tier memory node. Otherwise, we prevent page promotion or migration requests to keep the upper-tier memory with more frequently accessed pages.

To promote a page from either local DCPMM (6a) or remote DCPMM (6b), we demote the least accessed page selected to the lower-tier memory (2a or 2b). The destination of the demoted page depends on where the page was previously accessed to preserve the locality. After that, (3) we can finally promote the page to the local DRAM node. In addition, Figure 6c shows how the page migration request from the remote DRAM is made. We call this **AutoTiering Opportunistic Promotion and Migration (OPM)**.

We further optimize our progressive design by fusing demotion and promotion (or migration) into one exchange operation, called **AutoTiering OPM with Exchange (OPMX)**. When the destination of the demotion is equal to the source of the promotion or migration, we leverage the exchange operation instead of individual promotion and migration. For example (6a), if we need to demote a selected page into the local DCPMM (2a) and promote the page to the local DRAM (3), two individual operations are fused. The exchange operation eliminates unnecessary page allocation and free operations.

In case we cannot find a page to be demoted from the upper-tier memory, we try to promote the page to the next best location - the remote DRAM - as would normally be the case. Since we are conducting page promotion and migration opportunistically, we can reduce excessive page promotion...
and demotion that incurs performance overhead associated with page table manipulation and TLB shootdowns.

### 4.2.1 Predicting the Least Accessed Page

To make the progressive design effective, our goal is to find the least accessed page from the upper-tier memory. As explained in Section 3.3, the Linux operating system separates memory into file-backed and anonymous pages as LRU lists. When page promotion or migration fails due to lack of free space on the upper-tier memory, we investigate the pages from the file-backed region preferentially and move on to the anonymous region if we are unable to find the least accessed page from the file-backed region.

1. **File-backed pages**: We examine whether we can make free space by demoting a page belonging to the file-backed region. As file-backed pages are maintained in two LRU lists, active and inactive, we regard the oldest page in the inactive list as the least accessed page. Whenever the file-backed pages are reassigned (e.g., `sys_read` or `sys_write`), the operating system marks the page as accessed and moves it into the active list. Since the operating system can track the access of file-backed pages, we estimate the least accessed page by looking at the inactive list. If not, we move on to the active list. Note that we preserve the portion of the page cache configured in the kernel parameter (e.g., `vfs_cache_pressure`). If we cannot find a reusable space in the file-backed region, then we look for a page in the anonymous region as a fallback path.

2. **Anonymous pages**: On the other hand, we keep the access (fault) information per page to select the least accessed page in the anonymous region judiciously. To minimize the monitoring overhead, we leverage the page scan facility used for AutoNUMA, keeping track of whether the pages are accessed or not during a given time window. Then we build the access history for each page with an $N$ bit-vector. This means that we maintain up to the last $N$-time access history. We set $N$ to 8. Based on the access history, we classify the pages into $N$ levels (Least Accessed Page lists), where $N$ is the number of bits that are set, as shown in Figure 7. Once page demotion is required, we find one of the pages in the LAP[0] list because those pages have not been accessed the last $N$ times. If the LAP[0] list is empty, then we try to find a page from the LAP[1] list, and so on. After that, we can select the least accessed page in the upper-tier memory and conduct page demotion to the lower-tier memory.

### 4.3 Hiding Latency of Page Demotion

To enforce page promotion, we are supposed to demote a page from the target node. Before completing the page demotion, we cannot proceed with the promotion request due to a lack of space. The fault handling time is the sum of the two operations in the critical path: page demotion and promotion. To remove page demotion from the critical path, we explore a software optimization technique.

We keep a page pool of a few reserved pages. We empirically determine the reserved pages to 16 and 4 for 4KB and 2MB, respectively. The reserved pages allow us to immediately serve the promotion request without requiring the demotion process, even though the upper-tier memory is full. This approach is more cost-effective than the page exchange scheme [35] because it hides the latency of the page demotion in the critical path. Page demotion to the lower-tier memory takes longer than page promotion to the upper-tier memory because the storage-class memory used for lower-tier memory provides better read performance than write performance. To efficiently demote pages in the background, we maintain a new kernel thread called $kdemoted$, demoting the least accessed pages in a batch. Once the number of reserved pages reaches below a certain threshold, we wake the kernel thread to start the demotion process. The threshold is set to 4 through sensitivity studies.

Figure 8 depicts how simple optimization hides the latency of the page demotion. For every promotion request (1), the page can be promoted even when the upper-tier memory is full (2). After completing the promotion, the NUMA fault handler is returned without the demotion process, and future accesses to the page (3) will take place on the upper-tier memory. Meanwhile, $kdemoted$ demotes the least accessed pages as needed in a batch (4) to reclaim the memory pool (5). We call this OPM-BD (Background Demotion).
5 Evaluation

5.1 Experimental Setup

To evaluate our proposed scheme, we use a NUMA server equipped with two Intel Xeon Gold 5218 processors and compose a multi-tiered memory hierarchy with a 16GB DDR4-2666 DIMM and a 128GB Intel Optane DC Persistent Memory (DCPMM) for each CPU socket. The server system has a total of 32GB DRAM and 256GB DCPMM as the main memory. To minimize measurement variability, we disable HW features, including Hyper-.Threading, DVFS, Turbo-Boost, and prefetches. We use the Linux kernel 5.3 and Ubuntu 18.04 server as our baseline and implement our proposed schemes on top of the kernel. Our code is available at https://github.com/csl-ajou/AutoTiering. We run benchmarks from graph500, SpecACCEL (OpenMP), GraphMat [32], and Liblinear [22] used in recent large memory systems [2, 35]. We configure them for all the benchmarks to use all 32 cores across two sockets and more than 64GB of memory to sufficiently stress the multi-tiered memory system. Since the page size can affect performance in various ways, we evaluate performance for the large page (2MB) as well as the base page (4KB).

5.2 Experimental Results

Performance with our conservative approach (CPM): Figure 9 presents the speedup results over the stock Linux kernel (first bar). Note that AutoNUMA is enabled in the default Linux kernel. The second bar in Figure 9 presents the speedup with our conservative promotion and migration (CPM), and the third bar shows performance changes when the conservative exchange is applied (CPMX). For most of the workloads we evaluate, we can see significant performance improvement with our CPM. In 503.postencil, 553.pclvrleaf, and 560.pilbdc, the speedup is over 2x, compared to the baseline. Also, 559.pmniGhost shows 1.6x performance improvement. Our conservative design (CPM) can promote pages from the lower-tier (DCPMM) memory nodes to the remote DRAM node even though the locality is not preserved because the remote DRAM is faster than the local DCPMM. We can also migrate pages between the two DCPMM nodes to better access locality when accessing the lower-tier memory. As a result, we can utilize the multi-tiered memory systems more efficiently, leading to performance improvement.

For graph500 and GraphMat, we look at the speedup is around 17% and 19%, respectively. GraphMat and Liblinear read the large dataset from file to its in-memory data structure. The file-backed pages occupy a significant portion of the DRAM nodes, while the crucial data structures reside in the DCPMM nodes. After that, it performs the Pagerank algorithm for analytics. Unfortunately, we could not observe that kswapd is invoked to free the inactive file-backed pages. Thus, our CPM and CPMX do not have the opportunity to utilize the DRAM nodes effectively.

On the other hand, we observe that the performance of 555.pseismic is not improved at all. This shows that the memory placement is well balanced across the upper-tier and lower-tier memory in the baseline. As a result, we could not exploit the promotion and migration opportunities.

Performance with our progressive approach (OPM): We look at further improvement with our progressive design described in Section 4.2, which finds the least accessed page from the upper-tier (local DRAM) node and demotes that to the lower-tier memory. As shown in Figure 9, OPMX exhibits better performance than CPMX for most of the workloads. In particular, graph500, GraphMat, Liblinear, and 559.pmniGhost show significant speedup over CPMX. The performance of 503.postencil, 553.pclvrleaf, and 560.pilbdc is slightly degraded, by about 7 to 8%. 560.pilbdc fails to amortize the overhead of page promotion and demotion, and 553.pclvrleaf shows that the opportunity for page exchange is reduced.

We analyze the running behavior of graph500 to understand performance improvement. Before performing the core graph algorithm, it generates a lot of intermediate data that occupies the DRAM space. As a result, the baseline and our CPMX spend most of the time accessing the lower-tier memory while running BFS (Breadth-First Search). Interestingly, it exhibits the memory access locality on a small part of the address space, even though the whole address space is huge. With OPMX, we can demote the less frequently accessed data
to the lower-tier memory and utilize the upper-tier memory space for more frequently accessed data. Therefore, we can increase performance drastically.

For GraphMat, we see significant performance improvement comes from the demotion of file-backed pages. By default, the file-backed page is initially placed on the inactive list. After the page is reaccessed, it moves from the inactive to the active list. By demoting the least accessed page from the file-backed pages, we can improve the utilization of the upper-tier memory.

With OPM(BD), we can further improve the performance of most workloads. The improvement for graph500 and GraphMat is considerable compared to OPMX. 555.pseismic and 559.pmniGhost show marked improvement, and the other SPEC workloads also restore the degraded performance from the exchange version. Meanwhile, Liblinear shows degraded performance slightly.

Distribution of memory usage: We analyze how multi-tiered memory is utilized as time goes by. Figure 10 compares the memory usage for the baseline and our progressive design for selected workloads, which are beneficial from our CPM. For the three SPEC workloads, the lower-tier memory is more well balanced with CPM. This is because we allow pages to be migrated to the CPU-less node. Even though CPM is unable to satisfy the required access tier, it can preserve the access locality in the lower-tier memory.

For GraphMat, the performance improvement is relatively small compared to the SPEC workloads, and 555.pseismic is not improved. The reason is that the baseline already keeps the memory balance across lower-tier DIMMs. In the next paragraph, we look at the effectiveness of our OPM-based schemes for those two workloads.

Effectiveness of LAP classification: To evaluate the effectiveness of our LAP scheme, we decompose all the pages into each LAP level and build a histogram as time goes by. Figure 11 presents the selected three workloads that show significant improvement with OPMX compared to CPM. For graph500, GraphMat, and 559.pmniGhost, the relatively frequently accessed pages (dark red) corresponding to level 7 or 8 are placed on DRAM nodes, while DCPMM nodes serve the relatively less accessed pages. This result shows that our OPMX can be effective for applications whose working set fits in the upper-tier memory.

The additional space for keeping the access history (8b), two pointers for lists (16B), page frame number (8B), and last faulted CPU number (1B) is required for each page to enable our LAP scheme. Compared to the baseline, we require 32 bytes of metadata per page due to 8 bytes alignment, and it
results in an extra 288MB for the system memory of 32GB DRAM with 256GB DCPMM. It slightly decreases the effective DRAM memory space by 0.91%.

**Latency hiding with background demotion:** We measure promotion and exchange latency distribution in the page fault path with ftrace and the kernel and user time. Figure 12 presents the latency CDF serving a page promotion for OPM(BD) and a page exchange for OPMX. The solid line is for the distribution, including the latency hiding scheme (OPM(BD)), and the dashed line is for the OPMX scheme. The fault latency varies for both schemes. We observe that OPM(BD) shows better latency distribution for all the workloads than the exchange version because the demotion is off the critical path. Especially, graph500 and 555.pseismic are beneficial to the background demotion.

On the other hand, the end performance of Liblinear is not improved with the background demotion shown in Figure 9. Even though the latency is reduced, the kernel execution time is not significantly changed. This is due to the possibility of incurring memory access contentions across the application threads and the background kernel thread. We plan to resolve the undesired background demotion case with rigorous scheduling of kdemoted in our future work.

**Performance with multi-programmed workloads:** We evaluate how well our proposed schemes work for multi-programmed workloads in two scenarios, per socket and across sockets. Figure 13 shows the speedup with CPM and OPM(BD) when two applications run on the same server. We mimic four multi-programmed scenarios (mix-1 to 4) with the combination of the workloads. When isolating the applications based on sockets (per socket), CPM does not provide any performance improvements as expected because it lacks the opportunity to exploit the multi-hierarchy of memory. On the other hand, we can observe significant performance improvement with OPM(BD) for all cases except for 553.pclvrleaf in mix-2 as more frequently accessed pages can be placed on the upper-tier memory. When allowing the applications to run across sockets, these may not effectively utilize the upper-tier memory nodes because the memory usage across the threads of applications is not evenly distributed. In the across sockets setting, we observe that CPM can be useful by exploiting the multi-tiered memory hierarchy. In addition, OPM(BD) can further improve performance, compared to CPM, for all the cases.

**Working-set sensitivity:** Figure 14 presents the performance by varying the working-set size from 32GB to 160GB for selected workloads. We observe that the performance of graph500 and 559.ppmiGhost is significantly improved by both CPM and OPM(BD). For 503.postencil and 553.pclvrleaf, however, OPM(BD) and CPM show similar performance improvements as the working-set size increases. As explained in the LAP classification paragraph, most of the pages are evenly accessed in those benchmarks less beneficial to OPM(BD). Note that the speedup with our approach is significant and still effective compared to stock Linux (Baseline). Since the other workloads, such as GraphMat and Liblinear, have fixed problem input sizes, we could not evaluate the working-set sensitivity for the workloads.
Performance comparison with prior studies: Figure 15 presents the performance comparison results with a recent proposal from Intel called Tiering v0.6 [36]. Note that Tiering v0.6 is based on Linux kernel version 5.9 but not merged into the mainline. We show that our OPM(BD) outperforms the performance of Tiering v0.6 for most of the workloads.

For the anonymous memory region, Tiering v0.6 supports the page promotion to the upper-tier memory by extending the AutoNUMA framework. Through the monitoring facility, they investigate whether the page is accessed during the last two consecutive scans or not. If so, they consider the page is hot and promote it. On the other hand, our OPM(BD) maintains access history for the last N (8) times. The decision is more accurate than looking at the previous two accesses.

Besides, Tiering v0.6 inherits the same limitation from the traditional AutoNUMA. Once the local DRAM becomes full, it is allowed to promote the page to neither the remote DRAM nor the local DCPMM. Instead, kswapd is triggered to reclaim pages to lower-tier memory. In contrast, our LAP scheme makes the upper-tier memory better utilized by opportunistically performing promotion and demotion.

For graph500, we observe that Tiering v0.6 performs better than OPM(BD). Our scheme outperforms the time for building graphs before execution, but while traversing the graph, graph500 with OPM(BD) accesses more pages in the lower-tier memory compared to Tiering v0.6. In Liblinear, it shows that Tiering v0.6 more aggressively demotes the file-backed pages, leading to better utilization of the upper-tier memory.

Performance with large page: To minimize the overhead of TLB misses for large memory applications, modern computer systems provide large page options. Figure 16 shows the speedup results when we leverage the large page (2MB) instead of the base page size (4KB). For GraphMat and 553.pclvrleaf, the performance improvement with large pages can be observed in the OPM(BD) scheme. On the other hand, most of the workloads do not present a significant difference. 559.pmniGhost and 560.pilbdc exhibit degraded performance. When analyzing the LAP histogram for the SPEC workloads with the large page, our scheme can quickly separate pages into the LAP levels compared to the base page. However, there is performance degradation because the overhead of page demotion increases when moving the large pages. To reduce the overhead, we take advantage of the multi-threaded (MT) version of copying pages [35]. 559.pmniGhost only shows improved performance, but the other workloads become even worse. As mentioned in the earlier paragraph (Latency hiding), we will further investigate how our scheme can be extended to mitigate the performance overhead in our future work.

6 Related Work

There have been significant efforts throughout hardware and software to use tiered (or heterogeneous) memory systems effectively. We compare our scheme with prior approaches. First, most previous studies focused on designing page migration mechanisms and policies on two-tiered memory systems [3, 10, 11, 19, 20, 24, 26, 29, 35]. Unlike the prior work, this study extends the problem space to the tiered memory...
augmented on traditional NUMA architecture, called multi-tiered memory systems. As there are several alternatives to page placement in multi-tiered memory systems, this paper exploits such opportunities when placing, promoting, and demoting pages. Second, AutoTiering does not differentiate pages into hot and cold with a predefined threshold used in prior work [3, 19, 20]. In this study, promotion and demotion decisions are made on the relative access frequency and recency across the memory tier. To estimate page access activities, we rely on the AutoNUMA facility. Last, we use a real-world infrastructure to evaluate our proposed ideas based on Intel’s Optane Persistent Memory (DCPMM), which has attracted recent attention. Prior work emulated or simulated two-tiered memory systems based on DRAM [3, 11, 19, 20, 35]. Although real-world storage-class memory (SCM) shows asymmetry in read and write performance, it was not correctly modeled in emulating tiered memory with DRAM.

Below, we describe previous software efforts in the OS community. To understand the heterogeneity of memory systems in Linux, the ACPI 6.2 specification introduced heterogeneous memory attributes tables (HMAT) to provide users with performance information for various memory types [39]. Since the Linux kernel 5.0-rc1, the persistent memory (here, Intel’s DCPMM) can be used as volatile main memory, although it is slower than DRAM [15]. It can provide abundant main memory space, but the policy and mechanism supporting tiered memory hierarchy are in infancy. Recently, a new memory allocator for hardware-managed DRAM cache known as shuffle page allocator introduced in the Linux kernel [34]. However, it is not enough to extract the full performance of tiered memory because it does not consider the distance between memory nodes and NUMA typologies. Also, there have been efforts to efficiently support page migration between fast and slow memory, but these still rely on active and inactive list management [5, 16, 30] and have not been merged into the mainline of the Linux kernel until now. In the Windows operating system, they measure the cost of various page operations when the system is initialized through MiComputeNumaCost and build a table like the NUMA distance of Linux, but this reflects the access costs [37]. Due to limited information for Windows OS, we could not find how they work for multi-tiered memory.

Researchers in the architecture community introduced hardware techniques to effectively utilize two-tiered memory systems while minimizing the performance overhead in estimating access frequency [7, 28, 29, 31]. Choe et al. suggested memory allocation schemes for the hardware-assisted multi-tiered memory systems where the DRAM nodes are invisible to software [6]. Except for that, none of the work considered the case of multi-tiered memory systems. The overheads such as tracking and migrating pages can be reduced significantly by architectural support, but the flexibility of making decisions for promotion and demotion considering placement alternatives is limited.

7 Conclusion

This work explored a set of new page management schemes called AutoTiering, which benefit from multi-tiered memory systems. We found that the Linux operating system focuses on the access locality posed by NUMA, rather than the memory tier. However, in multi-tiered memory systems, the cost of accessing memory is not proportional to solely the locality. We comprehensively addressed the diverse aspects of utilizing the multi-tiered memory systems by considering two factors: the access tier and locality. We built a proof of concept with a real-world tiered memory system. Our evaluation showed significant performance improvements in various benchmarks than the stock Linux kernel version 5.3 and the previous approach from Intel’s Tiering v0.6.

Future tiered-memory systems are expected to be more diverse and heterogeneous. To make our approach more general, we can maintain a table describing possible alternatives to placement. While initializing memory in the operating system, we can measure actual performance across memory nodes. With such a new table, AutoTiering can adjust where pages need to be promoted, demoted, or migrated adaptively, as explained, without a static decision.
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Abstract

A computational storage device incorporating a computation unit inside or near its storage unit is a highly promising technology to maximize a storage server’s performance. However, to apply such computational storage devices and take their full potential in virtualized environments, server architects must resolve a fundamental challenge: cost-effective virtualization. This critical challenge can be directly addressed by the following questions: (1) how to virtualize two different hardware units (i.e., computation and storage) and (2) how to integrate them to construct virtual computational storage devices, and (3) how to provide them to users. However, the existing methods for computational storage virtualization severely suffer from their low performance and high costs due to the lack of hardware-assisted virtualization support.

In this work, we propose FCSV-Engine, an FPGA card designed to maximize the performance and cost-effectiveness of computational storage virtualization. FCSV-Engine introduces three key ideas to achieve the design goals. First, it achieves high virtualization performance by applying hardware-assisted virtualization to both computation and storage units. Second, it further improves the performance by applying hardware-assisted resource orchestration for the virtualized units. Third, it achieves high cost-effectiveness by dynamically constructing and scheduling virtual computational storage devices. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to implement a hardware-assisted virtualization mechanism for modern computational storage devices.

1 Introduction

A modern computational storage device incorporating a computation unit inside or near its storage unit is becoming a highly promising solution for high-performance storage servers as it can minimize the data movement overhead with near-storage processing [10,15,17,21,27,33,35,39]. A server equipped with a computational storage device can offload data-intensive routines to the computation unit and enable it to access the data stored in the storage unit without software intervention. For example, current off-the-shelf computational storage devices incorporate high-end field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) for computations and adopt an NVM Express (NVMe) storage protocol to allow the FPGAs to directly access the solid-state drives (SSDs) [6, 24, 33, 35].

In addition to the advances in the hardware devices, recent studies have proposed flexible FPGA overlay architectures and POSIX-like APIs to improve the usability of modern computational storage devices [33, 35]. Their stream-based overlay architectures contain user-specified operators (e.g., stream processing units) and activate them selectively through an in-FPGA crossbar switch and control logic. At the same time, their custom software stacks provide abstraction layers to hide the complexity of the underlying FPGA implementations. For example, a recent computational storage implementation takes advantage of Linux file and pipe abstractions to allow users to easily orchestrate their near-storage processing [35].

However, the existing virtualization mechanisms for computational storage severely suffer from their low performance and high costs. First, the software-based virtualization mechanisms (e.g., paravirtualization) cannot take full advantage of near-storage processing due to their (1) heavy hypervisor and host OS stacks to emulate virtual computational storage devices and (2) indirect resource orchestration mechanisms via guest and host OSes. To profile the software overhead of paravirtualized computational storage devices, we measured the
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end-to-end execution time of near-storage processing benchmarks on a virtual machine (VM). The near-storage processing benchmarks read 4-KB pages from an NVMe SSD and perform four different stream operations (encryption, hash, filter, grep) on an FPGA. Figure 1 shows the percentage of execution time spent on the paravirtualized near-storage processing benchmarks. The hypervisor and guest/host OSes account for a significant portion of their overall execution time (72%–81%) due to the software-centric device emulation and resource orchestration.

Second, the existing virtualization mechanisms which statically allocate both computation and storage units for each VM will incur high hardware costs due to the inefficient use of the shared device resources. (1) The existing SSD-FPGA coupled architectures suffer from their limited scalability when multiple VMs share a single computational storage device. For example, concurrently running many VMs and their near-storage processing workloads on a single computational storage device result in the performance bottleneck at the single shared SSD. (2) Moreover, their static resource allocation methods cannot handle the dynamic behavior of VM workloads efficiently, which incurs the extra costs for the additional hardware resources to meet quality-of-service (QoS) requirements.

In this paper, we propose FlexCSV, a new hardware virtualization mechanism to maximize the performance and cost-effectiveness of computational storage virtualization. FlexCSV combines the following key ideas. First, FlexCSV implements hardware-assisted virtualization and resource orchestration. Through a standard single-root I/O virtualization (SR-IOV) layer at the hardware level, FlexCSV provides a fast and host-bypassing virtualization stack and allows multiple VMs to exploit near-storage processing capabilities. In addition, FlexCSV manages user-requested stream operations at the hardware level to mitigate the software burden to orchestrate near-storage processing.

Second, FlexCSV achieves high cost-effectiveness by dynamically constructing and scheduling both computation and storage units. To improve its scalability, FlexCSV adopts an SSD-FPGA decoupled architecture and allows the FPGA accelerator card to construct many virtual computational storage devices with multiple PCI Express (PCIe) attached SSDs. Moreover, its dynamic resource allocation from a shared hardware operator pool and partial reconfiguration support can capture the dynamic behavior of VM workloads and reduce QoS violations significantly at minimum hardware costs.

For evaluation, we implemented our FlexCSV prototype on a Xilinx FPGA accelerator card [7], NVMe SSDs [3], and an existing KVM/QEMU virtualization stack [4, 5]. We implemented a hardware-assisted virtualization stack for computational storage on the same FPGA card and connected its hardware modules through advanced extensible interface (AXI) interconnects. An in-FPGA AXI crossbar switch orchestrates data movements between the processing units and the FPGA’s on-board DRAM. In this work, we implemented eight hardware near-storage processing operators and allowed them to be shared by four VMs.

Our experimental results show that our FlexCSV prototype obtains 2.0x–2.8x higher near-storage processing performance in virtualized environments than the existing software-centric virtualization mechanisms. Moreover, FlexCSV’s SSD-FPGA decoupled architecture can connect four PCIe-attached SSDs and provide 3x more scalable performance over the coupled computational storage architectures. Through its dynamic resource allocation for both computation and storage units, FlexCSV can reduce QoS violations significantly at minimum hardware costs when a computation storage device is oversubscribed by many VMs.

In summary, we make the following contributions:

- **Novel virtualization stack for computational storage:** We propose a fast and flexible hardware-assisted virtualization mechanism for modern computational storage devices.
- **High performance:** FlexCSV achieves high virtualization performance by bypassing software stacks and leveraging near-storage processing.
- **High cost-effectiveness:** FlexCSV achieves high hardware cost-effectiveness by dynamically constructing and scheduling both computation and storage units at minimum costs.
- **Prototyping:** We implement and evaluate our FlexCSV prototype with off-the-shelf devices and open-source software virtualization stacks.

## 2 Background

### 2.1 SSD-FPGA Computational Storage

#### 2.1.1 Hardware Architecture

**SSD-FPGA hardware platform.** A modern computational storage device incorporates its computation and storage units together and couples them through an on-board interconnect [24,33,35]. Figure 2 (bottom) shows the typical hardware platform of modern SSD-FPGA computational storage devices. It utilizes an FPGA for computations and allows it to directly access an attached NVMe SSD. For near-storage data processing, it also supports peer-to-peer (P2P) data communications between the computation and storage units through its internal switches (e.g., on-board PCIe switch). For example, by exposing an FPGA’s DRAM space to an SSD and implementing a routing policy in an internal crossbar switch, a computational storage device can enable the computation and storage units to exchange data directly without software arbitration [35].

**FPGA overlay architecture.** The FPGA overlay architectures implemented on computational storage devices offer programmable near-storage processing [33,35]. They consist
Abstraction layer. To improve the usability of near-storage processing in modern computational storage devices, recent studies provide custom software stacks utilizing Linux file and pipe abstractions and allow users to easily orchestrate near-storage processing [33,35]. Their software stacks expose the operators implemented on their FPGA overlay architectures as executable files to an OS. Then, a user program can initiate near-storage processing through POSIX-like APIs or a pipe command from data to executable (i.e., operator) files. Figure 2 (top) shows an example user program and its software-to-hardware mapping process. In this example, the application performs a hash→filter→encryption stream operation on the input file stored in the computational storage device. In this way, the software support can hide the complexity of the underlying FPGA implementations and coordinate user-specified near-storage data processing.

**High-level synthesis support for operators.** The software support also allows users to customize operators using an FPGA’s reconfigurability and high-level synthesis (HLS) tools [35]. Listing 1 shows an HLS code snippet to implement an example accel_unit operator. First, users can define a stream data structure. In this example, dest and last signals are delivered along with a data stream. The dest field indicates its next destination operator and the last field indicates a last word in the data stream. Second, users can define the input and output ports of an operator. In this example, the accel_unit module has the input data stream ports and the dest configuration register to determine its next destination operator. This example operator reads a word through the input stream and forwards it through the output stream after manipulating the dest field of the output stream.

### 2.2 I/O Virtualization

#### 2.2.1 Software-based Virtualization

The existing software-based I/O virtualization presents virtual device instances and enables device sharing across multiple VMs. *Full virtualization*, which is one of the software-based virtualization mechanisms, utilizes a trap-and-emulate approach to provide virtual device instances to VMs without changing the guest OSes. However, this virtualization mechanism significantly suffers from excessive VM exits when...
guest OSes access their virtual device resources.

In contrast to full virtualization, *paravirtualization* enables efficient virtual device emulation by creating VM-friendly virtual device interfaces between guest OSes and hypervisors (e.g., virtio [34]). This paravirtualization mechanism incurs a fewer number of VM exits by minimizing MMIO operations for device access, but it still relies on software traps to a hypervisor and CPU mode switches. Moreover, guest OSes should be aware that they are being virtualized and modified to interact with a hypervisor in this efficient manner.

To virtualize modern fast and high-bandwidth devices, recent *sidecore approaches* dedicate multiple CPU cores for device emulation [29, 38]. As dedicated sidecores in the host software keep polling guest I/O operations via shared memory regions, VMs do not have to incur VM exits to submit device operations. In this way, the sidecore approaches minimize the performance overhead incurred by VM exits and CPU context switches [23]. However, the sidecore approaches demand a large amount of computing resources of a host server machine to execute their polling-based device emulation [22, 25, 29].

### 2.2.2 Hardware-assisted Virtualization

To overcome the performance overhead and host inefficiency of the software-based virtualization mechanisms, hardware-assisted virtualization mechanisms allow guest OSes to access target PCIe devices directly without any software arbitration. To enable the direct assignment of PCIe devices (i.e., *passthrough* virtualization), an I/O memory management unit (IOMMU) and its direct memory access (DMA) and interrupt remapping mechanisms are introduced. The DMA remapping mechanism allows DMA operations from virtual devices to be accomplished with guest physical addresses. Similarly, the interrupt remapping mechanism translates interrupt vectors caused by the virtualized devices into VM contexts. However, this approach requires a physical device to be exclusively assigned to a single VM and does not support device sharing across multiple VMs.

To address such shortcomings, PCIe SR-IOV allows a physical device to be shared by many VMs at the hardware level. An SR-IOV capable device presents multiple physical functions (PFs) and virtual functions (VFs) (i.e., virtual device instances) at the device interface. Since VFs have separate PCIe configuration registers, including base address registers (BARs), SR-IOV can enforce resource isolation while serving multiple VMs. Moreover, an SR-IOV capable device implements how to multiplex itself at its internal bridge module and thus does not rely on any host software to multiplex its virtual device instances.

### 3 Motivation

The increasing density and performance of modern computation and storage devices create new opportunities for virtualization. Figure 3 shows the increase in SSD capacity and FPGA resources over the recent eight years. The available commodity SSD and FPGA resources have increased 3x–6x over the years, which creates a high potential to serve many VMs on a single computational storage device [19, 22, 25, 29, 40]. Furthermore, the significant improvements in storage device access time (65 μs → 5 μs [33]) have moved the performance bottlenecks to the software stacks.

However, the existing software-based SSD and FPGA virtualization mechanisms have the following limitations when providing near-storage processing between the virtualized computation and storage units. First, the software-based virtualization mechanisms cannot take full advantage of near-storage processing due to their indirect device-control and data paths to emulate virtual computational storage devices. Second, their static resource allocation for each VM incurs high hardware costs due to the inefficient use of the shared device resources.

### 3.1 Indirect Device-Control and Data Paths

Employing software-centric virtualization to SSD and FPGA devices separately suffers from indirect device-control and data paths between the virtualized hardware units and fails to take full advantage of near-storage processing. To measure the software overhead of paravirtualized SSD and FPGA operations, we implemented a virtio-based virtualization stack on KVM/QEMU and profiled the end-to-end execution time of SSD-FPGA near-storage processing. Figure 4 shows two software-centric implementations for computational storage virtualization. In the full software implementation, SSD and FPGA operations involve VM exits and traps to a hypervisor. In the optimized software implementation, accessing an SSD from a VM can bypass the hypervisor and host OS stacks through an IOMMU and SR-IOV support. However, utilizing an FPGA still relies on the software-centric virtualization mechanisms and suffers from the software-side performance overhead. Moreover, since a guest OS cannot obtain host physical addresses of the FPGA's BARs, its input and output data must be transferred via the guest and host OS stacks.
3.2 SSD-FPGA Coupled Architecture

An SSD-FPGA coupled computational storage architecture severely suffers from its limited scalability due to its board-level SSD-FPGA integration [6,17,33,35]. Such tight device integration makes it challenging to merge diverse SSD-FPGA resource combinations into a single device while supporting direct device-control and data paths among all the consolidated devices. Moreover, their architectural limitations become increasingly apparent as the gaps between SSD and FPGA resource capacity and performance increase.

For example, concurrently executing many VMs and their near-storage processing workloads on a computational storage device can lead to the performance bottleneck at the single shared SSD. To show the performance impact of resource contention in a coupled architecture, we emulated an on-board consolidated storage unit by dedicating an NVMe SSD to an FPGA board through PCIe P2P. In this experiment, we implemented an example operator whose throughput is 100 MB/s and measured the end-to-end latency on a target VM with the increasing number of I/O-intensive VMs and their block I/O intensities (i.e., queue depth). Figure 6 shows the normalized end-to-end latency of the target near-storage processing on the coupled architecture. When two or more I/O-intensive VMs share the SSD, the near-storage processing latency becomes 2.1x slower than the single-VM execution case. When the VMs demand higher I/O performance by increasing the queue depth, the target VM and its near-storage processing suffer from the more severe resource contention.

3.3 Static SSD/FPGA Resource Allocation

Static resource allocation and scheduling for both computation and storage units will incur high hardware costs because they cannot handle the dynamic behavior of VM workloads efficiently. To motivate dynamic resource allocation and scheduling, we implemented two hardware operators on an FPGA and allowed each of them to serve two VMs using time multiplexing. Following the resource-sharing mechanisms proposed by prior FPGA virtualization studies [19,26], we oversubscribed the hardware operators but statically assigned them to a specific set of VMs.

Figure 7 shows the latency cumulative distribution function of the four VM workloads with the static resource allocation strategy. In this experiment, we executed four VMs concurrently and generated VM workloads by following Poisson distribution with different expected request rates ($\lambda$). For the first two VMs ($VM_1, VM_2$), we generated near-storage processing workloads with the same execution time and wait time ($T_{exec}=T_{wait}$, $\lambda_A = \frac{T_{exec}}{T_{exec}+T_{wait}} = \frac{1}{2}$). For the other two VMs ($VM_3, VM_4$), we generated workloads with a longer period between near-storage processing invocations ($\lambda_B = \frac{1}{4}$). The result demonstrates that the static operator allocation scheme cannot guarantee a target QoS with the skewed workloads. When the $VM_1$ and $VM_2$ share the same operator and invoke...
near-storage processing with a high request rate ($\lambda_A$), they severely suffer from a larger number of QoS violations (> $1.5 \times T_{exec}$) than the other VM group ($\lambda_B$) due to the severe resource contention between the VMs.

The static resource allocation and scheduling mechanisms can lead to unacceptable QoS levels with the increasing number of VMs. Figure 8 shows the average latency of an encryption operator with varying request rates. If the total request rate does not exceed the maximum throughput of the operator, the operator can serve the requests within a reasonable latency bound. For example, when the four VMs submit requests at a rate of 50 requests per second each, the operator will show reasonable latency bound and the VMs will not suffer from the unexpected delay. However, when the total request rate exceeds the maximum throughput, the operator latency and the number of QoS violations increase quickly.

4 Design and Implementation

4.1 FlexCSV Architecture

In this work, we propose FlexCSV, a fast and cost-effective virtualization mechanism for computational storage devices. Its key idea is to implement FCSV-Engine, an FPGA card designed to maximize the performance and cost-effectiveness of computational storage virtualization. Figure 9 shows the FCSV-Engine architecture and its main hardware components. FCSV-Engine implements (1) a hardware-assisted virtualization layer based on PCIe SR-IOV, (2) a hardware-level direct device-orchestration mechanism, (3) an SSD-FPGA decoupled architecture, and (4) dynamic resource allocation through its operator renaming and partial reconfiguration support.

4.2 Hardware-assisted Virtualization

4.2.1 SR-IOV and VM Isolation

To mitigate the software overhead in computational storage virtualization, FCSV-Engine offers hardware-assisted virtualization under a standard PCIe SR-IOV layer. By incorporating SR-IOV, FCSV-Engine can virtualize itself at the hardware level and each VF can be assigned exclusively to a VM for the direct access. Another advantage is that SR-IOV does not demand extra server CPU cores for polling guest I/O activities and indirect interrupt injections, which enables even more scalable and cost-effective server configurations than the conventional software-centric virtualization mechanisms (e.g., trap-and-emulate, sidecore). In this work, we utilize a single SR-IOV implementation at FCSV-Engine to virtualize both computation and storage units. This design choice minimizes the server costs for purchasing and operating SR-IOV supported computation and storage devices.

In addition, we utilize non-overlapping address translation to FCSV-Engine’s internal address space (i.e., PCIe-to-AXI address translation) to guarantee isolated execution of multiple VMs. FCSV-Engine allocates a disjoint set of memory regions and assigns different AXI address ranges for each VF so that near-storage processing requests from two different VMs do not interfere with each other. For example, we statically partition FCSV-Engine’s on-chip memory and off-chip
DRAM regions, and apply different offset values to MMIO requests from the VMs. Similarly, we allocate a different set of available interrupt vectors of FCSV-Engine for each VM. In this work, we allocate eight interrupt vectors per VM, and each vector is dedicated to a single completion queue of FlexCSV device driver running on a guest OS.

4.2.2 Device Interface

FCSV-Engine implements a multi-queue device interface and a doorbell mechanism to interact with guest OSes. For this multi-queue device interface, we arrange FCSV-Engine’s PCIe BAR regions for doorbell registers of virtual FCSV-Engine instances (i.e., each VF). From the software side, FCSV-Engine’s device driver installed on a guest OS allocates multiple SQ/CQ pairs and initializes the doorbell registers mapped at FCSV-Engine’s BARs. FCSV-Engine’s device driver then delivers the guest physical addresses of the allocated queue pairs to FCSV-Engine. The number of queue pairs is dictated by FCSV-Engine’s BAR configuration and FPGA on-chip resource budgets. In this work, we create eight queue pairs per VM so that the same number of virtual CPUs can offload near-storage processing in parallel.

FCSV-Engine polls its on-chip memory space for doorbell registers using its host interfaces. To serve near-storage processing requests from multiple VMs concurrently, we instantiate multiple host interfaces and dedicate them to each VF. They get newly updated doorbell values by polling the doorbell registers mapped at FCSV-Engine’s BARs. FCSV-Engine’s device driver then delivers the guest physical addresses of the allocated queue pairs to FCSV-Engine. The number of queue pairs is dictated by FCSV-Engine’s BAR configuration and FPGA on-chip resource budgets. In this work, we create eight queue pairs per VM so that the same number of virtual CPUs can offload near-storage processing in parallel.

FCSV-Engine polls its on-chip memory space for doorbell registers using its host interfaces. To serve near-storage processing requests from multiple VMs concurrently, we instantiate multiple host interfaces and dedicate them to each VF. They get newly updated doorbell values by polling the doorbell registers mapped at FCSV-Engine’s BARs. FCSV-Engine’s device driver then delivers the guest physical addresses of the allocated queue pairs to FCSV-Engine. The number of queue pairs is dictated by FCSV-Engine’s BAR configuration and FPGA on-chip resource budgets. In this work, we create eight queue pairs per VM so that the same number of virtual CPUs can offload near-storage processing in parallel.

FCSV-Engine polls its on-chip memory space for doorbell registers using its host interfaces. To serve near-storage processing requests from multiple VMs concurrently, we instantiate multiple host interfaces and dedicate them to each VF. They get newly updated doorbell values by polling the doorbell registers mapped at FCSV-Engine’s BARs. FCSV-Engine’s device driver then delivers the guest physical addresses of the allocated queue pairs to FCSV-Engine. The number of queue pairs is dictated by FCSV-Engine’s BAR configuration and FPGA on-chip resource budgets. In this work, we create eight queue pairs per VM so that the same number of virtual CPUs can offload near-storage processing in parallel.

4.3 Hardware-level Resource Orchestration

4.3.1 Near-storage Processing Command

To offload resource orchestration routines to FCSV-Engine, FlexCSV extends a standard NVMe protocol and defines a new command format for near-storage processing. FlexCSV’s NVMe-extended computational storage protocol minimizes software modifications to support near-storage processing in virtualized environments. Since major cloud providers are allowing NVMe storage devices to be used as primary storage for VMs, our NVMe-extended protocol can be easily applied in modern cloud and datacenter infrastructures.

Figure 10 shows a near-storage processing command structure. First, op_chain specifies which operators should be activated and the target stream order of the activated operators. For this, every operator type implemented on an FPGA has a unique identifier. src_addr/size and dst_addr/size represent the addresses and sizes of the source and destination in the FPGA’s DRAM space. Additionally, if an operator needs parameters to process, a user can carry the parameters either directly or indirectly with direct_param or file_param fields. A user can also manage dependency between near-storage processing commands by manipulating a request_id field. If a request contains the same rid as in the previous requests, the current request cannot be issued before the earlier requests finish their near-storage processing. type determines whether a current request involves storage access or not.

4.3.2 Resource Orchestration

FCSV-Engine involves a resource orchestration mechanism to manage both computation and storage resources. To orchestrate two different hardware units without frequent software-hardware crossings, FCSV-Engine schedules user-requested computation and storage operations at the hardware level. Figure 11 shows the hardware-level scheduling mechanism. First, FCSV-Engine identifies a newly issued command by polling submission doorbell registers. If the command re-
requires near-storage processing. FCSV-Engine reads the data processing command and saves its contexts (e.g., source/destination FPGA DRAM addresses). After that, FCSV-Engine manipulates the DMA buffer addresses of the received NVMe command so that the SSD can transfer the user-requested data to/from the FPGA’s DRAM. FCSV-Engine also enforces a correct order of computation and storage operations depending on the direction of user-requested data movements (i.e., read or write) and target operators.

FCSV-Engine executes user-requested stream data processing without software orchestration. In contrast to the existing static routing mechanisms, FCSV-Engine adopts a dynamic routing mechanism between hardware operators. For this, FCSV-Engine’s control logic determines the order and routing path dynamically when it executes near-storage processing. FCSV-Engine parses the op_chain field of a data processing command and reserves the shortest routing path by manipulating the dest configuration registers of the user-requested operators. The operators then manipulate the dest field of the output stream data and FCSV-Engine’s internal crossbar switch redirects the incoming stream to the correct next operator. If the requested operators are used and their paths are already reserved, FCSV-Engine stalls their executions until the earlier requests finish their near-storage processing.

4.3.3 Software FCSV-Engine

FCSV-Engine’s resource orchestration mechanism can be implemented at the hypervisor level, but it still suffers from frequent software-hardware layer crossings to orchestrate two different hardware units. Figure 12 illustrates the software and hardware FCSV-Engine implementations. In the software implementation, a guest OS can leverage an NVMe-extended near-storage processing protocol and thus reduce the number of guest-host layer transitions. It also allows a device to directly transfer data to another device’s internal memory by manipulating the DMA buffer addresses to the target device memory addresses. However, this design suffers from the inevitable hypervisor and host OS overhead due to the indirect orchestration for SSD and FPGA devices and a large number of software-hardware layer transitions.

Because of the indirect resource orchestration routines through the host software (e.g., MMIO, interrupt), the software FCSV-Engine implementation fails to achieve the full potential of near-storage processing [21]. To profile the performance overhead of the software FCSV-Engine implementation, we measured the SSD access latency through (1) the host software, (2) PCIe P2P, and (3) on-chip interconnect (ICN). Figure 13 shows their round-trip time for access to an Intel Optane SSD. The result indicates that the major performance bottleneck is moved to the software stacks when the host software manages a device operation. Such performance overhead will get worse when we exploit near-storage processing between faster computation and storage units. On the other hand, the round-trip time of the PCIe P2P and on-chip ICN is still much faster than the software MMIO and interrupt mechanisms.

4.4 SSD-FPGA Decoupled Architecture

In this work, we introduce a decoupled computational storage architecture for scalable near-storage processing with multiple PCIe-attached SSDs. To allow multiple NVMe SSDs to combine with FCSV-Engine through PCIe P2P, the host software remaps their queue pairs onto FCSV-Engine’s BAR regions. By doing so, the decoupled storage units can seamlessly exchange NVMe commands and their completions with FCSV-Engine. The SSDs are unaware of being interacting with FCSV-Engine, but an external PCIe switch delivers their PCIe read and write transactions to FCSV-Engine directly. In addition, FlexCSV can nicely scale with a large number of PCIe-attached SSDs leveraging its large on-chip memory space. As a result, FlexCSV can mitigate the performance bottleneck at a single FPGA or SSD by flexibly combining PCIe-attached computation and storage devices in the same server.

Moreover, FCSV-Engine implements PCIe message arbitration and transaction modules to encapsulate local NVMe requests (e.g., NVMe doorbell write) with PCIe transactions and allow multiple storage interfaces to share a single PCIe/DMA IP core. In this arbitration module, FCSV-Engine leverages PCIe transaction queues for each VM and adopts a round-robin algorithm to serve PCIe access from multiple VMs. The PCIe transaction module translates an internal AXI address to an associated host physical address (e.g., AXI-to-Pcie address translation). For this address translation, the PCIe/DMA IP core manages an AXI-to-Pcie address mapping table. The current Xilinx-provided PCIe/DMA IP core supports up to six mapping entries, and this design point can be a serial
Critical Path | FPGA Resource Usage
--- | ---
Submission Completion | LUT FF BRAM
Static | 656 ns 72 ns 20370 6702 11
Renaming | 728 ns 96 ns 20693 6892 11

Table 1: Renaming overhead analysis.

point when it handles concurrent near-storage processing from many VMs.

4.5 Dynamic Resource Allocation

4.5.1 Operator Renaming

To maximize the hardware resource efficiency, FCSV-Engine implements dynamic resource allocation through its operator renaming support. FCSV-Engine implements a shared operator pool and dynamically maps user-requested operations onto available physical operators. In this way, FCSV-Engine can quickly capture the dynamic behavior of VM workloads and thus reduce QoS violations significantly. Our current resource scheduling mechanism is similar to a resource availability-based FCFS algorithm because we focus more on cost-effectiveness and resource utilization of computation and storage units. However, we can also improve storage fairness and performance by adopting more fairness-oriented scheduling methods [16, 36].

In the renaming stage, every operator request from VMs is mapped onto physical operators via an operator renaming table. The operator renaming table manages the availability of physically implemented operators. FCSV-Engine looks up the renaming table to find and allocate available physical instances of user-requested operators. If it succeeds in allocating the physical operators, the scheduler executes near-storage processing and manipulates the operator renaming table to record the resource allocation status. When the requested near-storage processing finishes, the scheduler collects the completions from all the activated operators and deallocates the recorded resources by manipulating the renaming table.

We measured the area and performance overhead when the operator renaming mechanism is implemented in FCSV-Engine’s scheduler module. We first implemented the scheduler without the renaming capabilities in which virtual operators have a one-to-one mapping with physical operators, and implemented operator renaming logic on top of it. In this work, our operator renaming logic can remap a virtual operator onto four physical operator instances. Table 1 shows the increase in the area and critical path for our operator renaming logic. The area overhead is 2%–4% and the total critical path overhead is around 100 ns, which is negligible compared to the original scheduler area and operator delay.

4.5.2 Operator Partial Reconfiguration

Partial reconfiguration (PR) support for FPGA operators further improves the hardware utilization by capturing the dynamic behavior of VM workloads. If there exist enough operator slots to serve all requested near-storage processing workloads, their target operators can be assigned to available slots in FCSV-Engine’s operator pool. However, if the demand from near-storage processing workloads exceeds the maximum number of operator slots, they can be partially reconfigured to serve the current user requests. As a result, such a dynamic resource allocation mechanism enables the FPGA to support more operators than its physical resource limit.

Figure 14 shows the latency of partially reconfiguring the FPGA operators from the host software and from the FPGA itself. Reconfiguration from the host software incurs long latency because the software has to send the bitstream from the host DRAM to the FPGA. Alternatively, to achieve agile operator reconfiguration, we can store the partial bitstreams in the FPGA DRAM and implement a PR controller to allow the FPGA to reconfigure its operator slots. In this way, the PR latency is reduced by 99.7% and the scheduler in FCSV-Engine can dynamically generate the operators on demand with low overhead.

5 Evaluation

5.1 Experimental Setup

To evaluate FlexCSV, we implemented our FCSV-Engine prototype on a Xilinx Alveo U250 board and installed its SW support on the Linux KVM/QEMU virtualization stack. Our FCSV-Engine prototype provides eight stream-based operators with the partial reconfiguration support and allows the operators to be shared by four VMs through the hardware-assisted virtualization and resource allocation mechanisms.

![Figure 14: Partial reconfiguration latency with the host software and an FPGA.](image-url)
Table 3: Operators’ FPGA resource utilization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operators</th>
<th>LUTs</th>
<th>Registers</th>
<th>BRAMs</th>
<th>Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Encryption (E) [28]</td>
<td>38,031</td>
<td>19,246</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>211 MB/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decryption (D) [28]</td>
<td>37,655</td>
<td>19,126</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>212 MB/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hash (H) [37]</td>
<td>50,620</td>
<td>13,541</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>285 MB/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregate (A) [35]</td>
<td>2,292</td>
<td>1,539</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.70 GB/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter (F) [35]</td>
<td>41,823</td>
<td>5,428</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>278 MB/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grep (G) [15]</td>
<td>37,288</td>
<td>5,647</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>426 MB/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNN (K) [32]</td>
<td>14,052</td>
<td>4,091</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.22 GB/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bitmap (B) [33]</td>
<td>63,570</td>
<td>5,588</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>4.24 GB/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To enable FCSV-Engine to interact with CPUs and PCIe-attached NVMe SSDs, we utilized Xilinx-provided PCIe and DMA engine implementations (PCIe Gen3 4-lane, 4 GB/s per direction) [9] and configured VFs to virtualize FCSV-Engine itself. For intermediate data buffers between computation and storage units, FCSV-Engine leverages its on-board DDR4 DRAM and on-chip AXI-stream FIFO queues.

Table 2 shows FCSV-Engine’s FPGA resource utilization using Xilinx Vivado and HLS (v2019.2). The on-chip interconnect logic consumes the major portion of FPGA LUTs and registers as it connects all the VFs (i.e., host interfaces for each VM) and operators through all-to-all crossbars. On the other hand, the host and storage interfaces consume many on-chip memory tiles for their device register regions of the NVMe-extended protocol (e.g., doorbell registers) and for NVMe I/O queue regions to orchestrate PCIe-attached NVMe SSDs. Note that the FPGA has enough remaining resources to add more operator slots for near-storage processing.

Our software-hardware full-system prototype is built on a host server with two Intel’s Xeon Gold 5118 CPUs, each with 12 physical cores running at 2.3 GHz, and 256-GB DDR4 DRAM (Supermicro SuperServer 4029GP-TTR2). The host server machine is equipped with four Intel Optane 900P NVMe SSDs and connects them to FCSV-Engine through PCIe Gen3 4-lane interconnects (4 GB/s per direction). The Optane SSD can offer up to 550k IOPS in random-read and 500k IOPS in random-write with 10 µs latency. For software support, we installed an Ubuntu 18.04 OS and Linux kernel (version 5.3) on VMs and implemented custom FCSV-Engine’s device driver.

To generate various near-storage processing scenarios, we implemented eight representative computational storage operations from the previous FPGA acceleration and near-storage processing studies [15, 28, 32, 33, 35, 37]. We utilized the Xilinx HLS tool (v2019.2) to generate their hardware operators. The implemented hardware operators perform stream operations through 512-bit input and output data links (16 GB/s interconnect bandwidth with 250-MHz clock frequency). In this work, we dedicated 4x more on-chip bandwidth than the configured PCIe link capability (4 GB/s per direction) to avoid the bottleneck at the on-chip crossbars and to obtain the full potential of near-storage processing in multi-VM workloads. However, the proper data stream width may vary depending on the target operators and resource budgets.

The FPGA operators have a broad spectrum of resource utilization and data-processing throughput based on their algorithm complexity and synthesis strategies. Table 3 shows the benchmarks and their FPGA implementation results. The Blowfish data encryption and decryption operators consume a large number of registers, but demonstrate the lowest data processing performance among the benchmarks. On the other hand, the aggregate, K-nearest neighbors (KNN), and bitmap operators show the highest ideal performance due to their algorithmic simplicity.

### 5.2 Device Virtualization Performance

In this experiment, we measured the performance of the hardware-assisted virtualization mechanism and compared it with the native device performance. For this evaluation, we installed the SSD and FPGA devices through PCIe and implemented the Blowfish encryption and decryption operators [28] on the FPGA. To fairly compare the performance for both device types, we measured the performance of the computation and storage units separately. To measure the storage performance, we ran flexible I/O tester (FIO) [2] in both native and FlexCSV virtualization environments with an increasing data block size. In contrast, we leveraged the NVMe-extended protocol to measure the FPGA virtualization performance without invoking storage operations. Similar to the storage benchmarks, the FPGA benchmarks measured the end-to-end performance in both native and FlexCSV environments with an increasing data block size.

The experimental results show that our FCSV-Engine prototype delivers near-native NVMe SSD and FPGA performance.
Despite the hardware-assisted virtualization mechanism (including SR-IOV), FCSV-Engine can achieve the near-native performance when utilizing both SSD and FPGA devices in virtualized environments. Moreover, as the block size increases, the native and virtualized executions of the SSD and FPGA operators demonstrate the ideal bare-metal throughput (explained in Section 5.1 and Table 3). The increasing data block size further mitigates the software overhead by merging multiple near-storage processing requests using NVMe’s scatter-gather list (SGL) support.

5.3 Near-Storage Processing Performance

In this experiment, we measured the performance of the near-storage processing benchmarks through existing software stacks and FCSV virtualization mechanisms. For this evaluation, we generated a 4-GB dataset as an input file of near-storage processing, and each benchmark running on a guest OS divides the dataset into multiple 4-KB blocks and iterates them to cover the total dataset size. To compare the speedup values over the existing software-centric mechanisms, we also executed the same near-storage processing benchmarks on the paravirtualization schemes with and without SR-IOV support at the SSD side (described in Figure 4). In addition, we measured the performance of software FCSV-Engine (described in Figure 12) to highlight the benefits of FCSV’s hardware-level resource orchestration.

Each near-storage processing benchmark listed in Table 3 is executed in two VM workload scenarios. The first scenario reads a data block from the SSD directly, performs data processing using the FPGA’s stream operator, and writes its output data to the SSD (read-and-write). The other scenario, on the other hand, follows the same routines for every data block, but does not write back the output data for further near-storage processing (read-only).

The experimental results show that FCSV can achieve 2.1x (geomean) faster near-storage processing in virtualized environments over the software virtualization mechanisms. Figure 16 shows the speedup values compared to the full software virtualization mechanism. In contrast to the software-based virtualization mechanisms, FCSV allows the VM to access the underlying devices and orchestrates the data movements between the virtualized units without any software intervention. The encryption and decryption benchmarks obtain 2.2x speedup (33 MB/s → 72 MB/s) in the read-and-write case and 2x speedup (48 MB/s → 95 MB/s) in the read-only case. The KNN benchmark, which shows the highest speedup values among the benchmarks, achieves 2.8x speedup over the full software virtualization (38 MB/s → 105 MB/s) in the read-and-write case. Compared to the software FCSV-Engine implementation, the hardware FCSV-Engine implementation achieves 1.4x speedup on average.

5.4 Multi-SSD Performance

In this experiment, we evaluated FCSV’s decoupled architecture by executing an I/O-intensive VM workload with an increasing number of VMs and PCIe-attached SSDs. The result is shown in Figure 17. In this experiment, the VMs utilize about 2 GB/s storage bandwidth, similar to the maximum bandwidth of a single SSD. A single SSD can meet the performance requirements of a single VM workload as there is no storage interference. However, when we utilize a single SSD and run two or more VMs, the aggregate bandwidth of all the VMs is limited by a single SSD. So, the tightly-coupled architectures suffer from such bandwidth imbalances and unexpected delays as the available storage bandwidth cannot be scaled easily. However, with the FPGA and SSD decoupled, the required bandwidth of multiple VMs can be met by adding more SSDs. In this work, FCSV-Engine supports attaching up to four SSDs to a single FPGA and achieves the scalable performance with the increasing number of VMs and SSDs.

5.5 Dynamic Resource Scheduling

In this experiment, we evaluated the effectiveness of FCSV-Engine’s dynamic resource allocation and scheduling mechanisms. For this evaluation, we ran four VMs concurrently and generated the VM workload by following Poisson distribution with diverse expected request rates ($\lambda = \frac{1}{\tau = \frac{T_{\text{exec}}}{T_{\text{wait}}}}$). We ran four VMs and grouped the VMs into two groups (A, B) that have different request rates ($T_{\text{wait}}/T_{\text{exec}}$). After that,
we compared their QoS violation ratios with four different resource scheduling strategies: (1) static-worst, (2) static-best, (3) dynamic, and (4) dynamic + partial reconfiguration (dynamic+pr). The static-worst, static-best, and dynamic scheduling methods utilize two physical operators, and dynamic+pr can support up to four physical operators through partial reconfiguration. The VMs in the experiment perform an encryption operation with near-storage processing capabilities.

Figure 18 shows the QoS violation ratios (> 1.5 × \( T_{\text{exec}} \)) with diverse request rate combinations of the two VM groups. Except when the request rate between the two groups is the same, the static-best scheduling methods achieve lower the QoS violation ratios compared to the static-worst method. Also, the dynamic scheduling significantly lowers the QoS violation ratios over the static-worst and static-best strategies for all the workload scenarios. When both VM groups invoke the operators frequently (e.g., [A=0.5, B=0.5]), FCSV-Engine can increase the number of available operators using its partial reconfiguration support and further reduce the QoS violation ratios. If the request rate is low (e.g., [A=4, B=8]), the dynamic scheduling can drop QoS violations, but increasing the number of operators has a minor impact.

6 Related Work

Near-storage processing. Recent near-storage processing studies have proposed flexible FPGA overlay architectures and improved the usability of computational storage devices [33,35]. Their FPGA overlay architectures can implement user-specified operators and activate them selectively through the crossbar switches and control logic. Also, their custom software stacks provide abstraction layers to hide the complexity of the underlying FPGA implementations.

NVMe SSD virtualization. NVMe virtualization becomes one of the most critical components in cloud environments to meet the performance demand from modern server workloads. For example, Amazon Web Services (AWS) accelerates I/O virtualization through dedicated hardware components. To make full use of its parallel and high-performance storage protocol, storage performance development kit (SPDK) vhost-nvm extends the SPDK library to provide virtual NVMe controllers to QEMU-based VMs [38]. Similarly, another implementation provides a mediated passthrough mechanism in kernel space with an active polling mode [29]. In addition, current hardware-assisted virtualization studies demonstrate offloading NVMe virtualization stacks to a programmable FPGA or SmartNIC device [22,25].

FPGA virtualization. The existing FPGA virtualization studies introduce abstractions for FPGA logic cell and interconnection components [19,20,40]. First, user logic is encapsulated in flexible operators to be dynamically scaled and remapped to the physical fabric. Second, the host software manages the mapping between operators and physical FPGAs. To enable flexible mapping, high-level operators encapsulate information to enable the host software to generate new FPGA implementations on demand. Moreover, the host software maintains a registry to hide the latency of partial reconfiguration for dynamic scalability.

7 Conclusion

In this work, we propose a fast, flexible, and cost-effective mechanism to virtualize computational storage devices. The key idea is to use FCSV-Engine, an FPGA card designed to maximize the performance and cost-effectiveness of computational storage virtualization. It achieves high virtualization performance by applying hardware-assisted virtualization and resource orchestration. In addition, it achieves high cost-effectiveness by dynamically constructing many virtual computational storage devices and scheduling their near-storage processing at the hardware level.
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Abstract

CPU schedulers such as the Linux Completely Fair Scheduler try to allocate equal shares of the CPU performance to tasks of equal priority by allocating equal CPU time as a technique to improve quality of service for individual tasks. Recently, CPUs have, however, become power-limited to the point where different subsets of the instruction set allow for different operating frequencies depending on the complexity of the instructions. In particular, Intel CPUs with support for AVX2 and AVX-512 instructions often reduce their frequency when these 256-bit and 512-bit SIMD instructions are used in order to prevent excessive power consumption. This frequency reduction often impacts other less power-intensive processes, in which case equal allocation of CPU time results in unequal performance and a substantial lack of performance isolation.

We describe a modification to existing schedulers to restore fairness for workloads involving tasks which execute complex power-intensive instructions. In particular, we present a technique to identify AVX2/AVX-512 tasks responsible for frequency reduction, and we modify CPU time accounting to increase the priority of other tasks slowed down by these AVX2/AVX-512 tasks. Whereas previously non-AVX applications running in parallel to AVX-512 applications were slowed down by 24.9% on average, our prototype reduces the performance difference between non-AVX tasks and AVX-512 tasks in such scenarios to 5.4% on average, with a similar improvement for workloads involving AVX2 applications.

1 Introduction

One common requirement for schedulers is to provide an acceptable quality of service to the tasks in the system [7]. Fair schedulers evenly share CPU performance among the tasks or groups of tasks in the system to achieve good quality of service for all tasks [15]. In the past, it was commonly assumed that even shares of the CPU time result in even shares of CPU performance. The Linux Completely Fair Scheduler [20], for example, always executes the task with the lowest CPU time used (scaled by priority) to allocate equal shares of CPU time to individual tasks.

In systems with dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS), the assumption that equal CPU time results in equal performance does not hold. Reduced frequencies affect the performance of applications differently depending on how memory-limited the applications are, and techniques have been developed to include this effect when distributing CPU time [14]. Such techniques have not found their way into common operating systems, though, most likely because fairness mostly matters when system utilization is high, in which case operating systems rarely reduce the CPU frequency.

Figure 1: With AVX2 and AVX-512, equal CPU time shares do not translate into fair shares of CPU performance. AVX2 and AVX-512 cause the CPU core to reduce its frequency which can affect other non-AVX tasks. In these situations, our prototype would increase the priority of task B to achieve improved fairness. In this figure, the two frequencies represent the non-AVX and AVX-512 turbo levels.
Recent CPUs, however, have started to use autonomous DVFS outside of the control of the operating system to prevent excessive power consumption. In the last years, transistor scaling has increased power density, leading to a situation where the performance of recent CPUs is largely limited by their power consumption [28]. One common technique to improve CPU performance in this power-limited design regime is to use additional transistors to implement specialized accelerators which remain inactive most of the time. CPU cores can operate at high frequencies while the accelerators are inactive, whereas use of the accelerators requires a temporary frequency reduction to prevent excessive power draw. This adaptation of the CPU frequency to meet thermal and power supply constraints increases individual cores’ frequencies to always utilize their whole power budget but also decreases frequencies if the cores risk overheating or instability, similar to techniques such as Turbo Boost [1] which increases the frequency of the whole processor when some cores are idle.

Recent Intel CPUs provide an example for such behavior where low-power code is executed at increased frequencies. For some workloads, these CPUs provide a substantial performance advantage over previous CPU generations due to the introduction of the AVX2 and AVX-512 SIMD instruction sets [6] which support operations on up to 512-bit vector registers. The large difference in power consumption between AVX2/AVX-512 instructions and other instructions, however, requires individual CPU cores to reduce their frequency while they execute AVX2 and AVX-512 code, whereas other less power-intensive code is executed at higher frequencies [23]. As an example, the Intel Xeon Gold 6130 server CPU executes non-AVX code at an all-core turbo frequency of 2.8 GHz, whereas AVX2 and AVX-512 code is executed at 2.4 GHz and 1.9 GHz, respectively [4].

If only AVX2 or AVX-512 code would be selectively slowed down, no problem for fair schedulers would arise. Only tasks choosing to execute AVX2 or AVX-512 code would be slowed down and the increased throughput of these instructions would more than compensate the frequency reduction. However, the impact of the lower frequency is not limited to the AVX2 and AVX-512 code responsible for the reduction [10]. In two scenarios, the frequency reduction also affects other potentially unrelated tasks:

1. Context switches: When the CPU switches from an AVX2 or AVX-512 task to a non-AVX task, the CPU waits for a fixed timeout before restoring the standard frequency [5]. Such a delay is sensible as it limits worst-case overhead due to frequent clock changes. The following task is consequently slowed down as well.

2. Hyper-threading: When one hyper-thread executes either AVX2 or AVX-512 code, the whole physical core needs to reduce its frequency, so any code running on the other hyper-thread is affected as well even if it does not execute AVX2 or AVX-512 instructions [10]. This effect has shown to be particularly prominent, with workloads often being slowed down by more than 15% when executed alongside an AVX-512 application on Linux [10].

As shown in Figure 1, when contemporary fair schedulers allocate the same share of CPU time to AVX2/AVX-512 tasks which cause a frequency reduction to other tasks which are also affected by the reduced frequencies, the latter would receive a substantially reduced share of the system’s performance. This unfairness and the resulting performance reduction is particularly problematic for tasks with soft real-time requirements and for multi-tenant systems where individual users commonly pay to receive a specific share of the CPU time. While these effects are currently only observed on systems with recent Intel CPUs, we expect future power-limited systems to show similar behavior as outlined above.

In this paper, we show that for these systems it is necessary to rethink our notions of scheduling fairness. In particular, we show that equal CPU time, minimal effects on quality of service, and fair distribution of CPU performance are mutually exclusive goals. We do so by describing a scheduler that is commonly able to achieve the latter when some tasks – called victim tasks in the following – are negatively affected by a frequency reduction caused by other tasks.

We present a concrete implementation of this design for Intel systems and AVX2 and AVX-512 instructions. Our approach mitigates the performance impact of frequency reduction via modified CPU time accounting where the CPU time of victim tasks is scaled according to the decrease in CPU frequency (Sections 3). We show how victim tasks can often be recognized by the lack of characteristic register accesses (Section 4). Variable turbo frequencies complicate calculating the actually experienced frequency reduction, so we show how on Intel systems the average frequency reduction during a scheduling time slice can be calculated using only two configurable performance counters and a cycle counter (Section 5). As the load balancing mechanism of the Linux CFS scheduler prevents achieving fairness, we describe an implementation of our design based on the Linux MuQSS scheduler modified to use the CFS scheduling algorithm (Section 6). Our evaluation based on a range of real-world applications shows that our prototype has close to zero runtime overhead, yet is able to improve the fairness in workloads with AVX2 and AVX-512, reducing the performance difference between two applications from 24.9% to 5.4% if one of the applications uses AVX-512 (Section 7). Finally, we discuss different fairness criteria, showing how our approach can be modified to achieve even stronger performance isolation (Section 8), as well as the limitations of our approach (Section 9).

## 2 AVX Frequency Reduction

To mitigate the unfairness caused by power-intensive instructions, we first need to know which instructions cause the
CPU to reduce its frequency and by how much the frequency is reduced. Our prototype targets the AVX2 and AVX-512 instruction sets. Both are categorized by Intel into “heavy” and “light” instructions, where the former consist of all floating point instructions as well as multiplication instructions, whereas the latter consist of all other instructions [5]. In the default CPU configuration at the maximum non-AVX frequency, all light and heavy instructions have the potential to draw excessive current, which causes voltage drops and system instability. During execution of all these instructions, the CPU therefore increases its voltage to allow for increased currents [8].

Not all 256-bit and 512-bit instructions, however, also cause a frequency change. CPUs with support for AVX-512 provide three different frequency ranges named “non-AVX frequencies”, “AVX2 frequencies”, and “AVX-512 frequencies” [5]. Unlike the name suggests, “AVX-512 frequencies” are not triggered by arbitrary 512-bit instructions but rather only by 512-bit heavy instructions. Similarly, “AVX2 frequencies” are triggered by 512-bit light instructions and 256-bit heavy instructions. Short stretches of AVX2/AVX-512 instructions or long code sections with infrequent AVX2/AVX-512 instructions may cause less frequency reduction or not cause any change in frequency at all [18]. After the last AVX2/AVX-512 instruction requiring the frequency reduction, the CPU waits for 670µs before reverting to a higher frequency [11].

3 Frequency Reduction Compensation

As described in Section 1, there are two situations in which tasks executing AVX2 and AVX-512 code can slow other tasks down [10]. First, the delay before the CPU reverts to a higher frequency means that after a context switch away from an AVX2/AVX-512 task the next task continues to execute at the lower frequency. Second, in a system with hyper-threading both hyper-threads of a physical core share the same frequency, thus a AVX2/AVX-512 task executing on one hyper-thread slows down the task executing on the other hyper-thread.

In a situation where the frequency reduction caused by power-intensive instructions is not limited to tasks executing such instructions, CPU time is not proportional to performance anymore and existing schedulers which allocate equal CPU time to tasks of equal priority fail to provide a fair distribution of CPU performance. In this paper, we take relative application performance compared to isolated execution as the main metric for fairness and consider a distribution of CPU performance “fair” if each task receives the same fraction of the CPU performance that it would receive if it was executing on the CPU alone. In a system without frequency changes and with two tasks, for example, each task would obtain 50% of the performance of the task executed in isolation. If one of the tasks executes power-intensive instructions and the other one does not, however, only the latter task (i.e., the victim task) is affected by the resulting remote frequency reduction overhead [11] and receives a lower share of the CPU performance. Note that AVX2/AVX-512 tasks themselves, for example, can be assumed to obtain full CPU performance despite executing at reduced frequencies. They profit from the increased throughput of AVX2 and AVX-512 – applications have little reason to use complex power-intensive instructions if their speedup does not outweigh the frequency reduction.

Current schedulers allocate equal CPU time to individual tasks even though only some are affected by remote AVX overhead, resulting in compromised performance isolation. Some existing techniques using consumed energy as the basis for scheduling [22, 26, 31] may be applicable to solve this problem (see Section 8 for a discussion of these and other scheduling criteria). Such approaches are, however, not viable on current hardware as the CPUs lack interfaces required for sufficiently accurate energy models.

In this paper, we instead propose frequency reduction compensation as a simple technique to modify existing fair schedulers to reduce the impact of frequency reduction on the performance of victim tasks. To increase the performance share allocated to these tasks, we propose modifying CPU time accounting to take the performance reduction into account. If less CPU time is credited to a task, the scheduler will automatically schedule the task more often to make up for the perceived CPU time inequality. For victim tasks, we scale the CPU time credited to the tasks by the ratio between the actual average CPU frequency and the frequency at which the tasks could be executed if they were executed in isolation, so that this virtual CPU time matches the CPU throughput experienced by the tasks. The scheduler will then automatically mitigate the performance impact experienced by victim tasks to the point where all tasks receive equal shares of CPU performance. Such frequency reduction can be applied to all scheduling algorithms based on CPU time. In the following sections, we first describe how to identify victim tasks (Section 4) and then describe how to calculate the performance impact due to the frequency reduction (Section 5) before we describe important details in our implementation of the techniques (Section 6).

4 Attribution of Frequency Changes

Any scaling of the virtual CPU time must be limited to victim tasks, as only those tasks are supposed to be executed more frequently. First, we therefore need to identify whether a task is a victim task, i.e., whether it is affected by excessive frequency reduction caused by other tasks.

On recent Intel CPUs, it is trivial to determine whether the CPU frequency was reduced, as the CPUs provide performance events to count the cycles spent at AVX2 and AVX-512 frequency levels [5]. The CPUs do not provide a mechanism for the operating system to detect whether a code region triggers frequency reduction or not, though [11]. While the perfor-
mane events can be used to detect frequency level transitions, they cannot be used to identify the hyper-thread which caused a physical core to reduce its frequency. Also, during the time after a context switch the counters do not provide information about whether the current task could be executed at a higher frequency.

We therefore detect power-intensive code based on register accesses – many complex instruction set extensions introduce additional architectural registers, so accesses to these registers signal such power-intensive code. In our prototype, we use an approach found in previous work that uses a trap-based mechanism to identify AVX-512 code [10]: When the OS clears the ZMM_HI256 and HI16_ZMM bits in the XCR0 register, context switching for 512-bit vector registers is disabled [2, p. 13-1ff] and AVX-512 instructions trigger undefined instruction exceptions [2, p. 14-34].

Whereas previous work uses this mechanism to permanently disable AVX-512 on select CPU cores [10], we extend the mechanism to AVX2, yet we only trap the first 256-bit or 512-bit register access within a time slice to detect whether the task uses AVX2/AVX-512. At each context switch, we test whether the next task has valid 256-bit or 512-bit register content and flag the task as an AVX2/AVX-512 task if it does. If there is no valid 512-bit register state, we prevent further 512-bit register accesses as described above. If there is no valid 256-bit register state, either, we clear the AVX bit in the XCR0 register as well to make future AVX2 instructions trigger exceptions. Then, if 256-bit registers are not enabled when the undefined instruction exception handler is called, we simply re-enable those registers, flag the current task as an AVX2 task and continue execution. Similarly, if 256-bit registers are already enabled but 512-bit registers are not, we enable 512-bit registers and flag the current task as an AVX-512 task. During the next scheduler invocation, we can test whether the previous task was marked as an AVX2 or AVX-512 task to determine whether to apply frequency reduction compensation.

Note that this implementation triggers two exceptions for the first AVX-512 instruction after a context switch. A more optimized implementation can reduce overhead by checking the register size of the trapped instruction and, if it accesses 512-bit registers, enabling both AVX2 and AVX-512 at once.

As Gottschlag et al. discuss, such a mechanism is not a precise indicator of whether code requires a frequency reduction [10]. As described in Section 2, the conditions for a frequency change are much more complex, so the mechanism can cause false positives as not all 256-bit and 512-bit register accesses cause a transition to AVX2/AVX-512 frequencies. Victim tasks using light AVX2/AVX-512 instructions may therefore not benefit from frequency reduction compensation even if the tasks themselves do not require reduced frequencies. In addition, AVX supports 256-bit registers as well, so our approach cannot cleanly distinguish AVX and AVX2. We discuss the impact of this limitation in Section 9.1.

4.1 CPU Feature Detection

One problem of disabling AVX2 and AVX-512 instructions via changes in the XCR0 register is that this change breaks CPU feature detection in most applications. Intel states that before using any AVX instructions programs should first read the XCR0 register via the XGETBV instruction and test whether AVX2 and AVX-512 are supported by the OS and then execute the CPUID instruction to test whether the required instructions are available [2, p. 14-15]. Related work suggests that this problem can be solved by virtualizing the CPUID instruction [10]. Recent Intel CPUs indeed provide an MSR that can be used to disable CPUID. However, we found it impossible to trap the XGETBV instruction without also disabling all vector instructions including widely used instruction set extensions such as SSE.

Instead, we propose patching all executables to replace the XGETBV instructions with an invalid instruction. In the invalid instruction exception handler, the kernel can then emulate XGETBV before returning to the application. We have verified this technique to be functional, and the additional exception causes minimal overhead given that most applications only determine the available CPU features once at startup.

In our evaluation, we wanted to compare our prototype to a stock Linux kernel, where we would not be able to execute such modified applications as the kernel lacks support for virtualization of XGETBV. As described in Section 7, we therefore did not integrate the technique into our prototype and instead manually modified the applications to assume that AVX2 and AVX-512 were available.

5 Calculation of the Performance Impact

Whenever a victim task has been identified, CPU time accounting for the task has to be scaled to increase the share of actual CPU time allocated to that task. As described above, the scaling has to occur in proportion to the performance impact. If we assume that the workload is CPU-bound, the performance impact \( p \) during a single scheduler time slice is defined by the ratio between the average CPU frequency experienced by the task and the average ideal CPU frequency at which the task could have been executed in isolation:

\[
p = \frac{f_{\text{measured}}}{f_{\text{ideal}}} \tag{1}
\]

In the case of Intel CPUs, the ideal frequency is the non-AVX frequency for non-AVX tasks and the AVX2 frequency for tasks which accessed 256-bit registers during the time slice. Note that memory-bound workloads suffer less from frequency reduction. We discuss the impact of this limitation in Section 9.2.

Whereas the average CPU frequency during a time slice is easily measurable, the ideal CPU frequency is not. Both non-AVX frequency and AVX2 frequency depend on the turbo
level which is selected by the CPU depending on the number of active cores. The number of active cores, however, can change at any point during the time slice, so counting the active cores during scheduler invocations is not sufficient to get a high-quality estimate of the average ideal frequency. Instead, we need to determine the average turbo level throughout the whole time slice. To determine the turbo level, we compare the measured frequency against each frequency expected had the chip operated at one particular turbo level during the time slice. If the measured frequency matches one of the expected frequencies, we can assume the corresponding turbo level. Else, the calculation of the ideal frequency has to be made via linear interpolation between the closest turbo levels.

As a first step, we calculate the expected frequency at a given turbo level for the measured amount of cycles spent at AVX2 and AVX-512 frequency levels. Assuming that during a time slice of length $t_{\text{total}}$ the system spends $t_i$ time at frequency $f_i$, the average frequency during the time slice can be calculated as follows:

$$f = \frac{1}{t_{\text{total}}} \sum t_i f_i \quad (2)$$

In the following, we assume that $f_0$ is the non-AVX frequency at the given turbo level, whereas $f_1$ and $f_2$ are the AVX2 and AVX-512 frequencies, respectively. These frequencies are published by Intel for their server CPUs [4]. As we count the cycles instead of the time spent at the three frequency levels, we substitute $t_i = c_i / f_i$ where $c_i$ are the cycles at frequency $f_i$. We arrive at the following equation:

$$f(c_0, c_1, c_2) = \frac{f_0 f_1 f_2 (c_0 + c_1 + c_2)}{f_1 f_2 c_0 + f_0 f_2 c_1 + f_0 f_1 c_2} \quad (3)$$

$c_{\text{total}} = c_0 + c_1 + c_2$ is the total CPU cycle count and can be measured via a fixed-function performance counter, so only two programmable performance counters are required. If we further substitute $c_0 = c_{\text{total}} - c_1 - c_2$ as well as $r_1 = c_1 / c_{\text{total}}$ and $r_2 = c_2 / c_{\text{total}}$ as the ratio between the cycles spent at AVX2/AVX-512 frequencies and the total cycle count, we arrive at the final formula for the expected frequency at a specific turbo level:

$$f(r_1, r_2) = \frac{f_0 f_1 f_2}{(f_0 - f_1) r_2 + (f_0 - f_2) f_1 r_2 + f_1 f_2} \quad (4)$$

While calculating this formula requires a division, all frequencies lie within the same order of magnitude, so the formula can be calculated using fixed-point arithmetic and no floating-point arithmetic is required. The two-dimensional case of this formula for a Xeon Gold 6130 CPU under the assumption that $r_1 = 0$ – the system did not spend any time at the AVX2 frequency level – is shown in Figure 2.

At the end of each time slice, the scheduler measures the cycles spent at AVX2 and AVX-512 frequency levels as well as the average actual frequency. The formula above is then applied to the cycles to calculate the expected frequencies for the given number of AVX2/AVX-512 cycles at the different turbo levels. For each turbo level, the scheduler also calculates $f(0, 0)$ as the ideal frequency for non-AVX tasks and $f(r_1, 0)$ as the ideal frequency for AVX2 tasks.\(^1\)

The expected frequencies at the different turbo levels can then be compared to the measured actual frequency to determine the turbo level of the CPU, and that turbo level is used to determine the ideal frequency for the current task. If, as mentioned above, the measured frequency matches neither of the expected frequencies, linear interpolation is applied to determine the ideal frequency. The resulting ideal frequency can then be inserted into equation (1) to obtain the scaling factor for the task’s CPU time.

6 Implementation

We base the implementation of our design on the MuQSS scheduler [16], modified to use the scheduling policy of the CFS scheduler for enhanced fairness. We initially intended to use the CFS scheduler [20] as it provides particularly strict fairness for non-AVX workloads. While we show that the main scheduling policy of CFS is well-suited to our design, the implementation of CFS is not.

CFS measures the accumulated virtual runtime of each task, which is the actual CPU time multiplied by a priority factor [20]. The runqueue is sorted by the virtual runtime of

\(^1\)These calculations can be performed once at startup.
the tasks, and the scheduler always schedules the task with the lowest virtual runtime to ensure that all tasks are given an equal share of the CPU time. Changes to the virtual runtime as described above therefore cause preferential scheduling of victim tasks which counteracts the unfairness caused by AVX frequency reduction.

Our design, however, is incompatible with the current implementation of CFS. CFS maintains one separate runqueue per logical CPU, so any frequency reduction compensation for victim tasks only changes their priority within the runqueue of their current logical CPU. If, for example, one hyper-thread only executes AVX2/AVX-512 tasks, whereas the other only executes non-AVX tasks, the latter tasks only compete against each other during scheduling and there is no preferential treatment compared to the AVX2/AVX-512 tasks.

Frequent load balancing might improve the fairness in such a situation if an idle or more lightly loaded CPU would fetch and execute victim tasks first. In CFS, however, different cores can have different virtual runtime ranges and virtual runtimes are normalized during load balancing, so the virtual runtime advantage gained by victim tasks is often lost if tasks are migrated to a different logical CPU.

Rewriting CFS so that runtimes of tasks from different logical CPUs are comparable and introducing fast load balancing based on these runtimes is likely possible without introducing much overhead. However, we deemed the task too complex for our limited resources, so we based our implementation on the simpler MuQSS scheduler [16] which is a scheduler for Linux based on virtual deadlines. MuQSS differs from CFS in that it performs load balancing as part of the main scheduler function so that logical CPUs very frequently try to fetch tasks from other more heavily loaded CPUs.

Our tests, however, showed that MuQSS is often less fair than CFS even when no AVX2/AVX-512 is involved. We therefore replaced the deadline-based scheduling policy of MuQSS with the CPU-time-based policy of CFS, resulting in a hybrid of CFS scheduling policy and MuQSS load balancing. We then extended the policy with frequency reduction compensation as described in the previous sections. Unlike CFS, we do not perform full renormalization of the virtual runtime of tasks during load balancing. Instead, when a CPU selects a task from a different CPU, we simply limit the virtual runtime advantage the incoming task can have compared to the CPU’s current lowest virtual runtime to prevent starvation of other tasks.

7 Evaluation

We evaluate our prototype to show to which degree our design can improve fairness and to determine the limitations of the design. The evaluation is conducted on a system with an Intel Xeon Gold 6130 CPU, 24 GiB of 2666 MHz DDR4 RAM, the Fedora 31 operating system, and the Linux 5.9 kernel (with the CFS scheduler or with our modified scheduler based on MuQSS). As benchmarks for our evaluation, we use the nginx web server, most benchmarks from the Parsec 3.0 benchmark suite2, as well as the Linux kernel build benchmark from the Phoronix Test Suite 9.0.1 (called “kernel-build” below). These benchmarks serve as potential victim tasks for frequency reduction compensation. In our experiments, the background application responsible for AVX frequency reduction is the x265 video encoder as it provides support for AVX-512 [29]. As described in Section 4.1, we did not implement our mechanism for CPU feature detection as part of our prototype as it would have made comparisons to an unmodified kernel much more difficult. Instead, we patch x265 to assume that AVX-512 is always available. All experiments are repeated ten times. MuQSS can be configured to share runqueues between multiple logical CPUs, and we selected runqueue sharing between hyper-thread siblings as we expected this setting to further help with the load-balancing issues described in the last section. As we show in Section 7.4, however, this setting does not seem to have much impact on the results.

7.1 Fairness

The main goal of our scheduler is to improve the fairness in a system where some tasks cause AVX frequency reduction and the performance of other tasks is affected. Fairness, in this case, means that equal CPU performance is available to the individual tasks. It is difficult to measure such fairness directly. Simply measuring the completion time of two applications when executing individually and then measuring the completion time of each application while both are executed at the same time does not yield the expected results. In particular, in a system with hyper-threading, two hyper-threads share CPU resources, and different applications may suffer differently from contention on these shared resources. An application with a large degree of instruction-level parallelism (ILP) may be able to utilize all available CPU resources when executed in isolation, but not when executed in parallel with a second application, whereas an application with little ILP may not be affected as much by other applications if the CPU resources are shared in a fair fashion. This and similar effects make it difficult to measure the unfairness caused by AVX frequency reduction.

We therefore choose a different, more indirect approach. Our experimental setup consists of two applications, a non-AVX foreground application of which we measure the completion time3, and a background application (the x265 video encoder as described above) which can be configured to use

2 We excluded raytrace as it failed to finish even on a system with CFS and x264 as it showed too much variation in all experiments to provide meaningful results.

3 Note that to generate HTTP requests for nginx we use the wrk2 benchmark client which has a constant benchmark duration. For the nginx benchmark, we therefore substitute the completion time with the inverse of the web server throughput (i.e., the time required per HTTP request).
We calculate the slowdown due to reduced frequencies as $A_{VX}$ which does reduce the CPU frequency: without all code for frequency reduction compensation.

we execute the applications using our modified scheduler but that $CFS$ does not prevent $A_{VX2}/A_{VX-512}$ tasks from slowing other tasks is isolate the impact of frequency reduction compensation. Related work shows that $x265$ uses $A_{VX2}$ or $A_{VX-512}$, so 50% of the CPU performance. However, overall CPU performance is reduced when $x265$ uses $A_{VX2}$ or $A_{VX-512}$, so 50% of the CPU performance. Consequently, even with complete fairness, the foreground application still runs somewhat slower if $x265$ reduces the CPU frequency.

As Figure 3 shows, a slowdown during the baseline experiment of $\text{slowdown}_{\text{base}}$ results in a remaining CPU performance of $\frac{\text{perf}_{\text{cpu}}}{\text{slowdown}_{\text{base}}}$ of the original performance. We can use this information to calculate the unfairness in the prototype experiment using the slowdown in this experiment $\text{slowdown}_{\text{proto}}$ as well as $\text{slowdown}_{\text{base}}$. If we, as in the baseline experiment, define the unfairness as the ratio between the completion time of the background application and the foreground application and then substitute the time with the inverse of the throughput, we get the following formula:

$$\text{unfairness}_{\text{proto}} = \frac{\text{tp}_{\text{bg}}}{\text{tp}_{\text{fg}}} - 1 = \frac{\text{perf}_{\text{cpu}}}{\text{tp}_{\text{fg}}} - 1$$ (8)

As shown in Figure 3 the throughput of the foreground application is $\text{tp}_{\text{fg}} = 0.5/\text{slowdown}_{\text{proto}}$. Inserting into equation (8) and simplifying yields the following formula which we use in the next sections to calculate the remaining unfairness in our prototype:

$$\text{unfairness}_{\text{proto}} = \frac{\text{slowdown}_{\text{proto}}}{\text{slowdown}_{\text{base}}} - 1$$ (9)

7.1.1 Benchmark Results

Figure 4 shows the results of the experiments described above. It can immediately be seen that our prototype greatly reduces the unfairness between the two applications. Whereas the baseline system shows an average unfairness of 7.9% for AVX2 and 24.9% for AVX-512, these numbers are reduced to 2.5% and 5.4% by our prototype, respectively.

Some benchmarks show substantially worse results than others, though. In particular, the blackscholes and dedup benchmarks show a high degree of unfairness even with our prototype. An analysis of these benchmarks shows that the benchmarks are not able to scale to all logical CPUs of the system. The blackscholes benchmark, in particular, contains long
serial phases where only one thread was active. In this case, the baseline setup already allocates almost one full logical CPU to the application. Therefore, our prototype is ineffective as it is not able to provide much more CPU time due to the lack of additional runnable threads.

This result also shows the main limitation of our approach. While overall our prototype is able to greatly increase fairness, the central mechanism – i.e., increasing the priority of victim tasks – is only effective if an increased priority translates into increased CPU time. This is not the case if an application already receives as much CPU time as it can utilize. Similarly, our approach also fails if victim application and AVX2/AVX-512 application are restricted to non-overlapping sets of logical CPUs, for example, via non-overlapping affinity masks, but effectively share physical cores via hyper-threading.

7.1.2 Synthetic Workload

Our methodology to measure the fairness for real-world applications relies on unusually complex indirect calculation of the target metric. Although the results of our experiments seem consistent, we therefore conduct an additional direct measurement of the fairness in a purely synthetic workload. For this experiment, our foreground application simply consists of 32 threads which together execute a fixed amount of 256-bit fused multiply-add (FMA) instructions requiring AVX2 frequencies, whereas the background application similarly executes a fixed amount of 512-bit FMA instructions at AVX-512 frequencies. As the two applications use very similar CPU resources, the resource contention effects described in Section 7.1 should affect both equally and should therefore not influence the observed fairness.

We try to choose the number of instructions executed by the two applications so that both require the same time if executed in isolation. We then perform a direct measurement of the fairness by comparing the completion time of the applications when executed in parallel at the same time. After one of the application finishes, we immediately start it a second time to prevent situations where only one application is running, as it then receives substantially more CPU resources. The increased throughput during that phase would mean that the measured completion time difference would not be representative for the unfairness during parallel execution.

In this setup, equal completion times are an indicator that both applications received equal shares of CPU performance. Our prototype provides almost perfect fairness. Whereas on a system without frequency reduction compensation the completion times differ by 19.2%, only a completion time difference of 0.5% remains in our prototype.

7.2 Overhead

While frequency reduction compensation can reduce the performance impact of AVX2/AVX-512 tasks on other tasks, the required modifications to the operating system can also cause overhead. In particular, the modified scheduler algorithm is executed many times per second on each core. The additional code not only increases the time spent in the scheduler itself...
we execute it 100 times to reduce the chance of misleading when the benchmarks are executed with the same scheduler. The benchmarks include the nginx, Parsec, and PTS benchmarks used in Section 7.1 as well as the x265 video encoder. Due to the large variance of the dedup benchmark, results of this experiment are visualized in Figure 7a, where we show the unfairness when AVX frequency compensation is enabled. Note that sharing runqueues between different numbers of logical CPUs. The results of this experiment are visualized in Figure 7a, where we show the unfairness when AVX frequency compensation is enabled. Note that sharing runqueues between cores increases lock contention and potentially has a negative impact on throughput, so we also measure the overhead compared to a setup with runqueues shared between two logical CPUs. The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 7b.

Counterintuitively, sharing runqueues beyond sibling hyper-threads does not appear to have any beneficial impact on our prototype, which shows that the load balancing mechanism of our scheduler is able to provide all CPUs with enough choices so that they are able to prioritize victim tasks. The runqueue sharing options do result in slightly different throughput, however, with most benchmarks performing best if runqueues are shared between two logical CPUs. We assume blackscholes

but also the cache footprint of the scheduler. Furthermore, the design triggers additional exceptions to detect 256-bit and 512-bit register accesses.

Most of the overhead, however, is only generated under specific circumstances. For example, the frequency impact of AVX2/AVX-512 is only calculated when the code detects a reduced frequency level at some point during the last time slice. The exceptions to detect AVX2 and AVX-512 tasks only affect such tasks and are triggered at most once per scheduler time slice.

To determine the overhead caused by our prototype, we measure the completion time of a range of benchmarks when executed in our prototype. We compare this time to the time when the benchmarks are executed with the same scheduler but without the code for frequency reduction compensation. The benchmarks include the nginx, Parsec, and PTS benchmarks used in Section 7.1 as well as the x265 video encoder as an example of an application using AVX2 or AVX-512 instructions. Due to the large variance of the dedup benchmark, we execute it 100 times to reduce the chance of misleading results.

Figure 5 shows the results of this experiment. The highest average overhead is measured for swaptions and amounted to 1.82%. All other benchmarks show less overhead, with an average overhead across all benchmarks of only 0.3%. We expect this overhead to be acceptable in most scenarios. In particular, the experiment shows that the additional exceptions to detect AVX2/AVX-512 code do not cause substantial overhead, as can be seen by the low overhead for the AVX benchmarks.

Figure 6: Our scheduler mostly provides competitive performance compared to CFS.
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**Figure 6:** Our scheduler mostly provides competitive performance compared to CFS.

**7.3 Comparison With CFS**

In all experiments described above, the baseline for our measurements is our own scheduler, with the code for frequency reduction compensation removed at compile time. Even though our scheduler implements the same basic algorithm as CFS, it provides a radically different implementation based on MuQSS. While MuQSS has been shown to provide similar performance as CFS [17], the implementation differences would have likely had an impact on the behavior of the benchmarks. Because we did not directly compare our MuQSS-based prototype to CFS in the experiments above, we show that the underlying scheduler – MuQSS modified to use the CFS policy, but without frequency reduction compensation – provides performance competitive to CFS. We execute a subset of the benchmarks with these two schedulers comparing the completion times.

Figure 6 shows the completion times of the benchmarks when executed with our scheduler normalized to the completion times with CFS. For most benchmarks, our scheduler causes at most 17% overhead when compared with CFS. This range matches the performance reported for unmodified MuQSS [17]. We used perf to measure the instructions per cycle (IPC) as an effort to determine the reason for the overhead. Overall, the IPC differences were much smaller than the overhead, with no clear correlation between the two, which shows that ineffective caching due to the fast load balancing required by our approach is not the main reason for the overhead. Implementing a suitable load balancing mechanism in other schedulers such as CFS is therefore unlikely to have substantial negative impact.

**7.4 Runqueue Sharing**

As described in Section 6, our implementation relies either on runqueues shared between multiple logical CPUs or on quick load balancing as otherwise the scheduler would often not have a choice between enough tasks to be able to effectively implement prioritization of victim tasks. The MuQSS scheduler used as the basis for our implementation provides both flexible runqueue sharing options as well as quick load balancing. As we want to determine whether shared runqueues were required for our approach to be effective, we measure the fairness for a subset of the benchmarks and with runqueues shared between different numbers of logical CPUs. The results of this experiment are visualized in Figure 7a, where we show the unfairness when AVX frequency compensation is enabled. Note that sharing runqueues between cores increases lock contention and potentially has a negative impact on throughput, so we also measure the overhead compared to a setup with runqueues shared between two logical CPUs. The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 7b.

Counterintuitively, sharing runqueues beyond sibling hyper-threads does not appear to have any beneficial impact on our prototype, which shows that the load balancing mechanism of our scheduler is able to provide all CPUs with enough choices so that they are able to prioritize victim tasks. The runqueue sharing options do result in slightly different throughput, however, with most benchmarks performing best if runqueues are shared between two logical CPUs. We assume blackscholes
Figure 7: Our scheduler can share runqueues between a flexible number of CPU cores. While sharing runqueues between sibling hyper-threads – i.e., between two logical CPUs – provided the highest performance for most workloads, other configurations caused additional overhead and did not provide improved fairness.

benefits from improved cache efficiency when executed without shared runqueues. Note that despite the potential for such results the default option for MuQSS is to share one runqueue among all multicore siblings (i.e., 32 logical CPUs on our system).5

8 Fairness Criteria

Our evaluation shows that equal distribution of CPU time as implemented by contemporary schedulers fails to achieve its goal, which is to allocate equal CPU performance to individual tasks to improve performance isolation. We therefore propose AVX frequency compensation as a technique for fairer distribution of performance. While equal performance in terms of equal slowdown due to remote AVX overhead is an intuitive fairness definition, it is by far not the only one. We have identified two main dimensions spanning the design space of such definitions.

First, while current schedulers build upon CPU time as the main metric for fairness and we base our approach on a notion of CPU throughput, other metrics may be viable. One alternative would be to base scheduling on energy as a first-class operating system resource as suggested by related work [22, 26, 31]. Similar to our approach, such designs could penalize applications using power-intensive instructions such as AVX2 or AVX-512. While energy-based scheduling can therefore likely also solve the problem covered by this paper, it is not viable on current hardware. The CPU power model used by existing approaches either does not differentiate between executed instructions [22, 31] or uses the performance monitoring unit and requires a careful choice of performance events from which the energy can derived with sufficient accuracy [24]. Current CPUs, however, do not provide any sufficiently specific performance events for the relevant set of AVX2 and AVX-512 instructions [3, p. 19-3ff].6 If future hardware provides a reliable method to estimate energy usage of individual logical CPUs, energy-based scheduling may prove to be a more effective solution than our approach.

Second, the effects of CPU power management can be compensated to different degrees, ranging from no compensation at all as implemented by most current operating systems to full compensation where only power-intensive tasks are affected by frequency reduction overhead. The latter provides a degree of performance isolation that is often desired in multi-tenant systems where customers pay for specific CPU performance. However, it also actively penalizes use of accelerators or similar specialized hardware, even though such code is often more energy-efficient due to the resulting speedup [6]. Our approach implements a compromise between performance isolation and incentives to use energy-efficient accelerators: Our definition of fair distribution of CPU performance means that the frequency reduction overhead is equally shared by low-power tasks as well as the high-power tasks which caused the overhead. In the future, we envision metadata such as the CPU quota information provided by Linux cgroups to be used to choose the appropriate type of frequency reduction compensation on a task-by-task basis.

As part of such a more flexible approach, our scheduler can easily be modified to support different degrees of performance isolation. As a possible variant, we changed our scheduler to not only reduce the CPU time credited to the victim task according to the frequency reduction but to also add an identical amount to the CPU time credited to the last AVX2 or AVX-512 task executed on the physical core. Whereas the original scheduler only reduced the performance impact on non-AVX tasks by a third during the benchmarks described

5https://github.com/ckolivas/linux/blob/5.9-muqss/kernel/Kconfig/MuQSS#L3

6While the CPUs provide performance events for floating point AVX2/AVX-512 instructions, other instructions are not covered.
above, this modification foregoes fairness and allocates more CPU time to victim processes, thereby achieving an average reduction by 70%, with many benchmarks experiencing a far lower performance impact.

9 Limitations

Our evaluation demonstrates that our scheduler modifications greatly improve fairness for workloads consisting of AVX2/AVX-512 tasks and non-AVX tasks. For many of the scenarios we test, our prototype achieves 10 times better fairness than a scheduler without frequency reduction compensation. This improvement comes at near-zero cost: As we show, frequency reduction compensation has almost no overhead, and it only contributes 329 additional lines of code to our prototype. While our design therefore provides a practical solution as-is, with substantial improvements over existing schedulers, it has a number of limitations, some of which are caused by limitations of the underlying hardware. We discuss these limitations below and sketch improvements of the design where applicable.

9.1 Detection of AVX2 and AVX-512

As our design tries to increase the CPU time share of tasks which suffer from AVX frequency reduction even though they do not have to be executed at reduced frequencies, correct attribution of reduced frequencies to AVX2/AVX-512 tasks is a central part of our design. We use and extend an existing approach [10] where the CPU is configured to trigger an exception when 256-bit and 512-bit registers are accessed. This simple policy does not match the actual conditions for reduced frequencies which are substantially more complex [5, 18]. Often, usage of 256-bit and 512-bit registers is detected even though a task does not actually require the respective AVX2 and AVX-512 frequency levels. Yet, our prototype assumes that a lower frequency level is required whenever a task accesses the corresponding registers.

If, for example, a task executes light AVX-512 instructions, our prototype never applies any compensation even if the task could be executed at AVX2 frequencies as shown in Section 2. Similarly, for tasks with light AVX2 instructions which are able to execute at non-AVX frequencies, our prototype only compensates the difference between AVX2 and AVX-512 frequencies. To the best of our knowledge, there is no better hardware interface available to detect power-intensive AVX2/AVX-512 code sections. In our case, however, it is important to note that the mechanism does not cause any false negatives and therefore results in a conservative implementation where applications are never unfairly rewarded for a frequency reduction they caused themselves.

In the future, an improved software mechanism to detect AVX2/AVX-512 code may improve accuracy. For example, the operating system could scan executable pages for 256-bit and 512-bit operations and categorize them. Then, instead of the current register-based mechanism, the OS could selectively unmap all pages containing instructions which may cause a transition to AVX2/AVX-512 frequencies to detect AVX2/AVX-512 tasks via page faults.

9.2 Memory-Bound Processes

As described in Section 5, our prototype currently assumes that performance is proportional to CPU frequency when deriving the performance impact from the calculated frequency reduction. This is an assumption that is found in related work as well [12]. The assumption is incorrect for memory-bound tasks, however. Memory latency does not increase when the CPU frequency is reduced, so memory-heavy applications suffer less from reduced frequencies [13]. Unequal performance impact due to different sensitivity to frequency changes has been identified as a challenge for fair scheduling [14].

In our case, the result is that memory-bound tasks may be given more than their fair share of the system’s performance if frequency reduction compensation is applied. Consequently, the negative impact on the AVX2/AVX-512 tasks causing the frequency reduction is increased, as they in turn are allocated less than their fair share of CPU performance. This negative impact, however, is bounded: The AVX2/AVX-512 tasks always receive at least as much CPU performance as they would if all other tasks were completely CPU-bound.

In the future, our design could be extended with a more accurate performance model which takes memory accesses into account, similar to DTS [14] which has shown that better DVFS performance models can greatly increase fairness. Many such models have been described in the literature [21]. It has been shown that often very few performance counters suffice to characterize the workload and to predict performance at other CPU frequencies [25, 27]. As described in Section 5, our current technique to determine the performance impact requires at least two of the four configurable performance counters of each logical CPU (one for AVX-512 and one for AVX2 frequency level cycles) as well as a fixed-function CPU cycle counter. The two remaining configurable counters can be used to determine how memory-heavy the workload is and to implement a better performance model.

10 Related Work

To the best of our knowledge, our approach is the first fair scheduler for workloads involving AVX2 and AVX-512 tasks. However, there have been scheduling algorithms for software-controlled DVFS and there have been other techniques to mitigate the performance impact caused by AVX frequency

\[7\text{Currently, the prototype uses three configurable performance counters. The third counter is used to determine the total number of elapsed CPU cycles and can be replaced with a fixed-function counter.}\]
reduction. In the following section, we describe the corresponding related work and lay out the differences to our approach.

10.1 Fair Scheduling and DVFS

Existing work on fair schedulers for systems with DVFS has focused on software-controlled DVFS where the operating system chooses the CPU frequency. Two main issues affecting fairness arise from such DVFS:

1. CPU quotas are commonly expressed in terms of CPU time, and a fixed CPU time quota translates into less performance when the system is running at a reduced frequency. Hagimont et al. [12] discuss the interaction between load-based CPU frequency selection and fixed and flexible CPU time quotas. Whereas fixed CPU time quotas result in reduced fairness and insufficient CPU throughput, flexible CPU time quotas commonly prevent any frequency reduction.

Hypervisors often implement CPU time quotas in the form of credit schedulers. To solve the problems stemming from DVFS, the time per credit can be scaled by the CPU frequency and frequency selection can be modified to take flexible CPU quotas into account [12]. In this work, we use a similar approach where we implement scaling within CPU time accounting. Our work differs, though, in that we focus on hardware-controlled DVFS and on unfairness problems where one task reduces the CPU frequency experienced by another task. This scenario requires different techniques to identify the tasks affected by unfair scheduling and to determine the scale of the resulting performance impact.

In Section 8, we discussed that CPU time is not the only possible metric for scheduling. Credit schedulers in particular have been modified to scale the time per credit based on power consumption [30]. While such policies could improve fairness in workloads with AVX2 and AVX-512, the required fine-grained accurate power models cannot be constructed on current hardware for the reasons outlined above.

2. Programs suffer from the same frequency reduction to different degrees depending on how memory-heavy the programs are. Jia et al. [14] show how this affects fairness when the operating system reduces the CPU frequency. They suggest dynamic time-slice scaling (DTS) to achieve level performance, where the operating system determines the performance impact of DVFS on applications and scales time-slices accordingly. Our work solves a different problem – unfairness caused by hardware-controlled DVFS – yet uses a very similar mechanism. Instead of time-slice scaling, we modify CPU time accounting as it requires fewer modifications to the CFS scheduling algorithm. In general, we argue, though, that the approach of DTS is orthogonal to our design. As we describe in Section 9.2, we currently assume that all tasks are affected equally by frequency reduction, so estimates of the actual performance impact as conducted by DTS can further improve the fairness of our approach.

10.2 Core Specialization

In this work, we describe a scheduler which compensates AVX frequency reduction to improve fairness. An alternative approach would be to prevent AVX frequency reduction whenever possible, as less AVX frequency reduction might also lead to improved fairness. One such technique to prevent AVX frequency reduction is to use core scheduling to limit co-scheduling of AVX-512 and non-AVX-512 tasks [19]. Similarly, core specialization [10] restricts scheduling of AVX-512 tasks to a subset of the system’s CPU cores. While, in contrast to our approach, both techniques can potentially improve overall system throughput if they achieve higher average CPU frequencies, they have the potential to cause substantial overhead. Core scheduling leaves hyper-threads idle if necessary [19], which may cause reduced utilization of CPU resources. Similarly, an earlier version of core specialization was shown to cause substantial overhead when tasks frequently had to be migrated between cores [9]. We present an approach that is far less intrusive and has less potential to cause overhead. We therefore believe that our approach is applicable to a wider range of situations.

11 Conclusion

When power-intensive instructions are executed, power-limited CPUs may have to temporarily reduce their frequency to prevent excessive power consumption. Often, this frequency reduction also affects tasks that do not execute such power-intensive instructions. Therefore, as we demonstrate, these systems require new approaches to fair scheduling.

Recent Intel CPUs with support for AVX2 and AVX-512 show such behavior, and in this work we describe a technique to identify victim tasks whose performance is affected by other AVX2/AVX-512 tasks. We describe a modification to CPU time accounting where the CPU time credited to these victim tasks is scaled according to the frequency reduction experienced by the tasks. The change causes fair schedulers based on CPU time to prioritize the tasks to the degree where they receive their fair share of CPU performance again. Our prototype is able to reduce the unfairness from 7.9% to 2.5% on average for workloads involving AVX2 applications and from 24.9% to 5.4% for AVX-512.
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Abstract

This paper presents Schedulable Kqueue (SKQ), a new design to FreeBSD Kqueue that improves application tail latency and low-latency throughput. SKQ introduces a new scalable architecture and event scheduling. We provide multiple scheduling policies that improve cache locality and reduce workload imbalance. SKQ also enables applications to prioritize processing latency-sensitive requests over regular requests.

In the RocksDB benchmark, SKQ reduces tail latency by up to 1022× and extends the low-latency throughput by 27.4×. SKQ also closes the gap between traditional OS kernel networking and a state-of-the-art kernel-bypass networking system by 83.7% for an imbalanced workload.

1 Introduction

Applications and hardware have evolved tremendously. Modern server applications span hundreds to thousands of nodes across the data center to serve user requests. The depth and breadth of the service tree cause users to experience request latency dominated by the tail latency of any node in an application [11]. Advancements in storage and networking are making low latency services possible [2]. Recent research systems propose using kernel-bypass and custom dataplanes to reduce latency [3, 19, 23, 36].

However, most applications in data centers are still built directly on top of traditional OSes and employ an event-driven approach, which uses an event loop that polls the kernel’s event subsystem. Even popular user-level threading systems internally depend on kernel event subsystems to dispatch events efficiently across user-level threads, e.g., Go language [16] and Arachne [37].

Event subsystems in traditional OSes such as Kqueue [27] in FreeBSD and Mac OS X, epoll [29] in Linux, IO Completion Ports (IOCP) [9] in Windows and Event Completion Framework [4] in Solaris were developed nearly 20 years ago, predating many innovations in modern hardware. These event subsystems undermine features such as receive side scaling (RSS) [8] that can improve scalability and latency. Userspace event libraries, e.g., libevent [32], are influenced by event subsystems and propagate these issues. Research systems such as Megapipe [17] and Affinity-Accept [34] improve event subsystems but only solve part of the problem.

The evolution of modern server applications and hardware inspired us to revisit event facilities in traditional OS kernels to address the latency problem. Improving tail latency in a traditional OS is challenging. Unlike kernel-bypass and custom dataplanes, existing kernels are multipurpose and complex. Kernel event facilities tightly integrate with many subsystems including storage, network, and process management. Furthermore, we must carefully tradeoff our system’s overhead with the performance benefit to the rest of the system.

This paper presents Schedulable Kqueue (SKQ), a novel event notification facility based on FreeBSD Kqueue that provides a more flexible abstraction, and allows applications to use features of modern hardware. SKQ improves tail latency and extends low-latency throughput. SKQ introduces a new architecture with improved scalability, fine-grained event scheduling and event delivery control. Application threads share a single, scalable SKQ instance, which automatically schedules events across all threads. While improvements to kernel event notification facilities have been proposed [17, 34], SKQ differentiates itself with the following contributions:

- SKQ offers multiple application-controlled scheduling policies to improve cache locality and workload imbalance. We present guidelines for policy selection in § 4.3.
- SKQ presents explicit control over event delivery including event pinning and prioritization.
- SKQ has been extensively tested and deployed on production servers. We also developed event libraries to facilitate integration in existing applications.

We evaluate SKQ with microbenchmarks and multiple real world workloads with different characteristics. We examine workloads with uniform and non-uniform request service times, and IO-bound workloads. In microbenchmarks, we
show that SKQ reduces lock contention, improves cache locality and multicore scalability. In our RocksDB [14] benchmark running the Facebook ZippyDB workload, SKQ extends the low-latency throughput by $27.4\times$ and reduces latency by up to $1022\times$. Event prioritization allows a saturated server to service low-latency requests to a high priority client with $8\times$ lower latency while having little performance impact on other clients. Additionally, SKQ closes the gap between traditional OS kernel networking and a state-of-the-art kernel-bypass networking system by $83.7\%$ for an imbalanced workload.

2 Background and Related Work

SKQ was motivated by the design and performance problems with existing event subsystems. While our observations hold on popular platforms, i.e., Linux epoll and Windows IOCP, we will explain everything in the context of FreeBSD Kqueue.

Sources of Latency: Li et al. [28] studied several server applications and identified multiple factors in the OS that contribute to high tail latency. The authors suggested reducing background tasks, pinning threads to cores and avoiding NUMA effects. Even after following all the recommendations, we found two additional factors that lead to high tail latency.

One factor is cache misses due to receive side scaling (RSS) [8] found in modern NICs. RSS creates a send and a receive NIC queue per core and distributes connections across them using hash functions. Recent implementations of RSS also load balance by migrating groups of connections between cores. However, applications are unable to detect this and will process the connection on the original core, losing connection affinity and causing cache misses. In our Memcached benchmark, we found that up to $77\%$ of total L2 cache misses are due to improper connection affinity and are avoidable. SKQ maintains connection affinity and follows connection migration with the CPU affinity scheduling policy.

Another factor is workload imbalance that arises from differences in request service time and suboptimal connection distribution across worker threads. Workload imbalance over saturates some worker threads while under-saturating others. To put this into perspective, we measured the difference in total processing time between the most and least busy threads in two workloads. In Memcached, a uniform workload, we measured a $2.8\%$ difference. In a GIS application with a Zipf-like service time distribution, we measured a $46\%$ difference. As a result, the GIS application’s tail latency increases much faster than Memcached as a function of throughput. SKQ offers scheduling policies to minimize workload imbalance.

Event-Driven Models: Most modern event-driven applications use either the 1:1 model or the 1:N model.

Applications using the 1:1 model create one Kqueue per thread where connections are assigned to thread private Kqueues. This model scales well and maintains connection affinity. However, the 1:1 model suffers from two problems. First, it hinders efficient event migration. Moving events between Kqueues requires two system calls that remove events from the source Kqueue and add them to the target Kqueue. This migration process also involves multiple kernel and usertask locks, leading to poor scalability. Second, this model interacts poorly with RSS in modern NICs as applications cannot detect nor react to RSS connection migration.

The 1:N model means all threads share a single Kqueue and process connections in a round-robin fashion. This model maximizes CPU utilization and simplifies event scheduling, but suffers from two problems. First, the model leads to lock contention on multicore machines (see § 6). Second, the model does not preserve connection affinity as each connection is processed by different threads, which results in cache misses. As a result, applications and event libraries have mostly avoided the 1:N model except for a few low-throughput services [25].

SKQ uses a hybrid architecture that offers the best of both worlds through our event scheduler. SKQ exposes a 1:N model to applications for efficient event scheduling and delivery while internally using a 1:1 model for multicore scalability.

Need for Application Control: Applications often need to deliver events to a specific thread. For example, one thread needs to notify another thread of control events. Kqueue does not provide applications using the 1:N model with fine-grained event delivery control. SKQ allows applications to pin events to specific threads.

SKQ also introduces application controlled event prioritization, which allows applications to prioritize latency-sensitive events over batch-processing events. To our knowledge, no existing kernel event subsystem supports event prioritization. The latest generation NICs provide hardware support for event prioritization with application device queues (ADQs) [20]. SKQ can be used with ADQs to improve event prioritization throughout the networking stack.

RFS, RPS and Intel Flow Director: Receive Flow Steering (RFS) [12] and Receive Packet Steering (RPS) [6] are Linux networking stack features. RFS improves connection locality by enabling the kernel to process packets on the core where the corresponding application thread is running. RPS is a software implementation of hardware RSS, which provides hash-based packet distribution across cores. Intel Flow Director [18] is a hardware implementation of RFS. SKQ eliminates the need for RFS with the CPU affinity policy.

**io_uring:** io_uring [7] is a recent Linux kernel feature that enables efficient asynchronous IO and avoids system call overhead via polling. Each io_uring object uses a single submission queue and a single completion queue for kernel-user communications. However, io_uring does not provide event scheduling between threads, which is the goal of SKQ.

FreeBSD offers the lio listItem [41] interface for asynchronous IO, which batches rather than eliminates system calls. We benchmarked the benefit of lioListItem combined with SKQ to improve low-latency throughput by roughly $40\%$. 
compared to 19.8% with SKQ alone on our web server benchmark (§ 6.7). Our techniques are also applicable to io_uring.

Windows IOPC: Windows IOPC is functionally similar to Kqueue and provides a developer friendly API for blocking IOs when used with the 1:N model [10, 38]. Each IOPC internally uses one event queue and provides a concurrency parameter to limit the number of running threads. Threads beyond this limit block until a running thread sleeps on an unrelated IO operation (e.g. disk IO) [9]. IOPC also suffers from lock contention at high core counts because of the 1:N model. As a result, only applications with long running requests, such as Exchange and MSSQL [25], use the 1:N model.

MegaPipe: MegaPipe [17] permanently affinitizes accepted connections to threads to improve cache affinity. MegaPipe internally uses the 1:1 model. Prior to MegaPipe, Affinity-Accept [34] and Chronos [26] also suggest maintaining connection affinity. MegaPipe delivers socket data along with triggered connections to reduce system call overhead.

SKQ’s queue affinity scheduling policy is similar to MegaPipe’s behavior. However, queue affinity is inferior to CPU affinity that takes into account connection migration in kernel and NICs. MegaPipe was developed much earlier when connection migration was less frequent due to the maturity of RSS implementations.

Custom Networking Stack: Arrakis [35], Chronos [26], DPDK [19], F-Stack [40], IX [3], and iTCP [22] use kernel-bypass to reduce system calls and/or kernel networking stack processing overhead. Other systems such as Snap [30], Shinjuku [23], and Zygos [36] apply thread scheduling on custom dataplanes. Shenango [33] implements user-level scheduling on top of DPDK and uses work stealing for load balancing.

SKQ differs from the systems above in three ways. First, SKQ schedules events between threads rather than threads between cores. Second, SKQ offers control over event delivery and scheduling policies in addition to work stealing. Last, SKQ is implemented in a traditional OS where most server applications are still being developed. SKQ enables applications to gain performance benefit with minimal changes. The systems above however generally suffer from adoption issues.

3 Design Overview

Modern applications require increasingly better multicore scalability, cache locality and scheduling support. FreeBSD Kqueue was designed to solve the C10K [24] problem. Server applications are now running with many cores and millions, rather than thousands, of clients. The changes in applications’ scale and requirements require us to revisit Kqueue’s design.

The current design presents three main issues. First, using Kqueue in the 1:N model results in scalability bottlenecks due to lock contention in some multithreaded applications with as few as 4 threads. Second, we observed cache misses and load imbalances that could not be solved. Finally, Kqueue processes events in FIFO order and lacks event prioritization.

SKQ is designed with three primary goals: scalability, event scheduling, and event prioritization. SKQ is also designed to be compatible with the Kqueue API.

- **Scalability:** SKQ scales to multicore machines and a large number of events. Our design allows a single SKQ to efficiently schedule events to multiple threads with little overhead and lock contention.

- **Event Scheduling:** SKQ implements scheduling policies that improve cache locality and minimize workload imbalance. Applications can select policies based on workload characteristics to minimize tail latency.

- **Event Prioritization:** SKQ enables applications to prioritize processing high priority events versus regular events, with minimal performance impact.

One major challenge is providing low overhead scheduling as any overhead can impact application performance. To put this in perspective, for Memcached, an increase in processing times of 150 cycles would result in a 1% drop in peak throughput, while a single L3 cache miss reduces throughput by 2.7%. Scheduling introduces unavoidable overhead due to statistics collection and making scheduling decisions.

3.1 Kqueue

The Kqueue API consists of two system calls. The `kqueue()` system call creates a Kqueue kernel object and returns a file descriptor. The `kevent()` system call handles event registration, update and delivery.

Applications manipulate events by calling `kevent()` on a Kqueue object with the file descriptor of a kernel object and the type of event to monitor (e.g. read availability on a socket). For event registration, the target Kqueue object allocates a knote to track the information and the state of the registered event. For fast lookups, all knotes on a Kqueue are kept in a hash table in the Kqueue object. Upon creation, the knote is also attached to the kernel object of interest. In FreeBSD, all kernel objects supported by Kqueue maintain a list of attached knotes. When the kernel object triggers an event, it activates all attached knotes by notifying their corresponding Kqueue objects.

Kqueue enqueue activates knotes into a single event queue protected by a giant lock. Application threads retrieve events with the `kevent()` system call and a userspace buffer used to hold the returned events. Internally, all threads acquire the giant lock and dequeue knotes from the event queue.

One correctness guarantee that a shared Kqueue provides is to avoid returning an event that is being processed by a thread to another thread. For example, a shared Kqueue must not notify more than one thread of read availability on the same socket, otherwise a race may occur. Kqueue achieves this guarantee by relying on application threads marking shared events as `dispatch events`, which instruct Kqueue to disable the event after returning it to the application. Once an application
thread finishes processing a shared event, the thread must call `kevent()` to re-enable the event so it can trigger again.

Both the single event queue design and frequent event enabling/disabling cause lock contention. Therefore, a Kqueue is rarely shared between threads in an application. Additionally, using a single event queue hinders optimizing for cache locality [17,34]. User-level scheduling is difficult as migrating knotes between Kqueues is cumbersome and inefficient.

### 3.2 SKQ

SKQ provides applications with event scheduling and delivery controls by sharing a single scalable instance between all application threads. Figure 1 shows the overall architecture. SKQ extends Kqueue in three main ways: employing a new scalable design, offering event scheduling and delivery control, and optimizing the event lifecycle. Additionally, SKQ maintains a compatibility mode that exhibits the same behavior as Kqueue.

**Scalability:** SKQ improves multicore scalability and enables efficient event scheduling by introducing a new internal, lightweight, per-thread kevq structure. Each SKQ creates one kevq for each application thread, which is an event queue that holds knotes assigned to the corresponding thread.

When applications query events, each worker thread locks and retrieves knotes from its private kevq, eliminating a major source of contention on the giant Kqueue lock. Furthermore, kevqs allow SKQ to quickly schedule events between lightweight internal structures instead of kernel objects. Implementing even scheduling between kernel objects requires extra locking (e.g. file descriptor locks) and complicates resource cleanup. SKQ approximates the benefit of the 1:N model without scalability bottlenecks or poor cache affinity through scheduling on top of an internal 1:1 model.

When an SKQ is destroyed, all of its kevqs are destroyed. If a thread exits while an SKQ is still active, only the exiting thread’s kevq is drained and destroyed. Knotes already queued to the kevq are rescheduled to other available threads.

Applications are allowed to create multiple SKQs at a time, meaning each application thread can correspond to multiple kevqs belonging to different SKQs. We use a hash table that maintains the mapping from kevqs to their respective SKQs in the kernel thread object.

The per-thread design allows SKQ to more easily handle applications that spawn greater or fewer threads than available cores, and thread migration. While it might seem natural to use a per-core design, some applications process blocking IO calls and have more threads than cores. Applications with fewer threads than cores would require extra handling to prevent events from being left on cores with no threads.

**Event Scheduling and Delivery Control:** SKQ introduces an event scheduler to schedule knotes both passively and actively. Upon event activation, the event scheduler determines the target kevq of the activated knote based on the selected scheduling policy. When a kevq has no active knotes, the kevq also actively tries to steal knotes from other kevqs. Applications can control the scheduling policy via `ioctl()` and new per-event flags for pinning and priorities.

SKQ also allows applications to mark individual events as high priority. SKQ favors returning high priority events first. Two tunables are provided to control the exact behavior. Applications can adjust the tunables based on their requirements. We elaborate on both features in § 4.

**Optimized Event Lifecycle:** We optimize SKQ’s event handling to eliminate the need of re-enabling events after processing and to improve scheduling fairness.

SKQ adds a processing flag to knotes and a processing queue to kevq. Each processing queue holds knotes returned to the application from the last `kevent()` call. SKQ marks these knotes as processing, which can be scheduled to a different kevq although they are temporarily ignored by event queries. When the original thread finishes processing events, it calls `kevent()` again, which releases all knotes on its processing queue so they can be returned by future event queries.

Applications do not need to re-enable events because SKQ marks them as processing in the kernel and will not deliver them to other threads until the original thread releases them. This optimization improves scheduling fairness as processing events are always scheduled on activation rather than after the original thread returns, preserving the relative order of arrival.

### 4 Event Scheduling Policies

The event scheduler selects the kevq for an activated knote based on the scheduling policy. SKQ offers two categories of scheduling policies that improve cache locality and reduce
workload imbalance, which can be combined. Additionally, applications can pin events to threads and prioritize events.

We originally planned to provide a single policy that would perform well for all workloads. However, we realized from our experiments that the best scheduling policy is application and workload dependent (§ 4.3 describes policy selection). To this end, SKQ provides applications with control over scheduling policy to better meet the developer and user needs.

The biggest challenge is balancing the overhead and the optimality of making scheduling decisions. Since the event scheduler runs on every event activation, we must minimize the overhead so that the cost of scheduling does not overshadow its benefit. Towards this goal, we carefully designed SKQ while considering the impact of lock contention, CPU overhead and cache footprint.

4.1 Cache Locality Policies

Cache misses are detrimental to applications. For example, a read request in Memcached takes about 15k cycles from the NIC receiving the request to sending the response on our machine, while a L3 cache miss takes 400 cycles. This means that each cache miss increases processing time by 2.67% and correspondingly reduces throughput. SKQ provides two policies to help applications improve cache locality.

Both policies use our kqdom structure, which is a multi-level N-ary tree that mirrors the system’s cache and memory topology, and keeps track of the core affinity of all kevqs. Each kqdom leaf node corresponds to a core and contains a list of local kevqs. Each kqdom level represents a shared cache level. During initialization, each SKQ creates a private kqdom. When an SKQ object registers a thread, the kevq is inserted into the corresponding kqdom leaf node. When the CPU scheduler reschedules a thread to a different core, the kevq is also moved to the new kqdom leaf node.

On a multi-socket machine, a kqdom typically contains 3 levels. The top level nodes represent different NUMA domains. The second level contains all cores that share the last-level cache within a NUMA domain. The third level consists of leaf nodes corresponding to a core containing hyperthreads.

**Queue Affinity:** The queue affinity policy always delivers events to the core where the event first triggered, which reduces userspace cache misses by maintaining affinity.

When a knote is activated for the first time, SKQ stores the corresponding kqdom leaf node in the knote. On subsequent activations, the event scheduler queues the knote to a kevq in the same kqdom leaf node. When multiple kevqs are present in the same kqdom leaf node, a random kevq is selected. However, when connections migrate, this policy results in more cache misses in the kernel.

**CPU Affinity:** The CPU affinity policy delivers events to the application threads local to the triggering core. For network sockets, the policy always queues knotes to the core that received the NIC interrupt and processed the packet.

This policy improves cache locality within the kernel. Before an event activation, the networking stack has already processed the incoming packet, which pulls socket buffers and metadata into the local core’s cache. CPU affinity policy keeps these cache lines local so subsequent reads and writes in userspace will more likely result in cache hits.

Furthermore, CPU affinity cooperates well with all sources of connection migration including RSS. After a connection migrates to a different core, the policy follows the migration and queues the event to a kevq on the new core. This reduces the cache misses caused by the application and kernel processing the event on different cores. This also reduces kevq lock contention during event activation as cores will deliver events to their local kevq from the packet processing, rather than competing to deliver events to the same kevq.

4.2 Workload Balancing Policies

Workload imbalance is another major cause of suboptimal performance. An imbalanced load distribution leads to resource under-utilization where some worker threads are idling whereas others are overloaded. We implement two policies that mitigate imbalances.

**Best of Two:** The best of two policy load balances events between threads by randomly selecting two kevqs and choosing the kevq with a lower expected wait time. Mitzenmacher [31] shows that this policy offers good optimality. Expected wait time $E[t]$ refers to the wait time before the activated knote is serviced by an application thread.

For each kevq, we maintain the number of knotes currently queued $n_{cur}$, the number of knotes returned to userspace of the last `kevent()` call $n_{ret}$, the timestamp of the last `kevent()` call $t_{ret}$, and a moving average of the processing time in cycles per knote $t_{avg}$. We use an exponential moving average with $\alpha = 0.05$, hence $t_{avg} = 0.05 * t_{new} + 0.95 * t_{avg}$, which we found to react fast enough while smoothing out workload behavior and noise from interrupts and scheduling. When applications finish processing a knote and return it to SKQ via `kevent()`, the moving average is updated.

On knote activation, the event scheduler calculates the expected wait time with $E[t] = t_{ret} + t_{avg} * (n_{ret} + n_{cur})$ for both selected kevqs. Finally, the event scheduler enqueues the knote to the kevq with earlier $E[t]$.

A potential issue is that a thread may unexpectedly stall in userspace. In this case, $E[t]$ can lag far behind and be in the past. To prevent the event scheduler from assigning too many knotes to the thread, we set $t_{ret}$ to $\text{MAX}(t_{ret}, t_{cur} - t_{avg} * n_{ret})$, where $t_{cur}$ is the current timestamp.

**Work Stealing:** Work stealing allows idle threads to steal knotes from another thread’s kevq. Unlike other scheduling policies, work stealing operates during the dequeuing of knotes rather than knote activation. When a thread has no knotes to process, it normally blocks until some knotes arrive. With work stealing enabled, instead of blocking, the idle
thread picks a random victim kevq and tries to steal knots. The system will periodically retry until either new knotes arrive or at least one knot is stolen. Applications can control the maximum stolen knotes per attempt (defaults to 1).

In order to reduce the overhead and lock contention of work stealing, we use trylocks to check the availability of the victim kevq and knots. The idle thread first trylocks the victim kevq. If the victim kevq is busy, the idle thread sleeps for a fixed amount of time then retries. Otherwise, the idle thread scans the victim kevq for knots. We use the same trylock technique to probe each knote, skipping knots that are undergoing changes (e.g., being scheduled). To avoid locking the victim kevq for too long, we bound the maximum number of scanned knots to twice the maximum stolen knots.

Another issue is thrashing that can occur because of lock ordering issues. When a knote is stolen by an idle thread it is moved to the idle thread’s kevq. For a short window of time we must drop all kevq locks to not violate lock ordering. This allows another thread to steal events from the idle thread before it can process any stolen knots. This causes thrashing of events as they can bounce around due to this race. We added a flag to denote whether it is stolen. Knotes with the flag set are skipped during work stealing. The flag is cleared after the stolen knot is processed by the idle thread.

Our measurements show that for applicable workloads, work stealing improves the latency response and reduces tail latency (see § 6.5). We also observe negligible lock contention because of the trylock optimization using FreeBSD lockstat. Our earlier implementation did not employ the trylock optimization that caused work stealing to increase the overall latency in some workloads due to the aforementioned issues.

**Hybrid Policies:** SKQ allows applications to combine cache locality policies with workload balancing policies. In this case, the event scheduler picks the first kevq according to the cache locality policy, and then uses best of two to pick a second kevq from the rest. The expected wait time of both selected kevqs are then compared with a constant cache miss penalty applied to the kevq selected by best of two. While the cache miss penalty of migrating to a random core is both application and workload dependent, in our experiments we found a constant penalty was enough to prevent unnecessary migration when the imbalance was not significant.

Work stealing can be used with other policy combinations as it operates during knote dequening. In our experiments, hybrid policies that combine all three scheduling options comprise the best-performing polices for imbalanced workloads.

### 4.3 Policy Selection Criteria

Policy selection is based on the application’s workload characteristics. Applications with uniform and low response times should use the CPU affinity policy to maximize cache affinity. Applications with imbalanced or IO-heavy workloads should use the hybrid policy consisting of CPU affinity and best of two with work stealing to balance the threads and extend low-latency throughput. The rationale is discussed in § 6.

#### 4.4 Fine-grained Event Delivery Controls

Besides scheduling, SKQ allows applications to control event delivery on a per-event level. We currently offer two controls to handle event pinning and event prioritization.

**Event Pinning:** SKQ allows applications to pin individual events to specific threads. Application threads use the affinity flag for each event during event registration. The flag ensures that the event is always delivered to the registering thread.

This is useful to applications where threads communicate based on pipes or user events. For example, in Memcached, the main thread uses a pipe to communicate control messages to each worker thread. Scheduling these events between threads would break the notification system.

**Event Prioritization:** Event prioritization enables applications to prioritize latency-sensitive traffic such as end user requests over batch processing. SKQ defines two event priority levels: regular and high priority. By default, all registered events are of regular priority. Applications can promote an event to high priority by setting the high priority flag.

In each kevq, we maintain a separate event queue for high priority knots. During event activation, the event scheduler queues activated knots to their corresponding queue. During event queries, kevent() prioritizes dequeuing knots from the high priority queue. The remaining space left in the userspace buffer is filled with regular priority events.

Our design also addresses two potential problems of event prioritization. First, too many high priority events may cause starvation. To prevent starvation, we introduced the rtshare parameter that controls the maximum percentage of returned high priority events. For example, an rtshare of 80 means at most 8 high priority events out of 10 total events will be returned to the application per kevent() call.

Second, if kevent() returns too many events per call, which is common at high throughput, the application thread might spend a long time processing all events, postponing the delivery of newly arrived high priority events. To address this issue, applications can set the rtfreq parameter to control the number of kevent() calls a thread should perform per second, bounding the latency of high priority events. SKQ dynamically limits the number of events returned to the application based on the average processing time statistics.

Applications gain the full benefit of event prioritization by tuning rtshare and rtfreq based on workload characteristics and user requirements. In our benchmark, we observed an 8× tail latency improvement of a high priority client at peak throughput with little impact on regular clients.
5  Implementation

We implemented SKQ in FreeBSD 13 (commit 04816a1) with ∼3000 source lines of code (SLOC). We also developed two SKQ event libraries libevent-skq and libskq for easy adoption in ∼1700 SLOC. libevent-skq is compatible with libevent and solves its limitation with concurrent event processing on a single event base. libskq uses a custom API with reduced lock contention and system call batching via lio_listio (disabled in our evaluation). Additionally, we implemented a custom webserver in ∼1000 SLOC on top of libskq that conforms with HTTP/1.1 as defined in RFCs 7230–7237 [21].

6  Evaluation

We evaluate our system using microbenchmarks and four applications. We choose workloads based on their request service time characteristics, e.g. Memcached has a uniform request service time whereas RocksDB displays workload imbalance. We also measure the event prioritization benefit and compare SKQ with Shenango, a kernel-bypass system.

All server applications run on a server with dual 2.1 GHz Intel Skylake-SP Silver 4116 with an Intel X722 10 GbE NIC. The workload generating clients run on 6 identical Skylake machines and 4 additional machines with dual Intel Xeon E5-2680 and a Mellanox ConnectX-3 10 GbE. Turbo boost is disabled on all machines to minimize measurement error. Hyperthreading is enabled with one application thread per core and NIC interrupts scheduled to the adjacent hyperthread as recommended by NIC vendors.

In all experiments we use 12 server threads, 12 client threads and 12 connections per client thread. Each run consists of a 5-second warmup followed by a 25-second measurement. All threads are pinned to the first socket. The measurement client establishes one connection per thread to probe the server response time. Each data point is obtained as the average of three runs and all results are statistically significant.

In the following sections, vanilla refers to multiple SKQs (the 1:1 model) to isolate the scheduling benefit. We do this because SKQ in compatibility mode provides a modest performance improvement over Kqueue (§ 6.2).

6.1  Scalability

We built a benchmark that generates events via UNIX pipes to measure the scalability of Kqueue/SKQ. Each client thread establishes 12 pipe pairs and sends requests with a constant processing time of 5 µs. We run four configurations in total while varying the number of threads.

Shared SKQ scales linearly and on par with both multiple Kqueues and multiple SKQs. We see a constant throughput increase with each additional core, since all three setups have little lock contention and SKQ schedules events with low overhead. Shared Kqueue starts to contend after 4 cores. At 12 cores, shared Kqueue only achieves 4.8% of the throughput of other configurations. This reduction in throughput comes from lock contention in Kqueue. Additional experiments show that the result of shared Kqueue is workload dependent. For requests with very short processing time, the giant Kqueue lock is the main source of contention. The lock contention decreases as the processing time increases.

We use FreeBSD lockstat [15] to compare the lock contention of shared Kqueue with SKQ at maximum throughput with 12 cores. The result shows that shared Kqueue has significantly higher lock contention due to threads competing for the single event queue and the giant lock.

For shared Kqueue, the top three contending system locks belong to Kqueue, which comprise 69% of total lock contention. Shared SKQ displays much lower contention with the worst contending SKQ lock ranked the 4th in the system. The top three contending SKQ locks only comprise 12% of total lock contention.

By breaking up Kqueue’s giant lock and introducing thread private kevqs, SKQ significantly lowers the lock contention at high core counts, achieving much better scalability.

CPU Affinity vs. Queue Affinity: In our benchmarks, CPU affinity performs on par or better than queue affinity. As we mentioned before, this is due to connection migration, which breaks connection affinity with queue affinity. Thus, we consider CPU affinity superior to queue affinity in general and will omit queue affinity from further discussions.

6.2  Multiple SKQs vs. Multiple Kqueues

Figure 3 shows the latency response of an unmodified Memcached using multiple Kqueues vs. multiple SKQs (the 1:1 model). We improve tail latency at throughputs between 750k–1.1M req/s. At maximum throughput, we lower tail latency by 33%. The improvement comes from the new SKQ archi-
Figure 3: The latency response of Memcached using multiple SKQs vs. multiple Kqueues. SKQ lowers the tail latency by 33% at high throughput due to fine-grained locking.

Throughout the evaluation, "vanilla" refers to multiple SKQs (the 1:1 model) to accurately measure the benefit of our scheduling policies. This isolates the improvement due to architectural changes.

### 6.3 Cache Miss Analysis

We use an RPC echo service to understand how cache locality policies affect cache miss rates. Figure 4 shows the latency response for an RPC echo client while varying throughput against three different policies. Both CPU and queue affinity outperform vanilla above 500k req./s. At 580k req./s, both policies show the maximum benefit over the vanilla with a 6.8× (269 µs vs. 1839 µs) lower tail latency and 20% more low-latency throughput (585k req./s vs. 497k req./s).

Using CPU performance counters, we analyze the cache behavior to understand where the benefit comes from. Table 1 shows the L2 cache misses at 580k req./s broken down by various kernel code paths.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy</th>
<th>TCP input</th>
<th>TCP output</th>
<th>Event activation</th>
<th>Event query</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>252k</td>
<td>15k</td>
<td>63k</td>
<td>166k</td>
<td>496k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queue</td>
<td>343k</td>
<td>33k</td>
<td>95k</td>
<td>250k</td>
<td>721k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanilla</td>
<td>828k</td>
<td>76k</td>
<td>45k</td>
<td>1235k</td>
<td>2184k</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: L2 data cache misses collected using hardware performance counters for 20 s running at 580k req./s. TCP input/output refer to the packet transmit and receive path, event activation includes event activation and scheduling, and event query is the application retrieving events with kevent().

Both scheduling policies significantly reduce L2 cache misses in the TCP input/output path and event query path. The TCP input path includes receive-side packet processing, while the TCP output path includes processing the socket buffer into packets. The event query path is all the code executed during kevent() calls to retrieve events. In all paths, SKQ outperforms as both cache locality policies preserve cache affinity better, thus reducing cache misses.

The vanilla configuration of Memcached (see § 6.4) is typical of other applications that ignore cache affinity information (unavailable in userspace) and use a round-robin assignment of connections to worker threads. As a result, vanilla contains many mismatched connections, i.e. connections processed by the kernel on one core but processed by an application thread on a different core, leading to more cache misses and worse tail latency.

In the event activation path, vanilla has fewer cache misses than our scheduling policies. This is expected as both policies require extra scheduling logic and accesses to new data structures like the kqd. However, the cache miss difference is minor in comparison to the other three code paths and has little impact on the overall performance.

CPU affinity has fewer cache misses compared to queue affinity. This is due to connection migration between cores. Recall that the queue affinity policy does not follow the migration. In this workload, the difference is minor enough to not show a significant latency difference.
We benchmark Memcached using Mutilate with the Facebook workload [1]. Figure 5 shows the latency response of the best-performing policy. The largest latency gap occurs at 640k req./s where CPU affinity had 3× lower latency than vanilla. With a maximum tail latency of 320 µs, SKQ effectively increases 9% of low-latency throughput (650k req./s vs. 600k req./s). At high load, SKQ achieves 5% higher throughput and 26% lower tail latency.

Mutilate’s request service time distribution is nearly uniform as it only issues GET and PUT requests. We measure the total time each worker thread spent processing requests in userspace at maximum throughput. The thread with the highest processing time spent 2.8% more than that of the thread with the lowest processing time, indicating that load imbalance is insignificant among worker threads.

With a uniform and balanced workload, cache locality policies offer cache affinity without the scheduling overhead of the load balancing policies. Besides preserving cache locality, there is little that can be done in the kernel event subsystem to improve the performance of Memcached without optimizing the application itself, e.g. reducing lock contention [26].

6.4 Memcached

We benchmark Memcached using Mutilate with the Facebook ETC workload [1]. Figure 5 shows the latency response of the best-performing policy. The largest latency gap occurs at 640k req./s where CPU affinity had 3× lower latency than vanilla. With a maximum tail latency of 320 µs, SKQ effectively increases 9% of low-latency throughput (650k req./s vs. 600k req./s). At high load, SKQ achieves 5% higher throughput and 26% lower tail latency.

With a uniform and balanced workload, cache locality policies offer cache affinity without the scheduling overhead of the load balancing policies. Besides preserving cache locality, there is little that can be done in the kernel event subsystem to improve the performance of Memcached without optimizing the application itself, e.g. reducing lock contention [26].

6.5 Application Server

Server applications often need to service client connections with different latency characteristics, e.g. connections that issue only light requests vs. heavy requests. To investigate the benefit of SKQ on such workloads, we developed a GIS application server with a Zipf-like distribution of request service times that models MyBikeRoutes-OSM traffic [39].

In this benchmark, each client issues requests that are either light, medium or heavy computation tasks (approximately 10 µs, 50 µs and 200 µs). Each client connection is assigned to perform a single task. The overall connection characteristics follow a Zipf-like distribution consisting of 95% light, 4% medium and 1% heavy connections. We collect the latency response of all the policies.

Figure 6 shows the most interesting policies. The hybrid policy (CPU affinity and best of two with work stealing) has 6% lower peak throughput compared to vanilla due to the overhead of scheduling. However, the hybrid policy provides much lower tail latency and more low-latency throughput at mid range. At 460k req./s, the hybrid policy reached the largest gap of 9.9× lower tail latency and 3.4× lower average latency. For a maximum tail latency of 280 µs, the hybrid policy extends the low-latency throughput by 3×. It is also worth noting that the hybrid policies show benefit even at low throughput. The analysis is further discussed in § 6.6.

To quantify the imbalances, we again measure the total amount of time each worker thread spent processing events in userspace at 460k req./s (the largest gap) for both vanilla and the hybrid policy. The percent difference between the busiest and the least busy thread is 46.1% for vanilla and 1.4% for the hybrid policy. This shows that the hybrid policy significantly reduced the workload imbalance between threads.

Work Stealing: Figure 6 shows the latency response of best of two with and without work stealing. Although best of two mitigates the imbalance to some extent, work stealing further shifts the curve outward, providing lower tail latency and more low-latency throughput. This is because while best of two balances the threads according to statistics at event activation time, work stealing enables SKQ to react faster and respond immediately to runtime changes and imbalance.

Hybrid Policy: Figure 6 also shows that a hybrid policy of CPU affinity and best of two with work stealing further extends the low latency throughput. This is because CPU affinity also considers cache locality. The hybrid policy always considers the thread with the better cache locality, and prefers it unless best of two shows substantial benefit.

6.6 RocksDB

RocksDB is a fast and persistent embeddable key-value store. Cao et al. [5] characterized and modeled several Facebook workloads that use RocksDB as the backend. We developed a frontend to RocksDB that services GET, SEEK and PUT requests. In this benchmark, we use the same client configuration as the ZippyDB (prefix_dist) model specified by Cao. We place the RocksDB directory on a memory backed file system and preload it with 50M keys.

Unlike Memcached, the ZippyDB workload presents heavy imbalances due to its 3% SEEK requests. As an experiment,
we eliminate all SEEK requests from the workload and observed 5.85× higher maximum throughput (737k req./s vs. 126k req./s). Figures 7 and 8 show the latency data over full and low throughput range. At low throughput, the tail latency of vanilla starts to increase at only 2.3k req./s whereas the hybrid policy (CPU affinity and best of two with work stealing) stays flat. This indicates extreme imbalances in the workload and is in line with what Cao reported.

Despite a lower peak throughput, the hybrid policy extends the low-latency throughput by 27.4× (63k req./s vs. 2.3k req./s). The largest latency gap occurs at 63k req./s where the hybrid policy achieves 1022× (263 µs vs. 269 µs) lower tail latency. This benchmark demonstrates SKQ’s benefit to highly imbalanced workloads.

Unlike the GIS application workload where connections have a fixed request type, RocksDB connections all have the same request service time distribution. At low throughput, heavy SEEK requests are relatively rare where they can still be handled in time and do not queue up. In the GIS application, even a few misassigned heavy connections could overload a thread at low throughput, which is why the hybrid policy showed benefit earlier.

### 6.7 Web Server

So far we showed the benefit of SKQ on both balanced and imbalanced in-memory workloads. In this benchmark, we use our custom web server to demonstrate how SKQ improves IO-heavy workloads.

The web server is configured to service HTTP requests of small HTML pages (~640 bytes) without caching residing on a HDD. Figure 9 shows the results of the best-performing policy. Similar to other imbalanced benchmarks, the hybrid policy has marginally lower peak throughput, but provides 19.8% higher low-latency throughput with 300 µs maximum tail latency. The biggest tail latency improvement occurs at 341k req./s where vanilla has 3.6× higher tail latency (1386 µs vs 384 µs). We can see that SKQ also offers benefit on heavy, uniform IO workloads.

In this benchmark, clients request web pages of similar size, which is a uniform IO workload. However, the web server benefits most from a workload balancing policy. This is because IO requests have high variance in latency. Some HTML pages might be in the file system buffer cache whereas others need to be read from the hard disk. This results in different access times and leads to an imbalanced workload. However, compared to our RocksDB and application server benchmark, IO does not induce as much imbalance. Thus, the web server benchmark shows less benefit than the other imbalanced workloads.

### 6.8 Event Prioritization

This benchmark demonstrates the effect of event prioritization on a lightweight high priority client. We use the same workload distribution as the application server.

The measurement client is assigned regular priority in the first experiment but high priority in the second experiment.

---

Figure 6: The latency response of the application server using various policies. The hybrid policy refers to CPU affinity and best of two with work stealing. All workload balancing policies lower the latency to different extents.

Figure 7: The latency response of RocksDB using the Facebook ZippyDB workload. The hybrid policy refers to CPU affinity and best of two with work stealing. SKQ significantly improves the low-latency throughput.
The measurement client also sends 30000 lightweight requests per second to probe the latency. We set rtfreq to be 10000 so that server threads call kevent() every 100 µs. rtshare is left at 100 to let SKQ pass back as many high priority events as possible. We measure the latency experienced by the measurement client in both settings and the regular clients’ latency in the second experiment.

Figure 10 shows the latency response. At peak throughput, the high priority client’s throughput comprises 5% of all traffic. The high priority measurement client’s tail latency only increases by 1.2× (371 µs) than that at low throughput (263 µs) whereas the regular priority measurement client’s tail latency increases by almost 10× (2656 µs). In addition, the regular clients did not experience increased latency due to the addition of the high priority client but the server did lose 0.9% maximum throughput. This benchmark shows that event prioritization enables the server to service a lightweight, high priority client with low tail latency while having minimal impact on regular clients even when the server is fully loaded.

The tunables (rtshare, rtfreq, high priority client’s request rate) used are specifically tuned for this workload. Blindly changing the tunables to meet unrealistic goals only lead to decreased performance. For example, if the request rate of the high priority client is too high, it will experience increased latency as serving a large amount of high priority requests with low latency without starvation is difficult. Furthermore, using inappropriate rtshare and rtfreq may cause starvation or priority loss. Therefore, we do not offer recommended values for the tunables as they are highly situational.

6.9 Comparing with a Kernel-bypass System

We compare SKQ with the state-of-the-art kernel-bypass system Shenango to illustrate the benefits and tradeoffs. We also considered porting SKQ to F-Stack, a kernel-bypass library based on FreeBSD’s networking stack. Unfortunately, F-Stack does not support multithreading within a single instance [13]. While outperforming kernel-bypass techniques in a traditional OS is unlikely without significant advances in hardware and software, we can still narrow the performance gap.

We built Shenango on Debian 10 running on a Skylake machine with an Intel 82599 NIC as Shenango only supports two modified NIC drivers in DPDK. We use one Skylake machine as the measuring client and six Skylake machines as workload generation clients. We benchmark three synthetic workloads with different request service time distributions: two with uniform distribution (10 µs, 20 µs) and one with imbalanced Zipf-like distribution (85% 10 µs, 12% 50 µs, 3% 200 µs). We compare how each system maximizes the low-latency throughput (<150 µs 99th percentile latency).

This comparison is unfair due to vastly different approaches and environments. First, Shenango implements a custom networking stack using DPDK and user-level scheduling, both of which bypass the Linux kernel. SKQ only redesigns the event subsystem in FreeBSD. Second, Shenango’s TCP stack is a research prototype and lacks TCP features such as congestion control, while SKQ uses FreeBSD’s networking stack.

In Figure 11, at 10 µs request service time, Shenango shows 1.67× higher low-latency throughput than SKQ. However,
for 20 µs request service time, Shenango only achieves $1.5 \times$ higher low-latency throughput. This is because system call overhead comprises a larger fraction of time when the request service time is low. Heavier requests mask system call overhead as applications spend more time in userspace.

For the imbalanced workload, Shenango shows less benefit than uniform workloads – only 16.7% higher low-latency throughput than SKQ. This gap is lower because of the longer average service times and correspondingly lower OS overhead. SKQ achieves a result very close to Shenango as we measure nearly no load imbalance ($\S$ 6.5). We also measure the latency response of vanilla, i.e., multiple SKQs, and found that SKQ closes the gap between vanilla and Shenango by 83.7%.

Kernel-bypassing shows bigger improvements when the request service time is low and uniform. For imbalanced workloads and heavier requests, the benefit of kernel-bypassing diminishes compared to kernel event scheduling.

Additionally, Shenango suffers from difficult adoption. First, Shenango requires changes to the threading model, synchronization and networking APIs. Porting complex applications such as RocksDB proved to be challenging. SKQ requires less invasive changes and affects only one system call. As a comparison, Shenango’s Memcached results in ~1200 SLOC changed whereas SKQ’s Memcached modifies only ~200 SLOC, including SKQ statistics collection and exposing SKQ controls to configuration files. Second, Shenango requires DPDK and patching NIC drivers, which increases maintenance effort. SKQ is built into the kernel and supports all NICs supported by the operating system.

7 Conclusions

SKQ revisits existing kernel event facilities and provides a practical solution to the latency problem for applications running in traditional OSes. SKQ offers novel features and a production quality implementation that has been developed over the course of nearly two years. We show significant performance gains in applications by only revisiting kernel event subsystems. This suggests that there are still optimization opportunities in traditional OS kernels.

Availability

All of our code and scripts to run experiments are available at https://rcs.uwaterloo.ca/skq/.
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Abstract
Homa/Linux is a Linux kernel module that implements the Homa transport protocol. Measurements of Homa/Linux reconfi rm Homa’s superior performance compared to TCP and DCTCP. In a cluster benchmark with 40 nodes, Homa/Linux provided lower latency than both TCP and DCTCP for all message sizes; for short messages, Homa’s 99th percentile tail latency was 7–83x lower than TCP and DCTCP. The benchmarks also show that Homa has eliminated network congestion as a significant performance limitation. Both tail latency and throughput are now limited by software overheads, particularly software congestion caused by imperfect load balancing of the protocol stack across cores. Another factor of 5–10x in performance can be achieved if software overheads can be eliminated in the future.

1 Introduction
Montazeri et al. recently introduced a new network transport protocol for datacenters called Homa [25]. Homa uses network priority queues and receiver-driven packet scheduling to favor shorter messages and eliminate congestion at host downlinks. Homa reduces latency significantly, especially for short messages under high network loads. Montazeri et al. demonstrated tail latencies almost 100x better than the best prior measurements of transport protocols that included TCP, DCTCP [1], Infiniband, HULL [2], PIAS [4], and NDP [15].

However, the original evaluation of Homa was done in a research setting, based partly on simulations and partly on a user-level implementation (with kernel bypass) in the RAMCloud storage system [29]. The implementation did not support general applications, and it was difficult to compare it fairly to a kernel TCP implementation, since the user-level implementation of Homa avoided the high software overheads imposed on TCP by the kernel. As a result, the original Homa work left open questions about whether the protocol’s benefits could be achieved in a more practical setting.

This paper describes Homa/Linux, a Linux kernel module that implements Homa. I undertook the development of Homa/Linux with three goals: first, to understand how the overheads of a kernel implementation affect Homa’s implementation and performance; second, to measure how a kernel version of Homa performs compared to a mature and widely used implementation of TCP and DCTCP; and third, to create a practical implementation of Homa to encourage its use in real applications and evaluate its benefits for production datacenter workloads.

This paper makes two contributions. First, Homa/Linux demonstrates that it is possible to build a competitive production implementation of Homa. Homa/Linux outperforms both TCP and DCTCP by a wide margin, confirming the results in [25]. Using four of the Montazeri workloads and considering short messages under high network loads, P99 (99th percentile) latency under Homa/Linux is 7–83x lower than TCP and DCTCP. All message sizes under all workloads experience lower latency with Homa than either TCP or DCTCP, both at the median at P99. In most cases Homa’s P99 latency is lower than the median for TCP and DCTCP. Homa needs only a few priority levels to achieve high performance, and it outperforms TCP and DCTCP even with only one priority level.

Second, this work provides a case study of the challenges in building a performant transport protocol in the high-overhead environment of the Linux kernel. Homa/Linux had to address a variety of issues, such as batching, load balancing, and real-time processing. Homa eliminates almost all network congestion, but software congestion is becoming more problematic as more and more cores must be harnessed to keep up with increasing network speeds. In Homa/Linux, software overheads are now the primary factor limiting performance. This paper quantifies those overheads. For example, at least 18 cores will be required to drive a 100 Gbps network in both directions, and distributing protocol processing across multiple cores increases software overheads by 2–3x.

Although Homa/Linux provides much better performance than TCP, its latency and small-message throughput are still 5–10x worse than raw network speeds. Section 7 argues that this gap cannot be reduced significantly as long as transports are implemented in software. To harness future networks’ full performance potential, protocols such as Homa will probably need to be implemented in hardware. This will require new NIC architectures to be developed.

2 Homa Summary
This section summarizes the key elements of the Homa protocol; see Montazeri et al. [25] for details and discussion. Homa is designed as a transport for RPC frameworks in datacenters. It is optimized for networks with one-way hardware latencies as low as 1–2 µs and aims to provide the lowest possible tail latency for short messages, even when operating at high network load with a mix of message lengths. It does so by minimizing the latency impact of congestion at the network edge (host downlinks). Homa also eliminates head-of-line block-
SRPT and messages. Homa implements an approximation of SRPT (shortest remaining processing time), prioritizing shorter messages over longer ones. SRPT is most beneficial for short messages, but it also improves latency for large messages compared to the fair sharing approach used in protocols such as TCP. This is because SRPT produces run-to-completion behavior: once a message becomes highest priority, it will remain highest priority until it completes (unless new messages arrive).

Receiver-driven packet scheduling. In Homa, each receiver collects information about all of its incoming messages and schedules incoming packet transmissions. The first few packets of each message (unscheduled packets) are transmitted unilaterally by the sender, but the remaining scheduled packets are sent only in response to grants from the receiver. The number of unscheduled packets is typically chosen to cover the round-trip time, so that an unloaded server can return the first grant before the last unscheduled packet has been sent. This allows messages to use the full network bandwidth in an unloaded system. The grant mechanism allows receivers to limit congestion at their downlinks; buffer buildup occurs only if many senders transmit unscheduled packets simultaneously to the same destination (incast). I use the term RTTBytes to describe the number of unscheduled bytes, following Montazeri et al.; its role is analogous to windows in other protocols.

In-network priority queues. Homa takes advantage of the priority queues in modern network switches (typically 8 or 16 for each egress port). It divides the priority levels into two groups: the highest levels are used for unscheduled packets, and the lower levels for scheduled ones. Within each group, shorter messages get higher priorities. Receivers choose the priorities for all of their incoming traffic. For scheduled packets, the receiver specifies priorities “just in time” using grants. For unscheduled packets, the receiver specifies in advance the range of message lengths for each priority level; it disseminates new assignments occasionally as its workload changes.

The fraction of priority levels allocated for unscheduled packets is chosen to match the fraction of all incoming bytes that are in unscheduled packets. The cutoffs between unscheduled priorities are assigned so that each priority level is used for about the same number of incoming bytes.

Sender-side SRPT. Homa nodes also implement SRPT when transmitting: given multiple messages with packets to transmit, a sender should transmit packets for the message with the fewest remaining bytes. To do this, Homa must limit the rate at which outgoing packets are passed to the NIC to ensure that long queues do not build up in the NIC (these would delay packets from new shorter messages).

Overcommitment. When a receiver issues a grant there is no guarantee that the sender will immediately transmit the granted packets. In order to keep its downlink fully loaded, receivers thus grant simultaneously to multiple incoming messages; this is called overcommitment since it overcommits the downlink and may result in buffering at the switch. Scheduled priority levels are allocated to ensure SRPT among the messages being granted, so overcommitment does not affect the latency of the highest priority message. The degree of overcommitment is typically in the range of 5–10, which is chosen as a balance between excessive buffer buildup (if too large) and inefficient use of downlink bandwidth (if too small).

3 Homa/Linux API

TCP’s connection-oriented socket API is a poor match for Homa, and for datacenter applications in general. The first problem is TCP’s streaming nature, which means that it has no notion of message boundaries. This is problematic for Homa, which needs message lengths to implement SRPT. Streams are also awkward for most datacenter applications, which communicate via messages. These applications must impose their own message structure on TCP streams; this adds nontrivial complexity, given that a read might return only part of a message, or parts of several messages. It is difficult to share a TCP stream between multiple reading threads (e.g., in a server), since reads don’t necessarily return dispatchable units (entire messages).

Streams also have the disadvantage of enforcing FIFO ordering on their messages. As a result, long messages can severely delay short ones that follow them. This head-of-line blocking is one of the primary sources of tail latency measured for TCP in Section 5.

A second problem with TCP sockets is that they are connection oriented, with long-lived state for each peer that an application communicates with. Connections are undesirable in datacenters because applications can have hundreds or thousands of them, resulting in high space and time overheads. Some applications have resorted to proxies or other forms of connection pooling [32] to reduce the overheads. It seems to be an article of faith in the networking community that connections are necessary for desirable properties such as reliable delivery and congestion control, but in fact all of these properties can be achieved without connections.

Because of these issues, Homa/Linux provides a message-based API. Specifically, it implements remote procedure calls (RPCs). Each RPC consists of a request message sent from a client to a server, followed by a corresponding response message in return. An RPC protocol has two advantages over a pure messaging approach. First, the response serves as acknowledgment for the request, reducing the number of packets that must be processed. Second, it results in a deeper interface [28] because the transport can implement the timers and retries needed to ensure end-to-end completion. In a pure messaging protocol, timeouts must be implemented by applications (the protocol can ensure that individual messages are delivered, but cannot ensure that servers generate responses).

Homa/Linux has no notion of connections, only RPCs. A client can use a single socket for simultaneous communication.
with any number of servers. A server can use a single socket to receive requests from any number of clients, to reply to client requests, and to issue its own requests as a client. Homa/Linux maintains state only for active RPCs (rarely more than a few at a time). This eliminates the overheads associated with connections.

Each Homa RPC is independent. Any number of RPCs may be active simultaneously for a given socket. If a client issues multiple concurrent RPCs, they may complete in any order; this eliminates the TCP's head-of-line blocking problem. If order matters among concurrent RPCs, Homa clients can add their own sequence numbers to messages.

Figure 1 shows Homa/Linux's system call interface. The existing socket and close calls are used to create and delete Homa sockets; Homa/Linux defines a new protocol type IPPROTO_HOMA. If a socket is going to receive incoming requests, the existing bind call is used to associate the socket with a well-known port number. There is no need to invoke bind for client sockets; Homa/Linux automatically assigns port numbers for them from the upper half of the 16-bit port space.

Homa/Linux defines three new functions: homa_send, homa_recv, and homa_reply. All are implemented via ioctl's on the Homa socket; Homa/Linux does not add new system calls to Linux. A client invokes homa_send to issue a request; it returns a 64-bit unique identifier for the RPC, which can be used to wait for the corresponding response. homa_recv receives incoming messages; it returns a message and its unique identifier. The arguments to homa_recv can restrict it to return only requests, only responses, or only a response with a given identifier. homa_reply is used by servers to send responses; it is similar to homa_send except that the RPC identifier is an input argument.

The Homa/Linux API is not backwards-compatible with existing applications based on TCP or UDP sockets, due to the API's need for explicit RPC ids. However, most datacenter applications are layered on a few RPC frameworks such as gRPC [12] or Apache Thrift [34]; adding Homa support to them should enable transparent usage by many applications.

Homa/Linux ensures reliable delivery of messages and eventual completion of each RPC issued by a client. An RPC fails only if the server becomes nonresponsive or there is no socket matching the port in the request. There is no limit on the processing time for an RPC.

### 4 Implementation

Homa/Linux is a dynamically loadable Linux kernel module; it does not require any changes to Linux itself. The current version runs on Linux version 5.4.80 and contains about 10,000 lines of heavily commented C code. Source for Homa/Linux is freely available on GitHub along with unit tests, instrumentation tools, and all of the benchmarks discussed in this paper [16]. The module was implemented with the goal of achieving production quality, and I believe the current version is mature enough to run a variety of applications.

Most of the implementation effort for Homa/Linux focused on three obstacles to high performance. The first is the high cost of pushing a packet through the protocol stack. This cost is particularly high in Linux, due to its many layers and features. To amortize the protocol stack overheads, packets must be collected into batches, so that the stack traversal cost is only incurred once per batch. Unfortunately, batching necessarily incurs latency, since the first packet in a batch must be delayed until the last is available. Larger batches can be processed more efficiently, but incur a larger latency penalty.

The second obstacle is that a single core is too slow to handle all the protocol processing for a modern high-speed network, especially for small packets. This problem is worsening over time, since network speeds are increasing rapidly while CPU speeds are not. A transport protocol must be able to balance its load across a large number of cores. Even so, small-packet performance will be severely limited by software overheads; for example, neither Homa nor TCP can utilize more than about one-third of the bandwidth of a 25 Gbps network for short-message workloads, even with 20 cores. The greatest challenge with load balancing is software congestion in the form of hot spots that form when too much work is assigned to one core; even after considerable optimization, hot spots remain the single greatest source of tail latency for Homa/Linux.

The third obstacle to high performance is real-time processing. In the case of Homa, real-time processing is needed to implement a transmit rate limiter as discussed in Section 4.3. Implementing such a mechanism, which requires response times on the order of a few microseconds, is challenging in the Linux kernel and creates additional software overheads. These problems are likely to occur in any transport protocol, and Linux contains mechanisms to facilitate both batching and load-balancing. However, the Linux mechanisms are biased towards TCP, even when implemented in code that is ostensibly protocol independent. To implement Homa efficiently, it was necessary to reshape Homa/Linux to fit the existing mechanisms. In some cases, Homa/Linux subverts the mechanisms to achieve results that are not possible with TCP.

One recurring issue is that TCP depends on in-order processing of a stream's packets. This requires flow-consistent

```c
int socket(AF_INET, SOCK_DGRAM, IPPROTO_HOMA);
int bind(int sockfd, const struct sockaddr *addr, socklen_t addrlen);
int close(int sockfd);

int homa_send(int sockfd, const void *request, size_t reqlen,
              const struct sockaddr *dest_addr, socklen_t addrlen,
              uint64_t *id);
int homa_recv(int sockfd, void *buf, size_t len,
              int flags, struct sockaddr *src_addr,
              socklen_t addrlen, uint64_t *id);
int homa_reply(int sockfd, const void *response,
               size_t resplen,
               const struct sockaddr *dest_addr, socklen_t addrlen, uint64_t *id);
```

**Figure 1:** The API provided by Homa for applications; socket, bind, and close are existing Linux system calls.
routing in the network, and also requires consistency in protocol processing on the hosts: for example, to preserve packet order, each packet of a flow must pass through the same set of cores. Homa does not require packets to be processed in order; by relaxing this constraint it can achieve better batching and load balancing. As a result, Homa/Linux attempts to bypass TCP’s constraints; this is not always easy or clean, since the constraints tend to be enforced by Linux.

The rest of the section discusses these three primary issues in detail, plus a few other smaller issues. The design described here evolved over about two years and was driven by extensive performance measurements. For example, throughput for Homa/Linux improved by about 3x over this process (the initial version did not implement batching). Space limitations prevent inclusion of the detailed measurements.

### 4.1 Packet flow and batching

Figure 2 shows the major components of Homa and the basic packet flow for sending and receiving messages. Homa exists as a layer just above IP in the Linux networking stack, parallel to TCP and UDP; the packet flow discussed in this section is similar to that for TCP and UDP. Homa packets are encapsulated as IPv4 datagrams.

The basic path for packet transmission is shown in the top part of Figure 2. When an application invokes `homa_send` or `homa_reply`, the resulting `ioctl` kernel call is dispatched to Homa/Linux. Homa/Linux copies the message data from user space into packet buffers and passes the first few packets to the IP stack, which eventually calls a device driver to transmit the packets.

Linux offers two mechanisms for batching on the transmit path: TSO (TCP Segmentation Offload) and GSO (Generic Segmentation Offload). In either case, the transport protocol creates a single large packet (up to 64 KB) for stack traversal. Once the packet reaches the device driver it is broken up into smaller segments for transmission. With TSO the segmentation occurs in the NIC. For NICs that don’t support TSO, or for protocols that cannot use TSO, GSO can perform segmentation in software, just above the driver layer. Homa/Linux currently supports TSO but not GSO. TSO assumes that packets have TCP headers, so Homa packet headers mimic the TCP fields that TSO depends on. Unfortunately, TSO and GSO enable batching only for data packets that are part of the same message. For short messages and control packets, each transmitted packet must traverse the protocol stack independently.

The receive path is shown at the bottom of Figure 2. When an interrupt occurs, the interrupt handler doesn’t actually read packets; instead, it schedules an NAPI action to execute driver code. NAPI actions execute at interrupt level on the same core that received the interrupt, just before returning from the interrupt and with interrupts reenabled. To avoid high overheads associated with interrupts, the NAPI layer polls the NIC for more packets until it reaches either a packet count limit or a time limit.

Once the NAPI layer has finished collecting packets, it passes them to the `SoftIRQ` layer, where they work their way through the networking and IP layers, eventually reaching Homa. Homa performs protocol processing and message reassembly. When a message is complete, Homa signals the waiting application thread (or queues the message if there are no waiting threads); the application thread copies the message data to user space and then returns from the `homa_recv` system call. SoftIRQ code executes in the same fashion as NAPI (at interrupt level with interrupts enabled) but it may run on a different core than the NAPI code (see Section 4.2).

Before forwarding incoming packets to SoftIRQ, the NAPI layer organizes them into batches. It does this by passing each packet to a transport-specific function using a mechanism called GRO (Generic Receive Offload). The transport-specific GRO function decides how to group packets into batches. For TCP, each batch contains packets from a single flow (this ensures that all packets from a flow go to the same core for SoftIRQ). Unfortunately, protocol-independent GRO code partially segregates batches by flow before invoking the transport-specific function. This segregation is neither necessary nor desirable for Homa. Fortunately, I found a way for Homa/Linux to defeat the GRO segregation and collect all incoming packets into a single batch (see the Appendix for details). This allows Homa to batch more aggressively than TCP, and is one of the reasons Homa has higher throughput for short messages (in TCP, each short message becomes a separate batch).

### 4.2 Load balancing

As mentioned in the introduction to this section, the networking subsystem must distribute load across multiple cores to keep up with a high-speed network. Load balancing is easy for packet output, because the output stack executes entirely on the sending thread’s core, with a separate NIC channel per core. The Linux scheduler balances threads across cores, and this distributes the packet transmission load as well.

The remainder of this section focuses on packet input, where Linux employs two different load balancers. The first is RSS, which runs in NICs and distributes incoming packets across cores for NAPI processing using a hash of packet
header fields. This hash function ensures that all packets from a given flow are assigned to the same core, as required by TCP. The second load balancer runs in the NAPI layer: after incoming packets have been grouped into batches, the NAPI layer chooses a SoftIRQ core for each batch. It does this using another hash function on header fields of the first packet in each batch; the hash is different from the one used by the NIC, but it ensures that all batches for a given flow are delegated to the same SoftIRQ core.

Input load balancing is problematic because it results in hot spots. Hot spots occur because the Linux scheduler’s load balancer is unaware of the networking subsystem. For example, the NAPI layer can consume a core for hundreds of microseconds when a burst of packets arrives for a single long message. Short messages can still be processed through the NAPI and SoftIRQ layers on other cores, but if a message’s target thread is assigned to the core processing the local burst, it will not run until after the burst is handled. This form of hot spot is the primary contributor to P99 tail latency in Homa/Linux.

Homa exacerbates this form of hot spot because it tries to use the entire incoming link bandwidth for one message at a time. TCP’s fair-sharing scheduler tends to divide incoming bandwidth among multiple flows, which will probably be processed on different cores, so this form of hot spot is less likely to occur. Increasing packet size does not help, because NAPI polls for more packets: if the MTU increases then NAPI will spend less time processing packets but more time polling.

Homa/Linux has been unable to eliminate NAPI-thread conflicts because it has no control over the RSS hash function in the NICs. Hot spots can also occur with the SoftIRQ layer, where it conflicts with either application threads or NAPI. I eliminated most of these hot spots by repurposing an alternate mechanism for SoftIRQ core selection (the socket flow table, which steers packets to a specific application thread’s core) so that Homa’s GRO function can select a specific SoftIRQ core for each packet batch. After experimenting with several policies, I settled on one that records for each core the last time work is assigned to them. Furthermore, the continual arrival of packets on all cores reduces the effectiveness of power-saving mechanisms.

Ideally, the load balancing configuration should change dynamically with load, but there does not appear to be a way to do this in Linux. Thus, Homa/Linux is optimized for high loads. As a result, P99 latency for short messages is actually worse at low load than high load (see Section 5.4). However, Homa/Linux includes one optimization for low load. The algorithm for choosing a SoftIRQ core checks to see if the current batch contains only a single packet (an indicator of low load). If so, the NAPI core is also used for SoftIRQ. This reduces round-trip latency by 3–4 µs when the system is underloaded.

4.3 Real-time processing: the pacer
As discussed in Section 2, Homa/Linux must limit the length of the NIC’s internal transmit queue to enforce SRPT during output: if a large queue builds up in the NIC, then it will delay small messages. When the NIC queue length exceeds a threshold, Homa/Linux no longer transmits packets immediately; their messages are added to a queue and a pacer thread is awakened. The pacer thread manages the queue, passing packets to the NIC in SRPT order as NIC queue length permits.

The NIC queue length is not directly observable, so Homa/Linux maintains nic_empty_time, an estimate of the time when all queued packets will have been transmitted. As each transmitted packet is passed to the IP stack, this variable is updated based on the packet length and link speed. A system parameter controls how far into the future nic_empty_time is allowed to get; the current value is 2 µs.

The pacer operates under severe real-time constraints: to keep the NIC queue short while fully utilizing the uplink, it must queue new packets at a time granularity of 1–2 µs. There is no sleep/wakeup mechanism in Linux that can operate at this timescale, so the pacer thread must poll the processor cycle counter to wait for the next transmission time. As a result, the pacer consumes most of a core under heavy output load.

Even with a dedicated core, the pacer can fall behind. In the original design, once the pacer queue became nonempty, all output packets passed through the pacer. Unfortunately, a single thread cannot push small packets through the IP stack fast enough to drive the network at full speed. In addition, the scheduler occasionally deschedules the pacer; this can produce gaps of several milliseconds with no packets transmitted.
Homa/Linux includes three additional mechanisms to ensure full usage of the uplink. First, packets smaller than a threshold (currently 1000 bytes) bypass the pacing mechanism: they are passed to the NIC immediately without consulting or updating nic_empty_time (short packets transmit so quickly that it isn’t possible to queue them faster than the NIC sends them, so the pacer is superfluous). Second, other cores help push packets through the network stack when the pacer falls behind. Before queuing a message for the pacer, Homa/Linux checks nic_empty_time; if it has dropped below the threshold to sending more packets, it indicates that the pacer isn’t keeping the uplink fully utilized, so packets are transmitted directly, even if the pacer queue is occupied. Third, the pacer is invoked explicitly by the SoftIRQ layer after processing each batch of Homa packets; if the pacer thread has fallen behind, this invocation will queue more packets (but it returns without polling).

### 4.4 Grants

The goal of the grant mechanism is to maintain RTTbytes of outstanding grants (data granted but not yet received) for each active message. The number of active messages is limited by the degree of overcommitment; only the highest priority messages (according to SRPT) are active. In addition, Homa/Linux will not grant to more than one message from a given peer at a time, since the peer will only transmit the shortest one. To implement this, Homa/Linux maintains a global 2-level priority queue of incoming messages, consisting of a list of messages from each peer, plus a list of all peers with non-empty lists. Each is sorted in increasing order of the number of bytes not yet granted; the active messages consist of the first message from each of the first few peer lists.

Sending grants is not triggered by a clock, but rather by packet arrivals: after the SoftIRQ layer processes each batch of incoming packets, it checks to see if any active messages need additional grants. Packet arrivals may also change the structure of the grant queues (a new message may appear or an existing message may become fully granted).

The original design of Homa called for one grant packet to be sent for each scheduled data packet. However, this approach results in high overheads. Furthermore, the use of TSO means that packets are transmitted in groups, so there is no benefit in sending grants at per-packet granularity. Thus, Homa/Linux provides a parameter that specifies a minimum increment for grants; it is currently set to 10000 bytes, which is the same as the size of Homa’s TSO packets.

### 4.5 Other implementation issues

#### Locking

The Linux networking stack is designed around per-socket locks. This approach works well for TCP because each flow is associated with its own socket; thus different flows can be processed concurrently without lock conflicts. However, a Homa application typically only has one socket, which is used for all messages. Homa initially used socket-level locking, but this resulted in severe contention for socket locks.

Homa was eventually refactored to use RPC-level locks as the primary synchronization mechanism. However, per-RPC locks created additional complications. For example, when the first packet arrives for an RPC, an entry must be created in a hash table of RPCs associated with the socket; future packets must use the existing RPC structure. However, multiple “first” packets for an RPC might be processed concurrently on different cores; the natural way to synchronize them is to use the socket’s lock. To process packets without acquiring the socket lock, Homa/Linux associates a lock with each bucket in the socket’s hash table; this lock covers all RPCs in that bucket. Bucket locks synchronize the lookup of an existing RPC with the creation of a new one, while allowing RPCs in other buckets to be processed concurrently.

Another issue with locking is the potential for deadlock. There are several places in Homa/Linux where multiple locks must be held. RPC locks are normally acquired before any others, but there are a few places where an RPC lock needs to be acquired while holding a different lock; this risks deadlock. Code had to be reorganized on a case-by-case basis to prevent deadlock. For example, in some situations the RPC lock can be acquired conditionally; if it is not available, then the operation can be deferred until later.

#### Combining FIFO with SRPT

Homa’s SRPT priority mechanism is ideal for reducing small-message tail latency, and it also works well for most large messages because of its run-to-completion nature. However, under high load, a few of the largest messages may suffer very high tail latency. To mitigate this problem, Homa/Linux directs a small configurable fraction of the total network bandwidth to the oldest message instead of using SRPT; this occurs both when issuing grants for incoming messages and in the pacer for outgoing messages. The current fraction is 5%, which eliminates most of the penalty for the largest messages without affecting tail latency for short messages. This improves tail latency for the largest messages by about 2x in pathological cases.

#### Reaping RPCs

Any long-running operation creates a threat to tail latency because it may delay other work. One example is RPC reaping, which frees the resources for an RPC after it completes. For clients, this is just before returning from homa_recv; for servers, it is after the response has been sent. Reaping can take tens of microseconds for large RPCs, most of which is spent freeing packet buffers. Reaping was originally done immediately when RPCs were freed, but it had a noticeable impact on tail latency. On servers, for example, reaping could occur in the SoftIRQ layer while handling an incoming packet, causing unpredictable delays for subsequent packets.

To reduce the impact of reaping on tail latency, Homa/Linux now defers reaping so that it does not occur when an RPC is freed. Instead, reaping occurs in homa_recv while waiting for incoming messages: large messages are reaped incrementally in chunks of a few packet buffers, checking for incoming messages after each chunk. This approach...
hides the cost of reaping unless the system is so loaded that homa_recv never waits. If the pool of unreeled messages grows too large, then homa_recv will stop and reap despite the waiting messages; this situation is rare in practice.

**Receive polling.** If a thread blocks in homa_recv, it takes about 2.5 µs to wake it on message arrival; this contributes significantly to latency. To avoid this cost, Homa polls briefly in homa_recv before blocking the thread. This saves about 2 µs if a message arrives during the polling interval. The interval is a system parameter, currently 50 µs. Polling is useful primarily when the system is lightly loaded; it has little impact on the tail latency measurements in Section 5.

**Timer thread.** Homa contains a dedicated in-kernel thread that wakes up at 1 ms intervals, checks for overdue packets, requests retransmissions, and eventually declares a peer dead if it fails to respond. Lost packets are rare, so slow response is usually due to overload on the peer; to minimize the extra load from retransmission requests, the timer thread will only request retransmission for a single RPC at a time for each peer (the oldest one). If a peer is declared dead, then all RPCs to/from that peer are aborted.

**Computing unscheduled priorities.** Each Homa host must send information to its peers about the priorities to use for unscheduled packets. Priorities are computed by a user-level daemon, homa_prio, which runs regularly (currently every 500 ms) and collects information from Homa/Linux about the size distribution for recently received messages. It then decides how many priorities to use for unscheduled packets and computes cutoff values (the largest message size for each priority level) as described in Section 2. If the cutoffs have changed significantly, homa_prio passes them to Homa/Linux using the sysctl mechanism. Homa/Linux does not immediately notify all its peers; it waits until the next message from each peer, and then sends the new cutoffs.

**Long-term state.** As mentioned previously, Homa stores no long-term connection information. It does, however, keep long-term state for each peer that it has communicated with. A peer’s state is about 200 bytes, of which almost half consists of cached routing information. The remainder includes information about unscheduled priorities for that peer and information for detecting timeouts and managing grants. This is far less than the 2000 bytes that TCP stores for each open socket. Peer state is created on demand and never discarded.

**Configuration parameters.** One disadvantage of Homa/Linux is that it has about 30 configuration parameters. Many were added solely for evaluating the implementation and need not be considered in practice. For many others the exact value has little impact on system performance. About 5–10 parameters can have a significant impact on performance; for them the best value depends on hardware characteristics such as network speed, CPU speed, and number of cores. I believe that it is possible to compute their values automatically by running benchmarks, but I leave this to future work. The only configuration parameter for which the best value might vary from application to application is the polling interval; this should probably be made an argument of the homa_recv kernel call.

### 5 Performance Evaluation

This section evaluates Homa/Linux’s performance, comparing it with the Linux implementations of TCP and DCTCP. The most important metric is tail latency for short messages under high load, but the benchmarks also measure performance for large messages and lower loads. This section also evaluates concerns that have been raised in recent papers about Homa’s use of priorities and network buffers.

The benchmarks ran on a 40-node cluster described in Table 1. Each server had 10 cores with two-way hyperthreading enabled. Unless otherwise indicated below, the term “core” refers to a single hyperthread. Unless otherwise stated, all measurements used a maximum packet size (MTU) of 3000 bytes, which produced better results for all protocols than the traditional 1500 bytes. For DCTCP the ECN marking threshold was 70 KB.

#### 5.1 Basic latency and throughput

Table 2 shows latency and throughput for Homa/Linux and TCP under best-case conditions. Homa/Linux round-trip times for short messages are about one-third lower than those of TCP or DCTCP (15.1 µs vs. 23.4/24.1 µs). This difference is primarily due to Homa’s use of polling (4 µs) and its optimization of SoftIRQ core selection (3–4 µs). In addition, Homa’s single-socket-per-thread approach elapsed...
the need for epoll system calls, which saves 1 µs. Section 6 shows that latencies in real applications are considerably higher than this for both Homa/Linux and TCP. For comparison, the lowest achievable round-trip latency for this hardware (using kernel bypass) is 3.7 µs [19].

Homa’s throughput is only about half that of TCP or DCTCP when a single client sends large RPCs back-to-back to an unloaded server (10 Gbps vs. 20 Gbps). This is because Homa’s message-based interface reduces opportunities for pipelining. In particular, Homa/Linux cannot transfer any part of a message to a waiting application until the entire message has arrived, whereas TCP can overlap network transmission and copying to user space. When multiple RPCs are active simultaneously, Homa’s throughput is equivalent to TCP’s, while DCTCP’s throughput is slightly lower.

Table 2 also shows the maximum small message request rate. Homa’s throughput is 60% above TCP or DCTCP. One reason is Homa’s ability to batch received packets more effectively than TCP, as described in Section 4.1. Homa generated average batches of 2–3 packets at the NAPI level, whereas TCP did not batch packets at all for this benchmark.

5.2 Cluster benchmarks

Most of the remaining evaluation is based on a cluster benchmark that uses all 40 nodes. Each node operates simultaneously as both client and server, with multiple client and server threads chosen for each protocol to maximize its performance. Each node has multiple independent Homa server sockets or TCP listen sockets. Clients send request messages to servers chosen at random, and servers return response messages of the same size as the requests. Message sizes are chosen at random to match one of four workload distributions, W2–W5, described in Table 3. These distributions are the same as those used in Montazeri et al. except that W1 is omitted because of space limitations (W1’s behavior is almost identical to W2). The timing of new requests is based on a Poisson arrival function that produces a particular average throughput.

Figure 3 compares Homa with TCP and DCTCP for each of the four workloads under high network loads. The figure uses slowdown as a measure of latency, which allows comparisons between messages with different lengths. The slowdown for a given RPC consists of the end-to-end round-trip time (RTT) observed by the client application divided by the RTT for RPCs of the same length measured with Homa under the ideal conditions of Table 2; smaller slowdowns are better.

Figure 3: Median and 99th-percentile slowdown as a function of message size for workloads W2–W5. Each x-axis is linear in number of RPCs (i.e. it reflects the CDF of message length for that workload). The network load for each workload (e.g. 20 Gbps for W4 and W5) was chosen so that the protocols operated at 80–90% of their maximum sustainable rates; load is measured in units of message payload bytes sent by each host (an equal amount was also received).
Homa’s latencies are significantly lower than both TCP and DCTCP. For example, Homa’s P99 latencies for short messages are 19–72x lower than those for TCP and 7–83x lower than DCTCP. Homa’s P50 latencies for short messages are 3.5–7.5x lower than TCP and 2.7–3.8x lower than DCTCP. Homa’s P99 slowdown is actually lower than P50 slowdown for TCP and DCTCP, except for the for the largest messages in W4 and W5. DCTCP generally outperforms TCP, as expected.

W2 is different from the other workloads in that network congestion is not an issue: almost all messages are short, so none of the protocols can support more than about 40% network utilization. For this workload performance is limited primarily by software overheads; Homa still provides much lower latency than either TCP or DCTCP. An analysis of TCP’s P99 behavior showed that it is caused by scheduler anomalies where two threads end up assigned to the same core, even though there are fewer application threads than cores. One of them eventually migrates to a different core, but by the time it resumes execution, many milliseconds have been lost. Anomalies like this did not occur for Homa.

One potential concern with Homa’s SRPT policy is its impact on large messages. Figure 3 shows that this is not a problem in practice. Slowdowns for workloads W4 and W5 do increase for large message sizes, but Homa still beats both TCP and DCTCP on P50 and P99 latency. There is no message size in any workload where TCP or DCTCP outperformed Homa.

Figure 4 shows more detail on the round-trip latency for short messages in W4. Homa’s latencies are better than TCP and DCTCP at every percentile, typically by at least an order of magnitude.

Homa’s slowdown in Figure 4 is entirely due to software overheads: Homa has eliminated network congestion as a significant factor. To verify this, I used a timetracing package to extract precise end-to-end traces of short RPCs with latencies near the 99th percentile. Latency for these RPCs was primarily due to hot spots in load balancing: an application thread cannot execute to handle a short message because its core is occupied by NAPI processing for unrelated large messages. These NAPI bursts can last 100 µs or more.

In contrast, timetraces for TCP RPCs near P99 showed different causes of tail latency. Roughly two-thirds of the traces had head-of-line blocking where a short message was stuck behind a long one in the same stream. In the remaining traces the extra time occurred after a packet was accepted by the source NIC and before an interrupt occurred on the destination, suggesting buffer buildup in the NIC or at the switch’s egress port. This analysis shows that the P99 latency difference between TCP/DCTCP and Homa is because of protocol features, as opposed to quality of the implementations.

### 5.3 Number of priorities

One of the concerns that has been raised about Homa is its use of switch priorities (e.g., [21]): priority queues are a limited resource, and in some datacenters they are already allocated to applications with critical QoS needs. Figure 5 shows that Homa/Linux needs only a few levels to achieve maximum performance: it does well with 2 priorities, and additional levels benefit only a small range of message sizes. Even with only a single priority level, Homa’s P99 latency is still much better than DCTCP or TCP.

### 5.4 Reduced load

The measurements in Section 5.2 were made under high load (80–90% of the maximum that the protocols and network can sustain). Figure 6 shows slowdown for Homa and DCTCP when the load is reduced by a factor of 2x or 10x. Because of space limitations, measurements are shown only for W4, and only for Homa and DCTCP (other workloads are similar).

Figure 6 shows that Homa is more stable than DCTCP. Homa’s latency for short messages varies by less than 2x across a 10x load change, whereas DCTCP’s latency varies by 7x. Homa’s P99 short-message latency at the highest load is 40% lower than DCTCP’s P99 latency at a 10x reduced load.

Homa displays a performance inversion in Figure 6. Once the load drops below 50% of maximum, short-message latency begins to increase; Homa latencies at the lowest load are about 25% higher than those at the highest load. The inversion is due to C-states. At low loads, cores may be idle for...
Figure 6: P99 slowdown as a function of message size for W4 under varying loads.

Figure 6 suggests that Homa’s automatic priority allocation mechanism may outperform the manual approaches currently used in datacenters. Consider an application using DCTCP whose workload matches W4, and suppose it has exclusive use of the highest network priority. It will then behave roughly as if it had a private network, so its performance will match the DCTCP curve in Figure 6 corresponding to the load generated by that application. Now suppose that, instead of manually allocating QoS levels, all applications switch to Homa, and Homa uses all the priority levels to support them without preference. The performance will now match the Homa curve in Figure 6 corresponding to the combined load of all the applications. There is almost no overlap in these curves: shared Homa provides better latency than differentiated DCTCP for all but the largest 20% of messages. If those particular message sizes are not crucial for the application’s performance, it would be better off in a shared environment under Homa, even though Homa offers no particular QoS support. The shared approach would also eliminate the administrative burden of assigning and managing QoS levels.

5.5 Buffer usage

Homa uses buffers relatively economically compared to TCP, but its performance will degrade if buffer space is exhausted and packets are dropped. Hai et al. measured Homa with switch buffers limited to 200 KB per port [14]. They found that this resulted in very poor Homa performance due to dropped packets and the subsequent timeouts and retransmissions. I analyzed buffer usage in our cluster to get a better understanding of this issue, and found that Homa fits easily in the buffer space available in our 25 Gbps environment.

Hai et al. assumed a fixed-size buffer for each port. However, many modern switches have dynamic buffer pools that can be shared between ports. For example, our switches have 16 MB of buffer space, of which 13 MB can be dynamically shared among 40 ports.

Using statistics maintained by the switch, I found that Homa’s maximum buffer occupancy across all ports ranged from 246 KB for W2 to 8.5 MB for W5, well within the pool’s 13 MB capacity. To confirm the number for W5, I reduced the pool size to 9 MB and reran the benchmark: its performance was unaffected and the switch recorded no packet drops. I then further reduced the pool size to 7 and then 6 MB. At 7 MB there was still no performance degradation, but Homa dropped 500–1000 packets per second per port under the W5 workload. With 6 MB of buffer space, Homa dropped about 90,000 packets per second per port under W5 (a rate of 0.13%) and performance degraded severely. For comparison, TCP performance dropped noticeably when buffer space was reduced to 10 MB and severely at 6 MB; DCTCP experienced no degradation until buffer space dropped below 2 MB.

Homa’s maximum buffer usage amounts to about 220 KB per port, which is only slightly higher than the value that produced poor results for Hai et al. It seems likely that the dynamic buffer pool explains the difference in our results. Assuming that buffer usage scales with link speed, buffer requirements (and availability) can be characterized in units of Kbytes of buffer space per Gbps of aggregate switch bandwidth. Homa’s maximum usage was 8.5 KB/Gbps, though it performed well with only 7 KB/Gbps. Looking forward to 100 Gbps networks, Broadcom’s Tomahawk 3 switching chip [35] provides 7.5 KB/Gbps of buffer space, which appears to be adequate for Homa. I believe that Homa’s buffer usage can be reduced, but I leave this to future work.

6 Software Overheads

As discussed in the preceding section, Homa/Linux eliminates congestion as a significant performance factor. Tail latency is now limited by software overheads, not network congestion. New congestion control schemes are unlikely to be impactful unless they also reduce software overheads (and simulation results that omit those overheads may be misleading). Significant gains may be had if overheads can be reduced: for example, the RAMCloud implementation of Homa [25] has much lower software overheads than Homa/Linux; as a result, it provides 8x lower P99 latency for short messages in W4.
As discussed previously, software overheads (in particular, hot spots due to conflicts between the thread scheduler and network load balancers) are the primary source of tail latency for Homa/Linux. In addition, software overheads limit throughput and place excessive demands on cores for packet processing. They particularly impact throughput for short messages: the 1.6 Mops/sec maximum request rate reported for servers in Table 2 consumes resources equal to 18 of the machine’s 20 cores, even though no meaningful work is done in servicing the requests. Table 4 shows core utilization for each of the four workloads; W2 and W3, which have the smallest message sizes, consume almost all of the cores, and yet they are unable to fully utilize a 25 Gbps network. W4 and W5 process larger packets, so they use fewer cores. The pacer thread consumes about 0.7 core for W4 and W5, which have many large messages. Extrapolating from Table 4, Homa/Linux will require at least 18 cores (excluding polling) to drive a 100 Gbps network at 80% utilization.

One possible way to reduce software overhead is to increase the MTU. However, Table 4 shows only small benefits: doubling the MTU from 3000 to 6000 bytes reduces core utilization for W5 only 11%, and workloads with smaller messages benefit even less.

Figure 7 breaks down the best-case latency for sending and receiving short messages. The total round-trip software overhead is about 9.5 µs, consisting of 1.6 µs on each node to send a message and about 3.2 µs on each node to receive one. This is notably higher than the network time (from NIC queue to interrupt), which is about 5.6 µs per round-trip. Figure 7 and Table 4 show that software overheads are distributed across many components; there is no single culprit to optimize.

Unfortunately, Figure 7 significantly understates the latency for real workloads. Software overheads increase by 2–3x when load balancing is used. This can be seen in the upper left corner of Figure 4. The “Homa best case” RTT is about 15 µs; in this measurement, all protocol processing occurs on a single core on each machine. However, in the W4 workload, where protocol processing is distributed across cores, the median RTT for short requests is 3x higher (about 47 µs); only 1% of requests complete in under 30 µs. An analysis of detailed timetraces showed that each stage of processing from Figure 7 slows down by a factor of 2–3x (presumably due to cache coherency traffic?); again, there is no single culprit.

7 The Future of Transport Protocols

The preceding sections showed that transport protocols implemented in kernel software carry a painfully high cost in terms of both application latency and core usage. Although some improvements may be possible, such as better thread schedulers that reduce hot spots from load balancing, fundamental challenges will remain. This section discusses the possibility of moving transport protocols out of the kernel.

7.1 Moving transport protocols to user space

Several recent projects have explored moving protocol processing to user space, including MICA [22], RAMCloud [29], IX [5], ZygOS [31], Shenango [27], eRPC [19], and Snap [23]. At first glance, these systems appear to reduce software overheads significantly. For example, Shenango and RAMCloud can serve about 1 M requests/sec/core and eRPC can serve 10 M requests/sec/core, vs. just 0.1 M requests/sec/core for Homa/Linux. eRPC offers best-case latency of 3.7 µs, vs. 15.1 µs for Homa/Linux, and the RAMCloud implementation of Homa provides P99 latency for W4 less than 15 µs, vs. about 100 µs for Homa/Linux.

However, most of these systems have significant simplifications and/or restrictions, such as the following:

- They measure under unrealistic conditions like those in Table 2.
- They don’t do load balancing, or do it in a hand-optimized fashion that eliminates hot spots and the 2–3x load-balancing overhead discussed above.
- The measurement workloads contain only short or only long messages (combined workloads are both more realistic and more challenging).
- They don’t consider congestion control.
- They assume that every application can implement the protocol independently (see below).

Many of the overheads experienced by Homa/Linux cannot be eliminated; for example, at least one core will still be consumed polling the NIC and receiving packets, and if output rate limiting is needed, another core will be consumed for that.

Of the user-space systems listed above, only Snap provides a full-featured production implementation. However, it reduces software overheads by only about 2x compared to Homa/Linux (Snap requires 7–14 cores to drive a 100 Gbps network at 80% load bidirectional, vs. 18 for Homa/Linux; this is still a steep price to pay). Snap appears to incur load balancing overheads similar to those for Homa/Linux. A single Snap core without load balancing can drive a 100 Gbps network at 80% load in one direction, but when load balancing is enabled (as in the numbers for 7–14 cores above) throughput/core drops by 3.5–7x. Furthermore, Snap reported P99 latencies for short messages of 300–400 µs under high network loads, which is 3–4x higher than Homa/Linux. This suggests...
that user-space implementations will not be a panacea for the problem of high software overheads.

One of the challenges with user-space protocol implementations is that they perform best when every application can implement the protocol independently. However, not all protocols fit this model. For example, Homa requires global state for congestion control (for grant management and the pacer). If global state is required, then the protocol must be implemented in a shared service and packets must pass through that service on their way to and from the network. This introduces extra core/thread crossings, adding significant overhead. Snap uses this approach, which could explain why its overhead is higher than many other user-level protocol implementations.

7.2 Moving transport protocols to the NIC

The challenges with software transport protocols will only get worse in the future, since network speeds are increasing while CPU speeds are static. We are approaching a point where it no longer makes sense to implement transport protocols in software. The alternative is to move them entirely to the NIC; applications would communicate directly with the NIC using kernel bypass. Packets would no longer be visible to host software: all communication with the NIC would be in terms of messages. In addition, the NIC would implement intelligent load balancing, such as distributing incoming requests across available threads in a service, so that packets do not need to pass through an additional core just for load balancing.

Moving the transport protocol to the NIC would reduce end-to-end application latency by at least 5x, increase small-message throughput by 5–10x, and use silicon real estate more efficiently, freeing cores currently used for inefficient protocol processing so they can run application code instead. Reducing end-to-end latency would also reduce RTT bytes, cutting buffer consumption in the switches. This transition could be as impactful for system performance as the transition from programmed I/O to direct memory access in the 1960’s.

Designing such a NIC will be challenging; it will require a new architecture that combines a line-rate packet processing pipeline with enough programmability to allow a variety of transport features and to support easy transport maintenance and evolution. The NIC will also need to support network virtualization features commonly implemented in software today [30, 9]. There exist systems that provide some of the required features, but none is fully satisfactory. For example:

- RDMA NICs provide kernel bypass and low latency, but their mechanisms for congestion control and load balancing are inadequate. In addition, existing NICs are not open or programmable.
- Today’s “smart NICs” have inadequate performance and/or programmability. Smart NICs come in two flavors. The first is implemented with many general-purpose cores. These NICs still implement transport protocols in software, with all the performance problems discussed above. The second flavor is based on FPGAs; they can potentially provide adequate performance, but are difficult to program.

- New packet processing pipelines such as P4 [6, 7] operate at line rate and are programmable, but they do not currently have enough power to implement transport protocols. As one example, P4 does not provide long-lived state that is required for transport protocols.

One promising direction of research is to extend P4 with additional mechanisms to meet the needs of transport protocols [18]; this work is still embryonic.

7.3 The future of TCP

TCP has a long and illustrious history, and it has found use across an extraordinary range of technologies and environments. However, datacenters did not exist when TCP was designed, and virtually every aspect of the TCP design is wrong for the datacenter:

- Its connections create high space and time overheads.
- Its stream orientation is awkward for applications and causes high tail latency due to head-of-line blocking.
- Its fair scheduling increases tail latency for all message sizes.
- Its sender-driven congestion control ensures buffer occupancy at high loads, which drives up tail latency.
- It doesn’t take advantage of in-network priority queues.
- It requires in-order delivery, restricting opportunities for load balancing both in network hardware and host software.

Furthermore, TCP’s high implementation complexity will make it difficult to implement in hardware. Thus, it is difficult to imagine a path to high performance datacenter networking that is based on TCP.

8 Related Work

The last decade has seen many proposals to improve TCP performance and/or solve the congestion control problem for datacenters. Examples include DCTCP [1], D³ [37], HULL [2], D²TCP [36], PDQ [17], pFabric [3], PIAS [4], QUIMP [13], pHost [11], Karuna [8], and NDP [15]. Of these, DCTCP appears to be the only one with a readily-available Linux implementation that can be compared with Homa/Linux.

Homa’s congestion control mechanism is effective against congestion at the network edge, but it does not address congestion in the core. Several other recent projects have addressed core congestion, including TIMELY [24], HPCC [21], and Swift [20]. Swift and Homa could probably be synergistically combined, with Swift dynamically adjusting RTT bytes to manage congestion in the core while Homa eliminates it at the edge. At the same time, it seems possible that core congestion is due primarily to TCP’s requirement of flow-consistent routing, and that a datacenter using Homa with packet spraying would not experience significant core congestion; this would be an interesting experiment for future work.

Aeolus [14] proposed modifications to Homa to improve performance when buffer space is exhausted. However, measurements in Section 5.5 indicate that buffer exhaustion is unlikely to occur in modern switches with shared buffer pools, so the Aeolus modifications are not necessary.
As mentioned in Section 6, several recent projects have developed network transports outside the kernel in order to avoid the overheads of an in-kernel transport. Examples include MICA [22], RAMCloud [29], IX [5], Zygos [31], Shenango [26, 27], eRPC [19], and Snap [23].

9 Conclusion

This paper has demonstrated two things. First, it has shown that the Homa/Linux protocol transport can be implemented in a practical setting that allows it to be used by a variety of applications. Homa/Linux takes the benefits of Homa’s congestion-control mechanism and outperforms TCP and DCTCP by a wide margin, offering order-of-magnitude lower tail latencies across a range of workloads and message sizes.

Second, this paper has shown that the battle for networking performance is shifting from network protocols to software overheads. Increasing network speeds make it ever more difficult to do protocol processing in software, and overheads increase as more cores are harnessed. If these overheads can be eliminated, for example with new NIC architectures, another factor of 5–10x in networking performance is possible.
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11 Appendix

This appendix provides additional details on a few aspects of the Homa/Linux implementation.

11.1 GRO packet batching

As discussed in Section 4.1, Homa/Linux collects incoming packets into batches for SoftIRQ processing without regard to message structure. Unfortunately, the Linux infrastructure segregates incoming packets using a hash of packet header fields. When a new packet arrives, Linux uses its hash to find a list of packets being held for batching (if any) that match that hash. Then it passes the new packet and the held list to a transport-specific function. The transport-specific function can batch the packet with an existing packet on the list (by incorporating it into a sublist within the existing packet). If the transport-specific function chooses not to batch the new packet with an existing one, then Linux adds the new packet to the list as a “root” for future batching.

This default mechanism prevents transports from batching packets that hash to different lists. However, the transport-specific function has a third option, which is to indicate that it has completely processed the packet, so Linux should not add it to the list or take any other actions. Homa/Linux takes advantage of this feature. Homa/Linux keeps track of a distinguished held list for each core (the one corresponding to the first packet received by that core). When packets arrive for any other held list, Homa/Linux ignores that list, merges the packet with the first Homa packet on the distinguished list instead, and indicates to Linux that the packet has been fully processed. As a result, all incoming Homa packets are merged together into a single batch. When the batch is transmitted to SoftIRQ, the distinguished list is reset.

11.2 skb management

Homa/Linux uses regular Linux skbufs for packet buffering. It increments the reference count on transmitted skbufs in order to retain them until they have been acknowledged. The original skb cannot be retransmitted because transmission is not idempotent; for example, lower-level protocol headers get prepended as the buffer traverses the IP stack. Thus, if retransmission is required, Homa/Linux copies the skb’s data into a new skb.

Homa/Linux keeps the skbufs for an incoming message in a list sorted by offset in the message. New packets are inserted into the list starting at the back (highest offset). With this approach, packet insertion will not require traversing many list elements unless the packet has been delayed a long time.

11.3 Synchronization details

Homa/Linux’s approach to socket locking allows it to avoid the awkward mechanism used elsewhere in Linux for locking sockets in SoftIRQ handlers (a SoftIRQ handler could have interrupted a background thread that holds the socket lock needed by SoftIRQ, so SoftIRQ cannot wait for socket locks; when it finds a locked socket, it defers packet processing until the thread releases the lock). Instead, Homa/Linux uses spinlocks for sockets, with interrupts disabled. This prevents an application thread from being interrupted while holding a socket lock.

Homa/Linux takes advantage of the Linux RCU mechanism to prevent sockets from being deleted while operations are underway on them. This eliminates the need to acquire socket locks in some situations, and is particularly useful in situations where it would have been necessary to acquire the socket lock before acquiring RPC locks (this would violate ordering constraints necessary to prevent deadlock).
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Abstract
Nonvolatile random-access memories (NVRAMs) are envisioned as a new tier of memory in future server systems. They enable a promising persistent memory (PM) technique, with comparable performance of DRAM and the persistence property of storage. However, programming PM imposes non-trivial labor effort on writing code to adopt new PM-aware libraries and APIs. In addition, non-expert PM code can be error-prone. In order to ease the burden of PM programmers, we propose Ayudante, a deep reinforcement learning (RL)-based PM programming assistant framework consisting of two key components: a deep RL-based PM code generator and a code refining pipeline. Given a piece of C, C++, or Java source code developed for conventional volatile memory systems, our code generator automatically generates the corresponding PM code and checks its data persistence. The code refining pipeline parses the generated code to provide a report for further program testing and performance optimization. Our evaluation on an Intel server equipped with Optane DC PM demonstrates that both microbenchmark programs and a key-value store application generated by Ayudante pass PMDK checkers. Performance evaluation on the microbenchmarks shows that the generated code achieves comparable speedup and memory access performance as PMDK code examples.

1 Introduction
Enabled by nonvolatile random-access memory (NVRAM) technologies, such as Intel Optane DIMM [33], persistent memory (PM) offers storage-like data persistence through a fast load/store memory interface [5, 63]. PM is envisioned to be a new tier of memory in future servers with promising benefits, such as fast persistent data access and large capacity.

However, the PM technique also introduces substantial challenges on programming. First, currently the burden of PM programming is placed on system and application programmers: they need to implement new PM programs or rewrite legacy code using PM programming libraries with a variety of programming interfaces and APIs [10, 16, 17, 22, 27, 31, 73]. Despite the promising development of libraries, implementing PM programs requires non-trivial labor efforts on adopting new libraries, debugging, and performance tuning. Second, the storage-inherited crash consistency property demands rigorous data consistency of the stand-alone memory system [44, 54] to recover data across system crashes; fully exploiting NVRAM’s raw memory performance [15, 34, 76, 77, 80] requires programs to minimize the performance overhead of crash consistency mechanisms. As such, programmers need to understand the durability specifications and ordering guarantees of each PM library in order to provide sufficient persistence guarantee, while avoiding the performance overhead of adding unnecessary persistence mechanisms. Third, because various PM libraries provide different programming semantics, programmers need to manually transform the semantics, when switching from one PM library to another. As a result, PM programming is a tedious and time-consuming task even for the expert PM programmers, while imposing a painful learning period for non-experts. Moreover, the challenges significantly prolong the software development process and hold back the wide adoption of the PM technique.

In order to address these challenges, we propose Ayudante, a deep reinforcement learning (RL)-based PM programming framework to assist PM programming by transforming volatile memory-based code into corresponding PM code with minimal programmer interference. Ayudante consists of two key components as illustrated in Figure 1. First, Ayudante employs a deep RL-based code generator to automatically translate volatile memory-based C, C++, or Java code into corresponding PM code, by inserting PM library functions and instructions. Second, we design a code refining pipeline to parse the generated code to provide a report for programmers to further test, debug, and tune the performance of the code after the inference of our RL model. Ayudante intends to save the time and energy of programmers on implementing PM code from scratch. As such, Ayudante allows programmers to focus on leveraging or implementing volatile
Ayudante framework overview. The framework takes conventional C, C++, or Java source code for volatile memory as an input and generates the corresponding PM code. Ayudante leverages a RL-based method to automatically translate the volatile version of source code to a nonvolatile version by inserting proper PM library annotations. In addition, Ayudante generates a code refining report to help reduce bugs and improve run-time performance.

Due to the similarity to neural machine translation (NMT) problems in natural language processing (NLP), program translation is recently demonstrated to have promising results by adapting NMT techniques, such as sequence-to-sequence models [35, 79], word embedding [9, 12, 56], and tree-to-tree LSTM encoder-decoder on abstract syntax tree (AST) [11,14]. However, the existing machine learning (ML)-based program translation methods focused on simple programs and data structures; the models fall short of handling sophisticated program syntax, data structures, and consistency reasoning, which yield large and complex search spaces [11, 14]. To this challenge, we integrate our RL model with Monte-Carlo tree search and carefully design our neural network architectures to improve generation efficiency. Furthermore, we adopt transfer learning to train the model for Java code generation based on the model trained for C and C++ languages to reduce training time. In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

- We propose Ayudante, the first deep RL-based PM programming assistant framework, which automatically transforms volatile memory code to PM code. Our RL model mimics the behavior of expert PM programmers navigating through the input source code to add proper PM functions and instructions. We augment the RL model with Monte-Carlo tree search strategy to achieve efficient generation.
- We leverage a novel transfer learning model to transfer the PM programming semantics from the existing libraries of one programming language to another. In particular, this paper shows an example of transferring the knowledge of PM programming semantics from C/C++ to Java, saving training time for Java-based PM code generator. This approach sheds light on adapting PM code generation in various languages at low extra effort.
- We evaluate Ayudante with microbenchmarks incorporating various data structures and a key-value store application. Our results show that all the generated PM code passes PMDK checkers, with comparable performance on an Intel Optane DC PM server as code handwritten by experts.
- Ayudante assists novice PM programmers by reducing their time and energy spent on learning new PM libraries, automating the modifications on legacy code, and facilitating bug detection and performance tuning.

2 Background and Motivation

We motivate our Ayudante framework by PM programming challenges and opportunities in deep RL.

2.1 PM Programming Common Practice

PM systems introduce a new set of programming semantics that diverges from the conventional storage systems programming. Instead of extensively relying on slow system calls to access the persistent data, programmers now directly communicate with the byte-addressable nonvolatile main memory (NVMM) using load and store instructions. As PM combines the traits of both memory and storage, PM system requires crash consistency without hurting the memory-like access performance. One common practice of PM programming is to first use a PM-aware filesystem [20, 78] to manage a large memory region in NVMM. An application can then use a direct access (DAX) mmap() system call provided by the filesystem to map a nonvolatile memory region into its address space. From there, the application can directly access the NVMM. This programming model is portable and achieves high performance by reducing costly system calls that are on the critical paths [34, 80].

The PM programming model avoids directly using filesystem system calls for data accesses, making it difficult to use the conventional storage system’s crash consistency and failure recovery mechanisms that extensively use system calls. As a result, PM programs need to maintain crash consistency and develop recovery mechanisms by themselves, rather than simply relying on the underlying filesystems. It is the programmers’ responsibility to provide the crash consistency along with a proper recovery mechanism. Because PM programs rely on load and store instructions to access PM, a single mis-ordered store instruction or a missing cacheline
flush and write-back may make it impossible to recover to a consistent state after a system crash. As such, PM programs need to adopt (i) cacheline flush or write back instructions to ensure that data arrives at NVMM [20] and (ii) proper memory fence instructions to maintain the correct memory ordering [20]. To simplify the crash consistency guarantee in programming, many PM libraries [17, 22, 74] support fine-grained logging of the data structure updates, checkpointing [78], shadow paging [32], or checksum [40, 62] as the most common approaches to enforce failure atomicity to guarantee the recovery of data.

2.2 Challenges of PM Programming

Despite the promising performance and portability, the PM programming model imposes substantial challenges to software programmers on ensuring crash consistency and failure recovery, debugging, and performance optimization.

**Labor Efforts of Adopting PM Libraries.** Each PM library, such as PMDK [17], Atlas [10], go-pmem [22], and Corundum [31], typically defines its own failure model and provides a set of new programming semantics to hide the instruction level details. Although the high-level programming semantics ease the programming burden, it is still laborsome and error-prone to use those libraries as shown in Figure 3. In order for programmers to correctly use those libraries, they must learn the APIs and integrate them into the legacy code after fully understanding their own programming models.

We investigate code modification efforts of various PM programs as shown in Figure 2. It requires the change of 1547 lines of code (LOC) in order to transfer a volatile version of Memcached [28] into PM version [48] using PMDK library [17], which is 14% of the Memcached source code. Figure 2 also shows that other widely used data structures supported by PMDK require at least 15% LOC changes. It is invasive to perform such intensive modifications to a code base that is already complex and highly optimized for volatile memory operations.

```
1 int Queue::enqueue(...) {
2    
3    TX_BEGIN(pop) {
4        TX_ADD_DIRECT(&queue->back);
5        queue->back += 1;
6        TOID(struct entry) entry =
7            TX_ALLOC(struct entry, sizeof(struct entry) + len);
8        D_RW(entry)->len = len;
9        memcpy(D_RW(entry)->data, data, len);
10        // the following snapshot code is missing:
11        TX_ADD_DIRECT(&queue->entries[pos]);
12        queue->entries[pos] = entry;
13        ret = -1;
14    } TX_ONABORT {
15        ret = -1;
16        }
```

Figure 3: A buggy example of enqueue implementation using PMDK. The programmer forgets to add a snapshot function, and therefore violates the crash consistency requirement.

**Performance Tuning.** PM programming requires the cache-line flushes and fences to ensure that data updates arrive at NVMM in a consistent manner [13,85]. These instructions introduce performance degradation by defeating the processor’s hardware performance optimization mechanisms, including caching and out-of-order execution. Although it is generally acceptable to sacrifice certain levels of run-time performance to maintain data persistence, unnecessary cache-line flushes and fences will significantly hurt system performance, rendering undesirable deployment performance of PM in production environments. Therefore, it is essential to avoid using unnecessary cache-line flushes and fences. Furthermore, various PM libraries relax the crash consistency guarantee at different degrees for performance optimization. It is the programmers’ responsibility to cherry-pick the optimal library for their application which in turn requires a vast amount of experience and prior knowledge.

2.3 Deep RL for PM Programming

We identify deep RL as a promising technique to perform automatic PM code generation, due to its powerful learning capability in tasks with a limited amount of available training...
We observed that deep RL is a better solution than RL for problems with higher dimensional complexity as it does not rely on domain knowledge. Due to these promising features, deep RL is widely used in games [51, 53, 68], robotics [36, 38, 60], and natural language processing [65, 75].

No end-to-end frameworks currently exist to automatically translate a piece of volatile memory code into PM code and perform crash consistency checking. State-of-the-art PM libraries [17, 22, 27, 31, 42, 47] and debugging tools [44, 45, 54] require programmers to annotate the code. Jaaru [24] does not require programmer’s annotation but it relies on the program crash to detect bugs. It is also impractical to enumerate all the possible changes of each line of the code, while passing the checks of compilers and debugging tools. To address these issues, it is critical to automate PM code transformation, while achieving a high PM checker passing rate at a low transformation cost.

Fortunately, translating a volatile memory code into PM code can be formulated as a decision problem for sequential code editing, which is considered as solvable by deep RL. Moreover, augmented with Monte-Carlo tree search [8, 18] – a type of look-ahead search for decision making – deep RL is able to search the decision results more efficiently and effectively. Previous automatic code generation and translation studies focus on translation between different programming languages [41] and addressing debugging syntax errors [26]. To our knowledge, this paper is the first to formulate a ML-based PM program translation problem.

3 Ayudante Design

To embrace the opportunities and address the challenges described above, we propose Ayudante, a deep RL-based programming assistant framework as illustrated in Figure 1.

3.1 Ayudante Framework Overview

Ayudante consists of two key components: a deep RL-based code generator and a code refining pipeline. Our code generator takes conventional source code developed for volatile memory systems as the input and generates a vanilla PM code through a RL model. We design our RL model to mimic programmer’s behavior on inserting PM library functions. The RL generator performs online inference to generate the best actions and output a PM code according to the pre-trained policy and value network. After training offline, the RL generator performs online inference to generate the best actions and output a PM code according to the pre-trained policy and value network. We test on the data structures from open-source Leetcode solution programs [6, 61, 83]. In the following, we describe the details of our RL and transfer learning models. Section 4 will discuss detailed implementation of training and inference of our models and the datasets used for training and testing.

Ayudante offers the following promising automated characteristics in assisting PM programming:

- Efficient PM code generation through a deep RL model augmented with Monte-Carlo tree search, which efficiently searches the correct code edits with significantly smaller search space.
- Reduced bugs through a deep RL model pre-trained to avoid bugs detected by checkers in the training environment.
- Code refining reports and improved performance through a code refining pipeline for programmers to further inspect the possible improvements to the generated programs if necessary.

3.2 Deep RL-based Code Generator

![Figure 4: Ayudante’s deep RL model consists of an agent and an environment.](image)

We design a deep RL network that generates the PM code. The trained network mimics the programmer’s behavior; it navigates through the input source programs and adds proper code in the corresponding locations. Figure 4 shows Ayudante’s deep RL model, which consists of (a) an agent with a policy and value network and (b) an environment. The policy and value network responds to a state (the encoded input source code) and outputs an action (which navigates through source code and inserts PM library functions). The environment applies the action to the last code state to generate a new code state, and tests it by a set of PM code checkers to return a reward to the agent. Details of integrating various PM checkers in the environment are discussed in Section 4.4.

The model is trained on a volatile version of PMDK example code [17] (by removing PM annotations). During training, the policy and value network is updated for a better action policy according to the reward function. After training offline, the RL generator performs online inference to generate the best actions and output a PM code according to the pre-trained policy and value network. We test on the data structures from open-source Leetcode solution code [6, 61, 83]. In the following, we describe the details of our RL and transfer learning models. Section 4 will discuss detailed implementation of training and inference of our models and the datasets used for training and testing.
3.2.1 Agent, State, Action, and Reward

As shown in Figure 4, our RL model consists of four major components: agent, state, action, and reward.

**Agent.** An agent is an executor of actions on a state. In our model, a state is a representation of source code, while an action is navigating through source code or inserting one PM library API function to source code. The agent repeatedly obtains a new state from the environment, executes actions on the state, and re-compiles the modified code if necessary, until the model outputs a complete PM code that passes the checkers in the environment.

**State.** A state is a pair of *string* and *position*. A string is a source code in plain text, while a position represents the current position in the code to take an action at. To preprocess the input and make the source code recognizable by the RL model, we perform an *encoding* operation, which transforms the source code into a sequence of *tokens* to feed into the RL model. The encoding using an Encoder-Decoder long short-term memory (LSTM) autoencoder [30] to fit sequence data. Once the autoencoder fits, the encoder in the model is used to encode or compress sequence data as a feature vector input to the RL model. Each encoded token represents either the program text or a program location for an API insertion. The string is initialized in a tokenized form of the input source code. The program location token is initialized to the first token in the program. We encode the program text, augmented with the program location using an LSTM network [30] and feed the state into the policy and value network. When taking an action, the modification is executed on the original program by the environment before compilation and testing.

**Action.** Our RL model has two types of actions: (1) navigation, which jumps to a new program location and (2) edit, which modifies the string (i.e., modifies the source code). The two actions are non-overlapping: navigation action does not update the code, while edit action only adds a PM library API function to the current program location without changing the location. We define two navigation actions, move-down and move-out. Move-down sets the program location to the next token. Move-out moves the program location to the current curly braces. A combination of these two navigation actions allows the model to enumerate all possible insertion locations of PM library APIs.

The edit action utilizes the possible library API annotations, which we manually select from PMDK [17]. The edit action either annotates one line of code or wraps a block of source code into a pair of annotations (*e.g.*, wrapping with `TX_BEGIN` and `TX_END`). We do not consider deletion of previous API annotations, because it is identical to doing nothing in the deleted locations. The invalid edit action that causes syntax errors or bugs will be rejected by the environment and punished by the reward function.

**Reward.** In a typical RL model, a reward is used to measure the consequences of the actions and feedback to the agent to generate better actions. In our training process, the agent performs a set of navigation and edit actions to the program, and receives either the maximum reward if the generated code passed all the PM checkers in the environment, or a small reward formulated as follows, which consists of three penalties – step, modification, and code error reported by checkers, respectively:

\[
    r_t = \phi_1 \cdot \ln S + \phi_2 \cdot \ln M + \sum_{i=1}^{n} \rho_i \cdot E_i
\]  

(1)

The step penalty is defined by a penalty factor \(\phi_1\) and a step number \(S\). A step refers to an iteration of taking a new action and feedback the corresponding reward. In each step, the agent is penalized with a very small step penalty (with a small \(\phi_1\)) to motivate the agent to take fewer steps.

The modification penalty is defined by a factor \(\phi_2\) and a modification number \(M\). \(\phi_2\) penalizes unnecessary edits and encourages the RL generator to complete the PM code with fewer modifications.

The code error penalty is defined as a summation of penalties given by multiple testing tools. For tool \(i\), \(\rho_i\) represents the impact factor of the tool (i.e., how important the tool is), while \(E_i\) is the number of errors reported by the tool. The code error penalty penalizes those actions that introduce bugs and encourages the RL model to learn to avoid the bugs detectable by the checkers in the environment. The \(\rho_i\) can be tuned to give more attention to testing tool \(i\), so as to reduce the corresponding bugs detectable by this tool in the ultimately generated code. In our model, the number of errors \(E_i\) is a few magnitudes lower than the number of steps \(S\). Therefore, we use \(\ln S\) in the reward instead of \(S\) to balance the penalties. The same reason applies to \(\ln M\).

3.2.2 An Example of RL-based Code Generation

Figure 5 shows an example PM code generated by our RL model. To generate such code in inference, our trained model takes an input of a pure C code (in black color in Figure 5) that is never seen during training. Our model encodes the code into tokens, then performs actions on the tokens as marked by arrows in Figure 5. At each step \(t\), the agent of the model (i) retrieves a state \(s_t \in S\) from the environment and (ii) selects an action \(a_t\) from all candidate actions with the maximum conditional probability value generated by the policy and value network. In Figure 5, the agent first chooses navigation actions for step 1 and 2, then an edit action for step 3. At this point, as the agent changes the state (the source code), the environment executes the edit action to generate a new state \(s_{t+1}\) and a corresponding scalar reward \(r_t\). Similarly, the agent performs edit actions at steps 7 and 10, and therefore generates a complete PM code. The generated code is further verified by the environment using a pipeline of multiple PM testing tools shown in Figure 4. In this example, the generated code passes all the tests. The code refining pipeline
which are user-defined parameters. This process will also generate code refining suggestions if it identifies bugs or performance degradation that requires programmer’s attention.

The function $Q$ calculates an expected reward $Q(s, a)$, where $s$ is a sequence of actions; $a$ is the action; $r_t$ is the reward. The decay rate is $\gamma \leq 1$. We apply such a function to our Deep Q Network, working as an iterative decision making algorithm outlined in Algorithm 1. The objective of deep Q-learning is to minimize $\sum_{s_t} L(s_t, a_t)$, where $L(s_t, a_t)$ is the reward calculated from the Q function, with trainable weight parameters $\theta$. The Q function works on fixed-length representation of code modification histories collected by function $\phi$. $M$ is the maximum number of epochs and $T$ is the number of iteration to modify the code used to simulate the descent process, which are user-defined parameters. This process will also generate the training datasets of Q-learning, stored in a replay memory $D$, with a maximum capacity $N$. When $D$ is inquired for a minibatch of transitions, it will return $Y_j$ and $Q(\phi, a_j; \theta)$.

**Algorithm 1** The policy and value network function.

1. Initialize replay memory $D$ to capacity $N$ and random initialize $\theta$.  
2. for epoch from 1 to $M$ do  
3. Initialize sequence $s_1 = \{x_1\}$ and $\phi_1 = \phi(s_1)$.  
4. for $t$ from 1 to $T$ do  
5. With probability $\varepsilon$ select a random action $a_t$.  
6. Otherwise select $a_t = \text{argmax}_a Q(\phi(s_t), a; \theta)$.  
7. Execute action $a_t$: navigate or insert an API.  
8. Get reward $r_t$, and next state $s_{t+1}$.  
9. Set $s_{t+1} = s_t, a_t, x_{t+1} = \phi(s_{t+1})$.  
10. Store transition $(\phi_t, a_t, r_t, \phi_{t+1})$ in $D$.  
11. Sample a minibatch of transitions $(\phi_t, a_t, r_t, \phi_{t+1})$ from $D$.  
12. Set $Y_j = r_j + \gamma \text{max}_a Q(\phi_{j+1}, a'; \theta)$ for a non-terminal $\phi_{j+1}$ or $Y_j = r_j$ for a terminal $\phi_{j+1}$.  
13. Minimize Loss $(Y_j - Q(\phi, a_j; \theta))^2$  
14. end for  
15. end for

Figure 6 shows the neural network architecture of our policy and value network. We first embed the input source code with LSTM and a pooling layer. Then, we pass the embedded state to three fully-connected layers. The Softmax function will output the Q value; the action will be selected either by maximizing the reward or with a small probability to play a random action. Finally, we calculate the loss function by the real reward $r$ and the Q value, and update the trainable parameters $\theta$ in the Q function. Here we adopt two sets of parameters ($\theta$ and $\hat{\theta}$) in the same shape. One is for selecting an action and another one is for evaluating an action. They are updated alternatively.

**3.2.4 Monte-Carlo Tree Search**

Searching for correct edits is non-trivial due to two key challenges -- exponentially large search space and unnecessary decision search. First, with the increase of lines of code in programs and the number of actions, the search space grows exponentially. This leads to exponential search time using uninformed search algorithms such as enumerative search [3, 4]. Second, a correct decision search requires both localize and make precise edits to generate a PM code as illustrated in...
An invalid edit that introduces bugs leads to unnecessary decision search, if the model is unaware of such bugs and proceeds to search for new actions. To tackle the first challenge, we adopt an efficient search strategy Monte-Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) [67], which is highly efficient and effective in searching exponentially increased states. To address the second challenge, we combine the policy and value network (Section 3.2.3) with MCTS to guide selection towards potentially good states and efficiently evaluate the playout.

**Figure 5.** An invalid edit that introduces bugs leads to unnecessary decision search, if the model is unaware of such bugs and proceeds to search for new actions.

**Figure 7:** Overview of a simulation of Monte-Carlo tree search.

As shown in Figure 7, one round (or “simulation”) of MCTS consists of four phases. (1) **Selection** starts from the root node and selects the successive child nodes until reaching a leaf node. Here, the root node represents the current state, while a leaf node is a potential child node with at least one unexplored child (i.e., not covered by previous search). We employ a widely-used Upper Confidence Trees (UCT)-based strategy [37] to select the node with the maximum value \( V \)

\[
V = q_i + c \sqrt{\frac{\ln N_i}{n_i}}
\]

where \( q_i \) is the current action-value estimate after the \( i \)-th move; \( n_i \) is the number of simulations for the node considered after the \( i \)-th move; \( N_i \) is the total number of simulations after the \( i \)-th move run by the parent node of the one considered. \( c \) is the exploration parameter that is theoretically equal to \( \sqrt{2} \); in practice, it is typically chosen empirically. The first term is high for a move that gets a high successful edits rate. The second term is high for a move with few simulations. Therefore, a large \( V \) value will lead the search to a better final solution. (2) **Expansion** unless reaches a goal state, create one or more valid child nodes. (3) **Playout** instead of evaluating the position after running a full simulation and sampling the moves until reaching a goal state in the vanilla MCTS, we approximate the value of the position by the deep Q-learning network. (4) **Back-propagation** utilizes the result from playout to update node information in reverse order.

**3.2.5 Transfer Generating Knowledge of C/C++ to Java**

To fully leverage the code translation knowledge learned from the RL generators for C and C++, we train a Java generator model by employing transfer learning [64]. Transfer learning is an effective technique to take features learned from one domain and leverage them in a new domain with certain similarity, to save training time and achieve higher inference accuracy on the new domain. The most commonly used transfer learning technique is fine-tuning [82], which freezes (sets as un-trainable) some layers of a pre-trained model and train the other trainable layers on a new dataset to turn the old features into predictions on the new dataset. However, the fine-tuning is a destructive process, because the new training will directly discard the previously learned function and lose the pre-trained knowledge on generating C/C++ code.

To address this issue, we employ a progressive network technique [64]. Progressive network also leverages the pre-trained models, whereas utilizing the output rather than the pre-trained parameters. Doing so overcomes the problem of discarding the prior knowledge in further training. Given a pre-trained RL generator \( G_j \), with hidden activations \( h^{(1)} \in \mathbb{R}^n \) from layer \( i \), where \( n_i \) is the number of units at layer \( i \), the progressive network utilizes a single hidden layer multi-layer perception \( \sigma \) to adjust different scales of various hidden layer inputs and adapt the hidden input to the new model by

\[
h^{(k)}_i = \sigma(W^{(k)}_i h^{(k-1)}_i + U^{(k)}_i \sigma(V^{(k)}_i h^{(k-1)}_j U^{(c)}_{i-1} h^{(c)}_{i-1}))(4)
\]

where the \( h^{(k)}_i \) is the hidden activations for layer \( i \) in task \( k \), \( W^{(k)}_i \) is the weight parameters for layer \( i \) in task \( k \), \( U^{(k)}_i \) are the lateral connections (a \( n_i \times m_j \) matrix) from layer \( i \) to layer \( j \) of task \( k \), \( V^{(k)}_i \) is the projection matrix to be trained, and \( \alpha \) is a learned scalar initialized to a small random value. The progressive network fully exploits the hidden knowledge represented by the hidden activation in multiple similar tasks in sequence.

**Figure 8:** The workflow of the progressive network to transfer from generating C and C++ code to generating Java code, where \( \alpha \) refers to the adaptor function shown by Equation 4.

By adopting fine-tuning and progressive networking, we take advantage of the generators for C and C++ which are well-pretrained on a sufficient training dataset and show the
potential of assisting writing PM code for other programming languages.

3.3 Code Refining Pipeline

Previous ML-based code generators pay much attention to improving the inference accuracy. Yet, even on well-investigated translation tasks (e.g., CoffeeScript-JavaScript Task [14] and FOR/LAMBDA translation task [19]) on popular programming language (e.g., C/C++/JAVA/Python), state-of-the-art deep learning models only achieve up to 70% ~ 90% inference accuracy [14, 19]. Due to the inherent fuzzy and approximate nature of deep learning, it is impossible to achieve 100% accuracy for all generated programs only by an ML model, let alone many complicated bugs that require programmer’s domain knowledge to detect and fix.

To address the limitations of ML-based method, we design a code refining pipeline to search for bugs that may remain in the code generated by the RL model. As shown in Figure 4, we incorporate a set of code refining tools in three levels: (1) compilers check on the syntax and library API usage bugs; (2) sanity checkers, including PMEMCHECK and PM-Reorder [17], check on the consistency and reordering bugs; (3) validation tools, including PMTest [45], XFDetector [44], and AGAMOTTO [54], perform a deep bug search in terms of crash consistency and failure recovery. We organize these tools as a pipeline to ensure that high-level bugs (e.g., syntax bugs) are identified as early as possible before starting the time-consuming deep bug search. The output of the code refining pipeline is a code refining suggestion report for programmers to further manually inspect the code.

Figure 9 shows an example output of our code refining pipeline. In this example, the vanilla generated code is called node_construct followed by a pmemobj_persist. Our code refining pipeline identifies that node_construct already persists the tree node data. Therefore, there is no need to persist it again. This optimization suggestion is reported to the programmer, who decides to remove the redundant persistence API call, leading to the improved code.

```c
int node_construct() {
    // set up btree node
    ... 
    pmemobj_persist(pop, node, a->size); 
    // persist data 
    j;
}

void btree_insert() { 
    // set up btree structure 
    OBJ_ALLOC(..., node_construct); 
    pmemobj_persist(pop, dest, args.size); 
    // duplicated persistence 
    j; 
}
```

**Vanilla generated code**

```c
int node_construct() {
    // set up btree node
    ... 
    pmemobj_persist(pop, node, a->size); 
    // persist data 
    j;
}

void btree_insert() { 
    // set up btree structure 
    OBJ_ALLOC(..., node_construct); 
    pmemobj_persist(pop, dest, args.size); 
    // duplicated persistence 
    j; 
}
```

**Improved code**

```c
int node_construct() {
    // set up btree node
    ... 
    pmemobj_persist(pop, node, a->size); 
    // persist data 
    j;
}

void btree_insert() { 
    // set up btree structure 
    OBJ_ALLOC(..., node_construct); 
    pmemobj_persist(pop, dest, args.size); 
    // duplicated persistence 
    j; 
}
```

Figure 9: A piece of B-Tree code improved by the code refining pipeline.

4 Implementation

4.1 Training and Testing Dataset

We are the first to develop both training and testing datasets for ML-based PM code translation problems. We preprocess the datasets by including header files, creating the pool file (memory-mapped file) and initializing the root object for further read and write operations.

**Training Set.** We use the dataset from the PMDK library [17] with 18 C code examples, 14 C++ programs, and two Java programs. Because the PMDK example code is the nonvolatile version expert code, we obtain a volatile version of each program by manually discard the PMDK APIs in the code.

**Testing Set.** To show the generalization ability of our model, we test it with code never seen by the model and measure how well the model generates for such new code in the inference process. Our testing dataset consists of volatile code of 48 C programs, 42 C++ programs, and 13 Java programs obtained from the open-source Leetcode solution [6, 61, 83]. These programs perform similar functionality as PMDK example programs on various data structures widely used in persistent memory applications, including array, string, list, queue, btree, rbtree, hashmap, and combinations of multiple data structures.

4.2 Training Configuration

**Deep RL Implementation.** We implement the RL generator in PyTorch [58]. We identify the suitable hyper-parameters of the RL generators and update the weight parameters in the policy and value network in the training process. In particular, the LSTM encoder in our model has two recurrent layers, each with 128 cells. The string has on average 112 tokens, which are embedded into 48-dimensional vectors. The LSTM encoder for state embedding and the policy network are trained together in an end-to-end manner. We set the decay rate $\alpha = \frac{K}{T^2}$ to achieve the temporal decay, with $K = 10$ and $T$ as the epoch number. We set the discount rate $\gamma$ as 0.95. For the reward function, when using different checkers, the relative relationship between step, modification, and code error penalties can be different. In our model, we set step penalty factor $\phi_1$ as $-0.01$ and modification penalty factor $\phi_2$ as $-0.005$. For the impact factor of each tool in the code error penalty, we set $\rho_1 = -0.1$ and $\rho_2 = -0.06$ and $\rho_3 = -0.065$ for PMEMCHECK, PM-Reorder and PMTest respectively. We set the maximum reward as 1. We train the RL generator on two Nvidia GeForce GTX 2080 Ti GPUs with 11 GB Memory for 60 epochs.

**Transfer Learning Implementation.** The progressive network is also implemented in PyTorch [58], and trained on two NVIDIA GeForce GTX 2080 Ti GPUs with 11GB Memory for 30 epochs. We use a dynamic learning rate scheduler in PyTorch with an initialization of 0.001 for progressive networks.
4.3 PMDK APIs

PMDK [17] is a collection of libraries developed for PM programming. These libraries build on the DAX feature that allows applications to directly load and store to PM by memory-mapping files on a PM-aware file system. We employ the libpmemobj library, which provides a transactional object store, memory allocation, and transactions with atomicity, consistency, isolation, and durability for PM systems. We pick 21 library functions (such as pmemobj_persist, pmemobj_create, pmemobj_open) and 78 macros (such as TOID, POBJ_ALLOC, D_RW, D_RO, POBJ_ROOT). For C++ code, we employ libpmemobj++ , a C++ binding for libpmemobj, which is more approachable than the low-level C bindings. For Java code, we use persistent collections for Java based on the libpmemobj library.

4.4 Checkers

We use checkers in both the environment of our RL model and the code refining pipeline. As illustrated in Figure 4, the checkers are organized into three levels. First, we use compilers (such as gcc) to detect syntax errors. Second, we use sanity checkers, such as PMEMCHECK and PM-Reorder, to detect consistency and reordering bugs. Finally, we use high-level validation tools, such as PMTest [45], XFDetector [44], and AGAMOTTO [54], to further capture durability and ordering violations in PM operations, cross-failure bugs [44], and redundant cache line flushes and fences [54].

As demonstrated in Section 5.1, the more checkers used, the higher the PM checker passing rate and robustness. However, increasing the number and complexity of checkers also leads to a much longer training time. Therefore, we only use PMTest [45] in the environment in RL model training. The code refining pipeline adopts all three aforementioned high-level validation tools one after another to validate a program generated by our RL model. As these are independent of each other, the order of running the tools does not matter. In the following, we discuss the implementation details of integrating various checkers in Ayudante.

Compilers. We adopt gcc version 7.5.0. as the compiler in this paper.

PMEMCHECK. PMEMCHECK is a persistent memory analysis tool that employs the dynamic memory analysis tool Valgrind [55], to track all stores made to persistent memory and inform programmers of possible memory violations. Other than checking and reporting the non-persistent stores, PMEMCHECK also provides other options to look out for memory overwrites, redundantFlushes, and provides transaction checking such as check stores that are made outside of transactions or regions that overlapped by different transactions. Here we mainly feedback the error summary reported by PMEMCHECK to the reward in the model.

PM-Reorder. PM-Reorder is another tool for persistence correctness checking. It will traverse the sequences of stores between flush-fence barriers made by the application, and replays these memory operations many times in different combinations, to simulate the various possible ways the stores to the NVDIMM could be ordered by the system. Given an exhaustive consistency checking function, this process will uncover potential application bugs that otherwise could have been encountered only under specific system failures. It provides various optional checking orders, such as ReorderFull to check all possible store permutations, ReorderPartial to check 3 random order sequences, ReorderAccumulative to check a growing subset of the original sequence. Here we mainly use ReorderPartial to achieve consistency checking while keeping training efficiency. PM-Reorder requires users to provide a user-defined consistency checker, which is a function that defines conditions necessary to fulfill the consistency assumptions in source code and returns a binary value (0 represents consistent and 1 represents inconsistent). With each value in a data structure, Ayudante provides a default consistency checker, which determines whether each value field is properly assigned compared to the number that we store in the value field [59]. For example, if the main function sets nodes 0, 1, and 2 of a list as 100, 200, and 300, Ayudante will provide a consistency checker that traverses these three nodes to evaluate whether their corresponding values are correctly assigned or not. Here we mainly leverage the inconsistency number reported by PM-Reorder.

PMTest. PMTest is a fast and flexible crash consistency detecting tool, which reports violations in durability and ordering of PM operations, such as whether a persistent object has been persisted, ordering between persistent updates, and unnecessary writes or duplicated logs. With C/C++ source code, Ayudante automatically generates annotations using the C/C++-compatible software interface offered by PMTest, including (i) wrapping the entire code with PMTest_START and PMTest_END functions and (ii) using TX_CHECKER_START and TX_CHECKER_END to define the boundary of each transaction as required by the PMTest high-level checkers. These annotations will be removed after testing the generated code. We use the high-level checkers to validate three items: (1) the completion of a transaction, (2) the updates of persistent objects in the transaction are recorded in the undo log before modification, and (3) the code is free of unnecessary writebacks or redundant logs that constitute performance bugs. An issue with (1) or (2) will be reported as a FAIL, while issues with (3) are identified as WARNINGs. During the training process, we use the number of FAILs from PMTest as feedback to the neural network. In the refining pipeline, we use the WARNING information to suggest code refining on removing the redundant writebacks and logs.

XFDetector. XFDetector detects cross-failure bugs by automatically injecting failures into a pre-failure execution; it also checks cross-failure races and semantic bugs in the post-failure continuation. With C/C++ source code, Ayudante generates the annotations by wrapping the
code with `RoIBegin(1, PRE_FAILURE|POST_FAILURE)` and `RoIEnd(1, PRE_FAILURE|POST_FAILURE)` functions offered by XFDetector’s C/C++-compatible interface to define the region-of-interest (RoI); such annotations will be removed after code testing.

**AGAMOTTO.** AGAMOTTO detects persistency bugs using two universal persistency bug oracles based on the common patterns of PM misuse of C++ code: it identifies (i) modifications to PM cache lines that are not flushed or fenced; (ii) duplicated flushes of the same cache line or unnecessary fences. AGAMOTTO symbolically executes PM workloads to identify bugs without requiring annotations.

## 5 Evaluation

### Experimental Setup.

Table 1 shows configuration of the Intel server adopted in our experiments. We configure the Optane DIMMs in App Direct interleaved mode [33] and employ ext4 filesystem in DAX mode. We disable hyper threading and boost the CPUs to a fixed frequency to maintain a stable performance. We run each program 10 times and report the geometric mean.

### 5.1 PM Checker Passing Rate in Inference

We employ PM checker passing rate (CPR) defined in Equation 5 – the percentage of generated code that passes all the PM checkers – to measure the generalization ability of the trained model.

\[
CPR = \frac{\#\text{PassCheckers}}{\#\text{Generated}} \quad (5)
\]

In our experiments, we use PMEMCHECK as the checker to verify the PM CPR in inference. We train three versions of RL generators with various checker combinations in the environment, including (1) PMEMCHECK; (2) PMEMCHECK and PM-Reorder; (3) PMEMCHECK, PM-Reorder, and PMTest separately and Table 2 shows the CPR in inference tested on microbenchmarks, a key-value store application, and Leetcode solution set. Our results show that all the generated code of RL generator with checker combinations (2) and (3) passes the checkers with the key-value store workload testing and microbenchmarks incorporating array, string, list, queue, btrees, rbtrees, and hashmap data structures. Our experiments also show that Ayudante can handle programs with multiple data structures. For example, the Leetcode solution for merging k-sorted lists [7] adopts both list and queue data structures; the generated code makes both data structures persistent and passes the PMEMCHECK checker. Moreover, we observe that the more checkers used to feedback the reward, the higher CPR is achieved in inference. This is because checkers will complement each other to penalize different types of bugs and encourage more precise edits on the source code to avoid the bugs. Note that none of the existing ML-based models can achieve 100% inference accuracy due to the inherent approximate nature of ML. However, our method improves the CPR in inference by effectively taking advantage of different checkers in the training process and the refining pipeline to further report the testing and show improvement suggestions.

### 5.2 Execution Performance

We also evaluate the execution performance of the generated code under various input sizes by running the programs on an Intel Optane DIMM server configured as Table 1. We show the memory bandwidth performance in Figure 10a and Figure 10 on lists, array, queue, and btrees microbenchmarks. As shown in Figure 10a, the generated code achieves a similar bandwidth compared with expert code provided by PMDK code examples. We also employ `perf` [25] to profile the last level cache load, store, and data TLB (dTLB) load events. As shown in Figure 10, the generated code has a cache and TLB performance comparable to PMDK. Although lists has a higher number of (30%) LLC store events due to unnecessary persistence API calls, it does not significantly affect the overall program execution performance.

We further evaluate the scalability of generated code by investigating the performance with different input sizes. Figure 11 shows that the bandwidth of the generated code is comparable to PMDK examples. Therefore, our code generator
is highly stable and reliable in generating high-performance PM code.

5.3 Bug Avoidance and Reduction
Ayudante employs two mechanisms to avoid and reduce both syntax and performance bugs. **Avoidance.** During the training process, we utilize the checkers to penalize our model from buggy edits to avoid bugs in the generated code. We use PMEMCHECK to penalize non-persistent stores and misused transactions. We adopt PMReorder to penalize in-consistency stores. We employ PMTest to penalize non-persistent objects, wrong ordering, and redundant logs. As an example in practice, we observe 17 non-persistent errors in an intermediate code state during the training process; after training, all the bugs are eliminated after step-by-step searches and edits. This also demonstrates that the RL generator is able to help to debug. **Reduction.** Beyond the sanity checks using PMEMCHECK and PMReorder, we also design a code refining pipeline to further perform deep bug search and code refining suggestions generation. An example is shown in Section 3.3 to demonstrate the results of the code refining pipeline.

5.4 Labor Effort Reduction
We evaluate the reduction of programming labor effort with average lines of code (LOC) changed as shown in Table 2. In our experiments, the percentage of LOC changes is typically 12% ~ 15%, which significantly reduces the labor effort on developing PM applications. We test the LOC of three different versions of models by adopting different numbers of checkers. Intuitively, more checkers leads to more robust generated code, hence more APIs inserted to guarantee consistency; this results in more LOC changes. However, the difference of the total LOC is small among different versions of models, while our models bring significant CPR improvement as demonstrated in Table 2.

6 Discussion
**Limitations of ML-based Approaches.** Due to limitations of ML as discussed in Section 3.3, it is impossible for an ML model to achieve 100% inference accuracy with all programs due to the inherent fuzzy nature of ML [11, 14, 19]. In fact, inference accuracy improvement remains a critical challenge in ML community [23,49]. To address the accuracy limitation, Ayudante’s code refining pipeline effectively reduces user efforts on debugging and optimizing the generated programs.

**Limitations of PM Checkers.** Ayudante relies on PM checkers during model training to provide rewards and in the code refining pipeline to provide code optimization suggestions. Therefore, the capability of PM checkers is critical to the quality of code generated by Ayudante. So far, none of the existing PM checkers detects all PM bugs or programming issues. Ayudante addresses the issue by adopting a three-level checking process, which incorporates multiple PM checkers, to generate the rewards during RL model training (Section 4.4); different checkers complement each other during training. As demonstrated in Table 2, the more checkers used, the higher the PM checker passing rate and robustness. Furthermore, our code refining pipeline adopts multiple high-level validation tools, such as XFDetector [44], and AGAMOTTO [54], to further detect bugs that are not captured in training. Once more comprehensive PM checkers are developed by the community, we can retrain our model by replacing the current PM checkers to further improve PM code generation and refinement.

7 Related Work
To our knowledge, this is the first paper to design an ML-based automatic PM program assistant. This section discusses related works.

**PM Programming Tools.** Prior works focused on developing PM debugging and testing tools [44,45,54], programming libraries and APIs [10,17,22,31,74]. The tools are helpful for PM programming. However, these tools require users to manually write PM code from the scratch, which is challenging for non-expert programmers and tedious and time-consuming work for expert programmers as discussed in Section 2. Recent works also explored user-friendly libraries and high-level programming semantics for converting the data structures developed for volatile memory into PM programs [27,42,47]. Concurrent work TIPS [39] goes further and provides a systematic framework to convert DRAM-based indexes for the NVMM with plug-in APIs to plug-in a volatile index and facade APIs to access the plugged-in index. However, Ayudante focuses on automatically generate PM code by inserting library API functions in the source code. As such, Ayudante is orthogonal to these libraries and programming semantics;
the model can also be trained based on such libraries as a substitute or complementary of PMDK.

**Conventional Code Translation.** Code translation problem on popular and familiar programming language, e.g., C/C++/Java/C#/Python/Go, has been well investigated [2, 43, 46, 57, 71]. Previous tasks focus on adding annotation and source-to-source code translation can be categorized as 3 main folds: (1) Adding specific annotations to achieve certain constraints. An example is parallelization annotation, annotating to a program with proper statements that are required by parallel computing libraries and make the source program run on parallel hardware, e.g., OpenCL [71], CUDA [57] and OpenMP [43], (2) translate between different types of source code. Such as source-to-source compilers LLVM [46] to translate between C and C++ by first compiling source code to LLVM bitcode then decompiling the bitcode to the target language, (3) translate between different versions of one programming language. For example, python’s 2to3 tool [2] translates from python version 2 to version 3 by parsing the program to abstract syntax tree then translate it. Though transcompilers are preferred among the software developers for its definite transformation process, it suffers from tremendous developing labor efforts and is error-prone.

**ML-based Program Generation.** To model the edits to transform code into a target code, one needs to learn the conditional probability distribution of the target code version given the source code. A good probabilistic model will assign higher probabilities to plausible target versions and lower probabilities to less plausible ones. Neural Machine Translation models (NMT) are a promising approach to realize such code edit models and use distributed vector representations of words as the basic unit to compose representations for more complex language elements, such as sentences and paragraphs, e.g., the sequence-to-sequence (Seq2Seq) models [35,79] and word embedding [9, 12, 56]. However, code edits also contain structural changes, which requires the model is syntax-aware. To overcome the rigid syntax constraints in programming language, recent studies leverage tree-to-tree LSTM encoder-decoder on abstract syntax tree for program statements translation [11,14]. However, these work are either rule-based that requires additional knowledge of the programming languages, such as grammar [11, 52, 66, 81, 84], or applying a model to implicitly learn the translation policies [14, 81] that require enough training dataset.

**8 Conclusions**

We propose Ayudante, a deep reinforcement learning based framework to assist persistent memory programming. Ayudante provides a deep RL-based PM code generator that mimics programmers behavior to add proper PM library APIs to the volatile memory-based code. Ayudante also provides a code refining pipeline that reports code improvement suggestions to the programmers, to help reduce bugs and improve run-time performance. Ayudante utilize a novel transfer learning to transfer PM programming semantics from C/C++ to other languages like Java. We evaluate Ayudante with microbenchmarks of various data structures which pass all code refining pipeline checkers and achieve comparable performance to expert-handwritten code. Ayudante significantly reduce the burden of PM programming, and shed light on machine auto programming for PM and other domains.
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Abstract
We propose TIPS—a framework to systematically make volatile indexes persistent. TIPS neither places restrictions on the concurrency model nor requires in-depth knowledge of the volatile index. TIPS relies on novel DRAM-NVMM tiering to support an index-agnostic conversion, durable linearizability and its concurrency model called the tiered concurrency to achieve a good performance, scalability. TIPS proposes a hybrid low overhead logging technique called the UNO logging to guarantee crash consistency and to handle persistent memory leaks across crashes. We converted seven volatile indexes with different concurrency models and the Redis key-value store application using TIPS and evaluated them using YCSB. Our evaluations show that TIPS-enabled indexes outperform the state-of-the-art index conversion techniques PRONTO, NVTTraverse, RECIPE, and the NVMM-optimized B+Tree indexes (BzTree, FastFair), Hash indexes (CCEH and Level Hash) and Trie (WOART) indexes by 3-10× while supporting strong consistency and index-agnostic conversion.

1 Introduction
Indexes are a fundamental building block in many storage systems, and it is critical to achieving high performance and reliability [34,47]. With the advent of Non-Volatile Main Memory (NVMM), such as Intel Optane DC Persistent Memory [10,52], there have been a numerous number of research efforts targeted towards developing NVMM-optimized indexes [5,11,13,26,30,36,42–44,53–56,58,59,63,65,66]. Such index designs mainly focus on reducing the crash consistency overhead by primarily relying on index-specific optimizations to improve the overall performance.

However, maturing and hardening an index requires a lot of time and effort. For example, recently proposed NVMM indexes have critical limitations, such as (1) weaker consistency guarantee [23,37], (2) not handling memory leaks in the wake of a crash [11,26,36,53,66], (3) limited concurrent access [13,27,36], and (4) not supporting variable-length keys [13,26,55,65]. Most of these missing features are critical in real-world systems and it delimits the adoption of these indexes to the real-world applications without further maturing.

Alternatively, there are decades of research on in-memory DRAM indexes [16,39,45,47,60] which are well optimized, engineered and used in many real-world applications such as in-memory key-value stores and databases [18,19,32,57]. If we can leverage these in-memory DRAM indexes for NVMM, it not only gives a large pool of well-engineered indexes but it will also pave way for the real-world applications built on top of these indexes to use and adopt NVMM. The challenges in building an NVMM-optimized index has lead to a spike in the interest to port legacy DRAM applications, particularly in-memory key-value stores [1–4,6,7,46,49]. However, prior works [6,46,49] report that manual porting is complex, and error-prone requiring a lot of engineering effort. So we believe that it is important to provide a systematic way to convert DRAM-based indexes for the NVMM.

A few recent studies have proposed techniques [50,62] or guidelines [15,21,23,37] to convert volatile indexes to NVMM. Unfortunately, these techniques have some critical limitations such as (1) limited applicability due to restrictions on the concurrency control (e.g., supporting only lock-free indexes) [15,21,23,37,50], (2) supporting a weaker consistency guarantee (i.e., buffered durable linearizability) [23,37,62], (3) requiring in-depth index-specific knowledge [15,21,23,37], (4) high performance and storage overhead due to their crash consistency mechanism [23,50,62], and (5) not addressing persistent memory leaks [15,21,23,37,62]. We further discuss the limitations of these techniques in §2.

To address these problems, we propose TIPS—an index-agnostic framework to systematically make a volatile DRAM index persistent, while supporting (1) wider applicability by not placing any restrictions on the concurrency model of an index, (2) strong consistency model (i.e., durable linearizability), (3) index-agnostic conversion without requiring in-depth knowledge on a DRAM index, (4) low overhead crash consistency mechanism, (5) safe persistent memory management (e.g., no persistent memory leak), and in addition to achieving (6) high performance and good multicore scalability. This paper makes the following contributions:

• We propose a novel DRAM-NVMM data tiering approach and its concurrency model called the tiered concurrency to achieve good performance, scalability, and applicability.

• We propose a low overhead hybrid logging technique called the UNO logging to guarantee crash consistency, to prevent memory leaks and to guarantee durable linearizability.

• We propose the TIPS framework based on these approaches. TIPS provides index-agnostic conversion and does not place any restrictions on the concurrency model or require in-depth knowledge of the volatile index being converted.

∗The authors contributed to this work while they were at AT&T Labs Research. †The author is currently in Amazon.
We discuss the limitations of existing conversion techniques and their implications below:

(1) Restrictions on Concurrency Control. All prior techniques have limited applicability; i.e., they are designed to support only a specific concurrency model. For example, NVTraverse [21] and link-and-persist [15] are designed for lock-free indexes while MOD [23] is designed for purely functional data structures. PRONTO [50] is applicable only to the globally blocking indexes (e.g., protected by a global mutex) while RECIPE [37] guidelines apply only to the indexes that support lock-free or fine-grained locking.

(2) Supporting Weak Consistency. Another limitation is that most techniques [23, 37, 62] support only a weaker consistency. A linearizable DRAM index converted using these techniques will support only a weaker consistency model, Buffered Durable Linearizability (BDL) [29]. Linearizability has been the standard consistency model in DRAM indexes for almost three decades [25]. Its NVMM counterpart is Durable Linearizability (DL) [29], and it plays a critical role in ensuring the correctness and consistency of the NVMM index and data. Indexes with a BDL guarantee can experience a large amount of data loss in the wake of a crash. Moreover, it increases the programming complexity as the developers are burdened with reasoning about the data consistency. This makes the conversion process complex and more error-prone; for instance, many fundamental and non-trivial crash consistency bugs have been found in the RECIPE indexes [21, 22].

(3) Requiring In-depth Knowledge. Many techniques [15, 21, 23, 37] require in-depth knowledge of the volatile index and expertise in NVMM programming to apply their guidelines correctly. Such efforts are non-trivial as even missing a single fence or a critical may render an index irrecoverable.

(4) High Storage and Performance Overhead. Many techniques suffer from high storage and performance overhead [23, 50, 62] mainly due to their crash consistency mechanism. For example, PMThreads [62] requires two full replicas (one each on DRAM and NVMM) of the original data. MOD [23] uses Copy-on-Write (CoW) to guarantee crash consistency. Such a high storage overhead might be acceptable for primitive data structures (e.g., stack, vector). However, it can be detrimental for indexes and real-world key-value stores designed to handle a large volume of data. Although PRONTO [50] uses operational logging for crash consistency and employs a dedicated background thread for every writer to perform the logging, it still incurs a high overhead due to the synchronous waiting between the writers and background threads. We further empirically analyze these overheads in §7.

(5) Persistent Memory Leaks. Another critical but largely understated problem is the persistent memory leaks. While the prior conversion techniques and the NVMM-optimized indexes focus on providing crash consistency, they completely ignore the memory leak problem. Although NVMM allocators can guarantee failure atomicity for allocation/free even the mature allocator such as the PMDK [28] does not provide an efficient solution to identify and fix the memory leak [17]. Hence it is critical to address this within the TIPS framework.

3 Overview of TIPS

We first discuss our design goals followed by the design overview. We assume that an index being converted has key-value store style operations such as insert, delete, update, lookup, and scan. Throughout this paper, we address insert, delete and update as writes, and lookup and scan as reads. The term plugged-in index denotes a user-defined volatile index on NVMM that is plugged into TIPS framework. We assume that locks can be reinitialized after crash recovery.

3.1 Design Goals

G1 Support Various Concurrency Models. We aim not to place restrictions on the concurrency model of the volatile indexes. With TIPS, we support the conversion of indexes that use a global lock (e.g., Mutex), lock-free (e.g., CAS), and fine-grained locking (e.g., ROWEX [39]).

G2 Support Durable Linearizability (DL). The challenge to guarantee DL in TIPS is to achieve it without compromising the performance, scalability, and index-agnostic conversion.

G3 Support Index-agnostic Conversion. We aim to support near black-box, index-agnostic conversion to circumvent the need for in-depth knowledge on the volatile index and NVMM programming. This will make the conversion process simple, intuitive, and less error-prone. We aim to achieve this by internally handling the complications of NVMM programming such as guaranteeing crash consistency and preventing persistent memory leak within TIPS and also providing an uniform programming interface to assist the conversion.

G4 Design a Low Overhead Crash Consistency mechanism. TIPS can not rely on index-specific optimizations for crash consistency to support an index-agnostic conversion. The crash consistency mechanism should incur low overhead to achieve high performance and scalability. A crash consistency mechanism also should prevent persistent memory leaks by reclaiming the unreachable objects upon recovery.

G5 Achieve High Performance and Scalability. Ideally, we aim to perform and scale on par with NVMM-optimized indexes. Also, we strive to retain the original characteristics of the plugged-in index; for example, if the volatile index is designed for cacheline efficiency or optimized for scalability, we aim to retain and leverage such characteristics to improve
3.2 Design Overview

3.2.1 High-Level Idea of TIPS

Figure 1 presents the TIPS architecture and illustrates how a write operation is handled in the TIPS framework. TIPS frontend consists of a hash table on DRAM (DRAM-cache) and an operational log (OLog) on NVMM. TIPS backend consists of the plugged-in index – the user-provided volatile index – a background thread (persist-thread), UNDO log (ULog), and MEM log (MLog). When a write is issued, TIPS first commits it to the per-thread OLog for guaranteeing durability and then inserts a new key-value pair entry (or a tombstone for deletion) in the DRAM-cache to make the write visible. Then the persist-thread in the TIPS backend replays the same write in the background to update the plugged-in index. To guarantee crash consistent update to the plugged-in index, TIPS uses ULog to store the unmodified data for recovery. Once the plugged-in index is updated, the corresponding key-value entry in the DRAM-cache will be reclaimed later.

Alternatively, a lookup operation first looks for the target key in DRAM-cache and goes to the plugged-in index only if the target key is not present in DRAM-cache. With this high-level idea, we next present the design overview of TIPS and also explain how it contributes towards achieving our design goals discussed in §3.1.

3.2.2 DRAM-NVMM Tiering (G_1, G_2, G_3, G_5)

At its core, TIPS adopts a novel DRAM-NVMM data tiering approach. As illustrated in Figure 1, two critical components that enable the DRAM-NVMM tiering are DRAM-cache in the TIPS frontend and plugged-in index in the TIPS backend. Although prior NVMM-optimized B+tree index designs [42, 55] and conversion techniques [50, 62] have proposed to use both NVMM and DRAM, our approach is fundamentally different. For example, PRONTO [50] builds the index on DRAM and logs the index operations on the NVMM to guarantee durability. Such a tiering design limits PRONTO indexes from scaling beyond the DRAM capacity. Instead, in TIPS, we propose tiering of the data (i.e., key-value pairs) while keeping the plugged-in index intact on the NVMM.

Benefits. (1) Tiering the data between DRAM-NVMM makes our approach generically applicable to any index. This enables all the TIPS indexes to take advantage of the faster DRAM. (2) Unlike PRONTO, TIPS can achieve a better capacity scaling by keeping the plugged-in index on the NVMM. (3) The writes are made visible through DRAM-cache (linearization point) in Figure 1); this enables TIPS to guarantee DL agnostic of the plugged-in index. (4) On top of DRAM-NVMM tiering, we build the plug-in programming model to enable index-agnostic conversion (§3.2.6). (5) Tiering the data enables a new concurrency model called the tiered concurrency, which is key to achieving high performance and scalability.

3.2.3 Tiered Concurrency for Scaling Frontend (G_1, G_5)

Having TIPS frontend and backend enables two different levels of concurrency: (1) concurrency model of the DRAM-cache and (2) concurrency model of the plugged-in index. We call this a tiered concurrency model. TIPS frontend allows parallel readers and parallel disjoint writers as DRAM-cache is a concurrent hash table and OLog is per-thread. In the critical path, all requests succeeding in the TIPS frontend (all writes and read hits) will follow the concurrency model of DRAM-cache, and the operations that go to the TIPS backend (read misses and scan) will follow the concurrency model of a plugged-in index. Also, the background writes in Figure 1 to the plugged-in index is done off the critical path adhering to concurrency model of the plugged-in index.

In a nutshell, to achieve write scalability TIPS restricts writes to the faster frontend (DRAM-cache and per-thread OLog) and for read scalability, it relies on both the DRAM-cache and the concurrency model of the plugged-in index. Range scans always go to the plugged-in index as it requires full key-value data (see details in §4.1.6). Relying on the plugged-in index for read/scan helps TIPS to reduce the DRAM footprint as it does not need to cache the entire dataset in DRAM-cache. Instead, it can reclaim the keys once the plugged-in index is updated.

Benefits. (1) Even if the plugged-in index supports only blocking concurrency (e.g., mutex), it can still leverage the...
DRAM-cache to process all the writes and read hits concurrently to achieve good performance. (2) Unlike the previous techniques [15, 21, 37, 50], it does not place any restrictions on the concurrency model of the volatile indexes and hence any volatile index can be plugged-in to the TIPS framework.

3.2.4 Adaptive Scaling for Backend Scalability (G₃)

The backend writes are slower than the frontend as it writes to the NVMM. This can cause an imbalance in the system; to prevent this, we propose adaptive scaling of background writers (workers) for scaling the TIPS backend. With adaptive scaling, TIPS continuously monitors both the frontend and backend write throughput, and when there is an imbalance it scales up the worker count to catch up with the faster frontend and vice versa. While scaling up, TIPS identifies the best worker count based on the write scalability of the plugged-in index and it caps the scale-up at that count to get maximum performance. Also, the real-world workloads are rarely 100% writes, so the time between writes and the adaptive scaling can help the backend writers to catch up with a faster frontend.

Benefits. (1) It effectively utilizes the write concurrency of the plugged-in index. (2) Unlike PRONTO [50] which demands a dedicated worker for every foreground writer, TIPS can dynamically adjust the worker count based on the workload and the plugged-in index.

3.2.5 UNO Logging for Crash Consistency (G₄)

To achieve a low overhead index-agnostic crash consistency, we propose the UNO logging protocol, which makes a hybrid and synergistic use of traditional UNDO logging and Operational logging. In TIPS, we use operational logging (OLog) to guarantee immediate durability and UNDO logging (ULOg) to ensure failure-atomicity while updating the plugged-in index. The unique aspect of UNO logging lies in how we leverage the OLog to reduce the notorious UNDO logging overhead and also reduce the number of p-barrier (clwb32 followed by sfence) by batching the recurring updates to the same cache line and consequently achieve a low overhead crash consistency. Furthermore, MEM Log (MLog) internally logs all the allocated and freed addresses and TIPS uses this information to identify and free all the unreachable memory upon recovery to prevent memory leaks and defers the actual memory free operations until OLog entries are consumed to prevent double-free bugs.

Benefits. (1) Using OLog requires only two p-barriers in the critical path for all write operations; one p-barrier to persist a OLog record and one more to persist the tail pointer (§4.1.5). This makes the durability guarantee cheap and consequently a better performance (§7.2, §7.4). (2) TIPS alleviates the UNDO logging overhead by leveraging the OLog information to selectively log only the memory required for correct recovery besides the merit that UNDO logging in TIPS is performed by the background workers (§4.3.2). (3) With MLog TIPS handles the persistent memory leaks with its framework instead of delegating it to the users.

3.2.6 Plug-in Programming Model for Index-agnostic Conversion (G₅)

The plug-in programming model provides two sets of APIs as shown in Figure 2: (1) plug-in APIs to plug-in a volatile index to the TIPS framework and (2) facade APIs to access the plugged-in index. The facade APIs internally manage the OLog and DRAM-cache without requiring any user intervention (steps 1, 2, 3 in Figure 1). With the facade APIs, the plugged-in index implementation should be passed as a function pointer f which is used by TIPS to update the plugged-in index. To guarantee crash consistent updates to the plugged-in index, the developers must modify their index implementation using TIPS plug-in APIs. The modifications are simple, as shown in Figure 3: (1) replacing the volatile memory allocation (and free) with tips_alloc (and tips_free) and (2) adding tips ulog add before modifying/writing to an NVMM address. TIPS will execute this modified code (e.g., hash insert in Figure 3) during the background reply.

By replacing the malloc with tips alloc, the plugged-in index will now be allocated on the NVMM, and tips alloc will also capture all the newly allocated address in the MLog to prevent persistent memory leaks. The developer
added `tips_uLOG_add` would ensure crash consistency while updating the plugged-in index, and TIPS internally optimizes the UNDO logging (§4.3.2) for better write coalescing and performance. Moreover, a developer is not required to insert p-barriers to the volatile codebase manually. Instead, they just need to annotate the stores to NVMM with `tips_uLOG_add`. Thus, LoC changes in the plugged-in indexes are minimal, as shown in Table 2. While the developers still have to add the `tips_uLOG_add` manually, they need not handle the persistence/visibility order as in the case of manually inserting p-barriers, and this makes the conversion easy and less error-prone. Note that updates to the newly allocated addresses (in Memlog) and existing addresses (in ULog) are batched and persisted internally by TIPS before reclaiming the respective logs. More details on this in §4.3.

4 Design of TIPS

We first describe the TIPS frontend design in §4.1, followed by the TIPS backend design in §4.2.

4.1 TIPS Frontend Design

4.1.1 DRAM-cache

The DRAM-cache is a concurrent open chaining hash table. Concurrent writers working on the different buckets are allowed to proceed in parallel while the ones working on the same bucket are synchronized using a spinlock. Readers do not need any synchronization (i.e., lock-free reads) as all writes to DRAM-cache are performed via a single atomic store. DRAM-cache also employs a RCU-style epoch based reclamation scheme for garbage collection. We choose open chaining hash table to guarantee $O(1)$ writes and avoid expensive rehashing in the critical path. We discuss the configurations for chain length and bucket size in §6 and §7.

4.1.2 Handling Write Operations

All write operations are first committed to the OLog to guarantee durability, and then a new entry is created and added to the DRAM-cache to make the writes visible. For delete, the entry also carries a tombstone mark for the readers to identify that it has been deleted logically. To make writes faster, the entries are always added at the head of a bucket. We explain how TIPS guarantees Durable Linearizability (DL) in §5.

4.1.3 Handling Lookup Operation

Readers first traverse the DRAM-cache bucket looking for the target key. As the collision chain is sorted by the arrival order of write requests, the readers can stop at the first match instead of traversing the entire chain. If the key is not present, then TIPS internally redirects the readers to the plugged-in index using the function pointer provided in the `tips_uLOG_lookup` call. Scan operations require traversing the plugged-in index and the OLog to return a consistent result. We further describe it in §4.1.6 after introducing the OLog design.

4.1.4 Safe Reclamation

Since all writes happen in the DRAM-cache, the collision chain can proliferate and result in a high chain traversal overhead. To address this, we employ a background garbage collector thread called the gc-thread. When the chain length of a bucket exceeds the preset threshold, the gc-thread is triggered, which then visits the respective bucket and safely reclaims the entries. To ensure safe reclamation of entries i.e., without impacting the concurrent readers, TIPS employs an epoch-based reclamation scheme, which is widely used in lock-free and RCU-based data structures [20, 24, 48, 61]. TIPS manages two types of epochs: (1) local epoch, which is the global epoch value when readers enter the critical section, and (2) global epoch, which is advanced when all active readers in the current epoch exit the critical section.

The gc-thread first logically reclaims entries by unlinking them from the collision chain and storing them in the free-list. The reclaimed entry then becomes invisible to new readers. Note that the gc-thread logically reclaims the entries that are successfully replayed, so upon a read miss, readers can still retrieve the reclaimed entries from the plugged-in index. To determine if there are any outstanding readers on the logically reclaimed entries, the gc-thread checks the local epoch of all the active readers. If the local epoch is the same as the global epoch, i.e., no outstanding readers from the previous epoch exist; then the gc-thread physically frees the entries in the free-list that are logically reclaimed two epochs ago. Note that the gc-thread atomically modifies the collision chain, so the readers and writers are free to enter the critical section without waiting for reclamation to finish.

4.1.5 Operational Log (OLog)

OLog guarantees durability to the write operations executed on the DRAM-cache. An OLog record consists of the operation type (insert, delete or update), the respective function pointer to the plugged-in index logic, key, value, and a global timestamp (commit-ts) to denote the commit order of an operation. OLog is a circular buffer where new entries are always added at the tail. The atomicity for an OLog write is guaranteed by its tail pointer update. Once an OLog record is written and persisted, the tail pointer is atomically updated to point to the new record, followed by persisting the tail pointer.

4.1.6 Handling the Scan Operations

Algorithm. The scan operation in TIPS is always directed to the plugged-in index, as it requires a full range of keys and values. However, the plugged-in index is not guaranteed to be up-to-date since the persist-thread might still be propagating some of the updates that might potentially fall within the scan range. So, after scanning the plugged-in index, TIPS traverses the OLogs looking for any potential keys that might fall within the scan range. Upon finding any, the scan buffer is adjusted to incorporate not yet propagated operations.

Traversing OLog. To minimize the OLog traversal over-
head, we leverage the commit timestamp of each OLog record (commit-ts) and the timestamp when a scan operation starts (scan-ts). While traversing the OLog, the scan thread compares its scan-ts with the commit-ts. If the commit-ts ≤ scan-ts, then the scan thread reads the key information in the OLog record and checks if it falls within the scan range. It is safe to ignore OLog records with commit-ts > scan-ts because these are in the future with respect to the scan thread, so it can stop traversing the OLog. Refer to §5 for correctness. Traversing the OLog is fast and adds only a negligible overhead for three reasons: (1) We partially traverse not-yet-propagated OLog entries stopping at the first future entry. (2) As the persist-thread continuously propagates the updates, there will not be much backlog in the OLog. (3) Finally, the scanning of OLog is a sequential read operation on the NVMM, which is almost as fast as reading from the DRAM [64]. We verify this empirically in §7.3.

4.2 TIPS Backend Design

The primary role of the TIPS backend is to combine and replay the per-thread OLog on the plugged-in index. To guarantee correct replay order, the persist-thread combines the per-thread OLog entries, and then it spawns the required number of background workers, which replays the combined entries to the plugged-in index. The persist-thread decides the required worker count on-fly using the adaptive scaling algorithm. The following subsections explain each of these steps in detail.

4.2.1 Adaptive Scaling of Background Workers

TIPS automatically adjusts the number of workers at every epoch based on the write scalability of the plugged-in index and the nature of the workload. One epoch (e) is defined as one iteration of combining and replaying the OLog entries. We denote $W_{e+1}$ as the worker count for the next epoch $e+1$.

At every epoch $e$, TIPS calculates the foreground throughput ($F_e$), which is the number of OLog entries produced by application threads during the epoch, and the background throughput, which is the number of OLog entries consumed by the worker threads during the epoch. TIPS calculates the processing rate $R_e$, which is $F_e/B_e$. It aims to maintain $R_e$ close to 1 by adjusting the number of workers ($W_{e+1}$).

If $R_e > 1$, the foreground writers are filling up the OLog at a faster pace, and if this situation persists, it will lead to blocking of writers as the workers are slow in clearing up the OLogs. So TIPS will increase $W_{e+1}$ by a predefined step $\Delta$ aiming to improve the $R_e$ and keep up with $F_e$.

If $R_e < 0.5$, workers are clearing up the OLogs faster than foreground writers fill them up. Employing excess number of workers is a waste of CPU, so TIPS decreases $W_{e+1}$ by $\Delta$.

Finally, if $1 < R_e < 0.5$, TIPS considers that the workers are on par with foreground writers and hence maintains the same number of workers (i.e., $W_{e+1} = W_e$).

TIPS maintains a user-configurable upper bound ($W_{\text{up}}$) and a lower bound ($W_{\text{low}}$) to cap the number of workers ($W_e$) while scaling up and down respectively. In addition, while scaling up, TIPS memorizes the best performing worker count ($W_{\text{max}}$); so that if $W_e$ reaches the upper bound TIPS can fall back to $W_{\text{max}}$ and continue until scaling down is needed.

By default, TIPS sets $W_{\text{low}}$ to 0 and $W_{\text{up}}$ to the number of physical cores. TIPS uses a smaller $\Delta$ when the worker count is small (i.e., $\Delta = 1$ when $W_e < 4$) and uses a bigger $\Delta$ when the worker count is large (i.e., $\Delta = 4$ when $W_e \geq 4$).

4.2.2 Concurrent Replay of OLog Entries

After deciding the number of workers, persist-thread combines the per-thread OLog entries and adds them to the per-worker queue. To avoid copy overhead, TIPS maintains only a pointer to the OLog record in per-worker queue.

There are two key invariants that must be maintained in the combining process: (1) Since the OLog records are replayed concurrently, it is essential to maintain the correct ordering, especially for non-commutative operations (e.g., insert(k1, v) and delete(k1)). For commutative operations (e.g., insert(k2, v) and delete(k3)), the replay can be done in any order without violating the correctness. (2) The OLog can not be reclaimed until all the entries in the per-worker queues are consumed. For (1), TIPS uses hashing to ensure that all the non-commutative operations will be placed in the same worker-queue. After combining, persist-thread spawns $W_e$ workers. Then each worker sorts the entries in the timestamp (commit-ts) order and replays them to the plugged-in index. This ensures that non-commutative operations are always executed by the same worker in their exact order of arrival. For (2), persist-thread waits until the end of the current epoch to safely reclaim the OLog (see the details in §4.3.3).

4.3 UNO Logging

In this section, we describe the design of ULog and MLog. Similar to OLog, the atomicity of ULog and MLog writes is guaranteed by atomic tail pointer update. Both ULog and MLog are protected using a global Readers-Writer lock.

4.3.1 Memory Log (MLog)

What to log? All the newly allocated and freed addresses are recorded in the MLog along with a tag to denote if the address is allocated or freed. Also, each allocated address carries a timestamp (alloc-ts) to denote the time at which the particular address is allocated. TIPS memory allocation APIs internally use PMDK allocator. PMDK not only guarantees failure atomicity for memory allocation and free but also atomic persistence of a variable that stores the NVMM heap address [28]; TIPS passes an address in MLog to the PMDK memory allocation API that guarantees the address pointing to the allocated memory is persisted when returning from the API. Similarly, PMDK memory free guarantees atomic persistence for an address that is set to NULL. During recovery, all the non-NULL addresses with the “allocated” tag in MLog are deemed to be non-reachable. Such addresses are freed to avoid memory leaks as the insert operations that created these
A running example. Suppose that inserting (or deleting) a key triggers split (or merge) on the leaf node $A$ in a B+-tree, and a new leaf node $A'$ is allocated (or the existing $A$ freed). Say a crash happens before the completion of split (or merge) but after allocating $A'$ (or freeing $A$). During the recovery, TIPS will re-execute the same insert (or delete) from the OLog, and it once again allocates a new leaf node $A''$ (or free $A$ again). This scenario leads to a persistent memory-leak of $A'$ (or double-free of $A$). With the MLog, TIPS can reclaim the previously allocated node $A'$ (or restore node $A$) during recovery to avoid persistent memory leak (or double-free).

4.3.2 UNDO Log (ULog)

What to log? ULog is used by the worker threads to guarantee failure-atomic updates to the plugged-in index. Generally, all the addresses that are being modified are required to be logged in the ULog. Instead, in TIPS, we leverage the OLog information to selectively log only the addresses that are needed for correct recovery. To decide whether to log a given address, the workers rely on two timestamp information: 1) the time at which the requested address is allocated (alloc-ts) and 2) the time of last OLog reclamation (reclaim-ts). If the requested address has its alloc-ts > reclaim-ts (i.e., the address is allocated after the last OLog reclamation), then the operation to recreate the contents of this address is guaranteed to be present in the OLog. Hence the workers skip the UNDO logging. Otherwise, the workers first check if the requested address is already logged due to any previous write request. If so, the workers will skip the UNDO logging; else, they record the contents of the requested address in the ULog. The persist-thread defers the persistence of addresses in the ULog until the subsequent ULog reclamation. Thus, recurring updates to the same address can be batched and persisted at the start of every ULog reclamation.

A running example. Say a B+-tree node $A$ is being modified 500 times between two ULog rejections. Then a worker will log $A$ in the ULog at the time of its first modification and reuse the same record until the next ULog reclamation. After the 500th update, say a ULog reclamation is triggered; the persist-thread before reclaiming the ULog will persist $A$ with its latest update. If a crash happens before persisting $A$, during the recovery, TIPS correctly spots and reverts node $A$ to the state before its first modification from the ULog. Then it re-executes all the 500 updates from the OLog to bring $A$ to its latest state before the failure.

4.3.3 UNO Logging Reclamation

Log reclamation is triggered when any of OLog or ULog reaches their preset capacity threshold. The persist-thread always reclaims all the logs together even if only one of them reaches its capacity threshold. That is because, in TIPS, the information required for a correct recovery is distributed across all three logs. The reclamation yields for two cases; it waits until the (1) current epoch of background replay to end, and (2) pending scans to finish traversing the OLog. The UNO logging reclamation consists of the following two steps:

Step 1. Flush the addresses in the ULog and MLog. First, all the addresses in the ULog and MLog are persisted by calling p-barrier. This guarantees that all the writes that occurred since the last UNO reclamation are persisted.

Step 2. Reclaim the logs. Replayed OLog entries and persisted ULog entries in Step 1 are obsolete; they can be safely reclaimed to free up space for the incoming writes. Since the OLog has been reclaimed; we no longer required to keep track of the allocated and freed addresses; so the logically reclaimed addresses stored in the MLog are physically freed and then the MLog space can also be safely reclaimed.

Crash safety of reclamation. The reclamation procedure is crash-safe. The crash safety is guaranteed by atomically setting the flush_done flag after the completion of Step 1. Upon a crash, the recovery procedure first checks the flush_done flag. If the flag is set, it means that Step 1 has been completed successfully before the crash occurred and this guarantees that all the updates to the plugged-in index are persisted. Hence the recovery simply reclaims the remaining logs (Step 2) and terminates. If the flag is unset, then a standard recovery procedure described in the following section is followed.

4.4 Recovery

TIPS flushes all the logs and sets the tail pointer of the UNO log to NULL upon a safe termination. Therefore, if the tail is non-NULL upon a TIPS restart, it triggers the recovery procedure. If flush_done is set, recovery proceeds as described in the previous section. Otherwise, the recovery consists of three steps; (1) replay ULog to set the index to the exact consistent state that existed at the last UNO reclamation; (2) free all the newly allocated addresses (before the crash) from the MLog to prevent persistent memory leaks; (3) replay the OLog to get to the last successfully committed update before the crash. Note that the logs are replayed only up to their tail pointers to avoid executing any partial writes during the recovery.

If a crash occurs during the ULog replay (Step 1) or MLog free (Step 2), TIPS can continue from where it left off. This is because the changes to the plugged-in index due to ULog replay are immediately persisted. Also, freeing MLog after ULog replay does not affect the persistent state of the index. As described in §4.3.1, freeing MLog entries is guaranteed with atomic persistence to NULL, making this step failure-safe. On the other hand, if there is a crash while executing OLog
entries (Step 3), TIPS treats it similar to the failure during normal execution; i.e., after rebooting, TIPS re-executes all the three steps. Because replaying OLog during recovery is treated similar to replaying the OLog in the background during normal execution. Note that re-executing OLogs after the ULog and MLog replay is idempotent, so it does not affect the consistency of the plugged-in index.

5 Correctness of TIPS

**Theorem 1.** TIPS guarantees Durable Linearizability (DL).

*Proof.* To guarantee DL, TIPS must satisfy three main invariants: (1) Effect of a committed operation cannot be undone in the face of a crash. For all the non-commutative operations (e.g., \text{insert}(k1,v), \text{delete}(k1)), the order of commit (i.e., OLog write), and visibility (i.e., DRAM-cache write) must always be maintained; and (3) also the background replay must be performed in the linearization order–in the same order as the operations are made visible in the TIPS frontend.

For (1), the effect of a write operation is visible only after updating the DRAM-cache entry, which is strictly done after persisting the OLog record. This guarantees that the readers will never observe the effects of non-durable write. For (2), the commit and the visibility order for non-commutative operations are synchronized using the per-bucket spinlock in the DRAM-cache as such operations are always guaranteed to happen on the same DRAM-cache bucket. A writer acquires the lock and commits its operation in the OLog with a timestamp (commit-ts). Then it adds the entry in the DRAM-cache and releases the lock, which guarantees that the order of commit and visibility is always the same for non-commutative operations. For (3), as described in §4.2.2, TIPS uses hashing to ensure non-commutative operations always go to the same worker queue. Then the worker sorts its queue in the commit-ts order and updates the plugged-in index to maintain the linearization order. For commuting operations, maintaining the linearization order is not required as they work on disjoint keys, so the effect of such operations will be the same regardless of the order in which they are executed.

By guaranteeing DL, TIPS eliminates the possibility of non-trivial crash consistency bugs as found in the previous work RECIPE [37]. Particularly, TIPS avoids the dirty read bugs as unpersisted writes are never visible to readers as guaranteed by (1). Even if certain reads are served from the DRAM-cache and say a crash happens, the OLog reply during the recovery will ensure that the plugged-in index is up to date with all the committed writes that happened before the crash. This ensures that all the pre-crash reads are still valid as they can be retrieved from the plugged-in index.

**Theorem 2.** TIPS guarantees DL for scan operations.

*Proof.* A scan operation in TIPS traverses both the plugged-in index and the OLog, and then it merges the results. The DL guarantee can be violated if (1) the scan thread reads a partially written OLog entry and (2) if it reads the unpersisted tail pointer. Both these cases can result in loss of data if a crash happens because of reading non-durable data. To avoid (1), the scan thread traverses the OLog from head to tail and this will hide any ongoing OLog writes as the failure atomicity of an OLog write is guaranteed by atomically updating the tail pointer (§4.1.5). To avoid (2), the scan thread before starting its traversal, checks if the tail pointer is persisted. If yes, it starts traversing; else, it backs off and retries.

6 TIPS Implementation

TIPS is written in C, and the core library is about 5000 LoC. We use the hardware clock (\text{rdtscp} in x86 architecture) for scalable timestamp allocation. To address the clock skew between the CPU cores, we use ORDO [31] as done in many other previous works [33,35]. Note that ORDO does not require any hardware extensions. We set the maximum DRAM-cache chain length to 5 beyond which the gc-thread starts reclaiming the applied entries in the chain. We chose this number after carefully considering the DRAM/NVMM random read performance ratio; random read latency in NVMM is about 5× slower than DRAM [64] so that traversing more than 5 nodes in the collision chain do not pay off.

7 Evaluation

We evaluate TIPS by answering the following questions: (1) How do TIPS perform against prior conversion techniques (§7.2)? (2) How do the TIPS-indexes perform against prior NVMM-optimized indexes (§7.3)? (3) How do the TIPS-indexes scale for different workloads (§7.4)? (4) What is the sensitivity for DRAM-cache and UNO logging size (§7.5)? (5) How does TIPS impact real-world application (§7.6)?

**Evaluation Platform.** We use a system with Intel Optane DC Persistent Memory (DCPMM). It has two sockets with Intel Xeon Gold 5218 CPU with 16 cores per socket, 512GB of NVMM (4×128GB) and 64 GB of DRAM (4×16GB). We used GCC 8.3.1 with -03 flag to compile benchmarks and ran all our experiments on Linux kernel 4.18.16.

**Configuration.** We used YCSB [14]– a standard key-value store benchmark (Table 1) for all our evaluations. We used index-microbench [60] to generate the YCSB workloads. We ran the benchmarks for 32 million keys; first populate an index with 32M keys and then run the workloads, which performs 32M operations. We use random integer and string keys with uniform distribution. We also evaluate the TIPS for large datasets and Zipfian distribution in §7.4. We preset the size of our per-thread OLog and the global ULog to 32MB each, the DRAM-cache to cache 25% of the total number of keys (300 MB) and the upper bound for the number of workers (W_{up}) to 32 (i.e., half of the available CPUs). We present the sensitivity analysis for these configurations in §7.5. To ensure a fair comparison, we carefully chose the indexes as the existing conversion techniques are specific to certain concurrency.
models. We also ported all the indexes to use the PMDK memory allocator. Porting all the RECIPE [37] and NVTraverse [21] indexes with PMDK allocator incurred about 1800 LoC. For all our evaluations (unless mentioned specifically), we use 32 threads to match the maximum physical CPU cores (without hyperthreads) available on our platform and present the scalability results for all the TIPS-indexes in §7.4.

7.1 Converting Volatile Index using TIPS

Converting an index using TIPS is simple (§3.2.6), and it requires only minimal LoC changes as shown in Table 2. For all the indexes, we replace the memory allocation (and free) with tips_alloc (and tips_free). Below we discuss how we annotated the NVMM stores with tips_ulog_add.

Index with Single Pointer Updates. Indexes for which write operations involve updating only a single pointer such as a Hash Table (HT), BST, and CLHT requires a tips_ulog_add before updating the HT/BST/CLHT node in the insert and delete logic, similar to the example shown in Figure 3. The lock-free indexes (LFHT/LFBST) use atomic Compare and Swap (CAS) and we added a tips_ulog_add before the CAS logic such that tips_ulog_add will be called again upon a CAS retry. Note that repeated UNDO logging will neither impact the correctness nor the performance as TIPS performs UNDO logging for an address only at the time of its first modification (§4.3.2). All such conversions require only 5-8 lines of change to the existing volatile codebase (Table 2).

Index with Multi-Pointer Updates. For the indexes like the B+tree or ART tips_ulog_add is added to backup the B+Tree/ART node before the triggering node split/merge operation. Also, tips_ulog_add is added before modifying the B+Tree/ART node in the normal case insert and delete logic. Totally it required only 11 and 9 LoC changes in the B-tree and ART codebase respectively. Note that none of the indexes require any modification in their read and scan logic.

Comparison with other Conversion Techniques. PRONTO [50] requires developers to manually add op_begin() and op_commit(). With NVTraverse [21] developers must first modify the index implementation to add a “traversal” index and then manually add the ensureReachable and makePersistent APIs. Similar to the tips_ulog_add (§3.2.6), the aforementioned APIs will internally issue p-barrier without requiring any user intervention. Additionally, unlike PRONTO and NVTraverse, TIPS can be used on indexes supporting different concurrency models. Like TIPS, both PRONTO and NVTraverse formally prove that their conversion yields correct persistent algorithm by guaranteeing DL. As also reported in the NVTraverse paper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YCSB Workload</th>
<th>Read-Write-Scan %</th>
<th>Workload Nature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>50-50-0</td>
<td>Write Intensive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>95-5-0</td>
<td>Read Intensive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>100-0-0</td>
<td>Read Only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>95-5-0</td>
<td>Read Latest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>0-5-95</td>
<td>Short Range Scan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Characteristics of YCSB workloads.

Table 2: Lines of code (LoC) to convert volatile indexes using TIPS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indexes</th>
<th>Concurrency Control</th>
<th>LoC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hash table (HT)</td>
<td>Readers-writer lock</td>
<td>5/211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lock-Free HT (LHT) [51]</td>
<td>Non-blocking reads and writes</td>
<td>5/199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binary Search Tree (BST)</td>
<td>Readers-writer lock</td>
<td>5/203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lock-Free BST (LFBST) [12]</td>
<td>Non-blocking reads and writes</td>
<td>5/194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-tree</td>
<td>Readers-Writer lock</td>
<td>8/711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive Radix Tree (ART) [40]</td>
<td>Non-blocking reads/blocking writes</td>
<td>9/1.5K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cache-line Hash Table (CLHT) [16]</td>
<td>Non-blocking reads/blocking writes</td>
<td>8/2.6K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redis [8]</td>
<td>Blocking reads and writes</td>
<td>18/10K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Performance comparison of TIPS against PRONTO for Hash Table (HT) and B+Tree (F-1) and TIPS-B+Tree against the NVMM-optimized B+Tree indexes– FastFair and BzTree (F-2).

RECIPE [37] can not always guarantee a correct conversion, even for the indexes that fall under their prescribed condition. Moreover, RECIPE does not formalize the guarantees of their conversions and does not discuss the implications of guaranteeing BDL. Their updated ArXiv version [38] prescribes to selectively add p-barrier to specific loads to guarantee DL. But it is left to the developers to figure out the loads that need to be correctly flushed; this further complicates the conversion. Alternatively, TIPS requires only minimal and simple modifications in the volatile codebase. We also formally describe how our conversion guarantees DL and yields a correct persistent algorithm for all our conversions.

7.2 TIPS vs. Other Conversion Techniques

TIPS vs. PRONTO [50]. PRONTO is the state-of-the-art technique to convert globally blocking indexes with DL guarantee. As shown in Figure 4 (F1), both TIPS-HT and TIPS-B+Tree outperform the PRONTO counterparts by 20× across all workloads. Although both TIPS (TIPS-HT, TIPS-B+Tree) and PRONTO use RW lock for concurrency, TIPS can process the reads and writes concurrently in the DRAM-cache, and hence it shows a better performance. Also, PRONTO’s overhead mainly comes from the synchronous waiting of writers for its background thread to complete the logging. Our performance profiling on the PRONTO-HT reveals that about 25% of the execution time is spent on synchronous waiting. In TIPS, there is no such synchronous waiting as it does not have any separate logging threads. Instead, writers will perform logging in their private OLog. Another source of overhead is the blocking during snapshots, which accounts for 8% of the execution time. Moreover, PRONTO builds its index on DRAM, so it can not scale beyond the DRAM capacity while TIPS can scale up to the NVMM capacity. This is a critical design benefit because legacy applications adopt NVMM not
just for durability but also for its large in-memory capacity.

**TIPS vs. NVTraverse [21].** NVTraverse is the state-of-the-art technique to convert lock-free indexes with DL guarantees. As shown in Figure 5 (F-1), TIPS-LFbst outperforms NVT-BST by up to $3 \times$ across all workloads. Further analysis revealed that on average, each read and write in NVT-BST incurs 6 and 17 p-barriers, respectively, in the critical path. While TIPS-LFbst incurs only 2 p-barriers for each write in the critical path and reads never require p-barrier, thanks to the UNO logging and the DRAM-cache. Moreover, TIPS serves up to 25% of read requests from the DRAM-cache. So the readers do not need to traverse the BST on the NVMM for 25% of its read requests and hence a better performance.

**TIPS vs. RECIPe [37].** Comparing TIPS and RECIPe in terms of performance is not an apple-to-apple comparison as RECIPe supports only a weaker consistency (i.e., BDL). Besides performance, we also stress how hard it is to achieve DL without trading off performance. Figure 5 and Figure 6 compare the performance of TIPS and RECIPe for LFHT, ART [39], and CLHT [16], respectively. TIPS indexes perform similar or better than RECIPe indexes across all workloads except for CLHT in workload A. This is because writes to CLHT incur only one cache line modification and one p-barrier in RECIPe. While in TIPS-CLHT, it incurs two p-barriers to commit the OLog. Nonetheless, TIPS-CLHT supports DL, and it performs mostly similar to NVMM-optimized hash indexes CCEH [53] and LevelHashing [66]. An easy way to guarantee DL, as proposed by Izraelevitz et al. [29] is to add a p-barrier for every reads and writes. We followed it to make a DL version of the RECIPe hash table (DL-LFHT in Figure 5). Such a conversion leads up to $1.4 \times$ drop in performance. One can also perform index-specific optimizations like the NVTTraversal to guarantee DL. However, it requires expertise in NVMM programming and in-depth knowledge of the volatile index. Conversely, TIPS achieves DL with good performance and, notably, in an index-agnostic way.

### 7.3 TIPS vs. NVMM-optimized Indexes

**TIPS-B+tree.** Figure 4 (F-2) shows the performance of TIPS-B+tree against FastFair [26], and BzTree [11]. TIPS outperforms BzTree by up to $3 \times$ across all workloads; BzTree uses CoW and PMwCAS [59] to support crash consistency, and this generates a lot of NVMM write traffic. Unlike BzTree, TIPS-B+tree supports low overhead crash consistency using UNO logging and hence a better performance. TIPS performs similar or better than FastFair except for workload C. FastFair, with its smaller fanout (16), provides good point query performance, and TIPS-B+tree with a larger fanout (128) provides a good range query performance than FastFair. For string keys, FastFair (FastFair-str) performs up to $5 \times$ slower than TIPS (TIPS-str) as it loses its cache efficiency due to additional pointer chasing to retrieve string keys. Note that TIPS stores pointer to its keys for both string and integer keys; therefore no significant performance drop is observed.

**TIPS-ART.** In Figure 6, we present the performance of TIPS-ART and WOART [36]– volatile ART variant designed for NVMM. WOART is single-threaded, and hence we used a global lock for concurrency as done in previous work [37,38]. WOART performs up to $40 \times$ slower than TIPS-ART across different workloads due to its poor concurrency model. For a single thread, TIPS-ART performs similar to WOART except for workload E. For workload E, the performance of TIPS-ART and RECIPe-ART are almost identical; this proves our claim in §4.1.6 that the additional OLog traversal in scan operations imposes negligible overhead. Our performance profiling revealed that only 2-3% of the time is spent on traversing OLog regardless of thread count.

### 7.4 Analysis on TIPS Design

#### Write Scalability.

**Figure 4** shows the scalability of the TIPS indexes. For write-intensive workload A, all TIPS indexes show good performance and scalability; for TIPS-B+Tree a sharp increase is observed after 16 threads. Because (1) for lower thread counts, the aggregate OLog size is less (OLog is per-thread). Moreover, as TIPS-B+Tree uses global RW lock TIPS backend writes are slower than the concurrent frontend writes, and consequently, foreground writers are blocked due to the lack of OLog space. (2) For higher thread counts, foreground blocking time is significantly reduced with a larger aggregate OLog size. Although the TIPS-HT uses RW lock, it is per-bucket and hence a better level of concurrency than the TIPS-B+tree. This enables TIPS backend to reply the OLog concurrently and hence a better performance for TIPS-HT. Still, for 16 threads, TIPS-B+tree outperforms PRONTO-B+Tree which also uses global RW lock by up to $3 \times$.

#### Read Scalability.

All TIPS indexes show good scalability for read-intensive workloads. Indexes supporting concurrent...
writes, and thus overall write performance is improved. For workload B, with UNO logging, UNDO logging is kept off (Figure 7) using RW lock, and they both use the UNDO logging. This further accelerates the background UNDO logging performed is reduced by 16% than that of the same address. This reduces the number of UNDO logging coalescing in the ULog increases due to frequent updates to the critical path and consequently making TIPS-ART significantly out-performs PMDK-HT. The main performance bottleneck in PMDK is the logging operations in the critical path. This is evident from Figure 7, PMDK-HT performs and scales on par with TIPS-HT for workload C (100% reads), but its performance plateaus even for a small fraction of writes (5%) in workload B. With UNO logging, UNDO logging is kept off the critical path and consequently making TIPS scale better.

Impact of Skewed Workloads. Figure 8 shows the performance of TIPS indexes for Zipfian distribution; all indexes shows up to 2× better performance than the uniform distribution. Particularly for workload A, the chances of write coalescing in the ULog increases due to frequent updates to the same address. This reduces the number of UNDO logging performed, and further analysis revealed that the number of UNDO logging performed is reduced by 16% than that of uniform distribution. This further accelerates the background writes, and thus overall write performance is improved. For read-intensive workloads, repeated reading of hotkeys results in more DRAM-cache hits and eventually a better read performance. On average, the DRAM-cache hit ratio is increased by 5% for the Zipfian distribution. Overall, TIPS, in particular, UNO logging and DRAM-cache are well equipped to handle the skewed workloads. Note that we did not evaluate workload D as it supports read-latest distribution by default.

Impact of Large Dataset. Figure 9 (F-1) presents the performance of TIPS-ART for large datasets. While the performance for 64M and 96M keys is mostly the same across all the workloads, there is up to a 23% drop in performance for 128M keys. Particularly for workload C, the performance drop is also observed for 96M keys; for a larger dataset, the ART index grows bigger, and it results in increased pointer chasing to get to the leaf nodes, and hence there is a slight dip in the performance. Note that the RECIPE-ART also exhibits a performance drop of up to 16% across all workloads for 128M keys. Overall, this evaluation shows that TIPS as a system can handle much larger datasets effectively.

Impact of Adaptive Scaling. Figure 9 (F-2) shows the average number of background workers used for TIPS-ART. More workers are used for workload A as it is write-intensive, for all the other workloads workers count is relatively less as the write ratio is marginal. No workers are created for workload C as it is read-only. Workload E has the same write ratio (5%) as B and D, but TIPS employs only one worker for E. Because ART’s scan is inherently slower, hence the foreground threads spend most of the time on the scan operation (i.e., foreground writes are slow), this gives TIPS enough time to propagate the updates. Thus our adaptive scaling can effectively adapt for the nature of workloads and the plugged-in index.

7.5 Sensitivity Analysis

Sensitivity to DRAM-cache Size. As shown in Figure 10, for read-intensive workloads, about 1.8-2.8× performance increase is observed as % keys cached increases. This is because the read hit ratio increases as more keys are being
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8 Conclusion

We propose TIPS, a framework to systematically make volatile indexes and in-memory key-value stores persistent. At its core, TIPS adopts a novel DRAM-NVMM tiering to support index-agnostic conversion and durable linearizability. With the tiered concurrency model, TIPS achieves good scalability, performance, and enhanced applicability. UNO logging protocol is critical to achieve low crash consistency overhead and prevent persistent memory leaks. In our evaluation, we showed that TIPS could be effectively applied to indexes with varying concurrency models and the TIPS-enabled indexes shows excellent performance against the state-of-the-art index conversion techniques and NVMM-optimized indexes.
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**Abstract**

High-performance flash-based key-value stores in datacenters utilize large amounts of DRAM to cache hot data. However, motivated by the high cost and power consumption of DRAM, server designs with lower DRAM per compute ratios are becoming popular. These low-cost servers enable scale-out services by reducing server workload densities. This results in improvements to overall service reliability, leading to a decrease in the total cost of ownership (TCO) for scalable workloads. Nevertheless, for key-value stores with large memory footprints these reduced DRAM servers degrade performance due to an increase in both IO utilization and data access latency. In this scenario a standard practice to improve performance for sharded databases is to reduce the number of shards per machine, which degrades the TCO benefits of reduced DRAM low-cost servers. In this work, we explore a practical solution to improve performance and reduce costs of key-value stores running on DRAM constrained servers by using Storage Class Memories (SCM).

SCM in a DIMM form factor, although slower than DRAM, are sufficiently faster than flash when serving as a large extension to DRAM. In this paper, we use Intel® Optane™ PMem 100 Series SCMs (DCPMM) in AppDirect mode to extend the available memory of RocksDB, one of the largest key-value stores at Facebook. We first designed hybrid cache in RocksDB to harness both DRAM and SCM hierarchically. We then characterized the performance of the hybrid cache for 3 of the largest RocksDB use cases at Facebook. We found that we can achieve up to 80% improvement in performance in throughput and 20% improvement in latency over the existing small DRAM single-socket platform, while maintaining a 43-48% improvement over the large DRAM dual socket platform. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study of the DCPMM platform in a commercial data center.

1 **Introduction**

High-performance storage servers at Facebook come in two flavors. The first, *2P server*, has two sockets of compute and a large DRAM capacity as shown in Figure 1a and provides excellent performance at the expense of high power and cost. In contrast, *1P server* (Figure 1b), has one socket of compute and the DRAM-to-compute ratio is half of the *2P server*. The advantages of *1P server* are reduced cost, power, and increased rack density [1]. For services with a small DRAM footprint, *1P server* is the obvious choice. A large number of services in Facebook fit in this category.

However, a class of workloads that may not perform adequately on a reduced DRAM server and take advantage of the cost benefits of *1P server* at Facebook are flash-based key-value stores. Many of these workloads use RocksDB [2] as their underlying storage engine. RocksDB utilizes DRAM for caching frequently referenced data for faster access. A low DRAM to storage capacity ratio for these workloads will lead to high DRAM cache misses, resulting in increased flash IO pressure, longer data access latency, and reduced overall application throughput. Flash-based key-value stores in Facebook are organized into shards. An approach to improve the performance of each shard on DRAM constrained servers is to reduce the number of shards per server. However, this approach can lead to an increase in the total number of servers required, lower storage utilization per server, and dilutes the TCO benefits of the *1P server*. This leaves us with the difficult decision between *1P server*, which is cost-effective while sacrificing performance, or *2P server* with great performance at high cost and power. An alternative solution that we explore in this paper is utilizing recent Intel® Optane™ PMem 100 Series SCMs (DCPMM) [3] to efficiently expand the volatile memory capacity for *1P server* platforms. We use SCM to build new variants of the *1P server* platforms shown in Figure 1c. In *1P server variants*, the memory capacity of *1P server* is extended by providing large SCM DIMMs alongside DRAM on the same DDR and bus attached to the CPU memory controller.

Storage Class Memory (SCM) is a technology with the properties of both DRAM and storage. SCMs in DIMM form factor have been studied extensively in the past because of their attractive benefits including byte-addressability, data persistence, cheaper cost/GB than DRAM, high density, and their relatively low power consumption. This led to abundant research focusing on the use cases of SCM as memory...
and persistent storage. The works range from optimizations with varying memory hierarchy configurations [4–8], novel programming models and libraries [9–11], and file system designs [12–14] to adopt this emerging technology. Past research was focused primarily on theoretical or simulated systems, but the recent release of DCPMM-enabled platforms from Intel motivates studies based on production-ready platforms [15–24]. The memory characteristics of DRAM, DCPMM, and flash are shown in Table 1. Even though DCPMM has higher access latency and lower bandwidth than DRAM it has a much larger density and lower cost, and its access latency is two orders of magnitude lower than flash. Currently, DCPMM modules come in 128GB, 256GB, and 512GB capacities, much larger than DRAM that typically ranges from 4GB to 32GB in a data-center environment. Hence we can get a tremendously larger density with DCPMM. If we efficiently (cost and performance) use this memory as an extension to DRAM, this would enable us to build dense, flexible, servers with large memory and storage, while using fewer DIMMs and lowering the total cost of ownership (TCO).

Although recent works demonstrated the characteristics of SCM [15, 18], the performance gain achieved in large commercial data-centers by utilizing SCM remains unanswered. There are open questions on how to efficiently configure DRAM and SCM to benefit large scale service deployments in terms of cost/performance. Discovering the use cases within a large scale deployment that profit from SCM has also been challenging. To address these challenges for RocksDB, we first profiled all flashed-based KV store deployments at Facebook to identify where SCM fits in our environment. These studies revealed that we have abundant read-dominated workloads, which focused our design efforts on better read performance. This has also been established in previous work [25–27] where faster reads improved overall performance for workloads serving billions of reads every second. Then, we identified the largest memory consuming component of RocksDB, the block cache used for serving read requests, and redesigned it to implement a hybrid tiered cache that leverages the latency difference of DRAM and SCM. In the hybrid cache, DRAM serves as the first tier cache accommodating frequently accessed data for fastest read access, while SCM serves as a large second tier cache to store less frequently accessed data. Then, we implemented cache admission and memory allocation policies that manage the data transfer between DRAM and SCM. To evaluate the tiered cache implementations we characterize three large production RocksDB use cases at Facebook using the methods described in [28] and distilled the data into new benchmark profiles for db_bench [29]. Our results show that we can achieve 80% improvement to throughput, 20% improvement in P95 latency, and 43-48% reduction in cost for these workloads when we add SCM to existing server configurations. In summary, we make the following contributions:

- We characterized real production workloads, identified the most benefiting SCM use case in our environment, and developed new db_bench profiles for accurately benchmarking RocksDB performance improvement.
- We designed and implemented a new hybrid tiered cache module in RocksDB that can manage DRAM and SCM based caches hierarchically, based on the characteristics of these memories. We implemented three admission policies for handling data transfer between DRAM and SCM cache to efficiently utilize both memories. This implementation will enable any application that uses RocksDB as its KV Store back-end to be able to easily use DCPMM.
- We evaluated our cache implementations on a newly released DCPMM platform, using commercial data center workloads. We compared different DRAM/SCM size server configurations and determined the cost and per-

Table 1: Example of memory characteristics of DRAM, SCM and flash per module taken from product specifications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>DRAM Relative Cost per GB</th>
<th>Granularity</th>
<th>Device Capacity (GB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Idle read latency (ns)</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>byte addressable</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read bandwidth (GB/s)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>byte addressable</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power (mW / GB)</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>block based</td>
<td>2048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAM Relative Cost per GB</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flash</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Server configurations with different DRAM sizes: (a) Server with 256GB memory, high hit rate to DRAM and low IO utilization (b) Server with reduced (64GB) memory, lower DRAM hit rate and increased in IO utilization and (c) Server with reduced memory and SCM added to the memory controller, high hit rate to DRAM & SCM due to optimized data placement, which decreases IO utilization.
performance of each configuration compared to existing production platforms.

- We were able to match the performance of large DRAM footprint servers using small DRAM and additional SCM while decreasing the TCO of read dominated services in production environment.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2 we provide a background of RocksDB, the DCPMM hardware platforms, and brief description of our workloads. Sections 3 and 4 explain the designs and implementation of the hybrid cache we developed. In Section 5 we explain the configurations of our systems and the experimental setup. Our experimental evaluations and results are provided in Section 6. We then discuss future directions and related works in Section 7 and Section 8 respectively, and conclude in Section 9.

2 Background

2.1 RocksDB architecture

A Key-value database is a storage mechanism that uses key-value pairs to store data where the key uniquely identifies values stored in the database. The high performance and scalability of key-value databases promote their widespread use in large data centers [2, 30–32]. RocksDB is a log-structured-merge [33] key-value store engine developed based on the implementation of LevelDB [30]. RocksDB is an industry standard for high performance key-value stores [34]. At Facebook RocksDB is used as the storage engine for several data storage services.

2.1.1 RocksDB components and memory usage

RocksDB stores key-value pairs in a Sorted String Table (SST) format. Adjacent key-value data in SST files are partitioned into data blocks. Other than the data block, each SST file contains Index and Filter blocks that help to facilitate efficient lookups in the database. SST files are organized in levels, for example, Level0 - LevelN, where each level comprises multiple SST files. Write operations in RocksDB first go to an in-memory write buffer residing in DRAM called the memtable. When the buffered data size in the memtable reaches a preset size limit RocksDB flushes recent writes to SST files in the lowest level (Level0). Similarly, when Level0 exhausts its size limit, its SST files are merged with SST files with overlapping key-values in the next level and so on. This process is called compaction. Data blocks, and optionally, index and filter blocks are cached (typically uncompressed) in an in-memory component called the Block Cache that serves read requests from RocksDB. The size of the Block Cache is managed by global RocksDB parameters. Reads from the database are attempted to be serviced first from the memtable, then next from the Block Cache(s) in DRAM, and finally from the SST files if the key is not found in memory. Further details about RocksDB are found in [2]. The largest use of memory in RocksDB comes from the Block Cache, used for reads.

Therefore, in this work we optimize the RocksDB using SCM as volatile memory for the Block Cache.

2.1.2 Benchmarking RocksDB

One of the main tools to benchmark RocksDB is db_bench [29]. Db_bench allows us to mock production RocksDB runs by providing features such as multiple databases, multiple readers, and different key-value distributions. Recent work [28] has shown how we can create realistic db_bench workloads from production workloads. To create evaluation benchmarks for SCM we followed the procedures given in [28, 35].

2.2 Intel® Optane™ DC Persistent Memory

Intel® Optane™ DC Persistent Memory based on 3D XPoint technology [36, 37], is the first commercially available non-volatile memory in the DIMM form factor and resides on the same DDR bus as DRAM [3]. DCPMM provides byte-addressable access granularity which differentiates it from similar technologies which were limited to larger block-based accesses. This creates new opportunities for low latency SCM usage in data centers as either a volatile memory extension to DRAM or as a low latency persistent storage media.

2.2.1 Operation mode overview

DCPMM can be configured to operate in one of two different modes: Memory Mode and App Direct Mode [38]. Illustrations of the modes are shown in Figure 2.

In Memory Mode, as shown in Figure 2, the DRAM capacity is hidden from applications and serves as a cache for the most frequently accessed addresses, while DCPMM capacity is exposed as a single large volatile memory region. Management of the DRAM cache and access to the DCPMM is handled exclusively by the CPU’s memory controller. In this mode applications have no control of where their memory allocations are physically placed (DRAM cache or DCPMM).

In App Direct Mode, DRAM and DCPMM will be configured as two distinct memories in the system and are exposed separately to the application and operating system. In this case, the application and OS have full control of read and write accesses to each media. In this mode, DCPMM can be configured as block-based storage with legacy file systems or can be directly accessed (via DAX) by applications using memory-mapped files.

2.3 Facebook RocksDB workloads

For our experiments and evaluation we chose the largest RocksDB use cases at Facebook, which demonstrate typical uses of key-value storage ranging from messaging services to

![Figure 2: Intel® Optane™ memory operation modes overview.](image-url)
large storage for processing realtime data and metadata. Note than these are not the only workloads that benefit from our designs. The descriptions of the services are as follows:

**WhatsApp:** With over a billion active users, WhatsApp is one of the most popular messaging applications in the world [39]. WhatsApp utilizes ZippyDB as its remote data store. ZippyDB [40] is a distributed KV-store that implements Paxos on top of RocksDB to achieve data reliability and persistence.

**Tectonic Metadata:** The Tectonic Metadata databases are also stored in ZippyDB and are an integral part of the large blob storage service of Facebook that serves billions of photos, videos, documents, traces, heap dumps, and source code [41, 42]. Tectonic Metadata maintains the mappings between file names, data blocks and parity blocks, and the storage nodes that hold the actual blocks. These databases are distributed and fault-tolerant.

**Laser:** Laser is a high query throughput, low (millisecond) latency, peta-byte scale key-value storage service built on top of RocksDB [43]. Laser reads from any category of Facebook’s real-time data aggregation services [44] in real-time or from a Hadoop Distributed File System [45] table daily.

### 3 Hybrid cache design choices

#### 3.1 The challenges of SCM deployment

The first challenge of introducing SCM in RocksDB is identifying which of its components to map to SCM. We chose the uncompressed block cache because it has the largest memory usage in our RocksDB workloads and because our studies reveal that a number of our production workloads, which are read-dominated, benefit from optimizing read operations by block cache extension. We also focused on the uncompressed block cache instead of the compressed ones, so that we can minimize CPU utilization increase when performing compression/decompression. This allowed us to increase the size of SCM (block cache) without requiring additional CPU resources. We also chose block cache over memtable because SCM provides better read bandwidth than writes, hence helping our read-demanding workloads. We then expanded the block cache size by utilizing SCM as volatile memory. We chose this approach because extending the memory capacity while reducing the size of DRAM and the cost of our servers is the primary goal. Although we can benefit from persisting block cache and memtable in SCM for fast cache warmup and fast write access, we left this for future work.

The next challenge is, how should we configure SCM to get the best performance. We have the options of using memory mode, that does not require software architecture changes or app-direct mode that necessitates modification in RocksDB but provides control of DRAM and SCM usage. Figure 3 demonstrates how memory-mode compares to our optimized app-direct mode. Optimized app-direct mode with various DRAM and SCM sizes, renders 20-60% throughput improvement and 14-49% lower latency compared with memory mode. This insight supports that our optimized implementation has

---

**Figure 3:** Throughput and latency comparison for memory mode and our optimized hybrid-cache in app-direct mode for WhatsApp.

---

**Figure 4:** (a) Throughput of DRAM vs SCM based block cache. (b) Throughput of naive SCM vs optimized hybrid-cache for WhatsApp, a better caching mechanism than memory mode, hence we focused our analysis on app-direct mode.

With app-direct we can manage the allocation of RocksDB’s components (memtable, data, filter, and index blocks) to DRAM or SCM. But since we know the data access latency of SCM is slower than DRAM (see Table 1), we have to consider its effect. We compared the throughput of allocating the block cache to DRAM or SCM in app-direct mode in vanilla RocksDB to understand the impact of the higher SCM access latency. As seen in Figure 4a, the slower SCM latency creates 13%-57% difference in throughput when we compare DRAM based block cache to a naive SCM block cache using app-direct mode. This result guided us to carefully utilize DRAM and SCM in our designs. In single-socket machines such as *IP servers*, we have one CPU and 32GB - 64GB DRAM capacity. Out of this DRAM, memtable, index, and filter blocks consume 10-15 GBs. The rest of DRAM and the additional SCM can be allocated for block cache. We compared the naive SCM block cache implementation (all block cache allocated to SCM using app-direct) to a smarter and optimized hybrid cache, where highly accessed data is allocated in DRAM and the least frequently access in SCM. The results in Figure 4b show with optimized app-direct we achieve up to 45% better throughput compared to a naive SCM block cache. From this, we can determine that implementing a hybrid cache compensates for the performance loss due to the higher SCM access latency. These results together with the high temporal locality of our workloads (as discussed below) motivated us to investigate a hybrid cache.

#### 3.2 RocksDB workload characteristics

Below we scrutinize the characteristics of our largest RocksDB workloads that guided our hybrid cache design.
Reads and writes to DB: As we discussed earlier, prior work showed that optimizing reads provides large impact in commercial data center workloads [25–27]. Our studies also show that we have a large number of read-dominated workloads, therefore optimizing the block cache, used for storing data for fast read access, will benefit a number of our workloads. In RocksDB, when a key is updated in memtable it will be invalid in the block cache. Hence, if the workload has more write queries than reads, then the data in the cache will become stale. Note that write-dominated workloads won’t be affected by our hybrid cache designs because we did not reduce any DRAM buffer (memtable) in the write path. In our studies, we profiled deployed RocksDB workloads for 24 hours using an internal metrics collection tool to comprehend the read and write characteristics. Figure 5a shows the workloads described in Section 2.3 reads more bytes from the DB than it writes. To contrast, we evaluated one of our write-dominated workloads, Feed, also seen in Figure 5a. In Figure 5b, we calculated the throughput per cost of 1P server variants with 32 GB DRAM and 256 GB SCM capacity normalized to throughput/cost of 1P server with 64 GB DRAM capacity. The throughput/cost improvement of Feed for our largest DRAM-SCM system cannot offset the additional cost due of SCM. Hence, we focus on exporting read-dominated workloads to our hybrid systems.

Key-value temporal locality: Locality determines the cacheability of block data given a limited cache size. A hybrid cache with a small DRAM size will only benefit us if we have a high temporal locality in the workloads. In this case, significant access to the block cache will come from the DRAM cache, and SCM will hold the bulk of less frequently accessed blocks. We used RocksDB trace analyzer [35] to investigate up to 24 hours query statistics of workloads running on production 2P server and evaluate locality as the distribution of the total database access counts to the total keys accessed per database. Figure 6 shows that our workloads possess a power-law relationship [46] between the number of key-value pair access counts and the number of keys accessed. We can observe in the figure that 10% of the key-value pairs carry ~50% of the key-value accesses. This makes a hybrid cache design with small DRAM practical for deployment.

DB and cache sizes: The desirable DRAM and SCM cache sizes required to capture workload’s locality is proportional to the size of the DB. Workloads with high key-value locality and large DB sizes can achieve a high cache hit rate with limited cache sizes. But as the locality decreases for large DB sizes, the required cache sizes will grow. In the extreme case of random key-value accesses, all blocks will have similar heat, diluting the value of the DRAM cache and reducing overall hybrid cache performance asymptotically toward that of the SCM-only block cache. For small DBs, locality might not play a significant role because the majority of the DB accesses fit in a small cache. Such types of workloads will not be severely affected by DRAM size reduction, and choosing the 1P server variants with large SCM capacity will be a waste of resources. In our studies, after looking at various workloads in production, we choose our hybrid DRAM-SCM cache configuration to accommodate several workloads with larger DB sizes (~2TB total KV storage per server).

4 DRAM-SCM hybrid cache module

In our RocksDB deployment, we placed the memtables, index blocks, and filter blocks in DRAM. We then designed a new hybrid cache module that allocates the block cache in DRAM and SCM. The database SST files and logs are located in Flash. The overview of RocksDB components allocation in the memory system is shown in Figure 7a. Our goal in designing the new hybrid cache module is to utilize DRAM and SCM hierarchically based on their read access latency and bandwidth characteristics. In our design, we aim to place hot blocks in DRAM for the lowest latency data access, and colder blocks in SCM as a second tier. The dense SCM based hybrid block cache provides a larger effective capacity than practical with DRAM alone leading to higher cache hit rates. This dramatically decreases IO bandwidth requirements to the SST files on slower underlying flash media.

The block cache is an integral data structure that is completely managed by RocksDB. Similarly, in our implementations, the new hybrid cache module is fully managed by RocksDB. This module then is an interface between RocksDB and the DRAM and SCM block caches, and fully manages the caches’ operations. The overall architecture of the hybrid cache is shown in Figure 7c. The details of its internal components are as follows:

4.1 Block cache lists

The hybrid cache is a new top-level module in RocksDB that maintains a list of underlying block caches in different tiers.
The list of caches are extended from the existing RocksDB block cache with LRU replacement policy. Note that in our implementations we have DRAM and SCM cache, but the module can manage more than these two caches such as multiple DRAM and SCM caches in a complex hierarchy.

### 4.1.1 Block cache architecture and components

The internal structures of DRAM and SCM caches, which are both derived from the block cache, are shown in Figure 7c. The block cache storage is divided into cache entries and tracked in a hashtable. Each cache entry holds a key, data block, metadata such as key size, hash, current cache usage, and a reference count of the cache entry outside of the block cache. The data block is composed of multiple key-value pairs as shown in Figure 7b. Binary searches are performed to find a key-value pair in a data block. The data block size is configurable in RocksDB. In our case, the optimal size was 16KB. As the number of index blocks decreases we can increase the data block size. As a result, with 16KB we were able to reduce the number of index blocks making room for data blocks within our limited DRAM capacity. Every block cache has configs that are configured externally. This includes size, a threshold for moving data, a pointer to all other caches for data movement, and the memory allocator for the cache. The cache maintains an LRU list that tracks cache entries in order from most to least recently used. The helper functions are used for incrementing references, checking against the reference threshold, transferring blocks from one cache to another, checking size limits, and so on. For the components listed above we extended and modified RocksDB to support tiered structure, different kinds of admission policies and we designed new methodologies to enable data movement between different caches and to support memory allocation to different memory types.

### 4.1.2 Data access in the block cache

A block is accessed by a number of external components to the block cache, such as multiple reader clients of the RocksDB database. The number of external referencers is tracked by the reference count. Mapping to a block is created when it is referenced externally, this will increment the reference count. Whereas when the referencer no longer needs a block, mapping is released, and the reference count is decremented. If a block has zero external references, it will be in the hashtable and tracked by the LRU list. If a block gets referenced again, then it will be removed from the LRU list. Note that in the LRU list, newly released blocks with no external references are on the top of the LRU list as the most recently used blocks, and when blocks are evicted, the bottom least recently used blocks are evicted first. The block cache is used for read-only data, hence it doesn’t deal with any dirty data management. Therefore, when transferring data between DRAM and SCM we do not have to deal with dirty data.

### 4.2 Cache admission policies

Identifying and retaining blocks in DRAM/SCM based on their access frequencies requires proactive management of data transfer between DRAM, SCM, and flash. Hence, we developed the following block cache admission policies.

#### 4.2.1 DRAM first admission policy

In this admission policy, new blocks read from flash are first inserted into the hashtable of the DRAM cache. The block cache data structures are size limited. Hence when the size of the blocks allocated in the DRAM cache exceeds the size limits, the oldest entries tracked by the DRAM LRU list are moved to the next tier cache (SCM cache) by the data mover function of the DRAM cache, using the SCM cache’s memory allocator. On lookups, both the DRAM and SCM caches are searched until the cache block is found. If it is not found, it will initiate a flash read. Similar to the DRAM cache when the capacity of the SCM cache exceeds the limit, the oldest entries in the LRU list of the SCM cache are freed to accommodate new cache blocks evicted from the DRAM cache.

#### 4.2.2 SCM first admission policy

In this admission policy, new blocks read from flash are first inserted in the hashtable of the SCM cache. Unlike the DRAM first admission policy, this policy has a configurable threshold for moving data from the SCM cache to the DRAM cache.
When the external references of cache entries in the SCM cache surpass the reference threshold, blocks are considered to be hot and will be migrated to the DRAM cache for faster access. The data movement, in this case, is handled by the data mover function of the SCM cache. When the capacity of both the DRAM and SCM caches are full, the oldest LRU blocks are evicted from both caches. In the DRAM cache, LRU entries are moved back to the SCM cache, whereas in the SCM cache, the LRU entries are freed to accommodate new block insertions. On lookup, both the DRAM and SCM caches are searched until the cache block is found.

4.2.3 Bidirectional admission policy
In Bidirectional admission policy, similar to the DRAM first admission policy, new data blocks are inserted into the DRAM cache. As the capacity of DRAM and SCM cache reach the limit, the oldest LRU entries are evicted to SCM cache from the DRAM cache and are freed for the case of SCM cache. The difference between DRAM-first and Bidirectional cache is, after the oldest LRU entries are evicted from DRAM to SCM cache, if the external reference to an entry surpasses a preset threshold it is transferred back to the DRAM cache. This property allows us to re-capture fast access performance for blocks with inconsistent temporal access patterns.

In the hybrid cache, we can set the three of the admission policies or we can easily extend a new policy by configuring how to insert, lookup, and move data in the list of block caches. These configs are global parameters in the top-level hybrid cache and are used by the block cache operations manager and list of block caches. Optionally the thresholds for moving data in SCM first and Bidirectional policies can be set to change values based on the current usage of the caches. But in our experiments, we didn’t see benefit with changing values. We also performed an analysis with different sizes of cache thresholds and we show the optimal threshold for SCM first and Bidirectional in our evaluations.

4.3 Hybrid cache configs
The hybrid cache configurations are set outside of the module by RocksDB, and include pointers to configs of all block caches, the number of block caches, ids, tier numbers of the caches, and admission policy to use. Configs are used during instantiation and at run time to manage database operations.

4.4 Block cache operation management
This unit redirects external RocksDB operations such as insert, lookup, update, and so on to the target block cache based on the admission policy. For example, it decides if an incoming insert request should go to the DRAM or SCM cache.

5 Systems setup and implementation

5.1 DRAM-SCM cache implementation
We configured Intel DCPMMs in App Direct mode using the IPMCTL [47] tool in our experiments. We used Linux Kernel 5.2 that brings support for a volatile use of DCPMM by configuring a hot-pluggable memory region called KMEM DAX. We then used NDCTL 6.7 [48], a utility for managing SCM in the Linux Kernel, to create namespaces in DCPMM in devdax mode. This mode provides direct access to DCPMM and is faster than filesystem-based access. We then used DAXCTL [48] utility for configuring DCPMM in system-ram mode so that DCPMM will be available in its own volatile memory NUMA node. To implement a hybrid DRAM-SCM cache we used memkind library [49], which enables partitioning of the heap between multiple kinds of memories such as DRAM and SCM in the application space. After the system is configured with DRAM and DCPMM memory types, we modified RocksDB block cache to take two types of memory allocators using memkind. We use MEM_KIND_DAX_KMEM kind for SCM cache and a regular memory allocator for DRAM.

The overview of our implementation is shown in Figure 8.

Table 2: System setup: hardware specs and software configs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>System config</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application version</td>
<td>RocksDB 6.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS</td>
<td>CentOS-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linux kernel version</td>
<td>5.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU model</td>
<td>(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6252 @ 2.1GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socket/Cores per socket</td>
<td>2/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threads total</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1I/L1D cache</td>
<td>32 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2/L3 cache</td>
<td>1 MB/35.75 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory controllers total</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channels per controller</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slots per channel</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAM size</td>
<td>DDR4 192 GB (16 GB X 12 DIMMs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCM size</td>
<td>DDR-T 1.5 TB (128 GB X 12 DIMMs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSD model</td>
<td>Samsung 983 DCT M.2 NVMe SSD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSD size/filesystem</td>
<td>2 TB / xfs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2 Evaluation hardware description
In our evaluations we used an Intel Wolf Pass [50] based system, utilizing 2 CPU sockets populated with Intel Cascade Lake processors [51]. Each CPU has 2 memory controllers with 3 channels each, and 2 DIMM slots per channel, for a total of 24 DIMM slots. DIMM slots were populated by default in a 2-2-2 configuration, with 12 total 16GB PC4-23400 ECC Registered DDR4 DRAM DIMMs and 12 total 128GB Intel® Optane™ PMem 100 DIMMs. This makes up a total of 192GB DRAM and 1.5TB of SCM per system. Backing storage for the RocksDB database was a Samsung 983 DCT M.2 SSD. The detailed specification is listed in Table 2.

![Figure 8: DRAM-SCM cache configuration with libmemkind.](image-url)
Table 3: OCP Tioga Pass (2P server) and OCP Twin Lakes Platforms (1P server) details.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>OCP Tioga Pass Config</th>
<th>OCP Twin Lakes Config</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU model</td>
<td>Xeon(R) Gold 6138</td>
<td>Xeon(R) D-2191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sockets/cores per socket</td>
<td>2/20</td>
<td>1/18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threads total</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory controllers total</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channels per controller</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAM size</td>
<td>DDR4 256 GB</td>
<td>DDR4 64 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSD size</td>
<td>2 TB</td>
<td>2 TB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3 Facebook server designs

The Facebook platforms used for TCO analysis are the 2P server platform based on the OCP Tioga Pass specification [52], and the 1P server platform based on the OCP Twin Lakes specification [53]. In addition, we propose several 1P server variants utilizing differing capacities of DRAM and SCM. The detailed specifications and relative costs of these platforms compared to the baseline 2P server platform are listed in Table 3 and 4. Platform costs are calculated based on current OCP solution provider data [54, 55] and DCPMM cost relative to DRAM provided in [56, 57]. The relative cost of DRAM and DCPMM are predicted to maintain similar trends over time [56]. We calculated the cost by adding the cost of individual modules. For DRAM and SCM, we used 16GB and 128GB modules, respectively. In the TCO calculations although introducing SCM adds additional power cost, when we consider the overall power of the system including CPU, NIC, and SSD, the increase of power even for our largest 1P server becomes minimal. We have a power budget for a rack of servers with some power slack and the slight rise in power for SCM is sufficiently below our rack power budget.

Table 4: DRAM and SCM cache in server configuration and memory sizes used block cache in our experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>2P serv.</th>
<th>1P serv.</th>
<th>64-128</th>
<th>32-128</th>
<th>32-256</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DRAM size</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCM size</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAM Block cache size</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCM Block cache size</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Rocksdb components</td>
<td>10-15</td>
<td>10-15</td>
<td>10-15</td>
<td>10-15</td>
<td>10-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Codebase</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2P rel. cost</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4 Cache and memory configurations

To experiment with SCM benefits when added to existing configurations we examined server configurations with different sizes of DRAM and SCM. The configurations we used are shown in Table 4. Our experiments verified that 1P server has significant performance loss compared to 2P server. The prominent questions here are how much benefit can we achieve by adding SCM to 1P servers, and can we still maintain the TCO benefits of 1P server platform. Hence we used the 1P server with 64 DRAM and no SCM as the baseline for our evaluations. We then evaluated how much performance we can gain by adding 128 GB SCM to the baseline. Since we are interested in DRAM constrained server configurations, we also evaluate the performance gain when we further reduce DRAM to 32 GB while adding 128 or 256 GB SCM. This gives us the four server configurations provided in Table 4. Although we experimented with 64GB of SCM, as seen in Section 3, to understand the performance of different SCM sizes, DCPMM is not available as a 64GB module, so we didn’t consider it in the evaluation below. To run all of the server configurations, we limited the memory usage of the DRAM and SCM for the workloads to the sizes given in Table 4. We also use 1 CPU in our experiments because 1P servers are single-socket machines. We aimed to maximize block cache allocation to evaluate our DRAM-SCM hybrid cache. To do this we studied the memory usage of other components in RocksDB when it runs in our production servers. We then subtracted these usages from total memory and assigned the rest of the memory for the Block cache. The block cache sizes we used in our evaluations are illustrated in Table 4.

5.5 Workload generation

To generate workloads, we first selected random sample hosts running WhatsApp, Tectonic Metadata, and Laser in production deployments to collect query statistics traces, being careful to select leaders for use cases relying on Paxos. Note that hosts running the same services manifest similar statistics. Then we followed the methodology in [28, 35] to model the workloads. We also extended these methodologies [28, 35] to scale workloads to match the production deployments. The db_bench workloads we developed mirror the following characteristics of production RocksDB workloads.

**KV-pair locality:** This is characterized by fitting real workload trace profiles to a probability cumulative function using power distributions in MATLAB [58] based on the power-law characteristics of the workloads (see Figure 6).

**Value distribution:** The granularity of value accessed is modeled using Pareto distribution from workload statistics in MATLAB [59].

**Query composition:** The percentage of get, put, and seek queries are incorporated in the db_bench profiles.

**DB, key, and value sizes:** We added the average values of the number of keys per database, key, and value size from collecting data from our production servers to create a realistic DB sizes in the db_bench profile.

**QPS:** The QPS in db_bench is modeled using sine distributions [60] based on trace collected in the production host.

**Scaled db_bench profiles:** After generating the workloads db_bench profile for a single database we scaled the workloads by running multiple RocksDB instances, simulating the number of production shards per workload on a single host. These shards share the same block cache. In RocksDB there exists multiple readers and writers to the database. To imitate
This property we run multiple threads reading and writing to the set of shards in the db_bench process.

6 Evaluation

6.1 Throughput and latency comparison for admission policies

In Figure 9 we compare the throughput achieved for 5 different categories: DRAM Only: The Block Cache is only allocated in DRAM. SCM Only: The Block Cache is only allocated in SCM using app-direct mode. DRAM First: The DRAM first policy discussed in Section 4. SCM First 1 and 2: The SCM first policy discussed in Section 4 with two threshold values. SCM 1st 1, with threshold value of 2 and SCM 1st 2 with the optimal threshold which is 6. Bidirectional: The Bidirectional policy discussed in Section 4 with the optimal threshold value which is 4.

In Figure 9a, we demonstrate the throughput differences of all admission policies for WhatsApp. The results show that using only SCM for block cache provides 15% throughput improvement for the 128 GB SCM configurations and 25% improvement for the 256GB SCM compared to the baseline (a server configuration with 64GB DRAM and no SCM). If we look at Figure 9b, because of latency differences between SCM and DRAM, getting data only from SCM worsens the P50 application read latencies. Therefore we conclude that while the default RocksDB SCM implementation may decrease flash IO utilization, it will have a net negative impact on Facebook application performance due to the 2X - 4X worse P50 latency observed. We can also see in the figure for all the server configurations DRAM first policy achieves the best performance. For 64 - 128 and 32 - 128 configurations, SCM first and Bidirectional get close in throughput benefit to DRAM first, but when there is a large block cache, like in the 32 - 256 configuration DRAM first attains the best result. This is because, in DRAM-first, data transfer between DRAM and SCM cache only occurs once, when DRAM cache evicts data to SCM. But in the case of SCM and Bidirectional policies, data transfer occurs when DRAM evicts data to SCM and when hot blocks are transferred from SCM to DRAM.

This creates more bandwidth consumption across the DDR bus resulting in performance degradation, especially for configurations with large block cache sizes. For larger DRAM capacities, SCM first 1, SCM first 2, and Bidirectional policies have comparable throughput because the large DRAM size reduces data evictions to SCM. But as DRAM is reduced (in 32 -128), SCM 1st throughput falls quickly because it will move data from SCM to DRAM with a low activation threshold. When we increase DCPMM capacity in the 32 - 256 case, data transfer increases even for SCM 2 and Bidirectional policies, hence the DRAM first policy is the overall performance winner. If we look at read latencies shown in Figure 9b, the P50 latency remains similar for DRAM first compared to 64 - 0 configurations. The reason for this is that P50 latencies are primarily governed by DRAM accesses. The effect of data transfer from flash instead of SCM can be observed in the P95 and P99 latencies, where the DRAM First policy does significantly better than other policies and the default configuration with no SCM. Tectonic Metadata and Laser (not shown here) also attain the best performance with DRAM first policy.

6.2 Performance comparison of DRAM first policy for all workloads

Figure 10 shows the throughput and latency comparison of WhatsApp, Tectonic Metadata, and Laser for DRAM first admission policy (the best admission policy for all workloads) for all server configurations. As seen in the figure, our hybrid block cache implementation provides throughput improvement for all the workloads. As seen in Figure 10a, 10b, and 10c throughput is increased up to 50 - 80% compared to the baseline IP server’s 64 - 0 due to the addition of SCM. The throughput increase is correlated to the total size of the block cache. Note that increasing the SCM or DRAM capacity further than 256GB will require either more DIMM slots or higher density DIMMs, with different price/performance/reliability considerations. The size of the database also impacts locality and the maximum throughput benefit, as discussed in 3.2. Because Tectonic Metadata has a larger DB size than WhatsApp or Laser the throughput benefit is expected to be smaller for each configuration. Looking at application level
read latency in Figure 10d, 10e, and 10f, we observe that P50 latency is relatively stable for WhatsApp and Tectonic Metadata. While P50 latency does improve for Laser, the absolute magnitude of the improvement is less significant than the improvements to tail latency. P95 and P99 show an overall improvement of 20% and 10% respectively for all services. The P50 latencies primarily reflect situations where the data is obtained from DRAM. The benefit of SCM is reflected in P95 and P99 scenarios where in one case the data is in SCM, while the default case the data is in flash storage. Write latencies in all cases stay similar since we are only optimizing the block cache used for reads, while writes always go to the memtables residing in DRAM.

6.3 IO bandwidth, cache and CPU utilization

Figure 11 illustrates the cache hit rate, IO bandwidth, and latency improvement of DRAM first admission policy for WhatsApp. As seen in Figure 11a, the higher capacity of the block cache (sum of DRAM and SCM cache) leads to a higher cache hit rate. We show in Figure 11a, that for WhatsApp the hit rate increases up to 30% and the increase is correlated to the cache size. Tectonic Metadata and Laser (not shown here) also follow a similar pattern of increasing hit rates.

Another important indicator explaining throughput gain is SSD bandwidth utilization. As the cache hit rate increases for the server configurations with SCM it translates to less demand for read access from the SSD, and therefore decreased IO read bandwidth. Figure 11b shows for WhatsApp adding SCM reduces SSD read bandwidth by up to 0.8 GB/s, or roughly 25% of the SSD’s datasheet max read bandwidth. Figure 11c shows the file read latency improvement for all server configurations relative to 64 - 0. Decreased demand for read IO bandwidth improves the P50 latency by up to 20%. Latencies at higher percentiles stay the same because there are still scenarios where the IO queue will be saturated with reads, which drives worst-case latency. But for the majority of the requests, latencies are improved because of the decrease in IO bandwidth. The other workloads also show similar patterns. Figure 11d shows the CPU utilization for all server configurations. We observe that the CPU utilization increases
as the block cache size increases. This is due to the increase in CPU activity as we increase amount of data accessed with low IO wait latency from the cache. One thing to note is, even though CPU utilization increase for our new 1P server variants, we can still safely service the workloads with 1 CPU even in the largest 256 SCM configuration.

The figure shows that increasing the amount of SCM brings throughput closer to parity with the 2P server configurations which achieve even larger TCO benefits. If future DRAM/SCM hardware designs provide additional proportional difference in DRAM cost vs. performance increase. These two configurations is nearly identical due to the performance gain allows us to deploy fewer racks, hence it’s evidently a power win compared to the 64-0 server.

**General takeaway:** From this project, we have learned that SCM creates cost-effective solutions to increase performance in data centers. We have observed that based on the workload hotness/locality we can utilize DRAM and SCM to serve most workloads efficiently.

Even though the performance and cost of using SCMs are impressive for the chosen workloads, and the performance gain can be translated to other read-dominated workloads in our environment, a discussion on whether we should have a deployment of SCMs in Facebook at scale is outside the scope of this paper. We briefly discuss some additional challenges of mass-scale deployment:

**Workloads:** Section 3.2 talks about the class of applications that would benefit from SCM. We have also identified a number of write-heavy workloads at Facebook that would benefit from SCM. We have also identified a number of write-heavy workloads at Facebook that would benefit from SCM. We have also identified a number of write-heavy workloads at Facebook that would benefit from SCM.

**Reliability:** Since SCMs are not widely available in the market, the reliability of SCMs is a concern until they have been proven in mass deployments.

**SKU diversification:** Adding a new hardware configuration into the fleet requires consideration of other costs like maintaining a separate code path and creating a new validation and sustainability workflow. This complexity and cost will be added to the practical TCO of any new platform deployment.

### 6.4 Cost and performance

In the above sections, we aim to understand the performance achieved for different DRAM and SCM variations of the 1P server configuration. The large capacity of SCM per DIMM slot enables us to dramatically increase the memory capacity of the platform without impacting the server motherboard design. As seen in Table 4 adding SCM increases the cost of a server. Figure 12 estimates the performance per cost compared to baseline 1P server (64 - 0) configuration. We observe in the figure that the 32 - 256 configuration gives the best cost relative to performance across all workloads. In this configuration, the 23% cost increase over the 64 - 0 baseline produces a 50% - 80% performance improvement. To a smaller degree the 64-128 and 32-128 configurations also provide performance-relative cost benefits over the standard 1P server. Notable is the fact that the benefit across these two configurations is nearly identical due to the proportional difference in DRAM cost vs. performance increase. If future DRAM/SCM hardware designs provide additional flexibility across capacity pricing then we may discover new configurations which achieve even larger TCO benefits.

In Figure 13, we present a throughput comparison between the 2P server and the various 1P server configurations. The figure shows that increasing the amount of SCM brings throughput closer to parity with the 2P server for a minimal increase in relative cost. While the baseline 1P server (64 - 0) configuration only achieves 50 - 60% of the performance of a 2P server, the 32 - 256 1P variant raises relative performance to 93 - 102%. By dividing the relative cost of the platforms (Table 4) by their relative performance (Figure 13) for each workload we derive the performance-equivalent TCOs in Table 5. In the case of the 32 - 256 configuration, improving 1P performance with SCM improves the relative TCO to 0.52 - 0.57 of the 2P server. Therefore, we demonstrate that deploying SCM configurations of 1P servers instead of 2P servers results in an overall cost savings of 43% - 48% across some of the largest RocksDB workloads at Facebook. Note that although SCM adds more power per rack (5-10%) the performance gain allows us to deploy fewer racks, hence it’s evidently a power win compared to the 64-0 server.

**General takeaway:** From this project, we have learned that SCM creates cost-effective solutions to increase performance in data centers. We have observed that based on the workload hotness/locality we can utilize DRAM and SCM to serve most workloads efficiently.

Even though the performance and cost of using SCMs are impressive for the chosen workloads, and the performance gain can be translated to other read-dominated workloads in our environment, a discussion on whether we should have a deployment of SCMs in Facebook at scale is outside the scope of this paper. We briefly discuss some additional challenges of mass-scale deployment:

**Workloads:** Section 3.2 talks about the class of applications that would benefit from SCM. We have also identified a number of write-heavy workloads at Facebook that would benefit from SCM.

**Reliability:** Since SCMs are not widely available in the market, the reliability of SCMs is a concern until they have been proven in mass deployments.

**SKU diversification:** Adding a new hardware configuration into the fleet requires consideration of other costs like maintaining a separate code path and creating a new validation and sustainability workflow. This complexity and cost will be added to the practical TCO of any new platform deployment.

### 7 Discussion and future work

In the previous section, we demonstrated that KV Stores based on RocksDB are examples of the potential advantages of SCM in a large data center. In the future, we want to experiment with extending the memory capacity of other large memory footprint workloads using SCM. Some candidate large scale workloads that will profit from large memory capacity are Memcached [61, 62] and graph cache [27]. Memcached is a distributed in-memory key-value store deployed in large data centers. Optimizing Memcached to utilize SCM will enable an extension of memory beyond the capacity of DRAM.

---

**Table 5: Performance equivalent TCO relative to 2P.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Server types</th>
<th>2P server</th>
<th>1P server</th>
<th>1P (32-256)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relative TCO</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.72 - 0.86</td>
<td>0.52 - 0.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Graph cache is a distributed read optimized storage for social graphs that exploits memory for graph structure-aware caching. These workloads are read-dominated and have random memory accesses that can benefit from the high density and byte-addressable features of SCM. Although in this paper we did not leverage the persistent capability of SCM for RocksDB uncompressed block cache, in the future we want to study the benefits of fast persistent SCM for the memtable and SST files. We also want to explore with SCM is its performance via emerging connectivity technology such as Compute Express Link (CXL) [63]. The workloads we analyzed in this paper are more latency bound than memory bandwidth bound but, for high memory bandwidth-demanding services, sharing DRAM and SCM on the same bus will create interference. In such cases having dedicated SCM access via CXL will avoid contention, but at the same time will potentially increase data access latency, requiring careful design consideration.

8 Related work

Performance analysis and characterization in DCPMM: Recent studies proved the potential of commercially available Intel® Optane™ memory for various application domains. [19, 64] has determined the performance improvement of DCPMM in memory and app-Direct modes for graph applications. [20, 21] evaluated the performance of DCPMM platform as volatile memory compared to DRAM for HPC applications. DCPMM performance for database systems were shown in [16, 65–68] both as a memory extension and for persisting data. Works such as [15, 18, 24, 69] also shows the characteristics and evaluations of DCPMM when working alone or alongside of DRAM. Specifically, [18] has identified the deviation of DCPMM characteristics from earlier simulation assumptions. While these works shed light on the usage of DCPMM for data-intensive applications, in our work, based on the memory characteristic findings of these work, we analyzed the performance of DCPMM for large data-center production workloads. Our work focus on utilizing the DCPMM platform to the best of its capability and study its possible usage as a cost-effective memory extension for future data-center system designs.

Hybrid DRAM-SCM systems: Previous works studied hybrid DRAM-SCM systems to understand how we can utilize these memories with different characteristics, together and how they influence the existing system and software designs. [70–73] have shown the need for a redesign of existing key-value stores and database systems to take into account the access latency differences between DRAM and SCM. Similarly, by noting the latency differences in these memories, we carefully place hot blocks in DRAM and colder blocks in SCM in our implementations. When deploying hybrid memory, another question that arises is, how to manage data placement between DRAM and SCM. In these aspects, [74] demonstrated efficient page migration between DRAM and SCM based on the memory access pattern observed in the memory controller. In addition, [75–83] perform data/page transfer by profiling and tracking information such as memory access patterns, read/write intensity to a page/data, resource utilization by workloads, and memory features of DRAM and SCM, in hardware, OS, and application level. These works aim to generalize usage of DRAM and SCM to various workloads without involving the application developer, hence requiring hardware and software monitoring that is transparent to the application developers. But in our case, the RocksDB application-level structure exposes separate reads and writes paths and frequency of access of data block. These motivated us to implement our designs in software without requiring any additional overhead in the OS and hardware.

RocksDB performance improvements: [84] demonstrated how to decrease the memory footprint of MyRocks, which is built on top of RocksDB, using block access based nonvolatile memory (NVM) by implementing secondary block cache. While their methods also decrease DRAM size required in the system, the block-based nature of NVM increases read amplification. This is because, the key-value size in RocksDB is significantly less than the size of the block, whereas in our methods, using byte addressable SCM avoids such issues.

9 Conclusion

The increasing cost of DRAM has influenced data centers to design servers with lower DRAM per compute ratio. These servers have shown to decrease the TCO for scalable workloads. Nevertheless, this type of system design diminishes the performance of large memory footprint workloads that relies on DRAM to cache hot data. Key Value stores based on RocksDB is one such class of workloads that is affected by the reduction of DRAM size. In this paper, we propose using Intel® Optane™ PMem 100 Series SCMs (DCPMM) in AppDirect mode to extend the available memory for RocksDB to mitigate performance loss in smaller DRAM designs while still maintaining the desired lower TCO of smaller DRAM systems. We carefully studied and redesigned the block cache to utilize DRAM for the placement of hot blocks and SCM for colder blocks. Our evaluations show up to 80% improvement to throughput and 20% improvement in P95 latency over the existing small DRAM platform when we utilize SCM alongside DRAM, while still reducing the cost by 43–48% compared to large DRAM designs. To our knowledge, this is the first paper that demonstrates practical cost-performance trade-offs for potential deployment of DCPMM in commercial datacenters.
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Abstract

Persistent Memory (PM) is a new media with favorable characteristics that can vastly improve storage I/O performance. While new PM based file systems have been developed to exploit PM, most work have not been successful in fully integrating PM media with traditional storage media such as SSDs and HDDs. We present First Responder (FR), a means to exploit the beneficial features of PM, while making use of modern and mature file systems such as Ext4 developed for traditional storage devices. Conceptually, FR is much like a buffer cache, but much more is involved such as maintaining consistency under failure and providing featherweight management overhead. FR brings about multiple benefits. First, we retain the maturity of existing file systems allowing deployment of FR at settings where traditional file systems are deployed. Second, traditional storage devices supported by these file systems can be used allowing easy integration of PM with traditional storage. Finally, FR allows in-order file system semantics at close to PM device latency. With experimental evaluations with the Intel DC PMM, we show that FR, when used in cache form, can outperform Ext4 by more than 9×, while providing durable in-order file system semantics, whereas Ext4 cannot. We also show that when used as part of a typical file system, performance is comparable with NOVA and Ext4-DAX.

1 Introduction

Persistent Memory (PM) is a new media with favorable characteristics such as nonvolatility and close to DRAM performance that can vastly improve storage I/O performance. To exploit these characteristics, new PM based file systems are being developed [7, 8, 19, 23, 52, 58]. These file systems, while providing high performance, suffer from the following two limitations. First, as the time to maturity for a file system is long and a file system is a complex beast [11, 30, 42], most of these relatively young and immature file systems will not survive the test of time. For example, among the many file systems proposed, currently, NOVA [52] and DAX [36] are the only ones that are stable and being maintained. Second, how these file systems will integrate with existing storage devices such as SSDs and HDDs is not straightforward. For example, both NOVA and DAX assume that the storage media is PM. In the long run, PM will fill up and some form of migration may be needed to vacate PM, which some file systems are not designed to do. Efforts to resolve this have been proposed. In their seminal paper, Kwon et al. propose a cross-media file system called Strata that can span a set of heterogeneous storage devices such as PM and traditional devices [23]. Separately, Ziggurat, proposed by Zheng et al., is a tiered file system that supports a combination of devices [58]. However, both proposals suffer from the first limitation; Strata, at the time of this writing, still is not fully functional [46] and Ziggurat is not open sourced and thus, its status is unknown.

The goal of this study is to encompass the goals of previous PM file system developments. More specifically, the goals of previously proposed PM based file systems can be summarized as follows. First, file system performance should extract the benefits that PM brings as storage media. This is an obvious goal when deploying PM. Second, it should support the more natural in-order file system semantics [23] brought upon by PM. In-order file system semantics is where all file system operations, including writes, occur in the exact order in which they are executed. Typically, this has been impossible due to the writes, which were too slow to persist in order because of the slow devices. Thus, application developers had to choose between performance and durability. While it is true that some applications do not require durability of writes or are highly optimized to minimize sync’s, many applications knowingly choose performance over durability, being aware of the negative consequences of failures [10, 37, 42]. With the advent of PM, such choice seems unnecessary as providing in-order file system semantics should be natural and easy [23, 42, 52]. However, to date, supporting such semantics is possible only with a total revamp of the file system. Third, it should support traditional storage media alongside PM (similarly to Strata and Ziggurat) [23, 58]. Our work encompasses these goals and yet, instead of developing yet another file system, our design allows to retain the modern, mature, constantly evolving
file systems such as Ext4 developed for traditional storage devices.

In this study, we introduce First Responder (FR), the solution that we propose. FR, like a buffer cache, absorbs requests at the topmost layer of the I/O stack in PM, as shown in Figure 1(d), then immediately responds to the requests (hence, the name). For reads, the requests end there, while for writes, the requests are forwarded to the traditional file system, in effect, hiding the entire I/O stack overhead.

At first glance, FR simply appears to be nothing but a buffer cache that is persistent, but in reality, a lot more is involved. In fact, FR is a union of storage and a cache. As it will become more evident later, FR is storage as the contents that reside in FR are consistent and permanent like any that is stored in traditional storage media that have gone through the entire storage stack. Thus, in that sense, flushing to the traditional file system underneath is optional. FR is also a cache as the size is limited (though generally large) and eventually, it is flushed to the traditional storage media through the I/O stack. Naturally, the design of FR is much more involved as maintaining consistency under failure and providing featherweight management overhead become technical issues that need to be dealt with. We elaborate on these issues later.

There are two key benefits to FR. First, writes are immediately durable. Thus, even applications that do not require in-order semantics, but that issue occasional fsync()’s can benefit. Second, FR can coexist largely independently of the underlying traditional file system. This allows for any mature file system to take advantage of the benefits of PM. This is especially important as efforts to move to disaggregation of resources is gaining traction [3, 43, 48]. Thus, much extra effort to integrate PM based file systems to any conventional setting including disaggregated settings is not necessary with FR. While we concentrate on the Ext4 file system in most of our discussions, we also show performance results when using Btrfs [5,41] as the underlying file system.

Our performance evaluations with the Intel DC PMM using an FIO generated synthetic workload show that FR, when used in cache form, can outperform Ext4 by more than $9 \times$, despite providing durable in-order file system semantics, while Ext4 cannot. Using the Filebench and YCSB benchmarks, we also show that when FR is used as part of a typical file system, performance is comparable with the default Ext4, Ext4 with DM-WriteCache, NOVA, and DAX, while, again, providing durable in-order file system semantics.

In the remainder of the paper, we first discuss progress on work related to PM and distinguish how FR is different from them. Then, we present the design of FR in two separate sections; Section 3 discusses the overall design and in Section 4, we present a detailed discussion of how FR maintains consistency as this is key in providing a correct, yet efficient system to users. In Section 5, we perform a comprehensive evaluation of FR using the Intel DC PMM platform. We compare FR with NOVA and DAX, the two open source PM supporting file systems, and the default Ext4 and DM-WriteCache, which do not provide immediate durable in-order semantics supported by PM file systems. Then, we conclude in Section 6.

2 Related Work

Persistant Memory (PM) technologies represented by PCM (Phase Change Memory) [38] and STT-MRAM [22] are being considered as high performance storage mediums as they are nonvolatile and yet, provide random byte addressability and latency similar to DRAM. Intel recently commercialized the Optane DC PMM, the only product currently available in the market [15, 17, 53]. It can be used in one of various forms, specifically, as storage, as memory with DRAM as its cache, and as an extension of memory [14]. While many recent studies have considered file systems for PM [7,8,19,23,52,58], our work is not about developing a new PM file system, but rather on integrating PM with existing modern file systems developed for traditional storage devices.

The closest set of related work are studies on the buffer (or page) cache. The buffer cache, as depicted in Figure 1(a), is a DRAM layer that attempts to hide the low performance of storage and has been a topic of study for generations, mostly concentrating on the replacement or prefetching policy issues [2, 18, 50]. This was important as performance between DRAM and storage was many orders of magnitude different. With the advent of higher performing storage devices, there have been arguments as to the need for the buffer cache [8,21,52] as well as attempts to revisit this topic [20, 24, 51]. In particular, the DM-WriteCache [20] is an interesting optimization that introduces a new nonvolatile layer, as PM or SSD, just before the slower storage device, which could be an SSD or HDD, as depicted in the lower part of Figure 1(a). DM-WriteCache, supported from Linux 4.18 and beyond, is a writeback cache that helps to improve performance by caching writes from the page cache to the storage media. However, as writes are first written to the page cache,
in-order file system semantics is not supported. The contrast between Figures 1(a) and (d) show how DM-WriteCache and FR are different by design.

There are also studies of the buffer cache that exploit the nonvolatile nature of PM [25, 40, 51]. UBJ, one of the first studies in this realm, makes use of PM based main memory as a buffer cache that unifies the functionalities of journaling and caching [25]. Tinca is a PM based buffer cache located in the external disk cache below the DRAM-based main memory [51] that uses a similar technique proposed in UBJ. FR is different from these studies in that durability is provided from the earliest layer of the I/O stack allowing immediate response. This requires careful design for consistency with the underlying file system, which these earlier studies neglect.

Retaining consistency is a key design issue for FR. Similarly, consistency has been the central issue in the design of numerous studies on data structures for PM. With efforts to reduce instructions that control write order [13, 35] such as clwb and sfence as these instructions incur considerable overhead [17], while, at the same time, abiding to the 8-byte failure atomicity restriction to maintain consistency, various data structures for PM have been proposed [12, 27, 31, 55]. FR conforms with these efforts as it carefully designs the use of 8-byte writes with clwb and sfence.

Other related studies include PM based file systems. Recent studies have proposed many optimizations including user-level approaches to avoid crossing the kernel boundary in an effort to improve performance [7, 19]. While so, only NOVA and DAX are stably supported in Linux. They all, more or less, share the common layout shown in Figure 1(b). Out of these, as mentioned previously, Strata and Zigurat, are unique in their support of traditional storage media in the form depicted in Figure 1(c). These diagrams contrast the differences between them and FR. Finally, a recent study presents Assisse, a new distributed file system based on Strata, where PM is used as a client-local cache layer [4]. The use of PM cache and its effectiveness is coordinated in a distributed setting through replication and choices between pessimistic and optimistic consistency modes. This is different from our approach where we exploit existing file systems and consistency is always immediate, though locally ensured. Table 1 summarizes how previous local file systems differ from FR.

3 First Responder: The Design

In this section, we present the design of First Responder (FR). Before moving on, we set the premise on which our discussion is presented. First, even though FR could be implemented in either the user or kernel layer, we will describe it within the latter layer as we implement it in the VFS layer. Second, as the main dealings of FR are with the read() and write() calls and as read() follows trivially from write(), we concentrate on write() in the following discussions. We first discuss the assumptions, then the design choices that we make based on the challenges we face.

3.1 Basic Architecture and Design Choices

Like many previous studies that assume memory to be a hybrid of traditional DRAM and PM, FR works under this assumption [4, 33, 52]. PM used by FR is a temporary storing ground, and yet it is also storage. That is, what is stored in PM is durable and consistent, though eventually, we anticipate its contents to be stored in traditional storage media such as SSDs and HDDs.

Traditional systems support two types of write modes, namely, synchronous and asynchronous. In FR, all aligned full chunk and/or new writes are synchronous, that is, they are persisted immediately into PM by FR. Writes of partial chunks already residing in underlying storage must first be read into PM for consistency, but we find them to be only a small portion of writes. FR manages the data and the location of where the data should be placed within PM, guaranteeing consistent and durable writes as PM is nonvolatile. Thus, applications upon receiving the response can continue execution being assured that the write I/O request was serviced successfully. Note that this has the consequence of dramatically reducing the I/O path for such synchronous writes compared to traditional file systems.

In the previous section, we mentioned that FR is like a buffer cache, but that much more is involved. We now discuss the two specific issues that must be resolved, that is, maintaining consistency upon failure and providing feather-weight management overhead, which the traditional buffer cache cannot support.

Handling Overhead: Recall that the traditional buffer cache was developed as an optimization to alleviate the burden due to slow storage, which was orders of magnitude slower than DRAM. Thus, the buffer cache maintained separate data structures and elaborate replacement algorithms were developed. Compared to accessing slow disks, maintaining such data structures and running these algorithms were negligible. However, as previously observed, software overhead considered to be negligible in the past is no longer so with faster media [26, 45, 54]. This becomes more important as PM is close to DRAM performance, which means that every little overhead counts. Thus, management with such high cost is unacceptable with PM systems.

To alleviate such overhead, FR chooses a simple, static indexing scheme for placement as well as replacement as we explain below. However, we must first argue that this is a valid approach. For this, we perform our own set of experiments to quantify the software effects of managing a cache, which we elaborate on in Section 5.2. Briefly, we implement indexing structures such as the Radix tree and the LRU replacement policy and find the overhead to be an order of magnitude higher than the static approach that we propose, concluding that with faster media such as PM, software overhead is profound.

The obvious question here, then, is, won’t this static indexing increase the miss ratio? The obvious answer, of course, is yes; but we argue that this is true only under the traditional
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is a value dynamically determined for key +1 the current key (initially 0) and stride is a value dynamically determined for the workload. (Details of terms and their use are discussed in Section 4). In short, every file has its destined location within FR with no PM allocator involved, resulting in very little overhead for placement. Similarly, there is no need for replacement victim selection.

Handling Consistency: FR is a management module for data that resides in PM. That is, when a user requests a write, FR is the module that provides the response. The writes are made to PM, and they must be made durable such that they are recoverable upon system failure. For example, we cannot have torn writes; upon recovery from failure, its state should be either before the write or after the write. Also, as FR is the first responder to the underlying file system, eventually all data (and metadata) writes must reach the underlying storage, be it SSD or HDD. For example, consider a case where an overwrite of a block A, which resides in traditional storage happens. Upon a write, the user could receive an acknowledgement of a block A, which resides in traditional storage happens. For this consistency issue, we develop a protocol under Equation 1, no forced flushing of dirty blocks will occur for sequential writes.

Let us apply Equation 1 on an example. Assuming $S_b = 4$KB, for current PM, we find that the peak rate is roughly 4GB/s (not including any software overhead) when clwb and sfence operations are issued per chunk write. Thus, even when writes are coming in at full throttle, simple calculations show that a 128GB PM will need 32 seconds to wrap around the cache. In a recent article, Alibaba reported that it saw a peak order rate of 544,000/s [47]. While we understand that orders do not translate to actual I/O and, as Vuppalapati et al. report for the Snowflake infrastructure running on the Google Cloud Platform and Microsoft Azure [49], I/O requests come at more moderate rates, let us take the Alibaba numbers and say that $S_b = 4$KB request comes in every $2\mu s$, that is, $t_i = 2\mu s$. Then, to wrap around the 128GB of PM, it takes 64 seconds.

In real life, of course, not all writes are sequential and other factors come into play. Also, keeping a cache in the GB range was not considered the norm though this is changing. One example is the Memory Mode use of PM where all of DRAM (which is in the many GB range) is used as a cache of PM [14]. However, as we will see later, sequential allocation of files is an important strategy in FR. Furthermore, as FR is based on the premise that PM is in the size range used by PM based file systems such as NOVA and DAX, for example, at least 128GB, this sufficiently large cache size allows the accommodation of a static indexing scheme, which we now describe.

Figure 2 shows, at a high level, how FR manages its space. FR uses a simple indexing structure based on a key associated with each file. (The details of what comprises chunks and slots as well as the how the indexing structures are maintained are given in Section 4.) Specifically, the index is simply calculated using $key_{c+1} = key_c + stride$ where $key_c$ is the current key (initially 0) and stride is a value dynamically determined for the workload. (Details of terms and their use are discussed in Section 4). In short, every file has its destined location within FR with no PM allocator involved, resulting in very little overhead for placement. Similarly, there is no need for replacement victim selection.

**Handling Consistency:** FR is a management module for data that resides in PM. That is, when a user requests a write, FR is the module that provides the response. The writes are made to PM, and they must be made durable such that they are recoverable upon system failure. For example, we cannot have torn writes; upon recovery from failure, its state should be either before the write or after the write. Also, as FR is the first responder to the underlying file system, eventually all data (and metadata) writes must reach the underlying storage, be it SSD or HDD. For example, consider a case where an overwrite of a block A, which resides in traditional storage happens. Upon a write, the user could receive an acknowledgement immediately after the data is placed in PM. However, this data and block A in storage are not in sync. Ensuring immediate in-order file semantics so that what the user perceives as valid data is indeed the (eventual) actual data, even in case of failures, is not a trivial matter. This may incur considerable performance overhead or require a completely new design of a PM-aware data structure, which is not an easy task as exemplified by previous studies [12, 27, 31, 59].

For this consistency issue, we develop a protocol under the PM 8-byte failure atomicity assumption. Like previous methods, the basic idea is to keep a dual copy of the data [16, 32], but the devil is in the details. Thus, a detailed and lengthy discussion is required, which we continue in the next section, along with a discussion on the failure recovery mechanism.

### 4 Data Consistency and Recovery Protocol

In this study, we say data in a file is consistent if, upon a write request to that file by an application, the data in the file is as before the write request or reflects all of the contents of
the issued write. Furthermore, guaranteeing data consistency means that write requests that have been acknowledged as having been written are eventually made durable and found through the underlying file system. In this section, we present the protocol that FR uses to guarantee data consistency.

### 4.1 The Basic Components

Figure 2 also shows the inner components of FR. There are a total of \( P \) continuous chunks, where a chunk is the load/store unit to storage, and \( P \) tags, with each tag being associated with one chunk. The chunks are organized in pairs, which we call a slot. As will be evident later, both chunks within a slot are used in full, making full use of the entire PM. The tag consists of the key, bits to represent the status of the corresponding chunks, the file size, the inode number, and the timestamp. The key is a unique number associated with the file slot assigned to it by FR upon file creation and stored in the inode of the file. This key is simply a global key maintained by FR, initialized to 0 and monotonically increased in stride increments upon every file creation, where the stride is set to reduce collisions, where a collision is defined as an allocation of two (or more) files to the same slot. We discuss how the stride is set in Section 4.3. Thus, the number of files that can be created is limited by the number of bits used to represent this value. In our current implementation, we use 56 bits and, for now, we make no effort to remedy this limitation as we think this is enough to represent the number of files for a system lifetime. There are other metadata in the tag, but they are discussed as the need arises.

### 4.2 Data Consistency Protocol

With PM, design for consistency must be done with the 8-byte failure-atomic write supported by the architecture. With traditional systems, providing durability with consistency becomes complex as the critical path to durability can be quite long. However, as we elaborate below, with FR, no allocation algorithm is invoked and only a few bytes are needed to guarantee data consistency of the file system.

**Writes:** With FR, it is vital that writes to chunks are done in an atomic manner, and thus, immediately durable. We now present the core design of FR that quickly enables durable in-order semantics of the data written to the file system.

For our discussion, we assume that the key and status flag in the tag are written with 8-byte failure atomicity guarantee supported by the hardware, where the status flag contains 2 flags V and N (and other information that we ignore for now). V distinguishes valid versus invalid and N with value 1 denotes the new, more recently written chunk in the slot. We denote the flag states of chunk \( C \) as \( C(V,N) \), and further, denote the states of the pair of chunks in slot \( S \) as \( S[C_1,C_2] \). We regard \( S[C_1,C_2] \) and \( S[C_2,C_1] \) the same as the algorithm works in the same way given the two states.

The series of figures in Figure 3 show how an incoming write is managed. Upon a chunk write, the slot to place the chunk is determined by \( \text{key} \mod \left(\frac{2^P}{S} \right) \), which designates the first chunk of the file determined by the key attribute key assigned to each file upon creation, and its displacement from the start of the file. The write that is serviced by FR is denoted \( \text{Write}(X) \), and \( X \) is an object that is of any size, though in our discussion, for simplicity, we assume that \( X \) is smaller than or equal to the chunk size. (If \( X \) is larger, then it simply takes multiple chunks, which we discuss separately in Section 4.4.) The pair of chunks in the slot indexed can be in one of three states, denoted above and below the chunks in Figure 3:

- \( S[C(0,0),C(0,0)] \), the slot is empty, that is, both chunks of the pair contain no data (empty/invalid)
- \( S[C(1,1),C(0,0)] \), only one chunk has valid data
- \( S[C(1,1),C(1,0)] \), both chunks have valid data

We now discuss each of the cases in detail.

**Case 1:** This is when both chunks of the slot are invalid, that is, \( S[C(0,0),C(0,0)] \). We can choose any chunk of the
pair to write to. Upon $\text{Write}(K')$, if a chunk of the unmodified $K$ exists in storage, it is first read in to the chunk.\footnote{Note that if the write size is equal to the chunk size, then it need not be read from storage. Here, we are considering the worst case. This holds for subsequent discussions as well.} Then, $K'$ is written to the chunk and persisted with the $\text{clwb}$ and $\text{sfence}$ operations. Then, the tag $C(0,0)$ is set to $C(1,1)$, and only after this setting is the request acknowledged.

Note that $\text{clwb}$ and $\text{sfence}$ operations must be performed by default for writes to FR for the write to persist. Hence, we assume that they follow by default unless otherwise mentioned and will be omitted in discussions hereafter. We reiterate that, here and throughout our discussion, these flags are part of the tag and changes to them are done atomically. The state of the chunk pair in FR before and after $\text{Write}(K')$ is shown in Figure 3(a).

**Case 2:** Here one chunk holds a valid object $K$ while the other is invalid, that is, $S[C(1,1), C(0,0)]$. There are two cases to consider here; first is when $K$ is being modified and the other is when a new object is being written, which can be distinguished by the uniqueness of the key. When $K$ is updated, denoted by $\text{Write}(K)$, $C(1,1)$ is first modified to $C(1,0)$, stating that $K$ is still valid but is no longer the new chunk. Then, $K$ is copied to the chunk with state $C(0,0)$ and the update is reflected in this chunk. Then, $C(0,0)$ is modified to $C(1,1)$, and finally, $C(1,0)$ is changed to $C(0,0)$ to reflect that this chunk is now invalid. Thereafter, $\text{Write}(K')$ is acknowledged. This case is depicted as Case 2-1 in Figure 3(b).

Note that $K'$ cannot be written to the first chunk directly, but must be overwritten on a copy of the chunk containing $K$. This is because the write may be an overwrite and failure during this write may result in a torn write. Also note that this case covers consecutive writes to the same chunk of the same file, and that in such cases all writes are being handled within the PM without any interaction with the storage device.

The second case within Case 2 is when a new object $L'$ is written to the same slot as the chunk containing object $K$ as in Figure 3(c). This will happen only when a different file is allocated to the same slot, that is, upon collision. Starting from the same initial state, $C(1,1)$ is first modified to $C(1,0)$ as this chunk will no longer be the new chunk in this slot. If $L'$ is an overwrite of a chunk in storage, then the chunk containing $L$ must first be read into the chunk with state $C(0,0)$, unto which object $L'$ is written. Finally, $C(0,0)$ is modified to $C(1,1)$ as object $L'$ is now valid and new.

**Case 3:** The final case is when both chunks in the slot are valid, that is, $S[C(1,1), C(1,0)]$, and a different valid chunk needs to be put into this slot. The initial states of such cases are shown in Figures 3(d)–(f). Let us assume the initial situation in these figures, where chunks containing $K$ and $L$ occupy the slot, with $L$ being the newer of the two chunks. Note that this situation can arise only when a collision has already occurred as $K$ and $L$ must be of different files. Let us also assume for now that both $K$ and $L$ are dirty. There are three cases to consider. The first two are updates of an existing object $K$ or $L$. In these cases, the chunk containing the object that is not being updated is first flushed. This is to synchronize the dirty chunk with that in storage, which has the effect of making the chunk clean. Figures 3(d) and (e) depict these cases.

For Case 3-1 (and Case 3-2) where the older chunk $K$ (the newer chunk $L$) is being overwritten, the other chunk $L$ ($K$) is flushed and awaits the acknowledgement that the flush has completed. Once it arrives, $C(1,1)$ ($C(1,0)$) is changed to $C(0,0)$, which results in a state identical to the initial state of Case 2-1. Thus, from here, the steps are the same as Case 2-1. Note that all flushes in FR are done by writing in Direct I/O mode (to be specific, with the $\text{write}_{\text{iter}}()$ call).

Finally, the third case is when a new object is written to FR. This would be another collision with a new file on this slot. Case 3-3 in Figure 3(f) depicts this situation with $\text{Write}(M')$. Similarly to the previous two cases, we must flush a chunk, and for this, we choose to flush the older chunk. Hence, in our example, the chunk containing $K$ is flushed. Once the acknowledgement of the flush is received, $C(1,0)$ is changed to $C(0,0)$. This results in the same initial state as Case 2-2. Thus, we proceed in the same steps as Case 2-2.

Note that, as described, Case 3 always incurs a flush to the storage device, which can be a source of overhead as the lock to the slot must be held until the acknowledgement for the flush is returned. Such flushes occur when a collision occurs and the chunk to be flushed is valid and dirty. However, note that if that chunk is either invalid or clean, the chunk need not be flushed. Fortunately, FR minimizes such flushes by design; the first source, that is, collision, is remedied by dynamically and judiciously assigning the stride value, while the second source, that is, dirty chunks, is remedied by periodically flushing the chunks in the background to make chunks clean, which we discuss in more detail in the next section. But first, we discuss how reads are handled.

**Reads:** Reads are similar to writes. First, the key is used to find the relevant slot. Then, a read hit is trivial as they are simply serviced out from FR. Upon a miss, we need to bring in data from storage. This case is similar to writes in that the invalid chunk will be used or if there is no invalid chunk, the old valid and dirty chunk will first be flushed out to a clean chunk. Then, the data requested will be brought in overwriting the clean chunk. The process of flushing, atomically changing the tag values, and loading follow similar steps as writes.

4.3 Strides, Periodic Flushing, and Metadata

**Stride Setting:** In FR, as a file is created, it is assigned a unique key, whose value is used to designate a fixed slot location in FR. Ideally, the files will be assigned as shown in Figure 2 with no overlap to avoid collisions. However, this is difficult to achieve as we need prior knowledge of the files that are created, even for those that may be appended to later on. If estimated to be too small, then collisions will occur, possibly incurring forced flushes. If estimated too large...
writes may be composed of multiple chunks. We refer to such writes as multi-chunk writes, which we now describe.

Fundamentally, multi-chunk writes are the same as single chunk writes. The key difference is that we provide a means to act upon the multi-chunks in an atomic manner. As accesses to chunks are controlled through individual locks, we acquire locks for each of the chunks in sequence from the first chunk to the last. Writes to chunks happen along with the acquiring of the locks. On writing the first chunk, the not-complete flag (another bit in the status flag byte in the tag) of this chunk is set to designate that the multi-chunk write has not yet completed. Then, the subsequent chunks are written to, along with the timestamp tag, where the timestamp of the first chunk is written. This timestamp plays a vital role in identifying all the chunks written from the same write() call when recovering from a failure. When all the chunks have been written to, the not-completed flag is reset, the write requesting application is notified, and the locks for all chunks are released, in this order.

4.5 Failure Recovery

The contents of FR are always recoverable from faults, be it hardware or software faults. The only exception is recovery from PM device failure where PM content is irrecoverable due to media failures or partial or full data corruption. Due to space, we only give the gist of recovery from single chunk write failure, which is that, for all faults occurring at any step in Figures 3(a)∼(f), the recovered state will either be one of the initial states of the figures (in terms of the tags, specifically, C(V,N) values of the chunks) or have already completed the intended write. For example, if a failure occurs during Step 1 of Case 3-2, that is, while waiting for the synchronous flush of chunk K to complete, when FR recovers, it will simply return to the initial state $S[C(1,0),C(1,1)]$ of Case 3-2.

Recovery from multi-chunk write failures is more involved, the key to the solution being the use of the not-complete bit to make sure recovery is done for all. However, we omit the detailed description as well as the experimental validation results, which we conducted, due to space.

5 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the effects of FR on Ext4 performance, which we implement in Linux kernel version 4.18. A total of $\sim$3000 lines of code were added; $\sim$2900 for the FR module, $\sim$70 in the VFS layer, and the rest in the Ext4 file system.

In the implementation, we modify five system calls, two of which are major and three are minor changes. In particular, minor changes are made to creat(), to assign the key, fsync(), to bypass the page cache, and unlink(), to clear the tag values once the chunks of the file to be deleted are found using the key. Major changes are made to read(), to make use of the key and Direct I/O in reading, and write(), to implement the consistency protocol, described in Section 4, with Direct I/O. One limitation of our current implementation of FR is that it does not support mmap(). This is because
mmap() is supported upon the page cache, but FR bypasses it. Thus, the semantics of a file simultaneously opened and accessed via mmap() and FR does not conform to POSIX. Resolving this issue is left for future work. The chunk size is set to 4KB and the 7-byte key, which contains the unique number assigned to the file upon file creation that is also stored in the inode, and the 1-byte status flag, which contains the V, N, the dirty, and not-complete bits, comprise the 8 bytes that are written in failure atomic manner.

5.1 Experiment Platform and Benchmarks

Table 2 lists the specifications of the basic experimental platform that we use. Our system is equipped with an Intel Xeon Gold 6242 CPU with 16 physical cores with 128GB DRAM and an underlying SATA SSD with 1TB capacity. The 512GB Intel Optane DC PMM is run on App Direct fsdax mode [14]. To format FR to the device and control the PM size used, we use ioremap(). Thus, all storage I/O occurs through this ioremapped FR region. For FR, as default, we make use of 128GB of the 512GB as storage, and periodic flushing occurs every 10ms as mentioned previously (denoted FR-10m or simply FR). We make use of a synthetic workload derived with the FIO tool as well as two sets of benchmarks that we describe in detail later.

5.2 PM as a Cache

In a typical storage setting, the underlying file system manages a large storage device. Also, typically, this storage is not in full use, filled with data only to some capacity, which we refer to as the dataset. Of this dataset, a fraction of it would be accessed at any given time, which will be the working set. This working set will grow and shrink as time evolves as files being accessed will come and go, and access intensities to them will also vary with time. The role of an effective cache is to hold the working set in the cache.

To evaluate FR as a cache on a general workload, we make use of synthetic workloads generated, in the following manner, using FIO [9], which is an I/O testing tool. Using FIO, we generate 21 distinct files using the characteristics shown in Table 3, whose dataset size is the aggregate of all the file sizes, that is, 154GB. The files themselves all have distinct access characteristics that are randomly selected from the bounds shown in the table. For example, one file will be 2GB in size, the file accessed in 8KB units with Pareto 0.1 distribution, with a read:write ratio of 95:5 of which 2% of the writes are synchronized, with a request interval of 1 microsecond, which is the request intensity of the Alibaba workload [47]. Note that the request interval of 1 millisecond would be the intensity of the Snowflake workload [49], so overall, the intensity is quite high. 21 files, each with a unique set of characteristics are generated. Then, we control the working set by controlling the number of files that are accessed in parallel. Figure 4(a) shows how the working set changes, where the y-axis represents the files accessed (by accessed offsets within the file), accumulated by the file access order from bottom to top, with time on the x-axis. The maximum number of files accessed in parallel at any point in time is set to 6, for light workload (FIO-6), and 12, for heavy workload (FIO-12), periodically starting new file accesses to meet this number. The working set of the light workload tops at roughly 50GB, while for the heavy workload, it is roughly 100GB. As all the 21 files finish off its accesses, the same 21 files are once again accessed repeatedly, but in random order starting another round of accesses. The second round of activities are shown to start just before the 500 second mark in the x-axis in Figure 4(a), and we observe that the access order is now changing. We also observe that the same files are being accessed much longer in the second round. For example, for the file marked File Z, which is a read-only file, the bar length, which represents time, is much longer on the second round than the first. (The height of the bar represents the file’s footprint.) This is because, it turns out, the number of files being accessed together is larger than at the first round, taking it longer to execute. While to the naked eye, the coloring of the bars look the same, when observed more closely, the longer right bar is considerably more sparse than that on the left meaning that it is taking longer to execute the same set of requests. To fully stress the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: System configuration</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6242 CPU @ 2.80GHz (16 cores)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAM</td>
<td>Samsung 32GB 2666MHz DDR4 RDIMM×4 (128GB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM</td>
<td>Intel Optane DC Persistent Memory (512GB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage</td>
<td>Samsung V-NAND SSD 860 EVO (1TB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS</td>
<td>Linux Ubuntu 18.04.3 LTS (64bit) kernel v4.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Table 3: Characteristics of the 21 files used to generate the synthetic workload. Numbers in brackets are number of files in the particular mix. N: Normal, R: Random. |
|-----------------------------|-------------|
| File size | 1~14GB (whole numbers only: 1 to 2 files of each) |
| Distribution | Pareto 0.1/0.5 [22], Zipf 0.2/1.2 [5/1], N [6], R [5] |
| IO unit | 4KB [14], 8KB [7] |
| Read:Write | 1.0 [4], 19.1 [9], 1.1 [8] |
| Fsync | 0~5% [whole numbers only: 2 to 5 files of each] |
| Intensity | Request interval: 1µs~1ms (randomly distributed) |
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system, we repeat this rounding two more times for a total of four rounds of accesses, randomly selecting the files to execute as time progresses. The total I/O for these experiments was around 575GB, and it is similar for both workloads as they are essentially making requests with the same characteristics. For FR the number of wrap-around took place about 19 times. To access individual files in parallel, each sequence of accesses to a file is generated by a separate thread run on a separate physical core. As the number of files accessed for these experiments is small, instead of the stride size to be that based on the most often seen file size, the size of the largest file seen is used. This has the negative effect of increasing the number of wrap-arounds, thereby increasing collisions.

Figure 4(b) compares the results of Ext4 and FR, the left bars showing the aggregated throughput of all the file accesses and the right bars showing how long the experiments took to finish. Note that we use the exact same file access sequence for the two cases, by monitoring the file access sequence when first executing with FR and then using that to execute Ext4. The results show that FR provides more than 9× higher aggregate throughput and ended over 3× faster than Ext4, despite the fact that FR is providing immediately durable in-order semantics. Note that write synchronization is light, with only relatively low write requests of which the sync rate is a maximum of 5%. We find that slight increase to sync rates to be bounded to 10% (which we believe is still light) diminishes Ext4 performance by roughly another 10-fold. Finally, we emphasize again that NOVA and DAX could not execute because the dataset was larger than the PM size.

**PM Management Overhead:** Another important aspect regarding the cache is its management. One could argue that instead of the rather radical static placement approach that FR uses, a more intelligent scheme based on sophisticated replacement algorithms could benefit FR. We briefly mentioned earlier that this would be too heavy when used with PM. Or, if it is going to use a static scheme, why not just use hashing? To check this, we implement multiple variations for managing PM such as hashing with LRU replacement, a file-based Radix tree just like that used in the Linux page cache along with the LRU replacement policy as well as just hashing for static indexing without a replacement policy. For the hashing function, we found several open sourced ones and out of those used djb2 [57], which showed the best performance. All other code, except for the LRU policy, which was an in-house implementation, were taken from Linux. Table 4 shows the average overhead of the various components for managing the FR layer with the various schemes, when run with the Fileserver benchmark (whose characteristics are presented in the next section). We observe that the overhead can be orders of magnitude higher than our approach.

We conducted experiments using these data structures with the Fileserver workload and found that they were around 13× slower compared to FR. (The benchmarks and the execution platform are described in the next section.) When simple hashing alone is used for placement, the overhead itself is low at 75ns, but we find that too many FR collisions (not hash collisions) occur incurring too much overhead for it to be a feasible approach.

### 5.3 Smaller than Cache Size Workloads

To compare FR performance with state-of-the-art PM file systems such as NOVA or DAX, we need to reduce the dataset size. In this section, we discuss the results for such a setting. Along with baseline Ext4, we also compare with Ext4 with PM DM-WriteCache (denoted DM-WC). However, it must be noted that DM-WC uses double the resources of the other schemes as it makes use of the entire DRAM as the page cache as well as 128GB of PM for the DM cache. Finally, we also attempted to compare with Assise [4]. Unfortunately, it would only run stably with a single thread and only for the workloads that the authors provided, that is, Fileserver and Varmail. As of this writing, other workloads did not execute properly even for single threaded execution. Multi-threading also was not supported. Thus, we do not include their results.

**Benchmarks:** As we can make use of traditional benchmarks in this setting, we make use of two benchmarks for our experiments whose characteristics are summarized in Table 5. The first is the Filebench benchmark, but of these we use only the Fileserver (F), Varmail (V), and OLTP (O) benchmarks. While it may be considered inappropriate to select particular workloads out of a benchmark suite, as FR supports in-order file system semantics these three benchmarks represent the extreme ends of the spectrum of workloads. Varmail and OLTP are workloads that have a considerable number of fsync() calls, while Fileserver is one that does not have any such calls.

The second benchmark is YCSB [6], which is generally used to evaluate NoSQL database systems, with the underlying database server being RocksDB. YCSB-A (YA) and YCSB-F (YF) are write heavy workloads (1:1 reads/writes), YCSB-B (YB) and YCSB-D (YD) are read intensive, YCSB-C (YC) is read-only, and YCSB-E (YE) is a range query workload. We follow the execution sequence recommended by the original YCSB authors [56] with the loading phases, but do not report the results for the load phases. All experiments are performed in async mode, thus data loss may occur for

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Radix-tree + LRU</th>
<th>Hash + LRU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hashing</td>
<td>35ns</td>
<td>162ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search</td>
<td>35ns</td>
<td>162ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insert</td>
<td>19µs</td>
<td>19µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delete</td>
<td>190ns</td>
<td>43ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Touch</td>
<td>161ns</td>
<td>153ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add</td>
<td>73ns</td>
<td>65ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remove</td>
<td>88ns</td>
<td>82ns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ext4 and DM-WC, while for DAX, NOVA, and FR, which provide in-order semantics, no loss will occur.

For all the workloads, we employ 16 threads as our system has 16 physical cores, except for OLTP, which employs 10 write threads and 20 read threads. For the Filebench workloads, the file size and number of files are set so that the dataset amounts to roughly 32GB. During execution, files are constantly being created and deleted, but overall the dataset does not deviate much from 32GB. For the YCSB workloads, we set the recordcount to 4 million, the fieldcount to 10, and the fields to 100 bytes for records aggregated to 4GB. With these setting, the number of files created is around 450 and the average file size is roughly 80MB resulting in the dataset being in the 32GB vicinity. Our observations while these workloads are running on these datasets show that the maximum use of the page cache (for Ext4) at any time is roughly 10GB. Note that this setting allows the native file system to perform at its peak as the entire workload will fit into the page cache throughout its execution. All results reported are the averages of at least five runs each. We note beforehand that in multiple occasions, we only present partial results for particular discussions, unfortunately, due to space.

**Filebench Performance:** Figure 5(a) shows the performance results for the Filebench workloads. All results hereafter, unless otherwise mentioned, are shown relative to FR with the absolute values of FR indicated. For Fileserver, the results show that FR performs worse than Ext4 and DM-WC, while compared to DAX and NOVA, it does better. The reason Ext4 and DM-WC does better is that they provide the best environment for Fileserver as nearly all reads and writes are occurring in DRAM. This is because Fileserver does not make any fsync() calls (thus lacking durable in-order file system semantics). In contrast, for FR all access are at PM. PM read is roughly 3 times slower [17] and one-third of the workload are reads, and with the added peculiarities of PM [53], Ext4 and DM-WC should do better. In contrast to Fileserver, we see that for the Varmail and OLTP workloads, which are fsync()

**YCSB Performance:** Figure 5(b) shows the results for YCSB. We observe that FR, NOVA, and DAX show similar performance, while Ext4 and DM-WC do the worst for the YCSB-A, YCSB-B, and YCSB-C workloads, while for YCSB-D, YCSB-E, and YCSB-F they are comparable or do better. However, we emphasize once more that neither Ext4 nor DM-WC guarantee in-order semantics. Note, in particular, the results for YCSB-C. As this is a read-only workload, one would expect Ext4 to perform similar to or better than FR as the entire dataset should be accessed from the page cache. However, we observe the contrary. This is because we run the workload with RocksDB, which issues around 50 fsync()s to manage a small number of files and perform compaction (movement between levels). In contrast, in terms of collisions in FR, YCSB-C is ideal as none occurs. Nuances of the effect of media are also observed when we compare the YCSB-C results from Figure 5(b) and Figures 9(a) and 9(b) that uses faster NVMe SSD and slower HDD media. We observe that the results for FR are the same for all three media, while for Ext4, performance is proportional to media performance, specifically, 436KOPS, 174KOPS, 153KOPS for NVMe SSD, SATA SSD, and HDD, respectively.

As YCSB also reports tail latency numbers we report them in Figure 6. The results show that Ext4 does worst in many cases. NOVA and FR are comparable but overall, FR does better, especially at the 99.99 tail.

**Sources of Forced Flushing:** We now analyze the sources of the performance differences. As FR works with large PM and the default periodic flushing is 10ms, one should expect FR to be free of any forced flushing. This is not what we observe.

---

**Table 5: Characteristics of benchmarks. Request distribution for YCSB-D (YD) is Zipfian.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>Mean file size</th>
<th># of files</th>
<th>Key-value store</th>
<th>Records Aggregated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fileserver</td>
<td>1:1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>128KB</td>
<td>200K</td>
<td>YA, YF</td>
<td>4GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varmail</td>
<td>1:1</td>
<td>2:1</td>
<td>32KB</td>
<td>800K</td>
<td>YA, YD, YE</td>
<td>4GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLTP</td>
<td>1:1</td>
<td>2:1</td>
<td>15GB</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>YC</td>
<td>4GB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 6: Various characteristics of workload execution. (M: million, WA: wrap-arounds)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Flush/Access</th>
<th>Mem cpys</th>
<th># of files</th>
<th>Average stride x4KB</th>
<th>Footprint (GB)</th>
<th># of WA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>1M/70M</td>
<td>35M</td>
<td>1M</td>
<td>614KB</td>
<td>572</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>0.6M/64M</td>
<td>52M</td>
<td>4M</td>
<td>410KB</td>
<td>1536</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>0/19M</td>
<td>22M</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1.6GB</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YA</td>
<td>100/25M</td>
<td>25M</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>268MB</td>
<td>112.5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 5:** Filebench and YCSB throughput normalized to FR, with its absolute performance numbers shown.

**Figure 6:** YCSB 99th, 99.9th, and 99.99th percentile tail latency as reported by YCSB normalized to FR. Numbers pointing to FR bars are absolute latency for FR in microseconds.
To help understand, we make use of Table 6, which shows how the workloads execute.

The ‘Flush/Access’ column shows the total chunk accesses of the workloads of which ‘Flush’ are the forced flush counts, while the next column shows the total number of copies that occurred between chunks within slots. The next two columns show the number of files and average space allocated for the files as calculated by the stride multiplied by chunk size. These are different from those of Table 5, whose numbers are settings to run the workload, while here, they are those observed during execution, counting all files that were created. The final two columns show the footprint of the files within FR obtained by multiplying the values of the previous two columns and how many times the workload wrapped around, respectively, during the entire execution of the workload.

As observed from the ‘Flush/Access’ column, forced flushing occurs for around 1% of the accesses. There are two sources of forced flushes. The first is stride mis-estimation. While strides are set dynamically based on request size, it cannot foresee files that will grow. Hence, as files grow, overlap between neighboring files can occur, resulting in forced flushes. Detailed analysis (not shown) show that for the Filebench workloads, these situations are rare, but for YCSB-A, they account for all 100 flushes. The second source is wrap-around, as files are allocated in sequence in FR. We find that most of the forced flushes for Fileserver and Varmail are due to this. We observe from Table 6 that over a million files are being created, and the last two columns show that each slot is being shared by many files. Thus, collisions occur, possibly forcing flushes and resulting in performance loss.

5.4 Other Factors

Effect of PM Size: Figure 7 shows the performance of a select group of workloads (again, for clarity) when we vary the PM size, reducing it by half for each point to the left, for the various schemes. For DM-WC, both the DRAM and PM size is reduced by halves. All performance numbers are normalized to the 128GB FR results. There are two observations that can be made. First, the overall trend for FR, Ext4, and DM-WC are similar, though the drop in performance for FR is slightly greater. FR is performing similarly to the other two caching methods as the cache size gets tight. Second, for NOVA and DAX, there is barely any performance drop with the size drop. However, as PM drops beyond 32GB/16GB, they are not able to execute. This is the same situation as the synthetic workload experiments where the dataset exceeds the PM size at which point they are not able to execute. This, again, shows the limitations of PM based file systems.

Compensating for Extra PM: In our system configuration, PM is extra cost, but FR frees up DRAM used for the page cache. To evaluate this effect, we set up an environment where we have a memory intensive application, the FFT workload of Splash2x in the Parsec version 3.0 benchmark suite \[34\] set to use 12GB of memory, to run concurrently with the original workloads. Nine of these modules are invoked to take up 108GB of memory. The results are shown in Figure 8(a).

Overall, the results show that, while the absolute performance drops compared to those shown in Figure 5, the performance gap between FR over Ext4 and DM-WC grows. In particular, for Fileserver, we now see FR performing considerably better than both Ext4 and DM-WC. These results show that FR can effectively segregate I/O and memory intensive workloads relieving DRAM capacity for other use.

Btrfs: To show that FR is applicable to other file systems, we present results for FR with Btrfs \[41\], where changes are made to roughly \(\sim 30\) LOC. As shown in Figure 8(b), the results are similar to FR-Ext4, with many cases performing better when FR is deployed, despite the fact that Btrfs is not providing durable in-order semantics. Notable differences compared to Figure 5 are that 1) FR-Btrfs does better even for Fileserver compared to Btrfs though in terms of absolute throughput, Btrfs does considerably worse than Ext4, 2) performance improvements with DM-WC are large, and 3) for YCSB-A and YCSB-D, Btrfs does better than FR-Btrfs.

Effect of Storage Media: We consider how FR is affected when the underlying storage media is changed to a higher-end Samsung 1TB V-NAND 970 PRO NVMe SSD and a
lower-end Seagate 1TB Barracuda SATA3/7200/64M HDD. Figure 9(a) shows that with the NVMe SSD, the absolute throughput of FR improves benefiting more the Filebench workloads. More interestingly, we see that the stock Ext4 benefits considerably especially for the YCSB workloads. This is due to the bandwidth of the media. That is, FR is physically organized using a single PM chip with a throughput of 0.58GB/s, while the NVMe SSD throughput is 2.7GB/s. In some cases, Ext4 is able to exploit this, resulting in performance surpassing FR as exemplified by some of the YCSB results. Note again, however, that FR is providing immediate durability, while Ext4 and DM-WC are not, and that DM-WC uses double the resources. Note also that FR still shows superior performance for applications where synchronization is prevalent as shown by the Varmail and OLTP results. Another implication of these results is that we may not need to move to these more expensive devices if PM is deployed appropriately. The YCSB results shown in Figures 5 and 9 show that they are all similar irrespective of the underlying storage media be it an SSD or an HDD. However, the Filebench results forbid us from generalizing so easily. The reasoning behind these discrepancies are left for future work.

For the experiments with HDD, the periodic flushes for FR is set to 1.5 seconds to accommodate the slow HDDs. If set to the default 10ms, we find that performance drops considerably because the HDD cannot sustain service for such heavy I/O. (We have studied the sensitivity of period setting on performance, but omit them due to space.) The results show that 1) even with the large period, for Fileserver and Varmail, the request rate is too high for the HDD to hide and thus, we see drops in throughput from 194KOPS to 12KOPS and 832KOPS to 37KOPS for Fileserver and Varmail, respectively, when the media is changed from NVMe SSD to HDD, and 2) for other workloads, we see performance that is similar to that of FR when using the SATA SSD (Figure 5).

Let us now focus on DM-WC that takes on the best of both worlds by using DRAM as a read cache and PM for the write cache (though, using double the resources). We observe in Figure 9(b), with HDD, how DM-WC is almost always superior over Ext4 and even sometimes performing better than FR. Interestingly, as we move to a faster device (SATA SSD in Figure 5), the improvements diminish, sometimes even resulting in performance worse than Ext4. Then, with the fastest device (NVMe SSD in Figure 9(a)), we see the effect of DM-WC diminishing further, with the majority performing worse than Ext4. There are two reasons for this degradation. One is device performance. DM-WC was devised to take advantage of superior device performance (PM, in this case), which is evident with the HDD results. However, for SATA SSD (0.52GB/s bandwidth), its performance is similar to that of PM (0.58GB/s). Thus, using PM should bring only a small improvement if any, meaning that, for example, for YCSB-A and YCSB-F, the write intensive ones in Figure 5, we should see comparable or slightly better performance for DM-WC compared to Ext4. However, we observe that DM-WC performs worse than Ext4. This is because of the second reason for performance degradation, that is, management overhead. DM-WC goes through an elaborate sequence of calls within (omitting the details, it goes through eight or so function calls). This incurs considerable overhead of around 35 microseconds of which the majority is overhead for indexing. This is pure overhead and is compounded as more writes are issued. Thus, write intensive workloads YCSB-A and YCSB-F are taking the blow. These results are evidence of the need for light management mechanisms such as that we propose. Finally, with the NVMe SSD, Ext4 performs better because the SSD has higher bandwidth (2.7GB/s vs 0.58GB/s). However, the added capacity does help DM-WC for some workloads.

### 6 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented First Responder (FR), a means to exploit the beneficial features of PM. While FR shares the goal of all PM based file systems in exploiting the performance benefits of PM as a storage device, its approach is unique in that it allows the use of existing modern file systems. Conceptually, FR is much like a buffer cache, but we showed that much more is involved as consistency had to be maintained under failure while providing light management. Built at the VFS layer, while the rest of the I/O stack, including the specific file system layer, remained largely unchanged, FR was able to provide immediate response to users from this layer. In experimental evaluations with the Intel DC PMM, we showed, with the FIO synthetic workload, FR, when used in cache form, can outperform Ext4 by more than 9×, while providing durable in-order file system semantics. Using the Filebench and YCSB benchmarks, we also showed that FR, when used as part of a typical file system, performs comparably with the default Ext4, Ext4 with DM-WriteCache, NOVA, and DAX, while also providing durable in-order semantics.
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Abstract

We evaluate a new processing-in-memory (PIM) architecture from UPMEM that was built and deployed in an off-the-shelf server. Systems designed to perform computing in or near memory have been proposed for decades to overcome the proverbial memory wall, yet most never made it past blueprints or simulations. When the hardware is actually built and integrated into a fully functioning system, it must address realistic constraints that may be overlooked in a simulation. Evaluating a real implementation can reveal valuable insights. Our experiments on five commonly used applications highlight the main strength of this architecture: computing capability and the internal memory bandwidth scale with memory size. This property helps some applications defy the von-Neumann bottleneck, while for others, architectural limitations stand in the way of reaching the hardware potential. Our analysis explains why.

1 Introduction

The memory wall has plagued computer systems for decades. Also known as the von Neumann bottleneck, it occurs in systems where the CPU is connected to the main memory via a limited channel, constraining the bandwidth and stretching the latency of data accesses. For decades, computer scientists have pursued the ideas of in-memory and near-memory computing, aiming to bring computation closer to data. Yet most of the proposed hardware never made it past simulation or proprietary prototypes, so some questions about this technology could not be answered. When we obtained early access to soon-to-be commercially available DRAM with general-purpose processing capabilities, we recognized a unique opportunity to better understand its limitations when integrated into existing systems. Most solutions proposed in the past required specialized hardware that was incompatible in some way with currently deployed systems \cite{2,3,9,14,16}. The hardware we evaluate was designed specifically to be used as a drop-in replacement for conventional DRAM, which has imposed some limitations that are not present in many of the simulated architectures.

UPMEM’s DRAM DIMMs include general-purpose processors, called DRAM Processing Units (DPU) \cite{5}. Each 64MB slice of DRAM has a dedicated DPU, so computing resources scale with the size of memory. Playing to the strengths of this hardware, we ported five applications that require high memory bandwidth and whose computational needs increase with the size of the data. We observed that, indeed, application throughput scaled with data size, but scaling was not always the best that this hardware could achieve. The main reasons were the difficulty of accessing data located inside DPU-equipped DRAM from a host CPU without making a copy, the limited processing power of the DPs, and the granularity at which the DPs are controlled.

The main contribution of our work is understanding the limitations of PIM when it is integrated into off-the-shelf systems. We approach it via a case study of a particular implementation. We are not aware of any similar hardware that we could access, so a comparison to other architectures was outside the scope of this work. Although a comparison to other accelerators was not our goal either, we did compare with GPUs where it helped deepen our analysis.

2 Architecture

Many PIM architectures were proposed in the past \cite{2,3,6-8,10,12,21,27,28,30,32}, ranging from logic gates embedded in each memory cell up to massive arrays of parallel processors that are located close to the memory. They all share the goals of overcoming the limitations of memory bandwidth but differ vastly in design. Nguyen et al. \cite{22} introduce a classification system for various designs based on the distance of the compute units from the memory. We study specific hardware from the COMPUTE-OUT-MEMORY-NEAR (COM-N) model. This model includes compute logic that is located outside of the memory arrays but inside the memory package (same or different silicon die). This is sometimes called CIM (compute-in-memory) but is more widely known...
as PIM (processing-in-memory). After our study was concluded, Samsung announced the production of similar PIM hardware (called FIMDRAM) that also falls into the COM-N model [15]. While we could not perform an in-depth comparison, some similarities are apparent from the published design. These common design points are likely to appear in new designs as well and the lessons we learned from studying UPMEM-hardware will be generally applicable to this class of PIM.

**Organization** In the architecture we study, DRAM is organized into ranks (two ranks per DIMM), and each rank contains eight memory chips. Each DRAM chip includes eight Memory Processing Units (DPUs). Each DPU is coupled with a 64MB slice of DRAM. There are 64 DPUs per rank and 128 DPUs per 8GB memory DIMM. Since the DPUs and DRAM are built on the same silicon die, introducing the DPUs comes at the cost of some DRAM capacity. With this design, the sum of DPUs and DRAM is limited by the silicon area on the die and the process density (number of transistors per unit area). Our experimental system has 36GB of DPU DRAM and 576 DPUs.

**DPU Capabilities** A DPU is a simple general-purpose processor. UPMEM’s design only supports integer operations (no floating-point hardware). Each DPU has exclusive access to its slice of DRAM over a private bus. The more total DRAM there is, the more DPUs there are. In other words, we get an additional unit of computation, and an additional bus, with each additional unit of memory – computing capacity and intra-DIMM bandwidth scale with the size of memory. Figure 1 shows a schematic view of a single DPU and its periphery. Before a DPU can compute on the data, it must copy it from DRAM to a 64KB private SRAM buffer, called the working memory. The copy is performed with an explicit, blocking DMA instruction. The DMA engine can copy up to 2KB in a single operation but the copy time increases linearly with the size. To hide DMA latency, each DPU has 24 hardware threads, called tasklets, that can be scheduled for execution simultaneously. Because it is an interleaved multi-threading (IMT) design [31], only one tasklet can advance at each cycle. When a tasklet is blocked on a DMA operation, other tasklets can still make progress.

**DPU Speed** Processing capabilities of DPUs are well below that of a common host CPU. DPUs have a simple, inorder design, and are clocked at anywhere from 266MHz (in our experimental system), to 500MHz (projected in commercial offerings). This was necessary to fit within the power envelope of commodity systems.

**DPU communication** In DRAM there are no communication channels between individual slices of memory dedicated to DPUs. Thus, DPUs cannot share data, other than by copying it via the host. Communication between DPUs on different chips would require additional pins in the package which would change the form factor from standard DRAM. Creating a communication bus between DPUs on the same chip is theoretically possible, but severely restricted by the number of available metal layers. Therefore, we cannot expect any PIM designs in the COM-N model to have any DPU-to-DPU communication until these problems can be solved. This constraint implies that programs running on DPUs must shard data across DPUs ahead of the execution and use algorithms that don’t require data sharing.

**Interleaving** At the chip level, interleaving dictates the ordering of bytes as they are written into DRAM. In the DIMMs in our test system, each DRAM chip connects to the DDR4 bus by an 8-bit interface. 8 chips together form the 64-bit wide bus. When a 64-byte cache line is committed to memory, the data is interleaved across DRAM chips at byte granularity, the first byte going into chip 0, the second byte into chip 1, etc. So when the write is done, the first chip receives bytes 0, 8, 16, ..., 56. Interleaving at this level is used to hide read and write latency by activating multiple chips simultaneously. Interleaving is transparent to the host since the data is reordered appropriately in both directions (i.e., during reads and writes). But a DPU, which can only access data in its own slice, only sees what is written to that particular chip (i.e., every nth byte of the data). This property makes it difficult to access the data by the host CPU and the DPU in the same location. Unless a program running on the DPU can be modified to operate on non-contiguous data, we must make a separate copy, transposing it in the process, so that each DPU receives a contiguous portion of the data.

**Transposition** UPMEM’s SDK counteracts the interleaving by transposing the data. While the cost of the transposition is small (the current SDK provides an efficient implementation that uses SIMD extensions), the cost of data copy, which requires going over the DRAM bus, is not. For applications that can place their dataset into the DPU memory and compute on it using only DPUs, the one-time cost of the copy can be negligible, but for applications where the data is short-lived or both the DPU and host CPU must access it, frequent copying will stress the memory channel – the very bottleneck this architecture aims to avoid.

**Control granularity** Accessing multiple chips in each bus cycle also means it is natural to schedule DPUs across those chips as a group. With the current SDK implementation, a
full rank must be scheduled as a single unit. We can only send a command to an entire rank of DPUs and cannot launch a DPU or read its memory while another DPU in the same rank is executing. Similarly, the host cannot access any memory in a rank if any DPU in that rank is executing. In practice, this results in treating DPU-equipped memory as an accelerator, rather than part of main RAM. The host typically keeps programs and data in the “normal” DRAM (i.e., host DRAM), copies data for processing into the DPU DRAM, and copies back the results. Finer-grained execution groups will likely improve the performance of algorithms that “stream” data such as grep.

3 Evaluation

3.1 Workloads

Considering DPU architecture properties we chose programs that need more computational resources with the increasing data size, that could be easily parallelized and where data sharing is minimal.

The SDK for the DPU architecture includes a C compiler and libraries with functions to load and launch DPUs, copy and transpose the data, etc. While we could write the code in a familiar language, the main challenges had to do with memory management (as the DPU needs to copy data from DRAM into the working memory prior to processing it), and with efficiently controlling ranks of DPUs.

Snappy Snappy is a light-weight compression algorithm designed to process data faster than other algorithms, such as gzip, but at the cost of a lower compression ratio [11]. Snappy divides the original file into blocks of a fixed size (typically 64KB) and compresses each block individually. The original implementation is designed for sequential (i.e., single-threaded) processing. The file format concatenates compressed blocks head to tail, without any separation marker. The result is that to decompress block n, the program must first decompress blocks 0 .. n−1. To enable parallelism, we changed the compressed file format by prepending each block with its compressed size. This small change enables the host program to quickly locate the start of each compressed block without having to decompress the previous blocks. We also modified the header by adding the decompressed block size. That enables us to experiment with different block sizes. Snappy is bandwidth-intensive because of the small amount of processing, especially during decompression. The majority of the time is spent copying literal strings or previously decoded strings.

Hyperdimensional computing Hyperdimensional Computing (HDC) [13] is used in artificial intelligence to model the behaviour of large numbers of neurons. It relies on vectors with high dimensionality (at least 10,000 dimensions), called hypervectors, to classify data and find patterns. Our HDC application performs classification of raw electromyography (EMG) signals into specific hand gestures [25]. We built upon a prior reference implementation [20]. The classification works by computing the Hamming distance between a previously encoded input hypervector and previously trained vectors. Our implementation distributes the raw signal data among DPUs, which then encode it into hypervectors and perform the classification.

AES Encryption The Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) is a symmetric-key algorithm designed to be highly secure and run efficiently on a variety of hardware. Our analysis focuses on AES-128, using the implementation by Rijmen, Bosselaers, and Barreto found in OpenSSL [26]. Encryption is an ideal problem; the data can be divided into small individual blocks, the algorithm can operate in parallel, and the data access pattern makes it simple to optimize DMA transfers. AES can be operated in a variety of modes. We use ECB (electronic code book) mode which ensures each block can be processed individually without dependencies on the other blocks.

JSON filtering JSON is a flexible and human-readable format for storing and exchanging data. Due to its ASCII representation, parsing is notoriously slow [17, 19, 29]. When analytics systems filter records in JSON, they parse each one and check the filter condition. Parsing is performed for all records, even for those not meeting the filter criteria. Instead, Sparser [24] showed that it is better to filter records before parsing them by running string comparisons over raw (unparsed) JSON. Raw filtering is highly parallel and memory-intensive [9], and hence promising for our study. We modified Sparser [23] to offload raw filtering to DPUs, while the host performs the rest of the parsing.

Grep Grep [1] is a command-line utility for searching plaintext for lines that match a regular expression. We implement a subset of grep, which searches only for exact text matches. Our design uses the DPUs in a work pool by preparing files in small batches, and starting the search as soon as enough DPUs are ready to perform the work.

To address the challenge of DPUs needing to be controlled in large groups we must balance the work across all DPUs in the rank. By balancing the workload, we minimize the difference in running time between the fastest DPU and slowest DPU, which minimizes the idle time in the rank while waiting for the slower DPUs. Preparing the work on the host consumes a significant portion of the time so it is more important to prepare the files quickly rather than efficiently packing them into DPUs. To fill the rank as evenly as possible within the time constraints, files are assigned to DPUs in a round-robin fashion in the order they appear in the input. We do not spend the time to sort the files by size, and even limit the number of files that can be processed by a single DPU to save time during preparation. A maximum of 256 files was determined empirically to have the best results.

Our baseline for performance comparison is a single host
since our focus is to understand when the DPU architecture overcomes the von Neumann bottleneck and when it does not.

### 3.2 Memory bandwidth scaling

In the DPU architecture, each additional slice of DRAM gets its own DPU along with the working memory and the DMA channel. Herein lies its main strength: scaling computing capacity and intra-DIMM bandwidth with the size of memory. To demonstrate, we ran a simple program where all DPUs iterate over the data in DRAM, copying every byte from their respective DRAM slices into the working memory. As shown in Fig. 2, the data processing bandwidth increases with the size of the data, reaching roughly 200GB/s for 36GB worth of DRAM (approximately 350MB/s per DPU). For a system with 128GB of DRAM and DPUs clocked at 500MHz (which is the target for commercial release) the aggregate bandwidth attained by all DPUs would reach 2TB/s.

![Figure 2: Memory bandwidth scales with memory capacity.](image)

For applications whose compute and bandwidth needs grow with the size of the data, scaling of compute and bandwidth resources with memory has a direct and positive impact on performance. E.g., Fig. 3 shows the throughput of *Snappy compression* as the file size (and the number of DPUs sharing the work) increase. We use the optimal number of DPUs for each file size – i.e., using more DPUs yields no additional speedup. The input data resides in host DRAM; the experiment copies the data to DPU DRAM, allocates and launches the DPUs to run compression, and copies the compressed data back to host DRAM. As the file size grows so does the throughput – a direct result of compute capacity and internal bandwidth scaling with additional memory.

![Figure 3: Snappy compression throughput](image)

Breaking down the runtime, we observe that the execution time on DPUs (*Run* in Fig. 4) remains roughly the same even as we increase the file size, because more DPUs are doing the work. Again, this is the effect of scaling compute resources with data size. The DPU execution time does increase for 512MB and 1GB file sizes, because as we reach the limits of our experimental hardware, each DPU gets more data to process. The non-scalable components of runtime in Fig. 4, *Copy In, Copy Out* and *Setup*, are discussed in §3.3.

A final experiment illustrating the strength of scaling involves a comparison with the GPU\(^1\), an accelerator that shares similarities with DPUs (massive parallelism, high memory bandwidth), but does not have the property of scaling computational resources with memory. Fig. 5 shows the throughput relative to a host CPU (same as in the DPU experiments) of *snappy compression* as the file size grows. Contrary to the DPU architecture, the GPU scaling is flat and the throughput does not surpass that of the host CPU by more than 5×. This coincides with the internal memory bandwidth of the GPU, which is approximately 5× higher than that of the CPU.

Where each DPU has a dedicated working memory and a DMA channel, all GPU cores within an SM (streaming multi-processor) share an L1 cache. This data-intensive workload with a random access pattern caused thrashing in the small 64KB L1 cache. Memory fetching became the bottleneck and as a result, we obtained the best performance by launching kernels consisting of a single thread per compute block (and hence one thread per SM) to reduce contention for the cache. The input file fit in the GPU memory, so there were no fetches.

\(^1\)Our host machine is a commodity server with an Intel(R)Xeon(R) Silver 4110 CPU @ 2.10GHz with 64GB of conventional DDR4 DRAM.

\[^2\]We used an RTX 2070 GPU with 8GB of GDDR6 and 448GB/s global memory bandwidth. There are 36 SMs, with 64 CUDA cores per SM, clocked at 1.4GHz. There is a 64KB L1 cache per SM, and 4MB L2 cache shared by all SMs.
over the PCIe bus once processing started. In other words, the GPU fell victim to a variant of the von Neumann bottleneck. In workloads where memory bandwidth is not the main limitation, DPUs will not reach the throughput of a GPU due to their less powerful execution engine – a limitation we discuss in §3.4.

3.3 Data copy

As we discussed in §2, the need for de-interleaving (transposing) data for DPUs means that it is difficult to avoid making copies when data needs to be accessed by both DPUs and host CPUs. For applications where DPUs can be used exclusively, the data can be copied to DPU memory just once and reside there for the rest of the runtime, making copy overhead negligible. In programs where data is ephemeral or must be accessed by both the host CPU and DPUs, frequent copying will be subject to memory channel limitations – the very von Neumann bottleneck PIM aims to address.

The compression runtime breakdown presented in the previous section (Fig. 4) illustrates this point. The DPU execution time remains roughly constant as data size increases, because each DPU has a dedicated DMA channel to its DRAM slice. In contrast, the time to copy input data to DPU memory and copy the output back increases with the file size and is limited by the DRAM channel.

Setup overhead in compression does not scale, because dividing up the work requires sequential parsing of the input file. This is a property of the workload and implementation, and not fundamental to the architecture. Copy overhead, on the other hand, is fundamental to the system and is the reason why the compression throughput in Fig 3 grows sublinearly with the increasing number of DPUs.

HDC is less affected by the copy-in overhead than Snappy and has negligible copy-out cost due to the small dataset. Overall, copying takes about 10% of the total runtime, and thus HDC enjoys better scaling, as shown in Figure 6. HDC and other AI applications, where DPUs can repeatedly perform inference on long-lived data that remains in DPU memory are therefore well-positioned to circumvent the memory channel bottleneck.

3.4 DPU Speed

Encryption provides an excellent illustration of a scenario when DPU processing power becomes a limitation. Figure 7 shows encryption throughput (bytes per second) relative to a single host CPU as the amount of data increases. We show a separate curve for each number of DPUs, to emphasize that processing power matters. Both Snappy and HDC required fewer DPUs for smaller datasets and more DPUs for larger data sets, but compute-hungry encryption relishes the highest number of DPUs we can muster, no matter the data size. Further, the far superior performance on the host with AES-NI [4] acceleration confirms that general-purpose DPUs cannot compete with specialized instruction sets.

Another example where DPU processing power was less impressive compared to other available accelerators was snappy decompression (figures omitted for brevity). On the DPU, this workload performed very similarly to compression. On the GPU, in contrast with compression, L1 cache was not the bottleneck: decompression works with smaller input block sizes and is largely write-intensive. As a result, the GPU showed similar scaling trends as on the DPU and outperformed the host CPU by up to 24×, while DPUs’ advantage was at most 8×.

3.5 Communication and control granularity

Compliance with the DDR interface and software limitations in the current SDK makes it inefficient to control DPUs one at a time: as long as a single DPU in the rank is busy, all
others are inaccessible. This means that the program must decide how it will divide the data between DPUs in a rank and launch them all at once. While this is a trivial decision for embarrassingly parallel workloads, other workloads might under-utilize the hardware as a result. The fact that DPUs cannot communicate and steal work from one another makes matters worse. Our experience with *grep* demonstrates these challenges.

Figure 8 shows the throughput relative to a single host CPU of *grep* executed on the 875MB Linux source tree for the varying number of ranks. The throughput gain relative to the host is modest, and there is no advantage from using more than two ranks (128 DPUs). The reason is that it is very difficult to distribute the work evenly between DPUs ahead of the launch. Input source files vary in size and even organizing them into equally-sized buckets per DPU does not guarantee that the processing time on all DPUs will remain similar. As a result, *grep* used the hardware inefficiently: the ratio of execution times on the fastest and slowest DPUs was $116 \times$, indicating the presence of stragglers that held up the entire rank. In contrast, *JSON filtering*, a workload very similar to *grep* but where dividing the work evenly was easy, enjoyed the fastest/slowest execution ratio of 1 (no stragglers) and similar scaling properties as the rest of the workloads (figure omitted for brevity).

### 3.6 System cost

We conclude with the analysis of system cost, showing that for applications with high bandwidth requirements, a system that uses DPU memory is cheaper than the one without it.

With a memory-bound workload, increasing the number of processors without increasing the memory bandwidth does not improve performance by a significant amount [3, 18, 33]; we need a CPU with a high number of memory channels that can supply the cores with data and avoid starvation. CPUs are designed with a wide range of cores but do not include additional memory channels for a higher number of cores. Therefore, we must use more sockets and faster memory to scale up the memory bandwidth in a CPU-only system. Table 1 shows an estimated price comparison of system configurations with the maximum possible memory bandwidth with off-the-shelf Intel systems (1.6TB/s) assuming Snappy compression as the representative workload. We use the nominal price of $60 for an 8GB DIMM and $300 for an 8GB PIM module [5]. The costs shown include CPU, memory and PIM (where applicable). We assume DDR4-2400 (19.2 GB/s) with a Xeon 4110 ($500) for all configurations except the last, which uses DDR-3200 (25.6 GB/s – 33% more bandwidth) and a Xeon 8380 ($8100). With our conservative estimations, a CPU-only system is less expensive for applications below 500GB/s. However when scaling up, a CPU-only configuration is approximately $3.8 \times$ more expensive to attain the same Snappy compression throughput.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DRAM</th>
<th>PIM</th>
<th>Snappy throughput</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Cost per MB/s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>48GB</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>512MB/s</td>
<td>$860</td>
<td>$1.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48GB</td>
<td>32GB</td>
<td>512MB/s</td>
<td>$2160</td>
<td>$4.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: System cost per MB/s for Snappy compression.

### 4 Conclusion

Memory-bound applications are limited by the conventional memory hierarchy, and adding more CPUs does not improve performance substantially. We have shown several real-world applications that can be accelerated by PIM by scaling memory bandwidth with compute resources. PIM shares many attributes (such as massive parallelism) with other accelerators but the distribution of processing units inside the memory gives it a unique advantage in certain cases. The architecture we evaluated has some limitations that prevent exploiting the full capabilities of the hardware, which remain as challenges for future designs. Costly data transfers which must be performed in order to share data between the host CPU and PIM memory adds significant overhead to processing time but can be mitigated by reusing data in-place. Despite the limitations, we find that PIM can be effective when applied to the correct class of problems by scaling the processing power with the size of the dataset.
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Abstract
Implementing the filesystem in user space reduces development complexity [28, 30] and decreases dependency on the underlying OS platform. Implementing the filesystem at the user level as opposed to inside the OS kernel, however, has traditionally meant lower performance [11, 17, 22]. This performance overhead is increasingly limiting with high performance storage devices based on new persistent memory technology (e.g. 3D XPoint [13]) and advanced networking techniques (e.g. RDMA [14]). User space file systems have also been associated with poor reliability, availability and serviceability (RAS) characteristics [26]. As a result, there is a tendency to consider user space filesystems as prototypes and proof-of-concepts. In this paper, we systematically analyze the concerns with deploying user space filesystem to provide production file storage services. We present XFUSE, a filesystem in user space framework that addresses the performance and RAS concerns, and that enables file storage services to be effectively deployed at the user level. Our performance analysis indicates that XFUSE enables filesystem requests made through standard kernel interfaces to be processed at the user level with latency in the 4 microseconds range, and offers throughput exceeding 8 GB/s.

1 Introduction
User space code is generally easier to develop and maintain than kernel code. Thus filesystems with advanced functionality tend to be developed as user space filesystems (e.g. [3, 5, 24, 31, 32]). However, because filesystems are traditionally incorporated into the OS kernel, applications have been largely developed using standard kernel filesystem interfaces. This means that user space filesystems will incur additional performance overhead from passing messages between the kernel and the user space filesystem [11, 17, 22]. This overhead is especially limiting with the use of high performance storage devices and networking that routinely offer latency in the microseconds range and throughput of several GB/s [13, 14].

The use of user level networking [16, 18] and I/O helps to reduce the overall impact of crossing into user space to reach the filesystem but the performance hit is still significant. In particular, metadata operations such as stat and other operations that benefit from filesystem caching may be fast in kernel mode filesystems, but will be slower in user space filesystems due to additional communication cost between the operating system kernel and user space file systems [22].

Moreover, ensuring reliability, availability and serviceability (RAS) for user space filesystems has additional complexity because the rest of the system may continue to operate when the filesystem is down. For example, if a user space filesystem aborts, the application using the filesystem may continue to execute and wait for its requests to be completed. This partial failure possibility requires additional handling but it also provides a basis for the user space filesystem to be upgraded without disrupting the application. Such non-disruptive upgrade facilitates the deployment of new releases in production environments. There has been some previous work [26] on supporting restartable user space filesystems. However, the prior work requires significant kernel changes and do not support advanced filesystem features such as direct I/O and multi-threading.

Workloads are increasingly executed on the cloud in virtual machines (VMs) and sandboxed containers [4, 8, 12] to enable efficient resource utilization and increase agility. Cloud service providers can offer additional storage services to their customers through a storage client such as a filesystem gateway to object storage, optimized NAS client, etc. For the aforementioned reasons, it is advantageous to implement this storage client in user space. Furthermore, if the storage client can be deployed outside of the customer VMs and in the VM host, cloud service providers will be able to clearly separate the storage client from the user VM and independently manage the client as part of the storage service. There has been some recent work in this area. For example, virtio-fs [9] builds upon FUSE to allow VMs to access a host filesystem directory.

In this paper, we focus on enabling the deployment of pro-
duction storage services using user space filesystems. We evaluate prior approaches to understand what remains to be done to make this a reality. We propose XFUSE, a software framework patterned after FUSE [7] that addresses the performance and RAS concerns generally associated with user space filesystems. We believe that the improvements that XFUSE provides over FUSE can be applied to FUSE-based approaches such as virtio-fs [9] to better support running the user space filesystem in the VM host as opposed to inside the VMs that are running user applications.

Our contributions include:

- Systematically analyze the path a kernel filesystem request takes from being issued by an application to being handled by a user space filesystem and have the results communicated back to the application.
- Design and implement an optimized framework for user space filesystem that is backward compatible with FUSE and that takes advantage of the growing number of cores available on modern systems to achieve low latency and high throughput for fast storage devices.
- Demonstrate that such a framework enables kernel filesystem requests to be processed in user space with latency in the 4 microseconds range and throughput exceeding 8 GB/s.
- Extend the framework to provide features such as support for online upgrade and crash recovery that are critical for deploying user level filesystems in production.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we survey related work. In Section 3, we introduce the design and implementation of XFUSE. In Section 4, we evaluate XFUSE performance. Section 5 concludes this paper.

2 Background and Related Work

FUSE is a widely adopted framework to support a filesystem in user space [7]. Figure 1 shows its high-level architecture. FUSE consists of a Linux kernel module and a user space library that is linked to a user space filesystem daemon process. Conceptually, the FUSE kernel module consists of two parts: filesystem handler which is the code that processes filesystem operations including the code that invokes VFS, and device handler which interacts with the user space filesystem via a special device, /dev/fuse.

The filesystem handler and device handler run in different process contexts. The former runs in the context of the application process while the latter runs in the filesystem daemon process context. Communication between the two parts is coordinated through kernel events and incurs context switch cost. More specifically, there is a context switch when an application process sends a filesystem request to the filesystem daemon process, and there is another context switch when the filesystem daemon process responds to the application’s request. Therefore each filesystem operation submitted by the application incurs at least two context switches with FUSE.

In addition, FUSE has a single pending request queue from which threads of a filesystem daemon process pick up incoming requests for processing. Under load, this global queue becomes a source of contention.

There has been a large body of work on analyzing and improving the performance of FUSE (e.g. [11, 17, 22, 30]). ExtFUSE [11], for instance, extends FUSE so that a filesystem in user space can register a piece of simple code in the OS kernel to handle selected filesystem operations without incuring a context switch. There have also been alternatives to FUSE. For example, AVFS [1] uses the environment variable LD_PRELOAD [15, 21] to intercept libc POSIX API entry and invoke filesystem operations without context switch.

More recently, ZUFS [10] has been proposed as an alternate framework for user space filesystem that eliminates one data copy by having the kernel module copy data directly from the source to the destination. ZUFS and XFUSE share many of the same performance goals. We attempted to evaluate ZUFS but encountered issues. Our queries, as well as those from others, on the ZUFS project page on GitHub went unanswered. It appears that ZUFS is no longer maintained.

There has also been work on implementing the filesystem as an embeddable library running in user space (e.g. NVFUSE [6]) and on providing the filesystem as a separate user space process that communicates with each application through a private communication channel (FSP [19]). These approaches require applications to be rebuilt. They also bypass the VFS layer which provides important functionality such as as permission checking, file sharing coordination and buffer management.

The idea of transparently restarting the filesystem upon failure is explored in [25] and a specific framework that provides support for restartable user space filesystems is proposed in [26]. This framework, however, requires significant kernel
changes and does not support advanced filesystem features such as direct I/O and multi-threading [26]. The shadow driver concept proposed in [27] inspired us to keep track of incoming requests and eventually led to the crash restart algorithm proposed in this paper.

There has been a lot of recent interest in enabling VMs (and sandboxed containers [4, 8, 12]) to share a host directory. In particular, virtio-fs [9] builds upon FUSE to allow a VM to access files on the host. It provides a direct access (DAX) mode whereby data in the host page cache can be mapped into a VM and then accessed directly from within the VM. For non-DAX mode operations, virtio-fs is essentially FUSE with virtio [23] as the channel between the filesystem and device handlers. From this perspective, we believe that the improvements XFUSE provides over FUSE should be applicable to virtio-fs as well.

3 XFUSE

XFUSE is designed to achieve low latency and high throughput for fast storage devices, and scale with the increasingly large number of CPU cores available in today’s systems. Besides supporting user space filesystems in general, XFUSE is specifically designed for deploying the following types of filesystems:

- Filesystems that use high speed storage devices such as those based on persistent memory technology. To effectively leverage the very low read and write latency (microseconds range) that these devices offer, software overhead must not dominate.

- Filesystems that use SSDs and distributed storage systems based on high performance network technology such as RDMA. Such storage systems can deliver low I/O latency (on the order of 100 microseconds) and high throughput (several GB/s).

- Filesystems that are used in a production environment where availability of service is critical and disruption of users should be kept to a minimum. In particular, recoverable faults and maintenance activities such as filesystem upgrade should not materially impact service to the user.

XFUSE has been widely adopted to deploy user space filesystem. Thus XFUSE is designed to be backward compatible with FUSE. To end users, an XFUSE mount is almost identical to a FUSE mount. To filesystem developers, XFUSE supports the FUSE API and extends it to enable additional functionality such as support for online upgrade and crash restart. Just as with FUSE, XFUSE consists of a kernel module, xfuse.ko, and a library, libxfuse.a, that needs to be linked into the filesystem daemon.

3.1 Performance

![Figure 2: Busy-Event Wait.](image)

3.1.1 Adaptive Waiting

XFUSE is patterned after FUSE [7] and has a similar architecture. Figure 1 can be used to describe the XFUSE architecture as well. From the figure, a FUSE request flows from the user application to the filesystem daemon process through the filesystem handler and the device handler. After the filesystem has processed the request, it sends a response in the reverse direction through the device handler and the filesystem handler. FUSE uses kernel events to coordinate the flow between the filesystem and device handlers. The latency for a FUSE request thus includes the time required by the filesystem daemon to handle the request and the time for two event waits - one by the device handler to obtain an incoming request and the second by the request handler to obtain the response from the filesystem daemon.

A kernel event notification takes on the order of a few microseconds to be delivered. For requests that can be handled quickly by the filesystem, the overhead of two event waits is very costly. For example, the latency of filesystem metadata requests that operate on in-memory data is dominated by the two event waits. The event waits also mask the low-latency benefit provided by high performance storage devices such as those based on persistent memory technology.
To avoid this overhead, XFUSE introduces an initial period of busy waiting or busy polling to the event wait. This wait scheme is depicted in Figure 2. If the condition being sought by a process is satisfied during the busy waiting period, the process continues without incurring the cost of an event wait. However, if the condition being sought is not met within the busy-wait period, the scheme falls back to regular event wait. We term this scheme busy-event wait.

With XFUSE, the device handler running in a filesystem daemon thread checks for new requests in a busy loop for a short period of time. If a pending request arrives during this busy waiting period, it is found and handled immediately by the daemon thread. If no new request arrives within the short period of time, the thread falls back to waiting on an event that is signalled whenever a request is submitted. The device handler sends a reply back to the filesystem handler in the same manner. If the filesystem daemon can handle a request fast enough, the filesystem handler may still be busy waiting when the reply becomes available. In this case, the end-to-end latency as observed by the application process can be as low as 3-4 microseconds.

The effectiveness of busy waiting has some dependence on whether the application threads and filesystem daemon threads are running on the same or different CPUs. We evaluate this factor in Section 4.1.2. In setting the busy-wait period, there is a tradeoff between request latency and CPU utilization which affects throughput. The busy-wait period should be set based on the performance characteristics of the filesystem and the underlying storage system. Later in Section 4.1.1, we evaluate this parameter and find that a busy-wait period on the order of 10 microseconds achieves a good balance for systems based on persistent memory technology as well as those based on SSD.

To further reduce CPU consumption and potentially increase throughput, we can dynamically adjust the busy-wait period based on the latency observed in the system. In particular, if the actual time required to service a request exceeds the busy-wait period, attempting to busy wait is futile and only wastes CPU resources. We thus experimented with a simple scheme that dynamically disables busy waiting whenever the last observed latency exceeds the busy-wait period by more than the net overhead of event wait, and reenables it whenever the last observed latency falls below this threshold. We refer to this scheme as adaptive busy-event wait. Results reported in Section 4.1.1 show that adaptive busy-event wait is very effective at avoiding unnecessary busy waiting, thereby increasing throughput.

### 3.1.2 Increased Parallelism

With the growing number of cores available on modern systems, increasing the number of requests that can be processed in parallel is the key to increasing throughput. XFUSE enables multiple filesystem daemon threads to work on different requests in parallel, and supports the asynchronous processing model to enable each thread to handle multiple concurrent requests.

More specifically, XFUSE provides multiple communication channels between the filesystem handler and device handler. Each channel has two queues. One is the free queue containing request slots that can be used for new requests. The other is the processing queue containing requests that are inflight. The filesystem handler selects a channel for an incoming request using a channel selection policy. At the other end of each channel is a filesystem daemon thread waiting for new requests. There can be multiple requests in the processing queue per daemon thread. XFUSE also ensures that threads working on different channels do not have lock contention between them. The number of channels and the number of request slots per channel determine the maximum concurrency that XFUSE can deliver to the filesystem daemon.

In order to make effective use of the multiple channels and associated filesystem daemon threads that XFUSE supports, thread placement and channel selection policies are important considerations. We discuss and evaluate these policies later in Sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3.

In contrast, FUSE uses a single request queue to hold incoming requests. When there are many concurrent accesses, the single request queue may become a source of contention and limit the throughput that FUSE can achieve. As we shall see later in Section 4, XFUSE is able to drive much higher throughput than FUSE through increased parallelism.

### 3.2 RAS

#### 3.2.1 Online Upgrade

Scheduling service downtime to perform an upgrade is very disruptive in production settings. By operating outside of the kernel, a user space filesystem can potentially be upgraded without disrupting the application. Such a non-disruptive or online upgrade capability will ease the introduction of new features and big fixes, and facilitate the deployment of user space filesystems in production environments.

When a filesystem daemon terminates, all the file descriptors to the special device /dev/fuse are closed. This leads the kernel to unmount the filesystem automatically. In order to keep the kernel from unmounting the filesystem during an upgrade of the filesystem daemon, XFUSE provides a monitor service to hold all the XFUSE device file descriptors while the old filesystem daemon exits and a new daemon executing the upgraded software takes over to serve running applications.

XFUSE includes a library, libxfuse to facilitate the interaction between the filesystem daemon and the XFUSE monitor service. Libxfuse extends the FUSE libfuse library with new functionalities and APIs that allow user space filesystems built with it to support online upgrade.

Figure 3 illustrates the XFUSE-assisted filesystem online
upgrade workflow. Figure 4 shows the XFUSE state transitions in both filesystem daemons during the upgrade process. The numbered actions in the two figures match. Certain details, such as error handling, are omitted to reduce clutter.

1. The upgrade workflow starts with an operation to update the filesystem software package. In Figure 3, this operation is triggered through a CLI (command line interface) command to install the new software package.

2. After installation, a filesystem daemon process running the new software is started. This filesystem daemon initializes its XFUSE stack with parameters to interact with the XFUSE monitor service, and provides libxfuse with a number of callback functions. The usage of those callbacks is depicted in Figure 4.

3. Upon starting, libxfuse connects to the XFUSE monitor service on behalf of the filesystem daemon and fetches all the file handles to the XFUSE device. As discussed earlier, having the monitor service create and hold XFUSE device handles ensures that the filesystem service can remain online to applications during the upgrade.

4. When a filesystem daemon is running, it maintains a communication channel with the XFUSE monitor service. Through this channel, the monitor service notifies the current filesystem daemon that it is being upgraded.

5. Libxfuse in the current filesystem daemon stops fetching new requests from the kernel. However, XFUSE device read operations issued moments earlier may still be returning from the kernel. The filesystem may also be replying to just-processed requests. Libxfuse waits for all pending requests to drain.

6. The filesystem continues processing requests. When libxfuse is certain that there are no more inflight requests, it notifies the filesystem to save its transient state. As an optimization, libxfuse can notify the filesystem earlier in Step 4 to start preparing for an upgrade so as to reduce the time needed to save the transient state after incoming requests are paused.

7. Libxfuse notifies the XFUSE monitor service on behalf of the current filesystem daemon that it is paused and that its transient state has been saved. The saved state includes open file handles, file locks and all other runtime data necessary for a new filesystem daemon to take over and continue serving running applications.

8. The XFUSE monitor service notifies the new filesystem daemon that the saved state is ready to be loaded.

9. Libxfuse in the new filesystem daemon calls back into the filesystem to load the saved state and prepare to handle incoming requests.

10. The new filesystem daemon starts to fetch requests from the kernel. Past this point, the previous filesystem daemon exits. The online upgrade has been successfully completed.

We have implemented a user space filesystem with the ability to save and restore its transient state, and integrated it with XFUSE to enable us to upgrade the filesystem software with minimal user impact. The filesystem and XFUSE components are deployed and serving production workloads. In Figure 5, we plot the performance as observed by the fio benchmark [2] operating against the filesystem as the filesystem is upgraded. At 34 seconds into the plot, the upgrade is initiated. This triggers a series of steps to verify and install the new software package. A filesystem daemon process running the new software is then started. Throughout this time, the current filesystem daemon continues to serve I/O requests. At 55 seconds into the plot, the current filesystem daemon is asked to stop processing incoming requests. By 57 seconds into the plot, the current filesystem daemon has completed all
pending requests and saved all of its transient state. The new filesystem daemon loads the saved transient state and starts to serve incoming requests. At this point, the old filesystem has served its purpose and terminates itself. There is a ramp up in performance as the new filesystem establishes its cache.

### 3.2.2 Crash Restart

The online upgrade process forms the basis for supporting crash restart of the filesystem daemon process. Just as for online upgrade, in order to support crash restart, the filesystem must be able to remember its transient state and reinstate it via the new filesystem daemon instance. After the new instance is up and has restored the previous state, it can start to replay any pending requests. The kernel module does not know the exact point at which the filesystem daemon process crashed and restarted. It simply resends all the pending requests that it has already sent to the previous instance and for which it has not received the response.

The new filesystem daemon instance, however, cannot simply re-process all the requests because filesystem requests are not idempotent. For example, suppose a user successfully removes a file \( P \). If the file removal operation were to be applied again, it would fail because the file \( P \) no longer exists.

To handle crash restart in the face of such non-idempotent requests, the filesystem daemon saves information about recent requests in a request-response table. This table records the response for requests that have already been processed by the filesystem daemon. For each incoming request, the filesystem daemon replies with the saved response if the request is recorded in the table. Otherwise it processes the requests normally. To uniquely identify a request, the kernel module assigns a request ID, which encodes a consecutive sequence ID, to each incoming request. To ensure that IDs are assigned consecutively, the filesystem daemon needs to persist the largest request ID it has processed. After a restart, the new daemon instance passes this value as a mount flag to the kernel.

The size of the request-response table is bounded by the number of requests that may be in flight. Conceptually, the XFUSE kernel module keeps a queue of the requests that it has received the response for. When sending the next request, it dequeues a completed request and sends its request ID along with the new request. The filesystem daemon uses the completed request ID to prune its request-response table. In practice, the tracking of completed requests and their responses is done on a per channel basis to avoid introducing points of contention in this process. Each channel only needs to keep track of up to queue depth number of recent requests.

### 4 Performance Evaluation

To evaluate the performance characteristics of XFUSE, we first use a controlled environment to explore the different aspects of XFUSE individually. The goal of this analysis is to systematically understand how these aspects are affected by policy choices and tuning parameters, and to project the performance that can potentially be achieved by a filesystem daemon that is optimized for XFUSE. We then measure actual system performance on real systems when the filesystem requests are looped through XFUSE and FUSE, and compare the results with directly accessing kernel-mode EXT4 [20].

#### 4.1 Parametric Analysis

In this section, we use the experimental setup depicted in Figure 6. The setup is designed to provide a controlled environment where various aspects of XFUSE can be isolated and the associated parameters can be tuned systematically. Because existing user space filesystems have not been optimized beyond what FUSE can drive, this setup also serves to project the kind of performance that XFUSE can potentially achieve with a user space filesystem that is optimized for it. The setup consists of a reader composed of multiple reader threads each synchronously reading 4 KB of data from a random location in a large file. These read requests are sent via XFUSE to TimingFS, a simple filesystem daemon that emulates the timing characteristics of persistent memory and SSD.

TimingFS supports only readdir, getattr and read operations. Readdir and getattr operations are supported only to the extent necessary for a filesystem to be mounted and a file within the filesystem to be opened for read. The main purpose of TimingFS is to respond to read requests of the opened file. In
the persistent memory mode, TimingFS handles the file read requests by immediately copying the requested amount of data from the specified location in a memory pool standing in as the file. In the results, this case is denoted as PMEM-like. In the SSD mode, TimingFS enqueues the read request and a worker thread handles the enqueued request after a delay of 100us. This case is denoted as SSD-like in the results. We use a file size of 1 GB to ensure that the memory footprint exceeds the L1 and L2 processor caches as is typically the case for I/O requests because of the amount of data involved. For 4 KB requests, ensuring that the data does not reside solely in the processor caches adds about 1 us to the read latency.

All the experiments in this analysis were performed using dedicated servers running Linux 4.19.91 on the Alibaba Cloud. Each server has dual Intel(R) Xeon(R) Platinum 8163 CPUs operating at 2.50GHz for a total of 48 physical cores. We restricted the experiments in this section to using the first 24 physical cores.

4.1.1 Waiting Strategy

Figure 7 summarizes the effect of introducing an initial period of busy waiting to event wait. Note that with a busy-wait period of 0, busy-event wait degenerates into event wait. Observe that adding on the order of 10 us of busy waiting is very effective at lowering latency and increasing throughput for PMEM-like storage. On the other hand, adding busy waiting is not effective for SSD-like storage. In fact it degrades performance significantly for SSD-like storage, and the degradation increases with the busy-wait period. This is because the service time with SSD-like storage exceeds the busy-wait period so that the busy waiting is wasted and only serves to drive up CPU utilization which affected the throughput.

We next investigate enabling busy waiting only when it is beneficial. The basic idea is that if the current wait is going to be longer than the busy-wait period, we should skip the busy waiting and go straight to event waiting. We use a simple method of predicting the current wait time based on the observed latency of the last completed wait. Now, the last wait could have been completed by an event notification so a conservative threshold for enabling busy waiting is that the last observed latency is within the busy-wait period plus the net overhead of event wait. In other words, we disable busy waiting when the last observed latency exceeds the busy-wait period by more than the net overhead of event wait and reenable it when the last observed latency falls below this threshold. From Figure 9, the latency achieved with busy
waiting can reach just under 4 us while that with event waiting is around 9 us, suggesting that the net event overhead is about 5 us in our experimental setup.

As shown in Figure 8, with such an adaptive busy-event wait scheme, the latency becomes relatively insensitive to the busy-wait period because futile busy waiting is avoided. With adaptive busy-event wait, a busy-wait period in the 10 us range works well for both the PMEM-like and SSD-like configurations. Observe further that throughput is increased beyond event-wait even though the service time with SSD-like storage far exceeds the busy-poll periods under consideration. Recall that there are two waits in the system. One is by the device handler to obtain an incoming request and the second is by the request handler to obtain a response from the filesystem daemon process. For SSD-like storage, the device handler running in the filesystem daemon thread to pick up incoming requests benefits from the busy waiting when under load. Thus adaptive busy-event wait offers a performance benefit even for relatively slow SSD-like storage.

4.1.2 Thread Placement

The overhead of busy waiting and event waiting depends on whether the application threads and filesystem daemon threads are executing on the same CPU. If the application thread and corresponding filesystem daemon thread run on different CPUs and use busy waiting to send messages to each other, the number of context switches will be greatly reduced. On the other hand, if the two threads are scheduled on the same CPU, context switches between the 2 threads are needed to accept the request and receive the response. Furthermore, the scheduler typically implements a per CPU run queue so that local CPU event notification is likely to be delivered faster. There are also cache locality considerations when it comes to scheduling the application threads and filesystem daemon threads, but our evaluation shows that this effect is secondary.

In Figure 9, we investigate the effect of thread placement on performance by controlling the CPU on which each application and filesystem daemon thread runs, and the mapping of requests to channels. Specifically, we affine each application thread to a CPU and map each request to a channel based on the CPU ID of the application thread issuing the request. On the filesystem daemon side, we consider two cases - one where the thread listening on a channel is affined to the same CPU as the application thread whose requests are mapped to that channel (denoted same CPU), and the second where the listening thread is affined to a different CPU (denoted cross CPU). Observe that for PMEM-like storage, cross CPU busy waiting offers the lowest latency of just under 4 us, outperforming same CPU busy waiting by between 3-5 us. On the other hand, same CPU event waiting significantly outperforms cross CPU event waiting. In the SSD-like case, the long service time with SSD-like storage means that busy waiting does not improve latency. Thus for SSD-like storage, the lowest latency is obtained by scheduling the application threads and corresponding filesystem daemon threads on the same CPU.

In some production environments such as those where large server farms are used to provide a specific set of services to many customers, the thread placement on each server can be controlled as we have done in these experiments. When PMEM-like storage is used in these types of environments, the application and corresponding filesystem daemon threads should be placed on different CPUs and adaptive busy-event wait should be used so as to achieve a significant improvement in latency. For SSD-like storage, the application and corresponding filesystem daemon threads should be placed...
on the same CPU. In this case, adaptive busy-event wait does not improve performance but does not hurt either.

4.1.3 Channel Selection

In other environments where thread placement cannot be explicitly managed, the performance achieved depends on how the scheduler maps the application and filesystem daemon threads to CPUs, and on how the requests are mapped to the channels. In Figure 10, we evaluate various channel selection policies when the thread placement is left entirely up to the scheduler.

The best strategy in this case is to evenly distribute requests across the channels so that multiple filesystem daemon threads can be brought to bear on handling the requests. There is one caveat in that if the policy keeps switching to an idle channel, it will render busy waiting ineffective. In the figure, RR denotes the round robin channel selection policy. In the PMEM-like case where busy waiting can be effective, RR performs worse than other policies because it keeps rotating to a channel where the corresponding filesystem daemon thread is no longer busy waiting. In order to leverage busy waiting, the channel selection policy needs to have a bias towards a specific channel.

We also evaluate using the CPU ID, thread ID and thread start time to map requests to channels. Depending on where the scheduler places the application threads, using the CPU ID to select channels may result in a very skewed channel distribution. Thread start time may also collide and result in a less than balanced distribution. We find that using thread ID is much more stable in terms of yielding an even distribution because the thread ID is at least unique. To further avoid the risk of a skewed distribution, we can use hashing techniques on the thread ID to avoid colliding on the same channel. The HASH selection algorithm uses 3 hash functions to identify candidate channels and selects the channel with the shortest queue. In the case of a tie, it always selects the first candidate channel to avoid defeating busy waiting. HASH consistently avoids skewed distribution.

4.1.4 Performance Potential

XFUSE is designed to provide an efficient conduit between the kernel file system interface and a user space filesystem daemon. The performance that it can deliver ultimately depends on the capability of the user space filesystem. Here, we use our simple filesystem daemon, TimingFS, to project the best-case performance that XFUSE can achieve with a user space filesystem that is optimized for it. We configure XFUSE based on the analysis results discussed above. Specifically, we use adaptive busy-event wait with a busy-wait period of 10 us and an event overhead of 5 us. We also set up XFUSE with 24 channels and corresponding TimingFS threads, one for each of the physical cores that are used for the experiments.

Figure 11 presents the results. Notice that in the PMEM-like configuration, XFUSE is able to achieve latency in the 4 us range and throughput exceeding 8 GB/s. FUSE, on the other hand, has a latency of 10 us and throughput of less than 2 GB/s. Across both PMEM-like and SSD-like configurations, XFUSE significantly outperforms FUSE both in terms of latency and throughput. The improvement is especially dramatic for the PMEM-like configuration because the storage is so fast that even small overheads become hugely significant.

4.2 System-Level Performance

In this section, we use system-level benchmark workloads to evaluate the performance potential of XFUSE. The experi-
mental setup is depicted in Figure 12. The setup is designed foremost to provide a common basis for comparing XFUSE with FUSE and regular kernel-mode EXT4, and errs on the side of being conservative for XFUSE. Specifically, in this setup, XFUSE and FUSE rely on StackFS [30] to route calls back to kernel-mode EXT4. StackFS is a simple stackable passthrough filesystem originally developed to evaluate FUSE performance. StackFS has not been reworked to take advantage of the low-latency and high parallelism that XFUSE can deliver.

As discussed in [30], existing techniques such as the kernel page cache and FUSE’s readahead are effective at masking the performance of user space filesystems in several types of workload. In this section, we present results focusing on those cases where FUSE has a significant gap with kernel-mode EXT4, namely the Filebench random read, file create and webserver workloads, as previously defined and made public [29, 30]. We ran these workloads as is and without specifying CPU affinity.

We performed the measurements using dedicated servers running Linux 4.19.91 on the Alibaba Cloud. The FUSE version used is 3.6.1. Each server has 48 physical cores (dual Intel(R) Xeon(R) Platinum 8163 CPUs operating at 2.50GHz) and 768GB of memory. All the experiments in this section were limited to using the first 24 physical cores and 256 GB of memory. The remaining 512 GB of memory was allocated as a RAM disk. We configured XFUSE based on the analysis results presented in the previous section, meaning that we used adaptive busy-event wait with a busy-wait period of 10 us and an event overhead of 5 us. We also set up XFUSE with 24 channels and corresponding StackFS threads, one for each of the physical cores.

The first config uses the RAM disk as the storage device. This config is meant to illustrate the potential performance achievable when using XFUSE to access a user mode persistent memory based filesystem. We refer to this setup as RAMDisk. In the second config, we use the fastest cloud disk available. The average latency for a 4 KB read is about 115 us...
on this disk. Based on its provisioned size, the throughput for this disk is capped at 80K IOPS. We refer to this setup as FastDisk. In the third config, we use the slowest cloud disk available. The average 4 KB read latency is about 250 us for this disk and it is limited to 5K IOPS. We refer to this setup as SlowDisk.

Figure 13 summarizes the performance results for the Random-Read and Web-Server workloads. With RAMDisk, kernel-mode EXT4 outperforms FUSE by a large margin across the 2 workloads. XFUSE closes the gap significantly both in terms of latency and throughput. For Random-Read, latency with XFUSE comes in at 9 us versus 28 us with FUSE. Throughput with XFUSE exceeds 874K ops/s while FUSE can only achieve 285K ops/s. This represents a 3x improvement. The improvement is similarly large for the Web-Server workload. The gap with kernel-mode EXT4 is still significant as expected because the XFUSE results are obtained by looping requests to user space and back into kernel-mode EXT4. We expect the gap to be reduced with an actual filesystem daemon running in user space that is optimized for XFUSE.

Observe that as the storage is slower, the gap between kernel-mode EXT4 and FUSE shrinks as does the benefit of XFUSE over FUSE. With SlowDisk, there is virtually no performance difference between XFUSE and FUSE. This is to be expected because when the storage is slower, the performance is bottlenecked more by the storage than by the conduit to user space. For FastDisk, which is the storage that performance-critical workloads are most likely to be using, XFUSE offers significant benefit over FUSE. For example, for the Web-Server workload, latency with XFUSE is 425 us versus 466 us with FUSE, and throughput is 125K ops/s versus 86K ops/s with FUSE. Note that the throughput of FastDisk is capped at 80K IOPs based on its provisioned size. For the Random-Read workload, XFUSE is able to deliver the full throughput of FastDisk, matching the throughput achieved by kernel-mode EXT4.

The results for the File-Create workload are summarized in Figure 14. To reduce clutter, the results for FastDisk are not presented. XFUSE outperforms FUSE for both FastDisk and RAMDisk, but not by as large a margin as in the case of the Random-Read and Web-Server workloads. For the File-Create workload, the throughput with kernel-mode EXT4 is several times higher than that with either FUSE or XFUSE. The File-Create workload creates millions of small files and each create requires several calls into StackFS to perform getattr and pathname lookups. StackFS in turn dynamically allocates memory and uses internal global locks and states to translate the requests it receives back to POSIX calls to the underlying EXT4. These roundtrips between the kernel and StackFS as well as the implementation of StackFS restrict the performance of File-Create with FUSE and XFUSE. Notice further from the figure that the File-Create workload does not scale in performance beyond 4 threads on kernel-mode EXT4. This limits the benefit that XFUSE can provide over

Figure 13: Performance of Random-Read and Web-Server Workloads.
FUSE because the increased parallelism that XFUSE provides cannot be brought to bear on this workload with EXT4 as the backing filesystem.

The results underscore the point that XFUSE is designed to provide an efficient conduit between the kernel filesystem interface and a user space filesystem. The performance that it can achieve depends ultimately on the capability of the user space filesystem. Our measurements indicate that even with an existing FUSE-targeted StackFS, XFUSE offers significant performance improvement over FUSE. We anticipate that the improvement will be even more pronounced with user space filesystems that are designed to take advantage of the low latency and high parallelism that XFUSE can deliver.

5 Conclusion

This paper presents XFUSE, a user space filesystem framework that addresses the performance and RAS concerns generally associated with user space filesystems. XFUSE is backward compatible with FUSE and takes advantage of the growing number of cores available on modern systems to achieve low latency and high throughput for fast storage devices. XFUSE can enable filesystem requests made through standard kernel interfaces to be processed at the user level with latency in the 4 microseconds range, and offers throughput exceeding 8 GB/s. XFUSE also provide features such as support for online upgrade and crash recovery that are critical for deploying user level filesystems in production.
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Abstract

The bandwidth of flash storage has been surging in recent years. Employing multicores to fully unleash its abundant bandwidth becomes a necessary step towards building high performance storage systems. This paper presents the design and implementation of Max, a multicore-friendly log-structured file system (LFS) for flash storage. With three main techniques, Max systematically improves the scalability of LFS while retaining the flash-friendly design. First, we propose a new reader-writer semaphore to scale the user I/Os with negligible impact on the internal operations of LFS. Second, we introduce file cell to scale the access to in-memory index and cache while delivering concurrency- and flash-friendly on-disk layout. Third, to fully exploit the flash parallelism, we advance the single log design with runtime-independent log partitions, and delay the ordering and consistency guarantees to crash recovery. We implement Max based on the F2FS in the Linux kernel. Evaluations show that Max significantly improves scalability, and achieves an order of magnitude higher throughput than existing Linux file systems.

1 Introduction

The bandwidth of solid-state drives (SSDs) has been quickly increasing over the past decade [23, 24, 55]. To unleash full throughput potentials from such improvement, efficiently utilizing multicores to handle concurrent I/Os becomes a must. Currently, Non-Volatile Memory Express (NVMe) protocol [9] and multi-queue block layer [13] have already laid a multicore-friendly foundation at the driver layer. Additionally, in the upper software stack, great efforts have been made to increase the scalability [29, 38, 40, 43, 50, 56].

Nonetheless, an important question is still left unanswered: whether the log-structured file systems (LFS) atop the flash-based SSDs adapt well to the scaling of cores. LFS, initially introduced in Sprite LFS [52], builds on a simple idea: organizing the address space as an append-only log. This design essentially converts random writes into sequential ones, which not only aligns with the I/O preference of legacy hard disk drive (HDD), but also is a common practice of file system for flash storage [35, 37, 49]. First, due to the intrinsic NAND idiosyncrasies, the sequential performance of most flash SSDs is still significantly higher than the random performance [24–28, 53, 54]. Second, the zoned namespace (ZNS), an optimized interface for flash SSDs, is available in NVMe spec and under increasing promotion [4, 6, 12, 58]. ZNS favors log-structured writes, and existing LFSes (e.g., F2FS [37]) can directly run atop it. Therefore, LFS is a promising architecture for flash SSD, and understanding its performance in the multicore context yields great significance.

Hence, we start this paper with a study on file systems (esp. LFS) throughput under concurrent and independent I/Os (§2). By increasing the number of CPU cores, we observe that most file systems scale relatively well on traditional storage devices (i.e., HDD and SATA SSDs). Surprisingly, the performance of file systems atop the modern NVMe SSDs suffers greatly from scaling. Most notably in F2FS, an LFS optimized for NVMe SSD, the performance peaks at only 18 cores, and a further scaling to 72 cores causes throughput drop by nearly 30%. The I/O utilization of F2FS on NVMe SSD is only 20%.

Through profiling, we conclude that the unscalable data structures of the file system cost a considerable amount of CPU cycles and thus bottleneck the performance. The root cause of the inefficiency comes from a legacy choice: using shared data structures to aggregate file operations and I/Os for high performance. Such philosophy essentially trades CPU cycles for high device I/O utilization. However, for NVMe SSD, this trade-off breaks as the CPU cycles are no longer negligible for high performance drives.

While many research have been conducted to understand and improve such inefficiency [29, 48, 56], they mostly focus on journaling file systems (e.g., Ext4 [44]) and therefore can not directly be applied to LFS due to different designs. For instance, LFS uses a checkpoint mechanism instead of journaling for persistence and consistency, thereby unable to use techniques such as parallel journaling for scalability [29, 56]. Hence, we first analyze the root causes inside the LFS.

Here, we decompose the LFS internals from top to bottom into three levels, the Concurrency Control (CC) level, the In-Memory Data Structure (IMDS) level and Space Allocation (SA) level, as shown in Table 1. We find that the lock con-
Figure 1: Scalability problem evaluation. We make two major observations: (1) On slow hard disk drive and SATA SSD, most file systems scale well, and the storage device is almost saturated. (2) In contrast, on high performance NVMe SSD, the performance of almost all file systems starts to drop after 18 cores, and the device is underutilized. HDD: Seagate ST1000NX0313; SATA SSD: Samsung 850 Pro; NVMe SSD: Intel DC P3700. Described in §2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lock type</th>
<th>Concurrency Control (CC)</th>
<th>In-Memory Data Structure (IMDS)</th>
<th>Lock level</th>
<th>Mutual exclusion lock</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shared mode</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(e.g., write)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exclusive mode</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(e.g., global operations)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Current practices of the file system sharing.

In this paper, we introduce the following three design principles to reduce the lock contentions of each level, and further scale the multicore performance of LFS for flash storage (§3).

- In CC level, parallelizing the external I/O requests (e.g., read and write syscalls) while keeping the internal operations (e.g., LFS checkpoint) efficient.
- In IMDS level, scaling the IMDS access while delivering flash- and concurrency-friendly on-disk format for concurrent persistence functions (e.g., fssync).
- In SA level, parallelizing persistence functions while delegating (some) ordering and consistency to crash recovery.

We implement these ideas in Max (§4), a multicore accelerated file system for high performance flash storage, with a set of modifications of F2FS. Max replaces a global reader-writer semaphore (rwsem) of F2FS with a tailored rwsem (§4.1), reorganizes the IMDS (§4.2) and on-disk layout (§4.3) and slightly changes the crash recovery procedure (§4.4). During the development of Max, we surprisingly find some optimizations of F2FS restrict the multicore performance. We describe our solutions to maintain these optimizations while offering better scalability (§4.5). In a nutshell, Max restructures F2FS, enabling independent I/Os to concurrently enter the file system, concurrently access the IMDS and concurrently reach the persistent storage. We further study Max’s performance (§5). Under a wide variety of micro- and macro-benchmarks, we show that Max achieves up to an order of magnitude higher throughput than existing Linux file systems. Further, evaluation against memory-backed tmpfs [51] indicates that, for certain file operations (e.g., appending blocks to private files), the performance of Max almost reaches the upper bound of VFS (virtual file system).

In summary, we provide three major contributions.

- We perform a study on the multicore scalability of LFS and demonstrate that the lock contentions from different levels are the major culprits.
- We propose Max removes unnecessary sharing of different levels by using a novel reader-writer semaphore, a new in-memory data structure abstraction and log partitions.
- Our evaluations show that Max outperforms existing Linux file systems by up to an order magnitude. For some file operations, Max comes close to the upper bound of VFS.

2 Background and Motivation

2.1 Understanding the Performance

We start with measuring the throughput of 5 file system setups (XFS [18], Ext4 [44], SpanFS [29], F2FS [37] and ideal) on three types of storage devices (HDD, SATA SSD and NVMe SSD). In the ideal setup, we partition the drive and run an independent F2FS on each partition. This enables each parallel process to execute in its dedicated file system without software level contention. As fdisk [2] only allows at most 56 partitions, we do not include performances of ideal setup beyond that. §5 further describes other details of the testbed.

In the experiment, we attach each core with one process and scale the number of cores from 1 to 72 (i.e., X axis in Figure 1). Each process runs for 60 seconds, and executes the following operations. First, the process creates a file in its own directory. Then the process issues 4 KB writes, invokes the fsync on each file and then deletes the file.

Figure 1 plots the results. First, we observe that existing file systems scale poorly on NVMe SSDs. For HDD and slower SATA SSD, the performance of many file systems (e.g., F2FS and XFS) is close to that of the ideal setup. For NVMe SSDs, the throughput of existing file systems is far from ideal. Instead of benefiting from the scalability, most file
The concurrency control among independent writes and the scalability bottlenecks of F2FS. Table 2: The scalability bottlenecks of F2FS. write(): overwriting blocks of private files, create()/unlink(): creating/deleting files in private directories, fsync(): invoking fsync on private files. Described in §2.2.

For write, we can see that more than half (50.98%) of CPU cycles are used on grabbing locks for accessing the file system. Exclusive-mode lock only allows exclusive access and thus yields expensive overhead due to serialization. Yet, global operations (i.e., checkpoint) are invoked by OS-wide sync syscall or periodically (e.g., 30s), which is usually less frequent, and hence do not significantly influence the throughput. The shared-mode lock, on the other hand, permits concurrent accesses, but its counter is shared among cores. As concurrent writes (i.e., shared-mode lock) are prevalent, the cache coherence on the lock counter value can be increasingly severe with the scaling, resulting in a considerable slowdown. Serialization at IMDS level. After entering the file system through CC level, the process needs to access and update IMDS (i.e., the in-memory indexing and data cache). Typically, LFS tends to split IMDS into different regions (e.g., inode table, inode and data) based on functionality. F2FS manages each region via a radix tree, and uses a reader-writer lock on each tree for correct concurrent execution. As shown in Table 1, for file modification operations, such as create and unlink, they require an exclusive-mode lock as they may alter the indexing. Unlike CC level, writers can be quite popular at IMDS level. With an increasing amount of concurrent writers, serialization in accessing the three radix trees becomes severe and further leads to performance drop. From Table 2, we can see that lock operations at IMDS level are the most expensive ones with 9.89% and 37.34% in total respectively, for both create and unlink.

Serialization at SA level. Finally, to persist the data blocks in a crash safe manner, the process needs to allocate space and submit the I/O requests in the correct order. LFS typically

Table 2: The scalability bottlenecks of F2FS. write(): overwriting blocks of private files, create()/unlink(): creating/deleting files in private directories, fsync(): invoking fsync on private files. Described in §2.2.
uses only one logical space allocator to avoid overlapping allocation (i.e., concurrent writes on the same address). The space allocator uses mutually-exclusive locks for granting access. In this case, concurrent writes converge on the allocator, and wait to be scheduled in a serialized fashion before being sent to the device, which limits the overall throughput.

F2FS extends the single log schema into multi-head logging for data temperature separation. Specifically, for inode and data region, F2FS statically defines up to 3 types of temperature and employs multiple logs (6 log heads in total) on disk, each mapped to each temperature. However, from Table 2, lock contention at SA level can consume nearly half (i.e., 46.83%) of CPU cycles.

This is because the intrinsic dependencies among the temperature logs serialize the data persistence. In particular, for the crash consistency of F2FS, the data blocks must be durable before inode blocks and the file inode must be durable before the directory data blocks. As a result, in face of a fsync, these logs are almost processed serially although F2FS has multiple logs. Hence, the multi-head logging design of F2FS has little effect on scaling the I/O throughput.

3 Max Design Principle

To exploit the benefits of multicore architecture and modern NVMe SSD, we formulate the following Max design principles and describe the intuition behind them.

**Principle 1:** In the CC level, using OS scheduler-assisted consensus to efficiently coordinate the external I/O requests (e.g., user writes) and internal operations (e.g., LFS checkpoint).

LFS coordinates writes and checkpoint using traditional reader-writer lock. Recall that our study in §2.2 shows that the major overhead at CC level comes from cache coherence on the shared lock counter. Thus, a straightforward solution can be setting a local reader lock counter for each core, like scalable locks with per-core reader counters [41, 42]. A writer, to guarantee exclusive access, can simply block all further readers, and then either aggressively query the per-core counters or await until all on-going readers finish (i.e., all counters reduced to zero). While this naïve solution successfully minimizes the cache coherence among readers, the writer may either cause excessive overhead by aggressive querying or high latency due to the lazy waiting. For instance, the inter-processor interrupt-based aggressive query [42] is likely to interfere the latency-critical tasks on other cores, e.g., increasing the user-visible latency of read syscall. The lazy waiting approach [41] may experience periodic OS scheduling interval (e.g., 1-10 ms) and further increase the checkpoint latency. The millisecond-scale latency may be tolerable for HDD and SATA SSD, but is unacceptable for NVMe SSDS with ten to hundreds of microsecond latency.

On the other hand, an outstanding advantage of the kernel FSes is that they run on the OS control plane. This has not been exploited to assist concurrency control of LFS. For example, to guarantee process fairness, the process in the kernel mode frequently invokes the OS scheduler for scheduling. A typical case is the exit of FS syscall, implying the end of I/O.

Max uses a new reader-writer semaphore namely Reader Pass-through Semaphore (RPS) for concurrency control. The RPS uses per-core counters to reduce cache coherence overhead, and introduces scheduler-assisted consensus to coordinate the external and internal operations with less overhead.

**Principle 2:** In the IMDS level, the IMDSes are partitioned by the file inode ID for concurrent file-level in-memory indexing and caching. Further, the IMDSes of the same file are repacked to avoid page-level (e.g., 4 KB) false sharing, so as to facilitate the concurrent file-level persistence functions.

Earlier in §2.2 we showed that serialization of accessing indexing trees at IMDS level is expensive. A feasible way to accommodate concurrent writers is to split the trees into multiple ones, similar to the non-volatile main memory FS [57]. Partitioning the memory-based storage system is relatively flexible due to fine-grained access granularity (e.g., byte-scale) of the main memory. However, such a partition method can not be directly applied to block-based SSD FS due to different and coarse access granularity. Traditionally, the FS for block storage often stitches small-sized file metadata and file system metadata into a shared block, which introduces extra contention. Therefore, scaling the IMDS while delivering flash- and concurrency-friendly on-disk layout remains a challenge for Max.

In Max, we propose a new IMDS abstraction, file cell, to repack data and metadata to allow multiple indexing entities, thereby lowering the chance of serialization. Additionally, we realize SSD- and concurrency-friendly on-disk format for file cell by setting a dedicated page for each inode and stitching the small unaligned flushed as pages. In this way, Max can access the IMDS and write the buffered pages to the persistent storage with less contention.

**Principle 3:** In the SA level, the drive space is divided into multiple independent logs; independent file operations can allocate space and be distributed to minor logs concurrently. The ordering and consistency of dependent file operations among multiple logs are delegated to crash recovery.

Our study in §2.2 shows that having only one space allocator for each type of data can introduce considerable overhead for concurrent writers. Max addresses this issue by partitioning the log space, like other log-based storage systems [10, 57]. Log partitioning introduces challenges to maintain the concurrency and crash consistency over multiple minor logs (mlog).

For concurrency control, leveraging the file interfaces and semantics of FS, Max distributes complete file operations (not simply data blocks) to a mlog. In other words, when persisting files (e.g., fsync, or write a file with 0_SYNC flag), Max submits the data blocks that need to be persisted atomically to the same mlog. This avoids concurrency control over multiple mlogs and brings higher concurrency.
4 Max Implementation

We implemented Max by modifying F2FS. Figure 2 shows a side-by-side comparison between Max and F2FS.

4.1 Reader Pass-through Semaphore

Max replaces the traditional reader-writer semaphore of F2FS (i.e., cp_rwsem) with Reader Pass-through Semaphore (RPS). We use Figure 3 (referred by arrow numbers) and Algorithm 1 (referred by line numbers) to elaborate the RPS control flow.

Concurrent readers. RPS borrows the idea of per-core reader lock counter. With a private counter for each core, concurrent readers can independently increase or decrease the counter value without cache coherence from different cores (lines 1-8). The major overhead (i.e., 50.98% in Table 2) at the CC level is thus removed.

Exclusive writer. RPS introduces a “Scheduler Free Rides” mechanism to avoid high overhead and latency for exclusive-mode lock. The key idea is to leverage the CPU scheduler to efficiently check the counter value of each core. The original design goal of the CPU scheduler is to coordinate processes, which lets it frequently access the cores. Scheduling itself searches several queues, so adding RPS logic (i.e., check the reader counter) atop it costs extra little. Hence, the counter values of different cores are frequently retrieved with low overhead, thereby taking the free rides of the scheduler.

Specifically, the pending writer first locks wsem (i.e., Linux writer semaphore) on each core to block all further incoming readers and writers (line 15, arrows 1 and 4). The writer sets the per-core notification flags, and then goes to sleep and waits for all flags cleared (i.e., readers on all cores have left the critical section, lines 16-19). Next, the on-going readers continue as usual except the last reader on each core finishes by yielding the execution to the CPU scheduler (lines 9-10, arrow 2). The CPU scheduler then clears the per-core notification flag, which indicates that the on-going readers of that core are all finished. For cores with no on-going readers, the RPS utilizes the opportunity of kernel preemption to let the scheduler check the counter value and clear the notification flag (lines 27-28, arrow 5). With all notification flags cleared, the scheduler can then wake up the writer and let it start to execute (lines 18-19 and 29, arrow 8).

Corner cases. In our original RPS design, there are two corner cases: late preemption and task migration. First, in the “Scheduler Free Rides” mechanism, the scheduler relies on opportunities of kernel preemption to check the reader lock counter on zero-reader cores. While preemptions are usually frequent, a worst-case scenario can take up to 10 ms (i.e., tick
preemption interval) for the scheduler to check all counters. This delay is unbearable for high performance SSDs and can cause a long writer latency. To handle this, RPS sets the writer to wake up periodically. Then the writer actively invokes interprocessor interrupts to check reader counters of unfinished cores (lines 20-22, arrow 6). Note that the wake-up interval is configurable in RPS (100 us by default).

The second corner case is the task migration. In the multicore execution environment, a reader on one core can be migrated to another core (arrows 3, 7). Therefore, RPS sets up a global migration counter. Upon task migration, the RPS decreases the local counter of source core by one and also increases the global migration counter by one (lines 31-33). The migrated reader therefore decreases the local counter of source core by one and also increases the global migration counter instead of the local one when finishes (lines 11-12). Thus, the pending writer needs to wait until both local counters and the migration counter all decreased to zero before accessing (line 23, arrow 8).

4.2 File Cell

As shown in Figure 2, Max organizes the IMDSes using the file cells and indexes them by multiple trees. This subsection describes the indexing and the format of file cell in details.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm 1: RPS Pseudo-code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 def read_lock(rps):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 while rps.wsem != FREE do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 [ wait(rps.wsem == FREE) /* woken up by line 25 */;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 [ this_cpu_incr(rps.percore_reader);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 def read_unlock(rps):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 [ readers ← this_cpu_read(rps.percore_reader) ;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 if readers &gt; 0 then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 [ readers ← this_cpu_dec(rps.percore_reader);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 [ if rps.wsem &amp; FREE and readers == 0 then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 [ yield();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 else if readers == 0 then /* migration reader exists */</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 [ if atomic_dec(rps.migration_cnt) then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 [ [ woken up by line 13*/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 def write_lock(rps):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 [ lock(rps.wsem);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 [ for core ∈ get_online_cpu() do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 [ [ per_cpu_set(rps.noti_flag, core, 1);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 [ for core ∈ get_online_cpu() do /* wait for all flags cleared */</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 [ wait_timeout(per_cpu(rps.noti_flag, core) == 0, TIMEOUT);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 [ if timeout then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 [ [ cores_unfinished ← check_notification_flags();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 [ [ send_ipc(cores_unfinished);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 [ [ wait(atomic_read(rps.migration_cnt) == 0) /* woken up by line 13*/;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 def write_unlock(rps):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 [ unlock(rps.wsem);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 def schedule(core, task);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 [ if this_cpu(rps.percore_reader) == 0 then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 [ [ this_cpu_dec(rps.noti_flag, core, 0);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 [ [ wake_up_writer();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 def migrate_task(task, src, dst);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 [ /* Tasks holding RPS are off the src and dst CPU now, so it’s safe to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 [ [ per_cpu_dec(task.rps.migration_cnt) then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33 [ [ atomic_inc(task.rps.migration_cnt);</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

File Cell indexing. Each file cell encompasses the inode table entry, inode page 3, and data page of a single file. Max then divides the file cells into multiple groups and indexes each group using a radix tree. Max places each file cell to a tree by hashing the inode ID of the file (i.e., inode ID modulo the number of trees). Each radix tree accepts the inode ID as key and outputs associated file cell. Note that the number of indexing entities (i.e., radix trees) is configurable. Having more trees yields a lower chance of serialization but can also lead to high memory consumption. We set the number as half of the number of cores as we observe that setting more trees beyond that does not lead to better performance (see § 5.4 for details). Thus, Max lowers the chances of serialization as well as the number of indexes.

File Cell data format. Max uses a dedicated page for the inodes of each file. To reduce memory consumption, we use the following approach. If the unaligned data can fit in the inode page, Max appends that to the end of the inode page. If not, the inode owns the entire page. For example, consider a file with 6 KB data and a 256 B inode. Max sets two pages for that file cell. The first one is a 4 KB data page. The second one is the inode page that contains the 256 B inode plus the 2 KB unaligned data.

Unlike the journaling FS that inodes are placed in a pre-determined location, inodes of LFS are updated in an out-of-place manner, thereby forcing the inode table to be placed in a fixed on-disk location for indexing. Additionally, information similar to the inode table entries must be persisted simultaneously to locate the newest inode. However, the inode table entry is extremely small (e.g., 9 B). This brings challenges for LFSes to achieve high concurrency, low write amplification without breaking the fixed-location property.

Max realizes high concurrency and persistence of inode table entries using two representations. For in-memory representation, with the byte-addressability of DRAM, Max partitions the inode table, and distributes the inode table entries to each file cell. All operations, except checkpoint, access or modify the inode table entries inside the file cell only in the memory. Second, we reuse the classic representation (i.e., compacting different entries in pages) on disk to guarantee entries are always stored in the pre-determined locations. We rely on the periodical checkpoint to persist entries. Note that, in this design, updates on inode table entries since the most recent checkpoint can be lost in the face of a sudden crash. We further discuss how Max uses roll-forward recovery to reconstruct inode table entries in § 4.4.

4.3 Mlog

Max extends the multi-head logging of F2FS by splitting the larger log into minor logs (mlogs), as shown in Figure 2. Each mlog keeps the data and inode logs each with up to three

3In this paper, we use the commonly-used inode table entry and inode to refer the specific node address table (NAT) and node structure of F2FS.
temperatures as in F2FS. The number of mlogs is configurable. Ideally, the number of mlogs can be the same as the number of cores to achieve the highest concurrency. However, for small capacity drives, having too many mlogs makes it hard to accommodate large files due to limited capacity per mlog. We further evaluate and discuss how to choose the appropriate number of mlogs in §5.4.

Mlog cell. To support mlog, Max splits the allocation-related IMDSes, forming individual mlog cells. Following the design of F2FS, Max uses segment info table (SIT), validity bitmaps and free bitmaps for space allocation. Yet, different from F2FS, Max splits and co-locates the table with the two kinds of bitmaps in mlog cells, as shown in Figure 2.

The SIT maintains the validity of all blocks for the corresponding mlog. The free bitmap records the free 4 KB blocks. Upon data flushing (e.g., fsync), Max selects a mlog cell in a round-robin fashion and searches the free bitmap for free blocks. Then, Max sends the data to the corresponding mlog.

Garbage collection. Each mlog cell performs garbage collection (GC), i.e., victim selection and block identification and migration, independently. As GC performs at the granularity of the section (consecutive 2 MB segments), Max keeps the validity bitmaps to record both the dirty segments that need GC, and the valid blocks per segment in the section.

For each mlog cell, Max uses existing victim selection policies [32, 52] and the slack space recycle (SSR) [37] technique of F2FS; Max always performs GC for inode log and we explain this in §4.4 by Figure 5. Since the data/inode blocks can be spread across different mlogs, Max identifies not only the valid block in the mlog, but also the freshness of that block among all mlogs, by comparing the address of the block (in the mlog) with the newest address of the file data/inode; Max migrates only the valid and newest block. If a space allocation can not find enough space in all mlog cells (e.g., the used disk volume is higher than 95%), Max turns back to the single logging as in F2FS. While in this case, the SA level concurrency is sacrificed, Max avoids severe fragmentation.

4.4 Consistency

Concurrency Consistency. In traditional Linux file systems, the concurrency consistency is mostly handled by the Virtual File System. The actual file system only needs to lock on the target file(s). Therefore, with VFS remains intact, Max simply locks on the file cells of the target files to ensure correct execution order.

Crash Consistency. After a crash (e.g., power outage), Max recovers the state by the following two steps: (1) roll back to the latest consistent checkpoint; (2) perform roll-forward recovery on all mlogs.

Here, we use an example in Figure 4 to present the roll-forward of Max. First, for each mlog, starting from the latest checkpoint, Max rebuilds the inode log and forms lists of inode blocks (b.1). Next, Max merges the per-mlog inode list.

Figure 4: An example of Max’s crash recovery. lba: logical block address, for recovering space bitmap (s-bitmap); i: inode number, for recovering inode table (i-table); v: global version, for merging; p: parent’s inode number, for reconstructing the FS directory tree (d-tree). Described in §4.4.

(b) Crash recovery procedure.
Figure 5: Performing inode GC in SSR mode.

Recall that Max uses round-robin placement to writes. Therefore, outdated versions of an inode may still exist. For example in Figure 4(a), the file b is modified twice; create(A/b) is located in mlog2, and rename(A/b, B/b) is distributed to mlog1. Such different versions can bifurcate the merged inode list. To overcome this, Max embeds a global version number (v) inside the inode block during each flush, and uses it to identify the latest inode block during recovery (b.2) if needed. Finally, Max updates the inode table, the space bitmap and the directory tree with the merged inode list (b.3).

The inode list can also be affected by the GC policy. For example, using SSR, a state-of-the-art space allocation policy, can lead to an inode loop, causing consistency issues. Specifically, in Figure 5, the user deletes file a in directory A. Now, the inode of a is invalidated, and its parent inode A is updated (S1). Later when there are no more clean segments, Max switches to SSR mode and directly reuses the obsolete blocks (e.g., b of S3). In this case, an inode loop is formed, and a further inode update may bifurcate original inode list, resulting in updates loss (S5). In S5, the latest A is lost, and the deletion of a is lost as well. During next roll forward, the invalid a in mlog2 would be considered valid. Therefore, in SSR mode, Max still uses common GC for the inode log.

4.5 Other Important Implementations

This subsection describes how Max’s approach retains other aspects of the design of F2FS while improving concurrency. Extent cache. F2FS uses bitmaps to record the addresses of the data blocks for a file. A bitmap-based approach is efficient for lookups of a specific point in a file but unfriendly when scanning continuous ranges of addresses. Thus, F2FS uses
per_inode extent cache to speed up address lookup (esp. range lookup). However, the per_inode extent cache is indexed by a global radix tree (extent_tree_root) protected by a mutex (extent_tree_lock), similar to the single inode radix tree. Max splits the extent cache to each file cell for concurrent extent cache access.

**Inode table journal.** As we mentioned in §4.2, the inode table entry of F2FS is extremely compact (9 B). Directly updating the inode table entry to its original location is likely to incur many small I/Os, which is not friendly to performance and lifetime of flash storage. Therefore, F2FS employs an inode table journal in the spare space of the Meta region. To quickly find the dirty inode table entries that need to be journaled, F2FS uses a global linked list guarded by a spinlock (nat_list_lock). This introduces significant contention on the shared list when the number of threads is large. Max only links the inode table entries for each file cell group to alleviate the contention on the list. During checkpoint, Max scans the per-group linked list to generate the inode table journal.

**Resource counters.** Similar to many FSes, F2FS uses delayed allocation techniques to postpone resource allocation until the data blocks are finally sent to the persistent storage. F2FS uses many resource counters (e.g., total_valid_block_count) to pre-reserve FS resources for incoming I/Os. These counters are shared globally under the protection of a spinlock (stat_lock), and become scalability bottlenecks in the multicore environment. Actually, the FS only requires the approximate value of these counters, i.e., only needs to determine whether the incoming request fits in the FS. Hence, Max replaces these counters with scalable approximate counters (percpu_counter [33]).

These modifications made by Max do not change the write ordering, the consistent metadata format or crash recovery logic, and thus do not impact consistency.

## 5 Evaluation

We first evaluate Max against state-of-the-art Linux file systems on file operations (§5.1) and applications (§5.2). Then, we perform experiments of Max under high volume utilization (§5.3). Next, we study the performance contributions of individual design aspects of Max (§5.4). Finally, we examine the memory consumption by running Max (§5.5).

**Testbed.** The testbed is equipped with 4 Intel Xeon Gold 6140 CPU processors; each CPU has 18 physical cores (totally 72 cores) running at 2.30 GHz. The platform has 250 GB DRAM, but only 10% DRAM (i.e., 25 GB, the Linux default configuration) is used for page cache. The experiments in this section are performed on a flash-based Intel DC P3700 SSD, whose performance is presented in Table 3.

**File systems setups.** We compare Max with four Linux file systems (ext4 [44], SpanFS [29], XFS [18] and F2FS [37]) in Linux kernel version 4.19.11. Ext4 and XFS are popular journaling FSes used by many Linux distributions and storage backends. SpanFS is a recent scalable journaling FS built on Ext4. We set the number of the parallel journals of SpanFS to 72, the same as the number of physical cores. All tested FSes are mounted with default options. The numbers of file cell radix trees and mlog cells are set to 36 and 8 respectively. For upper bound comparison, we use an alternative Max-mem by disabling the fsysync and page cache writeback functions of Max to avoid duplicated copy.

**Workloads.** FxMark [48] is used to test multicore scalability. FxMark concurrently and repeatedly executes individual file operations or application processes. All tests last for at least 30 seconds and issue over 50 GB data.

### 5.1 Microbenchmark

#### 5.1.1 File Operations Evaluation

**Overwrite.** Figure 6a shows the results of DWOL workload of FxMark. Max achieves nearly 56× speedup at 72 cores for overwrite operations. Max outperforms F2FS and SpanFS (the second-best) by 35× and 2× at 72-cores respectively. The key contributing factor to Max’s overwriting performance is the RPS. Overwrite operations are performed in parallel by updating individual data pages and hence do not frequently trigger page cache flushes. Thus, the major overhead occurs at the CC level. While F2FS is bounded by the CC level reader cache coherence, Max achieves high concurrency with per-core counters in the RPS. SpanFS and XFS use multiple in-memory journal buffers, and thus serve concurrent overwrites in parallel. Nonetheless, the journaling process adds extra overhead compared to Max.

**Append write.** Figure 6b reports the results of DWAL workload of FxMark. We find that Max delivers the best performance, and achieves almost 2× the throughput of F2FS. The major contributing techniques here are the file cell and the mlog. As append writes quickly fill the page cache and trigger flushes, the I/O becomes the major bottleneck. Specifically, append writes require new data pages and new inode pages, resulting in insertions into the indexing trees. Such operations of the traditional FS incur frequent serialization at IMDS level. Max reorganizes the IMDS with file cells and uses multiple indexing trees. Hence, the chance of serialization becomes significantly lower. Moreover, at SA level, Max allocates space from individual mlog cells, and flushes new blocks to individual mlogs. In F2FS, the NVMe SSD is however underutilized due to the single sequential log allocation and access.

**File creation.** Figure 7a presents the results of MWCL workload of FxMark. We observe that, on file creation operations at 72 cores, Max achieves 2.8× higher performance than SpanFS (the second-best) and 18.6× higher than F2FS. File creations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Seq. Bandwidth</th>
<th>Rand. IOPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NVMe</td>
<td>Intel DC P3700 2TB</td>
<td>Read: 2800 MB/s</td>
<td>Read: 450K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Write: 1900 MB/s</td>
<td>Write: 175K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: SSD Specifications.
mainly consist of three steps: allocating file inode, growing directory data/inode blocks and writing back data/inode page. Max scales well in all steps. First, file inode allocation in Max includes the file cell allocation and insertion. Max employs a per-core inode ID allocator and multiple file cells radix trees, thereby avoiding contention on the inode and file cell allocations; multiple radix trees also lower the chance of serialization at insertion operations to the indexing. Second, directory data and inode block grow concurrently in all tested file systems without hurting the concurrency. Third, when dirty pages are evicted from the page cache, mlog cells of Max enable the threads to allocate space concurrently, and to distribute the dirty inode blocks to individual mlogs.

**File deletion.** Figure 7b shows results of MWUL workload of FxMark. Max achieves 11.5× and 6.1× performance at 72-cores against F2FS and SpanFS (the second-best) respectively. The reasons for Max’s good scalability on file deletion are similar to that of file creation. In Max, directory entries and inode pages are truncated independently in file cells. Also, mlog cells reclaim disk space in parallel. We observe that Max’s throughput declines since 54 cores. Further analysis suggests that the root cause is the page cache lock contention (i.e., i_wb_list) from VFS.

**Checkpoint.** We replace traditional rwsem in F2FS with several alternatives, and then collect the latencies when checkpointing variable-sized data. Figure 8a shows the results; we observe that prwlock [42] and RPS hardly affect the checkpoint latency. However, Linux percpu rwsem slows the checkpoint significantly, as its exclusive-mode lock requires RCU-based quiescence detection, where all cores have done a context switch and executed a full memory barrier.

**File read.** We co-run multiple foreground tasks, i.e., reading files (read), listing file attributes (stat), reading directories (readdir), which are conflict-free and pinned to cores, with a background task which triggers checkpoint periodically. We then re-run the above scenario without the background task and compare the results. We find that the foreground tasks are almost unaffected by percpu rwsem or RPS. However, we observe that the foreground tasks are susceptible to the inter-processor interrupts (IPIs) of prwlock. Figure 8(b) shows a performance decline: the 99.9th latency increases by up to 486%. The reason behind the long tail is that these read-dominant tasks mostly complete in a short time by hitting cache or accessing memory, which are easily affected by the forced context switch caused by IPIs.

**Comparison with SpanFS.** Through the aforementioned tests, we note that SpanFS scales well on single-file operations (i.e., overwrite, append write), but yields suboptimal performance on multiple-files operations (i.e., create, unlink). This is because of the global consistency maintenance across multiple journaling services. For instance, the newly created files can be distributed to a different journaling service from its parent, and the connection between the new file and its parent’s directory entry (dentry) must be established which is quite expensive. Max, due to the out-of-place update nature of LFS, can directly dispatch the newly created file along with the dentry to an arbitrary free mlog.

### 5.1.2 Max-mem Performance Evaluation

We use Max-mem to measure the performance improvement led by a sufficiently large bandwidth (i.e., using memory as backend). For comparison, we adopt tmpfs, a simple wrapper of VFS, as the theoretical upper bound [48]. Figure 9a reports...
the results of append write operations. The throughput of both Max and tmpfs scale linearly. The little gap is caused by the overhead of supporting block storage and pre-checking the availability of FS resources (e.g., the number of data blocks).

Figure 9b indicates that the throughput of file creations of Max-mem comes close to tmpfs. Max-mem does not continue to scale mainly due to the VFS-wide spinlock s_inode_list_lock that serializes new inode insertions into the s_inodes list. We also notice the huge gap between Max-mem and tmpfs at 18-core.Tmpfs only stores in-memory states. While in Max, the dentry and inode also contain information for on-disk states, such as the dentry hash table and data block indexes. This introduces significant costs for create operation. However, when the VFS-wide spinlock kicks in, the gap becomes much smaller.

### 5.2 Macrobenchmark

We use Filebench [46], Dbench-client [7], RocksDB [22] and Exim [1] from FxMark to evaluate Max’s scalability under applications workloads. Table 4 summarizes the characteristics of these workloads. The main rationale for choosing these four workloads is that they are both write- and I/O-intensive and can thus stress the multicore scalability.

**Varmail.** Varmail contains frequent metadata operations and fsysync. Figure 10a shows the results of Varmail. Max outperforms SpanFS by 2.9x and F2FS by 1.1x. For independent file operations, Max updates the in-memory file cells concurrently with 36 indexing groups. When fsysync is invoked, Max chooses a free mlog cell and persists the inode pages and data pages of the file cells. In contrast, F2FS uses only three shared radix trees and need to serialize concurrent threads for space allocation. Notably, SpanFS performs even worse than F2FS due to its inefficiency in handling the file creation and deletion followed by a fsysnc.

**Dbench-client.** Figure 10b shows the results of Dbench. Max performs best among all tested file system. F2FS stops to scale at 36 cores while Max continues to. This is because the Dbench-client performs a sequence of read, write, create, unlink, stat, rename and sync operations. For non-durable operations, such as write, create and unlink, Max delivers higher concurrency by executing operations inside each cell.

**Exim.** Exim focuses on small files creation and deletion. Here, we use the scalability-friendly version of Exim from the FxMark, where create and delete are performed almost in private directories. However, Figure 10c shows that only Max scale well in this modified version, outperforming F2FS by 6x. The reason for Max’s good scalability is the same as file creation and deletion in §5.1.1.

**RocksDB.** RocksDB introduces multi-threaded flush and compaction to boost performance. We use db_bench, which runs four client threads to put keys in a single RocksDB instance atop a native FS. Then, we increase flush and compaction threads up to 72 threads. Figure 10d shows the result. Max outperforms its peers. Note that the throughput of Max starts to decline after 18 cores. We assume this can be caused by the following three reasons. First, RocksDB frequently invokes durability functions and hence occupies a large fraction of the device bandwidth, lowering throughput of user requests. Second, scaling over 18 cores (maximum cores of a single CPU) incurs Non-Uniform Memory Access and PCI bus routing. This throttles IOPS due to the inefficiency of remote access. Third, RocksDB manages all its files including metadata files and SSTable files under the same directory, causing a medium level contention on the shared directory.

### 5.3 High Volume Utilization Evaluation

We evaluate the performance under high file system volume utilization and high GC overhead in this subsection. We for-
mat the 2 TB NVMe SSD and create a 200 GB partition for the test. This ensures that the device GC rarely occurs during the test. After filling up the tested file systems with two utilization ratios (90%, 97.5%), we issue another 200 GB of random overwrites to make the file system further fragmented.

Figure 11 plots the results of Fileserver and Varmail workload with FxMark. At 90%, Max outperforms F2FS by 4.4× and 2.1×, in Fileserver and Varmail, respectively. In this case, both Max and F2FS switch to the SSR mode. In SSR mode, besides concurrent access to file cells, Max still offers concurrent space allocation. However, in this case, the inode updates need cleaning. The serialized checkpoint after each cleaning limits the further performance increase of Max.

The 97.5%-utilization Max, at 72-cores, outperforms F2FS by 3.5× and 36% in Fileserver and Varmail, respectively. We observe that the throughput of Max starts to decline after 18 cores in Varmail. This is because Max regresses to single logging under high volume utilization ratio. In this scenario, as RPS and file cell continue to contribute, Max survives greater performance drop due to the single log access.

### 5.4 Understanding the Performance

We individually analyze the contribution of file cell, mlog and RPS to the performance of Max. We setup Max with different configurations (the left half of Figure 12): (1) F2FS (baseline), (2) Max without file cell (Max w/o fcell), (3) Max without mlog (Max w/o mlog), (4) Max without RPS (Max w/o RPS), (e) full-fledged Max (Max). The tests are the same as that in §5.1.1 and §5.2, i.e., DWOL, MWCL and Varmail.

Figure 12a-d show that, compared to the baseline, all three techniques improve the performance. Specifically, RPS has a greater boost on overwrite operations, as heavy cache coherency takes up to several milliseconds but in-memory updates only cost hundreds of nanoseconds. The file cell is more effective for complex create operations as modifying IMDS is (e.g., inode initialization and hash calculation) expensive. Mlog cell does not exhibit significant impact on Figure 12a-b because these tests are not I/O intensive.

We also study the sensitivity of Max to the number of IMDS radix trees and the number of mlogs. Figure 12c-d plot the results of varying the number of trees and mlogs. We choose create operation for trees as it frequently modifies the indexing structure, and Varmail for mlogs due to its heavy fsync. We observe that Max does not gain improvement after more than 36 trees. The major reason is that the bottleneck, after 36 trees, has shifted from file system to the VFS. For write intensive workload, 8 mlogs have almost saturated the throughput. This is because Max, following the design of F2FS, performs checkpoint to shrink cached files (e.g., inode table, inode). In current single-threaded checkpoint design that blocks all write operations, assigning each CPU two logs in our platform is enough currently.

### 5.5 Memory Consumption

We examine the extra memory consumption introduced by deploying Max. We measure the peak memory usage for each workload when running 72 processes. Table 5 reports the result. The memory usage is categorized into two sets: (1) static: memory used by the data structures of each file system, and (2) cache: memory used by page cache. We find that Max does not introduce much memory overhead for static memory use. At CC level of Max, the single RPS keeps two per-core counters. At IMDS level, Max has to maintain 36 file cell radix trees. At SA level, the segment info table and all bitmaps are physically partitioned and distributed to mlog cells, which requires no extra memory. Hence, we assume that the extra static memory usage from three levels is acceptable.

For page cache, Max consumes more memory than F2FS at peak. This is because with file cell, the dirty pages aggregate faster to the page cache (i.e., increase memory consumption). Meanwhile, the mlog cells can also write back dirty pages faster (i.e., decrease memory consumption). As a result, extra page cache memory consumption is tolerable.

Table 5: Peak memory consumption during workload execution. Static: data structures, cache: page cache.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workload</th>
<th>Static (MB)</th>
<th>Cache (MB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F2FS</td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>Incre.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varmail</td>
<td>24.90</td>
<td>24.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dbench</td>
<td>24.90</td>
<td>24.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RocksDB</td>
<td>24.90</td>
<td>24.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 6 Related Work

**File system scalability study.** Multiple studies have discussed the scalability issues in the FSes [14, 15, 17, 48]. Fx-
Mark [48] argues that file system scalability does not depend much on the storage media (i.e., Figure 1 of [48]) which is different from our observation in §2. The root cause is that, in FxMark, file operations are performed in memory with no ffsync. Yet, when cache has little effect on absorbing I/O traffic, file system scalability does depend on the storage media. Such scenarios include: (1) file operations in Direct I/O mode (e.g., QEMU none cache mode [3]); (2) applications contain frequent fsync or fdatasync calls (e.g., SQLite [5]); (3) frequent cache eviction (e.g., high memory pressure).

**File system scalability improvement.** Another group of prior work focus on improving the file system scalability. Commuter [17] and ScaleFS [11] employ scalable software design by connecting scalability to interface commutativity. Both Commuter and ScaleFS target on a more scalable kernel (i.e., sv6) with relaxed POSIX semantics. Max studies the multicore scalability on mature, widely-used Linux and POSIX interface. Park et al. [50] and Son et al. [56] improve the scalability of journaling. Max focuses on LFS instead.

**File system partition.** SpanFS [29] and IceFS [43] partition the journaling FS. SpanFS distributes files and directories under each domain for scalability. IceFS partitions the file system into directory subtrees called cubes for failure isolation. Unfortunately, IceFS and SpanFS can incur significant overhead from maintaining the global hierarchical namespace (e.g., sharing a single physical journal in IceFS and coordination across journals in SpanFS). Max partitions the file system at the granularity of file operations, where the file operations to mlogs are totally independent of each other.

**Scalable NVMM FS.** Some non-volatile main memory (NVMM) file systems [36,57] employ per-core or per-process data structures, which seem to be the direct solutions to SSD-based FS. The major difference of the scaling SSD-based and NVMM-based FS lies in the access granularity. NVMM FS can partition the FS at a finer granularity (e.g., 8 bytes); for example, NOVA [57] atomically updates the 8 B inode pointer to ensure the persistence and consistency of a file write operation. Such fine-grained partitioning is unsuitable to SSD FS with block access granularity (e.g., 4 KB). If Max directly isolates the inode pointer (i.e., inode table entry) for each file and directly persists each pointer to SSD, Max would suffer from huge write amplification and extra PCIe round trips. Hence, Max introduces the file cell to repack the data structures to align the block granularity as well as to scale the file-level performance.

For concurrent space allocation, NVMM FS can partition the drive space with finer granularity, e.g., per-file log. Such fine-grained partitioning is unnecessary, or even inefficient for SSD FS. Fine-grained partition trades scalability for fragmentation. In Max, we take a sensitivity study to find the appropriate number of logs in §5.4. Further, NVMM FS such as NOVA uses a journal to maintain consistency over multiple log partitions. Max takes a different and more SSD-friendly approach: distributing the atomic operation to a coarse-grained log partition without spanning. To maintain the consistency over multiple log partitions, Max embeds a global version number in each inode block instead of using a journal.

**Scalable lock designs.** Myriad work [16,19,21,30,31,34,39,41,42,45,47] devise scalable locks. One category [19–21,30,31,39] employ distributed reader indicators (e.g., per-NUMA node reader indicators) or similar designs to reduce the cache coherence traffic across NUMA nodes or CPU cores in the common case, which is similar to RPS. RPS uses per-core reader indicators for optimal reader-reader scalability, and uses a different “scheduler free rides” mechanism to soften the impact on the exclusive-mode lock. This mechanism aims to leverage the CPU scheduler to increase the responsiveness of the lock writers while reducing the impact (e.g., forced context switch) on other CPU cores, which we found very effective for the LFS concurrency control. RCU [47] and its extensions [34,45] allow readers just for read-only traversals. Hence, they can not be directly used in the LFS concurrency control, as readers need to perform updates. RPS maintains the number of readers in per-core reader counters, the same as in [16,41,42]. RPS differs from them in the writer procedure. Before updating protected data structures, the writer of Linux percpu_rwlock [41] must wait a significantly long grace period [42]. The writer of prwlock [42] actively broadcasts IPIs to check reader status, which causes unnecessary context switches of the on-going readers. RPS leverages the CPU scheduler to retrieve reader status; the last reader of RPS voluntarily yields cores to the CPU scheduler, which enables the writer to check readers efficiently without affecting readers.

7 Conclusion

The bandwidth of SSDs has been surging over the last decade. However, through a performance study, we notice that modern Linux file systems do not offer enough multicore scalability and hence can not fully exploit the abundant bandwidth of high performance drives. We propose Max, a multicore file system to effectively alleviate the lock contention of the file system. Max introduces reader pass-through semaphore for efficient concurrency control, file cell for scalable in-memory data structures and mlog for concurrent space allocation. Through evaluation, we show that Max outperforms modern Linux file systems with the scaling of cores. The source code of Max is available at github.com/thustorage/max.
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Abstract

File system journaling critically limits the scalability of a file system because all simultaneous write operations coming from multiple cores must be serialized to be written to the journal area. Although a few scalable journaling approaches have been proposed, they required the radical redesign of file systems, or tackled only a part of the scalability bottlenecks. Per-core journaling, in which a core has its own journal stack, can clearly provide scalability. However, it requires a journal coherence mechanism because two or more cores can write to a shared file system block, so write order on the shared block must be preserved across multiple journals. In this paper, we propose a novel scalable per-core journal design. The proposed design allows a core to commit independently to other cores. The journal transactions involved in shared blocks are linked together through order-preserving transaction chaining to form a transaction order graph. The ordering constraints later will be imposed during the checkpoint process. Because the proposed design is self-contained in the journal layer and does not rely on the file system, its implementation, Z-Journal, can easily replace JBD2, the generic journal layer. Our evaluation with FxMark, SysBench and Filebench running on the ext4 file system in an 80-core server showed that it outperformed the current JBD2 by up to approx. 4000%.

1 Introduction

The number of concurrent cores accessing a file system is ever increasing as the number of cores installed in a system increases. However, existing file systems show poor scalability for a few file system operations [16]. Especially, because write requests coming from all cores must be serialized to be written on the single journal, the journal layer acts as a representative scalability bottleneck [8, 16, 17, 19, 20].

The serialization occurs at two points in journaling: writes to the in-memory journal data structures, and to the on-disk journal area. The in-memory data structure accesses are parallelizable to some degree by applying lockless parallel data structures [19]. However, the parallelized memory operations, in the end, should be serialized for the on-disk journal writes. The serialization at the on-disk journal works as the more serious inhibitor for the file system scalability because the storage performance is still significantly slower than the main memory. In addition, the serialized journal writes hinder the performance gain earned from the ever-increasing internal-parallelism of modern SSDs [4].

A few research results have been proposed to achieve scalability in journaling. However, they require an explicit separation of the file system space [8], byte-addressible non-volatile memory (NVM) as the journaling device [20], or tight coupling of file system and journal layer [2]. Therefore, in order to apply them to existing systems, application modification, adoption of NVM, or radical changes to the file system design are necessary, respectively.

Not only performance but also stability and reliability are important criteria for choosing a file system. The file systems being used in production systems have obtained their reliability and performance through decades of improvement and refinement. Consequently, it is a difficult choice to migrate to a radically redesigned file system. This leads to the large demand for the scalable generic journal layer that can replace the existing ones, such as Journaling Block Device 2 (JBD2) [22].

The most intuitive approach to realize a scalable journal is having independent journal space and journal stack per-core. If the thread running on a core can write to the journal dedicated to the core independently to the other threads, the file system can achieve the complete performance scalability to the point of the maximum disk performance.

However, when two or more threads simultaneously perform write operations to the same file system block, inconsistency between write order to the in-memory buffers and that to the on-storage journals may occur. For example, as shown in Figure 1, let us suppose that core 0 modifies block 0 and block 1. In turn, core 1 updates block 0 and block 2.

1For brevity, we will use core to denote the thread running on the core unless otherwise stated.
In this case, the journal commit issued by core 1 may finish earlier than that by core 0 when they independently operate. If a system crash occurs when core 1 committed, but core 0 did not, block 0 will be restored to a state that includes the modifications from both core 0 and core 1 during the recovery procedure. Because core 0 has not committed its modifications, the valid shape of block 0 after recovery must exclude the modifications by core 0, or have no modifications at all. This kind of inconsistency cannot happen in the conventional centralized journal.

Commonly, cores share metadata or files. Two cores have to share the metadata blocks even when they do not share any files if their files happen to be stored in the same block group [1], which is false sharing in this case. Regardless of whether being false or true, sharing blocks among cores is inevitable when the multiple cores access the same file system. Therefore, a scalable per-core journaling scheme must have a journal coherence mechanism that keeps the write order for the shared block modification.

This paper proposes Z-Journal, a scalable per-core journal scheme. Z-Journal includes a novel coherence mechanism. Z-Journal’s coherence mechanism allows each core to commit transactions to its journal area independently to other cores. However, when shared-block writes exist in the journal transactions, Z-Journal forms write-order graphs among transactions sharing blocks through order-preserving dependent transaction chaining and commits them with the transactions. Imposing order-constraints over transactions will be performed when checkpointing the committed transactions. Through this journal coherence mechanism, Z-Journal enables scalable per-core journaling while keeping crash consistency.

Z-Journal is designed to provide an identical interface to JBD2. Therefore, it can be easily applied to the existing file systems that use JBD2, such as ext4 and OCFS2 [6], as their journal mechanism. However, to maximize the effectiveness of per-core journaling, it is desirable to eliminate false sharing among files coincidentally placed in the same block group. For this, we additionally propose a core-aware block-group allocation algorithm for the ext4 file system.

We implemented Z-Journal in the Linux kernel and applied it to the ext4 file system as its journal layer. For evaluation, we measured the performance and scalability of the Z-Journal and ext4 combination while executing FxMark [16], SysBench [12] and Filebench [21, 23] in an 80-core server.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the background and motivation of this research. Section 3 proposes the design and implementation of Z-Journal, and Section 4 evaluates the proposed scheme using various benchmark workloads. After the related work is introduced in Section 5, Section 6 concludes our research.

2 Background and Motivation

2.1 Design of JBD2

A file system operation usually relates to the modification of multiple file system blocks. The conventional storage devices are unable to guarantee atomic writes of multiple blocks. When a sudden crash occurs during a file system operation, only a part of the modifications may be reflected on the storage, and the file system metadata and actual data may eventually mismatch each other. The partial update of the metadata or the mismatch between metadata and data can destroy the validity of the file system.

The journaling mechanism is a measure to ensure consistency by logging the file system changes caused by an operation in the predetermined location. After the file system commits the series of changes caused by a file system operation, the journal reflects the logged changes to the file system through the checkpoint operation. Once a file system operation is committed to the journal, the journal guarantees that the changes are reflected in the file system because it can replay the committed changes even after a system failure.

JBD2 is a generic journaling layer used in the Linux kernel. JBD2 groups a series of file system changes during an interval together into a unit called a transaction. A transaction is committed to the journal area, periodically, or on the conditions explained later. When a transaction is successfully committed to the journal, JBD2 leaves the commit block at the end of the journal record. When JBD2 performs recovery after crash or failure, it checkpoints the transactions having a commit block and discards the transactions without a commit block.

A transaction undergoes a few phases during its life cycle from its creation to checkpoint. Figure 2 shows the organization of transactions in different phases. A transaction is in one of the four states: 1 running, 2 locked, 3 committing,
and checkpoint, respectively. (The intermediate states are omitted here for brevity.) The journal structure is the central data structure of JBD2, and has three pointers pointing to the running transaction, committing transaction and the checkpoint transaction list, respectively. There can be up to a single running transaction and up to a single committing transaction at a time point. The checkpoint transaction list pointer points to the head node of the doubly linked list of transactions to be checkpointed. Its head node is the oldest transaction in the list.

The buffered image of a file system block in the main memory is called a buffer. A buffer in the main memory is unique for a file system block. Therefore, all cores share and access the same buffer when accessing the same file system block. A buffer has its buffer head. The buffer head contains the information about the buffer and its corresponding file system block, such as the block device, logical block number, data size, etc. A buffer head is inserted in a transaction through a journal head data structure. A journal head is allocated for and bidirectionally connected to a buffer head. In a transaction, the journal heads of modified buffers are chained in a doubly-linked circular list, as shown in the upper left side of Figure 2. The oldest journal head in a transaction becomes its list head. Modifications of buffers grouped in a transaction are considered an atomic operation.

Since JBD2 only allows a single transaction to run at a time, it is trivial to order the writeback of the updated buffers. It simply writes them back when they are inserted into the list of committed transactions. Later, we will explain how Z-Journal relaxes these requirements and allows multiple transactions to run concurrently.

The running transaction accommodates the modified buffers produced by file system operations. If there is no running transaction when an operation is issued, a new transaction is created and becomes the running transaction. When a core writes to a buffer, its buffer head will attach to a new journal head, and the journal head will be inserted into the journal head list of the running transaction. At this moment, the journal space must be reserved for the inserted buffers so that later the running transaction can be committed without space allocation. If the journal space is insufficient, the user-level thread performs checkpoint to free up the journal space.

Later, kjournald, which is a kernel thread in charge of the commit operation, starts to commit the running transaction upon one of these three conditions: (1) the transaction timeout occurs, which is by default 5 seconds; (2) the transaction capacity, which is by default a quarter of the journal area, is exhausted; or (3) the fsync system call is invoked by a process. Once the commit operation begins, kjournald turns the running transaction to the locked transaction.

When the transaction enters the locked state, it cannot accommodate any more updated buffers, except the ones from the file system operation accepted to join the transaction but did not finish yet. When the last modified buffer is inserted into the locked transaction, its state is changed to the committing state. A new running transaction cannot be created while the locked transaction is waiting for its closure. Therefore, a thread issuing a new file system operation should be blocked until a new running transaction becomes available after the locked transaction becomes the committing transaction.

As shown in the bottom right corner of Figure 2, kjournald creates another buffer head for each buffer. This buffer head contains the information of the journal block to which the corresponding buffer will be committed. After this, kjournald writes the buffers of the committing transaction to their assigned journal blocks.

Usually, the original buffers remain attached to the buffer heads in the committing state. However, when a thread tries to modify the buffer included in the committing transaction before kjournald begins writing to the journal, the thread makes a replica of the buffer called a frozen copy, and replaces the original buffer with the frozen copy. The original buffer can then be freed from the committing process, and the thread can modify the buffer.

When the commit is finished, the buffer heads will be marked as dirty to denote that their buffers are required to be written to their originated file system blocks during checkpointing. After this, kjournald finally converts the committing transaction to a checkpoint transaction and insert it at the end of the checkpoint transaction list.

The checkpoint operation is handled by the write-back kernel thread, kworker, every 5 seconds, or by a user-level thread performing file operations when it finds out that there is not enough space left in the journal area for the write operation. Kworker moves the dirty buffers of the transactions that have stayed in the checkpoint list for longer than 30 seconds to

Figure 2: Organization and life cycle of a transaction in JBD2.
their originated file system blocks and mark them as clean.

Because a journal head uses a separate pointer to be connected to a checkpoint transaction, a buffer can belong to a running transaction and a checkpoint transaction at the same time. When a thread tries to modify a buffer already in a checkpoint transaction, it will be inserted to the running transaction, and at the same time, its dirty flag will be cleared so that it will not be checkpointed. In this situation, the running transaction is allowed to modify the buffer. kjournald later frees the clean buffers from the checkpoint transaction. It also frees the empty checkpoint transactions from the checkpoint list and the corresponding commit transactions from the journal area to make free space.

In case of a system crash, kjournald initiates the recovery process. It searches for the committed transactions in the journal area, and replays them in order. This guarantees that the file system remains consistent and committed data are preserved in the file system.

2.2 Scalability Bottlenecks in JBD2

The current JBD2 design has multiple scalability bottleneck points as follows.

At a given time point, there is only a single running transaction, which is the only transaction that can accept the modified buffers. Therefore, when multiple cores perform file operations in parallel, they have to compete for the lock acquisition for the running transaction [19].

Secondly, when the running transaction is closed, a new running transaction can be created only after the current committing transaction finishes, and the closed transaction becomes the committing transaction. Therefore, when the locked transaction waits for the committing transaction to finish, all cores that issue file operations must wait altogether. The larger the number of waiting cores, the more this convoy effect adversely impacts the overall file system throughput.

Last but not least, the current JBD2 does not fully utilize the internal-parallelism provided by the modern NVMe SSDs because the kjournald thread solely issues a serialized stream of buffer writes to the storage. To utilize the high-performance of modern storage devices, the journal mechanism should be able to commit in parallel.

These problems commonly stem from that there is only a single running transaction and a single committing transaction in the system. However, blindly parallelizing the running and committing transactions or entire journal stack for achieving scalability complicates keeping the write orders of the shared blocks as stated in Section 1 because a buffer head can belong to only a single transaction in the current design. If a buffer head is allowed to simultaneously exist in multiple transactions, the coherence mechanism to guarantee the write order consistency across multiple transactions to the shared buffers is necessary. This problem was referred to as a multi-transaction page conflict by Won et al. [24].

An approach that makes a frozen copy of a buffer whenever the file system modifies it and inserts the copy to the journal transaction instead may allow simultaneous writes to the same buffer coming from multiple threads. However, it still requires the ordering of block copies when committing a transaction so that the preceding block modifications are guaranteed to be committed before. This will be another serialization point. In addition, adding buffer copy operations to the file system write path will notably retard the write latency. Therefore, journaling with a parallel transaction requires an efficient coherence mechanism that can preserve the write orders to the buffers, while allowing as much parallel buffer modification and independent transaction management as possible.

3 Our Approach: Z-Journal

In Z-Journal, each core has its journal area on the storage device, and its kjournald, which handles the commit operation. Because kjournald is bound to each core and executed locally, this also improves the memory access locality in non-uniform memory access (NUMA) systems. The journal stack of each core has the running transaction, committing transaction, and the checkpoint transaction list the same as JBD2, and their life-cycles are identical as well.

This per-core journal approach removes the aforementioned serialization points in the journal layer and thus obtains scalability. First, because each core has its running transaction, a thread does not need to compete with the other threads for acquiring access to the running transaction. Second, when the running transaction of a core closes, and the core waits for the previous committing transaction to finish to create a new running transaction, this waiting only applies to that core. Therefore, this convoy effect is confined in the core boundary. Finally, because multiple kjournald are able to commit in parallel, Z-Journal can fully utilize modern high-performance storage devices.

However, as stated earlier, the per-core journal approach must deal with the mismatch between the in-memory buffer write order and the on-disk transaction commit order to guarantee the crash consistency.

3.1 Analysis of Journal Coherence Problem

In the per-core journal design, a thread inserts modified buffers to the running transaction allocated for the core it runs on. However, the buffer may have already belonged to a transaction of other cores as shown in Figure 1. Figure 3 categorizes this situation into three cases. In Figure 3, two cores modify two unrelated buffers, but also both modify a shared buffer. The same as JBD2, when a core tries to write to a buffer that is in a checkpoint transaction, the buffer can be inserted to the running transaction of the core without breaking the crash consistency because its last image is safely stored
in the journal area. Therefore, this case is not considered in the journal coherence mechanism.

In Figure 3a, both cores modify the shared buffer before either begins to commit. Since we only maintain one copy of the shared buffer, we can no longer separate the updates made by the two cores. However, if we treat both transactions of these two cores as parts of one large transaction, we can allow uninterruptible parallel access to the shared buffers while guaranteeing the crash consistency. Their commits should be considered as valid only when both are committed; otherwise, both must be voided.

In Figure 3b and Figure 3c, one core begins to commit its running transaction before the other touches the shared buffer. In Figure 3b, the buffer has not yet been scheduled for commit, so we can create a frozen copy. In JBD2, the frozen copy will be attached to the buffer head for the commit to the journal area, and the buffer head for the original buffer is kept in the committing transaction. Because the original buffer head is no longer used by the committing transaction, it can be modified by the other cores. This allows an immediate update of the shared buffer in Figure 3b. In Figure 3c, the shared buffer is already being written to the journal area by the first core. At this point, it is too late to make a copy of the buffer for concurrent modifications, since the file system page cache would continue to point to the copy that is being written. Therefore, core 1 must wait for core 0 to complete its commit operation before modifying the shared buffer. If a committing transaction always creates frozen copies for all of its buffers and use them for commit block writes, this waiting can be eliminated.

However, in both Figure 3b and Figure 3c, to guarantee crash consistency, core 1’s commit must be performed after core 0’s commit finishes. This serialization may suspend core 1’s file system operations because a new running transaction can be created only after core 1’s current running transaction turns into the committing transaction, which again can be possible only after the current committing transaction finishes. If there is a long chain of transaction dependency, this will result in poor scalability. However, if we can enforce a rule that a committed transaction can be checkpointed only after the transactions it depends on are committed, we can allow both of core 0’s committing transaction and core 1’s running transaction to be committed independently.

Analysis of the three conflicting cases revealed that the conditional recognition of the committed transactions, which checkpoints the committed transactions only when their dependent transactions are committed as well, allows them to be committed independently to each other. In addition, the proactive use of frozen copies for committing allows immediate writes to the buffers being shared with the committing transaction. Based on this observation, we propose the journal coherence mechanism for Z-Journal.

3.2 Journal Coherence Commit

The journal coherence mechanism of Z-Journal imposes the write order between transactions during checkpoint so that each core can commit its transactions without being interrupted by activities of other cores. In Z-Journal, the committed transaction will be considered as valid only after all transactions preceding the transaction in the write order are committed. Z-Journal checkpoints only the valid commits.

To realize this, Z-Journal should be able to identify the ordering relationships between transactions, and to record them in the transaction commit. We propose order-preserving transaction chaining for this.

In Z-Journal, a transaction maintains the information about the transactions having ordering relationship with it by recording their unique identifiers into its chained-transaction lists as shown in Figure 4. The number of lists in a transaction is
equal to the number of cores in a system; hence each core can update its corresponding list in any transactions without acquiring a lock. A transaction has a transaction identifier (ID), which monotonically increases in a per-core journal. Accordingly, a unique identifier of a transaction is a pair of a core ID and a transaction ID. When a transaction has an entry of \((j, t)\) in its chained-transaction lists, the transaction is valid only after transaction \(t\) of core \(j\) is committed.

When two running transactions share a buffer, as discussed on Figure 3a, they should form a bi-directional transaction chain. If a running transaction tries to write to a buffer that belongs to a committing transaction as in Figure 3b, they should form a uni-directional chain that the running transaction follows the committing transaction.

For example, in Figure 4, buffer 4, written by transaction 2 of core 2, is about to be modified by transaction 7 of core 1. Because transaction 2 of core 2 is already in the committing state, core 1 leaves (2, 2), which means transaction 2 of core 2, in core 1’s list of transaction 7. By this, an uni-directional chain is formed between (1, 7) and (2, 2).

When core 0 writes to buffer 3, core 0 is allowed to do so while buffer 3 remains in journal 1’s running transaction. In such case, these two running transactions must be considered as a single super-transaction. Therefore, core 0 leaves (0, 4) in core 0’s list of journal 1’s running transaction and (1, 7) in core 0’s list of journal 0’s running transaction at the same time. This forms an all-or-nothing relationship on the two running transactions. Later, when core 1 writes to buffer 0, core 1 will leave (1, 7) in core 1’s list of journal 0’s running transaction and (0, 4) in that of journal 1’s because core 1 is not aware of the chained-transaction marks left by core 0 at this moment.

When each core independently modifies non-shared files, no chain will be created over their transactions. In this situation, the order in which the transactions are committed may be different from the original write operation order. For example, a process can perform metadata operations to different files on two different cores, respectively, and the second may commit when the first does not. The POSIX semantics does not guarantee the durability of write operations before finishing \texttt{fsync} of the corresponding file descriptor. Therefore, reversing the commit order between the transactions that have no ordering relationship does not violate the POSIX semantics. Even when the first invokes \texttt{fsync} before the second commits, the second may commit before the first and this is also allowed in the POSIX semantics because \texttt{fsync} is supposed to commit write operations only of a given file descriptor.

When a synchronous write from \texttt{O_SYNC} or \texttt{O_DSYNC}, is issued, the transaction chains related to the current write, if existing, should have been already formed or will be formed by the current write. Therefore, after every write operation, Z-Journal commits only the running transactions chained to the running transaction of the current write. However, when a core calls \texttt{fsync}, Z-Journal enforces all cores to commit their running transactions because \texttt{fsync} is supposed to flush all transactions related to the given file descriptor, and they can be in any core without being chained to the running transaction of the current core.

Since \texttt{fsync} does not add a new buffer head to the transaction nor allocate journal space, the commit time takes up most of the \texttt{fsync} latency. In Z-Journal, the commit operation must be performed in all cores to finish \texttt{fsync}, but the delay from it is not significant because the commit operation is executed in parallel in each core. Rather, when \texttt{fsync} is called in parallel on multiple cores, it is significantly advantageous in terms of throughput because multiple \texttt{fsync} invocations, which must be serialized in JBD2, can be parallelized in Z-Journal.

When a transaction enters the committing state, Z-Journal proactively creates frozen copies of its buffers regardless of their sharing states to prevent buffer update from waiting for finishing the commit operation as shown in Figure 3c. Through this proactive frozen copy approach, a committing transaction is disconnected from the original buffers and accesses only their frozen copies. Therefore, in Figure 4, when core 1 writes to buffer 4, buffer 4 can be inserted to transaction 7 without waiting because transaction 2 of journal 2 is using the frozen copy of buffer 4.

The proposed order-preserving transaction chaining scheme enables Z-Journal to keep track of write orders among transactions in a scalable and efficient way. Based on this, Z-Journal puts off the enforcement of write-order constraints to the checkpoint time and allows cores to independently commit transactions regardless of their sharing status. Because the usual checkpoint interval is a lot longer than the transaction life span, it is highly likely that almost all transactions become valid at the time of the checkpoint. Therefore, Z-Journal’s journal coherence mechanism to the checkpoint duration is expected to be minimal.
The proactive frozen copy approach enables the immediate sharing of a buffer that is currently in use of a committing transaction. Combined with the order-preserving transaction chaining, this enables all transactions to simultaneously proceed to the checkpoint state without waiting. However, the proactive frozen copy generates a significant amount of memory copy operations and increases memory consumption. In addition, the order-preserving transaction chaining requires additional writes to the lists, although they are lockless. Nevertheless, because these overheads involve the in-memory structures, not the on-disk journal structures, their impact on the scalability and overall performance will be negligible compared to the expected benefits.

### 3.3 Journal Coherence Checkpoint

The same as JBD2, in Z-Journal, there is a single kworker thread in the system, and it periodically performs the checkpoint operation. Also, the same as JBD2, a user-level thread can conduct checkpoint when its write operation is delayed due to the insufficient free journal space.

As stated earlier, not all committed transactions become objects of checkpointing in Z-Journal. To implement this, when kjournald changes the state of a transaction to the checkpoint state, it skips over setting dirty flags of transaction’s buffers. Instead, when kjournald converts its running transaction to the committing transaction, it checks whether the transactions in its checkpoint transaction lists are valid. If a transaction turns out to be valid, its buffers will be marked as dirty. Later, they will be checkpointed by kworker, which periodically iterates and checkpoints dirty buffers in the background.

For a committed transaction to be valid, its direct preceding transactions must be not only committed but also valid. Therefore, to check the validity of a committed transaction, kjournald traverses the transaction chain graph, which was created from the chained-transaction marks of the transaction and its ancestors, and checks whether all of their ancestors are valid. Every transaction has a field that shows its validity. If every ancestor of a transaction is identified as valid during the search, kjournald sets its validity field to prevent redundant search over its ancestors in the future.

This validity check is performed not only by kjournald, but also by user-level threads. When kjournald finds out an uncommitted ancestor, it stops the search and starts processing the next checkpoint transaction. However, in such a case, a user-level thread will initiate committing the uncommitted ancestor. It continues after the commit finishes because it cannot proceed with its file system operation without freeing journal space.

A valid transaction can be checkpointed anytime independently from its chained transactions. Therefore, the checkpoint order of valid transactions may be different from their dependent transaction orders. However, the removal of a transaction from a journal can be allowed only after its chained transactions are all checkpointed because all chained transactions must be replayed together during the recovery.

The commit operation is conducted using frozen copies. However, the journal heads of a checkpoint transaction point to their original buffers. Therefore, checkpointing a valid transaction always updates the file system blocks with the up-to-date images of dirty buffers regardless of the checkpoint order.

### 3.4 Recovery Procedure

A committed transaction stored in a journal area has three kinds of blocks the same as JBD2: transaction descriptor blocks, data blocks, and a commit block. The transaction descriptor blocks, which store the information about the following data blocks, are located at the head of a committed transaction. Next, the data blocks are stored. Finally, the commit block is written to indicate the successful completion of the commit.

In Z-Journal, the commit block also stores the chained-transaction lists of the transaction. In addition, the commit block also has the timestamp [9] of the commit start time for the global ordering of transaction commits across multiple journals.

The recovery process first searches for the transactions with the commit block from all journals to find the valid transactions. After this, it creates the transaction order graphs based on their chained-transaction lists. Similarly to the checkpoint procedure, the recovery process traverses the graphs to find valid transactions. Finally, it updates the file system blocks with the latest buffer images from the valid transactions.

When a buffer redundantly appears in two valid transactions connected through an ordered chain, the buffer image from the latter transaction in the graph is the latest one, which will be used for recovery. If two transactions are tied together through a bi-directional chain constructed from sharing between two running transactions, a buffer cannot exist in both transactions simultaneously. Finally, when two transactions...
are not chained together but have the same buffer, the buffer
image of the latter transaction, which is determined by the
timestamp, will be chosen because this case means that the
latter transaction overwrote the buffer after the former trans-
action completely committed. These rules are transitivity
applied to the cases involving multiple transactions.

Figure 5 shows the snapshot of the per-core journals after
a system crash. Transaction 8 of core 1 is invalid, although
it has the commit block because the transaction 7 of core 2,
which must precede it, is not written in the journal. Therefore,
it is discarded in the recovery process. Block 0 is in transac-
tion 3 and 4 of core 0, both of which are valid transactions.
However, transaction 4 has the larger transaction ID, block
0 of transaction 4 will be restored. Block 1 also appears in
transaction 7 of core 1 and transaction 6 of core 2 at the same
time. They do not have a dependency relationship. Therefore,
the recovery process compares the timestamps of both trans-
actions to determine the latest buffer image to restore, which
is that of transaction 6 of core 2 in this case.

3.5 Core-Aware Block Group Allocation

Block grouping is leverage inherited from the legacy spinning
disks to provide a faster seek time [5]. The block grouping allo-
cator of ext4 decides which block group a new inode or data
block should be allocated in. The current block group allo-
cator aims at increasing the access locality and minimizing
seek times to obtain performance benefit from the underlying
spinning disks [13].

The block group allocator of ext4 disperses the directory
allocation over as many block groups as possible. However,
when creating a file, it tries to place the inode of the new file
in the same or nearby block group with its parent directory. It
allocates file’s data blocks in the same block group with the
file inode when the file size is smaller than a predefined value,
stream_req. When larger than that, data blocks will be allo-
cated from the last block group in which the data blocks for a
large file were allocated. If the block group cannot accommo-
date the request, the block group allocator will sequentially
try the following block groups.

The current block group allocator does not benefit when
using a flash SSD because it does not have seek time. On the
contrary, it increases false sharing of metadata among cores
because the allocated blocks are unevenly distributed over a
few block groups, and the block group placement of files and
directories are blind to who will access them.

In Z-Journal, as sharing between transactions gets more
frequent, the lengths of transaction chains tend to be longer.
The large transaction order graphs will incur large checkpoint
overhead. Therefore, we propose a core-aware block group
allocator for ext4 that allows the group of blocks requested
by one core to be allocated exclusively to other cores as much
as possible.

When i-th core requests a block or metadata entry, the pro-
posed block group allocator sequentially checks from block
group $\lceil \frac{\text{number of block groups}}{\text{number of cores}} \rceil \times i$ to find a block group that can accommodate the requested item. The data block allocation
for a file is served in the same way regardless of the file size.

This simple core-aware block group allocator is proposed
for analyzing the benefit from reduced false sharing, not for
production use, and does not consider the long-term conse-
quences from the core-partitioned distribution of allocated
blocks and the interactions with other performance-sensitive
factors. The in-depth research on core-aware or sharing-aware
block group allocators is beyond the scope of this paper.

4 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate Z-Journal to verify its perfor-
mance and scalability for various file system operations under
different sharing conditions. In addition, we also analyze the
overhead and benefit of the proactive frozen copy scheme and
Z-Journal’s handler mechanism. Finally, we show the
overall file system performance and scalability of Z-Journal
for benchmarks imitating real-world workloads.

4.1 Evaluation Environment

Table 1 shows the system configurations used for the eval-
uation. We implemented Z-Journal in the Linux kernel\(^2\) and
modified the ext4 file system to recognize per-core journals
and to use Z-Journal instead of JBD2. We also modified the
block group allocator of ext4 as described in Section 3.5. In
addition, we modified mke2fs to format an ext4 file system
to have multiple journals. The ext4 file system was modified
so that the super block can have multiple journal control
structures and the mount operation recognizes them.

We compared the performance of Z-Journal (denoted as
ZJ on the graphs) with ext4 with JBD2 (denoted as JBD2
on the graphs), and ext4 without journaling (denoted as no-
journal on the graphs). Because we are not aiming at the
scalability of the overall file system, the performance of ext4
without journaling can be considered the best possible value
Z-Journal can achieve. We also measured the performance of
Z-Journal without proactive frozen copy (denoted as w/o PFC
on the graphs), and without core-aware block group allocator

\(^2\)The source code of the Z-Journal-patched Linux kernel is available at
https://github.com/J-S-Kim/journal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Processor</th>
<th>Number of Cores</th>
<th>Clock Frequency</th>
<th>Memory</th>
<th>Storage</th>
<th>OS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intel Xeon Gold 6138 × 4 sockets</td>
<td>20 × 4</td>
<td>2.00 GHz</td>
<td>DDR4-2666 MHz 32GB × 16</td>
<td>Samsung Z985 NVMe SSD 800GB</td>
<td>Linux 4.14.78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: System configurations for evaluation.
Figure 6: Throughput of FxMark write workloads while varying number of cores under different sharing conditions.

(denoted as w/o BGA on the graphs). All experiments were conducted in the data=journal mode [18] (The results obtained in the data=ordered mode are also presented in the appendix).

4.2 Scalability of File System Operations

To assess the scalability of Z-Journal when performing file operations under various block sharing conditions, we used FxMark [16]. The write workloads of FxMark consists of overwrite, append, fsync, create, unlink, and rename operations executed in the low and medium sharing level, respectively. In the low sharing condition, each core performs the target file system operation for private files in its dedicated directory. In the medium sharing level, the overwrite workload lets all cores access the same file, and the other workloads perform the given operation in the same directory. The append and fsync workloads provide only the low sharing level mode. Figure 6 shows the experiment results.

The favorable condition for Z-Journal against JBD2 is where the file system scalably performs, but the resulting performance is poor for the serialization at the journal layer. overwrite (low) barely modifies metadata and frequently writes to data blocks of files stored in non-shared per-core directories. Therefore, it is the most favorable workload in FxMark.

Z-Journal showed a close performance to no-journal for overwrite (low) excluding the slow down from the double writing overhead, and its performance scaled well to the number of cores. Z-Journal showed 41 times higher throughput in comparison to JBD2 at 80 cores. However, in the case of overwrite (medium), the file system scalability was poor due to sharing, and the performance of the journal layer was also poor for the same reason. Even in this case, Z-Journal gained 30% of performance improvement at 80 cores compared to JBD2 through its parallel journaling mechanism.

In the case of append (low), the difference between no journal and journal group was very large. The metadata manipulation overhead without journaling is very low because delayed allocation is possible when allocating a new data block. Z-Journal without BGA scaled gently up to 20 cores, but performance decreased after that. This was due to increased false sharing caused by the current block group allocator. When the core-aware block group allocator was used, the performance steadily increased up to 80 cores. Z-Journal showed 3.34 times the performance of JBD2 at 80 cores.

For create (low) and rename (low), the journal’s scalability bottleneck was not revealed due to the scalability problem of the ext4 file system [16]. However, since commits were performed in parallel, there were 33 % and 24 % performance improvements at 80 cores, respectively. In terms of create (medium), Z-Journal without BGA obtained performance improvement of up to 15 % at 10 cores and about 4 % at 80 cores. Z-Journal showed similar performance to no-journal. Because it allocated block groups for each core, although the files were in the same directory, metadata sharing was greatly reduced, and this leads to improved performance. This performance gain was mostly from the file system, not from the journal layer. This result shows that the block group allocator in a file system is one of the major obstacles to scalability.

In the case of unlink, no-journal also showed scalability characteristics similar to create and rename. The big difference in performance between no-journal and the journaling group is from the heavy checkpointing operations occurring in the measurement interval caused by the preparation stage, in which the large file set was created, and their data blocks were written. For unlink (medium), Z-Journal achieved the maximum performance improvement of 42 % at 10 cores, and 38 % at 80 cores compared to JBD2.

In the fsync workload, where all cores write to their files and call fsync, Z-Journal also showed an average throughput improvement of 70 % in comparison to JBD2. When a core
called \texttt{fsync} in Z-Journal, all cores were suspended because they had to commit their running transactions together. However, the commit of each core in Z-Journal was a lot faster than that in JBD2 because per-core kjournald could commit in parallel while a single kjournald had to process alone.

Z-Journal showed a scalability pattern similar to that of journal when the file system’s scalability was good in a low sharing situation. Even when the scalability of the file system was poor, its parallel committing scheme achieved superior performance compared to JBD2. However, in the workloads where shared writes and metadata updates frequently occurred, the performance gain was diminished due to the validity check procedure during the checkpoint process.

In the experiment for each file operation, most of the performance was better when proactive force copy was not applied. Only, low sharing create and medium sharing create achieved an average of 4\% and 5\% improvement by applying proactive force copy, respectively. It was because FxMark’s write workloads mainly produced metadata sharing and not much file sharing. If write accesses to the shared block do not occur frequently, proactive force copy will generate only meaningless overhead.

### 4.3 Analysis of Design Components

We used SysBench [12] to analyze the performance of Z-Journal and the impact of proactive force copy when data block write sharing frequently occurs. SysBench performs random overwrites on files in the file set created in advance. Therefore, when the number of cores increases, the occurrences of metadata block and data block sharing increase as well. We configured SysBench to randomly overwrite 4 KB data over 80 files, each of which has 1 GB size.

Figure 7a shows the throughput measured while increasing the number of cores, and Figure 7b shows the sum of the journal waiting time and the time to create frozen copies in Z-Journal and Z-Journal without proactive frozen copy, respectively. The waiting time refers to the time for a running transaction to wait for the committing transaction having the shared buffers to finish.

Both proactive frozen copy and waiting for shared buffers can be carried out by kjournald as well as user-level threads writing to files. However, proactive frozen copy is mostly performed by kjournald in the background. Because it is off from the write path, the proactive frozen copy has little impact on the user-perceived performance. At 50 cores in Figure 7b, the copy time in Z-Journal and the waiting time in Z-Journal without PFC are similar, but unlike Z-Journal without PFC waiting in the write path, proactive frozen copies are mostly conducted by kjournald. Therefore, Z-Journal showed a 22\% better performance than Z-Journal without PFC.

The sudden increase in waiting time at 50 cores in Figure 7b was because, as mentioned in Section 3.1, long chains of dependent transactions were created. On the other hand, the copy time did not significantly increase even though the throughput of Z-Journal increased. This is because SysBench writes to the same file set repeatedly, and therefore, the number of shared buffers is limited.

As a result, as shown in Figure 7a, up to 40 cores Z-Journal without PFC outperformed Z-Journal by an average of 13\%. However, after 50 cores, proactive frozen copy improved the average throughput by 19\%. Based on this observation, we conclude that the proactive frozen copy scheme should be applied adaptively to the degrees of parallelism and cross-core file sharing.

To assess the throughput and latency of \texttt{fsync} on Z-Journal, we altered SysBench so that it calls \texttt{fsync} once every 100 write operations, and measured its throughput and 99th percentile tail latency of the \texttt{fsync} operation. Considering that \texttt{fsync} is intensively performed while cores are writing on a shared data set, this can be regarded as a notably hostile condition for Z-Journal.

As shown in Figure 8a, Z-Journal still performed better than JBD2 at all core counts. However, as the number of cores increased, unlike the results of the original SysBench, the throughput of Z-Journal also decreased similar to JBD2 because the validity check overhead of kjournald offset a significant part of the performance improvement earned from parallelized journaling. However, as shown in Figure 8b, the tail latency of \texttt{fsync} on Z-Journal was significantly better than that on JBD2. It was 18\% shorter at 80 cores even though the difference between JBD2 and Z-Journal narrowed as the number of cores increased as expected in Section 3.2.
This tells that the scalability of JBD2 was not limited only by
significantly amplified from reduced metadata sharing. Z-Journal without BGA. Rather surprisingly, when BGA was
applied to JBD2, the performance deteriorated by up to 26
% at 80 cores. However, unlike fileserver, varmail frequently called
read, append, and fsync operations over a file set of rela-
tively small files. varmail also continually performs create,
read, append, and fsync operations over a file set of small
files.

Figure 9b shows the throughput of varmail. varmail also
showed a similar throughput change pattern with fileserver,
and Z-Journal improved performance by 58 % at 80 cores.
However, unlike fileserver, varmail frequently called fsync,
and the performance improvement for fsync by Z-Journal
is smaller than that for other file operations. Therefore,
the performance gap between JBD2 and Z-Journal was smaller
than that in fileserver. The effect of false sharing reduction
from applying BGA was mostly concealed by the frequent
suspension for processing fsync. As a result, BGA could
obtain only 9 % performance improvement in comparison to
Z-Journal without BGA. Rather surprisingly, when BGA was
applied to JBD2, the performance deteriorated by up to 26
%. This was because the number of committed blocks was
significantly amplified from reduced metadata sharing.

4.4 Overall File System Performance

To assess the performance impact of Z-Journal in the envi-
ronment, which has a mixture of reads, writes, and metadata
operations, we used the fileserver and varmail workloads of
Filebench [21,23]. fileserver repeatedly conducts create, write,
append, read, and deletion operations over a file set of rela-
tively large files. varmail also continually performs create,
read, append, and fsync operations over a file set of small
files.

Figure 9a shows the throughput of fileserver. Since a large
number of cores repeatedly created and updated files in a
small number of directories, the throughput of JBD2 peaked
at 10 cores and decreased as the number of cores increased.
Z-Journal showed significantly better performance than JBD2
in every case. However, in the absence of BGA, false sharing
increased rapidly with the increase in the number of cores, and
the gap between the throughput of Z-Journal and that of JBD2
gradually shrunk as the number of cores increased. BGA
significantly reduced false sharing and enabled Z-Journal to
achieve 315 % performance improvement. When BGA was
applied to JBD2, no throughput improvement was observed.
This tells that the scalability of JBD2 was not limited only by
metadata sharing. Z-Journal performed best at 20 cores, and
the performance gently declined beyond that point due to the
NUMA effect [7] resulting from the rapid increase in remote
memory access across domains.

Figure 9b shows the throughput of varmail. varmail also
showed a similar throughput change pattern with fileserver,
and Z-Journal improved performance by 58 % at 80 cores.
However, unlike fileserver, varmail frequently called fsync,
and the performance improvement for fsync by Z-Journal
is smaller than that for other file operations. Therefore,
the performance gap between JBD2 and Z-Journal was smaller
than that in fileserver. The effect of false sharing reduction
from applying BGA was mostly concealed by the frequent
suspension for processing fsync. As a result, BGA could
obtain only 9 % performance improvement in comparison to
Z-Journal without BGA. Rather surprisingly, when BGA was
applied to JBD2, the performance deteriorated by up to 26
%. This was because the number of committed blocks was
significantly amplified from reduced metadata sharing.

5 Related Work

Min et al. studied the scalability of file systems on manycore
systems and left insights to design scalable file systems [16].
SpanFS [8] achieved scalability by partitioning files and
directories into multiple domains. While this partitioning en-
ables parallel write operations to each domain, careful data
partitioning is important to achieve scalability. When two
cores each write to two files in the same domain, SpanFS
needs to serialize the write operations although they are inde-
pendent of each other. In contrast, Z-Journal does not require
explicit data partitioning and minimizes the serialization of
journaling operations.

IceFS [15] also partitioned files and directories for perfor-
ance isolation but its main goal was not multi-core scala-
ility since multi-threads on a single partition (called a cube)
can cause scalability bottleneck.

ScaleFS [2] decouples an in-memory file system from an
on-disk file system and allows scalable file system operations
since highly concurrent data structures are used in the in-
memory file system. File system modifications are flushed	on-on-disk file system structures through per-core parallel
journaling. However, the dual file system approach with the
integrated journal layer of ScaleFS cannot be applied to the
existing file systems. For example, journaling in ScaleFS
can have multiple images of a buffer in memory by logging
changes to the buffer per-core. This allows parallel journaling.
However, in ext4 and most other conventional file systems, a
buffer in memory must be unique and up-to-date. Z-Journal
maintains this invariant while allowing parallel commits.

A few studies have addressed the scalability bottleneck
casted by coarse-grained locking during write operations.
They proposed to use a fine-grained range lock to increase
the concurrency of write operations [10, 14]. The use of a
file-grained lock is complementary to our approach.

iJournaling [17] proposed to use a per-file journal trans-
action for fsync. Accordingly, only necessary blocks need
to be flushed to reduce the fsync latency. Since the per-file
transaction uses a logical logging scheme, concurrent fsync
processing can be possible. However, it also maintains the
original file system journaling, causing serialization during
write operations.

Son et al. [19] proposed to improve the concurrency of
JBD2 by aggressively using concurrent and lock-less data
structures and multi-threaded journal writes. While their
approach enhanced the concurrency of journaling, the inherent
serialization from committing to a single journal area remains.

BarrierFS [24] improved the concurrency of journaling by
allowing multiple committing transactions in a journal file,
which improves the concurrency of journaling. However, it
has a limited concurrency due to waiting-based dependency
handling, which is eliminated by Z-Journal’s journal coher-
ence mechanism.

The journaling mechanism for block devices is unsuitable
for NVM due to the write amplification of metadata journal. Chen et al. [3] proposed a fine-grained metadata journal mechanism optimized for journaling in NVM aiming at reduction in write amplification.

Sul et al. [20] proposed an NVM-optimized journaling scheme in which the use of parallel journals is similar to our proposal. However, its journaling operation aggressively exploits NVM’s byte-addressable characteristic, which hinders its application to block devices.

Koo et al. [11] analyzed blocking of I/O operations due to the transaction in the locked state. To resolve this issue, they proposed a transaction lock-up elimination scheme that optimizes the transaction commit procedure.

6 Conclusion

Most modern file systems use the journal to guarantee crash consistency. However, because conventional journaling schemes are performed serially from transaction generation in memory to journal commit on disk, it acts as a serious scalability bottleneck when file system operations are run simultaneously in many cores.

In this paper, we proposed Z-Journal, a scalable journal design using per-core journals, which retains the interface of JBD2. Z-Journal includes a journal coherence mechanism, which provides complete parallelism for unshared buffer modification and guarantees crash consistency by order-preserving transaction chaining for shared buffer modification.

Our evaluation showed that Z-Journal achieves a steady increase in throughput in journal-bottlenecked workloads, showing up to approximately 4000% improvement in comparison to JBD2. It also showed 29% throughput improvement on average even under unfavorable conditions by allowing parallel journaling.
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Appendix

We also evaluated Z-Journal in the data=ordered mode. The performance gain from Z-Journal was less in the ordered mode than in the journal mode because the amount of buffers written to the journals was significantly smaller in the ordered mode. However, the patterns of performance improvement from applying Z-Journal in the ordered mode were similar to that in the journal mode. Figure 10 and Figure 11 show the ordered mode counterparts of Figure 6 and Figure 9, respectively. These are not included in Section 4 for the readability of the graphs and the limited space.

Figure 10: Throughput of FxMark write workloads while varying number of cores under different sharing conditions.

Figure 11: Throughput of Filebench workloads.
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Abstract

We develop a memory-efficient manycore-scalable distributed reference counter for scalable file access, Logical Distributed Counting (LODIC). In Logical Distributed Counting, we propose to allocate the local counter on a per-process basis. Our process-centric counter design saves the kernel from the excessive memory pressure and the counter query latency issues in the existing per-core based distributed counting schemes. The logical distributed counting is designed to dynamically incorporate the three characteristics for reference counting: i) the population of the object, ii) the reference brevity, and iii) the degree of sharing. The key ingredients of the logical distributed counting are Memory mapping, Counter Embedding, and Process-space based reverse mapping. Via mapping a file region to the process address space, LODIC can allocate the local counter at the process address space. With Counter Embedding, the logical distributed counting defines the local counters without the significant changes in the existing kernel code and without introducing significant memory overhead for the local counters. Exploiting the virtual memory segment allocation algorithm of the existing Linux kernel, the process-space based reverse mapping locates the local counter of the physical page without the substantial overhead. Logical Distributed Counting increases the throughput by 65× against stock Linux in reading the shared file block. LODIC exhibits as good performance as the ideal scalable reference counter when deployed in the RocksDB (key-value storage) and NGINX (web server) applications.

1 Introduction

Reference counting is a vital part of the modern Operating System (OS). Various kernel objects, e.g. page frame, inode, and file descriptor table maintain the reference counter to prohibit them from being reclaimed prematurely while allowing them to be accessed concurrently by a number of processes without the exclusive lock. The contention on updating the reference counter makes the associated cacheline to be fetched across the CPU cores, and renders the scalability failure due to the cacheline bounce. The importance of the scalable reference counting gets emphasized further as the computer system is loaded with a larger number of CPU cores [17, 23, 31, 40]. Recent demands for the larger main memory in Deep Learning [22], Graph Analysis [48], Virtual Machine consolidation [35, 68], and Big Data Analytics [41] applications make the Operating System to host a larger number of kernel objects and compound the importance of the scalable and the memory-efficient reference counting. Machines with hundreds of the cache coherent cores and the multi-terabytes of the main memory are currently available in the market today: SGI’s Ultra Violet 3000 [10], Dell’s PowerEdge R920 [7], and HPE’s Superdome X servers [37]. In the foreseeable future, we expect a system with thousands of cache coherent low-processing power cores and with even petabytes of main memory [38].

Reading a file block is one of the most essential operations in the computer system, e.g., accessing the web page, searching the database, scanning the key-value file, and etc. Immature implementation of the reference counter for the page frame in the modern Operating Systems makes the shared file block access easily vulnerable to cacheline bounce associated with the reference counter update, leading to scalability and performance collapse [51].
We examine the performance of web server where a popular web page is shared by the number of clients. We increase the number of clients that request for the same web page. Web server daemon deploys multiple processes. Each process services the web page requests from the clients. Fig. 1 illustrates the results. In vanilla Linux that adopts the global reference counting for the page cache entry, the web server throughput saturates at 30 cores. With our logical distributed counting, the web server throughput increases as much as by 2.23× when there are fifty processes. This simple experiment shows that from the application’s point of view, reference counting is a vital component in making the shared file block access scalable.

A fair number of works have been proposed to mitigate the contention on the global reference counter [5,14,17,23,26,31,40]. They mitigate the contention on the global counter via allocating the per-core local counters and subsequently via distributing the accesses to the local counter to a number of local counters. They represent a global state of the references using a set of local counters. These works trade the memory pressure and the counter query latency for the scalability for the counter update. To mitigate the memory pressure for the local counters, the recent works propose to allocate the counter cache for each core. The per-core counter cache hosts the recently accessed counters [16,18,23,40].

The existing distributed counter designs are grounded upon the view that the cacheline bounce is caused by the contention among the processors. This processor-centric view on the cacheline contention leads the kernel to define the local counters for each processor core. They blindly define the same number of local counters for all objects regardless of the access popularity. The per-core based distributed counting schemes fail to take into account the actual degree of sharing and impose overly pessimistic estimation on the number of local counters that are required to mitigate the counter contention.

In this work, we view that the cacheline contention in updating the reference counter is driven by the contention among the processes, not by the contention among the processors. Based upon this new view, we propose to allocate the local counters for a given object in per-process basis. We allocate the local counters for a given object to each process that accesses it. We call this distributed counting scheme, Logical Distributed Counting, LODIC for short. We call it a logical counter since the local counters are associated with the logical entity, the process, not with the physical entity, the processor. In LODIC, the counter query latency is governed by the actual number of processes that share a given file block.

LODIC is designed to address the scalability issue in reading the shared file block [40,51]. There are three characteristics that need to be incorporated in designing the reference counting scheme: the degree of sharing, the object population, and the reference brevity. Each kernel object, e.g., page frame, dentry entry, inode, and file descriptor table, has widely different reference characteristics along these three axis. The reference counter design should be tailored with respect to the characteristics of the object.

The Logical Distributed Counting consists of three key ingredients: (i) file mapping, (ii) counter embedding, and (iii) process-space based reverse mapping. The first ingredient is to map a file region that needs to be shared to the process address space. This plain and simple mechanism provides a foundation for the logical distributed counting. Via attaching the file-backed page frame to the process address space, LODIC enables the kernel to define the reference counter for the page frame in the process address space, i.e., in per-process basis. The second ingredient is Counter Embedding. With Counter Embedding, LODIC represents the logical counter using the unused bits in page table entry (PTE). Counter Embedding eliminates the need to define a new kernel data structure to represent the local counter and makes the logical counter memory-efficient. The third ingredient is process-space based reverse mapping. Locating the page table of a given page frame is the most expensive task in accessing the local counter in logical distributed counting. For reverse mapping, LODIC scans the virtual memory segments of the process, the process-space, unlike the existing reverse mapping feature, //map() [24] that scans the virtual memory segments associated with the file, the file-space. The virtual segment allocation algorithm of Linux tends to place the file mapped segments at the high-end of the process virtual address space. Exploiting this nature, the process-space based reverse mapping of LODIC can locate the page table for a given page frame in nearly constant amount of time regardless of the degree of sharing and successfully scales with the degree of sharing. The contribution of LODIC can be summarized as follows.

- Logical Distributed Counting allocates the local counters with respect to the actual degree of sharing. The number of local counters for a file block corresponds to the number of processes that map the block which can be substantially smaller than the total number of CPU cores in the large scale manycore system.

- Logical Distributed Counting scheme develops a scalable reverse mapping technique, process-space based reverse mapping. It effectively exploits the virtual memory allocation algorithm of existing Linux and can locate the logical counter within a constant amount of time in common cases. The process-space based reverse mapping makes the reverse mapping overhead sufficiently small, whose performance impact associated with accessing the local counter becomes hardly visible from outside.

- Logical Distributed Counting is nearly memory free. The logical counter in LODIC exploits the unused bit space in the page table entry to represent the reference counter. LODIC successfully addresses the memory pressure issue in the logical counting.

- With all these benefits, LODIC increases the performance
of shared block read by 64× compared to the stock Linux. When the file block is shared and accessed by 120 cores.

2 Background and Motivation

2.1 Reference Counting in File Block Access

Page Cache and Reference Counting. OS kernel manages the page cache (or buffer cache) to speed up the file access by caching the frequently accessed disk contents to memory. Linux kernel (and many other OSes) manages per-file (inode) page cache. A page cache maintains the mapping information from a file offset to a physical page frame that holds the associated disk content. In servicing a read/write system call, OS kernel first looks up the page cache to avoid costly storage access. OS kernel tends to keep as much file contents as possible in a page cache. However, under the memory pressure, OS kernel evicts infrequently accessed pages to secure more free memory. One invariant is that OS kernel should not reclaim a page which is still being accessed. Reference counting is commonly used to track the page access count in many OS kernels including Linux. For instance, OS kernel (atomically) increases per-page reference counter before accessing a page in the page cache and decreases it after the access completes. A positive page reference counter means that the page is being accessed and that the page should not be reclaimed.

Page Cache Reference Counting in Linux. Linux kernel maintains per_inode page cache (address_space) using a radix tree (XArray). The page cache maps a file offset to struct page, which is metadata on a physical page frame. Linux kernel maintains two atomic reference counter per-page. They are defined in the struct page: _mapcount representing how many times a page is mmap-ed and _refcount representing how many tasks are accessing a page [50]. When a file is shared among the multiple processes concurrently, the concurrent update on the _refcount becomes the performance bottleneck [51]. When a page frame is chosen for the reclamation, the kernel unlinks it not only from the page cache but also from any page table entries that map a given page cache entry. To quickly locate the associated page table entries, the kernel maintains a reverse mapping from a page frame to a page table entry [24, 25, 43, 67]. Linux kernel maintains an interval tree, which is a set of virtual memory segments mapping a given port of a file to virtual address space (stored in mapping field under struct address_space).

Challenges in Page Cache Reference Counting. There are two challenges in page cache reference counting. First, the number of reference counters can be prohibitively large. For example, 1 million _refcounts are needed to cache 40 GB in Linux. Next, the access characteristics (e.g., access frequency) of a page cache reference counter is determined by the applications that accesses the files, which is out of kernel’s control. Therefore, any reference counting scheme for page cache should be memory-efficient to deal with the large memory capacity and should be adaptable to application’s file access behavior.

2.2 Scalable Reference Counting

Per-Core Distributed Reference Counting. To avoid the performance collapse caused by cacheline bouncing in atomic counter (used in stock Linux kernel), per-core distributed reference counting schemes – e.g., Scalable Non-Zero Indicator (SNZI) [31], Sloppy Counter [17], and Approximate Counters [26, 27] – have been proposed. This approach manages the per-core local counters in addition to the central object counter. In the common case, each thread accesses its per-core local counter, not incurring cacheline bouncing.

While this approach solves the performance problem of the atomic counter, it has two critical problems that we opted out using it for page cache. First of all, its memory consumption linearly increases as the number of objects and the number of CPU’s increase (see Table 1). When a large number of objects (e.g., millions page frames [1,3]) exist in a multi-core machine having tens or hundreds of CPU’s, its memory overhead is detrimentally large. For example, Figure 2 shows that sloppy counter requires 60GB of additional memory just to store the reference counters for the page frames (struct page) in a 128-core machine with 256GB DRAM (24%). Another drawback is the query performance – getting the true counter value – is often proportional to the number of CPU’s. In sloppy counter, the entire local counters should be traversed to get the true value (see Table 1). In managing the page cache, the slow query can slow down the reclamation of page frames and can cause unnecessary swapping in the worst case.

Hash Table Based Reference Counting. To mitigate the excessive memory usage of the per-core schemes, per-core hash table based distributed counting schemes have been proposed. They store local counters at the per-core hash table to bound the memory usage regardless of the number of objects.

However, they do not fundamentally solve the limitation of per-core distributed reference counter. Still their memory consumption is proportional to the number of CPU’s as shown in Table 1. Also, when the hash collision happens, they perform its slow path incurring the central contention:
for example, RefCache [23] evicts the original entry to the central reference and PayGo [40] evicts to the central overflow counter list. Therefore, unless the hash table size is large enough (e.g., 2x of active objects), they still suffer from the hash table collision and the slow path execution. Also, they do not improve the query performance because they have to traverse the entire per-core hash tables. In addition to the traversal overhead, RefCache has to wait for two epoch periods until the counter converges, which incurs more delay in getting the true counter value.

3 Design Principles of LODIC

In this section, we present three design principles of LODIC, a scalable reference counting scheme designed for page cache and file access. LODIC should be able to deal with a large number for objects in multi-core machines leveraging the skew of file access and the property of page cache access.

P1. Millions of Counters Are Not Uncommon. Recent advances in multi-core processors and memory technologies make a server equipped with hundreds of cores and hundreds GB to a few TB main memory prevalent. For example, a recent 2-socket Intel Xeon server has up to 112 logical cores and 9 TB memory (3 TB DRAM and 6 TB NVMe). We expect more cores with larger memory will be prevalent to achieve higher performance in data-centric applications.

Reference counting should be scalable to the memory capacity and the number of CPU cores. It should scale at least millions of page frames (40 GB memory = 10M reference counters) with a hundred CPU’s. To be future-proof, it should scale a few hundred millions (i.e., TB scale) with a few hundreds CPU’s. Ideally, the memory consumption should solely depend on the number of reference counters and the query performance should not depend on the number of cores, which have been increasing. While the counter caching approach using per-core hash table [23, 40] partly mitigates memory pressure, the current approaches relying on per-core structures [17, 23, 26, 27, 31] are not appropriate in both memory consumption and query performance.

P2. Not All File Pages Are Popular. It is well-known that real-world data access are skewed. Examples include the web page accesses [19], the popularity of the vocabularies in the dictionary [28], and the access distribution in the key-value store [20] to list a few. That implies that the accesses to a small subset of file pages account for dominant fraction of all file accesses while most file pages are not concurrently accessed at all. The existing distributed reference counting schemes relying on per-core structures [17, 23, 26, 27, 31] fail to exploit such access skew. These works assume that all objects are concurrently accessed from all CPUs. Subsequently, they blindly pre-allocate same number of per-core local counters or same amount of per-core counter cache (hash table) for all objects. The pessimistic assumption on the degree of concurrent access renders overly excessive memory pressure and the query overhead. Ideally, reference counting scheme should allocate the local counters with respect to the actual degree of sharing, the actual number of processes that share a page.

We examine the impact of access skew in reference counter design; we run RocksDB key-value store [34] and NGINX web server [60]. For key-value store access, we use the access skew of the English dictionary (Zipf distribution with $\alpha = 0.98$) [28]. For web page access, we use the measurement results for web page access (Zipf distribution with $\alpha = 0.77$) [19]. In this experiment, we record the largest reference counter value in each page frame, which we observed while running the workloads. 100 concurrent clients stress RocksDB having 17,000 key-value pairs with 100-byte values. NGINX runs with 100 concurrent workers. Both were run on a 128-core server. Figure 3 shows the distribution of the maximum reference counter values. X-axis denotes the popularity rank of the pages. Unsurprisingly, the distribution is highly skewed. The sum of the maximum reference counter values for the individual file pages corresponds to the upper bound on the total number of local counters, which are required to represent the concurrent accesses. The sloppy counter [17] allocates 120 local counters for each page. According to this experiment, sloppy counter creates $13.6 \times$ more local counters for RocksDB and $12 \times$ more local counters for NGINX than are actually needed, respectively.

P3. Reference Duration Is Extremely Short in File Access. One important factor in designing the distributed reference

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Space Overhead</td>
<td>$O(N)$</td>
<td>$O(N-C)$</td>
<td>$O(N-C)$</td>
<td>$O(C+H+N)$</td>
<td>$O(C+H+N)$</td>
<td>$O(N)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Query Overhead</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
<td>$O(1+2\text{-epoch})$</td>
<td>$O(C)$</td>
<td>$O(S)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Overhead</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Every threshold</td>
<td>Every epoch and collision</td>
<td>Every hash collision</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$N$: # of objects  $C$: # of CPUs  $H$: size of hash table  $S$: degree of sharing

Table 1: Comparison of reference counting techniques.
scheme is how to handle the reference split. A process can be scheduled to the different core while the reference is active. Then, the original local counter becomes to reside at the different core from the core where the process is running as a result of the process migration. We call this situation as reference split.

There are two types of approaches to address the reference split problem. The first type of approach is to eliminate the possibility of the reference split. One can temporarily disable the interrupt [47] or the preemption [45] to prevent the process migration. Another type of approach is associated with resolving the reference split when it happens. When the reference split happens, the process can decrease (i.e., unreference) either the local counter at the current core (e.g., RefCache [23]) or the original local counter at the remote core (e.g., PayGo [40]).

Each type of approaches has its own disadvantage; the limited usage, the excessive query latency and the memory overhead. The first is the limited usage. Disabling the interrupt or the preemption cannot be used if the code does not allow to disable the interrupt or the preemption. The second is excessive query latency. RefCache should wait for two epochs to get the real reference counter value. Refcache trades the query latency with the cost of decrementing the counter at the local core. The third is the memory overhead. PayGo requires not only the local counter but also the anchor counter at each core. Also, PayGo needs to maintain the anchor ID at each task struct to handle the reference split.

The above mentioned techniques for the reference split may not deserve its the overhead if the reference split is unlikely to happen. More importantly, all these elaborate schemes deserve its overhead only when the reference split happens frequently. Therefore, an ideal approach should pay the cost of the reference split only when it really happens.

To understand how often the reference split can happen in accessing the page cache, we measured the time interval between the reference and the unreference operations for five popular kernel objects including struct page. As Figure 4 shows, the reference duration of page is very short (0.14 µsec). For page access, the reference split happens very rarely (0.0005%, 5 out of one million page references). To measure the reference duration of page, we repeatedly read 4KB file block for 30 seconds. Based on our measurement, we carefully conclude that any feature for handling the reference split may hardly deserve its overhead for the reference counting for page cache.

4 Design of LODIC

4.1 Design Overview

LODIC is designed to scale with a large amount of physical memory and with a large number of CPU’s by leveraging the file access skew and the short access duration. We designed

Figure 4: Reference duration for different kernel objects in Linux OS: file descriptor table (struct files_struct), physical page frame (struct page), read-write semaphore (rw_semaphore), file object (struct file) and directory entry (struct dentry). LODIC in the following three key insights:

First, per-core local counter approaches are by design memory inefficient especially for the file-backed page frames. In file block accesses, the accesses towards a small subset of popular pages account for the dominant fraction of file block accesses as shown in Figure 3. To well exploit the characteristics of the shared file page access, we carefully argue that allocating the local counter in per-process basis than in per-core basis is appropriate for accessing the page frames. If the local counters are allocated only for the processes which actually share the given file, the memory pressure for the local counters does not increase linearly with CPU-core count but it is only dependent on the actual degree of page sharing. The memory saving of the per-process local counter against the per-core local counter can be particularity substantial in the large scale machine with hundreds of cores since the number of processes that share the given file can be much smaller than the number of CPU cores in the system. Moreover, LODIC reduces the query overhead substantially because it checks the local counters of only those processes that are actually sharing the file. In theory, the number of processes sharing a file can be greater than the number of CPU’s. However, we believe such case is rare in practice because, for example, the administrator guides in many servers suggest not to create more (worker) processes beyond the number of CPU’s to avoid unnecessary contention on the shared resources [58].

Next, we propose a selective distributed counting scheme that exploits the skew in the file accesses. LODIC can selectively apply the distributed counting for the fraction of a file. Not all file blocks in a file are frequently accessed. There may exist a hot region in a file whose reference counting becomes a bottleneck. Thus, we pay the extra overhead of distributed counting when only needed. For instance, the first few levels in B+-tree and log-structured merge (LSM) tree [59] and frequently accessed web pages are the typical examples of the hot file regions. Note that dynamically detecting the hot file blocks are well studied in the prior works [21, 52] and it is out of scope of this paper.

Lastly, we optimize LODIC’s design for the common case that reference split not happening unlike the prior works [23, 40] preparing handling of the reference split all the time. As shown in §3, the reference split happens extremely rarely.

LODIC exploits two properties of the modern computer system design: (i) there exists a few unused bits left in PTE and
LODIC realizes the per-process distributed counting by mapping a file region to the process virtual address space. By doing so, LODIC allocates the local counters for the virtual pages in the mapped file region. When a program accesses the file block of the mapped file, instead of updating the global reference counter (_refcount) in the page frame (struct page), LODIC updates the local counters defined for the associated virtual page. The local counter is defined at the process virtual address space. The number of local counters for a given physical page corresponds to the number of virtual pages that map the given physical page frame. This approach deploys the distributed counters for the mapped file regions and for the processes that map a given file.

When a page frame is accessed (in Figure 5), LODIC kernel first checks if the given physical page is mmap-ed page or not. If the page is a mmap-ed one, the kernel performs reverse mapping to find a virtual address of the page (in Figure 5) then updates the local counter embedded in the associated page table entry (in Figure 5). If the page is not mmap-ed (i.e., _mapcount == 0) or the contention is low, the kernel falls back to updating the global reference counter in the page frame. Currently, LODIC determines that the contention on the page is low when the page is shared by less than four processes (i.e., _mapcount < 4).

### 4.3 Local Counter Embedding to PTE

In allocating the per-process local counter, we propose a Counter Embedding technique. With Counter Embedding, LODIC defines the local counter without allocating the separate memory. In Counter Embedding, we represent the per-process local counter using the unused (ignored) bits in the page table entry (PTE). Modern processor architectures leave a few bit in the PTE for software use. For example, x86-64 [12], ARM64 [15], and MIPS64 [53] have 11, 4, and 8 unused bits for software use, respectively. In Figure 6, LODIC in 64 bit x86 architecture is using 7-bit embedded local counter at bits [58:52]. Other CPU technologies also utilize the unused PTE bits (ARM ASID [9], Intel MKTME [39], and AMD SEV [13]). CPU’s with these technologies may leave a fewer bits available for the embedded counter. Regardless of the number of unused bits left in PTE, the design of LODIC remains unchanged. As the local counter embedded at PTE consists of a fewer bits, LODIC will more frequently access the global counter since the embedded counter tends to overflow more frequently. However, in our experimental experience, LODIC rarely accesses the global counter because the local counter overflows infrequently.

The counter embedding has two advantages: First, it does not require any additional memory for the local counter. With counter embedding, LODIC’s space overhead is $O(N)$ as presented in Table 1. In addition, it minimizes the kernel code...
changes in implementing the local counter. It does not bring any new data structures nor does it modify any for local counter implementation.

LODIC updates the embedded local counter using an atomic compare-and-swap (CAS) instruction. We decided to use the atomic instruction on purpose. We can simply guarantee the correctness of the local counter update even when the reference split happens without relying on any additional mechanisms such as epoch based counter management in RefCache [23] and anchor counter in PayGo [40]. More importantly, using the atomic instruction does not slow down the common case operation because non-contending atomic operations are as cheap as non-atomic operations in modern processor architectures [63]. It is often used in designing the highly optimized lock-free data structures [54]. With 7-bit embedded counter, the embedded local counter overflows when the number of concurrent threads accessing a page is greater than \(2^7\), which is extremely rare. To handle the overflow, LODIC falls back to using the global counter to represent the total number of references [61,65].

### 4.4 Reverse Mapping from a Physical Page Frame to PTE

The performance and scalability of LODIC critically relies upon the efficiency of the reverse mapping (steps between 2 and 3 in Figure 5). If the reverse mapping is slow or becomes a scalability bottleneck in concurrent accesses, it degrades performance significantly. Our evaluation results in §5.2.3 show that the legacy reverse mapping which is used in \texttt{rmmap()} [24] can degrade the performance by 3 times. We first describe how the existing kernel handles the reverse mapping from a page cache to process virtual address space (§4.4.1) and then propose our approach to accelerate the reverse mapping for LODIC (§4.4.2).

#### 4.4.1 Process Space vs. File Space

**Process Space: Virtual Address Space.** A virtual address space of a process is composed of a set of virtual memory segments. We call this abstraction as process space. A virtual memory segment is a virtually contiguous memory region of a process having the same permission and file backend. It is represented by a start virtual address, the size, and backed file and offset (see Figure 5f). A virtual memory segment corresponds to \texttt{struct vm_area_struct} in Linux and \texttt{struct vm_space} in FreeBSD, respectively. In this paper, we use the segment and the virtual memory area (or VMA), interchangeably. OS kernel uses the process-space structure to check if a given virtual memory access is legal. For example, upon a page fault, OS first checks if the faulting address is legitimate in the process space then handles the fault (e.g., allocating physical page or copy-on-write, etc).

Existing OSES adopt difference data structures for process address space: e.g., red-black tree (Linux) [2], splay tree (FreeBSD) [36], and AVL tree (Windows) [62]. The leaf nodes correspond to the segments. The leaf nodes form a linked list. These data structures have pros and cons. Red-black tree and AVL tree guarantee the worst-case time complexity to \(O(\log n)\) for search and update (insert and delete). Splay tree provides amortized time complexity to \(O(\log n)\), i.e., the time complexity for \(k\) operations is \(O(k\log n)\), but the worst-case time complexity of a single operation is worse than the red-black tree or AVL tree. All three OSes rely only on a single lock to protect the process-space structure from race conditions. A number of techniques have been proposed to make the process-space data structures friendly to the concurrent updates [23,32,66] to improve the scalability of virtual memory subsystem.

**File Space: Page Cache and Reverse Map** For each file, the kernel maintains the information associated with a set of the physical pages that cache its file blocks and a set of virtual memory segments that map its file regions if the file (or region of it) is memory mapped. We call this abstraction a file space. It corresponds to \texttt{struct address_space}\(^1\) in Linux. File space encapsulates two mapping information in it; (i) a mapping from a tuple of (inode, file offset) to a physical page which caches the file block (Figure 5d) and (ii) a mapping from the physical page to the associated page table if the file block is memory mapped. The latter mapping is called reverse mapping since it is used to map the physical page to the associated virtual address or the associated page table equivalently. Linux uses a radix tree to organize the set of physical pages in a file space. When the kernel needs to locate the physical page for the given file block (e.g., \texttt{read()} and \texttt{write()} system calls Figure 5b), the kernel looks up the radix tree of the file space with the given file offset (i.e., \texttt{struct address_space} in Figure 5d). In addition, a file can be memory mapped to one or more processes. If the multiple processes map a given file region, the physical page that holds the memory mapped file block can be associated with the multiple process address spaces. To maintain the mappings from the physical page to multiple process address spaces, the kernel maintains the reverse mapping in per-file basis (Figure 5d) in the file space. One example of using the reverse mapping is for page reclamation (Figure 5b). Before the eviction, the kernel should make sure that the page is not being referenced by any threads. The associated page table entries should be invalidated after the page is reclaimed. To quickly invalidate the page table entries of the physical page, the kernel scans the reverse mapping in the file space.

When we map a file region to the process address space, we associate the page frames in a given file region not only to the file space but also to the process space.

\(^1\)The name \texttt{struct address_space} is, we believe, deeply mis-named.
4.4.2 Accelerating the Reverse Mapping for LODIC

The reverse mapping is the linkage between two spaces: process space and file space. As illustrated in Figure 5c, a reverse mapping (in Linux) maintains a mapping from a file offset to a list of virtual memory segments, which maps the file region. The main usage of the reverse mapping is page reclamation, which happens in every ten of seconds. When a file region is mapped by multiple processes, the kernel needs to examine all segments that map a given file region each of which is associated with different process (\(i\) in Figure 5c) and then to look up the process space to locate the proper virtual memory segment (\(\hat{i}\) in Figure 5e). Unlike the page reclamation, where the reverse mapping is not in the critical path, LODIC needs to perform the reverse mapping in the critical path at every page cache access to locate the local counter. The existing reverse mapping relying on the file-space data structure does not meet the required level of performance and scalability for LODIC.

LODIC’s approach of mapping a file region to the process address enables a new optimization for fast look up of the reverse mapping, which is impossible without mapping the file region. Since the page cache access (i.e., processing read() and write() system calls) is executed in the context of a calling user-space process context, LODIC can directly exploit the process-space data structure (i.e., current->mm in Linux) for efficient look up of the reverse mapping (\(\hat{i}\) in Figure 5f).

Leveraging the process-space data structure for the reverse mapping has two important advantages: First, the number of segment to examine is independent of the degree of sharing. Without mapping the file region and leveraging the process-space data structure, LODIC has to traverse the list of the virtual memory segments in the file-space to find out the corresponding virtual address argument. Hence the reverse mapping look up cost linearly increases as the file region is shared by more processes. Next, we can further optimize the reverse mapping look up operation by leveraging the OS’s virtual memory layout, which we explain next.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>FxMark</th>
<th>RocksDB</th>
<th>NGINX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of segments</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position in the segment list</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Total number of segments in the applications and the position of a memory-mapped file segment in the segment list.

A process virtual address can have tens or hundreds of virtual memory segments. Table 2 illustrates the number of segments in a few popular applications. In reverse mapping, i.e. in locating the page table entry for a given physical page, LODIC exploits the way in which the Linux kernel maps the region of the file onto the process virtual address space (arch_get_unmapped_area_topdown()). Exploiting the very nature of kernel’s memory mapping, LODIC can quickly locate the target virtual memory segment regardless of the total number of segments in the process virtual address space. Linux maps the shared libraries and the memory-mapped files to the virtual address space as follows; when the process starts, the kernel defines the base address in the process virtual address space where the memory mapping starts, mmap_base. Starting from the base address, the kernel scans the process virtual address space towards the low end of the virtual address space and looks for the free virtual address region that can accommodate the given size of the file segment (or the shared library). When it finds the free virtual address region that can accommodate the given file segment, it reserves the region of the virtual address space, creates the virtual memory segment object (struct vma), and maps the created virtual memory segment to the allocated virtual address region. Due to this mapping mechanism, the virtual memory segment of the memory mapped file is likely to be located just below the stack and the v<50 [8]. Table 2 shows the position of the segment for the memory mapped file in the virtual segment list of FxMark, RocksDB and NGINX, respectively. FxMark has twenty virtual memory segments in its virtual address space. From mmap_base, the segment for the memory mapped file corresponds to the fifth one in the list of the virtual memory segments.

To leverage such layout property of memory mapped file regions, LODIC scans the segment list of process-space starting from mmap_base in reverse direction. By scanning the virtual memory segments in reverse direction (i.e., from high to low virtual addresses), LODIC can quickly find the segment associated with a given page frame (\(\hat{\hat{i}}\) in Figure 5). Specifically, LODIC iterates the list of virtual memory segments (mm_struct->mmap) in a reverse direction. It searches a segment that harbors a given page frame. For each segment, the kernel checks if the segment is associated with the same file as the given physical page. If they match, LODIC compares the file offset of the physical page and the file offset of the segment, and check if the page frame belongs to the segment. If we find the associated segment, then we obtain the virtual page number of the given physical page based upon the start virtual address of the segment and the offset of the given page frame within the segment. Once the segment is located and LODIC gets the virtual address of the mapped page, LODIC then walks the page table to locate the embedded local counter (\(\hat{\hat{\hat{\hat{i}}}}\) in in Figure 5). In summary, LODIC can locate the page table entry within nearly constant amount of time independent of the degree of sharing and independent of the number of segments in the virtual address space.

4.5 LODIC Operations

We summarize how LODIC performs each operation with the examples in Figure 5.

Reference Operation. When a page frame in a page cache is accessed (\(\hat{1}\) in Figure 5), the kernel first performs a reference operation, increasing its reference counter. If the page is memory mapped and it is shared by more than four
processes (i.e., _mapcount > 4), LODIC first looks up the corresponding segment by scanning process’s list of virtual memory segments in a reverse order using the file and offset as a key. After finding the segment, LODIC calculates the virtual address of the page using the start virtual address of the segment and offset of the mapping. With the virtual address, LODIC walks the page table to spot the page’s local counter and increases the local counter. LODIC relies on atomic CAS to update the page table entry to increase local counter value. If the page is not shared or it is shared by less than four processes, LODIC falls back to increasing page’s global counter (_refcounter in struct page).

**Unreference Operation.** After finishing the access of the page, the kernel performs an unreference operation, decreasing the page’s reference counter. The procedure is similar to the reference operation but LODIC handles the situation when the counter changes between the reference and unreference operations. LODIC first tries to decrements the page’s local counter if the page is memory mapped. The local counter can be zero if the number of sharing processes is increased beyond four after the reference operation. To handle such cases, LODIC decrements the global counter when the local counter is zero. Like the reference operation, LODIC relies on atomic CAS to decrement the counter. Since LODIC relies on atomic operation in updating the counter, LODIC does not need any other special mechanism to handle the reference split.

**Query Operation.** When the kernel reclaims the clean pages in the page cache to secure more free memory, it first performs a query on the page to check if the page is being accessed or not. LODIC first looks up the reverse mapping of a file with the file-backed page’s offset and gets the list of virtual memory segments associated with the page. For each virtual memory segment, LODIC calculates page’s virtual address. With the page’s virtual address, LODIC locates the page’s local counter embedded at the PTE. If any of the page’s global counter and one of the local counters are not zero, LODIC returns the result as non-zero. Otherwise, it return zero so that the kernel can safely reclaim the page. For correctness of a query operation, the local counters and the global counter should remain unchanged while the query is in-flight. To ensure this, we use the same mechanism proposed in [40]; we define a flag for each physical page to denote if there is a query in-flight. Before the query starts, the kernel sets this flag. If this flag is set, the counter update operation blocks. We use atomic_write to set and to reset the flag.

**Latency Analysis of Query Operation.** LODIC can return the query operation as soon as it encounters the non-zero local or the global counters since all local counters are guaranteed to be non-negative. This is not possible in some distributed reference counting schemes, such as sloppy counter [17] and RefCache [23]. In these schemes, the local counter can become negative and the positive local counter does not guarantee that the counter’s true value is positive.

To quantify the performance benefit, we analyze the number of local counter iterations for a query operation. Suppose that there are N counters. We denote the probability that the i-th counter is zero as \( P(c_i = 0) \), where \( c_i \) is i-th counter value. When \( X \) is the number of local counters that the kernel has to examine until encountering a non-zero logical counter, \( P(X = k) = p^{k-1}(1 - p) \), where \( p = P(c_i = 0) \). Therefore, the expected number of local counter traversal is as follows:

\[
E(X_N) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} i \cdot p^{i-1}(1 - p) = \frac{1 - p^N}{1 - p}
\]

\( E(X_N) \) grows slowly with \( N \). When \( N = 120 \) and \( p = 0.5 \), we obtain \( E(X_N) \approx 2 \); the kernel examines less than two counters on the average until it encounters a non-zero counter.

## 5 Evaluation

We implemented LODIC on Linux v4.11.6. We examine the query latency, the memory pressure, and the application performance in five different reference counting schemes: Global Counter (Vanilla Linux), No Counter (NCount), Ref-Cache [23], PayGo [40] and LODIC. We use the microbenchmark FxMark [51] and two data intensive applications – RocksDB key-value store [34] and NGINX web server [60]. Scalable file block read plays an important role in these applications. We choose RocksDB and NGINX in our evaluation because the multi-core servers are widely used in cloud environments, and a key-value store and a web server are the two most popular workloads in the cloud environment. No Counter (NCount) is a null counter that actually does not perform reference counting. This is to simulate the ideal scalable counter. The server has 120 CPU-cores (Intel Xeon E7-8870 v2 processors, 8 sockets and 15 cores per socket) and 780GB DDR3 DRAM. In the rest of this section, we first present how LODIC affects the performance of real-world applications (§5.1) then analyze how our design decisions affect the performance (§5.2).

### 5.1 Real World Applications

**RocksDB.** In key-value store, a number of processes can read the same database file, simultaneously. Especially in LSM-tree based key-value store, the run at level 0 can be read by a large number of users simultaneously and the efficiency of the distributed counting scheme can play a vital role in its performance behavior. We use modified db_bench [33] so that the multiple processes access the shared database. We perform sequential scan and search on the random key with a key size of 16 byte and a value size of 100 bytes on a working set of 1,000 records. With LODIC, the performance of RocksDB is as good as NCount, RefCache and PayGo (Figure 7). LODIC brings 23% performance improvement against the global counter under 100 processes.
NGINX. We examine the web server performance under the different distributed counting schemes. We vary the number of clients accessing the same web page using wrk benchmark [69]. We vary the number of clients from one to fifty. All clients access index.html (612 byte). Figure 8 illustrates the results. The LODIC, NCount, RefCache and PayGo yield the similar performance, showing 2.5× performance improvement against vanilla Linux. Our evaluation results confirm that LODIC performs nearly as good as the ideal contention-less counting scheme (NCount) does.

5.2 Analysis on LODIC Design

5.2.1 Memory Pressure

We compute the memory pressure for the RefCache, PayGo and LODIC (Figure 9). In RefCache and PayGo, the memory for distributed counting consists of the memory for the per-core hash tables and the memory for the per-page metadata (Table 1). Refcache and PayGo allocate 64 KB and 256 KB for per-core hash table (4096 entries), respectively. RefCache and PayGo need 16 bytes for each page frame to store the additional information, e.g., lock, pointer, and epoch number. For our server with 780 GB memory (195 M page frames), the additional memory required for all physical page frames corresponds 3.1 GB (195 M × 16 byte). Total amount of memory required for the distributed counting in RefCache and in PayGo correspond to 3.12 GB and 3.3 GB, respectively.

In LODIC, the total amount of memory for all local counters corresponds to only the page table pages that are required to map the file (or part of the file). For 4 KB, 100 MB and 1 GB files, the total amount of memory required for LODIC corresponds to 480 KB, 24 MB, and 240 MB, respectively, when the file is shared by 120 processes. Unlike PayGO and RefCache, LODIC does not have the overhead of handling the hash collision and the cache miss that arise in the counter cache based distributed counting scheme. According to our experiment, as the hash collision increases, the performance of these schemes can drop by 40% from 186 Mops to 70 Mops for 4 KB read.

5.2.2 Query Overhead

We measure the latency of counter query under two scenarios: (1) the latency to reclaim all page cache entries for a given file (Figure 10) and (2) the latency to check if a given page frame can be reclaimed (Figure 11).

We examine the latency to reclaim all page cache entries of the 1 GB file under vanilla Linux (Vanilla), RefCache, PayGo, and LODIC. We use fadvise to trigger the page reclamation. In LODIC, we vary the fraction of the mapped pages (i.e., hot page ratio) in the file; 10%, 20% and 100%. Figure 10 illustrates the results. ‘Vanilla’ renders the best case. Here, the kernel examines only the single global counter for each page frame to see if it can be reclaimed. The kernel repeats this process for all page frames for the given file. In per-core distributed counting schemes, the latency of reclaiming all page frames is problematic. It examines all per-core local counters for all pages in the file. The latency of fadvise corresponds to over 500 msec regardless of the number of processes that share the file. For the page reclamation, the LODIC uses the red-black tree (3 in Figure 5c) stored in i_mmap field of struct address_space like the Vanilla. In LODIC, the number of the local counters for a page frame is proportional to the number of the processes that map the file. For unmapped page, there is no local counter. The query latency of LODIC is longer than the vanilla Linux. However, LODIC successfully reduces the query latency properly incorporating the actual degree of sharing. When 10% of the entire file is hot region (100 MB is mapped), LODIC renders less than 1/4 of the fadvise latency of the per-core distributed counter when the file is shared by 45 processes. However, in the worst case (i.e., the entire file is hot), which we believe unrealistic, the query latency of LODIC exceeds the query latency of the per-core distributed counting scheme when the number of processes is greater than 40. This is due to the overhead of reverse mapping in LODIC.
For counter query, we also measure the latency to determine if a given page is reclaimable. In LODIC, the kernel returns as soon as it encounters the non-zero local counter. As Figure 11 shows, LODIC examines only one or two local counters in most cases until it encounters non-zero local counter. The result well matches Equation 1. In the worst case, LODIC needs to scan all logical counters till it finds the non-zero local counter. In this case, the latency linearly increases with the degree of sharing.

5.2.3 Reverse Mapping Overhead

Performance and Scalability. We first examine the efficiency of the file-space based reverse mapping (3 in Figure 5) and the process-space based reverse mapping (3 in Figure 5). Figure 12 shows the time to perform the reverse mapping under two different reverse mapping schemes. The reverse mapping latency reduces to 1/20 when we use the process-space based reverse mapping instead of the file-space based reverse mapping.

Next, we examine the performance impact of the reverse mapping. We compare the latency to read 4 KB block from the different regions of a file: (1) from plain file in Vanilla Linux, (2) from the unmapped region of a file in LODIC-enabled Linux, and (3) from the memory-mapped region of the file in LODIC-enabled Linux. Figure 13 illustrates the result. In LODIC-enabled Linux, reading the memory-mapped file block renders 20% longer latency than reading the unmapped file block. In LODIC, the filesystem checks the map count of the file block before it performs reverse mapping. It performs the reverse mapping only when the map count is non-zero.

Lastly, we examine the performance of reading a shared file block under different reference counting schemes: (1) process-space based reverse mapping (LODIC), (2) file-space based reverse mapping (LODIC) and (3) vanilla Linux. We use DRBH workload of FxMark [51]. Figure 14 presents the results. Using the process-space based reverse mapping, LODIC achieves 65× performance against vanilla Linux under 120 CPU cores. The benchmark performance successfully scales linearly with respect to the increase in the number of processes (i.e., the number of active cores). On the other hand, the file-space based reverse mapping fails to scale due to its inefficient access path shown at 3 in Figure 5.

Different from the rests, XFS barely yields any performance gain under LODIC. We find that reference counter in per-inode rw-semaphore in XFS is the root cause of the scalability bottleneck here (Figure 14d). The performance bottleneck caused by this problematic ino reference counter has been out-shadowed by the severe scalability overhead of the reference counter for physical page. As LODIC effectively resolves the scalability issue in the reference counter of the physical page, the inefficiency of ino reference counter in XFS comes to the surface and prohibits XFS from scaling well. LODIC, however, is not entirely ineffective; LODIC brings as much as 2× performance in XFS (Figure 14d).

Interference with mmap. The mmap and munmap operation establish an exclusive lock on the process-space and the file-space structure to insert and delete the virtual memory segment. We examine how the mmap and munmap operations interfere with the performance of LODIC. There are 60 processes that read the shared file block. We create a background process that calls mmap, sleeps for one second and does munmap. We measure the performance of the shared file read with and without the background processes, respectively, and compute the performance ratio between the two.

Figure 15 shows the performance degradation varying the number of background processes. The performance of process-space based reverse mapping is barely affected by the background mmap/munmap. On the other hand, the performance of the file-space based reverse-mapping collapses to 1/100 when there are five or more background processes.
5.2.4 Counter Contention on the Local Counter

We examine the theoretical worst-case performance of LODIC; when the threads compete for updating the local counter. We create multiple threads in a process and have them access the same file block. We vary the number of threads per process to vary the contention on the local counters. We maintain the total number of threads in the system to be 120. Table 3 illustrates the performance. As the number of threads per process increases, the performance decreases. This is because PTE contention occurs when many threads of a process access the same file page at the same time. However, compared to the case using the global counter, LODIC is meaningful in that the contention is localized within a process because a PTE is shared by threads only within a process. We believe that in practice this situation can be avoided via properly limiting the number of threads per process. For example, it is common for server programs to provide tuning knobs to change the number of threads per process [56–58].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># of Threads</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>16</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Throughput</td>
<td>164.16</td>
<td>58.87</td>
<td>32.54</td>
<td>19.61</td>
<td>8.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Effect of the contention on the local counters

6 Related Work

There were a number of sophisticated designs for the scalable reader-write lock. For the scalability, a few works exploit the memory barrier and the atomic instruction in the reader [44, 64]. Big-reader lock (brlock) uses an array of reader flags to avoid using the memory barrier [4]. Passive reader-write lock (prwlock) uses version-based consensus protocol instead of the expensive mutex protected flags to avoid using the memory barrier [46]. A new reader-writer lock called percpu-rwlock in Linux [6] is known to work when the writers are rare. Bravo [30] uses the global hash table to address the memory pressure issue of the per-core reference counters [6, 17, 26, 27, 31] for rw-semaphore. SHFLLOCK [42] leverages a waiting thread to achieve high scalability in NUMA machines without introducing the additional memory consumption for NUMA-local locks. Hydralist separates the search layer and the data node for the manycore scalability of the index structure [49].

A few works adopt the actual degree of sharing to ease the contention [11, 29, 55]. Nerula et al. [55] detect the access conflict at run-time and distribute the conflict records to per-core basis. It cannot be applied to the generic workload. Dashki et al. [29] use the hardware profiling to detect the degree of sharing. It fails to scale when the sharing degree is high.

7 Conclusion

The per-core based distributed counting scheme has reached its limit due to the increase in the number of cores and the memory size in the recent computing system. In this work, we view that the counter contention is driven by the contention among the processes. This process-centric view enables us to devise a new counting scheme that can naturally incorporate the degree of sharing, the population and the reference brevity characteristics of the physical page frame. Via defining the local counter in per-process basis, LODIC is successful in striking the balance among the three factors of the reference counter: memory pressure, the counter query latency, and counter update performance. We show that software overhead of the proposed logical distributed counting is insignificant and hardly visible from outside.
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Abstract
Modern online services rely on data stores that replicate their data across geographically distributed data centers. Providing strong consistency in such data stores results in high latencies and makes the system vulnerable to network partitions. The alternative of relaxing consistency violates crucial correctness properties. A compromise is to allow multiple consistency levels to coexist in the data store. In this paper we present UniSTORE, the first fault-tolerant and scalable data store that combines causal and strong consistency. The key challenge we address in UniSTORE is to maintain liveness despite data center failures: this could be compromised if a strong transaction takes a dependency on a causal transaction that is later lost because of a failure. UniSTORE ensures that such situations do not arise while paying the cost of durability for causal transactions only when necessary. We evaluate UniSTORE on Amazon EC2 using both microbenchmarks and a sample application. Our results show that UniSTORE effectively and scalably combines causal and strong consistency.

1 Introduction
Many of today’s Internet services rely on geo-distributed data stores, which replicate data in different geographical locations. This improves user experience by allowing accesses to the closest site and ensures disaster-tolerance. However, geo-distribution also makes it more challenging to keep the data consistent. The classical approach is to make replication transparent to clients by providing strong consistency models, such as linearizability [33] or serializability [70]. The downside is that this approach requires synchronization between data centers in the critical path. This significantly increases latency [1] and makes the system unavailable during network partitionings [28]. Thus, even though several commercial geo-distributed systems follow this approach [18, 20, 26, 63, 71], the associated cost has prevented it from being adopted more widely.

An alternative approach is to relax synchronization: the data store executes an operation at a single data center, without any communication with others, and propagates updates to other data centers in the background [21, 66]. This minimizes the latency and makes the system highly available, i.e., operational even during network partitionings. But on the downside, the systems following this approach provide weaker consistency models: e.g., eventual consistency [66, 69] or causal consistency [2]. The latter is particularly appealing: it guarantees that clients see updates in an order that respects the potential causality between them. For example, assume that in a banking application Alice deposits $100 into Bob’s account (u1) and then posts a notification about it into Bob’s inbox (u2). Under causal consistency, if Bob sees the notification (u3), and then checks his account balance (u4), he will see the deposit. This is not guaranteed under eventual consistency, which does not respect causality relationships, such as those between u1 and u2. In some settings, causal consistency has been shown to be the strongest model that allows availability during network partitionings [7, 45]. It has been a subject of active research in recent years, with scalable implementations [3, 43, 48] and some industrial deployments [55, 67].

However, even causal consistency is often too weak to preserve critical application invariants. For example, consider a banking application that disallows overdrafts and thus maintains an invariant that an account balance is always non-negative. Assume that the balance of an account stored at two replicas is 100, and clients concurrently issue two withdraw (100) operations (u5 and u6) at different replicas. Since causal consistency executes operations without synchronization, both withdrawals will succeed, and once the replicas exchange the updates, the balance will go negative. To ensure integrity invariants in examples such as this, the programmer has to introduce synchronization between replicas, and, since synchronization is expensive, it pays off to do this sparingly. To this end, several research [9, 41, 42, 65] and commercial [5, 6, 29, 49, 58] data stores allow the programmer to choose whether to execute a particular operation under weak or strong consistency. For example, to preserve the integrity
invariant in our banking application, only withdrawals need to use strong consistency, and hence, synchronize; deposits may use weaker consistency and proceed without synchronization.

Given the benefits of causal consistency, it is particularly appealing to marry it with strong consistency in a geo-distributed data store. But like real-life marriages, to be successful this one needs to hold together both in good times and in bad — when data centers fail due to catastrophic events or power outages. Unfortunately, none of the existing data stores meant for geo-replication combine causal and strong consistency while providing such fault tolerance [9, 41, 42]. In this paper we present UniStore — the first fault-tolerant and scalable data store that combines causal and strong consistency. More precisely, UniStore implements a transactional variant of Partial Order-Restrictions consistency (PoR consistency) [31, 42]. This guarantees transactional causal consistency by default [3] and allows the programmer to additionally specify which pairs of transactions conflict, i.e., have to synchronize. For instance, to preserve the integrity invariant in our previous example, the programmer should declare that withdrawals from the same account conflict. Then one of the withdrawals $u_5$ and $u_6$ will observe the other and will fail.

The key challenge we have to address in UniStore is to maintain liveness despite data center failures. Just adding a Paxos-based commit protocol for strong transactions [19, 20, 35] to an existing causally consistent protocol does not yield a fault-tolerant data store. In such a data store, a committed strong transaction $t_2$ may never become visible to clients if a causal transaction $t_1$ on which it depends is lost due to a failure of its origin data center. This compromises the liveness of the system, because no transaction $t_3$ conflicting with $t_2$ can commit from now on: according to the PoR model, one of the transactions $t_2$ and $t_3$ has to observe the other, but $t_2$ will never be visible and $t_2$ did not observe $t_3$.

UniStore addresses this problem by ensuring that, before a strong transaction commits, all its causal dependencies are uniform, i.e., will eventually become visible at all correct data centers. This adapts the classical notion of uniformity in distributed computing to causal consistency [16]. UniStore does so without defeating the benefits of causal consistency. Causal transactions remain highly available at the cost of increasing the latency of strong transactions: a strong transaction may have to wait for some of its dependencies to become uniform before committing. To minimize this cost, UniStore executes causal transactions on a snapshot that is slightly in the past, such that a strong transaction will mostly depend on causal transactions that are already uniform before committing. Furthermore, UniStore reuses the mechanism for tracking uniformity to let clients make causal transaction durable on demand and to enable consistent client migration.

In addition to being fault tolerant, UniStore scales horizontally, i.e., with the number of machines in each data center; this also goes beyond previous proposals [9, 41, 42]. To this end, UniStore builds on Cure [3] — a scalable implementation of transactional causal consistency. Our protocol extends Cure with a novel mechanism that distributes the task of tracking the set of uniform transactions among the machines of a data center. We also add the ability for data centers to forward transactions they receive from others, so that a transaction can propagate through the system even if its origin data center fails. Finally, we carefully integrate an existing fault-tolerant atomic commit for strong transactions [19] into the protocol for causal consistency.

We have rigorously proved the correctness of the UniStore protocol (§7 and [12, §D]). We have also evaluated it on Amazon EC2 using both microbenchmarks and a more realistic RUBiS benchmark. Our evaluation demonstrates that UniStore scalably combines causal and strong transactions, with the latter not affecting the performance of the former. Under the RUBiS mix workload, causal transactions exhibit a low latency (1.2ms on average), and the overall average latency is $3.7 \times$ lower than that of a strongly consistent system.

## 2 System Model

We consider a geo-distributed system consisting of a set of data centers $D = \{1, \ldots, D\}$ that manage a large set of data items. A data item is uniquely identified by its key. For scalability, the key space is split into a set of logical partitions $P = \{1, \ldots, N\}$. Each data center stores replicas of all partitions, scattered among its servers. We let $p_m^d$ be the replica of partition $m$ at data center $d$, and we refer to replicas of the same partition as sibling replicas. As is standard, we assume that $D = 2f + 1$ and at most $f$ data centers may fail. We call a data center that does not fail correct. If a data center fails, all partition replicas it stores become unavailable. For simplicity, we do not consider the failures of individual replicas within a data center: these can be masked using standard state-machine replication protocols executing within a data center [38, 56].

Replicas have physical clocks, which are loosely synchronized by a protocol such as NTP. The correctness of UniStore does not depend on the precision of clock synchronization, but large drifts may negatively impact its performance. Any two replicas are connected by a reliable FIFO channel, so that messages between correct data centers are guaranteed to be delivered. As is standard, to implement strong consistency we require the network to be eventually synchronous, so that message delays between sibling replicas in correct data centers are eventually bounded by some constant [24].

## 3 Consistency Model

A client interacts with UniStore by executing a stream of transactions at the data center it is connected to. A transaction consists of a sequence of operations, each on a single data item, and can be interactive: the data items it accesses are not known a priori. A transaction that modifies at least one data item is an update transaction; otherwise it is read-only.
A consistency model defines a contract between the data store and its clients that specifies which values the data store is allowed to return in response to client operations. UniSTORE implements a transactional variant of Partial Order Restrictions consistency (PoR consistency) [31, 42], which we now define informally; we give a formal definition in [12, §B]. The PoR model enables the programmer to classify transactions as either causal or strong. Causal transactions satisfy transactional causal consistency, which guarantees that clients see transactions in an order that respects the potential causality between them [2, 3]. However, clients can observe causally independent transactions in arbitrary order. Strong transactions give the programmer more control over their visibility.

To this end, the programmer provides a symmetric conflict relation $\bowtie$ on operations that is lifted to strong transactions as follows: two transactions conflict if they perform conflicting operations on the same data item. Then the PoR model guarantees that, out of two conflicting strong transactions, one has to observe the other.

More precisely, a transaction $t_1$ precedes a transaction $t_2$ in the session order if they are executed by the same client and $t_1$ is executed before $t_2$. A set of transactions $T$ committed by the data store satisfies PoR consistency if there exists a causal order relation $\prec$ on $T$ such that the following properties hold:

### Causality Preservation
The relation $\prec$ is transitive, irreflexive, and includes the session order.

### Return Value Consistency
Consider an operation $u$ on a data item $k$ in a transaction $t \in T$. The return value of $u$ can be computed from the state of $k$ obtained as follows: first execute all operations on $k$ by transactions preceding $t$ in $\bowtie$, then execute all operations on $k$ that precede $u$ in $t$.

### Conflict Ordering
For any distinct strong transactions $t_1, t_2 \in T$, if $t_1 \bowtie t_2$, then either $t_1 \prec t_2$ or $t_2 \prec t_1$.

### Eventual Visibility
A transaction $t \in T$ that is either strong or originates at a correct data center eventually becomes visible at all correct data centers: from some point on, $t$ precedes in $\prec$ all transactions issued at correct data centers.

If all transactions are causal, then the above definition specializes to transactional causal consistency [3, 17]. If all transactions are strong and all pairs of operations conflict, then we obtain (non-strict) serializability.

When $t_1 \prec t_2$, we say that $t_1$ is a causal dependency of $t_2$. Return Value Consistency ensures that all operations in a transaction $t$ execute on a snapshot consisting of its causal dependencies (as well as prior operations by $t$). Transactions are atomic, so that either all of their operations are included into the snapshot or none at all. The transitivity of $\prec$, mandated by Causality Preservation, ensures that the snapshot a transaction executes on is causally consistent: if a transaction $t_1$ is included into the snapshot, then so is any other transaction $t_2$ on which $t_1$ depends (i.e., $t_2 \prec t_1$). The inclusion of the session order into $\prec$, also mandated by Causality Preservation, ensures session guarantees such as read your writes [64]. The consistency model disallows the causality violation anomaly from §1. Indeed, since $\prec$ includes the session order, we have $u_1 \prec u_2$ and $u_3 \prec u_4$. Moreover, Bob sees Alice’s message, and by Return Value Consistency this can only happen if $u_2 \prec u_3$. Then since $\prec$ is transitive, $u_1 \prec u_4$, and by Return Value Consistency, Bob has to see Alice’s deposit.

Causal consistency nevertheless allows the overdraft anomaly from §1: the withdrawals $u_5$ and $u_6$ may not be related by $\prec$, and thus may both execute on the balance 100 and succeed. The Conflict Ordering property can be used to disallow this anomaly by declaring that withdraw operations on the same account conflict and labeling transactions containing these as strong. Then one of the withdrawal transactions will be guaranteed to causally precede the other. The latter will be executed on the account balance 0 and will fail.

Finally, Eventual Visibility ensures that strong transactions and those causal ones that originate at correct data centers are durable, i.e., will eventually propagate through the system.

To facilitate the use of causal transactions, UniSTORE includes replicated data types (aka CRDTs), which implement policies for merging concurrent updates to the same data item [57]. Each data item in the store is associated with a type (e.g., counter, set), which is backed by a CRDT implementation managing updates to it. For example, the programmer can use a counter CRDT to represent an account balance. Then if two clients concurrently deposit 100 and 200 into an empty account using causal transactions, eventually the balance at all replicas will be 300. Using ordinary writes here would yield 100 or 200, depending on the order in which the writes are applied. More generally, CRDTs ensure that two replicas receiving the same set of updates are in the same state, regardless of the receipt order. Together with Eventual Visibility, this implies the expected guarantee of eventual consistency [66].

Due to space constraints, we omit details about the use of CRDTs from our protocol descriptions.

## 4 Key Design Decisions in UniSTORE

### Baseline causal consistency
A causal transaction in UniSTORE first executes at a single data center on a causally consistent snapshot. After this it immediately commits, and its updates are replicated to all other data centers in the background. This minimizes the latency of causal transactions and makes them highly available, i.e., they can be executed even when the network connections between data centers fail.

As is common in causally consistent data stores [3, 23, 43], to ensure that causal transactions execute on consistent snapshots, a data center exposes a remote transaction to clients only after exposing all its dependencies. Then to satisfy the Eventual Visibility property under failures, a data center receiving a remote causal transaction may need to forward it to other data centers, as in reliable broadcast [11] and anti-entropy protocols for replica reconciliation [54].
Figure 1: Why UniSTORE may need to forward remote causal transactions.

Figure 2: Why UniSTORE needs to ensure that the dependencies of a strong transaction are uniform before committing it.

Figure 1 depicts a scenario that demonstrates how Eventual Visibility could be violated in the absence of this mechanism. Let $t_1$ be a causal transaction submitted at a data center $d_1$ (event 1). Assume that $d_1$ replicates $t_1$ to a correct data center $d_2$ (event 2) and then fails (event 3), so that $t_1$ does not get replicated anywhere else. Let $t_2$ be a transaction submitted at $d_2$ after $t_1$ becomes visible there, so that $t_2$ depends on $t_1$ (event 4). Transaction $t_2$ will eventually be replicated to all correct data centers (event 5). But it will never be exposed at any of them, because its dependency $t_1$ is missing. If data centers can forward remote causal transactions, then $d_2$ can eventually replicate $t_1$ to all correct data centers, preventing this problem.

**On-demand strong consistency.** UniSTORE uses optimistic concurrency control for strong transactions: they are first executed speculatively and the results are then certified to determine whether the transaction can commit, or must abort due to a conflict with a concurrent strong transaction [70]. Certifying a strong transaction requires synchronization between the replicas of partitions it accessed, located in different data centers. UniSTORE implements this using an existing fault-tolerant protocol that combines two-phase commit and Paxos [19] while minimizing commit latency. However, just using such a protocol is not enough to make the overall system fault tolerant: for this, before a strong transaction commits, all its causal dependencies must be uniform in the following sense.

**Definition 1.** A transaction is *uniform* if both the transaction and its causal dependencies are guaranteed to be eventually replicated at all correct data centers.

This adapts the classical notion of uniformity in distributed computing to causal consistency [16]. UniSTORE considers a transaction to be uniform once it is visible at $f + 1$ data centers, because at least one of these must be correct, and data centers can forward causal transactions to others.

The following scenario, depicted in Figure 2, demonstrates why committing a strong transaction before its dependencies become uniform can compromise the liveness of the system. Assume that a causal transaction $t_1$ and a strong transaction $t_2$ are submitted at a data center $d_1$ in such a way that $t_1$ becomes a dependency of $t_2$ (events 1 and 2). Assume also that $t_2$ is certified, committed and delivered to all relevant replicas (events 3 and 4) before $t_1$ is replicated to any data center, and thus before it is uniform. Now if $d_1$ fails before replicating $t_1$ (event 5), no remote data center will be able to expose $t_2$, because its dependency $t_1$ is missing. This violates the Eventual Visibility property, and even worse, no strong transaction conflicting with $t_2$ can commit from now on. For instance, let $t_3$ be such a transaction, submitted at $d_3$ (event 6). Because $d_3$ cannot expose $t_2$, transaction $t_3$ executes on a snapshot excluding $t_2$. Hence, $t_3$ will abort during certification (events 7 and 8); committing it would violate the Conflict Ordering property, since transactions $t_2$ and $t_3$ conflict, but neither of them is visible to the other. Ensuring that $t_1$ is uniform before committing $t_2$ prevents this problem, because it guarantees that $t_1$ will eventually be replicated at $d_3$. After this, $t_2$ will be exposed to conflicting transactions at this data center, which will allow them to commit.

**Minimizing the latency of strong transactions.** Ensuring that all the causal dependencies of a strong transaction are uniform before committing it may significantly increase its latency, since this requires additional communication between data centers. UniSTORE mitigates this problem by executing causal transactions on a snapshot that is slightly in the past, which is allowed by causal consistency. Namely, UniSTORE makes a remote causal transaction visible to the clients only after it is uniform. This minimizes the latency of a strong transaction, since to commit it only needs to wait for causal transactions originating at the local data center to become uniform. We cannot delay the visibility of the latter transactions due to the need to guarantee *read your writes* to local clients.

**On-demand durability of causal transactions.** Client applications interacting with the external world require hard durability guarantees; e.g., a banking application has to ensure that a withdrawal is durably recorded before authorizing the operation. UniSTORE guarantees that, once a strong transaction commits, the transaction and its dependencies are durable. However, UniSTORE returns from a causal transaction before it is replicated, and thus the transaction may be lost if its origin data center fails. Ensuring the durability of every single causal transaction would require synchronization between data centers on its critical path, defeating the benefits of causal consistency. Instead, UniSTORE reuses the mechanism for tracking uniformity to let the clients pay the cost of durability only when necessary. Even though UniSTORE replicates causal transactions asynchronously, it allows clients to execute a *uniform barrier*, which ensures that the transactions they have observed so far are uniform, and thus durable.
Client migration. Clients may need to migrate between data centers, e.g., because of roaming or for load balancing. UniSTORE also uses the uniformity mechanism to preserve session guarantees during migration. A client wishing to migrate from its local data center \( d \) to another data center \( i \) first invokes a uniform barrier at \( d \). This guarantees that the transactions the client has observed or issued at \( d \) are durable and will eventually become visible at \( i \), even if \( d \) fails. The client then makes an \texttt{attach} call at the destination data center \( i \) that waits until \( i \) stores all the above transactions. After this, the client can operate at \( i \) knowing that the state of the data center is consistent with the client’s previous actions.

Currently UniSTORE does not support consistent client migration in response to a data center failure: if the data center a client is connected to fails, the client will have to restart its session when connecting to a different data center. As shown in [72], this limitation can be lifted without defeating the benefits of causal consistency. We leave integrating the corresponding mechanisms into UniSTORE for future work.

5 Fault-Tolerant Causal Consistency Protocol

We first describe the UniSTORE protocol for the case when all transactions are causal. We give its pseudocode in Algorithms 1 and 2: for now the reader should ignore highlighted lines, which are needed for strong transactions. For simplicity, we assume that each handler in the algorithms executes atomically (although our implementation is parallelized). We reference pseudocode lines using the format algorithm#:line#.

5.1 Metadata

Most metadata in our protocol are represented by vectors with an entry per each data center, where each entry stores a scalar timestamp. However, different pieces of metadata use the vectors in different ways, which we now describe.

Tracking causality. The first use of the vectors is as vector clocks [27,47], to track causality between transactions. Given vectors \( V_1 \) and \( V_2 \), we write \( V_1 < V_2 \) if each entry of \( V_1 \) is no greater than the corresponding entry of \( V_2 \), and at least one is strictly smaller. Each update transaction is tagged with \texttt{commit vector} \texttt{commitVec}. The order on these vectors is consistent with the causal order \texttt{≺} from §3: if \textbf{commitVec}_1 and \textbf{commitVec}_2 are the commit vectors of two update transactions \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \) such that \( t_1 \prec t_2 \), then \textbf{commitVec}_1 < \textbf{commitVec}_2.

For a transaction originating at a data center \( d \) with a commit vector \texttt{commitVec}, we call \texttt{commitVec}[d] its \texttt{local timestamp}.

Each replica \( p_m^d \) maintains a log \texttt{OpLog}[k] of update operations performed on each data item \( k \) stored at the replica. Each log entry stores, together with the operation, the commit vector of the transaction that performed it. This allows reconstructing different versions of a data item from its log.

Representing causally consistent snapshots. The protocol also uses a vector to represent a snapshot of the data store on which a transaction operates: a snapshot vector \( V \) represents all transactions with a commit vector \( \leq V \). This snapshot is causally consistent. Indeed, consider a transaction \( t_1 \) included into it, i.e., \textbf{commitVec}_1 \leq V. Since any causal dependency \( t_0 \) of \( t_1 \) is such that \textbf{commitVec}_0 < \textbf{commitVec}_1, we have \textbf{commitVec}_0 < V, so that \( t_0 \) is also included into the snapshot. A client also maintains a vector \texttt{pastVec} that represents its \texttt{causal past}: a causally consistent snapshot including the update transactions the client has previously observed.

Tracking what is replicated where. Each replica \( p_m^d \) maintains three vectors that are used to compute which transactions are uniform. These respectively track the sets of transactions replicated at \( p_m^d \), the local data center \( d \), and \( f+1 \) data centers. Each of these vectors \( V \) represents the set of update transactions originating at a data center \( i \) with a local timestamp \( \leq V[i] \). Note that this set may not form a causally consistent snapshot. The first vector maintained by \( p_m^d \) is \texttt{knownVec}. For each data center \( i \), it defines the prefix of update transactions originating at \( i \) (in the order of local timestamps) that \( p_m^d \) knows about.

PROPERTY 1. For each data center \( i \), the replica \( p_m^d \) stores the updates to partition \( m \) by all transactions originating at \( i \) with local timestamps \( \leq \texttt{knownVec}[i] \).

Our protocol ensures that \texttt{knownVec}[d] \leq \texttt{clock} at any replica in data center \( d \). The vector \texttt{knownVec} at \( p_m^d \) records whether the updates to partition \( m \) by a given transaction are stored at this replica. In contrast, the next vector \texttt{stableVec} records whether the updates to \textit{all} partitions by a transaction are stored at the local data center \( d \).

PROPERTY 2. For each data center \( i \), the data center \( d \) stores the updates by all transactions originating at \( i \) with local timestamps \( \leq \texttt{stableVec}[i] \). More precisely, we are guaranteed that \texttt{knownVec}[i] at any replica of \( d \geq \texttt{stableVec}[i] \) at any \( p_m^d \).

Finally, the last vector \texttt{uniformVec} defines the set of update transactions that \( p_m^d \) knows to have been replicated at \( f+1 \) data centers, including \( d \).

PROPERTY 3. Consider \texttt{uniformVec}[i] at \( p_m^d \). All update transactions originating at \( i \) with local timestamps \( \leq \texttt{uniformVec}[i] \) are replicated at \( f+1 \) data centers including \( d \). More precisely: \texttt{knownVec}[i] at any replica of these data centers \( \geq \texttt{uniformVec}[i] \) at \( p_m^d \).

When \texttt{uniformVec} is reinterpreted as a causally consistent snapshot, it defines transactions that \( p_m^d \) knows to be uniform according to Definition 1:

PROPERTY 4. Consider \texttt{uniformVec} at \( p_m^d \). All update transactions with commit vectors \( \leq \texttt{uniformVec} \) are uniform.

Proof sketch. Consider a transaction \( t_1 \) that originates at a data center \( i \) with a commit vector \textbf{commitVec}_1 \leq \texttt{uniformVec} at \( p_m^d \). In particular, \textbf{commitVec}_1[i] \leq \texttt{uniformVec}[i], and by Property 3, \( t_1 \) is replicated at \( f+1 \) data centers. We as-
sume at most $f$ failures. Then the transaction forwarding mechanism of our protocol (§4) guarantees that $t_1$ will eventually be replicated at all correct data centers. Consider now any causal dependency $t_2$ of $t_1$ with a commit vector $\text{commitVec}_2$. Since commit vectors are consistent with causality, $\text{commitVec}_2 < \text{commitVec}_1 \leq \text{uniformVec}$. Then as above, we can again establish that $t_2$ will be replicated at all correct data centers, as required by Definition 1.

### 5.2 Causal Transaction Execution

**Starting a transaction.** A client can submit a transaction to any replica in its local data center by calling \text{START\_TX($V$)}, where $V$ is the client’s causal past pastVec (line 1:1, for brevity, we omit the pseudocode of the client). A replica $p_d^m$ receiving such a request acts as the transaction \text{coordinator}. It generates a unique transaction identifier $\text{tid}$, computes a snapshot $\text{snapVec}[\text{tid}]$ on which the transaction will execute, and returns $\text{tid}$ to the client (we explain lines 1:2-3 and similar ones later). The snapshot is computed by combining uniform transactions from \text{uniformVec} (line 1:5) with the transactions from the client’s causal past originating at $d$ (line 1:6). The former is crucial to minimize the latency of strong transactions (§4), while the latter ensures \text{read your writes}.

**Transaction execution.** The client proceeds to execute the transaction $\text{tid}$ by issuing a sequence of operations at its coordinator via \text{DO\_OP} (line 1:9). When the coordinator receives an operation $\text{op}$ on a data item $i$, it sends a \text{GET\_VERSION} message with the transaction’s snapshot $\text{snapVec}[\text{tid}]$ to the local replica responsible for $i$ (line 1:11). Upon receiving the message (line 1:18), the replica first ensures that it is as up-to-date as possible by applying the snapshot (line 1:21). It then computes the latest version of $k$ within the snapshot by applying the operations from $\text{opLog}[k]$ by all transactions with commit vectors $\preceq \text{snapVec}[\text{tid}]$. The result is sent to the coordinator in a \text{VERSION} message. After receiving it (line 1:12), the coordinator further applies the operations on $k$ previously executed by the transaction, which are stored in a buffer $\text{wbuff}[\text{tid}]$. This ensures \text{read your writes} within the transaction. If the operation is an update, the coordinator then appends it to $\text{wbuff}[\text{tid}]$. Finally, the coordinator executes the desired operation $\text{op}$ and forwards its return value to the client.

**Commit.** A client commits a causal transaction by calling \text{COMMIT\_CAUSAL} (line 1:26). This returns immediately if the transaction is read-only, since it already read a consistent snapshot (line 1:28). To commit an update transaction, \text{ Uni\_STORE} uses a variant of two-phase commit protocol (recall that for simplicity we only consider whole-data center failures, not those of individual replicas, §2). The coordinator first sends a \text{PREPARE} message to the replicas in the local data center storing the data items updated by the transaction (line 1:29). The message to each replica contains the part of the write buffer relevant to that replica. When a replica receives the message (line 1:36), it computes the transaction’s

### Algorithm 1 Transaction execution at $p_d^m$.

1. \text{function \text{START\_TX($V$)}}
2. \hspace{1em} for $i \in D \setminus \{d\}$ do
3. \hspace{2em} $\text{uniformVec}[i] \leftarrow \max\{V[i], \text{uniformVec}[i]\}$
4. \hspace{1em} \text{var $\text{tid}$} \leftarrow \text{generate\_tid}()
5. \hspace{1em} $\text{snapVec}[\text{tid}] \leftarrow \text{uniformVec}$
6. \hspace{1em} $\text{snapVec}[\text{tid}][d] \leftarrow \max\{V[d], \text{uniformVec}[d]\}$
7. \hspace{1em} $\text{snapVec}[\text{tid}][\text{strong}] \leftarrow \max\{V[\text{strong}], \text{stableVec}[\text{strong}]\}$
8. \hspace{1em} return $\text{tid}$
9. \text{function \text{DO\_OP($\text{tid}$, $k$, $\text{op}$)}}
10. \hspace{1em} $\text{var } l \leftarrow \text{partition}(k)$
11. \hspace{1em} send \text{GET\_VERSION($\text{snapVec}[\text{tid}][k]$ to $p_d^l$)}
12. \hspace{1em} wait receive \text{VERSION($state$)} from $p_d^l$
13. \hspace{1em} for all $\langle k, op' \rangle \in \text{wbuff}[\text{tid}][l]$ do $\text{state} \leftarrow \text{apply}(op', \text{state})$
14. \hspace{1em} $\text{rset}[\text{tid}] \leftarrow \text{rset}[\text{tid}] \cup \{\langle k, \text{op} \rangle\}$
15. \hspace{1em} if $\text{op}$ is an update then
16. \hspace{2em} $\text{wbuff}[\text{tid}][l] \leftarrow \text{wbuff}[\text{tid}][l] \cdot \langle \text{op}, \text{state} \rangle$
17. \hspace{1em} return $\text{rval}((\text{op}, \text{state})$
18. when received \text{GET\_VERSION($\text{snapVec}$, $k$ from $p$)}
19. \hspace{1em} for $i \in D \setminus \{d\}$ do
20. \hspace{2em} $\text{uniformVec}[i] \leftarrow \max\{\text{snapVec}[i], \text{uniformVec}[i]\}$
21. \hspace{1em} $\text{wait until } \text{knownVec}[d] \geq \text{snapVec}[d] \land \text{knownVec}[\text{strong}] \geq \text{snapVec}[\text{strong}]$
22. \hspace{1em} $\text{var } \text{state} \leftarrow \bot$
23. \hspace{1em} for all $\langle op', \text{commitVec} \rangle \in \text{opLog}[k], \text{commitVec} \leq \text{snapVec}$ do
24. \hspace{2em} $\text{state} \leftarrow \text{apply}(op', \text{state})$
25. \hspace{1em} send \text{VERSION($state$)} to $p$
26. \text{function \text{COMMIT\_CAUSAL($\text{tid}$)}
27. \hspace{1em} $\text{var } L \leftarrow \{ l | \text{wbuff}[\text{tid}][l] \neq \emptyset \}$
28. \hspace{1em} if $L = \emptyset$ then return $\text{snapVec}[\text{tid}]$
29. \hspace{1em} send \text{PREPARE($\text{tid}$, $\text{commitVec}$)} to $p_d^l$, $l \in L$
30. \hspace{1em} \text{var } \text{commitVec} \leftarrow \text{snapVec}[\text{tid}]$
31. \hspace{1em} for all $l \in L$ do
32. \hspace{2em} wait receive \text{PREPARE\_ACK($\text{tid}$, $ts$)} from $p_d^l$
33. \hspace{2em} $\text{commitVec}[d] \leftarrow \max\{\text{commitVec}[d], ts\}$
34. \hspace{2em} send \text{COMMIT($\text{tid}$, $\text{commitVec}$)} to $p_d^l$, $l \in L$
35. \hspace{1em} return $\text{commitVec}$
36. when received \text{PREPARE($\text{tid}$, $\text{wbuff}$, $\text{snapVec}$)} from $p$
37. \hspace{1em} for $i \in D \setminus \{d\}$ do
38. \hspace{2em} $\text{uniformVec}[i] \leftarrow \max\{\text{snapVec}[i], \text{uniformVec}[i]\}$
39. \hspace{2em} $\text{var } ts \leftarrow \text{clock}$
40. \hspace{2em} $\text{preparedCausal} \leftarrow \text{preparedCausal} \cup \{ \langle \text{tid}, \text{wbuff}, ts \rangle \}$
41. \hspace{2em} send \text{PREPARE\_ACK($\text{tid}$, $ts$)} to $p$
42. when received \text{COMMIT($\text{tid}$, $\text{commitVec}$)}
43. \hspace{1em} \text{wait until } \text{clock} \geq \text{commitVec}[d]$
44. \hspace{1em} $\langle \text{tid}, \text{wbuff}, \_ \rangle \leftarrow \text{find}(\text{tid}, \text{preparedCausal})$
45. \hspace{1em} \text{preparedCausal} \leftarrow \text{preparedCausal} \setminus \{ \langle \text{tid}, \_ \rangle \}$
46. \hspace{1em} for all $\langle k, op \rangle \in \text{wbuff}$ do
47. \hspace{2em} $\text{opLog}[k] \leftarrow \text{opLog}[k] \cdot \langle op', \text{commitVec} \rangle$
48. \hspace{2em} $\text{committedCausal}[d] \leftarrow \text{committedCausal}[d] \cup \{ \langle \text{tid}, \text{wbuff}, \text{commitVec} \rangle \}$
49. \text{function \text{UNIFORM\_BARRIER($V$)}
50. \hspace{1em} \text{wait until } \text{uniformVec}[d] \geq V[d]$
51. \text{function \text{ATTACH($V$)}
52. \hspace{1em} \text{wait until } \text{vi} \in D \setminus \{d\}. \text{uniformVec}[i] \geq V[i]$
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prepare time $ts$ from its local clock and adds the transaction to preparedCausal, which stores the set of causal transactions that are prepared to commit at the replica. The replica then returns $ts$ to the coordinator in a PREPARE_ACK message.

When the coordinator receives replies from all replicas updated by the transaction, it computes the transaction’s commit vector $commitVec$: it sets the local timestamp $commitVec[d]$ to the maximum among the prepare times proposed by the replicas (line 1:33), and it copies the other entries of $commitVec$ from the snapshot vector $snapVec[tid]$ (line 1:30). The latter reflects the fact that the transactions in the snapshot become causal dependencies of $tid$.

After computing $commitVec$, the coordinator sends it in a COMMIT message to the relevant replicas at the local data center (line 1:34) and returns it to the client (line 1:35). The client then sets its causal past $pastVec$ to the commit vector. When a replica receives the COMMIT message (line 1:42), it removes the transaction from preparedCausal, adds the transaction’s updates to opLog, and adds the transaction to a set committedCausal[$d$], which stores transactions waiting to be replicated to sibling replicas at other data centers.

5.3 Transaction Replication

Each replica $p^i_u$ periodically replicates locally committed update transactions to sibling replicas in other data centers by executing PROPAGATE_LOCAL_TXS (line 2:1). Transactions are replicated in the order of their local timestamps. The prefix of transactions that is ready to be replicated is determined by $knownVec[d]$: according to Property 1, $p^i_u$ stores updates to $m$ by all transactions originating at $d$ with local timestamps $\leq knownVec[d]$. Thus, the replica first updates $knownVec[d]$ while preserving Property 1.

There are two cases of this update. If the replica does not have any prepared transactions (preparedCausal = $\emptyset$), it sets $knownVec[d]$ to the current value of the clock (line 2:2). This preserves Property 1 because in this case a new transaction originating at $d$ and updating $m$ will get a prepare time at $m$ higher than the current clock (line 1:39), and thus also a higher local timestamp (line 1:33). If the replica has some prepared transactions, then they may end up getting local timestamps lower than the current clock. In this case, the replica sets $knownVec[d]$ to just below the smallest prepared time (line 2:3). This preserves Property 1 because: (i) currently prepared transactions will get a local timestamp no lower than their prepare time; and (ii) as we argued above, new transactions will get a prepare time higher than the current clock and, hence, than the smallest prepare time.

After updating $knownVec[d]$, the replica sends a REPPLICATE message to its siblings with the transactions in committedCausal[$d$] such that $commitVec[d] \leq knownVec[d]$, and then removes them from committedCausal[$d$]. In other words, the replica sends all transactions from the prefix determined by $knownVec[d]$ that it has not yet replicated.

When a replica $p^i_u$ receives a REPPLICATE message with a set of transactions $txs$ originating at a sibling replica $p^m_i$ (line 2:9), it iterates over $txs$ in $commitVec[i]$ order. For each new transaction in $txs$ with commit vector $commitVec$, the replica adds the transaction’s operations to its log and sets $knownVec[i] = commitVec[i]$. Since communication channels are FIFO, $p^i_u$ processes all transactions from $p^m_i$ in their local timestamp order. Hence, the above update to $knownVec[i]$ preserves Property 1: $p^i_u$ stores updates originating at $p^m_i$ by all transactions with $commitVec[i] \leq knownVec[i]$. Finally, the replica adds the transactions to committedCausal[$i$], which is used to implement transaction forwarding (§4).
the forwarding, \( p^m_i \) may receive the same transaction from different data centers. Thus, when processing transactions in the replicate message, it checks for duplicates (line 2:11).

### 5.4 Advancing the Uniform Snapshot

Replicas run a background protocol that refreshes the information about uniform transactions. This proceeds in two stages. First, a replica keeps track of which transactions have been replicated at the replicas of other partitions in the same data center. To this end, replicas in the same data center periodically exchange knownVec messages with their knownVec vectors, which they store in a matrix localMatrix (lines 2:24 and 2:27); in our implementation this is done via a dissemination tree. This matrix is then used to compute the vector stableVec, which represents the set of transactions that have been fully replicated at the local data center as per Property 2. To ensure this, a replica computes an entry \( \text{stableVec}[i] \) as the minimum of knownVec[i] it received from the replicas of other partitions in the same data center (line 2:29).

In the second stage of the background protocol, sibling replicas periodically exchange stableVec messages with their stableVec vectors, which they store in a matrix stableMatrix (lines 2:25 and 2:31). This matrix is then used by a replica to compute uniformVec, which characterizes the update transactions that are replicated at \( f + 1 \) data centers as per Property 3. To this end, a replica first enumerates all groups \( G \) of \( f + 1 \) data centers that include its local data center (line 2:33). For each data center \( d \) in \( G \), the replica performs the following computation. First, for each group \( g \in G \), it computes the minimum \( j \)-th entry in the stable vectors of all data centers \( h \in g \): \( \min \{ \text{stableMatrix}[h][j] \mid h \in g \} \). By Property 2 all update transactions originating at \( j \) with local timestamp \( \leq \) the minimum have been replicated at all data centers in \( g \). The replica then sets \( \text{uniformVec}[j] \) to the maximum of the resulting values computed for all groups \( g \in G \), to cover transactions that are replicated at any such group. According to Property 4, the transactions with commit vectors \( \leq \text{uniformVec} \) are uniform, and now become visible to transactions coordinated by \( p^m_i \) (§5.2).

Replicas also update uniformVec in lines 1:2-3, 1:19-20 and 1:37-38 by incorporating snapVec[i] for remote data centers \( i \). This is safe because a transaction executes on a snapshot that only includes uniform remote transactions.

Finally, if a replica does not receive new transactions for a long time, it sends the value of its knownVec[d] as a heartbeat (lines 2:8 and 2:16). This allows advancing stableVec and uniformVec even under skewed load distributions.

### 5.5 Transaction Forwarding

As we explained in §4, to guarantee that a transaction originating at a correct data center eventually becomes exposed at all correct data centers despite failures (Eventual Visibility), replicas may have to forward remote update transactions. To determine which transactions to forward, each replica keeps track of the update transactions that have been replicated at sibling replicas in other data centers. To this end, sibling replicas periodically exchange knownVecLOBAL messages with their knownVec vectors, which they store in a matrix globalMatrix (lines 2:26 and 2:37). Thus, \( p^m_i \) has received all update transactions from \( p^m_i \) with commitVec[j] \( \leq \) globalMatrix[i][j].

A replica \( p^m_i \) only forwards transactions when it suspects that a data center \( j \) may have failed before replicating all the update transactions originating at it to a data center \( i \) (this information is provided by a separate module). In this case, \( p^m_i \) executes forwardRemoteTxs(i, j) (line 2:19).

The function forwards the set of transactions \( ttxs \) received from \( p^m_i \) that have not been replicated at \( p^m_i \) according to globalMatrix[i][j]. For example, in Figure 1, UniSTORE will eventually invoke forwardRemoteTxs(\( d_1, d_3 \)) at replicas in \( d_2 \) to forward \( r_1 \). The replica \( p^m_i \) sends the transactions in \( ttxs \) to \( p^m_i \) in a replicate message. If there are no update transactions to forward, \( p^m_i \) sends a heartbeat to \( p^m_i \) with knownVec[j].

UniSTORE periodically deletes from committedCausal transactions that have been replicated at every data center (omitted from the pseudocode for brevity).

### 5.6 On-Demand Durability and Client Migration

A client may wish to ensure that the transactions it has observed so far are durable. To this end, the client can call uniformBarrier(V) at any replica in its local data center \( d \), where \( V \) is the client’s causal past Vec (line 1:49). The replica returns to the client only when all the transactions from pastVec that originate at \( d \) are uniform, and thus durable. Then the same holds for all transactions from pastVec, because the protocol only exposes remote transactions to clients when they are already uniform (§5.2).

A client wishing to migrate from its local data center \( d \) to another data center \( i \) first calls uniformBarrier(V) at any replica in \( i \) with \( V = \text{pastVec} \), to ensure that the transactions the client has observed or issued at \( d \) will eventually become visible at \( i \). The client then calls attach(V) at any replica in \( i \) (line 1:51). The replica returns when its uniformVec includes all remote transactions from \( V \) (line 1:52). The client can then be sure that its transactions at \( i \) will operate on snapshots including all the transactions it has observed before.

### 6 Adding Strong Transactions

We now describe the full UniSTORE protocol with both causal and strong transactions. It is obtained by adding the highlighted lines to Algorithms 1-2 and a new Algorithm 3.

#### 6.1 Metadata

The Conflict Ordering property of our consistency model requires any two conflicting strong transactions to be related one way or another by the causal order \( \prec \) (§3). To ensure this, the protocol assigns to each strong transaction a scalar
strong timestamp, analogous to those used in optimistic concurrency control for serializability [70]. Several vectors used as metadata in the causal consistency protocol (§5.1) are then extended with an extra strong entry.

First, we extend commit vectors and those representing causally consistent snapshots. Commit vectors are compared using the previous order <, but considering all entries; as before, this order is consistent with the causal order ≪. Furthermore, conflicting strong transactions are causally ordered according to their strong timestamps.

**Property 5.** For any conflicting strong transactions \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \) with commit vectors \( \text{commitVec}_1 \) and \( \text{commitVec}_2 \), we have:

\[ t_1 \prec t_2 \iff \text{commitVec}_1[\text{strong}] \prec \text{commitVec}_2[\text{strong}] \]

A consistent snapshot vector \( V \) now defines the set of strong transactions with a commit vector \( \leq V \), according to the new \( \prec \). The vectors knownVec and stableVec maintained by a replica \( p_d \) are also extended with a strong entry. The entries knownVec[strong] and stableVec[strong] define the prefix of strong transactions that have been replicated at \( p_d \) and the local data center \( d \), respectively:

**Property 6.** Replica \( p_d \) stores the updates to \( m \) by all strong transactions with \( \text{commitVec}[\text{strong}] \leq \text{knownVec}[\text{strong}] \).

**Property 7.** Data center \( d \) stores the updates by all strong transactions with \( \text{commitVec}[\text{strong}] \leq \text{stableVec}[\text{strong}] \).

To ensure Property 7, the strong entry of stableVec is updated at line 2:30 similarly to its other entries. We do not extend uniformVec, because our commit protocol for strong transactions automatically guarantees their uniformity.

### 6.2 Transaction Execution

**UNISTORE** uses optimistic concurrency control for strong transactions, with the same protocol for executing causal and speculatively executing strong transactions. To this end, Algorithm 1 is modified as follows. First, the computation of the snapshot vector \( \text{snapVec}[\text{tid}] \) is extended to compute the strong entry (line 1:7), which is now taken into account when checking that a replica state is up to date (line 1:21). The strong entry of the snapshot vector is computed so as to include all strong transactions known to be fully replicated in the local data center, as defined by stableVec[strong]. To ensure read your writes, the snapshot additionally includes strong transactions from the client’s causal past, as defined by \( V[\text{strong}] \). Finally, the coordinator of a transaction now maintains not only its write set, but also its read set \( \text{rset} \) that records all operations by the transaction, including read-only ones (line 1:14). The latter is used to certify strong transactions.

After speculatively executing a strong transaction, the client tries to commit it by calling COMMITSTRONG at its coordinator (line 3:1). The coordinator first waits until the snapshot on which the transaction operated becomes uniform by calling UNIFORM BARRIER (line 3:2); as we argued in §4, this is crucial for liveness. The coordinator next submits the transaction to a certification service, which determines whether the transaction commits or aborts (line 3:3, see §6.3). In the former case, the service also determines its commit vector, which the coordinator returns to the client. If the transaction commits, the client sets its causal past pastVec to the commit vector; otherwise, it re-executes the transaction.

The certification service also notifies replicas in all data centers about updates by strong transactions affecting them via DELIVER_UPDATES upcalls, invoked in an order consistent with strong timestamps of the transactions (line 3:4). A replica receiving an upcall adds the new operations to its log and refreshes knownVec[strong] to preserve Property 6.

Finally, a replica \( p_m \) that has not seen any strong transactions updating its partition \( m \) for a long time submits a dummy strong transaction that acts as a heartbeat (line 3:9). Similarly to heartbeats for causal transactions, this allows coping with skewed load distributions.

### 6.3 Certification Service

We implement the certification service using an existing fault-tolerant protocol from [19], with transaction commit vectors computed using the techniques from [30]. The protocol integrates two-phase commit across partitions accessed by the transaction and Paxos among the replicas of each partition. It furthermore uses white-box optimizations between the two protocols to minimize the commit latency. The use of Paxos ensures that a committed strong transaction is durable and its updates will eventually be delivered at all correct data centers (line 3:4). For each partition, a single replica functions as the Paxos leader. The protocol is described and formally specified elsewhere [19], and here we discuss it only briefly.

The pseudocode and formal specification are given in [12, §A] and [12, §C], respectively.

The certification service accepts the read and write sets of a transaction and its snapshot vector (line 3:3). Even though the service is distributed, it guarantees that commit/abort decisions are computed like in a centralized database with optimistic concurrency control — in a total certification order. To ensure Conflict Ordering, the decisions are computed using a concurrency-control policy similar to that for serializability [70]: a transaction commits if its snapshot includes all
conflicting transactions that precede it in the certification order. The certification service also computes a commit vector for each committed transaction by copying its per-data center entries from the transaction’s snapshot vector and assigning a strong timestamp consistent with the certification order.

7 Proof of Correctness

We have rigorously proved that UniSTORE correctly implements the specification of PoR consistency for the case when the data store manages last-writer-wins registers. The proof uses the formal framework from [14, 15, 17] and establishes Properties 1-7 stated earlier. Due to space constraints, we defer the proof to [12, §D].

8 Evaluation

We have implemented UniSTORE and several other protocols (listed in the following) in the same codebase, consisting of 10.3K SLOC of Erlang. We evaluate the protocols on Amazon EC2 using 4.2xlarge VMs from 5 different regions. Each VM has 8 virtual cores and 32GB of RAM. The RTT between regions ranges from 26ms to 202ms. Unless otherwise stated, our experiments deploy 3 data centers, thus tolerating a single data center failure: Virginia (US-East), California (US-West) and Frankfurt (EU-FRA). All Paxos leaders are located in Virginia. By default we use 4 replica machines per data center. Each machine stores replicas of 8 partitions, matching the number of cores. Clients are hosted on separate machines in each data center. We run each experiment for at least 5 minutes, with the first and the last minute ignored. Replicas propagate local update transactions (line 2:1) and broadcast vectors (line 2:23) every 5ms.

8.1 Does UniSTORE combine causal and strong consistency effectively?

We start by analyzing the performance of UniSTORE using RUBiS – a popular benchmark that emulates an online auction website such as eBay [41, 42]. It defines 11 read-only transactions and 5 update transactions, e.g., selling items, bidding on items, and consulting outstanding auctions. As in previous work [42], to make the benchmark more challenging, we add an extra update transaction closeAuction to declare the winner of an auction. We also borrow from [42] a conflict relation between RUBiS transactions that preserves key integrity invariants in the PoR consistency model. This marks four transactions as strong (registerUser, storeBuyNow, storeBid and closeAuction) and declares three conflicts between them. For example, storeBid, which places a bid on an item, conflicts with closeAuction if both act on the same item: this is needed to preserve the invariant that the winner of an auction is the highest bidder. Our RUBiS database is configured according to the benchmark specification: it is populated with 33,000 items for sale and 1 million users; client think times are 500ms. We run the bidding mix workload of RUBiS with 15% of update transactions, which yields 10% of strong transactions.

We compare UniSTORE with STRONG, REDBLUE and CAUSAL. STRONG implements serializability [70] as a special case of UniSTORE where all transactions are strong and all pairs of operations conflict. REDBLUE implements red-blue consistency [41], which like PoR, combines causal and strong consistency. However, it declares conflicts between all strong transactions. REDBLUE certifies strong transactions at a centralized replicated service, with a replica at each data center. CAUSAL implements causal consistency as a special case of UniSTORE where all transactions are causal. It cannot preserve the integrity invariants of RUBiS, but gives an upper bound on the expected performance.

Throughput and average latency. Figure 3 evaluates average transaction latency and throughput. As the figure shows, UniSTORE exhibits a high throughput: 72% and 183% higher than REDBLUE and STRONG respectively at their saturation point. This is expected, as UniSTORE implements the consistency model that enables the most concurrency. STRONG classifies all transactions as strong. This impacts performance because executing a strong transaction is significantly more expensive than executing a causal one. REDBLUE uses a centralized certification service that saturates before the UniSTORE’s distributed service, creating a bottleneck. UniSTORE exhibits an average latency of 16.5ms, lower than 80.4ms of STRONG. The latency of REDBLUE is comparable to that of UniSTORE. This is because both systems mark the same set of transactions as strong. Still, REDBLUE declares conflicts between all strong transactions and thus aborts more transactions than UniSTORE: 0.12% vs 0.027%. The clients whose transactions abort have to retry them, thus increasing latency. Since the abort rate remains low in both cases, the difference in latency is negligible in our experiment. We expect a more significant difference in workloads with higher contention. Finally, in comparison to CAUSAL, UniSTORE penalizes throughput by 45%. This is the unavoidable price to pay to preserve application-specific invariants.

Latency of each transaction type. In UniSTORE, the latency of strong transactions is dominated by the RTT between Virginia (the leader’s region) and California (Virginia’s closest data center) – 61ms. Strong transactions exhibit a latency of 73.9ms on average. The latency varies depending on the
Figure 4: Scalability when varying the ratio of strong transactions with uniform data access (top) and under contention (bottom).

We evaluate the peak throughput of UNISTORE with 16 partitions, the probability of two transactions accessing the same partition is 0.031. As shown by the top plot of Figure 4, UNISTORE is able to scale almost linearly even when the workload includes strong transactions: a 9.76% throughput drop compared to the optimal scalability. This is because, with uniform accesses, the task of committing transactions is balanced among partitions. Thus, when the number of partitions increases, so does the system’s capacity. The scalability is not perfect due to the cost of the background protocol that computes stableVec, which grows logarithmically with the number of partitions. The plot also shows that strong transactions are expensive: 25.72% of throughput drop on average with 10% of strong transactions. The performance is dominated by the number of strong transactions that a partition can certify per second.

8.2 How does UNISTORE scale with the number of machines?

We evaluate the peak throughput of UNISTORE as we increase the number of machines per each data center from 2 to 8, i.e., the number of partitions from 16 to 64. We use a microbenchmark with 100% of update transactions, where each transaction accesses three data items. We vary the ratio of strong transactions from 0% to 100% to understand their impact on scalability.

Scalability under low contention. For this set of experiments, the data items accessed by each transaction are picked uniformly at random. This yields a very low contention: e.g., with 16 partitions, the probability of two transactions accessing the same partition is 0.031. As shown by the top plot of Figure 4, UNISTORE is able to scale almost linearly even when the workload includes strong transactions: a 9.76% throughput drop compared to the optimal scalability. This is because, with uniform accesses, the task of committing transactions is balanced among partitions. Thus, when the number of partitions increases, so does the system’s capacity. The scalability is not perfect due to the cost of the background protocol that computes stableVec, which grows logarithmically with the number of partitions. The plot also shows that strong transactions are expensive: 25.72% of throughput drop on average with 10% of strong transactions. The performance is dominated by the number of strong transactions that a partition can certify per second.

Impact of contention. For this set of experiments, we set the ratio of strong transactions that access a designated partition to 20% to create contention. As shown by the bottom plot of Figure 4, UNISTORE is still able to scale fairly well under contention. But, as expected, contention has an impact on scalability: a 17.15% throughput drop from the optimal scalability compared to the 9.76% throughput drop in the experiments without contention.

8.3 What is the cost of uniformity?

We compare CUREFT to UNIFORM. CUREFT implements Cure [3], a causally consistent data store, and makes it fault tolerant by adding transaction forwarding (§4). UNIFORM is a simplified version of UNISTORE that removes all the mechanisms related to strong transactions. UNIFORM tracks uniformity and makes remote transactions visible only when these are uniform; CUREFT does not. We use a microbenchmark with only causal transactions and 15% of update transactions. Each transaction accesses three data items.

Throughput penalty. Figure 5 evaluates the cost of tracking uniformity. It shows the peak throughput when the number of data centers increases from 3 to 5. We first add Ireland and then Brazil. As we do this, the throughput remains almost constant. This is because each data center stores replicas of all partitions and the computational power gained when adding a data center is offset by the cost of replicating update transactions. As the figure shows, the cost of tracking uniformity is small: a 7.97% drop on average. The gap grows as we increase the number of data centers: a 10.61% drop on average with 5 data centers. This is because, to track uniform transactions, sibling replicas exchange messages: the more data centers, the more messages exchanged. The penalty can be reduced by decreasing the frequency at which sibling replicas exchange their stableVec (line 2:25), at the expense of an extra delay in the visibility of remote transactions.

Reading from a uniform snapshot. Figure 6 evaluates the delay on the visibility of remote transactions when reading from a uniform snapshot. We deploy four data centers: Virginia, California, Frankfurt and Brazil. We set \( f = 2 \) to tolerate 2 data center failures (when \( f = 1 \), UNIFORM shows no delay). Under such a configuration, a data center makes a transaction visible when it knows that 3 data centers store the transaction and its dependencies (§5.4). The figure shows the cumulative distribution of the delay before updates from
California are visible in Brazil and Virginia.

The extra delay at Brazil is only of 5ms at the 90th percentile. This is the best case scenario for UNIFORM because Brazil learns that Virginia stores a transaction originating at California only 2ms after receiving it. The worst case scenario for UNIFORM is when the origin and the destination data center are the closest ones. This is why the extra delay at Virginia is 92ms at the 90th percentile: Brazil learns that Frankfurt stores a transaction originating at California 88ms after receiving it. Note that when clients communicate only via the data store, the delay is unnoticeable. Even if clients communicate out of band, as the maximum extra delay is less than 100ms, it is unlikely that a client will miss an update.

9 Related Work

Systems with multiple consistency levels. A number of data stores have combined weak and strong consistency, including several commercial and academic systems that combine eventual and strong consistency [5, 6, 29, 49, 58, 65, 73]. Several academic data stores combined causal and strong consistency [9, 37, 41, 42, 59, 65]. Pileus [65] funnels all updates through a single data center. In the fault-tolerant version of lazy replication [37], causal operations require synchronization between replicas on its critical path. In both cases, causal operations are not highly available, defeating the benefits of causal consistency. Walter [59] restricts causal operations to a specific type and lacks fault tolerance due to the use of two-phase commit across data centers. The remaining works [9, 41, 42] support highly available causal operations, but are not fault tolerant. First, they do not make causal operations uniform on demand to guarantee the liveness of strong operations. Thus, they suffer from the liveness issue we explained in §4 (Figure 2). In addition, these systems do not use fault-tolerant mechanisms even for strong transactions. They guard the use of strong transactions using mechanisms similar to locks; if the lock holder fails before releasing it, no other data center can execute a strong transaction requiring the same lock. This occurs even when the service handling locks is fault-tolerant, as in [42]. Finally, the above systems either do not include mechanisms for partitioning the key space among different machines in a data center or include per-data center centralized services, which limits their scalability (§8.2).

Some group communication systems mix causal and atomic broadcast [10, 68]. However, these systems do not provide mechanisms for maintaining transactional data consistency.

Several papers have proposed tools that use formal verification technology to ensure that consistency choices do not violate application invariants [9, 31, 34, 40, 51, 52]. Such tools can make it easier for programmers to use our system.

Causal consistency implementations. Our subprotocol for causal consistency belongs to a family of highly scalable protocols that avoid using any centralized components or dependency check messages [3, 23, 60–62]; other alternatives are less scalable [4, 8, 13, 22, 32, 43, 44, 48, 72]. While we base our causal consistency subprotocol on an existing one, Cure [3], we have extended it in nontrivial ways, by integrating mechanisms for tracking uniformity (§5.4) and for transaction forwarding (§5.5). Some of the above protocols [32, 61] use hybrid clocks instead of real time [36] to improve performance with large clock skews; this technique can also be integrated into UNISTORE.

SwiftCloud [72] implements k-stability [46], a notion similar to uniformity, to enable client migration. SwiftCloud relies on a single per-data center sequencer, which makes tracking k-stability easy, but the data store less scalable. Our protocol is more sophisticated, since we distribute the responsibility of tracking uniformity among the replicas in a data center.

Paxos variants. Several Paxos variants [25, 39, 50, 53] lower the latency by allowing commutative operations to execute at replicas in arbitrary orders. In contrast to them, UNISTORE implements PoR consistency, which allows causal transactions to execute without any synchronization at all.

10 Conclusion

This paper presented UNISTORE, the first fault-tolerant and scalable data store that combines causal and strong consistency. UNISTORE carefully integrates state-of-the-art scalable protocols and extends them in nontrivial ways. To maintain liveness despite data center failures, unlike previous work, UNISTORE commits a strong transaction only when all its causal dependencies are uniform. Our results show that UNISTORE combines causal and strong consistency effectively: 3.7× lower latency on average than a strongly consistent system with 1.2ms latency on average for causal transactions. We expect that the key ideas in UNISTORE will pave the way for practical systems that combine causal and strong consistency.
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Abstract

We present a source-to-source transformation framework, G0CC, that consumes lock-based pessimistic concurrency programs in the Go language and transforms them into optimistic concurrency programs that use Hardware Transactional Memory (HTM). The choice of the Go language is motivated by the fact that concurrency is a first-class citizen in Go, and it is widely used in Go programs. G0CC performs rich inter-procedural program analysis to detect and filter lock-protected regions and performs AST-level code transformation of the surrounding locks when profitable. Profitability is driven by both static analyses of critical sections and dynamic analysis via execution profiles. A custom HTM library, using perception, learns concurrency behavior and dynamically decides whether to use HTM in the rewritten lock/unlock points. Given the rich history of transactional memory research but its lack of adoption in any industrial setting, we believe this workflow, which ultimately produces source-code patches, is more apt for industry-scale adoption. Results on widely adopted Go libraries and applications demonstrate significant (up to 10⇥) and scalable performance gains resulting from our automated transformation while avoiding major performance regressions.

1 Introduction

Golang \([46]\) (or simply Go) is a modern programming language that has gained significant popularity over the last decade. It is being used to write enterprise software \([20]\) (e.g., to implement backend services) in some of the largest technology companies as well as to develop large and widely used open-source applications (e.g., Kubernetes \([47]\)) and libraries (e.g., Tally \([88]\)). The design of Go is inspired by C, but unlike C, it supports concurrency as the first-class language construct. Even more importantly, and unlike other popular languages with first-class concurrency support (e.g., Java), the Go language goes to great lengths to simplify concurrent programming by making concurrency easy to use (and thus frequently used) by the developers \([86]\). — any function in Go can be scheduled to execute concurrently with the rest of the code as a goroutine \([46]\) by simply prefixing its call with the go keyword.

Although Go makes writing concurrent programs easier, it still requires programmers to manage interactions between concurrently executing code — this can be accomplished either via passing messages through channels \([46]\) or explicitly synchronizing accesses to shared memory. Shared memory is used more often than message passing by Go developers, and mutual exclusion via locks \([11]\) remains the most widely-used synchronization mechanism across several applications \([86]\). It is, therefore, the focus of our work.

Locks may unnecessarily serialize concurrent execution, even if the code operates on disjoint data. Our work aims to improve the performance of concurrent Go code, particularly code hiding behind needlessly held locks. Our goal is to accomplish this while retaining the correctness of concurrent execution. We utilize the concept of transactional memory (TM) \([53]\) to achieve this goal. The general idea behind TM is to decide on whether two (or more) pieces of code can be executed concurrently based on whether their accesses to the underlying data are conflicting \([54]\) or not, that is, if at least one of the accesses is a write. Conflict-free executions are allowed to proceed in parallel. On the other hand, upon encountering a data access conflict, execution effects of at least one piece of code have to be rolled back (i.e., undone), and the computation must be restarted. TM machinery, which originally started in software (STM) \([43, 77, 82, 93]\), is now available in commodity hardware as Hardware Transactional Memory (HTM) \([41, 90, 92]\). However, despite almost three decades of work in this area, TM’s promise of accelerating concurrent computations for real-life software has not been quite fulfilled. We speculate that there are two reasons why this is the case.

The first reason is that TM, while being a single concept, may have different realizations in terms of algorithms and implementations (e.g., eager vs. lazy versioning \([80]\)) and different integration strategies at the language level (e.g., API-level solutions \([77]\) or the compiler-assisted atomic construct used to demarcate TM-managed concurrent code \([52]\)), resulting in different behavior from the programmer’s perspective. Conse-
sequently, attempts to introduce TM as a separate language-level mechanism lead to significant semantic dissonance with respect to existing concurrency-related mechanisms [69, 79].

The second reason is that a lot of TM (particularly STM) work was focusing on designing and implementing TM algorithms but limiting empirical evaluation to synthetic benchmarks (e.g., STM Bench [51]) or measuring the performance of only selected concurrent data structures. Unfortunately, unlike what was expected, TM techniques did not easily generalize to real-life applications [93]. A few attempts to apply TM to production code were unsuccessful (e.g., an attempt to rewrite the Quake game server to use TM [97]).

In this work, we attempt to rectify some of these limitations and show that TM can be effective in accelerating real-life concurrent code. We focus less on the algorithmic side of TM (we use state-of-the-art off-the-shelf HTM implementation from Intel), and more on how and when to apply the TM machinery to maximize the benefit. Additionally, we replace Go locks with HTM constructs without changing the code’s behavior in any way, which allows us to completely bypass complications related to transactional memory semantics. More specifically, we employ transactional lock elision (TLE) [73] — a well-known technique that attempts to execute a lock-protected critical section as an atomic hardware transaction, reverting to using the lock if these attempts fail.

Figure 1 depicts our solution. At a high level, our solution starts with using static analysis to identify candidate lock-protected critical sections to be instead protected by the HTM. Then we filter out non-desirable candidates using both static analyses (e.g., to eliminate regions containing I/O operations) and dynamic analysis (to eliminate regions where the application of the HTM would not be beneficial based on profile data collected at runtime). Finally, we rewrite the code to have candidate regions use HTM constructs provided by the HTM library we developed instead of Go locks [11]. Gocc transformations are guaranteed to be safe; developer involvement is optional but highly recommended to let developers ultimately decide whether or not they want to use HTM.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

1. We present the design and implementation of a framework for identifying lock-protected critical sections and select the best candidates for lock elision based on static analysis and execution profiles of Go programs.
2. We describe the source-to-source code transformation to replace mutual-exclusion locks in Go programs with HTM concurrency control constructs.
3. We introduce a library extending vendor-provided HTM primitives with intelligent features such as runtime contention management. Specifically, we devise a lightweight perceptor [59, 84] that learns whether eliding a lock via HTM at a call site [50] is beneficial at runtime.
4. We demonstrate the effectiveness of Gocc for improving performance of real-life concurrent Go code by up to 10×.

Figure 1: GOCC schematic diagram. Static analysis detects three legal lock-unlock pairs in the input file example.go. The top one is a valid replacement candidate. The middle one is filtered since it contains I/O operations in its critical section. The bottom one is dropped due to the infrequent use via the information provided by profiles. The transformed code calls optiLib, which executes the critical section via HTM. The resulting diff is given to the developer for review.

2 Challenges

locks are widely used in the real-world Go code and a significant amount of execution time can be spent waiting to acquire them [15, 19, 27, 28, 68, 86, 89]1. It is possible to replace a lock with a transaction that enables a critical section to be speculatively executed without actually holding the guarding lock. With the support of the HTM, such replacements can result in significant speedups. However, there are several challenges in performing these replacements correctly and robustly, and ensuring that they deliver high performance reliably.

First, automatically and accurately matching a lock with its corresponding unlock operation to precisely identify critical sections is a complex problem. Real-world programs can use locks with nesting intra- or inter-procedurally, which makes it significantly more involved. Additionally, certain lock-compatible instructions (e.g., IO and privileged instructions) will not work with HTM. A critical section including such instructions will not benefit from HTM.

Furthermore, Go provides a keyword that enables delaying lock release operation to all exit points of a function by prefixing the Unlock() operation with the defer [49] keyword2. It not only complicates matching an unlock with a lock operation, it may unnecessarily lengthen a critical section, which according to a synthetic benchmark we wrote shows performance degradation. A scan of 21 million lines of industrial Go code, which includes about 8000 Unlock() operations, shows that about 76% are prefixed with the defer keyword. This indicates that handling defer statements is important.

Second, the Go language nuances [46] (e.g., pointer vs. value syntax, anonymous Mutex fields, lambda functions, etc.) make

1A limited study we performed in a large-scale industrial setting using thousands of different Go services showed up to 30% execution time being spent in lock-related code in certain Go programs; 5–10% was quite common.
2Any function can be deferred in Go.
it non-trivial to transform lock-based code to HTM-based code.

Third, HTM has startup and commit overheads. Even in non-concurrent code, where data-access conflicts do not happen, HTM can fail [14], and locks may outperform HTM, particularly on tiny critical sections [75].

Fourth, the critical section size can be hard to estimate in general. If we make the conservative design choice and do not replace the lock if the critical section size is unknown, we can miss the opportunity to generate significant performance improvement. Thus, we need some runtime mechanism that can handle critical sections of arbitrary sizes with low overhead.

Fifth, when HTM aborts for a genuine data-access conflict, naively falling back to using a lock can be detrimental to performance [42, 64]. Deciding when and how to retry HTM-based executions or fall back to using fine-grained locks must be handled very carefully to avoid pathologies [37, 42, 64].

Our tool, Gocc, attempts to solve the above challenges. Gocc is an end-to-end system for improving the performance of lock-based Go code using HTM. We devise a sophisticated program analysis to identify lock-protected critical sections (§ 5.2), support lock-to-HTM code transformation including non-trivial Go features (§ 5.3), and develop an efficient HTM library to handle issues manifested at runtime (§ 5.4).

3 Related Work

Herlihy and Moss proposed transactional Memory (TM) [53] in 1993 as an alternative to locks. While locks proactively prevent two or more threads from concurrently accessing shared data, TM takes the opposite approach — concurrent accesses are allowed as long as they do not conflict. A lot of work has been done around both software and hardware implementations of transactional memory [41, 43, 71, 77, 82, 90, 92], but only a few [61, 76, 93, 97] focused on evaluating the approach with real-life workloads, and none have done this for Go.

Intel’s TSX extension of x86 instructions set [5] implementing HTM is of specific interest here as it underlies parts of our implementation. It is widely available in modern Intel CPUs and offers software interfaces providing subtly different functionality. The RTM (Restricted Transactional Memory) interface allows programmers to execute arbitrary code as a hardware transaction. All operations within a transaction have atomic execution behavior — they all either appear to happen instantaneously or the entire transaction aborts and reverts the architectural state to before it was started. This can be trivially used to emulate the behavior of mutual-exclusion locks. In fact, this is precisely the kind of functionality that the HLE (Hardware Lock Elision) interface provides. However, HLE has been introduced mainly for backward compatibility with architectures that are not TSX-enabled and is not only very simplistic (e.g., with respect to contention management) but has also been shown to perform poorly compared to RTM [1]. Consequently, our solution uses the RTM interface as the low-level implementation mechanism to build a comprehensive TM-based alternative for mutual-exclusion locks.

Lock elision, whether in software or hardware or a hybrid fashion, including gaining insights into them, has been extensively studied [22, 29, 34, 36–39, 44, 45, 57, 58, 63, 71, 71, 72, 74, 81, 91, 92, 95]. Our work uses many of those techniques; for example, the basic design of our runtime controller was inspired by Wang et al. [91]. Additional possibilities to bring more solutions from the literature to the design and implementation of both our static analysis tool and runtime controller also exist. Other attempts to use transactional memory for emulating mutual-exclusion locks exist as well [70, 96], but they have to cope with higher overheads and semantics-related complications due to using the STM, they target the Java language whose synchronization lock-like primitives (i.e., monitors) are easier to handle due to their lexical scoping and, most importantly, their evaluation is based exclusively on synthetic benchmarks.

4 Gocc Overview

A Go Mutex is a runtime object with Lock() and Unlock() operations on it. Two (or more) critical sections guarded by the same Mutex will not execute concurrently. When transforming locks into HTM, there are two possibilities.

1. A given Mutex guarding a set of critical sections is replaced with another object supporting operations analogous to Lock() / Unlock() but provided by the HTM. As a result, all critical sections previously guarded by the Mutex are now executed under HTM’s control.

2. Lock() / Unlock() operations of the Mutex are replaced with their HTM equivalents on a per critical section basis. As a result, some critical sections for a given Mutex are still guarded by the same Mutex, while the others execute under HTM’s control.

The former is doable only if it is beneficial to transform all Lock() / Unlock() operations using a given Mutex, and the Mutex object is defined in the code that we are rewriting. Assessing the benefit of transforming the Mutex object would require inspecting every critical section it protects. A “may alias” pointer analysis [55, 65] can answer such a question. The “all-or-none” coarse-granularity of this approach makes it unattractive because the imprecision of pointer analysis overapproximates the critical sections protected by a Mutex, disqualifying too many Mutexes from transformation.

This work adopts the latter approach, where we consider pairs of Lock() / Unlock() operations in the code for transformation, which provides fine-grained control over transformation. This approach has to handle pairing a lock with its corresponding unlock and support interoperability of HTM (where the code is transformed) with locks (where the code is not transformed). This kind of interoperability is well-studied in the literature [23, 32, 40, 41, 64] and is handled by our library.

Recall, from Figure 1, that input to Gocc is the source code for a Go package along with its execution profiles. The output
is a source code patch, where candidate Lock()/Unlock() operations are replaced with calls to a custom HTM library. GoCC consists of the following key components:

- Analyzer: performs static analysis on the input program and collects lock-unlock pairs for transformation (§ 5.2).
- Transformer: rewrites the program by replacing Lock()/Unlock() with FastLock()/FastUnlock(), which elides the lock using HTM (§ 5.3).
- Adaptive runtime (optiLib): implements HTM in Go and provides required runtime mechanisms including retry and rollback (§ 5.4).

The source code patch choice, rather than a compiler transformation, is motivated by the desire to keep the developers in the loop. Using HTM without developers’ knowledge can prove unwelcome because developers often demand full visibility into their programs. Developers are becoming performance and variance sensitive [56, 67, 83], and an accidental regression can become hard to diagnose. As a side effect, the choice of source-code patch demands us to be surgical — injecting large, complicated HTM-handling boilerplate code is a non-starter. Consequently, we perform Lock()/Unlock() operations replacements with API calls to HTM logic hidden in the optiLib open-source library and do so only in places where benefits of HTM are likely (e.g., we minimize the number of modified code locations using execution profiles).

4.1 GoCC Guarantees and Limitations

- GoCC will transform properly synchronized code (i.e., where every lock operation will have a corresponding unlock operation) into the equivalent code without changing the code’s behavior. Code not meeting this criterion will be either not transformed, or transformed and its runtime behavior will be unchanged.
- GoCC considers only those lock-unlock pairs that seem to operate on the same lock within the same function — inter-procedural Lock()/Unlock() operations are disregarded. Note, however, that in a critical section protected by GoCC transformed lock can make arbitrary function calls. The requirement to have both Lock() and its matching Unlock() operation be present in the same procedure scope is only our implementation choice and pragmatic in nature. Over 70% of the locks we inspected met this criterion.
- GoCC makes no effort to identify critical sections or code reachability in the presence of reflection [10].
- GoCC, as implemented, does not statically detect HTM conflicts or capacity limitations (see § 5.2 for the details).

5 GoCC Design and Implementation

Before diving into the details of GoCCs design and implementation, we define some common terminology.

5.1 Terminology

Go’s sync package provides two kinds of shared memory objects: Mutex and RWMutex. GoCC handles them both, but in the following sections, without the loss of generality, we will only use the term Mutex for simplicity. From an HTM transformation viewpoint, an RWMutex is no different from a Mutex, except RWMutex offers additional APIs for read-only accesses.

A critical section CS is all code regions protected by a pair of lock and unlock operations on the same mutex object m — the notation for calling lock/unlock operations on m is m.Lock()/m.Unlock() where m is referred to as a receiver. Lock-point, abbreviated with letter L (Unlock-point abbreviated with letter U), is a static location in the code where the Lock() (Unlock()) function is invoked on a Mutex.

LU-points is a set of L and U points. LU-pair is a candidate pair of one lock-point paired with an unlock-point. In the runtime context, fastpath/HTM-path means the use of HTM, and slowpath/fallback-path means the use of the original lock.

We utilize the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST), program Control Flow Graph [85] (CFG), and Static Single Assignment (SSA) [35] form of program representation prevalent in the compiler literature. In a CFG, nodes are basic blocks [85] of straight-line code, and edges are control flow relationships among them. GoCC first transforms the source code to the AST form (which is also used for code transformation as described in § 5.3) and then to the SSA form for CFG construction.

5.2 Analyzer

The goal of the analyzer is to find as many LU-pairs as possible. The LU-pairs that protect HTM-incompatible critical sections (e.g., those including IO operations) must be pruned. This filtering serves two purposes: it reduces the number of code changes and non-beneficial HTM transformations. Complicated lock usage patterns, several Go language quirks, and pointer imprecision complicate the static analysis. A comprehensive call-graph analysis is vital because critical sections often contain function calls.

Conflicts: A sophisticated static analysis may detect whether transactions conflict. Answering this question, however, is unlikely to be valuable because developers typically do not use a lock if a conflict is impossible. Assuming conflicts happen, there is no easy way to statically determine whether transactions do not “typically” conflict. We do not try to solve this problem and leave conflict resolution to optiLib.

Capacity: Although one can perform static analysis to estimate the memory footprint of a critical section, it may not be possible if the bounds of a loop are unknown. Also, without knowing the target architecture’s HTM capacity, it would be premature to filter out candidate critical sections this way. We leave the capacity-related decisions also to optiLib.

In the rest of this section, we, first, define the scope of our transformation (§ 5.2.2); then, describe the process of
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objects that allocated in the program. The set of all possible
Definition 5.1
Definition 5.2 (Downward Exposed Lock-point (DELock)).
A lock-point, \( L \), with points-to set \( M(L) \), is downward exposed in
region \( R \), if there exists at least one path from \( L \) to \( R \)'s exit
without any unlock-point on any mutex in \( M(L) \).

Definition 5.3 (Upward Exposed Unlock-point (UEUnlock)).
An unlock-point, \( U \), with points-to set \( M(U) \), is upward exposed in
region \( R \), if there exists at least one path from \( R \)'s entry
Figur 2: \( a\).Lock() is Downward Exposed.

Figur 3: \( c\).Unlock() is not Upward Exposed.

Figure 4: Region dominated by lock and post-dominated by unlock.

Similarly, the Points-to set of an Unlock point \( U \) is \( \mathcal{M}(U) \).
We employ Anderson’s flow-insensitive may-alias analysis [25] to obtain \( \mathcal{M}(L) \) and \( \mathcal{M}(U) \) on the whole program.

5.2.1 Scope of Transformation

To simplify the analysis, if a \( \text{Lock}() / \text{Unlock}() \) operation is executed in the middle of a basic block, we break such basic blocks in the CFG so that each lock-point begins a new basic block and each unlock-point ends a basic block. A single-entry single-exit (SESE) region [60] (simply region) of a CFG is our smallest granularity of lock transformation. A region is a subgraph of a CFG. Control reaching any basic block in a region is guaranteed to have already executed a designated entry basic block; control leaving from any basic block in the region is guaranteed to eventually pass through a designated exit basic block.

A function is the largest granularity of our lock transformation; a function always forms a region because all exits from a function are considered to go through a dummy basic block. This choice is pragmatic in nature since LU-pairs spanning multiple functions are uncommon.

Regions can be nested within one another. A Program Structure Tree (PST) organizes regions into a hierarchical tree [60]. We visit regions inside out from most-nested to least-nested. Appendix B in the extended version of this paper [94] describes the region identification and visiting strategies, which are not central to this paper.

5.2.2 Matching LU-pair in the Absence of Nested Locks

This subsection discusses analyzing a candidate region \( R \).

LU-points in \( R \) may be operating on different locks, which
should be pruned. Some lock (unlock) operations may escape \( R \), without a corresponding unlock (lock) operation in \( R \), which should also be pruned. Below, we formalize these aspects.

Definition 5.1 (Points-to set \( \mathcal{M}(L) \) of a Lock point \( L \)). Every lock-point \( L \) operates on some receiver mutex pointer \( p \).
Such a mutex pointer may point to one or more mutex objects allocated in the program. The set of all possible Mutex objects that \( p \) may point to in the program is the Points-to Set of \( L \), denoted by \( \mathcal{M}(L) \).

3 As the source level \( p \) can be either a pointer or an actual object value, but at the SSA level it is always a pointer.

Listing 1: Original lock-based code.
Listing 2: Transformed HTM code.

matching a lock with an unlock operation within a code region
assuming no lock nesting and no function calls in a CS; extend
our analysis to include nested locks (§ 5.2.3); expand the
analysis scope to CSs that may contain function calls (§ 5.2.4);
detail special case of Go’s defer statement (§ 5.2.5); and
finally discuss profile-based filtering (§ 5.2.6).

Original lock-based code.

Original lock-based code.

Listing 1: Original lock-based code.
Listing 2: Transformed HTM code.

Listing 1: Original lock-based code. Listing 2: Transformed HTM code.

Definiton 5.4 (Feasible-HTM-Pair). Let \( L \in \text{DELock}(R) \).
Let \( U \in \text{UEUnlock}(R) \). \( L \) and \( U \) form a feasible HTM pair if all of the following conditions are true,
(1) \( M(L) \cap M(U) \neq \emptyset \),
(2) \( (L \text{DOM } U) \cup (U \text{PDOM } L) \),
(3) The critical section \( C \subseteq R \) guarded by \( L \) and \( U \) contains no LU-point \( X \) such that \( M(X) \cap (M(L) \cup M(U)) \neq \emptyset \), and
(4) \( C \) contains no HTM-unfriendly instructions.

Condition (1) filters out those LU-points that are guaranteed to be operating on different Mutexes.

Condition (2) filters out infeasible control flows where unlock happens before lock and vice-versa. DOM and PDOM respectively represent dominator [85] and post-dominator [85] relationships in a CFG. Figure 4 shows an example, where all paths from lock-point \( a.\text{Lock}() \) are post-dominated by unlock-point \( b.\text{Unlock}() \), whose all incoming paths are dominated by \( a.\text{Lock}() \). Additionally, the set-intersection of the points-to set of mutex pointers \( a = \{m.p\} \) and \( b = \{m.n\} \) is non-empty. Any Feasible-HTM-Pair on \( L \) and \( U \), forms an SESE-region by itself, where the entry basic block has \( L \) as its first instruction and the exit basic block has \( U \) as its last instruction. Condition (2) intuitively finds correct candidate LU-pairs in the absence of nested locks because if a lock operation \( L \) is performed on every path reaching any code in \( C \) and an unlock operation \( U \) is performed on every path exiting \( C \), then \( LU \) must be operating on the same Mutex. Appendix A in the extended version of this paper [94] justifies our choice of DOM/PDOM relationships.

Condition (3) ensures that if we match an \( L \) with a \( U \), there does not exist another lock-point or unlock-point in the same region that may operate on a Mutex in the same points-to set as that of \( L \) or \( U \). The next subsection elaborates on lock nesting.

Condition (4) is an obvious requirement to ensure HTM does not abort. A region is unsafe if it contains any IO instructions.

Since we use “may alias” to match a lock-point with unlock-point, it is possible (but less likely) for our transformation to pair a lock with an unlock that may be operating on two different mutex objects at runtime. However, at runtime, we can obtain and memorize the address of the mutex object used at the lock-point, and compare it against the mutex object offered to the runtime at the unlock-point. In case of an address mismatch of the mutex objects used in the same LU-pair, we can abort the transaction and revert to a safe state and fall back to using the locks. A mismatch is impossible without nested locks because of the dominance and post-dominance relationship between the lock and unlock in an LU-pair.

### 5.2.3 Lock Nesting

Go supports nested locks, but reentrant [13] locks are not allowed. Condition (3) in Definition 5.4 disqualifies a candidate LU-pair from the transformation in region \( R \) if there exists any other lock or unlock point whose lock/unlock operation may be operating on the same mutex as those in the LU-pair.

As an example, in Listing 3, assume the mutex pointers \( a \) and \( b \) point to the same points-to set. When inspecting the “inner region”, we find only one LU-pair, which obeys all Feasible-HTM-Pair conditions in Definition 5.4. Consequently, the lock usage on \( b \) in the inner region can be transformed to HTM. When inspecting the “outer region”, however, we see conflicting LU-points, and hence the locking operations on \( a \) will not be transformed. The resulting transformed code is shown in Listing 4, which is correct.

This approach complicates hand-over-hand locking [33, 62], sometimes used in the concurrent linked-list traversal, shown in Listing 5. As before, assume all four LU-points have a non-empty intersection of their points-to sets. When inspecting the inner region, the LU-pair \( b.\text{Lock}() \) and \( a.\text{Unlock}() \) passes all tests in Definition 5.4. Hence, they will be, incorrectly, paired and transformed to use HTM, as shown in Listing 6. This transformation violates the programmer’s intention. Subsequently, when visiting the outer region, condition (3) is violated, and hence the outer LU-pair will not be transformed. One could have discarded the transformation of the inner region when the conflict is visible in the enclosing region. However, we cannot distinguish this incorrect pairing from the correct pairing in the previous case. Our solution is to always apply the transformations on the candidates found in inner regions, and handle mismatches at runtime via HTM aborts iff executing on the fastpath. As mentioned at the end of § 5.2.2, a mismatch is easy to recognize at runtime by, first, making \( \text{FastLock()} \) store the address of the Mutex used at the lock-point in a field in \( \text{OptiLock} \) and, second, checking whether the Mutex passed to \( \text{FastUnlock()} \) is the one present in \( \text{OptiLock} \). The transactional abort is needed (and possible) only on the fastpath. Appendix C in the extended version of this paper [94] details the correctness of transforming nested locks into HTM via GoCC.
5.2.4 Critical Sections with Function Calls

When the critical section protected by a candidate LU-pair contains function calls, we need to extend the analysis beyond the current function. Conditions (1) and (2) in Definition 5.4 are local to $R$. Conditions (3) and (4) require inter-procedural analysis.

We need to ensure that the transitive-closure of all code regions protected by a candidate LU-pair, including the blocks reachable via function calls, neither contains any HTM-unfriendly instructions nor contains any LU-points whose points-to set may overlap with the points-to sets of $L$ or $U$. Otherwise, we discard the candidate LU-pair.

To accomplish this, we first build a static call graph using rapid type analysis [7, 26]. Next, we precompute summary information for each function on its own without its transitive closure of function calls; the summary contains (a) the fit of the function for HTM based-execution (i.e., no HTM-unfriendly instructions), and (b) the union of all points-to sets of all LU-points in the function, denoted by $\mathcal{P}$.

For a candidate LU-pair meeting all the conditions in Definition 5.4 within the region $R$, we proceed to do inter-procedural analysis. Let $F^*$ be the transitive closure of all the function calls invoked inside the critical section $C \subseteq R$ protected by a candidate LU-pair. LU-pair is discarded if (a) $\exists F \in F^* \text{ s.t. } F'$'s summary contains HTM-unfriendly instructions or (b) $\exists F \in F^* \text{ s.t. } \mathcal{P} \cup (M(L) \cup M(U)) \neq \emptyset$. The former is simply the condition (4) expanded to all functions, and the latter is condition (4) expanded to all functions. We note that nested locks discussed in § 5.2.3 can be in different functions.

5.2.5 The $\text{defer}$ Statement

The $\text{defer}$ [49] statement in Go, introduced in § 2, needs special attention. Go defers the execution of functions prefixed with the $\text{defer}$ keyword to the calling function’s return point. The presence of $\text{defer Unlock()}$ complicates our CFG-based dominance/post-dominance analysis. Deferred unlocks extend the critical sections till function exit points. Listing 7 shows a legal Go code, where the $\text{defer m.Unlock()}$ appears even before the call to $\text{m.Lock()}$. Condition (2) in Feasible-HTM-Pair will treat this pair as an invalid candidate for transformation because the lock-point does not dominate the unlock-point.

We address this case by reinterpreting $\text{defer m.Unlock()}$ in a CFG by (a) introducing a synthetic $\text{m.Unlock()}$ statement at the end of each basic block that returns control from the function, and (b) discarding the presence of $\text{m.Unlock()}$ in its original position during the analysis. This allows us to reuse the previously described dominance relationship. During transformation, however, GoCC simply replaces a $\text{defer Unlock()}$ with a $\text{defer FastUnlock()}$ in its original place, as shown in Listing 8.

Multiple $\text{defer}$ calls are executed in a last-in-first-out (LIFO) order of encountering the $\text{defer}$ statement at runtime.

This complicates the dominance and post dominance relationship; for simplicity, we discard any function that contains multiple $\text{defer Unlock()}$ statements. We found none in the packages used in our evaluation.

5.2.6 Profiles to Filter Hot Critical Sections

Profiling is a built-in feature in Go, which takes callstack samples via timer [48] or hardware performance counter [30] interrupts. One can take CPU profiles of a go program either at launch time by simply passing a $\text{-cpuprofile}$ flag or from an already running program, for a specified duration, by accessing an exposed profiling port.

Go profiles are in the $\text{pprof}$ format. The $\text{pprof}$ Go package [48] allows us to programmatically navigate the callstack samples presented as weighted call graphs, where the nodes represent functions and edges represent caller-callee relationships. The functions are annotated with their inclusive and exclusive execution times.

When profiles are available, we use them to filter the regions where negligible execution time is spent, even before applying the static analysis. In fact, this is the first filtering step we perform before making the aforementioned LU-pair identification. We treat any critical section (including the entry and exit) where the aggregated execution time is less than 1% of the total execution time as insignificant.

5.3 Transformer

Since our end product is a code patch, we perform the transformation on the AST form of the program. Go AST can be serialized into source code via Go format [8] package. To this end, the transformer maps the candidate set of LU-pair operations found during the SSA-based analysis phase (described in § 5.2) to AST nodes [6]. It then replaces the LU-pair operations with calls to $\text{FastLock()}/\text{FastUnlock()}$ in optiLib. It also passes the original Mutex object as a pointer to the calls to FastLock() / FastUnlock() since the underlying lock object is necessary for lock elision (fastpath) as well as for slowpath. Figure 5 shows an example AST transformation. The transformation itself is mechanical but challenging. In the following sections, we discuss several Go features that pose special challenges in transforming the AST.

Go pointer vs. value: Go syntax does not distinguish accessing a field of a composite type (e.g., struct) via an object-pointer or an object-value; both use the same
Go anonymous fields: Go allows programmers to define a struct that has fields without names. For instance, Listing 11 shows a struct AStruct that has an anonymous *sync.Mutex field. Operations on this anonymous mutex are performed by simply using the name of the enclosing struct variable as shown on Line 8. Hence, our transformation needs to be cognizant about whether the original LU-pair operations are performed on an anonymous mutex.

By inspecting the type information [9] of the access path [66] used to invoke the lock/unlock operation in the AST, we determine whether or not the operation is performed on an anonymous mutex field. Upon determining the operations to be on an anonymous mutex, we pass the address of the anonymous Mutex to optiLib by simply suffixing the operation access path with Mutex as shown in Listing 12, Line 8 (where access path simply consists of variable a). This transformation composes with the previously described pointer vs. value operations.

Anonymous goroutines: Go supports anonymous goroutines [2], which are nested inside other functions as shown in Listing 13; these goroutines run concurrently. Our transformation introduces a new OptiLock variable in transformed functions. OptiLock’s declaration should be in the scope that encloses both Lock and Unlock operations, but it should not be shared by other concurrent executions because it maintains goroutine-specific state. Hence, we make OptiLock a variable in the stack of each goroutine. We add the declaration to the innermost function body as shown on line 4 in Listing 14. A bottom-up AST walk from LU-pair to be transformed allows us to easily detect the innermost enclosing anonymous function scope.

5.4 Adaptive HTM Runtime: optiLib

optiLib implements all the intelligent runtime control needed to perform HTM in lieu of locks. It is in charge of starting and committing transactions in critical sections, as well as falling back to the lock when necessary. It is responsible for inter-operating with locking operations on the same mutex that may not be transformed to use HTM. In the event of aborts, it is responsible for determining the cause of the abort and deciding whether and how many times to retry. If, accidentally, the code rewriting matches lock-point with a programmer-unintended unlock-point, optiLib is responsible for detecting and recovering from the mistake. Finally, it is responsible for understanding and dynamically adjusting to changing contention.

We implement optiLib using TSX [5] for Intel platforms. optiLib is carefully implemented to ensure correctness under all circumstances. Equally important, it is implemented with the utmost attention to performance. Every instruction and its placement are carefully planned to minimize any overhead of its own. optiLib uses Intel RTM: it does not use the Hardware Lock Elision (HLE) [1] because it does not provide
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the fine-grained control we need.

`optiLib` introduces a data structure: `OptiLock`, which has two fields: a boolean `slowPath` and a `*sync.Mutex lkMutex`. `slowPath` is set to true if the lock is not elided at runtime. `lkMutex` always holds the address of the fine-grained lock being elided. `OptiLock` supports `FastLock()`/`FastUnlock()` operations, both need a `*sync.Mutex` argument, which is the mutex receiver object being elided at the original call sites of `Lock()`/`Unlock()`. Try locks and timed locks [31, 78] are absent in Go; it is trivial to support them in `optiLib`.

The `FastLock()` implementation uses sophisticated mechanisms described previously by others [23, 32, 64] to interoperate slow and fast paths concurrently. Stated succinctly, the `FastLock()`, waits for the fine-grained lock to be available before starting the hardware transaction; on starting a transaction, it first checks if the fine-grained lock is already held and unconditionally aborts if it is already held; if it is not held, the act of checking adds the lock word to the transaction read-set, and hence, if a concurrent execution on the slowpath acquires the same lock during the transaction, the fastpath immediately aborts ensuring mutual exclusion. Any two threads in the fastpath can run concurrently as long as they do not conflict in their memory accesses.

Reading the internals of the original `sync.Mutex` object is straightforward and has no performance penalty; `FastLock()` simply de-references the first word of the `Mutex` pointer passed into the function, which contains the lock status.

The `FastUnlock()` based on `slowPath` value, either commits the transaction or invokes the unlock on the mutex object. It also safeguards against accidental incorrect code patches by ensuring that the mutex object passed into `FastLock()` and stored in the `lkMutex` field of `OptiLock` matches the mutex object presented to `FastUnlock()`. In case of a mismatch, `FastUnlock()` restores safety by aborting the transaction (iff on fastpath), and subsequently enforces the slowpath.

### 5.4.1 Dynamic adjustment via perceptron

It would not be fruitful to attempt HTM if doing so has already proved to be unsuccessful for whatever reason. GoCC learns and adapts to HTM behavior and decides whether to use HTM for the already transformed LU-points, the fallback being the original lock. For this purpose, GoCC uses a featherlight, hardware-inspired “hashed perceptron” [84].

The hashed perceptron predictor hashes feature weights into one or more tables. Then at the prediction time, it uses indexes to access feature weights from the tables and adds up all the relevant weights. If the sum exceeds a threshold, the prediction will be regarded as positive (e.g., “HTM should be taken”). Otherwise, the result will be viewed as negative (e.g., “HTM should not be used”). The weights will be updated based on the correctness of the predictions.

If operations on a given `Mutex` have been HTM-friendly/unfriendly, we want to utilize this information. Similarly, if a code location has been HTM-friendly/unfriendly irrespective of the `Mutex` used, we want to use this information as well. Hence, the two input features for the perceptron are the `Mutex` and the calling context [24, 50] of lock/unlock invocation. The address of the `Mutex` serves as the `Feature` feature, and the address of `OptiLock` serves as a unique identifier for the calling context feature. Updating the same perceptron weight for the `Feature` feature by different goroutines would create a conflict (and potentially a performance collapse). Hence, we instead XOR the `Mutex` address with the address of the `OptiLock` to produce a conflict-free feature input.

Our perceptron implementation creates two 4K-entry arrays as the global weight tables (GWT). The weights take an integer number ranging from -16 to 15. At runtime, `FastLock()` and `FastUnlock()` functions index into `GWT` by taking the lower-12 bits of the two features. Perceptron operations are done outside the transaction. The updates and reads from `GWT` are lock-free but racy — perfection is not required here, but high-performance is necessary. Experiment results from § 6.2 show the effectiveness of perceptron learning in protecting against poor HTM performance.

**Perceptron weight update:** Perceptron weight updates happen in the `FastUnlock()` function after successfully finishing the critical section, whether on fast and slow path.

If the perceptron decides that the lock should be used, there will be no update to the weights as the lock will always succeed. When the perceptron indicates to use the HTM and the execution finishes on the fastpath, the corresponding weight in the cell will be increased (because the perceptron makes a correct decision, it should be encouraged to use the HTM more frequently). On the other hand, if perceptron determines to use HTM, but HTM fails and falls back to slowpath, the weights will be decreased (because HTM does not work for the current call, perceptrons should be penalized for incorrect recommendation to improve future predictions).

**Weight decay:** We keep a counter, in each cell in `GWT`, to record the number of lock calls that go to the slowpath directly as a result of perceptron decision. If a lock has been used consecutively for a certain number of times and exceeds the threshold, we reset the weight of the perceptron cell and subsequently try HTM. Without this reset, perceptron would get stuck on the slowpath, preventing the benefits of the HTM execution in the future. We set this threshold to 1000 continuous decisions. Appendix D in the extended version of this paper [94] summarizes our `FastLock()`/`FastUnlock()` implementations including the perceptron logic.

### 5.4.2 Alleviating HTM overhead

HTM brings overhead for very short critical sections as described in § 2 above, even under single-core execution. `optiLib` avoids using HTM if it recognizes a single OS-thread in a Go process. `optiLib` employs `runtime.GOMAXPROCS(0)` API for this purpose.
6 GOCC Evaluation

We evaluate GOCC on an 8-core (×2-way SMT [87]) Intel Coffee Lake CPU with a total 32GB memory, running Linux 5.4.0. The CPU has 32KB L1I and L1D cache, 256KB L2 cache, and 16MB L3 cache. The Go version is 1.15.2.

Table 1 shows the list of applications and libraries we employ. In the absence of standard benchmarking for Go, we selected packages that are popular open-source Go projects (column 2 in Table 1), focus on high performance, utilize lock-based Go concurrency, and provide thread-safe APIs. In particular, Zap and Tally are foundational logging and metrics collection packages used in production go programs by many organizations. Additionally, since we evaluate the projects using their own benchmark suites (more on this below), we only selected projects that feature concurrent benchmarks or whose benchmarks could be straightforwardly converted to be concurrent.

From a static analysis viewpoint, we see that all applications contain several locks. Defer unlocks are common (column 7). The “violates dominance” column shows how many LU-points were discarded since they did not meet the dominance relationship. The number is typically low except for go-cache, which has several functions with the repeating pattern of unlocks due to nested aliased locks that do not post-dominate the candidate lock. The “candidate pairs” column shows how many LU-points remain for further analysis. Each column to the right progressively shows the reasons for which a candidate LU-pair was rejected. Rejection due to nested aliased locks is not found in these packages. The second-to-last column shows how many LU-pairs were finally rewritten to use OptiLock, including how many of them contain defer Unlock(). The last column shows the numbers after we retain only those locks where the functions contain at least 1% of execution time in execution profiles. Overall, GOCC transforms several LU-pairs in each application. Using profiles significantly reduces the number of transformed LU-pairs.

We run all the benchmarks within each repository five times and report the median. We believe the benchmarks accompanying the code best represent its desired characteristics. As some benchmarks are written for a single thread setting, we rewrite them to introduce concurrency to utilize HTM-enabled parallelism fully. We adopt the standard testing package from Go [16], which runs each benchmark for a certain amount of time and reports the throughput as nanoseconds per operation. We wrap the benchmark codes with RunParallel [4] helper function to get parallel performance if it was not already done so. Using more CPU cores, ideally, increases throughput (i.e., reduces average nanoseconds per operation). Then we compare the throughput from locks vs. HTM — a positive percentage means GOCC’s rewrite did better, and a negative percentage means the baseline did better. We vary the number of CPU cores available for benchmarks from 1 to 8. Unlike HPC codes that run on all cores on a server, Go services often use 2–4 cores.

6.1 Results on Popular Go Programs

We categorize the benchmarks in each package into two groups:

1. **Concurrency non-sensitive** benchmarks either have no locks or do not spend much time in critical sections, or our transformation does not result in any performance difference. For these benchmarks, we only show the aggregate (geomean) results unless noted otherwise. They appear as “non sensitive” in our charts, and the number in the parenthesis indicates how many benchmarks are in this group.

2. **Concurrency sensitive** benchmarks exercise modified locks non-trivially. We might have impacted them positively or negatively. For these, we present data from each benchmark and also present an aggregate result (“sensitive” in our charts).

The “all” part of our charts is the geomean taken over all benchmarks. Sometimes this number looks small because of a large number of non-sensitive benchmarks.

In what follows, we provide details of performance evaluation on the aforementioned Go packages. The total number of benchmarks is large; hence, we dive deep only into benchmarks with surprisingly good speedups.

**Tally** [88] is a fast, buffered stats collection library and Figure 6 shows its results. For the HistogramExistent benchmark, GOCC achieves more than 660% speedup on 8 cores reducing the original time per operation from 65 ns/ops down to around 8.47 ns/ops at 8 cores. Moreover, the HTM delivers scalable performance. This benchmark uses a Mutex lock on a read-only Exists operation, and hence, is a natural candidate to demonstrate speedup as HTM eliminates the unnecessary serialization. Conversely, the baseline has a scalability collapse, where the time per operation increases from 20.4 ns/ops to 65 ns/ops for 1 to 8 cores. ScopeReporting1 holds three independent RWMutexes at different points in time and accesses read-
only data. However, since the RWMutex also involves a counter increment and a decrement, its overhead as a result of cache invalidation does not scale well. Thus, even eliding RWMutex proves highly beneficial. The speedup for ScopeReporting10 is lower than that for ScopeReporting1 because it performs 10x more work inside the critical section. Overall, in the sensitive group, we see a 10% performance drop with a single CPU but 145%, 283%, and 267% improvements with 2, 4, and 8 CPUs, respectively. In the non-sensitive group, the overall performance drop is within the margin of error. Among all the 27 benchmarks of tally, we see up to 18.7% speedup at 8-CPUs.

**go-cache** [12] is an in-memory key-value store. It contains benchmarks that exercise repeatedly accessing the same item in a small map. The benchmarks contain both non-cached accesses, similar to how go programmers often use a map, and cached accesses provided by the go-cache layer to demonstrate the effectiveness of the library. All benchmarks employ RWMutexes for concurrent map read access. Unlike the rest of the use cases, the benchmark files themselves contain locks, which GOCC transforms into using HTM.

Figure 7 shows our empirical results. GOCC speeds up four benchmarks in go-cache that were directly accessing the map without the library-provided cache. In each case, we can see more than 100% speedup; the biggest speedup is 742%. The speedups come from eliminating contended atomic operations involved in entering and exiting from a reader lock. The performance scales well with increased parallelism because while the lock-based approach incurs more and more contention, the HTM approach remains conflict-free throughout. The other benchmarks, the majority of which employ the go-cache, are mildly improved, but more importantly, they were not degraded as a result of transformation via GOCC.

**go-datastructures** [21] is a collection of performant, thread-safe data structures. We apply GOCC on the set subdirectory, which contains concurrency benchmarks. The results are shown in Figure 8. The Len benchmark computes the length of the set, and it is sped up by ~1000% in the 8 cores setting. Len has a short critical section that has a higher entry and exit cost due to atomic operations when using RWMutex. HTM performance shows scalability since the HTM version remains conflict-free, whereas the lock-based version collapses with increased contention. The Exists benchmark is similar to Len, where each goroutine searches one item in a set containing only one item. It scales almost as well as Len, but more work is done in the critical section, which amortizes RWMutex’s overhead, and slightly reduces HTM’s advantage. The Flatten benchmark reads 50 elements from a shared map into a private array, with a layer of caching that eliminates repeated map scanning. It holds a Mutex to serialize concurrent accesses to the map/cache. The HTM version avoids the serialization and shows scalable performance for 1-4 cores. At 8 cores, the number of conflicts resulting from updating the cache rises, which makes perceptron not use the HTM, and hence there is no speedup. The Clear benchmark has true conflicts, and there is no speedup, but the HTM does not significantly degrade the performance. Overall, utilizing GOCC results in more than 100% geomean performance gain while introducing less than 4% slowdown in a single core setting.

**Zap** [17] is a library that implements fast and structured logging in Go. Being a logging library, it has several IO operations,
and hence Gocc rewrote fewer locks. Compared with other repositories, the improvement on zap is relatively mild. Due to arguably mild speedups on zap, a large number of benchmarks, we omit a deeper analysis of zap results. Slowdowns are rare, the biggest being 7%. Overall, we observed a mild ~4% geometric mean speedup with the best case 28% speedup.

Fastcache [18] is a fast, scalable, in-memory cache. The transformed code delivers a maximum of 35.60% speedup and a geometric mean of 15.65% speedup across all benchmarks.

In the CacheGet benchmark, goroutines repeatedly invoke the Get function, which uses an RWLock to protect a shared map. Get has inter-procedural nested but non-conflicting locks, all of which are transformed into HTM. Get locks up a key in the map and returns a value blob. The critical section of Get contains a few atomic add instructions, which update shared variables. Transactional conflicts on the shared atomic adds are fewer at low core numbers, and the speedup is visible; however, at larger core counts, the conflicts increase, and the speedup vanishes. Fortunately, the perceptron kicks in and avoids any performance collapse.

The CacheHas benchmark is virtually the same as CacheGet, but its critical section is shorter since it does not return a populated value buffer. Hence, the speedups are higher due to fewer conflicts, but it follows the same performance pattern as CacheGet.

In the CacheSetGet benchmark, each goroutine has two loops: the first loop repeatedly invokes Set and the second loop repeatedly invokes Get. The Set function, which inserts a key-value pair into the map, may raise a panic if certain constraints are violated. Hence, Gocc does not modify a lock present in Set. The Get function is already described previously.

Since all goroutines first attempt Set, where Go’s default locks are being used, the runtime recognizes it as a starved mutex and takes away the time slice of some of the goroutines. This runtime behavior reduces the number of lock contenders and, as a result, a few goroutines monopolize the lock. These goroutines quickly finish their series of Set operations and proceed into calling Get in a loop. The contention is lower on Get also since the load is now split between Get and Set with some goroutines on hold. The net effect is a high throughput for the whole benchmark.

It is worth noting that the only other benchmark which invokes the Set function is the non-sensitive benchmark CacheSet. Even though CacheSet exhibits no performance improvement, and CacheGet shows mild performance improvement, their composition in CacheSetGet leads to secondary effects causing much higher performance gain at higher core counts.

6.2 Perceptron Evaluation

We assess the effectiveness of perceptron using the Tally benchmarks. We compare the performance with and without the perceptron machinery. In the absence of the perceptron, we always attempt HTM. In the results presented in Figure 10, we can observe that the perceptron is effective in eliminating any performance loss. For example, CounterAllocation and SanitizedCounterAllocation are HTM-unfriendly benchmarks and cause aborts frequently. Perceptron quickly learns to move away from HTM and keeps using the slowpath. Therefore, there is minimal performance loss for the perceptron case.

Finally, we setup a synthetic benchmark — a conflict-free critical section with 1000 counter updates — to evaluate the overhead of the perceptron machinery. We measured the perceptron prediction overhead to be 0.65% and weight update overhead to be 0.73% for a total of only 1.38%.

7 Conclusions

Gocc is a source-to-source transformation tool to speed up lock-based pessimistic concurrency control in Go programs with Hardware Transactional Memory. Gocc combines thorough static analysis with intelligent runtime control to expose additional parallelism available in Go programs. Gocc keeps the developer in the loop, minimizes code changes via execution profiles, and targets only those critical sections that are likely to improve with HTM. The experimental results from real-world Go packages show that Gocc delivers significant (up to 10×), scalable performance for concurrent Go code that uses locks while exhibiting rare and relatively small slowdowns.

8 Availability

Gocc is available as an open-source tool [3].
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Abstract

In FaaS workflows, a set of functions implement application logic by interacting and exchanging data among themselves. Contemporary FaaS platforms execute each function of a workflow in separate containers. When functions in a workflow interact, the resulting latency slows execution.

Faastlane minimizes function interaction latency by striving to execute functions of a workflow as threads within a single process of a container instance, which eases data sharing via simple load/store instructions. For FaaS workloads that operate on sensitive data, Faastlane provides lightweight thread-level isolation domains using Intel Memory Protection Keys (MPK). While threads ease sharing, implementations of languages such as Python and Node.js (widely used in FaaS applications) disallow concurrent execution of threads. Faastlane dynamically identifies opportunities for parallelism in FaaS workflows and fork processes (instead of threads) or spawns new container instances to concurrently execute parallel functions of a workflow. We implemented Faastlane atop Apache OpenWhisk and show that it accelerates workflow instances by up to 15×, and reduces function interaction latency by up to 99.95% compared to OpenWhisk.

1 Introduction

Function-as-a-Service (FaaS) is emerging as a preferred cloud-based programming paradigm due to its simplicity, client-friendly cost model, and automatic scaling. The unit of computation on a FaaS platform is a developer-provided function. Contemporary FaaS applications typically comprise a set of functions expressed as a workflow. A workflow is a directed acyclic graph that specifies the order in which a set of functions must process the input to the application. When an external request such as a web request or a trigger (e.g., timer) arrives for an application, an instance of its workflow takes life. AWS Step Functions (ASF) [9], IBM Action Sequences [28], and OpenWhisk Composers [43] enable developers to create and execute such workflows.

FaaS shifts the responsibility of managing compute resources from the developer to the cloud provider. The cloud provider charges the developer (i.e., cloud client) only for the resources (e.g., execution time) used to execute functions in the application (workflow). Scaling is automatic for the developer—as the workload (i.e., number of requests) increases, the provider spawns more instances of the workflow.

In contemporary FaaS offerings, each function, even those that belong to the same workflow instance, is executed on a separate container. This setup is ill-suited for many FaaS applications (e.g., image- or text-processing) in which a workflow consists of multiple interacting functions. A key performance bottleneck is function interaction latency—the latency of copying transient state (e.g., partially-processed images) across functions within a workflow instance. The problem is exacerbated when FaaS platforms limit the size of the directly communicable state across functions. For example, ASF limits the size of arguments that can be passed across functions to 32KB [35]. However, many applications (e.g., image processing) may need to share larger objects [2]. They are forced to pass state across functions of a workflow instance via cloud storage services (e.g., Amazon S3), which typically takes hundreds of milliseconds. Consequently, the function interaction latency could account up to 95% of the execution time of a workflow instance on ASF and OpenWhisk (Figure 6).

Prior works [2, 11, 31, 52] have proposed reducing function interaction latency, but they are far from optimal. First, the proposed software layers to communicate state still incur significant, avoidable overhead. Second, they introduce programming and/or state management complexity. As examples, SAND orchestrates via global message queues for remote communication [2], while Crucial introduces a new programming API for managing distributed shared objects [11].

We observe that if functions of the same workflow instance were to execute on threads of a single process in a container, then functions could communicate amongst themselves through load/stores to the shared virtual address space of the encompassing process. The use of load/stores minimizes function interaction latency by avoiding any additional software
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overhead and exposes the simplest form of communication possible—no new API is needed. The underlying hardware cache-coherence ensures strong consistency of the shared state at low overhead, without requiring elaborate software management of data consistency, unlike prior works [11, 52].

Faastlane strives to execute functions of a workflow instance on separate threads of a process to minimize function interaction latency. This choice is well-suited in light of a recent study on Azure Functions, which observed that 95% of FaaS workflows consisted of ten or fewer functions [50]. This observation limits the number of threads instantiated in a process. Faastlane retains the auto-scaling benefits of FaaS. Different instances of a workflow spawned in response for each trigger still run on separate containers, possibly on different machines.

While threaded execution of functions simplify state sharing within FaaS workflows, it introduces two new challenges: ① **Isolated execution for sensitive data.** Several FaaS use-cases process sensitive data. In such cases, unrestricted sharing of data even within a workflow instance leads to privacy concerns. For example, a workflow that runs analytics on health records may contain functions that preprocess the records (e.g., by adding differentially-private noise [19]), and subsequent functions run analytics queries on those records. Workflows are often composed using off-the-shelf functions (e.g., from the AWS Lambda Application Repository [3] or Azure Serverless Community Library [40]). In the example above, raw health records are accessible to a trusted preprocessor function. However, they should not be available to untrusted analytics functions from a library.

Unfortunately, threads share an address space, eschewing the isolated execution of functions within a workflow instance. Thus, Faastlane enables lightweight thread-level isolation of sensitive data by leveraging Intel Memory Protection Keys (MPK) [29]. MPK allows a group of virtual memory pages (i.e., parts of process address space) to be assigned a specific protection key. Threads can have different protection keys and, thus, different access rights to the same region of the process’s address space. The hardware then efficiently enforces the access-rights. Faastlane uses MPK to ensure that functions in a workflow instance, executing on separate threads, have different access rights to different parts of the address space. Simultaneously, it enables efficient sharing of non-sensitive data by placing it in pages shared across the functions.

② **Concurrent function execution.** Some workflow structures allow many functions within an instance to be executed in parallel. However, most FaaS applications (e.g., 94%) are written in interpreted languages, like Python and Node.js [48], whose popular runtimes disallow concurrent execution of threads by acquiring a global interpreter lock (GIL) [12, 16].

Threaded-execution thus prevents concurrent execution of functions in a workflow instance even if the workflow and the underlying hardware admit parallelism. Faastlane addresses this problem via its adaptive workflow composer, which analyzes the workflow’s structure to identify opportunities for concurrent execution, and forks processes (within the same container) to execute parallel portions of the workflow. Specifically, Faastlane uses threads when the workflow structure dictates sequential execution of functions and processes when there is parallelism. Functions running on separate processes use pipes provided in the multiprocessing module of Python for sharing state. Python pipes internally use shared memory communication. Given that processors with 64-80 cores are commercially available ([46, 47]), while those with 128 cores are on the horizon [45], we expect that containers can be configured with enough vCPUs to allow most workflows to execute entirely within a single container instance. Thus, our key objective is to enable FaaS workflows to leverage efficient communication within a single server.

However, it is also possible for some workflow structures to allow hundreds and thousands of parallel functions. A single container may not have enough vCPUs to fully leverage the available parallelism within a workflow instance. Faastlane’s adaptive workflow composer thus judges if the benefit from leveraging parallelism in function execution likely to outweigh the benefits of reduced function interaction latency due to execution of all functions of a workflow instance within one container. If so, the composer falls back on the traditional method of launching multiple containers, each of which would run the number of parallel functions that it can execute concurrently. Functions of a workflow instance executing in separate containers communicate state over the network as happens on contemporary FaaS platforms.

Designing for efficient function interactions also helps us significantly reduce the dollar-cost of executing FaaS applications. On FaaS platforms such as ASF, a developer is charged for ① the cost of executing functions, ② the cost of transitioning between nodes of a workflow across containers, and ③ the cost of storage services for transferring large transient states. Faastlane reduces the first two components and eliminates the last one.

To summarize, Faastlane makes the following advances:
• It reduces function interaction latency over OpenWhisk by up to 2307× by executing functions on threads. Consequently, it speeds up a set of example FaaS applications by up to 15×.
• It provides lightweight thread-level isolation using Intel MPK to support applications that process sensitive data.
• It leverages parallelism in workflows by adapting to execute functions as processes, when appropriate, to avoid serialization by GILs in popular FaaS language runtimes.
• Further, if the underlying container cannot fully leverage the available parallelism in a workflow instance, Faastlane falls back on using multiple containers as appropriate.

The source code for Faastlane and the applications are available at https://github.com/csl-iisc/faastlane.
2 Function Interaction and State Isolation

We present three commercially-important FaaS workflows that illustrate the importance of minimizing function interaction latency and isolated execution of functions within a workflow instance. We also identify three key design patterns that suffice to express a wide variety of FaaS workflows.

2.1 Financial Industry Regulation

The US Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA) provides oversight on the operation of broker-dealers to detect malpractices [21]. FINRA requires every broker-dealer to periodically provide it an electronic record of its trades performed during that period. It then validates these trades against market data for about 200 pre-determined rules that check them against a variety of compliance criteria [20].

On average, FINRA validates about half a trillion trades daily [20]. However, this computation only needs to run for some time during the day, and the trade volume to be validated fluctuates daily. The pricing and auto-scaling models of FaaS make FINRA validation an ideal candidate for this platform.

Consider a FaaS workflow to validate a trade against an audit rule (Figure 1a). StartFINRA triggers this application’s workflow by invoking two functions. FetchPortfolioData, which is invoked on each hedge-fund’s trading portfolio, takes a portfolio ID as input and fetches highly-sensitive trade data, private to each hedge-fund. FetchMarketData fetches publicly-available market data based on portfolio type. This function accesses external services to access stock market trade data (e.g., Nasdaq). These functions can run concurrently in a given workflow instance.

The analyzer function (RunAuditRule) takes the sensitive output of FetchPortfolioData and the non-sensitive information obtained by FetchMarketData and validates the trades in each portfolio against the rules. Typically, the size of portfolio data (i.e., the state) shared between the functions runs in KBs, while the market data can be several MBs. Although we have discussed only one checker, FINRA checks compliance against about 200 rules [20]. The checker for each such rule (e.g., RunAuditRule2, etc.) can execute in parallel with the other checkers, and each must obtain the outputs of FetchPortfolioData and FetchMarketData.

To protect sensitive portfolio data from accidental disclosure, FetchPortfolioData and RunAuditRule simply perform local computations, and do not access external sources. It is also important to ensure that FetchMarketData cannot access sensitive data of the other two functions, even though all three functions are part of the same workflow instance of the same application for the same external request.

Current FaaS platforms isolate functions by executing each function in a different container. However, the functions in a workflow may be data-dependent and need to share several MBs of state. Heavy-handed isolation via containers drives up the cost of sharing state and contributes to a significant component of the total workflow execution time (Section 5).

2.2 ML Prediction Service

ML prediction is a computationally-intensive task that takes input data (e.g., images or text), extract features, and provides domain-specific predictions (e.g., detecting objects or predicting sentiments) [17, 34, 52]. Real-world prediction services have real-time response requirements [24]. The workload of an ML prediction service can vary over time and, therefore, can benefit from auto-scaling as provided by FaaS.

Figure 1b presents an example workflow of an ML prediction service for image classification. The workflow has three data-dependent functions, and must, therefore, execute in sequence. Resize pre-processes an input image and passes the resized image to the main prediction function. Predictor consults an ML model and outputs a vector of probabilities that is then post-processed by Renderer and rendered suitably e.g., by identifying object boundaries, or suitably labeling objects in an image. The raw image is shared between Resize and Predictor, and can be 100s-1000s of KB in size, while the output of Predictor is in the order of 100s of bytes.

In a typical ML prediction service, the pre-trained ML model is usually the secret sauce, created using sensitive train-
ing data sets and/or at considerable expense. The service provider may not wish to release the model. However, other parts of the workflow may use functions developed by third-parties (e.g., [3, 40]). Here, it is crucial to ensure that Resize and Renderer do not have access to the state of Predictor, which loads the ML model in memory to perform its task.

2.3 Healthcare Analytics

Hospitals generate various health records that can be analyzed to create valuable information for population health management. Applications that process these health records need to meet strict compliance rules (e.g., HIPAA) regarding sensitive data in medical records, including patient details and doctors’ notes, which we refer to as protected health information (PHI). Healthcare analytics applications are also a good fit for FaaS pricing and scaling models; AWS Lambda hosts many such applications [41]. Figure 1c depicts an example of healthcare analytics workflow. PHIIdentifier takes two inputs: a patient’s health record, which may contain unstructured text or images, and a consent form. Using the consent form, the patient can choose to: ① store the medical record securely on a cloud-based service, e.g., DynamoDB in Figure 1c; and ② offer to make available an anonymized version of their medical record to analytics functions downstream. The workflow conditionally executes one or both of the subsequent steps (StoreProtected and AnonRecord) depending on the patient’s consent—we call this design pattern a choice.

Both these subsequent steps require identifying PHI data in the unstructured text of the medical record. The StoreProtected function segregates PHI data from the medical record, and stores both the PHI data and the stripped medical record securely on a cloud server; the two parts can be combined later when the patient submits a request to retrieve the record. AnonRecord anonymizes the medical record by masking out the PHI data identified in the record.

The PHIIdentifier function securely communicates with a trusted, external service to identify PHI data in the medical record, e.g., a HIPAA-compliant NLP service like AWS Comprehend Medical [5] or a medical image analyzer like Amazon Rekognition [22]. The medical record and the PHI data are sensitive, and the untrusted Analytics function must not access them. The internal state of PHIIdentifier, StoreProtected, AnonRecord must also be protected from Analytics. As in the other two examples, this workflow also requires communication of a significant amount of state (e.g., medical records containing images) between functions.

2.4 Function Interaction Patterns in FaaS Workflows

The three workflows discussed thus far illustrate three design patterns for function interaction in FaaS workflows:

- The parallel pattern as seen in FINRA, in which functions that are not data-dependent can execute concurrently;
- The sequence pattern as seen in the ML prediction service, in which data-dependent functions must execute in sequence;
- The choice pattern as seen in Healthcare analytics, in which functions in the workflow are conditionally executed based on the user’s input or the output of a function in the workflow.

With these design patterns, we can succinctly encode all constructs of Amazon States Language (ASL) [4, 8]. ASL is the format in which application developers specify workflows for ASF. Thus, it suffices for Faastlane to incorporate support for these three design patterns to express most of the workflows available on contemporary FaaS platforms.

2.5 Threat Model

As illustrated in our examples, functions in a FaaS workflow produce/consume sensitive and non-sensitive data. Even functions that belong to the same workflow instance of a FaaS application should not have unfettered access to each other’s state. It is not uncommon for a single FaaS application to use untrusted functions from public repositories (e.g., [3, 40]) along with trusted functions and services that can access sensitive data. As we saw, functions do communicate a substantial amount of state, and the use of any heavy-handed mechanisms for isolation, e.g., executing function within separate containers, inevitably leads to performance bottlenecks.

Our goal is to enable efficient sharing of state across functions in a workflow with just the right amount of isolation. We assume that the cloud provider offers an MPK-based hardware platform and the operating system (OS) used to run FaaS processes includes standard, widely-deployed data-execution prevention features (e.g., WES). Additionally, Faastlane does not change the OS features that aid in defending against microarchitectural side-channel attacks. Best practices to defend against such attacks, such as those developed in Firecracker [1], can also be adapted for use with Faastlane. We implemented Faastlane’s mechanisms as extensions to the language runtime (i.e., Python interpreter). We, therefore, assume that the runtime is part of the trusted computing base. Note that we strive to isolate sensitive data and not code. Thus, we cannot guard the confidentiality of proprietary functions in FaaS workflows.

3 Design Considerations

Faastlane’s design has three objectives. First, we aim to minimize function interaction latency without sacrificing concurrency in parallel workflows. It leverages fast communication within a single server (machine) to share state across functions of a single workflow instance, wherever possible. Loads and stores to a shared address space are the lowest-latency options for sharing data. Faastlane thus strives to map functions in a workflow instance to threads sharing a shared address space. While threads serve as a vehicle of concurrency in most settings, they do not in this case. Interpreters for popular languages used to write FaaS applications, such as Python and Node.js, use a global interpreter lock (GIL) that prevents concurrent execution of application threads. Faastlane thus has a workflow composer, a static tool that analyzes the workflow
structure, and forks processes instead of threads wherever the workflow allows parallelism. These processes run within the same container and communicate via Python pipes.

The workflow composer is also cognizant of the fact that a single container may not have enough vCPUs to run all functions concurrently (as processes) for workflows that admit massive parallelism. If all functions of an instance of such workflows are packed onto a single container, the performance loss from the lack of concurrency may outweigh the benefits of reducing function interaction latency. Therefore, the composer periodically (e.g., once a day) profiles containers on the FaaS platform to ascertain the available parallelism. Wherever the composer encounters large parallelism in the workflow structure, it determines whether it would be beneficial to deploy instances of that workflow across multiple containers based on measurements from profiling. Each container itself concurrently runs multiple functions as processes, commensurate to that container’s vCPU allocation.

Second, Faastlane aims to control the sharing of data within a workflow instance when functions of a workflow instance run as threads. As motivated in Section 2, we discovered important workflows wherein sensitive data must be isolated and shared only with authorized functions. While there is a large literature on in-process isolation techniques [13, 15, 26, 36], recent work [25, 54] has shown that a hardware feature available on Intel server processors, called MPK, offers thread-granularity isolation at low overheads. Faastlane uses Intel MPK to provide thread-granularity memory isolation for FaaS functions that share a virtual address space.

Finally, Faastlane aims to meet the above two objectives without needing FaaS application writers to modify their functions and without requiring them to provide more information (than they already do) to FaaS platforms. It is also transparent to the cloud provider, except that Faastlane is most useful when the underlying hardware supports MPK or MPK-like features. Faastlane achieves this goal by designing a static client-side tool, the workflow composer, along with a profiler to achieve its objective of minimizing function interaction latency without sacrificing concurrency. A modified language runtime (here, Python), and the composer, ensure data isolation. Faastlane can be packaged in an enhanced container image. No new API is exposed to FaaS applications, and no additional information is required from developers. This differentiates Faastlane from many prior works (e.g., [11]) that introduce new FaaS programming abstractions (e.g., to specify data sharing). We demonstrate Faastlane’s adoptability by deploying it atop an unmodified OpenWhisk-based FaaS platform on a server equipped with MPK.

4 Implementation of Faastlane

Faastlane needs to accomplish two primary tasks. First, it must spawn threads and/or processes and/or multiple containers to execute functions of a workflow instance for minimizing function interaction latency without sacrificing concurrency that exists in the workflow structure. Second, when executing functions as threads, it must ensure the isolation of sensitive state across the functions. Faastlane’s workflow composer, aided by a simple profiler, accomplishes the first task. A modified language runtime and the composer accomplish the second.

4.1 Minimizing Function Interaction Latency

Current FaaS platforms take a workflow description (Figure 1a) and function definitions as inputs (Figure 2), as sepae-
rate entities. They create one container for each of the functions in each executing instance of a workflow. The platform uses the workflow description to suitably route function calls.

Faastlane does not demand any new information from the FaaS application developer or modifications to the code. Faastlane’s workflow composer tailors the JSON workflow description and the function code for execution in Faastlane’s runtime. The workflow composer first analyzes the workflow structure (JSON description) to identify if it allows for any concurrency in executing the functions of an instance. If the workflow is sequential, the composer packs all functions of the workflow within a unified function called Orchestrator. To schedulers on FaaS platforms, the unified workflow provides the illusion of an application with a single-function. The entire workflow is thus scheduled for execution in a single container. The workflow composer also creates function wrappers, which the Orchestrator invokes suitably to reflect the DAG specified in the workflow structure. The Orchestrator method’s return value is the output of the FaaS application.

Function wrappers explicitly identify the input and output of the function. Wrappers have an associated built-in start() method that is implemented in Faastlane’s runtime. Invoking a start() method spawns a new thread to execute the corresponding function (join() denotes the end of the thread). As will be described later in this section, wrappers also implement data isolation using MPK primitives. Each function wrapper begins by reading input from the (shared) process heap and places its output back on the heap. All the other data of a function, not explicitly specified in the wrapper’s I/O interface, is considered private to that function and stored in that thread’s heap partition (detailed shortly). The Orchestrator function specifies the order in which threads are invoked, thereby enforcing the workflow’s data sharing policy. The functions of a workflow instance executing as threads minimizes function interaction latency by sharing data using load/stores to the shared process heap.

Language runtimes use a GIL that prevents threads from executing concurrently. This does not present any issues for sequential workflows but leads to loss of concurrency for workflows that contain parallelism. Faastlane launches functions of a workflow instance that can execute in parallel as separate processes instead of threads. Processes can run concurrently on vCPUs of the container deployed on the FaaS platform. These functions communicate via Python pipes.

By example, consider the functions FetchMarketData and FetchPortfolioData that run in parallel. The workflow composer creates a parallel-execution wrapper (PStateWrapper in Figure 3) that identifies parts of the workflow that can execute concurrently (using the Process keyword). The subsequent start() method for P1 and P2 spawns new processes to execute those portions of the workflow. Each such forked process can itself be a sub-workflow and can further spawn threads or processes as required. The inputs to these functions need not be explicitly copied, as they are already available in the address space before the start() method forks a new process. The output is copied back to the parent process using Python pipes (queue1 and queue2). The join() methods in Orchestrator serve as barriers that prevent the workflow from progressing unless the corresponding function wrapper thread has completed execution.

Using processes eschews some of the benefits of sharing transient states via loads/stores. Moreover, the language runtime has to be set up in each process, resulting in extra page faults. Typically, functions in FaaS are short-running (<1 sec) [50]). Thus, the overheads due page faults are non-negligible for these ephemeral processes (detailed in Section 5.2). However, the loss of concurrency with only threads justifies the use of processes for portions of a workflow that admit parallelism.

A container may not have enough vCPUs to run all functions for a parallel section of a workflow concurrently. The number of vCPUs exposed to a container may be smaller than the number of cores in the underlying hardware. Further, FaaS platform providers may not even expose the number of vCPUs on the container it deploys to run a workflow instance. Therefore, Faastlane deploys a simple compute-bound micro-benchmark on the FaaS platform and observes its scalability to infer the number vCPUs in the container deployed by the platform. Such profiling is needed only very infrequently (e.g., once a day) since the number of vCPUs in a container for a given class typically does not change [33].

On encountering a large, parallel workflow structure, the composer spawns multiple containers, each packed with the number of processes equal to the (inferred) number of vCPUs in the container. Networked communication across functions on different containers happens via a REST API [32].

To support cloud hardware that does not offer MPK (or MPK-like) support, the profiler checks for pku and ospke flags in /proc/cpuinfo to ascertain if the FaaS platform supports MPK. If not, the workflow composer uses only processes to execute functions. This fallback option sacrifices the gains in lowering function interaction latency that threads offer, but adheres to Faastlane’s principle of being transparent to both the application writer and the cloud provider.

### 4.2 Isolation for Sensitive Data

The use of threads for efficient state sharing among functions in a workflow fundamentally conflicts with the goal of protecting sensitive data in situations such as those illustrated in Section 2. Faastlane leverages an existing hardware feature to enforce thread-granularity isolation of data. Note that data isolation is not a concern when functions execute on separate processes. Each process has its own isolated address space, and the state-less nature of FaaS means that they cannot communicate amongst themselves via the local file system, even when they run on the same container.

Faastlane’s runtime ensures that each thread gets a private, isolated portion of address space. There is also a shared pari-
tion of the address space that the threads use to communicate the transient state via load/store. Isolation is ensured efficiently using MPK hardware. The memory allocator of the language runtime is extended to ensure that each thread allocates its memory needs from its private partition by default.

**Memory protection keys.** Intel MPK provides hardware support for each page in a process’s address space to be annotated with a 4-bit protection key. Logically, these keys allow us to partition the virtual address space into 16 sets of pages. MPK uses a 32-bit register, called the PKRU register, to specify access rights for each set of pages. Each key is mapped to 2 bits in the PKRU register, that specify access rights of the currently-executing thread to pages in each set. On a memory access, permissions are checked against the PKRU register. Thus, using MPK, it is possible to specify read/write accesses for a set of pages that share the same protection key.

When a process starts, all pages in its address space are assigned a default protection key, and the PKRU value allows both read and write access to all pages. A process assigns a protection key to a page using a system call (pkey_alloc in Linux), and the protection key is written into the page-table entry. To specify access rights for pages with that protection key, the process uses the WRPKRU instruction, which allows the process to modify the value of the PKRU register from user-space. Since the WRPKRU instruction can be executed from user-space, it is important to ensure that it is only invoked from trusted code (called thread gates). Faastlane uses binary inspection (as in ERIM [54]) to verify the absence of WRPKRU instructions in locations other than thread gates. Faastlane performs this inspection before the workflow is deployed in the FaaS environment. Therefore, it does not incur any run-time performance overheads.

**Thread Gates.** A thread gate is a sequence of instructions that contains MPK-specific instructions to modify the PKRU register or to assign protection keys to pages. A thread gate is classified as an entry gate or an exit gate, based upon whether it executes at the beginning or end of a thread. Faastlane modifies the Python runtime to implement the instruction sequence corresponding to entry and exit gates in the built-in start() and join() methods.

An entry gate accomplishes three tasks. First, it attaches a protection key to the thread, using the pkey_alloc system call. Second, it communicates this key to the memory manager in Faastlane’s Python runtime. The memory manager ensures that all subsequent memory requests are satisfied from pages tagged with the thread’s protection key. Finally, the gate uses the WRPKRU instruction to write to the PKRU register to ensure that only the current thread has read and write access to pages tagged with that protection key. In effect, this establishes a heap partition accessible only to that thread.

When the thread completes, the exit gate frees the protection key for further use using the pkey_free system call. It also zeroes-out the memory region allocated to serve memory for that protection key. Such cleanup allows Faastlane to reuse protection keys for multiple threads without compromising the isolation guarantees. Without reuse, Faastlane’s Python runtime would restrict the number of available protection domains to 16, thereby also restricting the number of functions in the workflow to 15.\(^2\) One domain is reserved for the parent thread (Orchestrator). The shared heap is accessible to all threads and serves as the shared memory region to which all threads enjoy unfettered read/write access.

**Thread Memory Management.** Faastlane modifies Python’s memory manager to map requests from different threads to different virtual address regions. Faastlane’s modifications are packaged as a CPython module (tested for Python3.5). Faastlane modifies the default memory allocator to maintain separate arenas (contiguous regions of virtual address space; typically 256KB) for different threads and ensures that memory requests from one thread are always mapped to the thread’s private arenas. After requesting an arena from mmap, Faastlane attaches a protection key to the arena using the pkey_mprotect system call, effectively reserving the arena for memory requests to the thread owning the protection key.

As discussed, the thread-entry gate associates a protection key for a thread executing a function in the workflow when it starts execution and maps all memory requests from the thread to that private arena. If the arena becomes full, it allocates another arena. When the wrapper finishes, it destroys all the arenas associated with that thread’s protection key. The only exception is that of the main thread (Orchestrator), whose arenas are accessible to all threads in the process.

### 4.3 Putting It All Together

Figure 4 summarizes the lifecycle of a FaaS workflow in Faastlane. The lifecycle starts with the application developer supplying the functions and a workflow description connecting them. The client supplies these entities to Faastlane’s workflow composer. The composer analyzes the workflow and produces a unified description using the design patterns discussed in Section 2.4, capturing the available parallelism in the workflow. Based on the available parallelism (if any) and the number of vCPUs in the container (determined via profiling), the workflow is deployed in the FaaS platform.

For workflows without or limited parallelism, the composer provides a single top-level function, called the Orchestrator, that encapsulates the entire workflow description. The client supplies this unified workflow description to the FaaS platform, which gives the platform the illusion of a single-function FaaS workflow. The platform schedules the entire FaaS application for execution within a single container. If the workflow contains parallelism that exceeds the estimated number of vCPUs in a container, the composer creates multiple Orchestrator functions. Each Orchestrator subsumes a sub-workflow with functions that can run concurrently within a single container. Each Orchestrator is scheduled on a dif-

\(^2\)A vast majority of workflows contain fewer than 10 functions [50]. Previous work has also shown ways to virtualize MPK partitions [44].
different container by the FaaS platform. Faastlane’s runtime component within the container accepts the unified workflow description and decomposes it to identify the functions within the workflow. Based on the Orchestrator, it either starts threads (one per function) or forks processes to execute functions of the workflow. When functions execute as threads, each thread executes instructions to identify a partition of the process heap accessible only to that thread (using MPK primitives). It uses this partition to store data private to the function. The functions running on the thread can share state via load/stores to a designated shared heap for the process. When a thread completes, the function’s output is made available (via the Orchestrator method) only to the functions in the workflow that consume that output. When Faastlane forks a process, it passes only the output of the last method from the parent process to the Orchestrator method of the child process via a Python pipe. For large parallel workflows, functions in different containers communicate over the network stack as in contemporary FaaS platforms.

Faastlane does not impact auto-scaling in FaaS. Different instances of a given workflow spawned in response to a trigger are scheduled on different containers, as is typical.

5 Evaluation

We evaluate Faastlane against four real-world applications that broadly capture popular FaaS function interaction patterns [39]. Besides the applications in Section 2, we include Sentiment analysis, which is another real-world use case [49].

Sentiment analysis evaluates user reviews for different products of a company. Its workflow contains two choice states. The first choice state chooses an analysis model based on the product. The second choice state publishes to a database versus a message queue (for manual analysis of negative reviews) based on review sentiments. Together, these applications encapsulate all the patterns discussed in Section 2.4.

Table 1 shows the configuration of our experimental system, including the software stack. We measure how Faastlane improves function interaction latency, end-to-end latency, throughput, and reduces dollar-cost. We perform the experiments on a single machine where Faastlane can pack all functions of a workflow instance within a single container. However, in Section 5.4 we further show how Faastlane scales up to use multiple containers in face of large parallelism within a workflow structure.

We compare Faastlane’s performance against ASF, OpenWhisk and SAND [2]. SAND aims to reduce function interaction latency. It executes functions in a workflow as separate processes within a container and shares state using a hierarchical message queue. Our performance experiments with OpenWhisk, SAND and Faastlane were run on our local hardware platform, while ASF experiments were run on the AWS cloud infrastructure. We cannot control the AWS cloud hardware platform. Thus, the ASF measurements are not necessarily directly comparable to those of the other platforms.

5.1 Function Interaction Latency

Figure 5 reports the function interaction latency of the four applications under different FaaS platforms. The applications are as described in Section 2, with the only difference that the FINRA application checks portfolio data against 50 audit rules. We run each application at least 100 times and report the median. We observe that function interaction latency is
lowest with Faastlane across all four applications, each with different function interaction patterns. Faastlane reduces the latency over its closest competitor by 52.3%, 95.1%, 95% and 98% for FINRA, ML prediction service, Healthcare analytics and Sentiment analysis, respectively.

SAND reduces the function interaction latency compared to current FaaS platforms, except for FINRA. FINRA runs 50 audit rules in parallel, where SAND’s hierarchical messaging queues serialize communication from concurrently executing functions. Consequently, SAND increases the function interaction latency to 319ms from 35ms on OpenWhisk. However, Faastlane reduces it to 16.7ms. For ML prediction service, SAND reduces the interaction latency to 72ms from thousands of milliseconds on OpenWhisk while Faastlane almost eliminates it. Similarly, for the remaining apps, the interaction latency is a mere 1-1.2ms with Faastlane.

Note that the ML prediction service has very high function interaction latencies (in thousands of milliseconds) on both ASF and OpenWhisk. This is because the ML prediction service transmits the largest state across functions—an image of about 1.6MB size from the Resize function to the Predictor function (Figure 1b). However, on ASF and OpenWhisk, functions in a workflow can directly transmit a maximum state of size 32KB [35] and 1MB, respectively. Consequently, the ML prediction service is forced to fall back upon a slow storage service like Amazon S3 for state sharing on these platforms. The other applications transmit tens of KBs of state across functions in a workflow (for the payloads we used).

Though Faastlane offers the lowest function interaction latency for FINRA, the latency of 16.7ms is higher than the latency observed for the other applications even if it transmits only tens of KBs of state across functions. This behavior is because FINRA’s workflow invokes 50 functions in parallel to audit the portfolios. Faastlane executes these functions as separate processes where the state is shared via Python pipes, instead of loads/stores within a process address space. While this helps end-to-end latency by leveraging concurrency (Section 5.2), the cost of sharing state increases compared to sharing state across threads of the same process.

5.2 End-to-End Application Performance

Latency. The end-to-end execution latency of an application’s workflow is the time that elapses between the start of the first function of the workflow and the completion of the final function in the workflow. We measure end-to-end latency by executing each application at least 100 times and report both the median and tail (99%-ile) values.

We dissect the end-to-end latency as follows:

1. The time spent in external service requests. An external service request is one that requires communication outside the FaaS platform. For example, the healthcare analytics application uses the AWS Comprehend Medical service to identify PHI in health records (Section 2.3). This component depends on several factors, including time over the network and the latency of processing the request at the external entity.

2. The compute time, which is the time during which the workflow functions execute on the processor. It does not include the time spent on external service requests.

3. The function interaction latency on the FaaS platform.

Figure 6 presents the end-to-end latency broken down into the above components. For each application, we report median and 99%-ile latency on ASF, OpenWhisk, SAND, and Faastlane. The total height of each bar represents the end-to-end latency, and the stacks in the bar show the breakdown. In Figure 6a, we first note that the compute time is significantly more on ASF than on other platforms. While the FINRA application has 50 parallel functions, ASF never runs more than 10-12 of them concurrently. On other platforms, the compute time is much shorter because all the functions execute in parallel. Most of the time is spent on the external service request for retrieving the trade data. Overall, we find that Faastlane improves end-to-end latency by 40.5%, 23.7% over OpenWhisk and SAND, respectively.

In ML prediction service (Figure 6b), OpenWhisk’s and ASF’s end-to-end execution latency are dominated by the function interaction latency, as discussed earlier. In comparison, SAND significantly reduces function interaction latency, while Faastlane practically eliminates it. Consequently, even in comparison to SAND, Faastlane improves end-to-end latency by 22.3%. Over OpenWhisk, the improvement due to Faastlane is 15X. Note that the compute time on OpenWhisk is shorter (by about 100ms) than that on Faastlane and SAND, although we ran OpenWhisk, Faastlane, and SAND on the same hardware platform. This difference is because, on Faastlane and SAND, the ML prediction service application transmits data between functions using JSON (de)serialization methods, contributing to the compute time. In contrast, on OpenWhisk, the application is forced to use S3, and the application does not use JSON when communicating with S3.

In Healthcare analytics (Figure 6c), the time spent on external service request (AWS Comprehend Medical) is significant. The response latency from AWS Comprehend Medical depends on external factors and is orthogonal to our system design. We observed that the latency is much lower on ASF but similar on the FaaS platforms that were executed on our local hardware. In comparison to OpenWhisk and SAND, Faastlane improves end-to-end latency by 9.9% and 10.4%, respectively. Faastlane improves end-to-end latency of Sen-
timent analysis (Figure 6d) by 61% over OpenWhisk and 51% over SAND. The tail (99%-ile) latency trends (Figure 6), mirror the above observations. In short, Faastlane provides the least end-to-end latency across platforms that are directly comparable, i.e., run on the same hardware.

**Throughput.** Figure 7 shows the application throughput, measured as the number of application requests serviced per minute on different FaaS platforms. We use the time between the invocation of the first request and the response receipt for the last request. We repeat this experiment over several requests to measure throughput as the number of request-per-minute. Unlike end-to-end execution latency, throughput measurement also accounts for initialization (e.g., spawning containers), and post-processing time. Note that to compare throughput, we also need to ensure that all configurations run on the same hardware. The total number of cores on the hardware platform (and therefore, the available parallelism) has a first-order effect on throughput, unlike latency. While we present numbers from ASF for completeness, we forewarn the readers against directly comparing ASF’s throughput numbers (run on hardware not in our control), with the numbers obtained on other FaaS platforms executed locally.

Figure 7 shows the throughput observed for each of our applications on ASF, OpenWhisk, SAND and Faastlane. In general, we observe that throughput follows the trends in the end-to-end latency. Faastlane provides the best throughput across all applications. For the FINRA application, Faastlane improves throughput by 28.6% over its nearest competitor (SAND). For ML prediction service and Sentiment analysis, Faastlane improves throughput by 15.6%, 49.7% over SAND and by 16×, 2.4× over OpenWhisk, respectively. For the healthcare analytics application, Faastlane provides a modest throughput improvement of 6% over SAND.

**Cost of Isolation.** For a deeper understanding of the design choices made in Faastlane, we create three variants of Faastlane. First, we turn off thread-level memory isolation in Faastlane by disabling its MPK-enabled memory manager and the zeroing-out of function’s state in the shared domain (Faastlane-NS). The difference in performance between Faastlane-NS and Faastlane quantifies the performance cost of data isolation using MPK. Second, we constrain Faastlane to only use threads, and not a mix of processes and threads based on the workflow structure (Faastlane-Th). The performance difference between Faastlane-Th and Faastlane quantifies the usefulness of adapting between processes and threads. Third, we constrain Faastlane to use only processes, and share state via Python pipes (Faastlane-P). The performance difference between Faastlane-P and Faastlane quantifies the importance of employing threads when possible.

Figure 8 shows the normalized median end-to-end latency for Faastlane, Faastlane-NS, Faastlane-Th and Faastlane-P for all four applications. The height of each bar is normalized to latency under Faastlane. Comparing Faastlane-NS and Faastlane, we observe an increase of 1.9-14.9% in the end-to-end latency in Faastlane, which denotes the cost of MPK-based isolation mechanism. We argue that this performance cost is a reasonable price to pay for data isolation.

Next, we observe that the latency for Faastlane-Th is 3.3x of the Faastlane for FINRA. Recall that FINRA has 50 parallel functions in its workflow. Since the threads cannot execute concurrently in our Python implementation (due to the GIL), Faastlane-Th cannot execute these parallel functions concurrently. In contrast, Faastlane employs processes instead of threads and can leverage the underlying hardware resources for concurrency. For the rest of the applications, there is no difference between Faastlane-Th and Faastlane as they do not
contain any parallel functions. This experiment shows the importance of analyzing the workflow structure and using processes instead of threads in the presence of GIL.

Finally, the latency for Faastlane-P is 9-73% higher than Faastlane in applications except FINRA. Lifetimes of Faas functions are short, e.g., 50% of the functions execute in less than 1s [50]. Thus, processes running these functions in Faastlane-P are ephemeral and we found the page-fault latency in setting up language runtime in each process dominates their execution times. Faastlane reduces page-faults by 1.43-3.95× using threads over processes. For FINRA, Faastlane uses processes to leverage parallelism. Thus, there is no difference between Faastlane-P and Faastlane.

5.3 Dollar-cost of Application Execution

We now discuss the dollar-cost implications to developers for executing applications on Faastlane versus atop ASF. The cost of executing applications on ASF includes: 1. Lambda costs, which is the cost of executing the functions of a workflow, 2. Step costs, which is the cost of transitioning from one node to another in an ASF workflow across containers, and 3. Storage costs, for transferring large transient state [53]. We noticed that execution times of functions on ASF varies run-to-run. We used the smallest execution time to estimate the least cost of running an application on ASF.

Unlike with ASF, the dollar-cost of running on Faastlane only includes the Lambda cost. The Step cost of transitioning across containers is zero because Faastlane executes an entire workflow instance within a container. Faastlane does not need a storage service to transfer state and therefore incurs no Storage cost. To measure the Lambda cost on Faastlane, we deployed applications with Faastlane-enhanced virtual environments on AWS Lambda. We disabled MPK instructions because AWS machines may not have MPK-enabled today. However, we adjusted the billed-duration and maximum memory of each application with MPK overheads (1.9-14.9%). We exclude the cost of any external service that a function uses for its execution (e.g., AWS Comprehend Medical).

Table 2 reports the total cost incurred for each application on ASF and Faastlane. Faastlane executes applications only at 0.6-6.8% of the cost of ASF. Faastlane eliminates expensive step costs and storage costs by designing for efficient function interactions. Despite running on containers with larger memory, Faastlane reduces Lambda costs, partly due to the reduction in runtime because of efficient function interactions and partly due to the current AWS Lambda pricing model.

![Figure 9: Scalability for FaaS Applications with parallelism.](image)

5.4 Scalability with Multiple Containers

All experiments thus far were limited to one server, and the underlying container had sufficiently many vCPUs to run all parallel functions in applications like FINRA concurrently. We now explore how Faastlane would scale if the underlying container had a limited number of vCPUs and when multiple servers are to be deployed to cater to the parallelism available within a single workflow instance. For this purpose, we scaled up the number of functions in the parallel step in FINRA’s workflow from 50 to 200. We also varied the number of vCPUs in each container from 4 to 50.

When Faastlane detects that the parallelism in the workflow exceeds the parallelism serviceable by the vCPUs of a single container, it spawns multiple containers, possibly scheduled on multiple servers. Each container is packed with a number of processes commensurate with the vCPUs alloted to it.

Figure 9 shows how Faastlane performs under such circumstances vis-a-vis OpenWhisk baseline that runs every function in separate containers. The y-axis reports the average execution time of a workflow instance as the number of parallel functions are scaled (x-axis). We observe that when the number of vCPUs per container is limited, Faastlane offers limited uplift (2.46%). This is expected since Faastlane falls back on network-based communication across containers when spawning multiple containers. As we increase the number of vCPUs per container, Faastlane launches fewer containers, and performs much better. At 50 vCPUs per container, Faastlane speeds up by 2.73× over the baseline when there are 50 parallel functions. Even when there are 200 functions, Faastlane reduces execution time by 25.3%. In short, Faastlane is most effective when it can leverage fast communication within a container, particularly for sequential workflows and those with limited parallelism. However, even when faced with large parallelism in workflows, coupled with limited parallelism in underlying containers, Faastlane scales at least as well as the current offerings.

6 Related Work

Table 3 compares Faastlane against closely related systems using three criteria—function interaction latency, ability to support unmodified FaaS workflows (e.g., those written for commodity FaaS offerings such as OpenWhisk and ASF), and whether the solution supports function interaction across machines. Commercial FaaS solutions satisfy the latter two criteria, but have high function interaction latencies [10, 23].

### Table 2: Cost (in USD) per 1 million application requests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>AWS Step Functions (ASF)</th>
<th>Faastlane</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lambda</td>
<td>Step</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINRA</td>
<td>31.17</td>
<td>1325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML Prediction Service</td>
<td>21.75</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthcare Analytics</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentiment Analysis</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9: Scalability for FaaS Applications with parallelism.
SAND [2] reduces function interaction latency via hierarchical message queues, while allowing unmodified FaaS applications and workflows spanning multiple machines. However, as our evaluation showed, Faastlane’s approach of using memory load/store instructions reduces function interaction latency even further. SONIC [37] aims to reduce function interaction latency by jointly optimizing how data is shared (e.g., by sharing files within a VM or copying files across VMs) and the placement of functions in a workflow. However, SONIC uses files as the core data-sharing mechanism, leaving room for latency reduction in several cases.

Crucial [11] improves state-sharing in highly parallelizable functions using distributed shared objects (DSOs). DSOs are implemented atop a modified Infinispan in-memory data grid. Unfortunately, Crucial’s approach is not compatible with unmodified FaaS applications. Cloudburst [52] focuses on distributed consistency of shared data using Anna key-value stores [56]; other systems, like Pocket [31], use specialized distributed data stores for transient data. These systems improve function interaction latency, but leave significant headroom for improvement because of the overheads of accessing the remote data store.

While all the aforementioned systems support distributed FaaS applications, in which interacting functions execute on different machines, Faasm [51] and Nightcore [30] aim to reduce function interaction latency by executing workflows on a single machine. Faasm [51] uses threads and shared memory with software-fault isolation [55] (more heavy-weight) to provide thread-private memory partitions. Unfortunately, Faasm requires custom-written FaaS applications that are then compiled down to WebAssembly for execution. Nightcore [30] accelerates stateless microservices by co-locating them on the same physical machine and using shared memory to enable efficient data sharing. However, the FaaS applications must be modified to use Nightcore’s libraries to avail of these benefits. Faastlane’s function interaction latencies are comparable to Faasm and Nightcore, but it additionally supports unmodified FaaS workflows and distributed FaaS applications.

Aside from these systems that share Faastlane’s goal of reducing function interaction latency in FaaS workflows, there is prior work on reducing the memory footprint and performance overhead of other aspects of FaaS. Chief among these are methods that aim to reduce the memory footprint and performance overheads of containers by creating stripped-down containers [42], checkpointing [18], language-level isolation [14], or create bare-bones VMs tailored to the application loaded in the VM [1, 38]. Faastlane’s lightweight sandboxing approach can be used in conjunction with prior work to improve the overall performance of FaaS applications.

Faastlane uses MPK to offer lightweight memory isolation between threads when they are used in the workflow. Recent works introduce new OS-level primitives for efficient in-process isolation [13, 15, 26, 36]. However, the overheads are still substantial compared to MPK which offers user-level instructions to switch memory domains. In contrast, the other solutions add new system calls, or introduce non-negligible runtime overheads. Prior studies have aimed to provide intra-process isolation using MPK. We borrow the ideas of thread gates and binary inspection from ERIM [54]. While Faastlane creates in-process thread-private memory domains, Hodor [25] creates protected libraries using MPK-backed protection domains. MPK offers 16 domains, which is sufficient for most current FaaS applications [50]. For larger workflows, Faastlane reuses thread domains wherever possible (Section 4.2). Libmpk [44] offers a software abstraction of MPK to create a larger number of domains. However, it adds non-negligible software overheads.

### 7 Conclusion

Developers structure FaaS applications as workflows consisting of functions that interact by passing transient state between each other. Commercial FaaS platforms execute functions of a workflow instance in different containers. The transient state must be copied across these containers or transmitted via cloud-based storage services, both of which contribute to the latency of function interaction.

Faastlane reduces function interaction latency by sharing data via memory load/store instructions. To accomplish this goal, it strives to execute functions of a workflow instance as threads within a shared virtual address space. However, this approach raises new challenges associated with isolating sensitive data and availing the parallelism afforded by the underlying hardware. Faastlane’s novel design uses Intel MPK for lightweight thread-level isolation and an adaptive mixture of threads and processes to leverage hardware parallelism. Our experiments show that Faastlane outperforms commercial FaaS offerings and also recent research systems designed to reduce function interaction latency.
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Abstract

Data analytics applications are increasingly leveraging serverless execution environments for their ease-of-use and pay-as-you-go billing. The structure of such applications is usually composed of multiple functions that are chained together to form a workflow. The current approach of exchanging intermediate (ephemeral) data between functions is through a remote storage (such as S3), which introduces significant performance overhead. We compare three data-passing methods, which we call VM-Storage, Direct-Passing, and state-of-practice Remote-Storage. Crucially, we show that no single data-passing method prevails under all scenarios and the optimal choice depends on dynamic factors such as the size of input data, the size of intermediate data, the application’s degree of parallelism, and network bandwidth. We propose SONIC, a data-passing manager that optimizes application performance and cost, by transparently selecting the optimal data-passing method for each edge of a serverless workflow DAG and implementing communication-aware function placement. SONIC monitors application parameters and uses simple regression models to adapt its hybrid data passing accordingly. We integrate SONIC with Open-Lambda and evaluate the system on Amazon EC2 with three analytics applications, popular in the serverless environment. SONIC provides lower latency (raw performance) and higher performance$/S$ across diverse conditions, compared to four baselines: SAND, vanilla OpenLambda, OpenLambda with Pocket, and AWS Lambda.

1 Introduction

Serverless computing platforms provide on-demand scalability and fine-grained resource allocation. In this computing model, cloud providers run the servers and manage all administrative tasks (e.g., scaling, capacity planning, etc.), while users focus on the application logic. Due to its elasticity and ease-of-use advantages, serverless computing is becoming increasingly popular for advanced workflows such as data processing pipelines [35,53], machine learning pipelines [11,55], and video analytics [5,22,64]. Major cloud providers recently introduced serverless workflow services such as AWS Step Functions [4], Azure Durable Functions [45], and Google Cloud Composer [24], which provide easier design and orchestration for serverless workflow applications. Serverless workflows are composed of a sequence of execution stages, which can be represented as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) [17,53]. DAG nodes correspond to serverless functions (or λs\(^1\)) and edges represent the flow of data between dependent λs (e.g., our video analytics application DAG is shown in Fig. 1).

Exchanging intermediate data between serverless functions is a major challenge in serverless workflows [34,36,47]. By design, IP addresses and port numbers of individual λs are not exposed to users, making direct point-to-point communication difficult. Moreover, serverless platforms provide no guarantees for the overlap in time between the executions of the parent (sending) and child (receiving) functions. Hence, the state-of-practice technique for data passing between serverless functions is saving and loading data through remote storage (e.g., S3). Although passing intermediate data through remote storage has the benefit of cleanly separating compute and storage resources, it adds significant performance overheads, especially for data-intensive applications [47]. For example, Pu et al. [53] show that running the CloudSort benchmark with 100TB of data on AWS Lambda with S3 remote storage can be up to 500× slower than running on a cluster of VMs. Our own experiment with a machine learning pipeline that has a simple linear workflow shows that passing data through remote storage takes over 75% of the computation time (Fig. 2, fanout = 1). Previous approaches reduce this overhead by implementing exchange operators optimized for object storage [47,52], replacing disk-based object storage (e.g., S3) with memory-based storage (e.g., ElastiCache Redis), or combining different storage media (e.g., DRAM, SSD, NVMe) to match application needs [12,37,53]. However, these approaches still require passing data over the network multiple times, adding latency. Moreover, in-memory storage services are much more expensive than disk-based stor-

\(^1\)For simplicity, we denote a serverless function as lambda or λ.
We show how cloud providers can optimize data exchange between chained functions in a serverless DAG workflow with communication-aware placement of lambdas. For instance, the cloud provider can leverage data locality by scheduling the sending and receiving functions on the same VM, while preserving local disk state between the two invocations. This data passing mechanism, which we refer to as VM-Storage, minimizes data exchange latency but imposes constraints on where the lambdas can be scheduled. Alternatively, the cloud provider can enable data exchange between functions on different VMs by directly copying intermediate data between the VMs that host the sending and receiving lambdas. This data passing mechanism, which we refer to as Direct-Passing, requires one copy of the intermediate data elements, serving as a middle ground between VM-Storage (which requires no data copying) and Remote storage (which requires two copies of the data). Each data passing mechanism provides a trade-off between latency, cost, scalability, and scheduling flexibility. Crucially, we find that no single mechanism prevails across all serverless applications, which have different data dependencies. For example, while Direct-Passing does not impose strict scheduling constraints of receiving functions copy data simultaneously and saturate the VM’s outgoing network bandwidth. Hence, we need a hybrid, fine-grained data passing approach that optimizes data passing for every edge of an application DAG.

Our solution: We propose SONIC, a management layer for inter-lambda data exchange, which adopts a hybrid approach of the three data passing methods (VM-Storage, Direct-Passing and Remote storage) to optimize application performance and cost. SONIC exposes a unified API to application developers which selects the optimal data passing method for every edge in an application DAG to minimize data passing latency and cost. We show that this selection depends on parameters such as the size of input, the application’s degree of parallelism, and VM network bandwidth. SONIC adapts its decision dynamically as these parameters change. Since locally optimizing data passing decisions at given stages in a DAG can be globally sub-optimal, SONIC applies a Viterbi-based algorithm to optimize latency and cost across the entire DAG. Fig. 3 shows the workflow of SONIC. SONIC abstracts its hybrid data passing selection and provides users with a simple file-based API, so users always read and write data as files to storage that appears local. SONIC is designed to be integrated with a cluster resource manager (e.g., Protean [29]) that assigns VM requests to the physical hardware and optimizes provider-centric metrics such as resource utilization and load balancing (Fig 4).

We integrate SONIC with the open-source Open-Lambda [31] framework and compare performance to several baselines: AWS-Lambda, with S3 and ElastiCache-Redis (which can be taken to represent state-of-the-practice); SAND [2]; and OpenLambda with S3 and Pocket [37]. Our evaluation shows that SONIC outperforms all baselines for a variety of analytics applications. SONIC achieves between 34% and 158% higher performance/$ (here performance is the inverse of latency) over OpenLambda+S3, between 59% and 2.3X over OpenLambda+Pocket, and between 1.9× and 5.6× over SAND, a serverless platform that leverages data locality to minimize execution time.

In summary, our contributions are as follows:

1. We analyze the trade-offs of three different intermediate data passing methods (Fig. 5) in serverless workflows and show that no single method prevails under all conditions in both latency and cost. This motivates the need for our hybrid and dynamic approach.

2. We propose SONIC, which automatically selects data passing methods between any two serverless functions in a workflow to minimize latency and cost. SONIC dynamically adapts to application changes.

3. We evaluate SONIC’s sensitivity to serverless-specific challenges such as the cold-start problem (set-up time for the application’s environment when it is invoked for the first time), the lack of point-to-point communication, and the provider’s lack of knowledge of lambda input data content. SONIC shows its benefit over all baselines with three common classes of serverless applications, with different input sizes and user-specified parameters.
2 Rationale and Overview

We discuss the trade-offs of SONIC’s three data passing methods and motivate our hybrid and dynamic approach.

2.1 data passing Methods

SONIC chooses from among the three data passing options shown in Fig. 5 for each edge in the application DAG.

**VM-Storage:** This method saves the local state of the sending λ in the VM’s storage and schedules the receiving λ(s) to execute on the same VM. This method leverages data locality to minimize latency, but imposes scheduling constraints. If the sending VM’s memory cannot fit all receiving λs, this method forces the scheduler to run the receiving λs serially or in batches, sacrificing parallelism in favor of data locality. This method is infeasible if the memory requirement of a single receiving λ exceeds the VM’s capacity, or when the receiving λ collects data from multiple λs running on different VMs. Moreover, this data passing method may not be preferred by the resource manager in high load scenarios, where spreading the receiving functions over many servers is needed to avoid hot-spots and achieve better load balancing.

**Direct-Passing:** This data passing method saves the output of the sending λ on its VM storage and sends the λ’s access information (IP address and File Path) to SONIC’s metadata manager. When one of the receiving λs is scheduled to execute, the metadata manager uses the saved access information to copy the data file directly to the destination VM with the receiving λ. Direct-Passing allows higher degrees of parallelism and poses no restrictions on λ placements compared to VM-Storage, but requires data to be sent over the network between source and destination VMs.

**Remote-Storage:** This data passing method involves uploading output files to a remote storage system and downloading them at destination λ(s). This is the state-of-practice in commercial serverless platforms and has been optimized in several recent papers [12, 37, 53]. This method provides high scalability with no restrictions on λ placement. It also has the advantage of almost uniform data passing time with increasing fanout degrees as shown in Fig. 6 due to the high bandwidth of the storage layer. The disadvantage of Remote-Storage is having two serial data copies in the critical path — one from the source lambda to the remote storage and one from the remote storage to the destination lambda.

2.2 Dynamic Data Passing Method Selection

The optimal choice of data passing method for a job depends on the DAG’s parameters, which can vary due to dynamic conditions such as the input size, changes in network bandwidth, or changes in user-specified parameters (e.g., degree of parallelism). For example, we run the LightGBM application (application details are given in §5.3) with varying degrees of fanout and find that VM-Storage achieves optimal end-to-end execution time when the fanout is low (Fig. 2). However, when the maximum degree of parallelism across all stages is three, VM-Storage requires executing functions serially to fit on the same VM, making Direct-Passing superior. With a sufficiently high fanout, the sending VM faces a network bottleneck, making Remote-Storage the optimal data passing mechanism. Hence, no single data passing method prevails under all conditions.

SONIC prefers the VM-Storage method in cases where the receiving λ(s) can be scheduled on the same VM as the sending λ while executing in parallel. However, in cases where VM-Storage is infeasible or sacrifices parallelism, SONIC selects between Direct-Passing or Remote-Storage methods. This selection depends on two factors: (1) VM’s network bandwidth (2) the fanout (i.e., parallelism) type and degree. To understand how these two parameters impact the selection between Direct-Passing and Remote-Storage, we show an experiment on the LightGBM application, which has a Broadcast Fanout stage (identical data from the sending λ is sent...
to all the receiving $\lambda$s). We vary the fanout degree ($K$) while using different VM types with varying network bandwidths in Fig. 6. With low degrees of parallelism (i.e., low values of $K$), Direct-Passing achieves lower latency than Remote-Storage. This is because copying the data directly across the two VMs is faster than copying the data twice over the network, to and from the remote storage. However, with increasing values of $K$, Direct-Passing suffers from the limited network bandwidth of the VM of the sending $\lambda$, which becomes the bottleneck as it tries to copy the intermediate data to $K$ VMs simultaneously. In contrast, Remote-Storage can provide faster data passing in this case, since the sending $\lambda$ saves its output file once to the remote storage and then every receiving $\lambda$ downloads that file simultaneously. Thus, Remote-Storage provides better scalability over Direct-Passing in cases of large fanout degrees. The cross-over point shifts to the right as we go to more well-provisioned VMs, from a network bandwidth standpoint (m5.xlarge > m5.large > t2.large). From this example, we see that selecting the best data passing method depends on the VM’s network bandwidth and DAG parameters.

We identify a number of trade-offs to be considered when performing this optimization. First, a trade-off between data locality and parallelism arises when the available VM’s compute and memory capacities are not sufficient to execute all receiving $\lambda$s in parallel. This preference of data locality over parallelism can be beneficial for lightweight functions communicating large volumes of data, while it can be harmful for compute-heavy functions with small volumes of data. Second, executing functions serially has the benefit of avoiding cold-start executions, which can significantly increase the execution time for functions that need to fetch many dependencies before execution [58]. Finally, we differentiate between two types of fanout stages: Scatter and Broadcast, depending on whether the output data is split equally among all outgoing edges (Scatter) or the same data is sent on all outgoing edges (Broadcast). With Scatter fanout, the intermediate data volume being sent is constant with the fanout degree while with Broadcast fanout, the intermediate data volume being sent increases linearly with the fanout degree. Therefore, the optimal data passing method also depends on the type of fanout and thus we cover both in our evaluation applications (video analytics and MapReduce sort for Scatter fanout and LightGBM for Broadcast fanout). In the next section, we describe the design of each component in SONIC.

3 Design

In § 3.1, we provide an overview of SONIC’s usage model. § 3.2 describes SONIC’s online profiling. § 3.3 discusses how SONIC estimates a job’s execution time for different input data sizes. § 3.4 shows how SONIC selects globally optimized data passing decisions. Finally, § 3.5 highlights further design considerations.

3.1 Usage Model

We discuss SONIC’s usage model from the perspective of application developers and the cloud provider’s resource manager.

Application DAG: As shown in Fig. 3, application developers provide SONIC with an application represented as a DAG. We assume users execute application DAGs multiple times with potentially different input data. Each such execution instance is referred to as a job. SONIC does not require the FaaS provider to have access to the source code for the serverless functions or hints about the resource utilization of these functions. The DAG definition from the user includes: (1) an executable for every $\lambda$; (2) the dependencies between $\lambda$s; (3) the fanout type in every stage (i.e., single, scatter, or broadcast). Users can also provide an upper limit on the execution time or $预算$ for a single job or a batch of jobs. Notice, SONIC does not require users to specify the memory requirements for the functions in the DAG (this is a well-known pain point for users of serverless frameworks [20, 54, 57]). This is because SONIC predicts the memory footprint for every function, using our simple regression modeling (§ 3.2) and selects the right host VM size accordingly.

Data Passing Interface: SONIC abstracts the selection of data passing methods from application developers. $\lambda$ functions write intermediate data to files using a standard file API (read and write), like writing to local storage. All $\lambda$s within a job share a file namespace and if an application DAG has an edge $\lambda_i \rightarrow \lambda_j$, SONIC ensures that $\lambda_j$ reads from the same file path that $\lambda_i$ wrote to. It also ensures that all of a $\lambda_i$’s input files are present in its local storage before it starts execution.

Resource Manager: SONIC’s target is to minimize communication latency and cost, which are user-centric metrics. However, optimizing provider-centric metrics (e.g., load-balancing, resource utilization, and fairness) is also important. Fortunately, many resource management systems such
as Graphene [25], Protean [29], AlloX [38] and DRF [23] are designed to optimize provider-centric metrics efficiently, while respecting the dependencies between the functions (i.e., parent-child execution order). Hence, SONIC is designed to integrate with a system from this category (which we refer to as Resource Manager), as shown in Figure 4. First, the user executes the DAG with a new input. Second, SONIC uses the input size information to predict the memory footprints, execution times, and intermediate-data sizes for the DAG, which are key DAG parameters in selecting the best VM size for every function and the best data passing method for every edge in the DAG. Finally, the Resource Manager uses SONIC’s hints and decides which VMs to allocate on the available physical machines, and responds to SONIC with the final placement information, i.e., which functions go on which VMs. The Resource Manager may override SONIC’s hint to use VM-Storage whenever its scheduling constraint is not acceptable to the manager. Therefore, for that selection, SONIC always proposes the second-best option.

### 3.2 Online Profiling and Model Training

SONIC profiles jobs online to determine the impact of changes in input size to the following parameters: (1) each λ’s memory footprint, (2) each λ’s compute time, (3) intermediate data volume between any two communicating λs, and (4) the fanout type and degree in every stage. Since the above parameters are not dependent on the data passing method, initially SONIC uses a default data passing policy (Remote Storage) while it collects DAG parameters for the first N runs of the job to train its models. N is either the number of jobs needed to reach convergence (default) or explicitly set by the user. Next, SONIC trains a set of prediction models that estimate the DAG parameter values for new inputs. SONIC develops polynomial regression models and splits the data collected into training and validation sets, then performs 5-fold cross validation to find the best model to avoid overfitting. We use polynomial regression models as they can learn from limited data points, are lightweight, and are interpretable [8].

“Online” profiling means that SONIC serves workloads while the models are being trained, which is important for practical adoption in production environments. In discussions with commercial cloud providers, we have repeatedly sensed an anathema to solutions that require offline training due to the concern that one will constantly be taking the system offline to (re-)train the models. However, if the system owner has ready access to representative input traces, she can feed SONIC with these representative traces offline to initialize the prediction models and reduce the online training burden.

SONIC measures the compute time for every λ under two conditions: cold execution (i.e., a new VM/container needs to be created) and hot execution (i.e., a warm VM/container with pre-loaded models/dependencies already exists). SONIC uses the difference between the two execution times in deciding whether to queue λs on the same VM and sacrifice parallelism (hot execute), or to execute the λs on different VMs in parallel with the additional data passing cost and startup latency (cold execution).

### 3.3 Minimizing End-to-End Execution Time

We estimate the execution time τ of a stage Si as follows:

\[ τ(S_i) = DataPass(S_{i-1}, S_i) + Compute(S_i) \]  

(1)

When VM-Storage is selected, all λs in a given stage are forced to run on the same VM. If only one λ can run at a time, the first λ incurs a cold execution time and all subsequent λs experience hot executions. SONIC estimates τVM as follows:

\[ τ_{VM}(S_i) = 0 + Cold(λ_{i,1}) + ∑_{j=2}^{K} Hot(λ_{i,j}) \]  

(2)

Here we set DataPass(S_{i-1}, S_i) to zero since no additional latency is incurred by VM-Storage passing. For simplicity, we give here the upper bound, if all the λs are serialized. In practice, we estimate based on batches that are serialized and all λs within a batch can run concurrently. For Direct-Passing and Remote Storage, we take the nature of the fanout type into account. For Direct-Passing, with Broadcast-type fanout, the runtime is given by:

\[ τ_{Direct}(S_i) = \frac{F \times K}{min(BW(VM_{i-1}), BW(VM_i))} + Cold(λ_{i,1}) \]  

(3)

Where F is the intermediate data size, K the fanout, and BW(VMi), the bandwidth of the VM type hosting λs in the i-th stage. Notice that the bandwidth is limited by the slowest of the sending and receiving VMs and that all execution times are cold, yet only one execution is accounted for, since they all run in parallel. For Scatter-type fanout, the equation becomes:

\[ τ_{Direct}(S_i) = \frac{F}{min(BW(VM_{i-1}), K \times BW(VM_i))} + Cold(λ_{i,1}) \]  

\[ = \frac{F}{BW(VM_{i-1})} + Cold(λ_{i,1}) \]  

(4)

Often cloud providers overprovision network bandwidth [14], hence we assume location of the source and destination VMs (intra- vs. inter-rack) does not affect the network bandwidth. Also, we find that the bandwidths are symmetric between VMs for all VM types; however, for remote storage, writing was faster than reading. Next, we show how we use the previous equations for our optimization.

### 3.4 Online VM and Data Passing Selection

A major challenge to optimize the Perf/$ for the entire DAG is to do local selections for each stage to achieve the global optimum. Consider Fig. 1 for example: if we used VM-Storage passing between Split_Video and Extract Frame, all the extracted frames will reside in a single VM. Selecting VM-Storage between Extract Frame and Classify Frame will force Classify Frame to execute serially since that single VM does not have enough memory. However, if we select Direct-Passing or Remote Storage passing between
between VM-Storage writes that file. Hence, a re-execution of this function simply re-executes the Viterbi path) in the dynamic table. The selected solution is the one with the best Perf/$ that also meets the user bounds. This approach relies on the fact that the execution time up until stage $i$ is equal to the execution time to stage $i-1 +$ data passing time between the two stages. This makes the Markovian assumption true (next state depends only on the current state) and makes the computation tractable.

We choose the Viterbi algorithm as it is guaranteed to find the true maximum a posteriori (MAP) solution [18,19] unlike heuristic-based searching algorithms such as Genetic Algorithms or Simulated Annealing. The runtime complexity of the algorithm is $O(P^2 \times S)$, where $P$ is the number of feasible $\lambda$ placements on VMs for a given stage and $S$ is the number of stages. $P$ is upper bounded by the degree of parallelism of the stage (e.g., AWS sets a limit of 1,000) and in practice is much smaller considering many co-locations on VMs are infeasible. The runtime increases with the number of stages in the DAG, not the number of nodes or edges or fanout degree. This is desirable as the number of stages is small in practice, where a DAG of 8 stages is considered long for current serverless applications [53]. This reduction in complexity happens because SONIC applies the same data passing method to all the functions in a given stage.

### 3.5 Further Design Considerations

**Fault tolerance.** Most FaaS providers apply an automatic retry mechanism upon execution failure (e.g., AWS Lambda, Google Functions, and Azure Functions) to ensure that functions are executed at-least-once. For this retry mechanism to be successful, functions are required to be idempotent. To achieve idempotence, SONIC’s file API assigns an ID to every intermediate file in the DAG that is used by the function that writes that file. Hence, a re-execution of this function simply overwrites the files from the previous execution. However, as highlighted in RAMP [7] and AFT [60], idempotence in itself is not sufficient to achieve fault tolerance in serverless environments, since it does not guarantee atomic visibility. The problem happens when a sender $\lambda$ generates only a subset of its output files, and then fails, triggering an incomplete subset of receiving $\lambda$s, resulting in a corrupted state. Therefore, SONIC applies the concept of atomic visibility by delaying the execution of all receiving $\lambda$s that belong to the same logical request until all their input files are successfully written to storage (either EBS in case of Local-VM or Direct-Passing, or S3 in case of Remote Storage). Although this delaying mechanism can potentially increase the E2E latency of the DAG, our evaluation shows that this additional latency is negligible: 6.3% for MapReduce, 3.3% for Video-Analytics, and 0.5% for LightGBM. All the SONIC results in the evaluation are with atomicity enabled.

**DAGs with Content-Sensitive Structures.** Our design assumes that the stages in the DAG are static and known, while the fanout degree in every stage can vary based on the input. This is analogous to state machines created by serverless orchestrators such as AWS Step-Functions [4]. Our video-analytics application is an example of an input-dependent fanout degree DAG and SONIC successfully predicts the fanout for new input sizes. If the structure of the DAG’s stages depends on the input content, then our estimate of the DAG will be inaccurate. We evaluate the sensitivity of Sonic to prediction errors in Sec. 5.6.3.

**Scalability of SONIC.** For scalability, SONIC adopts a simple distributed design in which no state is shared across application jobs. When a new job arrives, SONIC’s centralized component makes the decision whether to use an existing instance (if it is not overloaded) or to spin up a new instance to handle the new job. There is a central scoreboard maintained to keep track of the number of jobs being handled by each instance. The central component is lightweight in terms of its computational load and state. However, should it be necessary, this itself can be distributed through standard state machine replication (SMR) strategies [44].

### 4 Implementation

We implement SONIC as a data passing management layer and we use OpenLambda as our serverless platform [31]. OpenLambda is an open-source platform that relies on Linux containers for isolation and orchestration [51]. We choose OpenLambda for its flexibility—SONIC needs to control the Lambda placement and needs IP addresses and administrative access to the hosting VMs. This level of control is infeasible to achieve on AWS Lambda or any other commercial offering. We implement SONIC in C# (482 LOC) and deploy it on EC2 instances, providing the same isolation guarantees as AWS Lambda across users [6]. In our setup of SONIC on OpenLambda, we use one separate container for each function (OpenLambda’s design), while one VM can host multiple containers for the same application.
SONIC’s data manager consists of two parts: a centralized manager that stores IP addresses and file paths, and a distributed manager, deployed in every VM, executing the SONIC-optimized data passing method. The distributed manager also measures the actual DAG parameters during the online phase and sends them to the online manager, which updates the regression models in an incremental fashion. Moreover, since the network bandwidth can vary over time, we monitor it using Cloudwatch [13] (default of every 5 min). We use a weighted average of historic measures (as is common [56, 63]) when estimating data passing times. Thus SONIC adjusts its decisions based on bandwidth fluctuations. We use EBS storage as our storage for VM-Storage and Direct-Passing methods. EC2 EBS-optimized instances (e.g., our choice m5) have dedicated bandwidth for EBS I/O (minimizes network contention with other traffic), and can be rightsized for the predicted intermediate data volume.

5 Evaluation

5.1 Performance Metrics

Our primary performance metric is Perf/$. Since we are minimizing end-to-end (E2E) execution time (i.e., latency), this is given by: \( \frac{1}{\text{Latency (sec)}} \times \frac{1}{\text{Price} (\$$)} \). We also use raw latency as a secondary metric, to separate the $-cost normalization effect. For the first metric, higher is better, and for the second, lower is better. When we refer simply to performance, we mean Perf/$. When we refer to the secondary metric, we explicitly say (E2E) execution time or latency.

The different data passing methods considered by SONIC vary in their billing cost, which is sensitive to the selected configurations for each method. Hence, our solution should consider both latency and cost when selecting the best data passing method. Consequently, we use the Perf/$ metric. We also empirically demonstrate that SONIC performs comparably to the baselines in terms of raw performance, and in many cases, outperforms the baselines (Figures 7, 8, 13, 14). Finally, there is precedence of prior work in cloud optimization using performance normalized by price [32, 40, 62]. SONIC’s VM-Storage and Direct-Passing methods add additional cost due to the extra local storage (e.g., EBS storage). However, this additional price is comparable to that of remote storage such as S3, and we include it in our evaluation.

5.2 Baselines and Methodology

We compare SONIC to the following baselines:

1. **OpenLambda + S3** [31]: This is the OpenLambda framework deployed on EC2 with S3 as its remote storage. A new VM is created to host each \( \lambda \) in the DAG. The smallest VM that has enough memory to execute the \( \lambda \) is selected.

2. **OpenLambda + Pocket** [37]: This is a variant of the OpenLambda framework with Pocket (deployed in EC2) as the remote storage. We use Pocket’s default storage tier (DRAM) with \( r5.large \) instance types. The DRAM storage tier strikes the balance between performance and cost and provides the best Perf/$ (Table 4 in [37]). Comparing the price for one DRAM node to one SSD node in Pocket, DRAM is also the cheapest tier. We vary the number of Pocket nodes for each application to reach the best Perf/$. We include the price of the storage nodes only, excluding master and metadata nodes. We use EC2’s per-second level pricing.

3. **SAND** [2]: This baseline leverages data locality by allocating all lambda functions on a single host with rich resources and performing data passing between chained functions through a local message bus.

4. **AWS-\( \lambda \)**: The commercial FaaS platform using two different remote storage systems: S3 and ElastiCache-Redis.

5. **Oracle SONIC**: This is SONIC with fully accurate estimation of DAG parameters and no data passing latency (mimicking local running of all functions). Although impractical, this serves as an upper-bound on performance for any of the three data-exchange techniques selected by SONIC.

Similar to prior OpenLambda evaluations [50], we deploy OpenLambda (and SONIC) on AWS EC2 General Purpose instances (\( m5.large \), \( m5.xlarge \), \( m5.2xlarge \)) for their balance between CPU, memory, and network bandwidth. We use the same EC2 family with SAND for fairness. \( m5 \) instances have a network bandwidth of up to 10 Gbps, which we rely on for both Direct-Passing and Remote-Storage. All costs follow pricing by Amazon for 01/2021, N. California (Region).

5.3 Applications

We use three analytics applications popular as serverless applications and that span the variety of DAG structures.

**Video Analytics**: Fig. 1 shows the DAG for the Video Analytics application, which performs object classification for frames in a given video. It starts with a lambda that splits the input video into chunks of fixed length (10 sec in our case). Then, a second lambda is called for every chunk to extract a representative frame. Next, a third lambda uses a pre-trained deep learning model (MXNET [49]) to classify the extracted frame. It outputs a probability distribution across 1,000 classes over which MXNET is trained. Finally, all the classification results are written to long-term storage.

**LightGBM**: This application trains decision trees, combining them to form a random forest predictor using LightGBM Python library [39]). First, a \( \lambda \) reads the training examples and performs PCA. Second, a user-specified number of \( \lambda \)s train the decision trees in parallel (every \( \lambda \) randomly selects 90% for training, 10% for validation). A third \( \lambda \) collects and combines the trained models; then tests the combined model on held-out test data. Handwritten images’ databases: NIST (800K images); MNIST (60K images) used as inputs [15, 26].

**MapReduce Sort**: This application implements MapReduce sort with serverless functions. In the first stage, \( K \) parallel lambdas (i.e., mappers; \( K = \) user parameter) fetch the input...
file from a remote data store (e.g., S3) and then generate the intermediate files. Next, K parallel lambdas sort the intermediate files and write their sorted output back to storage.

5.4 End-to-End Evaluation

We compare the E2E Perf/$ and latency of SONIC vs. other baselines for our three applications. For Video Analytics, we use a video of length 3 min and size of 15MB, which generates a fanout degree of 19 (we vary the video size in § 5.6.3). For LightGBM, we use an input size of 200MB and fanout degree of 6, generating a random forest of 6 trees (we vary the input size in § 5.5.2). For MapReduce Sort, we use an input size of 1.5GB and a fanout degree of 30. All the results of SONIC include its overheads (11ms for the DAG parameter inference phase; 120ms for the Viterbi optimization phase).

We perform online profiling and training with 35 jobs, by which we reach convergence for all applications with a low average Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) ≤ 15%. We show the accuracy of SONIC’s predictions in Section 5.6.1.

Memory configurations. SONIC infers memory requirements automatically from online profiling. Here, we describe how we select the memory allocation for each lambda. AWS Lambda and other serverless offerings scale compute resources relative to a user-specified memory allocation. We run the baselines under two different configurations, which we call "memory-sized" and "latency-optimized". These are respectively shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. For the memory-sized configuration, we give each lambda just enough memory that it needs to execute. We determine each λ’s memory requirement by measuring the actual memory used when executing the DAG once with all λs using the maximum memory limit (3GB for AWS-λ). For the latency-optimized configuration, we progressively increase the memory allocation as long as a reduction in latency is observed. We report the results for the run with the lowest latency. For OpenLambda, we use SONIC’s memory footprint predictor to select the cheapest VM that fits each lambda.

We draw several conclusions. First, although AWS-λ allows users to rightsize the allocated memory for their applications, it does not always lead to the best Perf/$ or latency. For example, with Video Analytics and memory-sized configuration, SONIC achieves 442% and 12.9× better Perf/$ over AWS-λ with S3 and ElastiCache-Redis respectively. However, with (memory) over-provisioning, the latency-optimized configuration improves AWS-λ performance significantly, reducing the gains of SONIC to 76% and 36% with S3 and ElastiCache-Redis respectively (similar observation is shown w.r.t. raw latency). The reason is that AWS-λ allocates all other resources (e.g., CPU capacity, network bandwidth, etc.) proportionally to the selected memory requirement [3]. Therefore, as the allocated memory is increased, the latency decreases and the cost also increases. But the latency decreases faster than the cost increases, thus Perf/$ increases. However, beyond a certain point of over-provisioning, the latency does not decrease further, and thus the Perf/$ begins to decrease.

For LightGBM and MapReduce Sort applications, we do not see a significant improvement in Perf/$ for AWS-λ baselines with the latency-optimized configuration, since the memory footprint of these applications is close to the 3GB limit to begin with leaving very little room for over-provisioning. For AWS-λ, using ElastiCache-Redis as the remote storage achieves 18% lower latency than using S3. However, ElastiCache-Redis increases the cost significantly, causing a reduction of Perf/$.

Compared to SAND, SONIC achieves 187% better Perf/$ with 2× lower latency in the memory-sized case for Video Analytics application. The gain increases to 5.6× and 3.7× for LightGBM and MapReduce Sort applications, respectively. This is again due to the higher memory footprints of these two applications compared to Video Analytics. This reduces SAND’s ability to run more λs in parallel and forces a high
With 60 concurrent app invocations, the cluster executes a mixture workload of our three applications, with equal portions of our three apps running concurrently. SONIC maintains its improvement over the entire scale, in both Perf/$/job and raw latency.

5.5 Scalability

Here, we evaluate SONIC’s ability to scale to concurrent invocations of a mix of the applications and larger data sizes.

5.5.1 Varying Degree of Concurrency

We compare SONIC to SAND and OpenLambda+S3 serving a mixture workload of our three applications, with equal portions of invocations (jobs) per application. We use a cluster of 52 VMs of type m5.large with 2 compute cores per VM. We select SAND as it always prefers to keep data local, while OpenLambda+S3 always uses Remote-Storage data passing. OpenLambda+S3 is also the closest baseline to SONIC in terms of performance (Fig. 7 and 8). We vary the level of concurrent invocations from 15 (5 per app) to 60 (20 per app). With 60 concurrent app invocations, the cluster executes a total of 480 functions in parallel and all compute cores are fully utilized (except for SAND). We show the Perf/$/job and E2E runtime for every app in Figure 9. We notice that the gain of SONIC over both baselines is consistent across the different degrees of concurrency, which shows SONIC’s ability to seamlessly scale with the number of concurrent invocations. It is of course not surprising that the VM infrastructure scales up — the question was would SONIC scale up as well. This experiment answers that question in the affirmative (within the scales of the experiment), for SONIC as well as for the two baselines. This is expected from the design of SONIC where most of its components are stateless and different instances are spun up to handle more input jobs (Section 3.5). Since SAND schedules the entire job to execute on a single VM, it cannot utilize all the compute cores and hence suffers from very high latency. In contrast, OpenLambda uses Remote-Storage passing between functions, which allows scheduling functions on different VMs and utilizing the available compute resources. SONIC’s hybrid approach achieves both lower E2E execution time along with high resource utilization, and therefore, achieves better Perf/$ and raw latency than all baselines.

5.5.2 Varying Intermediate Data Size

In Fig. 12, we show the impact of changing the intermediate data size on SONIC’s performance vis-à-vis two baselines. SONIC achieves lower E2E latency and higher Perf/$ across all input sizes by predicting the corresponding DAG parameters and selecting the best co-location of lambdas and data passing methods. Second, the normalized Perf/$ of SONIC and OpenLambda+S3 increases with higher input sizes. The reason is that the compute: data passing time ratio for this application increases with higher input sizes. This, in turn, is because the data passing time increases linearly with the input size, whereas its computation time grows faster than linear (PCA has quadratic compute complexity [65] and it dominates the total computation time). Recall that the Oracle assumes no data passing latency but it counts computation time. Accordingly, the higher the compute: data passing time ratio, the lower the gap between Oracle and the baselines (except SAND that has no data passing component).

5.6 Microbenchmarks

Here we evaluate SONIC’s online training accuracy, sensitivity to input content, prediction noise, and cold-start times.

5.6.1 Prediction Accuracy with Online Refinement

As discussed in Sec. 3.2, our solution profiles jobs to characterize the relation between input size and the data passing relevant parameters. This training phase is done online while serving production jobs, and we use remote storage data passing (SONIC’s default) until convergence is achieved. We show SONIC’s accuracy in prediction of execution parameters for new input sizes across the three applications. First, we execute the DAG of each application with jobs of varying input sizes while we measure the DAG’s execution parameters (i.e., \( \lambda \)’s the important trend that the metric is flat across the scales, implying perfect scalability.)
memory footprint, \( \lambda \)'s compute time, data volume on every edge, and fanout degree in every stage). Next, we divide the collected data into train and test sets. We fix the test set size while we vary the number of jobs used for training to show the reduction in error w.r.t. training with more jobs for every application. In each training run, we generate the regression models for all execution parameters in the DAG. For example, PCA's runtime regression estimated equation is: \( Y = 0.0024X^2 + 12.764 \), and PCA's estimated memory equation is: \( Y = 16X + 185.5 \), where \( X \) is the input size in MBs.

For Video Analytics, we collect 60 YouTube videos with lengths that vary uniformly between 1 min and 1 hour and belong to 5 different categories with equal representation of each: News, Entertainment, Nature, Sports, and Cartoon. We similarly execute the LightGBM and MapReduce Sort applications with 60 jobs each. For LightGBM, we use the MNIST database of handwritten digits [15]. The data has 60,000 training images and 10,000 test images. To execute the DAG with varying input sizes, we sub-sample the training data and vary the sampling rate between 5% and 100% uniformly. For MapReduce Sort, we generate randomly shuffled data and vary the size of the data between 3M records (255MB) and 12M records (1.5GB). We also vary the number of Mappers andReducers uniformly between 5 and 50.

Increasing the number of jobs used in training expectedly reduces the prediction error for all applications. With 35 jobs we reach convergence for all predictions with a low average Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) \( \leq 15\% \) as shown in Figures 10 for Video-Analytics. This low prediction error is essential for SONIC to determine the best lambda placement and data passing decisions for new jobs with new input sizes. Optionally, users can set a higher level of acceptable error to reduce the number of training jobs.

We notice that Video Analytics incurs the highest prediction error among the three applications. This is because our collected videos vary significantly in their bitrate, which impacts the relation between the input size and the video’s length. Recall that SONIC is content-agnostic, it does not consider any information that is dependent on the content of the data when it makes its prediction. Although this negatively impacts the prediction accuracy for content-dependent applications, it allows SONIC to generalize to a wide range of applications without the need for special processing for each type of application. Furthermore, policies for public cloud providers often prohibit any visibility into the client applications. We evaluate SONIC’s sensitivity to input content in § 5.6.3.

5.6.2 SONIC’s Performance Improvement Root Causes

Here we highlight the root causes for SONIC’s improved performance over baselines SAND and OpenLambda + S3. We show an example DAG for LightGBM application along with the data passing and lambda placement decisions made by each approach in Figure 11. We also show SONIC’s selected optimum Viterbi path in the table at the bottom. We run the LightGBM application with a fanout degree of 6 and show the E2E latency and Cost for all baselines. First, SAND leverages data locality between all stages and hence uses the same single VM of size m5.Xlarge for the entire application. This causes the fanout stage (TrainModel) to experience serialized execution as this single VM does not have enough resources to execute all invocations in parallel and hence increases the E2E latency to 71.4 sec. Compared to OpenLambda + S3, we notice that passing data between PCA and TrainModel is very slow with remote passing as it takes 8.3 sec. However, if direct passing is used (as done by SONIC), the data passing time becomes 1.9 sec only. We also notice that SONIC places each pair of lambdas in one VM using a total of 3 VMs. This makes direct passing faster as it only needs to transfer 3 copies of the transformed training data. Recall that this application has a broadcast fanout and all lambdas in TrainModel stage get the same copy of PCA’s output file. In conclusion, with SONIC’s optimized data passing and placement decisions, the
E2E latency is reduced by 27% over OpenLambda + S3 and by 62% over SAND, and the Cost is reduced by 33% over OpenLambda + S3 and 36% over SAND.

5.6.3 Sensitivity to Input Content

SONIC uses only the input size information, as opposed to content awareness, to predict DAG parameters for a new job. For example, for Video Analytics (Fig. 1) some of the parameters like the intermediate data size are sensitive to the video size (bytes), which depends on video bitrate specification. We want to examine how SONIC’s performance would be impacted on test videos different from training. In Fig. 13, we show the performance gain for three variants of SONIC, testing on a 396-sec video from the Sports category. First, we train SONIC on 60 videos from the same Sports category, which shows the best performance among the 3 variants. Second, we show SONIC’s performance with training videos from 5 different categories (60 in all, split equally), which shows an 8% performance reduction vis-à-vis the first. The third variant is trained with 60 videos from the News category, which has a 25% lower bitrate than the Sports category on average. This difference in categories causes a further performance reduction by 19% due to the error in predicting the fanout degree (40%) and intermediate data size between the Split_Video and Extract_Frame functions (21%). All three variants still show a significant gain over SAND and OpenLambda baselines. As expected, the higher the difference in critical features of the training and testing data (that can impact the DAG’s parameters), the lower is SONIC’s performance. Critical features are those that affect the compute time or the data passing volume, e.g., video bitrate. One solution to this limitation is to cluster the jobs based on the critical features and train a separate prediction model for each cluster.

5.6.4 Tolerance to Prediction Noise

We examine SONIC’s sensitivity to prediction noise. We use the MapReduce Sort application with 30 each of map and reduce functions and apply varying levels of synthetic noise to our memory footprint predictions. We show the impacts of over-predicting (i.e., the predicted memory footprint is higher than the actual), and under-predicting in Fig. 14. For calibration, the natural error of SONIC in prediction of memory parameters is 7%. We draw several conclusions. First, error levels of less than ±20% have little impact since with low levels of noise, the (categorical) decisions by SONIC for lambda-placement and data passing are unchanged. Second, under-predicting (the bars with -ve errors) has lesser impact on SONIC than over-predicting. Under-predicting causes SONIC to allocate fewer VMs (1 VM per 3 lambdas in this experiment) than without synthetic noise (1 VM per 2 lambdas). This causes the execution of only two lambdas in parallel while queuing the third lambda, increasing the job’s E2E execution time. On the other hand, over-estimation of the memory causes SONIC to allocate more VMs than what the job actually needs (1 VM per lambda). The increase in latency with under-prediction is partly compensated for by the reduction in the $ cost, while with over-prediction, the increase in the $ cost dominates over the reduction in latency.

5.6.5 Varying Cold-Start Overheads

In this experiment, we evaluate the effect of varying cold:hot execution times. We use a synthetic application of one stage containing 10 parallel functions and vary the function’s startup:steady state compute ratios. We compare SONIC to two static baselines, SAND and OpenLambda+S3, in Fig. 15. SAND always prefers data locality and hot execution over parallelism. We notice that this approach is beneficial for lambdas that have a gap of 5× or more between cold and hot execution times. However, this solution is counterproductive when the gap between cold and hot executions is lower, unnecessarily forcing lambdas to run sequentially. The exact opposite happens with OpenLambda — it is competitive with SONIC for cold to hot execution ratios of 2× or less but suffers increasingly as the ratios become higher as it always incurs cold-start costs. SONIC achieves close-to-optimal performance across the entire range of cold-to-hot execution ratios due to its ability to estimate the execution times under cold and hot executions and to select the best lambda placement and data passing approach dynamically. In practice, we find that the ratio varies in the range [1,3,6] (highest for Video Analytics’ Classify frame due to a heavy NN model); prior work has shown that the ratio can be as high as 9.6× (Figure 21 in [50]). We also evaluate SONIC with varying fanout and ratios of compute time to total execution time (=compute time+data passing time). SONIC’s gain over OpenLambda is more significant at lower compute ratios as data exchange dominates, while it is more significant over SAND at higher fanouts (data locality hurts parallelism).

6 Related Work

Data-passing in serverless environments: We are not the first to identify data-passing latency as a key challenge for chained lambda execution [11,12,30,31,67]. Pocket [37] and Locus [53] implement multi-tier remote storage solutions to improve the performance and cost-efficiency of ephemeral data sharing in serverless jobs. SONIC can leverage these remote storage systems (e.g., we have evaluated SONIC with Pocket) while automatically optimizing data-passing performance with VM-Storage (as in SAND [2]) and Direct-Passing, methods, which minimize data copying. Pocket also requires hints from the user about parameters of the DAG, which we infer using our modeling approach.

Prior systems have shown that serverless functions can communicate directly using NAT (network address translation) traversal techniques. ExCamera [22] uses a rendezvous server and a fleet of long-lived ephemeral workers to enable
direct communication. However, it needs both endpoint lambdas to be executing at the time of the data transfer, which SONIC does not. gg [21] is a framework for burst-parallel applications that supports multiple intermediate data storage engines, including direct communication between lambdas, which users can choose from. In contrast, SONIC abstracts and adaptively selects the optimal data-passing mechanism.

The need for process state within serverless frameworks is being increasingly recognized [9, 46, 53, 59], e.g., for fine-grained state sharing or coordination among processes in ML workflows. This trend will emphasize the importance of efficient data passing among functions like SONIC provides. Automated tuning systems of clusters configurations have been proposed in [40–42]. However, these systems use black-box machine learning optimization and rely on hundreds of offline profiling runs to build accurate performance models. Cloudburst proposes using a cache on each lambda-hosting VM for fast retrieval of frequently accessed data in a remote key-value store [61], adding a modicum of statefulness to serverless workflows. SONIC does not cache data, but still exploits data locality with its lambda placement.

**Efficiency of serverless executions.** There is flourishing work to make serverless executions more efficient. One strategy optimizes cold-start latencies, which will influence SONIC’s function placement decisions as in § 5.6.5 (e.g., SOCK [50], SEUSS [10], and Firecracker [1].) Another strategy optimizes in the isolation vs. agility spectrum (e.g., Firecracker [1], MVE [16] (supporting hugely concurrent services as in popular games), Spock [28], and Fifer [27] (hybrids of serverless and other cloud technologies for microservices). The data-passing selection in these works can benefit from SONIC. Costless [17] optimizes lambda fusion and placement, reducing the number of state transitions. This contribution is orthogonal and beneficial to SONIC.

**Cluster computing frameworks:** Many distributed computing frameworks, such as Spark [66], Dryad [33], CIEL [48], and Decima [43] use DAGs of jobs to schedule tasks. With some engineering effort, SONIC can be used to support the data passing on these DAGs. However, SONIC stays close to the spirit of serverless in that it requires a minimal number of user hints or configuration options.

7 **Conclusion**

Optimizing the cost and performance of analytics jobs on serverless platforms requires minimizing the data passing latency between chained lambdas. The optimal data passing method depends on application-specific parameters, such as the input data size and the degree of parallelism. We presented SONIC, a system that jointly optimizes the inter-lambda data exchange method and lambda placement. SONIC performs online profiling to determine the relation between the application’s input size and its DAG parameters. Afterward, SONIC applies an online Viterbi algorithm, to globally minimize the application’s end-to-end latency, normalized by cost. SONIC achieves lower ($ cost-normalized) latency against four competitive baselines for three popular serverless applications. Moreover, SONIC is able to adjust the best data passing method based on infrastructure changes such as network bandwidth fluctuations. In ongoing work, we are designing SONIC to handle conditional control flows in the application DAG through content-aware prediction.
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